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ABSTRACT
The International Halley Watch (IHW) was organized for the
purpose of gathering and archiving the most complete record of the
apparition of a comet, Halley's Comet (1982i = 1986 III =
iP/Halley), ever compiled. The redirection of the International
Sun-Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3) spacecraft, subsequently renamed the
International Cometary Explorer (ICE), toward Comet Giacobini-
Zinner (1984e = 1985 XIII = 21P/Giacobini-Zinner) prompted the
initiation of a formal watch on that comet. All the data collected
on P/Giacobini-Zinner and P/Halley have been published on CD-ROM in
the Comet Halley Archive. This document contains a printed version
of the archive data, collected by amateur astronomers, on these two
comets. Volume 1 contains the Comet Giacobini-Zinner data archive
and Volume 2 contains the Comet Halley archive. Both volumes
include information on how to read the data in both archives, as
well as a history of both comet watches (including the organizing




Charles Morris, Daniel W. E. Green, and John E. Bortle were
very helpful in supplying advice and information on many aspects of
cometary magnitude estimates and the visual appearance. Richard H.
Stanton made photoelectric checks on several AAVSO comparison star
fields before copies were issued to IHW comet observers. James A.
Morgan, Alan Hale, Ruthi Moore, Mike Morrow, John D. Sabia, John
Sanford, Chris Spratt, David Seargent, E. Peter Bus, Marek Muciek,
Jan Hollan, Antonio Milani, Jose Campos, Klim Churyumov, Graham
Keitch, Harold Ridley, Gabor Sule, J_rgen Rendtel, and many other
well-known observers served as collection points and forwarded much
of the data to the Lead Center. Giulio Varsi, Sandor Trajmar, and
B. Watson provided translations of some observers, notes. Murray
Geller helped with the proofreading and supplied good advice and
considerable encouragement. Richard West provided guidance. Ray
L. Newburn, Jr. was helpful and supportive in ways too numerous to
list. Pamela K. Stewart supplied very helpful database management
routines. Without Mikael Aronsson's programming and patience and
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THE AMATEUR OBSERVATION NETWORK OF
THE INTERNATIONAL HALLEY WATCH
Prologue
The International Halley watch (IHW) was organized by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for the U.S. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) for the purpose of gathering and
archiving the most complete record of the apparition of a comet,
Halley's Comet (1982i = 1986 III = iP/Halley), ever compiled.
Descriptions of the IHW may be found in Edberg (1985) and in
Edberg, Newburn, and Rahe (1988). The potential contribution of
amateur astronomers was recognized at the outset (Brandt et al.,
1980) and the IHW was set up to include an Amateur Observation
Network.
Detailed planning and publicity began in 1981 and The
International Halley Watch Amateur Observers' Manual for Scientific
Comet Studies (Edberg, 1983) was available in time for the IHW's
trial run on Comet Crommelin (1983n = 1984 IV = 27P/Crommelin) in
1983-4. The data acquired during the trial run have been published
in print (Sekanina and Aronsson, 1985) and by NASA on CD-ROM, that
is, compact disc - read-only memory, in the Comet Halley Archive,
Vol. 24 (IHW Staff, 1992).
The redirection of the International Sun-Earth Explorer 3
(ISEE-3) spacecraft, subsequently renamed the International
Cometary Explorer (ICE), toward Comet Giacobini-Zinner (1984e =
1985 XIII = 21P/Giacobini-Zinner) prompted the initiation of a
formal watch on that comet, even as Comet P/Halley was in the first
stage of its 1985-6 apparition. All the data collected on
P/Giacobini-Zinner and P/Halley have been published on CD-ROM in
the Comet Halley Archive (IHW Staff, 1992; Vol. 24 and Vols. 1 -
23, respectively; Vols. 25 - 26 contain spacecraft data and
complete the set). This document contains a printed version of the
archive data, collected by amateur astronomers, on these two
comets. Volume 1 contains the Comet Giacobini-Zinner data archive
and Volume 2 contains the Comet Halley archive. Both volumes
include information on how to read the data in both archives, as
well as a history of both comet watches (including the organizing
of the network of astronomers and lessons learned from that
experience).
I. INTRODUCTION
Observations of Comets Halley and Giacobini-Zinner, compiled






Amateur observationsof Periodic Comet Giacobini-Zinner (G-Z)
commenced with the visual recovery of the comet by C. S. Morris and
S. J. Edberg on 1985 April 13. They ended with A. F. Jones'
observation on 1985 December I0. Within that period 1016 magnitude
and related visual appearance observations are included in the
archive. Fifty-three drawings are listed spanning June - October
and 20 photographs span July - September. Observations from 106
amateur astronomers were used in the G-Z archive.
Amateur observations of Periodic Comet Halley commenced with
the visual recovery of the comet by S. J. O'Meara on 1985 January
23. They ended with D. H. Levy's observation on 1988 February 23.
Within that period 11,641 magnitude and related visual appearance
observations are listed in the Halley archive. Within the span of
1985 July 28 through 1986 June 30 there are 1309 drawings listed.
Photographs cover the period 1985 August 12 to 1988 February 16 and
total 2165. Spectra were obtained over the period 1985 December 4
through 1986 May 4 and 45 are listed.
The G-Z and Halley archives both carry identification numbers
for every observation. These are called out in the amateur archive
as AON#, whose leading digit is always 8 (numbers 1 - 7 identify
the other disciplines in the IHW). The second (for Halley) or the
third (for G-Z) digit identifies the subcollection of observations,
as indicated below. The final digits were assigned to each
observation in chronological order.
Because of the subjective nature of visual-appearance
observation methods there is diversity in the type and quality of
information recorded in the archive. When a range of values was
given by the observer the more conservative value was adopted, i.e.
a shorter tail, more diffuse condensation, smaller coma, and
fainter magnitude. The AON# is always 1 for visual-appearance
listings.
Drawings present the visual aspect of a comet. To be included
in the archive a rendering must reproduce the detail discernible by
the observer and provide information useful to an investigator.
The AON# is always 3 for drawing listings.
All the photographic images listed in the archive are on file
and were examined for quality before inclusion in the archive
listings. The AON# is always 5 for photograph listings.
The spectra listed in the archive were made with either prism
or grating spectrographs in a variety of modes. These spectra are
perhaps the only ones in the complete IHW archive which cover the
full range of visual wavelengths in one record. A few spectra




The rationale for including amateur observations in IHW
activities was described in the original IHW report by Brandt et
al. (1980). The goal was to ensure that amateur observations would
be as scientifically useful as possible. With that in mind the IHW
Amateur Observers' Manual for Scientific Comet Studies (Edberg,
1983) was written. The philosophy was to provide detailed
instructions that observers with some experience could follow. The
manual was not intended to teach neophyte amateur astronomers how
to begin the hobby, though it was available early enough that a
novice, wishing to learn how to make amateur astronomical
observations in general and observations of comets in particular,
TABLE I
Discipline Specialist Team
Team Member Affiliation Responsibility
















Warren Morrison American Association of
Variable Star Observers
(AAVSO)
Cambridge, MA 02138, U. S. A.
Data
Recorder
Thomas R. Williams AAVSO Data Recorder
Michael J. Weiner Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1985-1986
Mary L. Firth Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1986-1988
Elizabeth La Vite Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1988-1989
would have enough time and could find enough general references to
learn the necessary techniques.
Inviting amateur astronomers to participate in the IHW was
approached in several ways. Contacts with established
organizations and well-knownamateur observers were made. This did
not reach the bulk of potential observers. These observers were
contacted via the astronomical press and other public media.
Seeking scientific assistance from amateur astronomers had its
pros and cons. Filling in observational gaps in professional
coverage of the comet, for the professional Large Scale Phenomena
Network and the Spectroscopy and SpectrophotometryNetwork to name
two examples, and supplying numerous visual observations were
genuine, positive contributions to the IHW. On the other hand the
potentially large number of contributors and observations and the
observations' uncertain quality could easily have overwhelmed
efforts to manage and then prepare the data for inclusion in the
archive. Marketing surveys, conducted for advertisers using
astronomical magazines, estimated the number ofamateur astronomers
in the U.S. and Canada, alone, to number 300,000.
To ameliorate the problem, amateurs planning to register with
the Amateur Observation Network were encouraged, via the Observer
Index registration form, to read portions of the manual first to
confirm their interest not just in joining in the IHW but in
actually participating by making observations useful to the
scientific community.
Ultimately, the numbers of participants and observations
proved manageable. There were 1575 registrations and of these, 873
actually submitted observations of P/Halley. It is noteworthy
that the latter figure includes submitters who did not register
with the amateur network: their observations simply arrived in the
mail.
The observations were collected at the IHW's JPL Lead Center.
They were either sent there directly by the observers or were
forwarded by designated observation collectors - usually
experienced observers willing to collect observations and advise
observers - from sites around the world. (These data recorders
were listed in the International Halley Watch Amateur Observer's
Bulletin (Edberg, 1982 - 1990) and in acknowledgment and update
letters sent to registered observers.) Some of the collectors also
provided their assessment of the quality of the observations. The
final preparation of the archive involved an assessment of all the
submitted observations by the Discipline Specialist.
Registration and Preparation
The Observer Index form in the IHW Amateur Observers' Manual
was designed so that the observer's address and observing site
particulars could be entered into computer files for later use.
The information requested on telescopes, cameras, and other
observing hardware, while not necessary at the time of registration
(but required for observations), later proved useful on numerous
occasions when ambiguities of various types appeared in observation
reports. Even the signature permitting use of the data in the
archive was helpful at times.
Registrants received a letter of acknowledgement and, later,
letters timed appropriately for the P/Crommelin trial run and the
P/Giacobini-Zinner campaign. They were encouraged to request a
free subscription to the IHWAmateur Observer's Bulletin (published
for the IHW by the Planetary Society) so they would be informed
about IHW activities.
In 1988, a short questionnaire requesting more details on each
observer's past cometary and general astronomical experience was
sent to all observation submitters for whom addresses were
available. (Some observations were sent without the submitter's
address and other observers moved without sending an address
update.) Staff and time limitations prevented the inclusion of the
ancillary Observer Index data and the questionnaire data in
computer files, but the paper files will stay with the IHW archive
for future use by those who are interested in the community of
participating amateur astronomers.
The observing site coordinates, listed in Table VIII and by
identification number with the observations in the archive, are
mostly those supplied by the observer. They have appended to them
the Discipline Specialist's subjective estimate of the accuracy of
that position. Occasionally observers used additional sites for
which they did not supply coordinates. For these sites any
evidence available was used to estimate very approximate geographic
coordinates and a very large position uncertainty estimate was
attached to them, sometimes as large as a whole country.
The large number of observing sites that many individuals
would use was not anticipated. Observers selected sites based on
such characteristics as atmospheric conditions and weather,
distance from home, height and darkness of the horizon, and the
comet's azimuth, among others.
The observation report forms in the manual (as later modified
and published in the IHWAmateur Observer's Bulletin and in letters
to observers) were patterned on report forms used by various
amateur astronomy organizations. Occasionally there was redundancy
on the forms; this sometimes proved very helpful in preparing the
data for input. The forms were as self-explanatory as possible,
even though a complete glossary explaining the forms was in the
Manual.
The report forms were formulated so that a selected parameter
was the same for all observations reported on an individual form:
for magnitudes the parameter was the comet observed; for drawings,
photoelectric photometry, and meteor counts it was the date; and
for all observations using photography it was photographic
emulsion. Unfortunately, some observers did not follow the
formulations, creating significant additional work to prepare
mixed-parameter observation reports for entry in the archive.
The preparation of thousands of observations for entry in the
archive leads to the following conclusion: the organizer of any
activity of this nature must be prepared for the unexpected and
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irrational. Sometimes instructions aren't followed, and the data
system must have built-in flexibility and adaptability.
II. THE ARCHIVE
Visual Appearance
After discussions with the staff of the International Comet
Quarterly (ICQ), their observation report form was adopted with
added columns for additional data relevant to the analysis and
understanding of the large number of magnitude estimates in the
archive. It was a mistake not to ask for the comet's name on the
report form: some observers sent in their data on P/Giacobini-
Zinner and on P/Halley on separate forms but in the same mailing.
Some G-Z observations were found mixed with Halley observations
during the final Halley proofreading, when it was too late to add
them to the G-Z archive. Another minor problem, fortunately made
obvious by the observers, was that observations of brighter "comets
of opportunity" discovered in 1985 were sometimes submitted with
Halley observations on the same report form (this occurred with
drawings as well).
UT Date was usually understood by observers but the time of
observations was sometimes not correctly computed or not attached
to the correct data. Some observers, responding to an IHWrequest,
submitted their times as decimals of a day. A number of them
incorrectly used the table to convert hours:minutes:seconds to
decimals of a day, which was distributed in the acknowledgment
letter and in the Amateur Observer's Bulletin (No. II).
Observations with ambiguous dates/times were discarded. With very
few exceptions, decimal dates had to be specified to two or more
decimal places for inclusion in the archives.
To better standardize the magnitude estimates, comparison star
charts were included with the Amateur Observers' Manual (in Part
II). These included reduced-sizeAAVSO Variable Star Atlas charts
(Scovil, 1980) with their V and visual magnitudes and portions of
the B.A.A. Star Charts 1950.0 (Tirion, 1981) that had AAVS0 Atlas
magnitudes added to them. In addition, selected AAVSO variable
star comparison charts, some checked photoelectrically by Richard
Stanton (JPL, private communication) were mailed to registered
observers. These efforts at standardization were thwarted both
directly by the publication of other observing manuals with
different star charts + magnitudes (Bouma et al., 1985 and Bus,
1984) and indirectly by observers picking their own sources of
comparison magnitudes. Later in this section the many reference
sources used by the observers are listed. It is incumbent on any
archive user to decide which set or sets of comparison charts are
acceptable for research.
Some observers reported magnitudes made with the same
instrument but with different magnifications on the same data line:
these were discarded because of their ambiguity.
Degree of condensation, DC, often covered the full range from
6
0 to 9 on many nights. Charles Morris submits the following report
on recent results:
An interesting result of the February 1994
International Workshop on Cometary Astronomy concerns a
comet's degree of condensation. For some time, there has
been concern over the wide range of DC values (often
including all possible values, 0-9) reported by different
observers, even experienced observers, on a given night
(S. J. Edberg, unpublished). During a panel discussion
at the Workshop, led by John E. Bortle and Charles S.
Morris, one reason for the spread was uncovered. Most
American observers (and the IHW) define DC as a smoothly
varying description of the intensity profile across a
comet's head (Edberg, 1983). In particular, DC = 9 is
used only when a comet is described as either wholly with
a bright nuclear condensation with little surrounding
coma (star-like in appearance) or with a notable, sharp-
edged (planetary-like) disk. In this scheme, a diffuse
coma with a stellar condensation would have a DC that is
the weighted average of the two components. For
instance, a totally diffuse coma (DC=0) with a faint
stellar condensation might have a combined DC of two. If
the same diffuse coma had a bright condensation, the DC
might be six or seven.
At the Workshop it was learned that British
observers jump to DC = 9 immediately upon distinguishing
any stellar condensation within the comet's head. While
other European comet groups/observers at the Workshop
indicated that they followed the American/IHWdefinition
of DC, a visual DC test given to the participants
(Shanklin, 1994) prior to the DC discussion showed good
agreement among observers for all examples, except the
one having a stellar condensation embedded in a diffuse
coma. While not explaining all the scatter observed in
the DC estimates (e.g., different instrumentation is
another potential cause), it does suggest that
significant confusion exists over the definition of DC
when a stellar (or near-stellar) condensation is present
in the comet's coma. Users of the archive should bear
this in mind when analyzing DC data.
The Dark Adapted column asked for a simple yes/no response.
The actual time spent dark adapting would have been a more useful
datum.
The criteria for the retention of magnitude data in the
archive were extensively debated. The extremes ranged from keeping
the data from only a few, selected, experienced observers to
keeping virtually all of them. One specific criterion and its
rationale originated with Charles Morris (JPL, private
communication): Exclude observers who made less than a specified
number of observations (e.g., 1 observation per month on average)
during the prime 1985-86 observing period. This number should be
selected so the criterion tends to filter out inexperienced
observers while retaining sufficient quantities of data from the
remaining observers to make meaningful intercomparisons.
Based on these discussions, the decision was made that for the
archive all those data were included that, based on the report
itself, appeared to have been made in the Manual-prescribed manner•
Thus researchers may exercise the option of applying Morris'
criterion. Even this liberal approach to data inclusion resulted
in the discarding of roughly one-quarter of the submitted
observations. Figure 1 presents light curves of G-Z and Halley.
The light curve in Figure Ib was generated with a group of selected
observers while Figure Ic used all of the observers.
The size of this data set will allow many more studies of
interest - some of the observers perhaps, as well as of the comet -
than would have been possible had a much more limited archive been
produced• Workers interested in using experience as a selection
criterion are referred to Table II, kindly supplied by Daniel Green
(Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams; private communication),
which lists observations by those whose data are in the ICQ files.
Users are also referred to Green (1986) for additional data on ICQ
observers of P/Halley. He lists both the most active ICQ observers
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Figure I. (a) The light curve of Comet Giacobini-Zinner,
using the brightest total magnitude estimate (if more
than one was made) by each observer on every night an
observation was made. No aperture corrections have been
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Figure i. (b) The light curve of Comet Halley using the
brightest magnitude estimate (if more than one was made)
by observers J. Bortle, R. Bouma, D. W. E. Green, A.
Hale, A. Jones, R. Keen, G. Keitch, C. S. Morris, W.
Morrison, A. Pearce, D. Seargent, and J. Shanklin on
every night an observation was made. Some "nuclear"
magnitudes (m2) have been included, falling well below
the total magnitude light curves. No aperture
corrections have been applied. Breaks in the curve fall
around full moon or perihelion.
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Figure I. (c) The light curve of Comet Halley using the
brightest magnitude estimate (if more than one was made)
by all observers on every night an observation was made.
Some "nuclear" magnitudes (m2) have been included,
falling well below the total magnitude light curves. No
aperture corrections have been applied. Breaks in the
curve fall around full moon or perihelion.
TABLE I I
The Most Active ICQ Observers
The top 24 active observers of all comets in the ICQ
archive as of 1990 January 4 are listed below. The
columns list observer's name, number of positive
observations, and number of negative observations (comet
not detected). Here, an observation is defined as a
single ICQ-format 80-character data listing; in the ICQ
archive there is often more than one observation per
observer per comet per night, since observers use
different methods and different instruments to determine
the total visual magnitude. The vast majority of
observations (> 95%) contain some sort of magnitude
estimate while the remainder report only other aspects of
the visual appearance.
Observer Obs.
John E. Bortle 1952
Albert Jones 1942
Charles S. Morris 1799
Reinder Bouma 914




































Observers' notes, throughout the amateur archive, are usually
reproduced as written by the observer, especially in the case of
observers whose first language is not English. This can make for
rough reading and ambiguity at times but it allows archive users to
make their own judgments. Some observers supplied extensive notes
not directly related to the comet or the observations. A few of
these are scattered through the archive to supply a little color
and context to the data and the times.
The column headings of the IHW Visual Appearance printed
archive are described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. Trailing zeroes
are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
ml Total magnitude of the comet. A colon indicates that the
given magnitude has lower than usual precision. A >
indicates that the comet was fainter than the given
magnitude.










Sidgwick or In-Out method
Morris method
In-focus telescopic (as with variable stars)
or naked eye estimates (made with or without
defocusing; some observers remove corrective
eyeglasses to defocus stars for comparison
with the comet)
See Edberg (1983) for details of the first three methods.
Chart Source(s) of comparison star magnitudes:
(number < 179) Specific chart with V and/or visual
magnitudes in the American Association of
Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) Variable Star
Atlas (Scovil, 1980).
(number + letter) Specific chart from the B.A.A.
(British Astronomical Association, BAA) Star
Charts 1950.0 (Tirion, 1981) that was modified
by the addition of AAVSO atlas magnitudes and
published in the IHWAmateur Observers' Manual
(Edberg, 1983).
Ii
(variable star designation) Variable star
comparison chart published by the AAVSO, BAA,
or Royal Astronomical Society of New Zealand
(RASNZ), or AAVSO charts with V magnitudes
(specially checked by R. H. Stanton, JPL;
private communication). The latter were
distributed by the IHW. A letter following
the variable star designation identifies the
specific chart used. R. W. Fleet (private
communication) finds that comparison star
magnitudes in the SX Leonis field are about
1/3 magnitude fainter than those in the S
Sextantis field. J. Bortle (private
communication) has also noted inconsistencies
between comparison star fields in this part of
the sky.
(numbers) Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO) Star Catalog (1966) star number, or
another catalog's number.
AA Chart from The AAVSO Variable Star Atlas
(Scovil, 1980).
AAVSO Unspecified AAVSO source.
AUL UBV UBV photoelectric sequence described by
Landolt (1973).
BAA Unspecified BAA source.
BSC Yale Bright Star Catalog (Hoffleit and Jaschek,
1982).
COELI Atlas of the Heavens (also called Atlas
Coeli 1950.0; Becvar, 1958).
CZ List of white (B-V < 0.5) stars selected by J.
Hollan of Copernicus Observatory &
Planetarium, Brno, Czechoslovakia (private
communication).
DCS Dutch Comet Section observing manual (Bus,
1984), with magnitudes based on Sky Catalog
2000.0 (Hirshfeld and Sinnott, 1982). V
magnitudes were converted to visual
magnitudes.
E Atlas Eclipticalis 1950.0 (Becvar, 1958).
IHW Unspecified IHW source; occasionally
specific chart is indicated.
a
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IHW BAA Unspecified BAA chart published by the
IHW.
LNES Lampkin's (1972) Naked Eye Stars.
M Stellar Atlas by A. A. Mikhaylov (1975) using
Henry Draper Catalogue (HD; Cannon and
Pickering, 1918-24) magnitudes.
MP McCormick Photovisual Sequences (published by
the Univ. of Virginia; also Wirtanen and
Vyssotsky, 1945).
NPS North Polar Sequence, published by the
AAVSO.
PA Stars from the Palomar Observatory SkySurvey.
Their V magnitudes were determined by
comparison with the standard sequence in NGC
2119 (Hoag et ak, 1961) and converted
according to: (visual magnitude) = V + 0.16
[B-V] (K. Churyumov, private communication).
RASNZ Unspecified RASNZ source.
SA Selected area (Everhart, 1984), either
numbered or unspecified.
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory source.




Chart from the SAO Star Atlas
SC 2000 Unspecified stars from Sky Catalog 2000.0
(Hirshfeld and Sinnot, 1982).
SPV Unspecified stars with photovisual magnitudes
from the Cape Photographic Catalog for 1950.0.
USNOC United States Naval Observatory Photoelectric
Catalog (Blanco et al, 1968).
VAS (+ numbers) Unspecified stars from a specific
chart in Vehrenberg's (1971) Atlas Stellarum
1950.0.
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Occasionally combinations of sources are specified, e.g.
SA47SAO, SPER 16, AA NPS, AACZORI, etc. Additional
sources were used by a small number of observers, about
which little or no information was supplied.
Coma size Coma diameter [arcmin]. For an elliptical coma the major
and minor axes are given.
DC Degree of condensation, a qualitative measure of the
brightness profile across the coma. Values from 0 to 9
indicate increasing degrees of condensation from diffuse
to stellar. See Edberg (1983) for details.
Tail Length of a tail [deg]. In the printed archive
additional tails are listed as notes.
PA Position angle [deg] measured north through east. In the
printed archive additional tails (and fans) are listed as
notes.
Ap, Ins, f/, Pwr Aperture size [m], type of instrument (see











The Jones-Bird design is described by Jones (1957) and by
Bird and Bowen (1979).
On a few occasions the stated telescope characteristics
don't seem to match the telescope type listed, both as
supplied by the observer. In the case of fast
Schmidt-Cassegrainian telescopes, an auxiliary positive
lens was probably used as a focal reducer
(telecompressor), and a rather fast Cassegrainian
telescope (f/10) is probably a Schmidt-Cassegrainian.
Lim Limiting magnitude of stars visible to the naked eye.
Interference with the observation is indicated by the
letters C, M, T, or Z if used, which refer to city
lights, moonlight, twilight, or zodiacal light,
respectively.
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DA The observer's dark adaptation (Y = yes, N = no). A few
observers gave the time spent dark adapting; times
greater than or equal to I0 minutes were assigned a Y,
shorter times an N.
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Drawings
The discerning eyes and skilled hands of astronomical
illustrators have historically provided images of comets. Today,
unfortunately, few professional or amateur astronomers have the
artistic skill and accuracy, in this age of photography and
electronic detectors, that were once the common tools of many
astronomers. Drawings of P/Halley still help to place the comet's
1986 apparition in the context of earlier ones, however. In
addition, the large number of drawings on file offers investigators
the opportunity to better understand eye-brain detector variations
among observers, especially when the drawings are compared with
images from the Near Nucleus Studies Network that were made by non-
human detectors (though later processing by archive users will
insert a form of personal bias into the images, or at least into
their appearance). Figure 2 presents high quality drawings.
Some observers' reports of magnification used for their
observations were ambiguous. For example, an observer may have
indicated 58-271, listed in the archive as 58,271. It is not clear
if the observer used an unspecified intermediate power or a range
of powers for that particular drawing.
The intent in asking for U. T. Start/End was to determine how
long it took the observer to make the drawing since it couldn't be
made instantaneously. In a few cases a single time was given with
the drawing but not in the space provided for Start/End. In such
cases an editor's note was inserted and any evidence available,
including other drawings or magnitude estimates, was used to
suggest in the note whether the supplied time was for the start or
end or middle.
The format of the list of drawings in the printed archive is
described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. Trailing zeroes
are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference













































Scale Scale in minutes of arc per millimeter. Drawings lacking
a scale are sometimes included.
Ap, Ins, f/, Pwr(s) Aperture size [m], type of instrument (see











The Jones-Bird design is described by Jones (1957) and by
Bird and Bowen (1979).
On a few occasions the stated telescope characteristics
don't seem to match the telescope type listed, both as
supplied by the observer. In the case of fast
Schmidt-Cassegrainian telescopes, an auxiliary positive
lens was probably used as a telecompressor (focal
reducer), and a rather fast Cassegrainian telescope
(f/10) is probably a Schmidt-Cassegrainian.
DurM Time [min] spent to execute the drawing.
Lim Limiting magnitude of stars visible to the naked eye.
Interference with the observation is indicated by the
letters C, M, T, or Z if used, which refer to _ity
lights, moonlight, t_wilight, or zodiacal light,
respectively.
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Photography
The photography report form, updated in IHWAmateur Observer's
Bulletin No. 6 from the version in the Manual, was designed with
intentionally redundant entries. This was occasionally helpful in
interpreting an observer's report.
Images listed in the archive are those for which a quick
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visual inspection without magnification suggested that the image
could have use to someone studying the appearance of the comet.
Even when an image is of doubtful quality it is listed, consistent
with the philosophy that it is best to let archive users be aware
of the availability of that image. Roughly one-eighth of the
photos submitted were not included in the archive and neither are
the numerous reports of photos taken for which no copy was
included. The quality of the images in the files ranges from
barely useful to superb, professional-level work. Figure 3
presents samples of both wide-angle and narrow-angle photographs.
The times listed in the archive were converted from exposure
start and duration to mid-exposure time. Often the photographer
gave the starting time to greater precision (in
hours:minutes:seconds) than is indicated by the decimal conversion.
In the archive listing, telescopes used for photography
commonly have the focal length, focal ratio, and aperture all
(redundantly) specified. When camera lenses were used, only focal
length and focal ratio are listed. The focal ratio listed for a
camera lens is that used for the photograph, which may not be the
widest-open aperture (lowest focal ratio) possible with the lens.
Auxiliary lenses are sometimes used on telescopes and cameras
to increase or decrease the focal length. When re-imaging is not
involved and a negative lens is used to increase the telescope's
effective focal length for photography, the lens is commonly called
a tele-extender or teleconverter. (Such a lens is called a Barlow
lens when used visually.) A telecompressor or focal reducer is a
positive lens that shortens the effective focal length without re-
imaging.
The ISO (ASA/DIN) speed of the emulsion is given as supplied
by the observer or manufacturer. Some emulsions do not have a
speed (in the usual sense of the word) determined for them, so for
these, and for emulsions that have been hypersensitized or push-
processed, this column is left empty. For an emulsion for which
different speeds are available by manufacturer's design and
recommended processing, the speed as given by the observer is used.
Gas hypersensitizing and emulsion cooling both serve to
increase the sensitivity of photographic emulsions or mitigate the
effects of low intensity failure of the reciprocity law for
photographic emulsions. Gas hypersensitized emulsions are
available commercially (Lumicon and University Optics are two such
suppliers) and are also prepared by observers themselves.
Considering the varying temperaments and world-wide locations
of astrophotographers it would have been impossible to standardize
photographic emulsions and processing. Thus, these details are
provided with the archive listing.
Kodak developer D-19b is commonly used by European
astrophotographers. It is an X-ray emulsion developer that is
rather radically different in composition from its high contrast
American namesake, D-19. Contact Eastman Kodak Co., Dept. 841-S,
343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650-0811, USA for details. Kodak
can also provide details on the spectral transmission of their























Technical Uses in the references; many Wratten filter designation
numbers have been adopted for equivalent glass filters made by
other manufacturers).
There were variations in the way observers indicated the
dilutions of their developers: for example, both 1 + 4 and 1 : 4
were used.
It seemed likely that original negatives or positives of the
comets would be too precious for observers to want to give up.
While there are some originals in the files, the archive largely
lists copies in the files, of one of the following types:
Contact Prints - positive images on paper made by placing the
original negative in contact with the photographic paper.
Negatives - May be originals or copies: some are mounted in
slide frames.
Prints - These are usually enlargements from the original;
occasionally a halftone or xerographic (often of poor quality)
copy. Composite prints are so noted but are listed as a single
entry with a mid-time determined as halfway between the initial
opening of the shutter and its final closing, no matter what the
individual exposure times and their separations were. Negative
prints were submitted rarely.
Slides - 135-size (24 x 36 mm) positive black and white or
color transparencies mounted in standard frames.
Transparencies - Positive images on film, unmounted, of 135-
size or larger. Standard sizes are 135, providing an image area of
approximately 24 x 36 mm, and 120, with an area of approximately 6
x 6 cm (sometimes 6 x 7 cm). Rarely, other larger films were used.
The data files contain hard-copy images ranging in size from
individual 135-size images to oversize prints.
For the purpose of standardization the Amateur Observers'
Manual instructed observers to obtain calibration photos of M31,
M83, and Orion's belt. Only a handful of observers cooperated.
Calibration photos are stored with the comet photos but are not
listed in the archive.
The format of the list of photographs in the printed archive
is described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. For photographs
this is the middle of the exposure. Trailing zeroes are
often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
FL, f/, and Ap Instrument focal length [m], focal ratio, and
aperture [m]. Listed are the effective focal length and
2O
effective focal ratio used. A note follows giving the
nominal characteristics of the instrument if auxiliary
optics were used in making the image.
FOV Computed field of view for a 24 x 36 mm frame.
format emulsions are identified in the notes.
Larger
ExpM Exposure time [min].
Emulsion Type of emulsion.
ISO The speed (ASA/DIN) of the emulsion.
Hyp "Y" indicates a hypersensitized emulsion, "C" stands for
an exposure with a cooled-emulsion camera; otherwise an
IINII.
Gdng Type of guiding:
C - Computed offsets to telescope drive
M - By micrometer
O - Cross hairs on central condensation
S - Sidereal-rate drive or guiding on a star
T - Cross hairs tangent to coma
X - Cross hairs on a coma with no condensation
These methods are explained in Edberg (1983).
Id/Typ IHW- or observer-assigned number and type of image on
file:
C - Contact print
N - Negative
P - Enlarged print
S - Slide
T - Transparency
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Astrometry
A few amateur astronomers have been contributing much-needed
astrometric observations of comets for many years. These
astronomers worked directly with the IHW Astrometry Network.
Several other amateur astrometrists sent their measurements to the
Amateur Observation Network. Astrometry Network Discipline
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Specialist Donald K. Yeomans analyzed these data and,
unfortunately, found them unacceptable. These observers were
encouraged to continue improving their technique; good astrometric
measurements of comets and asteroids continue to be sorely needed.
Spectroscopy
Amateur astronomers apparently generated the only low
dispersion spectra of Comet Halley (Figure 4). Reports of
spectroscopic observations were made on a form closely matching the
photographic report form. (Both the photography report form and
the spectroscopy report form were each similarly revised in IHW
Amateur Observer's Bulletin No. 6 from their versions in the
Manual.) The principal difference was the request for information
on the type of telescope and spectroscopic system used and on
disperser characteristics. The archive listings indicate camera
lens specifically with a "CL" and a camera lens may also be
inferred, as in the listings of direct photographs, from the empty
column listing for aperture.
Observer W. Tom Buchanan's spectrograph has an unusual design.
It is basically an objective grating spectrograph using a camera
lens. He has added a complex optical system which allows
wavelength reference marks to be placed on the film with the target
spectrum. His detailed description is on file with his spectra.
The format of the list of spectrograms in the printed archive
is described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. For
spectrograms this is the middle of the exposure.
Trailing zeroes are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
Config The type of spectrograph used. The initial number and
letter pair indicates the disperser: the number gives the
grooves/mm of Grating or the apex angle of a Prism. The
second letter indicates the specific configuration used:
Non-objective, Objective, or Slitless.
Ins The type of instrument used. An "N" indicates
Newtonian reflector, an "R" indicates a refractor,
and "CL" indicates a camera lens was used.
a
FL, f/, and Ap Instrument focal length [m], focal ratio, and
aperture [m]. Listed are the effective focal length and
effective focal ratio used. A note follows giving the
nominal characteristics of the instrument if auxiliary
optics were used.
EXpM Exposure time [min].
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ab
Figure 4. (a) Spectrogram of Comet Halley by W. Tom
Buchanan taken on 9 April 1986 (AON# 870136). The
continuum of reflected sunlight is punctuated with
emissions of CN (on the far left) and various carbon
compounds to the right. (b) Spectra of Comet Halley
extend on both sides of the zero order image in this
photograph by Stephen Edberg taken on 17 March 1986 (AON#
870132).
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Emulsion Type of emulsion.
ISO The ASA/DIN speed of the emulsion.
Hyp "Y" indicates a hypersensitized emulsion, "C" stands for
an exposure with a cooled-emulsion camera; otherwise an
I'NI' .
Gdng Type of guiding:
C - Computed offsets to telescope drive
M - By micrometer
O - Cross hairs on central condensation
S - Sidereal-rate drive or guiding on a star
T - Cross hairs tangent to coma
X - Cross hairs on a coma with no condensation
These methods are explained in Edberg (1983).
Id/Typ IHW- or observer-assigned number and type of image on
file:
C - Contact print
N - Negative
P - Enlarged print
S - Slide
T - Transparency
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Photoelectric Photometry
Only one observer submitted photometric observations to the
Amateur Observation Network, on his own report form (with the
comment that the form in the manual was inadequate). These were
forwarded to the professional Photometry and Polarimetry Network
for disposition.
Meteor Observations
At the time the IHW was being organized a professional network
of meteor observers was not included. Amateur meteor observations
were solicited to ensure that at least some meteor data would be
included in the archives, especially since this is a subject easily
and traditionally studied by amateurs.
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With much already known about these meteor showers, hourly
counts, photography, and spectrophotography were emphasized.
Halley Meteor Days were set from 1982-1987 for May 2-6 and October
20-24.
Visual hourly counts were emphasized initially (in the Manual)
but with the encouragement and assistance of David Meisel of the
American Meteor Society (AMS) radio counts were later added to the
program. Mike Morrow and Ruthi Moore, the IHW Meteor Recorders,
designed an improved Visual/Radio Meteor Observation Report form
which was distributed and explained in the acknowledgement letter
to observers and in Bulletin No. 5.
Well over a thousand meteor reports were received from several
hundred observers. The majority of them observed only over periods
of one or two hours, rather than the more desirable multiple hour
periods. Efforts in meteor photography were minimal. Only three
direct photos were submitted (one Eta Aquarid, one Orionid, and one
sporadic meteor) and no spectra. The meteor photography report
form was updated in parallel with that of photography and that of
spectroscopy.
On the advice of the IHW's Steering Group, a professional
Meteor Studies network was created and announced in IHWNewsletter
(Edberg, 1982 - 1987) No. 7 (18 June 1985). With this network
organized, all the amateur observations were forwarded to
Discipline Specialist Anton Hajduk at the Astronomical Institute of
the Slovak Academy of Sciences for inclusion in the meteor archive.
Copies of all the data are also included with the paper files of
the amateur archive.
III. FLEXIBLE IMAGE TRANSPORT SYSTEM (FITS) KEYWORDS IN THE DIGITAL
ARCHIVE
FITS Headers
The amateur data are computer-archived on CD-ROM and magnetic
tape according to the standard, extended FITS format. The visual
data use a header with table extension format. All the other types
include all the data in the primary header. To maintain
consistency with the P/Crommelin data set, the header + table
extension is used for the archives containing P/Giacobini-Zinner
and P/Halley even though it would have been more efficient to
include all the magnitude data in the primary header.
The FITS keyword sets used in the archive include both the
FITS standard keywords and the table extension keyword set that is



















Table III. All Types of Data
T THIS IS A FITS FILE
8 BITS PER PIXEL
0 NO IMAGE DATA ARRAy PRESENT
T THERE MAY BE STANDARD EXTENSIONS
NAME OF OBJECT
UNIQUE FILE IDRMTIFICATION NO.
DATE OF MIDDLE OF OBSERVATION (UT)
TIME OF MIDDLE OF OBSERVATION (UT)
DATE OF PUBLIC RELEASE
IHW DISCIPLINE
EAST LONGITUDE OF OBSERVING SITE
LATITUDE OF OBS_NG SITE
OBSERVING SYSTF-q CODE
NA_fl_ OF OBSERVER
NR24E OF SUB_4ITTER OF DATA
S SPECIAL EVENT FLAG
$nnnnn
.ttttt
Table IV. Visual Appearance
DAT-FORM- 'ASCII / FORM OF DATA
DAT-TYPE- 'VISUAL MAG. EST.' / TYPE OF DATA
ELEV-OBS- eeee / ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
INETRUME- 'lii...ii' / TYPE OF INSTRUMENT USED
APERTURE- a.aaa / APERTURE SIZE (METER)
FRATIO - ff.f / FOCAL RATIO
POWER - ppp / MAGNIF%CATION




BITPIX = 8 /
NAXIS - 2 /
NAXISI - 71 /
NAXIS2 = 1 /
PCOUNT - 0 /
GCOUI_T = I /
TFIELDS = 16 /
TTYPEI - 'MAG. EST. METHOD' /
TBCOLI = 1 /
TFORMI - 'Al /
TNULLI - '? /
TTYPE2 - 'COMA _L%GNITT/DE' /
T_COL2 " 3 /
TFOPJ42 " 'A5 /
T_ULL2 " '-99.0 /
T_%'PE3 = 'MAGNITUDE CO_fl_ENT' /
TECOI_ = 8 /
TFORM3 - 'Al /
TNULL3 " ' /
TTYPE4 = 'CHART NO. ' /
TBCOL4 = I0 /
TFORM4 " 'A7 /
TNULL4 = ' /
TTYPE5 " 'COMA DIAI_2_TER i' /
TBCOL5 = 18 /
TFORM5 " 'E5.1 /
T_NIT5 " 'ARCMIN. ' /
TNUI_5 = '-99.0 /
TTYPE6 - 'COMA DIAMETER 2' /
TBCOL6 " 24 /
TFORM6 = 'E5.1 /
TENIT6 " 'ARCMIN. ' /
TNULL6 " '-99 .0 /
TTIrPE7 " 'DEGREE OF COND.' /
TBCOL7 = 30 /
TFORM_ = 'Ii /
TNULL7 = ' /
TTYPE8 = 'LENGTH OF TAIL i' /
TBCOL8 - 32 /
TFORM8 = 'ES. 2 /
TUNI T8 = 'DEGREE ' /
TNULL8 - '-9. O0 /
_/PE9 - 'P.A. OF TAIL i' /
TBCOL9 = 38 /
TFOR_9 - 'I3 /
TUNIT9 _ 'DEGREE ' /








NO. OF FIELDS PER ROW




I_)TAL MAGNITUDE (GIVEN AS PJ_PRANUMERIC
STARTING COLUP_ STRING, SINCE IST COL. CAN
FORMAT BE > SIGN, WHICH IMPLIES
MISSING VALUE UPPER LIMIT_




USED FOR CO_?ARISON STARS (SEE PRINTED CRO_4E-
STARTING COLUP_4 LIN ARCHIVE OR
FORMAT INT'L. COMET QTHLY.
MISSING VALUE FOR EXPLANATION)
CIRCULAR COMA DIAM. (OR MAJOR AXIS, ELLIPTICAL





























TNULLIO - '-9.00 '
TTYPEII - 'P.A. OF TAIL 2'
TBCOLII -
TFORMII - 'I3
TUNITII - 'DEGREE '
TNULLII - '-99















/ TAIL LENGTH (2ND TAIL, IF SEEN)




/ POSITION ANGLE OF TAIL (2ND TAIL, IF SEEN)




/ TAIL LENGTH (3RD TAIL, IF SEEN)




/ POSITION ANGLE OF TAIL (3RD TAIL, IF SEEN)




/ MAGNITUDE OF FAINTEST STAR VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE
62 / STARTING COLUMN
/ FORMAT
/ MISSING VALUE
TTYPEI5 _ 'SKY INTERFERENCE' / LIGHT INTERFERING WITH OBSERVATION
TBCOLI5 - 66 / STARTING COLUMN (C-CITY LIGHTS, M-MOONLIGHT,
TFORMI5 m 'A4 / FORMAT T=TWILIGRTr Z-ZODIACAL LIGHT)
TNULLI5 - ' / MISSING VALUE (NO INTERFERENCE)
CO_ENT VALUE EQUAL TO : IMPLIES UNCERTAINTY IN FAINTEST STAR HAG.
TTYPEI6 m 'DARK ADAPTED' / WAS OBSERVER DARK ADAPTED? (Y=YES, N=NO)
TBCOLI6 = 71 / STARTING COLUMN
TFORMI6 = 'AI / FORMAT












/ FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
/ TYPE OF DATA
eeee / ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
/ TYPE OF INSTRUMENT USED
a.aaa / APERTURE SIZE (METER)
ff. f / FOCAL RATIO
n / NO. OF MAGNIFICATIONS USED
ppp / MAGNIFICATION
m.m / MAGNITUDE OF FAINTEST STAR VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE
ppp.p / PLATE (DRAWING) SCALE (ARCSEC/MM)
DURATION- ddd / TIME FOR MAKING DRAWING (SECOND)



























FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
TYPE OF DATA
eeee ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
p.ppp PRIMARY, UNMODIFIED INSTR. FOCAL LENGTH (METER)
t.ttt EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH (METER)
a.aaa APERTURE SIZE (METER)
ff. f FOCAL RATIO
ff.f COMPUTED FOV A_SUMING 135 FORMAT (DEGREE)
ff.f / COMPUTED FOV ASSUMING 135 FORMAT (DEGREE)
ppp.p / PLATE SCALE (ARCSEC/_)
/ TYPE OF EMULSION
/ ISO (ASA/DIN)
/ EYPERSENSITIZATION TREATMENT
tt / EYPERSENSITIZATION TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)
ttt.t / HYPERSENSITIZATION TIH_ (HOUR)
tt / COLD CAMERA TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)
/ DEVELOPER USED
tt / DEVELOPING TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)
tit / DEVELOPING TIME (SECOND)
/ GUIDING METHOD
eeee / EXPOSURE TIME (SECOND)
/ IMAGE IDENTIFICATION NO.
/ TYPE OF IMAGE ON FILE



























































































FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
TYPE OF DATA
ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER}
TYPE OF INSTRUM_qT USED
PRIMARY, UNMODIFIED INSTR. FOCAL LENGTH (METER}























TYPE OF IMAGE ON FILE
TAPE WRITING INSTITUTION
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IV. OBSERVING SITE LIST
Listed in Table VIII below are the observers and all the comet
observing sites they supplied to the IHW. Observers' names with
diacritical marks on any letters were spelled, in this list, by
adopting the closest English letter visually matching the letters
with marks.
An observer may not have observed from all the sites listed.
The site number preceding the site coordinates corresponds to the
number in the Site column in the archive listings.
In some cases the geographic coordinates were estimated by the
editor. Occasionally, different sites received the same
coordinates because specific coordinates could not be found.
Precision is the editor's subjective estimate of the observer's
precision in reporting the site's coordinates. Especially large
values indicate the editor estimated the site coordinates with an
available map or atlas which did not show the place named by the
observer. In a few cases the site position's precision was so high
that it exceeded the space available in the format used here.
Country is the IHW-assigned country code.
The country code, identified in Table IX, is in the last
column.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Halley's Comet inspired amateur astronomers worldwide to
contribute useful data to the IHW Archive. Halley is special,
though, and the numbers of participants for any other comet or
other significant astronomical event would probably be only a small
fraction of this number. (One need only contemplate the small
number of participants for the IHW-sponsored watches on P/Crommelin
and P/Giacobini-Zinner to reach the same conclusion.) In another
aspect of completeness, there are certainly numerous high quality
photographs taken by amateurs which were not reported to the IHW.
This is an unfortunate loss, as are the photos reported without
copies submitted.
It was heartening to find that the majority of those
participating took their efforts seriously enough to submit useful
data. It was interesting to find that the observers new to the
field of cometary observations followed directions better than the
more experienced observers.
Future organizers of observational campaigns should certainly
include amateur astronomers in their efforts. The talent available
is a valuable resource that should be tapped. Do not expect even
the most careful and lucid instructions to be followed rigorously,
however. Even professional astronomers can be willful on occasion,






















































2 obserwiag site uDkmowB

















































































1 256/42/16 ÷44/05/12 1049 1 arcsec
2 256/43/00 +43/50/00 i de@
1 016/58/00 +49/58/30 350 1 arcmln
1 153/06/56 -26/49/26 0.i arcsec
2 153/10/58 -27/27/15 0.1 arcsec
1 009/07/02 +45/27/19 138 0.1 arcsec
2 009/11/37 +45/49/33 854 0.i arcsec
3 009/15/00 +46/26/00 1610 1 aXclmin







1 observing site unkoown















1 031/00/22 -17/49/39 1450 1 arcsec
































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)
Si_e Longitude Latitude Altitude Precision
1 009/_0/00 +46/00/00 2 deg
1 observing site unknown
i 151/12/12 -33/51/40 44 i azcsec
2 149/55/05 -33/20/37 990 1 arcsec
3 144/39/00 -38/16/00 i0 arcmln
130/58/00 -25/11/00 702 i arcmin
149/00/30 -35/19/18 767 0.i arcmin
1 293/04/00 +10/31/00 2 deg
2 293/03/42 +10/31/12 0.I arcsec
2 293/51/00 +10/25/00 1 arcml,
4 293/04/00 ÷10/31/00 2 deg
5 293/05/00 +09/49/00 2 deg
1 055/00/00 -21/00/00 500 i deg
1 057/32/22 -20/01/34 2 1 arcsec
1 008/47/00 +45/44/00 350 i arc_iD
2 008/46/00 +45/52/00 1230 1 arc'mAn
3 012/36/00 ÷35/32/00
4 007/52/00 +45/52/00















































3 008/31/58 +40/51/20 406 0.01 deg































































































































































































Table VIII. Obse:vers (toni'd)





























3 277/01/00 +35/22/00 1847 1 arcmi_
275/09/00 +33/44/00 375 1 arcmln209/03/00 -29/22/00 1124 1 arcmln
I observiog site uDknown
1 ob_img site unkDow_
1 237/22/00 +47/35/00 24 1 arcmin
2 237/13/00 *47/34/00 515 1 arcmln
3 237/17/00 ÷47/37/00 122 1 azc_in


















0 0. i arcmin













5 021/12/00 -28/18/00 1520 1 arcm_n
6 027/37/00 -28/20/00 i de 9


















































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (toni'd)







1 observing site unknow_











































































3 240/44/00 +34/47/00 2530 1 azcJain
4 243/17/00 +33/44/00 1615 1 arcmln
5 242/01/00 +34/15/00 1524 1 arclin
6 241/50/00 +34/05/00 300 1 arc_iD
7 133/53/00 -23/43/00 600 1 arcmlo
8 201/00/00 +15/00/00 11277 I deg
























































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)
Site Longitude Latitude Al_i_ude Precision Country
1 136/30/00 +35/00/00 200 0.I deg 8
2 136/37/48 +34/56/24 5 0.I deg 8
1 315/00/16 -20/47/22 920 1 arcsec 2
2 315/00/15 -20/43/09 997 1 arcsec 2
1 266/06/00 +29/48/00 2 0.i deg 16
1 357/04/00 +40/45/00 995 i arcmiD 14
1 282/53/32 +38/44/32 9 0.i a/csec 16
2 282/56/07 +35/55/12 99 0.01 ezcsec 16
3 282/56/01 +30/55/17 93 0.01 azcsec 16
4 281/45/32 +37/50/01 151 0.i arcsec 16
5 282/04/00 +38/41/12 244 0.1 arcmin 16
1 004/33/28 +50/42/01 107 1 arcsec 29
2 004/20/37 +50/47/43 79 1 arc&ec 29
3 004/27/42 +50/30/47 145 1 ercsec 29
005/20/28 +50/45/47 165 i arcsec 29
007/24/00 +46/18/00 1515 i arcmiD 29
6 007/32/30 +46/13/00 1600 1 arcmin 29
7 002/49/00 +50/00/12 400 1 arcmln 29
1 013/21/11 +52/27/32 7B i arcsec 25
1 013/56/55 +40/44/22 30 i arcse¢ 7
2 013/57/29 +40/43/57 25 1 arcsec 7
3 013/56/48 +40/42/38 398 1 arcsec 7
4 013/53/45 +40/43/45 787 I azcsec 7
2 286/10/00 +05/07/00 3200 1 ezcmln 33
2 286/02/00 +04/43/00 2800 1 ar_iD 33
3 286/31/00 +05/01/00 1800 1 azcmiD 33
4 285/55/00 +05/06/00 2800 1 azcmim 33
5 287/15/00 +07/20/00 3300 1 aX_ID 33
6 206/07/00 +04/52/00 2800 I azcmiD 33
7 205/56/00 +04/05/00 2600 1 arcmln 33
1 010/02/54 +51/15/12 380 0.i arcmin 23
2 015/51/24 -21/57/12 1300 0.i arcmin 65
1 286/13/06 +41/23/59 296 1 arcse¢ 16
2 206/20/00 +41/20/00 52 i arcsec 16
3 300/34/00 +13/07/30 I ar_mln 71
1 012/27/15 +41/55/25 0 I arcsec 7
2 012/30/00 +41/26/00 0 I arcmi_ 7
1 275/47/10 +39/51/13 293 I arcsee 16
2 278/36/00 +28/32/00 0.5 de_ 16
3 278/30/00 +28/00/00 8 d_l 16
4 275/37/22 +40/02/16 I arcsec 16
1 012/06/15 +42/24/59 200 1 arcsec 7
1 017/14/24 +40/30/00 124 1 arcnmi, 7
2 017/14/42 +40/29/00 153 1 arcmln 7
1 287/51/40 +43/26/47 274 1 arcsec 16
1 006/55/24 +53/19/12 0 0.I arcmim 46
2 006/50/48 +53/21/36 0 0.I arcliD 46
1 029/46/00 +02/18/00 1750 20 arcmin 52
2 024/00/00 +22/00/00 i0 deg 64
1 observiDg site _nkmown
1 observing site unkDown
1 observiDg site u_kDow_
1 obsezvimg site unknowm
1 022/14/00 +49/56/00 1 arcmi, ii
1 241/42/10 +34/16/25 488 2 arcsec 16
2 240/54/34 +34/44/50 1570 2 arcsec 16
3 242/00/30 +34/16/40 1524 1 arcsec 16
4 242/19/12 +34/22/54 2287 1 arcsec 16
5 241/17/03 +34/34/28 1006 1 arcsec 16
6 241/24/12 +34/30/30 549 5 arcsec 16
7 241/11/30 +34/43/30 899 2 arcmiu 16
8 241/58/00 +34/31/00 914 I arcmiu 16
9 244/00/00 +34/08/00 610 2 arcmiu 16
i0 210/23/00 -17/34/00 3 i0 arcmln 61
ii 210/14/00 -17/31/00 3 I0 arcmin 61
12 243/30/00 +32/49/00 1372 1 arcml, 16
13 243/13/00 +34/15/00 2286 2 arcmln 16
14 242/03/00 +34/21/00 2134 I arcmin 16
15 241/27/00 +34/22/00 396 2 arcmln 16
16 253/40/00 +39/35/00 3046 2 arcmi, 16
17 241/52/00 +34/19/00 762 2 ercmi_ 16
16 241/55/00 +34/16/00 1372 2 arcmin 16
19 245/00/00 +36/00/00 10600 4 deg 98
1 015/55/18 +49/33/13 590 1 arcsec 35
1 011/22/08 +45/24/43 I0 i arcsec 7
2 012/24/00 +45/24/00 3 01 deg 7
1 254/37/30 +39/52/30 2750 5 arcsec 16
2 256/21/00 +29/18/00 i000 001 deg 16
1 ob&erviug site uDknow_






























Table Viii. Observers (Cont'd)
Sits Longitude Latitude Alti_uds Precision Country
2 201/57/00 +21/32/00 3 i arcmin 75
3 204/32/00 +19/50/00 I axcmin 7G
4 201/53/00 +21/28/00 1 arcmin 76
1 _ 018/45/38 e40/43/40 440 0.I azcsec 35
Oll/21/30 +43/41/30 420 1 arcsec 7
011/26/00 ÷43/45/00 180 1 arcmim ?
1 310/36/50 -20/48/56 468 1 azcsec 2
1 284/47/20 +43/05/50 131 1 arcsec 16
2 284/41/19 +43/03/52 229 1 arcsec 16
3 284/46/54 +43/03/06 335 1 arcsec 16
1 291/32/00 ÷45/50/00 244 I arcmiD 16
1 055/10/00 -21/02/00 500 I arcmin 70
2 000/44/56 +47/22/10 70 0,01 arcmiD 4
1 005/40/48 +53/10/54 0 0.i arclin 46
2 006/01/24 +43/56/30 735 0.I axcml. 4
3 005/48/48 +53/05/30 1 arcnmi_ 46
1 119/00/00 *33/00/00 2 1 deg 10
1 303/42/30 -34/52/30 29 10 arcmin 62
1 289/08/00 +08/47/26 3600 1 arcsec 17
2 288/52/37 +08/37/35 1880 i arcsec 17
3 observing site unknow_
4 289/13/12 +08/54/12 4310 0.1 arcmin 17
1 013/36/33 +47/54/47 860 1 arcsec 28
2 013/36/00 +47/57/36 486 3.6 axcsec 28
3 013/36/17 +47/57/36 486 1 arcsec 28
1 observiDg site unknowm
1 007/06/00 +50/42/00 195 0.i deg 25
2 007/00/00 +50/00/00 300 1 deg 25
3 006/38/00 +51/27/00 5 arcmiD 25
4 007/06/00 +50/44/00 5 arcmin 25
5 016/00/00 -22/00/00 900 i deg 65
1 obsez_img site u_known
1 031/11/00 -17/43/00 1407 1 ar cmiD 59
2 020/12/00 -25/42/00 0.1 deg 13
3 029/15/00 -29/50/00 i arcmin 13
030/54/00 -29/42/00 0.i deg 13
031/41/00 -21/07/00 1 arcmin 59
6 031/08/08 -17/41/55 1500 1 arcse¢ 59
1 275/36/00 +28/18/00 21 1 arcmin 16
1 359/45/48 +51/47/36 85 0.i arcmin 15
2 359/57/12 +53/33/24 0 0.i arclmin 15
3 359/57/30 +53/34/06 i0 0.i arcmin 15
359/54/00 +51/46/12 70 0.1 arcmin 15
359/49/30 +51/47/12 80 0.1 arcmin 15
6 359/14/00 +51/15/00 i arcmi, 15
7 359/46/00 +51/45/30 85 1 arcmln 15
8 148/11/00 -35/09/00 i arcmin 26
9 149/18/00 -31/14/00 1 arcmin 26
i0 148/35/00 -32/Ii/00 5 arcmin 26
11 133/50/00 -24/18/00 1 deg 26
12 133/50/00 -24/07/00 1 deg 26
13 131/03/00 -23/21/00 1 deg 26
14 133/50/00 -23/51/00 1 deg 26
1 267/11/30 +44/52/10 277 0.i axcsec 16
1 272/15/00 .41/52/00 258 1 arcmin 16
2 271/46/00 *40/07/00 320 1 arcmin 16
1 008/46/15 +45/52/04 1228 0.001 arcsec 7
2 006/54/43 +45/49/17 394 0.01 arcsec 7
1 071/30/00 +04/30/00 4 deg 78
2 013/21/11 +52/27/32 78 1 arcsec 25
1 013/21/11 +52/27/32 78 1 arcsec 25
2 013/20/00 +52/31/00 1 deg 25
1 013/15/00 *38/08/00 14 4 axcmiD 7
2 014/15/00 +37/32/00 950 4 arcmin 7
3 015/15/00 *37/02/00 30 4 arcmiD 7
I 008/46/15 +45/52/04 1226 0.001 arcsec 7
2 015/51/00 -21/50/00 1163 1 arcmin 65
1 358/39/50 +52/32/07 i00 1 arcsec 15
2 358/45/17 +52/33/53 1 arcsec 15
3 358/41/02 +52/28/19 1 arcsec 15
4 358/35/36 +52/35/42 0.1 arcmiD 15
5 358/22/42 +52/27/06 0.i arcmin 15
6 358/52/12 +52/38/18 0.I arcmin 15
7 observing site uDknow_
1 357/04/00 +40/45/00 1005 I arcmin 14
2 356/07/00 +40/15/00 2 deg 14
3 355/52/15 +40/17/12 575 1 arcsec 14
4 356/18/00 +40/26/00 0.5 deg 14
5 356/54/39 +40/31/24 529 I arcsec 14
6 355/52/00 +40/38/00 0.5 deg 14
























Table VIII. observers (Cont'd)





























1 observlng site un_novD
1 008/55/57 +47/16/29
1 012/35/00 +42/36/00
































































1 obserTing site u_know_




























































































































































TabLe VIII. Observers {Cont,d)


















1 observing site unkDo_rn
1 000/03/24 +49/57/48
2 observing sate unknown


























2 242/00/30 +34/16/54 1525 0.I arclmln
3 241/16/48 +34/34/36 915 0.1 arcmin
4 241/17/06 +34/35/06 760 0.i arcmin




























































































25 0.01 de 9
20 0.01 deg
75 0,01 de 9
0 0.01 deg
620 i arcmim
2 010/44/00 +47/44/00 1020 1 arcmiu
3 343/25/00 +28/15/00 2300 1 arcmiD
I 283/12/00 +38/59/00 43 1 arcmin
2 283/11/00 +39/01/00 50 1 arcmin
3 277/40/00 +34/40/00 2037 i0 arcmiD
1 012/26/44 +41/55/48 125 0.01 deg
2 012/03/36 +42/16/48 340 0.01 deg
3 012/04/12 +42/04/12 300 0.01 deg


















































































































Table VIII. Observers [Cont'd)







































3 043/12/00 -18/05/00 10058 i0 de9
4 057/36/00 -20/18/00 2 deg
1 008/27/11 +49/01/31 119 0.i arcsec
2 343/30/00 +28/30/00 1 d_
1 286/00/00 +04/35/00 15 deg
1 282/00/00 +34/00/00 12 2 deg
I 131/10/00 +34/08/00 60 1 arcmln
2 131/05/00 +34/02/00 0 1 arcli.
3 131/00/00 +34/00/00 20 1 arcmin
1 023/00/00 +40/37/00 15 5 azcmiD
2 023/36/00 +41/06/00 i00 5 azclmln



























6 obee_[ving site u_k_o_
7 observiBg site unkno_,'_
8 observing site uDkDo_'_
9 139/00/00 +36/00/00






































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Coat,d)


























1 obs_iDg site unkDow_
1 139/16/00 +36/15/00
2 139/15/00 +36/15/00









































1 observiDg site unknow_
1 139/48/00 +35/44/00



























































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Conc'd)


















1 356/39/00 +36/57/00 1800 i szcmin
2 006/20/00 +50/40/00 450 I arcmin
3 018/00/00 -23/30/00 1700 0.I deg
4 008/57/40 +51/09/48 60 1 arcsec
1 010/44/00 +40/02/00 620 1 azcmin
2 010/44/00 +47/44/00 1020 1 arcmiD
1 010/44/00 +48/02/00 620 I arcmln






1 observing site unknow_
1 observing site unknown
























































































2 289/08/00 +08/47/26 3600 I arcmin
3 observing site unknown
4 observing site u_kno_
5 observing site unknown
1 264/05/00 +33/15/00 171 i azcmin
1 285/42/38 +45/33/12 60 i arcsec

































































































Table VIII. Observers (toni'd)
Site Longitude Latitude Al_i%ude Precision Country
1 031/02/40 -29/45/40 183 5 arcsec 13
2 031/06/20 -29/37/30 119 5 arcsec 13
3 030/25/00 -29/45/00 850 5 arcmin 13
4 030/40/50 -20/44/30 823 5 arcsec 13
1 241/2S/00 +34/03/00 183 1 arcmin 16
2 240/50/00 +34/50/00' 1524 1 arcmin 16
1 011/00/00 +51/00/00 220 0.i de9 23
2 011/36/00 +50/54/00 300 0.1 deg 23
1 313/14/23 -23/18/45 780 1 arcsec 2
1 313/17/00 -23/32/00 780 I de9 2
2 313/28/00 -23/I0/00 800 1 deg 2
1 260/28/37 +19/47/24 3070 1 arcsec 9
1 249/14/00 +31/57/00 1036 1 axcmin 16
2 249/12/36 +32/26/33 2783 2 arcmiD 16
3 256/00/00 +30/40/00 i0 arc_im 16
4 248/24/00 +31/57/48 2120 0.1 axcmin 16
5 249/16/06 +32/25/00 2510 0,i arcmln 16
6 249/14/00 +32/13/00 5 arcmin 16
7 288/08/00 -13/25/00 i0 azcmin 67
8 281/28/00 -00/17/00 I deg 85
9 272/15/00 -00/i0/00 3 deg 73
1 273/24/46 +38/53/22 206 1 arcse¢ 16
2 278/21/18 +28/03/58 38 1 arcsec 16
1 012/27/00 +41/55/00 1 arcmin 7
2 012/07/12 +42/25/12 750 0.01 deg 7
3 011/42/00 +42/39/00 300 0.i deg 7
4 012/52/51 +41/27/52 0.01 arcmin 7
1 011/49/00 +50/47/00 325 1 arcmin 23
1 286/10/00 +40/55/00 49 5 arcmiu 16
2 286/24/00 +41/00/00 229 5 arcmin 16
3 205/59/00 +41/18/30 390 I arcmin 16
1 243/08/00 +33/21/00 1 deg 16
1 008/15/56 +48/56/00 110 I axcsec 25
2 008/18/16 +48/56/01 119 1 arcsec 25
3 008/31/58 +48/51/20 406 1 ar=sec 25
4 008/30/59 +48/47/37 720 1 arcsec 25
5 008/27/04 +48/49/21 622 1 arcsec 25
6 008/24/55 +48/58/40 116 1 arcsec 25
7 008/33/30 +48/47/00 610 1 arcmiD 25
$ 343/20/00 +28/20/00 2200 1 deg 74
9 343/20/00 +28/20/00 i0 1 deg 74
i0 343/20/00 +28/20/00 1400 1 deg 74
Ii observiDg site unknow'n i0
i 359/05/00 +51/45/00 30 I0 arcmln 15
1 011/12/00 +51/48/00 220 0.i deg 23
1 013/48/25 +51/02/45 120 0.i arcsec 23
1 356/00/00 +40/00/00 5 deg 14
1 262/36/18 +49/53/48 232 1 arcsec 21
2 262/52/45 +49/38/43 234 1 arcsec 21
1 299/26/00 -33/52/00 1 arcmin 27
1 344/21/00 +27/39/00 500 I deg 74
2 344/21/00 +27/39/00 1900 1 deg 74
3 observing site unkDow_
4 356/18/00 +40/26/00 0.5 de@ 14
5 355/52/15 +40/17/12 575 1 arcsec 14
1 153/10/00 -27/39/00 20 1 ar_miu 25
2 150/10/00 -30/15/00 1524 I arcmim 26
3 152/59/00 -27/44/00 46 i arcmim 26
4 156/00/00 -27/00/00 10668 l0 deg 98
5 153/10/00 -27/30/00 i deg 26
1 obaervin9 site umknown
1 356/18/00 +40/26/00 5 deg 14
2 356/15/00 +40/25/00 i000 5 deg 14
1 010/50/00 +52/25/00 70 1 arcmin 25
2 010/51/00 +52/17/30 150 1 arcmln 25
3 009/50/00 +51/37/00 160 i arcmin 25
1 291/29/00 +i0/i0/00 I0 de 9 17
2 290/41/00 +10/04/00 566 2 deg 17
3 observing site unkDow_
1 015/19/55 +51/37/05 120 0.5 arcmln ii
1 275/52/02 +35/59/07 338 0.5 arcsec 16
2 275/52/06 +35/39/09 335 I arcsec 16
1 005/50/15 +62/20/53 27 0.I arcsec 47
2 005/55/10 +62/19/45 500 0.I arcsec 47
301/34/00 -34/36/18 20 1 arcnmi_ 27301/31/12 -34/40/00 25 1 arcmin 27
3 301/08/00 -34/47/00 30 1 arcmiD 27
1 010/16/00 +53/39/00 53 1 arcmin 25


































Table VIII. Observers (toni'd)
Site Longitude Latitude Altitude Precision
3 009/48/00 +53/27/00























I obserwimg site unkoow_








3 o_servlng site unknown

























































1 observing site unk=ow_


















































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)































1 013/20/00 + 52/31/00
1 139/33/00 ÷35/36/00
2 137/26/00 +36/08/00































































































25 271/42/00 +03/12/00 ' 10668 1 arcmin
26 244/00/00 +35/00/00 10363 1 de<J
27 241/42/06 +34/07/06 362 1 arcsec
28 198/00/00 +15/00/00 10668 I deg
29 151/30/00 -33/21/00 30 i arcmin
30 151/29/00 -33/24/00 107 1 arcmin
31 149/04/12 -31/16/48 1181 1 arcsec
32 150/45/00 -34/00/00 152 1 arcmin
33 151/30/00 -34/00/00 9 1 arcmln
34 134/00/00 -23/42/00 457 1 deg
35 134/00/00 -23/36/00 10058 i deg
36 133/30/00 -24/30/00 457 1 arcmi_
37 130/54/00 -25/30/00 549 1 arcmin
38 241/36/00 +34/24/00 366 1 arcmiD
39 240/56/24 +34/48/00 2591 1 arcmln
1 028/37/00 -20/09/00 1340 1 8reEl9
1 281/39/42 +44/17/18 155 0.i arcmin
2 281/33/48 +44/13/54 240 0.i arcmin
3 281/36/00 +44/12/54 200 0.I arcmin







































































































Ok umur a, S.












• Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)














































1 120/34/00 +16/24/38 1507 1 arcsec
2 120/36/34 +16/24/36
1 obse--_vio9 site unknown










































1 observing site unkDown
1 243/54/00 +33/54/00
1 241/56/42 +34/13/00















1 observing site unkhow_












































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont°d)
Site Longitude Latitude Altitude Precision
1 284/39/00 +43/14/00
1 013/36/00 +53/04/00




















































1 observiDg site uDknow_
1 299/18/00 -32/57/00 1 deg
1 observing site UDkDOW_
1 013/22/00 +49/44/00 340 I axcmin
2 013/10/00 +49/52/00 500 1 arcmin
1 observiDg site uz_k_o',_
1 observing site uokoown














































































































































































Table VIII. observers (Cost'd)
































































































i observing site unknow_
1 ObSerwiDg site u_kDow_
1 011/38/31 +50/34/25
2 011/38/10 +50/34/12














285/56/00 +04/35/00 2600 1 arcnmin286/13/00 +05/06/00 2900 i arcmin
3 286/00/00 +05/00/00
i 356/12/00 ÷43/28/00

















i 243/16/46 +33/29/02 1329 I azcsec
2 242/35/00 +33/38/00 i0 arcmiD
3 242/25/00 +33/45/00 i0 arcmin





































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cost,d)
Site Longitude Latitude Al_itude Precision
5 242/20/00 +33/47/00
6 171/30/00 -45/50/00

























1 observiD 9 site unk_ovD











































1 observing site u_kDown
1 obsezving site unknow_
1 observing site unknow_
1 296/06/00 -34/30/00








































































2 009/13/37 +45/52/55 1182 1 arcse¢
i observiDg site unknown
1 017/02/30 +49/04/00 300 2.5 arcmln















































































Table viii. Observers [Cont'd]






Skorupa,W. 1 007/21/00 +51/20/00
Skvarka,3. 1 019/09/00 +40/43/00
Sladkov,Ya. 1 obserTing site unknown
51usarczyk,J. 1 020/13/23 +50/02/03
$mith,A. 1 273/40/25 +35/07/40
2 273/54/15 +35/12/29
$mith,D. 1 273/35/50 +35/44/25
Snyder,L.F. 1 240/03/30 +39/15/10
2 240/04/10 +39/12/00
3 240/07/00 +39/19/00




$oder,J. I 275/46/22 +40/14/56
$palding,G.H. 1 358/33/07 +51/37/26
Speil,J. 1 015/33/36 +77/00/04








Stepbao,C. 1 278/33/16 +27/31/23
sterDvarte Frankfurt 1 016/24/00 -23/17/00




Stolzen,P. 1 015/52/00 -22/00/00
Stoleo,E. 1 012/21/01 +45/23/17
2 012/24/00 +45/24/00
8tozey,D. 1 357/59/00 +51/30/00
2 358/06/20 +51/33/00
3 345/38/30 -07/56/00
Stott,D. 1 358/42/24 +51/03/36
$uzuki,K. 1 137/21/24 +35/10/12
2 137/15/24 +35/08/06
3 143/20/00 +14/00/00
Swart,E.T. 1 005/29/54 +51/28/06
Swavely,M.E. 1 282/05/00 +40/45/00
2 282/12/00 +40/42/00
SZulc,M. 1 017/52/04 +53/35/04
Sz_ocha,M. 1 019/20/00 +50/30/00
Takacs,R. 1 019/09/11 +45/45/00





6 obsex_ring site unkDo_u
7 139/31/00 +35/51/00
Tanti,T. 1 014/26/54 +35/55/02
2 observing site unkDow_
Tarnutzer,A. 1 008/19/21 +47/02/15
2 008/10/23 +47/02/23
3 313/10/17 -22/54/00
TatarDikov,A. 1 observiDg site UOkDOW_
Tatum,R. 1 282/25/12 +37/30/30
Taylor,D_L. 1 258/34/00 -41/05/00
Taylor,M.D. 1 358/28/56 +53/40/34
2 358/i_/36 +53/54/12
3 343/21/30 +25/00/18
Tempra_o,J. 1 359/44/49 +43/27/48

































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)














































1 ob_4trwing Site _kDow_
1 Observing site unknow_































































































i 026/43/00 -27/58/00 1350 i arcm_D
2 027/07/30 -28/18/30 1450 0.i arcmin
1 004/42/48 +51/06/24 10 0.i arcmin
2 004/44/18 .51/02/24 15 0.1 arcmi_
3 006/01/24 +43/58/30 735 0.i arcmin
4 005/50/00 +44/06/00 1700 0.1 deg
5 342/58/00 +28/41/00 0.5 deg






































































































Table VIII. Observers (Con_'d)
Site Longitude Latitude Alti_ude Precisio_
7 004/45/30 +51/08/29 1 arcmln
8 343/20/38 +20/28/53 3.8 arcsec
1 005/04/48 +50/48/18 80 0.1 arcmiu
1 012/58/42 +46/03/22 462 0.1 arcsec
















































































4 028/02/00 -28/51/00 2286 1 arcmi_
1 031/30/00 -17/42/00 1500 0.i de_





























































4 140/30/00 +37/41/00 1500 1 arcmlo
5 139/04/00 +36/26/00 1 deg
6 139/26/30 +38/12/15 0 i arcmin
1 238/19/51 +36/25/39 581 001 arcsec














































































































Table viii. Observers (Cont'd)












































220 1 arcsec 25
1150 1 arcml= 65
25 0.i arcmi_ 54
60 0.I arcmin 54
570 0.I arcmln 54
300 0.I arcuin 54
520 0.i arcmln 54
46 1 arcJi_ 74
2021 1 arcmin 74
18 1 arcmin 74
30 0.i arcmi, 54
186 0.i arc_in 74
2387 i arcmln 74
30 1 arc=in 19
125 1 arcsec 16
139 i arcsec 16
1006 1 arcmi_ . 16
1006 I arclln 16
0 1 arc=iD 16
I arc=In 16
145 0.i deg 16
244 1 arcse¢ 16
189 1 arcsec 26
1160 1 arcsec 26
860 i arcmin 26
6 0.I arcmin 25
735 0.I arcmin 4
2400 3.6 arcsec 74
0 1 deg 74
1981 3 arcsec 16
114 1 arcmln 23
45 1 arcsec 16
27 0.i arc=In 23
35 0.i arcmln 23
43 0.i arc=in 23
317 I arcsec 16
378 1 azcsec 16
1829 4 arcsec 16
I0 I arc=in 8
415 1 IZc=i, 8
20 1 arc=i_ 8
72 1 ar_i_ $
16
1585 0.5 deg 16
1 deg 16
2286 0.i arcmiD 16




1 obserTiDg site unknow_


















1 observlng site unknow_
1 015/09/11 +48/43/00



































Table IX. Assigned Coquetry Codes
Assigned Cou=t_ 7 COdes
(sorted by name) (sorted by code)
98 Air bor=e 01 • ADtazctica
0l Antazctica 02 Brazil
27 ArgentiDa 03 Bulgaria
83 Ascension Island 04 France
26 Australia 05 India
28 Austria 0G I edouesla
71 Barbados 07 Italy
29 Belgi_ 08 Japan
30 Bermuda 09 MeXico
31 Bolivia 10 People's Republic of China
64 Botswana II Polaed
02 Bru:il 12 United Ela_ol (also: 15, 72)
03 Bulgaria 13 Sou_t Afzica
21 Canada 14 Spain
74 Canary Islands lS United States {also: 761
32 Chile iT venezuela
33 Colombia 18 Swltz_rlaod
34 Costa Rice 19 Finland
79 Cuba 20 U.S.S.R. (also: 24)
35 Czechoslovakia 21 CaRada
22 De_ark 22 DemNLrk
85 Ecuador 23 Gerlan Delocratlc Republic
66 Egypt 25 Federal Republic of Germany
25 Federal Republic of Germany 26 Auatralla
81 FiJi 27 Argentina
19 Finland 28 Austria
04 France 29 Belgium
73 Galapagos Islands 30 Berlud a
23 German D_ocratic Republic 31 _llvla
36 Greece 32 Chile
37 Eong Kong 33 ColOmbia
38 Hungary 34 Costa Rice
05 10dla 35 Czechoslovakia
06 IedoDesla 36 GEee_e
39 Ireland 37 EoBg Kong
40 Israel 38 Ruugar _
07 Italy 39 Irelaod
08 Japan 40 Israel
41 Korea 41 Korea
42 Kuwait 42 Kuwait
68 Lesotho 43 Malaysia
43 Malaysia 44 Malta
78 Maldive Islands 45 Mauritius
44 Malta 46 Netherlands
82 Marlana Islands (Guam & Saipan) 47 Norway
45 Mauzltius 48 NeW Zealaed
09 Mexico 49 Papua Ne_ Guinea
65 Namibia 50 Philippines
46 Netherlands 51 Portugal
75 Netherlands A_ tilles 52 RVa_K]a
48 New Zealand 53 Singapore
47 NoRway 54 SwedeD
80 Panama 55 Taiwan
49 Papua New Guinea 56 Trlnidad & Tobago
I0 People's Republic of China 57 TIu[key
67 Peru 58 Tugoslavia
50 Phllipplnes 59 Zimbabwe
Ii Poland 60 R0aania
51 Portugal 61 Society Islands (Tahiti)
77 Puerto Rico &2 Uruguay
70 Reunion Island 63 Sudan
60 Romania 64 BotSwana
$2 Rwanda 65 Namlbia
89 Sea borne (Atlantic Ocean) 66 Egypt
87 Sea borne (C_rribean) 67 Peru
$8 Sea borne (Gulf Of Mexico) 68 Lesotho
53 Singapore 69 Tanzaola
61 Society Islands (Tahiti) 70 Re_ion Island
13 South Africa 71 Barbados
99 Space borne 73 Galapagos Islands
14 Spain 74 Canary Islands
63 Sudan 75 Netherlands Antilles
54 Sweden 77 Puerto Rico
I$ Switzerland 78 Maldive Islets
55 Talwan 79 Cuba
69 Tanzania Z0 Panama .
56 Trinidad & Tobago 81 Fi_i
84 Tuuis£a 82 Mariana Islands (Guam k Saipan)
57 Turkey 83 Ascension Island
20 U.S.S.R. (also: 24) 84 Tunisia
12 United Kingdom (also: 15, 72) 85 Ecuador
16 United States (also: 76) 87 Sea borne (Carrlbean)
62 Uruguay 88 Sea borne (Gulf of Hexlco)
I? Venezuela 89 Sea borne (Atlantic ocean)
58 Yugoslavia 98 Air borne
59 Zimba b_e 99 Space borne
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Amateur Observation Network Data on
Comet Halley

DATE: 23 J_ 1985
DATE: 23 JAN 1985
NETWORK: _L_TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DSt_(UT) AON# 11 _ Chart COma size DC Tai_ PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr LJJN DA _Ite Observer(sJ Notes
23.347 810001 lg .6 M $A51 0 0.61 C 18 549 Y 2 O'MelLEa, S. J A
NOTE A Time of observation spanned 23.340-23.354. Nuclear magnitude. PalCgULr charts also used. Ccaa diameter 5 arc sec. 14000 feet.
Used oxygen. PosltloD confirmed with CCD on 88 inch. (observer gave limit as </-20.4, SASI. See observer's account in Sky
and Telescope, 1985 Apzll, pages 376-377. Ed. }
DATE: 24 0AN 1985 DATE: 24 JAN 3.985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Da4_e(UT) AON# ell 1_4 Cha_t COma siz:e DC Ts:LI PA Ap IDa f/ Ptrr L 4m DA S4te Obse--_vez(s} Notes
24.256 810002 M SA51 0 0.61 C 18 549 Y 2 O'Meazs, S.3 A
NOTE A Time of obee-_vation spanned 23.240-23.292. Magnitude: can only say about same as 8S0123. Pslomar charts also used. Coma seen
but not measured. (see observer's account in Sky and Telescope, 1985 April, pages 376-377. Ed, )
DATE: 13 APR 1985 DATE: 13 APR 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# 11 MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s] Notes
13.000 810003 15.5 M SA 0.46 R 15 250 O"Meara, S. J A
NOTE A Ouestionable.
DATE: 21 JUL 1985 DATE: 21 JU T` 1985
_TI_RX : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUD-NETWORK: VISUAL _PPF.ARAN_
Date(UT) AON| _ MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PI_ Lie DA Site Observer(s) Notes
21.13 83.0004 )13.6 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.W X
NOTE A Magnitude li_it is of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, with lilmlted time available. NO 8tt_spt was
mede to locate naked eye stars close to the comet position. Times given are Just befoze start of twilight when fslntent
stars ware usually recorded. Comet not seen.
DATE:22JUL1985
DATE: 22 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-NET_0RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AON| _i MM Chart Cc_a size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer (s } Notes
22.13 810005 >14.0 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
NOTE A Ma_Itude limit is Of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, with iL_Ited time available. No attempt was
made to locate naked eye stazs close to the career position. Tiles giTen are Just before start Of twilight when faintest
stars were usually recozded. C_net not seen.
DATE: 23 JUL 3.985 DATE: ")3 JUL 1985
NETNORK : AMATEI_R OBSERVATION
SUB-_TI'iORK: VISUAL APPEAI_HCE
Date (UT) AON| II MM Chart Cc_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lil DA Site Obf__v_er ( a ) Notes
23.13 810006 >13.9 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y I Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Magnitude lillt is of faIDtest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, with limited tlJe available. No attempt was
lade to locate baked eye stars close to the c_t position. Times given are _ust beZore start oE twilight when faintest
stars were usu_lly recorded. Ccaet not seeD.
DATE: 24 JUL 1985 DATE: 24 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
24.13 810007 >13.8 SU TAU 0.35 N S.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.N A
NOTE A Magnitude liRit is Of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, with limited tile available. No attempt was
uade to locate naked eye stars close to the comet position. T_s given are Just before start of twilight when faintest
stars were usually recorded. COmet not seen.
DATE: 25 3UL 1985 DATE: 25 JUI, 1985
_TWORK : AMA'I"_'I[_ OBSEI_ATZON
SU'B-_E'I'WORK: V'ISU_L NP'p_CE
Date(UT) _0_| ml _O( Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PI_ LJJU DA site Observer(s) Notes
25.13 810008 >14.1 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Magnlt,_e limit is of faintest star visible at altlt,_ae of approx. 30 degrees, vitb limited time available. No attempt was
made to locate naked eye stars close to the color position. Times given are Just before start of twillgbt when faintest
stare were usually recorded, comet not seen.
DATE: 26 JUL 1985 DATE: 26 ,3'UL 1985
NETWORK: _41ATEUR OBSEI_YATTON
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _I MM Chart C_ size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
26.13 810009 >14.3 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Mag_itu_ke 14_It is Of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, with limited tiINe available. NO attest was
made to locate baked e_e stars close to the c_t positios. T_es gives are Just before start of twilight when faintest
staz8 were _Ls_ll_ zecorded. Cc_et not sees.
DATE: 27 3UL 1985
NETWORK: AMATZUR OBSEI_'ATION
SU_-NETk_ORK: VZSUALAPP_CE
Date(_T) _Ot4# _ /e( ChLrt
27.13 810010 >14.3 SU TAU
27.48 810011 15.0: S SU TAU




DATE: 27 JUL 1985
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr LIR DA Site ObserTer(s) Notes
0.35 N 5.5 IG0 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
0.61 C 16 375 T 4 E_erg,S.3 B
0.2 1 0.GI0 C 16.0 390 5.0 Y I Morrls,C.S C
Mag=itude limit is of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degTees, with IL_ited ti_e aTailable. NO attempt was
_e to locate baked eye stars close to the c_met position. Tiues 91vee are Just before stazt of twilight whee faintest
staEs wtxe usually recorded. C_met not seen.
c_t suZflclently stellar _or direct i_-focus col|parlson. Observation made by C. Morris a_d S. Edberg.
Approxlmste Coma dimter - 0.17'.
DATE: 28 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date{UT) AON| ILl _ Chart Cola size DC
28.11 810013 14.5: SU TAU 0.5 2
28.13 810014 >14.6 SU TAU
28.48 810015 15.0: S SU TAU
28.48 810016 15.0: S SU TAU 0.2 1
28.%1 810017 12.8 S 0.3 1
DATE: 28 JUL 1985
Tall PA Ap IDS f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.355 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M A
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
0.61 C 16 375 Y 4 Edberg,S.3 ¢
0.610 C 16.0 390 5.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S D
0.41 N 4.2 135 6.8 Y 1 Clerk,M.L E
NOTE A Magnitude uncertain. Bright sky.
NOTE B Magnitude limit is of faintest star visible at altitude of approx. 30 degrees, w_th limited time available. No attempt was
usde to locate naked eye stars olose to the comet position. Times given are Just before start of twilight when faintest
staEs were usually Eecorded. C_t DOt seen.
NOTE C Cooer sufficiently stellar for d_ect In-focus coaparlson, observation made by C. Morris add S. Fxlberg.
NOTE D Apprexilate ¢_s diameter - 0.17'.
NOTE E Averted vision only.
SUB-NETk_ORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AOt4# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
28.115 830001 0.356 SC 11 200 1 Ve_dsnet,M A
NOTE A (Duration not ladioated. Time of observation is sssuJed to be start tiiMe. Ed.)
DATE: 29 JUL 1905 DATE: 29 JUL 1985
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETNOP_: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dat_(UT) A0_# m3 _f14 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IBs f/ PI_ L 4m DA site Obz_-v_(s) N0tes
29.13 810015 )14.5 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5Z Y 1 Fleet,R.N A
29.313 810019 13.9 S SU TAU 0.5 3 0.254 N 5.6 120 6.0Z Y 1 Knight,S B
NOTE A Magnltude limit is of Zalntest star vi$1ble at altitude of appzox. 30 degrees, with limited time available. No attaspt was
made to locate naked eye stars close to the o_t positiom. Times given aze Just b_fore stazt of twilight when faintest
• stars wire usually recozded, cc_et not seen.
NOTE B slightly eloBgated coma.
DATE.-" 30 JUL 1985 DATE: 30 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANC_
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
30.11 810020 14.5: SU TAU 0.5 3 0.355 SC 11 200 1 Verdenet, M A
30.13 810021 >14.5 SU TAU 0.35 N 5.5 180 5.5Z Y I Fleet,R.W B
NOTE A Magnitude uDcertaln. Better sky.
NOTE B Magnitude limit is Of faintest star vlslble at altltude of approx. 30 degrees, with limited time available. No attq_pt was
made to locate naked eye stars close to the comet position. Ti_es given are Just before stert of twilight when faintest
stars were usually recorded. Zodiacal light interfered after Boonset. Comlet not seeD.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pvr( s } DurM Lim Site Obsel_er (s)
30.109 830002 0.356 SC II 200 15 1 VerdeDet ,M
DATE: 8 AUG 1985 DATE: 8 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OB_ATIO_
SUB-NETWORIC: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(_'ft m]. _ Chart _a _ize DC Ta:LI PA Ap Ins f./ _ Lt.m DA Si_ Observe_(s) No_s
8.41 810022 2.3.5: B 0.3 ]. 0.335 N 4.5 216 4.5 Y Kronk., G A




Da_e(UT) AON# mS _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ims _ P_c Llm DA Site Obsezve_(s)
10.48 810023 14.5 S $U TAU 2 0.61 C 16 3%0 7 Y 9 Hale_A
10.48 810024 14.5 $ $U TAU 0.3 2 0.610 C 16.0 390 5.5 Y 1 Morri$,C.S
NOTE A JOint observation with C.$. Morris and S.J. Edbezg.
NOTE B A staellar condensation (m2 - 16 or fainter), offset toward the northeast, was gli_psed. Coma diameter - 0.30'.




DATE: 11 AUG •985
NETWORK : ._L_TEUB OBSERV_TX,01,r
SUB-NETWORK: 'V'ZSU_.. APPF._P._qCE
Dat:.e(UT) h0N# m3 NN Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P3a_ L 4m DA
• •.47 810025 •4.6 S SU TAU • 0.6• C 16 375 Y
11.48 810026 14.5 S $U TAU 0.2 2 0.610 C 16.0 390 5.5 Y
NOTE A C_t sufficiently stellar for dLrect In-focus ¢cmparlsos. observing with C. Morris and A. Hale.
NOTE B Ste118x coDdensation Dot 8_en. Coma dlmter - 0.25'
Site Observer (a)
4 Edberg, S. J
1 Morrls,C. S







Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
12.48 810027 14.3 S SU TAU 2 0.61 C 16 390 7 Y 9 Hale,A
12.48 810028 14.3 S SU TAU 0.4 2 0.610 C 16.0 390 6.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S
NOTE A Joi_t ob_atlon with C.S. Morris.
NOTE B Hi_t of a faint ¢oDdensation. Coma diameter - 0.42'.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp, Gdng Id/Typ Site ObaerTer(s)
12.130 850001 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 15.00 Kodak 2415 N 10/P i Koch,B
12.160 850002 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.I x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 N ll/P 1 Koch,B
NOTE A Photo_aph lad_ by J. Stahlhut and B. Koch. W92 filter used.







DATE: 13 AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSE_ATION
SUB-NL'rk_RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Da_(UT) ACE4J ,,1 _a4 Chart Came size DC Tail PA Ap InS f/ P_C L_m DA site Ob_er(s)
13.10 810029 14 : SU TAU 0.5 0.406 N 5.6 164 5.5 Y 4 Botma,N.J
13.10 810030 >14.0 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.2 Y 1 FI_t,R.N
13.10 810031 14 : S SU TAU 0.5 2 0.406 N 5.6 126 5.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
13. 733 010032 14.5 M 1 0.3 N 6 100 6.0 Y 1 Z Ch£kava, •
13.744 810033 14.S M 0.6 0.3 N 8 100 6.0 Y 1 IchtXawa, K
13.896 810034 13.5 $ $U T_U 0.4 2 0.41 N 4.2 1$5 6.4 Y PeaJcoe, A
NOTE A Positive observation, oonfiz_ed by photograph zecent3.y. Coma diameter approximate,
NOTE B Before moo_4_. Comet not seen.
NOTE C Positive observation, _raving cmmpared with photograph ze_ently. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE D Coma diameter is upper limit.









Date(UT] AON| _1 MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
14.12 810035 >14.6 CZ ORI
14.12 810036 14.3 S SU TAD 0.5 3
14.736 810037 14.3 M 1.2
14.86 810038 13.1 S SU TAUC 0.4 2
NOTE A Comet not seen.
NOTE B very difficult.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAbYING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PVE(s)
14.099 830003 0.ii 0.40 N 5 170,254
14.115 830004 0.22 0.356 SC ii 400
NOTE A Ma_it_Se 15.2; c_a diameter 27". StiLTS dow_ to mag. 16-16.5.
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.400 N 5 170 6.5 y 2 Merlin,J.-C
0.3 N 6 100 6.5 y 1 Ichikawa,K
0.41 N 4.2 135 6.7 Y I Clark,M.L
DuzM L 4_ Site Observer(s) Notes
75 2 MarliD,J.-C A
30 l YerdeDet,M
DATE: 14 AUG 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 1_ AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATL_R OBSERVATION
S_-NETWORE: 3FISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _ Chart COla size DC TStl PA _p Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Obser_er(e)
15.11 810039 13.5 S SUT
15.11 810040 13.7 S SU TAU 0.3
15.12 810041 13.8 S SU TAU 0.3
15.12 810042 >14.7 C_ ORI
NOTE A c(met not seen.
S_B-NETWORK : DRA]_NG
Date(OT] AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)





5 125 5.0 I Shanklin,3.D
5.6 164 6 Z Y 4 Bus,E.P
5.6 164 5.5Z Y 4 BOUme,R.3
5.5 160 5.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W




NOTE a (Duratlon not iDdlcsted. Tile of observatlo= is assumed to be start time. Ed. )





Date(UT) AON# FL f/
16.098 850003 2.032 5
16.108 850004 2.032 5
16.124 850005 2.032 5
16.130 850006 2.032 5
16.15G
DATE: 16 AUG 1985
Ap FOV EXpM EmuLlsion ISO H_p c_g Id/Typ Site Obsel_er(s) Notes
0.500 1.0 x 0.7 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N C 001/P 1 Arbouz,R A
0.508 1.0 x 0.7 i0.00 Kodak Tzi-z 400/27 N C 002/P 1 AEbour,R A
0. 508 1.0 x 0.7 5.00 KOdak TEi-X 400/27 N C 003/P 1 Arbouz,R A
0.508 1.0 x 0.7 6.33 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N C 004/P 1 Arbour,R A
850007 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 N 16/P 1 Koch,B B
NOTE A (On original report form observer gave photo Rethod as negative projection, which contradicts values he "supplied for
instrument focal length add EFL. Ed.)
NOTE B PhotogTaph made by J. Stehlhut add B. KOCh. W92 filter used.
DATE: 17 AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATIO_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_e;# ml )04 Chazt
17.08 810043 14.2 $ SU TAU
17.11 810044 13.5 S $U TAU
17.12 810045 13.6 S SU TAU
17.12 810044 >14.7 CZ ORI
17.34 810047 14.1 S SU TAU
17.358 810048 15.0: B SU TAU
17.734 01004% 14.2 M
NOTE A C_t Dot seen.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAFTING
Date(UT) AQ_# Scale Ap
17.099 850006 0.356
C_ma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins
0.5 3 0.400 N
0.3 2 0.406 N
1 0.406 N
0.35 N
0.5 5 0.610 N
0.445 N
0.5 0.3 N
f/ _ L/.l DA Site Observer(e)
5 170 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,3.-C
5.6 102 6 Z Y 4 B_,E.P
5.6 102 5.5Z Y 4 _,R.3
5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
4 270 Bortle,J.E
4.5 167 6.0 Y 3 M_zzison,W
6 100 6.5 Y 3 Ichlk&wa,K
DATE: 17 AUG 1985
Ins f/ Pwr(s) l>urM L 4,,, Site Observer(s)
$C II 200,400 75 I VerGeoet,M
Notes
DATE: 18 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVAT_0N
SUB-NETWORK: 'b_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_| ml _4 Cha_-_
18,12 810050 14.9 CZ ORI
18.48 810051 13.9: S SU TAU
18.4861 810052
18.4896 810053 14.3 S SU TAU
18,49 810054 14.0 S SU TAU
NOTE A Recorded as a suspect at limit.
DATE: 18 AUG 1985
Coma size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ l_w Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
9 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y I Fleet,R.W A
0.20 N 6 244 7 Y I Hale,A B
0.3 5 0.61 N 5 381 6.2 Y 4 Cook,A.J
0.3 3 0.32 N 4.8 170 6.2 Y 4 Cook,A.J
0.3 0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 8 Morrls,C.s C
NOTE B Comet extremely faint and at the Itmlt of visibility. Candidate suspected on August 18.49 add confirmed on August 19.49.
NOTE C COma diameter - 0.30'.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
18.486 850008 0.216 5.5 0.392 9.5 x 6.4 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ Y S 000/P 1 HelI,B
DATE: 19 AUG 1885
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: Y2SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A0_# _ _ ChaZt
19.11 810055 13.5 S SU TAU
19.11 810056 14 :
19.12 810057 13.6 S SU T&U
19.12 810058 >14.8 CZ ORI
19.4P 810059 13.9 S SU TAU
NOTE A C_a diame_ approxl_te.
NOTE B Ccmet not seen.
DATE: 19 A0G 1985




Ap Ins f/ Pw_r Lii DA Site Obsel_rer (s ) Notes
0.406 N 5.6 126 6 Z Y 4 B_S,E.P
0.406 N 5.6 184 6 Y 3 van Loo, F.R A
0.406 N 5.6 164 6 Z Y 4 BOUTS, R oJ
0.35 N 5.5 150 5.1 Y 1 F1eet,R.N B
0.20 N 6 244 7 Y 1 nale,A C
NOTE C Comet extremely faint and at the limit of visibility. Candidate suspected on August 18.49 and confirmed on August 19.49.
SD_-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPEE
Date(UT) AO_B FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Z_laioD ZSO HTp GdDg Id/TTp Site Observex($) Notes
19.137 850009 3.000 0.355 0.7 x 0.5 50.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 32/T 2 Genebzlers,J
19.137 850010 3.000 0.355 0.7 x 0.5 50.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 000/T 2 Genehriers,J A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is N/N. Ed.)
DATE: 20 AUG 1985
NETT4ORK: AMATEUR OBSEI_VA'I_[ON
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| 11 _ Chart C_a alze DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ M Lil DA Site Observer(s)
20.12 810060 >14.8 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A Couet not seen.
SUB--NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPB_
Date(UT) AC_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ZSO Hyp C_Ing Id/TTp Site Observer(s)
20.131 850011 3.000 0.355 0.7 x 0.5 50.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 35/T 2 GeDebrlera,J
DATE: 20 AUG 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 21 AUG 1985
NETWORK : 7d_TEUR OBSERVATI(Xq
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AOH# ILl 1_4 Chart
21.063 810061 14.4: U ORI
21.11 810062 14.9 CZ ORI
21.49 810063 13.9 S SU TAU
21.85 810064 13.3 S SU TAUC
21.896 810065 13.7 S SU TAU
DATE: 21 AUG 1985
C_ma size IX: TaLl PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.203 SC 6 4 Lindere3 A
9 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y I Fleet, R.W B
0.5 3 0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 8 MOrriJ,C.S C
0.3 2 0.41 N 4.2 135 6.8 Y 1 Cl_rk,M.L D
0.3 2 0.41 N 4.2 165 6.3 Y Pe_ce,A
NOTE A Photograph dexived magnitude. Kodak 103a-E 0230 UT-0255 UT. Photographic nagnitude estimate uiDg the diameter of stars in
this field foz estimate the bzigbtness of the caner. [sic] Photocj_aph made using C8 with Telekompressox at 1:6.04. Center of
field approxLuately 6h 3.2, 8ppraximately +19 deg. 12'.
NOTE B ROoOEdlOd as S_ at 14_it.
NOTE C COma dlametez - 0.52'.
NOTE D VerlvdlfEic%tlt. Averted vision only.
SUB-NETWORK: PEOTOGRAPRT
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXI_M E_alsloD ISO Kyp G<_g Id/TTp Site Obsel_ex(s}
21.113 850012 1.222 6 0.203 1.7 x I.I 25.00 Kodak 103a-E N S I/P 4 Li_er,J
DATE: 2,2 AUG 1985
NETWORK: A.H_TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETJ_RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml kfl_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA kp Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s}
22.12 810066 13.5 S SU TAU 0.4 2 0.406 N 5.6 164 6 Z Y 4 Bouma,R.J
22.12 810067 15.1 CZ ORI 9 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5 Y 1 Fleet, R. _
22.365 810068 15.0: B SU TAU 0.2 0.445 N 4.5 286 6.0 Y 3 MorrlsoD,w
22.722 810069 14.0 M 0.8 0.3 N 6 I00 5.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa, K
22.92 810070 15.2 B PA 0.i 1 1.00 N 13 185 Chur_umov, K
NOTE A Mov_t seed in ore ho_r.
NOTE B cola dla_eter app_oxlmate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT] AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ I_r(s) DuzM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
22.122 830007 0.356 SC II 200 30 l Ve_deDet ,M A
NOTE A (Three drawIDgs supplied at 200x (0.20'/n}, 400x, add 400x. Ed.)




DATE: 23 AUG 2985
_EYI_RK : AMATEUR OBSERYATION
$UB-NETt_RE.- _rISU_L APPEARANCE
Date(UT) Nlq| ml MH Chsrt
23.10 810071 14.6 CZ ORZ
23.363 810072 15.0: S SO TAU
23.389 810073 13.4 M SU TAU
23,49 810074 13.5 S SU TAU
23.726 810075 13.7 J'(
NOTE A Recol_lod as 8t_uc 1/2 aag bright_er.






DATE: 23 AUG 1985
Ap Ins f/ P_z L 4,, DA Site Observer(s)
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.445 N 4.5 286 6.0 Y 3 Mo_cison, W
0.254 N 4.5 143 6.5 Y 4 DeYoung,3.A
0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 8 Morris,C.S






Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins £/ Pwr Lim DA Site Ohr4_rTer(s)
24.09 810076 13.8 S SU TAU 0.6
24.111 810077 14.8 CZ ORI 0.2
24.125 810078 13.0:
24.13 810079 13.3 S SU TAU 0.4
24.13 810080 13.5 $ SU TAU 0.3
24.35 810081 13.5 S SU TAU 0.5
24.49 810082 13.4 S SU TAU 0.9
24.49 810083 13.4 S SU TAU 1.0
24.587 810084 14.8 S 0.3
NOTE A Central ¢o_ensation magnit_e only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAM-/NG
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
24.104 830008 0.335 N 4.5 75
24.120 830009 0.345 N 4.5 75
24.127 830010 0.20 0.356 SC ii 200,400
0.400 N 5 170 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.345 N 4.5 75 5.6 Y 1 G01ez, A
0.406 N 5.6 184 5.5Z Y 4 Boula, R. J
0.406 N 5.6 164 5.5Z Y 4 Bu_,E.P
0.500 N 5 241 Bortle,J.E
0.20 N 6 122 7 Y 1 Bale,A
0.258 N 4.5 158 7.0 Y 8 Morrls,C.$
0.44 N 4.5 225 6.5 Y 4 Fabre,R
DuZM LIB Site Observer(_) Notes
5.6 1 Ripero,J A
15 5.6 1 G0nez,A B
35 1 verdeDet,M
DATE: 24 AUG 1985
NOTE A Field: 0.6 deg. Faintest star visible through the telescope about 14.5. (Drawing data inferred frog magnitude report Zorm.
DuratloD not iDdicsted. Time of observation is asst_ed to be start t4_e. Ed.]
NOTE B Nith n 2x Barlow lens, it appeared with a little "haze" arotu_i it. Pearly white color. 5 observers saw it.
Notes
DATE: 25 AUG 1905
NETWORE: AY_TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB--3_'TWO]RK." _'ISUKL APPEARANCE
Date(OT) AO_# _ F_ Chart C_8 size DC Tail
25.104 810085 14.8 CZ ORI 0.2 6
25.42 810086 13 : B 0,3 1
25.45 810087 13.6 $ $g TAU 0.8 2
25.48 810088 13.2 S SU TAU 0.9 3
25.4868 810089 13.3 $ SU TAU 0.7 6
NOTE A Central condensation magnitude only.
NOTE B Cona dimter approx£nat_. Exceptionally clear.
NOTE C A faint condensation was gliupsed.
NOTE D _ n 14.5.
SUB-NE--_eORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) &ON# FL f/ Ap FOV Exp_
25.092 850013 2.032 5 0.508 1.0 x 0.7 Z0.00
25.115 850014 2.032 5 0.508 1.0 x 0.7 10.00
25.409 850015 2.79 0.279 0.7 x 0.5 12.00
NOTE A Time is only approximate to the nearest minute,
NOTE B
PA Ap Ins f/ _ L tm DA Site Observer (s)
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0. 335 N 4.5 216 4.5 Y K_Onk,G
0.32 N 4 66 6.5 Y 1 Keen, R
0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 11 Morzis,C.S
0.32 N 4.8 146 6.2 Y 4 COOk,A.J
l:8ulsion ISO H_ GdDg Id_/T!vp Site Obsek_ez($) Notes
Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N C 005/1> 1 AZbOUZ,R A
KOdak Tri-X 400/27 N C 006/P 1 Arbour, R A
Kodak 103a-O N S I/N I Sanford, J B
(OD original zepozt fo_ obsex_ex gave photo method as negative






projection, which contradicts values he supplied for Inatz1_ent focal length and EFL. Ed. )
Zns_Dt iS CelestroD ell Sc_-idt-Cassegraln. Little fuzz T object looks double - could see falnt staxlike point and dim
fuzzy object in 22" f/8 before this exposuxe.
DATE: 26 AUG 1985
NETWORK : _TEUR OBSEEVATION
SUB-NETNORK: _SU_L APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _# nLl 1_4 ChaLet Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins El _ LJ_ DA Site Obsez-vex(s)
26.097 810090 15.1 CZ ORI
26.100 810091 14.6 CZ ORI 0.3 6
26.12 810092 13.1 S SU TAU 0.5 4
26.12 810093 13.0 S SU TAU 0.6 1
26.13 810094 13.0 S SU TAU
26.13 810095 13.0 S SU TAU 0.6 2
NOTE A Cent-tel coDdensatton magnitude only.
NOTE B Averted vlelo= total magnitude.
NOTE C Coma elongated.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
26.109 830011 0.17 0.356 SC 11 200,400
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Dato(UT) A(k_# FL £/ Ap FOV ExpM El_ulalon
26.148 850016 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 12.00 Kodak 2415
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.1 Y I F1eet,R.N
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.406 N 5.6 126 6.5Z Y 4 Bo_Ina,R.J
0.406 N 5.6 126 6.5Z Y 4 Bus,E.P
0.254 JB 6 90 6.5Z y 4 Bo_ma,R.J
0.254 JB 6 90 6.5Z y 4 BL_s,E.p
DUZM LiD Site Observer(s)
75 1 Ver_eoet,M
ISO Hyp G_g Id/_ Site Observer(s)
Y M I_ 1 Guarro, J





DATE: 27 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATZCt/
SUB-NETWORK: YZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A0_# Ii _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s)
27.090 810096 14.8 CZ ORI 0.3 6 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
27.101 810097 15.1 CZ ORZ 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.3 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
27.13 810098 13.4 S SUT 0.33 N 5 125 5.7 1 Shanklln, J. D
27.4% 8100%% 13.5 S $U TAU 0.20 N 6 244 7 Y 1 Hale,A
27.49 810100 13.4 S SU TAU 0.8 4 0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 3 Morrls, C. S
37.95 810101 15.3 $ E 0.5 1 1.02 N 13 185 Chernls, K
NOTE A Averted visioD total ma_itude.
NOTE B CeDtral Co_$atioD la_itude only.
NOTE C C0met Dext to llth sa_It_e star_ which po_Ibly affected magDit_e estimate.
MOTE D COaSt close to 13th mag. star. Nozth Polar $eq. _iso used. C_a dlameter - 0.75'.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AC_| S©ale Ap Ins f/ P_T(a} D_EM Lira Site Observer (s )
27.104 030012 0.17 0.356 SC II 200,400 60 I Verdenet, M
SUB-NETWORK : pHOTOGRAPEY
Date(UT} AOM| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM I_IlUlsioD ISO Hyp GdDg I_ Site ObJe_--_,ez(a)
27.136 850017 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 17.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 2/P 1 Guarro,J









Date(UT) AON% il _4 Chart coma size DC Tall PA
28.08 810102 13.4 S SU TAU 0.5 3
28.122 810103 14.7 CZ ORI 9
28.142 810104 12 U ORI 0.5 3
28.35 810105 13.3 S SU TAU 0.5 5
NOTE A Star ieterferlng.
SUB-_RK : DRANING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s)
28.115 830013 0.13 0.356 SC II 400
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_mllslo.
28.089 850018 1.800 4.5 0.400 1.1 x 0.8 15.00 Kodak 2415
28.113 850019 1.800 4.5 0.400 1.1 x 0.8 30.00 Kodak 2415
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier includes suffix "A". Ed.)
DATE: 28 AUG 1985
Ap InJ f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Ob_er (s)
0.400 N 5 170 6.5 Y 2 Me_li=, J.-C
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.2 y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.36 SC II 330 4 Y KoEth, S
0.500 N 5 241 Boztle, J.E
Notes
A
DUrM Lim Site observer(s)
30 1 Vezdenet,M
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ site Obs_(s)
Y C 16/C 1 Ghione,G




DATE: 7 S_P' 1985 DATE: "7 SEP 1985
_EYMORK: AMATEUR OBSIGRV'ATIO_
$DI_-_Z:TJ_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A£_# ml _q Chart Coma size IX: Tail PA kp Ins f/ _ L_m DA site Obs4_-'eer(s3 NOteS
7.104 810106 0.3 0.250 N 6 187 5.9 Y 1 GUthieE, 0 A
NOTE A Comet stellar, magnitude 13.5-14.0. Ma_itude estimation method mj. used.
DATE: 10 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OB_EEVATZOI¢
SUB-_rETWORK: VZSUJUL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AGN# B1 MM Chazt Coma size DC Tall PA Ap IDs f/ PI_ Lira DA Site Observer(s)
i0. I01 810107 13.2 B SA 74 0.2 0.250 N 6 187 5.7 Y 1 Guthier, O
10.986 810108 11.5 M CZ 7 0.31 N 8 62 5.0 Y 1 Ba_ek, p
10.99 810109 14.4 B E 0.6 1 1.02 N 13 185 CherDis, K
NOTE A Stellar.




NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_q
SUB-NETWORK: VIsuAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) ACW| ILl P_ Chart Cama size DC Tall PA
11.04 810110 14.7 CZ ORI 9
11.118 810111 13.2 SA 74
11.390 810112 13.3 $ $U TAU 0.4
11.43 810113 12.8 S SU TAU 2.0 I
11.97 810114 14.6 B E 0.7 1
NOTE A Motion Doted OVer 2 hC_LrS.
NOTE B Stellar. Ma_It_de eet4matlon method "3" uled.
NOTE C MOOn _axby.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING
DSte(UT) _ON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
11.010 83.0014 0.35& SC ii 200,400
DkTE: II SEP 1985
Ap Ins f/ P_T L4_ DA Slte ObseEver ($)
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
0.250 N 6 187 5.8 Y i Guthier, O
0.445 N 4.5 167 6.3 Y 3 MOrrlsoD, W
0.32 N 4 66 6.0 Y 1 Kee_,R





DurM L:l.m Site Obse.-'_rex(a)
30 1 verdenet,M
DATE: 12 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AGN| ml _ Chart
12.04 810115 12.8 S SU TAU
12.04 810116 12.2 B E
12.056 510117 14.4 CZ ORI
12.11 810118 13.5 S CZ ORI
12.156 810119 13.1 M CZ ORI
12.354 810120 13.6 S CZ ORI
12.36 810121 14.4 V LNES
12.36 810122 13.2 S SU TAU
12.36 810123 13.3 S SU TAU
12.45 810124 13.2 M SU TAU
12.50 810125 13.2 S SU TAU
12.615 810126 14.1 S
12.97 810127 14.3 B E
NOTE A C_ suspected.
DATE: 12 SEP 1985
Ca_ aize IX: Tall PA













Ap Ins f/ Pwr Li_ DA Site Ob_erve_(s)
5 170 6.0
0.16 N 10 30
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.6
0.305 N 5 150 6.2
0.298 N 5 269 5.5
0.254 N 5.6 120 8.2
0.203 N 6 116
0.317 N 6 170
0.500 N 5 241
0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5
0.20 N 6 122 6.5
0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5
1.02 N 13 185
Y 2 Merlln,J.-C
MorlrLI,v
Y 1 Fleet, R.N
Y 2 Zanotte,M.V
Y 1 Stott, D








NOTE B Very faint add diffuse. The observation was t.roubled by the pzoxlmlty of a field star Cnagnitude 8bout 13). Coma diameter
approxlmate.
NOTE C Stellar.
NOTE D Stellar nucleus.
NOTE E COma diameter approximate.
NOTE F North Polar Seq. also used. COma dlaRetez - 0.68'.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_| Scale Ap IDa f/ PWT(n) DUrM Lil Site Observer(s) Notes
12.045 830015 0.07 0.40 N 5 170,254 i0 6.0 2 Merlln,J.-C A
12.109 830016 0.27 0.400 N 5 100,222 15 5.5 2 Sarocchi,D B
NOTE A Jet at appzoxLmately PA 180; Jet at PA 241, then C_UXVed sou'chwaz_. Fa_-ehaped.
NOTE B The obJ_t Is very faint and difficult to see but we can u_erstaod a shape like I have draw. (SIC]
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(VT) AO_| ¥L f/ Ap FOV ExpM I_lulaion ISO H3"p C,dng I_/Typ Site Ohm(a)
12.081 850020 2.800 I0 0.280 0.7 x 0.5 30.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 16/N 1 Darvann,T.A
Notes
DATE: 13 $EP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATICt_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_T| ml IQ! Chart C_ma size DC Tall PA kp Ins f/ Par Lia DA Site Observez(s)
13.05 810128 12.9: 1 0.205 N 6 80 5.5 Y 1 Gezmann,R
13.108 810129 14.1 CZ OHI 0.22 N 8 150 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
13.111 810130 14.1 CZ O]LT 7 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
13.125 810131 13.5: 0.250 N 6 187 5.8 ¥ 1 Gutb:LeztO
13.13 810132 13.2 $ SU TAU 0.5 6 0.250 N 10 250 6 Y 1 van I_o,F.R
13.192 810133 12.5 S CZ ORI 0.5 2 0.20 SC 10 77 G Y 1 NaZ_,A
13.34 " 810134 12.8 S SU TAU 0.9 8 0.500 N 5 157 BoEtle,3.E
13.34 810135 13.1 S SU TAU 0.8 0.317 N G 170 BOEtlO,3.E
13.361 810136 13.? S C_ ORI 0.5 5 0.254 N 5.6 120 6.7 ¥ 1 Knight,S
13.365 810137 14.4 CZ ORI 0.254 N 5.G 115 6.7 Y 1 Kn£gbt,S
13.367 810138 13.3 S SU TAD 0.5 3 0.445 N 4_5 167 6.6 Y 3 NOZTISOn,W
13.368 810139 14.0 S 1 0.41 N 4.5 100 6.8 Y 2 &ziail,R.B
13.397 810140 13.7 B SU TAU 4 0.508 N 4.5 155 5.8C Y 9 TZoI&ni,D.M
13.479 010141 13.5 M 0 0.356 N 5 225 Y 1 3eff.xe_,J
13.76 810142 13.1 S AAVSO 0.6 3 0.20 N 5.6 123 6.0 Y 1 Nakamura,A
13.77 810143 13.6 S 0.1 ? 0.26 N 5 263 5.0 Y 1 Kansi,K
13.94 810144 14.2 B PA 0.5 1 1.00 N 13 185 Cht_-J_moT,K
13.95 810145 12.9 B PA 1 0.20 R 15 120 Ch_v,K
13.99 810146 14.3 B E 0.6 1 1.02 N 13 4?5 Chernls,X
NOTE A At 1JJilt.
NOTE B 0.3' c_ma, nver_ vision.
NOTE C Magaltu_le es_L_tion metl_4 "J" used.









NOTE D vet fsLnt in 8 inch. Averted vision only. Estimate of coma diametex vez T approximate. Only seen for about 10 min., using
averted vision.
NOTE E StellLT O_I4N,S.
VOTE F S_LLEaZ nucleus magnitude.
NOTE G Fizat alghtlng of Halley. Comet was south of the path shown IB the September 1985 issue of Sky an_ Telescope Halley Notebook
(page 222). COmet was faint, estimated maritime 13.5. COma was _all, round, with Do co=K1ennatlon at all seen. No tall
seen. Limit 15.0.
SOB-NETWORK : PNOTOGRAPHY
Dnte(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH _sion ZSO nyp G_og Id/Tlr P Site Obsel_4ur(s) Notes
13.355 850021 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 DilsizlaD,R . A
NOTE A Giacoblni-Zinaex add Halley. Exposure duration appr_IBatn.
DATE: 14 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NE'I"_RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# L1 _ Chart coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins E/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
14.11 810147 12.6 S SU TAH 0.6 2 0.254 JB 6 117 6.5 Y 2 Bo_a,R.J
14.11 810148 12.2 S SU TAU 1 2 0.254 JB 6 72 6.5 Y 2 BUS,E.P
14.125 810149 12.5: 1 0.255 N 5.6 85 5.5 Y 1 Gallego,J
14.292 810150 13.9: 1.3 0.445 N 4.5 222 5.5C y 1 Beach,G
14.3 810151 13.1 M 1 5 0.20 N 6 IR5 O'M_ars,s.J
14.349 810152 14.0 S 1 0.41 N 4.5 i00 6.9 Y 2 Axlail,R.B
14.36 010153 12.9 S SH TAU 0.9 6 0.500 N 5 157 Bortle,J.E
14.36 810154 13.0 S SU TAU 0.6 5 0.317 N 6 I?0 Bortle,J.E
14.36 810155 13.2 S LNE$ 0.5 3 0.203 N 6 116 Green,D.W.E
14.378 810156 13.5 S SU TAU 0.4 2 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.3 Y 3 MoEziSOD,W
14.426 810157 13.0 B SU TAU 4 0.438 N 4.5 178 5.8C Y 9 TToia_I,D.M
14.45 810158 12.6 S SU TAU 2.0 3 0.32 N 4 66 7.0 Y 1 Heen,R
14.47 810159 12.0 M SU TAU 0.6 6 0.406 N 4.5 183 7.0 Y 12 Morrls,C.S
14.479 810160 13.5 M 0 0.356 N 5 225 Y 1 Jeffrey,3
14.48 810161 13.0 S SU TAU 0.20 N 6 244 6.5 Y Ii Hale,A
14.49 810162 12.9 M SU TAU 0.6 5 0.47 N 3.9 204 7.0 Y 12 Morris,C.S
14.49 810163 12.9 M SU TAU 0.6 6 0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 Y 12 M_rrls,C.S
14.583 810164 14.0 S 0.4 1 0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y 1 Fabre,R
14.691 810165 13.0: 0.5 5 0.20 N 6.3 140 6.8 Y 1 LoveJoT,T
14.94 810166 14.3 B PA 1.00 N 13 185 Chuz_mOv,K
14.95 010167 13.3 B PA 1.0 3 0.20 H 15 120 Chu_v,K
14.97 810168 14.0 B E 0.7 3 1.02 N 13 475 Chernis,K
NOTE A C_a dl_meter approximate.
NOTE B Vet 7 faint, com_ diametex approximate.
NOTE C Ve_ T faint - featureless. Magnitude uncertain.
N_ D Eastw_ fan in inner c_s.
NOTE E Alm_st stellar nuc. of 14.5.
DATE: 14 SEP 1985
Notes
NOTE F First sighting of Halley. comet was south of the path shown in the Septenber issue of Sky and Telescope Halley Notebook
(page 222). comet was falnt, estimated_gnltude 13.5. C_a was _all, round, w_th no condensatlon at all seen NO tall
seen. Limit 15.0.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANINC
DSte(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) D_trM Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
14.125 830017 0.256 N 5.6 85 5.5 1 Gallego,J A
14.408 830018 0.2 0.356 SC 11 310 14 5.9 1 Cuthi11,D.D B
NOTE A Field 1 deg. Very stellar. In the vision's limit. [sic] (Duration Dot indicated. Time of obsel_vatioD is assu_ to be end
tlJe. Drawing data Infezred fr_ uagnitude report forl. Ed.)
NO_ B First obs. of Halley. The e_8 is eex_ round and sllghtly co_den_ at its center. C_a di_. is a_ut 1.5' add s total vis.
meg. of 12.5.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPB_/
Date(UT) AG_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM EmlLlalon ISO _ Gd_g Id/T_ Site Observer(s] Notes
14.304 850022 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 217/P 1 Sabis,J.D A
14.355 850023 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/I_ 1 DilsIzlan,R B
NOTE A IDS_Dt IS Sc_Idt Camera.
NOTE B GiacobIDI-Zinner and Halley. Exposure duration approximate.
DATE: 15 S_ 1985
NETWORK: PJ_TE_ OBSERYATZ_
S_I_-I_E1_ORK: VISUAL _PpENRJd_CZ



















s¢_te J_ Ins f/
0.11 0.40 N 5
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ P'tr_ LtZ DA site ObSez_ez(a)
1.0 3 0.01 271 0.400 N 5 170 6.5 Y 2 Nezltn,3.-C
0.8 6 0.500 N 5 157 Boztle,J.E
0.6 6 0.317 N 6 170 Doz_le,J.E
1.3 1 0.254 N 4.5 163 6.5 Y 4 DeYot_g,J.A
2 0.406 N 4.5 520 5.8 Y 2 Glassett,w
1.0 3 0.254 N 3.8 64 5.8 1 Machbolz,D
3 1.02 N 13 185 Cbe_nis,K
DATE: 15 SEP 1985
PWr(S) DuXt4 Lilt Site ObserTez(s} Notes
170 10 6.5 2 Herlin,J.-C A
200,400 15 1 Yel_enet,M B
NOTE A Jet at PA 209, diffuse; tall at PA 271. Brlght oentzal point mag. about 15. Central condensation dlameter i0 to I5".
NOTE B (Dzawi_ga at 200x (0.17'/Jm) add 400x submitted. F_.)
SUB-NE_EWOEK_ pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM _sion ISO Byp GdDg Zd/Typ site Obserrer(s) Notes
15.339 850024 0.63 1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 4.50 103a-F N 4/P 2 Fe_rin,I A
NOTE A Giacoblni-ZinDez add Halley. InstrumeDt 18 $C_i_t ¢aleEa.
DATE:16SEP1985
_RK : AMATEUR OBSERYATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) A0_# ml M_4 Chart C_a slze DC Tall PA
16.05 810176 12 : B E 1.0 5
16.111 810177 14.5 CZ ORI
16.115 810178 13.7 M CZ ORI 5
16.35 810179 12.6 S SU TAU 0.9 6
16.35 810180 12.7 S SU TAU 0.6 2
16.364 810181 13.7 S SU TAU 0.5
16.42 810182 12.5 B 0.7 2
16.49 810183 12.8 M SU TAU 0.6 6
16.5139 810184 13.2 S SE TAU 1.5 6
16.94 810185 14.1 B PA
16.95 810186 12.9 B PA 3
16.97 810187 14.0 B E 3
Ap I=s f/ P1rr Llm DA Site Obse1_e_(s)
DATE: 16 SEP 1965
0.16 N i0 30
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.4
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.4
0.500 N 5 157
0.317 N 6 170
0.445 N 4.5 167 6.3
0.335 N 4.5 216 5.0
0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0
0.32 N 4.8 146 6.5
1.00 N 13 165
0.20 R 15 120
1.02 N 13 185
NOTE A Central co_ensatlos magnltude only.
NOTE B 0.25' coma; averted vision.
NOTE C Stellar/alaost stellar =uc. of 14.5.
NOTE D CZ Orl also used for c0mparlson stars.
NOTE E A stellar con_eDsatlon was noted (mag. - 13.7). Coma diumeter - 0.61'.
NOTE F 20 lqphwi_.
Mozlnil, V
Y 1 Fleet, R. W
Y 1 Fleet, R. W
Bortle,J.E
Boztle,J. E
Y 3 Morrlson, W
Y Kronk,G
Y II Morrls, C. S





DATE: 17 $EP 1985
NETWORK; AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SDB-NETNORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _ON0 _ _ Clu_t Coma size
17.05 810188 12 : B E 2
17.0S 810189 13.1 S CZ ORZ 1.8
17.090 810190 13.5 M CS ORI
17.115 810191 14.2 C_ ORI
17.3 810192 13.0 M 1.2
17.33 810193 12.8 S LNES 1.2
17.354 810194 13.6 S CZ ORI Z.0
17.354 810195 14.4 CZ ORI
17.37 810196 12.5 M I,NES 1.2
17.37 810197 12.5 S SU TAE 0.8
17.37 810198 12.6 $ ZbrE$ 1.2
17.37 810199 12.6 S SU TAft 0.5
17.49 810200 12.5 S SU TAU
17.50 810201 12.3 M Sff TAft 0.8
17.5201 810202 12.5 S U OlI 1.0
17.95 810203 14.0 B PA 0.2
17.96 810204 13.9 B PA 0,1
IX: Tall PA &p Ins f/ P_C
0.16 N 10 30
3 0.305 N 5 94
5 0.35 N 5.5 160
0.35 N 5.5 160
5 270 0.20 N 6 125
3 0.203 N 6 116
4 0.254 N 5.6 120
0.254 N 5.6 120
3 0.203 N 6 116
5 0.500 N 5 157
3 0.203 N 6 116
3 0.317 N 6 170
0,20 N 6 122
5 0.256 N 4.5 156
2 0.254 N 3.8 64
6 1.00 N 13 185
5 1.00 N 13 185
NOTE A Cala dlmter appzoxlJate.
NOTE B DiSk-like central ooENSe_satlon, pzobable coma exteaslon on PA - 350 deg.
NOTE C 0.4' coma, avez_ vislon.
NOTE D Central condensation magnitude only.
NOTE E Thin; tall length appzox.tlatel! r 15 azc s4_.
NOTE F stellar nucleus.
NOTE G Stellar auoleu8 Ba_ItLxle.
DATE: 17 SEP 1985
LIJa DA Site ObSel_rar(8) Notes
Moz3rLI,V A
6.4 Y 3 Zanotta,M.V B
5.6 Y I Fleet,R.W C
5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W D
O'Meara,S.3 E
GZee_,D.N.E A
6.7 Y I KDlght,S F





7 Y 28 Kale,A




NOTE H Almost stellaz nuc. o£ 14th nag.
NOTE I Coma was sllghtlT elongated toward PA 200:. At 45x, the c_t appeared almost stellaz - only the coDdens&tion was visible.
Coma diameter - 0.75'.
DATE: 18 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AHATEI_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NE_q_ORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AON| 181 _ CI_L_ t
18.069 810205 14.4 CZ ORZ
18.073 810206 13.4 M CZ ORI 0.2
18.08 810207 12.5 S SU TAU 0.5
18.097 810208 13.8 CZ ORI
18.10 810209 12.4 S SU TAU 0.8
18.13 810210 13.0 S CZ ORI 2.0
18.43 810211 12.3 B 0.9
NOTE A Central co_ensation lag_ttude only.
NOTE B 0.3' c_, avezted vision.
NOTE C Coma diameteLr approximate.






Ap Ins E/ Pwr L_ DA Site Observer(s)
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.6 Y 1 F1eet,R.W
0.203 C i0 80 6 Y 3 C_IIo,G
0.22 N 8 150 5.6 Y I Fleet,R.W
0.254 3B 6 90 6.5 Y 2 _a,R.J
0.305 N 5 60 6.7 Y 2 Zsnotta,M.V
0,335 N 4.5 218 4.5 Y KEOnk,G
NOTE D Central eo_ensatio= only.
NOTE E Perfect sky. 300X: small (nearly 8tar-llke) central coDdensatlon of lagnlt_e - 14.5, _aller than on 17th.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Inn f/ P_rr(n] DUrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
18.087 830021 0.16 0.400 N 5 100,222 50 5.4 2 Sazocchi,D A
18.I15 830022 0.18 30 1 Vex_enet,M
NOTE A Dia_etex >20".









Dete(UT) JWON# 11 _ CheEr Coua size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA site Obsel-ver(a)
19.052 810212 13.6 M CZ ORS 0.2
19.056 810213 14.3 CZ ORI
19.069 810214 13.5 M CZ ORI
19.09 810215 12.4 S $U TAU 0.4
19.12 810216 12.5 S C5 ORI 1
19.127 810217 13.3 SA 74
19.303 810218 13_7 S SU TAg 0.6
19.44 810219 12.5 S SU TAU 2.0
19.573 810220 13.9 S 0.4
19.89 810221 13.8 B PA 0.I
19.92 810222 12.5 B PA
19.95 810223 13.7 B PA
_R_TE A 0.6' c_ma, averted vision.
NOTE B Cen_sl co_sstion mng_itude only.
NOTE C 0.4' Colat averted vision.
NOT_ D _gnltu_e estlmatlon IMrtho_ "J" used.
SUB-NETWORK : _W_NG
Date(UT) AQ_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.22 N 8 150 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.150 R 8 150 6 C Y 1 Aezt_,L
0.250 N 10 147 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
0.250 N 6 187 5.8 Y 1 Guthiex,O
0.445 N 4.5 167 6.3 Y 3 Mozrl_s,w
0.32 N 4 66 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R
0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y 1 FabEe,R
1.00 N 13 185 Ch_v,K
0.20 R 15 120 Chur_w,K
1.00 N 13 185 Chur_v,K
Lim site Observer($) Notes
DATE: 19 SEP 1985
19.075 830023 0.400 N 5 100,166,222 35 5.3 2 Sarocchi,D A
19.390 830024 0.406 N 4.8 217 14 6.6 Z Troiani,D.M B
NOTE A Seem to _ee a faint tall but long. It across the star at its east. (sic]
NOTE B Transparency (1-5): 5. DC - 4.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM EJulsion ISO Syp _g Id/T_p Site Observer(s) Notes
19.467 850025 1.524 6 0.254 1.4 x 0.0 45.00 Kedak 2415 Y O 67/C 1 SnTder,L.F
10.497 850026 2.206 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 22.00 Ko41ak _Ti-X N M 2/S 1 Webb,R A
N_ A Inner c_n a"_ sT_LEllke centxal ¢ondensatlon visible oe all original D_stlve_. Film pushed proces_ sllghtly. (Observer





DATE: 20 SEP 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
20.049 810224 13.6 M CZ ORI 0.3
20.052 010225 14.2 CZ ORI
20.076 810226 13.0 S SU TAU 0.4
20.111 810227 13.6 M CZ ORI
20.47 810228 12.4 M SU TAU 0.8
20.75 810229 12.8 S AAVSO I.i
20.89 810230 13.8 B PA 0.3
20.94 810231 13.9 B PA
20.97 810232 12.7 B PA
NOTE A 0.6' coma, averted vision.
NOTE B Central ¢ondeusetlon magnitude only.
NOTE C Ccaa diameter - 0.75 °.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s}
20.003 830025 0.356 SC ii 200,400
20.403 830026 0.406 N 4.8 217
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.205 N 4.5 126 6.0 Y 1 Saeubiok,W
0.22 N 8 150 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0,20 N 5.6 89 6.5 Y 1 Nakaluxa,A
1.00 N 13 185 Chu_v,K
1.00 N 13 185 ChU_v,K
0.20 R 15 120 Chur_v,K
DLLTM Li_ Slte Observer(s} Notes
1 Verdenet,M A
22 6.6 1 Troiani,D.M B
DATE: 20 SEP 1985
NOTE A (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Drawings at 200x (0.18'/Im] and 400x submltted.
Ed.)
NOTE B Condensation of cola - 4. No tail.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPRY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM El_hlsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(e) Notes
20.118 850027 0.420 1.7 0.250 4.9 x 3.3 40.00 Kodak 2415 N S 1/P 1 Bruhin,W A




DATE: 21 SEP 1905
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_B-NETWORX: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml 1_4 Chart
21.059 810233 13.6 M CZ ORI
21.066 810234 13.5 M CZ ORI
21.076 810235 13.6 M CZ ORI
21.08 820236 11.9 S SU TAU
21.37 810237 12.3 S LNES
21.394 810238 13.4 B SU TAU
21.45 810239 12.2 S SU TAU
21.50 810240 12.2 M SU TAU
21.5021 810241 12.2 S U O2I
21.51 810242 12.8 S SU TAU
21.51 810243 12.5 M SU TAU
21.51 810244 12.3 S SU TAU
21.52 810245 12.3 M SU TAU
21.70 810246 13.3 S CZ ORT
NOTE A 0.5' coma, averted vision.
NOTE B 0.4' c_ma, averted vision.
NOTE C Cama diameter approximate.
NOTE D C_ diameter - 0.75'.
NOTE E C_ diameter - 0.38'.
SOB-NETWORK: DRAWZ NG
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/
21.068 830027 0.09 0.40 N 5
DATE: 21 SEP 1905










Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer( s )
6 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.8
5 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8
0.22 N 8 150 5.0
3 0.02 270 0.400 N 5 170 6.5
1 0.229 R 12 261
4 0.254 N 6 147 6.6
0.20 N 6 122 6
4 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5
3 0.254 N 3.8 64 6.0
8 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5
7 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.5
3 0.256 N 4.5 222 6.5
6 0.256 N 4.5 iii 6.5
0.317 N 5 104
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Y 1 Fleet,R.W

















Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site ObServer(s) Notes
170 15 6.5 2 Merlln,J.-C A
NOTE A Tail at PA 269, diffuse extension westward. Slight condensation diameter about 25".
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
DSte(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulslon ISO Hyp G_mg Id/T_ site ObserTer(s) Notes
21.135 850020 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 0.00 KOdak 103a-F N 3/P l Guarro,3
21.317 850029 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.0 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 223/_ I Sabla,J.D A
21.477 850030 0.605 1.7 3.4 X 2.3 24.00 Ektachr. Pro 200/ N S 3/P 1 Levy,A B
NOTE A Instxn_ent is Sc_--idt camexa.
NOTE B Weather coodltions: s_ clouds and fog. Venus was high on the horizon and very bright for longer exposures, also almost
dawn. Photo_aphic ma_itude: 12.50.
DATE: 22 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB_NET_4ORK." VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON% _ _ Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
22.04 810247 11.6 S SU TAU 1.5 3 0.03 270 0.400 N 5 81 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
22.080 810248 12.7 M CZ ORI 0.5 5 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R.w
22.083 810249 12.7 M CZ ORI 0.4 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
22.097 810250 12.7 M CZ ORI 0.3 4 0.22 N 8 90 5.9 Y 1 F1eet,R.w
22.14 810251 12.9 B SU TAU 1.0 2 0.203 SC i0 80 6.3 Y 2 Gran$1o,B.H
22.28 810252 1.3 5 0.406 N 5 80 6 Y 1 S_ns,K
22.28 810253 1.6 4 0.406 N 5 80 6.0 Y 1 Silm_3ns, W
22.4236 810254 12.5 M SU TAU 1.2 6 0.32 N 4.8 146 6.6 Y 3 Cook,A. J
22.47 810255 12.2 M SU TAU 0.9 4 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5 Y 6 Morris,c.s
22.4958 810256 12.2 S U ORI 1.2 2 0.254 N 3.8 32 6.0 1 Maohholz, D
22.500 810257 13.7 S 0.5 3 0.33 N 4.5 175 6.5 Y 4 Fabre,R
22_50 810258 12.3 M SU TAg 0.8 4 0.125 SC I0.0 122 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
22.587 810259 12.5 S 1.5 2 0.15 N 6 1O0 6.2 Y 1 Kri$ciunas, K
22.87 810260 13.6 B PA 1.00 N 13 105 Cb_ov, K
22.91 010261 13.0 B PA 0.20 R 15 120 Chu_ov, K
22.94 810262 13.8 B PA 1.00 N 13 185 Cbux_umov, K
NOTE A 1.3' coma, averted vision.
N_ B 1.0' coua, averted vision.
NOTE C 0.8 ° coma, averted vision.
DATE: 22 SEP 1985
NOTE D m2 - 13.5.
NOTE E In a 16" f/5 reflector at about 120x the comet appeared more oondensed (DC - 7) and larger (about 2.0').
NOTE F C_a diameter = 0.76'.
NOTE G Msgnltude accuracy +/-0.5.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON% Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
22.038 830028 0.05 0.40 N 5 81,254 10 6.5 2 Merlln,J.-C A
22.115 830029 0.08 0.356 SC II 200 1 Verdenet,M B
NOTE A Jet at PA 93; Jet at PA 155, pretty large aed diffuse; Jet at PA 281. Tall at PA 257: axis of diffuse feature.
NOTE B (Duration not indicated. T_e of observation is assul_i to be start time. Ed.)
S_B-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E3_ulsion ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Ob_er(s)
22.024 850031 1.820 5.2 0.350 i.i x 0.8 i0.00 3M CRT-4 Y M I/C 2 Cimatti,A
22.125 850032 1.820 5.2 0.350 i.i x 0.8 30.00 Kodak 103n-F N M I/C 2 ClmattleA







DATE: 23 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AONt ml _ Chart Coma size DC
23.083 810263 12.6 M CZ ORI 0.5 6
23.090 810264 12.8 M CZ ORI 0.6 6
23.101 810265 12.8 M CZ ORI 0.3 6
23 • 139 810266 13 • 5 SA 74 0.5
23.42 810267 12.1 M SU TAU 0.9 4
23 •528 810268 13 • 5 S 0.8 3
23.86 810269 12.4 S _ ORI 0.7 3
NOTE A 1.5' c_a, sve.l_r._d vision.
NOTE B 1.0' c_a, averted vision.




DATE: 23 SEP 1585
Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.9 Y
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.9 Y
0.22 N 8 150 5.9 Y
0.250 N 6 187 5.8 Y
0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5 Y
0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y
0.317 N 5 149 6.0 Y
Site Obse/w'ez(s) Notes
1 Fleet,R.W A
1 Fleet, R.W B






Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion I_ Hyp Gd_g Id/TTp Site Observer(s) Notes
23.152 850033 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 7.50 Kodak 103a-F N 4/P 1 Guarro,J
23.156 850034 3.910 11 0.350 0.5 x 0.4 60.00 FuJicbzome 400/ Y S 15/T 3 _enebrlera,J
23.170 850035 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N 5/P 1 Guarro,J
23.722 850036 1.9 6 0.318 I.I x 0.7 40.00 Ilford HP5 N I/P 1 Barclay,J A
NOTE A (Photo_rapher rated fill at ISO 5000. Ed.)
Diffuse! Magnitude estimation nethod "J" used.
My observation of cc_et P/Halley used _ u_arleon staza fzom the Eield of the _ Can star C_ ori. The magnitudes are
photovlsual, i. Mag. 12.2 RA 5h 52m 40s, -5 deg 33.0 arc min. 2. Mag. 12.6 RA 5h 47m 15s, -5 deg 31.5 azc min.
DATE: 24 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml t_4 Chart
24.05 810270 11.5: B E
24.05 810271
24.06 810272 11.6 S SU TAU
24.076 810273 12.5:
24.104 810274 14.9 CZ ORI
24.16 810275 12.2 S SU TAU
DATE: 24 SEP 1985
NOTE A Mixed w_th a bright star which seels nebulous.
NOTE B Cola diameter uncertain. Seeing and transparency good.
NOTE C Nucle_LS _agnltude. 0.5' cola, averted vision; stars interfere.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DUZM Lim Site Obsel_ver(s) Notes
24.052 830030 0.09 0.356 SC II 400 I Verdenet,M A
24.087 830031 0.03 0.40 N 5 170,407 I0 6.0 2 MerliD,J.-C B
NOTE A (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be approximate start tlme. Ed.)
NOTE B Jet at PA 36, Jet at PA 304, Jet at PA 356; (all) 3 Jets pretty faint. Star mag. 12.5 nearly OccUlted by nucleus at 0100 UT;
at about ii" sOuth of nucleus at 0200 UT.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(ET) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM _SIOD ISO H!rP Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
24.719 850037 1.9 6 0.318 i.i x 0.7 30.00 Ilford BP5 N 2/P 1 Barclay,J A
NOTE A (Photographer rated film at ISO 5000. Ed.)
c_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ims E/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observercs ) Notes
2.0 0.16 N 10 30 MorJil,V
1 verdeDet,M A
1.0 3 0.400 N 5 170 6.0 y 2 Merlln,J.-C
1 7 0.13 R i0 50 Y 1 Mozrisby,A B
0.3 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W C
1 7 0.250 N I0 147 5.5T Y 1 van LOO,F.R
DATE: 25 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETNORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# all _ Chart Coma si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lil DA Site Observer(s)
25.05 810276 ii.5: B E 2.0
25.083 810277 12.5 M CZ ORI 0.4 6
25.087 810278 14.0 CZ ORI
25.101 810279 12.6 M CZ ORI 0.5 6
25.11 810280 12.6 S SU TAU 1.3 4
25.37 810281 11.7 S SU TAU 1.5 5
25.37 810282 1.2 6
25.381 810283 12.9 S SU TAU 0.6 4
25.4555 810284 12.0 S U ORI 1.2 4
25.74 810285 12.3 M 1
25.77 810286 12.6 S 0.5 1
25.81 810287 12.? B 0.5 6
25.81 810288 12.7 S 0.5 6
NOTE A I.i' coma, averted vislon.
0.16 N 10 30 MOEmII,V
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.8 Y 1 F2eet,R.W
0.305 N 5 %4 6.2 Y 2 Zanotta,M.V
0.317 N 6 88 Bortle,J.E
0.500 N 5 96 Bortle,J.E
0.445 N 4.5 167 6.7 Y 3 Morrlaon,W
0.254 N 3.8 64 5.8 1 Machholz,D
0.16 N 6.3 80 6 Y 1 Mits_a,S
0.16 N 6.3 95 5.5 Y 2 Hiraga,M
0.26 N 5 146 5.0T Y 1 Kanai,K
0.26 N 5 146 5.0T Y 1 Kanai,K
NOTE B Central condensation magnitude ooly.
NOTE C 1.5' coua, averted vision.
NOTE D Haze sky.
NOTE E Near stellar nuc. of about 13th uag.
NOTE F todd. 40.3') lag. 13.0, nuc. about 14.5.
NOTE G CZ Orl 81so used for comparison stars.
SOlD-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT| AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lia Site observer(s]
25.115 830032 0.356 SC Ii 400 1 Verdenet,M
NOTE A (Duxatlon not iedlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start tlme. Ed.)
$UB-NET_ORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT] AON| FL f/ Ap FOV Ex_ Emulsion
25.125 850038 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 15.00 Kodak 2415
Notes
A
ISO H!rp Gdng Id/T!r p Slte Observer(s)
Y S 9/N 1 Mikuz,H
DATE: 25 SEP 1985
Notes
DATE: 26 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _LI MM Chart Coma size DC Tall
26.097 81028% 12.4 M CZ ORI 0.5 6
26.10 8102%0 11.8 S SU TAU 1.2 2
26.104 810291 12.3 M CZ ORI 0.5 6
26.108 810292 14.3 CZ ORI
26.11 810293 II.7 S SU TAU 1 3
26.122 810294 13.0 S 1 2
26.125 810295 13.0 SA 74 0.7
26.13 810296 12.4: 0.5 3
26.3 810297 12.0 M 1.5 6 0.01
26.33 810298 ii.9 S LNES 1.6 4
26.49 810299 11.8 M SU TAU I.I 4
26.49 810300 11.4 M SU TAU 2.1 3
26.618 810301 13.4 S 1 4
26.81 810302 12.5 2 2
NOTE A 1.5 ° coMat averted vision.
NOTE B 1.2' coua, averted vision.
NOTE C Central condensation magnitude only.
NOTE D Cogs diameter approximate.
NOTE E Coga diameter iS upper limit.
NC_E F Diffuse. Magnitude estimation method .J- used.
NOTE G
NOTE H
PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.H
0.254 3B 6 73 6.5 Y 2 Bouma,R.J
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.203 C i0 80 6 Y 3 Co_)elIo,G
0.350 N 6 55 6.0 N 1 LuDde,R
0.250 N 6 187 5.9 Y I Guthier,O
0.203 SC I0 160 5.7 Y 1 Luthen,H
314 0.23 R 12 240 O'Meara,S.J
0.229 R 12 261 Green,D.W.E
0.256 N 4.5 156 6.0 y 6 Morris,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 67 6.0 Y 6 Morris,C.S
0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y 1 Fabre,R
0.31 N 5.7 55 5.0 Y 2 Suzuki,K
Jets in PA 40, 15 azc see., aBd PA 130, i0 arc seo. Tall length approximately 20 arc sec.
Coma is elongated toward the west.
SUB-NE_4ORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) Dul_{ Lim Site Observer(s)
26.156 830033 0.356 SC ii 400 1 Verdenet,M









AON| FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO H!r P Gd=g Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
850039 1.400 0.28 1.5 x 1.0 10.00 Kodak TTI--X 400/27 N 19/N 1 DsrvaDDeT.A
850040 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 35.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 3/S 1 Webb,R
(Ins_nt FL of 2.800 add separately specified effective FL Of approximately 1.400 don't match. Ed.)
Inner c_a ned starlike central condensation visible on all original negatives. Film pushed processed slightly.
indlcated C-type guiding as trell as M.Ed.}















DATE: 27 SEP 198S
NETWORK: _.TEUR OBSERVATIOn"
SUB-NETWORK: V'XSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _ON# aL_ _ Chart Co_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ Lin DA Site Observer(a)
27.121 810303 12.7 B 0.5 4 0.400 C 15 120 6.0 Y 3 Ziscbe,E
27.146 810304 12.8 B SA 74 0.9 2 0.250 N 6 187 6.0 Y 1 Guthter,O
27.15 810305 11.3 S SU TAU 1.S 2 0.100 N 9 23 6.5 Y 1 yap de Weg,R.L.W
27.42 810306 11.7 B 1.0 2 0.335 N 4.5 216 5.0 Y XZODk, G
NOTE A Diffuse central condensation.
NOTE B AccordtDg to DCS reference stars: 11.3; according to IHW: 11.5.
SUB-NETWORK : DRA__NG
Date(UT) _Ot_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Plr_ (s) DU_M Lin Site obsex_ver (s) Notes
27.156 830034 0.356 SC 11 200,400 1 Vezdeaet ,M A
NOTE A (Duration Dot £_d£cated. T_we of observation is sssuaed to be StLrt time. Drav£ugs supplied at 200x add 400x. Ed. )






Date(UT) AON# all _ Chart
28.35 810307 12.0 S LNE$
28.389 810308 13.1 S SU TAU
NOTE A C_a diameter approximate.
C_a size _ Tall PA
1.0 5
0.4
Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.229 R 12 261 Green,D.W.E
0.445 N 4.5 167 5 M N 3 Morrison,W
NOTE B CZ Ori also used for compazlson stars. Coma diameter approximate. Full moon prevents dark adaption.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr($) DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
28.141 830035 0.10 0.36 SC Ii 330 7 4 1 Korth,S







Date(UT) AO_# ml t_H Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer(s)
29.167 810309 11.6 M AAVSO 0.23 R 12 120 O'Meara, S.J
29.34 810310 11.7 S LNES 1.7 4 0.229 R 12 261 Green, D.W.E
29.38 810311 11.8 M LNES 1.7 4 0.229 R 12 261 GEeeD, D. W. E
NOTE A Nuclear mag. 13.9.
NOTE B Coma dlaBeter approxJJate.





DATE.-30SEE1985 DATE: 30 SEP 1985
N_TWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Note_
30.1%4 810312 11.8 M AAVSO 0.23 R 12 120 O'Meara, $. J
30.36 810313 11.7 $ LNE$ 1.3 3 0.229 E 12 261 Green, D.W. E A




Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chert Coga site DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observez(s)
1.177 810314 12.5: U ORI 0,5 0.36 SC Ii 330 4 M Y Korth, S
NOTE A Bright Boon dist_trbed obsezvatlons.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAN_NG
Date(UT) _o_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) DurM Liu Site Observer(s) Notes
1.175 830036 0.i0 0.36 SC ii 330 5 4 1 Korth, S A
NOTE A Bright moon made the ohservatio_ very difficult.




DATE: 5 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
5.167 810315 12.1 M CZ ORI 0.298 N 5 65 5.7 Y I Stott,D A
NOTE A Stellar.
DATE.* 6 OCT 1985
NETNOR]C: AN_TZUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _CSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# _ _I Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap IDs f/ Pwr Lira DA site Observer(s)
6.36 810316 11.9: $ LNES I.i 5 0.229 R 12 261 GreeD,D.W. E
6.74 810317 12.3 M i.i 1 0.16 N 6.3 80 5 M T 1 Mit_a, S
N_ A C_a diametex appzoxIJiate.




NETWORK : AMATEVR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} P_bN| ml MM Chart C_a size
7.36 810318 10.9 S LNES 1.5
7.363 810319 12.2 S SU TAU 0.7
7.39 810320 ii.0 S SU TAU 1.1
7.39 810321 10.8 M SU TAU 1.6
7.39 810322 11.4 M SU TAU
7.646 810323 13 S
7.67 810324 12.4 S CZ ORI
7.86 810325 10.9 S SU TAUC 1.5
7.962 810326 11.9 M CZ ORI 0.4
NOTE A COla diaueter approximate.
DATE: 7 OCT 1985
NOTE B CZ Ori also used for e_parison stars. Moon 16 deg. fr_ comet.
NOTE C Moonlight.
NOTE D Central condensation magnitude.
NOTE E 1.5' c_a, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Dste(UT} AON% Scale Ap Ins f/ PWr(S) DUEM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
7.184 830037 1.18 0.229 R I0 I00 60 5.5 1 Nowak,G. T A
7.927 830038 0.356 SC Ii 200,400 1 Verdenet,M B
NOTE A The comet had a star llke nucleus add a ghostly c_a developiBg around it. There was no tail or _ets seen. Motion was
detected in I (one) hour. Nucleus size was 4 seconds of arc, cola was 18 seconds of arc. Coma was also seen in 6" f/5.2
Newtoslan reflector at 50x.
NOTE B (Duration sot indicated. Time of observation is ass_ed to be start time. Drawings at 200x (0.25'/_) add 400x suhaitted.
Ed. )
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Obz_urver(s) Notes
$ 0.229 R 12 261 Grees,D.W.E A
4 0.445 N 4.5 167 5.7M N 3 MorrisoD,W B
0.317 N 6 88 Bortle,J.E C
4 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5M Y 6 Morris,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 156 5.5M y 6 Morris,C.S
0.I0 N I0 iii 5.0C y 1 KatO,T D
0.317 N 5 86 Y Jones,A
5 0.41 N 4.2 86 6.1 y 2 CIaEk,M.L
6 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.4 y I Fleet,R.w E
DATE: 8 OCT 1885
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_AW| _ _ Chart Coua size DC Tall
8.35 810327 11.0 S SU TAU 1.2 5
8.37 810328 10.5 M LNES 1.5 6
8.37 810329 10.7 S LNES 1.5 6
8.48 810330 11.4 M SU TAU 5
8.625 810331 12 s 1
8.63 810332 12.5 2 1
8.64 810333 12.5 2 3
8.75 810334 12.3 S AAVSO 1.3 5
8.824 810335 11.8 S 0.8 3
8.976 810336 12.6 C_ ORI
8.979 810337 12.1 M CZ ORI 0.8 6
8.903 810338 13.0 CZ ORI
8.988 810339 12.2 M CZ ORI 0.6 6
8.990 810340 11.3 S SU TAU 1.5 3
NO_ A MOOnlight.
PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim
0.317 N 8 88
0.229 R 12 261
0.229 R 12 261
0.20 N 6 122 6
0.20 SC 10 80 5.0C
0.31 N 5.7 55 4.OH
0.23 4.4 40 6.0
0.20 N 5.6 89 5.5M
0.20 SC I0 111 5.5
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.7
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.7
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.7
0.35 N 5.5 160 5.7
0.152 N 5 44 5.8
NOTE B Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE C Inskrtmect is Nzight-Sc_midt. (Observer indicated "Y" method. Ed.)
NOTE D Central comdenaation mag. 12.5.
NOTE E CectEal coE_lensation _agnitu_e, stellar.
NOTE F 2.0' coma, averted vision.
NOTE G Nucleus ma_itude.
NOTE H 1.6' coma, averted visloD.
NOTE I Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) DurM 54-
8.318 830039 0.13 0.44 N 4.5 80,222,333 15 4.2
0.368 830040 0.22 0.356 SC 11 121 5.7
8.401 830041 0.13 0.44 N 4.5 80,222,333 15 4.2
8.922 830042 0.23 0.20 SC l0 111 25 5.5
































NOTE A Comet approx. 13 mag. using AAVSO $U Tau star field coupazison chart. The visual appearance of this comet was that of a soft
patch of light, with.a spheric81 shape. No central coadecsstlon was noted at this t_le.
NOTE B 2" e.p. 40' field. C_a diameter has i_,:reaeed to at least 4'. Coma is still s!rnetrlcal. Inner coma is much stroDger, but
without anything I would call "stellar" in appearance.
NOTE C Note orbital Botion since flzstctrawlng was _de 2 hO_LES agO.
NG_FE P With averted vision, I could see the _all cectral COWK|eDsstion. The small cloud of colm8 was w_ak.
DATE: 9 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) bJONI ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA
9.007 810341 12.1 M CZ ORI 0.4 5
9.083 810342 12.5: 1
9.090 810343 11.9: S U ORI 0.8 2
9.155 810344 II.0 B 2.0 4
9.260 810345 11.4: S CZ ORI 1 0
9.62 810346 12.0 2 1
9.969 810347 11.4 S 0.7 3
9.986 810348 11.5 M CZ ORI 0.8 6
9.990 810349 12.3 CZ ORI
9.992 810350 ll.0 S U ORI 0
NOTE A 1.8' coma, averted vision.
NOTE B Seelng good, transparency good. Wind. Moon.
NOTE C Small nucleus.
DATE: 9 OCT 1985
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s} Notes
0.22 N 8 90 5.7 y 1 Fleet,R.N A
0.13 R 10 50 Y 1 Morri_by,A
0.203 SC i0 80 4 Y 1 TaDti,T B
0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0M Y 1 Lip_ki,P C
0.25 N 5.6 56 6 M Y 1 Jordan,J D
0.31 N 5.7 55 5.0 y 2 Suzuki,K
0.20 SC I0 111 6.0 Y 1 Bremseth,P.-J E
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.4 y 1 Fleet,R.W F
0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.W G
0.25 N 6 120 Y 1 GaIDsford,M.J
NOTE D Observation made during and shortly after moonrise, thus maklng estimate somewhat uncertain.
NOTE E No centr, condens.
NOTE F 1.9' coma, averted vision, b_tween clouds.
NOTE G Central condensation magnitude.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAk'_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PiFr(s} E,3EM Lim Site Observex($} Notes
9.404 830043 0.203 SC I0 81 1 Lohvine_o,T.W A
9.969 830044 0.23 0.20 SC 10 lll I0 6 3 Bz_seth,P.-J B
NOTE A Close examination of this dim Object shows no vlslble feattrre$ and it is hard to say whether or not the comet's fuzzy coma
is really visible. (Duration not indlcated. Time of obsel_vation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B No central coedenaatlon was obsel-ved this time. Fumny, when the seeing was so good. (?) [sic]
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(uT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_ulsloD ISO Hyp C_dng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
9.331 850041 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 Dilslzian,R A
NOTE A Stellar gulding was used because of the small angular Rovement of the comet with respect to time.
DATE: 10 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETNORK: _r_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date ( UT ) A(_| ul M_4 Cha_t
10.062 810351 9.0 S SAO
10.090 810352 11.5: S U ORI 1.3 4
10.15 810353 11.7 S SU TAU 1 5
10.23 820354 10.6 S 1.1
10.38 810355 10.7 S SU TAE 1.8 5
10.5368 810356 11.4 S U ORI 2.0 5
10.71 810357 10.6 S SU TAU 2
10.73 810358 10.7 S Y TAU 1.0 7
10.81 810359 11.5 S 1.5 3
10.94 810360 11.0 S SU TAU 3.0 3 0.01 273 0.400 N
10.983 810361 11.3 N CZ ORI 1.1 6 0.35 N
DATE: i0 OCT 1985
C_Oa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obsel_er(s)
0.31 N 5 80
0.203 SC I0 80 4 Y
0.250 N 5.6 80 6 M Y
0.203 N 7 54 4.5 Y
0.317 N 6 68
0.254 N 3.8 64 5.4
0.152 N 5 76 6.2 Y
0.20 N 6.3 50 6.8 Y
0.317 N 5 63 6.0 Y
5 81 6.5 ¥













NOTE A Seeing excellent, transparency excelle_t. MOOn.
NOTE B Al.l_st skellar nucleus.
NOTE C GlaZe fzcm close staz.
NOTE D 2.7' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) A0_f Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s} DurM Lil Site Observer(s) Notes
10.532 830045 0.05 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 6.5 2 MeElln,3.-C A
10.948 830046 0.14 0.356 SC 11 200,400 1 Ve-_denet,M B
NOTE A 3et at PA 8, nazzow, stzalght aDd qulte bzlght; jet at PA 55, Jore diffuse; _et at PA 191, very diffuse feature; Jet at PA
337, fountain llke featuze. Central point mng. about 15. Laxge fad westwaxd.
NOTE B (Duration not iodlcnte<1. Time of observation is aestus_ to be ST_LTt time. Ed.)
SEB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A(_f FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Ryp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
10.337 850042 0.305 2.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P 1 Dilsizlan,R A
10.944 850043 0.420 1.7 0.250 4.9 x 3.3 40.00 Kodak 2415 N 5 2/P I Bruhln,N B
NOTE A Stella_ guiding was used because of the mall amgular movusent of the ccmet wlth respect to time.
NOTE B (ObS_eE'S _ag@ _e=tlfler is If. Ed.)
DATE: 11 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _-_SUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: ii OCT 1985
Date(UT) AON% _ MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Motes
11.010 810362 I0.9 S U ORI 1.6 2 0.25 N 6 120 4.9 Y 1 Gsinsford,M.3
11.020 810363 10.7 S Y TAU 2.5 3 0.08 B 15 6.6 Y 4 Haver,R
11.021 810364 13.1 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
11.042 810365 11.6 M CZ ORI 1.0 6 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
11.045 810366 13.4 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8 Y 1 FI_t,R.W_ A
11.049 810367 11.3 M CZ ORI 1.0 6 0.22 N 8 90 5.8 y 1 Fleet,R.W C
11.052 810368 11.6 M CZ ORI 7 0.15 N 4 50 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W D
11.087 810369 11.2 S U ORI 1.3 5 0.203 SC i0 80 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T E
11.297 810370 11.5 S SU TAU 1.8 3 0.15 R 5 62 6.7 Y 3 Morrison,_ F
11.342 010371 11.6 S SU TAU 1.4 5 0.445 N 4.5 80 6.7 Y 3 Morrison,W F
11.35 810372 10.9 M SU TAU 4 0.20 N 6 122 6 Y 3 Hale,A
11.35 810373 10.9 M SU TAU 4 0.20 N 6 61 6 Y 3 Kale,A
11.417 810374 ii.0 M U ORI 2 0.356 N 5 225 Y 1 Jeffrey,J G
11.43 810375 10.3 M SU TAE 2.8 4 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.5 Y 6 Morzls,C.S H
11.66 810376 I0.I S NPS 4 3 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
11.4951 810377 11.2 S U ORI 2.0 5 0.254 N 3.8 64 6.0 1 Machholz,D
11.78 810378 11.7 S 1.2 2 0.317 N 5 63 6.0 Y Pearce,A
11.91 810379 11.2 S 2.5 6 0.254 N 4.5 71 6.7 Y 3 Zsnotts,M.V I
11.983 810380 13.0 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W j
11.997 810381 II.I M CZ ORI 0.9 6 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W C
NOTE A Nucleus magnitl_de.
NOTE B 2.1' e_a, averted vision.
NOTE C 2.4 _ c_a, averted vision.
NOTE D 0.2' coma, averted vision.
NOTE E Seeing good, transparency excellent.
NOTE F CZ Ori also used for c_arison stars.
NOTE G
features seen. Drawing made. Limit 14.5.
NOTE H Comet had 1' central co_ensation.
NOTE I The c_t was low in the east sky, and bare affected the estimate.
NOTE J Central condensation magnltnde, stellar.
SUB-NETWORK: DR_JF_NG
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Ptrr(s] D_ZN LiB Site Obsel_rsr(s) Motes
11.917 830047 0.14 0.356 SC 11 200 1 Yerdenet,M A
11.974 830048 0.05 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 6.5 2 Nerlin,J.-C B
MOTE A (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is 8ssuned to be start _ime. F_.)
NOTE B Jet at PA 48; Jet at PA 84; Jet at PA 222. HOOd at PA 306; PA given m axis of the parabolic hood. General structure
extremely similar to what was seen on 1985 Oct. I0, except that the diffuse fan is now rather southward.
SEB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(uT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO _ G_L_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Motes
11.780 850044 0.300 1.5 6.9 x 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 1/P 2 Nsssr,J.L A
11.946 650045 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 101/P Jager,M B
NOTE A First photographic recovery of the comet fro_ the Philippines.
NOTE B Coma 4 to 5 arc Jin.; no tail; magnltnde 10.5. Instrument is Schtldt camera.
Coma still very diffuse and faint in the outer areas, inner ccRa now shows a definite greater brightness. No tail or other
DATE: 12 OCT 1885
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Da_e(UT) AON| ml t_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap
12.00 810382 10.8 S SU TAU 3.0 • 0.03 270 0.400
12.00 810383 10,2: B E 0.15
12.01 81038• 10.3 S SU TAU 3.0 2 0.150
12.02 810385 11.3: VAS 133 3 0.205
12.021 810386 11.0 B 0.256
12.04 810387 10.4 S SU TAU 2.5 3 0.156
12.04 810388 10.4 S SU TAU 2.5 3 0.156
12.04 810389 10.7 S SU TAU 3 2 0.203
12.042 810390 10.5 B 2 0.153
12.045 810391 10.5 B 2 3 0.203
12.056 810392 10.5: 0.5 0.114
12.063 810393 10.5: 3 0.07 0.258
12.068 810394 11.3 M CZ ORI 1.0 6 0.35
12.073 810395 10.5 S 80 TAO 3 3 0.19
12.075 810396 11.4: S U ORZ 0.5 4 0.202
12.076 810397 11.9 M CZ ORI ? 0.15
12.076 810398 11.4 S D ORI 1 4 0.203
12.078 810399 10.5 B 3 0.256
12.08 810400 10.6 S SU TAU 3 2 0.100
12.083 810401 11.5 M CZ ORI 0.9 6 0.22
12.083 810402 10.4 B 0.150
12.094 810403 11.2 S 00RI 1.4 4 0.203
12.11 810404 11.1 S SU TAU 4 0.310
12.14 810405 11.5 S SU TAU 1.2 3 0.203
12.191 810406 11.9 S SU TAU 1.6 2 0.25
12.208 810407 12.5: 2.5 0 0.445
12.26 810408 10.3 M LNES 3.3 5 0.203
12.26 810409 10.5 S LNES 3.3 5 0.203
12.31 820410 10.3 S LNES 3.3 2 0.080
12.33 810411 10.2 M LNES 3.3 6 0.203
12.33 810412 10.4 S LNES 3.3 6 0.203
12.333 810413 12.3 M 60 0.2 • 0.44
12.354 810414 11.5 S SU TAU 2.1 2 0.15
12.37 810415 10.3 S SU TAU 3.2 6 0.317
12.4g 810416 10.3 M SU TAU 2.8 5 0.256
12.50 810417 11.4 M SU TAD 1.2 5 0.256
12.50 810418 0.610
12.5354 810419 11.1 S U ORI 1.5 2 0.152
12.66 810420 12 2 1 0.31
12.68 810421 11.9 S CZ ORI 1 3 0.317
12.774 810422 13 : 59, 60 0.5 3 0.318
12.96 810423 12.3 B PA 0.5 4 1.00
12.98 810424 10.7 S SU TAU 3.0 3 0.02 14 0.400
12.98 810425 10.2 S SU TAU 3.0 2 0.150
12.98 810426 11.2 B PA 1.0 3 0.20
12.9836 810427 1.0 5 0,406
12,985 810428 10.6 S Y TAD 2.0 3 0.08
12.985 810429 11.7 S SU TAU 0.6 3 0.26
NOTE A Coma dlametez approximate.
NOTE B Drawing 2. C_ diameter approximate.
NOTE C Very faint. CGua dlmtez approxilate. Dzawlng 2.
NOTE D Tall length appzox_unate.























































































DATE: 12 OCT 1985









Y 1 Cardlel,N A
Y 1 G_z,A B
Y 1 G_z,T.L C
Y 3 Pedzaz,S D
Y I Fleet,R.W E
Y I Mikuz, N F
Y 1 Kmrez,A
Y I Fleet,R.W G
Y 1 Lut_n,X
Y I Gallego,3 H
Y I van de Weg,R.L.W
Y I Fleet,R.W I
Y 3 Ro_Lriguez C. ,J.A










Y I Falvo,S.A L
Y 3 Morrlson,w M
Bort/e,J.E N
Y I Morrls,C.S 0
Y 1 Morris,C.S O
Y 1 Morrls,C.S P
3 Machholz,D
Y 2 Suzuki,K O
Y Joaes_A
Y 1 Tzegaskis,T.B R
Ch_/_mov,K





Y 1 Euzst,G.M T
NC_FE F Excellent_atJ_er conditions. Instrmment is flat-fleld Sc_idt. Faintest stair on sequence 12.8.
NOTE G 0.7' ¢O_, av(Lrted vlsios.
NOTE H Coxxlensed.
NOTE I 2.4' ¢_a, averted vision.
NOTE J Seeing good, transparency good.
NOTE K Easy to see. Brighter. Ms_It_e tLUcertaln.
NOTE L Comet has brlghtesed approx, full magnlt_e. Noted when looking directly at c_a, a small central condensation. Averted
vision did Dot shOW Say condensatlon, Just a soft glow.
NOTE M CZ ori also used for coaparlson stars.
NC_C N Nearly stellar nuc. of 13.0.
NOTE O North PolaE Seq. also used.
NOTE P Couet was dlstlsotly eloegated to_¢s_ PA 240 and had a bright non-stellar coedensatlon.
NOTE Q Cloud.
NOTE R M.M. est_ted - Object al_ost at limit - no known comparlson stars nearby. Clear - dawn breaking, observing c0_et directly
over glow of Mel_ne to the north. Faintest star seen in Instrument approximately 14.
NO_ S St_e_ (not tail}.
NOTE T circular, diffuse glow, very small, no elongation seen. S11ghtly condensed. Star-llke object just east Of comet and of
ma_it_e 13.5-14 gli_sed at limlt of vision. No star later foued on Stellar_a_ and track floe on S and T chart obscures.
Presumed a star but _a_ Just have _n a nuclear spot?? comet field low.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA)_ING
Date(UT) AO_I Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
12.021 830049 0.256 N 5.6 88 1 Cardiel,N A
12.042 830050 0.153 N 5 % Cardlel,N B
12.045 830051 0.203 N 6 94 1 GoIez,A C
12.063 830052 0.256 N 5.6 88 3 Pe<Iraz,S D
12.076 830053 0.09 0.83 R 19.7 270 I0 3 SOC. Astro. de France E
12.078 830054 0.256 N 5.6 88 Gallego,J F
12.094 830055 0.09 0.83 R 19.7 270 12 3 Soc. Astro. de France G
12.122 830056 0.15 N 5 127 II 3 Rodriguez C.,J.A
12.123 830057 0.335 N 4.5 150 5 2 Ripero,J g
12.340 830058 0.09 0.44 N 4.5 222,333 20 5.2 1 Falvo,S.A I
12.969 830059 0.22 0.356 SC Ii 200 150 1 Verdenet,M
12.990 830060 0.07 0.40 N 5 81,254 I0 6.5 2 Nerlin,J.-C J
NOTE A Field 45 arc mln. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be mid time.
magnitude report form. Ed.]
NOTE B Field 14 arc min. (D_Lration not indicated. Time of observation is ass_u=ed to be mid time.
NOTE C
Drawing data inferred from
Drawing data inferred from
magnitude report form. Ed.)
(Du/ation not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be roughly mid time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report
form. Ed.)
NOTE D Field: 45'. (Du/atlon not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude
report form. Ed.)
NOTE E Dimensions of the eo_t's nebuloslty: 55"x38". Drawing made by J. Claude Thorel.
NOTE F Field 20'. Condensed nucleus. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assu_e_ to be end time. Drawing data inferred
DATE: 12 OCT 1985
DATE: 12 OCT 1905
from magnitude report form. Ed. )
NOTE G Dimensloas of the comet's eebuloslty: 55"x38". Drawing made by Yvoane Easargueix.
NOTE H Field: 0.4 de 9. The comet was clearly visible as s tiny nebulous patch, brightest in the ceater.
NOTE I It is rare that I caa see s 5th mag. star with the naked eye fr_ my site.
NOTE J Jet at PA 54, diffuse extension superimposed; Jet st PA 189, qlalte large; Jet at PA 261, narrower than other Jets, possiblytailward, _ Jet at PA 296.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHy
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
12.022 850046 0.760 4 0.19
12.058 050047 0.500 6.3 0.000
12.000 850040 1.400 5.6 0.260
12.100 850049 0.500 6.3 0.080
12.115 850050 0.300 4.0
12.161 850051 1.750 5 0.350
12.259 850052 0.305 1.5 0.203
12.302 850053 0.63 1.0 0.25
12.315 850054 0.305 1.5 0.203







2.7 x 1.0 11.00 Kodak 2415
4.1 x 2.7 15.00 ORWO NP 27
1.5 x 1.0 20.00 Ilfozd HP5
4.1 x 2.7 ii.00 ORWONP 27
6.9 x 4.6 30.00 Kodak 2415
1.2 x 0.8 34.80 Kodak 2415
6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415
3.3 x 2.2 4.50 103s-F
6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415
3.3 x 2.2 12.50 103a-F
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Slte Observer(s) Notes
Y S 33/N 1 Mikuz,H
400/27 N 218/P 1 Richert,M A
400/27 N O 5/C 1 Paolinetti,R B
400/27 N 222/P 1 Richert,M C
Y S 2/1 ) 1 Portela,A
Y M I/P 1 Mobberley,M
Y S 225/P 1 Sshla,J .D
N 01/P 2 Ferrln,I D
Y S I/P 1 DilslzlSa,R
N 001/P 2 Ferrla,I E
City lights interfered with the observation. (Observer's image identifier is 02 18. Ed.)
(Observer's image identifier ks followed by suffix A. Ed.}
City lights laterfered _rith the observation. (Observez's image identifier is 82 22. Ed.)
Red filter used. (Observer's Image ideatifier is IA. Ed.) Instrune_t is Schmldt camera.
Blue filter used. (ObServer,s image identifier is IB. Ed.) Instruaeat is $chmldt camera.
DATE: 13 OCT 1905
NETWORK : PJ4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _ Chart
13.00 810430 12.4 B PA
13.004 810431 11.1 S SU TAU
13.01 810432 11.2 M CZ ORI
13.01 810433 12.8 CZ ORI
13.014 810434 11.5 S SU TAU
13.02 810435 Ii.i S CY AQR
13.02 810436 11.3 M CZ ORI
13.02 810437 12.7 CZ ORI
13.021 810438 11.2 S SU TAU
13.024 810439 >10.0 S SAOC
13.03 810440 11 :
13.042 810441 10.9 S
13.05 810442 i0.I S SU TAU
13.069 810443 11.9 CZ ORI
13.08 810444 10.3 S SU TAU
13.08 810445 10.8 S SU TAU
13.0853 810446 11.4 S U ORI
810447 10.8 S U ORI
810448 11.5 S SU TAU
810449 10.8 S
810450 11.9 S SU TAU
810451 10.7 S Y TAU C 2.1







13.12 810453 10.6 S SU TAU
13.12 810454 10.7 S
13.13 810455 10.5 S SU TAU
13.13 810456 10.5 S SU TAU
13.13 810457 10.3 S SU TAU
13.153 810458 11.4 B SA 74
13.159 810459 10.6 B SUTAU59
13.17 810460 10.6 S SU TAU
13.20 810461 10.0 S
13.23 810462 10.5 B CZ ORI
13.364 810463 10.3 B
13.39 810464 i0.1 S NPS
13.40 810465 I0.I M SU TAU
13.4160 810466 Ii.0 M SU TAU
13.42 810467 I0.i M SU TAU
13.43 810468 10.5 M SU TAU
13.44 810469 10.7 M SU TAU
13.448 810470 10.8 S
13.50 810471 10.6 M SU TAU
13.604 810472 12.7 S
13.67 810473 II.i S CZ ORI
13.73 810474 12.5 M 60
13.86 810475 12.2 B PA
13.87 810476 11.5 B PA
13.88 810477 12.4 B PA
13.90 810478 11.2 B PA
13.94 810479 11.4 B PA
13.955 810480 i0.i S SU TAU
13.972 810481 12.0 S SU TAU
13.972 810482
13.976 810483 12.8 CZ ORI
13.979 810484 Ii.0 M CZ ORI
NOTE A 2.2' c_a, everte_ vlslou.














































Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
1.00 N 13 185
0.152 N 5 44 6.1
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.7
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.7
0.26 N 6 145 4.5
0.203 SC I0 77 6.0
0.22 N 8 90 5.7
0.22 N S 90 5.7 Y
0.26 N 6 55 5.0 Y
0.08 B 15 5.0 Y
0.140 1.7 6.0
270 0.41 N 4.5 100 5.9 Y
0.156 N 5 29 6.5 Y
0.075 R 16 50 5.7 Y
0.254 3B 6 72 6 C Y
0.250 N 5.8 56 6 Y
0.203 SC I0 I00 6.0 ¥
0.203 SC i0 80 4 Y
0.150 R 8 150 5.5C Y
5 0.305 N 5 60 6.7
3 30 0.25 N 6 120 5.0
2 0.203 SC I0 51 6.2
0.20 R 12 120 6.3
2 0.203 C 10 80 6.5
0.080 B 20 6.7
6 0.254 N 5.6 70 6.5
6 0.254 N 5.6 70 6.5
3 0.08 250 0.i00 N 9 23 6.6
5 0.250 N 6 75 5.8
3 0.330 N 4.5 59 6.5
4 0.250 N 5.6 80 6.5
2 0.203 N 7 54 6.0
3 0.04 285 0.20 SC 10 77 5.5
7 0.20 SC i0 77 6.0
2 0.080 B 20 6.5
3 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5
6 0.32 N 4.8 59 6.6
3 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.5
6 0.256 N 4.5 IIi 6.5
7 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5
1.524 C 16 443 5.2
0.20 N 6 61 6.5
0.33 N 4.5 175 6.0
0.317 N 5 86
0.150 N 6 102 5.5
1.00 N 13 185
0.20 R 15 120
1.00 N 13 185
3 0.20 R 15 120
0.20 R 15 120
3 0.19 4 38
0.25 N 6 120 4.5
0.25 N 6 60 4.5
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.7




























Y 1 van de Weq,R.L.W
¥ 1 Gutbler,O
Y 1 Casti_o,R























































NOTE B Central com_ensation magnitude.
NOTE C Noticeably condensed, DC 3-4. Circulax, w_th brighter area to dialeter 0.6' add a faint halo, to total 0.8'.
NOTE D Very diffuse spherical cons. GEOS chart used.
NOTE E 1.7' Coma, avertDd vision.
NOTE F Central coDde_satlon isgmltude.
NOTE G Circular, quite condensed glow, DC 3.
NOTE H comet not seen.
NOTE I C_a dlaBetez approximate. Tri-X film used in camera for this estimate.
NOTE J MaDltuK2e ImclDdes faint star.
NOTE K Star in Halley's cams.
NOTE L Seeing good, transparency good/fair.
NOTE M Perfect sky. At 150x I saw a strong add well-deflned central condensation (dlsk-like} whose diameter was - 0.3'.
NOTE N Tall length - ? elong. PA uncertain.
NOTE 0 COma diameter approximate.
NOTE F Coma!
NOTE Q Fine sighting, good visibility.
NOTE R No tail seen.
NOTE S NOrth Polar seq. also used.
NOTE T Bright nucleus.
N_ U Excellent co_itions. Ins_nt is flat-field Sch_Idt. Faintest star on sequence 12.8.
NOTE V Misty.
NOTE W 2.8' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING











830061 0.15 0.26 N 6 218,145, 55 57 4.0
830062 0.203 SC i0 160 I0
830063 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 320 I0
830064 0.07 0.83 R 19.7 320 10
830065 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 320 9
830066 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 320 3
830067 0.07 0.83 R 19.7 320 7
830068 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 320 6
830069 0.18 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 i0 6.4
830070 0.18 0.356 SC 11 200
I Hurst,G.M A
I Velasco,E B
3 Soc. Astro. de France C
3 Soc. Astro. de France D
3 SOC. Astro. de Frasce E
3 SOC. AStrO. de France F
3 SOC. Astro. de France G
3 SOC. Astro. de France E
3 Knisely,D E
i Verdenet,M I
NOTE A Estimated coma size 0.6'. Circular, di£fuse glow, very small, no elongation seen. Slightly condense4, DC 3. Star like obect
possibly Just east of comet and of magnitude 13.5-14 glimpsed at limit Of vision. No star later found on Stellarum and track
llne on S and T chart obsc%Lres, presumed a star but may Just have been a nuclear spot??
NOTE B More fainter than predicted, observation made with J. Rabanal, owner Of the telescope. Observation made by brothers Pedro
add EDrlque Velasco.
NOTE C Light pollution near Paris. NO featuxes. Drawing made by J. Philllpe Garsztka.
DATE: 13 OCT 1985
DATE: 13 OCT 1985
NOTE D byDilensi°nsJ.Claude°fThorel.the comet's nebulosity: 40"x28". Atmospheric and luminous pollution above Paris (east to south). Drawing made
NOTE E Light pollution Dear Paris. Drawing made by Phillipe Venant.
NOTE F NO festuzes. Drawing made by J. Philippe Garstka.
NOTE G Di_enslons of the comet's nebulosity: 40"x28". Atmosphere add Itlinous pollution above Paris (east to south). Drawing madeby J. Claude Thorel.
NOTE H Same size as NGC 3077 in Ursa Major but slightly fainter. Brightness drops off more rapidly from center outward than in NGC
3077. llth Rsgn. star near west edge of coma, other star in south part of c_s. NO definite nucleus seen. Not quite circular
coma. E-W elongatlon? MagDiflcation of 160x also used.
NOTE I (Duration not Iddlcated. Time of observation is assume_ to be start time. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap FOV EXIt( Emulslon ISO H!rp Gdng Id/Typ Site Obserwer(s_ Notes
13.172 850056 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 X 1.7 10.00 Kodak 103a-F N 6/P 1 Guarro,J
13.189 850057 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 I0.00 Kodak 103a-F N 7/P 1 Guarro,J
13.526 850058 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 26.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 4/S 1 Webb,R A
NOTE A Inner ccaa and starlike central condensation visible on all original negatives. Film push processed slightly. (Observer
Iodlcsted C-t!rpe guiding as well as M. Ed. )
DATE: 14 OCT 1985
NE-'r_ORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-NE"I'_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| 11 _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap
14.024 810485 10.8 S SU TAU 1 4 0.203
14.049 810486 10.7 M CZ ORI 1.0 6 0.22
14.05 810487 10.2 S SU TAU 3.5 3 0.08 270 0.i00
14.063 810488 11.2 M Y TAU 1.2 2 0.205
14.073 810489 I0.5 M CZ ORI 0.8 5 0.15
14.083 810490 12.0 CZ ORI 8 0.075
14.12 810481 11.5 S SU TAU 1 3 0.150
14.12 810492 I0.I S SU TAU 2.5 6 0.250
14.13 810493 10.6 S 3.6 4 0.305
14.14 810494 11.5 M AA 3.5 3 0.106
14.274 810495 10.6 S CZ ORI 2 0 0.25
14.382 810456 10.0 B Y TAU 5 0.254
14.4229 810497 10.7 S U ORI 2.0 4 0.152
14.514 810458 10.8 B U ORI 2 4 0.15
14.625 810455 12.3 S 1 5 0.44
14.65 810500 11.1 S CZ ORI 1 6 0.317
14.70 810501 11.5 M 0.16
14.79 810502 ii.0 S 1.5 4 0.317
14.88 810503 12.4 B PA 1.00
14.89 810504 11.2 B PA 2.0 3 0.20
14.92 810505 12.3 B PA 1.00
14.94 810506 11.0 B AAVSO 0.20
14.97 810507 12.2 B PA 1.00
NOTE A Slight haze.
NOTE B 3.1' coin, averted vision.
NOTE c Possible extensi0m in PA - 300 deg.?

























Lim DA Site Ob_e__vez(s) Notes
4.2 Y 1 Fo_L_kea,M A
5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
6.7 Y I van de Weg,R.L.W
5.6 Y 1 Falorni,M c
5.7 Y l Fleet,R.N D
5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
6 C Y 1 Aerts,L
6.5 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
6.2 Y 2 Zanotts,M.v E
Keszthel¥i,S
6 Y 1 JoEdan,3 F
6.6 Y 1 Trolani,D.M
5.8 3 Machholz,D
6.0 Y 1 Exisclu_as,K
5.5 Y I Fabre,R
Y 30nes,A







NOTE D 2.4' o_a, averted ViSiOn.
NOTE E 120X: stromg cent_al coDdensatlon, whose diameter was - 0.5' At 187x I saw a difficult add faint star-like nuclear region.
NOTE F Sky coDdltloms were excellent, although a light cloud cover occasionally interrupted obserTatlon. This as the best view I
have had of the c_qlet so far this month.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Ltm Site Obse_er(s) Notes
14.148 830071 1 0.i06 R 5.7 24, 48, 60 27 6.7 1 Keszthelyi,S
14.175 830072 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 800 7 5.9 3 Soc. Astzo. de France A
14.190 830073 0.1 0.2%8 N 5 65,17% 8 5.5 1 Stott,D B
14.360 830074 0.22 0.203 R 13 Ii0 1 Phillips,J C
NOTE A Streea_er st PA 176, 24" long; los tall st PA 220, 35" long; stzea||er at PA 270, 22" long. Drawlag _de by Serge Thebault.
NOTE B C_a approxlnately 0.3' in diameter. Spherlcal la shape.
N(_I_E C City lights. Exceedlngly feint mudge of bluish light, vel_ difficult. Posslble stellar nucleus gl_sed. (Duxatlon not
indlcated. Time of obaervatlon is asalJmed to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NE_ORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A(_4# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM EsulsiOn ISO Hyp C_ng ld/T_9 Site Obse_er(a) Notes
14.173 85005% 1.750 5 0.350 1.2 x 0.8 38.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 2/P 1 Mobberley,M
14.639 850060 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 13.00 Kodak 2415 Y 1/P 1 NiiJlma,T A
NOT_ h (Ohse__ver's llage ideatlfier is 851014-6. Ed.} LaEge foist (70 n) filR used. City llghts iaterfP-Tod w_th the observation.
DATE: 15 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr LIJm DA Site Observer(a)
15.049 810508 12.5 B 2
15.052 810509 11.2 M CZ ORI 1.0 6
15.069 810510 11.3 M CZ ORI 0.9 6
15.125 810511 10.7 S Y TAU C 1.5 2
15.38 810512 10.4 M SU TAU
15.3931 810513 10.5 S U ORI 2.0 6
15.44 810514 10.4 M SU TAU 4 5
15.458 810515 10.8 M U ORI 1.4 3
15.61 810516 11.0 B 1.5 6
15.611 810517 12.7 S 1
15.64 810518 11.5 3 3
15.68 810519 11.6 M 1.8 2
15.70 810520 ii.I M 2.3 2
15.72 810521 ii.i S 1.2 6
15.76 810522 10.8 S AAVSO 2.5 4
15.88 810523 12.2 B PA
15.90 810524 11.0 B AAVSO 1.0 5
15.92 810525 12.2 B PA
0.203 SC I0 160 N 3 Vela_o,E
0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.6 Y l Fleet, R.W
0.22 N 8 90 5.6 y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.203 SC 10 51 5.6 y 1 Meozzi,D
0.20 N 6 61 6.5 Y 25 Hale,A
0.254 N 3.8 64 6.2 1 Maohholz,D
0.32 N 4 66 7.0 y l Keen,R
0.356 N 5 225 Y 1 JeEfzey,J
0.15 N 8 43 6.0 N 1 Uda,K
0.10 N 10 80 5.0C Y 1 KstO,T
0.31 N 5.7 55 5.0 Y 2 Suzuki,K
0.16 N 6.3 80 6 Y 1 Mits_a,S
0.16 N 6.3 31 6 Y 1 Mits_a,$
0.26 N 5 105 5.0 y 1 Kanai,K
0.20 N 5.6 89 6.0 Y 5 Nak.amu_a,A
1.00 N 13 185 Churyumov,g
0.20 R 15 120 ChuryuBov,K
1.00 N 13 185 Churyu_ov,K
NOTE A ObservatioB made by Pedro Velasco and Enrlque Velasco.
NOTE B 2.6' cola, averted vision.
NOTE C 2.1' ¢_a, averted vision.
NOTE D High clouds.
NOTE E Mag 12 ¢o_d. at 130x.
NOTE F Lillt 15.0.
NOTE G CeDtzal concentration magnitude.
S_B-NET_ORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_J Scale Ap IDa f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lgm Site Observer(s) Notes
15.016 830075 0.25 0.356 $C II 200 285 1 Verdenet,M A
15.273 830076 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 5 6.4 3 Knisely,D B
NOTE A (Two drawings submitted. Ed.)
NOTE B Magnification of 160x also used. Overall appearance _changed since 10/13/85 observation. S11ght elongatlon east-west.
Drawing not attempted.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONI FL E/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulslon ISO Hyp Gg_g Id/T!r p Site Observer(s) Notes
15.224 850061 0.801 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 12.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 8/P 1 Guarro,J
15.410 850062 0.305 2.5 0.122 6.8 x 4.5 4.00 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N S 4/P 1 Minton,R.B A
NOTE A Instrument is Aero-Ektar aerial camera lena. (Print su_aitted by observer is a c_posite of two 2 mln. exposures
sepazated by 6 miD. Ed.)







NETWORK : A_TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPER_J_qCE
Date(UT) AON8 ml _I_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Obsezvez(a)
16.007 810526 10.7 M CZ ORI 1.0 6 0.22 N 8 90 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
16.021 610527 12.6 CZ ORI 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
16.028 810528 10.8 M CZ ORI 1.2 6 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
16.045 810529 II.3 M CZ ORI 0.3 6 0.15 N 4 50 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
18.059 810530 12.1 CZ ORI 9 0.075 R 16 50 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
16.101 810531 S 1.6 4 0.203 SC i0 80 Y 1 TaDti,T
16.146 810532 11.2 B SA 74 1.0 4 0.250 N 6 75 5.5 Y 1 Guthler,O
16.16 810533 10.3 S 3.1 5 0.305 N 5 60 6.4 Y 2 Zanotta,M.v
16.260 810534 10.6 S CZ ORI 2 1 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 3cEde,3
16.341 810535 i0.I B 4 7 0.20 SC I0 77 5.5 Y 1 HOdOnsky,K
16.36 810536 10.3 M SU TAU 0.20 N 6 61 6.5 Y 24 Rale,A
16.42 810537 10.5 B 2.0 7 0.335 N 4.5 121 4.0 Y Kronk,G
16.49 810538 i0.0 S SU T&U 3.1 4 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 Y 6 Mozria,C.S
16.65 810539 ii.0 S CZ ORI 2 5 0.317 N 5 86 Y 3ones,A
16.97 810540 10.9 V_ 133 0.6 3 0.205 N 6 80 5.0 Y 1 GP-EIBanD,R
NOTE A 2.1' coma, averted vision.
NC_ B CeDtzal CO_K|eDSatlOD la_itede.
NOTE C 2.5' Coma, averted vision.
NOTE D 1.9' coma, sveEted vision.
DATE: 16 OCT 1985
NOTE E Seeing good, trenspaxen_ falz/p<>oz. L_It +2 to +4.5. Clou_.
NOTE F Central co_ensation.
NOTE G Much Boze bzight than on 14/10/1585 (very likely the masmitude was 10.2). Extremely diffuse outer Coma, with indefinite
edges; strong central coedennatlon whose diameteE was - 0.8' (150X). Star-like nuclear region of _itude approximately
13.0 (150X).
NOTE H comet seen _ez excellent skies. C_a appeared rou_Dd and unifo_la in brihtneas, although a alight degree of condensation
auLrrotlndlng nucleus _ay have b4_n seen.
N_ I NO T_til seeD.
NOTE J Wo_.
SOB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pitt(s) E_LrM Lim Site Ob_er(s) Notes
16.281 630077 2.0 0.30 R 15 225 90 5.0 2 Francb,J A
16.917 830076 0.25 0.356 SC 11 200 1 Ve_enet,M B
NOTE A The comet appeared 8a a clrcu/ar diffuse glow sole 3' i_ extent with a starlike aucleua visible at tlmes. Its estimated
magnitude was 10.5. (Extre|_ e_s of observez's start and end tIJDe ranges given. Ed.)
NC_E B (D_Lratlon not indicated. Time of observation is asstmed to be start time. Ed.)
SOB-NETWORK: PHO_RRJPET
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV L_ E_alon ISO B_q_ C_ l_j_ Si_ _er(s)











DATE: 17 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONt ml MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L£m DA Site Observer(s)
17.028 810541 10.6 M CZ ORI 1.2 6
17.031 010542 12.8 CZ ORI
17.049 810543 10.9 M CZ ORI 1.0 6
17.076 810544 ii.i M CZ ORI 0.5 6
17.154 810545 11.0 M AAVSO 0.5 2
17.236 810546 1.9 4
17.347 810547 10.5 $ CZ ORI 2 1
17.35 810548 9.4 M I_ES 1.6 6
17.35 810549 9.5 S LNES 1.6 6
17.382 810550 10.9 M $U TAU 1.0 5
17.39 810551 9.8 S NPS 4.3 2
17.39 810552 9.6 S SU TAU
17.40 810553 9.9 S NPS 3.7 4
17.4007 810554 10.3 S U ORI 2.0 5
17.401 810555 10.8 S 3
17.41 810556 10.3 M SU TAU
17.65 810557 10.9 S CZ ORI 1.5 5
17.69 810558 9.3 S SU TAV 4 5
17.69 810559 9.4 S SU TAU
17.917 810560 10.2 S 0.3 4
17.986 810561 9.7 M SU TAU 8 4
17.997 810562 10.7 M CZ ORI 1.5 6
NOTE A 2.4' c_a, averted vision.
NOTE B Central coudensation magnitude.
NOTE C 2.2' c_a, svezted vision.
NOTE D 1.7' o_a, averted vision.
NOTE E Stellar nucleus.
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.22 N 8 90 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.15 N 4 50 5.8 Y 1 F1eet, R.W
0.063 R 13.3 52 KOSa-KiSS,A
0.152 N 6 73 7.0 Y 3 Kelgbt,S
0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 Jordsn,J
0.229 R 12 261 Green,D.W.E
0.229 R 12 261 GEeee,D.W.E
0.61 13.5 II0 5.0 Y 3 DeYoung,J.A
0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 45 7.0 Y 6 Morris,C.$
0.254 N 3.8 64 6.2 1 Mechholz,D
0.444 N 4.4 221 5.0 Y 1 Glassett, w
0.20 N 6 61 6.5 Y 2 Hale,A
0.317 N 5 86 Y Jones,A
0.152 N 5 76 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
0.152 N 5 29 Seargent,D
250 0.15 " B 25 6.0 Y 3 Parisio,R
0.19 4 38 Y 1 Mikuz,H
0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE F Comet seen again u_der excellent skims, w_tb intez_itteet llght cloud cover.
NOTE G C_a dialeter approximate.
NOTE H Excellent conditions. Instrument is flat-fleld Schmidt. Faintest star on sequence 12.8.
NOTE I 3.0' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpH Emulsion ISO Hyp G_g Id/T_ Site Observer(s)
17.342 850064 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 3/_P 1 Dilsizian,R
17.973 850065 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 01/P 7 Linder,J
17.985 850066 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 02/P 7 Linde_,J
NO_ A Znstl_ment is Schmidt caIBera.











DATE: 18 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR ONSERVATI(_
SUB-NETWORK: VXSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _ _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Ltm DA Site Observer(s)
18.010 810563 10.9 M CZ ORZ 0.7 6 0.15 N 4 50 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
18.021 810564 10.0 S U ORI 2.1 5 0.140 SN 3.6 25 6 Y 7 Li_,J
18.03 810585 I0.0 S 4.5 S 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.4 Y Zanotte,M.V
18.031 810566 11.9 CZ ORI 6 0.075 R 16 50 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
18.031 810567 10.3 M Y TAU 2.8 4 0.37 R 14.3 132 5.3 Y 2 Falorei,M
18.038 810568 10.6 M CZ ORI 1.4 6 0.22 N 8 90 5.8 Y I Fleet,R.N
18.04 810568 10.8 B E 0.08 R Nesterov,Yu
18.05 810570 10.3 S 2.9 4 0.14 3.6 25 6.0 Y 1 Bottger,B
18.053 810571 10.7 S CZ ORI 2.0 6 0.20 SC i0 50 5.8 Y 2 Ca_s,J
18.06 810572 I0.0: S 5 3 0.080 B 20 6.4 Y ZaDotta,M.V
18.090 810573 Ii.i CZ ORI 8 0.08 B ii 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
18.097 810574 10.2 S Y TAU C 2.7 5 0.203 SC i0 51 6.3 Y 1 MeOZZi,D
18.0%7 810575 10.4 S Y TAU 2.6 5 0.203 SC 10 50 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
18.34 810576 9.4 S SU TAU 7 3 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 MOrEIS,C.S
18.35 810_77 9.7: S Y TAU 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 M_rrla,C.S
18.35 810578 9.8 S NPS 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 M_rris,C.S
18.35 810578 9.8 S AUL UBV 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
18.36 810580 9.4 S LNES 2.2 6 0.229 R 12 261 GreeD,D.W.E
18.38 810581 9.4 S I_S 2.9 4 0.229 R 12 86 GERn,D.W.E
18.473 810582 i0.8 S 3 0.444 N 4.4 221 4.8 Y 1 Glasaett,w
18.500 810583 12.0 S 1 5 0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y I Fabze,R
18.597 810584 10.9 M 1 6 0.20 SC I0 I00 4.0C Y 1 Ksto,T
18.628 810585 12.8 S 0.20 SC i0 160 4.0C Y 1 Kato,T
18.65 810586 10.9 S CZ ORI 2 6 0.317 N 5 86 Y 3oBes,A
18.950 810587 10.4 S SU TAU 2.5 5 0.152 N 5 44 6.0 Y 2 Mo_llq_r,M
18.95 810588 1.3 7 0.20 R 25 150 RuBTa_tsev,I
18.993 810589 11.1 M CZ ORI 1.8 6 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A 2.4' c_a, avezted vlsion.
NOTE B Very diffuse outer c_a, wlth inde_Inlte edges. Strong central coedensatlon; star-like nuclear region of magDitude
approxilately 12.0.
NOTE C 2.7' CCM_a, averted vislon.
NO_ D RouDd c_a _r_th central coedensatioD.
NOTE E Bright uucle_Ls.
NOTE F seeing gOOd, transparency excellent.
NOTE G _tv Sequence at RA 5h and Dec. 0.
NOTE H Coma dlmteE approxilate.
N_ I Us_ Sky & _lesco_ chart.
NOTE 3 coI_$enaatioa ,eg. - 13.2.
N_ K Central co_lensatlon ma_Itu4e.
N_ L Cemtzal co_nn. 12 _g.
NOTE N 3.0' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dnte(UT) AO_| Scale Ap Ins 2/
18.065 830079 0.26 0.400 N 5
18.175 830080 0.26 0.400 N 5




Pwr(s) D_M L 4_ Site Observer(s) Notes
I00, 40,160 13 5.5 2 Sar_chi,D A
100,160 13 5.7 2 Sarocchi,D
f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslou
4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 10.00 Ilford HP5
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/_fp site Observer(s)
400/27 N S 78/N I Mikuz, H






DATE: 19 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AnN| _i MM Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap
19.000 810590 12.5 CZ ORI 0.39
19.000 010591 10.5 B 5 2 0.203
19.010 810592 11.6 M CZ ORI 0.4 5 0.15
19.024 810593 10.9 M CZ ORI 1.3 6 0.22
19.026 810594 10.4 S U ORI 1.5 5 0.203
19.03 810595 9.3 S SU TAU 3.5 4 0.156
19.03 810596 9.5 S SU TAU 4 4 0.156
19.04 810597 13.2 v SU TAU 0.156
19.049 810598 11.9 CZ ORI 6 0.075
19.05 810599 9.8 S SU TAU 4 3 0.108
19.05 810600 l0 : B E 3.0 5 0.16
19.06 810601 10.6 S SU TAU 0.2 4 0.203
19.06 810602 10.5 S 2.4 3 0.20
19.06 810603 10.3 S SU TAU 3 0.258
19.063 810604 10.8 S CZ ORI 1.5 8 0.13
19.094 810605 10.6 S Y TAU 2.5 4 0.203
19.288 810606 9.3 M 59 7 0.20
19.354 810607 10.6 S 12 0.203
19.4132 810608 10.3 S U ORI 2.5 6 0.254
19.48 810609 9.1 M Y TAU 6.1 3 0.256
19.49 810610 9.1 M Y TAU 7.7 1 0.080
19.51 810611 8.8 S Y TAU 12 0 0.040
19.637 810612 II M 1 0.30
19.65 810613 12.0 M 0.8 4 0.20
19.65 810614 II.0 S CZ ORI 1.5 5 0.317
19.73 810615 11.3 M 1.5 3 0.16
19.74 810616 9.5 S Y TAU 3.0 6 0.20
19.74 810617 10.7 M 2.4 2 0.16
19.760 810618 11.4 S 59 YTAU 0.6 3 0.318
19.85 810619 10.2 S SU TAPE 2 5 0.02 85 0.41
19.931 810620 10.5 S SU TAU 2 4 0.152
19.94 810621 9.9 S U ORI 3.0 4 0.03 284 0.400
19.95 810622 9.5 B U OeI 4.0 2 0.150
19.97 810623 10.2: B E 2.0 5 0.16
19.979 810624 10.6 S SU TAU 2 5 0.203















Ins f/ Pwr Lim
N 5.5 I00 5.7
N 6 47 6.2
N 4 50 5. ?
N 8 90 5.7
sc I0 80 5.7 y
N 5 29 6.5 Y
N 5 29 6.5 Y
N 5 45 6.5 y
R 16 50 5.7 Y
R 10 22 6 y
N I0 30
SC I0 77 5.9C Y
N 6 49 5.5 Y
N 5 50 6 C Y
R 4 21 5.3 Y
SC i0 50 5 Y
N 4.5 43 8.0C Y
SC I0 80 4.5C Y
N 3.8 64 6.3
N 4.5 45 7.0 Y
B 20 7.0 Y
R 12 7.0 Y
N I0 Ill 5.0C Y
N 5 36 Y
N 5 86 y
N 6.3 80 6 Y
N 6.3 50 6.5 Y
N 6.3 31 6 y
N 8 150 y
N 4.2 86 6.8 Y
N 5 44 5.6 y
N 5 81 6.5 Y
N 5 75 6.5 Y
N I0 30
SC 10 80 4.2 Y
N 6 55 5.0 Y
DATE: 19 OCT 1985
Central oozx|ensation ma_itude.
Diffuse. Drawing 3. CGna diameter approxlaate and limit IL=certala.
2.7' _a, averted vision.
2.4' coea0 averted vision.
C_a diameter approximate.
MagnitUde of "stellar" coDdensatloB. Diameter less than 0.I arc mia.
1.6 _ cema, averted vision.
Diffuse, no nuclear coBdensation.
Round coma with central condensation.
Seeieg goo_, transparency good. Clouds.
Noted Dove, sent iD one hour time.


















































Drifting cloud. Observleg cemet directly over glow Of Melbourne to the north. Faintest star seen in instrument approximately14.5.
Short tall clearly visible.
Hazy,
Cloud.
Circular, bright, easy object to direct vision at low power (55x). Much larger than previously seen but inner brighter
oo_ense_ 8zea of 0.5' evident trlthin a larger more diffuse ill-define_ area reaching a diaxmter oE 2.7', IX= 4.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) A_AW# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
19.000 830081 0.203 N 6 47 5 Gomoz,A A
19.307 830082 0.20 N 4.5 43 55 6.0 1 BI_U.Tn,A.p B
19.399 830083 0.203 SC 10 51 1 Lohvlnenko,T.W C
19.927 830084 0.17 0.356 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M D
19.969 830085 0.06 0.40 N 5 81,254 10 6.5 2 Merlln,J.-C E
19.988 830086 0.45 0.26 N 6 55,145 45 5.0 1 HLtrSt,G.M F
19.990 830087 0.17 0.26 N 6 218 50 5.0 1 HurSt,G.M G
NOTE A Much more "bright" than in the previous week, but yet very diffuse. Same DC = 2 and Rag. = 10.5. (It's more faint than
predicted...or, it seems.) (Duration not indicated. T_me of observation is assu_ed to be roughly mid t_Jae. Drawing data
inferred fr_ Ragnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE B No tail seen!
NOTE C Magcitude 11.2 (check star: AGK3+20 deg. 0417). (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assuJe_ to be start time.
Ed.)
NC_E D (DULratlon not indicated. Time of observatlom is asst_med to _ start ti3Je. Ed.)
NOTE E Jet at PA 51, short, straight a_ narrow; Jet at PA 145, then curved westward aM becoming diffuse. Tall at PA 284, about
tailward, possibly two levels Of brightness superimposed.
NOTE F Circular bright easy object to direct vision at low power (551). Much lerger than previously seen but inner brighter
condensed area of 0.5' evident within a larger more diffuse ill-defined area reaching a diameter of 2.7', Ix= 4.
NOTE G At 218x, the outer regions of the coma were lost and the overall estimate of size was reduced to 1.8'. The inner condensed
area of 0.5' was very bright. In fleeting moments of good seeing a star-like object, apparently displaced north following
the centre of the eoma's apparent centre, _as seen. It was perhaps not quite stellar, possibly extending to 3-4 arc seconds
diameter, magnitude 13.4.
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_ulsion ISO B_p Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
19.015 850068 1.800 4.5 0.400 i.I x 0.8 16.00 Ilford HP 5 400/27 N C 3/C 1 Ghione,G
19.138 850069 0.135 2.8 15.2 XI0.2 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P Izqulerdo,J
DATE: 20 OCT 1985
_RK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (ET) AON# ml _ Chart
20.000 810628 9.9 S Y TAU
20.003 810627 10.6 S SU TAU
20.007 810628 S SU TAU
20.010 810629 9.7 S SU TAU
20.01 810630 10.6 S SU TAU
20.017 810631 10.5 AAVSO
20.02 010632 10.7 S SUT
20.02 810633 10.5 S SUT
20.021 810634 11.0 M CZ ORI
20.021 810635 10.7 M Y TAU
20.031 810638 12.8 CZ ORI
20.035 810637 10.8 M CZ ORI
20.05 810638 10,3 S SU TAU
20.053 810639 10.6 S CZ ORI
20.066 810640 9.6 B
20.068 810641 11.1 B
20.072 810842 9.7 S Y TAU C
20.083 810643 9.8 B
20.09 810844 11.0 S SU TAU
20.10 010645 10.8 B SU TAU
20,10 810646 10.0 B SU TAU
20.125 810647 10 :
20.132 810648 11.1 M CZ ORI
20.142 810649 II.0 B
20.146 810650 10.5 B SA 74
20.16 810651 9.4 S
20.16 810652 10.8 S SU TAU
20.17 810853 11.2 B O ORI
20.17 810654 11.0 B U ORI
Coma size DC Tall PA
3.5 3 0.08 B 15 6.2
2.7 4 0.26 N 6 145 5.0
1.8 5 0.26 N 6 218 5.0
3.0 4 0.08 B 15 5.0
2 6 0.320 N 7.2 100 6.5
1.5 4 0.03 250 0.36 SC ii 330 4.5
0.20 R 12 40 6.0
0.08 B 20 6.0
6 0.22 N 8 90 5.6
3 0.205 N 7.5 125 5.8
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.6






















20.280 810656 > 8.4 B 59
20.284 810657 10.0 B 59
20.30 810658 9.8 M Y TAU
20.35 810659 9.2: S I/4ES 2
20.3736 810660 10.3 S O ORI 2.0
20.382 810661 20.4 M 59 0.5
20.40 810662 9.1 Y TAU 11
20.40 810663 9.5 M Y TAU 17
20.424 810664 10.2 S Y TAU 2.2
20.45 810665 9.0 S Y TAU 9
20.45 810666 9.1 S _S
20.45 810667 9.2 M Y TAU 4.9
20.458 810668 10.5 M O ORI
20.65 810669 9.2 S SU TAU
20.65 810670 9.2 S SO TAU
20.75 810671 i0.i S AAVSO 3
20.75 810672 10.4 B AAVSO
20.76 810673 10.3 M 3.0
20.930 810674 10.2 B 2.5
20.93 810675 9.7 B O OEI 2.5
20.948 810676 10.4 S Y TAU 0.5
20.969 810677 10.6 S SU TAU 1.4
20.993 810678 12.6 CZ ORI
20.997 810679 10.5 N CZ ORI 1.4
810655 9.3 S SU+YTAU 5
5
DATE: 20 OCT 1985
5 0.320 N
7 0.13 R 4
0.256 N 5.6
4 0.150 C 15
6 0.203 SC 10
0.256 N 5.6
5 0.203 SC i0
4 0.203 SC 10
4 0.150 R 15
0.256 N 5.6
4 0.298 N 5
3 0.063 R 13
4 0.250 N 6
4 0.203 N 7
4 0.254 38 6
3 0.318 N 5
3 0.318 N 5
3 0.12 280 0.100 N 9
4 0.203 R 13
5 0.200 SC l0
0.20 N 6
7 0.229 R 12
7 0.254 N
5 0.44 N





















Y I Fleet,R.N E
Y I Falorni,M
Y 1 Fleet,R.N F
¥ 1 Fleet,R.N G
200 6 Y AertS,L H
21 5.6 Y 2 Ca_S,J I
80 5.3 Y 1 Lossda,R
56 6.0 Y 2 Zische,E
51 6.2 T 1 Meozni,D
88 Y 3 Gallego,J
50 6.0 N 1 Schl_hez,P
80 6.3 Y 2 Gramslo,B.B
88 5 C N 1 Geenen,J.J
88 Y 2 PeK]Eaz,S
65 5.8 Y 1 Stott,D
34 6.5 Y 1 Zische,E
75 5.0 Y 1 Guthler,O 3
54 6.0 Y 1 Harrington,P
78 5 C Y 1 WilstP
62 6 Y l S_J_ons,K
62 6.0 Y 1 $1mmons,W
23 6.5 Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W K
85 4.6 Y I FOX,J.H
127 5 Y 2 Gelinas,M.A
61 6 Y 2 Hale,A L
261 Green,D.W.E C
3.8 64 6.0 4 M_chholz,D
4.5 222 4.2 Y 1 Falvo,S.A H
8 7.0 Y 1 Keen,R N
4 40 7.0 Y 1 Keen,R
5 62 6.3 Y 3 Morrison,W O
20 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
20 6.5 Y 6 Morzis,C.S
4.5 45 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
5 225 Y 1 3effrey,3 P
5 29 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
15 Seargent,D
5.6 89 6.5 Y 5 Nakaaura,A
5.6 44 Y Nakalrura,A
6.3 31 5.5 Y 2 Hiraga,M
4 0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0M Y I Lipski,P O
4 0.03 230 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Me.Tlln,J.-C
2 0.15 N 6.6 100 4.4M N 1 Dal Santo,M
3 0.26 N 6 55 4.0 Y 1 N_LTat,G.M
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N F
6 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W R
Notes
f/ Pwr(s)
830088 0.10 0.36 $C ii 330
830089 0.250 8 100
830090 0.256 N 5.6 88
830091 0.256 N 5.6 88
830092 0.256 N 5.6 88
830093 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 800
830094 0.04 0.83 R 19.7
830095 0.6 0.203 R 13 85
830096 0.27 0.200 SC I0 127
830097 0.09 0.44 N 4.5 222
830098 0.22 0.356 SC 11 200
830099 0.3 0.26 N 6 55
DurM Lim Site Observer(s)





16 5.7 3 Soc. Astro. de France F
13 5.9 3 SOC. Astro. de France G
5 4.6 1 FOX,3.E H
4 5 2 Gellnas,MA I
20 4.2 1 Falvo,S.A
1 Verdenet,M J
35 4.0 1 HtIEst,G.M K
NOTE A Tail? at about PA 250.
NOTE B Tiny core; brightening in forward H2 part; brightness ca. 10.5 mag. I still stress the good vlewlng conditions. Instrument
is Ritchey-Chretien. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE C Big and diffuse. Spherical aspect. [sic] (DLLration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be end tlme. Drawing
data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)






NOTE O Small nucleus.
NOTE R 2.9' o_a, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING













NC_TE A Inner coedensed area more clearly defined at 145x. Est_ted to be I/5 of overall coma diameter, - 0.5'.
NOTE B At 218x, the outar regions of the COnS were lost and the overall estimate of size was reduoed to 1.8'. The inner condensed
area of 0.5' was very bright. In fleeting moments of good seeing a star-llke object, apparently displaced north following
the centre of the coma's apparent centre, was seen. It was perhaps not quite stellar, possibly exteedlng to 3-4 arc seconds
diameter, magnitude 13.4.
NOTE C Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE D Tall length uncertain, PA approximate.
NOTE E 2.7' o_a, averted vision.
NOTE F Central condeesation magnitude.
NOTE G 3.0' e_a, averted vision.
NOTE H _ 8s_3netric, U-shaped.
NOTE I RO_ o_a with central condensation.
NOTE J Centxal eoodessation. Comet bright.
NOTE K Also wlsible is 12x60 u binoculars.
NOTE L Ma_itude estimate possibly affected by thin clouds and proxL_ity to a fairly bright star.
NOTE M Comet brightened significantly to approx. 10.4 mag. The central coedensatio= was obvious this observing r_. Appearing as a
mall starlike point in center of coma.
NOTE N Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE O SO Tau and CZ Ori also used for ccg_parison stars.
NOTE P C_uet little change in appearance all month. Limit 15.0.
DATE:20OCT 1985 DATE: 20 OCT 1985
to be mid tlme. Drawing data infezred frol magnltu_n report form. Ed. )
NOTE E Field: 45'. (Duration not indicated. Time of observatlon is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude
report form. Ed. )
NOTE F Jet at PA 73, 6" long; streamer at PA 189, 24" longl Jet at PA 251, 5" long; jet at PA 323, Ii" long. Dra_ing made by AlainPezez.
NOTE G Jet at FA 74, I0" long; streamer at PA 198, 30" long; streamer at PA 262, 32" long. Drawing made by Serge Thebault.
NOTE H Very similar to M1 except comet shows nuclear condeasatlon and is more circular.
NOTE I Lumlcon Deep Sky filter used duzing part of the observation.
NOTE J (Duration not indicated. Time of obaervation is assumed to be stazt time. Ed. )
NOTE K Very pale diffuse disk in circular, no tall seen. Also seen 145x add 218x but very unsteady and wavering image made further
accurate Observation impossible.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXI_M Em1_lalon ISO Byp C_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
20.122 850070 1.800 0.28 i.I x 0.8 8.33 Kodak Tri-x 400/27 N II/N 1 Darvann,T.A A
NOTE A (Ina_nt FL of 2.800 and separatol_ specified effectlve FL of approximately 1.800 don,t match. Ed.)
DATE: 21 OCT 1885
NETWORK : M4ATEUR OL.qErl_ATI_
SU_-METMORK: VXSUAL APPEMtANCE
Date(UT) I_:)_,I# ml _ Chert
21.00 810680 13.0 V SU TAU
22.00 810681 9.8 B SU+YTAU
21.00 810682 9.2 S Y TAU
22.00 810683 9.6 S SU TAU
21.007 810684 10.5 M CZ ORI
• 21.007 820685 20.4 S SU TAU
21.01 810686 9.0 S Y TAU
21.021 810687 10.5 M CZ ORI
21.022 810688 8.6 S SAC
21.038 810689 11.9 CZ ORI
21.04 810690 9.8 S SU TAU
21.04 810691 9.8 S SU TAU
21.056 810692 10.2 M CZ ORI
21.06 810693 9.5 S Y TAU
21.083 810694 10.2 S Y TAU
22.12 820695 20.2 S SU TAU
21.125 810696 9.9 B SAOSA74
21.14 810697 9.4 S Y TAU
21.15 820698 10.5 S SUT
21.255 820699 10.4 N CZ ORI
21.16 820700 9.2 S SU+YTAU
21.177 820701
21.235 820702
21.34 820703 9.8 S LNES
21.35 820704 9.3 M LNES
21.35 820705 9.6 S LNES
21.352 820706 10.0 S Y TAU
21.37 810707 9.1 M LNES
21.37 810708 9.1 M SU TAU
21.37 810709 9.3 S LNES

















De' Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L I_
0.254 38 6 90 6.5
0.256 N 5 29 6.5 Y
3 0.156 N 5 29 6.5 Y
3 0.110 N 5 21 5.5C Y
6 0.22 N 8 90 5.6 Y
5 0.203 SC l0 50 5.i Y
4 0.156 N 5 29 6.5 Y
6 0.15 N 4 50 5.6 Y
0.31 N 5 62
6 0.075 E 26 50 5.6 Y
2.5 6 0.254 N 5.6 70 6 C Y
2.5 6 0.254 N 5.6 70 6 C Y
8 0.08 B iI 5.6 Y
6 3 0.203 C I0 65 6 Y
2.3 4 0.203 SC 20 50 5 Y
4 5 0.150 R 8 68 5.5C N
2.7 3 0.250 N 6 75 6.0 Y
6 4 0.250 N 5.6 56 6.5 Y
0.20 R 12 40 5.5
1 4 0.080 B 20 5.8 Y
5 3 0.12 270 0.100 N 9 23 6 .6 Y
2 2 0,089 R 5.5 18 5.4 N
2.0 6 0.445 N 4.5 80 6.7 Y
1.6 5 0.229 R 22 86
1.5 6 0.229 R 12 261
1.5 6 0.229 R 12 261
3.2 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.7 Y
2.5 6 0.229 E 22 86
2.5 6 0.229 R 22 86
2.5 6 0.229 R 22 86
2.5 6 0.229 R 12 86
S Y TAURI 2.7 2 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y
Y TAU II 3 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y
M 2 6 0.44 N 4.5 225 5.5 Y
S SUTAU59 0.152 N 5 76
S SUTAU59 3 6 0.152 N 5 29 6.2 Y
S 59 YTAU 0.9 1 0.152 N 8 64 Y
$ Y TAU 3.5 4 0.08 B 15 6.2 T
B 2.0 0.200 N 7.2 36 4.5M Y
S 59 1.5 2 0.09 M 11 56 5.0C Y
NOTE A HabitUe Of "stellar" condensation. Diameter less than 0.i axe mln.
NOTE B COma diameter approx4_ate. Balley also visible in 15x50 finder (refractor).
NOTE C 2.7' c_a, averted vision.
NOTE D 2.4' coma, averted vision.
NOTE E 1.9' cola, averted vision.
NOTE F 1.2' coma, averted vision.
NOTE G C_e d£ametex approximate.
NOTE H Seeing gOOd, transpare_!r good/falr. Dew,
NOTE I Central eoedensation 0.7 arc min.
NOTE 3 SU Tsu azKICZ Orl also used for oarperlaon stars.










































NOTE K Sky conditions were good this morning, although not as dark as In previous observation due to increased sk? glow.
NOTE L Modified Sidgtr£ck _thod used.
NOTE M Slight haze da_rn breaking. Obse.rTing colet directly over glow of Melbourne to the north. Faintest star seen in instrument
12.7.
NOTE N Perhaps leD_thenlng. (Translated by IN); staff. Ed.)
NOTE O ROUnd. Star occulation.
NOTE P Milky Ms?.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT} AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
21.033 830100 0.03 0.83 R 19.7 800 20 3 Soc. Astro. de France A
21.061 830101 0.29 0.400 N 5 40,222 13 5.5 2 Sarocchi,D B
22.065 830202 0.03 0.83 R 19.7 540 23 3 Soc. Astxo. de Fzance C
21.077 830103 0.08 0.83 R 19.7 320 12 3 Soc. Astro. de France D
21.086 830104 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 320 9 3 Soc. Astro. de France E
22.174 830105 1 0.229 R I0 i00 20 6.0 2 Nowak,G.T F
21.176 830106 0.29 0.400 N 5 40, 71 21 5.6 2 Sarocchi,D B
21.976 830107 Z.6 0.090 M ii 58 I0 5.0 2 Westlund,M G
218, 20" long; streamer at PA 195, 26" long. Dra_ing made by J. Phillipe Garsztka.
235, 36" long; streamer at PA 185, 30" long. Drawing made by 3. claude Thorel.
15" long. Drawing made by J. Philippe Garsztka.
140, 36" long/ condensation at PA 185, 30" long. Drawing made by J. Claude Thorel.
NOTE A Streamer at PA
NOTE B DC 3 (or 4?).
NOTE C Streamer at PA
NOTE D Jet at PA 135,
NOTE E Streamer at PA
NOTE F Note Jets c_Ing out of nucleus.
NOTE G BackgrouDd sky lights: Milky Way, clty lights.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
21.075 850071 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 5.00 Kodak 2415
22.239 850072 1.750 5 0.350 1.2 x 0.8 36.52 Kodak 2425
21.893 850073 1.800 0.28 l.l X 0.8 7.05 Kodak Tri-X
ISO ayp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
Y 2/P I Conrad,R A
Y M 3/P 1 Mobberley,M
400/27 N 5/N 1 Darvann,T.A B
NOTE A City lights interfered with the observation/ Vienna, from room!
NOTE B (Obserfer's image identifier is 5A. Ed.) (Instrument FL of 2.800 aDO separately specified effective FL of approximately

























DATE: 22 OCT 1985
NETWORK: A_4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA
22.00 810720 9.0 $ Y TAU 6
22.000 810721 10.4 1.5 5
22.003 810722 10.8 M CZ ORI 1.5 6
22.01 010723 9.2 S Y TAU 3 4
22.03 810724 9.6 SU TAU 3 2
22.042 810725 i0.i AAVSO 2 5
22.042 810726 11.5: 3.5 1
22.043 810727 I0.0 B 2.5 5
22.065 810728 10.5 S Y TAE 2.0 6
22.066 810729 10.7 M CZ ORI 1.2 5
22.073 810730 12.7 CZ ORI
22.076 510731 10.6 M CZ ORI 1.5 6
22.083 810732 10.6 M CZ ORI 1.7 6
22.118 010733 10.3 B SA 74 2.9 4
22.12 610734 9.1 S 4.5 5
22.13 810735 9.4 S Y TAU 5 5
22.13 810736 10.3 B SU TAU
22.13 810737 10.8 B SU TAU 3.5 4
22.14 810738 10.8 S SU TAU 3.0 5
22.14 810739 10.6 S SU TAU 2 5
22.15 810740 9.1 £ 4.2 5
22.164 810741 10.7 B 1 3
22.17 810742 10.1 S SU TAU 3 5
22.299 810743 9.7 M Y TAU 6.0 7
22.32 810744 8.4: S SU TAU 7
22.32 610745 8.6 S SU TAU 8 2
22.32 810746 9.0 S SU TAU 3.4 6
22.323 810747 10.5 S 16
22.34 810748 8.5 M SU TAU 2.5 6
22.34 810749 9.0 S SU TAU 2.5 6
22.35 810750 8.8 M Y TAE 2.5 6
22.35 810751 9.0 S Y TAE 2.5 6
22.375 810752 ii.0 M 59 0.5 5
22.64 810753 i0.0 B 4 3
22.68 810756 i0.0 3 4
22.69 810755 10.7 M 1.8 4
22.70 810756 I0.0 M 3.4 4
22.729 810757 10.9 S Y TAU
22.75 810756 10.6 $ 2.5 6
22.76 610759 9.6 S AAVSO 4.5 4
22.76 810760 I0.0 B AAVSO
22.78 810761 11.2 S AAVSO 1.3 4
22.92 810762 10.1 B AAVSO 3.7 4
22.947 510763 10.2 S SU TAU 2 5
22.95 810764 I0.0 B AAVSO 2.5 5
NOTE A COla dlaReter approximate.
NOTE B 2.7' coRa, averted vision.
NOTE C Cmna dlaBeter uncertain.
NOTE D Coma maybe slightly elongated.
NOTE E Small nucleus. MagnificatloD of 57 also used.
NOTE F Rouu_d coma w_tb central coade_sation.
NOTE G 2.4' cobs, averted vision.
NOTE H Central condensation magnitude.
NOTE I 2.9' c_a, averted vision.
DATE: 22 OCT 1985
Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.203 C I0 65 5.5C y
0.254 N 7 116 5.5 Y
0.22 N 8 90 5.6 Y
0.150 R 15 31 5 C Y
0.102 R 60 4.5C Y
0.36 SC ii 330 • y
0.13 R 10 50 Y
0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0N y
0.13 R 4 21 5.0 y
0.15 N 4 50 5.7 Y
0.22 N 8 90 5.7 Y
0.22 N 6 90 5.7 Y
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.7 Y
0.250 N 6 75 6.0 Y
0.254 N 4.5 46 6.2 Y
0.250 N 5.6 56 6 Y
0.250 N 5.6 56 6 y
0.115 N 8 45 6 Y
0.203 SC i0 50 6.0 N
0.254 3B 6 76 4.5C Y
0.080 B 20 6.2 Y
0.063 R 13 34 6.0 y
0.150 R 8 68 5 C N
0.254 N 5.6 120 6.3 Y
0.050 B 10
0.080 B 20
0.317 N 6 68
0.203 SC 10 60 4.5C Y
0.229 R 12 86
0.229 R 12 86
0.229 R 12 86
0.229 R 12 86
0.44 N 4.5 222 5.2 Y
0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
0.31 N 5.7 55 5.0 Y
0.16 N 6.3 80 6 y
0.16 N 6.3 31 6 y
0.065 R 7.7 27 5.0 Y
0.26 N 5 53 5.5 Y
0.20 N 5.6 44 5.0 Y
0.20 N 5.6 44 y
0.13 N 6.3 64 5.5 Y
0.12 R 5 35
0.152 N 5 44 5.7 y

















































NOTE 3 Cizcular with stroag well-defined ceatral condensation (diameter - i'} brighter tovard middle (190x). Extremely diffuse
outer cola. 114x: star-like nuclear region Of magnitude approximately 12.0, but difficult for the bright and strong central
ooedensation
NO_E K StellaE nucleus.
NOTE L Just easily detected. [sic]
NOTE M Large, bright object.
NOTE N Cond. (0.1-0.2'), mag. 11.5.
NOTE O Ext. see.
NOTE P Comet _ to have dJJmmed noticeably. The nuclear condensation more prominent at low power (80x) but still visible at 222x.
Coma diameter remaias at larger value, even though it is not as bright, 0.48' are. The "nucleus" is not as pr_inent this
obsezTi_g run.
NOTE Q Tall not seen.
NOTE R Couden$. 11.8 meg. Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S} DUrM Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
22.125 830108 0.28 0.356 SC ii 200 i Verdenet,M A
22.157 830109 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 800 I0 5.1 3 Soc. Astro. de France B
22.380 830110 0.44 N 4.5 222 15 5.2 1 Falvo,S.A
NOTE A (Duxatios not indlcated. Ti_ Of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Jet at PA 35, 9" long; Jet at PA 185, 14" long; jet at PA 60, 13" long. Drawing _ade by A_aia Perez.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
22.346 850074 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 Dilsizian,R
22.422 850075 0.305 2.5 0.122 6.8 x 4.5 4.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N S 45/_P 1 Minton,R.B A
22.451 850076 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 X 0.6 38.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 5/S l Webb,R E
22.776 850077 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.00 Kodak 6415 Y C I/P 1 KoJlma,T C
NOTE A (Print submitted by observer is a composite of two 2 min. exposures separated by 6 min. Ed.)
NOTE B Inner coma add starlike central condensation visible on all original negatives. Film push processed slightly. (Observer
indicated C-type guiding as well as M. Ed.)
NOTE C Ins_nt is Nright-Schmidt. Large format (120 size) film used.
DATE: 23 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NE_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A0_| nl R_4 Chaxt
23. 000 810765 Ii S CZ
23.007 810766 10.5 S SU TAU
23.01 810767 8.8 S Y TAU
23.021 810768 10.5 M CZ ORI
23.035 810769 10.7 M CZ ORI
23.052 810770 10.4 M CZ ORI
23.083 810771 10.0 B
23.097 810772 10.1 S Y TAU
23.10 810773 9.1 S
23.11 810774 9.2 S


























Ap Ins f/ P_rr L 4_ DA Site Observer(s)
0.16 R 50 5.4 Y 1 Silhan, J
0.25 N 6 120 4.4 Y 1 Geinsford, M. J
0.156 N 5 24 6 Y 2 Bo_,R.3
0.15 N 4 50 5.8 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
0.22 N 8 %0 5.8 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0M Y 1 LIpskl, P
0.203 SC i0 50 5 Y 1 Tantl, T
0.254 N 4.5 46 6.4 Y 2 ZsDotta, M. v
0.080 B 20 6.4 Y 2 Zanotte, M.V
DATE: 23 OCT 1985
6 3 0.15 260 0.I00 N 9 23 6.6
810776 9.4 B Y TAU 6 3 0.15 260 0.100 N 9 23 6.6
810777 9.1 S Y TAU 0.203 N 6 116
810778 8.8 M Y TAU 0.203 N 6 116
810779 8.5 M Y TAU 7.8 6 0.203 N 6 38
810780 8.7 S Y TAE 7.8 6 0.203 N 6 38
810781 11.5 M 59 0.5 6 0.44 N 4.5 222 5.2
810782 8.6 S SU TAU 8 2 0.080 B 20
810783 8.7 S Y TAE 7.8 3 0.080 B 20
810784 9.0 S SU TAU 4.0 7 0.317 N 6 68
810785 8.8 S Y TAU 7 2 0.080 B 20 6.5
810786 8.9 S NPS 0.080 B 20 6.5
810787 11.3 M i.i 6 0.44 N 4.5 90 5.5
810788 10.0 S 59 2 0 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5
810789 9.3 S 59 1.8 6 0.152 N 5 76 6.2
23.71736 810790 10.5 B 59 2.2 3 0.25 N 8 63 6.0
23.76 810791 9.9 S AAVSO 4 4 0.20 N 5.6 44 6.0
23.76 810792 10.3 B AAVSO 0.20 N 5.6 44
1.3 4 0.13 N 6.3 64 5.0
1 2 0.063 R 13.3 52
23.79 810793 11.2 S AAV$O
23.958 810794 10,7 M AAVSO
NOTE A Coma dia. 10/5.
NOTE B Mist T.
NOTE C 3.0' coma, averted vision.
NOTE D 2.7' oGma, aveA't_ vision.
NOTE E Slall Ducleus.
Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.N




























NOTE F Seeing good, transparency 9ood. Clouds.
NOTE G Circular; at ll4x central condensation add star-llke nuclear region of magnltude approx4mately 12.0.
NOTE H Also visible in 12x60 m blnoculars.
NOTE I Coma diameter approxilste.
NOTE 3 It m Ir_en _ze _unllkely, but the comet appears to have gotten still dilaer. Defocusing a stellar image to the coma size,
deHonntzated s brlghteess barely above beckgrouDd, which was duplicated nicely by an 11.5 meg. star. Nucleus appeared
pr_nently, almost stellar, when in focus.
NOTE K Stellar nuc. of 13.3. COla diameter - 4.0+ arc nln.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT) AONI Scale Ap Ins f/
23.161 830111 0.26 0.356 SC II
23.365 830112 0.44 N 4.5
Sg3_--NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AO_| FL f/ Ap
Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
200 15 i Verdenet,M
80,150,222 30 5.2 I Falvo_S.A
FOV ExpM Enulsion leO Hyp Gdm9 Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
850078 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 . Y S 5/P 1 Dilslzlan,R23.349
DATE: 24 OCT 1965
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# L1 _ Chart Coma size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
24.010 610795 10.6 S 59 1.2 3
24.01 610796 9.7 S Y TAU 3 3
24.05 810797 9.4 S Y TAU 3
24.052 810796 12.6 CZ ORI
24.056 810799 10.7 N CZ ORI 0.9 6
24.059 810800 10.0 S 59 1.5 2
24.06 810801 9.1 S Y TAU 6 3
24.06 810802 9.8 B Y TAU
24.062 810803 11.5: 4 3
24.069 810804 11 : CZ
24.08 610805 9.8 S SU TAU 3
24.080 810806 12.7 CZ ORI
24.083 810807 10.6 M CZ ORI 0.9 6
24.0937 810808 I0.0 S Y TAU 4 6
24.094 810809 10.7 M CZ ORI I.I
24.10 810810 9.8 B SU TAU 2.4 6
24.104 810811 i0.I S Y TAU 2.3 4
24.11 810812 8.7 S Y TAU 5 5
24.125 810813 9.9 B SAOSA74 2.7 4
24.125 810814 9.6 S 2.5 2
24.16 810815 9.6 S SU TAU 2.5 6
24.16 810816 9.6 S SU TAU 2.5 6
24.17 810817 i0.i S SU TAE 5.5 5
24.17 810818 V SU TAU
24.17 810819 9.0 S Y TAU 6
24.18 810820 8.8 S Y TAU 5
24.18 810821 9.3 B Y TAU 5
24.36 810822 6.8 S Y TAU 5.8 3
24.36 810823 6.8 S Y TAU 4.9 5
24.38 610024 8.6 M Y TAU
24.38 810625 8.5 S Y TAU 8.7 4
24.469 810826 8.4 B 59 5 4
24.745 810827 10.3 S 3.0 3
24.76 810828 10.6 M 1.9 4
24.78 810829 ii.0 S AAVS0 1.7 4
24.79 810830 10.8 S AAVSO 2.8 5
24.938 810831 10.5 S 2 7
24.948 810632 i0.0 S Y TAU
24.979 810833 I0.0 S SU TAU 2 5
NOT_ A Central coedensatlon magnitude.
NOTE B 2.3' coma, averted vision.
NOTE C Milky Way.
NOTE D NO tail.
N_ E Uncertain (faint star in coma}.
NOTE F 2.4' coma, averted vision.
NOTE G 2.6' coma, averted vision.
NOTE H seeing good, transparency excellent.
NOTE I Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE 3 Inner ccaa- 40 arc sec.
NOTE K Ma_Itude of "stellar" coedensatlon 13.0:.
NOTE L M1 comparison.
NOTE M Tail not seen.
NOTE N MOOD up.
SUB-_TWORK : DRA_NG
Date(uT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s)
24.054 830113 1.6 0.090 M 11 56
24.137 830114 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 800
24.151 830115 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 800
24.467 830116 0.6 0.203 R 13 85
3
3 0.12 270 0.100 N 9
3 0.12 270 0.100 N 9
0.250 N 6 55 5.5 N 1 Lu_de,R
0.150 R 15 ii0 4.5M Y 1 Geenen,J.J
0.II0 N 5 31 6 C Y I FelJth,S
0.15 N 4 50 5.6 y 1 Fleet,R._
0.15 N 4 50 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.09 M 11 56 5.5 Y 2 Westlund,M
0.250 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
0.250 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
0.13 R i0 50 Y 1 Morrlsby,A
0.16 R 50 8.i Y 1 Silhan,3
0.080 B 20 6.0 N I Schmeer,P
0.22 N 8 90 5.7 Y 1 Fleet, R.w
0.22 N 8 90 5.7 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
0.II R ii 36 5.8 Y 1 Znaslk,H
0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.203 SC I0 50 5.5 N 1 Schmeer,P
0.203 SC I0 50 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
0.156 N 5 24 6.5 Y 2 BOU_a,R.J
0.250 N 6 75 5.5 Y 1 Guthier,o
0.089 R 5.5 18 5.5 N 1 Vent_Lra,F
0.254 N 5.6 70 6 C Y 1 Kuipers,G
0.254 N 5.6 70 6 C Y 1 Kroon,B
0.150 R 8 68 6 C Y 1 Aerts,L
0.150 R 8 150 6 C Y 1 Aerts,L
0.100 B 14 6.5 Y 1 van Loo,F.R
23 6.7 y 1 va_ de Weg,R.L.W
23 6.7 Y 1 van de Neg,R.L.W
0.203 N 6 38 Green,D.N.E
0.203 N 6 116 Green,D.N.E
0.203 N 6 38 Green,D.W.E
0.0S0 B 20 Green,D.W.E
0.203 R 13 85 4.9 Y 1 FOX,J.H
0.16 N 6.3 31 6 Y 1 Mitsuma,S
0.16 N 6.3 80 6 Y 1 Nitsu_a,$
0.13 N 6.3 64 6.0 Y I Rayashi,A
0.13 N 6.3 44 6.0 y 1 Hayashi,A
0.20 SC i0 111 5.5 Y 1 Bre_seth,P.-J
0.15 N 6.6 I00 4.4M 1 Dal Santo,M
0.203 SC 10 50 5.1 1 FoLtlkes,M
DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
15 5.5 2 Westlund,M A
14 5.9 3 SOC. Astro. de France B
14 5.9 3 Soc. Astro. de France C
5 4.9 1 Fox,J.H
DATE: 24 OCT 1985
NOTE A BackgTound sky llghts: Milky Way.
NCTE B Jet at PA 57, 14" long; etEeamer at PA 200, 30" long/ ion tail at PA 255, 32" long; strea_0er at PA 300, 22" long; Jet at PA
345, I0" long. Jet at PA 57 uncertain. Drawing made by Serge Thebeult.
NOTE C Jet at PA 10, 9" long; jet at PA 62, 8" long; streamer at PA 188, 15" long; strea_ser at PA 240, 27" long; streamer at PA
297, 18" long. Drafting made by Alaln Perez.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AON# FL g/ Ap FOV ExpM E=mlsion ISO Hyl_ GdDg Id/Tyl_ Site Observer(s) Notes
24.076 850079 0.750 6.3 2.7 x 1.8 28.00 ORWO 400/27 N C 1/N 1 Znaslg,M A
NOTE A Large format (11.8x8.6 cm) fiim used.
Notes
DATE: 25 OCT 1985
_RK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SU'B-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONf ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
25.050 810834 9.6 S Y TAU 1.5 5 0.203 SC i0 81 4.5C Y 1 K_er,A
25.063 810835 10.2 M CZ ORX I.I 6 0.15 N 4 50 5.7 Y 5 Fleet,R.W A
25.069 810836 12.8 CZ ORI 0.15 N 4 50 5.7 ¥ 5 FI_t,R.W B
25.104 810837 9.5 B 59 2.0 4 0.I0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Hss_iok,N
25.12 810830 I0.8 V_ 132 0.6 2 0.205 N 6 80 5.5 Y 1 Ge--_4DD,R
25.122 810839 9.4 S Y TAU 3.7 3 0.07 B 20 5 Y 1 Taeti,T C
25.145 810840 10.5 M AAVSO 2 3 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa--Kis$,A
25.15 810841 8.6 S Y TAU 5 3 0.100 N 9 23 6.6 Y 1 van de Neg,R.L.W
25.15 810842 9.3 SAOC 4 4 0.08 270 0.355 SC II 200 1 Verdenet,M
25.18 810843 9.9 B SU TAU 1.9 5 0.203 SC I0 50 5.5 N 1 SohlJeer,P
25.19 810844 I0.i S SU TAU 5.5 5 0.150 R 8 34 5.5C Y 1 _Lrta,L D
25.201 810845 10.3 M C_ ORI I 4 0.080 B 20 5.8 Y 1 Stott, D
25.210 810848 10.8 B c_ ORI 1.0 2 0.20 SC I0 77 5.5 Y 1 WaI_,A E
25.292 810847 9.8 S Y TAU 1.5 6 0.30 R 15 225 5.0M Y 2 F_ench,J F
25.369 810848 10.2 S Y TAU 2.4 3 0.15 R 5 62 6.7 Y 3 Morrisoe,W G
25.44 810849 9.3 B 3.0 7 0.335 N 4.5 84 $.5 Y Kzonk,G H
25.47 810850 8.4 Y TAU II 2 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R I
25.49 810851 8.8 M Y TAU I0 5 0.032 N 4 80 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
25.49 810852 8.7 S Y TAU 8 2 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morrie,C.S
25.49 810853 8.8 S NPS 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morris,C.S
25.755 810854 11.6 M 59 3.2 5 0.i N i0 56 4.0 Y I Ichlkawa,K
NOTE A 3.0' cams, averted vislon.
NOTE B CeBtzal coDdeneatioe me_itude.
NOTE C Seelng good, transpaEency good.
NOTE D C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE E _oh fainter than exited.
DATE: 25 OCT 1985
NOTE F Strong _nlight.
NO_ G Involved _rlth a group of stars. SU Tau add CZ Orl also used for co_arison stars.
NOTE H ExceptloDaly clear.
NOTE I Modifled Sidgwlck method used.
SUB-_/E_4ORK: DItAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap IDs f/ PWT(S) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
25.156 830117 0.25 0.356 SC ii 200 30 1 Verdenet,M
25.158 030118 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 800 14 5.7 3 SOC. Astro. de Fraece A
NOTE A Jet st PA 120, 12" long; atre_r at PA 210, 40" long; ion tall at PA 260, 40" long; atzeamar at PA 310, 40" lo_g; Jet at PA
355, 15" long. Drawleg made by Serge Thebault.
DATE:26 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 26 OCT 1985
NOTE D The c_et was visible in a 9x60 finder scope. With my 30.5 cm f/5 Newtonian at 60x I saw a strong central condensation
(diameter 0.7') and a star-like nuclear region (magnitude - 12.0}. Probable coma extension on PA - 98 de 9.
NOTE C coma diameter spproxlmate.
NOTE D Strong ioonllght.
NOTE E Cond. mag. ll.1.
NOTE F CGmet seen under excellent skies, although Boonlight was troublesome at beginning of observation. COma still circular with
51ight degree of condensation surrounding nucleus.
SUB-N_TWORK : DRAWING
Date (UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s) DurM Lira Site Observer(s) Notes
26.188 830119 0.25 0.356 SC ll 200 1 Verdenet,M A
26.193 830120 0.09 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 6.5 2 Merlln, J. -C B
26.392 830121 0.44 N 4.5 150,222,444 70 6.5 1 Falvo, S.A
NOTE A (Du_atlon not indicated. Time of obsel-vatlon is assu_ed to be ntaEt tile. Ed. )
NOTE B Jet at PA 75, then curved toward PA 125; Jet at PA 125; Jet at PA 159. Tall at PA 259, PA given - axis of parabolic hood
nearly tailward. Tall at PA 284, stzalght, narrow and bright. Denser area continuing Jets #I-2-3, to south-east. Quasistellar center.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGR_/_Hy
Date(UT) AON% FL f/ Ap For EXpM EBulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
26.277 850080 2.000 i0 0.203 1.0 x 0.7 3.00 Kodak Tri-X N 91/P Giamforte,J.S A
26.296 850081 2.000 I0 0.203 1.0 x 0.7 9.00 Kodak Tri-X N 94/P Gianforte,J.S B
26.380 850082 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 6/P 1 Dilsizlan,R
NOTE A (observer's image identifier is 99-1. Ed.) (Observer listed emulsion speed as ASA 800. Ed.]
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 99-4. Ed.) (Observer listed emulsion speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
Dste(UT) AON# ml _ Chaxt Cola size OC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwz Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
26.132 810855 9.6 S 3 2 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventura,F
26.139 810856 9.6 B SAOSA74 3.2 4 0.250 N 6 75 5.3 y 1 Guthler,O A
26.140 810857 8.1 S SAC 0.31 N 5 62 Giampaolo,G
26.151 810858 10.3 M AAVSO 2 3 0.063 R 13.5 52 Kosa-KiSS,A
26.17 810859 9.1 S 6.2 5 0.080 E 20 6.4 Y 2 _anotta,M.V B
26.18 810860 9.2 B U OEI 4.0 4 0.03 284 0.400 N 5 81 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
26.18 810861 8.4 S Y TAU 6 3 0.i00 N 9 23 6.5 y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
26.18 810862 8.8 B Y TAU 6 3 0.i00 N 9 23 6.5 y 1 van de Weg,E.L.w
26.19 810863 9.0 SAOC 7 4 0.13 260 0.355 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M
26.28 810864 8.2 M Y TAU 4.0 6 0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E C
26.28 810865 8.3 S Y TAU 4.0 6 0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.M.E C
26.333 810866 9.7 S Y TAU 1.6 6 0.30 R 15 225 5.0M y 2 Franeh,J D
28.372 810867 9.5 M SU TAU 1.2 4 0.254 N 4.5 46 5.0 Y 3 DeYoung,J.A
26.38 810868 8.8 S Y TAU 2.5 6 0.203 N 6 116 Green,D.W.E C
26.41 810869 8.5 S Y TAU 8 6 0.203 N 6 38 Green,D.W.E C
26.41 810870 8.9 S SU TAU 3.2 6 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E E
26.416 810871 9.7 S Y TAURI 2.3 1 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 N Y 1 Jordsn,J F
26.52 810872 8.7 S Y TAU 8 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
26.52 810873 8.8 $ NP$ 0.080 B 20 6.0 y 6 Morrls,C.S
26.5424 810874 9.8 S U ORI 4.0 7 0.254 N 3.8 64 6.2 1 MachholzrD
26.82 810875 9.6 M 59 4.1 5 0.150 N 6 51 4.5C y 1 _8tanabe,N
26.83 810876 8.9 S 59 3 4 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5 Y 1 Oka,A
NOTE A Inner cons 40 arc sec.
DATE: 27 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_4na size
27.135 810877 8.6 S SAO
27.18 " 810878 9.0 S 6.3
27.37 810879 8.2 M Y TAU 4
27.37 810880 0.4 S Y TAU •
27.446 810881 11.6 S 59,Y TAU 0.I
27.619 810882 10.2 M 1
27.67 810883 10.3 S Y TAU 2
NOTE A Diffuse moonlight.
NOTE B cams dlameter eppzoxlmate.
NOTE C Condensation lag. - 12.5.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins
27.456 830122 0.2 0.15 N
DATE: 27 OCT 1985








f/ PwT Lim DA Site ObServer(s) Notes
5 62 Giampaolo,G
20 6.4 Y 2 ZeBotta,M.V A
12 86 GZeen,D.N.E B
12 86 GreeD,D.W.E B
8 i00 5.0MZ Y 1 Donth,D
I0 IIi 4.5M Y 1 Kato,T C
5 86 4.3 Y Jooes,A
f/ Pwr(a) DurM L 4m Slte Observer(s] Notes
8 i00 30 5.0 I DoDth, D A
NOTE A The comet appeared as a mall circular haz F patch appzoxlmately 12 arc secoDds in diameter a_d it appeared to be fainter
tbao the 11.1 meg. star located a few arc seconds west of it. I could not detect any indicatlon of a tall or Ducleus and I
would estimate the degree of c_a coDdeesation to be "0". As _oted, however, the moon add morning twilight did interfere
with this ohservstloD.
SUB-NETWORK: pEOTOGRAPBY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap For ExpM E_mllslon ISO S!rp GdDg Id/Typ Site Ohse_er(a)




Date(UT) AON# ml _H Chart Coaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s}
28.36 810884 8.2 M Y TAU 4 6
28.36 810885 8.2 S Y TAU 4 6
28.73 810886 9.7 S 3.1 4
28.73 810887 8.9 H 59 2.6 5
28.740 810888 10.4 N 59 2.0 6
28.74 810889 10.3 M 2.0 4
28.75 810890 8.6 S Y TAU 5 7
28.75 810891 8.2 S 59
28.75 810892 9 2 3
28.77 810893 9.3 S 2.9 6
28.78 810894 10.6 S AAVSO 3 4
28.78 810895 9.3: B AAVSO 3
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B A total eclipse of thegn.
0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
0.16 N 6.3 31 5.5 Y 1 Mltsuma,S
0.150 N 6 51 6.5 Y 2 Watanabe,N
0.I N 10 56 5.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
0.16 N 6.3 80 5.5 Y I Mitsula,S
0.20 N 6.3 50 6.0T Y 1 LoveJoy,T
0.08 B 15 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Speil,J
0.26 N 5 53 5.5 y 1 Kanai,K
0.13 N 6.3 44 5.5M Y I Hayaahi,A
0.12 R 5 35 Cbernls,K
DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
45 4.2 1 Falvn,s.A
NOTE c A total eclipse nf the moon. Tall not seen.
NOTE D COma diameter is lower lillt. During lunar eclipse.
NOTE E Lunar eclipse. (PA value may have been incorrectly detexmlned. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(s)
28.415 830123 0.44 N 4.5 75,222'
NOTE A Faint star seen shining through edge Of coma.
SEB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(_T) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
28.706 850084 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.00 Kodak 6415
28.766 850085 0.300 1.5 6.9 x 4.6 I0.00 Kodak 2415
Motes
A
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s}
Y C 2,/P 1 Ko_i_a,T
Y S I/P 2 Nasar,J.L
NOTE A Instrulment is Wrlght-Schmldt. Large format (120 size} film use_.
NOTE B ConJumction Of coiet with M1 nebula photographed during 8 total eclipse visible fr_ the Philippines.











Date(UT) AC_# _ _4 ChaLEt Coma size DC Tall PA Ap I_s f/ P_rr L Im IDA Site ObSe__reJ_( s}
29.30 810896 9.8: M Y TAU 2 3
29.354 810897 9.2 M AAVSO 93
29.38 810898 8.4 M Y TAU 3 6
29.38 810899 8.6 M Y TAU 2 6
29.38 810900 8.6 S Y TAU 3 6
29.38 $10901 8.8 S Y TAU 2 G
29.43 810902 7.8 S Y TAU 5 3
NOTE A Etright _D add cirrus clouds.
NOTE B Nucleaz Bag. 14.8.
NOTE C COma diameter approximate.
0.32 N 4 40 3.0 Y 1 Keen,R
0.23 R 12 120 O'Meara,S.3
0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
0.229 R 12 261 Gzeen,D.W.E
0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
0.229 R 12 261 GEeen,D._.E
0.080 B 20 Gzeen,D.W.E









DATE: 30 OCT 1985
NETWORK: N_ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-_rETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} _| ULI MM Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ LJJu DA Site Observer(s}
30.05 810903 8.3 B _VSO 10 0.25 R 17 300 Cbu_,Tu_ov,K
30.17 810904 8.1 S Y TAU 3 5 0.229 R 12 86 GreentD.N.E
30.568 810905 9.8 M 1 6 0.20 SC 10 100 5.OM y 1 Kato,T
NOTE A Cola diameter appzoxlaate.







Date(UT) A_q# ell _ Chart CG_a slze IX: Tall PA Ap IBs f/ Pwr L Im DA Site Observar(s)
30.05 810903 8.3 B AAVSO I0 0.25 R 17 300 Char, K
30.17 810904 8.1 S Y TAU 3 5 0.229 R 12 86 Green, D. N. E
30.568 810905 9.8 M 1 6 0.20 SC I0 I00 5.0M Y 1 Ksto, T
NOTE A Coma diametex approxJJaate.




DATE: 31 OCT 1985
DATE: 31 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V'_SU_L _P_CE
Date(OT) A(_| ILl FEM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observeuc(s)
31.153 810906 II : S 0.7 2 0.15 N 8 96 5.0 Y 1 Bottger, B
DATE: I NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(_J ,,I IS( Chart Cole size IX: Tail Pl kp Ins f/ l_ Lie DA Site Observer(s)
1.20 810907 8.8: S 1" TAU _ 2 0.229 N 12 86 GreensD.W.E
1.583 810908 i0 $ 0.20 SC 10 160 M Y 1 Ksto,T
NOTE A Ccaa dlawetex approxiuate.
NOTE B Moon approaches. Fslmtest star by 20 ca - 11.0.







Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart C_s size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ _ L_Jn DA Site Observer(s)
2.22 810909 8.4: M Y TAU 0.20 N 6 61 5 M Y 2 Bale,A
2.22 810910 8.5: S SAC 3 0.080 B 20 3.0M Y 13 Morrls,C.S
2.235 810911 59 i 3 0.279 SC i0 166 4 Y 1 Ke_ble,L.J
2.2944 810912 9.3 S AA 2.5 4 0.152 N 8.0 76 5.0 3 MachholzsD
2.390 810913 8.9 S SU TAU 3.5 0.15 R 5 62 5.0M N 3 Morrlson,w
2.517 810914 8.9 59 3.0 5 0.150 B 25 3.0 Y 1 Nak_a,y
2.545 810915 9.8 M 59 2.3 4 0.16 N 6.3 31 4 M Y 1 Mits_a,S
2.55 810916 I0.0 M 59 2.1 5 0.16 N 6.3 80 4 M Y 1 Mitsuma,S
2.59 810917 9.3 B 6.0 6 0.15 N 8 43 5.0 N 1 Uda,K
2.619 810918 10.2 M RR TAU 3.2 2.5 6 0.I N 10 56 5.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
2.644 810919 8.3 M 2 5 0.20 SC l0 i00 5.0M Y 1 Kato,T
2.72 810920 9.6 S 58 2.0 6 0.26 N 5 53 4.5M y 1 KaDai,K
2.750 810921 8.0 M 0.I0 N 10 55 5.0M Y 1 Kato,T
2.767 810922 4.9 M 59 25 4 0.05 _ 20 Y 4 Gallego,J
2.825 810923 7.9 S 59 4.0 5 0.08 15 4.2M Y 3 KaTer,R
2.89 810924 8.0 SAOC 4 4 0.355 SC 11 200 1 Verdeuet,M
2.915 810925 8.7 S SAC 0.31 N 5 62 Giampaolo,G
2.915 810926 8.8 S 58 3 4 0.152 N 5 44 4.3 N 2 Moeller,M
2.958 810927 8.0 B 59 3 5 0.20 _ SC I0 117 5.5 Y i ward,A
2.962 810928 8.7 S Y TAU 2.8 5 0.26 N 6 55 4.0M Y I Hurst,G.M
NOTE A C_t only 4 den. fr_ waning gibbous Icon which rendered
DATE: 2 NOV 1985













NOTE B Colet very near nearly full moon.
NOTE C _r 13th observatlon. Notable in that the moon was only about 7 den. away. Could Dot see _LI on previous night but did see
Nalley. Man. estimation i_possible. Ccm_ts Hartley-Good and Thlele seen in sane half-hour.
NOTE D 83_ z|oon 9 degrees away.
NOTE E Moon 13 den. away.
NOTE F Moonlight.
NOTE G CQ Tau also used for ccmparlson stars.
NOTE N Light pollution.
NOTE I Neaz moon.
NOTE J Moon.
NOTE K Moon made Ra_Itude estimate difficult.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_TI NG
Date(UT) AnN# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
2.767 830124 0.050 B 20
2.885 830125 0.25 0.356 SC ii 200




DUrM Lim Site Obse_er(s) Notes
4 Gsllego,J A
I Verdenet,M B
45 4.0 I Eurst,G.N C
Like a globular cluster. Very condensed. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be end time. Ed.)
Near moon. (Duration not iDdlcated. Time of observatlon is asatuned to be start time. Ed.)
Moon close to field but comet still easy to d.v. In telescope as a well condensed, circular object. Hint of structure in




Date(UT) A_% ml MM ChaZt Coma size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Ptrr Lira DA Site Ob4_LTvez(s)
3.00 810929 7.8 S U O_ 5.6
3.01 810930 8.6 M V ORI 2.5
3.010 810931 8.0 B 59 3
3.049 810932 10.2 S 595UTAU 1.6
3.130 810933 59
3.22 810934 8.9 B 59
3.3104 810935 9.1 S AA
3.36 810936 7.5 S Y TAU
3.36 810937 ?.6 S 59
3.403 810938 9.0 M 59
3.48 810939 8.3 S $9
3.531 810940 8.4 59
3.675 810941 10.0 M RR TAU
3.71 810942 9.3 M 59
3.715 810943 8.7 B 59
3.72 810944 9.8 N 59
3.808 810945 9.2 g 59
3.81 810946 10.0 S A_VSO
3.81 810947 7.7 S DCS 2B 15
3.82 810948 9 : 59 2
3.83 810949 8.7 B E
3.844 810950 8.7 B
3.85 810951 7.5 SAOC
3.855 810952 9.0
3.865 810953 9.0 S Y TA_
3.90 810954 8.2 S DCS 2B
3.90 810955 8.5 B AAVSO
3.903 810956 9.0 S 59
3.906 810957 9.4: CD TAU
3.92 810958 9 : S
3.95 810959 8.5 M U ORI





























0.080 B 20 5.0M N 1 So_meez,P
0.203 SC 10 80 6.0 Y 1 Grenelo,B.R
0.20 SC 10 117 5.5 T I NaZ_,A
0.21 N 5.0 66 5.4CM T 1 Taylor,M.D
0.203 R 13 85 3.0 Y 1 Fox,J.H
0.154 N 8.0 68 5.0 Y K_oBk,G
0.152 N 8.0 76 5.0 3 MaohholZ,D
0.080 B 20 5.0M T 5 Mozrls,C.S
0.080 B 20 5.0M Y 5 MOrrIs,C.S
0.33 N 4.5 70 6.0 Y 2 Fabre,R
0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0C Y 1 Oka,A
0.150 B 25 4.0 Y 1 NakamLLra,Y
0.I N 10 56 5.5 Y 1 Zehlksws,K
0.16 N 6.3 31 5 M Y 1 MltS_ns,S
0.25 SC 10 i00 4.9 Y 3 BeBbrick,c
0.16 N 6.3 80 5 M Y 1 Mi1_um8,S
0.165 N 8.7 57 6.0 Y 1 Bo_me,D
0.13 N 6.3 44 4.0M Y 1 Haysshi,A
0.060 B 12 5.5 Y 3 van de Me_,R.L.N
0.200 SC i0 80 3.0 Y 1 KxalIBg,W
0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0M Y 1 Bart_ik,M
0.355 SC II 200 1 V_Det,M
0.130 N 8 40 4.0M Y 1 Ltod_,F
0.08 B 30 5.4 Y 3 Campos,J
0.100 B 14 5.5M Y 1 YaP LOO, F.R
0.25 R 17 300 ChU_,K
0.09 M ii 56 4.0MC Y 1 NestluDd,M
0.36 SC 11 156 4 Y Korth, S
0.20 R 12 40 5.0 1 ShaDklln,J.D
0.203 SC i0 80 6.0 Y 1 Gzanslo,B.H
0.25 R 17 300 Ch_v,K
NOTE A MOOn made magnitude estimate difficult.
NOTE B E_ight sky.
NOTE C St_oegmoosllght.
NOTE D 75% l_OB 27 _¢_ees away.
NOTE E Moonlight.
NOTE F CQ T&u also used for ooRparison stars.
NOTE G CCqla dtlze_E u_ceuctaID.
NOTE H CODa di_etex approximate.
NOTE I Round coma wltb central coDdensatlon.
NOTE J 13 Bag. stellar object near center of coBdeesatloD. Coma diameter 4-5 arC mln.
NOTE K Cloud.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DurM Li_ Site Observer(s)
3.130 830127 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 5 3.0 1 rox,J.s
3.854 830128 0.25 0.356 sc II 200 I Vezdenet,M
3.899 830129 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 10 4.0 I Nestlund,M
NOTE A Nucleus almost staxllke. Coma difficult to discern due to stro=g moonlight.
NOTE B (Duration not indicated. Time of obsezvation is assumed to b_ start time. Ed.]











4 .00 810961 8 .3 S 59
4. 042 810962
4.042- 810963 6.3 B 54
4.13 810964 8.7 B 59
4,16 810965 7.5 59
4.354 810966 8.6 S 59
4.55 810967 8.9 M 59
4.61 810968 8.8 S SU TAEE





















810970 9.0 S Y TAU
810971 8.9: B 59
810972 8.8 S 59
810973 8.9 B 59
810974 8.5 B E
810975 8.5 B E
810976 8.2 S 59
810977 8.8
810978 9.0 B AAVSO
810979 8.7 B
810980 9.0 M Y TAU
810981 7.8 S 59
810982 9.0 M Y TAU
810983 8.8:
810984 8.8 59
810985 9.7 B AAVSO
810986 8.4 $ SAO
810987 9.7 B AAVSO
810988 9.0 B E
810989 8.4 B E
DATE: 4 NOV 1985
C_ma size DC Tail PA
2 6 0.203 N 6 38 4.9M y 1 GIowlnSkI,C
6 0.03 30 0.200 SC 10 85 4 Y i Gellnas,M.A
0.05 B 10 C_IIoas,M.A
5.2 7 0.335 N 4.5 56 5.0 y KronksG
13 3 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R A
2.5 6 0.108 N 4 24 5.0M Y 2 Frauch,J B
3 4 0.31 N 5.7 55 4.0M Y 2 Suzuki,K C
3 5 0.20 N 6 80 6.3 y 2 Clark,M.L
2.5 5 0.I N i0 56 5.5 Y 1 Ichikawa,E D
1.5 5 0.317 N 5 86 4.6 Y Jones,A E
3.1 4 0.10 B 14 5.0 Y 2 Easublck,N F
4.7 8 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y 2 KOCh,V
2.2 1.8 5 0.165 N 8.7 57 6.5 ¥ I Bo_me,D
4.0 5 0.05 B 7 Mo13mil,V
0.05 B 7 Poroshin,A
6.5 4 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Tasti,T G
5 0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y 1 lleder,F B
2.0 3 0.08 R 8 Shirokov,A
4.0 2.0 5 0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0M y 1 BartDik,M
6 0.15 N 4 50 4.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W I
8.5 5 0.08 B 15 6.0 Y 3 Baver,R j
1.8 0.08 B Ii 4.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W K
3 0.10 R i0 25 4.5M N 1 Paradowski,M
4 4 0.254 N 7 116 5 Y 1 Sternwarte Hof
0.25 R 17 300 Chu_v,K
0.31 N 5 62 Giampaolo,G
0.25 R 17 300 Cbul_ov,K
2.5 0.07 N 8 33 Bezrodnly,A
2.5 0.08 R 29 Nestezov,Yu
NOTE A Modified Sidgwick IM_thod Used.
NOTE B Stroug nK>onlight k haze.
NOTE C Cloud.
NOTE D CQ Tau also used for com_arlson stars.
NOTE E Ccaa diameter approximate. Moon 21d., sky fair.
NOTE F Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE G Seeing good, transparency good/excellent. Low.
N_ B Coma diameter 2-3 arc mln.
NOTE I 4.5' coma, averted vision, between clouds.
Ap Ins f/ Pvr L4m DA Slte Observer(s) Notes
NOTE J Tall fan-shaped (spanning?) 130 deg.-310 deg. Central condensation diameter approximately 1.0 arc min. (Translated by IHW
staff. Ed.}




Date(UT} AON# L1 _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lil DA Site ObseEve_(s)
5.06 8109_'0 8.6 B E 2.5
5,063 810991 8.2 S AAVSO 2
5.09• 810992 8.5 M 59 5
5.108 810993 8.1 S AAVSO 2
5.15 810994 8.7 B 59 •.8
5.174 810995 8.8 S Y TAD 3
5.176 810996 7.8 B 59
5.191 810997 > 8.4 B 58 6
5.195 810898 8.6 M Y TAD 6.9
5.22 810999 7.3 M Y TAU 10
5.22 811000 7.4 M 59
5.24 811001 7.6 M Y TAU 8
5.26 811002 8.6 M Y TAU 2.5
5.292 811003 8.0 S 59 4.5
5.51 811004 8.4 S 59 5
5.60 811005 8.1 S 58 2.2
5.67 811006 8.5 B E 5.0
5.75 811007 8.6 s 59 3.5
5.75 811008 8.5 2
5.83 811009 8.0 S DCS 2B 7
5.832 811010 8.3 M AAVSO 7
5.833 811011 8.4 M Y TAD 3.8
5.85 811012 8.0 S DCS 2B
5.85 811013 8.2 B DCS 2B 8
5.85• 811014 9.5: 7.5
5.857 811015 8.2 S Y TAU 3.1
5.86
5.86
811016 7.4 S ]DCS 2B 18
811017 7.7 B _ 2B 18
5.87 811018 9.0 B E i0.0
5.872 811019 8.4 M Y TAU 4.7
5.873 811020 8.3 M AAVSO 7
5.885 811021 7.8 S 58
5.885 811022 5
5.887 811023 7.6 S Y TAU 6.0
5.889 811024 8.4 S 59 7
5.891 811025 8.2 $ 58 4.5
5.899 811026 8.0 S 59 7
5.903 811027 8.8 S Y TAD 10.0
5.904 811028 7.4 S Y TAU 6.0
0.08 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
6 0.32 N 4.4 56 5.3 Y 1 Arlail,R.B
3 0.08 B 10 5.8 Y 1 McBaln,3
6 0.32 N 4.4 56 5.5 Y 1 Aziail,R.B
8 0.335 N 4.5 56 4.5 Y Kronk,G
6 0.203 SC I0 67 4.5 Y 1 Jacobs,T
5 120 0.203 N 6 75 5.7 Y 1 TZOIanI,D.M
6 0.203 R 13 85 4.6 Y 1 Fox,J.H
7 0.15 N 8 30 5.5 N 1 McBrlde,P
• 1.0 302 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morrla,C.S
7 0.33 125 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.0 Y 6 NK_Erls,C.S
8 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
6 0.i08 N 4 24 5.0M Y 2 Fzanch,3
6 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0C Y 1 Oka,A
5 0.317 N 5 86 4.9 Y Jones,A
5 0.i0 R 15 Chur_v,K
6 0.20 N 6 60 6.3 Y 2 Clark,M.L
1 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 1 Speil,J
4 0.i00 B 14 5.5C Y 1 van LOO,F.R
6 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-Kiss,A
6 0.08 B 11 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3 0.080 E 15 5.5C N 1 Soholten,A
7 0.115 N 8 45 6 Y 1 van M_u_ster,T
3 0.5 270 0.13 R I0 50 Y 1 Morrlaby,A
0.26 N 6 55 5.0 T 1 HUZat,G.M
• 0.38 280 0.060 B 12 6.4 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
• 0.38 280 0.060 B 12 6.4 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
0.i0 N 10 50 ZiavTev,V.A
0.15 N 4 25 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W

















5.910 811029 8.9 S VYTAU58 3
5.917 811030 8.2 S 58 3
5.92 811031 8.7 S 59
5.931 811032 8.7 S Y TAD 14.0
5.831 811033 8.3 M Y TAU 2.8
5.546 811034 7.5 B 59 4
5.95 811035 8.4 59 3
5.958 811036 7.2 B 59
5.9G 811037 59 9
5.982 811038 8.0 B 59 5
5.97 811039 8.6 S 59
5.98 811040 8,2 S 59
5.990 811041 9.3 S 59 2,0 5
5.993 811042 8.4 S 59 3.0 3
NOTE A Tall length - 3". [sic]
MOTE B HI plus SAC 076975 comparison star.
MOTE C Round.
NOTE D Straight aud narrow tail.
NOTE E Tails were broad, diffuse and very faint, m2 - 8.6:.
NOTE F StrOag moonllght.
NOTE G Gaps between clouds.
MOTE H (Observer calls cola diameter value halo dlamete_T. Ed.)
NOTE I 9.5' coua, averted vlslon, between clouds.
NOTE J Centzal condensation seen with averted vislon.
NOTE K 8.5' c_a, averted vision.
NOTE L AlsO visible in 9X30.
NOTE M Seeing good, transparency good. Clouds.
NOTE N Round coma with central condensation.
NOTE O Tail length u_certaln; PA 290-3107 [sic)
NOTE P Fan shaped coma. NO tail.
NOTE O 7.5' COO_, averted vision.
NOTE R Coma dlaweter is lower llmit.
NOTE S (Observer indicated "K" [Keen?] method. Ed.)
NOTE T Telescopic limit is 11.
NOTE U (observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AONI Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
5.028 830130 0.210 N 5.7 40, 66,133 50 4.0
5.182 830131 0.152 N 4.5 18 ii 5.7
5.191 830132 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 i0 4.6
5.195 830133 0.203 N 6 75 14 5.5
5.231 830134 0.19 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 5 5.2
5.832 830135 0.89 0.063 R 13.3 52
5.873 830136 0.063 R 13.3 52
5.895 830137 0.33 0.25 N 6 55 177 5.0
5.911 830138 0.356 SC II 200 75
5.922 830139 1.3 0.05 B 10 99 5.0
NOTE A Without tail. City lights interfered with the observation.
0. 050 B












7 Y I Luthen,H
80 Y Luthen,H
15 5.0 Y I Hurst,G.M
12 6.1 Y 1 Henshaw,C
44 5.8 Y 2 Noeller,M
20 5 Y 1 Tanti,T
21 5.6 Y 2 Campos,3
i0 5.5 Y l H_uEst,G.M
80 5.1 Y 1 Foulkea,M
60 4.9 Y 1 Gainsfozd,M.3
7 5.5 Y 1 Spaldlng,G.E
30 5.6 Y 2 Campos,3
50 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.20 SC I0 117 5 Y 1 Ward,A
0.08 B 15 5.5NC Y 1 Glolr_nski,C
0.05 B 10 5 Y 1 Ward,A
0.080 B 20 C Y 1 Jannlnk,D.W
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y 1 Me(_wsy,K
0.20 R 12 40 5.7 1 Shsnklin,J.D
0.08 B 20 5.7 I Shanklin,J.D
0.21 N 5.0 43 5.SCM Y 1 TayIor,M.D
0.07 B 16 5.5CM Y 1 TSyIor,M.D











DATE: 5 NOV 1985
Notes
NOTE B V-shaped nucleus elongated E-W. Dark lane intermittently visible through nucleus.
NOTE C DC = 5.5. Tail PA= 120 deg. Tall was short (3-4") sad was fan shape. There was a slight glov around the tail area.
NOTE D Last quarter moon rising, visible in 7x35 binoculars. Slightly fainter than M32 but sllghtly larger. Central condensation is
small and better defined than last month. City lights present.
MOTE E Sch_atic d/awing. (Duration not indicated. Time of obsel-vstion is ass_nd to be end time. Ed.)
NOTE F (D_Lration Dot indicated. Time of observatlon is assumed to be start time. Drawing data inferred frow magnitude report form.
Ed.]
NOTE G Inner condensed diameter estimate 1.0 ° . Star involved south edge. Central condensation offset to north.
NOTE H (Additional drawing supplind made using llx80 binoculars. Ed.)
DATE: 5 NOV 1985 DATE: 5 NOV 1985
NOTE I Tail suspected. PA 310 edge brlgbtez than PA 290 edge.
DATE: 6 NOV 2985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NET_0RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AONI ml _ -Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
6.00 811043 8.2 B E 3.5
6.010 811044 7.5 B 59 4
8.014 811045 7.8 M U ORI 2
6.082 811046 8.4 B 58
6.12 811047 7.7 s BAA
6,132 811048 8.2 B SAC 2.9
6.15 811049 8,6 B 59 8
6.170 812050 7.8 s 58 4.8
6.21 811051 7.2 M 59 ll
6.219 811052 8.0 M Y TAO 7.4
6.23 811053 6.9 S 59 5
6.24 812054 6.7 S 59 II
6.271 811055 8.0 S 58 15
6.2757 811056 8.8 S SAC 5
6.28 811057 7.3 M Y TAU
6.2847 811058 8.3 S SAC 8
6.29 811059 ?.i M Y TAU
6.30 811060 7.4 M Y TAU
6.4306 811061 7.4 M 59 22
6.51 811062 8.8 B 7.0
6.74 811063 7.6 B M 7.5
6.75 811064 8.1 B E 3.0
6.75 811085 8.7 B 58 3
6.77 811066 8.2 B E 3.0
6.78 811067 8.4 B E 2.0
6.781 811068 9.2 M CZ 3
6,823 811069 8.0 B 59
6.83 811070 7.8 E 58 3
6.83 811071 7.5 V 58
6.851 811072 8.2 M Y TAU 5.0
8.851 811073 8.1 M AAVSO 7
6.854 811074 8.5 S 58 5.4
6.858 811075 8.0 B 59 8.3
6.86 811076 7.8 B 59 12.0
6.88 821077 7.8 B 59 6.0
6.861 821078 8.6 M Y TAU 3.4
6.865 812079 8.0 M 58 12
6,868 811080 8.0 B 58 12.5
6.872 811081 5.2
6.880 811082 7.6 S 59 8.0
6.880 811083 9.7 M CZ
6.882 811084 9.0 2.5
6.882 821085 8.3 B 58 3.6
6.889 821086 8.7 M Y TAU 1.7
6.889 811087 9.8 B CZ 7
6.89 811088 7.5 M AA 6
8.896 812089 8.5 E CZ 15
6.90 811090 8.3 M 58 2.4
6.910 811091 9.2 M Y TAU 2.8
6.913 811092 7.6: S Y TAU 13.5
6.917 811093 9.0 B CZ
6.920 811094 20.1 M Y TAU 2.8
6.924 811095 8.3 B 59 7.1
6.924 811096 8.2 B SAO 2.9
6.924 811097 8.8 S 58 2
6,926 811098 8.0 M 58 11
6.927 811099 8.0 S 59 16.1
6.927 811100 8.1 S 3
6.936 811101 8.0 B 58 5
6.94 811102 8.7 B 58 13
6.952 811103 8.4 S 59
6.973 811104 7.6 S Y TAU 18
6.975 811105 7.3 S Y TAU 13.5
6.997 811106 7.7: M 58 8.5
0.08 R 29 Nestexov,Yu
6 0.20 SC I0 117 5 T I Wlu-_1,A
5 0.080 B 20 6.5 T 1 Stott,D
3 0.05 B 20 6.0 T 3 ds SIIvs,L.A.L
0.05 B 7 5.5 1 $hamklln,3.D
5 0.125 R 6 35 5.8 Y 1 Gutbiex,O
5 0,080 B 20 5.0 Y Ero_I_,G
2 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 3ozdan,J
4 0.25 150 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.15 N 8 30 5.0 Y 2 McBrlde,P
0.200 SC 10 64 5.0 Y 1 Spzstt,C.E
0.080 B ii 5.1 Y 2 Sprstt,c.E
0.08 R 6 20 4.6 Y 1 Bzsckeo,R




0.25 90 0.20 N 6
6 0.05 B
5 0.15 N 8
0.05 B
4 0.08 E 10
2 0.08 B
4 0.08 R i0
3 0.08 E 10




































20 6.5 Y 2 Hale,A
20 5.4 3 W_schholz,D
I0 8.5 Y 2 Hsle,A
61 6.5 Y 2 Hale,A
7 6.0 Y 2 COok0A.J
43 5.5 N 1 Uda,K
7 Kosstantinov,S
28 Zagaynov,V.A
20 5.5 Y 1 Speil,J
28 Zag8_n_ov,V.A
28 Z&gaTnov,Y.A
62 9.6 T 1 H&_ek,P
11 6.0 ¥ 1 GUbO,H
14 4.5 Y 1 Kzallng,W
8 4.5 Y l Kzsling,W
11 5.6 T 1 Fleet,R.W
DATE: 6 NOV 1985
0.063 R 13.3 52 KOSa-KISS,A
0.140 SN 3.6 25 5.0 Y l Llnder,J
0.I0 B 14 6.0 Y l Hssublck,_
0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 2 Merlls,3.-C
0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Mezlln,J.-C
0.15 N 4 50 5.6 Y 2 Fleet, R.W K
0.08 B II 6.0 Y 1 Gubo,B
0.050 B 7 5.0 Y l Linder,3 L
0.127 SC 10 60 6.0 Y 1 Has_ick,W
0.08 B 15 5.9 Y 3 Haver,R M
0.i0 B 25 5.3C Y l Valssek,v N
0.350 SC II 120 5.5C N 1 Mazx, m O
0.113 N 8 22 5.5 Y 1 Schal_)eck,C.M
0.075 R 16 50 5.6 Y l Fleet,R.W P
0.16 R 50 6.2 Y 1 Sllhan,J
0.106 R 5.7 24 KesztJ_elTi,s O
0.080 B 1O 6.0 T 1 Bilek,v
0.15 N 8 30 4.5 T 1 Bottgex,B
0.22 N 8 90 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N P
0.08 B 15 4.5 Y 1 EtL_St,G.M R
0.06 R 5 15 6.0 1 Vacllk,F S
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.w P
0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 1 KoCh,B.O
0.250 N 6 75 5.5 Y 1 Guthler,O T
0.20 N 5 33 6.0 T 1 Vani=,G
0.04 B 12 6.1 Y l HeDShaw,C
0.080 B 20 6.0 Y l KOCh,V
0.114 N 8.7 38 5.2 Y 1 Nolle,M
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y 1 Medway,K U
0.080 B 20 6'0 C Y I JsnnIDk,D.W v0.050 B 7 N 1 L_u_de,R
0.08 B 15 5.0 Y 1 H%Lrst,G.M R
0.05 B l0 5.0 Y 1 Kurst,G.M R
0.080 B ii 5 ¥ 1 ROSSI,L W
Notes
NOTE A Comet observed under partly cloudy skies this evening, thus making observations difficult.
NOTE B Tails were broad, diffuse and very faint. The stzaight add narrow tail of Nov. 5.22 was also suspected. Southwest tall was
brlghtex than southeast tail.
NOTE C Thin haze.
NOTE D Diffuse oval-shaped. Hint of tail at perhaps PA 260 deg.
NOTE E Use of Swan Bamd comet filter accentuated the tail at PA 135 deg. but rendered the other tall al]|ost invisible.
NOTE F MOOm i day past L.0. 30 deg. up.
NOTE G AUroras.
NOTE H I0' c_a, averted vision.
NOTE I (Observer calls coma diameter value halo diameter. Ed.).
NOTE J Light haze.
NOTE K 5.1' c_ma, averted vision.
NOTE L Coma-halo.
NOTE M Tall fan-shaped. Central condensation diameter approximately 1 arc min. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE N Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observisg conditions.
NOTE O Comparison star SAC 76842. (Observer indicated "A" _thod [A_gelaDder?]. Ed.}
NOTE P 4.5' c0aa, averted vision.
NOTE O + 7x50 B and 10xS0 B. [sic]
NOTE R Passing cloud.
NOTE S Probably well adapted, not dark adapted, Of course - there is no dark sky in Czechoslovakia.
NOTE T coma eccentric.
NOTE U (Observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
NOTE V Telescopic limit is I0.
NOTE W Slight haze.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DttrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
6.005 830140 0.79 0.050 B 12 6 5.0 1 Donatlello,G
6.007 830241 0.13 0.298 N 5 65,179 I0 6.5 1 $tott,D A
6.026 830142 0.33 0.067 R 13.3 35,133 14 5.0 1 Donatiello,G
6.432 830243 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.0 2 Cook,A.J E
6.896 830244 0.25 0.356 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M C
6.910 830145 1 0.106 R 5.7 24 60 1 Keszthelyi,S
6.965 830146 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 800 I0 5.5 3 $oc. Astro. de France D
DATE:6NOV1985 DATE:6NOV 1985
NOTE A DOC - 5. [sic] CIzc_ar cola. NO tall seen.
NOTE B Last quarter moon 30 deg. high.
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assul,ed to be start tIBe. Ed. )
NOTE D Jet at PA 105, 12" long; streamer at PA 165, 24" long; stxea||er at PA 225, 33" long; streamer at PA 300, 27" long; Jet at PA
350, 10" long. DrawiBg made by Alain Pere2.
S_NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON_ FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Elulsion ISO
6.043 050086 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 6.83 Ilford _I
6.051 850087 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 5.17 Ilford XPI
6.260 850088 2.54 8 0.318 0.8 x 0.5 30.00 Kodak 098-04
6.975 850089 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 X 1.4 ii.00 KOdak 2415
6.995 850090 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 8.00 Agfachr. Pro I000/
NC_ A Cloud interfered. Processed for 1600 _A. UV filtez used.
Hyp G_g IC_/Typ Slte Observer(s} Notes
N % I/P 1 Ward,A A
N X 2/P 1 Ward,A A
N O O0/'P 1 Lllge,A
Y 2/I _ 1 Conrad, R B
N 17/P 1 Conxad, R C
NOTE B City lights interfered w_th the observation; VieDna, from zoou!




Date(UT) AON# ml F_4 Chart
7.007 811107 9.5 B CZ
7.010 811108 7.2 5 58
7.014 811109 $ 58
7.042 811110 8.5: B AAVSO
7.063 811111 8.0 M 58
7.076 811112
7.119 811113 8.9 B 58
7.132 811114 8.0 M 58
7.18 811115
7.18 811116 7.1 S OSNOC
7.18 811117
7.20 811118 8.4 S 59
7.204 511119 7.6 B SS
?.21 811120 6.6 S 58, 59
7.215 811121 8.4 M 58
7.22 811122 7.1 M 59
7.24 811123
7.271 811124 8.5 B 59, 58
7.29 811125 7.2 59 13
7,292 811126 7.9 S 58 15
7.336 811127 8.5 58
7.38 811128 59 1.3
7.396 811129 8.5 M 58 3.5
7.4083 811130 8.5 S SAD 9
7.41 811131 > 6.5 V EMI
7.50 811132 8.8 B 7
7.542 811133 7.3 M 3
7.590 811134 8.8 B 58
7.62 811135 8.0 S 58
7.62 811136 8.2 S AA
7.62 811137 7.9 $ v TAD
7.63 811138 8.0 S V TAn 3.5
7.66 811139 8.7 E AAVSO 7
7.71 811140 8.7 B 58 15
7.705 811141 8.8 M 58 4.0
7.815 811142 8.5 M 58
7.819 811149 8.0 58 4.0
7.83 811144 9.2 VAS 131 0.6
7.837 811145 8.7 B 76806 2.5
7.84 811146 8.4 B AAVSO 5.0
7.854 811147 7.4 S 58
7.86 811148 8.4 B AAVSO
7.871 811149 8.7 M AAVSO 7
7.88 811150 7.0 B DCS 28
7.88 811151 6.5 S DCS 28 20 15
7.88 811152
7.88 811153 8.2 S DCS 28
7.882 811154 8.4 B CZ 15
7.889 811155 8.7 M AAVSO 6
7.89 811156 7.1 B DCA 2B
7.89 811157 6.5: S DCS 28 20
7.89 811158 6.7 S DCS 28 20
7.89 811159 8.3 E 58
7.892 811160 8.9 M CZ 4
7.895 811161 8.5
7.90 811162 8.0: B BD 2.0
7.903 811163 8.1 S 58 4.5
7.913 811164 8.7 E 58 2.5
7.92 811165 ?.9 S DC3 2B
7.925 811166 58 3
7.9375 811167 7.8 S AAVSO
7.944 811168 7.5: S Y TAr 13.5
7.961 811169 8.6 B 3
7.97 811170 7.9 S DCS 2B 8
7.979 811171 1
7.98 811172 7.1 S I)CS 2B 15
7.98 811173 7.9 S DCS 28 12
7.983 811174 7.2 M 58 9.1
7.99 811175 8.0 S DCS 2B
7.99 811178 6.9 S DCS 2B 25 15
7.99 811177 7.2 B DCS 25 25 15
7.990 811178 8.6 S 58 2
7,993 811179 58 3.5
7.997 811180 8.8 S SAD
NOTE A CloUd.
DATE: 7 NOV 1985
Ap InS f/ PWr LiD DA Site Obsel_rercs)Coma size IX= Tail PA
5 6 0.16 R 50 5.9M Y
11.3 4 0.050 B 7 5.8 Y
2.3 6 0.25 N 6 60 5 N
4 3 0.115 N 8 30 4.5 Y
0.06 R 4.5 I0 4.6M Y
5 1 0,06 R 4.5 50 Y
12 6 0.152 N 8 S0 5.5 Y
3.2 5 0.203 N 8 128 5.5 Y
10 5 0.4 125 0.080 B 20
12 5 O. 050 B 10
7.5 6 0.317 N 6 55
12 5 0.080 B 11 5.i Y
4 5 0.06 E 35 5 Y
9 4 0.140 EN 3.6 28 5.2 Y
3.8
15
5 0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y
4 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y
0.20 160 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.0 Y
2 0.050 S 10 5.5(: Y
3 0.040 B 8 7.0 Y
0 0.08 R 6 20 4.6 Y
5 0.279 SC I0 166 Y
3 0.203 SC I0 51 6.0 Y
6 0.03 280 0.33 N 4.5 70 6.0 Y





































Y 14 Edberg, s.J
4.8 24 Y 1 Maeds,S
10 5.0C Y 1 KatO,T
I0 5.5 Y 1 Date,M
6 13 5.1 Y 3ODeS,A
7.5 30 Y JODeJ,A
6 13 Y 3ones,A
7.5 30 JODeS,A
5.6 44 4.5 Y 2 Nakai_tEa,A
6.2 25 5.5 Y 4 MakIeo,J
4.3 31 5.5M Y 1 Mitsuma,S
II 5.5M Y 1 Mit_a,S
0.08 B 15 4.5 Y 1 Dletzich,M
0.205 N 6 80 5.0 Y 1 Germann,R
0.24 N 120 5.7 Y 1 Eltri,M
0.i0 R 15 Chu_v,K
0.030 B 9 Y I Luthen,H
0.10 R 15 Chuz_v,K
8 0.063 R 13.3 52 Csukes,M
0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 2 _,R.J
4 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 2 BOUmS,R.3
0.25 95 0.156 N 5 24 8.5 Y 2 Bou_a,R.3
5 0.145 N 8 30 5.5C N I van dee Laan,T.A
3 0.080 B i0 5.5 N 1 Bilek,v
6 0.063 R 13.3 52 Eosa-Kiss,A
0.040 B 7 6.5 T 2 Bus,E.P
3 0.018 B 3 6.5 Y 2 Eus,E.P
4 0.040 B 4 6.5 Y 2 Bus,E.P
0.050 B 12 4.5 Y 1 MoSch,J
3 0.31 N 8 62 5.1 Y 1 Ha_ek,P
5 0.130 N 8 40 5.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
4 0.07 B 22 Kaballn,V
6 0.152 N 5 44 5.9 Y 2 Moeller,M
5 0.15 N 6.6 33 4.6 Y I Dal Santo,M
6 0.100 B 14 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
4 0.15 N 8 56 5.0 Y 1 SardIDI,D
3 0.08 B 20 5.5 N 1 Sicoli,P
4 0.08 B 15 5.0 Y 1 HILrst,G.M
5 0.063 R 13 34 6.0 T 1 Zische,E
3 0.155 N 8 33 4.5C N 1 Znnstra,w.T
3 0.20 N 4.7 104 4.5 Y 1 Cappellari,M
6 0.30 100 0.100 N 9 23 6.5 T 1 van de Neg,R.L.W
2 0.060 R 12 4.5C N 1 ZADStZa,N.T
6 0.050 B i0 6.5 Y 1 RoasI,L
3 0.080 B 15 6 C Y 1 Scholtee,A
5 0.42 0.060 B 12 6.5 Y 3 van de Neg,R.L.N
5 0.42 270 0.060 B 12 6.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.N
6 0.20 N 5 33 6.0 Y 1 vanln,G
6 0.150 R 15 90 5.5C Y 1 Elchert,M
0.31 N 5 62 Giampaolo,G
NOTE B Coma diameter approximate. (Translated by IKW staff.]
NOTE C TOO large for defocus of 20x80 binoculars.
NOTE D DC approximate.
MOTE E Tails remain stubby and faint. Southeast tall brighter than southwest tail.
NOTE F In Taurus.
MOTE G Modified Sidgwlck method used.
NOTE H My 14th observation. Coma diameter 8'-10'. Limit = 13. Very easy in binoculars. Coma very large on av. vie. No elongation
noted. Sky very light with ice crystalling. [sic]
NOTE I (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.}
NOTE J 34% moon 90 degrees away.
NOTE K Stars in bowl Of Ursa Minor used for comparison.
NOTE L Tall not seen.
NOTE M (Observer indicated "A" method [ArgelaDder?]. Ed.}
NOTE N SAD 76806 used for magnitude comparison.
MOTE 0 PA approximate.
NOTE P (Observer calls coma diameter value halo diameter. Ed.}
NOTE Q Comet not visible to the naked eye. coma diameter is lower limit.
NOTE R C_a diameter is lowez limit.
NOTE S CoRe diameter 2-3 arc mln.
NOTE T 5kywlth haze.
NOTE U Nuclear magnitude 0.6'. [sic]
NOTE V Passing cloud.
NOTE W Cola diameter approximate. Obser_atlons are showing differences caused by the magDiflcatios effect.




DATE: 7 NOV Z985
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AGNI Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DuxM Ltm Site Observer(s) Notes
7.136 830147 0.50 0.102 R 15 50 50 5.8 2 Cuthlll,D.D A
7.167 830148 0.5 0.102 R 15 63 5.6 1 Cuthlll,L B
7.175 830149 0.33 0.20 N 8 70 53 5 1 Vargas B.,A.G C
7.198 830150 0.25 0.200 N 8 120 i0 5 1 Vargas B.,A.G C
7.200 830151 0.19 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 7 6.4 3 Knlsely,D D
7.871 830152 0.063 R 13.3 52 Csukas,M E
7.93 830153 0.23 0.15 N 8 56, 40 4 5.0 I $ardlni,D















7.972 050097 1.000. 5
7.984 850098 0.500 6.3
C_a has attained a diam. of 6.5'. Centrally condensed or stellar object is apparent during seconds of good seeing. Total
mag. was estimated to be 8.0. Coma appears s!nmetrioal.
A 5' coma shows a strong intensity at the center; DC 5; estimated mag. using 10x50 binoculars 8.0 (Morris zetbod).
The PA was difficult, the DC is estimate in 3, the mag. was estimate in 8.1, B method. [slc] Reference chart 58.
Broad tail? st PA 220? Ray tail? at PA 220P Star-llke central ooedensation less than 5" arcacross. Magnitude of
co_densatlon +117 Hints of very faint narrow spike-like feature less then 3' arc long with very faint broad outer tail 7'
long from PA 180 to PA 260. Tall existence questionable. Magnifications of 180x add 240x also used.
(Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assused to be start tile. Drawing data inferred frol magnitude report form.
f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
0.45 0.9 x 0.6 30.00 Kodak TEi-X N M 6/S I Nebb,R A
0.28 1.1 x 0.8 7.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 31/N 1 Darvann,T.A B
0.20 1.1 x 0.8 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 32/N 1 Darvann,T.A B
0.28 1.1 x 0.0 1.50 Kodak Tri-Z 400/27 N 33/N 1 Darvann,T.A B
0.28 1.1 x 0.8 6.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 36/N _ Daz_ann,T.A B
0.28 1.1 x 0.8 3.50 Kodak Tri-Z 400/27 N 37/N I DarYann,T.A B
0.200 2.1 x 1.4 6.00 3M 1000 i000/ N X I/S 1 Vanin,G
0.080 4.1 X 2.7 15.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N 432/P 1 Rlohert,M C
NOTE A Inner coma and starlike central condensation _Islhle On all original negatives. Film push processed slightly. (observer
indicated C-type guiding as well as M.Ed.)
NOTE B (Ina_nt FL of 2.800 and separately specified effective FL of approxlmately 1.800 don't match. Ed.)
NOTE C Clty llghts interfered with the observation. (Observer's image identifier is 84 32. Ed.)
DATE: 8 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# 11 _ Chart Ccaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
8.01 811181 7.7 B IX:S 2B 20
8.01 811182 7.7 B I)CS 2B 20
8.02 511183 8.0 M 58 3
8.05 811184 7.2 S DCS 2B 13 I0
8.05 811185
8.053 811186 8.3 S AAYSO 2.5
8.125 811187 7.7 M AAVSO 24
8.135 811188 8.2 M 58 2.4
8.165 811189 7.8 S 50 5.3
8.167 811190 7.3 S 60 10.3
8.170 811191 7.4 S 58 5
8.1736 811192 8.2 B 58 5
8.202 811193 7.7 S 58 12
8.208 811194 7.0 B 58
8.226 811195 7.8 M 58 2.7
8.23 811196 8.5 B 58 8.3
8.24 8]-1197 7.8 S Y TAR 7.6
8.262 811198 7.3 B 58
8.2916 811199 8.3 58 8
8.30 811200 8.1 E E 21
8.3090 811201 7.3 M 59 15
8.3292 811202 8.4 S SAO 6
8.37 811203 8.8 S 58 2.6
8.375 811204 7.7 B 58 4
8.41 811205 G.3: 58, 59 35
8.52500 811206 8.0 B 5.5
8.538 811207 8 : S 58 2.3
8.565 811208 G.8 S 58 i0
8.58 811209 6.9 S 58
8.60 811210 8.2 S AAVSO 5
8.604 811211 8.7 S 58
8.605 811212 8.2 M 58 6.5
8.608 811213 9.0 M 58 4.2
8.61 811214 8.5 M 58 5.9
8.62 811215 7.5 S SAO, 58
8.62 811216 7.7 S 58 5
8.62 811217
8.63 811218 8.3 S AAVSO 5
8.632 811219 8.5 B 58
8.64 811220 8.4 B AAVSO 6.5
8.667 811221 8.0 S 58 1.0
8.68 811222 7.8 B E 15
8.G9 811223 8.2 S
8.80 811224 8.1 B E 21
8.813 811225 7.9 M 58
8.819 811226 6
8.823 811227 8.2 M 58 12
8.83 811228 7.5 B E l0
8.832 811229 8.5 D 3
8.833 811230 8 58
8.840 811231 3
8.840 821232 8.0 S
8.87 821233 7.5 B E 12
8.87 811234 7.7 B AAVSO 8
8.872 811235 8.5 S 58 4
8.8750 811236 8.3 S 58 8
8.8854 811237 8.0 S 58 12
8.89 811238 7.8 S DCS 2B 6.5
8.896 811239 7.3 M 58, 59 7
8.910 811240 7.6 B 58 9 7
8.9166 811241 7.8 S AAVSO
8.92 811242 8.2 B 58
8.924 811243 7.9 S 58 6.5
8.948 811244 8.0 B 58
8.993 811245 8.0 M Y TAU 5.5
4 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y l guIpers,G
4 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 1 Kzooe,B
7 0.203 SC I0 80 6.0 Y 1 Granslo,B.H
4 0.050 B i0 6 Y 3 Comello,G
0.05 245 0.203 C i0 50 6 Y 3 Comello,G
6 0.32 N 4.4 56 6.7 Y 1 _ziail,R.B
0.050 B I0 O'Meara,S.3
1 0.076 R 15 45 5.4 Y 1 Satlth,A
1 0.05 B 10 6 Y 2 ROLLSe,R.R
7 0.108 N 4 24 5.5 Y 2 Fze_ch,J
2 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 3oz_lan,J
0 0.080 B 11 6.0 Y 1 Bro_ioni,A
3 0.035 B 7 6.7 Y 3 Morrlson,W
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y Smith,D
5 0.08 B ii 4.5 Y 1 Glassett,W
8 0.335 N 4.5 56 4.5 Y Kzo_k,G
8 0.15 N 8 30 5.5 Y 1 Mc_xlde,P
90 0.203 N 6 75 5.5 Y 1 Tzolani,D.M
0.279 SC i0 166 4 Y 1 Kemble,L.J
0.04 R 6 18 Drapun,I
0.05 B 7 6.1 Y 2 COOk,A.J
0.152 N 8.0 76 5.0 3 Machholz,D
0.203 SC i0 51 6.0 Y I Sanchez,A
0.050 B 7 6.0 Y I Kzlscluaa$,K
EY 7.5 Y II MOZZl$,C.S
0.15 N 6 28 5.5 Y 1 Ok_muza,s
0.152 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
0.08 B 15 6.5 Y 1 Lovm_oy,T
0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 Seargent,D
0.13 N 6.3 24 6.5 Y 1 Rayenhi,A
0.065 R 7.7 27 5.5 Y 1 Date,M
0.08 B 11 6 Y 1 Mits_._ma,S
5 0.17 225 0.1 N I0 56 5.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
6 0.16 N 6.3 31 6 Y I Mitauma,S
0.045 R 6 13 Y Jones,A
0.078 R 7.5 30 Y 3ones,A
6 0.317 N 5 86 Y Jonea,A
5 0.13 N 6.3 24 6.5 Y 1 Hayashi,A
0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Date,M
5 0.20 N 5.6 44 6.5 Y 1 Nakamuza,A
3 0.12 N 6 36 4.0 Y 1 [ishi,A
4 0.05 B 7 Zaga_ov,V.A
5 0.08 B 11 4.5 N 1 M_mose,M
0 0.04 R 6 18 MaTdik,A
0.06 R 4.5 I0 5.4 Y 1 ChOdOZOWski,F
3 0.064 R 12 32 Y 1 Ch_orowski,F
3 0.067 R 12 60 5.8 Y 1 KOSInnki,J
5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
5 0.063 R 13 34 5.5 N 1 Zisohe,E
4 0.I0 R I0 25 5 C N 1 Paradowski,M
6 0.20 SC 10 iii 5.5 Y 1 Brenseth,P.-J
0.05 B I0 5.5 Y 1 ELTmse_.h,P-J
5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
5 0.12 R 4 35 Che_nls,K
3 0.09 M II 56 5.0 Y 2 NestltlDd,M
5 0.11 R II 36 5.4 Y 1 Znaslk,M
3 0.08 B i0 5.4 Y 1 Znaslk,M
6 0.I00 B 14 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
4 0.07 B 20 4.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
5 0.2 165 0.200 R 15 120 6.0 Y 1 Kalauch,K.-D
3 0.08 B 20 5.0 N 1 Sicoli,P
0.050 B 12 4.0 Y 1 Monch,J
4 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.5 N 1 VentLLra,F
5 0.08 B 20 5.5 N 2 Knain,E
6 0.08 B ii 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Sky cooditions good.
NOTE C No detail visible. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE D WindT!
NOTE E i0 mag. nucleus.
NOTE F Tall length = 4". [nlc]
NOTE G Hea T Ice fog, light sky.
NOTE H some haze.
NOTE I Comparison stars 75, 85. Coma diameter is lower limit.
NOTE J Through cloud.
NOTE K Tall detected?
NOTE L Seeing good, transparency good.
NOTE M 9.0' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s)
8.022 830154 0.20 0.400 N 5 40,222 16 5.8
8.075 830155 0.20 0.400 N 5 40,222 16 5.8
8.174 830158 0.33 0.20 N 8 70 56 5.5
8.205 830157 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 30 5.5
8.242 830158 0.203 N 6 75 14 5.5
8.311 830159 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.1
8.853 830160 0.23 0.20 SC 10 iii 27 5.5
8.868 830161 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 i0 5.0
8.938 830162 1.2 0.080 B 20 i0 5.5
8.938 830163 1 0.333 N 4.5 115 120 5.2
DttrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
2 Sarocchi,D A
2 Sarocchi,D
I Vargas B.,A.G B







DATE: 8 NOV 1985
NOTE A DC = 2, coma diameter 5.2'.
NOTE B PA was impossible because the coma appear a_most round. The total magnitude was estimating in 7.9 by B method [sic] The
cGelet was observable in binoculars 7x50 llke a globular cluster.
NOTE C DC - 5.9. Tail PA - 80 deg. Tall was a slight glow to one side of coma.
NOTE D Very clear, only slight light pollution as city was covered by low clouds.




DATE: 0 NOV 1985
NOTE F Coma sllghtly elongated to the noxth.
NOTE G City lights interfered with the observation. (TWO drawings submitted. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpH E_ulsion ISO B_ Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(a)
8.855 850099 0.750 6.3 2.7 x 1.8 17.00 ORWO 400/27 N C 2/N l Znaslk,M
8.970 050100 0.003 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 8.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 9/P 1 Guarro,J
8.%77 850101 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 2.50 Kodak 103a-F N M 10/p 1 Guaxro,3
NOTE A Lax'ge format (88x63 ram] sheet film used.
DATE: 8 NOV 1985
Notes
A
811254 7.1 $ Y TAO
811255 8.3 $ AAVSO
811256 7.2 M 58
811257 58
811258 8.0 S 58
811259 6.9 58
811260 7.5 S 58
811261 8.0 B 58
811262 6.1 S 58
811263 7.0 B E
811264 8.0 58
811265 6.9: B AA
811266 6.4 S AA
811267 6.1 M AA
811268 6.3 $ AA
811269 6.8 S USNOC
811270
812271
811272 7.5 B AA
811273 9.0 B A,A
811274 7.5 B AA
811275 7.1 M 58
811276 8.G B 58
811277 6.5 M 58
811278 5.0: 58
812279 7.0 B 58
811280 6.2 S 58, 59
811281 7.8 M 58
DATE: 9 NOV 1985
NE_ORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SEE-NETWORK: VISU_ APPE_ANCE
DAte(UT) A(A_# L1 _ Chart
9.000 811246 S
9.004 811247 6.5 B 101
9.007 811248 8.0 M T TAO
9.007 811249 7.2 B 58
9,018 811250 8.0 5 58
9.02 811251 8.3 B AAVSO
9.02 811252 9.7 B AA





























9.22 821282 6.0 S 58, 59
9.23 811283 6.2 S 58, 59
9.276 811284 7.4 B 58
9.278 811285 8.4 S 58
9.292 811286 8.0 S 58
9.3257 811287 8.2 S SAO
9.38 811288 58
9.389 811289 7.9 M 58
9.396 811290 7.3 B 58
9.436 811291 10.7 $ 58
9.52 811292 8.1 B 58
9.531 811293 8.0 S 58
9.537 811294 8,5 S 58
9.542 811295 7.3 M
9.60 811296 8.7 B AA
9.625 811297 7.5 M
9.67 811298 8.3 S 58
9.679 811299 8.0 B 58
9.76 811300 8.1 B 58
9.77 811301 8.2: B AAVSO
9.79 811302 7.9 M AAVSO
9.806 811303 8.0 58
9.81 811304 7.4 B E
9.812 811305 8.9 B 58
9.821 811306 9.3 M 58
9.83 811307 7.8 B IX:S 2B
9.83 811308 7.8 S E
9.844 811309 7.7 B 58
9.85 811310 7.4 B E
9.85 811311 6.I S E
9.858 811312 7.5 S 58
9.858 811313 7.0 M 58, 59
9.86 811314 7.3 B E
9.868 811315 7.8 M Y TAG
9.88 811316 8.2 B M
9.882 811317 7.8 M Y TAU
9.885 811318 8.5 B 58
9.89 811319 6.9 S 58
9.892 811320 9.3: 58
9.920 811321 7.8 S 58
9.924 811322 9.1 M 58
9.924 811323 7.0: B 58
9,925 811324 7.6 M _KVSO
9.926 811325 8.3 B 58
9.951 811326 7.1 S Y TA0




9.997 811331 7.I B 58
Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins
8 0.08 B
6.7 3 0.06 R 15
5.5 6 0.15 N 4
8.4 8 0.050 B
2.8 6 0.25 N 6
8 5 0.20 N 5
4.5 3 0. 318 N 5
18 5 0.5 310 0.08 B
13.5 5 0.5 355 0.05 B



































































DATE: 9 NOV 1985






















NOTE A Also calculated the diameter of the apparent nucleus: 0.84 arc miD. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B I0' coma, averted visloD.
NOTE C Very clear sky.
NOTE D Coua diameter approximate.
NOTE E Tails suspected in ii0 deg. a_d 270 deg.
NOTE F Magnification of 90 also used: seem to be two Duclel. One din at approx. PA 200. Tail PA approximate, very dim and diffuse.
Fan shape spans PA 130-180.
NOTE G DC approximate.
NOTE H Oval shaped. DC approximate.
NOTE I Coma speckled like MI3, unusual.
NOTE 3 Ext. see.
NOTE K Coma shows an irregular shape.
NOTE L (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE M Compazlson stats 75, 85. Coma dla_eter approx_ate.
f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
ii 5 Y 1 Gslnsford,M.J
72 5 Y 1 Rodzlguez,V A
25 5.8 Y I Fleet,R.W B
10 5.8 Y 1 ROSSI,L
60 5 Y 1 Galmsford,M.3
35 Tavetkov, L
62 6.5 Y 1 Sla_ons,g
15 5.0 Y 1 HUZst,G.M
i0 5.0 Y 1 Burst,G.M
56 5.5 Y 1 Arleil,R.B
7 5.5 Y 5 Deyou=g,J.A
0.254 N 4.5 46 5.5 Y 5 Deyou_g,J.A
0.318 N 8 40 6.2 Y 1 Eethaway, w C
0.050 B I0 5.4 Y 1 Sabla,J.D
0.035 B 7 6.5 Y 3 Morrlson,w
0.05 B 7 5.5 Y i Chllelewski,w
0.108 N 4 17 5.0 Y l Haxrtn_ton,P
0.07 N 8 33 Pasbko,D
0.203 N 8 128 5.0 Y HaDnOn,3
0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E D
0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E D
0.050 B 7 Greem,D.W.E D
0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E D
0.050 B i0 Bortle,3.E
0.080 B 20 Bortle,J.E E
0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,J.E
0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 1 SinOns,K
0.318 N 5 62 6.5 Y 1 Sinons,W
0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 1 SImNOmS,W
0.05 B 12 6.4 Y 1 gSlght,S
0.152 N 8 60 5.5 Y 1 Stephan,C F
0.080 B 20 7.0 Y I MOZrls,C.S
EY 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S
0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Salth,D
0.140 SN 3.6 28 5.0 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E G
0.152 N 5 19 5.8 Y 2 Silth,A
0.080 B 11 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E H
0.200 SC I0.0 64 5.0 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E I
0.203 N 6 75 5.5 Y 1 Trolami,D.M
0.035 B 7 4.5C Y I Gronek,J.D J
0.20 SC 6 30 6.0 Y 1 Saxon,v.P
0.152 N 8.0 76 5.2 3 MaChholz,D K
0.203 SC I0 51 6.0 Y 1 Ssnchez,A
4.5 70 6.0 Y 2 Fabze,R L
0.050 B 7 6.0 T 2 Krlsoiunas,E M
0.15 N 8 50 5.5Mr Y I Donth,D
0.20 N 5 36 Y 1 Curtls,D N
0.050 B 12 6 Y 1 Batza,H
0.Ii N 8 45 6 Y 1 BatZa,H
0.070 B I0 5.0C Y 1 Kato,T
0.06 B 20 Y 1 Ca_bell,R.N O
0.i0 N 10 55 4.0C Y 1 gato,T P
0.41 C 4.2 86 6.6 Y 4 Clazk,M.L Q
0.25 SC 10 I00 4.3 Y 3 BeJDrIck,C R
0.08 B 20 5.5 Y I Spell,3
0.15 N 5 25 Kozneev,v
0.04 B 12 Maydlk,A
0.08 B 15 4.7 Y I Dietrlch,M $
0.05 B 7 Mornil,V
0.07 B 20 5.8 Y 1 Fillmon,E
0.153 N 8.5 52 Y I Torzes,E T
0.115 N 8 45 4.5 Y 1 wen Munster,T D
0.11 N 7 32 Ale_mikov,A
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y 1 Mectway,K U
0.05 B 7 Mormll,V
0.07 N 8 33 Shltikov,A
0.05 B i0 5.0 Y 1 HUZat,G.M
0.07 B 20 5 Y 1 Tantl,T V
0.08 R 29 Neaterov,Yu W
0.08 B ii 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W X
0.15 N 5 25 gorneev,V
0.15 N 4 25 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W X
300 0.13 R i0 50 Y 1 Morrlsby,A Y
0.08 E 10 6.0 1 Sha_klln,J.D
0.153 N 8.5 52 Y 1 Torres,E Z
0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventura,F
0.090 R 14 46 5.3 Y 1 Hirth,G
0.035 B 7 ¥ 1 Rodzlguez C.,J.A
0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-KIss,A a
0.05 B 10 C Y 1 Froslna,A b
0.05 B 10 5.0 Y 1 EtLrst,G.M c
0.080 R 6.3 20 5.5C N 2 Richert,M
EY 6.0 1 Shsnklln,J.D d
0.080 B 15 5.3 Y 2 Lucius,D e
0.200 SC 10 200 5.3 Y 2 LUCiUS,D e
0.050 B 7 5.8 Y 1 Rossi,L
DATE:9NOV1985
NOTEN Semiurbansky.
NOTE O Dark and clear.
NOTE p Diffuse cloud.
NOTE Q Very large strong c.c.
NOTE R COma diameter uDcertaia.
NOTE S (ObsexTer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed. )
NOTE T Nithout tail. (Translated by IBW staff, observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
NOTE U (Obael_er gave limit as 12.5. Ed. }
NOTE v Seeing good, traospareecy good.
NOTE W Brightness flash.
NOTE X 9* ¢_a, averted vision.
NOTE y Easy object in 8x50 blnoculazs.
NOTE Z Without tail. (Translated by IHW staff. Observer gave limit as 11.0. Ed.)
NOTE a (Observer calls cema diameter value halo diameter. Ed. )
NOTE b Lillt - 9.4. h0 approxIJaately 55 deg.
NOTE c C_ dlametez approx4_ate. Tail PA - w_ [sic].
NOTE d Possibly visible to naked eye. Fainter than M33.
NOTE e (Obsel-vex indicated "A" nethod [Azuelander? | . Ed. ) Cema diaw_ter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AONf Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim
9.040 830164 2.3 0.05 B i0 55 5.0
%.059 830165 0.200 SC i0 80,100
%.180 830166 0.33 0.20 N 8 70 61 6
9.206 830167 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 5 6
%.219 830168 0.203 SC I0 50 30 5
9.441 83016% 0.3 0.15 N 8 50 14 5.5
9.860 830170 2.3 0.05 B i0 44 5.0
9.920 830171 0.035 B 7 i0
9.925 830172 0.89 0.063 R 13.3 52
%.981 830173 1.49 0.080 B 15 15 5.3













DATE: 9 NOV 1985
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap
9.114 850102 0.300 4
9.143 850103 0.305 1.5 0.203
9.146 850104 0.305 1.5 0.203
9.186 850105 0.050 4.0
9.247 850106 0.200 4
9.247 850107 0.305 1.5 0.203
9.253 850108 0.305 4
9.274 85010% 0.30 4 0.075
9.?12 850110 0.268 2.6 0.102
9.884 850111 0.210 5.6
9.958 850112 0.803 2.1 0.350
FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO
6.9 x 4.6 9.00 Fotopaa HL 400/27 N O I/P
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 231/P
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P
39.6 x27.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-x N 101,/P
10.3 X 6.9 12.00 KOdak TrI-X 400/ N M I/P
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 232/P
8.8 x 4.5 30.00 Kodak IIa-F N I/P
6.9 x 4.6 30.00 IIa-F N X I/P
7.7 x 5.1 I0.00 Fuji 400/ N T I/S
9.8 x 6.5 I0.00 Ilford Pan F N T I/P
2.8 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N M II/P












NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is i00-I. Ed.) (Observer listed aRLlslon speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
NOTE B Instrument is Meade Sc_idt camera.
Notes
NOTE A Tall at PA 310 and tall at PA 355. Tails suspected & drawn but very Dear limit. Apparently easier in 10xS0 blnocu/ars than
15x80 binoculars. A suggestion of diffuse material between tn_omaln tails but uncertain.
NOTE B Intensity about nag. 8.2. Nucleus Judged bright In relation to coma. Diffuse tall extension. (Duration not indicated. Time
of observatlon is assuned to be start time. Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
NOTE C Jet (very faint) at PA 0.
NOTE D This drawing shows Tau Taurl at north and C. Halley to the south at 10.7 mag. The coma diameter is 2.4 min. of arc with a
bright (but Dot stellar) nucleus at the oenter. I would estimate the degree of cema coodensation at 3. Although the nucleus
was easily visible at 50x, higher ma_ification didn't Offer any _re detail.
NOTE E Tall very faint and uncertaln. Difficult to observe because of passing clouds. Fan shaped, 20' length; to west? Starsinvolved in coma.
NOTE F ScheJnatic drawing. (DILratlon not indicated. Time Of obsrevatlon is assume to be end time. Ed.)
DATE: 10 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(OT) AQ_# ILl MM Chart
i0.00 811332 8.2 B M
10.00 811333 8.2 S 58
10.008 811334 6.5 B 58
10.01 811335 8,4 B E
10.014 811336 7.0: B 58
10.015 811337 7.0: B 58
10.017 811338 8.0 M 58
10.021 811339 7.0: B 58
10.028 811340 8.5 M 58
10.045 811341 8.3 S AAVSO
10.056 811342 8.2 M Y TAO
10.059 811343 6.5
10.063 811364 8.0: B 58
10.07 811345 7.2 B M
10.080 811346 9.1 M Y TAU
10.08 811347 6.8 B M
10.083 811348 7.0 B 58
10.123 811349 7.3 S 58
10.125 811350 7.9 S 58
10.133 811351 7.9 B 58
10.146 811352 58
10.177 811353 8.5: B 58
10,181 811354 7.1 M 58
10.202 811355 8.0 B 58
10.229 811356 7.2 B 58
10.233 811357 8.1 B 58
10.244 811358 8.1 M 58
10.250 811359 6.9 S
10.257 811360 8.3 S 58
10.2785 811361 7.7 S SAO
10.319 811362 7.5 M 58
10.48 811363 7.8
10.51 811364 8.1 B
10.545 811365 7.5 B
10.552 811366 8.5 B 58
10.556 811367 7.0 B 58
10.559 811368 8.3 $ 58
10.56 811369 8.1 M 58
10.57 811370 6.6 $ 58
10.58 811371 7.9 M 58
10.59 811372 7.1 S 58
10.67 811373 8.0 B M
10.70 811374 7.8 B 58
10.70 811375 7.5 S 58
10.70 811376 7.5 M 58
10.77 811377 6.9 S 58
10.78 811378 7.7 B 58
10.819 811379 7.3 B 58
10.823 811380 7.5 S USN_
10.826 811381 6.8 S USNOC
10.83 811382 7.9 S DCS 28
10.83 811383 6.7 S DCS 2B
10.837 811384 6.8 B 58
10.84 811385 8.1: M 58
10.840 811386 58
10.844 811387 7.3 S 58
10.847 811388 6.5 M 58, 59
10.85 811389 6.2 S DeS 28
10.854 811390 8,3 S 58
10.87 811391 7.9 B 58
10.873 811392 7.6 B 58













































































f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.15 N 5 25 Kor=eev, V
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 1 SpaldiDg ,G. H
0.256 N 5.6 45 5.4 Y 2 G_z,A
0.07 N 8 33 Bezro_n iy, A
0.06 R 5.7 20 5.3 Y 2 Cazdiel,N
0.256 N 5.6 80 5.4 Y 2 Pe4Lraz, S
0.089 R 13.7 32 C Y
0.06 R 5.7 40 5.3 Y
0.254 N 6.4 65 Y
0.32 N 4.4 56 5.4 Y
0.075 R 16 50 5.6 Y
0.200 SC i0 200 5.3 Y
0.15 N 5 75 ¥
0.08 R 29
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.6 Y
0.07 N 8 33
0.256 N 5.6 80 5.4 Y
0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y
0,318 N 8 40
0.05 H 7 5.5 Y
0.050 B 7 6.2 Y
0.05 B 7 4.0
0.15 N 8 48 5.8 Y
0.313 N 5.6 50 5.I Y
0.080 B 20 5.0 Y
0.035 B 7 5.0 Y
0.06 B 20 5.0 N
0.080 B ii Y
0.035 B 7 4.5C Y

























10.93 811405 6.5 B U ORI
10.93 811406 6.8 S DCS2B3A 8
10.93 811407 7.3 B AAVSO 20,0
10.93 811408 8.2 S 58
10.938 811409 7.8 M 58
10.94 811410 7.9 S 58
10.944 811411 8.6 S 58
10.945 811412 6.9 S 58
10.95 811413 7.3 B 50
10.95 811414 7.2 B 58
10.95 811415 6.5 S DeS 2B
10.95 811416 7.9 B DeS 2B
10.955 811417 7.9 s 58
10.958 811418 7.8 B 58
10.979 811419 7.8 M 58
10.99 811420 7.2 B U ORI

































0.203 SC i0 63 4.5
0.102 R 14.7 60
0.08 B 15 4.5
0.05 B I0 4.5
0.080 B 15 5.5C N
0.100 B 14 6 Y
0.050 B 7 5 Y
0.15 N 8 30 5.0 Y
0.07 B i0 5.3 N
0.152 N 5 44 5.8 Y
0.05 B 12 5.5 Y
0.040 B 7 6.5 Y
0.070 B 16 5.4C Y
0.050 B 12 5.0 Y
0.08 B ii 5 Y
0.25 N 6 60 5.0 Y
0.26 N 6 55 5.0 Y
302 0.05 B I0 5.5 Y
0.20 5C i0 117 5.5 Y
0.046 R 4 8 6.6 Y
0.046 R 4 8 6.6 Y
0.08 B 20 5.5 Y
0.08 B 20 5.3 y
0.08 B I0 5.5























6 0.42 250 0.060 B 12 6.6 Y
6 0.42 250 0.060 B 12 6.6 Y
5 0.050 B 7 5.5 N
5 0.i00 B 14 6 C Y
3 0.05 B 7
0.050 B 7 5.5 ¥




































3 van de Weg,R.L.W





3 van de weg,R.L.W


















8 6 0.08 B 15 5.5C Y
3 3 0.17 120 0.076 R 12 37 5.4C Y
7.5 5 0.08 B 15 5.2 Y
12.8 4 0.05 B I0 5.4 Y
16.0 3 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
15 4 0.050 B I0 6 Y
7 8 0.115 N 8 45 6.5 Y
3 0.040 B 8 5.4C Y
6.5 3 0.070 B 16 5.4C Y
5.2 5 0.20 SC i0 80 5.3 Y
6 5 0.000 B 20 5.5 N
0.6 4 0.063 R 13.3 34 4.5C N
DATE: i0 NOV 1985
NOTE A Faint stellar comdensation.
NOTE B Clear and windy. First sighting. (Observer gave limit as i0.0. Ed.)
NOTE C Comparison stars 7.5 and 8.5. 9 magnitude star very close.
NOTE D 6.5' coma, averted vision.
NOTE E (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.) coma diameter approximate.
NOTE F 4.2' coma, averted vision.
NOTE G C_t seen under average sky conditions. High winds made observations difficult.
NOTE B Saddleback Butte, 20 mi. east of Lancaster, CA.
NOTE I City lights.
























DATE: 10 NOV 1985
NOTE K Slight haze, light pollutioD.
NOTE L Partly cloudy. (Observer gave l_mit as 10. Ed. )
NOTE M Exc. see.
NOTE N (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE O (Observer indicated -y- method. Ed. )
NOTE p Coma size from full coma maps using photometer: 13 arc mln. NS, % arc miD. EW.
NOTE Q Tail not seen.
NOTE R Near-stellar false nucleus m2 - 10.5: in 15.2 cm reflector at 76x (Nov. I0.58).NOTE S Tail not seen.
NOTE T (Observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
NOTE U Area low.
NOTE v Hazy. Cola diameter approximate.
NOTE W Observation time short on account of clouds. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE % CIo_.
NOTE Y Seeing good, transparency good.
NOTE Z C_t visible to naked eye iD black box. Maxiwun extra focal star images equal approximately 22 arc minutes in 7x40
binoculars. Coma diameter is lower limit.
NOTE a Coma diaReter is lower limit.
NOTE b Tall at PA 302 definite. 2nd tall at PA 345 uncertain.
NoTENOTEdC Cloud.C°metdefinitely visible to naked eye. Observatlons are showing differences caused by the magnification effect.
NOTE e magnificatlonC_tdefiDi elYeffect.vlaible to naked eye. In 0.225 NeWtonlan at lOOx DC - 7. Observatlons are showing differences caused by the
NOTE f Central condensatloD diameter approximately 1.0 arc mln. (Translated by INW staff. Ed. )
NOTE g The site Is in a city with severe light pollution aud many streetllghts nearby, so my eyes could not dark adapt very well.
Because of the bad "seeing-, I probably only saw the Inne_3most, brightest part of the coma (which showed no particular
peculiarities). It was extremely difficult to distinguish between the background sky and the outerz_st, faintest part of the
cola. Hence the nulbers OD the cola di_uBeter may be rather uncertain.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
DATE: i0 NOV 1985
NOTE A Spherical and _u_Iform. It was clearly visible the proper move_ent of the comet during
central coDdeesation.
NOTE B Field: 45'.
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be mid time. Ed. )
NOTE D Without details. (Dturation not indicated. Time Of Observation is assumed to be mid time. Drawing data inferred from
magBitude report form. Ed. )
NoTENOTEEF FieldDiameter45,.°fConsiderablethec ntral movGaent.c°ndensati°n30" to l'. (DtLEation not indicated. Time of obael_eation is ass_ed to be end time. Ed. )
NOTE G City llght_. Still a blur of light but Buch easier to see. Small star on following side. Some condensation centrally.
Condensation close to stellar on low power. (Du_atlon not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE H Coma diaJaeter 22.5'. Gradual brightening toward the center of the coma, although not very apparent at all. Comet appears
rather diffuse, especially toward the edge of the coma, but malntaIDs a circular appearance.
NOTE I Comet Halley is seen here with an integrated magnitude of 7.8 (check star: SAO 76017). (Duration not indicated. Time of
observation is assumed to be start time. Ed. }
NOTE J The c_et is seen as a grayish white with no real sharp features such as a nucleus. It is difficult to say what is there,
but it does _em elongated. North and east positions are not given in this drawing. (Duration not indicated. Time of
observation is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE K (Du_ation not indicated. T_ of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE L The nucleus is well defined with a patch Of less bright material surrounding it. Tbls circular area is brighter than the
outer portions of the coma. The tall Is very broad in shape and fad like.
NOTE M Severe light pollution add very thin, diffuse clouds affected _y image of the comet. Absolutely no peculiarities w_re seen
in or around the co_a, aud no tall was observed. The decreases in luminosity outwards from the inner_ost brightest central
condensation were totally _ooth add gradual as usual. Due to the _all size of the telescope used, I suppose only the
densest, brightest portion of the coma was visible.
NOTE N C_a slightly elongated in PA 135-155. Displaced bright central area 0.5' diameter to north preceding gradient Of coma.
NOTE O Tail at PA 302 certain, straight narrow and easy in 10x50 binoculaEs although not seen for sure in 15x80 binoculars. Tail at
perhaps PA 345 add rather uncertain. Possibly broader add much fainter. E.A. Hurst assisted with observations.
NOTE p Jet at PA 38,. Jet at PA 201, then cul-_Dd to PA 228; jet at PA 244. Tail at PA 220, large and diffuse; PA of the axis. Jet at
PA 334, diffuse. Diffuse coudensation (flakes) glimpsed with averted vision. Darker westward.
NOTE O (Additional drawing supplied made using 11x80 binoculars. Ed. )
NOTE R Hagnitude estimate by 20x80 binocular - 7.5. Coma dieter - 5.3'. _gree condensation 3. At left Of comet there is a
little nebeuoluse around a star. [sic| See_ to see a dark part into the coma. [sic] (Two dza_rings Supplied, ode at 0.47 arc
min./m and one marked "Particulars at 240x Hi. Res". Ed. }
NOTE S Beginnings of tail seen to PA 83 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTO_RAPBY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Odng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
10.064 850113 0.200 3.8 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 FuJich/ome 400/ N X i/P 2 Lucius,D
10.109 850114 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 Kodak Tri-X N T 0/C 1 Priester,D.C A
i0.i12 850115 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 1.50 Kodak Tri-X N T I/c 1 Priester,D.C B
10.115 850116 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.5 2.00 Kodak Tri-X N T 2/C 1 Priester,D.C A
10.126 850117 0.200 4.5 10.3 X 6.9 5.17 Kodak Tri-x N T 3/C 1 Priester,D.C A
10.136 850118 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 0.75 Kodak Tri-X N T 4/C 1 Prlester,D.C A
10.394 850119 0.500 5 4.1 X 2.7 5.00 Sakura 1600 1600/ N S 4/P 1 SaDford,J C
10.934 850120 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 14.50 Ilford XPI N X 3/P 1 Ward,A D
10.952 850121 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M i000/ N O 1/T 1 Martin,D
10.955 850122 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 I0.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 3/C 1 Paolinetti,R E
10.962 850123 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 3M i000/ N O 2/T 1 Martin,D
10.965 850124 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 20.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 4/C 1 Paolinetti,R E
10.970 850125 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 16/C 1 Martin,D
10.977 850126 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 17/C 1 Martin,D
Date(BT) AON_ Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
10.006 830175 0.256 N 5.6 45 8 5.4 2 Go_ez,A A
I0.011 830176 0.256 N 5.6 80 12 5.4 2 Pedraz,$ B
10.014 830177 0.06 R 5.7 20 5.3 2 cardlel,N C
10.021 830178 0.06 R 5.7 40 5.3 2 cardiel,N D
10.052 830179 0.95 0.200 SO I0 200 30 5.3 2 Lucius,D
10.063 830180 0.15 N 5 75 2 Velasoo,P E
10.080 830181 0.256 N 5.6 80 lO 5.4 3 Gallego,J F
10.125 830182 0.22 0.203 R 13 ll0 1 Phillipa,J G
10.157 830183 1.75 0.050 B 7 30 6.2 3 Will,M H
10.186 830184 0.40 28 280 2 Lohvinenko,T.W I
10.190 530185 0.127 R 50 2 Lohvlnenko,T._ j
10.205 830186 0.40 28 280 2 Lohvinenko,T.W K
10.410 830187 8 0.33 N 4.5 50,150 20 6.5 2 Fabre,E L
10.43 830188 0.49 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 86 4.0 1 Skjaeraasen,o M
10.863 830189 0.32 0.26 N 6 55 ll4 5.0 I Httrst,G.M N
10.863 830190 2.0 0.05 B lO 114 5.5 1 Hurst,G.M O
10.875 830191 0.13 0.40 N 5 81,254 20 6.0 2 Merlln,J.-C p
10.885 830192 0.25 0.356 $C Ii 200 90 1 Verdenet,M O
10.944 830193 0.360 R 14.7 130,240 22 5.4 3 SaZocchi,D R
10.998 630194 0.19 0.298 N 5 65,179 14 5.7 I Stott,D $
3 hours of observation. [sic] Bright
DATE: 10 NOV 1985
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH _$ion ISO Hyp GdDg Id/TTp site
10.978 850127 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 2.00 Ilfo_t liP5 400/27 N 0 5/C 1
10.983 850128 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 I[od_k Tri-X 400/ N 0 18/C 1
NOTE A PuSh p_oce$_d to 800 A.qA.
NOTE B StLrt tlJm uDceztain. Push prOCeSSed to 800 ASk.
NOTE C FOg, dew, ice; cold cn_ra pu]_ed helical focuser out slight.ly.
NOTE D Yellow filter also used. pzocessed for 1600 _SA. UV filter used.




DATE: I0 NOV 1985
Notes
E
DATE: Ii NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: _rISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(ET) AC_| 11 _4 Chart
11.00 811422 8.4 B AAVSO
ii.01 811423 7.2 M 58
II.01 811424
ll.010 811425 6.8 S 58
11.015 811426 6.5 B 58
11.016 811427 7.9 M 58
11.021 811428 7 : B 58









811430 7.8 $ 58
811431 7.2 S 58, 57
811432
811433 5.8 S 58
811434 6.3 58
811435 7.5 M 58
811436 6.3 58
811437 6.3 V 58
11.2903 811438 7.8 S SAC
11.31 811439 5.7 S 58
11.337 811440 8.4 S 58
11.482 811441 6.7 B 58
11.51 811442 7.1 S 58
11.52 811443 7.0 S 58
11.54 811444 7.8 M 58
11.552 811445 8.7 S 58
11.555 811446 8.0 M 58
11.563 811447 8.1 B 58
11.57 811448 8.8 B SAC
11.587 811449 8.2 S 58
11.590 811450 8.0 S 58
11.595 811451
11.625 811452 8.9 M EY TAU
11.764 811453 7.9 B 58
11.77 811454 7.7 S AAVSO
11.77 811455 7.2 B R,KVSO
11.774 811456 7.1 B 58
11.78 811457 7.5 B AAVSO
11.78 811458 8.0 B AAVSO
11.78 811459 6.1 AAVSO
11.790 811460 8.3 B 58
11.802 811461 8.5 M CZ
11.802 811462 8.0 58
11.81 811463 7.1 S 58
11.81 811464 7.1 B 58
11.813 811465 7.8: 58
11.815 811466 7.8 S 58
11.819 811467 9.0 M CZ
11.82 811468 6.2 S DCS 2B
11.82 811489 7.5 S DCS 3A
11.82 811470 6.6 B 58
11.822 811471 8.2 B 58
11.823 811472 7.9 B 58
11.83 811473 7.2 B 58
11.83 811474 8.1 B 58
11.833 811475 8.6 B 58
11.833 811476 7.5 58
11.840 811477 58
11.847 811478 8.6 S VYTAU58
11.854 811479 8.9 B
11.854 811480 7.0 M 58
11.86 811481 8.1 B DCS 3A
11.8680 811482 7.8 S 58
11.8702 811483 7.6 S 58
11.875 811484 58
11.88 811485 7.3 S DCS 3A
I1.881 811486 8.2 B
11.882 811487 8.5 B CZ
11.885 811488 8.1 B 58
11.89 811489 8.6 B 58
11.896 811480 7.7 M 58
11.896 811491 7.0 S 58
11.902 811492 8.0 B 58
11.504 811493 7.5 S 58
11.906 811494 8.7 S 58
11.910 811495 7.6 S
11.91 811496 8.4 B E
11.913 811497 8.5 M 58
11.958 811498 8.5 B 58
11.962 811499 6.8 B 58







































































DATE: ii NOV 1985
Ap In8 E/ Plrr L_ DA S Ire Ob s4_rver (s )
0.20 N 5 35
0.06 R 4 i0 6.0 y
0.203 SC i0 80 6.0 y
0.050 B i0 6.4 y
0.20 $C I0 77 5.5 y




























5.6 56 6 y
5 302 6.0 y












8.6 52 4.5 y
6.3 31 5.5 Y
I0 4.0 y
5.7 34 5.0 y
6 36 3.0C y
i0 5.0 y
8 50 5.0 y
0.i N I0 40 5.5 y
0.I0 B 14 5.0 Y
0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5 y
0.05 B 7




0.03 B 8 5.0 y
0.31 N 8 62 4.9 Y
0.064 R 6.3 40 C N
0.05 B 7 5,0 y
0.050 B 7 6.0 y
0.064 R 6.3 25 5 C N
0.080 B 20 5.0 y
0.I0 B 25 5 C Y
0.08 B 20 6 y
0.080 B 15 5 C Y
0.050 B 7 6.0 y
0.060 R 15 41 6.0 y
0.03 B 8 5.0 Y
0.i00 B 14 4.2 y
0.08 B 20 5.5 y
0.113 N 8 22 5.5 y
0.081 B 22 5 y
0.254 N 7 116 5 y
0.203 SC i0 80 5.2 y
0.200 N 6 60 5.5 y
0.07 B 20 5 y
0.115 N 8 45 5.5 Y
0.II R ii 36 5.6 y
0.08 B I0 5.6 Y
0.07 B i0 4.2 N
0.150 R 8 34 5 C Y
0.063 R 13 34 5.5 y
0.080 B I0 5.3 N
0.050 B 7 5.5 y
0.080 B 20 C Y
0.08 B 11 5.5 Y
0.089 B 5.5 18 5.5 N
0.07 B 20 5.5 ¥
0.05 B 10 4.5C y
0.070 B 16 5.4C y
0.050 B 16 5.2 y
0.07 N 8 33
0.254 N 6.4 41 5.5 y
0.067 R 12 53 6.0C y
0.28 SC 5 70 4.3 y
Tsvetkov, L
1 Granslo, B. S


























1 Willlals, p. F












































































NOTE A Clear and windy. Star in coma (mag. i0). (Observer gave llmit as 10.5. Ed.]
NOTE B Light haze high humidity.
NOTE C Partly clouding skies made observations dlfficult.
NOTE D Averted vision - nucleus looks like multiple pim points.
NOTE E Large! DC approximate.
NOTE F Modified Sidgwlck method used.
NOTE G windy!
NOTE H Thin high clouds.
NOTE I DC approximate.
NOTE J Comparison stars 64, 75.
NOTE K Tail not seen.
NOTE L Tall only suspected.
NOTE M Tail detected?
NOTE N Clouds.
NOTE O Wind 60 km/h.
NOTE P Adapted to the actual (rather had, street lights visible) observing conditions.
NOTE Q Nucleus approximately magnitude 10.5.
NOTE R Perhaps 3 or 4 Jets.
NOTE S Clear.
NOTE T Seeing good, traDsparemcy good. Bright star near comet.
NOTE U Interfered by Kappa Tau.
NOTE V Telescopic limit is II.
DATE: 21 NOV 1985
NO_E W ColqpLTlsoa stars (8.3, 8.7), (7.5, 8.5). 4.2 star very ¢10_.
NOTE • Vex T good wQather.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON_ Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lla site Observer(s) Notes
11.021 830155 0.256 N 5.6 80 5 Losad&,R A
11.147 830156 0.33 0.20 N 8 70 28 5 1 va_'gas B.,A.G B
22.189 830197 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 13 5 1 Vazgaa B.,A.G C
11.488 830198 0,7 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 6 4.5 1 Ski aeraaseu,O D
11.57 830198 1.38 0.15 N 5.7 34 14 5.0 2 Tan:Lkava,X
11.511 830200 0.356 SC 11 200 45 1 verdeaet,M E
11.536 830201 0.37 0.254 N 6.4 65,130 6 5.5 3 Abbott,: F







Dense nttcleua, high DC (5 or more). (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be end ttwe. Drawing data
infezEnd from magD_T_de report forn. Ed. )
An oval coma was appzeciated. [sic)
UD_4flnd feat, s at appzoxilatley PA 71. The c_a present an ova2 aspect 2.78_x3.24 ' iD they're axis. A PA 71 was
estimated at DC - 5. [a2c|
Severs 21ght pollution and extremely thin clouds worsened the seeing. I was not able to ob4_L_ve any kind of features, and
the cmu was circular and the brightness c_agea outward from the innermost, densest part of the coma were rather
41ootb/_adual. Because of the light pollution, the background sky was bright, so the contrast was low. NO visible tail.
Tothl fleld of _zawlag: I deg. 9'.
(AddltiODal _LrawiDg suhnitted made using 11x80 bIDoc_/lar$. Ed. )
C_a _teaaloa at PA 75 deg. C_a exteasloD vex T faint. Close prnxlmlty oE Kappa Taurl (4.2} Bade detall dlfflcult to
dlscezn.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) k0_| FL f/ Ap FOV _ Emulsion ISO E_p Gc_b_g Id/TIp Site Observer(s)
11.006 850129 0.500 5.6 4.2 X 2.7 25.00 Ilford XPI N X 4/P 1 Ward,A
12.008 850130 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 KOdak TEi-X 400/ N O 29/C l Mazti_,D
11.013 850131 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.03 KOdak TEi-X 400/ N O 20/C l Martin,D
11.016 850132 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 Kodak TEi-X 400/ N O 22/C 2 Martla,D
11.017 850133 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 x 0.8 18.37 Fu_i 1600 1800/ N M I/P l XobberleT,M B
11.021 850134 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.05 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N O 22/C 1 MartID,D
11.034 850135 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 KOdak Tri-% 400/ N O 23/C 1 Martla,D
11.090 850238 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 5.00 3M I000/ N O 3/T 1 Martln,D
ii.130 850137 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 KOdak Tzi-X N T 5/C 1 Prleater,D.C c
11.168 850138 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 KOdak Tri-X N T 8/C 1 Prlnntez,D.C c
11.211 850139 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 g.00 Agfs i000/ N 3/S PzTaI,3
11.212 850140 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 15.00 KOdak Tzi-Z N T 11/C i prle_ter,D.C C
11.222 850141 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 i0.00 KOdak Tzi-X N T 12/C 1 Prleater,D.¢ C
11.528 850142 1.270 5 0.254 1.6 X 1.1 10.00 KOdak 2415 Y 0 19/P 1 3ohnstoae,G.F
11.893 850143 0.300 4 6.9 X 4.6 5.00 Fotopaa RL 400/27 N O 2/P 1 Sluaarcz_k,3
11.949 850144 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 X 0.8 8.40 3X 1000 1000/ N X 2/P 1 Mob_le_,M B
11.963 850245 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 x 0.8 17.32 3x 1000 1000/ N X 02/P 1 Mobbexley,M B
12.972 850146 1.000 5.6 2.1 x 1.4 75.00 KOdak T=I-X 320/26 N O 2/'// I zi|mlkovsl,P D
11.983 850147 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 X 0.8 19.20 3M 1000 1000/ N X 002/P 1 Mobbezley,M B
NOTE A Yellow flltex also used; has filtez factor of l. Sx on black and w_ite film. Processed for 1600 A3A. UV filter used.
NOTE B This cnlor slide film was processed as a negatlve.
NOTE C Push processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE D LaEge forl_t (6x6 as) film used.
Notes
A
DATE: 12 NOV 1585
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: %'ZSVAL APPEARANCE







































































811500 7.8 S 58
811501 7.9
811502 9.4 B CZ
811503 8.7
811504 8.5 B AA


































































811521 6.6 s BAA
811522 6.9 B 58
811523 8.7 M 58
811524 6.2 58
811525 7.6 S SAO
811526 7.5 B 58
811527 6.9 M 58
811528 7.7 B 58
811529 6.4 S 58
811530 S 58
811531 7.4 M 58
811532 8.0 B
811533 7.5 M 58
811534 8.8 B $AO
811535 7.5 S 58
811536 6.3 S 58
811537 8.0 B 58
811538 8.0 B 58
811539 7.8 M
811540 6.0 B
811541 8.0 B SAO
811542 7.5 M SAO
811543 7.0 M
811544 7.8 M 58
811545 7.9 S 58
811546 6.8 S 58
811547 7.4 B AAVSO
811548 8.5 B 58
811569 7.8 B E
811550 7.6 S AAVSO 6
811551 7.6 S 58 2.9
811552 7.6 B AAVSO
811553 7.9 B 58
811554 6.9 S DCS 3A 8
811555 10.8
811556 7.3: B
811557 7.5 S Y TAU 15.0
811558 6.0 S USN(M:
811559 5.9 S DCS 2B 17
811560 7.5 B AAVSO 7
811561 6.8 M 58 8
811562 4
811563 8.0 B 58
811564 6.5 B DCS2B3A
811565 5.9 S DCS2B3A 22
811566 7.7 S DCS 3A I0
811567 7.9 B AAVSO
811568 5.8 S DCS2B3A 25
811569 6.4 S Des 2B 15
Ap Ius f/ P_rz Lim DA Slte Obserwer(s)
DATE: 12 NOV 1985
6 0.25 N 6 60 5.6 Y
2 0.050 R II 22 6.0 Y
6 0.i0 B 25 5.6 N
0.034 B 8
3 0.100 B 14 6.0 Y
3 0.100 B 14 6.0 Y
5 0.050 B 10 6.5 y
0.08 115 0.203 C 10 50 6.5 Y
7 0.08 B 15 5.8C Y
5 0.08 B 15 5.0 Y
6 0.08 B 15 6.0 Y
4 0.05 B 10 6.0 y
2 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
0.152 N 8 90 5.0 Y
0.08 B 10 6.0
0.050 B 7 5.0 N
0.080 B 11 5.1 Y
0.05 B 7 4.3
0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y
0.20 R 12 40 6.0
0.05 B 12 6.3 Y




















12.885 811570 7.8 M 58 7
12.897 811571 8.0 B 4 5
12.90 811572 7.1 S DeS 2B 7 6
12.903 811573 6.8 S 58 8 5
12.903 811574 7.0 M 58 6 4 0.09 M II 56 6.0
12.906 811575 7.4 S 58 I0 4 0.030 R 4 6 5.4
12.915 811576 7.4 S Y TAU 20.0 6 0.05 B 7 5.8
12.915 811577 6.1 B 58 5 6 0.20 $C 10 117 6 Y
12.92 811578 8.4 B 58 7 4 0.080 S 20 C Y
12.92 811579 6.7 B 58 13.0 3 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
12.928 811580 6.3 B 58 6 0.050 B I0 6 Y
12.931 811581 6.0 S 58 21 5 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y
12.932 811582 5.5: 58 EY 6.5 Y
12.938 811583 7.3 B 58 0.050 B 7 5.5 N
12.94 811584 6.5 S BAA 0.08 B I0 5.7
12.94 811585 6.3 B U ORI 12 4 0.050 B 7 5.0 N
12.946 811586 7.8 S 58 2.3 7 0.17 60 0.25 N 6 60 5.6 Y
12.946 811587 3 7 0.203 SC i0 80 5.5 Y
12.95 811588 5.6 $ 58 EY 5.7
12.95 811589 7.6 $ 58 0.050 B 7 5.7 Y
12.957 811590 6.8 S 58 7 4 0.08 B 11 5.6 Y
12.958 811591 5.2 B i01 5 0.05 B 10 4 N
12.958 811592 7 58 5 4 0.050 B i0 3.5 N
12.969 811593 7.9 S 58 2.6 5 0.080 R 15 30 5.3 Y
12.972 811594 8.5 S 58 2.5 5 0.063 R 13.3 53 4.5C N
12.990 811595 8.5 S 58 4 3 0.153 N 8.6 33 5.0 Y
12.997 811596 7.4 5 58VYTAU i0 5 0.065 B 12 5.5 Y
NOTE A (Observer gave limit as 8.8. Ed.)







4 0.050 B 7 5.4 Y
4 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y
5 0.080 B 20 4.8
1 0.08 R 6.3 16 2.6 Y
6 0.05 280 0.05 B I0 6.0 Y
1 0.08 R 6.3 25 2.6 Y
2 0.050 B 10 y
4 0.102 N 6 24 y
5 0.08 B II 5.5 Y
5 0.15 N 8 43 5.5 N
7 0.16 N 6.3 31 5.5 Y
5 0.15 N 5.7 34 4.0 Y
1 0.050 B 12 5 Y
0.08 B 15 6.5 Y
0.07 B I0 5.0 Y
7 0.15 N 8.6 41 6.0 Y
7 0.I0 N I0 55 5.5C y
5 0.16 N 4.8 24 y
6 0.20 N 5.6 44 5.5 Y
0.06 R 12 22 Y
0.030 B 8 5.5C y
0.1 N 10 40 6.0 Y
0.12 N 6 36 4.0 Y
0.05 B 7 6.0 Y
0.08 R 8
0.15 N 8.6 41 6.0 y
0.10 R
0.13 N 6.3 24 6.5 Y
0.080 B 20 4.3 Y
0.Ii R
0.090 N 7.2 26 5.5 Y
0.080 B 15 5.5 Y
0.08 B 15 5.5 Y
0.125 R 6 35 5.6 Y
0.08 B 30 5.5 Y
0.05 B I0 6.0 Y
0.05 B 10 6.5 Y
0.08 R 8
0.05 S 12 5 Y
0.090 M ii 40 5.4 N
0.050 B 12 4.0 Y
0.040 B 7 6.5 Y
0.040 B 7 6.5 Y
0.ii0 N 8 45 4.5C N
0.20 R
0.018 B 3 6.5 Y
0.045 B 9 6 Y
0.254 N 6.4 41
0.063 R 13 34 5.5
0.100 B 14 6.5




























1 BttTeh, 3.0 G
2 Fabre,R H
1 B%LToh, J .Q G
2 Tregaskls, T. B I
2 Tregaskis, T. B 3







































Y 3 Abbott,J V
Y I Zlsehe,E
Y 1 van LOO,F.R
N 1 Ventu_a,F
Y 10 Westlu_d,M

































































Ap Ins f/ PwE(s) DurM L I_ Site Observer(s) Notes
0.20 N 8 70 34 5 1 VaZgns H.,A.G A
0.20 N 8 120 18 5 1 Verges B.,A.G B
0.15 N 5.7 34 14 4.0 2 Tsnlknwn,M
0.08 B 15 151 5.5 1 Eurst,G.M
0.090 M 11 56 5 5.5 10 NentluDd,N
0.356 SC 11 200 1 Verdenet,M C
0.298 N 5 65,179 13 6.3 1 StOtt,D D
0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 32 4.5 1 SkJaeraassn,O E
The coma present s regular aspect around central condensation. [sic]
The c0ma present a ze_palar aspect around central condensation. Tbe DC was estimated in 5. [sic]
(Addltional _L_swlng subnitted made using 11x80 binoculars. Duration not indicated. TiJe of observation is assuBed to be
start tire. Ed.)
Tall st PA 68 deg. C_aa extension at PA 195 deg. Ccna elongated but not on the same axis as the tail, which is still very
short and difficult to define.
Field: 48'. The cars sppoered raT_her silil_T to a globuI,LT cluster, it was totally ClrC_er and s_Im_tric add showQd no
peculiarities st all. A hrlght, tiny, almost star-llke "nucleus" (central condensation} was observed, although the changes
of brightness outwaxda from the "nucleus" were iBooth and gradual. This obsex_rstioB was severely affected by light
pollution, which sade the background sky a Iot brighter than desireable. Besides, DO filter wan used, so the contrast was
not vexy good.
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Dnte(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV Exp_ E_ILIsion ZSO Hyp Gdn 9 l_/T_p Site Observer(s) Notes
12.075 850148 0.300 4 6.5 x 4.6 Ii.00 Fotopan EL 400/27 N O 6/P I Slusarcz_k,3
12.125 850149 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 10.00 Fotopan EL 400/27 N O 3/P 1 Slusarczyk,3
12.465 850150 0.75 5 0.15 2.7 x 1.8 20.00 IiEoEd HP5 N 4/P 1 Barelay,J A
12.503 850151 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 2.00 FuJichroae 400/ N • I/S 2 Tregaskis,T.B
12.739 850152 1.760 5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 101/P 1 Nii_ima,T E
12.760 850153 1.760 5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 31.00 Kodak 2415 Y 102/P 1 NiiJlma,T B
12.922 850154 0.700 5 0.14 2.9 x 2.0 30.00 Kodak IZs-F N M 26/P 1 Ridley,H.B C
NOTE A (Photographer rated film st ISO 5000. Ed.)
NOTE B Observer's image identifier is preceded by preflxN_. Ed.)




(Obsez_ez gave linit as 13.0. Ed.)
Modified Sidgwlck Mthod umed.
lnoar city llghte and 1or fog.
Best view 1OxS0's. (PA value appears to be measured Incorrectly. Ed. )
Faintest ataz seen iD inaILT_a|ent approximately 9.
Faintest star seen in InstruneDt npproxi_ately 11.
Tail DOt seeD.
Haze.
Glimpsed with naked eye.
Tall detected.
Low nltltude when observed, street lighting.
comet bright. Halo around coma. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed. )
Comet definitely seen with naked eye. (Observer also used chart DeS 3n. Ed, )
Seeing good, transparency good.
Streetilghta.
comet well visible to naked eye. Coma diameter is lower IJJit.
Maxlzul extra focal Star images - about 30 arc minutes in 3X18 biDoculars.
Coalp&rison stars 7.6 and 8.3.
Very clear.
Telescopic limit is 10.
Suspected only.
Tnil length and PA uncertain.
(Observer indicated "A u method [AEgelander?]. Ed. )
The site is in a city with severe light pollution add Jany etzeetlights nnarhy, so _ eyes could not dark adapt vexT well.
Because of the bad useei_gu, X probably only saw the innex1|oat, brightest part of the coma (which show_d no particul&r
peculiarities). It was extr(mely difficult to disti_ulah between the backgrouD_ sky and the outex3_st, fnlntest part of the
coma. 3eDce the numbers on the coma die_eter may be rather uncertain.
DATE: 13 NOV 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SOB-NE"I_;ORK: %'ISUAL APPEARAN(3E
A_k_# ILl _4 Chart
011597 7.7 M 58
011598 7.1 S BAA
011599
811600 7.2 M SC 2000
011601
011602 8.2
811803 7.0 S 58
811604 7.6 B 58
811605 5.6 S 58
811606 7.8 B DCS 3A
811607 6.8 S 58
811608 7.5 B 58
011609 5.5 S 58
811610 5.6 S 58
011611 8.4 S


















13.167 811613 6.9 B 58
13.201 811614 7.8 S 58
13.215 811615 7.8 B 58
13.2507 011616 7.2 S SAO
13.274 811617 6.9 S 57
13.29 811618 6.2 58
13.302 811619 7.6 $ 58
13.32 811620 6.8 M 58
13.354 811621 6.7 M 58
13.368 811622 6.6 S
13.435 011623 7.4 M
13.462 811624 7.2 B 58
13.490 011625 6.9 S 58
13.497 011626 S 58
13.507 811627 7.5 B
13.52 011628 7.7 B 50
13.52 011629 7.8 B M
13.53 011630 7.4 M 58
13.531 811631 7.3 S 58
13.54 811632 6.2 S 57
13.541 811633 7.5 S 58
13.549 811634 8.0 B 58
13.55 011635 6.3 S 58
13.55 811636 7.5
13.57 811637 7.8 S
13.578 811638 7.6 S 58
13.58 811639 7.8 S 58
13.58 811640 0.0 B
13.59 811641 7.4 S 58
13.60 811642 7.2 S 58
13.625 811643 6.9 S 58
13.626 811644 7.5 M 58
13.670 811645 7.0 M
13.673 811646 7.5 M
13.70 811647 7.5 M
13.72 011648 8.0 B 50
13.722 811649 6.8 M
13.73 811650 7.8 B SAO
13.75 811651 7.4 S AAVSO
13.78 011652 6.7 S 58
13.785 811653 8.0 M 58
13.79 811654 7.3 S
13.79 811655 7.4 B AAVSO
13.81 811656 7.5 B 58
13.813 811657 S
13.833 811658 5.9 $ 58
13.84 011659 8.0 M Y TAr
13.843 011660
13.844 811661 58
13.847 811662 6.8 M 58
13.851 811663 7.5 S 58
13.854 611664
13.888 811665 7.1 B 58
13.875 811666
13.878 811667 8.8 M 58
13.88 811668 ?.8 B AAVSO
13.882 811669
13.882 811670 7.0 S
13.882 811671 7.7 B 58
13.889 811672 6.9 58
13.89 811673 6.6 B 58
Coma size DC Tall PA Ap I_s f/ PwT Lim DA Site Obsel_ar(s)
4 0.089 R 13.7 32 Y 1 Linger,s
0.20 R 12 40 6.0 1 ShaDklln,J.D
8 7 0.200 R 14 40 6.4 Y 1 Rogezs,J.H
4 0.06 R 4 I0 6.0 Y 1 Granalo,B.H
3.0 7 0.203 SC 10 80 6.0 Y 1 Granslo,B.H
4 0.034 B 9 1 PareIEa,A
9 6 0.080 B i0 6.4 Y 1 Rogers,3.H
12 2 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 4 C_ielewski,W
EY 6.0 1 She_klin,3.D
12 2 0.080 B 15 5.5C N 1 KelJ_I,P.C
9 0.050 B i0 6.4 y 2 Rogezs,J.H
20 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y 1 StephaD,C
14 3 0.080 B ii 5.8 Y 3 Spratt,C.E
i0 3 0.080 R 3.7 19 5.8 Y 3 Spratt,C.E
6.5 3 0.12 0.30 N 4.5 84 4 Y 1 Fernandez,y
20 1 6.2 y 3 Spratt,C.E
0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Smith,D
5.7 4 0.070 B 16 5.4C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
2 0.050 B 10 5.5C Y 1 Stapleton,J
7 6 0.080 B 20 5.4 3 Maohholz,D
5 2 0.25 N 5.8 56 6 Y 1 Jordan,J
23 4 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R
20 3 0.08 R 6 20 5.4 Y 1 BEacken,R
0.05 B 10 6 Y 3 Hale,A
4 4 0.15 N 8 48 5.4 Y 1 Ro_t_on,T
13 3 0.080 B 11 Y 3 Pr!ral,J
7 0.10 N i0 55 5.0C y 1 KatO,T
5 0.08 R 6.3 16 6.5 y 3 BLL_Oh,J.Q
2 0.050 B I0 Y 1 Tregaskla,T.B
3.2 3 0.15_ N 8 64 Y 1 TEegaskla,T.B
0.035 B 7 N 1 Okada,M
3 6 0.20 N 5 36 Y 1 C_trtla,D
3.5 6 0.21 N 80 Knyazln_k,N
9.5 6 0.08 B ii 6 T i Mitauaa,S
8.0 1 0.050 B 12 5.5 Y 1 Bat_a,H
10 0.08 6.5 y 1 LOTeJOy,T
8.0 2 0.20 N I0 70 5.5 Y 1 Batza,H
0.07 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Date,M
0.05 B 10 Y 1 Seargent,D
8 6 0.08 B ii 5.0 Y 2 Washi,S
6 0.08 B 11 4.0 N 1 _moSe,M
5 3 0.153 N 8.6 52 5.5 Y 1 Iwaki,y
8 7 0.41 N 4.2 86 6.2 y 4 Clark,M.L
7.5 5 0.15 N 8 43 5.5 N 1 Uda,K
0.03 R 6 6.2 Clark,M.L
12 5 0.05 B ? 6.2 Y 4 Clark,M.L
6.0 5 0.152 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B
5.7 0.I N 10 56 5.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
8 0.030 B 8 5.5C y 1 Kato,T
4.0 7 0.10 N I0 55 5.5C y 1 Kato,T
8 7 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 Hiraga,M
7 0.15 N 8.6 41 6.0 Y 1 Maki_o,3
8 0.030 B 8 5.5C Y 1 Kato, T
8 6 0.20 N 5.6 44 5.5 Y 8 Nak_a,A
7 5 0.17 0.13 N 6.3 24 6.0 Y 1 Hayaahi,A
18.4 6 0.3 45 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Kanai,K
6 5 0.065 B 20 5.4 Y 1 McBain,J
0.08 B 11 4.5 N 1 Momose,M
0.Ii R Chur_v,K
4 6 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y I Speil,J
6.0 0.26 N 6 55 5.0 Y 1 Kurst,G.M
17.I 5 0.05 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
6.5 6 0.08 B ii 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R..w
11.4 5 0.08 B 15 5.0 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
5 3 0.114 N 8.7 50 6.0C y 1 VilII,M
i0 4 0.05 B 12 5 Y 1 Ta_tI,T
0.030 B 8 6.0C y 1 Villa,M
6 5 0.127 SC i0 50 5.4 Y 4 Foulkes,M
0.050 B 7 5.5 N 1 Lu_de,R
4 8 0.356 $C 10 100 5.4 Y 4 FoLtlkes,M
2.8 4 0.03 165 0.153 N 8.5 65 Y 2 ToEres,E
0.20 R Chu--_v,K
5 6 0.20 SC 10 111 6.0 Y 1 Bre_seth,P.-3
0.05 B i0 6.0 Y 1 Bre_seth,p.-J
3.9 6 0.15 N 6.6 33 5.4C Y 1 Dal SaDto,M
i0 7 0.050 B 10 5.8C Y I Kaila,K
i0.0 2 0.17 236 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 2 Merlln,3.-C
13.91 811674 7.4 S 58 . 0.050 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Spaldlng,G.H
13.913 811675 7.5 S 58 2.9 6 60 0.25 N 6 60 5.6 Y 1 GaiDafoEd,M.3
13.913 811876 7.0 M 58 6 4 0.09 M 11 58 5.5 Y I0 Nestlu_d,M
13.914 811677 7.0 M 58 9 ? 0.04 H 12 6.0 Y 1 Henshaw,c
13.916 811678 5.9 S 58 17 5 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
13.920 811679 6.6 B 58 0.3 6 0.01 0.28 SC 5 70 4.4 Y 1 A_retti,M
13.921 811680 6.7 $ 58 8.7 0.08 B 11 5.6 Y 1 Galnsford,M.3
13.938 811601 7.4 S 58 12 6 0.065 B 12 5.5 Y 4 Fou/kes,M
13.941 811602 6.1: S 58 9 5 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventuza,F
13.95 811683 7.3 S 58 0.20 R 12 40 6.0 1 Shanklln,J.D
13.95 011684 6.3 $ 50 0.08 B i0 6.0 1 Shanklin,J.D
13.95 811685 5.7 S DCS2B3A 22 5 0.046 R 4 8 6.3 Y 3 va_ de Weg,R.L.W
13.95 811886 6.1 B DCS2B3A 22 5 0.046 R 4 8 6.3 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
13.95 811687 6.0 $ DCS2B3A 17 6 0.25 107 0.060 B 12 6.3 Y 3 van de Neg,R.L.W
13.95 011688 6.4 B DCS2B3A 17 6 0.25 107 0.060 B 12 6.3 Y 3 van de Neg,R.L.w
13.972 811689 6.8 $ 58, 57 I0 3 0.050 B I0 6.4 Y 2 Rogers,J.H
13.98 811690 7.2 B 58 7 6 0.08 B 15 4.5C Y 1 Glovinski,C
13.983 811691 7.1 B 58 0.050 B ? 5.5 N 1 LuDde,R
DATE: 13 NOV 1985
NOTE A Clear then cloud. (Observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
NOTE B 5ti11 a distiDct "nucleus" at 170x.
NOTE C Possible nucleus Bag. 13.5.
NOTE D (Observer gave limit as 8.8. Ed.)






































































DATE: 13 NOV 1985
IX: spprox_usate.
The obserTatlon van also made by 20x80 h_ooculazn which showed a laxg_r c_a than the telescope but did not show nucleus
changes. (Translated by IKW staff. Ed. )
Naked eTe! Urban area. DC approximate.
In Taurus.
Seeing av(urage due to excess sk 7 glow. COma still clrcular trlth slight coDdensatlon.
Modified Sldgwick imthod used.
(Observer gave ltlit as 10. Ed. )
DazK lo_atloD 20 miles to west of city lights.
Faintest StaZ seen in last_rum=st approximately 9.




(Observer iDdicated "Y" lethod. Ed. )
FI_ scope.
very ler'ge.
Falnte_t star seea in £nstrtment approximately 13.
COma dim_z appzoxiwate.
11' coma, averted vision, betmmn clouds.
Seei_ good, tXaDapareDCy gOOd. C10_dl.
ve T clear.
(observer gave limit as 11.0. Ed. )
Bright suEozas.
Tall length - ?. PA mextaln.
C1_ add mist.
Coma dlameteE is lowex limit. Comet definltely Tialble to naked eTe. Obsezvatlons are showlng differences caused by the
Im_iflcstlcn ef fe_t.
Coma dlaweter is lower limit. Obsereatlcna ere showing dlffexesce$ caused by the mag_Iflcatlon effect.
Diffuse add still c£roular.
Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) Dv__M Lira Site Observer( s} Notes
0.152 N 8 64 1 1 Tregaskle, T. S A
0.20 SC 10 111 46 6 3 Bremseth, P. -3 B
0.26 N 6 55 165 5.0 I NtLrst,G.M C
0.356 SC I0 I00 I0 5.4 • Foulkes,M D
0.153 N 8.5 65 40 2 Cifuentes, E E
0.406 N 5 "68 20 2 Ferroni, G F
0.090 M 11 56 10 5.5 10 Nestlu_d,M








Almost stellar-llke nucleus at limit. Limit approximately meg. 12.5.
The central CO=d. was this time bigger, with i diam. : 17 arc sec. The outer c_ma vet7 weak, but brlghte_ i= the Inner. The
southern pert of the inner c_ was a little brighter than the northern. The c_a hrlght_mess was steadily decreasing fZom
centhz and outwazds.
Elongated cole_, nucleus _It_e 10 displaced PA 317 deg. Vertex distance 1.5'. Semi istus rect_ PI, P2, estimated 2.9'
each. Nucleu_ embedKted in tn_r coDde=sed area of diumtez 0.4'. Outer. halo extending tO 8.0'. NO tail detected.
Co_et disk spread over a larger area with this thlesoope. 4' disk observed with a fairly distinct edge. Beyond this, the
coma was very diffuse and decreased rapidly in brightness. Central bright spot appeared elliptlcal i= d_zection PA 135-315
deg. Brighter spot within this. Not _uch Bore obsex_ed than with the 0.127 m aperture telescope earlier this evening.
IX:-8.
Shows a tall as a ccotlnuatlo= cf the c_, add other thinner (lines) less _II seeD; a pair appears on either side cf the
cola. The two tails are a11gDed oD a N-S line, prlacIpally OD PA 165. (ObServer gave limit as 11.0. Translated by I_W staff.
Apparent did=salon of the comet 5.6'.
3st at PA 85, 12" IoDg; Jet at PA 135, I0" IoDg," atreM|er at PA 180, 42" long; streause_ at PA 204_ 45" long; atrea_er at PA
265, 37" long; _et at PA 317, 15" long. Dra_g aade by _IniD Perez.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A_X_# FL f/ Ap FOV EX_ Eaulslon ISO H_ C,_g Id/Typ Site Obsex_er(s) Notes
13.003 850155 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 x 0.8 46.00 3M 1000 1000/ N M 3/P 1 Mobbexle_,M A
13.143 850156 0.050 4.0 39.6 X27.0 10.00 Kodak TEI-X N II2/P Gianforte,J.S B
13.473 850157 0.605 I.? 0.356 3.4 x 2.3 15.00 Kodak 2415 N T 000/_ I Le_y,A C
13.630 850158 2.500 10 0.254 0.S x 0.6 15.00 Fuji 400/ N X 3/S I Richar_n,C D
13.668 850159 0.268 2.6 0.102 7.7 x 5.1 5.00 FuJi 400/ N X 4/S 1 Richardson,C E
13.853 850160 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 12/P 1 Gua_ro,J
13.862 850161 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 1.50 Kodak 103a-F N M 13/P 1 Guarro,J
13.999 850162 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P Izquierdo,J
13.999 " 850163 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 X 0.8 36.00 3M 1000 1000/ N M 4/P i Mobberle_,M A
NOTE A This color slide fiimwas processed as a De_ative.
NOTE B (ObServer's image identifier is 101-2. Ob_er listed e_ulsion speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
NOTE C Good tzsnsperen_. Nied 0-10 sales per hour_ S-W.
NOTE D Instl_ument is Meade Scb_idt-Cassegraln.




Dste(UT) AON# ml MM Chart
14.010 811692 6.3 B 58
14.04 811693 5.6 S 58
14.045 811694 7.7 M Y TAU
14.057 811695 8.5: B 58
14.06 811696 6.7 S DOS 2B
14.06 811697 8.0
14.07 811698 6.5 B USNOC
14.07 811699 6.3 S ESNOC
14.081 811700 7.9: S 58
14.083 811701 8 : M 58
14.109 811702 7.1 B 58
14.146 811703 6.2 M 58
14.15 811704 5.8 S DOS 2B
14.170 811705 7.5 58
14.177 811706 7.5 B 58
14.21 811707 7.1 M SC 2000
14.21 811708
14.23 811709 6.1 58
14.23 811710 5.6 S 58
14.29 811711 6.6 M 58
14.333 811712 6.5 M 58
14.344 811713 6.7 M 58
14.35 811714 6.0 S AA
14.3861 811715 6.0 M 58
14.4056 811716 6.9 S SAO
14.406 811717 6.7 M 58
14.412 811718 7.0 M
14.417 811718 7.8 B 58
14.47 811720 8.0 B SAO
14.510 811721 8.2 B 58
14.519 811722 7.5 B 58
14.563 811723 9.0 5 58
14.59 811724 6.9 S 58
14.594 811725 7.8 S 58
14.601 811726 7.3 M
14.651 811727 7.9 M 58
14.657 811728 7.0 M
14.670 811729 6.7 M
14.69 811730 7.6 S
14.71 811731 7.2 S AAVSO
14.71 811732
14.72 811733 8.1 B 58
14.75 811734 6.5 S 57
14.80 811735 8.3 B 58
14.81 811736 7.0 S AAVSO
14.812 811737 7.2 M 58
14.813 811738 8.7 S 58
14.823 811739 58
14.8250 811740 7.5 S AAVSO
811741 6.3 76438
811742 6.5: B 58
811743 7.8 B 58
811744 6.2 S 57
811745 7.7 B 58
811746 7.2 $ 58
811747 5.9 S 57
811748 7.8 M Y TAU
811749 8.2 S 57
811750 6.3 M AA
811751 7.8 B AAVSO













14.875 811753 6.4: S 58
14.875 811754 7.8 57
14.882 811755 8.3 M Y TAU
14.885 811756 6.5 S 57
14.896 811757 58
14.896 811758 7.9 M Y TAU
14.896 811759 7.0 M 58
14.906 811760 6.5 S 58
14.910 811761 8.3 M Y TAO
14.91 811762 8.0 B AAVSO
14.915 811763 7.3 M 58
14.9166 811764 7.8: B 57
14.917 811765 57
14.92 811766 6.9 S AAVSO
14.82 811767 7.4 B M
14.924 811768 7.2: S 57
14.927 811769 6.6 B 57
14.930 811770 6.9 B BU TAU
14.930 811771 7.3: B 57
14.934 811772
14.934 811773 6.8 S
14.938 811774 6.0 S
14.947 811775 6.4 S 59
14.951 811776 6.5 S 58
14.96 811777 7.6
14.96 811778 7.6 B AAVSO
14.965 811779 7.3 B SAO
14.979 811780 7.5 B 57
Ccna size DC Tall PA
15 7 0.206 N
EY
4.0 6 0.15 N
9 0.114 N
12 6 0.i00 B
4 0. 034 B
0.050 B
14 5 0. 050 B
0.05 B
0.8 1 0.10 N
15 0.035 B
11.0 6 0.05 B
18 4 0.05 B
4.5 8 0.203 N 8
14 3 0.05 B
0.03 R
4.0 7 0.203 SC i0
12 4 0.040 B
16 3 0.080 B
1 80 0.05 B
5 4 0.050 B
5.8 4 0.15 N 8
18 7 0.080 B
20 6 0.05 B
8 4 0.050 R
15 6 0.07 280 0.05 B
5 6 0.i0 N I0
1 0.08 R 6.3
10 7 0.15 N 5.7
7.0 6 0.150 B
0.05 B
0.7 6 0.15 N 6
7.5 6 0.07 B
3.5 3 0.153 N 8.6
3 ? 0.050 R
1.4 6 0.12 N 6
5 7 0.10 N I0
8 0.030 B
10 5 0.08 B
6 5 0.08 R
10 3 0.03 B
11 7 0.15 N
20.8 5 0.05 S
15.0 3 0.050 B
5 3 O. 08 R
0.030 B
3 7 0.114 N
4 3 0.114 N
3 0.08 B
7 3 0.08 B


































NOTE A 6.5' coma, averted vision.
NOTE B Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE C (Observer gave limit as 8.8. Ed.)
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5 0.08 95 0.20 SC 10
0.05 B
5 290 0.08 B
4 0.05 B
6 0.140 SN 3.6
0.034 B
0.11 R
6 0.125 R 8






4 50 5.6 Y





Y I Rodrlguez C.,3.A
























































II 5.7 Y 1 Fleet, R.w
7 5 Y 1 Limder,3
20 5.5 Y 1 Tho_as,A
5.5 100 5.7 Y I rleet,R.W
5.5 17 4.3C N 1 Picclnlni,M
I0 6.0C y 3 Melam_Lzi,F
50 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W X
0.09 M ii 56 5.5 Y i0 Westlu_d,M
0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.4 Y 1 Meozzi,D y
0,22 N 8 90 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N Z
0.20 R Chu_ov,K
0.04 B 12 6.0 Y 1 Henshaw,C
0.05 B 10 6.4C Y 2 FraDclosi,C a
0.07 B 10 4.3 N 1 DeconImck,M
0.08 R 8 Shlrokov,A
0.08 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
0.08 B 20 5.0C y 1 Milaoi,G b
0.05 B i0 6.0 Y 1 VaniD,G
0.050 B I0 6.5 Y 1 Mao,A
0.08 B 20 5.0C y 1 MilaDI,G b
111 6.5 Y 1 Bremseth,P.-3
I0 6.5 Y 1 BreLseth,p.-J
20 5.5 Y 3 Parlsio,R
I0 5 C Y 1 GiUDtoli,M
16 5 Y 1 Li_er,J c
9 I Pereira,A d
ChuI-_v,K
35 5.4 Y 1 Guthier,O e

























NOTE D Tall first seen in 7135 binoculars approx, i0'. In 36.2 om f/5 Newtonlan, at 145x tail is fan shaped, dim, diffuse. At 302x
streaks appear where there is tail, then open space and stars, then another streak, etc. Also at 302x; nucleus has maDy
pinpoint "grains" aloog with main stellar core. Nucleus definitely getting brighter. Tall PA 130-170.
NOTE E First naked eye sighting.
NOTE F (Observer also used chart DCS 3a. Ed.}
NOTE G Modified Sidg%rlck method used.
NOTE B DC approximate.
NOTE I Filer micrometer used for coma diameter.
DATE: 14 NOV 1585 DATE: 14 NOV 1985
NOTE 3 (PA value appears to be meesuxed incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE g Inner city lights.
NOTE L Core meg, (obsei-fer'e s3_bol believod to Men aapproximately equal to", Ed.) 11.5.
NOTE M SAO 76438 used fez meqnit_e e_aparison.
NOTE N Central ¢oadoms. of approximately peg. ii. 5.
NOTE O Perhaps faD-shaped for_. Nucleus of meg. 9. (TraBslated bT IF staff. Ed. )
NOTE P A_ora iB sorth.
NOTE 0 9'X7' COOS, averted vision.
NOTE R ImteDse clty lights.
NOTE S ÷ ?x_0 B sad 9 lag. nucleus. [SIC]
NOTE T 11' ¢_oa, averted vision.
NOTE U some fog.
NOTE V CGIa elosgat4K1. (Obsex_rex indicated "A" _thod [Argelandez?]. Ed. )
NOTE W 9' x8' coma, averted vision.
NOTE • 8.0' oooae averted visioB.
NOTE Y Ellipsoidal ¢_a.
NOTE Z 0.0' ¢oua, averted vision.
NOTE a 10xSO Zeiss Jena decarem. [sic] Co_a dimter approximate.
NOTE b City lights.
NOTE ¢ Coma elliptical.
NOTE d (ObS4_vvez gave limit as 8.6. Ed. )
NOTE • Halo oz. 10 arc min.
NOTE f Excellent sky.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DurM Lira Site Observer(a) Notes
14.010 830218 0.206 N 6.0 60 3 GQoez,A A
14.057 830219 0.i14 N 0.7 I00 1 Rodri_ez C. ,J.A B
14.115 830220 0.203 SC I0 81 1 Lohvlse_ko, T. N C
14.122 830221 0.203 SC i0 169 1 Lohvi_emko, T. W D
14.131 830222 0.203 SC I0 81 1 Lohvlso_ko, T. W E
14.257 830223 0.200 SC I0 167,500 29 6.1 1 Ashley,J.B F
14.386 830226 3 0.050 H 7 6.3 2 COOk, A. J G
14.40 830225 1.37 0.15 N 5.7 34, 92 14 5.0 2 Tanlkawa, M H
14.845 830226 0.23 0.15 N 8 56, 40 4 5.0 1 SaEdiDi, D
14.865 830227 1.2 0.080 H 20 10 6 1 KsaiD,E l
14.868 830228 0.18 0.40 N 5 81,254 20 6.5 2 Merlin, J .-C J
14.870 830229 0.13 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 80 24 4.5 1 Hiceaboee,G g
14.873 830230 1.02 0.106 R 5.7 24 9 5.7 1 geszthelyl, S
14.889 830231 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 20 5.5 I0 Nestlu_d,M
14.896 830232 2.01 0.080 H 11 60 1 VerdeDet ,M L
14.911 830233 1 0.12 H 15 53, 74,153 15 6.2 2 rzanciosi, C M
14.529 830234 0.17 0.36 SC 11 156 5 4 1 Korth,S N
14.943 830235 0.22 0.20 SC 10 111 25 6.5 3 Bremseth, p. -J 0
14.987 830236 0.27 0.400 N 5 40 22 5.5 2 SaEo_chi, D
NOTE A vex T big, high DO. Star within the bluish Coma. (Duzatlon not Izxllcated. Tilbe of obserTatlon is assumMM_ to be roughly
mid time. Drawing date Inferred from mag_itu4e z_T_rt fO_i. E_. )
NOTE B (Duration _Ot Indicated. Time of obsez_ation is as_ to be end time. Dzawlng data inferred from nan_Itnde report form.
NOTE C C_met Halley is me hexe with a definite nuoleus end has ae integrated ma_r_Itude of 6.9 (check star: HR 72, HR 69). I have
o_84_ the c_t'8 c_ _r_th a m reticle aed have fo_u_ it to be 93 u in dia_eter. (Duration not Indlca_ed. Time of
obsez_atlon is assumed to be :tert time. Ed, )
NOTE D Slight spike has bees _k_te_ted at PA 270 ¢_iog out of the ¢_ eed eedlog at PA 325.5. The spike is ¢leazly visible a_d is
moat likely a pazt of • tail. By the way it looks I w_uld ¢e11 it the dust tail, but this is hard to say at this time.
(DtLretlon not indicated. Time of obser_etlon is zset_e_ to he start t_Jme. Ed. )
NOTE E (Duzetlon not indicated. Time of observatloe is asstmod to be etazt t_me. Ed. )
NOTE F Retlcle/PA eyepiece ylol_ed 167x. 500x used Io Inspeotion for details. No specific struct_Lre could be seen. However, a very
slight eestral condeneetlon was eppazent at IE7x. The de_ee of ¢o_satlos was less appazest _ obse-v_ing at 500x.
NOTE G (Duzatlon eot i_alca_ed. Ti_m of obser_atloo is start tilde. _d. )
NOTE H Core (observer's symbol believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed. ) 11.5.
NC_FE I star seen through ¢_a at PA 90. Co_a CIXC_LIaE, steadily increaaln9 brlghteeaa towaxd center.
NOTE J Jet et PA 175, then c_x_red toward PA 180/185; Jet at PA 159, then curved toward PA 180. Tall at PA 205, similar feature thee
NOV. 10'a tail. [sic] Parabolic hood about sunward. Derke_ west_azd.
NOTE K Ma_mlfieetlos of 60 aM 144 also ua_d. Two dZewlag$ i_cluded. Intense city llght_ interfered with the obaervatlon.
(Tranalate_ by IHW Staff. EG. )
NOTE L (A_k_itioDel dza_rlsg supplied _ade usisg 0.356 R SC f/ll, 200x. Ed.)
NOTE M Pseudo nucleus dla_0eter 13.8"-20.4", _M - i0; coos diane_ez 5 _ , VM about 7.8; 3' tall at PA 125, VM about 12.2; 3' tail at
PA 145, _ zbout 12.2. [sic] (Two drewlnge is¢lu_ed i_ this llstlng. Ed. )
NOTE N Clty lightS isterfered with the observatlos.
NOTE 0 Diffuse tail? at PA 95. The central condensation was this time _aller, about 6 arc sec. dlam_ter. The outer c_a was very
w_ak. A diffuse glow from the c_ma pointing in PA )5 with a thinner "streak" in the midK11e, was observed, 4-5 arc mis. long.
The c_e was a little bit brighter in the southern part.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AO_I FL f/ Ap
14.058 8S0164 0.200 4.5
14.061 850165 0.200 4.5
14.067 850166 0.200 4.5
14.073 850167 0.200 4.5
14.077 850168 0.200 4.5
14.181 850169 0.205 3.8
14.188 850170 0.205 3.8
14.199 850171 0.305 2.5 0.122
14.332 850172 0.180 2.8
14.350 850173 0.180 2.8
14.362 850174 0.305 1.5 0.203
14.708 850175 1.760 5.8 0.303
14.866 850176 1.820 5.2 0.350
14.897 850177 1.820 5.2 0.350
14.907 850178 1.690 5.6 0.305
14.918 850179 1.820 5.2 0.350
14.954 850180 2.400 4 0.600
14.979 850181 0.803 2.1 0.350







FOV E_ Emulsion leO
10.3 x 6.9 2.00 3M 1000/ N 0 4/T
10.3 x 6._ 2.83 3M I000/ N o 5/T
10.3 X 6.9 4.00 3M I000/ N O 6/T
10.3 x 6.S 4.00 3M I000/ N O 7/T
10.3 x 6.9 3.00 3H I000/ N O 8/T
10.0 x 6.7 5.00 Kndak _R 200 200/24 N T II/P
I0.0 x 6._ I0.00 Kodak _R 200 200/24 N T 12/P
6.8 x 4.5 4.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N S 98/P
ii.4 x 7.6 5.00 3M i000 1000/ N S 1/P
11.4 x 7.6 i0.00 3M 1000 i000/ N S 2/P
6.8 x 4.5 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/_
1.2 x 0.8 31.00 Kodak 2415 Y 3/P
1.1 x 0.8 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 1/C
1.1 x 0.8 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 2/C
1.2 x 0.8 5.00 Agfacbz_oe 1000/31 N 1/S
i.i x 0.8 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 3/C
0.9 x 0.6 15.03 Kodak 103a-O N O 001/T
2.6 x 1.7 6,33 Kodak 103a-F N H 14/P
20.4 x13.7 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 133/P




















(Print submitted by observer is a c_poslte of two 2 min. exposures separated by 6 min. Ed.) Instrument is Aero-Ektar
aerial camera lens.
Hi-tonal background sky color is due to a defect On the origloal slide's emtLlSlon.
(Observer's image identifier is 851114-6. Ed.) Large format (70 _) film used. City lights interZered with the observatlo_.
• are. Guided by G, Mengoli.
Haze.
City lights interfered with the observatioo. (Observer indicated both type O add type X guidin 9. Ed.)
DATE: 14 NOV 1985
DATE: 14 NOV 1985
NOTE G L_icon D_ep Sky filter Used. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix "/85".} city lights i_terfere_ with the
obs_rvatlo_.
DATE: 15 NOV 1985
N_IRR)RI[: AMA_ClBR OBSERVATZON
SUB-NCTNORK: V_[SU_L APPEAP.qNCE
Dste(UT) A_# Ill _g4 Chart
15.03 811781 7.5 S 57
25.031 821782 6.7 S 57
15.080 811783 5.8 B 57
15.08 811784 6.8 S DCS 2B
15.083 811785 7.9: M $7
15.114 811786 7.3 S SAO
15.13 811787 5.5 S DCS 3A
15.23 811788 6.0 B DCS 3A
15.15 811789 6.3 M 57
15.15 811790 6.6 B 57
15.167 811792 7.5 S 57
15.17 811792 6.1 S SAO
15.1701 811793 7.1 S 57
15.219 821794 7.9 S 57
15.2278 811795 6.6 S SAO
15.33 811796 6.6 M 57
15.337 811797 6.9 M 57
15.344 812798 6.5 M 57
15.344 811799 57
15,43 811800 6.7 S 57
15.44 811801 5.8 S AA
15.45 811802 6.6 S 57
15.465 811803 7.3 M
15.47 811804 8.9 B S_O
15.478 821805 7.5 M 57
15.48 821806 7.5 B
15.49 011807 7.8 B
15.50 811808 7.5 B 57
15.52 811809 7.5
15.522 811810 7.5 B $7
15.525 811811 7.1 M 57
15.53 811812 7.8 S 57
15.53 811813 6.7 S 57
15.549 811814 7.0 M
15.55 811815 5.7 S 57
15.583 811826 6.9 S 57
15.60 811817 7.2 S
15.61 811818 6.6 $ 57
15.61 811819
15.615 811820 7.6 B 58, 57
15.625 811821 6.5 B
15.64 811022 7.9 B SAO
15.64 811823 7.6 M SAO
15.72 811824 7.S S AAVSO
15.726 811825 8.0 S 58
15.778 811826 7.0 B 57
15.778 811827 7.7 S 57
15.78 811828 7.1 B AAVSO
15.798 811829 6.8 S 57
15.802 811830 7.5 M 57
15.804 811831 6.3 B 57
15.808 811832 S 57
25.81 811833 7.6 B _VSO
15.828 811834 7.3 B 57
15.830 811835
15.838 811836 5.9 S 58
15.840 811837 8.8 M 57
15.840 811838 7.6 B 57
15.842 811839
15.844 811840 6.4 B 57
15.85 811841 7.0 S AAVSO
15.851 811842 8.1 M 57
15.856 811843 5.9 5 58
15.86 011844 6.6 B 57
15.868 811845 8.1 M 57
15.8750 812846 7.3 S AAVSO
15.88 811847 7.1 B M
15.80 811848 7.2 S 57
15.894 811849 M 58
15.896 811850 6.7 B 80 TAU
15.897 811851 7.2
15,903 811852 6.8 B 57 5.5 5
15.906 811853 6.5 57 7.5 3
15.910 811854 7.8 B 57 5 6
15.92 811855 7.1 E M 14 7
15.924 811856 7.3 B 57 3.1 6
15.927 811857 6.4 S 57 4 6
15.93 811850 6.6 N _ 10 4
15.937 011859 7.4: S 57 7
15.94 811860 7.7 3
15.944 011861 8.2 M Y TAU 4.0 3.5 6
15.95 811862 5.9 S 57
15.96 811863 7.2 E M 14,5 7
15.962 811864 7.7 M Y TAU 5.0 6
15.965 811865 7.3 B 57
15.969 011866 7.8 M Y TAU 5.0 6
15.969 811867 7.5 M 57 6
15.979 011068 7.1 E 57 3.6 7
15.979 011069 7.1 S 57, 50 8.5 6
15.980 811870 7.6 B 4 5
15.986 811071 7.7 M Y TAU 6.5 6
15.987 811872 6.7 B 57 7
15.993 811873 4 5
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LJJn DA _Ite Observer(s)
DATE: 15 NOV 1985
14 3 0.05 B 10 5.5
16.5 0.035 B 7 6.3
15 6 235 0.203 R 13 85 5.2
28 6 0.050 S 10 6
0.8 1 0.10 N 8.6 21 5.7 N
0.31 N 5 62
24 5 0.046 R 4 8 6.2 Y
24 5 0.046 R 4 8 6.2 Y
14 6 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y
9 1 0,080 B 11 4.3C N
15 5 0.050 • 10
10 3 0.080 B 12 5.3 Y
23 2 0. 203 SC 10 80 4.5(: y
12 8 0.254 N 3.8 32 6.2
0.05 B 10 5 Y
5 4 0.050 E 7 5.4 Y
25 6 0.08 280 0.05 B 10 5.0 Y
5,3 5 0.15 N 8 68 5.4 ¥
5 0. 045 R 6 13 Y
18 4 0.080 B 20
0.08 B 11 Y
5 S 0.10 N i0 55 4.5C Y
10 7 0.30 N 7.0 52 7.0 Y
5 6 0.035 E 7 5 Y
15 8 0.23 4.4 40 6.0 Y
7 5 0.15 N 8 43 5.0 N
3 7 0.20 N 5 36 Y
20 5 0.12 B 20 6.0 Y
0.05 B 7 5.0C Y
12 7 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y
10 5 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5 Y
8 7 0.07 B 10 5.5 T
8 0.030 B 8 4.5C Y
15 7 0.03 R 8 6.4 Y
2 0.050 B 10 Y
9 5 0.08 B 11 3.5 N
0.045 R 6 13 Y
7 0.317 N 5 86 ¥
0.07 B 10 5.5 Y
0.035 B 7 T
8 8 0.20 N 5.6 44 6.5 T
i0 6 0.06 R 12 22 T
5 5 0.08 0.13 N 6.3 24 6.0 Y
2.5 3 0.153 N 8.6 33 4.5 T
6 6 0.08 B 20 5.5M I"
3.0 5 0.080 B 20 4.4 T
0.11 R
3 0.08 B 11 4 C Y
8 5 0.065 B 20 6.2 T
5 0.06 R 25 5 Y
7 0.25 N 60 4 C Y
0.20 E
4 0.050 B 10 5.5 Y
5.i 7 0.26 N 6 55 5.0 Y













0.090 N 7.2 26 5.0 T
0.08 B 15 5.0 Y
0.063 B 9 5.5 Y
0.11 R
0.210 N 5.0 43 5.5C T
0.05 B 10 5.0 Y
0.05 B 10 6.0 Y
0.076 R 12 37 5.4C Y
0.08 B 20 5.5 y
0.08 R 10 28
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y
0.04 B 12 6.3 T
0.050 • 10 6.3 T
0.08 B 11 6.0 Y
0.050 B 7 5.5 N
0.08 B 15 3.5 Y
0.080 R 6.3 50 Y
0.08 R I0 28
0.15 N 6.6 33 5 C T
0,05 B 10 5.5 Y
0.106 R 5.7 24
0.20 N 4 50 4.7C Y
0.034 B 9
0.35 N 5.5 100 5.7 Y
0.05 B 7 4.7
0.08 R lO 28
0.00 B ii 5.7 Y
0.05 B 7 5 Y
0.15 N 4 50 5.6 Y
0.089 R 13.7 32 C Y
60 0.25 N 6 60 5.2 Y
0.065 B 12 5.0 Y
0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y
0.075 R 16 50 5.6 Y
0.08 B 11 5.2 Y
0.090 M ii 40 5.0 Y
4 0.03 170 0.153 N
4
5
NOTE A Fan coma, PA approximate. SAO 076339 comparison star.
NOTE B colet definitely visible to naked eye.
NOTE C First view! Very faint.
NOTE D I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
NOTE E Exc. see.
NOTE F InDex (3' dis.} coma Nag. = 7.5.
NOTE G Observed through this cirrus.
T I Zamut, 5
Y 3 Mozrlso_, W
Y I FOX,3.E
Y 1 van I_<), F. R
1 Gauchex,C
GiaIpaolo, G
1 Tan _e Weg,R.L.W









































































1 Fleet, R. W










































DATE: 15 NOV 1985
(PA value sppeaxs to be ]meas_tTed incorrectly. Ed. )
Filar miczoneter use(] for c_a dlametez.
Clear. Moon 2d.
C_a dlaletez npproxIJate.
Core meg. (observer's _i belleved to _an "approximately equal to", Ed.) 12.
Instl_unent is Nrlght-schlldt.
$_t Urban sky.
(observer iDdlcated .y. method. Ed. }
Tall not seen.





(Observer gave limlt as II.0. Ed.)
Perhaps brighter.
SAO 76308 and $AO 76275 used for uagDitude cowparlson.
Misty. (Translated by IHW staff. Observer indicated "A" Bethod [Axgelander?]. Ed. )
Bare. (Observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
+ 7x50 B add 9 hag. nucleus. |sic]
City lights.
(Observer gave llmlt as 8.6. Ed.)
7.0'x5.5' cola, averted vision.
ii' coma, averted vision.
9 ' cola, averted vision.
very clear. (Obser_rer gave limit as I0.5. Ed. )
Tall length - ?. PA u_oartaID.
12' coma, averted vision.
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DtLTM Lim Slte Observez(s) Notes
15.078 830237 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 6 5.2 1 FOX,J.H A
15.150 830238 0.203 SC I0 81 I LohviDenko,T.N B
15.48 830239 1.11 0.30 N 7 52 14 7.0 1 Tsnikaws,M C
15.769 830240 1.2 0.080 B 20 15 5.5 I Knaln,E D
15.830 830241 0.15 0.298 N 5 65,179 I0 6.0 I Stott, D E
15.832 830242 0.21 0.203 SC I0 80,165 19 5.2 1 Foulkes,M F
15.845 830243 0.7 0.153 N 8.5 65, 52 35 2 Cifuentes,E G
15.856 830244 0.53 0.26 N 6 55,145 85 5.0 1 Bttrst,G.M H
15.857 830245 0.12 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 22 4.0 I Rieeabone,G I
15.918 830246 0.44 0.406 N 5 68 15 2 Farroni,G j
15.929 830247 1.05 0.106 R 5.7 24, 38, 48 16 5.5 1 Keszthelyi,S K
15.93 830248 0.23 0.15 N 8 56, 40 6 5.0 1 $ardIDi,D
15.958 830249 0.64 0.210 N 5.7 30, 66 1 Tempreno,J L
DATE: 15 NOV 1985
SUB-NETWORK: PHOI_0GRAPHy
Date(UT} AON_ FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion leO Eyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.072 850183 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y T 0/C 2 Woldyla,B
15.076 850184 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y T I/C 2 Woidyls,B
15.081 850185 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 2/C 2 Woldyla,B
15.082 850186 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 3/C 2 Woidyls,B
15.086 850187 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 1.25 Kodak 2415 Y T 4/C 2 Woldyla,B
15.088 850188 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y T 5/C 2 Noidyls,B
15.091 850189 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.50 Kodak 2415 Y T 6/C 2 Woidyla,B
15.106 850190 0.050 4.0 39.6 x27.0 i0.00 Kodak Tri-X N IIS/P Gianforte,J.S A
15.118 850191 0.400 7 5.2 X 3.4 2.50 Kodak 2415 125/ Y T 9/C 2 Woidyls,B
15.127 850192 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Kodak 2415 125/ Y T 10/C 2 Noidyla,B
15.129 850193 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Kodak 2415 125/ Y T 11/C 2 Noidyla,B
15.215 850194 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 Kodak 2415 125/ Y T 14/C 2 Noldyla,B
15.216 850195 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 1.00 Kodak 2415 125/ Y T 15/c 2 Noidyla,B B
15.222 850196 2.000 i0 0.200 1.0 X 0.7 1.00 Kodaeolor 1000/ N $ 22/N 1 Gronek,J.D C
15.274 850197 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 4.00 Kodak Tri-x N C 610/N 1 Lazerson,H D
15.294 850198 1.524 6 ' 0.254 1.4 x 0.9 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y z 85/P 1 $nyder,L.F E
15.302 850199 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 30.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 8/S 1 Webb,R F
15.352 850200 1.524 6 0.254 1.4 x 0.9 60.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 86/P 1 Sayder,L.F
15.904 850201 0.600 5.6 3.4 x 2.3 13.00 Kodak 103a-0 N S 4/P 1 Dragesoo,J
15.922 850202 1.270 5 0.254 1.6 x i.i 10.50 Kodak 2415 Y 0 26/P 1 Johnstone,G.F
15.934 850203 0.135 3.2 15.2 x10.2 8.00 Agfs-Psn Pro 400/27 N M 14/C 1 Trixler,F
15.941 850204 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y 10/P 1 Conrad,R G
15.944 850205 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 ii.00 KOdak 2415 Y 3/P 1 Conrad,R G
15.964 850206 0.700 5 0.14 2.9 x 2.0 3.00 Kodak Ila-F N M 29/P 1 Ridley,H.B H
15.969 850207 0.600 1.7 0.350 3.4 x 2.3 8.00 llford HP5 400/ N 0 I/T 1 Mollnari,L I
15.997 850208 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 03/I D 7 Linder,J J
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier 29 101-5. Ed.) (Observer llsted _ulslon speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
NOTE B A car came by _rith its lights on.
NOTE C (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
NOTE D (Observer's image identifier is 16-10. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE E Lines through negative are aircraft.
NOTE F Inner coma and starlike central condensation visible on all original negatives. Film push processed slightly. (Observer
indicated C-type guiding as well as M.Ed.)
NOTE A NE "bow wave" definitely visible. Ster visible tbzough c_a, N of nucleus.
NOTE B. The nuclear Rag_itude of thln e_t is clearly 9.2 (check star: AGK 3+25 deg. 0220) however the integrated msgnltu_e I am
not s_e of since it is hazy Out add therefore I don't know how diffuse this object really is, It/ guess would be 6.9.
(Duxstion not indicated. Time of obsel_ratioD is assumed to be St_LTt tile. Ed.)
NOTE C Core (observer's symbol belleved to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.) 12.
NOTE D Star at PA 90. C_a very slightly elongated toward PA 300.
NOTE E Close approach to mag. 12 star. At 1952 _he nucleus condensation add the star em_rged. The drafting shows the appearance at
1953. No tall visible but eo_a extended to the NNW. PA 316 deg.
NOTE F DC - 6. Disk circular. Bright spot st centre. Even brighter spot suspected w_thln this.
NOTE G The tall has characteristics similar to those described on 13/11/85 except on the south side, where one branch (on the east
side) is _re intense than the other. (Observer gave limit an II. Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE H Magnitude 9-I0 a1_ost stax--like point apparently at centre of coma, situated _rlthiD inner condensed area of 1.5' diameter.
C_ersll co_a dla|_eter 5.1'. No tall seen. Star involved i' frc_ nuclear region in PA 66 deg.
NOTE Z Wedge-shaped light light zone st PA 82. The _Lrawlng was interrupted at 2044 UT owing to sudden clom_lag of the sky. Since I
was unable to _ske a dlzect measu_m=t of the appareet slze I am reporting a scale as deduced by ratiolng the dxawing to an
AAVSO chart, yielding dimensions which abe only indicative. Magnifications of 60 end 144 als_ used. Two drawings. Intense
city lights interfered wlth the obser_atloD. (Translated by I_W staff. Ed.)
NOTE J Appaxent d_nsloDs of the comet 6.8'x5.9'.
NOTE K Magnifications of 60x ned 150x also used. Co_a "b_ps" at PA I00 and st PA 320. (Trsnslatnd by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE L Without tail. High DC (between DucletLs add outex parts Of the c_a). (Duxation eot indicated. Time of observation is sss_ed
to be roughly mid ti]_. Ed.)
DATE:15 NOV 1985
NOTE G City lights interfered vith the obse_ationj vienna, fzom ro_!
NOTE H (Observer's _sge identifiez is preceded by prefix ZA. Ed. ) Instrument uses photographic plates.
NOTE I Ins_nt is Celeetxou Sc_midt camera. 120 size film u_ed.
NOTE 3 Instrmmnt is Scbmidt cm=a.




Date(UT) A_q| 111 _ Chart
16.000 811674 5.8 57
16.01 811875 5.1 $ 57
16.01 811876 7.5 B M
16.028 811877 7.4 B 57
16.04 811878 6.9 S 57
16.04 811879 7.5 B M
16.042 811880 6.6 S 57 7
16.049 811881 6.0 S 57 20
16.06 011882 6.3 B 57 16
16.097 811883 7.9 B 57 20
16.099 811804
16.135 811885 7.4 B 57 14
16.141 811886 7.6 B 57 1.5
16.15 811807 6.1 57 15
16.177 811888 6.9 S 57 8
16.20 811889 5.7 S AA 20
16.229 811890 7.3 B 57
16.240 811891 B
16.257 811892 57 6.7
16.260 811893 6.3 M 57 18
16.292 011894 7.2 S 57 25
16.33 811895 5.9 M 57 14
16.333 811896 7.6 S 57 6
16.34 811897 6.0 M 57 6.4
16.35 811898 7.6 M 57 4.8
16.365 811899 6.8 B 57
16.368 811900 57 25
16.415 811901 9.0 $ 57 2.7
16.426 811902 7.0 M 6
16.429 811903 7.5 B 57
16.462 811904 57 5
16.465 811905 7.5 M 57 5
16.48 811906 6.7 S 57 10
16.49 811907 5.6 $ 57 16
16.49 811908 7.4 B K 3.7
16.51 811909 7.9 B 7
16.58 811910 6.9 M 57 Ii
16.59 811911 7.2 S 57 15
16.63 811912 7.5 B 57 11
16.65 811913 7.5 S 57 9
16.66 011914 7.1 $ 57 i0
16.66 811915 6.6 S 57 12
16.70 811916 6.8 B E I0
16.75 811917 6.8 B E 12
16.76 011918 6.7 B E
16.78 011919 7.4 B M 17
16.78 811920 7.4 B M 17
16.79 811921 6.9 B E 12
16.795 811922 8.6 M 57 3.5
16.80 811923 6.4 B AAVSO 5
16.80 811924 8.8 B AAVSO
16.801 811925 7.5 M CZ
16.813 811926 6.8 B CZ
16.815 811927 6.9 B CZ
16.82 811928 6.5 B 57 7
16.82 811929 7.5 B AAVSO
16.8264 811930 6.5 S 19
16.83 811931 6.8 B 57 6
16.83 811932 6.8 B E 13
16.854 811933 7.8 S 57
16.058 811934 0.0 S 57 2.3
16.86 011935 7.2 $ 57 24
16.872 811936 7.0 M 57 6
16.875 811937 7.2 B CZ 15
16.875 811938 7.6 B 4
16.882 811939 7.2 M 57 15
16.885 811940 6.5: B 57 14
16.889 811941 7.1 M SC2000 9.0
16.889 811942 6.6 B 57 7
16.896 811943 7.1 B 57 16
16.896 811944 4
16.896 811945 6.7 S
16.899 811946 7.2 M 57
16.899 811947 7.3 B 57 6
16.903 811948 7.2 M SC2000 6,5
16.903 811949 8.1 M CZ 10
16.903 811950 6.2 S 57 7
16.906 811951 6.3 B 57 14
16.910 811952 6
16.911 811953 7.1 M 57 13
16.917 811954 7.8 B 57
16.917 811955 7.2 M 57 20
16.917 811956 7.3 M 117 2.4
16.918 811957 6.8 B 57 0.2
16.928 811958 7.7 M CZ 20
16.93 811959 5.2 $ DCS 3B 23
16.93 811960 5.6 B DCS 3B 23
16.93 811961 6.0 B AAV$O
16.938 811962 6 • B 57 716.94 811963 , .5' B _ 15
16.94 811966 6.2 B 57
16.942 811965 7.1 M 57 1.3 1
16.944 811966 7.4 M SC2000 6.5
16.944 811967 6.8 M 57 1.3 1
16.946 811968 6.9 M 57 1.3 1
16.947 811969 6.8 M 57 1.3 1
16.949 811970 6.8 H 57 1.3 1
16.956 811971 6.9 _VSO 10
16.96 811972 7.I 6
16.962 811973 7.6 M Y TAU 6.5
16.965 811974 ? 57 6
DATE: 16 NOV 1985










2 0.06 R 12
4 0.040 B
1 0.080 B
3 0. 050 B
6 0.200 SC 10
2 0.08 R 6.3
5 0.15 N 8
7 0.10 290 0.05 B
4 0.08 R 6
7 0.28 105 0.080 B




Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lii DA Site Obz_-ver ( s }
0.081 B 22 6 Y
6.3
0.15 N 5 25
0.035 B 7 4.0C y
0.20 R 12 40 6.3
0.15 N 5 25
0.050 B 10 6.0 y














20 6.0 Y 14 Morrls,C.S
30 6.0 Y 1 Saxon,Y.P
4.5 45 6.0 Y 14 Morris,C.S
4.5 156 6.0 Y 12 Morrls,C.S






















0.279 SC i0 166 5.5 Y
0.15 N 8 50 6.5 Y
0.10 N I0 55 4.0C y
0.i0 R 16 85 6.0 Y
0.035 B 7 4 Y
0. 035 B 7 4 Y
0.07 B i0 4.5 Y
0.08 B 15 6.0 Y
0.21 N 60
0.15 N 8 43 4.0 N
0.08 B 11 5 Y
0.15 N 5.3 32 6.0 Y
0.16 N 6.2 31 6.0 Y
0.41 N 4.2 86 6.4 y
0.125 R 5 31 6.6 Y
0.03 R 6 6.4 Y
0.05 B 7
0.08 R 10 28
0.05 B 7
0.04 R 6 18
0.04 R 6 18
0.08 R 10 28
4 0.17 190 0.153 N 8.5 65 y
0.06 R 30
0.11 R
0.10 B 25 5 C Y
0.08 B i0 5.5 Y
0.i0 O 25 5.5 Y
0.056 B 8 4.4 Y
0.20 R
0.08 B i0 5.0 Y
0.100 B 14 4.4 Y
0.08 R 10 28
0.080 B 15 4.5C Y
0.076 R 12 23 5.4C Y



































































0.20 SC I0 111 6.0
0.05 B i0 6.0
0.060 R 4.5 i0 5.2
0.080 R 6.3 50
0.15 N 4 50 5.6
0.16 R 50 5.7
0.05 B 10 5.5
0.050 B 7 4.5
0.064 R 12 32
0.04 B 12 6.1
0.04 B 8 4.5
0.030 B 8 5.6
0.114 N 8 36 5.5
0.28 SC 5 70 5.2
0.10 B 25 5.6
0.046 R 4 8 5.5
0.046 R 4 8 5.5
0.11 R
0,08 B 15
0.050 B 7 5.0
0.050 B i0 4.5
5
8
I 0.04 112 0.125 N 5.8 28 5.5C Y
6 0.075 R 16 50 5.6 Y
1 0.04 ii0 0.125 N 5.8 28 5.5C Y
1 0.04 112 0.125 N 5.8 28 5.5C Y
1 0.04 115 0.125 N 5.8 28 5.5C Y
I 0.04 110 0.125 N 5.8 28 5.5C Y
4 0.080 B 11 Y
0.034 B 9
6 0.22 N 8 90 5.6 Y
3 0.050 B i0 3.5 N
56 5.0M Y i0 Westlu_d,H
i0 5.3 Y 1 Bilek,v
40 4.0 Y 1 Lie_,F
8 5.6 Y 2 KosiDski,J
7 4.5 Y 1 LIDder,J
11 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
20 6 N 2 Knain0E
















Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
















DATE: 16 NOV 1985
Dete(UT) AO_O ml _ Chart
16.969 811975 6.5: B 57
16. 970 811976 6.8 N 57
16.972 811977 6.8 M 57
16.983 811978 6.8 M CZ
16.953 811979 6.6 B 57
NOTE A Tail length approximate.

























size IX: Tall PA Ap lea f/ Pwr
12 0.15 N 5 30
1 0.125 N 5.8 28
1 0.125 N 5.8 20
30.2 0.060 B 12
6.0 5 0.050 B 7
DATE: 16 NOV 1985
Lira DA Site ObJ_rv_c (e) Notes
N 2 Rodri_leZ C. ,3 .A
5.0C Y 2 Riccabone, G
5.0C T 2 Riccabone, G
6 Y 1 Bazak,R
5.5 N 1 Lumde, R
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
bate(UT) AnN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwz(s) DuEM Lim Site ObserTer(s) Noted
16.005 830250 1.76 0.050 B 12 6 5.5 1 Donatiello,G
16.026 830251 0.34 0.067 R 13.3 35,133 14 5.5 1 DoDetlello,G
16.094 010252 1 0.229 R l0 45,100 30 6.0 1 Nowak,G.T A
16.144 830253 0.203 SC 10 50 25 5 3 Arpia,P B
16.436 830254 0.3 0.15 N 8 50 55 6.5 1 Dontb,D C
16.802 830255 0.70 0.153 N 8.5 65 30 1 Cifuentes,E D
16.866 830256 1.6 0.090 M ll 56 15 5.0 l0 Westlu_d,M E
16.887 830257 0.23 0.20 SC 10 111 15 6 1 BEe_seth,P.-J F
16.905 830258 0.08 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 80 23 5.5 2 Riccabone,G G
16.911 830259 1.2 0.080 B 10 15 6 1 Knein,E g
18.538 830260 2.38 0.000 B 15 4 Loaada,R I
16.958 8302&1 0.60 0.210 N 5.7 30, 6& 1 Te_:,zazo,J 3
16.969 830262 0.150 N 5 38 2 Rodzi_ez C.,J.A K
16.970 830263 0.64 0.200 SC I0 50 4 4 1 Schu_acher,K L












The cams looks llke an unzesolved globular cluster and the coedeaaatlon is almost Stellar. A faint star (at rowed) is visible
at the edge of the coma.
This dxaw_ shown a 9.0 Bag. C. Ealley 8Jong a _il group of staEe located southeast Of the Plelades, approximately 3hz,
51m, +22 deg. the de_ee of coma comdezsation X wOUld estimate at 5 with a coos dlmtez of 2.7 miD. of &re. A hazy nucleus
was vls4hle at 50x, but offered nO detail at hlghez megnlflcetlon.
Two tails vlslble on south (PA 190), or one tail with a dezk Intezledlate "aisle", add aDoTJzez to the nor_q_l_. MUCh grOw1_h Of
the nozTJ_ezn tail as well as slightly ImcreaDIng its In¢llnatlom. Nucleus has beccge _re extemDive oD east side. NucleuD
less stellar on other occasions. Limiting _gnitede ll.5.
Moonlight.
Central coedensation wery mall, diameter 3 arc m_c. No "dusty" east of the coma. [sic] The coma was round. The bright_ess
steadily decreasing from the center.
Area of white 9ebulosity at PA 131.5. Magriflcations of 60 and 144 also used. Two drawings. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
C_ diffuse, brightness steadily decreasing frco center towazd edge. Tail very diffuse.
Halle T Dear Pleiades (M45). Observed agalnst backgrouu_d light pollution. Scale is approximate. {DILTatioD not iDdlcated. Time
of ObServation is asst_ed to be end til_e. Drawing data inferred from magnitu_le report form. Ed.)
Without tail. (Duration not indicated. TiJ_ of observation is assuaed to be roughly mid time. Ed.)
Traces of tail? (Duration not ledicated. Time Of observation is ass_ to be eed tlJe. Drawlng data inferred from ma_itude
report form. Ed.}
Round, considerably strong condensation. No tail perceptible. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONt FL f/ Ap
16.026 850209 0.300 1.5 0.200
16.086 850210 0.200 4.5
16.103 850211 0.300 1.5 0.200
16.107 850212 0.300 1.5 0.200
16.122 850213 0.300 1.5 0.200
16.123 850214 0.305 1.5 0.203
16.144 850215 1.8 3 0.6
16.146 850216 0.205 3.8
16.155 850217 0.205 3.8
16.163 850218 0.300 1.5 0.200
16.189 850219 0.305 1.5 0.203
16.208 850220 0.610 3.5 0.174
16.265 850221 0.135 2.8
16.425 850222 0.75 5 0.15
16.809 850223 0.400 5.5
16.823 850224 0,400 5.5
16.030 850225 0.135 1.8
16.831 850226 0.135 1.8
16.835 850227 0.135 1.8
16.839 850228 0.135 1.8
16.842 850229 0.400 5.5
16.852 850230 0,400 5.5
16.855 850231 0,750 6.3
16.871 850232 0.400 5.5
16.884 850233 0.400 5.5
16.888 850234 0.400 5.6
EOV
6.9 X 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y
10.3 x 6.9 4.50 Kodak Tri-X N
6.9 x 4.6 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y
6.9 x 4.6 1.00 Kodak 24_5 Y
6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415 N
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y
I.i x 0.8 10.00 Kodak IIa-O N
10.0 x 6.7 5.00 Kodak VR 100 200/24 N
I0.0 X 6.7 15.00 Kodak VR 200 200/24 N
6.9 x 4.6 1.00 Kodak 2415
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415
3.4 x 2.3 30.00 Kodak 098-04
15.2 x10.2 4.00 Kodak Tri-X
2.7 x 1.8 25.00 Ilford RP5
5.2 x 3.4 13.00 ORWO NP 27
5.2 x 3.4 13.00 ORWO NP 27
15.2 x10.2 1.00 Ilford EP-5
15.2 xi0.2 2.00 Ilford EP-5
15.2 xl_.2 4.00 Ilford HP-5
15.2 x10.2 5.00 Ilford BP-5
5.2 x 3.4 30.00 ORWO NP 27
5.2 x 3.4 15.00 ORWO NP 27
2.7 x 1.8 35.00 ORWO
5.2 x 3.4 12.00 ORWO NP 27
5.2 x 3.4 15.00 ORWO NP 27
5.2 x 3.4 7.00 FuJich/cme
ExpM mmulsloD ISO Hyp GdDg Id/Typ Site Observer(D) Notes
102/P Jager,M A
T 13/C 1 Priester,D.C B
564/S Alvazez,M.L
565/S AlvlureZ,M.L
C 567/P Alvarez,M.L C
X 234/P 1 Sabia,3.D D
000/P 1 Antal,M
T 13/P 1 Cunnlngham,3
T 14/P 1 Cunningham,J
Y 570/S Alvarez,M.L
Y S 3/P 1 Dilsizian,R
N O O00/P 1 Lilge,A E
N C 613/N 1 Lazerson,H F
N 3/P 1 Barclay,J G
400/27 N o I/N I KamenickJ',M H
400/27 N O 2/N 1 KamenickJ',M H
400/ N 4/P 1 Olesen,3.O I
400/ N 5/P 1 OleseD,J.O I
400/ N 6/P 1 OleseD,J.O I
400/ N 7/P I Olesen,J.O I
400/27 N O 3/N 1 KameDickJ',M H
400/27 N O 4/N 1 Ka_enickJ',M H
400/27 N C 3/N I Znaslk,M J
400/27 N O 5/N 1 ga_enickJ',M H
400/27 N O 6/N 1 Kamenick',M H
400/ N 01/P Bremseth,P.-J
C_ma _Liametez approximate. Jet or st_res_4LT?
0.362 f/5 Newtonian with magoifications 145 and 302 also use_. At 302x nucleus stellar with pin Points around it, almost
graimy. Tail fan ahape PA 110-170, dim.
Nodifled Stx|wick methed used.
Coma _Lie_eter approximate.
Neighbor put oD outside light.
Fila_ iLiZr_te_ used for C_ diameter.
(PA value appears to be meaDured Incorrectly. E_.)
Slight haze.
Some high clouds, ster clone to coma? Intezfered.
Superb night; c_et oheerve_ iron Nov. 16.104 to 18.368 with varying optical aldD. Seen naked eye at 0710 UT, confirmed




(Obsezver give limit as 11.5. Ed.)
Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) obnel_ring conditions.
N_leus approxi_atel_ _a_it_e i0.0.
C_a _L_mJeter 10-15 arc mlm.
Some haze.
16' c_ma, averted vision.
Nsze. (Observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
12' o_, averted vision.
Near N45.
(Observer gave 14mit aa 0.3. Ed.)
Pleiades In field of view. (Translated by IKN staff. Observer indicated "A" _ethod [ArgelaDdez?]. Ed.)
DATE: 16 NOV 1985
DATE: 16 NOV 1985
Date(UT) AC_# FL _/ Ap FOV Exl_4 Emulsion ISO Hl_ G_g Id/Tlr P Site Obsez_ez(s) Notes
16.893 850235 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 3.00 Agfac_cae 1000/31 N 2/S 1 XortJ_,S K
16.904 850236 0.400 5.5 5.2 x 3.4 10.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N O 7/14 1 KaBenickJ',M H
16.919 850237 0.400 5.5 5.2 x 3.4 10.00 ORPK) NP 27 400/2? N O 8/_ 1 KmnlckJ',M H
16.927 850238 0.600 1.7 0.350 3.4 x 2.3 10.00 Ilford HP5 400/29 N O 001/T 1 Battaini,p L
16.934 850239 0.400 5.5 5.2 x 3.4 15.00 ORNO NP 2? 400/2? N 0 9/N 1 Ka_enick_',N H
16.968 850240 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 15.00 3M 1000 1000/ N X 2/S 1 Vanin,G













COma 20 arc min.; magnitude 6.0; faint ou_ glow 40 azc min,; tails 30 arc ntn. at PA 30, 20 arc min. at PA 67, 15 arc
min. at PA 270, 10 arc mi=. at PA 293. Inst_'_lent is Sob_idt c_a.
Push processed to 800 A_A.
Very good, coIputez guiding(t). [sic]
Light cloud Govez.
Red W=. 25 filtez used.
(Observer's _mage £dentifier is 16-13. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
(Photographez ra_d film at IS<) 5000. F4.)
6x6 c_ format fill used.
(Obsel_er's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Large format (ii.8x8.8 CR) fl I_ used.
City lights iDterfered wlth the observatloD. (Observer i_Icate_ both type O a_d t!q_e X g_idlng. Ed.)
Inatr_|ent is CelestroD 14 i=ch Sc_Idt camera.
DATE: 17 NOV 1985
NETWOR_ : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPZARANCE













































































811980 7.5 B AAVSO
811881 7.6 B 57
811982 6.3 S 57 8
811983 6.9 M 57 6.7
811984 8.1 B 6
811885 5.5 57
811986 6.8 M 57 1.2
811987 8 B 57
811988 6.8 M 57 1.2
811989 6.8 M 57 1.2
811990 6.8 M 57 1.2
811991 6.0 B 57 17
811992 57 1.4
811993 6.0 S 57 3
811994 6 : B 57 15
811995 6.0 B 57 17
011996 7.0: B 57 5
811997 7.3 B 57 1
011998 7.3 B 57 10.5
011999 7.5 B 57 6.9
812000 6.9 S 57 21.6
812001 6.4 B 57 15
012002 6.2 S 57 13.5
812003 5.3 B 57 20
812004 7.8 B 57 10.8
812005 5.2 S 58 22
812006 6.8 B 57
812007 5.3 S 58 20
812008 6.1 57 22
812009 6.0 V 57
812010 6.2 S 15
812011 5.4 S 58 18
812012 5.0: S 58 22
812013 6.1 M 57 18
812014 5.9 M 57 14
812015 6.7 8 57 11.5
812016 7.2 M 5
812017 6.4 M 57
812018
812019 7.4 B M 4.2
812020 7.1 S 57 6
812021 7.0 S 57
812022 6.8 B 14
812023 7.0 S 57 1.5
812024 7.0 S 57 5
812025 7.5 B 57
812026 6.8 S 57
812027 7.1 B 57
812028 5
812029 6.8 M 57 13
812030 7.6 B M
812031 6.5 B 12
812032 7.8 B 57 15
812033 6.2 M 57 8
812034 6.5 M 57 5
812035 6.4 B 57 21.5
812036 6.2 M 57 21.5
812037 6.1 S 57 21.5
812038 7.2 $ AAVSO 8
812029 7.1 M 57
812040 7
812041 6.7 B CZ
812042 6.6 B CZ
812043 7.4 B AAVSO
812044 57
812045 6.7 B CZ
812046 7.9 B 57









812054 7 .I 15
812055 7.5
17.8541 812056 6.3 18
17.86 812057 6.6
17.861 812058 6.0 17
17.865 812059 7.6 15
17.868 812060 7.3 6
17.87 812061 6.8
17.87 812062 7.5
17.871 812063 6.7 i0 7










17.92 812074 6.4 S DCS 3A 12 6
17.93 812075 6.8 B DCS 38 6
17. 944 812076 7.0 M SC2000 8.5 6
17.958 812077 5.5 57 20 6
17.96 812078 6.7 8
17.96 812079 6.8 S 57


















812065 6.8 M CZ
812066 7.8 B CZ
812067 6 •8 5 SAO
812068 6.7 : S 57
812069 5.8 5 DCS 3B
812070 6 . 6 M AAVSO
812071 7.4 B DCS 38
812072 6.3: S 57
812073 7.3 S DC$ 38
DATE: 17 NOV 1985
Coua slze DC Tall PA
0.20 R
0.05 B 20 4.5 Y
3 0.25 N 5.6 56 6 M Y
5 0.50 24 0.070 B 16 5.7C Y
6 0.07 B 20 6 Y
5 0.20 SC 10 70 5.0 Y
2 0.03 144 0.125 N 5.8 28 4.5(2 Y
5 0.08 B 11 4.5 ¥
2 0.03 145 0.125 N 5.8 28 4.5(: y
2 0.03 140 0.125 N 5.8 28 4.5C Y
2 0.03 140 0.125 N 5.8 28 4.5C Y
0.06 R 11.7 25 Y
Ap Ins f/ _T Lira DA site observer(s)
0.210 N 5.0 43 5.7C Y
0.152 N 8 135 5 Y
0.256 N 5.6 45 Y
0.256 N 5.6 45 Y
0.25 N 5 75 T
0.035 B 7 4.0C Y
0.140 SN 3.6 28 4.3 Y
0.127 SC 10 50 4.3 Y
0.32 N 4.4 56 5.I Y
0.080 B 20 4.5 Y
0.108 N 4 24 5.5 Y
0.20 SC I0 77 6.0 Y
0.335 N 4.5 56 4.5
0.080 B II 5.6
0.080 B 20 5.5
0.080 R 3.7 19 5.6
0.040 B 8 7.0
EY 7.0
0.080 B 11









0. 050 B 7 5.0C Y
0.06 R 15 91 4.0 Y
0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
0.05 R 16 20 5.0C Y
7 0.13 290 0.05 B
7 0.25 0.080 B
7 0.07 B
6 0.i0 N I0
I 125 0.05 B
1 125 0.20 N 6














6.3 24 6.0 Y

















0.064 R 12 32 Y
0.08 B 10 5.5 Y
0.08 B 10 5.5 Y
0.20 R
0.07 B 10 4.2 N
0.08 B 10 5.5 Y
0.063 R 13.3 52 4.5 Y
0.080 B 20 c Y
0.080 B 15 5 C.M N
0.05 B 7
0.10 B 25 6.2 Y
0.060 R 8 12 5.7 N
0.080 B 10 5.0 Y
0.31 N 8 62 4.7 Y
0.070 B 20 5.5 Y
0.10 B 25 5 C Y
0.Ii R II 36 5.5 Y
0.080 B 15 5.5 Y
0.33 N 4.5 63 5.3 Y
0.080 B 15 5 C Y
0.080 R 6.3 50 Y
0.080 B 15 5.5 Y
0.II R
0.063 R 13.3 52
0.08 B i0 5.5 Y
0.05 B 7 6.2 Y
0.06 R 5 15 5.5
0.31 N 5 62
0.08 B 15 4.5C Y
0.080 B 15 4.5C Y
0.063 R 13.3 52
0.115 N 5 45 5.5C Y
0.050 B 7
0.102 R 37 4.0C Y
0.040 R i0 5 C Y
0.063 B 9 4.5C N
0.08 B ii 5.6 Y
0.081 B 11 5.5 Y
0.034 B 9
0.050 B 7 5.0 Y
0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.7 Y
C_,K
8 da SLlva, L.A. L
i 3ordas,3











































1 Willlm, P. F
I Dste,M











































1 van MuDster, T
1 Luthen, H
1 van Asperen, H
1 vam LOO, F.R
1 Swart,E.T
1 Fleet, R. W
2 SterDwar te Hof
1 Perelra,A
1 Spaldlng, G. B




DATE: 17 NOV 1985
Date(UT) AONf .,1 _ Chart Cams size
17.97 812081 7.0 S DCS 3B 12
17. 979 812082 7.6 M CZ 10
17.98 812083 6.2 B AA 18
17.997 812084 7.5 M SC2000 5.5
NOTE A Skies partly cloudy and moonlit.
NOTE S Hazy, partly cloudy.
NOTE C Enormous.
NOTE D First sighting.
NOTE E Haze.
NOTE F Increasing haze.
NOTE G No tall seen.
NOTE H MOdlfled S_gWICk lethod used.
NOTE I coma very hrlgbt. (observer gave limit as 9. Ed. )
NOTE 3 strong nucleus. IX: approximate.
NOTE K (PA value appears to be lessured incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE L Diffuse cloud.
NOTE N First naked-eye slght/ng was on this night.
NOTE N Star-llke central condensation.
NOTE O Tall only suspected.
NOTE P Tall not seen.







DATE: 17 NOV 1885
Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.150 R 15 31 4 C N 1 Geenen,J.J
0.16 R 50 6.3 Y 1 SilhsD,J
0.050 B 7 5.0 N l Scb_eer,p
0.15 N 50 5.6 Y l Fleet,H.N C
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) AC_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
17.010 830264 1.76 0.050 B 12 9 5.0 1 Dosatlello,G
17.026 830265 0.34 0.067 R 13.3 35,133 14 5.0 1 DonstlelloiG
17.031 830266 0.203 SC I0 70 5.0 Nilllals,D.3 A
17.076 830267 0.060 R 11.7 25 3 Gsllego,J B
17.078 830268 0.06 R 5.7 20 5.5 2 Cardlel,N C
17.087 830269 0.256 N 5.6 45 2 Pedraz,S D
17.090 830270 0.256 N 5.6 45 3 Gallego,J E
17.094 830271 0.15 N 5 75 1 Velasco,P F
17.097 830272 0.256 N 5.6 45 5.5 2 Cardiel,N G
17.116 830273 0.203 SC 10 81 1 Lohvlnenko,T.W H
17.128 830274 0.33 0.20 N 8 70 17 6 1 Vargns B.,A.G I
17.139 830275 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 6 6 1 Vargss B.,A.G J
17.214 830276 0.99 0.15 N 5 30 5 1 Zanette,D
17.246 830277 0.19 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 12 6.5 3 Knisely,D K
17.278 830278 3 0.050 B 7 6.0 4 CoOk,A.3 L
17.861 830279 0.33 N 4.5 63 4 _ez A M
17.862 830280 0.89 0.063 R 13.3 52 104 Kosa-EISs,A N
17.871 830281 0.063 R 13.3 52 Csukss,M 0
17.911 830282 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 800 23 3 Soc. Astro. de Frssce P
17.924 830283 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 800 22 5.6 3 SO¢. AstrO. de F_snce Q
17.927 830284 0.356 SC 11 200 30 1 verdenet,M R
NOTE A The nucleus was brighter and I thlnk I
is start ti_e. Ed.)
Notes
caught a glimpse of s very faint teill (Duration not indlcated. Time of observation
NOTE B Very big. Spherical. (Duration not indicated. Tile of obnervatlon Is assumed to be end time. Drawlng data inferred from
magnitude report fozl. Ed.}
NOTE C The "false nucleus" appeared stellar. Coma very big. (Dttratlos not indicated. Tile of observation is assumed to be mid
tiJe. DraWing data inferred fron magnitude report fozl. Ed.)
NOTE D Observed 3 H. after where marks the cross. [sic] Two "spots" is the stellar central condensation. (Drawing data inferred
from magnitude report form. D_ration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE E (D_ratlon sot ludlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form.
Ed.)
NOTE F Bright and condensed nucleus, <1'. Diffuse coma be_dzrles. Spherical. Observed with J.M. Cuad_z. Tamp. -3 C. (Duration not
indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start tlme. Ed.)
NOTE G DC - 6. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be mid time. Drs_rlng data inferred from magnitude report
form. Ed.)
NOTE H The famous Ealley is seen here INch brighter than last observed. (Duration not indicated. Time of observatlon is assu_ed to
be start time. Ed.}
NOTE I Soue instants during the observations a clear rays appear around the central coedensations, the PA was estimated in 70
grades more less. [sic]. The ccua present s large general aspect. Sc_e times a diffuses filaments (like rays) in radial
distribution appears a_ouDd the central c_s. [sic]
NOTE 3 Some instants during the observations s clear rays appear around the central condensations, the PA was estimated iD 70
grades more less. The coma aspect was better with 120x. [sic] The air fluctuations _-rmlt a good vision in some times when a
rays llke filaments are very clear around the central nucleo. PA 70. [sic]
NOTE K Bright stellar central condensation (magnitude +9?). Darker portion of coma on north side of nucleus from about 4' arc out
to 6 or 7 mi=. from nucleus. Area roughly circular. Paint tall as broad as coma OUt to approximately 20' arc from nucleus.
7x35 binoculars and star in Pleiades magn. 6.9 used for magnitude determination. Dark spot? (north of nucleus) at PA 30;
broad faint tail at PA ii0. Magnification of 240x also used.
NOTE L comet was seen through high cLrrus Just as a stor_ moved in. (Duration not i_dicated. Time of observation is start time.
Ed.)
NOTE M very condensed. More extended than 3 days before (?). Perhaps a little tail pointing NE. (Duration not indicated. Time of
observation is assumed to be roughly mid time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE N Nucleus eccentric. Schematic drawing.
NOTE O The nucleus iss't in center. (Duration not indicated. Ti_e of observation is ass_ed to be start time. Drawing data inferrud
from magnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE P Jet at PA 103, 13" long; Jet at PA 155, ll" long; ion tail at PA 218, 132" long; Jet at PA 237, 15" long; streamer at PA
238, 92" long; Jet at PA 290, 17" long; jet at PA 340, 8" long. Drawing made by Serge Thebault.
NOTE Q Jet at PA 97, 18" long; Jet at PA 120, 20" long; streamer at PA 150, 31" long; streamer at PA 201, 75" long; tail at PA 211,
105" long; streamer at PA 267, 33" iosg. Drawing made by Alsin Peter.
NOTE R (Additional drawing submitted made with llxS0 binoculars (1.95'/_m). Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL _/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
17.035 850242 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 9.00 Kodak Tri-X N T 18/C 1 Priester,D.C A
NOTE y 15' coma, averted vision.
NOTE Z (Obsex_er gave limit as 8.6. Ed.)
NOTE a Notably brighter.
NOTE b 8.0' cc_a, averted vision.
NOTE C II' co_a, averted vislos.
NOTE S (observer indicated "A" _ethud [Argelauder?]. Ed.)
NOTE T Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observlng co_dltlon$.
NOTE U Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE _ (Observer gave limit as I0.0. EXL)
NOTE N Probably well adapted, sot dark adapted, Of course - there is no dark sky in Czechoslovakia.
NOTE X (Observer calls coma diameter value halo diameter. Ed.)
DATE: 17 NOV 1985
Datef_r) A_O FL f/ Ap
17.047 850243 0.135 2.8
17.058 850244 0.200 4.5
17.061 850245 0.200 4.5
17.064 850246 0.200 4.5
17.070 850247 0.200 4.5
17.074 850248 0.200 4.5
17.081 850249 0.200 4.5
17,091 850250 2.400 4 0.600
17.098 850251 0.400 6.3
17.239 850252 0.305 2.5 0.122
17.253 850253 0.135 2.8
17.398 850254 0.500 5
17.603 850255 0.850 3.4 0.25
17.801 850256 0.950 4.7 0.20
17.964 850257 0.135 2.8







FOV _ Eaulsion :SO Hyp Gdug Tdl/1'_ Site Obsezvez(s)
15.2 x£0.2 20.00 Kodak 2415 ¥ S 1/P 1 de T_UiS,J
10.3 X 6.9 2.00 3M 1000/ N O 5/_f 1 Ma_'tia,D
10.3 x 6.9 2.00 3M 1000/ N O 10/'1' 1 Ma-rttn,D
10.3 X 6.9 3.00 3M I000/ N O II/T 1 Mart_,D
10.3 x 6.9 3.00 2M I000/ N O 12/T 1 Maztln,D
10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M 1000/ N 0 13/T 1 Martlo,D
10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M 1000/ N O 14/T 1 Martlu,D
0.9 x 0.6 40.00 Ko<Zak ZV-F N O 003/T I BattsIoi,P
5.2 x 3.4 3.00 SM 1000/ N O 15/T 1 M_rtlo,D
6.8 x 4.5 20.00 Kodak 2415 N S 139/P 1 MIBtoo,R.B
15.2 x10.2 4.00 Kodak Tzi-z N C 615/_ 1 LaZ_TSOO,H
4.1 X 2.7 6.00 Saku_s 1600 1600/ N S 15/P 1 Snoford,J
2.4 x 1.6 15.00 Kodak 6415 Y C 3/P 1 Ko_ima,T
2.2 X 1.4 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 4/P 1 Conr_,R
15.2 xi0.2 15.00 EH 29 N S I/P 3 Portsls,A
DATE: 17 NOV I%85
Notes
(Prints submitted by observez are c_sltss of two contiguous 10 mlo. Ed. ) Instruaent is Aero-Ektar aarial cmra lens.
(Obsel'voE's image ideotlfier is 16-15. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
FEOOtal Ob_tlratloo eods exposlEce after 6 mIDUtsS.
Iostrtmeot ls _ight-Scbnidt. Large format (120 size) filz used.
City lights Intsrfezod with the obsel_atloo; Vioooa, from room!






















DATE: 18 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATI(X_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AO_# ILl R24 Chart
812085 6.0: B 57
812086 7.4 M SC2000
812087
812088 6.6 S 57
812089 6.2 S 57
812090 7.0 B 58
812091 5.2 S 57
812092 57
812093 6.0 S 57
812094 6.1 57
812095 6.8 $ 57
812096 6.7 M 57
812097 6.3 57
812098 57
812099 5.4 S 58
812100 5.5 S 58, 57
812101 6.0 B 57
812102 5.8 S SAO
812103 6.0 S SAO
812104
812105
18.2132 812106 6.3 S S_
18.24 812107 5.5 M AA
18.24 812108 6.1: M AA
18.24 812109 5.6 S AA
18.273 812110 7.0 M 58
18.30 812111 6.3 M 57
18.30 812112 5.7 S AA
18.30 812113 5.6 M 57, 58
18.313 812114 6.9 S 57
18.32 812115 5.5 M 57, 58
18.34 812116
18.351 812117 6.1: 57
18.396 812118 5.9 M 57
18.406 812119 7.7 B 57
18.52 812120 5.5 $ 57
18.52 812121
18.53 812122 6.5 B
18.54 812123 7.3 B
18.55 812124 6.8 M 57
18.556 012125 6.4 B
18.558 812126 6.0 M 57
18.56 812127 7.2 S
18.583 812128 7.0 S 57
18.60 812129 7.1 B 57
18.61 812130 7.3 B SAO
18.61 812131 6.9 M SAO
18.61 812132 8.3 B SAO
18.615 812133 8.2 S 57
18.622 812134 6.8 M 57
18.663 812135 7.5 M 57
18.68 812136 7.0 M
18.681 812137 7.0 B 57
18.69 812138 5.9 S 57
18.69 812119 6.5 B 57
18.753 012140 7.2 B 57
18.76 812141 7.I S AAVSO
18.79 812142 6.9 B E
18.83 812143 6.9 B E
18.83 812144 6.5 B AAVSO
18.844 812145 57
28.85 812146 8.0 B M
18.87 812147 6.9 B E
18.875 812148
18.882 812149 6.0: B 57
18.885 812150 7.3 B 57
18.896 812151 6.0: B 57
18.90 812152 5.7 S PLEIADE
18.90 812153 5.9 S 57
18.90 812154
18.90 812155 6.7 B M
18.906 812158 6 : B 57
18.92 812157 6.7 B M
18.93 812158 6.7 B M
18.98 812159 6.2 S 59
18.98 812160
18.99 812161 5.8 S USNOC































































Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiH DA Site ObservQE(S)
0.114 N 8.7 I00 Y 1 Rodzlguez C.,J.A
0.075 R 16 50 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.200 R 14 40 6.1 Y 1 Rogers,J.B
0.080 B 10 6.1 y 1 Rogers,J.H
0.08 B I0 6.0 1 Shanklln,J.D
0.203 N 6 75 4.0 Y I0 Troiani,D.M














0.317 N 6 55
0.080 B 20 5.6
0.056 R 10 20
0.229 R 12 86









3.7 19 6.2 Y
7 5.0 Y
10
0.152 N 4.4 28 4.6
0.05 B 10 5.9
0.080 B 20
0.080 B 20 6.0
0.08 R 6 20 6.0
0.050 R 8 6.0
0.67 I01 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.0
EY 5.9
7 0.13 290 0.05 B I0 5.5
2 0.08 R 6.3 16 4.5 y
0.025 B 3 6 Y
8 0.08 B 15
5 0.16 N 4.8 24 y
5 0.15 N 8 43 5.0 N
7 0.08 B II 6 Y
0.035 B 7 y
5 0.030 B 8 5.0C y












1 0.05 R 16 20 5.0C y
7 0.i 90 0.15 N 8.6 41 5.5 Y
6 0.20 N 5.6 44 6.5 Y
6 0.06 R 12 22 y
7 0.15 N 5.7 34 4.0 Y
6 0.15 N 6 45 3.6C Y
6 0.33 100 0.1 N 10 40 6.5 y
0.12 N 6 36 4.0 Y
0.05 B 7 6.0 y
0.07 B i0 5.5 Y
20 0.05 B 7 6.0 y
20 0.05 B 7 6.0 y
0.063 R 13.3 21 5.1C N




0.07 B I0 4.0 N
0.03 B 8
0.05 B 7
0.076 R 16 100 5.0C y
0.15 N 5 38 N
0.05 B 7 5.0C y
0.05 B 20 N
0.05 B 7 4.5
0.050 B 7
110 0.200 SC 10 36 Y
0.20 R 15 150
0.114 N 3.7 47 4.0 N
0.20 R 15 150
0.20 R 15 150
0.050 R i0 15 5.5








NOTE A Tall traces?
NOTE B 9.0' coma, averted vision.
NOTE C Still faint nucleus at 170x. Circular.
NOTE D Mist.
NOTE E Central condensation magnitude 7.8.
NOTE F Coma now as_etric.
NOTE G Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE E Seen naked eye first time.
NOTE I DC approximate.
NOTE 3 Some haze in sky. Only i0 minutes dark adapted.
NOTE K Like a sllght/y diEfuse star.
NOTE L Trace of blue to coma.
NOTE M Coma diameter approximate.




















Y 5 Glassett,w N
Y 21 Hale,A O
Green,D.W.E M
Y 6 Morris,C.S
Y 1 Bzacken,R p
Y 6 Morris,C.S
Y 6 Morris,C.s
Y 4 KrisciuJ_as,K Q
















































NOTE O Observed from within Los Angeles city limits, but would consider light pollutlon in this part of the sky as negligible.
Magnitude estimate probably trustworthy.
NOTE p Very good seeing.
NOTE Q Comet suspected maked eye tilth 7 day moon still 10 deg. up, comet not seem naked eye for certain.
NOTE R (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE S Inner city lights.
NOTE T Glimpsed %rith naked eye, Nov. 18.54.
NOTE U Tall not seen.
NOTE V Core mag. (observer's symbol believed to meam "approximately equal to", Ed.) 11.5.
DATE: 18 NOV 1985 DATE: 18 NOV 1985
NOTE W COma diaJeter det_-_ained as an average of five tzansit time observations,
NOTE Z Chazt fzom Sky Telesc. V. 70, 465.
NOTE Y Tall length and PA approxlmate.
NOTE Z Light pollution.
NOTE a MOOnlight.
SOB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AnN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pitt(s) Dunq Lia Site Observer(a) Notes
18.004 830285 0.114 N 8.7 I00 1 Rodrlguez C.,J.A A
18.005 830286 1.76 0.050 B 12 6 5.0 1 Donattello,G
18.026 830287 0.33 0.067 R 13.3 35,123 14 5.0 1 Donatlello,G
18.097 830288 0.203 R 13 110 1 Philllps,J B
18.271 830289 0.200 SC 10 167,500 20 5.2 1 Ashley,J.B C
18.62 830290 1.38 0.15 N 5.7 34 14 4.0 2 Tanikawa,M D
18.882 830291 0.15 N 5 38 2 Rodzl_z C.,J.A A
18.885 830292 0.39 0.076 R 16 100 10 5.0 1 K_konen,I.T






(Duxatlon not indicated. Time of Observation is assumed to be e_d time. Drawing data inferred from magmltude report form.
Zxl.)
Clty lights. Comet Doted in fIDde_r for the first t_e. Finder has an 80 _ lens. Halle T now much easier to see. Movement
noted for the first time. C_met ponltlon changed fECQ 0140 to 0220 UT. (D_ration ant ledlcated. Tile of ObServation is
assumed t o be start time. Ed.)
NO specific structure could be seen. aowevez, a very slight central coedensatlon was apparent at 167x. The degree of
comdensatlon was less pronotLnced when observing at 500x. Retlcle/PA eyepiece yielded 167x. 500x used in inspection for
details.
Core (observer's symbol believed to mean "approximately equal to', Ed.) 11.5.
Ob_stlon made inside Madrid (light pollution). (Duration not ludlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be end time.
DraYing data Inferred from magnitude report fox1. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPEY
Date(UT) AO_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM EmnL1Slon Inn Hyp G4mg Id/Typ Site Observer(n) Notes
18.118 850258 0.205 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 236/P 1 Sabia#J.D
18.126 850259 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 237/P 1 nabln,3.D
18.128 850260 0.210 3.5 9.8 x 6.5 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 33/C 2 Chestez,G.R
18.166 850261 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 Dilslzlan,R
18.175 850262 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N I/P 2 Tat%_,R
18.225 850263 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 4.00 Kudak Tri-X N C 617/N 1 Lazerson,H A
18.274 850264 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 3M i000 1000/31 N O I/N 3 E4Lbexg,S.3
18.274 850265 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 I0.00 Ilford EP 5 500/ N O 23/C 3 Edbezg,S.3
18.280 850266 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7 5.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 2/14 3 Eclbezg,S.J
18.280 850267 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 X 5.3 5.00 Ilford BP 5 500/ N O 24/C 3 E4bexg,S.3
18.292 850268 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M i000 1000/31 N O 3/N 3 Edbexg,S.J
18.298 850269 0.240 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 4/14 3 Edbezg,s.J
18.322 850270 0.500 3.4 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 5/N 3 E_Lbexg,s.J
18.322 850271 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Ilford KP 5 500/ N O 25/C 3 Edbexg,S.J
18.328 850272 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 6/N 3 E_bezg,S.J
18.328 850273 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.2 10.00 Ilford EP 5 500/ N O 26/C 3 Edbe_g,S.3
18.332 850274 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 7/N 3 Edberg,s.J
18.332 850275 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 Ilford EP 5 500/ N O 27/C 3 Edb4LEg,S.J
18.340 850276 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 8/14 3 Edbe_g,S.3
18.345 850277 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.05 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 9/N 3 F./Odoezg,S.3
18.349 850278 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 4.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O 10/N 3 _g,S.J
18.355 850279 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N O ll/N 3 Edberg, s.3
NOTE A (observer's image identifier ms 16-17. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
DATE: 19 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _1 _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
19.000 812162 7.1 M SC2000 4.0
19.007 812163 7.2 B 57 17
19.024 812164 6.5 S 57 25
19.04 812165 6.9 5





19.10 812167 5.4 M AA 11 E
19.104 812168 7.0 57 4.5 8
19.133 812169 5.3 B 57 15
19.146 812170 6.5 B 57
19.187 812171 6.0 S 57 10 8 3
19.208 812172 6.1 M 57 15.0 6
19.23 812173 5.3 S AA 25 5
19.23 812174 5.7 S USNOC 17 5
19.23 812175 15 5
19.23 812176 8
19.24 812177 5.4 S AA 22 7
19.247 812178 57 5.4 5
19.253 812179 6.4 M 57 5 5
19.260 812180 7.4 S 57 28
19.32 812181 5.5 M 57, 58 10
19.357 812182 5.4 S 57 12.6 10
19.4292 812183 5.9 S SAO 21
19.4313 812184 6.2 S SAO 18
19.451 812185 5.7 M 57 18
19.4583 812186 6.0 SAC 45
19.485 812187 7.2 B 57
19.500 812188 8.5 S 5? 9.0
19.505 812189 7.1 S 57
19.517 812190 6.0 M 57 10
19.545 812191 7.1 B 57 8
19.547 812192 6.6 S 57 5
19.573 812193 6.4 B 57 I0
19.583 812194 7.0 S 57 1.5
19.61 812195 5.4 S 57
19.61 812196 6.5 S 57 i0
19.62 812197 8.0 B 57 15
19.757 812198 6.5 B 57 i0
19.76 812199 6.8 B E 7
19.771 812200 7.0 M 57
19.771 812201 6.7 E 57 6
19.778 812202 8
19.824 812203 7.4 B 57
19.865 812204 6.5 57
19.87 812205 6.7 B AAVSO 16
19.965 812206 7.3 M SC2000 8.5
19.969 812207 7.7 M SC2000 5.5
19.990 812208 7.6 N SC2000 6.0
3 0.035 B 7 4.5C y 1 Gronek,3.D
7 0.67 90 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 14 Morris,C.S
3 0.050 B 20 6 Y 1 Jordsn,J
8 0.131 R 7.1 27 6.2 1 Machholz,D
7 0.080 B 20 6.2 1 Machholz,D
7 0.17 290 0.05 B 10 5.5 y 1 Eabre,E N
1 EY 6.2 1 Mach_olz,D
0.07 B I0 4.5M y 1 Date,M
2 0.050 B 12 5.3 y 1 Batza,H
8 0.05 B I0 5.0 y 1 NilllalS,P.F
5 0.030 B 8 4.5M y 1 KatO,T
5 0.050 B 7 5.8C Y 1 Parklnson,M O
4 0.153 N 8.6 33 4.0 y 1 lwakl,Y
6 0.060 B I0 3.5 y 1 MorIya,M p
1 0.05 R 16 20 5.0C y 1 Felsbeng,3
0.025 B 3 8.i y 1 Seargent,D
7 0.07 B i0 5.5 Y 1 Yasuki,M
7 0.1 150 0.15 N 8.6 41 6.0 y 1 Maklno,3
5 0.080 B I0 2.5 y 1 M_Iya,M O
5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
0.06 R 4.5 i0 4.4M y 1 Chodorowski,F
7 0.03 0.08 B 20 5 M Y 2 Knaln,E R
3 0.064 R 12 32 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
3 0.05 B 10 M Y 2 Fzosiea,A S
6 0.050 B I0 5.$C Y 1 Kaila,K
6 0.12 R 5 35 Chernls,K
6 0.08 B 11 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W T
6 0.075 R 16 50 5.6 y 1 Fleet,R.W U
8 0.15 N 4 50 5.6 y 1 Fleet,R.W V
DATE: 19 NOV 1985
NOT_ A 13' coma, averted vlsioo, between clouds.
NOTE B Possible Jets. (Observer gives PA 250 and PA 280 for tall PA. Ed.}
NOTE C (observer gave limit as 8.8. Ed.)
NOTE D Involved w_th bright star (Tsu Arl). C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE E C©ma diameter approximate.
NOTE F Hazy sky.
NOTE G Scattered clouds. Tau Arletis comparison star.
NOTE N Skies very clear and transpazent, although aLr was turbulent due to high winds. Coma appeared oblong w_th nucleus off centerin coma.
NOTE I Obs. made after lOonset.
NOTE J Almost stellar nuc. Of 9-10 meg.
NOTE K Filer micrometer used for coma diameter.
NOTE L HXC. see.
NOTE M Tall was straight add becale narrower with distance from coma.
NOTE N (PA value appears to be measuzed incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE O Star-llke central condensation.
NOTE P Seeing 3/5.
NOTE O Seeing 2/5.
NOTE R Moonlight.
NOTE S Lillt = 9.4.
NOTE T 15' coma, averted visloa.
NOTE U 8.5' coma, averted vision.
NOTE V 9.5' coma, averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AOH# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pitt(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
19.095 830294 0.25 0.203 N 8 128 4 5.0 1 Hanaoa,J A
19.102 830295 0.99 0.15 N 5 30 5 1 Zaaette,D B
19.157 830296 0.?5 0.318 N 8 40 73 5.5 1 Nathaway,w
19.767 830297 1.2 0.080 B 20 12 5 1 Knaln,E C
NC_E A Central condensation observed offset.
NOTE B It's see perfectly circular. [sic]
NOTE C Not sure of tail. Movement amoag stars clearly seen.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdag Id/_/p Site Observer(s) Notes
19.090 850280 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 239/P 1 Sabla,J.D A
19.150 850282 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 5/P 1 DilsIzlaa,R
19.167 850283 0.135 2.8 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 9/P 1 Valerlani,G
19.179 850284 0.135 2.8 14.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 10/IP 1 Valeriani,G
19.293 850285 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 4.00 KOdak Tri-X N C 821/N 1 Lazerson,B B
NOTE A MOOD 20 deg. above western horizon.
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 16-21. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
Notes
0.08 B 11 5.3 y 1 Fleet, H.N A
0.05 B 7 5.0C y 7 Chlielewskl,w
0.32 N 4.4 56 5.2 Y 1 Arlail,H.B H
0.034 B 9 1 Perelra,A C
0.050 B i0 6 Y 3 comello,G D
0.080 B 20 Greea,D.W.E E
0.203 N 8 128 5.0 y Hennon,J F
0.05 B 7 5.3 N 1 FOX,J.H G
0.080 B 20 5.5M y Salth,D
0.25 N 5.6 56 6 Y 1 Jorda_,J H
0,05 B 12 6.3 Y 1 Knlght,S
0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E E
0.050 B i0 Bortle,J.E I
0.080 B 20 Bortle,J.E
0.500 N 5 96 Bortle,J.E j
0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E E
0.15 N 8 68 4.3 y i Robe-rtson,T K




DATE: 20 NOV 3985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SEB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 20 NOV 1985
Date(UT) AON| _1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tsil PA Ap Ins f/ P_w Lin DA Site Obm4urvex(s) Notes
20.02 812209 6.5 B E 14 5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
20.076 812210 8.0 S 57 1.8 7 0.203 N 6 101 5.3M T 1 Hudak,D.M
20.194 812211 7.0 B 57 17 3 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 8 Cbaielewski,w A
20.197 812212 6.0 S 56 5 0.318 N 8 40 Y 1 Bsth_wsy,W
20.240 812213 7.3 S 57 30 3 0.035 B 7 4.5C Y 1 Gzonek,J.D B
20.240 812214 7.5 S 57 3.0 4 0.254 N 5.S 55 5 ¥ 2 SwaveZy,M.E C
20.30 812215 6.9 M E 18 5 0.04 B 12 Ms_ik,A
20.36 812216 5.5 M 57, 58 11 7 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 6 Morris,C.S
20.36 81221? 5.4 M 57, 58 13 6 0.050 R 8 6.0 Y 6 Morzis,C.S D
20.365 812218 7.1 B 57 3 0.050 B i0 6.0C y 1 Stapleton,3 E
20.403 812219 6.7 M 5 4 0.18 N I0 55 3.5M Y 1 Knto,T F
20.41 812220 5.3: S AA 14 2 0.080 B 20 GreeD,D.W.E G
20.45 812221 6.1 M 57 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 2 Hale,A
20.451 812222 6.5 M 57 5 6 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 Watnnabe,A
20.451 812223 6.2 M 57 5 6 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 gataDabe,H
20.46 812224 5.9 B 57 EY 6.5 Y 2 Hale,A
20.46 812225 0.67 105 0.20 N 6 61 6.5 Y 2 Bale,A
20.483 812226 7.1 B 57 0.07 B I0 4.5M Y I Dste,M
20.490 812227 6.2: S 57 11 3 0.050 B I0 T I Tzegsskls,T.B H
20.50 812228 5.3 $ 57 EY 5.8M Y 1 Love_oT,T
20.521 812229 7.3 B 57 0.05 B 7 3.0MC T 1 Basegsws,T
20.541 012230 6.5 S 57 9.0 2 0.050 B 12 5.5 Y 1 BStZS,E
20.59 812231 6.7 $ 57 8 0.045 R 6 13 3.5 Y Jones,A I
20.59 012232 7 0.317 N 5 86 Y Jones,A
20.590 812233 7.9 S 57 1.3 6 0.15 N 6 32 3.6C Y 1 Nakst_uki,M
20.615 812234 6.5 M 57 19.5 6 0.32 i00 0.I N 10 40 6.0 Y 1 Ichlkswa,K
20.63 812235 7.7 B 57 11 7 0.15 N 8.6 41 5.5 Y 2 MakiDo,3
20.65 812236 6.8 S 57 20 6 0.15 N 5.3 32 6.0 Y 2 Oks,A
20.65 812237 6.6 M 56 13 7 0.25 100 0.08 B 11 6 Y I Mits_ms,S J
20.65 812238 6.5 S 11 7 0.08 B 11 4.0 N 1 Momose,M
20.65 812239 6.9 M 57 20 6 0.080 B 11 5.5 Y 3 wstaDabe,N
20.66 812240 6.5 S 57 12 7 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Yasuki,M
20.669 812241 7.5 M 57 2.5 6 0.12 N 6 36 4.0 Y 1 Kishi,A
20.70 812242 6.4 B M 0.05 B 7 Martls,A
20.72 812243 6.0 B AAVSO 0.11 R Ch_v,K
20.73 812244 6.9 S AAV$O 8 5 0.17 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y 1 Ksyasbi,A
20.76 812245 6.2 S 57 12.1 6 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Kaosi,K
20.76 812248 6.6 B 57 12.1 6 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 KaDaI,K
20.79 812247 6.0 B E 10 5 0.05 B 7 Mozwil,Y
20.896 812248 57 I0 6 0.089 R 5.5 18 4.3 N 1 Vestura,F K
20.902 812249 6.0 S 56 18 7 0.050 B 7 5.0MC N 5 MeO_&i,D
20.92 812250 7.0 B 57 4 4 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 1 Spell,3 L
20.929 812251 6.8 M 57 2 0.050 B I0 4.2MC Y 1 LOZSDO,L
20.838 812252 6.5 B 57 13 0.08 B 15 N 2 LOSS_a,R
20.9& 812253 6.8 B M 5 0.2 0.08 R 29 NeSterov,Yu
20.976 812254 6.1 M 57 13 5 0.05 B 12 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T M
NOTE A Cams elongated to east.
NOTE B EXC. see.
NOTE C Coma diameter timings were made using the eyepieces' of the field of view and the drift method. [sic] During this procedure
I was unable to use averted visiOn and therefore the timings reflect the slze of brighter central udlrectly viewed" regions.
I could m Do outstanding features or major tail formation, however, there was s slight but distinct "faDnlng" visible
towards the wester or following edge. [sic].
Fan shaped tail suspected.
ID AEiesr ROOD set.
Vex_ poor condition.
Coma diameter approximate.






NOTE I Drlft£og clouds.
NOTE J 9.5
NOTE K Coma size is lower lilit. MoOn.
NOTE L Faint euxora and fog.
NOTE M Seeing good, transparency good.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/
20.241 830298 0.44 0.254 N 5.6
20.286 830299 0.19 0.254 N 5.6
20.938 830300 0.080 B
P_T(S) DurM Lim Site ObserTer(s) Notes
55,155 26 5 2 Sw&vely,M.E A
53, 60,120 15 5.9 1 Ksisely,D B
15 1 Losada,R C
(Two dzawlngs IDclnded. The first at 55x should be coDsldered primary (0.44'/_]. The second st 155x was include_ to better
show coma shape. The c_s showed a slight but distinct fanning-out towards the following or western edge. Tinings of the
coma by drift method measured only the brighter central area where averted vision was sot needed and resulted in tinlngs of
13 seconds average time or 3.04 arc mi_. The outer edges of the coma in the dzawingwere too faint to measure and are shown
here as seed by averted vision. The second drawing is uncertain in scale add included as s better indication Of coma size
aed shape as observed wlth direct and averted vision.
Hint of very faint broad tail. Central condensation magnitude 9? Hint of coma brightening at PA 80 about 5' arc from
nucleus. Nucleus centered in coma (stellar). City lights reflecting off recent snowfall made observations difficult. Tail?
st PA 135.




DATE: 21 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SEB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON@ ml _ Chart C_a size
21.021 812255 6.1 M 57 17
21.021 812256 5.5 57
21.028 812257 7.1 M SC2000 7.5
21.038 812258 7.2 M SC2000 6.0
21.049 812259 7.1 M SC2000 5.0
21.060 012260 6.0 B 57 20
21.062 012261 6.1 B 57 7.7
21.069 812262 7.4 B 57 5.8
21.07 812263 6.4 M SC 2000 5
21.07 812264 5
21.07 812265 5.2 S _ 22
21.083 812266 6.0 $ 56 3
21.I0 812267 6.4 B 56 14
21.101 812268 7.1 M 56 55.4
21.104 812269 6.5 S 56 I0
21.104 812270 5.7 M AAVSO
21.156 812271 6.2 M 56 6
21.232 812272 5.8 B 57
21.240 812273 6.2 S I0
21.243 812276 7.2 S 57 31
21.258 812275 6.9 B 56
21.36 812276 5.3 M 57, 58 16
21.365 812277 5.8 S 56 13.9
21.406 812278 6.2 M 56 3.5
21.413 812279 5.5 M 56 18
21.54 812280 7.0 B M 5.2
21.563 812281 6.9 B 56
21.572 812282 6.5 S 56 9.0
21.60 812281 6.2 S 56 7.5
21.601 812204 6.6 M 56 11.6
21.608 812285 7.0 B 56
21.64 812286 5.9 B E 15
21.67 812287 6.1 B AAVSO 8
21.767 812288 6.9 B 56
21.813 812289 5.9 B 56 11.2
21.868 812250 6
21.068 812291 6.5 S
21.92 812292 5.5 B AAVSO
21.946 812293 6.8 M 56
21.990 012294 6.3 S Y TAU 32.0
IX: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwl," Lim
5 0.05 B 12 5.5
6 0.106 N 4.4 16 4.6
6 0.08 B 11 5.7
6 0.075 R 16 50 5.7
0.15 N 4 50 5.6
6 0.035 B ? 4.5
9 0.15 N 8 30 4.6
3 0.127 SC 10 50 4.3
? 0.03 R 6 5.5
7 0.203 SC 10 80 5.5
2 0.050 B 7
1 0.152 N 8 135 5
8 0.080 B 20 4.5
3 0,06 B 20 4.3
6 0.203 SC I0 67 4.0
0.050 B I0
5 0.050 B ? 4.3
6 0.06 R 35 5
5 0.080 B 11
3 0.035 B 7
6 110 0.152 N 4.5 45
7 0.050 R 8
8 0.075 R 12 32
4 0.10 N I0 55
? 0.25 290 0.05 B 10
5 0.21 N 80
0.05 B ?
2 0.050 B 12
0.045 R 6 13
6 0.25 95 0.i N i0 40
0.07 B 10
5 0.05 B ?
0.05 B ?
3 0.05 B 10
5 0.050 B ?




5 0.08 B 30
NOTE A Seelag good, transparency excellent. Clouds.
NOTE B Clear, first quarter moon.
NOTE C 16' cons, averted vision.
NOTE D II' one, averted vision.
NOTE E I0' coma, averted vision.
NOTE F Haze and moon, sky not very clear.
NOTE G 8 mag. eucleus.
N_ S Moonlight interferlmg.
NOTE I C_a dlameter approximate.
NOTE J Street lights, moonlight.
NOTE K Jet5 at PA 90 deg. and PA 180 deg.
NOTE L Some cloud.
NOTE M Near first quarter moon. (Observer gave lillt as 9. F,_.)
NOTE N Cola approx. 50t times larger than 11/9 + noticeably brighter. Ex. see.
NOTE O Diffuse clouds.
NOTE P (PA value appears to be meas_Lred incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE O Comet low altitude.
NOTE R Limit - 9.1.
NOTE S MOOD interferes.
NOTE T S_ae haze.
SVB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_r(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
21.129 830301 0.38 0.203 N 6 61,i16,183 I0 6.0 1 Williams,J
21.135 830302 0.060 B 20 99 4.3 1 de la Rosa 3r,A
21.273 830303 2.5 0.30 R 15 161 25 5.5 2 Franch,J
21.295 830304 0.203 N 6 58 13 6.0 I Trolani,D.M
21.872 830305 0.20 SC i0 50 30 5.3 3 Bremseth,p.-J
DA Site ObserTer (s)
Y 1 Taoti,T
Y 1 Willlals, b. 3
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Y I Fleet,R. W
Y I Fleet, R. N
Y 1 Stephan, C
N 1 McBrlde, P
Y 1 ROUJJQI, J
Y 1 Granslo,B.R




N 1 de In Rosa 3r,A
Y 1 Jaoobs,T
O'Meara,S. J
Y 1 Rob__rtson, T
Y 1 Hard, A
Y 6 Pryal, J
DATE: 21 NOV 1985

























































NOTE A The center of the coma was definitely star-like. The coma appeared to slightly brighten towards the center. No further
detail could be seen. Moonlight interfered w_th the observation.
NOTE B Tail PA 82. The comet's coma had begun to assmBe a strongly parabolic shape and had sw_lled in size to about 14'. The
nucleus was seed to be very bright and not completely starlike. Only the first few minutes of arc of a gas tall were
observed stretching east. Halley's total estimated magnitude was 5.8.
NOTE C Condensation in c_a at PA 180 deg. Rays at PA 90 deg. DC - 5.5.
NOTE D Very special-looking Halley. Round co_u, but with central coedensatlon out off-center, to northwest. The northwestern part
of coma was weak. The brightest parts of coma was between PA 95 add PA 180. A brighter "streak" against PA 180. Another
structure agaiust PA 95. A very weak "structure" was observed against PA 40. The central cond. was about 13-14 arc sec. in
diameter. |sic|
DATE: 22 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
RUB-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# _ M_ Chazt
22.00 812295 6.7 B M
22.028 812296 6.9 M SC2000
22.030 812297 6.4 S 56
22.073 812298 6.0 M 57
22.10 812299 4.9 S AA
22.104 812300 6.0 - B 58
22,108 812301 6.1 S 56
22.15 812302 8.2
22.16 812303 5.7 56
22.198 812304 6.8 B 56
22.42 812305 5.3 M 57, BSC 16
22.43 812306 5.5 M 57, BSC 13
22.4340 812307 5.3 M 56 24
22.469 812308 6.5 S 56 10
22.497 812309 6.1 S 56 11
22.503 812310 56 9.4
22.519 812311 56 1.9
22.65 812312 5.8 B AAVSO
22.743 812313 6.5 B 56 4
22.83 812314 5.9 B E 15
22.87 812315 5.9 B E 15
22.91 812316 5.7 B AAVSO
22.92 812317 6.7 B M 5
C0ma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins
4 0.08 R
8.5 6 0.08 B
13 1 0.05 B
4 0.05 B
17 4 0.050 B
20 8 0.035 E
17 3 0.035 B
9 0.034 B
17 4 0.040 B
18 14.5 4 110 0.05 B
6 0.050 R
7 0.33 75 0.080 B
6 0.75 86 0.05 B
2 0.050 B
2 0.050 B
4 0.152 N 8
5 0.5 70 0.32 N 8
0.08 B





NOTE A 14' c_, avexted vision.
NOTE B Seeing good, txanspazency fair/poor. Clouds.
NOTE C Coma diuultez approxlmate.
NOTE D Moon appzox 70t sunlit. No tail visible iD 7X35' S.
NOTE E MOOn _eazby.
NOTE F (ObsezTez gave lilit as 9.2. Ed.)
NOTE G MOdified SidgwIck _thod used.
DATE: 22 NOV 1985
f/ Pwr LIJ DA Site Obsex_er(s)
29 Nest4_rov,Yu
11 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
I0 6 C N 4 House,R.R
12 3 Y 1 Tanti,T
7 Green,D.W.E
7 4.5 Y 1 Stephan, C
7 5.3M N 3 Rk)zzlson, W
9 1 Pereiza,A
8 5.5 Y 1 KeeD,R
7 5.5 Y 9 C_mlelewski,N
8 6.0 Y 14 Morrla,C.S
20 6.0 Y 14 MOrZIa,C.S
7 6.4 Y 5 COOk,A.J
12 5.0 Y 1 Batza,B
I0 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B
64 Y 1 Tregaskla,T.B
150 Y 1 Tze_askis,T.B
20 CbUrlnmOV,K






NOTE H Main tall was stubby and ill-defined. Suuward tall appeazed to wrap around the southern part of the coma add Join w_tb the
_in tail.
NOTE I Moon.
NOTE J Clear add moonlight. Faintest star seen in Insf-E1ment 8.3.
NOTE K Clear add l_osligbt. (Ob_ez gave limit aa appzoxlmstely 11.5. Ed.)
NO_ L D_4_btful tail; length add PA _u_certaln. Bzlght nK_onllght. (Obsez1_Lr gave li_It as approxil_tthly 13. Ed.)
NOTE M Moonlight.
SOB-NETWORK: DRAN_NG
Date(UT) A0_| Scale Ap Ins f/ PuT(s) DurM Lib Site Obserfer(s) Notes
22.116 830306 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.4 5 COOK,A.J A
22.755 830307 1.2 0.080 B 20 15 5 1 Knaln,E B
NOTE A Tail very diffuse sud ghostly.




Date(UT) AON| _I _4 Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
23.01 012318 6.4 8
23. 031 012319 6.5 M $C2000 0.5 6
23.111 012320 5.9 M 57 4
23.118 812321 7.0 M 56 6 3
23.12 012322 5.5 M 56 15 6
23.14 812323 5.4 S 57, 56 18 3
23.16 812324 6.3 M 56 15 7
23.198 812325 8 B 56 5
23.493 812326 6.1 S 56 12 2
23 .500 812327 6 .5 S 56 I0 2
23. 507 812328 56 6
23.60 812328 0.6 B SAO i0 5
23.632 512330 7.0 M 56 3.5 6
21.962 812331 6.8 M 56 6 3
23.99 012332 5.0 S AA 15 6
NO_ A (Observer gave 11mlt as 8.0. Ed.) Moonlight.
NOT_ B 16' coma, avezted vision.
NOTE C Seeing go<x1, transparency excellent. Clouds.
NOTE D Moon. DC approxSJate.
NOTE E Mostly clo_y.
NOTE F Bright Roonlight. (Obae--_ver gave limit as approximately 0.0. Ed. }
NOTE G Moon.
NOTE H Bright moonlight. (Obse-rver gave limit as approximately 13. Ed. }
NOTE I Core mag. (observer's syu_ol believed to _an "approxlmately equal to", Ed. ) 12.
NC_fE J Bright JK)on.
NC_FE K Coaa dieter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING
Date(UT} AONI Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s) D_ZM Lim Slte ObserTer (s ) Notes
23.113 830308 1.6 0. 090 M ii 56 15 4.5 3 Westlt_Dd, M
23.61 830305 1.36 0.15 N 5.7 34, 52 14 4.0 2 Tsnlkaws ,M A
23.957 830310 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 15 3.5 3 Westlu_t M B
NOTE A Core (observer's symbol believe_ to _an "approximately equal to", Ed.) 12.
NOTE B Bright _n.
0. 034 B 9 1 Perelr a, A
0.08 B 11 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
0.05 B 12 Y 1 Tantl, T
O, 09 M II 56 4.5 Y 3 Nestlu_d,M
0.06 R 4 i0 5.5 Y 1 Granslo,B. B
0.080 B Ii 4.5 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
0.080 B 20 4.5 ¥ Kronk.,G
0.00 B 11 4 Y 1 Gorski, L
0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tr_askls, T. B
0.050 B 12 4.5 Y 1 Batza, H
0.32 N 8 150 Y 1 Tzegaskis, T. B
0.15 N 5.7 34 4.0 Y 7 Tanlkswa,M
0.12 N 6 36 3.5M Y 1 Kishi,A
O. 09 M II • 56 3.5M Y 3 Westlu_d,M
0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E





DATE: 24 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR O_T]CO_Q"
S_YB-_RK: VISUI_L _pE_r'_
Dste(UT) _G_# ,i to( ChLrt COma size IX: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ L_J DA site Observe_(s)
24.00 812333 5.7 $ AAVSO 10
24 . 00 812334 5.8 S AAVSO 7 . 5
24.042 812335 5.9 M 56 10.6
24. 049 812336 6.7 M SC2000 4.3
24.313 812337 6.4 S 7
24. 525 812338 5
24.548 812339 5.7 M 56 6
24.552 812340 7.2 B 56
24.597 812341 6.1 B 56 15
24.70 812342 6.0 B AAV$ 0
24.83 812343 5.8 B M 2
NOTE A Moonlight.
NOTE B Moon close to f:Leld.
NOTE C 10' coua, avezted vision, low altitude.
NOTE D WL_lng gibbous moon approximately 20 deg. fz'_ Halley.
NOTE E Seeing 3/5.
NOTE F B_£gh_ess flash (851124.72).
5 0.050 B 10 Bortle,3.E
S 0.080 B 20 Bozl:3.e, J. E
4 0.05 B ? 3.9 Y 1 DeYoumg, O. A
6 0.08 B II 4.5 Y 1 Fleet ,R. W
3 0.080 B II 8 Y 3 PEyal,J
6 0.10 70 0.10 N I0 55 4.0M Y 1 KatO, T
0,030 B 8 4.ON Y I K&to, T
0.07 B 10 4.0M Y 1 Date,M
4 0. 060 B I0 3.0M Y 1 MOULTS, M
0.15 N Korneev, V
3 0.07 N 8 33 Shitlkov, A








NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ul _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_E Lin DA Site Obsez_er(s_
25.14 812344 4.8: S AA 12 3 0.080 B 20 Green, D. W. E
25.57 812345 6.8 S AAVSO 4 4 0.13 N 6.3 24 3.5M y l Ha_ashi,A
25.573 812346 6.3 M 56 10.7 6 0.33 90 0.1 N i0 40 5.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa, K
25.80 812347 7.4 S DCS 4B 2 7 190 0.254 JB 6 72 3 MC y 5 Bus,E.P
25.847 812348 3 0.07 B 16 5.0CM y 1 Taylor, M. D
25.906 812349 5.4 S 56 %.9 0.08 B 15 2.6M N 1 Rt_Tst,G.M
25.94 812350 5.0 S AA 12 6 0.080 B 20 Groen,D.N. E
NOTE A Cola dlalete_r approximate.
NOTE B Ccua asyl_etri¢ ID PA approxilately 190 deg. IDdicated tall PA is approximate.
NOTE C Moon - bright sk_!
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap I_s f/ P_rr (s ) DUrM Lira Site Observer (s) Notes
25.781 830311 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 i0 3.0 3 NestIu_d,M A
NOTE A Very bright mOOnlight.






DATE: 26 NOV 1985
NETWORK : A/4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml 1_ Chart COma size DC Tail PA _p ,Ins f/ Pu_ LJJ DA Site Observer(s)
26.2910 812351 8.6 S SAO 3 3
26.458 812352 7.1 M 3.5 5
26.674 812353 7._ S 55
26.87 812354 ?.0 2 •
26._20 812355 5.7 S 55 20 3
26.975 812356 5.4 S 55 7.5 5
26.990 812357 5.4 S 55 8.0 •
NOTE A 98.2t moon 15 d_g. away.
NOTE B Full moon, bright skies.
NOTE C NuCleus of Bag. 8. (Translated by IRW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT } AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_r (s ) DurM Lira Site Observer (s ]
2G.828 830312 0.08 0.40 N 5 254 15 3.5 2 MerliD,J.-C
0.152 N 8.0 76 4.6 3 Mschholz,D
0.i0 N I0 55 4.0M Y 1 Kato,T
0.12 N 6 36 1.0M Y 1 Kishi,A
0.08 B 20 4.0M Y 1 Speil,J
0.050 B 7 4.8MC N 5 MeOzzi,D
0.08 B 15 4.0M Y 1 Hsver,R
0.05 B 7 4.0M Y 1 Haver,R
Notes
A
DATE: 26 NOV 1985
NOTE A Jet at PA 29; Jet at PA 351 Jet at PA 224, then curved toward PA 281; about sunward. Full Boon at 25 deg. from the comet,





DATE: 27 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VXSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONJ nl P_ Chert
27.067 812358 8.3: B 55
27.389 812359 6.5 M 55
27.43 812360 5.1 S 55
27.491 812361 6.5 M
27.512 812362 6.0 S 55
27.517 012363 55
27.517 812364 55
27.747 812365 6.6 S 55
27.752 812366 5.8 S 55
27.76 812367 5.6 S 55
27.762 812368 6.0 S 55
27.81 812369 7.2 S DCS 4B
27.819 812370 5.2 S 56
27.833 812371 5.9 B
27.836 812372
27.84 812373 5.0 S DCS 4B
27.892 812374
27.917 812375
27.927 812376 6.8 S 55
27.93 812377 4.9 S 55, 56
27.944 812378 6.5 S 55
27.951 812379 5.6 S 55
27.958 812380 5.1 S 56
coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15 3 0.203 R 13 85 4.8 N
5 6 0.035 B 7 5 Y
0.08 B 15 5.8M Y
4 4 0.10 N 10 55 3.0M Y
1 0.05 B 10 Y
6 3 0.152 N 8 64 Y
1 0.03 R 7 8 Y
6 3 0.1 55 0.07 B 16 5.0CM Y
12 3 0.08 B ii N
0.08 B I0 4.5
5 0.25 N 6 60 3.5 N
2.5 7 0.254 JB 6 73 4.5M_ y
12.0 6 0.05 B 10 3.9M N
2.5 3 0.07 B 20 3 M N
10.0 7 0.08 B 15 3.9M N
2.5 7 0.254 3B 6 72 4 MC y
4 6 0.127 SC I0 50 3.9 N
3 6 0.356 SC 10 100 3.9 N
7.5 3 0,1 55 0.07 B 16 5.0CM Y
15 1 0.05 B I0 4 MC N
9 5 0.065 B 12 3.9 N
14.2 5 0.050 B . I0 5.1/( Y
























DATE: 27 NOV 1985
NOTE A Strong _oonllght. SAO 092667 ccmperlson star.
NOTE B Diffuse cloud/ co_deneatlon mag.- i0.
NOTE C Full moon. Scattered cloud. (Observer gave llmlt as approxlmately 8. Ed.)
NOTE D Full moon. Scattered cloud. (Observer gave lJ_It as approximately 11. Ed.)
NOTE E Comet Just visible. Full Joon. Scattered clouds. (Observer gave limit as approximately 7. Ed.)
NOTE F seeing Antonlsdl II. Moon full - bright.
NOTE G Full moon.
NOTE H Seelog Antoniadl III. Moon full - bright Sky!
NOTE I COma diameter is approximate lower limit. Cower definitely soon with naked eye.
NOTE J Co_parieon stars 6.8, 6.3, 5.2. Full moo_.
NOTE K Coua diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING"
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap IDa f/ P_T(S) D_CM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
27.066 830313 0.6 0.202 R 13 85 I0 4.8 1 FOX,J.H A


















DATE: 28 NOV 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(lPr) _l ml _0( Chazt
28.007 812381 6.2: M
28.125 823382 6.0 S 55













































NOTE A Coma diameter zpproxJ.mate.












S AA 9 5
M 55 25 G
B $5 30 12 5
S 55 3.8 7
S DCS 4B 10 6
B 55 2
S 55 6 5
15 55 6 5
S 55 20 5
S ])CS 4B 15 5
B 55 12 5
M 55 25 7
B CZ 4
S 55 15. o ?
B CZ 4
15 ?
S 55 5.8 4
S 55 3.7 6
55
S 55 13.0 S
S 55 9.6 6
55 _ 8
55 5 4
S 55 12 ?




S DCS 4B 28 4
B 55 6.6 6
M 55
S DCS4B5A 15 4 0.33
H 55 15 4
DATE: 28 NOV 1985












Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.10 N 8.6 21 5.8 N 1 GaucheE,C
0.152 N 8 135 5 Y 1 L4Rrls,D.E
0. 050 R 8 3.0M Y 6 M_rris,C. S
0,05 B I0 Y 1 TEegeskia, T. B
0.05 B i0 4.5M Y l Williams, p. F
0.050 B 12 5.0 Y 1 Batza,K
0.060 R 15 45 4.3M Y 3 PuETinskis,R
0.060 B I0 2.0M Y 1 Rk)rlya,M
0. 070 B 20 3.5M Y 1 Kate, T
0.08 R 11.4 46 3.6M Y l Nakst&ukl, M
0.185 N 8.7 57 M Y 1 Bohse, D
0.125 R 6 17 4.0 Y 1 Guthlez,O
0.080 B 20 4.0 Y 1 Gutbie.r,O
0.08 B 10 4.0 1 Shank.lin, J. D
0.080 B 20 4.0M N 1 Sc]_leez, p
0.103 R 13 25 3.6 ¥ 1 McBain,J
0.22 N 4 35 5.6 Y 2 Vincent,J
0.08 R 15 30 4.0 N 2 StoreT,D
0.050 B 10 4.5CM y 1 N:Lls, P
0.07 B 10 3.5 N 1 Deconlack ,M
0.114 N 3.7 47 3.8CM N 3 GC_eZ, T. L
0.100 B 14 3.5 N i Kraling,W
0.050 H 7 4.5MC N 5 MeOzzI,D
0.050 B 10 5 MC N l van LOO,F.R
0.080 B 20 CM N 1 3annlDk,D.W
0.05 B 20 N 4 Gallego,3
0.08 B i0 4.6M N 1 KraI,M
0.05 B i0 4.8 Y 1 XUret,G.M
0.08 B I0 4.4M N 1 Elian,P
0.08 B 15 4.8 Y 1 X_ESt,G.M
0.08 B 11 3.9 Y 1 Galnsfozd,M.J
0.25 N 6 80 3.9 Y I Gsinsford,M.J
0.15 N 6.6 100 Y Dal Santo,M
0.050 B 7 4.0 N 1 Ltu_e,R
0.050 B I0 4.9M Y 3 Abbott,J
0.080 R 7.5 17 4.0M N 3 Li Causi,G
0.080 R 6.3 31 3.0M N 2 Rlchert,M
0.065 B 12 4 N 5 FotLlkes,M
0.040 R 12 25 4.1 N 2 Moe_lez,M
0.100 B 14 4.5 Y 2 welseferdt,F
220 0.08 B 15 3.7 Y 1 Die_-rich,M
0.20 SC ii 50 4.aM Y 3 P_iniO,R
0.040 B 7 4.5MC Y 5 BUS,E.P
0.050 B I0 5.0M N 1 ROnaI,L
0.050 B 10 1 ROSSi,L
70 0.046 R 4 8 5 M Y 1 va= de Neg,R.L.W






























NOTE C Bright leon. Clear. (Observer gave Itmit as approxlJmately 8.5. Ed.)
NOTE D Full _oon.
NOTE E Haze.
NOTE F Seeing 2/5.
NOTE G Diffuse cloud.
MOTE H Beginninge of tail. (T_anslated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE I MOOD up but Sb_o_ed by bank of heav_r cloud. C_parlson stars _ust above track.
NOTE J Full moon ziseD. High cirrus towards end of observation.
NOTE K Moon.
NOTE L Drawlng 1.
NOTE M Cola dialeter add DC approximate. Moonlight.
NOTE N Tele_opic limit is 8.
NOTE O C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE P Moon (full). Haze. Central condensation magnitude.
NOTE Q Strong moon.
NOTE R C_azlson stars 5.5, 6.3, 5.2. Full POOh + I day.
NOTE S Ma_Iflcatlon approximate.
NOTE T MOOnphase: 1 day after full moon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE U Moon, hazy.
Nc_rE V Noon. (Obse--vve.T indicated =A" Bethod [Argelander?}. Ed.)
NOTE W Tail length 8x12 arc fin. NOOn. (Observer indicatnd "A" _thod [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE X C_t visible in 3X18 binoculars.
NOTE Y In 12x60 bin_ulars, DC = 7.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s)
28.651 830314 0.08 R 11.4 I01 4 3.6 i Wakstsukl,M
28.655 830315 0.08 R 11.4 33 5 3.6 1 Wakatsuki,M
28.726 830316 0.06 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 26 1.5 1 Riccabone,G
28.792 830317 0.050 B 20 4 Gallego,3
28.875 830318 0.5 0.080 R 7.5 14 4.0 i Li Causi,G
Notes
NOTE A Dlasetez of the false nucleus is 31 arc sec. Magnification of 90 also used. Two drawings included. Moonlight and intense
city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IIW staff. Ed.}
NOTE B Nearly full Ioon at 30 deg. (Duration not indicated. Tilde of observation is assu_ed to be end time. Drawing data inferred
from aagnltede report for_. Ed.)
NOTE C Full mOOnlight Interfered with the observation. Coa_t had no tail. (Duxatios not indicated. Time Of observation is assumed




Dste(0T)A0_| _ F_ Chart _s size
29.113 812428 ) 6.8 B 55 36
29.I42 812429 6.2 S 55 30
29.28 812430 5.3 55 15
29.378 812431 5.4 M 55 12
29.405 812432 8
29.417 812433 4.7 S 55 30
29.424 812434 6.0 M 55 10
29.431 812435 6 M 55 i0
29.469 812436 5.8 S 55
29.476 812437 55 7.2
29.510 812438 6.1 B 55 15
29.542 812439 6.8 M 55
29.55 812440 6.0 M 55
29.58 812441 6.0 B 13
29.597 812442 6.5 B 55
29.606 812443 6.0 S 55 8
29.625 812444 5.4 M 55 15
29.630 812445 9
29.67 812446 5.5 B M
28.68 812447 6.4 B E 13
28.697 812448 6.8 B 55 18.7
29.688 812449 5.8 B CZ
28.698 812450 5.8 B CZ
29.701 812451 6.0 B CZ
29.715 812452 5.8 M 55 13
29.7152 812453 5.5 S 32 22
29.719 812454 6.4 M CZ
29.720 812455 6.5 B 5
29.722 812458 7.5 M CZ 20
29.722 812457 5.3 M 55
29.729 812458 6.0 M 55 15 11
29.733 812459 5.8 55
29.733 812460 0.9 M CZ 30
29.736 812461 5.7 M AAVSO 12
29.736 812462 5.7 M AAVSO 14
29.74 812463 4.8 S 55, 56 15
29.74 812464 5.4 B 55 25
29.74 812465 6.4 B E 14
29.740 812466 8.i B 55 35 . 12
29.743 812487 6.8 B 55
29.750 812468 5.5 55
29.771 812469 5.5 B 55 20
29.78 812470 6.3 B M 6
29.788 812471 6.5 B CZ 15
29.799 812472 7.5 M 55 4.4
29.802 812473 6.5 M CZ 12
29.851 812474 7.0 S 55 5
29.9166 812475 6.1 S 55 3.5
29.926 812476 5.9 S 55 7.5
29.962 812477 5.6 M 55 15.0
NOTE A Possible ray.
NOTE B Modified Sid91rlck Bethodused.
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim
1 0.05 B 7 3.6
8 230 0.32 N 4.4 56 4.8M
4 0.040 B 8 5.0
5 0.030 B 8 5.5M
7 0.17 90 0.10 N I0 55 5.5M
7 EY 6.3
8 0.035 B 7 5
6 0.035 B 7 5
2 0.05 B 10
4 0.152 N 8 64
8 0.060 H i0 3.5M
7 0.060 R 15 45 4.8M
0.05 B 7 4.5M
5 0.05 B i0 4.0
0.07 B 10 4.5M
5 0.17 80 0.07 B I0 6.0
6 0.030 B 8 5.0M
7 0.15 80 0.i0 N I0 55 5.0M
EY
4 0.05 R 8 20
5 0.165 N 8.7 57 M
4 0.08 B 10 4.5
4 0.08 B 10 4.5
4 0.08 B 10 4.5
6 0.089 H 5.5 18 5.0
5 76 0.08 B I0 5.0M
0.10 B 25 5 C
4 0.080 H 6 12 4.0
4 0.10 B 25 5.7.'4
6 0.05 B 12
6 0.08 B 11 6.0
9 El' 8.0
3 0.05 B 7 5.5M
7 0.55 I00 0.063 R 13.3 52
8 0.4 95 0.063 R 13.3 52
3 0.05 B i0 4 Me
4 0.050 B 7 4.5
4 0.05 R 8 20
5 0.25 SC 13.5 135 5.8
5 0.05 B i0 2.5M
EY 5.6
3 O. 04 B 8
0.05 B 7
5 0.10 0 25 6.0MC
5 0.08 25 0.153 N 8.5 65
4 0.10 B 25 4.5M
7 0.114 N 3.7 47 3.9C
6 0.05 B 10 5.4t,82
5 0.060 R 12 25 4.3
5 0.05 B 12 4.8M
NOTE C Tails seen through 20 cR reflector. PA of 0.5 deg. tall approximately 280. PA Of second
NOTE D Hazy. (Observer gave li_It as approx_umately 10. Ed. )
NOTE E Hazy. (Observer gave limit as approximately 12.5. Ed. }
NOTE F Seeing 3/5.
NOTE G Moon.
NOTE H Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observing conditions.
NOTE I Seeing gOOd, transparency excellent. Moon.
NOTE J 20'x16' Cola, averted vision.
NOTE K 7.4 meg. nucleus. (Observer calls coma diameter value halo diameter. Ed.)
NOTE L COma diameter is approxlaate lower limit, comet definitely s_en with naked eye.
NOTE M Coup. star 6.3 meg. at lh 43m + 20 deg.
NOTE N Just visible to the naked eye.
NOTE O (Ob_srTer gave limit as 11.8. Ed.)
NOTE P Stellar nucleus.
NOTE Q Veled ski. [sic]
NOTE R Aurora Borealls.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ l_rz(s]
29.057 830319 0.203 SC i0 81
29.068 830320 0.203 SC 10 226
29.736 830321 0.063 R 13.3
29.736 830322 0.89 0.063 R 13.3 52
29.800 830323 0.7 0.153 N 8.5 65

























































DATE: 29 NOV 1985








NOTE A Comet Halley is seen here at a nucleer mag_it_e of 8.6 (check star: AGK 3_23 deg. 0199) and an integrated magnitude of 5.6
(check star: ER 69}. There is a spectru_ of the nucleus since the C_a is too dim to be ObServed by the spectrum prism. It
is IDterestlng to note the large amount Of yellow add green in the spectrum. (Duration Dot iedicated. Time of observation is
assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B A closer look at the comet gives a coma diameter of 108.60" and shows the comet leanlng [sic] to the southwest; the PA of
the tail is 30 east of north. The nucleus also see_s to be eloegated, ION TAIL??? (Duration not indicated. Time of
observation is assumed to be start tile. Ed.)
NOTE C Tail 0.55 deg. at PA i00 and tall 0.55 deg. at PA 131. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start
time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE D 0.4 degree feature at PA 95. 0.3 deg. feature at PA 60. Schematic CLrawing. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is
ass_ed to be end time. Ed.)
NOTE E The northern tail is more visible and more important thau the southern. The Coua has extended to the east. Clearly, fuzzily,
both for this area. |sic] The appearance of the comet is similar to that of a total solar eclipse. Clearly visible in
binoculars (8x and viewflnder (15x)). (Observer gave limit as 11.8. Translated by IHW staff. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONI FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
29.542 850286 0.268 2.6 0.102 7.7 x 5.1 i0.00 3M i000 I000/ N X 2/S 1 Richardson,C
29.556 850287 0.268 2.6 0.102 7.7 x 5.1 i0.00 Fuji 400/ N X I/S 1 Richardson,C A
DATE: 29 NOV 198$
Date(U_) AO_J FL f/ A_ FOV E_3pM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdug I_p Site
29.705 850288 0.750 6.3 2.7 x 1.8 11.00 ORNO 400/2? N C 4/Ig 1
29.795 850289 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 2,4 3.00 KOdak 2415 Y 5/P 1
NOTE & last-_tment is Meade Sck--ldt cazere,
NO_E B Laxge toxlat (11.8x8.6 cm) film used.








DATE: 30 NOV 1985
NETWORK : AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL 7_PPEARANCE




























812478 6.3 B 55
812479
812480 5.3 M 55 19
812481 5.7 B 13
812482 5.8 S 55 25
812483 5.7 M 55 13
812484 6.0 25
812485 10
812486 5.4 M 55 15
812487 5.0 30
812488 6 S 55 20
812489 5.9 B 13
812490 5.8 M 55 8
812491 6.2 S AAVSO 8
812492 5.8 S AAVSO 10
812493 5.8 B M l0
812494 5.8 S 55 8.5
812495 6.5 B 55
812496 6.6 M 55 5
812497 7.0 S 55 5
812498 6.1 B 55 15
812499 4.6 S 55 20
812500 4.3 S DCS4B5A 23
6.0 B E 20
5.5 S 55 17
5.0 S 55 25





Coma size DC Tall PA
15 4
6 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y
7 0.33 290 0.05 B I0 6.0 Y
0.035 B 7 N
7 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0<: y
6 0.08 B Ii 4.5M N
5 0.12 B 20 5.5 Y
7 0.13 85 0.i0 N i0 55 4.5M Y
6 0.030 B 8 4.5M Y
8 0.75 0.23 4.4 40 6.0 Y
5 0.42 75 0.07 B I0 5.0 Y







7 0.1 N I0






4 0.5 120 0.050 B
6 1 80 0.152 N
DATE: 30 NOV 1985
30.722 812505 5.2 S 55
30.7271 812506 6.8 M 55
30.7285 812507 6.8 M 55
30.729 812508 6.9 M 55
30.729 812509 6.6
30.7299 812510 6.6 M 55
30.731 812511 6.6 M 55
30.740 812512 5.8 B 55
30.741 812513 6.0 B 55
30.743 812514 5.3 M 55
30.743 812515 5.8 M 55
30.745 812516 5.5 M 55
30.7465 812517 5.8 B 55
30.750 812518 6.2 B 55








30.75 812520 6.0 B E 20
30. 757 812521 5.9 M 55 18 13
30.77 812522 5.8 B M
30.77 812523 7 B E 5
30.771 812524 I0 6
30.778 812525 5.8 55
30.785 812526 6.3 M 55 i0 8
30.785 812527 5.9 M 55
30.785 812528 6.2 B 55
30.788 812529 6.6 15
30.792 812530 5.8 B 55 12.6
30.802 812531 5.9 S 55 27.0
30.814 812532 7.6 M 55 4.2
30.816 812533 5.7 55
30.854 812534 55 8
30.87 812535 6 .5 B AAVSO 8
30.936 812536 6.6 M 55 2 1.7
30.938 812537 6.7 M 55 2 1.7
30.939 812538 6.6 M 55 2 1.7
30.940 812539 6.5 M 55 2 1.5





0.33 135 0.065 B
6 0.05 B
5 0.17 80 0.330 N
4 0.050 B
3 0.03 B
6 1.0 76 0.08 B
0.03 B
5 0.07 N 8
0.6 74 0.22 N 8
5 EY
6 0. 075 R 16
0.04 B
0.050 B
2 0.050 B 11
7 0.050 B
6 0.08 B




0.05 130 0.125 N
0.05 135 0.125 N
0.05 125 0.125 N




23 5 0.050 B 7 5.4 Y 1 Meozzi,D j
1.9 1.6 3 0.10 93 0.125 N 5.8 28 3.0C y 1 Biccabone,G K
1.9 1.6 3 0.09 95 0.125 N 5.8 28 3.0C y 1 Rlccabone,G K
3.0 6 0.050 B 14 46 5.0 Y 1 Birth,G
15 3 0.050 R Ii 22 5.5 Y 1 Kllche,J
1.9 1.6 3 0.09 93 0.125 N 5.8 28 3.0C Y 1 Riccabone,G K
1.9 1.6 3 0.i0 i00 0.125 N 5.8 28 3.0C y 1 RiecaboDe,G K
0.105 R 15 86 5.7 Y 2 YiDcent,J L
0.25 SC 13.5 135 5.7 Y 2 Vincent,J
12 Y 1 Tanti,T M
5.5 18 5.5 N 1 Ventura,F N
20 5.6 Y 1 McBain,3 O
I0 6.4 Y 1 FraDclosi,C p
4.5 59 6.5 Y 1 CaatiDo,R
7 4.0C N 1 RUlZ,J
8 Zaga!r_ov,Y.A
11 6.0 Y 1 Flett,R.W Q
8 Tsygankov,D
15 RudezLko,S
90 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,B.W R
6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
50 6.0 Y 1 Eleet,R.W s
12 Y 1 XeDshaw,C T
7 6.0 Y 2 Lavarack,N
22 5.5 Y 1 Kliehe,3
7 5.0M Y 1 Rossi,L
30 5.7 Y 2 Campos,J U
8.5 65 Y 2 Torres,E v
5.7 Y 2 Campos,J W
7.9 45 4.0CM N 1 Bernardis,A
8 Shirokov,A
5.8 28 4.0CM Y 1 Riccabone,G K
5.8 28 4.0CM y 1 Riocabone,G K
5.8 28 4.0CM y 1 Riccabone,G K
5.8 28 4.0CM Y 1 RiceaboDe,G K
7 5.0 Y 2 Merlin,3.-C
NOTE A (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE B (Observer indicated .y. method. Ed. )
NOTE C Instrument is Wrigbt-Schmidt. (Observer IDdlcated "y,, method. Ed. )
NOTE D Bright moon add cloud. (Observer gave limlt as approximately 8. Ed.)
NOTE E Seeing 2/5.
NOTE F COma diameter is approximate lower limlt.
NOTE G Also visible to the paled eye. DCS 6A also used for comparison stars. COma dlameter is lower limit.
NOTE B Tall PA approximate. Vislble to naked eye.
NOTE I Misty, moonrise. Broad tail.
NOTE J High clouds.
NOTE K Intense city lights.
NOTE L Nucleus aDd/or central coedeDsation visible.
NOTE M Clouds.
NOTE N Oval c_a.
NOTE O Tall tan-shaped; E side longer.
NOTE P 10x50 Zelss. No moon.
NOTE Q 25'_3' coma, averted vision.
NOTE R 10'x13 j coEa, averted vision.
NOTE S 15'x13' coma, averted vision.
NOTE T Haze. Co_t seen naked eye.
NOTE E Tail Dot visible.
NOTE V (Observer gave limit as 11.8. Ed.)
NOTE W Best seen with averted vision.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap IDs f/ PWT(S) DurM Lim Slte Observer(s) Notes
30.720 830324 0.11 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 33 3.0 1 Riccebone,G A
30.814 830325 0.7 0.153 N 8.5 65 35 2 Cifuentes,E B
30.896 830326 0.25 0.356 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M C
30.925 830327 0.07 0.125 N 5.8 29, 40, 60 63 4.0 1 RiccaboDe,G D
NOTE A Region of greater luminosity at PA 97. Diameter Of the Ducleus measured wlth an illuminated reticle is 39 arc sec.
MagDificatioD of 90 also used. T_O drawings included. Intense city lights interEered with the observation. (Translated by
IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B Appearance similar to yesterday, 29/11/85. Pair (of tails} more uniform in intensity. The coma add tail have become more
Ap Ins 5/ P1rr Lim DA Slte ObserTer(s) Notes












ii 4 C N 1 Watanabe,N
6.3 24 4.5M Y 1 Bayashi,A
i0 4.5M Y 1 Bayashi,A
7 KonstaDtlnov,S
I0 T 1 Tregaskls,T.B D
I0 4.5M Y 1 Date,M
56 4.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
33 3.0 Y 1 Iwaki,Y
10 2.0M Y 1 Morlya,M E
10 4.5T Y 2 Bo_ma,R.J F
3 5 T Y 2 BUS,E.P G
8 ZagaTnov,V.A
i0 6.0 Y 3 VaniD,G
7 5.4 Y Luthen,H
5 44 5.1 Y 2 Meelle_,M
DATE: 30 NOV 1985 DATE: 30 NOV 1985
compact. Bztght nucleus. (Obsez_e: gave limit as 11.8. Translated by I_ staff. Ed. )
NOTE C Moonllgbt. (Du:atlon not indicated. T_ae of oblm_ratlon is aamamd to be staxt tim. Addltlonal dz'awing submitted made With
llx$0 binoculazs (2.0'/ram). Yd. )
NOTE D _ea of greater luminosity at PA 244 deg, and at PA 290 deg. Diameter of the false nucleus is 37 _c ae_. Magnification of
90 also used. Two drawings included. Moonlight and intaO_e Clty lights Inttrftred with the obsezvatlon. (Translated by ZHW
state'. P..d. )
DATE: 1 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATIO_
SDB-NETWORE: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date ( UT } AON# i1 _ Chart
1.00 812541 6.4 B M
1.021 812542 6.2 B 55
1.10 812543 4.9 M 55
1.104 812544 6.7 S





DATE: 1 DEC 1985
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.20 N 5 35 TS_tkOV,L
0.05 B 7 5.0C y I0 Chmlslewski,W
0.050 B 8 6.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S








1.403 812551 6.4 B 55
1.403 812552 6.0 B 55
1.41 812553 5.5 S 54
1.41 812554 6.1 B 54
1.42 812555 6 B M
1.438 812556 6.3 S 55, 54
1.45 812557 6.3 S 54
1.458 812558 6.3 B 54
1.47 812559 6.2 S AAVSO
1.521 812560 5.8 M 54
1.53 812561 6.0 B M
1.547 812562 6.7 M 55
1.57 812563 6.0 M 54, 55
1.598 812564 6.0 S 55
1.637 812565 5.4 M 55
1.65 812566 6.0 M E
1.67 812567 6.2 B E
1.68 812568 6.4 B 55
1.692 812569 6.4 M 54
1.705 812570 6.2 M 54
1.708 812571 6.2 M 55, 54
1.71 812572 5.9 B AA
1.71 812573 5.8 B M
1.715 812574 M
1.7187 812575 5.5 S
1.722 812576 5.9 B 54
1.726 812577 5.8 M 54
1.729 812578 6.2 8
1.73 812579 5.2 S DCS 5A 15
1.73 812580 4.1 $ DCSSA6A 28
1.73 812581 5.3 S DCS 5A 25
1.73 812582 5.4 S DCS 5A 12
1.73 812583 5.3 B 54 25
1.73 812584 5.2 V 54 30
1.74 812585 5.4 M 54
1.740 812586
1.740 812587 6.3 $
1.740 812588 6.0 B 55
1.74 812589 4.3 S 78
1.74 812590
1.74 812591 5.4 $ ECS 5A
1.74 812592 5.6 EC$ 5A
1.75 812593
1.750 812594 6.4 $ 55 3.6
1.75 812595 6.2 VAS 161 5
1.750 812596 6.2
1.753 812597 5.9 B 55, 54 4.8
1.753 812588 5.4 54, SAO 20
1.753 812599 5.2 S 55 25
1.757 812600 5.6 M AAVSO 14
1.757 812601 6.3 54 8
1.76 812602 6.5 B 54 14
1.760 812603 5.5 B 55 30
1.770 812604 6.0 B 54
1.77 812605 7.0 B M
1.771 812606 6.5 B 54
1.771 812607
1.775 812608 54
1.7777 812609 5.8 B 54
1.778 812610 5.3 B 54, 55
1.781 812611 5.0 M 55, 54
1.781 812612 5.5 55
1.781 812613 6.0 55
1.785 812614 5.8 B 54
1.790 812615 4.9 S 54
1.790 812616 4.9 S 54
1.79 812617 5.5 B DCS 5A
1.792 812618 5.5 S 55
1.800 812619 5.8 S 55
1.819 812620 6.1 M 54
1.82 812621 6.5 B DC5 5A
1.826 812622 6.0 B 54
1.833 812623 6.2 S 55
1.833 812624 6.4 M 54
1.844 812625 6 55
1.847 812626 6.2 M 55
1.896 812627 5 55, 54
1.917 812628 8.5 B 55
1.948 812629 6.0 B 54
S 55, 54 30

































5 0,080 B 11 4.9 Y
5 0.17 75 0.200 SC 10.0 64 5.0 Y
4 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y
8 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y
4 0.203 SC 10 80 4 _ Y
5 0.33 120 0.32 N 4 40 5.5 Y
5 0.12 N 6 40 4.5C y
0.05 B 7
6 0.5 80 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
6 0.5 80 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
5 0.21 N 80
1 0.05 R 16 20 5.5CM y
0.050 B 7 3.9C Y
0.05 B 7 4.0C y
5 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.0M Y
4 0.1 N 10 40 5.5 y
0.05 B 7
5 0.12 N 6 36 3.0 Y
6 0.25 70 0.08 B Ii 5 M N
4 0.153 N 8.6 33 3.5 Y
6 0.070 B I0 4.0M N
0.03 B 8
0.03 B 8
4 0.08 B 20 4.5M Y
4 0.066 R 15.2 30 5.0T y
5 0.08 B ii 5.0 Y
0.06 R 4.5 I0 3.6C Y
5 0.050 B 7 5.5 N
0.08 B 40
3 0,064 R 12 32 y
8 73 0.08 B 10 4.8 Y
3 0.10 B 14 5.0 Y
5 0.05 B 12 4.5 Y
7 0.175 R 15 43 5.0C Y
5 0.050 B 10 5 C N
4 0.018 B 3 6.5 y
5 0.050 B i0 6 T
6 0.050 B 10 5 C Y
3 0.060 B 9 6.5 Y
2 EY 6.5 Y
6 0.05 B 10 4.5 Y
5 0.25 100 0.20 SC 10 50 6.0 Y
0.05 B I0 6.0 Y
5 0.050 B I0 5.7M Y
4 0.50 60 0.046 R 4 8 6 y
7 0.50 60 0.060 B 12 6 Y
6 0.25 83 0.050 B 10 6 C N
EY 6CN
12.7 55 0.15 N 8 30 4.5 y
6 0.090 R 14 46 5.0 Y
5 0.27 114 0.205 N 6 80 5.5 Y
3 0.080 B 15 5 y






























1.985 812630 6.0 S 54
1.993 812631 6.2 M 55 7.9 3
NOTE A Bright nucleus. (Observer gave limit as 9. Ed.]
NOTE B DC approximate.
NOTE C Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE D EXC. see.
NOTE E PA = E.
NOTE F Icy wind.
NOTE G cirrus.
NOTE H $eeimg good, tramsparemcy good/fair. Haze.
80 0.063 B 9 4.0 y
0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
0.063 R 13.3 52
0.08 B 20 5 M Y
0.080 B 20 C Y
70 0.04 B 8 y
0.050 B 7 4.0C y
0.07 N 8 35
0.080 R 7.5 17 4.5C y
90 0.076 N 9.2 35
0.208 N 5.8 48 4.0C y
0.05 B i0 6.2C Y
0.050 B 7 4.5 N
0.06 R ii 25 Y
EY 5.6 Y
0.040 B 8 5.0 Y
0.03 B 8 5.0 Y
0,05 B 7 6.2 Y
EY 6.2 Y
0. 063 B 8 4.5C N
0.05 B 10 5.5 Y
0.08 B 30 5.2 Y
65 0.080 B ii 5.5M Y
0.115 N 8 45 5 MC Y
0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
1 60 0.080 B 15 5 C Y
0.33 312 0.050 B 16 4.5C Y
0.114 N 7.9 30 5.1
0.07 B 16 5.0C N
0.050 B i0 3.5 N
0.112 N 8 36 3.5M N
0.050 B 7 5.0M N
0.08 B 11 N
0.07 B 16 5.1CM y
NOTE I Co_parisoD stars SAO 92230, 92183. (Observer indicated "A" method [Azgelander?]. Ed.)
1 Sprstt,C.E





































2 Merllm, 3 .-C
2 Merllm, J .-C
1 Bottger, B
1 Brmseth, p.-j
1 BEemsetb, p. -J
1 Kaila,K
1 van de Weg,R.L.W
1 van de Neg,R.L.W
1 vaa I_DO, F. R




















1 MOBa in, J

















































DATE: 1 DEC 1985
NOTE J Coma diamebmr approxima_e.
NOTE X Inner coma bright. (Instrument used for this note not specified. Ed.)
N_ L MooDllght O_It of city.
NOTE M For naked eye elongated.
NOTE N (_ex IDdleated "A" _thod [AEgelaDdez?]. Ed. ) C_arlsoo ataxs are SAO 92183, eAO 92250.
NOTE O (obe4_-v_r iDdlcated "K" _thod. Ed. ) Ground fog.
NOTE P Tall PA 93; 63 dog. Naked eye!
NOTE Q MoOnlight.
NOTE R Telescopic limit is II.
NC_FE $ Tall _ raiDS trlth 8 ceatzal spine.
NOTE T MagDification 8pproxilate.
NOTE U PA ccmpu_ by _L_a_og.
NOTE V Thin fog?
NOTE N Fog. (ObzezTer IDdicat_l "Am method [Argels_Ler?]. Ed. )
NOTE • Some haze. NO tall visible.
NOTE Y PA a_L_te.
NOTE Z Coaa dlmtez 8ppzoxlmate. Tall very diffuse.
NOTE a Tail appeax.
NOTE b (ObSe-v_X indicated "A" method [Argelander7 | . Ed. }
NOTE c Seeing A_tooiadi III.
NOTE d Cloud.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
DIte(UT) A_# Sc81e Ap Ins f/ Parr(s) DurM Lil Site ObSex-eer(s) Notes
1.016 830328 0.203 SC i0 15 6.0 Nilliama, D. J A
1.016 830329 0.105 N 4.2 16 15 6.0 Nilliams, D. J
1. 375 830330 I. 5 C 260 9 5.5 5 Bzagadlo, A B
1.706 830331 0.I0 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 14 4.0 I Riccabone,G C
1.734 830332 0.20 SC i0 50 25 6 3 B_emsetb, P. -J D
1.755 830333 0.25 0.356 SC Ii 200 45 1 Yerdenet,M E
1.766 830334 1.2 0.080 B 20 15 5 1 Knain,E F
1.781 830335 0.060 R 11 25 2 Gallego, 3 G
1.795 830336 0.076 N 9.2 35,140 10 4.5 1 Li Causi,G H
1.811 830337 0.08 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 6.5 2 Merlln, J.-C I
1.899 830338 2 0.05 R 7 15, 25, 40 50 4.5 1 Kopp,M J
1.904 830339 0.08 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 45 4.5 1 Rlccabone,G K













DATE: 1 DEC 1985
SUB-NET)R_RK : PHOTOGRAPEY
Date(UT) ACt;| FL f/ Ap FaY ExpH l_lul sloe
1.058 850290 2.400 4 0.600 0.9 X 0.6 3.50 Kodak 103a-O
1.423 850291 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 23.08 Kodak. 6415
1.717 850292 2.400 4 0.600 0.9 x 0.6 6.17 Kodak 1038-O
1.725 850293 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 15.00 Kodak 103a-O
1.742 850294 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 12.00 KOdak 1038-O
1.777 850295 0.600 1.6 0.375 3.4 x 2.3 4.05 Kodak 103a-O
1.778 850296 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 15.00 3M 1000
1.845 850297 1.690 5.8 0.305 1.2 X 0.8 3.00 Agfacbxome
1.855 850298 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 3.00 AgfachzoiNm
1.870 850299 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 5.00 Agfachrome
1.881 850300 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 7.00 Agfachr0me
1.893 850301 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 9.00 Agfachr_
NOTE A Insist is Wrlght-Schmldt. Large format (120 size) film used.
NOTE B Interrupted by clouds.
NOTE C Iestlnament is Celestroe 14" Scbmldt Camera.
N_ D
N O 001/T 1 Belli,V
Y C 4/P 1 KoJima,T A
N O 001/T 1 Belli,V
N 0 4/C 2 Cilatti,A
N O 5/C 2 Ciaatti,A B
N O 002/T I Belli,V C
1000/ N X 3/S 1 Vasln,G
1000/31 N 4/S 1 Korth,S D
1000/31 N 5/8 1 Korth,S D
1000/31 N 6/S 1 Korth,S D
1000/31 N 7/S 1 Korth,$ D
1000/31 N 8/$ I Korth,S D
leO H!rp GdDg Id/Typ Slte Observex(s) Notes
City lights luterfered with the observatloe. (Observer Indlcated both type o and type X guldieg. Ed.)
It is very coDdeDsed st the center. The de_ee of coD_ensstlos is 6. The c_t sei_s to fan outward toward the east. This is
amre eTideet when seen through the 8".
Coma diameter 5-6 arc min. DC 2.
Neb_la_ ze_ioD of greater Iomleoelt T at PA 142. Dimter of the false eucleus (a very flee, ver_ a_all zoae, al]_st stellar
in appeera_e) le 15 a_rc se¢. MagrlflcatloD of 80 also u_ed. Two drawings Included. Iatense city lights ioterfsred with the
ob_ratiDa. (TrsDDlsted by IF staff. Ed.)
Tall at PA 100. Inner part of the cc_a was brighter than before, add the southern part was brightest. From this area, the
tall began. A straight but eho_t tall wee weak about I/4 de_. f_ the co_a. The cemtral co_densstlon was very mall, about
3 axe _e_. (ass staz-llke). Some d£ffu_e was also obe4_c_ed st PA 80-85, about 4 arc miD. from the co_a. Close to the central
CoD_ea_atlos (at PA 85), th_Lre wexe seed 8 mll star-llke paisa (star7 See _wleg). [sic]
(Two drawings su_mltted. Addltlonel dratrlng submitted made using 11x80 binoculars (2.01'/m). Ed.)
coma bright iD ceDtex, diffuse toward the edge. Not sure of tail; very diffuse.
Asymmetrical ¢_ma. visible at naked e_e. [sic] Front part of coma _ore crisp. (D_Lratloe Dot Indlca_. Time of observation
iS aast_|ed to be sad tilde. Draw'Lsg date isferzed fz_m_agnltude report form. Ed.)
TO see the toil at PA 90, it see_ed easlez with yeller Kodak WraSSes 4 filter. The tall at PA 35+/-10 was very little
contrasted and to see it was very difficult. [sic)
Tall at PA 63; _et at PA 131_ diffuse; _et at PA 174, diffuse. Large parabolic hood nearly sunward. Several "flakes" clearly
detached f_m the cestEal uoedessatloD.
ably cG_a (diffuse} with brlght_ess IDcreasIDg towa_ the center _isible. NO tall visible.
Diameter of the false nucleus is 61 arc sec. Ma_Iflcatlos Of 80 and 144 also used. Two _Lrawings included. IDtease city
llght$ inteEfered with the obseEwatlon. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.}
Jet 8 _ 1sag at PA 140; Jst extremely diffuse. Clty lights Interfered with the obse--_-vatlon.
















































AO_I lal _ Chart
812632 6.2 M 54
012633 6.1 B 54
812634 6.0 S 54
812635 5.6 SKY&TEL i0.0
012636 5.2 M 54 19
012637 7.0 M 5.5
012638 5.6 M 54 9
812639 6.0 M 54, 55 13
812640 6 B M 8.2
812661 5.8 M 20
812642 5.5 S 54 17.9
012643 6.0 B 54 17.9
812644 6 55 15
812645 5.8 B 17
812646 6.3 B 54
812647 4.4 S 78 30
812648 5.8 S 54 15
812649 5.8 S AAVSO 10
012650 5.7 S AAVSO 12
812651 6.0 B 54 15
812652 5.9 B 15
012653 6.0 M 54 15
012654 4.9 S 54 I0
812655 5.8 M 54
812656 5.9 B
812657 6.3 B 54
812650 5.6 M 54 10
812659 5.8 M 54 22
812660 6.0 S
812661 5.7 B E 16
812662 6.4 B M 4.5
812663 5.4 B E 15
812664 5.7 E E 16
812665 6.1 M 54 13 10
012666 5.9 B E 15
812667 5.9 B E 16
012668 6.0 B 54 12.6"
812669 6.0
812670 5.4 M 54 24
812671 5.6 M 54 13
012672 5.8 B E 15
812673 5.6 B E 16
812674 6.1 S AAVSO
812675 6.5 54 0.5





7 0.42 290 0.05 B 10 6.0 Y
6 0.13 85 0.10 N 10 55 4.5C y
6 0.25 90 0.030 B 8 4.5C Y
7 0.25 70 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y
5 0.21 N 80
7 2 70 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
6 0.5 65 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
6 0.5 65 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
5 0.33 80 0.07 B i0 3.5 Y
5 0.6 70 0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
0.05 B 7 4.0C y
7 EY 6.3C Y
6 0.07 B i0 5.0M Y
5 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.0/4 Y
4 0.07 B 10 4.0M Y
5 0.060 B I0 4.0 Y
5 0.05 B i0 5.0 N
5 0.035 B 7 5 Y
4 0.065 B 20 5.3 ¥
0.05 B 7 4.5M Y
0.035 B 7 N
0.07 B 10 4.5/( y
6 0.030 B 0 5.OM Y
5 0.I N 1O 40 6.0 Y
6 0.08 B ii 4.0 N
0.03 B 7 7
0.05 R 20
5 0.05 B 7
0.03 B 8
6 0.08 B ii 5.5 Y
O. 03 B 8
0.03 B 0
5 0.I0 B 14 5.5 Y
5 0.080 B 20 3.9C Y
6 0.05 B 12 5.0 Y
5 0.05 B 10 4.8 ¥
0.03 B 8
0.03 B 8
5 0.05 B 7 5.0 N
































2.80 812707 5.1 S DOS 5A
2.80 812708
2.80 812709 6.1 S DOS 5A
2.80 812710 5.7 B E
2.823 812711 6.3 B 54
2.826 012712 6.4 M 54
2.826 812713 6 54
2.830 812714 6.2 M 54
2.833 812715 6.1 B
2.84 812716 6.2 B DCS 5A
2.043 012717 5.5 B






M 54, SAO 20
B E 16
B 54 10.5





























4 0.203 SC 10 92 5.5 Y
5 0.000 B 20 6.0 Y
5 0.050 B 7 5.0 N
0.03 B 0
0.030 B 8 5.5C Y
5 0.063 B 9 5.0 Y
0.03 B 8
5 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y
6 0.17 80 0.330 N 4.5 59 6.1 Y
















11 3 0.33 310 0.050 B
5 5 0.114 N
12 6 0.08 B
I0 4 0.150 N
15 12 8 0.115 N
10 5 0.07 B
4.5 5 0.114 N
812719 5.0 S DOS 48 16 5 0.040 B
812720 6.1 M AA 8 6 0.106 R
812721 6.5: 54 i0 5 0.200 N
812722 5.5 5 0,08 350 0.153 N
812723 6.1 B AAVSO 18 3 0.08 B
812724 5.6 M 54 10.5 7 0.05 B
812725 4.8 S AAVSO 15 5 0.050 B
Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_ DA Site ObserTer(s)
0.114 N 8 45 4.8 N 1 Mac Kemzie,G
0.05 B 7 5.5(= y i0 Cbmlelewski,w
0.32 N 4.4 57 5.2 Y 1 Ariail,R.B
0.035 B 7 5.5 Y 1 McBride,P
0.076 R 5.5 17 4.2C N
0.050 B 7 C N
0.050 B I0 C N
EY 6.5 Y
0.112 N 8 36 4.0M N
0.050 B i0 3.5 N
0,05 B 10 6.0C y
0.114 N 8.7 50 Y
0.03 B 8
0.050 B 7 4.5 Y
0.08 B ii 4 N
0.050 B 7 6.2 Y
0.03 B 8 5.5 Y





0 .050 B I0 4 •5 Y
0.114 N 8.7 25 6.0C y
0.080 B 15 4 Y
0,050 B 10 6 Y
0.5 80 0.203 C 10 50 6 Y
0.050 E 16 5 C Y
0.03 B 0




4.8 36 5.5 Y
8 45 5.5MC Y
20 5.5 Y
7.8 23 4.5 Y
74MCY
5.7 24





NOTE A (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE B Tall length approximate.
NOTE C 10.5.
NOTE D Magnitude estimation method - F.
DATE: 2 DEC 1985

































































































NOTE E 0.5 deg. tail, PA about E, visible im 15x80 binoculars. Magnitude probably sligbtly optimistic. (Approximately 0.2 mag.?).

































2 DEC 1985 DATE:
Seeing 4/5.
PA - E.
Seein_ good, traaspazen_ good.
a2 - 10.0.
ClOUdS.
Tele_oplc limit is 8.
(Ob_ i_icated "A" method [Argelandez?]. Ed.)
Hazy. Coma d£1_etez approximate.
Clo_I.
Comparison ataxn 5.1, 5.8, 6.3, 4.3. Clot_. The "tail-lobe e ntx_t_es mn in 10XS0 bi_K)O111US corEaaqpoz_od to
fountaln-itke features seen in larger instrmmnts. The northern "tail-lobe" was 0.12 deg. long at PA 72. The southern
"thll-lobe" was 0.1 deg. at PA 110.




21' coma, a_ted vision, between clouds.
+ 7X50 B and 10 _ag. nucleus. [sic]
Nag. Nt_ - "A".
(Ob_ gave 1LILtt as 11.0. Ed.)
short tail at PA 100.
2 DEC 1985
Ap InS f/ PWT(S) DurM Lin Site Observer(s) Notes
0.114 N 8 45 14 4.6 1 Mac Kanzle,G
0.0G R 6.9 20 11 4.5 1 Guerzl_i,F
0.356 SC 11 200 1 Vez_enat,N A
0.40 N 5 81,254,407 30 6.5 2 Nexlin,J.-C B
0.254 N 6.4 41 10 4.8 3 _bbott,J C
0.406 N 5 68 18 2 Fazzoni,G D
0.106 R 5.7 24, 48, 60 27 5.3 1 Keszthelyi,S E
0.153 N 8.5 65 40 2 Cifuentes,Z F








(Duration not iudicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. A_klitional drawing s_itted made usin 9 llx80
binuculars (2'/m). Ed.)
Jet st PA 213; jet at PA 260, then cU-'w'ed about soutbw_i Jet at PA 357. Four vex T small add bright coudensations seen at
407x; I can't say which one could be the "false nucleus'. Diffuse extensions ill defined tailw_. (Two drawings supplied,
at 1820 UT with scala 0.16'/_ add st 1837 0T with scale 0.05'/_. F_.)
Central condensation appzoxlmately 4 arc ain. diameter. $outbermlost fountain at PA II0 deg., appzoxlmately 6 arc mln.
length. No_thez=most fountain st PA 72 da9. , approximately 7 arc mlm. length. Vertex distamce 8pproxi_athly 4 arc mln. Semi
latua zect_ approx/_ately 5 arc _im. (both). Two faint tail lobes wexe obser_edw_th the 10xS0 binoculaza add these
appeared as fou_taiw-llke structures with the 25.4 c_New_ulan reflector. The central condensation appeared as a reasonably
well defined disk of a comsiderable fraction of the total coma dla_eter. There was h_ clearly an intensity peak within
the central coadensatlon.
Apparent di_ensloDs of the c_|et 9.2'x7.3'.
Magalfloatlon of 150x also used.
Rather dlffuse. The coma was off-cente_ to the east, 85 usual. The tail is lass _islble sod leas bright tham on previous
da_. (Obs_ gave llmit as 11.0. Translated by INW staff. Ed.)
Nebular Ee_ions of gzestex l_inoaity at PA 18, PA 160, add PA 91. Diameter of the false nucleus is 134 arc sac.
Mag_ificatioas of 80 aud 144 also used. Two drawings Included. Intense city lights interfered with the observation.
(Tr_slated by IEW staff. Ed.)
SUB--NETWOrK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM
2.718 850302 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 30.00
2.750 850303 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 30.00
2.760 850304 0.135 3.2 15.2 XI0.2 3.00
2.768 850305 0.225 1.7 0.136 9.1 X 6.1 1.50
2.774 850306 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 3.00
2.789 850307 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 X 0.8 30.00
2.801 850308 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 20.00
2.807 850309 0.135 3.2 15.2 X10.2 3.50
2.811 850310 0.135 3.2 15.2 xlO.2 5.00
2.817 850311 0.135 3.2 15.2 X10.2 2.50
2.818 850312 1.820 5.2 0.350 i.i x 0.8 30.00
2.842 850313 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 20.00







City lights i_terfere_ with the observation.
Instrument la Celestzon Sc_Idt c_era.
Inn_mt is Sc_Idt ca_ers.
Large format fi_ used.
Guidud by G. Memgoll.
Moonlight late_flared with the observatlo_.
E_Llsion ISO H!rp GdLng Id/T1r P Site Observer(s) Notes
Kodak 1038-O N O 6/C 2 C1_atti,A
KOdak 103a-F N O I/C 2 Ci_atti,A A
Agfa-Psm Pro 400/27 N M 24/C 2 TTixler,F B
Kodak 2415 Y 0 1/5 1 Vallsa,P C
KOdak Tri-X N 04/P 2 Li=_ex,J D
3M CRT-4 Y O I/C 2 ci_atti,A E
Kodak 2415 Y 0 1/P 4 Uberti,M
A_fa-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 26/C 2 Trixler,F B
Agfs-Pan Pro 400/27 N N 28/C 2 Trixler,F B
Agfa-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 32/C 2 Trixler,F B
Kodak 103a-O N O 7/C 2 Ci_atti,A F
Kodak _03a-O N O 8/C 2 Cinatti,A G
DATE.. 3 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Cala size DC Tail PA
3.01 812726 4.8 S AA 20 5 0.050 B 7
3.022 812727 6.0 B 54 20 3 90 0.203 R 13 85 4.8
3.063 812728 5.1 B 54 4 0.05 B 20 5.0
3.083 812729 6.5 B 54 0.080 B 20 5.5
3.090 812730 5.5 S 58 34 8 0.67 35 0.32 N 4.4 57 6.2
3.10 812731 5.3 54 20 5 0.40 70 0.040 B 8 6.0
3.104 812732 6.3 B 54 4 0.08 B 11 5
3.11 812733 4.6 B 78 EY 6.0
3.12 812734 5.8 N 54 20 6 0.67 70 0.32 N 4 40 6.0
3.125 812735 5.4 S 54 15 8 1.5 64 0.108 N 4 24 5.5
3.15 812736 5.8 B 54 16 7 0.080 B 20 5.5
3.17 812737 6.8 B 54 11.5 8 77 0.335 N 4.5 56 5.5
3.21 812738 5.1: S 54 0.050 R 8 4.0
3.229 812739 5.2 M 54 19 7 0.46 290 0.05 B 10 5.5
3.3271 812740 5.9 $ $AO 18 3 0.080 B 20 5.6
3.42 812741 6.3: S 54 2 0.050 B 7 C Y
3.421 812742 6.4 M 5.5 6 0.10 N 10 55 4.5C y
3.426 812743 5.7 N 54 17 6 0.030 B 8 4.5C ¥
3.428 812744 4.4 S 78 30 7 El" 6.3C y
3.429 812745 5.9 S 54 22 5 0.33 90 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y
3.438 812746 6.3 S 54 1.7 1 0.05 R 16 20 6 Y
3.44 812747 5.8 B 18 6 0.7 70 0.16 N 4.8 24 y
3.493 812748 5.7 B 0.035 B 7 Y
3.500 812749 5.5: B 54 16 0.050 B 7 5.8C Y
3.51 812750 5.8 $ 54 15 6 0.07 B 10 5.0 Y
3.517 812751 6.2 S 54 11 5 0.153 N 8.6 33 4.5 Y
3.52 812752 5.8 N SAO 15 5 60 0.06 R 12 22 4.0 Y
3.53 812753 5.1 S 54 12 5 0.065 B 20 5.3 y
3.533 812754 6.0 B 54 15 5 0.060 B 10 3.5 Y
3.536 812755 54 2.2 5 0.08 R 11.4 33 2.8C Y
3.54 812756 54 3.3 4 0.31 N 5.7 147 4.0M y
3.54 812757 5.7 M 54 0.05 B 7 4.0M Y
3.54 812758 6.0 M 54 23 0.080 B 11 5.5 Y
3.563 812759 6.3 B 54 0.05 B 7 4.0C y
3.573 812760 6.3 B 54 0.07 B 10 4.0M y
3.58 812761 6.1 B M 12 0.05 B 7
3.681 812762 5.4 B CZ 4 0.08 B 10 5.2 Y
3.69 812763 6.1 B E 16 0.03 B 8
3.705 812764 5.5 M AAVSO 15 $ 0.45 0.063 R 13.3 52
3.71 812765 6.3 B M 4.5 0.05 R 20
3.712 812766 5.9 e 54 16.8 4 0.10 B 14 5.5
3.715 812767 5.8 B 54 18.8 4 0.03 B 8 5.5
3.718 812768 5.1 S 54 13.2 5
3.719 812769 6.0 M 54 16 12 6
3.73 812770 4.1 S DCS5A6A 25 4 0.018 B
3.73 812771 6.3 M E 25 5 0,04 B
3.733 812772 5.6 B 54 8 7 0.113 N 8
3.733 812773 6.3 M CZ 35 5 0.05 B
3.735 812774 5.6 B CZ 3 0.08 B
3.74 812775 5.3 S 54 0.08 B
3.74 812776 4.5 S DCS4B6A 20 5 2.0 90 0.040 B
3.74 812777 6.2 B M 0.07 N 8
3.747 812778 5.7 B 54 6 0.060 R 8
3.750 812779 7.3 S 54 3.5 6 0.090 R 14
3.75 812780 5.8 B M 0,03 B
3.751 812781 18 6 0.08 B
3.755 812782 5.6 S 54 13 5 0.08 B
3.759 812783 5.8 S 54 3.8 6 90 0.25 N 8
3.76 812784 6.1 S AAVSO 10 3 0.08 R
3.764 812785 5.5 B CZ 3 0.08 B
3.788 812786 5.0 S 54 20 5 0.050 B
3.79 812787 4.9 V 54 70 I 1.00 80 EY
3.816 812788 6.5 B 54 7 3 0.035 B
3.826 812789 6.4 B CZ 13 6 0.10 O
3.833 812790 6.1 S 54 5 0.05 B
3.833 812791 5.1 S 20 3 0.050 B
3.84 812792 20 4 0.75 0.080 R
3.84 812793 5.3 B E 18 5 0.05 B
3.854 812794 5.5 B 12 0.250 N
3.854 812795 B 5 4 0.07 B
3.86 812796 6.0 M AA 12 6 0.106 R
3.865 812797 6.4 B CZ 13 6 0.i0 O
3.868 812798 5.8 S 54 8.8 5 0.05 B
3.868 812799 6.7 $ 54 6 4
3.868 812800 54 16 6
3.87 812801 6.1 $ AAV$O 18 4
3.87 812802 6.1 $ AAVSO 10 7
3.872 812803 6.2 M 120 3.3 2
3.875 812804 5.4 S 54 ii 8 5
3.88 812805 5.3 B E 18 5
3.885 812806 54 8.7
3.89 812807 6.1 B 54 5.2
3.89 812808 5.9 B AA 18
3.892 812809 5.4 M 54 22
3.910 812810 6.4 M 54 12
3.948 812811 54 16
3.95 812812 5.3 S 54 25
3.95 812813 5.0 S AA 20
3.972 812814 7.5 B SC2000 2
3.979 812815 6.0 M 54 5
3.99 812816 i0
3.99 812817 4.8 S AAV$O 25
3.99 812818 4.8 S AAVSO 23
3.99 812819 18
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
DATE: 3 DEC 1985
Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_ DA Site Observer(s)







6 0.04 90 0.21 N
7 0.05 B
5 O. 050 B
6 0.05 B
3 0.38 300 0.050 IB
0.114 N






0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.2































5.5 18 5.5 N
8
8
8 36 5.5 y
I0 5.5 Y
7








0.06 R 12 28 5.0M N
0.203 N 6 128 5.0 Y
90 0.317 N 6 55
EY




Y 5 da Silva,L.A. L
Y Smith,D
Y 1 AEiaiI,R. B
Y 1 Keen,R
Y 1 Gorski, L
Y 1 Keen,R
Y 1 Keen, R
Y 2 PraDch, 3'
Y KEODk, G
Y Kronk,G
Y 10 Morris,C. S



























Y 1 Hasubick, N
Y 1 Ha StLbick, N
Y 1 Meozzi,D
Y 1 Gubo, R
Y 2 Bus,E. P
Ma_ik, A







































2 Rodriguez C. ,J.A
1 HarringtoD, p
Green, D. W. E
1 Rossi,L
1 HaDnon, J

































NOTE B EloDgated coma, dark lane. PA approximate. 5AO 092080 and SAO 092183 comparison stars.
NOTE C MOdified Sldgwick method used.
NOTE D Gas tail.
NOTE E Exceptlonally clear.



















































(P& value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed. )
habitude pxob_lT slightly optimistic. (Appzoximately 0.2 rang.?). [sic)
Dubious nag. estIJuate; ae_etric coma; faint tail.
Seeing 3/5.
Meter: coma diameter in Pl + P2.
7.3 meg. nucleus. Tail PA 93; 63 dog. Naked eyeT
Coma diameter is minimal value•
Clou¢_.
Thin cloud.
cloud. Tail length - ?. PA uncertain.
Vex 3" good veatbez.
PA 80-110. Cloudy.
+ 7x50 B and 8.5 nag. nucleus + naked eTe. |sic)
C_|parison stars 5.1, 5.8. Cloud.
Seeleg Antoniadi IX.
A diffuse g_alrish-blue 'haze' surrounds the ooua which consists of a bright, roundish condensation and an cuter shell which
is lees h_ight.
Good seeing, Antoniadi II.
Seeing good, trnnspazew_-y good. Moon.
Data are for central cond.
DATE: 3 DEC 1585
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(e) Du_M Li_ Site Observer{s) Notes
0.102 R 15 47 5.5 1 Cuthill,L A
0.203 R 13 85 7 4.8 1 FOX,3.R B
0,203 R 13 110 Phillips,J C
0.22 R 14.9 50 14 1 Monopoli,M.O D
0.15 N 6 30 10 1 Zanette,D E
0.203 N 6 135 17 6.5 1 Trciani,D.M F
0.203 8C l0 81 1 _hvinenko, T. w G
1.5 C 280 9 4.5 5 Bragadin, A H
0. 043 R 13.3 52 1 Ceukae,M I
0.063 R 13.3 52 6.2 goea-Kles,A 3
0.356 $C 11 200 1 Vel_lenet,M g
0.362 N 4.9 32 140 6.0 1 Paasalacqua,P
0.15 N 5 25 10 6.0 2 Marlin,J.-C L
0.106 R 5.7 24 37 6.2 1 geazthelyi,s
0.23 R 12 122,250,800 1 O*Meaza,S.3 G
A 9' across coma shows a strong intensity at the center; DC - 5. Meg. estimate using 10x50 binoculars is about 6.5 (Morris
netbod).
Dietinct dark lane extending E, but offset to southern side of inner coma.
City lights. Mov_nt of CoBet definitely apparent. (Duration not indicated. TiJe cf obserTation is aa_ to be start
rive. Ed. )
City lights.
It see lees hEightez than NGC 2070 and less conceatrate than 47 Tuc. [sic]
Sky dazkmeea (1-53: 4. Very transpuremt, dark clear skies. Halos at PA 70 def. Streawez$ at PA 260 ned at PA 270 def.
Rays at PA 73 _eg. Gas tail at PA 270 de_. DC - 7.0. Tail was a little faD-shaped.
(Duz&tlon not Indieated. Time of observstlon le aee_0ed to be start time. F_. )
Coma diamotez 4.5 arc rain. DC 1.
Halo dlametez: 13'; IX: 7-8; tall at PA 67, 21'; tail at PA 105, 25'. (Duration not indicated. Time Of observatlon is end
time. Ed. ) Schematic dzalrlng.
Feat%Lrlm at PA 93 ned PA 63. Schmmatlc dr&wlng. (Dur&tion not indicated. Time cf obserTatlon is end time. Ed. )
(D_Izntlon Dot indicatnd. T_we of observation is nestmed to be start tile. Additional drawlng sttbaLitted made u_ing 11x80
binoculars (2*/m). Ed.)
Tail nt PA 102; _et at PA 206, then curved towax_ about PA 150. Large az_ bright "flake" north of the nucleus. Many diffuse
Jets. Parabolic hood eastward. Possible tall strea_exs.
SUB-NETWORK: P_OTOGRAP_Y
Date(UT) AON8 FL f/ Ap
3.107 850314 1.970 5.5 0.355
3.130 850315 1.970 5.5 0.355
3.140 850316 0.050 4.0
3.096 850317 1.000 5.6
3.751 850318 1.000 5.6
3.765 850319 0.135 3.2
3.768 850320 0.235 3.2
3.778 850321 0.300 1.5 0.200
3.789 850322 0.550 4.7 0.20
3.785 850323 0.300 1.5 0.200
3.796 850324 0.300 1,5 0.200
3.806 850325 0.300 1.5 0.200
3.815 850326 0.300 1.5 0.300
3.824 850327 0.300 1.5 0.200
3.846 850328 0.803 2.1 0.350
3,899 850329 1.400 5.6 0.260
3.907 850330 1.400 5.6 0.260
3.912 850331 1.400 5.6 0.260
3.916 850332 1.400 5.6 0.260








For EXpM E_ulsion ISO H!rp Gdng Id/T_p Site Observer(s] Notes
1.0 x 0.7 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 27/P 1 Crlat,M A
1.0 x 0.7 13.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 38/P 1 Criat,M A
39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-X N 123/P Gianforte,J.s B
2.i x 1.4 20.00 Fomapan 400/27 N 0 3/N I Zimnikoval,P C
2.1 x 1.4 20.00 Fo_apan 400/27 N O 4/N 1 zi_mLkoval,P C
15.2 X10.2 2.00 Agfa-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 34/C 1 Trixler,F
15.2 x10.2 4.00 kgfa-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 36/C 1 Trlxler,F
6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y I/P Jager,N D
2.2 x 1.4 I0.00 K0_ak 2415 Y 6/P 1 Conrad,R E
6.9 X 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 2/P Jager,N F
6.9 x 4.8 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 3/P 3agar,M D
6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 4/P Jagar,M D
6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 5/P 3agar,M D
6.9 X 4.8 8.00 KOdak 2415 Y 6/P Jagar,M D
2.6 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 16/P 1 Guarro,J
1.5 x 1.0 I0.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 1/C 1 Paolinetti,R G
1.5 x 1.0 10.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 2/C 1 Paolimetti,R G
1.5 x 1.0 2.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 3/C 1 Paolimetti,R G
1.5 x 1.0 4.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 4/C 1 Paollmetti,R G
1.5 X 1.0 8.00 Ilford EP5 400/27 N 0 5/C 1 Paolinetti,R G
Dew on corrector plate may have resulted in thin negatives. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Auxiliary lode used. Orlglmal imstr%m_nt characteristics are FL = 3.720, f/10.5.
(obeerver*e image identifier is I02-3. Observer listed emulsion speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
Large format (8x6 c_) film used.
Instrument is Schmldt camera.
City lights interfered with the observation; Vienna, from room!
Composite print of images 2 and 3 notes c_a 40x45 arc min.; magnitude 5.0; tails three Jets 4 de_. at PA 65, 160 arc
min. at PA 62. [sic] Imstr%unent is Sebmidt camera.
(Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
DATE: 4 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_4
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
AON| all _ ChartDate(UT)
4.021 812520 5.3 M 54
4.052 812821 6.5 M 55
4.081 812822 4.9 S 54
4.104 812823 6.2 B 54
4.115 812824 5.6 M 54
4.138 812825 6.0 B 54
4.151 012826 5.8 M 54
4.1514 812827 6.4 S SAC
4.1542 812828 6.2 $ SAO
4.21 812529 4.7 M 54, 55
4.215 812030 5.7 B 54
4.23 012831 4.7 M 54, 55




4.253 012836 6.0 B 54
4.257 812837 54
4.27 812838 5.5 M 54
4.27 812839 5.4 B 54
4.368 812840 5.2 M 54
4.49 012541 5.9 B M
4.480 012842 54
4.484 012843 54
4.492 812844 5.7 S 54
4.515 812845 5.9 M 78
4.60 812846 6.1 B E
4.60 812847 5.8 B E
COma size DC Tall PA
13.1 5
812848 5.6 B E
812849 6.0 S E
812850 6.0 B E
812851 6.0 B E























































4.62 B E 14
4.62 B E 17
4.63 B E 16
4.64 B E 18
4.64 B M 19
4.646 M 54 20
4.67 B E 16
4.694 M CZ 25
4. 701 B 54 7
4.705 M AAVSO 16
4.715 B SAO
4.722 B 54 4.8
4.729 B I_,SAO 8.8
4.733 B 54 6
4.74 V 54 70




4.753 B 54 19.3
4. 753 B 54
4.757 54 8
4.759 B 54 10.8
4.760 B 54 9
4.764 B CZ
4.764 M CZ 14
4.764 B CZ
4.766 54 15
4.771 812881 5.8 M CZ 20
4.771 812882 6.1 M CZ 30
4.772 812883 5.8 M 54 20
4.778 812884 5.8 M 54 20
4.781 812885 5.7 B 54 16.5
4.785 812886 5.7 M 54 16
4.79 812887 5.7 B AA 18
4.79 812888 5.5 B 54 10
4.790 812889 6.1 B
4.792 812890 6.3 S CZ 9
4.792 812891 5.7 B 54 10.2
4.794 812892 B 54 7.3
4.794 812893 5.6 B 54 10.8
4.799 812894 B 54 13.8
4.80 812895 54 10
4 . 806 812896 5 54 15
4.812 812897 5.5
4.813 812898 4.9 54 13.5
4.816 812899 5.8 M CZ 30
4.82 812900 54 8
4.823 812901 4.9 M 54 25
4.823 812902 6.2
4.83 812903 5.9 M AA i0
4.833 812904 5.7 54 6
4.840 812905 5.6 M 54 20
4. 854 812906 4.9 B 54 20
4.86 812907 5.7 13
4.86 812908 5.0: B 54 20
4.875 812809 6.0 B 12
4.878 812910 5.0 B 54 10
4.88 812911 5.5 M 54 14
4.892 812912 6.5 B 54 9
4.892 812913 6.3 M 54 14
4.896 812914 5.7 B 54
4.899 812915 6.0 M 54 ii
4.917 812916 8.0 B 54 5.0
4 •962 812917 6 . 3 S 54 3 •7
NOTE A Naked eye object.
NOTE B Comparison stars 55, 60.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.05 B 7 5.8 Y I DeYoung,J.A
0.050 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Smlth,A
62 0.05 B 20 4.0 y 3 da SilvI,L.A.L
0.000 B 20 5.5 Y Smlth,D
0.05 B 12 6.4 Y 1 Knight, S
0.05 B 7 6.0C y 10 Cbmielewski,W
40 0.108 N 4.5 30 5.1 Y I AziaiI,R.B
0.152 N 8.0 76 5.4 3 Maohholz,D
0.080 B 20 5.4 3 Machholz,D
0.050 R 8 6.5 y 7 Morrls,C.S
EY 1 6.3 Y 2 KrlsciuJ_as,K
7 0.93 70 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 7 Mozzis,C.$
6 0.050 B 7 5.3 Y 1 Robertson,T
6 0.15 N 8 68 5.3 Y 1 RobertsoD,T
0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 X 7 Morris,c.s
0.256 N 4.5 222 6.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
3 0.050 B 10 5.5C y 1 StapletoD,3
6 0.67 300 0.254 N 5.6 157 5.5C y I Stapleton,J
1 95 0.05 B 10 6 Y 3 Hale,A
EY 6 Y 3 Hale,A
7 0.5 290 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Fabze,R
5 0.21 N 80
6 0.08 90 0.32 N 8 150
5 90 0.152 N 8 64
3 0.05 B 10




0.05 R 8 20
0.05 R 8 20
0.05 R 8 20
0.03 B 8
0.05 R 8 20
0,03 B 8
0.05 R 8 20
0.03 B 8
0.05 B 7
6 0.035 B 7 4
0.03 B 8
4 0.055 R 12 5.8
7 0.080 R 6.3 50
8 0.5 0.063 R 13.3 52
0.125 R 6 35 3.5
6 0.05 B 10 5.5
5 0.080 B 20 3.8
5 0.113 N 8 22 5.0
2 1.50 73 EY 6.5
5 0.090 R 14 46 4.3
















































80 0.04 B 8 y
0.030 B 8 4.5C y
0.02 B 8 6.0 Y
EY 6.0 Y
0.030 B 0 4.5C Y
0.056 B 8 6.0 T
0.060 R 8 15 5.5 Y
0.08 B i0 5.7 N
0.10 B 25 5.3 T
0.08 B 10 5.7 N
0.114 N 8.7 100 y
0.080 B 10 4.3 Y
80 0.055 R 12 5.9 y
0.25 N 5.2 50 6.0C y
0.25 N 5.2 100 6.0C y
0.050 B 7 6.5 Y
0.089 R 5.5 18 5.7 N
0.050 B 7 5.0 N
0.056 B 8 4.5 Y
0.080 R 6.2 12 5.0 Y
10 0.05 R 10 13 6.0 Y
7 0.23 70 0.050 B 10 5.5 Y
5 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y
5 0.056 B 8 6.0 Y
6 0.165 N 8.7 57 6.5 Y
5 0.33 iS0 0.10 B 14 4.5 Y
4 0.050 B 10 3.5 N
4 0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y
9 0.081 B 11 4.5 y
5 2 70 0.05 B 7 5.9 Y
4 0.33 0.200 SC 10 80 4.5 1'
5 1.75 0.08 B 15 Y
0.080 B 15 3 Y
7 0.106 R 5.7 24
5 0.114 N 7.9 30 4
6 0.7 78 0.05 B 12 Y
1.2 0.08 B 15 Y
0.034 B 9
6 0.050 B i0 4.5 N
5 0.42 74 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y
0.75 0.256 N 5.6 44 Y
5 0.05 B 10 4.5 N
3 0.035 B 7 4.0C N
3 0.40 300 0.050 B 10 4.5C y
0.050 B i0 5.0 Y
6 0.08 B I0 5.5C N
8 0.400 N 3.6 40 4.5 Y





















































































































4 DEC 1985 DATE: 4 DEC 1_85
C_a was irregular with bulge toward the south. Tall in PA 114 only suspected.
Filax micrometer used for c_a diameter.
m2 - 9.2.
Centxll condensation was "_y" with activity suspected in P_ 0: a_d 233:.
In Pan.
Faint tail, bright cadres. (PA value any have been Incorrectly determined. Ed. )
(PA value appears to be _asured inooErectly. Ed. )
Stazlike Im cen_--_e. {sic] Tall length doubtful; PA approximate. (Observer gave limit as approximately 14.5. Ed.)
DoubtftLl tall short and wi_bm; PA approximate. Clear bright sky. (Observer gave limit as approximately 12.5. Ed. )
(Oba4LTTer gave limit as approxlmately 9.5. Ed.}
Haze. (obsel'eex gave linlt as 10.5. Ed.}
Tall PA i00; 70 deg. Naked eye.
Beginnings of tail. (Translated by IIW staff. Ed.)
W/at-T, ht_id.




Elliptical coma. See drawing 2.
SLEight coDdeDastloa is slightly w_at of centre of the coma. A _ride tall about 40' long is stuspected. It appears as a very
diEftLse glow in the genezal E-SE dlrectlon.
Type I. PA approximate.
(ObI4_rez Indicated "A" _thod [ArgelsDder?]. Ed. )
Type I.
Pleas tail.
(ObJex_ex IDdlcated "A" method [AxgelaDder?]. Ed. ) c0mpari$oa stars are SAO 109224, 91971.
+ 7X50 B add 9 meg. nucleus ÷ asked eye. [ale)
VaXlable obsexTing coDdltloas. (Obsel-ver i_dicated "A" _thod [AzgelsDder?]. E_. )
(Oba_r_ex gave llmlt as 8.5. Ed.)
Sllghtll foggY.
Nuuleu_ elliptic, 60 arc sac. x 20 arc sac.
Due to severe light pollution, Just the brighter, In_er part oZ the coxa a_et have been visible.
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DuEN Lim Site Observer(s) rotes
4.067 830365 0.12 0.200 SC I0 229,333 13 4 I Gelinas,M.A A
4.219 830386 0.I0 0.20 SC i0 167,500 20 4.8 1 A_hleyjJ.B B
4.245 830367 0.41 0.15 N 8 48 14 5.3 1 Robertson,T C
4.373 830368 8 0.44 N 4.5 90,222 15 5.5 1 Fabre,R D
4.481 830369 0.12 0.318 N 8 150 1 1 Tre_askls,T.B E
4.738 830370 0.9 0.063 R 13.3 52 1 CSUkaS,M F
4.740 830371 0.25 0.356 SC Ii 200 1 verdenet,M G
4.771 830372 0.07 0.40 N 5 81,254,407 20 6.5 2 Mezlln,3.-C H
4.772 830373 0.250 N 5.2 50 1 Gonzalez,A I
4.778 830374 0.250 N 5.2 I00 6.0 1 Gonzalez,A J
4.823 830375 0.080 B 15 2 Gallego,3 K
4.832 830376 0.93 0.106 R 5.7 24 16 6.0 1 Keszthelyi,S L
4.854 830377 0.080 B 15 5 Loaada,R M
4.873 830378 2.6 0.08 B 15 25 6.0 2 Cardiel,N N
4.878 830379 0.256 N 5.6 44 2 Pedxez,S O

















star with visual ma_itDde estimated to be % was at PA 180 at 0137+/-2 min. Distance a_out 15" from the middle of central
condensation. Msgnlt_de extinction I to 1.5 meg. but an occultation.
No specific structure could be seen. Koweve_, a ver_ alight central Co_densatlon was apparent 86 167x. The degree Of
co_de=$atlon was leas pronounced when obsex_rlog at 500x. The field star was plotted at the start Of the obsel-eatlon. The
high humidity of 756 RE reducDd the contrast considerably.
This e_e_Iog is the first that I have been able to see other than an oval shaped ¢caa - fan-shaped _asu_ed by filer
micr_ter at 8.6' add central condensation st 1,2'.
Note that _Jae north poEtlon of the _ lattls re¢t_ (P1) is extended o_areK] to the southexn portion (P2).
Possible feint tall approximately PA 90, abo_t 4' to 5' trade, about 5' long. Limit approximately meg. 14.5.
Halo dim_e_ez: 12_; DC - 8; tall at PA 38, 20' length; tall at PA 95, 25' length. (D_Lratio= not indicated. Time of
obaex_ntlon is end ti_. Ed.) Schematic drewiog.
(D_stlon not indicated. Til_ Of observatloo is sast_ to be start time. A_dltion81 drawing submitted made using 11x80
binoculars (2'/_). Ed.)
Jet st PA 9; tall at PA 73; tall at P_ 83, straight, narrow add bright; _et at PA _5, tail strea_ex; _et at PA 237, then
curw_ eorthward, pretty faint; Jet at P& 297, then curved northward.
The inner coma appears _ostly stellar. (Observation _ade with a so-so seeing and so_e clouds.) (Duxatlon not iDdlcated. Time
of obsez_ration iS assumed to be start t_. Ed.)
Elliptical ¢o_a. (Duration not indicated. T_e of observation is assumed to be start time. Drawing data inferred _r_
ma_mlt_de report form. Ed. )
Visible at naked eye [slc] as a "diffuse" star of 5th _ag. Narrow and "contrasted" plasaa tall as_v_etrical coma. (DiLratlon
ant i_Icsted. Tile Of observatloa is 8entered to be end time. Drawing data inferred from _agnitude report form. Ed.)
Cc_a "b_" st PA 170. (Translated by IEw staff. Ed.]
The co_et is clearly visible at naked eye as s falot star of about 5th magnitude. With the Ne_rt. 25.6 ca, the pla_a tall
appears _re diffuse add little, but laalde the coma, the central coDdeasatloa is definitively stellar. The incipient pla_a
tall is naErow add diffuse, _ow_Dg from the circular Coma. The south _i latus rectum (i) is brighter than its north
parent. [sic] (Duration not Indicated. Time of observation is aasu_ed to be end t_. Drawing data Inferred from magnitude
report form. Ed.)
Tall long: 1 deg. 45' st PA 70. C_t Tisible st asked eye (ant the tail). [sic] Tail very faint.
Field: 1 deg. _lalble at naked eye_ [sic] (D_tratloa sot i_dicated. Time Of observation is asst_ed to be end ti_. Ed.]
Field: 1. deg. 9'. The head Of the comet was ¢_pletely circular, the decreases of the brightness outwards frca the
"hU¢Ie_uS" trere gradual add _eooth, add no particular details we/e observed. Severe light pollution sffecte_ the observation
by _leg the background sky brighter. Much because of the bright background sky, the contrast ia the field of view _as Io_
add the head appeared faint and not too easy to catch sight of.
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGI_PHY
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap For ExpM E]_alalon Inn Hyp Gdag Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
4.026 050334 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 Ektacbx.400 N T i/$ 1 Prie$ter,D.C A
4.045 850335 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 KOdak 2415 Y S I/P l Dilsizian,R B
4.080 850336 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 5.00 Ektachr.400 N T 6/S 1 Priester,D.C A
4.083 850337 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 2.50 Ektachr.400 N T 7/S l Priester,D.C A
4.090 850338 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 6.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N 2/P 2 Tatt_,R
4.240 85033_ 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 30.00 KOdak Tri-X N M 9/S 1 Webb,R C
4.469 850340 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 5.00 F_jichrcee 400/ N • 2/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B
4.733 850341 1.820 5.2 0.350 i.I x 0.8 30.00 3M crt 4 Y O 2/C 2 Ci_atti,_ D
4.792 850342 1.820 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 30.00 KOdak 103a-F N O 2/C 2 C_J_atti,A E
4.803 850343 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 25.00 Agfa 910 P 50/18 N O I/P 3ager,M F
4.896 850344 0.100 2.9 20.4 X13.7 20.00 KOdak Trl-X 400/ N T 136/P 1 Hernschier,_ G
NOTE A PUSh processed to 800 A_A.
NOTE B ExpOatLres limited below 5 minutes to allow for stellar guiding with a _iDimtue of "proper _tioa" distortion _n resolution.
Nc_rE C Obvious lea tail on negative (first obser_atloD for this series). Inner c_a and starlike central condensatlon v_sible On
DATE: 4 DEC 1985 DATE: 4 DEC 1985
all ozlglmal eegatlves. Film push pzocessed $1igh#.ly. (obsex_oz Imdlcated C-£Tpe _ing as well as M. F_. ]
NOTE D Lazge Zoz_at Zilm used.
NOTE Z Haze. Bed Wzat%em 25 filtez used.
NO'FE F Magmit%lde 5.0. Film is oztJlo. Inafm_J_emt is Scbzidt Camez8.
NOTE G L_lcon Deep Sky filter used. (Observer's image identifiex Is followed by suffix "/85".) City ligbfs lntezfezed with the
obsexva tie9.
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(OT) A(_| Config Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM |_s_-lsion ISO Hyp G4_g Id/T!r P Site Obsea've.z(z) Notes
4.074 870101 45P-O CL 0.152 2.0 8.00 _o4_k 2415 Y S 220/P 1 Minton,R.B A
NOTE A (Pzlm_S submitted aze composites of two 4 miD. exposuzes sep828%Ad by 2 llm. Observez's image idemtlflex$ aze K2-20 and
K2-21. Fx]. )
DATE.. 5 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_| ml MM Chart
5.05 812918 4.7 S AAVSO
5.05 812919 4.8 S AAVSO
5.05 812920
5.069 812921 4.8 B 54
5.114 812922 5.4 B 54 15
5.12 812923 4.8 S AA 20
5.15 812%24 54 15
5.16 812925 4.7 B 78 30
5.16 812926 5.2 SKY&TEL 15.0
5.17 812927 5.3 54 15
5.18 812928 54 15
5.19 812929 6.3 S 54 B.8
5.236 812930 5.7 B 54
5.2444 812931 5.7 S SAC, 19
5.403 812932 6.0 S 54 10
5.41 812933 5.9 B M 9
5.414 812934 6.0 M 54 5.5
5.419 812935 5.5 M 54 14
5.42 812936 6.0 S 54
5.44 812937 6.3 B 54 4.5
5.44 812538 4.7 S 54, 55
5.44 812939 10
5.46 812940 5.9 B 15
5.462 812941 6.5 B 54 15
5.462 812942 5.6 B 54
5.487 812943 54 12.3




DATE: 5 DEC 1985
14
5.491 812944 5.7 S 54 8.6
5.51 812945 5.7 S 54
5.51 812946 6.1 S 20
5.545 812947 6.2 B 54
5.575 812948 5.8 M 54, 78 13
5.58 812949 5.8 B M 33
5.58 832950 5.0 v M
5.587 032953 5.5 M 54 25
5.59 012952 5.6 M 54
5.59 812953 5.7 S 54 15
5.597 812954 _.9 B 54 15
5.60 812955 5.8 B AA 3
5.604 812956 5.9 S 54 22
5.63 812957 6.0 B 54
5.63 812958 5.8 B E 15
5.64 812559 5.9 B E 16
5.656 813960 6.1 M 54 7
5.66 812961 5.0 B E 17
5.68 812962 5.6 B E 17
5.701 812963 6.0 B 54 12
5.708 812964 5.3 B ZHW,SAO
5.71 812965 5.7 B E 17
5.71 812966 6.2 B M
5.712 812967 5.3 M AAVSO 17
5.715 812968 5.9 M 78 6
5.719 812969 5.6 B 54 19.3
5.719 812970 5.7 B 54 17.3
5.723 812971 5.9 54
5.729 812572 5.8 54 8
5.729 812973 6.3 M 54 25
5.729 812974 6.3 M 54 20
5.729 812575 54 8
5.729 812976 5.4 54 3
5.729 812977 5.0 54
5.729 812578 5.3 B 54 5.1
5.738 812979 5.6 B 54 30
5.74 812980 5.0: B 54 20
5.740 812981 5.8 54 10
5.742 812982 4.9 S 54 18
5.749 812583 4.5 S 54 26
5.75 812584 5.7 B AA 17
5.750 812985 5.6 B 54 17
5.75 812586 6.0 VAS 160 6
5.750 812987
5.75 812988 6.4 B DCS 5B 12
5.756 812989 4.9 S 55 21.0
5.760 812990 5.7 B 54 20
5.77 812991 5.7 B M 6
5.771 822992 6.3 B
5.790 812993 5.8 B
5.792 812994 5.5 B 54 20
5.792 812995 5.8
5.792 812996 5.7 B 78
5.792 812997 5.0 B 54 35 25
5.793 812998 5,3 B 54 30 20
5.799 812999 6.0 M 54 9
5.806 813000 4.7 54 24 20
5.812 813001 5.0 B 14
5.813 813002 6.2 $ CZ 10
5.819 813003 6.1 B 3
5.820 813004 5.1 B 54 20
5.82 813005 6.0 S 54
5.823 813006 5.5 $ 12
5.030 813007 6
5.833 813008 7.1 M CZ I0
5.833 813009 5.7 B 54
5.839 813010 4.8 B 54 15
5.840 813011 5.8 M 54 18 15
5.04 013012 5.8 M AA 12
5.840 813013 5.7 M 54 19
5.843 013014 5.5 B 14
5.843 813015 5.5 B 19
5.844 813016 5.5 54
5.854 813017 5.0 40
5.86 813018 6.2 M 54 15 12
Ap InS f/ P'wr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
3 EY
6 2.0 70 0.050 B
8 1.0 70 0.317 N 6
3 0.06 R 12
6 0.17 95 0.035 B
5 0.050 B
7 0.75 70 0.32 N 4
3 KY
"1 ET
5 1.0 70 0.040 B
6 1.7 70 0.080 B





5 0.10 N 10
5 0.030 B
2 0. 050 B




4 0.12 N 6
0.05 B






















































8.6 41 4.0 T
0
8
7 0.060 R 15 45 2.8C Y
0.03 B 8
0.03 B 8
7 0.080 R 6.3 50 Y
0.080 B 20 3,5 Y
0.03 B 8
7 0.I ii0 0.14 R 14 200
8 0.5 0.063 R 13.3 52
3 0.066 R 12.5 31 4.5C y
4 0.03 B 8 6.0 Y
4 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y
0.030 B 8
6 0.08 B 15 4.2 Y
4 0.050 B 10 5.3C Y
4 0.050 B I0 5.3C Y
2 0,064 R 6.3 20 3.0C N
5 0.114 N 7.9 30 3.5
0.030 B 8
4 0.080 R 15 39 5.1C Y
7 0.065 B 20 6.0 Y
7 0.050 B i0 4.5 N
5 0.I00 B 14 5.0 Y
7 1.5 80 0.152 N 5 44 4.8 X
7 1 80 0.050 B 7 4.8 Y
6 0.050 B 7 5.0 N
4 0.050 B I0 5.5 Y
5 0.05 B i0 5.5 Y
6 0.150 N 5 30 5.5
8 0.050 B I0 4.5C N
7 0.05 B 10 5.0 Y
3 2 70 0.04 B 8 Y
5 0.07 N 8 33
4 0.050 B 10 CM Y
3 0.080 R 6.2 12 5.5 Y
5 0.17 0.102 R 14.7 60 y
0.080 B 15 3 Y
4 0.08 B 10 4.5C Y
5 0.06 B 15 5.5 Y
5 0.22 N 4 35 5.5 Y
4 0.07 B 16 4.8C N
8 0.081 B 11 6 ¥
0.030 B 8 5.0 Y
4 0.05 R I0 13 6.0 Y
3 0.i 0.040 R 9 15 5.0C Y
7 0.20 SC i0 117 5.5 Y
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y
5 0.050 B 16 4.4 Y
4 0.130 N 8 40 5.5 Y
0.05 B 7 4.5C Y
4 0.090 N 7.2 26 5.5 Y
6 0.05 B I0 5.5 Y
6 1.9 72 0.08 B Ii 5.9 Y
6 0.106 R 57 24
6 0.089 R 5.5 10 5.7 N
5 0.33 74 0.07 B 20 6.0 Y
5 0.03 B 8 6.0 Y
9 EY 5.9 Y
5 0.080 B 15 5.0 Y







































































































































































































































Ch&rt C_a size IX= Tall
B 5 5
B 54 12 5
B CZ 3
M 54 31 6
M 54 19 5
S 55, 54 21.0 8
B 54 14 10 5 0.3
S 54, 78 9.2 7.8 7
$ 54
B 54 4.4 6
21 0.7
M 54
B 54 12.8 5
i0 3
v 54 60 2 2.30
B 54 5 5 1.0
S 54 4.5 7
17 4
B 54 20 7
S 50 6
B 54 6 4
S 54, 75 16 6 0.08
S 54
11
B 54 25 7
S 54, 78 12 3 0.8
Coma diameter approximate.
Straight, narrow t!rpe I tail.
very obvious tail, only 2' wide.
Intermlttent clou_ls - S_ haze.
Modified Sidgwlck method USed.
PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_
0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0
0.I13 N 8 22 6.0
0.03 B 6 5.5
64 0.05 B 12 4
0.05 B i0 5.0
0.05 B 10 5.5
140 0.200 R 15 120 6.0
0.05 B 10 5.5
EY 5.5
0.060 N 15 45 5.5
77 0.08 B 15 5.5
0.06 R 4.5 10 4.5
0.08 B II 5.0
0.064 N 12 32 '
71 EY 6.0
0.050 B 12 3.5
80 0.25 N 6 60 5.0
0.050 R 11 22 4.5
0.06 R 15 5.5
0.050 B 7 5.0
O. 203 SC 10 80 5.5
45 0.065 B 12 5.5
0.08 B i0 5.0
0. 034 B 9
0.20 SC I0 77 5.5
80 0.050 B 10 5.9
First naked eye observation. NV central eoodensatlon - 6.I (..[sic]
C_parlson stars 55, 60.
Coma diameter - 19'x14', elongated E-N.
Faint stellar nucleus suspected.
DATE: 5 DEC 1985
DA Site ObsezTer(s) Notes
Y 1 LIpski,P 1
Y 1 Scham_eck,C.M
1 Vaollk,F m




T 3 Ab_<_tt,J 0
Y 1 HUEst,G.M
Y 1 Koschny,D





Y 1 Mosch,J A
Y 1 Galnsfor_,M.J p
Y 1 Kllche,J
Y I Waz_I,A g
N 1 Lunde,R y
Y 1 Farzlngton,w.R Z
Y 1 Foulkes,M g
1 ShaDklin,J.D
1 Pereirn,A r
Y 1 Bodonsky, K s
Y 2 Rogers,J.E t
Suggestion Of tail; PA approximate. Clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately 14.5. Ed.)




(Observer gave lilit as 10.5. Ed.)
Beginnings of tail. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
PA approximate.
7.1 meg. nucleus. Tall PA 105; 65 deg. Naked eye.
(Observer ledicsted "A" _tbod [Azgelaodez?]. Ed.)
Haze. (Observer lediosted "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
C_a circular shaped.





Central eo_. of mag. approxJJsately 8; cirrus.
(Observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
(Obaerver indicated "A" method [Azgelandez?]. Ed.) C0mparison stars are SAO 109224, 109152, 91832, 109087.
Co_. ntaEs 4.8 mag. aM 5.5 mag.
Vlalble to naked eye.
Seeing AntonlaKll III. Noneirc. core.
Very clear.
24'X22' ooma, averted vision.
+ 7x50 B add I0 meg. nucleus. [sic]
Area _iately east of the coma to a distance of betlreen 30'-40' is definitely _re hazy than the eorrespoDdlng area west
of the e_a. It appears to be a very wide tail.
(Observer indicated =A = aethod [Argelseder?]. Ed.) Coma diaBetez approximate.
Oval.
Probably well adapted, not dark adapted, Of couzse- there is no dark sky in Czechoslovakia.
Seeing good, transparency good. Clouds.
CoIparison stars 4.0, 5.1, 5.5. Adequate defocuslng of c(_mpazlson stars was only achieved by using one eyepiece of the 10x50
binocu3.ars.
Tall length - ?, PA uncertain.
CogMmt SO large that had [sic] difficulty In completely defocuslng the stars with the binoculars to make the magnitude
estimates.
(Observer gave limit as 8.8. Ed.}
No tall seen.
Coma pear-shaped; very faint narrow tail. Chart I01 also used.
Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.254 N 5.6 60,120,160 21 6.8 2 Knisely,D A
0,23 R 12 122,250,600 1 O'Meara,S.J B
0.20 N 6 96,135 I0 5.2 I WIISon,A.M C
0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-KISS,A D
0.063 R 13.3 52 1 Csukss,M E
0.05 B I0, 15 210 5.5 1 Ettrst,G.N F
0.106 R 5.7 24 9 5.7 1 Keszthelyi,S
0.080 0 15 30 5.0 3 Luclus,D
0.356 SC ii 200 1 Verdenet,M G
0.298 N 5 40, 65,179 15 6.2 1 Stott,D E
0.090 M ii 40,120 17 5.1 1 Foulkes,M I
0.065 B 12 i0 5.1 1 Foulkes,M 3
0.203 SC 10 80 25 5.5 1 Farrington,N.R K
0.203 SC 10 70 6.0 Williams,D.J L
NOTE A Visible to naked eye. Central condensation stellar magn. 7.8 surrounded by halo 50" arc wide. Outer edge of coma very
diffuse with hints of brightenings at PA 20 and PA 95. Faint narrow central spine noted in tall at PA 80 extending from
nucleus do_r_ tall to I0' arc from nucleus. Possible faint narrow spikes in c_a on both sides of tail. Faint broad outer
tall has width of 5 to 7 miD. arc tapering slightly _ith slight brightenlng 1/2 degree from nucleus. Magnification of 240x
also used.
NOTE E (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.}
NOTE C Double nucleus observed. 3 faint stars included in coma.











5 DEC 1985 DATE: 5 DEC 1985
H810 dlaRetez a 14'; DC - 8; tall •t PA 141, 33' lo0gth. A 31' tall had PA 141 12' to o_¢le_ts, PA 162 22' to nucleus, PA 173
40' to nuclo_u|. [•ic] (Duzation not iDdlc•ted. T_ of cheery•flop is odd time. Ed. ) Schematic drawing.
ZLM 5.5 lmpzo'qving to 6.0. Very Well uoDdenzsd cIEcu/aE c_. Tail, bzoad and diffuse PA 77 deg. for 42'. S_ involved in
edge of o_ PA 288 dog. fzom nucleaE Eegloo. C©Ipoalte drawlng. BEight detail• with 10xS0 blnO_LlaE• •2d tall added fzam
obs_trvstion with 15x80 binocular•.
(DuxatlOD not indic•ted. Time of oh•el'ration is a•s_mod to be •tLrt t_me. Additlon•l dxswi•g •_itted lade using llx80
binocular• (I.96'/u). Ed. )
T•il at PA 83 deg. SeeiBg too pooz fOZ useful high power wozk _ut t•il shows well now. Still _ Tex T thin.
Dis_etez 10', DC - 6. Stax seed at approxIIataly PA 270 dog. C_ma h•d 3 distinct are•• of brlght_ee•. The centr•l 'spot' w•s
the brightest. This w•n elliptical in approxilately PA 90-270. Outez cmla circulLr. Be_ed the fairly distinct outer
bo_lT, the c_a faded add became indi•tloct.
Ce0tral condensation slightly elliptical at Pk 45-225. Outer edge nebulous. A faint extension was gllwpsed towax_Is PA 45.
The e_t has now became so lazge that the binocular• will not co_pletely defo_u$ the stars foz the _agelt_e e•ti_sta•.
Dimte_ 16'. EC - 6. Tail 5' at PA 45.
DC 4, _g. 8.5 on this date. I s•w no eTidence of • tail. Sevexal time• I saw the cams hEightae•• fluctuate by •ppEox. 0.3
mag. This was not due to seeing. When the coma passed fEcm Is fzont of star I saw no change Is brighthes•.
CleaE, but the neighbor's chlnney _oke is b•d. Ro_h on the e_e•. Halley is becoming very eas_ to find. Nucleus is very
c_act and star-llke. A •_ple Object to spot with the lOxS0 binoculars. (Duration not indlc•ted. Tile o_ obserqatlon is
start tlme. Ed. )
SU_-_ET_OR K : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A_N# FL f/ Ap For Exp_ Emulsion ISO HJ_ Gd_g Id/T_p Site Obsel_er(•] Notes
5.140 850345 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P 1 Dilalzlan,R A
5.179 850346 0.205 3.8 10.0 X 6.7 15.00 Kodak VR 200 N T 3/P 1 Cu_ni_ha_,J B
5.200 850347 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8 5.00 Kodak VR 200 N T 4/P 1 Cu_niDgha_,3 B
5.218 850348 1.825 4.5 0.406 _.1 x 0.8 5.00 Kodak VR 200 N T 5/P 1 Cu_ni_gha_,J B
5.741 850347 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 5.42 Kodak TEI-X 400/27 N O 2/P 1 Grogel,O C
5.928 850350 0.210 4 9.8 X 4.5 3.97 Kodak T_i-X 400/ N 0 3/I? I Wird,A
5.561 850351 0.500 5.6 4.1 X 2.7 5.33 Kodak TEI-X 400/ N O 8/P I Ward,A
NOTE A Exposures limited below 5 nlnuta• to allow for stellar guiding w_th a mislmm_ of "propez notion" distortion in resolution.
NOTE B Fi/_ "push" processed fzom ISO 200 to 800.
NOTE C (Ob_'s image identifier is followed bT •ufflx A. Ed.)
DATE: 6 DEC 1885
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) &ON# ml _2_ Chart
6.042 813045 6.0 B 54
6.063 813046 6.2 B 54
6.076 813047 6.2 M 54
6.085 813048 5.4 M 78
6.10 813049 5.6 B 54
6.1132 813050 5.7 S SAO
6.1160 813051 5.4 SAC
6.1174 813052 5.7 S SAC
6.13 813053 6.2 B 54
6.14 813054 4.0 54, 78
6.145 813055 5.5 B 54
6.145 813056 5.5 54
6.16 813057 4.5 M 54, 78
6.17 813058 4.5 M 54, 78
6.171 813059 5.7 M 56
6.228 813060 4.9 B 54
6.244 813061 5.6 S 78
6.28 813062 5.2 B 54
6.28 813063 5.2 M 54
6.281 813064 6.2 S 54, 78
6.39 813065 5.6 S 78, 54
6.42 813066 8.8 $ $AO
6.535 813067 5.4 S 101
6.563 813068 5.8 M 54
6.58 813069 6.0 B M
6.63 813070 5.2 B E
6.65 813071 5.5 $ 54
6.670 813072 5.9 M 78
6.67 813073 5.3 B E
6.674 813074
6.68 813075 6.3 B M
6.69 813076 5.7 B AAVSO
6.694 813077 5.2 M AAVSO
6.70 813078 6.3 B M
6.71 813079 6.2 B M
6.71 813080 5.4 B E
6.718 813081 5.0 $ 54
6.719 813082 5.7 M CZ
6.719 813083 5.9 B
6.72 813084 5.3 B E
6.722 813085 6.2 B 54
6.726 813086 5.9 M CZ
6.73 813087 6.5 B AAVSO
6.73 813088 5.2 B AAVSO
6.740 813089 5.9 B 54
6.740 813090 5.3 B CZ
6.74 813091 5.0 $ DCS5B6A 20
6.750 813092 54 5
6.750 813093 6.0 S 8
6.75 813094 5.2 B E 20
6.753 813095 5.4 M CZ 5
6.76 813096 4.3: S I01
6.760 813097 6.1 M 78 15
6.76 813088 5.8 B 54
6.767 813099 6.2 B 54
6.77 813100 4.5: S DeS 6A
6.771 813101 4.9 B 54
6.774 813102 54
6.781 813103 5.7 M CZ
6.781 813104 5.5 54
6.785 813105 5.8 M CZ
6.788 813106 5.5
6.79 813107 5.4 B E
6.792 813108 6.3 B 78
6.792 813109 6.3 B
6.799 813110 5.9 B
6.799 813111 5.5 S
6,802 813112 6.1 $ 78
6.804 813113 6.5 M
6.806 813114
6.809 813115 5.6 B 54
6.813 813116 6.2 S CZ
6.830 813117 5.6 54
6.83 813118 5.4 B E
6.833 813119 5.8 M 54
6.84 813120 5.5 B AA
6.844 813121 6.2 M 54
6.847 813122 5.9 M 54
6.847 813123 5.9 B 54, 78
6.854 813124 5.8 B 54
6.86 813125 5.8
6.865 813126 6.7 M CZ
6.875 813127 6.2
6.875 813128 6.3 B CZ
6.878 813129 6.0 M CZ
6.878 813130 5.6 B 54
6.878 813131 5.5 B 54
6.88 813132 4.7 V 54
6.889 813133 5.7 B 54
6.896 813134 5.8 54
6.899 813135 5.5 M CZ
6.906 813136 6.4
6.910 813137 54
6.924 813138 6.2 M 54
6.97 813139 4.7 S _VSO
6.97 813140 4.8 S AAVSO
NOTE A SAC 092182 comparison star.
Cons size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ PwT Lim DA Slte Observer(s)
16 12 5 50 0.05 B 7 6.0C y I0 Cbmielewski,w
25 3 0.152 R 5 24 4.4 N i Fox,3.H
3.9 6 0.114 N 8 45 4.0 N I Mac Kenzle,G
28 7 0.75 45 0.32 N 4.4 57 6.1 Y 1 AzIaiI,R.B
14 6 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Kronk,G
21 8 0.38 76 0.254 N 3.8 32 6.2 1 Machholz,D
10 5 EY 6.2 I MsOhhOIZ,D
20 6 0.080 B 20 6.2 1 Machholz,D
9.7 8 71 0.335 N 4.5 56 5.0 Y Kronk,G
90 2 EY 6.5 y 7 Morris,c.s
15.0 9 0.75 45 0.15 N 8 30 6.0 Y 1 MeBrlde,P
15.0 1 EY 6.0 T 1 McBrlde,P
20 7 2.5 70 0.050 R 8 6.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
16 7 2.5 70 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 7 Morris,C.S
10.3 6 0.5 250 0.050 B 5 7 Y 1 Jeffrey,J
15 6 0.05 B 10 5 Y 1 Ward,A
12 6 0.05 B 10 4.4 N 2 SaXOn,V.p
EY 6 Y 3 Hale,A
1.5 75 0.05 B i0 6 Y 3 Hale,A
6 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y I Bzackem,R
11 6 0.049 B 3 5.5 Y JODSS,A
0.317 N 5 86 , 3ones,A
20 5 0.33 80 0.07 B 10 3.0 Y 1 Kobayasbl,J
0.060 R 15 45 5.8 Y 1 P_Lrvlnskis,R
12 0.05 B 7 KomstantiDov,S
20 5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
20 6 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5 Y 1 Oka,A
0.06 R 4.5 10 6.1 y 1 Chodorowskl,F
20 5 0.05 B 7 MO_il,V
i0 3 0.064 R 12 32 6.1 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
20 0.04 R 6 18 Drspun,A
0.11 R Cbur!n_Bov,K
15 8 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-Kiss,A
20 4 0.04 R 3 18 Drap_,A
6.5 3 0.I ii0 0.i0 N I0 169 Shilov,$
20 5 0.05 B 7 Mor_il,V
18 6 0.050 B 7 6.0 y 1 Meozzi,D
20 7 0.080 B 10 4.5 y 1 Bilek,v
4 2 0.3 0.030 B 8 5.0C y 1 Ninklez,R
20 5 . 0.05 B 7 Morlil,V
8 6 0.08 0.08 B 20 6 Y 2 KDSI_,E
12 6 0.05 D 7 4.8 N I Sllhan,J
0.20 R Cburyuaov,K
6 0.05 B 7 Cbernis,K
0.050 B 7 4.0C N 1 Ruiz,3





































5 0.50 95 0.05 B
0.050 B I0 5.5 N 3 ccmello,G
0.208 N 5.8 48 4.0C N I Rulz,3
10 5.5 Y 1 Bremseth, P.-J
7 Moz_il,V
7 5.6 1 Pravec,P
i0 5.5 Y 2 BO_a,R.J
10 4.5 y 1 LOZano,L
12 4.0 Y 1 Mosch,J
8 4.0C N I Richert,M
7 6 N 2 Bus,E.P
86 5.5 y 2 ViDcest,J
56 4.0C N 1 Riohert,M
25 5.5C y 1 Valssek,V
8 6.0 y 2 Weissferdt,F
5 0.05 B
6 0.05 B
6 1.0 75 0.05 B
3 0.45 298 0.050 B
6 0.050 B
4 0.030 B
5 1.5 90 0.040 B
5 0,105 R 15
6 0.150 R 15
0.10 B
4 0.040 B
6 1 70 0.055 R 12 6.0
0.035 B 7 5.0C N
5 0.05 B 7
4 0.035 B 7 5.5C N
4 0.050 B i0 C Y
5 0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0 Y
5 0.050 B 7 5.2 Y
5 0.05 B 7 y
5 0.08 85 0.153 N 8.5 65 y
0.8 75 0.22 N 8 90 5.9 y
6 75 0.050 B 10 6.0 Y
3 0.05 R I0 13 6.2 y
9 EY 6.1 y






















74 0.08 B Ii 6.1 y 1 F1eet,R.N
0.050 B 7 6.0 N Scbmeer,P
0.08 B 10 4.0C N 1 Rapavy,P
60 0.04 B 12 5.8 Y i KeDshsw,C
50 0.080 R 6.3 50 Y 1 Pfltzner,E
0.090 N 7.2 26 6.0 y 1 Vohla,F
0.034 B 9 1 Pereirs,A
0.05 B 7 5.0C y 1 KOLLEimsky,M
0.080 B 15 3 Y 1 Nsgele,A
0.i0 0 25 6.0C Y 1 Micek,I
0.I0 B 25 5.8 y 1 HaJek,P
0.03 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Hasublck,W
EY 6.0 Y 1 Hasublck,W
2 1.60 68 EY 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
0.43 75 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Hasubiek,N
0.203 $C i0 50 4.5 Y 1 Dietrich,M
0.080 B i0 6.0 Y 1 Bilek,V
0.050 R II 22 3.5 Y 1 Kllche,J
0.114 N 7.9 30 4.7 1 Kerber,F
88 0.07 B 16 5.1C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
EY Bortle,3.E
70 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
NOTE B Comet seemed fainter in binocu/ars than Dec. 2.003 (due to haze). Star-like c_a was more difficult to observe.
NOTE C 8.5 msg. nucleus.
MOTE D Possible second tail im PA Ii0:.












































6 DEC 1985 DATE: G DEC 1985
First sighting of the colet with the naked eye for me. A faint tall was sees about 1/2 degree long with a PA of 250. The
tail was straight add aeel_d to have a brighter narrow central area surrounded by a faintex glOW. No details seen in the







CO_p. stere 4.8 and 5.5: comet pear shape.
Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights viainle) observing conditions.
(Obsez_r iRdicated "A" method [ArgelandeE?|. Ed.)
C_mpaz£son ataza 35 PSC, 38 Pat. (Observer tedicated "A" method [Krgelamder?). Ed.)
Vezy cleer skies.
(Obsez_ez gave limit as 11.0. Ed.)
25'x_0' coma, averted vision.
Also seen vlth naked eye.
TaLl le_Jtb and PA fz_ sketch.
FirSt beginni_gs of a tail at approximately PA 50 deg. (ObSek-rez gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
(Obsex_er gave limit as 8.5. Ed.)
(Observer ledicated "A" method |Argelamder?]. Ext.) CcmpaElsom stars are SAO 109100, 109087, 109152, 109111, 109102.
Haze. (Obse---_er i_ica4_ed "A" method [Axgelaeder?]. Ed.)
TOO vague fOr din. add DC.
Ap Ins f/ Plrr(s) Dt_M Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
0.114 N 8 45,150 29 4.0 1 Mac Keszie,G
0.203 R 13 10 4.4 1 FOX,3.H A
0.203 SC 10 81 2 Lohvisesko,T.W B
0.254 N 5.6 60,120,160 17 6.5 2 Knlsely,D C
0.080 B 20 20 6 I Knals,E D
0.153 N 8.5 85 40 2 Clfuentes,E E







N-$ bee deflslte with averted vision, but difficult to see directly. Can has sharp boundary to W, fading gradually to E.
Oe this date the comet is observed to have 8 dlaletez of 175.81" add an inte_zated magnitode of 6.2 (check stars: BR 69 and
ER 72). The comet is much di_er than Novlnber 29, 1985.
Central core of cama very bright. "Fish heed" t!rpe form z_eD vaguely. C_ma shows hlets of falnt radial streamers. Central
con4Meseatlon 7tb oE Bib magnitude add poorly defined. CO_a brlghtmeas fairly unifozm out to 1/3 c_a radius except for
central coadeeeatlos. Tail is narrow with DOEth edge slightly better defined thee SOUth edge. Tall is fainter than on
05/12/85. Megnlflcatlos of 240x also used.
Bright point le cola. Dark patches seen ID coma, but uncleazly.
I observed for the first tilde a begiselag of a t_pical camet tail, estimate<] 4.5 arc mle. length, 19 as easterly dixectlon.
(ohz_arwer gave limlt as II.0. Translated by IXW staff. Ed.)
(Duration not indicated. Time of obsexvatlos is assumed to be start tile. A4k_itlonal drawleg su_mltted made uslng llxa0
binoculars. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT) AON| FL f/ Ap POV ExpM Emulsion ISO
6.193 850352 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 2/N
6.193 850353 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 Ilfor_ EP 5 500/ N O 36/C
6.199 850354 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 3/M
6.199 850355 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 X 5.3 5.00 llfo_ _P 5 500/ N O 37/¢
6.204 850356 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 4/N
6.204 850357 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Ilford _P 5 500/ N O 39/C
6.207 850358 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3/( 1000 1000/ N O 5/N
6.207 850359 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 Xlfoz_ _ 5 500/ N O 40/C
6.208 850360 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 6/N
6.208 850361 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 Ilf0rd_P 5 500/ N 0 41/C
6.210 850362 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y s 1/P
6.214 850363 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M I000 i000/ g O 7/N
6.214 850364 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Ilford _P 5 500/ N O 42/C
6.219 850365 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.8 x 5.3 1.00 3M 1000 i000/ N 0 8/_
6.222 850366 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M I000 i000/ N O 9/N
6.228 850367 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 I0.00 3M i000 i000/ N 0 10/N
6.234 850368 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M I000 i000/ N 0 II/N
6.239 850369 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 3M i000 i000/ N 0 12/N
6.243 850370 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 13/N
6.903 850371 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 X 1.7 0.50 Kodak 103a-F N M 17/P
6.907 850372 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 1.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 18/P
6.913 850373 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 19/P
6.944 850374 0.400 5.5 5.2 x 3.4 12.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N O 10/N
6.992 850375 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y X I/P
NOTE A
NOTE B

























Start ti_e approximate. (Observer's image identifier is 6. Ed.) Instrm_ent is Schmidt camera.
6x6 c_ format flim used.
DATE: 7 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT ) AON| ml _ Chart COma slze DC Tall PA
7.021 813141 6.1 M 78 3.9
7.023 813142 5.2 S 78, 101 19
7.031 813143 5.1 B 54 20
7.035 813144 5.3 54
7.035 813145 54 19.6
7.04 813146 5.6 B 54 16
7.042 813147 5.5 B 78
7.05 813148 6.2 B 54 9.0
7.08 813149 5.9 B 78 20
7.083 813150 5.1 34 30
7.083 813151 5.4 B 54 15.0
7.087 813152 5.5 M 54 5.5
7.10 013153 4.5 M 54, 78 20
7.10 813154 4.5 M 54, 78 16
7.104 813155 7.0 M 55
7.117 813158 5.9 M 54 20.0
7.117 813157 20.0
7.117 813158 22.0
7.122 813159 5.4 M 78 9
7.125 013160 6.1 B 54 30
7.132 813161 54 30
7.221 813162 5.8 M 78 9.5
7.2361 813163 4.8 M 78 I0
7.25 813164 4.8 B 78
7.25 813165 5.2 78 20
7.410 813166 5.8 M 78 7
7.44 813167 5.9 B M 9.4
7.464 813168 5.3 M 78 14
7.480 823169 6.1 M 78 5
7.482 813170 5.8 S 78















M 54 26 I0
30 5
M E 27 6
$ 78 15 6
s 78 6 7
B 78 10.9 7.3 8
B 78 8 6
S 78 10.0 8
78 9
S 78 16 7





M 78 14 8
S 54 14
$ E_S 5B6A 20
S 54 19.2
S DC3 5B 15
S 101 12
M 78, i01 20
6A 25
S DCS 7













$ 77, 78 12.1
B 78 12.1
813221 4.5: S DCS 6A 17
813222 6.5 M 78 8
813223 5.0 B 101 20
813224 5.9 S 78 22
813225 6.3 B 9.5
813226 5.6 B 14
813227 6.0 54
813228 4.3 S DC$ 6A 23
013229 5.3 B DCS 6A 23
813230 4.4 S DCS 6A 21
813231 5.5 B DCS 6A 21
813232 5.5 M 54 20
813233 6.2 12
813234 5.7 $ 54
813235 5.4 $ 54, 78 9
813236 2
813237 6.6 B M 3
813238 6.0 S 78
813239 8.3 B 78 8
813240 4.8 S DCS5B6A 20







































































DATE: 7 DEC 1985
Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Motes
5 0.114 N 8 45 4.9 N 1 Mac Kenzle,G A
0.035 B 7 5.7 Y 3 Morzi$on,W B
7 0.06 R 25 5 Y 1 Wa__,A
EY 2 de Assis Neto,V.F
7 2.4 75 0.07 B 10 6.5 Y 2 de Assis Neto,V.F
6 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y X_oDk,G C
0.080 B 20 5.7 Y $11th,D
8 75 0.335 N 4.5 56 5.5 Y Kzonk,G C
2 0.030 B 7 6.0 Y l 3acobson,E D
3 0.030 B 9 5.7 Y 1 Luthen,R
9 1 45 0.15 N 8 30 5.9 N 1 McBride,P E
8 0.5 90 0.203 N 8 128 5.5 Y 1 Rannon,J
7 0.050 R 8 5.5 Y 14 Morrls,C.$
7 1.5 70 0.080 R 20 5.5 Y 14 Morris,c.s
0.035 B 7 3.5C N 2 $mith,A
6 0.05 B 12 6.3 Y 1 Knlght,S
6 0.5 77 0.254 N 5.6 38 6.3 Y 1 Ksight,S F
0.254 N 5.6 38 6.3 Y 1 Knlght,$ G
5 0.050 B 7 4.6 Y 1 Robertsoo,T
3 0.050 B i0 6.0 Y 1 Stapleton,J B
7 0.108 N 8.5 36 6.0 Y 1 $tapleton,J I
5 0.06 B 20 4.4C N 1 de Is Rosa Jr,A J
6 0.62 69 0.05 B 7 5.8 Y 5 Cook,A.3
EY 6.5 Y 1 geeD,R
5 1.2 70 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y I geeD,R g
5 0.254 N 5.6 158 6.0 Y 1 G1sssett,w L
5 0.21 N 80 Ksyaz!n_k,N
6 0.070 B i0 5.0C Y 1 Kato,T
6 0.2 70 0.15 N 8.5 50 5.0C y 1 Ksto,T
3 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tzegaskls,T.B M
0.07 B l0 4.0C y 2 Date,M
6 90 0.152 N 8 64 Y 1 Tze_sskls,T.B N
5 0.33 0.05 B 10 4.5 N 1 Uds,K
7 0 45 0.080 B 11 6 Y 2 Watanabe,N
6 0.3 70 0.070 B 20 5.0C Y 1 Kato,T
7 0.22 B 20 6.0 Y 3 Washl,s O
7 0.23 4.4 40 4.0 Y 1 Washi,Z p
5 0.50 90 0.07 B lO 2.5 Y I gobayashi,J
0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 HaTsshi,H
6 0.07 B I0 5.5 Y 1 Yasuki,M
2 0.07 N 8 33 Yurchenko,Yu
3 0.08 B 11 4.5 Y 1 Gubo,H
75 0.080 R 6.3 20 5.7 Y 1 Luthen,N Q
0.04 B 12 Maydlk,A
0.050 B 7 6.2 Y 1 Meozzi,D
0.050 B 7 4.0C N 1 Plocinini,M R
0.20 N 6 31 5.5 N 1 Jah_,J S
0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Speil,3
0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.2 Y 1 Meozzi,D
EY 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.065 B 12 5.0 Y 1 Fou/kes,M T
6 1.2 73 0.08 B Ii E.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W U
7 0.06 R 25 4.5 Y I ward,A
0.08 B i0 5.7 1 Shsnklin,J.D
0.05 B 7 5.7 1 Shsnklln,3.D
EY 5.7 1 $hanklln,J.D
6 0.3 74 0.075 R 16 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
5 0.05 B 7 5 Y 2 Galnsford,M.J
6 0.080 B 15 4.5C N 1 Zaostra,w.T
7 0.05 R i0 5.5 Y 2 Eurst,G.M
5 0.050 B 7 5.5C N 1 Kuipers,G
6 1.5 65 0.05 B i0 6 Y 2 BOU_a,R.3
4 0.030 B 8 5.2C Y 2 Koslnski,J
4 EY 6 Y 2 Bus,E.P V
6 0.080 B 15 5.5C Y 1 FelJth,B
5 0.050 B 7 5.5C N 1 KrOO=,B
4 0.080 R 15 39 5.4C Y 1 $zulo,M
5 100 0.08 R Ii 5.7 Y 3 Galnsford,M.J W
EY 5.7 Y 3 Gslnsford,M.J X
7 0,06 R 25 5 Y l ward,A
5 0.018 B 3 6 Y 2 Bus,E.P
5 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y 1 Nedway,K y
7 0.089 R 13.7 32 C Y 1 Linger,$ z
3 0.080 B 20 5.0C Y 2 Dionisi,M
3 0.07 N 8 33 Shitlkov,A
0.03 B 8 Tsygankov,D
4 0.035 B 7 6.0C Y 1 Sclezor,T s
8 0.20 SC i0 117 5.5 Y I Nard,A b
8 0.15 77 0.05 B I0 5.8 Y 4 Abbott,3 C
8 0.15 77 0.05 B I0 5.8 Y 4 Abbott,3 d
6 0.040 B 7 6 Y 2 BUS,E.P V
4 0.09 M ii 56 4.5 Y 2 Mestlund,M e
7 0.05 B i0 5.5 Y 1 Ward,A b
4 0.050 B i0 5.6C Y 1 KalIa,K
5 0.150 N 4.8 36 5.5 Y 1 EnLrich,G
5 0.12 75 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 FIIiBon,E
0.030 B 8 C N 2 Kieltyks,G
5 0.046 R 4 8 5.5 Y 3 TaB de Weg,R.L.W
5 0.046 R 4 8 5.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
7 1.5 60 0.060 B 12 5.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W f
7 1.5 60 0.060 B 22 5.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W f
6 0.06 R 4 10 6.0 Y 1 Granslo,B.R
0.034 B 9 3 Perelra,A g
5 0.063 R 13.3 34 5.0C Y 2 $kjseraasen,O
4 0.4 80 0.050 B l0 6.0 Y I Rogers,J.B h
4 0.17 $0 0.320 R 18 140 6.0 Y I Roers,3.R i
6 0.I 0.07 N 8 33 Rudenko,5
5 0.05 B 7 Y 1 Dzlura,W
3 0.25 25 0.203 SC I0 80 5.3 Y I FsrriDgtOn,W.R
6 0.83 90 0.050 B 10 6 Y 3 Comello,G J





























































7 DEC 1985 DATE: 7 DEC 1985
At lower powers, star-like coma was al=ost invisible, at 90x it became barely visible.




Gas tail 0.025 deg. wide.
Elliptical cola. (on original report form obsezTer d_ew arrow from coma diameter value to tall PA box holding values of 77
deg. add 257 deg. Ed. }
Bright skies.
IS PsC.
Clear skies, street lights.
Modlfled $idgwlokmethod used.
Coma shows envelopes.
(ObsezTer gave li_t as 9.1. Ed.)
Doubtful tail.
(ObserTex im_tcs_ "y" method. Ed.)
Insist is Mrlght-Schmldt. Type I. (Observer iDdlcated "Y" mNDthod. Ed.)




27'X21' COma, averted vision.
Cams diameter approximate.
Tail length - ?, PA uncertain.
Very clear. C_uet not seen.
(Obsex_mur gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
Clear, %rl_y. (Obae__ gave limit as i0.0. E_.)
Very clear skies.
Very clear.
C_arison stars 6.3, 5.7, 4.0, 5.1, 6.0. Ade_ate defoousing of c_arlson ataxs was only achlewed by using one eyepiece of
the 10X50 bimooulazs. The "tail-lobe" struettLres sees iS 10xS0 binoculars correspomde_ to fou_tail-llke featuxes is larger
instziDmeat&. The northern "tail-lobe" was 0.15 deg. long st PA 77. The southern "tail-lobe" was 0.04 deg. st PA ll2.
Comparison star 6.3. The "tail-lobe" structures seen i= 10x50 binoculars corzespomded to foumtaln-like features seen in
larger instruments. The northern "tail-lobe" was 0.15 deg. long st PA 77. The southern "tail-lobe" was 0.04 deg. st PA 112.
Misty sky.
SuDward d_ce_ted faD: top angle 60 deg.
(Ob_ gave limit as 8.5. Ed.)
Cca8 elongated; tall only suspected, broad. Chamt I01 also used.
See drawing.
Coma diameter and PA approximate.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site ObsexTer(s) NOteS
0.203 SC l0 70 6.0 WilliLms,D.3 A
0.114 N 8 45, 90 20 4.9 1 Mac SeDzle,G
0.114 N 8 45, 90 16 4.9 1 Mac Kenzle,G
0.090 M i0 Iii 5 1 Arpin,P B
0.050 H 7 5 5.8 5 Cook,A.J
0.203 SC i0 80,160,330 6 5.0 1 Foulkes,M C
0.114 N 8 28 I0 5.5 1 Donatlello,G
0.076 N 9.2 35,140 4.8 1 Li Cstusi,G D
0.288 N 5 40, 65,179 17 6.1 1 Stott,D E
0.0%0 M ii 56 15 4.5 2 Westlu_d,M F
0.320 R 18 140 6.0 1 Rogezs,J.H G
0.254 N 6.4 41, 65,130 19 5.7 3 Abbott,J H
0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 I0 4.5 2 SkJaeraasen,o I
0.203 SC i0 80 5 5.3 1 Fazrington,W.R J
I do believe a tall can be seen toward the northeast of the c_et's nucleus. It is very faint aM short. (Duration not
i_icsted. Time of observation is start t_a_e. Ed.)
3at (ver_ faint) at 0. The comet is deflnltely visible to the naked eye. Magnitude: 4.9. C_m8 ciro%Llar. Field diameter 0.84
den. (Insist and power ambiguous. Ed.)
C_S dlaDetez 5', IX= - 7. Short tail visible. Central coedemsatlon star-like at 330x. The surrou_ding _all bright area was
elongated in PA about 135-315 deg. _ter envelope faint. Tall 6' at PA 50.
The tall was perfectly straight. The centrnl comdensatlon (o.c.) was exte_e_ in dlzectlon north-south (140X).
Fan st PA 227 deg. 3et at PA 318 deg. Tall at PA 87 deg. Fine detail in e_a at high power, fan shaped fent_ze is the best
defime_. C_S is pear shaped %rlth the tall a llttle fainter than on the 5th. Magmlflcatlon of 269 also used.
Misty sky.
Nucleus (stellar) very faint; co_a DC 4, dla_tez 2', sl_maetxlcnl; _im tall at PA 80 deg., faint, i0' long; diffuse spur
(suspected) at PA 11 de_., vex T faint, about 6' long; outer envelope (suspected), vsz? faint. (Du_atloD not i_dicated. Time
of obse_rwatlon is start t_. Ed.)
NOTE E Central eoedensatlon approximately 33 arc sac. Southerm_ost fountain at PA 95 deg., approx_tely I.ix3.6 arc min.
Northermmost fountain at PA 70 de_., approx_Lmately 1.6x8.3 arc aiD. Centznl tall structures at PA 80 4b_g., approximately
2.0x2.5 arc mln. Semi latus rectum spproxinately 2.3 arc min. (both}. Vertex distance approxlmntely 2.1 arc min. Central
comdensatlon nearly stellar In 8|_pearenoe at lower powers. Central Condensation thus only a small obJeot relative to the
whole o_a aM of high contrast against the co_a. Three separate structures vlnlble within the for_Ing tail _rlth a hint of
more complex faint filamentar_ features (streamers) seen at times. The northermmost foumtaiD-like structure appeared to be
longer than the southernmost oounterpart; distance being measured fr_ the apparent root _r_th the cola.
NOTE I The site this time was oD a 530 meter moumtaln northwest of the city (Oslo), where the seeing is An most directions far
better than at site no. I, which is dow_ in the city. How_Ter, the c0_t was in the direction of the city, and, though tens
of degrees above the horizon, Halley was observed through the ttrilight-like "nirglow" (caused by light pollutio0) so it did
not appear very much _re clearly than it does from site no. i. Halley*s head was CirCular; the brightness changes outwards
fro_ the coma w_xe month and gradual s_ no pe_ullaritles w_re seen st a11. Lumiooo Deep Sky filter used.
NO_ _ Mag. S.3, N eng. 12.2. On this night I first notlced a short faint tall in PA 25, length 15'. During tiJes of very steady
seeing the nucleus became very bright and starlike ned centered in the coma.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN| FL f/ Ap FOV
7.022 850376 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7
7.056 850377 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7
7.132 850378 1.524 6 0.254 1.4 x 0.9
7.552 850379 0.268 2.6 0.102 7.7 x 5.1
7.761 850380 1.750 5 0.350 1.2 X 0.8
7.7%3 850381 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4









ISO Syp GSL_g Id/_j_ Site Observer(s) Notes
Y O 35/_ 1 Crlst,M A
Y O 36/P 1 Crist,M A
Y X 90/P 1 Snyder,L.F
Y X 3/S 1 Richardson,C B
i000/ N M 1/3F 1 Mobb_rley,M C
400/27 N O I/S 2 To_r_seed,R
1000/ N M 2/P 1 Mobberley,M C
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is followed by SUffiX A. Ed.) AUXiliary lens used. Original instrument characteristics are
FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
NOTE B Instrument is Meade Schmldt camera.
NOTE C This color slide film was processed as a negative.
DATE:7DEC1985 DATE:7DEC1985
SUB-N_ORK : SPECTROS_PY
Date(UT) AO_# Config Ins FL f/ Ap Exp/_ E_sion ISO B!qD G<_ng Id/T_ Site Ohio_rye(s) Notes
7.179 870102 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N T 226/$ 2 Buchaean,W.T A
NOTE A Halley not visible to my naked eye; two people clawed visibility at the site. (ObserTer's image ideDtlfier is E-I12-26.
Ed.)
DATE: 8 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AD_% all MM Chart colla size IX: Tall PA Ap IDa f/ PWT L_ DA Site Observer (s )
8.012 813242 4.0
8.040 813243 4.8 B 101
8.044 813244 5.8 B 54
8.045 813245 6.0 B 78, I01 15 12
8.060 813246 I01 30
8.063 813247 5.9 B 78, I01 19.8
8.076 813248 7.3 B 101 15
8.09 813249 5.5 B 78 28 19
8.0965 813250 5.5 M 101 25
8.11 813251 90
8.119 813252 6.2 B 78 4.2
8.123 813253 5.3 M 101 29
8.15 813254 5.8 B 54 14
8.15 813255 4.6 M 54, 78 15
8.15 813256 4.6 M 56, 78 12
8.194 813257 6.5 S 101 33
8.205 813258 54, 87 30
8.2104 813259 6.1 $ SAC) 10
8.23 813260 6.6 B 78 12.0
8.23 813261 6.3 $ 78 13.8
8.257 813262 6.1 B 56, 87 30
8.2875 813263 4.4 S 101 10
8.306 813264 5.1 M 101 19
8.44 813265 5.9 B M 10
8.44 813266 4.5 S 78
8.44 813267 4.5 78
8.470 813268 6.0 S I01
8.475 813269 6
8.475 813270 5.9 M I01 11
8.52 813271 6.0 B M
8.52 813272 5.5 S 78 13
8.545 813273 6.2 S I01 2
8.549 813274 6.2 B 54, 78
8.574 813275 5.4 S I01 20
8.576 813276 6.0 B i01 15
8.594 813277 > 6.3 M 78 5.5
8.611 813278 6.2 M 54, 78 3.5
8.65 813279 5.5 B E 15
8.670 813280 6.0 M 78
8.67 013281 5.2 B AAVSO 20
8.674 813282 10
8.708 813283 101 8
8.71 813284 6.2 M E 28
8.712 813285 5.3 B 101 10.4
8.72 813286 6.0 S 78
8.729 813287 4.7 78 6
8.73 813288 6.3 B AAVSO
8.747 813289 6.7 B 101
8.750 813290 4.5
8.75 813251 5.4 S DCS 5A 12
8.753 813282 7.1 S 101
8.771 813293 6.2 B 78 30
8.813 813294 6.3
8.813 813295 6.5 M 101 8
8.82 813296 6.3 B M 20
8.82 813297 8.3 B M 20
8.875 813258 5.7: S 101
8.896 813299 5.6 M 54 20 16
8.96 813300 6.2 9
8.97 813301 4.8 S AAVSO 16
8.972 813302 7.0 S 101 4.3
8.99 813303 4.7 S AA 20
NOTE A The tail is fainter than yesterday.
DATE: 8 DEC 1985
Notes
3 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.0C y 1 Feiaheng,J
0.07 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Date,M
5 0.50 75 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Kohayashi,3
5 0.060 B I0 4.5 Y 1 Morlys,M L
6 0.060 R 15 45 4.0(= Y 1 Purvlnskis,R
5 0.1 N I0 56 4.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K M
0.08 B 8 Golu.bev,v
0.06 R 4.5 I0 5.7 Y I Cbodorowaki,F
6 0.05 R 4 7 Chernis,E
3 0.064 R 12 32 5.7 Y 1 Ch<xlorow_kl,F
5 0.150 R 15 56 3.5(: N 1 Richezt,M
6 0.04 R 12 MaTdlk,A
0.056 B 8 5.5 Y 1 KoCh,B.O
0.08 B i0 4.0 1 Sha_kliD,J.D M
4 0.114 N 7.9 30 4.3 1 Kerber,F O
0.15 N Korneev,v
3 0.080 B 20 5.0C y 2 Dionlsi,M
7 0.112 N 8 36 3.0 N 1 KosohDy,D
0.33 0.050 B i0 4.5C N 1 van LOO,F.R
5 0.050 R 14 46 4.0 Y 1 H_rtb,G p
5 0.04 B 8 6.3 Y 1 Morrisby,A 0
0.080 B 15 3 Y 1 Nagele,A R
4 0.05 M Ii 56 5.0C Y 1 Westluad,M S
4 0.04 R 6 18 DrapuD,I
0.04 R 6 18 Draptu_,A
5 0.063 R 13.3 34 5.0C Y 2 Sk_aeraasen,O T
7 60 0.05 B 12 5.5 Y 1 TantltT U
0.034 B 9 1 PeEeLEs,A V
5 0.050 B i0 Bortle,J.E
7 0.203 N 6 101 5.5 Y 1 H_dak,D.M
4 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E W
30 5.5 N I McBzldke,p
51 6.4 Y I Sanchez,A
I0 6.0 Y I Stapleton,J
7 6.0 Y 5 COOk,A.J
I0 6.0 Y 2 Fabre,R
80 Knyaz_Ik,N
6.1 Y 1 Seargent,D
3 Y 1 Seargent,D
I0 5.0 Y I Nillials,P.F
50 5.0 T 1 Willlmas,P.F
II 5.5 N 1 MiteuIa,s
7 Konatentlnov,5
10 5.0 Y 1 Yasuki,M
NOTE B On Dec. 8.097 UT, Halley passes before 32 Psc. The star has di_ed for 0.2 mag. to (IHW staff interpretation of observer's
symbol. Ed.) 0.3 mag.
NOTE C Could not get est. of mag. due to haze.
NOTE D Raze, ice fog. SAO 108588 and SAC) 108989 comparison sthrs.
NOTE E Elliptical coa_a. Possible gas tail visible.
NOTE F seeing rather poor due to ice fog, but comet still seed well in blDocs, add then, iD clearer skies, with various powers in
scope. Tall very diffuse but see0 well, esl_cially by sweeping, c_t moving very noticeably over 5-10 min. Comets Thiele
add Hartly'Good seen well in same obse_rvIDg sessloD.
NOTE G Mostly cloudy.
NOTE H Exc. see.
NOTE I In PS¢.
NOTE J My central condensation - 6.1.
NOTE K (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE L Seeing 3/5.
NOTE M Chart i01 also used for comparison stars.
NOTE N Cloud.
NOTE O (Ob_#-rTer i_dicated "A" method [Argelauder?]. Ed,)
NOTE p Misty, clouds.
NOTE Q Good seeing. No tail seen.
NOTE R (Observer indicated UA" method [Argelander?}. Ed.) COmParison stars are SAO 128544, 128547, 128466, 128422, 128421.
NOTE S Cirrus.
NOTE T EStimated mag. uncertain.
NOTE U Seeing good, transparency excellent. Clouds.
NOTE V (Observer gave llmit as 9.0. Ed.)
NOTE W C_a diameter approxilate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM lim Site Observer(s) Notes
8.012 830416 0.22 0.203 R 13 ii0 1 Philllps,J A
8.053 830417 1.32 0.050 B 7 30 5.7 5 WilI,M B
8.073 830418 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 I0 4.0 1 FOX,3.R C
8.290 030419 3 0.050 B 7 6 6.0 5 COOk,A.J
8.807 830420 1.6 0.090 M Ii 56 15 5.0 1 WestluDd,M D
NOTE A City lights. The comet is still a nebulous patch of light _rith the central condensation easily noted. There were times
8 0.15 N 8
5 0.203 SC 10
3 0.050 B
6 0.97 75 0.05 B





9 0.15 N 8
7 0.33 60 0.08 B
0.05 R
7 0.07 B
7 0.203 R 13 110 4.5(: y 1 Phillips,3
2 0.05 B 20 6.2 Y 7 da Silvs,L.A.L
7 0.07 B I0 6.5 Y 2 de Assis Neto,V.F A
5 70 0.05 B 7 6.0(: Y I0 C_lelewaki,w H
7 0.20 SC i0 77 5.0 Y 1 Eodk)nsky,K C
5 0.050 B 7 5.7 Y 5 WilZ,M
3 0.203 H 13 85 4.0 N 1 FOX,J.H D
2 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y i 3acobson,E E
6 1 55 0.279 SC i0 166 4.5 Y 1 Ke_ble,L.J F
2 EY 6.0 Y 15 Morris,C.S
5 0.05 B 20 4.7 T 2 Diaz P.,E
7 0.60 50 0.41 N 4.5 58 6.7 Y 2 Ariail,H.B
6 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y KEonk,G G
6 0.050 R 8 6.0 Y 15 Morria,C.S
7 2.5 70 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 15 Morris,C.S
5 0.203 SC 10 80 4.5(: Y 1 Gronek,J.D H
7 0.108 N 8.5 36 6.0 Y 1 Stepleton,J I

























8 DEC 1985 DATE: 8 DEC 1985
tonight when the c_met appeared elongated With a tall developing to the east, or at least the c_a appeared elongated
slightly to the east. (Duration act i_dlcated. Tile of obr_rvatlou is assuaed to be start tile. Ed. }
circular coma, with sole suggestion of oblateness, although this could not be deterlined for sure. Three concentric zones of
gradation oZ brightness found in the c_a. Coaa diameter 19' 46". Zone 1 - 3' 57"; zone 2 - 9' 13"; zone 3 - 19' 4G". Note
that a star is seen at the edge of the coma at PA I00. It was later occulted by the outer coma and could not be seen. Dark
adapted.
Nucleus and _et to NW easily seen, reaaiDder of coma less so. Coma elongated E with deep notch, not quite reaching nucleus.
S branch of coma brighter than N branch.
City lights aed thin cirrus.
f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Tlr P Site Observer(s) Notes
3.8 15.2 XI0.2 i0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 1/C 2 MOore,A.3
3.8 15.2 x10.2 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 2/C 2 Moore,A.3
4.5 I0.3 x 6.9 I0.00 Ektachr.400 N T II/S 1 Priester,D.C A
3.8 15.2 x10.2 20.00 Kodak Trl-z 400/ N O 3/C 2 Moore_A.J
4.5 I0.3 x 6.9 I0.00 Ektaehr.400 N T 12/S 1 Priester,D.C B
3.8 15.2 x10.2 20.00 Kodak TzI-X 400/ N O 4/C 2 Moore,A.3
2.8 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/ N Z 635/N 1 LazerSOD,H C
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 1.00 Ektachrome 400/ N S I/P 2 $anford,J D
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.08 3;4 1000 I000/ N S 3/P 5 Cook,A.J
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 5.00 314 i000 1000/ N S 4/P 5 Cook,A.J
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 3.00 3M I000 I000/ N S 5/P 5 Cook,A.J
2.8 11.4 X 7.6 5.00 3M I000 I000/ N S 6/P 5 COOk,A.J
1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 3/P 1 Dilsizian,R E
processed to 800 ASA.
Occu/tatlon. Exposure duration tmcertain. Push processed to 800 ASA.
(Obsex_er's image identifier is 16-35. Ed. ) "Push" processed to 800 _A.
This color slide film was processed as • negative.
Exposures limited below 5 minutes to allow for stellar guiding with a llnimmn of "proper Dotlon" distortion in resolution.
DATE: 9 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AC_'| ILl _ Chart Cama size IX: Tall PA
DATE: 9 DEC 1985
9.000 823304 5.9 B 101
9.000 813305 101
9.011 813306 4.8 B 101
8.015 813307 4.7 B 101
9.04 813308 6.2 B 101 16
9.052 813309 5.9 B 101 15
9.056 813310 4.7 M 101 19.8
9.06 813311 6.6 B i01 9.9
9.08 813312 4.8 M 54, 78 19
9.083 813313 10l
9.10 813314 4.4 S 101 25
%.104 813315 6.0 B i01 I0
9.11 813316 4.7 S i01 20
9.12 813317 4.8 S 101 45
9.15 813318 6.2 S 101 9.4
9.153 813329 6.2 M I01
9.156 813320 5.5 M i01 30
8.167 813321 6.5 S 101 34
9.174 813322 6.2 B 101
9.1743 813323 5.5 S IHW 11
9.1743 813324 6.3 B IEW 7
9.177 813325 6.2 B 101
9.188 813326 6.0 S 101 40
9.201 813337 5.9 M 101 20.0
9.208 813328 6.1 B 101 14 11
9.24 813329 4.9 B 101
9.24 813330
9.260 813331 6.6 S 10
9.271 813332 5.1 M 101 19
9.285 813333 5.8 B 101 12
9.426 813334 9.5
9.43 813335 5.6 S 101 9
8.44 81333& 5.8 S 101
9.44 813337 5
9.444 813338 5.2 M 101 11
9.450 81333% 5.9 S 101
9.45 813340 8.7 S SAO
9.45 813341 5.9 M SAO 13
9.46 813342 5.7 B 19
9.476 813343 6.2 B I01
9.48 813344 7.1 B SAO 12
8.48 813345 6.5 B SAO 12
8.48 813346 5.9 B SAO
9.49 813347 5.5 S 78 I0
9.493 813348 5.9 B
9.494 813349 5.4 101
9.529 813350 8.3 B 101 i0
9.529 813351 5.6 B 101 20
8.53 813352 6.6 B 101
9.53 813353 5.6 M 101
9.53 813354 101 3.9
9.540 813355 5.4 B 101 11
9.559 813356 5.9 B 101 20
9.58 813357 6.0 B AAYSO 4
9.63 813358 5.0 B AAVSO 17
9.64 813359 5.9 B AAVSO
9.64 813360 5.5 B AAVSO
9.65 813361 6.0 B M
9.66 813362 5.7 B M
8.49 813363 6.1 B M 4
8.705 813364 3.7
9.708 813365 4.8 S 101
9.708 813366 4.5 I01 5
8.714 813367 5.5 M AAVSO 14
9.72 813368 5.7 S AAVSO
9.726 813369 7.1 S 101 4.5
9.729 813370 2.1
9.729 813371 5.4 S 101 6
9.73 813372 5.8 S M 9
9.73 813373 5.6 V E 14
9.73 813374 5.6 V E 14
9.73 813375 5.6 V E 14
9.73 813376 5.6 B E 12
9.73 813377 5.7 B E
9.73 813378 5.7 B E
9.73 813378 5.4 B E 12
9.73 813380 5.4 B M 12
9.73 813381 5.6 B E i0
9.735 813382 6.1 B i01
8.745 813383 i01 6
8.750 813384 6.5 B I01
9.75 813385 5.4 S DeS 6A 15
9.75 813386 5.8 S AAVSO 15
9.763 813387 4.7 S i01 15
9.771 813388 B I01 6
9.773 813389 5.2 B 101 25
8.785 813390 6 B i01 11
9.785 813391 5.1 B 101 20
9.79 813392 5.7 B AAVSO 18
9.792 813393 5.8 B 101 ii
9.806 813394 6.5 M I01 8
9.829 813395 5.1 M 101 22
9.840 813396 6.0 M i01 16
9.841 813397 5.5 B 101 20
9.854 823398 5.6 B
9.854 823399 B ii
9.882 813400 12.0
8.89 813401 4.7 B I01 45
9.892 813402 5.8 M i01 5.3
9.895 813403 4.6 S i01 14.4
9.899 813404 5.9 S i01 7.4
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obsex_er(s)
0.036 B
4 0.25 68 0.07 B
1 0.05 B
3 0.06 R 12
6 0.080 0
8 0.035 B
7 0.8 45 0.05 B
8 0.17 86 0.335 N 4.5
6 0.050 R
3 0,08 R II
5 0.50 70 0.080 B
6 0.15 N 8
6 0.33 70 0.080 R 3.7
2 EY
6 0.203 SC 10
0.050 B
6 1.25 55 0.279 SC 10







4 80 0.05 B
EY
0.5 80 0.20 N
5 0.03 0.080 B
7 0.5 290 0.05 B
6 0.05 B
6 0.7 80 0.10 N 10
0.049 B
0.049 B
6 60 0.317 N 5
6 0.8 75 0.030 B
8 0.05 B
0.317 N 5


























































1.50 70 0.050 B
0.07 70 0.07 B
0.67 53 0.05 B
0.04 B




0.07 N 8 33
0.10 R 30
0,08 R 29
0.060 R 15 45 3.0 N
0.050 B 7 4.5 N
0.114 N 7.9 30 4.5
0.063 R 13.3 52
0.08 R I0 29
0.090 R 14 46 4.3 Y
0.076 R 16 i00 5.0C y
0.050 B 7 3.9C N




0.08 R I0 29
0.06 R 10 28
0.06 R I0 28
0.08 B 8
0.08 B 8
0.08 R i0 25
0.050 B 7 4.5C Y
0.208 N 5.8 48 4.5(: Y
0.05 B 7 5.0C Y
0.050 B i0 5 C N
0.08 B 8
0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
0.210 N 5.7 66 Y
0.20 SC i0 117 4.5 Y
60 0.05 B I0 5 C Y
0.050 B 10 4 Y
0.03 8 8
0.114 N 8.7 i00 Y
0.09 M II 56 5.0 Y
0.25 N 5.2 68 8.2 Y
0.050 B I0 4.5(: Y
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y
0.03 B 8 5.5 Y
75 0.07 0 20 5.5 Y























































3 6.5 Y 2 de ASSis Neto,V.F
10 6.5 Y 2 _e Assis Neto,V.F
20 4.0 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
56 5.5 Y 1 Oeofze D.,D
20 4.5 Y KroDk,G
7 4.0 Y 1 Stepban,C A
7 5.1 Y 5 DeYoung, J. A B
56 4.5 Y Kzonk,G
8 5.0 Y 14 MOXTIs,C.S
21 4.54= N 1 Gravea,D C
II 5.9 Y 3 Spratt,C.E D
60 5.4 Y 1 Gilchriet,D.K E
19 6.0 Y 3 Spratt,C.E
1 6.0 T 3 Spratt,C.E
51 6.4 Y 1 Samchez,A F
I0 5.5 Y 1 S_ith,A
166 5.0 Y 1 Kemble,L.3 G
80 4.5C Y 1 Gzomek,3.D H
6.3 16 4.3 Y 3 Burch,J.O I
8,0 76 5.2 3 MachhoIz,D
8.0 76 5.2 3 Maohholz,D
6.3 25 4.3 T 3 BUZOh,J.Q I
6 20 6.2 Y 1 Bzeokem,R 3
12 6.5 T 1 Kmlght,S
7 5.5C T 10 C_mlelewski,w
6.5 T 27 Hale,A
6 61 6.5 Y 27 Kale,A
ii Y 3 Pryal,J K
10 5.5 Y 1 Fabze,R L
10 4.3 N 2 SaXoD,V.P M
55 5.5C Y l KatO,T
3 Y 3oDea,A
3 Y 3ODeS,A
86 6.0 Y 3oeee,A
8 5.5C Y I KatO,T
10 5.0 Y 1 Willimms,P.F
86 3ODeS,A N
22 4.0 Y 4 Nakamuxa,A
I0 4.5 N 1 Uda,K
I0 5.0 Y 1 Dete,M
5.7 34 4 Y 2 Tanlkawa,M O
6 23 4 Y 2 TaDikawa,M O
7 4 Y 2 Tanikaws,M
10 5.0 Y 1 Yasuki,M
7 N 1 Okada,M
5.5C y 1 Kato,T
6 40 4.5C Y 1 HaFashl,8
7 Haysshi,H
8.6 41 6.0 Y 4 MakIDO,J
7 5.0 Y 2 SUZUkI,K
5.7 147 5.0 Y 2 Suz_i,K
10 5.5 Y 1 Nakamn/ra,Y
10 4.5 Y 1 Mozlya,M
DATE: 9 DEC 1985
Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart
9 •93 813405 4 .4 B D_6AGB
9. 938 813406 8 B I01
9.94 813407 6.0 S 1Ol
9.969 813408 4.6 M 101
9.969 813409 4.8 S 101
NOTE A Heavy dew - haze in sky.
NOTE B Jets seen.
N_ C Urban city lights.
NOTE D DC approxlmate.
NOTE E Coma diameter is rough estimate.
NC_FE F Mv cestxal condensation - 6. i.
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira
6 0.040 B 8 5.5C
8 3 0.25 30 0.203 SC 10 80 5.8
0.050 B ? 5.0
17.0 6 0.05 B 7 4.3
10.0 6 0.050 B 7 5.5
NOTE G C_t very brlgbt, tall ver T diffuse but long and easily seen by sweeping in RA.
NOTE H Exe. see.
NOT_ I Dark location 20 males to west of city lights.
NOTE J Unaided eye view1
NOTE K Elongated coma. (Observer gave llmlt as i0. Ed. )
NOTE L (PA value appears to be Jeasured incorrectly. Ed. }
NOTE M City lights.
NOTE N CoedeRaation.
NOTE O _ (obse--_veJ:'s 971_oI believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.] II.
N(MFE P Mete-r: c_a dlaa|eter is Pl + P2.
N_ Q Seeing 6/5.
N_ R Envelope in head.
N_ S Envelope in the head.
NC_ T (obsel-ver iBdlcated "A" m,_thod [Axgelander?]. Ed. }
NOTE U 7.0 meg. nucleus. Naked eye.
NOTE V Humld.
NOTE N C_a dla]_eter determined as an average of five transit t_ observations.
MOTE X Slight ground mist; thick fog by 7:30.
NOTE Y Misty; thick fog by 7:30.
NOTE Z See drawing 3.
NGWEE a Thin |let prevailed. (Observer gave limit as 11.5. Ed.)
MOTE b Raze. Seeing Antoniadi III.
_LrM Lira S Ire Observer (S ) Notes
20 6.0 Nilllams, D.3 A
I0 I Zanette,D B
14 6.5 1 Willims,J C
14 4 2 Taslkawa,M D
6.1 Kosa-Kiss, A E
15 1 Verdeset, M F
1 Te_rano,J G
30 5.0 3 Cardiel,N
65 5.0 2 gestlu_d, M H
6.2 1 Gonzalez,A I
20 6.0 1 Stott, D J
10 5.0 3 SOC. Astro. de France K
10 5.0 3 SOC. Astro. de France L
8 2 Farroni,G M
45 4.5 I Huxst ,G .M N
5 5.8 1 Farrlngtoo,w. R O




Date(UT) AOH# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
9.007 830421 0.105 N 4.2
9.0?3 830422 0.99 0.15 N 5 30
9.099 830423 0.19 0.203 N 6 61,116
9.49 830424 1.03 0.15 N 5.7 34
9.741 830425 0.88 0.063 R 13.3 52
9.766 830426 0.356 SC Ii 200
9.771 830427 0.16 0.210 N 5.7 66
9.813 830428 1.2 0.06 R 5.7 20, 40
9.821 830429 0.090 M II 56,111
9.829 830430 0.250 N 5.2 69
9.861 830431 0.09 0,298 N 5 40, 65,179
9.865 830432 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 900
9.878 830433 0.13 0.83 R 19.7 320
9.883 830434 0.07 0.406 N 5 254
9.898 830435 2.4 0.08 B 15
9.957 830436 1 0.203 SC 10 80
9.960 830437 0.02 0.610 C 13.5 823
DATE: 9 DEC 1985
DA Site Obeerve_(s) Notes
N 1 Scholteo,A
Y 1 FazriDgton,w.R




Date(UT] AnN# FL f/ Ap FOV £XpM E1ulslon ISO Hyp C_,dng Id/Typ Site Observer(s]
9.736 850396 0.600 5.6 3.4 x 2.3 30.00 KOdak 1038-O N S 6/I_ 1 Dragesco,J
9.832 850397 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 3M I000/ N O IE/T 1 Martin,D
9.838 850398 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 3M I000/ N O 17/T 1 Martln,D
9.839 850399 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 X 1.7 1.00 KOdak 103a-F N M 15/P 1 Guarro,J
9.847 850400 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 3M i000/ N O 18/T 1 Martin,D
9.850 850401 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 3M i000/ N O 19/T 1 Martln,D
9.854 850402 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M 1000/ N 0 20/T 1 Martin,D
9.863 850403 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M I000/ N 0 21/T 1 Martin,D
9.868 850404 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 3M 1000/ N O 22/T 1 Martin,D
NOTE P Jets at PA 194 and PA 278. A dark spine at PA 50.
NO_I_ A I can Just see the ccuet with my eye. It is ve_ easy to spot in the flmderscope on the 8". The 8" still gives the best view
at 7Ox. The nucleus is bright and co, act and appears to be aovelo_ in a "misty fog" slightly elongated on the eastern
side. (Dq/xation not indicated. Time of observation ks St_Lrt t_. Ed. ]
NOTE B Cirrus.
NOTE C F_uZZy starlike center. Coma gradually brightened toward center. I had great difficulty deciding if there was _re detail. I
might have seen a broad short tall and some sort of detall around the nucleus, but I'm not at all vel7 certain. This drawing
is _K)re accurate than the last one (28/11/85]. I am having trouble keeping my north sad east orientation correct and the
acc%LraCy of m_ scale. I'd w_Icome suggestions.
NOTE D Dis. (obsel_ver's s_I_i believed to wan "approxJJmately equal to", Ed.] 12'. _ - 6/10.
NOTE E Unspecified features at PA 38 deg. and PA 330 deg. Schematic dxawlng. (Duration not indicated. TiJ_ of observation is end
time. Zd.]
NOTE F A4klltlonal drawing su_Itted made using 11x80 blno_ulars (l.97'/mn). Ed. )
NOTE G Without tail. (Duration mot Imdlcated. Time of Observation is assumed to be roughtly mid time. Ed. )
MOTE m (T%a_ 4Lrawlngs supplied labelled 1920 UT (56x, 1.6'/_m) and 2015 (Zllx), reactively, Ed.)
NOTE I In less (than) an hour, the densest part of the c_a occulted the star. (Du/ation not indicated. Ti_m of obse--_vatioo is
assumed to be start t_. Drawing data Imferred from magnitude report form. Ed. )
NOTE J Fan at PA 180 deg. Tall at PK 76 deg. Detail in central condensation more elusive now, tall much easier to see though.
Magnification of 269x also used.
NOTE K Jet at PA 103, 19" long; Jet at PA 140, 24" long; streamer at PA 162, 43" long; tail at PA 203, 51" long; streamer at PA
238, 32" long. Drawing made by R/aln Parer.
NOTE L Jet at PA 167, 22" long; Jet at PA 180, 32" long; stzeu_r at PA 216, 40" long; Jet at PA 258, 30 u long. Drawing made by
Phillipo Venant.
NOTE M Appaxest dimensions of the comet 2.17'x2.89'. Jet at PA 200, length 26".
NOTE N Extremely well condensed with very bright area of 5' diameter surrounded in Overall 12' halo. Possible faint very diffuse
material glimpsed between two tails as draw_. 42' long tall at PA 53 brighter than 48' long tail at PA 18. Star involved in
coma PA 47 deg. from nuclear region.
NOTE O Meg. 8.0; N meg. about 13. Tall slightly brighter than on Dec. 7, length 15', PA 30. The nucleus was very dim tonight and
more diffuse. At 2320 coma loved in front of Star which was around meg. i0.5. It took 42 miss. for the coma to transit the
star. I noticed no d_ing of the star.
DATE: 10 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
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S DCS 6A 18
B _ 6A 18
S DCS 8A 23





















B i01 14 0
5 DCS 6A
B DCS 6A 12 i0
DATE: I0 DEC 1985






Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA SiZe Observez (s)
0.08 R Ii 21 4.0C N 1 Gzaves,D
0.114 N 8 45 4.5 Y 1 Mac Kenzie,G
0.050 B 10 4.5C Y 1 RoblnsOm,R.L
0.20 SC I0 70 6.0 Y 1 WIIIIaRU_,D.J
0.080 B 20 5.8 Y Smith, D
0.I0 R 15 15 6.0 Y 1 Fezzln, I
EY 6.0 Y 1 Fexzin, I
O. 05 B 7 4.5 N 2 BeBav_es, A
0.036 B 3 6.5 Y 2 de ASSlS Neto,V.F
0.07 B i0 6.5 Y 2 de ASSlS Neto,V.F
5 70 0.05 B 7 6.0C y I0 Ck--lelew_i,W
5 0.75 70 0.080 B Ii 5.5 Y I Spratt,C.E
6 1 70 0.140 SN 3.6 28 5.5 Y I Spzatt,C.E
6 0.050 B 7 Gzeen,D.W.E
EY O'MearatS.J
3 EY 5.5 Y 1 KeeB,R
5 1.3 70 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Keen,R
6 1.7 70 0.080 B ii 5.5 Y 1 KeeD,R
3 EY 7.0 Y 16 Morzis,C.S
8 0.015 B 6 7.0 Y 16 MOITIS,C.S
7 0.05 B 12 6.5 Y 1 KDight,S
7 0.08 R 6 20 6.2 T 1 Bzaoken,R
8 1.33 70 0.050 R 8 7.0 Y 16 Mozris,C.S
4 0.50 45 0.050 R 4 6.0 Y Umderhay, E
6 0.28 77 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.3 3 Msohholz,D
6 0.28 77 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.3 3 MaohholZ,D
4 0.28 77 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.3 3 Maohholz,D
4 0.28 77 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.3 3 Machholz,D
7 2.67 70 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 16 MOrrls,C.S
5 0.050 B 7 4.6 Y 1 Robext&On,T
6 1.92 60 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 5 COOk,A.J
5 0.080 B 11 Y 3 Pr,j, sl,O
8 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 Watanabe,s
6 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 WstaDabe,A
7 0.33 65 0.08 B ii 6 Y 1 Mitsuma,S
0.049 B 3 5.9 Y Jomes,A
0.050 B 7 Jomea,A
7 0.03 R 7 8 6.2C Y LoveJo_,T
7 0.07 B I0 5 Y 3 Hiraga,M
6 80 0.317 N 5 86 6.0 Y 3omea,A
I 0.317 N 5 86 3ome$,A
3 0.05 B 7 4.0C Y I Hasegawa,T
8 0.2 65 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y I Kamai,K
6 0.2 85 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 KaDai,K
6 0.08 R 11.4 33 C Y
6 0.08 B II 4.0 N
6 0.030 B 8 5.0C y
6 0.3 70 0.I0 N I0 55 5.0C T
2 0. 050 B 7 C N 1
0.035 B 7 y
EY 6.2 Y
4 0.03 R 6 6.2 Y
7 0.07 B I0 5.0 Y
6 0.47 114 0.41 N 4.2 86 6.2 Y
5 0.67 85 0.I N I0 25 6.0 Y
6 0.060 R 15 45 5.IC Y
0.08 R I0 29
O. 07 R 8 33
0.08 B 8
6 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y
4 0.09 M II 56 4.5 Y
0.08 B 8
O. 08 B 8
0.06 R 10 28
0.08 R I0 28
5 0.083 B 9 4.0C Y
0.05 B 10 5.0 Y
5 0. 063 B 8 3 C N
5 0.115 N 8 45 C Y
6 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y
6 0.088 R 5.5 18 5.5M N
6 0. 050 B 10 4.5C N
7 1.75 78 0.080 B 12 6.0 Y
7 1.75 78 0.060 B 12 6.0 Y
4 2.0 78 0.046 R 4 8 6.0 Y
4 2.0 78 0.046 R 4 8 6.0 Y
3 0.07 B 10 5.0 N
0.9 71 0.250 N 6 150 4.7 Y
6 0.114 N 7.9 26 5.0C N
5 0.05 B I0 4.5 Y





























3 van de Neg,R.L.W
3 van de Meg,R.L.W
3 van de Weg,R.L.W












6 0.6 73 0.05 B
6 80 0.030 B
7 0.05 B
2 1.17 76 EY
5 0.114 N









10 5.5C Y 1 Menichetti,R












































































AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
813511 5.3 B i01 12.8 7 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Rossi, L
Deteriorating seeing (weather).






Modified Sidgwlck |0ethed ",.LBed.
Comet appeared as a star (m_ . 5.5) with an extzemely faint c_a surrounding it. Hint of a tall towards the east.
Only inner condensation was visible.
Good seeing.
Chart I01 also used.
Magnification of 8+12 [sic] us_.
Magnitude estimates of inner coma only.
Chart i01 also used. Cc_a nearly pa_abolic in shape.







Tall rays in pla_a tail: 0.25 deg. long at PA 35 and 0.17 deg. long at PA 60.
Envelope.
Cloud gap. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
(ObServer indicated "A" _thed [Argelsodez?]. Ed. )
Seeing good, transparency fair. Haze.
Sc_e fog, _ clouds. Cons elliptical? Tail? PA approximate.
Drawing.
(Obs__rver indicated "A" method [Argelaeder?]. Ed.) Colmperison star is approximately SAO 128335. [sic]
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
10.003 830438 0.203 SC I0 70 6.0 Willlams,D.J A
10.040 830439 0.25 1.0 C 21 210 85 6.0 1 Ferrln,I B
10.092 830440 0.67 0.114 N 8 45 14 4.5 1 Mac Kenzie,G C
10.135 830441 0.46 0.050 B I0 5 O'Meara,S.J D
10.250 830442 3 0.050 B 7 20 6.0 5 Cook,A.J
10.458 830443 0.08 R 11.4 33 6 2.1 1 WakateukisM E
10.462 830444 0.08 R 11.4 33 5 2.1 1 NakatstLki,M
10.715 830445 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 10 4.5 2 Westltu_d,M F
10.755 830446 0.50 0.114 N 8 56 6 5.0 2 Donatiello,G G
10.762 830447 I 0.114 N 8.7 70 5 5.2 1 Nolle,M H
10.771 830448 0.250 N 6 75 1 Guthler,O I
10.793 830449 0.67 0.12 R 15 53, 74,153 15 6.0 2 Franciosi,C J
10.813 830450 0.1 0.40 N 5 81,254 20 6.5 2 Merlln,J.-C K









DATE: i0 DEC 1985
Notes
V
(Duration not iedicated. Time of observation is start time. Ed.)
COma maxIRum dialeter about 21'; degree of coDdenaatlon 5 (Morris scale, 2.5 Ferrin scale). Central condensation diameter
approxlmately 10". cc_M_t did show a $hal_ central coedensation on a faint and wide rotatlonally symmetric c_a, with no
irregularities of any kind. (Three _Lra_rings supplied st 0020, 0105, aM 0140 UT. Ed.)
Because of cce_et's low altitude (fainter stars were _re difficult to see than 2 hrs. earlier). (sic]
(Duration not indicated. T_me of obser_atlon is assumed to be start time.
Someone saw a Jet. Saw it again 10 miD. afterwards. Then dld_'t see it. Saw ode narrow line (wide and bright). (Illuslon).
(Roughly translated by IHW staff. E_.)
Thin cirrus.
NOTE I A kernel-llke coodensation visible in the center of the c_a. C,mu with two distinct envelopes. Tall at PA 71, 52'; and PA
49, 12'. (Translated by IHW staff. Duration not iudlcated. Til_ of observation is assuled to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE J Pseudo nucleus diameter 15", VM: 9.0, ellipsoidal 15" x about 10"; coma diameter 13', VM: 5.9; 9' 12" tail at PA 50. [sic]
(Two drawings included in this listing. Ed.)
NOTE K Tail at PA 44, straight, narrow aM bright; Jet at PA 1E0, dense, slightly cttrved eastward; Jet st PA 221, about sunward,
then curved in a large a_d diffuse fountain; _et at PA 303, them cturved toward PA 12, becking diffuse; tail at PA 76, PAOf the axis.
NOTE L (Additional drawing s_Itted made using llxa0 binoculars (1.97'/m). Ed.)
Total magnitude estimate 5.9. Earlow lens used to double magnification.
Inner coma was sonewhst eccentric as ¢o_ared to the o_ter ec_a. It was s_fhat flattened towards the south. The outer coma
is round. No tail. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Bih developer temperature may account for somewhat "fogged" and dense negative. Auxiliary lens used. Original instrument
characteristics are FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
Start time approximate.
start time approximate. (Observer's i_age ideDtifler is 12. Ed.) Instru_ent is Schmldt camera.
(Observer's image identifier is 17-2. Ed.) *'Push'* processed to 800 ASA.
Instrument is Wright-Schmidt. Large format (120 size) film used.
Lumicon Deep Sky filter used. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix "/85".) City lights interfered with the
observation.
S_-NETNORK: PBOTO_RAPHY
Date(UT) AON# EL f/ Ap
10.012 850405 1.970 5.5 0.355
10.026 850406 1.970 5.5 0.355
10.188 850407 0.500 3.6 0.140
10.188 850408 0.050 2
10.196 850408 0.500 3.6 0.140
10.199 850410 0.500 3.6 0.140
10.210 850411 0.300 1.5 0.200
10.211 850412 0.050 2
10.221 850413 0.200 2.8
10.231 850414 0.260 5.2 0.050
10.237 850415 0.260 5.2 0.050
10.240 850416 0.260 5.2 0.050
10.444 850417 0.850 3.4 0.25
10.817 850418 0.I00 2.9
10.840 850419 0.803 2.1 0.350
10.847 850420 0.803 2.1 0.350







FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO H_p GC_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1.0 x 0.7 13.00 Kodak 2415 Y I/P 1 Crist,M A
1.0 x 0.7 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y 2/P 1 Crist,M A
4.1 x 2.7 i0.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 14/N 7 Edberg, s.J
39.6 x27.0 10.00 Ilford HP 5 500/ N 0 43/C 7 Edberg,S.J
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M i000 I000/ N O 15/N 7 Edberg,S.J B
4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3M I000 i000/ N O 16/N 7 Edberg,S.J
6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y s 2/P 1 Yen,S C
39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 17/N 7 Edber@,S.J
10.3 x 6.9 4.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N X 702/N 1 Lazerson,H D
7.9 x 5.3 i0.00 3M i000 I000/ N O 19/N 7 Edberg,S.J
7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M i000 I000/ N 0 20/N 7 Edberg,S.J
7.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M I000 I000/ N O 21/N 7 Edberg,s.J
2.4 x 1.6 18.75 Kodak 6415 Y C 5/P 1 KoJima,T E
20.4 x13.7 20.00 Kodak Tri-_ 400/ N T 139/P 1 Bernschier,N F
2.6 x 1.7 1.50 Kodak 2415 Y M 20/P 1 Guarro,J
2.6 x 1.7 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 21/P 1 Guarro,J
6.9 x 4.6 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y O I/T 2 Genebriera,J
DATE: 10 DEC 1905
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT] A0_| Config Zos FL f/ Ap EZ_4 Emulsion
10.003 870103 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 20.00 Hoda_ TZi-X
NOTE A (Obse_e_'s image ideutifler i5 E-115-03. Ed.) Halley visible.
lSO a!_ Gdag Id/TTp Site ObserTe=(s)
400/27 N C 503/S 2 HuchanaD, N. T
DATE: 10 DEC 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 11 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB_NETNORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# 11 MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
11.021 813512 5.9 B I01
11.021 813513 5.9
11.029 813514 5.4 B I01
11.029 813515 101 13.0
11.054 813516 6.0 B I01
11.056 813517 4.6 M i01
11.083 813510 6.5 S Ii
11.12 813519 4.4 H I01 25
11.142 813520 6.0 B 101 15 12
11.2062 813521 5.8 5 DCS 9
11.208 813522 6.4 S i01 34
11.333 813523 5.0 M 101 20
11.354 013524 6.5
11.378 813525 5.3 M i01 14
11.41 813526 5.7 S I01
11.41 813527 i01 9
11.417 813528 6.3 B I01 12
11.42 813529
11.42 813530 8.7 S SAO
11.42 813531 4.7 S 101
11.42 813532 5.9 S i01
11.434 813533 5.7 S I01 7.5
11.44 813534 5.9 B E ii
11.445 813535 5.8 M I01 12
11.458 813536 6.0 B I01
11.47 813537 5.6 M I01
11.47 813538 5.8 B 10
11.476 813539 6.1 B 101
11.50 813540 7.0 B $AO 12
11.51 813541 7.1 B SAO 12
11.51 813542 6.0 B HAO
11.521 813543 6.2 5 i01 3.0
11.548 813544 5.7 S 101 15
11.549 813545 6.2 $ I01 2
11.563 813546 5.3 M I01 I0
11.563 813547 5.6 M i01 9.7
11.57 813568 5.1 S i01 12
11.63 813549 5.1 B AAVSO
11.70 813550 5.7 B AAVSO
11.709 813551 6.1 B I01 2
11.71 013552 6.2 B i01 7
11.73 813553 6.0 B M
11.736 813554
11.75 813555 5.6 S AAVSO
11.776 813556 5.6 B 101 30
11.785 813557 6.0 B 101
11.785 813550 6.i M 101 12 9
11.79167 013559 5.8 B I01 I0
11.792 813560 6.3 B i01 13
11.80 813561 4.6 B 101 30
11.80 813562 5.1 B AAVSO 20
11.003 813563 7.0 S SAO
11.833 813564 6.0 AAVSO 8
11.854 813565 5.8 B 4A
11.858 813566 6.7 B 101
11.87
2.3
813567 5.7 $ DCS 6A 60
11.872 813568 6.2 M 122 5.3
11.875 813569 i01 8.2
11.878 813570 3
11.889 813571 5.6 S I01 24
11.903 813572 6.0 M 101 11
11.908 813573 101 15
11.913 813574 4.7: S 101 ii
11.913 813575 5.9 M I01
11.922 813576 I01 12
11.94 813577 6.2 7
11.958 813578 4.9: H I01
NOTE A Tall invisible.
DATE: ii DEC 1985
Notes
0.07 B 10 4.5 Y I Date,M
5 0.15 N 5.7 34 3 Y 2 Tanlkawa,M G
5 0.15 N 6 23 3 Y 2 Tasikawa,M G
0.05 B 7 3 Y 2 TaDikawa,M
6 0.15 N 6 32 C Y 1 Wakatsuki,M
5 0.50 80 0.07 B l0 3.5 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
l 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5 Y 1 Felsheng,J
5 0.67 75 0.I N 30 40 5.5 Y 1 Ichikawa,K
6 0.060 R 15 45 5.4C Y 1 Puxvinskis,R
5 0.065 B 20 5.4 y Pearce,A
0.ii R 7 Churyuuov,K
0.20 R 15 Cb_Lr_V,K
2 0.114 N 7.9 45 5.4C Y 1 Rsffaello,D H
6 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 1 SpeileJ I
0.08 B 40 Pslko,Yu
0.305 N 5 60 6.2 2 Zanotte,M.V 3
0.08 R 10 29 Golubev,v
7 0.065 B 20 4.1 Y 1 McBaln,J
0.05 B 7 5 1 Dal $anto,M K
4 0.I 55 0.07 B 16 4.5C y 1 Taylor,M.D L
7 0.05 B I0 6.0C y 2 Franciosi,C M
0.114 N 8.7 i00 Y 1 Rodziguez C.,J.A
4 1.00 72 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 Merlln,3.-C
6 0.3 70 0.II R ? Chu_v,K
0.31 N 5 62 Giampaolo,G
5 0.67 80 0.080 B ii Y S_]meo,E
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 1 vander Mey,L
3 0.080 B 20 5.0C y 2 Dionlsi,M N
6 0.050 B 16 5 C Y 1 van Aspezen,H
7 0.114 N 8 36 5.0 N 1 Pennelli,G
6 0.15 N 6.6 50 5.5 Y Dal Santo,M
8 0.508 C 20 240 5.0 Y 4 Fottlkes,M O
7 0.065 B 12 5.0 Y 4 Foulkes,M o
7 0.05 B i0 6.0C y 3 Mela_dzi,F
6 .0.030 B 8 5.0C N 1 Villa,M
7 0.05 B i0 3.0 N 1 Hurst,G.M p
0.030 B 8 5.0C y 1 VIIIa,M
7 0.114 N 8.7 25 4.5C y 1 Villa,M
0.034 B 9 1 Pe_eiza,A O
0.03 B 6 5.0C Y 1 Milani,G
NOTE B Hazy weather. VVL hazy coma. [sic]
NOTE C Exc. see.
NOTE D (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE E Star-llke central condensation.
NOTE F Condensation.
NOTE G _ (observer's symbol believed to _an "approxlJately equal to", Ed.) II.
NOTE H NO tail.
NOTE I Faint aurora.
NOTE J In yellow-green filter, tall broken in two parts divided by a darker area where it Joins the c_a; afterward the two parts
gathered (giving am egg-shape to the coma-tail system); then the tail went on straight and narrow. Tail PA 65.
NOTE K Cloudy - limited visibility. (observer indicated Y/N for dark adaptation).
NOTE L Haze. Seeing AntoDiadl III.
NOTE M Veled ski. (sic] Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE N COma diameter accuracy +/-0.I. Clouds.
NOTE O Unsteady.
NOTE p Coma diameter approximate. P_ssing cloud.
NOTE Q (observer gave limit as 8.0. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s] DurH Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
11.000 830452 0.66 0.114 N 8 45, 90 41 4.5 1 Mac Kenzie,G
11.026 830453 0.22 0.203 R 13 Ii0 Philllps,J A
11.51 830454 1.03 0.15 N 5.7 34 14 3 2 Tanlkawa,M B
11.51 830455 1.37 0.15 N 5.7 23 14 3 2 Tanikawa,M C
11.845 830456 0.i 0.080 B 20 65 5.0 2 Dionlsi,M D
11.885 830457 0.58 0.150 N 6.6 i00 4 4.5 1 Dal Santo,H
11.905 830458 1.2 0.150 N 6.6 33 4 4.5 1 Dal Santo,M
NOTE A City lights. (Duration not indicated. Time o_ observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Dis. add m2 (observer's symbol believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.] 12' add ii, respectively. DC = 5/10. ml =
7 0.4 60 0.i0 N i0 55 5.0C Y 1 Kato,T
6 0.030 B 8 5.0C y 1 Knto,T
0.049 B 3 Jones,A
0.050 B 7 3ODeS,A
4 0.050 B 7 5.8C Y 1 ParklnsOn,M
6 50 0.317 N 5 86 5.0 JOeeS,A
0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A
7 0.03 R 7 8 6.2C Y LoveJOT,T
2 0.050 B 7 5.0C Y 1 Natchett,V
6 0.i N i0 40 4.0 Y 6 Iohikswa,K
4 0.21 N 80 KnyazTuk,N
7 0.08 B 11 4.5 N 1 Mits_a,S
3 0.05 B 7 4.0C y 1 Hasegawa,T
4 0.7 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 2 Suzuki,K
6 0.05 B i0 5.0 N 1 Uda,K
R 15 15 6.1 Y 1 Ferrln,I
7 0.203 R 13 ii0 Y 1 Phillips,J
0.036 B 3 6.5 Y 2 de Assis Neto,V.F
6 0.07 B I0 6.5 Y 2 de Asais Neto,V.F A
7 0.12 B 20 6.1 Y 1 Perrin,I
6 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 DeYoU_g,J.A
5 0.02 0.080 B ii 8 Y 3 Pryal,J B
6 0.50 68 0.080 B Ii 5.5 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
5 70 0.05 B 7 5.5C y i0 Chalelewski,N
6 0.20 77 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.0 3 Machholz,D
5 0.203 SC I0 125 4.5C Y 1 Gronek,J.D C
7 0.5 290 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Fabre,R D
DATE:ii DEC 1985 DATE: II DEC 1985
7.0.
NOTE C Dis. and 12 (observer's slmbol believed to aman "approximately equal to", Ed.) 12' aBd 11, respectively. DC - 5/10. wl -
7.1.
NOTE D Cit T lightS interfered with the observation. A very bright _et internal to cams has the saDe luainoslt 7 of the nucleus
[si¢]1 PA 0 at 0.0', PA 27 st 0.5', PA 36.5 at 1.0'. A_other Jet has the sale l_i_osltT of the ocls; PA 150 at 0.0', PA 158
at 1.0'.
S0B-NETWORK: PEOTOGRAPET
Dste(UT) k_# _ f/ Ap
11.112 850422 3.00 1.00
11.813 850423 0,225 1.7 0.136
11.822 850424 0.803 2,1 0.350
11.825 85o425 o.803 2.1 0.350
11.831 850426 0.803 2.1 0.350
11.835 850427 1.400 5.6 0.260
11.845 850428 1.400 5.S 0.260
11.845 850429 O.GO0 6
11.852 850430 1.400 5.6 0.260
11.861 850431 0.180 2.8




FOr _ l]_lalon ISO Hlrp G_ Id/TTp Site Obey(s) Notes
0.7 x 0.5 30.00 IIe--O N 9/P 1 Ferrln,l A
9.I x 6.1 1.50 Kodak i03a-O N 001/P 1 Bordi_on,F B
2.6 x 1.7 0.50 Eo_ak 103s-F N M 22/P 1 GUarTo,3
2.6 x 1.7 1.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 23/_ 1 GUaZEO,3
2.6 x 1.7 I0.00 Eodak 103S-F N M 24/P 1 GUaEEO,3
1.5 X 1.0 15.00 Ilfozd XP5 400/27 N O 6/C 1 Psolinetti,R C
1.5 x 1.0 10.00 IlfoEd _5 400/27 N O 8/C 1 Paolinettl,R C
3.4 x 2.3 44.00 Ilford XP4 400/27 N O 00/C 1 Psoliaettl,R D
1.5 x 1.0 15,00 Ilford_5 400/27 N O 9/C 1 PaoliDettl,R C
11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 2/_ 4 Uberti,M
Ios_nt used is Celestron 5" [sic] $¢_-idt cameza. The seeing wasn't too good because of sevexal passages ot clouds.
(ob_'s image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
LaEge feeler film (4x5 inch) used. Instrtmmst is astrogr/ph.
DATE: 12 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _ _ Chart
12.063 813579 5.8 B 101
12.066 813500 6.8 B 101
12.07 813581 4.5 B 101 35
12.08 813582 5.5 M 101 15
12.09 813583 5.1 101 18
12.09 813584 5.1 M 54, 100 18
12.10 813585 5.2 101 18
12.11 813586 4.5 S 101 25
12.128 813587 5.8 B 101
12.146 813588 6.3 s 11
12.167 813589 4.5 S 101 8
12.174 813590 6.1 B 101 15 12
12.184 813591 6.0 M 101 3.5
12.2090 813592 5.8 S De..S 6
12.222 813593 5.9 B 101
12.226 813594 101 10
12.319 813595 4.8 M 101 20
12.386 813596 5.5 B 101 25
12.43 813597 4.5 S 101
12.431 813598 6.1 B 101 12
12.44 813599 5.0 S 101
12.447 813600 5.5 S 101 15
12.45 813601 5.8 M 101 10
12.45 813602
12.45 813603 4.7 S 101
12.458 813604 6.2 S 101 2.0
12.458 813605 4.5 S 101
12.46 813608 5.4 S AAVSO 10
12.470 813607 5.6 S 101
12.471 813608 6.5
12.472 813609 6.1 S 101 3.1
12.475 813610 5
12.477 813611 5.0 M i01 17
12.500 813612 5.5 B i01 i0
12.51 813613 5.5 M i01
12.51 813614 i01 3.9
12.528 813615 5.7 S i01 8
12.556 813616 5.5 B 101 15
12.573 813617 6.0 B i01
12.576 013618 5.6 M i01 7.8
12.60 813619 5.3 B AAVSO 25
12.635 813620 6.2
12.65 813621 5.4 B AAVS0
12.65 813622 5 B M i0
12.691 813623 4.7 S 101 20
12.694 813624 4.7 S I01
12.698 813625 5.7 M i01 8
12.708 813626 4.7 S I01 12.0
12.708 813627 4.4 S 101 17
12.71 813628 101 8
12.71 813628 5.2 B 101 8
12.71 813630 5.8 B M
12.712 813631 5.6 M 101 9
12.716 813632 4.5 S 101 11.6
12.72 813633 4.8 B 4A 5
12.72 813634 4.8 B 4A 5
12.726 813635 5.2 M 101 18 12
12.726 813636 5.4 B 101 13.4
12.728 813637 6.2 B
12.730 813638 5.8 B 101
12.73 813639 5.5 B _ 6A 12
12.73 813640 5.6 S AAVSO
12.735 813641 I01 6
12.736 813642 5.3 5 101 7
12.740 813643 5.2 B I01 8.4
12.740 813644 5.0 i01 I0
12.75 813645 5.1 M 101 10
813646 5.4: S I01 6
813647 4.3 S DCS 6A 15






12.75 813649 4.5 W I01
12.756 813650 6.1 B 101
12.7562 813651 5.5 S AAVSO
12.76 813652 5.7 M I01
12.760 813653 6.0 S 101
12.763 813654 5.7 B I01 5.6
12.764 013655 4.7 B 101 10.7
12.764 813656 B
12.765 813657 4.9 B 101 11.5
12.765 013658 4.8 S I01 13.0
12.775 813659 4.6 S i01 13.5
12.7775 813660 6.0: B I01 5
12.778 813661 6.0 M i01 16
12.780 813662 4.4 5 I01
12.78 813663 5.5 B DCS 6A
12.78 813664 4.9 5 DCS 6A 6
12.78 813665 5.4 B E
12.78 813666 5.4 B E
12.78 813667 5.4 B E
12.78 813668 20
12.78 813669 5.6 B M
12.78 813670 5.4 B E
12.78 813671 5.4 B E
12.781 813672 i01 6.7
12.781 813673 101 8
12.781 813674 4.8 S 101 5
12.784 813675 5.4 B i01 5.8
12.784 813676 5.2 B SAO,IHW 9.6
12.784 813677 4.3 i01
12.784 813678 12
12.785 813678 4.6 S I01 15
DATE: 12 DEC 1585
C_a size IX: Tall PA
15
25
Ap Ins Z/ PWT Lim DA site Observer(s)
6 0.17 50 0.035 B 7 4.0
5 0.203 R 13 85 4.9
3 EY 7.0
7 1.2 70 0.32 N 4 33 7.0
6 0.7 70 0.040 B 8 7.0
6 0.050 R 8 5.5
6 1.0 ?0 0.080 B 11 7.0
6 0.75 65 0.080 B ii 5.5
1 0.05 B 7 4.1
6 0.080 B 11 8
6 0.203 SC 11 67 4.0
5 85 0.05 B
8 O. 076 R 15
8 0.12 77 0.254 N
5 0.050 B
7 0.33 305 0.254 N






7 0.42 0.08 B
0.33 70 0.08 B
7 EY
3 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5 Y
0.05 B I0 6.0 Y
5 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5 Y
7 0.05 B i0 5.0 Y
6 0.13 60 0.I0 N i0 55 5.0C Y
6 0.15 N 6 32 C Y
9 0.15 N 8 50 5.0 Y
6 0.030 B 8 5.0C Y
0.035 B 7 Y
0.7 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
5 0.31 N 5.7 147 5.5 Y
5 0.153 N 8.6 33 3.5 Y
5 0.060 B 10 4.0 Y
0.07 B 10 5.0 Y
0.060 R 15 45 5.1C N
6 1 70 0.11 R 7
5 0.254 N 6 61 4 C Y
0.11 R 7
0.03 B 8
6 2.0 0.152 N 5 44 5.4 Y
6 0.050 B 7 4.5 N
4 0.08 B 10 5.0C N
6 0.080 B 20 4.3C Y
7 1.06 64 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y
6 0.33 80 0.100 B 14 5.0 Y
6 0. 056 B 8 Y
0.08 B 40
4 0.10 B 25 5.0C y
6 0.57 70 0.140 SN 3.8 19 6.5 Y
6 0.056 B 8 4.7 Y
6 0.33 70 0.i00 B 14 4.7 Y
6 0.67 75 0.08 B II 4.0 Y
4 0.03 B 8 5.5 Y
5 0.050 B I0 C Y
0.050 B 7 5.0C Y
4 0.063 B 8 4.5C N








8 0.42 60 0.115 N





6 0.17 90 0.330 N
6 0.77 68 0.030 B
0.8 61 0.250 N
7 0.7 70 0.063 B
7 1.27 60 0.08 B
6 1.53 60 0.05 B
4 0.08 B












5 0.7 70 0.20 N
5 0.05 B
6 0.14 90 0.035 B
6 0.6 76 0.080 B
EY













7 5.5C y 10 Cbmlelewski,w
48 4.5 Y 4 PO_LIOS,D
3.8 32 5.0 3 MschhoIz,D
i0 5.0C y 1 Stapleton,3
5.6 157 5.0c y 1 Stapleton,J
I0 5.5 Y 1 Fabre,R
7 5.0C y 1 Hsysshi,H
7 8 6.2C Y LoveJoy,T
7 5.8C Y 1 Parkinson,M
7 5.0C y I Mstchett,v
12 5.8 ¥ 1 Batza,E
II 5.5 Y 1 Mitsuma,5
15 Se_Lrgent,D






































5.8 48 5.0C y I Ruiz,J
7 4.5C y i Pi¢oinlmi,M
20 5.5 Y 1 KOCh,B.O
8 6.0 Y 2 Welssferdt,F
i0 4.3 Y 1 Bottgez,B
15 4.5 Y 1 G1o_rinski,C
i0 5.5c y 1 AeEts,L
8 45 5.5C Y 1 van Munster,T
6.0 Y 2 Merlln,J.-C
12 4.3C N 1 Raffaello,D
7 5.0 N 1 Siooli,P
8 56 5.0 Y 1 SardiDI,D
10 5.2 N 1 DeconIDck,M
4.5 59 6.3 Y 1 CsstIno,R
8 5.0 Y 2 Li_der,J
6 150 Y 1 Guthler,O
9 5.5 Y 3 Xumerer,A
15 6.3 Y 5 Haver,R
7 6.3 Y 5 Haver,R
20 4 Y 1 GOZZOIi,E
i0 4.5C Y 1 LOZaDo,L
6.3 Y 5 Haver,R
9 5.5C N I Swart,E.T








6 45 5.2 Y 1 Deconlnck,M
6 40 5.0C Y 1 Li Causi,G
i0 6.0 Y 1 Vanin,G
7 6.3 Y 1 CastIDo,R
20 5.5 Y 1 Guthlez,o
6.0 Y 2 Mllani,G
20 6.0 Y 2 Milami,G

























DATE: 12 DEC 1985
Da_(UT) AON| _ _g( Ch_t Cola size
12.785 813680 4.8 B 101 15
12.785 813681 5.8 B 101 5
12.79 813682 5.0 $ DCS 6A
12.79 813683 5.2 B M 7
12.79167 813684 5.7 B 101 9
12.792 813685 5.6 N 101
12.792 813686 6
12.792 813687 5.0 B
12.792 813688 4.5 $ 101 15
12.799 813689 10
12.799 813690 6.0 H 101
12.80 813691 5.4 B DCS 6A
12.809 813692 6.2 M 122 6.0
12.819 813693 4.2 45
12.83 813694 6.2 S DC3 6A 21
12.83 813695 5.0 B DCS 6A 21
12.83 813696 4.4 S DCS 6A 17
12.83 813697 5.0 B DCS 6A 17
12.833 813698 6.7 B 58 15
12.835 813699 6.0 B 101 10.5
12.840 813700 5.8 B 101 0.4
12.85 813701 6.0 S 101 8
12.851 813702 6.0 B 101 2.5
12.865 813703 5.0 101 4.5
12.903 813704 4.7 B 101 8
12.95 813705 4.1 S AA 25
12.951 813706 5






























Ds_(UT) ADN! Scale _ Ins _ Pwr(s)
12.041 830459 0.25 1.00 21 210
12.043 830460 0.38 0.254 N 5.6 60,120,180
12.066 830461 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,225
12.075 830462 0.99 0.15 N 6 30
12.080 830463 0.43 0.203 N 6 61,116
12.51 830464 1.03 0.15 N 5.7 34
12.747 830465 0.56 0.I00 M 10.5 35
12.764 830466 0.250 N 6 75
12.766 830467 0.06 0.40 N 5 81,254
12.778 830468 0.250 N 6 150
12.785 830469 0.2 0.210 N 5.7 66
12.785 830470 0.6 0.200 N 6 35,200
12.786 830471 0.58 0.150 N 6.6 i00
12.814 830472 2 0.05 R 7 40
12.816 830473 1.92 0.080 B 15
12.839 830474 0.356 SC 11 200








DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT LJ_ DA
0.03 B 6 6.0 Y
5 0.210 N 5.7 66 4.3C Y
3 0.080 B 15 5 Y
0.08 B 8
7 0.05 B 10 6.2C Y
0.06 R 4.5 10 4.3 Y
5 0.15 N 6.6 50 5.0C
EY
7 70 0.08 B 20 5.7 Y
3 0.064 R 12 32 4.3 Y
0.05 B 7 5 Y
0.080 B 15 5 Y
6 0.114 N 8 36 5.0 N
6 1.0 70 0.080 B 15 5.0 Y
4 1.5 0.046 R 4 8 6 Y
4 1.5 0.046 R 4 8 6 Y
7 2.0 70 0.060 B 12 6 Y
7 2.0 70 0.060 B 12 6 y
5 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y
2 0.08 B 20 5.2 Y
6 0.06 297 0.28 SC 5 70 4.1 Y
7 0.203 SC 10 44 5.6C T
3 0.03 60 0.080 B 20 5.0<: Y
4 0.15 85 0.203 SC 10 50 5.0 Y
6 0.27 68 0.100 B 14 5 Y
6 0. 050 B 7
0. 040 B 8
0.050 B 10
Tall ap_rox I0' ring is 7x35's. Only narrow portion seen.
Strealmzs In coma. SAC 128260 comparison staX.
MOdified Sidgwick netbo_l used.
Chart 101 also u_;e<l.
ClOUdS at 20:00 PST.
DATE: 12 DEC 1985











1 Dsl $sDto, M b
2 Brll, B .J
1 PenDelll, G
3 Lt_it_,D c
3 van de weg,N.L.N
3 van de Weg,E.L.N
3 van de Weg,R.L._ d











Tall just barely vislble in 7x35 binocular not in 8 inch Sc_Idt-Cas$.
Near horizon, in Psc.
Some light pollutlon. (PA value ,ay have been incorrectly determined. E_. )
(PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed. ]
9.5. PA 65 to 70.
Mete_: cola _laaete_ is P1 + P2.
Seeing 3/5.
Cloud i_lng observation.
A rou_x5 disk-like orange nucleus; a distinctly seen cone of matter e_anation to S and to sun, exactly what v. Struve and
F. Bessel snw in comet Nalley in 1835.





(ObServer lJ_dicated "A" method [Argela_der?]. Ed.)
No tail.




Core _agnltuda 10. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
Lighte_ sky - haze. Cams diameter approximate. (Observer indicated Y/N for dark adaptation. Ed. )
Ver_ cloudy aEte_T this est_ate.
(Observer ilXllcsted "A" method [Argelaeder?]. Ed. } Cams diameter approximate.
Tail le_jth is lower limit.
(Observer gsvs l_It as 13.0. F_. )
Clear, slight wind. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed. )
C_a diameter accuracy +/-0.6. Tall length accuracy +/-0.01.
poor weather. Tail length approximate.
coma diameter approximate.
cirrus clouds.
DuzN Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
87 6.2 1 Ferrln,I A
17 6.5 2 6nlsely,D B
i0 4.9 I FOX,J.8 C
5 I Zsnette,D
I0 5.5 1 Nilliams,J D
14 3 2 Tsnlkawa,M E
10 4.5 I Picclnlni,M
1 Gutbie_,o F
15 6.0 2 Nerlin,J.-C G
1 Guthiar,O H
1 Temprano,J I
I0 5 1 Li Causi,G J
3 4.5 1 Dal Santo,M
25 5.0 1 Kopp,M K
30 5.0 3 LUCIUS,D L
165 1 Verdenet,M M
20 5.6 2 Maraziti,A N
comet looked featureless, all _trlc arou_, with strong central condensation of diameter about 14 arc sec. (Three
drawings supplied made at 0020, 0105, s_d 0140 UT. E_. )
Stellar central condensation surrounded by bright irregular d_sk about 10" arc diameter. Hist of posslble outer envelope at
southwest edge of coma. Dark patch PA 20 from I/2 coma radius to coma edge. Bright spise fr_ nucleus dow_ tall to about 15'
arc from nucleus. Faint radial streamer or _et noted st PA 120 approxlmatel_ 7' arc long. Tail faint and unlfor_ except for
vague patch Just outside co_a with tall 1/2 to 1/3 coma diameter st its widest. Magniflcatlon of 240x also used.
"Fountain effect" N of nucleus more spparent at 225x. At 85x, N side of cc_a Just see_s brighter add Bore sharply deflced
than E which simply diffuses to invisibility. Nuclear condensation more easily seen than in previous nights.
Fuzzy starlike center w_th coma brlghteDi_g toward center. Outer coma very falnt, _o detail. Lights fro_ city (pop.
1,000,000) 30 _iles to the west starting to interfere by brlghte=ing s_y.
Dis. and m2 (observer's symbol believe_ to mean "approximately equal to", Ed. ) 12' a_ ii, respectively. DC - 5/10. ml -
6.5.
Coma distinctly coodensed, condensation in center approximately 10th magsltu_e. Tail: PA 61, 48'; PA 66, 60'; PA 76, 36'.
(Translated by IKw staff. Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed. )
Jet st PA 3, diffuse; tall at PA 31, straight; tall at PA 68; Jet st PA IET, bright Jet finishing in curved a_d diffuse
fountain to PA 113; Jet at PA 229, 9arrow, curved Jet about sunward; Jet at PA 276, diffuse.








DATE: 12 DEC 1985
Using 150x, a "kidney_ahsped- structure beceme visible. Naked eye observatlon of _alley approxlmately 5.1 sag. (Translated
by IEW staff. DuJ_atlon _ot indicated. T_ of obs_atloo is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
(Duration Dot ledlcated. TiI_D of obael_vatlon is asausM_ to be roughly mid time. Ed. )
Coua was very bright add little shaded. DC was 5. Tall at PA 70 was brighter from co_densatlon to the Indlcated star. The
rest of the tall was very little contrasted, add diEflcult to see. [sic] To see the ne¢oDd tail was easier at 200x. I'm not
sure at all about the presence of the third feature/tail. City llght5 interfered w_th the observation.
Te_. : 2 deg. C. Diffuse ¢_a very faint but lacreaalng brlghthesa toward the center; tail faint, too. Vertex distance: V -
10.5. Semi Intus rectum: PI - 9.0', P2 m 9.0'. Tall PA m 30 deg.
Tall at PA 70.
(Addltlonal drawing submitted made using 11x80 binoculars (2.05'/m}. Ed.)
Bright aDucleus', not polntllke (word translated by I_ staff. Ed. }; bright coddensatlon surrounding the nucleus which is
placed ID the northern side of it at PA 355. ve_ large add diffuse coma (DC - 7); DO tall seen. vertex dlsts_ce - 3.1'.
Semi Intus rectum P1 - P2 - 4.0'.
SUB-NETWORK: PBOTOGRAPEY
Date(UT) AnN# FI f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_SIOD ISO
12.015 850432 3.00 1.00 0.7 x 0.5 14.00 IIn-O
12.131 850433 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 i0.00 Ilford XPI 400/
12.153 850434 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 7.00 Ilford XPI 400/
12.163 850435 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/
12.174 850436 0.205 3.8 I0.0 x 6.7 i0.00 Ko_ VR 200 N
12.194 850437 0.205 3.8 10.0 x 6.7 i0.00 Kodak VR 300 N
12.210 850438 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 y
12.747 850439 0.100 2.9 20.4 x13.7 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N
12.759 850440 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 i03a-O N
12.792 850441 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 20.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N
12.803 850442 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 I0.00 Ilford _5 400/27 N
12.813 850443 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 15.00 Ilford BP5 400/27 N
12.816 850444 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 FuJichzome 400/ N
12.841 850445 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 X 1.7 0.50 Kodak 103a-F N
12.848 850446 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 8.00 Kodak 103a-F N
12.864 850467 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 9.00 Kodak 2415 y
12.921 850448 1.905 5.4 0.350 1.I x 0.7 30.00 Kodak 2415 y
12.947 850449 0.600 1.7 0.350 3.4 x 2.3 13.00 Ilford BP4 N
12.957 850450 0.600 1.7 0.350 3.4 x 2.3 2.05 Kodak 103a-O N
N(YrE A Iastrt_ent is Schmldt c4ulera.







(Ob_ex_er,s i_sge identlfiez is 17-9. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
Film "push" processed frOm ISO 200 to 800.






2/P 1 Ferrlu,I A
S 1/P 3 Sanford,J B
S 2/P 3 Snnford,3 B
X 709,_ 1 Lnzerson,H C
T 8/P 1 Cunnlngham,J D
T 9/P 1 CunnlnghaE,J D
S 3/P 1 Yen,B E
T 140/P 1 Bernschier,w F
701/P SOC. Astzo. de France G
O 21/C 1 Paoli_etti,R
O 22/C 1 Paolinetti,R
O 23/C 1 PaoliDetti,R
0 2/T 2 Genebriers,3 H
M 25/P I Guarro,J
M 26/P 1 Guarro,J
O 4/T 2 Genebrlera,J
O 5/T 2 Genebrlera,J
001/T 1 Belli,V A
002/T 1 Belli,V A
StaEt t_ approximate. (Observer's image identifier is 21. Ed.) Ins_nt is $chmldt caJeza.
l_icoD Deep Sky filter u_ed. (Observer's ll_age identlfleE is followed by suffix "/05".) city lights interfered _rith the
observatlon.
Photo_nph made by P. Morel.
(Observer's report form is al_Iguous. The fil_ lay have been hyper-sensitized in foiling gas (10t H2, 906 N2) at 48 c for
22 hours. Ed.)
DATE: 13 DI_ 1985
NETWORK : AMATE_ OBSERVATION
SD_-NETWORX: VISUAL APPEARANCE
























13.•• 813732 4.4 S 101
13.•53 8_3732 5.7 B 101
13.•58 813733 6.2 S 101
13.458 813734 4.5 S 102
23.458 813735 6.0 S 102
13.4• 813736 5.4 $ AAVSO
23.47 813737 5.0 B 202
13.47 813738 5.5 M 102
13.•7 813739 101
13.48 813740 4.9 S 101
23.48 813741 5.1 B 101
13.•86 813742 5.7 B 101
13.•9 8237•3 5.5 M SAO
13.492 813744 5.3 S 102
13.52 8237•5 5.6 B M
13.52 823746 5.8 B M
13.528 813747 5.5 M 101
13.542 813748 6.0 B 101
13.56 813749 6 B M
13.566 813750 5.9 B 101
13.573 813751 5.7 M 102
13.65 813752 5 B M
13.656 813753
13.66 813754 6.2 M M
13.67 813755 5;2 B AAVSO
13.68 813756 5.0 B E
13.68 813757 5.9 B M
13.68 813758 5.0 B E
13.69 813759 6.2 B M
23.70 813760 5.4 B N
13.712 813761 6.1 101
13.715 813762 5.5 M 102
13.715 813763 •.4 S I01



























































13.75634 813777 6.0: B I01
13.760 813778 5.2 B i01
13.76 813779 5.4 B E
13.76 823780 5.5 B E
13.76 813781 5.5 B E
13.76 813782 5.4 B E
13.76 813783 5.5 B E
13.76 81378• 5.5 B E
23.76 813785 5.6 B AAVSO
13.76 813786 5.4 B M
13.76 813787 5.4 B E
13.760 813788 5.9 B 101
13.764 813789 5.5 102
13.772 813790 5.8 M 102
13.771 813751 5.8 $ 102
13.771 813792 5.3 B 102
13.774 813793 5.1 B 101
13.7743 813794 I01
13.781 813795 5.7 B 102
13.785 513756 5.7 B I01
13.785 813797 5.7 M CZ
13.791 813798 5.4 B i01
13.795 813799 6.1 M 122
13.80 813800 5.8 B M
13.506 813801 6.8 B 58
13.809 813802 5.5 B I01
13.813 813803
13.813 813804 5.8 B 101
23.830 813805 6.2 i01
13.833 813806 4.9 S i01
13.833 813807 4.4 $ 202















S VKS 231 5 5
B AAVSO
B 102 9 7
M 102 16 23 6
s 102 I0 6
B i01 13 5
B i01 2.9 4
B 102 35 7
101 5 •
102 O. 5 5


























DATE: 13 DEC 1985
20 5.4 3 Macb_olz,D
5.4 3 MachhoIz,D
22 7.0 Y 1 Knigbt,S
7 5.5(: Y 20 Cbmielewski,w
F
7 4.7 Y 1 Robertson,T
8 68 •.7 Y 1 Robertson,T G
10 5.5 Y 2 rabre,R H
7 3 Y 1 Natamabe,H
II 6.5 Y 2 MITJ_mma,$ I
7 3 Y 1 NataD_,A
8 4.5C Y 1 KstO,T J
10 5 T T i SeazgeDt,D
55 4.5C Y 1 Kato,T J
7.31 Y 2 LoweJoT,T K
7 4.5C Y 1 Eayaehi,B
Y I Felsheng,3
10 6.0 Y 13 Garzl_kS,G
6 45 C Y 1 Wakatsukl,M
6.3 24 4.5 Y 1 3STSSbi,A
8.6 41 6.0 Y • Maklmo,3
7 4.5 Y 2 Suzuki,K
5.7 147 4.5 Y 2 $%tZ_ki,K L
7 5.0 Y I Kanai,K
7 5.0 Y 1 Kual,E
7 5.8C Y 1 Pazklnsoe,M
6 0.23 79 0.080 B
El'
7 2.0 70 0.05 B
5 65 0.05 B
6 0.050 B
6 2 0.15 N
7 0.58 290 0.05 B
6 0.035 B




6 0.10 N I0
7 EY
0.05 B
3 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5
0.05 B
7 0.15 N
5 0 60 0.13 N
8 0.25 N
0.05 B
5 0.5 0.31 N
E 0.6 60 0.05 B
6 0.8 60 0.05 B
0.050 B
5 0.33 70 0.06 R 12 22 4.0 Y
3 0.05 B 10 Y
0.05 B 7
6 3 61 0.05 B 7
7 0.33 0.2 R 12 25 4.0 Y
3 0.05 B 7 4.0(= T
0.05 B 7
0.07 B 10 5.0 Y
0.050 B 7 4.5C N
0.03 B 8
5 0.25• N 6 61 4 C Y
6 0.04 B 12
0.08 B 8
5 0.05 B 7
3 0.07 N 8 33
5 0.05 B 7
2 0.1 130 0.10 R 10 169








0.06 R 6.9 20 4.6 Y
0.050 B 20 4 C Y
0.080 N 20 5.0C Y
0.05 B i0 4.5 Y
0.08 B 20 4.0
0.205 N 6 80 5.5 Y
0.11 R 7
0.05 B 20 6.0C Y
65 0.08 B 22 6.0 Y
0.114 N 7.9 26 5.0C N
0.05 B 7 4.5 T
0.20 N 4.7 104 5 Y
0.065 B 20 5.0 Y
0.15 N 8 56 5.0 Y
0.06 R 6.9 20 4.4 Y
0.20 80 0.050 B 7 4.8C N
0.08 B 20 3.5 T





0.06 R 20 28
0.06 R 20 28
0.08 R i0 29
0.08 B 8
0.08 B 8
0.220 N 5.7 66 4.4C Y
EY 6.0 Y
0.05 B i0 6.0 Y
0.07 B 16 4.5C N
66 0.22 R 4 35 5.4 Y
0.114 N 8.7 i00 Y
7 0.21 80 0.12 R 15 53 6.0C Y
2 0.03 B 8 Y
4 0.05 B I0 5.5C N
4 0.05 B 7 4.4
6 0.16 90 0.050 B 16 5.8 Y
5 0.114 N 8 36 5.0 Y
0.05 R 20
5 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y
0.050 B I0 6.5 Y
• 0.15 N 6.6 50 4.0C Y
0.05 B 7 4.3C Y
5 0.06 R 6.9 20 4.0 Y
0.08 B 20 5.5C Y
7 70 0.08 B 11 5.7 Y



































































Ap Ins f/ PW'Z LiJt DA Site Obser'vez(8) Motes
0.203 R 13 85 4.3 N 1 FOX,J.H A
0.07 B i0 8.5 Y 2 de Assls Neto,v.F B
0.05 B 7 4.1 Y 2 Bemsvi_s,A
0.050 R 8 5.5 T 14 Mozri$,c.s
0.050 B 10 5.0C T 1 stepletom,3 c
68 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 14 MoEEi$,C.S D
65 0.080 B ii 6.0 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E
65 0.140 SN 3.6 28 5.7 Y 1 SpEItt,C.E E
0.05 B 22 7.0 Y I Knight,S
EY 5.4 3 MaChhOlZ,D
DATE:13D_1985
DSte(UT)AON| _ MM Chert
13.840 813809 5.9 _V_
13.844 813810 6.0 B i01
13.860 813811 4.7 8 i01
13.864 813812 5.1 S I01
13.865 813813 6.0 B I01
13.87 013814 6.1 S I01
13.88 813815 6.0 B 101
13.880 013016 4.6 S 101
13.880 813817 4.4 S 101
13.885 813818 5.8 M 101
13.893 813819 101
13.90 813820 5.0 M 101





































Da_(OT) AON| Scale Ap
13.014 830476 0.67 0.090
13.024 830477 0.6 0.203
13.715 830478 0.06
13.758 830479 0.06
13.760 830480 0.26 0.210
13,837 830481 0.06
13.854 830482 1.5 0.080
13.867 830483 0.12 0.125
13.881 830484 0.03 0.400
C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site
8 5 0.83 0.080 B ii Y
10.5 3 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 1
13.0 7 1.63 65 0.080 B 15 6.2 Y 5
12 6 0.05 B I0 4 C Y 1
3.0 3 0.04 62 0.080 B 20 5.0C y 2
8.1 7 0.203 -SC 10 44 5.4C Y 2
0.05 B 7 5.4C ¥ 2
13.5 6 1.63 65 0.05 B 7 6.2 Y 5
EY 6.2 Y 5
0.030 B 8 6.0 Y I
16 0.030 B 8 5.5 Y 1
20 6 0.06 R 4 15 5.0 Y 1
0.31 N 5 62















Streamers In c_na. SAO 128260 ccmparlson star.
Tail invisible.
Slight haze. IB PSC.
Gas tail was Barrow.
Hint of dust tail at PA 90.
Gas tail.
Filaz MicrGaeter used for coma diameter. Central coudeBsatloB dil. usiBg filar micrometer was 1.08'.
(PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
m2 - 9.5.
Poor transparency.
HiBt of tail with Baked eye. 2.0 deg., PA about ?0 tall seek through 15x80.
Meter: cola diameter is P1 + P2.
ThIB cloud. (ObsexTer gave lilit as 9.0. Ed.)
PA - E.
Cloud impeding observiBg.
Tall leBgth add PA approximate.
Cloud.
Coma diameter approximate.
19'x16' c_ma, a_exted vision.
Evident asl_etry.
Seek with naked eye.
Haze.
Tall faint.
See with Raked eye.
AntoBiadi III.
Co_p. stars 5.4 and 5.0.
Nucleus i 8m .
(ObserTsr gave limit as 8.5. Ed.}
(Ob_er gave lillt as 12.0. Ed.}
Very lighted sky. C_a diameter approxilate.
Lighted sky.
I perceive detail. (Roughly traBslated by IHW staff. Ed.}
Cleaz, Do wind. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)







Ins f/ P_r_(a) DtLTM L_ Site Observe_(s) Notes
M II 50 10 5 2 Arpin,P A
R 13 85,150 l0 4.3 1 Fox,J.H B
R 6.9 20 10 4.6 1 Guerrlni,F
R 6.9 20 18 4.4 1 GuerrIni,F
N 5.7 66 5.0 1 Temprs_o,3 C
R 6.9 20 20 4.0 1 Guerrlni,F
B 15 i0 6.2 5 Haver,R D
N 5.8 28, 40, 60 46 4.5 1 RiccaboBe,G E
N 5 40,166 16 5.6 2 SaEocchi,D
The central coudenaatloB is almost stellar add slightly off center of a clrculer coma. Total magnitude 4.80.
N side of coma definitely brighter Bed more sharply defined than E side. NE bright edge does Rot exteud into nucleus.
Mithout tail. (Duration Rot iudicated. Time of Observation is assumed to be roughly mid time. Ed.)
Tail at PA 65. S-shaped feature at PA 70 to 75.
Ares of greater luBi_osity at PA 76, PA 118, add at PA 175. The edge Of sBothe_c feature is very distinct and sharp.
Diameter of the false nucleus _easured with an illu_iBated reticle is 41 arc sec. Magnifications Of 80 add 144 also used.
Two drawings included. Intense city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SEB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
13.087 850451 1.524 6 0.254
13.125 850452 2.306 5 0.45
13.163 850453 0.200 2.8
13.210 850454 0.300 1.5 0.200
13.520 850455 1.760 5.8 0.303
13.582 850456 0.268 2.6 2
13.764 850457 1.400 5.6 0.2_0
13.784 850458 1.400 5.6 0.260
13.784 850459 0.300 1.5 0.200
13.795 850460 1.400 5.6 0.260
13.801 850461 1.400 5.6 0.260
13.804 850462 1.400 5.6 0.260









NotesFOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp G_og Id/T_p Site Observer(s)
1.4 X 0.9 49.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 94/P 1 SB_der,L.F
0.9 x 0.5 30.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 10/$ 1 Nebb,R A
10.3 x 6.9 4.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/ N X 714/N 1 Lazerson,H B
6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 YeD,B C
1.2 x 0.8 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 4/P 1 NilJ_ma,T D
7.7 x 5.1 12.00 Ilford HP5 N X 4/P 1 Riohardson,C E
1.5 x 1.0 20.33 Ilford BP5 400/27 N O i/C 1 Paolinetti,R F
1.5 x 1.0 15.00 Ilford BP5 400/27 N O 2/C 1 Paolinetti,R F
6.9 x 4.6 4.50 Kodak 2415 Y IOI/P 3ager,M G
1.5 x 1.0 15.00 Ilford BP5 400/27 N O 3/C 1 Paollnetti,H F
1.5 x 1.0 2.00 Ilford EP5 400/27 N O 4/C 1 Paollnetti,R F
1.5 x 1.0 4.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 5/C 1 Paolinetti,R F
15.2 x10.2 24.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 13/P 4 Portela,A B
Film llght-damaged in processing. Included to show large extent of coma. Inner coma and starlike central coBdensation
visible OK all orlgiBal negatives. Film push processed slightly. (Observer iudicated C-tlr_e guidiBg as well as M.Ed.)
(Observer's image IdeBtlfier is 17-14. Ed.) "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
Start time approximate. (Observer*s image ideotlfler is 30. Ed.) Instrument is Schmidt camera.
(observer's image ideBtifier is 851213-i. Ed.) Large format (70 _) film used. Clty llgbts ioterfered with the observation.
Instr_eot is Meade Sch_idt camera.
(observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Coma 30 to 35 arc miB.; magnitude 4.5; tails 5 deg. at PA 62, 70 arc mi_. at PA 69. I_stru_ent is Schmidt camera.
(Time suppllod by observer may have been start time or mid-exposure tile. Ed.)
DATE: 14 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _ Chart
14.014 813822 5.7 B 101 30
14.015 813823 5.0 B 101 23.2
14.042 813824 6.0 B i01
14.06 813825 5.8 B i01 16
14.073 813826 6.0 S i01 8
14.080 813827 6,0 B 101 18
14.08 813828 4.8 M 101
14.08 813829 4.8 M 101 15
14.094 813830 5.5 M 101
14.108 813831 6.0 B 101 14
14.125 813832 5.4 S 101 17.1
14.187 813833 5.0 M i01 35
14.1875 813834 5.0 M 101 12
14.379 813835 5.0 M 101 15
14.38 813836 5.7 M 101
14.396 813837 5.3 101
14.403 813838 6
14.42 813839 5.5 M 101
14.43 813840 6.0 S 101 5.2
14.44 813841 6.9 B SAO 13
14.45 813842 4.5 S I01 20
14.458 813843 6.2 S 101 2.0
14.458 813844 4.5 S 101
14.46 813845 5.0 S 101 13.5
14.46 813846 5.4 B I01 13.5
14.46 813847 5.4 S AAVSO 9
14.465 813848
14.47 813849 4.8 S 101 10
14.471 813850 101 7.4
14.478 813851 5.3 S 101
14.479 813852 5.8 B 101 8
14.49 813853 5.5 25
14.$26 813854 5.4 M 101 5.8
14.53 813855 4.8 S 101 Ii
14.53 813856 5.7 B 15
14.54 813857 5.2 S 101 9
14.590 813858 4.6 S 101 18
14.65 813859 5 B M 10
14.707 813860 6.0 101 0.5
14.708 813861 6.0 M 101 9
14.7083 813862 5.2 B 101 9
14.722 813863 6.0 S 101 20
14.73 813864 G.1 S 101 9.3
14.730 813865 6.0 B 101
14.73 813866 5.4 S AAVSO
14.735 813867 101 5
14.74 813868 6.1 B 101
14.743 813869 4.4 S 102 15
14.75 813870 5.7: B 101 9
14.75 813871 6.2 S 101,100 8
14,756 813872 4.5 S 101 10.8
14.76 813873 6.0 M 101 10
14.764 813874 5.9 M 101 17
14.77 813875 5.4 S M 4
14.77 813876 5.2 B AAYSO 15
14.771 813877 5.8 B i01
14.78 813878 5.3 B E
14.78 813879 5.3 B E 15
14.78 813880 5.3 B E 15
14.78 813881 5.5 B E 13
14.78 813882 14
14.781 813883 6.1 M 122 5.0
14.783 813884 4.6 S 101 12
14.79 813885 4.8 S 101
14.792 813886 M 101 21
14.792 813887 5.8
14.80 813888 101
14.833 813B89 5.4 B I01 5.5
14.834 813890 5.1 S 101 12
14.840 813891 6.4 B 101
14.848 813892 6.0 B 101 10.5
14.850 813893 4.4 S 101 15
14.85 813894 4.8: B M
24.858 813895 5.7 B 101 15.2
14.858 813896 5.6 AAVSO 5
14.86 813897 5.2 9
14.861 813898 5.6 B 101 13
14.868 813899 2.0
14.881 813900 6.0 S 101 8
14.889 813901 6.0 M 101 12
14.892 813902 5.8 5 101 12
14.910 813903 101 2.3
14.910 813904 I01 14
14.924 813905 5.9 M I01
14.951 813906 5.5 M 101 5
14.96 813907 4.3 S AA 28
14.969 813908 6.7 S 101 3.7
14.99 813909 4.8 S AA 27
Coma size DC Tall PA
DATE: 14 DEC 1985
Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Obsex_er(s)
4 0.05 B




1 0.47 65 0.05 B
0.050 R
7 1.75 68 0.080 B
0.050 B
5 0.05 B
7 1.5 69 0.108 N
6 1.5 50 0.279 SC 10 100 5.0 T
6 2.00 72 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y
8 0.50 60 0.030 B 8 5.5(: T
0.08 B 11 5.5 N
El' 5.5(: T
6 0.33 60 0.10 N 10 55 5.5(: T
0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
7 0.20 N 5 36 Y
7 0.33 85 0.15 N 6 23 5 Y
7 3.0 68 EY 7.31 T
3 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5
0.05 B 10 6.0
8 0.3 55 0.05 B 7 5.0
6 0.3 55 0.05 g 7 5.0
5 0.33 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0
3 0.08 B 15 6.0
7 0.07 B 10 5.0
5 0.32 N 8 150 5
3 0.05 B 10
4 0.33 55 0.108 N 4 16 7
7 0.12 B 20 6.0
0.I N 10 56 6.5
4 0.03 E 6 5.6
6 0.8 0.16 N 4.8 24
6 0.35 110 0.41 N 4.2 86 5.6
5 0.58 60 0.07 D 10 2,5
0.03 B 8
5 0.06 R 6.9 20 4.2M Y
4 0.09 M 11 56 5.0 Y
7 0.05 B 10 6.5MT Y
5 0.07 B 20 5.5 T
7 0.203 SC I0 44 5.1C Y
0.050 B 7 4. OCT N
0.08 R 10 29
6 0.208 N 5.8 48 4.OCT N
0.05 B 7 5.iC Y
8 1.35 72 0.050 B 7 6.4 T
5 0.08 B 20 4.5 Y
6 0.05 B 10 4.3 Y
7 0.70 80 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.4 Y
4 0.15 N 8
5 0.55 305 0.050 B














6 0.16 90 0.050 B
3 0,05 B
7 4.5 N 1 FOX,J.H
i0 6.5 T 2 de A_SlS Neto,v.F
7 N I Kauflann,R
20 5.5 Y Kzonk,G
11 4.3C Y 1 Bailey,G
7 5.0 Y 1 Lelzet,R
8 5.0 Y 10 Morrts,c.s
20 5.0 Y 10 Mozrls,C.S
10 Y 1 Arieil,R.B
7 6.OC Y 10 Chmlelewskl,w


















T 1 Tzegs_kls, T. B
























7 70 0.41 N
0.11 B






5 0.6 40 0.07 B
5 0.6 40 0.07 B
7 0.05 40 0.21 N
0.050 B
0.030 B
7 0.25 90 0.203 N
7 0.050 B
5 0.203 N















10 4 C N
7 5.0C y
20 5.5 Y





16 139 5.0C Y
20 4 C Y
16 5.0C Y
16 5.OC Y
5 43 5.0C Y
I0 6.0 Y
8 6,0 Y
8 128 5.0 y
7
6 i01 4.5 Y
20
NOTE A SAO 128281 coaparison star.
NOTE B Barely visible, fuzzy coma. Tail length small. (sic]
NOTE C Exceptionally clear.
NOTE D Much easier to see.
NOTE E Gss tail.
NOTE F Tail very diffuse.
NOTE G Faint stellar nucleus suspected.
NOTE B m2 (observer's symbol believed to mean "approximetely equal to", Ed.) 10.5.
NOTE I Tail longer and more prominent. 3.0 deg., PA 68 tall sees through 15x80.
NOTE J C_S brighter on f. side. Crescent moon and windy. No stellar-llke nucleus.
NOTE K Cresent moon, drifting cloud.











































DATE: 14 DEC 1805
NOTE M PA - E.
NOTE N rCen_Eal condensation about 20".
NOTE O Mist.
NOTE P Haze.
NOTE O very clear sky.
NOTE R Central condensation magnitude 5.6. Thin central bzight_ spine.
NOTE S Clear, Do wind. (T_ansiated by I_ staff. Ed. )
NOTE T Tail leith approximate. Halley visible with naked eye.
NOTE U (Ob_ gava limit as 5.0. Ed.)
NOTE V Cam dl_atex determined as an average of five t_raaait tim obsa_ationa.
NOTE N Slight haze.
NOTE X Tail fanned to 78 deg. (?). seeing Antouiadi III.
NOTE ¥ Coma di_ttr approximate.
NOTE Z Coma dim_tLr add tail length approxtJute.
SUB-NETWORK: D_D_LMG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim site Obsel_er(s) Notes
14.010 830485 0.6 0.203 H 13 05 10 4.5 1 Fox,J.H A
14.053 030488 0.203 SC i0 81 2 Lohvinanko,T.W B
14.061 030407 0.203 SC i0 01 1 Lohvlnanko,T.W C
14.139 830408 0.108 N 4 24 20 5.5 2 Franch,J D
14.166 830489 0.254 N 4.8 32 24 6.0 1 Trolani,D.M E
14.109 030490 3.2 0.050 B 7 5 6.0 5 Cook,A.J
14.44 030491 1.40 0.15 N 5.7 23 14 5 3 Tanikawa,M F
14.527 030492 0.2 0.318 N 0 150 3 Tregaskia,T.B G
14.7 830493 0.29 0.254 N 4.5 125, 45 72 6 1 Pesci,S H
14.705 830494 1.6 0.090 M Ii 56 10 5.0 2 Wastlund,M
14.711 830495 0.06 R 6.9 20 12 4.2 1 Guerrlni,F










DATE: 14 DEC 1985
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT} A0_| FL f/ Ap
14.048 050464 1.503 8 0.203
14.151 050465 0.135 2.0
14.210 050466 0.300 1.5 0.200
14.552 050467 0.260 2.6 2
14.720 050468 0.500 5.6
14.707 050469 0.200 3.5
14.785 850470 0.500 5.6
14.798 050471 0.200 3.5
14.810 850472 0.300 1.5 0.200
14.042 850473 0.803 2.1 0.350
14.848 850474 0.803 2.1 0.350






For ExpM Z_ulalon ISO H_p C_ng Id/T_p site Observer(s)
1.3 x 0.9 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 2/P 1 Minton,R.B
15.2 x10.2 7.00 Ektachrome 400/ N 5/S Pryal,J
6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 5/P 1 YeD,B
7.7 X 5.1 12.00 Ilford HP5 N • 5/P 1 Richardson,C
4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 103a-O N O I/C 3 Cimatti,A
10.3 x 6.9 14.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 3/C 3 Cimatti,A
4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kndak 103z-O N 0 2/C 3 Cibatti,A
10.3 x 6.9 13.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 4/C 3 Cimatti,A
6.9 x 4.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y I02/P Jager,M
2.6x 1.7 1.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 28/P 1 Guarro,J
2.6 x 1.7 0.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 27/P 1 Guarro,J





Measured coma diameter = 5.7 arc mln. Measured tail length - 18 arc min. (Print submitted by obaarver is a composite of
two coDti_ous I0 mln. Ed.}
Start ti_B approximate. (Obsa_e_'s ibage idantifie_r is 32. Ed.) Instrument is Schmidt camera.
InatrIiBeDt is Meade Sc_idt cs_eeza.
C_a 30 arc mln.; ma_Itnde 4.5; tails 3 deg. at PA 66, 4 de 9. at PA 69, 90 arc liD. at PA 73. Instl_ment is Schmidt camera.
ExposttTe$ limited below 5 minutes to allow for atellaz guiding with a Jinil_m of "proper _tlon" distortion in rasolutlon.
Stax e_bedded in W c_a looka aluoat like 2nd nucleus. Its serrou_dlag condanaation is probably an artifact.
CGlet Bal_ is _D b_e with a nuclear ma_itnda of 7.9 (check star: AGK 3+0 de 9. 0181) and aa inte_rated ma_Itnda of 5.0
(check .ata_a: KR 69, 81 Cyg A, B}. Th@ Comet on this date was _n _ough 14x50 bino_tLlers and t_xough the Celaatron 6x30
fi_de_ope and than I saw it with the naked aye. (D1_Eatlon aot IDdicatod. Time of observation is assumed to be start time.
Ed.)
The c_t is seen here with a slze of 233.47" and is seen with _ forms of a tall with spikes foreleg at PA 240 and PA 16.
(Duration not indicated. Time of obsex_atlon is aaat_wd to be start ti_e. Ed. )
Gas tail at PA 69. The ¢o_et, now of 5.4 _a_it_e, poaaaesed a somewhat parab_llc co_a which was m 17' in total extent.
The nt_-_laus was reported as being ill-daflned add inconapi_ous, being hard to extract fr_ the strong caotral co_ensation
of the coma. The gas tall was well seeD, extending to the northeast for a_Jost 1.5 de9. Scale - I0.0'/_.
Sty daxknass (1-5}: 5. Ray at PA 50 deg. Envelope in c0_a at PA 20 de 9. Strea__r at PA 100 de 9. DC - 4.5.
Feature at PA 85, length 20'. Dia. aed _ (observer's a_ol believed to _ean "approximately equal to", E_.) 13' and 10.5,
respectively. DC 7/10. _I - 6.9.
No stellar-like nucleus. EC 5.
No special feature visible in coma DC 6/7; central co_emsatlon appears not exactl_ in cora's center. "Water-drop" feature
towards north: very faint.
Areas of greater Imelnoalty at PA 65 and at PA 103. Di_te_ af the nocleus is 44 arc sec. _gnlfIcations of 80 and 144
also u_ed. TWO drawings included. Intense clty llghte interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
DATE: 15 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SOB-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(_# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA
DATE: 15 DEC 1985
15.00 813910 4.9 B AA
15.00 813911 4.4 M AA
iS.001 813912 5.5
15.003 813913 6.0 B 101 3.2
15.014 813914 5.5 B 101
15.024 813915 5.6 S 101 13
15.03 813916 4.8 S AAVSO 11.5
15.031 813917 4.7 M 101 10.1
15.042 813918 5.7 B 101
15.05 813919 5.0 S 101 18
15.059 813920 4.8 H 78
15.06 813921 5.7 B 101 16
15.08 813922 6.6 B I01 10.3
15.076 813923 5.8 $ 101 4.3
15.076 813924 5.8 B 101 10
15.097 813925 5.7 B 101 15
15.10 813926 4.3: 101 45
15.11 813827 4.8 M i01, 54 16.5
15.135 813928 6.3 S i01 34
15.24 813929 4.9 M 101, 54 13
15.15 813930
15.167 813931 6.0 $ 101 4
15.198 813932 4.8 M 101 20
15.21 813933 5.1 101 20
15.2222 813934 5.0 M 101 12
15.229 813935 5.9 B 101 15
15.250 813936 5.9 S I01
15.28 813937 4.9 M i01
15.37 813938 4.8 $ i01 9.5
15.375 813539 5.9 S i01 I0
15.378 813940 4.8 M 101 15
15.379 813941 4.9 i01 10
15.389 813942 7
15.421 813943 5.8 M i01 7
15.439 813944 4.6 S I01 20
15.444 813945 5.9 B I01,i00
15.447 813946 5.5 $ i01 15
15.45 813947 6.0 i01
15.458 813948 6.2 $ 101 2.0
15.465 813949 5.7 N 101 11
15.469 813950 6.0 S I01 5.1
15.47 813951 5.5 S AAVSO 10
15.47 813952 5.6 M .5*%0 11
15.485 813953 5.8 M 101
15.49 813954 5.6 $ AAVSO 10
15.496 813955 4.8 M 101 9
15.521 813956 4.4 M 101 12.1
15.53 813957
15.56 813958 5.0 $ I01 I0
15.563 813959 6.2 M 101 3.2
15.62 813960 5.6 B M
15.636 813961 5.9 B 101
15.660 813962 2.1
15.66 813963 5.3 B AAYSO
15.705 813964 5.5 B 101 i0
15.71 813965 6.2 S 101 10.3
15.71 813966 5.8 H I01 7
15.715 813967 4.5 S 101 13
15.72 813968 6.0 B 101
15.720 813969 4.5 S 101 9.5
15.730 813970 6.1 B 101
15.735 813971 101 5
15.740 813972 8.0 $ SAO
15.742 813973 101 14
15.743 813974
15.743 813975 5.5 B 101
15.743 813976 6.1 S SAO
15.750 813977 5.8 B 101 0.4
15.750 813978 5.6 B 101 9.2
15.752 813979 6.1 M 101 8
15.752 813980
15.763 813981 5.7 B I01 5
15.768 813982 6+0 B 101 18
15.771 813983 9
15.771 813984 6.5 S
15.774 813985 5.5 B 101 i0
15.78 813986 6.4 B DCS 6B
15.781 813987 6.0 M 122 5.3
15.79 813988 5.6 9
15.792 813989 6.8 B 57 15
15.792 813990 5.3 $ 101 12
15.793 813991 5.0 B 101 10
15.809 813992 5.9 M i01 17
15.830 813993 5.8 M i01
15.832 813994 6.1 B 101 10.0
15.833 813995 5.2 M 101 9
15.836 813996 4.1: S 101
15.837 813997 15
15.840 813998 5.3 M I01 I0
15.851 813999 5.8 B I01
15.860 814000 4.3 $ I01
15.865 814001 5.8 M 101 15
15.865 814002 4.5 $ 101 14.0
15.8777 814003 5.8 B 101 8
15.880 814004 4.4 S 101 15.0
15.965 814005 101
15.976 814006 4.9 M I01 I0.I
15.98 814007 4.9 $ 101 20
15.993 814005 5.8 S 101
15.996 814009 5.5 S i01 11.5
15.997 814010 5.5 M i01 17.0
Ap Ins f/ P_% L_Jm DA site Obsex_er(a)
EY
EY





6 1.0 63 0.05 B
0.080 B
















0.22 65 0.154 N 8.0 68 5.5 Y
0.08 R 11 39 4.1C N
0.33 68 0.05 B 7 5.0
6 0.17 50 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y
3 EY 6.5 Y
7 0.050 R 8 6.5 Y
5 0.203 SC 10 80 4.5C ¥
7 1.75 65 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y
0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 ¥
2 0.IS2 N 8 135 5 Y
7 0.58 290 0_05 B 10 6.5 Y
5 1.0 70 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y
6 1.68 66 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y
4 0.050 B 10 5.0C ¥
7 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
1.5 50 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y
7 0.07 B 10 5.5N T
4 0.153 N 8.6 33 5.5 Y
6 0.8 G0 0.030 B 8 5.5M T
EY 5.5M Y
6 0.5 60 0.10 N 10 55 S.5M Y
5 0.442 N 4.4 221 5.8 Y
5 0.58 80 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y
0.07 B 10 5.0 Y
3 0.050 B 12 5.0 Y
2 0.0S0 B 7 4.9C Y
3 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5 T


















0.15 N 6 45 6.2 Y
0.50 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y
0.42 70 0.06 R 12 22 4.0 Y
0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
0.33 65 0.07 B 10 6.0 T
0.33 0.1 N I0 25 6.5 Y
0.13 N 6.1 32 5.5C Y
0.21 N 9 31
0.065 B 20 5.2 Y
0.060 R 15 45 5.OM Y
0.05 B 7
0.05 B 7 5.0Ca y
0.076 R 16 139 5.0CM y
0.11 B
1.4 30 0.030 B 8 5 CM N
0.203 SC i0 44 6.0 Y
0.045 B 7 5.5 Y
1.02 64 0.050 B 7 6.1 y
0.05 B 7 6.0 Y
0.49 62 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.1 Y
0.050 B 7 4.0C N
0.208 N 5.8 48 4.0C N
0.31 N 5 62
0.030 B 8 5.0CM ¥
0.15 N 6.6 50 4.3C Y
0.05 B 7 4.3C Y
0.05 B 10
0.0G 297 0.28 SC 5 70 4.1 Y
0.4 63 0.050 B I0 6.0M y
0.15 N 8 56 5.0 Y
0.080 B 20 6.0
0.15 90 0.050 B 16 5.5 Y
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y
0.20 SC i0 111 6.0 Y
0.050 B i0 6.0 Y
0.05 B 10 5.5C Y
0.080 B 15 CMN
0.114 N 8 36 4.5 N
0.20 80 0.034 B 9
0.102 R 14.7 60 Y
0.05 B
0.114 N
0.55 305 0.050 B
0.030 B
0.08 B







6 1.6 65 0.08 B
7 0.05 B
5 1.6 65 0.05 B
3 0.05 B
5 0.5 60 0.05 B
6 0.5 120 0.108 N
3 0.08 R
5 0.2 70 0.035 B


















4 17 5.0 Y
Ii 21 4.9C N
7 5.7M Y




3 Diez P. ,E
1 Robinson, H. L
3 Morrlso_,W
Soz_le,3 .E
4 DeYo_mg, 3. A
Snlth, D
1 Ba_rington, P









































1 K_Lkome_, l. T







































1 Mel a_Lr i, F




1 DeYou_, J. A
I Harrlngton, P
1 Graves, D

















































DATE: 15 DEC 1985
S_-NETWORK : PNOTOGRAPRY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV Ex_ _Llsion ISO Nyp Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.037 850476 0.135 2.8 15.2 _0.2 7.00 Kodak TEi-X 400/ N 3/P 2 Tatus,R
15.069 850477 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 I0.00 Ektacbz.400 N T 17/S 1 Priester,D.C A
15.111 850478 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 X 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 240/P I Sabia,J.D
15.117 850479 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 241/P I Sabia,J.D
15.131 850480 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 28.00 Kodak Tri-x N M II/S 1 Webb,R B
15.147 850481 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 N T I/P Le_,A C
15.195 850482 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 N T 2/P 1 L_,A C
15.210 850483 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 6/P 1 Y_n,B D
15.226 850484 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 20.00 Ektachr. Pro 200/ N T 000/P 1 Levy,A
15.701 850485 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 7/P 1 Conlad,R E
15.716 850486 0.200 4 10.3 X 6.9 11.00 Kodak 103a-O N O I/C 3 Cilatti,A F
15.725 850487 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 103a-O N O i/C 3 cimatti,A F
15.725 850488 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 2/C 3 Cimatti,A F
15.745 850489 0.135 3.5 15.2 xi0.2 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 3/C 3 Cimatti,A F
15.753 850490 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 2/C 3 Cimatti,A F
15.764 850491 0.200 4 10.3 X 6.9 20.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 4/C 3 Ciuatti,A
15.772 850492 1.905 5.4 0.350 i.i x 0.7 40.00 FuJichrome 400/ N O 6/T 2 Genebrie_ra,J G
15.785 850493 0.500 5.6 4.1 X 2.7 40.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 3/C 3 Cimatti,A
15.791 850494 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 25.00 Ilford EP5 400/27 N O 6/C 1 Paoliaetti,R H
15.798 850495 0.200 5.6 10.3 X 6.9 30.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 5/C 3 Cimatti,A
15.806 850496 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 15.00 Ilford _5 400/27 N O 7/c 1 Paolinetti,R H
15.808 850497 1.905 5.4 0.350 1.1 x 0.7 40.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 7/T 2 Genebriera,J
15.815 850498 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 I0.00 Ilford SP5 400/27 N O 8/C 1 Paolinetti,R g
15.818 850499 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 15.00 3M i000 i000/ N X 4/S 1 Vanic,G
15.819 850500 0.600 1.7 0.350 3.4 x 2.3 15.00 Ilford FP4 N O 1/T 1 BattaiDi,P I
15.820 850501 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 40.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 4/C 3 Cimatti,A
15.822 850502 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 6.00 Ilford EP5 400/27 N O 9/C 1 Paolinetti,R 3
15.823 850503 0.135 3.5 15.2 X10.2 20.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 6/C 3 C1_atti,A
15.825 850504 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 3.00 Ilford BP5 400/27 N 0 10/C 1 Paolinetti,R K
15.826 850505 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 0+50 Ilford BP5 400/27 N 0 11/C 1 Paoliaetti,R K
15.833 850506 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 F_Jic_ome 400/ N 0 8/T 2 GeDebriera,J G
15.838 850507 0.135 3.5 15.2 110.2 15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 7/C 3 Cimatti,A
15.843 850508 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 9/T 2 Genebriera,J
15.874 850509 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 8.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N S I/T 1 Mikuz,H
15.884 850510 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 9.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N S 2/T 1 Mikuz,H
15.894 850511 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 5.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N S 3/T 1 Nikuz,H
NOTE A Push processed to 800 A_A.
NOTE B Interlittent high cirrus icterference. Inner co_a add starlike central condensation visible on all original negatives.
Film push processed slightly. (Observer indicated C-type guiding as well as H. Ed.)
NOTE C (Print s_itted by observer is a ccaposite of 1 and 2 showing tvo comet iJages. Observer's image identifier is the
equivalent Roman numeral. Ed.)
Ap Ins f/ PYE(S) DUZM Llm Site Observer(s) Notes
0.203 R 13 110 Philllps,J A
0.090 M 11 50 20 4.5 1 Arpin,P
0.200 N 8 81,130 I0 5 1 Robinson,R.L B
0.33 N 4.5 50,150 20 6.5 3 Fabre,R C
0.050 B 7 15 6.0 2 Cook,A.J
0.150 N 6.6 100 4 4.5 1 Dal Santo,M
0.114 SN 8.7 25,100 15 5.0 1 Abbadessa,M D
0.20 SC I0 iii 30 6 3 Bre_mseth,p.-J E
0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 42 4.0 1 Riccabone,G F
0.83 R 19.7 900 I0 5.0 3 Soc. Astro. de France G
0.318 N 8 40, 75,160 65 5.5 1 Bathaway,w
CGm_t found quickly by scanning with 7150 binocula=s. Getting larger and brighter. Central coedensation of c_et passed
Just south Of star in dawing at 0010 UT. clty lights. (_Lratioa not ledicatod. Tile of observation is assumed to be start
rise. Ed.)
A star was traversed by the ocmet head. Unfortunately, I did not observe it while it passed the central coedensation. During
a mat of ve_ stable _ing a thin, faint line appeared in the tail Just babied the o_. It was not seen again.
Note that the s_i latus rect_as are c_pressed (in) this observation as c_ared to 4 bec. The tail has a brighter area
(spike} down its center. Scale - I0°/_.
clty lights int4Lrferodwith the obsel-vatlon.
Brightest struct_Lre at PA 225, llne struotxLre st PA 170, diffuse struct_res st PA 45 sod st PA 90. Different struct_Lres in
the c_a was visible, B (brightest). The _all central coodensation add the inner coaa was _aker than before. The whole
c_a had a sa_oth suxface brighthess. Diameter (central ooodensation) 7 arc sac. At 1927 ET, the central coodensatlon
OCCUlted "nearly exactly" star A. Star A maN. about i0. I cottld not see the ceatr, cos. at 1927 UT when the star was st the
center! No dLrop ia brighthess was observed. The star only turned half a magnitude weaker (perhaps little _re). [sic]
Nucleus dia_meter, sveu_age of t_ee measu/e_eats, is 39 arc sac. Ma_ificatlons of 80 ned 144 also use<]. _ _zawings
included. Intense city lights interfered with the obser_atioD. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
Jet st PA 32, 21" long; Jet at PA 155, 30" long; Jet at PA 195, 25 _ long; Jet at PA 255, 18" long; Jet at PA 312, 23" long;






B_L1ge in C_t*s c_a toward the north.
(PA value appears to be _aS_Lred incorrectly. Ed. )
Modified Sidgtrlck method used.





Difficult to ohse_v_e. Lines are too bright. [sic] _ day in a hazy da_. (Translat_ by I_4 staff. Ed. )
COma dialetez detel_ined as an ave-rage of five transit time obsel-Fations.
Faint aurora.
Narrow add straight tall _r_th central spine at PA 65 de_. Faint b_oad tail, probably bent toward PA _Eeate_ than 15 de_.
MOOn.
Some (Lrifting thin clouds interfered. (Observer gave limit as 11.5. Ed. )
Inner c_a fainter. (Instrument used fOE this cote not specified. Ed.)
(Observer gave limit as 9.4. Ed.)
(Observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed. )
Looks less luminous and slightly smaller. The shape is hardly oval, and is instead _ore round than previously. (Translated
by IEW staff. Ed. )
Veiled sky.
Gas tail.
DATE: 15 DEC 1985 DATE: 15 DEC 1985
NOTE D start time 8ppzox_mate. (obseryer,s image identifier is 5. Ed.) Instrument i_ Sc_idt camera.
NOTE E City lights interfered with the observation,. Vienna, from room!
NOTE F Moonlight interfaced with the observation.
NOTE G (Obsex'vez°s report fo_m is mahiguous. The film may have been hyp4_c-sensitized in fonting gas (10t W2, 90t N2) at 48 C for 22
bo_ws. Ed. )
NOTE H (Obsez_er's image identifier is _ollowed by suffix A. Ed.)
NOTE I Inst_L_Zle_t is Scl_ixlt camera.
NOTE 3 Image shows StiLT Occultation; see images 10 add 11 on this date. (Observer's 4mage identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
NOTE K with star occv.ltation; see that =egatiTe ntmber S dated 15 DeoeW_z 1985. [sic] (Observe_c's _mage ldentifiez is follot_d
by suffix A. Ed.)
SUB-NgTI4ORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Datn(UT) A_q| Config Ins FL f/ Ap Ext:t4 l_mlsion ISO E!rp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Ob_e-_ve_(s) No_es
15.109 870104 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 18.00 Kodak Yzi-x 400/27 N C 521/S 1 Buohauan,g.T A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is E-115-21A. Ed.) Halley visible.
DATE: 16 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AOH# ml _ Chant Cams size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWZ Lil DA Site Observer(s)
16.000 814011 7
16.026 814012 4.7 B 101
16.067 814013 4.5 B 101 4
16.083 814014 5.6 B 101
16.09 814015 4.5 S AA 25
16.09 814016 4.6 S AA 25
16.104 814017 5.5 M i01
16.104 814018 6.0 B 101
16.104 814019 5.9 B 101 20
16.12 814020 4.8 S 101,100 20
16.125 814021 6.3 S 9
16.153 814022 5.8 M 101
16.2104 814023 5.3 S DeS 18
16.351 814024 5.2 M I01 20
16.354 814025 5.2 M 101 25
16.380 814026 5.1 M I01 12
16.389 814027 3.5
16.39 814028 5.8 S E 11
16.458 814029 6.I S 101 2.3
16.479 814030 5.8 B 101,100
16.48 814031 5.4 M 101
16.493 814032 5.6 B 101 30
16.542 814033 5.8 S 101
16.545 814034 5.3 M 101 6.8
16.55 814035 5.8 B M
16.563 814036 6.1 M i01
16.59 814037 6 B M
16.61 814038 5.9 B AAVSO
16.64 814039 5.9 B M 5
16.68 814040 5.7 B 101 8
16.688 814041 5.8 M AAVSO 7
16.715 814042 5.6 M I01
16.726 814043 7.4 S I01 3.5
16.730 814044 6.0 B I01
16.735 814045 101 6
16.736 814046 5.7 S I01
16.742 814047 5.9 M 101 10
16.743 814048 5.5 M i01 15
16.750 814049 5.4 M 101 12
16.7527 814050 5.6 B 101 6
16.767 814051 5.5 S i01 3.6
16.770 814052 5.7 H 101 5
16.774 814053 5.5 B 101 I0
16.781 814054 5.9 B I01
16.79 814055 5.5 9
16.79 814056 5.3 B AAVSO
16.79 814057 4.8 B AAVSO 15
16.782 814058 5.5 M 101 II
16.799 814059 5.9 M I01 17
16.802 814060 6.0 M 122 5.4
16.806 814061 5.4: S 101
16.816 814062 5.7 B 101 0.4
16.833 814063 5.5 B 4A
16.844 814064 5.7 S 101 12
16.861 814065 5.7 B 101
16.910 814066 5.2 M I00,I01 I0
16.95 814067 4.4 S AA 25
16.990 814068 5.6 S 101 7
16.990 814069 5.8 B I01
NOTE A C_ma diameter approximate.
NOTE H MOOD out, clear.
NOTE C Smog poor. [sic]
NOTE D Faint tall barely seen.
NOTE E Cc_et barely _rlsible to the naked eye.
NOTE F Naked eye l
NOTE G COma elllpt.
NOTE H Moon, clouds.
NOTE I Seeing good, transparency excellent. Moon.
0.20 75 0.15 R 5
1 0.05 B




7 0.40 55 0.050 B
5 0.08 B
5 0.050 B
6 0.50 65 0.080 B
5 0.080 B
0.50 90 0.050 B




6 0.08 60 0.10 N 10
4 0.21 N











31 5.7M y 3 Morrlson,W
20 4.0 y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
20 5,8 Y Smlth, D
7 Green,D.W.E
20 GreeD,D.W.E
10 6.2 Y 1 Azlail,R.B
ii 4.5 Y 1 Gorski,L
i0 5.0C Y 1 Stapleton,3
Ii 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
11 8 N 3 PxTal,J
10 5.4 y 1 SnlthrA
20 5.2 3 Machholz,D
7 4 Y 1 Wstanabe,H
7 4 Y 1 gstanabe,A
8 4.5M T 1 Kato,T
55 4.5M Y 1 KstO,T
80 Knyazy%Lk,N
20 4.5M T 1 Feisheng,J
i0 4.5 y 1 Date,M
7 4.5M y 2 Suzuki,K
7 5.0C y 1 Hayashi,H
7 4.5C y 1 Hasegawa,T
25 5.0 T 1 Ichlkawa,K
7 Komstantinov,S




6 0.045 B 7 5.5 Y 1 Speil,J
7 0.8 110 0.063 H 13.3 52 KoSs-KIss,A F
4 0.08 B i0 4.5M N 1 Rspnvy,p G
5 0.090 R 14 46 4.6 Y 1 Hirth,G H
0.050 B 7 4.0C N 1 RUlZ,J
0.208 N 5.8 48 4.0C N 1 RUIZ,J
6 0.114 N 7.9 45 5.0C N 1 BernLrdls,A
3 0.15 N 8 56 5.0M Y 1 Sardlni,D
6 0.3 67 0.05 H 12 4 Y 1 Tsnti,T I
6 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.4M N 1 Ventuza,F 3
7 0.05 B i0 5.0C-M y 2 Fzan¢iosi,C K
3 0.2 28 0.07 B 16 4.5C24 T 1 TayIor,M.D L
6 0.15 90 0.050 B 16 5.0 Y 1 Castlno,R M
3 0.05 B 10 5 CM N 1 M_nichetti,R
4 0.05 B 10 M Y 2 PToslna,A N
0.034 B 9 1 Pereira,A O
0.20 H 15 Chur_mu_k)v,K
5 0.7 66 0.ii R 7 Ch_v,K
3 0.06 R 5.7 20 5.0CM y 3 Cardlel,N p
5 0.050 B i0 4.0M N 1 LOZanO,L Q
3 0.114 N 8 36 4.5 N 1 Pennelli,G
30 0.08 B II 4 N 1 Gninsford,M.J H
6 0.06 297 0.28 SC 5 70 4.1 y 1 Amoretti,M
0.050 B 7 5.5 y 1 yam der Mey,L
0.05 B I0 4.0C Y 6 Melnn4tri,F S
4 0.080 B 20 3.5C Y I Dionlsi,M
8 0.25 64 0.080 B I0 7.0 y 1 Mikuz,H
6 0.050 B 7 GEeen,D.W.E A
6 0.35 50 0.080 R 4.4 19 3.0 N 1 Jacobs,T
6 0.08 B II 4.3 Y 2 Gorski,L
DATE: 16 DEC 1985
Notes
NOTE J C_n decided/y oval. The central comdensatlon has a pear-like shape with the w_de end in the west and the narrow part at the
eastern end. Coma diameter uDcertalm.
NOTE K Veled ski. [sic]
NOTE L Haze. Amtonisdi IV. MOOn.
NOTE N Moon.
NOTE N Limit - 9.5. h0 approximately 60 deN.
NOTE O (ObServer gave limit as 9.0. Ed. )
NOTE P Moon 4 days.
NOTE 0 Crescent moon.
NOTE H Patchy cloud. COma dla. = ?. DC = ?. Tail length = ?. PA uDcextain.
NOTE S Veiled sky.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Kill Site Observer(s) Notes
16.021 830508 0.203 SC i0 70 6.5 Willioms,D.J A
16.032 830509 0.4 0.203 N 6 61,116 i0 5.5 1 Williams,J B
16.052 830510 0.203 5C i0 81 2 Lohvinenko,T.N C
16.688 830511 0.89 0.063 R 13.3 52 6.3 Kosa-Kiss,A D
16.768 830512 0.08 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 39 4.5 1 Rincabone,G E
16.773 830513 0.23 0.114 SN 8.7 25,100 15 5.0 1 Abhadessa,M F
16.792 830514 1.2 0.06 R 5.7 20 30 5.0 3 Cardiel,N
16.950 830515 0.31 0.114 N 8 45 55 4.9 1 Mac Kenzle,G
16.981 830516 0.67 0.156 N 8 52 116 5.7 2 CuthilI,D.D G
NOTE A Very clear. Halley was easily spotted in the finderscope of the 8". The center of Halley is still very compact and bright.
Halley must have swept between us and a star, because Just east of the nucleus was a bright point. After checking the AAVSO
chart, the plotted path for Halley does indicate that a star would be very near Halley. I f you move the scope just enough so
that the co_t nucleus is out of the field and if you use averted vision, a faint tall is visible. (DUration Dot indicated.
Time of observation is start time. Ed.)
NOTE B CoLa brightens toward central coodensation. No detail. There was a star embedded in the coma. It was brighter than the






DATE: 16 DEC 1985
¢entzal condensation. Moonlight, city lights lnterfezed with the observation.
Today we can see that the nuclear magnitude is 7.7 {check staz: AGK 3+0 (leg. 01811 and an integrated magnitude of 5.8 (check
sta_: R]R 69). The dimtAuc of the comet is 243.62". The ccmet is very noticeable even with the unaided eye out here away
fr_ the city lights. (D_uration not indicated. Tt_me of obu_vation is assumed to be start t_. Ed. )
Feature at PA II0 deg. schematic dzawlng. (Duration not indicated. Time of observatlon is end time. Ed. )
One area of distinctly greatez l_mino$ity at PA 265. NUCleus diamete_ 59 arc sec. Magnification of 80 and 144 also used. Two
dzawlug$ included. Moonlight and intense city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed. )
Clty lights add ROODllght intezfered with the obs_LTvation.
The bandhs of the innez tall were visible by _lepiDg the scope perpendicular to the leogths of the bands with a blue filter.
(N & $ movemest). Coma now appears dlstlnctl T as31metrical. Also a very distinct blue-green coloz is evident. Medll blue,
Eed, a_d violet filters used. STnchzenic ba_ [sic] st PA 40, 68, add 80.
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date (UT ) AON@ FL f/ &p FOV ExpM
16.736 850512 1.020 5.2 0.350 1.1 x 0.8 20.00
16.828 850513 0.420 1.7 0.250 4.9 x 3.3 15.00
16.867 850514 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 20.00
16.885 850515 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 15.00
16.895 850516 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 10.00
NOTE A Moonlight ibtezfered with the observation.
NOTE B (Observeuc's image identifier is III. Ed.}
Emulsion I50 Hyp C<lng Id/TTp Site ObserTer(s) Notes
KOdak 103a-O N O I/C 2 Cimatti, A A
Kodak 2415 Y S 3/17 1 BEUhID, N B
Ilford HP5 400/27 N O I/T 1 Mikuz, H
Ilfond HP5 400/27 N O 2/T I M:Lkuz, H
Ilford BP5 400/27 N O 3/T 1 Mikuz, H
DATE: 17 DE(:: 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: %qSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A0_| ul _ Chart Coma size DC TaLl PA Ap Ins f/
17.000 814070 5.4 B 101 25 4 0.06 R 8.3
17.00 814071 4 0.20 N 5
17.025 814072 5.4 S 101 17 1 0.05 B
17.063 814073 5.7 B 101 0.080 B
17.09 814074 4.9 M 100,101 6 1.58 58 0.080 B
17.1160 814075 4.9 S DCS 14 4 0.30 76 0.050 R 12.0
17.12 814078 5.8 B 101 11 6 0.080 B
17.1208 814077 5.2 S DoS 16 5 0.33 78 0.080 B
17.132 814078 5.8 B 101 15 4 0.050 B
17.167 814079 5.5 B 101 15 7 0.20 SC 6
17.208 814080 6.1 S 10 5 0.02 0.000 B
17.2638 814081 5.3 M 101 10 8 1.83 65 0.05 B
17.41 814082 5.1 S SAO 15 4 0.05 B
17.42 814083 5.8 S 101 9.7 7 0.4 65 0.05 B
17.42 814084 5.8 B 101 9.7 ? 0.4 65 0.05 B
17.42 814085 5.5 M 100,101 9 7 0.50 80 0.08 B
17.424 814006 5.4 S 101 19 5 0.33 90 0.07 B
17.43 81408? 5.4 M 101 0.05 B
17.43 814088 101 3.5 5 1.0 0.31 N 5.7
17.44 814089 4.4 S 101 0.05 B
17.445 814090 5.6 M 100,101 8 0.05 B
17.458 814091 6.1 S 101 2.3 3 0.05 R 16
17.485 814092 5.4 S 101 7 0.05 B
17.470 814093 5 9 0.15 N 8
17.475 814094 5.6 B 101 6 0.050 B
17.48 814095 5.5 S AAVSO 8 5 0 65 0.13 N 6.3
17.48 814096 5.5 B M 5 6 3 62 0.05 B
17.482 814097 5.7 M 1Ol 4.7 6 0.12 N 6
17.49 814098 5.6 S AAVSO 8 4 0.07 B
17.49 814099 6.2 B M 0.05 B
17.500 814100 5.0 S I01 12 3 0.05 B
17.51 814101 4.9 S I01 8 7 0.08 B
17.856 814102 4.6 M I01 20 4 1 80 0.05 B
17.56 014103 5.4 B AAVSO 0.20 R
17.57 814104 5.0 B AAVSO 0.11 t
17.58 814105 5.6 B JU_VSO 0.20 R
17.60 814106 6.8 B E 7 4 0.05 H
17.60 814107 5.0 S E 18 0.05 R 8
17.60 814108 5.6 B E 17 0.03 B
17.62 814109 5.8 D E 18 0.03 B
17.62 814110 4.8 B AAVSO 25 6 1.5 66 0.11 R
17.64 814111 5.2 B E 17 0.03 B
17.71 814112 5.7 B M 4 0.05 B
17.715 814113 5.3 S I01 3.5 4 0.063 R 13.3
17.733 814114 5.1 M i01 6 0.05 B
17.743 814115 7.2 S 101 3.8 5 0.090 R 14
17.750 814116 5.2 M i01 6 0.089 R 5.5
17.802 814117 5.2 B 101 5.3 5 0.080 R 15
17.833 814118 6.5 B 57 16 5 0.102 R 14.7
17.837 814118 5.6 B 101 5 0.063 R 13.3
17.910 814120 5.9 M 101,100 17 5 0.200 N 6
17.97 814121 4.4 S AA 16 4 0.080 B
17.98 814122 4.3 S AA 18 5 0.050 B
NOTE A SAD 127993 c_arleon star.
NOTE B Hazy sky.
NOTE C 32% aeon 21 deTees away.
NOTE D Mostly clerkly.
NOTE E Bright moon.
NOTE F City lights sod l_on.
NOTE G Elongated coma. (ObserTer gave limit as I0. Ed. }
NOTE R S¢le moonlight.
NOTE I 9.1.
NOTE J Meter: c_a diameter is Pl + P2.
NOTE K Four fra_ents in the head. (0.15 m Newtonian, 96x.)
NOTE L Scattered cloud, crescent mOOD. (Observer gave limit as approximately 8.5. Ed.)
NOTE M The cone emanating the matter to the south, res4mbliog that of Dec. 12.60.
NOTE N Granulation in the central condensation.
DATE: 17 DEC 1985
Pwr Lim DA Site Ob_(s) Notes
30 4.5 N 1 Fox,J.H A
35 Tsvetkov, L
i0 4.5C N 3 HOUSe,R. R B
20 5.5M Y S11th,D
20 4.5M Y i0 MOEriS,C.S
13 5.2 3 Machholz,D C
20 4.0 Y Kronk,G D
20 5.2 3 NacKbolz,D C
i0 4.5C Y 1 Stapleton,3 E
30 4.5 Y 2 Saxon,V.P F
ii Y 3 Pryal,J G
7 6.0 Y 2 Cook,A.J
7 5.5 Y 1 Asbdown,M H
7 5.0M N 1 Kanai,K
7 5.0M N 1 Kanai,K
11 5 M Y 1 RLitstmls,S I
i0 3.8 Y I Kobaysshi,J
? 5.5M Y 2 Suzuki,K
147 5.5M Y 2 Suzuki,K J
I0 5 M Y 1 Seargeet,D
7 5 M Y 1 Mitsuma,S
20 4.5M Y 1 Feisheng,J
I0 5.0 Y 1 Williams,p.F
i00 5.0 Y 1 Williams,P.F
7 Y 3 Beubrick,C
24 5.5M Y 1 Hsyashi,A
7 GtxrTaeov,s K
36 3.(.3 y 1 Kishi,A
10 5.0/4 Y 1 Hsyashi,A
7 $ikoruk,L
10 Y I Tregaskis,T.B L
II 3.5 N 1 M_aoae,M











34 3.0C N 1 SkJearsssen,O O
12 4 Y 1 Tanti,T p
46 4.3 y 1 HLrth,G Q
18 5.0/4 N 1 Ventura,F
39 4.3MC Y 1 SZUIc,M
60 Y 1 Me_sy,K R
21 4.5M N 1 PilSki,A
40 5.OM Y 2 Lozeno,L
20 Green,D.W.E S
7 Green,D.W.E S
NOTE O Severe light pollution made the background sky awTully bright, and in additloe, thin clouds made it difficult/impossible to
see the outer parts of the coma.
NOTE P Seeieg gOOd, transparency excellent. Moon.
NOTE Q Moon.
NOTE R (Obsez_ver gave limit as 12.0. Ed.)
NOTE S Coma diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DtLTM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
17.003 830517 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 i0 4.5 1 FOX,J.H A
17.010 830518 0.203 SC 10 70 6.0 Williams,D.J B
17.139 830519 0.15 0.23 R 12 122,250,600 1 O'Meara,S.J C
17.143 830520 0.41 0.20 N 6 30, 48 10 5 1 Nilson,A.M D
17.264 830521 3 0.050 B 7 15 6.0 2 Cook,A.J
17.735 830522 0.46 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 17 3.5 1 SkJaeraasen,O E
NOTE A A bright knot in coma at PA 290. Seeing is so bad that a sharp focus is impossible. Separation and PA about the same as
"star" noted 12/14/85.
NOTE B The moomlight has started interfering with observing Halley. The comet is still easily visible through the 8" finderscope,
but the tall is washed out in the _)oonlight. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is start time. Ed.}
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is asstmed to be start tlme. Ed.)
NOTE D Y and v filters used.
NOTE E Lumicon Deep Sky filter used. Thin clouds made the comet's coma (n0 tall was seen} invisible every now add then, but it
reappeared after a few minutes, until 17.741 UT when it disappeared completely. Due to those clouds, the visibility of the
colet varied and I had to take several pauses. Difficult to distin_ish between the rather brlht background sky and the
outer parts Of the coma. Very much light pollution, almost DO %rind, bad seeing. Moonlight i_ter_ered [though not as much as
the light pollution). Circular smooth coma, with brightness gradually decreasing outwards from the ineermost tidy central
coedensation. Total field: 48'.








DATE: 17 DEC 1985
f/ Ap FOV Ex'pM ESsulsion ISO H!vp Gdng ld/Typ Site Ohm(s) Notes
5 0.45 0.9 x O.E 30.00 Kodak T_i-X N M 12/5 1 Webb,R A
2.8 11.4 X 7.6 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N S 7/P 2 COOk,A.J
2.8 11.4 X 7.6 2.00 3K 1000 i000/ N S 8/'? 2 CoOk,A.J
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 5 9/P 2 Cook,A.J
5 4.1 x 2.7 i0.00 Ilford XPI 400/ N S 2/P 1 Sanfozd,J B
NOTE A Moonlight 8 problea; slight interference b T 5-day old noon. Inner c_a and starlike central ¢o_enaatlon visible on all
orlglmal negatlves. Fill pushed processed slightly. (observer i_Icated c-type guldlng as well as M. Ed. )
NOTE B ver'r wind?, S - 3-5 sec.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
DSte(UT) A(_;| Config Ins FL f/ Ap EXpM E_ulslon ISO HTp Gdng Id/T_p Site Obsez'Ive_(s) Notes
17.162 870105 -O CL 0.135 1.9 25.00 Kodak 103a-F N 602/S 2 BUChaDaD ,N. T A
NOTE A EZ_ZOr in IL_ guiding. Halley invisible. (Note probably zefera to observing oo_itiosa. Observer's Image Ide=tlfier is
E-fIG-02. ExL )
DATE: 18 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DSte(UT) AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA
DATE: 18 DEC 1985
18.000 814123 4.4 B 78
18.00 814124 4.7 S AAVSO 10.5
18.00 814125 5.3 B AAVSO 12
18.028 814126 6.1 M 201 4.1
18.031 814127 5.4 B 101 20
18.042 814128 5.5 B 101
18.08 814129 4.9 M 101
18.104 814130 5.6 B I01
18.12 814131 4.5 S i01,100 20
18.125 814132 6.3 S 7
18.13 814133 5.5 B I01 ii
18.22 814134 5.0 M 100
18.367 814135 5.0 M 101 12
18.305 814136 5 M 101 20
18.389 814137 4.5
18.389 814138 5.0 M 101 20
18.41 814139 5.1 S SAO 15
18.415 814140 5.5 B i01 25
18.43 814141 5.5 M i00 I0
18.440 814142 5.7 M 101 5.5
18.44 814143 5.4 M I00 9.5
18.47 814144 4.8 S i01 9
18.472 814145 5.2 S 101 12
18.483 814146 5.8 B 101,100
18.49 814147 5.6 S AAVSO 8
18.49 814148 5.4 i01
18.50 814149 5.7 B M
!8.51 914150 5.4 S AAVSO 8
18.57 814151 5.7 B M
18.65 814152 5.7 B M 12
18.65 814153 5.7 B M 4
18.691 814154 5.5 B I00 I0
18.698 814155 5.5 M I01
18.70 814156 5.0 B AAVSO 15
18.706 814157 5.7 B i01
18.708 814158 6.4 M i00 15
18.73 814159 5.0 $ I01
18.750 814160 6.0 M i00,I01 25
18.750 814161 6.I M 100,101 25
18.760 814162 5.2 S 100 11
18.764 814163 5.9 M AAVSO 6







6 1.25 60 0.080 B
4 0.08 B
5 0.25 65 0.080 B
3 0.080 B
8 0.080 B
1.2 50 0.05 B
6 0.030 B
6 0.035 B

































20 3.5 Y 1 ds SIIva,L.A.L
i0 Boztle,J.E
5 35 TsvetJ_ov,L
8 45 4.1 Y 1 MaC Kenzle,G
8.3 30 3.7M N 1 Fox,J.H
20 5.8M Y Sllth,D
20 5.0M Y 10 Morrls,C.S
ii 4.0 Y I Gorski,L
II 4.5 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
II Y 3 Pryal,J
20 4.0 Y Kzonk,G
i0 6 M Y 2 Hele,A
8 4.5MT Y 1 Kato,T
7 4 Y 1 Matanabe,H
55 4.5M Y 1 Kato,T
7 • Y 1 Matanabe,A
7 5.5 Y 1 Asbdowm,M
7 4.5M Y I Esyashl,H
7 4.5M Y 1 Mits_a,S
36 3.0RK: y 1 Kishi,A
11 4.5M Y 1 Mits_a,$










0.063 R 13.3 21 4.5M Y
0.060 R 4.5 10 5.0M Y
0.11 R 7
0.050 B i0 5.5 Y
0.150 N 5.3 45 5.5 Y
0.08 B 20 3.0
0.030 B 8 5.5C Y
0.030 B 8 5.5C y
0.08 B 11 4.8 Y






















18.767 814164 5.9 S I00 4.6 6 0.0• 65 0.076 R 12 37 5.SCM y 1 Taylor,M.D p
18.771 814165 4.8 S i01 8.4 6.9 8 0.04 98 0.05 B I0 4.7M Y 3 Abb_tt,J 0
18.771 814166 5.5 B I01 8.4 6.9 8 0.03 98 0.05 B I0 4.7M Y 3 kbbott,J R
18.779 814167 5.1 S i00 4 6 80 0.25 N 6 60 4.8 Y 1 Gslnsford,M.J S
18.785 814168 12 4 0.4 80 0.200 R 14 40 5.4 1 Rogers,J.H T
18.785 814169 5.6 S i00 8 5 0.080 B I0 5.4 1 Rogers,J.H N
18.785 814170 5.4 S I00 i0 4 0.050 B I0 5.4 1 Rogers,J.H N
18.79 814171 5.3 B M 0.03 B 8 TsygsDkov,D
18.792 814172 4.6 S 101 18 6 0.67 67 0.05 B I0 3.0M N 1 K%Lrst,G.M U
18.792 814173 5.2 B I01 15 8 0.67 90 0.06 R 25 5.5 Y 1 Wazd,A
18.794 814174 5.5 B 100 • 0.05 B i0 M Y 2 FZOSlnS,A V
18.798 814175 18 7 0.67 67 0.08 B 15 3.0M N 1 HUZst,G.M U
18.7981 814176 5.7 B 101 5 6 0.05 B i0 5.0CM N 2 Franoiosi,C
18.799 814177 5.0 B I01 25 5 0.33 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y Meclway,K W
18.80 814178 6.0 S 101 9.6 6 0.203 SC i0 44 5.5C y 2 Marazlti,A
18.81 814179 5.8 B i01 0.203 SC i0 44 5.5C y 2 Ma_sziti,A
18.81 814180 4.7 S DOS 68 I0 6 0.050 B I0 3.5M_ N 1 van LOO,F.R
18.819 814181 4.9 S i01 I0 9 7 0.33 55 0.065 B 12 4.5 N 1 Foulkes,M X
18.833 814182 4.7 S i01 9 3 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 4 Milani,G y
18.837 81•183 5.8 M I00 6.4 4 0.05 72 0.07 B 16 5.0CM y 1 Tsylor,M.D Z
18.86 814184 5.0 B AAVSO 6 0.05 R • 7 Chernls,K
18.86 814185 5.7 S i00 0.050 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Spaldlng,G.H N
18.87 814186 5.5 B 100 i0 5 0.080 B 20 C/M N 1 Jannlnk,D.W a
18.88 814187 4.5 S DC_ 68 12 5 0.040 B 7 4 MC Y 5 Bus,E.P
18.96 814188 4.3 S AA 22 5 0.050 B 7 Green,D.N.E b
18.97 814189 4.4 S AA 22 4 0.080 B 20 Green,D.M.E b
18.978 814190 4.7 M i01 11.4 6 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 1 DeYoung,J.A
18.98 814191 3.5 7 0.8 67 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E c
18.98 814192 4.7 S AAVSO 11.5 6 0.050 B I0 Bortle,J.E
18.985 814193 5.3 S i01 9 1 0.05 B 10 3.5CM N 3 House,R.R d
NOTE A Moonlight.
NOTE B Size increased a large amount since last observation. (5 day old a_on nearby.)
NOTE C SAO 127993 comparison star.
NOTE D Sea fog in area.
NOTE E Near first quarter moon. Fog at 20:00 PST. (Observer gave limit as 9. Ed.}
NOTE F Mostly cloudy, moon.
NOTE G Co_mt I0 de 9. from crescent moon, which may have slightly affected brlghtmess and tall length estimates. The comet could be
seen %rith the naked eye _rithout _ch difficulty.
NOTE H SomeDoonllght.
NOTE I 9.0.
NOTE J Crescent moon and drifting clouds. (Observer gave limit as 8.3. Ed.)
NOTE K Magnitude is upper limit.
NOTE L Granulation in the central condensation.
NOTE M Coma diameter tt_certaln.
NOTE N Moon.
NOTE 0 Naked eyel
NOTE P ADtonisdi II.
NOTE O Comparison stars 4.9, 5.4, 4.5. First quarter moon 12 deg. The "tail-lobe" structuzes seen in i0x50 binoculars corresponded
to fountaln-like features seen in larger instrtlents. The northern "tail-lobe" was 0.04 deg. long at PA 98. The southern
"tail-lobe" was 0.04 deg. at PA 117.
NOTE R Comparison stars 5.4, 5.8. The "tail-lobe" structures seen in 10x50 binoculars corresponded to fountain-like £eatuxes seen
in larger instruments. The northern "tail-lobe" was 0.03 deg. long st PA 98. The southern "tail-lobe" was 0.03 deg. at PA
117.
NOTE S Moon. TaLl PAs uncertain.
NOTE T See drawing. Moon.
NOTE U stroDg moonlight.
NOTE V Limit = 9.3. h0 approximately 50 deg.
NOTE W 1st quarter moon I0 deg. SE. (Observer gave limit as Ii.0. Ed.)
NOTE X Moon up.
DATE: 18 DEC 1905
NOTE Y Moon cLrzl.
NOTE Z Aatonladl IZX.
NOTE a Telescopic limit is 8.
NOTE h Coma d£aJNt._ approximate.
NOTE c Naz_ow, straight t!rpe I tail.
NOTE d Hazy sky.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAN"J[NG
Date(UT) k0_# Scale &p Ins f/ PWZ(S) DuxM Lll Site Ob_zvez(s) Notes
18.026 830523 0.26 0.114 N 8 45 14 3.9 i Mac Kenzle,G
18.031 830524 0.6 0.203 R 13 05,225 10 3.7 1 Fox,J.H A
18.107 830525 0.203 SC i0 81 1 Lobwlnenko,T.W B
18.135 830526 0.75 0.318 N 8 40 31 5.5 1 Hathaway, N
18.748 830527 0.21 0.298 N 5 40, 65,269 27 5.8 1 Stott,D C
18.781 830528 0.5 0.200 R 14 40,170 10 5.4 1 Rogexs,J.H D
18.802 030529 2.0 0.05 B 10 30 3.0 1 Huzst, G.M E







DATE: 18 D_C 1985
SUB-NETWORK: P_HY
DSte(UT) AG_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM EI_LISlOa ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Obs_(s) Notes
18.812 850522 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 3.92 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X I/P I Ward,A A
10.016 850523 0.500 8 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Fu_lobzome 400/27 N O 2/S 2 TOW_SeDd,R
18.817 850524 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 3.83 Kodak TZi-X 400/ N X 2/P 1 WL_d,A A
18.980 850525 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 3.00 Kodak2415 Y S 5/P 1 Dilsizian,R B
NOTE A UV filter used. Moon in sky.
Exposures 11_Ited below 5 minutes to allow for stellar guiding with a minimum of "proper motion" dlstoztloa in resolution.NOTE B
Win_r-llke exten$1ons fz0m nucleus more easily seen at hlghez ma_Ification. W edge of coma not so much bzlghter than E, but
it is moze _lydefIDed. Ver_lottled surface appearance.
(Duration not indicated. Time of O_seX_atiOn 18 SS81NISOd tO _e start tlle. Ed.)
Rood at PA 155 deg. Tall at PA 85 deg. Hood is rather a vague structure. The PA refers to its centre.
Cola DC 4, asl_etrlc; inner pazt bright with no stellar nucleus. "Horns" (probable), north add SOUth edges of parabola.
"Spine" (probable), centre of tall about 24' long at PA 80 de_. (These features were seen with both eyepieces, with nucleus
out of field at 170x, so weze almost ceEtalnly zeal.)
Difficult as ]Icon Dear coaet*s field, but tall still seen, straight, broad, in PA 67 deg.
Central hzlght area off_et from cola centre. SttrzouDded by a circular disk which in turn was surrounded by a fainter
e111pticnl disk. Faint tail visible, 8' at PA 50. Coma diawetez 5'x4', DC - 6.
DATE: 19 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# nl _ Chart C(_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/
19.024 814194 5.8 B 100 15 3 0.06 R 8.3
19.028 814195 8.5 S 100 3.4 8 0.152 N 5.5
19.096 814196 5.9 B 101,100 16 1 0.05 B
19.11 014197 4.9 M 101 6 1.17 63 0.080 B
19.117 814198 5.8 B 101 2 0.05 B
19.12 814199 5.6 B i00 12 7 0.080 B
19.13 814200 8.0 B 100 9 7 0.154 N 8.0
19.1424 814201 5.2 S IK_4 13 8 0.18 74 0.080 B
19.1451 814202 5.5 S IRW 17 7 0.27 74 0.152 N 8.0
19.40 814203 5.8 B 12 8 0.05 B
19.41 814204 5.7 S 100 0.045 R 6
19.42 814205 100 2 6 0.317 N 5
19.42 814206 8.8 S SAO 0.317 N 5
19.420 814207 5.5 M 101 10 6 0.25 60 0.070 B
19.431 814208 4.0 6 0.10 80 0.15 N 8.5
19.434 814209 6 6 0.15 60 0.15 N 8.5
19.435 514210 5.6 M 100 8.5 8 0.05 B
19.445 814211 5.6 M 100 6.9 0 0.42 65 0.08 B
19.469 814212 6.1 S 100 6 2 0.05 B
19.48 814213 5.5 B M 5 2 60 0.05 B
19.483 814214 6.1 B 101,100 0.07 B
19.54 814215 8.3 B M 0.05 B
19.55 814216 4.8 B AAVSO 0.11 R 7
19.80 814217 5.9 B M 0.05 B
19.64 814218 5.0 B E 12 5 0,05 B
19.68 814219 12 5 1 60 0.050 B
19.67 814220 5.0 B E 12 5 0.05 B
19.67 814221 5.6 B M ? 3 0.07 N 8
19.69 814222 5.3 B AAVSO 0.20 R 15
19.70 814223 5.0 B g 12 5 0.05 B
19.7083 814224 5.8 B 100 6 7 0.05 B
19.729 814225 5.3 S 100 15 5 0.080 B
19.729 814226 6.1 B 6 0.050 B
19.730 814227 5.9 B 101 0.050 B
19.73 814228 5.8 B 100 10 5 0.050 B
19.74 814229 4.9 $ I)CS 6B 12 4 0.33 25 0.050 R
18.743 814230 5.6 S 100 7 5 0.050 B
19.747 814231 5.4 S 100 9 6 0.114 N 7.9
19.75 814232 5.0 B E 10 5 0.05 B
19.7541 814233 5.4 S AAYSO 5 0.05 B
19.76 814234 5.0 S _ 6B 6 0.050 B
19.76 814235 4.3 B 100 30 4 0.050 B
19.764 814236 6.3 M 101 72 0 0.070 R 14
19.774 014237 4.5 B 100 25 5 0.5 0.102 R 14.7
19.785 814238 5.6 M 101 0.050 B
19.79 814239 5.5 0.034 B
19.84 814240 4.5 S DCS 6B 15 5 0.040 B
19.85 814241 4.5 S DCS 6B 7 0.i00 B
19.907 814242 5.3 B I00 9 0.114 N 8.7
19.948 814243 6.1 M i00 4.2 4 0.114 N 8
19.96 814244 4.4 S AA 17 6 0.050 B
19.977 814245 5.4 S I00,II0 Ii 4 0.035 B
19.993 814246 6.5 $ i00 2.8 7 0.203 N 6
NOTE A Strong _nllght. SAC 127894 cc_pari_n star.
NOTE B Moonlight.
NOTE C 52t moon 15 degrees away.
NOTE D MOOD 7d.










First quarter moon, clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately 8.0. Ed.)
Tail PA approximate. Moon nearby, cloudy.
CaRs diameter approximate. Tail almost invisible because of moon.
Telescopic limit is 7.5.
Coaet easily seen in 10x40 _ fi_lez. (Observer gave limit as II.0. Ed.)
Patchy cloud.
Moon and fog.
DATE: 19 DEC 1985
PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s] Notes
30 3.7 N 1 FOX,J.E A
69 4.5M Y 1 Hudak,D.M
7 4.5 Y 1 Lairet,R
20 4.5M y 10 Morris,C.S
7 1 Benavldes,A
20 3.5 Y Kronk,G B
68 3.5 Y Kronk,G B
20 4.8 3 Maohholz,D C
76 4.8 3 Maohholz,D C
10 3.5 N 1 Uda,K
13 2.5 Jones,A D
86 3ones,A E
86 3ones,A F
I0 4.5M Y 1 Eato,T
i00 4.5M Y 1 KatO,T
50 4.5M Y 1 KstO,T
7 4.5M y 1 Mi_a,S
ii 4.5M Y 1 Mitsuma,S G
10 Y 1 Tregsskis,T.B H
7 GUX_SDOV,S










10 5.0MC N 2 Frsnciosi,C
15 5 CM Y 1 Korth,S 3
I0 M Y 1 Linke,H
7 3.5C N 1 RUIZ,J
7 CM T 1 JannIDk,D.W K
8 4 CM Y 1 Wils,p
7 5.0M N 1 Mikuz,H
26 4.5CM N 1 Bernardis,A
7 Mormil,V
7 5.0 Y 1 Sicoli,P
I0 5 N N 1 van dex LSan,T.A
7 4.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
20 4.5 Y 1 Luga,M
60 Y Medway,K L
7 5.5 N 1 StOtt,D M
9 3 Pereirs,A B
7 5 M T 3 BU_,E.P
14 4.5MC N 1 van LOO,F.R
I00 Y 1 Rodrlg_ez C.,J.A N
45 3.5 T 1 Mac Kenzie,G O
7 Green,D.W.E E
7 4.9N N 3 Morrison,W p
I01 5.0M y I Hudak,D.M
NOTE 0
Temperature: -12 deg. C.
NOTE p Moon 20 dog. away.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAk_ING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lia
19.007 830531 0.i 0.204 N 8 58,203 20 3.5
19.024 830532 0.6 0.203 R 13 85 10 3.7
19.030 830533 0.3 0.200 N 8 81,130 16 3
19.806 830534 0.ii 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 35 4
19.957 830535 0.33 0.114 N 8 45, 90,150 75 3.5
19.988 830536 0.48 0.200 N 8 81,130 14 3














Ray tail at PA 60, there was a diffuse tall on the south side of the "ray" tail; diffuse tall at PA 60-90; Jet (in coma) at
PA 290. The center of the coma was brighter on the west side of stellar central condensation. The north semlclrcle of the
coma was diJmer than the rest and not as extensive. Moonlight interfered with the observation.
Bright sky background makes c_a extent less than previous nights. Still better defined edge to W. Nucleus not very
distinct.
Central condensation notably brighter than on 15/12/85. D_/Ing a brief period of improved seeing a bright line appeared to
project forward from the central condessatlon.
Three _asure_ents of the diameter of the comet*s nucleus all yielded 54 arc sec. Ma_ifications of 80 and 144 also used.
drawings included. Moonlight and intense city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Magnification of 300x also used.
Inner coma had a wedge-shape and was brighter than outer region of coma. During a short period of good seeing a thlu ray
projected forward. Two tails appeared to be present: a longer maid tail at PA 293 and a short projection on the south side
at PA 242. The central condensation was distinctly stellar in nature. (Values of PA given appear to be in error. They should
probably be subtracted from 360 for true values. Ed.)
DATE: 19 DEC 1985 DATE: 19 DEC 1985
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Da_e(UT) ACN# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO H!v P Gdng Id/TTp Site Observer(s) Notes
19.966 850526 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 6/P 1 Dil$1zian,R A
NOTE A ExpostLres 14mlted below 5 llnutes to allow for stellar guldin_ with a mlntmul of "proper motloD m distortion in resolution.
DATE: 20 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 20 DEC 1985
Date(UT) AON# i1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA kp Ins f/ P_rz Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20.003 814247 4.8 M 101 10.1 7 0.05 B 7 5.0/( y 1 DeYouDg,J.A
20.01 814248 7 0.2 70 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,3.E A
20.01 814249 4.6 M AA 12 8 0.203 N 6 49 Green,D.N.E B
20.01 814250 4.9 S AAVSO 7 6 0.050 B 10 Bortle,3.E
20.015 814251 6.0 B 100 2 0.05 B 7 4.3 1 Benavidea,A
20.024 814252 6.0 B 100 16 1 0.05 B 7 4.5 Lairet,R
20.024 814253 6.2 M 100 0.11 0.035 B l0 Y 3 Torree,E C
20.038 814254 B 100 1 0.05 B 18 4.5 Laizet,R
20.10 814255 4.8 M 101 6 0.080 B 20 4.5M T 10 Morris,c.S
20.i25 814256 6.3 100 5 4 0.33 90 0.060 R 15 35 5.0M Y Underbay,E
20.1264 814257 5.5 S IHW 9 7 0.18 71 0.080 B 20 4.6 3 Machholz,D D
20.174 814258 5.9 B 100 15 4 0.050 B 10 5.0C T 1 Stapleton,J E
20.188 814255 100 15 4 0.50 320 0.254 N 5.6 157 5.0C y 1 Stapleton,J F
20.39 814260 5.2 S 100 0.08 B 11 3.0 N 1 M_nose,M G
20.392 814261 5.4 S 100 15 5 0.33 90 0.07 B 10 5.5 y 1 Kobayashi,J
20.420 814262 5.6 M I01 8 7 0.17 60 0.070 B i0 5.0M Y I Xato,T
20.420 814263 4.9 M I00 18 6 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 Natanabe,A
20.427 814264 4.9 M i00 18 6 0.035 B 7 5 Y 1 Natenabe,H
20.434 814265 6.3 M 101 6 6 0.20 60 0.15 N 8.5 50 5.0H Y 1 Kato,T
20.44 814266 5.5 B i00 7.7 7 0.4 80 0.05 B 7 4.0M N 1 Kanai,K
20.44 814267 5.5 M i00 6.5 8 0.42 65 0.08 B 11 5 M Y 1 Mitsu_a,S H
20.45 814268 4.7 S i00 0.05 B 10 M N 1 Seargent,D
20.472 814269 5.5 M 100 4.7 6 0.12 N 6 36 3.0MC y 1 Kishi,A
20.542 814270 6.1 M I00 3.1 5 0.060 R 15 45 4.5M N 1 Purvinskis,R I
20.69 814271 6.5: B M 8 0.03 B 8 ZiD_ev,V.A
20.722 814272 5.9 M i00 0.060 R 4.5 10 4.5N Y 1 Cbodorowski,F
20.722 814273 5.4 B 2.4 3 0.6 0.030 B 8 5.0M Y 1 Winkler,R
20.760 814274 6.1 M I00 72 0 0.070 R 14 20 6.0 T 1 Luge,M 3
20.760 814275 7.1 S i00 3.9 5 0.090 R 14 46 4.0 y 2 HLEth,G K
20.7687 814274 5.9 B I00 7 0.05 B i0 5.0 N 2 Franciosi,C
20.770 814277 5.7 B 8.0 4 0.063 R 13.3 44 5.5M Y 1 Bertnlk,M
20.81 814278 5.4 0.034 B 9 3 PereLra,A L
20.813 814279 6.3 N CZ 5 0.05 B 7 4 N 1 Silhen,J M
20.861 814280 8.0 M CZ 18 3 0.10 B 25 4.5M Y 1 HaJek,p
20.944 814282 6.1 M i00 4.4 4 0.114 N 8 45 3.7 y 1 Mac Kenzle,G N
NOTE A vague, narrow tail.
NOTE B C_e diameter approximate.
NOTE C (obeex_ex gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
NOTE D 62% amon 26 degrees away.
NOTE E Bright Zoon clear.
NOTE F Coma bright. (PA value may have been incorrectly determlned. Ed. )
NOTE G Bright moon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE H 9.3.
NOTE I Wispy cloud Imterrupted obsex_img.
NOTE 3 Clouds passing.
NOTE K MOOn.
NOTE L Moonlight.
NOTE M Came dla. less than 10 arc Rin. azong running clouds.
NOTE N Tempexature: -13 deg. C.
NOTE B
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim site Observer(s) Notes
20.023 830537 0.035 B I0 35 4 Cifue0tes,E A
20.113 830538 0.29 0.204 N 8 81,203 36 3.5 1 Robi_son,P.C B
20.776 830539 0.09 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 35 3.5 I Riccabone,G C
20.958 830540 0.28 0.114 N 8 45 99 3.7 1 Mac Kenzle,G
NOTE A Tail faintly vlslble In "V" shape. Easy to get one (side} of 6 or 7 arc mln., one of 15 arc Min. (not precisely measured
because mooe was near. (Observer gave limit as 9.0. Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE C
Ray tail at PA 70; short ray at PA 100; fai=t "hood" at PAS 200, 180, and 155; Jet at PA 240. "Hood" was very faint ned
possibly detached frcl coma. The inner c_a within about i* of stellar central condensation was generally triangular. Rood
sizes: at PA 200, 2.9'; at PA 180, 5.2'; at PA 155, 5.8'. Moonlight interfered irlth the observation.
Three meesuzeaents of the diameter of the false nucleus with an i11_Inated reticle yielded 54 arc sec. a_d 62 arc sec.
Magnification of 80 also used. Two drawings included. Moonlight end intense city lights enhanced by the presence of light
haze interfered with the observation. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
DATE: 21 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: 'VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| all _ Chozt
21.014 814282 6.4 B 100 10
21.035 814283 5.9 B 100
21.035 814284 5.9 B 100 16
21.083 814285 5.8 M 100
21.073 814386 B 100
21.09 814287 5.7 B 100 12
21.09 814288 5.0 M 101
21.10 814289 6.4 B 100 7.7
21.129 814290 6.1 S 100
21.376 814291 5.5 M 100 12
21.380 814292 6.1 M 100 5.5
21.424 814293 M 100 18
21.438 814294 5.8 B 100
21.455 814255 5.7 M 100 3.5
21.50 014296 4.8 $ 100 8
21.65 814297 4.8 B M 50
21.6652 814258 6.0 M 100
21.688 814259 8.7 S 100 4.2
21.69 024300 5.4 B M 3
21.704 814301 5.6 B 100 4
































size DC Tall PA " Alp Ins f/ Pwr L:Lm DA Site Ob_e_,'ve_(s)
5 0.06 R 8.3
2 0.05 B








6 0.15 80 0.10 N 10
5 0.035 B
DATE: 21 DEC 1985
0.07 B
5 0.12 N 6
0.07 B
6 2.2 40 0.05 B
7 0.05 B



















B 100 30 4 0.67 66 0.050 B
N 100 0.089 R
B AA 9 6 0.050 B
M 100 11 7 0.05 B
100 0.030 B
814316 4.9: B 100 9.9 5 0.25 56 0.10 B
814317 5.8 100 0.030 B
814318 5.7 B 100 13 6 5 0.2 70 0.200 R 15
814319 4.8 B 101,100 12 7 0.050 B
814320 5.6 S 100 0.05 B
814321 4.8 100 15 4 0.7 70 0.200 SC 10
814322 5.2 100 15 12 7 0.081 B
814323 5.0 B 101,100 10 7 0.33 70 0.100 B
814324 4.3 100 6.8 5 0.08 B
824325 5.6 B 100 6 0.050 B
814325 4.9 B 101,100 8 7 0.030 B
814327 B 100 6 0.07 B
814328 G.3 M I00 4.4 4 0.063 R
814329 5.6 B 3 0.080 R
814330 6.1 B 6 0.050 B
814331 4 3 0,130 N 8
814332 5.6 S 100 15 4 0.035 B
814333 4.8 M 100 10.0 7 0.5 60 0.05 B
30 3.7 "N 1 Fox,J.H
7 4.3 Y 1 Benavldes,A
7 4.5 Lslzet,R
10 T 3 5_'zts,B
18 4.5 Lalzet,R
20 3,5 Y Kroak,G
20 4.5M T I0 Morria,C.S
4.5 56 3.5 Y Kzcnk,G ,
8 41 5.3 N 1 BatbtwaT,N
8 4.5M Y 1 Kato,T
55 4.5M Y 1 Kato,T
7 3 Y 1 watantbe,H
i0 3.7CM Y 2 Date,M
36 2.5MC Y 1 Kiahi,A
10 4.0N Y 1 TaSUki,M
7 Bu_ilka,P
10 5.5 N 1 ETencloei,c
46 4.0 Y 2 H_th,G D
7 NeatexoT,Yu
8 4.5M N 1 Zi_he,E
20 4.5 Y 1 Gu1_hier,O
15 4 Y 1 Nagele,A E
15 5.0M Y 1 Soh_k,C.M
10 4.0 Y i D4_onlnck,M D
15 5 CH ¥ 1 Korth,S F
7 5.0M N I gosck"y,D
10 4.3 Y 2 Thouas,A G
8 4.4M N 1 FiSCheE,D
10 4.5 N 1 Marekfle,G G
7 5.0 Y 2 Mexlla,3.--C
5.5 18 4.5 N 1 Veetuza,F R
7 4.5M N Scbmeex,P
10 4.5 Y 1 Bottgeur,B
8 M 1 Ratz,M
14 5.0M Y 1 Hasu_Ick,W
8 M 1 Ratz,K
120 4.0M Y 1 Kslauoh,K.-D
7 4.5M T 1 LIINSeZ,J I
30 4.5MCZ Y 7 Melaadri,F 3
111 4.5 T 2 Neiaeferdt,F K
22 4 N T 1 StexawarteBof G
14 4.5M T 1 Li_,J L
15 3.5 Y 1 Dietrlch,M M
I0 5.0 N 1 LehmaRn,T
8 4.5M Y 1 L_Dder,3 L
20 4.5M T 1 FiZIJ_)n,E
6.7 26 8.0C Y I R_KSolph,M
6.2 12 4.0M Y 1 Liedez,F
10 M Y 1 LinXe,H
40 4.0M Y 1 Liedez,F
7 5.0M N 3 NorrlsoD,N
7 4.5M Y 1 DeTOUDg,J.A N
NOTE A Strong mOonlight. SAC 127826 and SAC 127836 ccIpariaon stars.
NOTE B (Observer gave limit as 8,0, FXl.)
NOTE C Moonlight.
NOTE D Moon.
NOTE E (Observer Indlcated "A" nethod |A_gela_eE?]. Ed.} ConpLrison stars are SAO 127836, 127881.
NOTE F Cans diameter approximate. Tall almost invisible be_ause of moon.







NOTE H The c©8kl could be a_ch larger than the 9' re_or_e_ since at tlaNms the faint o_ter parts could be _de out in spite Of the
strong moonlight.
NOTE I Strong. C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE J Veiled sky.
NOTE K 9 da_ old B_om. (Obse__ver indicated "A" _thod [A_gela=_Ser?]. Ed.}
NOTE L Moonlight. PA approximate.
NOTE M Mooe. (Observer indicated "A" method [A_gelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE N Bright moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAN_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/
21.017 830541 0.6 0.203 R 13
21.063 830542 0.035 B
21.743 830543 0.25 0.356 SC 11
21.757 830544 0.15 0.40 N 5
21.776 830545 0.11 0.125 N 5.8
21.797 830546 0.07 0.36 SC II
Pwr($) DUrM Lim Site ObserYer(s) Notes
85,150 10 3.7 1 FOX,J.H A
I0 30 4 Cifuentes,E B
200 20 1 Verdenet,M C
01,254 20 5.0 2 MerliD,J.-C D
28, 40, 60 14 2".5 1 Riccabone,G E
434 5 5 1 Korth,S F
G21.803 830547 0.30 0.36 SC II 123 7 5 1 Korth,$
NOTE A Darker "wedge" about 120 deg. extent at about PA 90. Co_a well seen to NW, W, SW. Contrast low frG_ interfering moonlight.
Dark wedge seen at 85X and 150x, but does not extend to nucleus.
NOTE B Tall approximately 35 arc min. long. Straight. (Observer gave li_It as 9.0. Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NO_ C Moonlight. (Additional drawing s_itted made unlng 11x80 binoculars (1.97'/m). Ed.)
NOTE D Tail streamer at PA 44; tail at PA 66, tall denser along axis; tail streamer at PA 88; Jet at PA 318. Parabolic hood
tailward. Brighter area sunward.
NOTE E Moonllght, intense city lights, and haze interfered with the observation. Dimensions were indirectly _asured and are Dot
reliable. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.]
NOTE F Jet Or part of tall 49" long at PA 38; _et 16" long at PA 60; Jet or part of tail 61" long starting at PA 140, curving to
PA 120. Bright moon dlstu/bed observation of faint structures. City lights interfered with the observation. Attention: a
zenith mirror was used!
NOTE G Tail? 6' long at PA 70; jet or tail? 3' long at PA 110. Bright moon distu/bed observation of tail. City lights interfered
with the Observation. Attention: a zenith-mirror was used l
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulslon ISO Byp G_ng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
21.074 850527 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 3.00 Ektachrome 200/24 N M 002/S 1 Brutsche,E
21.080 850528 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 5.00 Ektachrone 200/24 N M 003/S 1 Brutsche,E
DATE: 21 DEC 1985
DATE: 21 DEC 1985
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH Emulsion ISO HTp Gdn9 l_i_p Site Ohserve_(s) Notes
21.688 850529 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 8/'P 1 Conrad,R A
21.745 850530 1.690 5.6 0.305 1.2 X 0.8 5.00 _fachzcme 1000/31 N 9/S 1 Kort.b,S B
21.774 850531 0.300 5.6 6.9 x 4.6 10.00 Agfachzone 1000/ N 001/P 1 B_aodli,_ C
NOTE A City lights intezfered wltb the observation; vleDna t fz_ EO_a!
ROTE B MOOnlight interfered with the obsezvatlon. Clty lights intLrfered with the observation. (Obse-_ver indicated both type 0
and type X guiding. Ed. )
NOTE C Photo equipment mounted parallel to telescope; electric drive. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
DATE: 22 DEC 1985
NETNORE: AMATEUR OBSERVATIC_
SUB-NETWORK: V2SUAL APPEARANCE
Dete(UT) AON# il IO! Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L 4m DA S;Lte Obse-_vez(a)
22,010 814334 5.5 S 100 10
22.02 814335 4.8 5 AAYSO 9
22.02 814338 3.5
22.035 814337 5.9 M 100
22.053 814338 5.8 B 100 16
22.065 814339 6.0 M 100
22.089 814340 6.0 B 100
22.09 814341 4.5 S ._ II
22.10 814342 5.2 M 101
22.563 814343 6.2 M 100 3.3
22.667 814344 5.9 M 100
22.684 814345 6.i B 100
22.688 814348 100 6
22.69 814347 8.5 S 100 3.6
22.694 814348 100 4.5
22.708 814349 6.6 S 100 3.6
22.708 814350 5.2: S 100 15
22.710 814351 5.6 B
22.71 814352 5.5 B 100
22.712 814353 5.1: B 100
22.714 814354 5.8 M AAVSO 5
22.715 814355 5.6
22.715 814356 4.8 S I00 15
22.7173 814357 6.2 B 100
22.718 814358 4.9 B 3.7
22.72 814359 5.5 S DCS 7
22.722 814360 5.3 S 100 8
22.7229 814361 5.2 S 100 26 20
22.725 814362 4.2 S 100 8
22.726 814363 6.3 M 100 4.4
22.729 814364 4.3 i00 8.8
22.729 814365 6.1 B
22.73 814366 5.0 S 100
22.73 814367 5.7 B 100 10
22.73 814368 4.3 S DCS 7 17
22.736 814369 5.5 M 100 7
22.74 814370 5.9 B DCS 68 10
22.74 814371 4.5 S DCS 7 14
22.74 814372 4.3 B i00 30
22.750 814373 4
22.750 814374 4 100 5
22.750 814375 5.8 B i00
22.750 814376 8.0 S CZ 3
22.753 814377 5.2 B 100 I0
22.757 814378 5.7 B I00
22.757 814379 5.0 S 100 4.0
22.760 814380 5.6 M CZ
22.784 814381 5.7 B 100
22.764 814382 15
22.764 814383 5.7 B 100 4
22.767 814384 6.3 B I00 3
22.770 814385 6.3 12
22.776 814386 5.6 B 100 4.3
22.785 814387 6.0 B 100
22.785 814388 5.4 B SAO, IHW 6.7
22.791 814389 5.6 B 100 6.5
22.792 814390 5.7 S 10.0
22.792 814391 5.7 B 100 14 8
22.795 814392 6.2 B 100
22.800 814393 5.7 B 100
22.813 814394 5.0 40
22.813 814395 5.0 40
22.833 814396 5.2 100 10 8
22.857 814397 5.1 B 4A 20
22.958 814398 I00 4.4
NOTE A Moonlight.
DATE: 22 DBC 1985
NOTE B (Observer gave limit as 9.5. Ed.)
NOTE C (Observer gave llJlt as i0.0. Ed.)
NOTE D C_a diameter appzoximate.
NOTE E Bright mo_mlight.
NOTE F Moon.
NOTE G C_a dlauBeter approximate. Tail a]Jlost invisible because of moon.
NOTE B Naked eye!
NOTE I Comparison stars 2 PSC, 1 Psc. (ObServer i_icated "A" method [ArgelaDder?]. Ed.)
NOTE 3 PA 70, 120. Moon.
NOTE K MOOn. (Observer i=_liceted "A" _thod [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE L Telescopic limit is 7.
NOTE M (Observer abdicated "A" method [Krgela_er?]. Ed.)
NOTE N C_e diameter exceeds value given.
NOTE O NO light pollution but unfortunately eves though the background sky was very dark, thin clouds along the horizon w_rseDed
the seeing tremeDdously.
NOTE P Tall leDgth 2 to 3 deg.
NOTE 0 (Observer iDdlcated "A" method [Argela_der?]. Ed.) Coma dla_eter approximate.
NOTE R A ve_ faint tall 8ee_ to become visible rarely (PA: 39; leDgth about 25'). This was not confir_ a_d should be
considered spurious and was not iDcluded oD diagram. No magnitude estimate was made because of lack of colparison stars.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
22.042 830548 0.050 B 7 40 3 Cifuente$,E A
22.714 830548 0.88 0.063 R 13.3 52 5.9 Kosa-Kiss,A B
22.718 830550 0.9 0.063 R 13.3 52 1 Csukas,M C
22.736 830551 0.25 0.356 SC 11 200 1 Verdenet,M D
22.750 830552 0.75 N 4 115 Del_s,K E
22.755 830553 0.06 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 5.5 2 Merliu,J.-C F
22.755 830554 0.49 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 13 3.5 4 SkJaeraasen,O G
22.763 830555 0.09 0.36 SC ii 326 6 5.5 1 Korth,S H
22.799 830556 0.25 N 6 75 1 Guth£er,O I
22.813 830557 0.71 0.200 SC i0 200 60 4.0 1 Lucius,D 3
NOteS
1 0.05 B I0 4 CM N 3 Bouse,R.B
5 0.050 B 10 Bortle,3.E A
6 0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,3.E A
0.050 B 7 Y 4 Torres,E B
1 0.47 58 0.05 B 7 3.7 Lslxet,R
1 0.050 B 7 Y 4 Torren,E C
2 0.05 B 7 3.7 1 Beeavides,A
5 0.203 N 6 49 GreeD,D.W.E D
6 0.080 B 20 4.0MC Y 9 Morzis,C.S
0.060 R 15 45 4.0M N 1 P_LTviDskis,R E
0.060 R 4.5 10 4.0M Y 1 Chodorowaki,F
0.063 R 13.3 21 4.0M N 1 Pilski,A
5 0.064 R 6.3 20 3.SMC N 1 MacieJewski,w
7 0.08 67 0.20 N 6 31 5.0M Y 1 Jsha,3
6 0.150 R 15 56 3.5MCT N I Bich4LTt,M
5 0.090 R 14 48 4.0 Y 2 BiEth,G F
6 0.080 B 15 5.SCM Y 1 Korth,S G
3 0.080 B 6.2 12 4.0M Y 1 Lledez,F
7 0.050 B 12 3.5M Y 1 Mosch,3
5 0.10 B 14 5.0N Y 1 Besublck,N
6 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-Kisa,A B
0.035 B 7 4.9CM N 1 Y_LrX,B I
6 1.3 0.152 N 5 44 5.2 Y 2 Moeller,M J
6 0.05 B i0 5.0MC N 2 FZaOClOSI,C
2 0.7 0.030 B 8 5.0M Y I Wi_kler,R
6 0.050 B I0 4.SMT N 1 yap der LeaD,T.A
5 0.056 B 8 4.3M N 1 Fi&cher,D
7 62 0.08 B I0 4.4M Y 1 ZDaslk,M F
8 0.050 B 7 4.2MC N" 5 Meozzi,D
4 0.063 R 6.7 26 5.5C N 1 RedoIph,M
5 0.08 B 15 3.5 Y 1 Dietrleh,M K
6 0.050 B 10 M Y 1 Li_ke,H
0.08 B 20 4.7 3 Sha_d_lin,J.D
6 0.050 B 7 C_( Y 2 3aDoibk,D.W L
6 0.046 R 4 8 5.5M Y 3 VSD de Weg,B.L.W
6 0.13 0.080 B 10 5.0M N 1 Mikuz,E
4 0.063 B 8 4 CM N 1 _nen,J.J
8 1.0 50 0.060 B 12 5.5M Y 3 van de Neg,R.L.W
4 1.00 84 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 Merlib,J.-C
3 0.130 N 8 40 4.0M Y 1 Li4K1e_,F
5 0.114 N 7.9 30 4 1 Kerber,F M
4 0.088 B 11.7 35 4 M Y 2 PexdKiowski,M
2 0.10 C i0 25 3.5M Y l Polak,3
7 0.050 B 7 M Y 1 Bo]_le,D N
4 0.084 B 8.3 25 4 M Y 2 Pexa_)vski,M
5 0.063 R 13.3 34 3.5C T 4 SkJaezaasen,O O
4 0.05 B 7 4.2/( 2 Prexq_:,P
4 0.05 B 7 4 M Y 2 Pazadowski,M
4 • 50 0.10 N 6 38 4.2M 2 Prave_:,P
6 0.083 R 13 34 4.5M N 1 Zlsche,E
8 0.113 N 8 22 5.0M Y 1 Schamb4M:k,C.M
4 0.050 R II 22 5.5M Y I Kliohe,J
3 1.0 293 0.05 B I0 5.2M Y 1 Bre_hneidez,H
3 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y 1 De_oDi_:k,M F
5 62 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y I Guthle_,O P
0.07 B 20 4.0M Y 2 FIIimOD,E
4 0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0M Y 1 Bsxt_Ik,M
5 0.2 60 0.200 R 15 120 4.5M Y 1 Kala_t_h,K.-D
8 0.060 R 8 15 5.0M Y I Schm_DeCk,C.M
6 0.050 B 10 4.5 N 1 Lebma_n,T
5 2.2 65 0.200 SC 10 200 4.5C N I Lu_IUS,D Q
5 2.2 65 0.080 B 15 4.5 N 1 LUClUS,D O
7 0,081 B 22 3.8M Y 1 Sternwarte Her M
8 0.06 R 15 5.5 Y 1 Ward,A
4 0.114 N 8 45 3.5 Y i Mac Kenzie,G R
DATE: 22 DEC 1985
DATE: 22 DEC 1985
Date(UT) 7_t_| Scale Ap Ins f/ Ptr£ ( s } Du.z_ L:LN Site Observez(s) Notes
22.813 830558 1.0 0.080 B 15 80 4.0 1 Lucit_s, D ,3'
22.823 830559 2 0.05 R 7 15, 30, 40 20 4.0 1 •opp,M K
22.958 830560 0.20 0,114 N 8 45, 90 59 3.5 1 Meo Xenzie,G
22. 565 830561 0,050 B 7 20 3 Cifuentes,B L
NOTE A Tail very faint because of nearby Boon. (Observer gave limit as 9.5. Translated by IEW staff. Ed. )
NOTE B Schematic drawlng. Moonlight interfered tr_th the obz__-_retion. (Duration not indicated. Time of ObServation is end time. Ed. )
NOTE C Halc diameter - 12'; DC - 8; Tail st PA 109, 23' length. A 30' tall had PA 135 6' to nucleus, PA 140 15' to nucleus, PA 152
34' to nuclei. |sic] (D_trstlon not i_dIcated. TII_D of observation end tlme. Ed.) Schematic drawing.
NOTE D Moonlight. (Duration not indlcated. Time cf observer/on is asslased to be start tile. Additional _Lrewlng subuitted made using
11x80 blnoculaxa (1.97'/I). Ed.}
NO_ E Wide tail probably not existing (but ia iz_Licated in the drawing. Ed. )° (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE F Tall at PA 64, largely tridening add tail denser along axis; Jet st PA 163; Jet at PA 235; Jet at PA 326, diffuse. Oval
shaped coma. "Bright" area toward south-asst.
NOTE G Field: 48'. L_icon Deep Sky filter used. The site dLucing this observation was in a little village tar away froz any tow_
whale the seeing usually is very good. Unfortunately, there was _iat [sic] in the air add thin clouds along the horizon
(also in the direction of Halley} when I observed fr_ there. In a_ition, the _onllght interfered severely so the seeing
was not as good as I had hope_ forehaM. Te_erat_e: -4 C. NO tall was dete_table, and the head of the comet looked totally
circular and the s11rface brightness decreased smooth a_d gradually outwards fro_ the innermost small central condensation.
It wan vex_ diftic_Llt to distinguish between the oute-_1ost parts of the ¢_a add the background (which was satisfactorilydark).
NOTE K Part of tail? 74 arc sac. long at PA 135; Jet ii arc sec. long at PA 195.
NOTE I Coedensatlon not very conspicuous. (Translated by IHW staff. D_xation mot ladicated. Time of observation is assu_e_ to be
start tlme. Ed. )
NOTE J Tail st PA 65.
NOTE K Stability of star image: good. Te_at_Lre: 6 deg. C. Coma less diffuse, brightness towards the center; tail: irregular
stzuct_Lre st the borders brighthess differences w_thin the tail. Veztex distance: V = 14.0' semi fetus rectu_: Pl - I0.5',
P2 - i0.0 ° . Tall PA 40. Moonlight interfered _rlth the obseEvatlon.
NOTE L Tall vislble - large and mall openings near ends of "v". Length estimated I deg. (Obsex_er gave l_it as i0.0. Translated
by IBW staff. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : PH(YI'OGRAPRT
Date(UT) AC_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_Llsion ISO HYJ9 Gd=g Id/T_ Site Obs_r(s) Notes
22.688 850532 0.500 6.2 0.080 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 ORNO N1• 27 400/27 N S 08/_ 1 Richert,M A
22.717 850533 0.300 5.6 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Agfachzome 1000/31 N 10/S 1 Korth,S B
22.817 850534 0.200 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 Agfacbxome i000/ N • 2/P 1 Lucius,D C
NC_E A Twilight, moonlight, add city lights interfered trlth the obser_atlon. OG 5 tilter used. (Observer's _age identifier is
pxeceded by prefix 86/. Ed. ) *
NOTE B UV-Hsze filter used. City lights intezfered trEth the Observation. (Observer i_dlcated both type O and type • guiding. Ed. )
NOTE C City lights interfere_ _rlth the observation.
DATE: 23 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| 181 M_4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA
23.035 814395 4.2 B i00 3
23.083 814400 5.0 B i00 16
23.083 814401 6.0 S 4A 6
23.365 814402 5.0 M I00 15
23.368 814403 5 M I00 15
23.42 814404 6.5 . B SAD i0
23.455 814405 5.0 M 1O0 7
23.456 814406 7.0 B 4
23.46 81440? 4.8 S I00 5
23.500 814408 6.0 S 100 2.5
23.53 814409 6.0 B M
23.63 814410 4.9 B E 12
23.67 814411 4.9 B E 12
23.67 814412 5.7 M M 23
23.677 814413 I00 3
23.67? 814414 6.2 S 100 2
23.68 814415 5.9 B 100
23.688 814416 6.0 B 100
23.698 814417 4.9 M 100 11 9
23.698 814418 100 5
23.698 814415 5.5 B 100 5
23.70 814420 4.9 B E 12
.23.705 814421 6.1 M CZ 5
23.?05 814422 4.9 B 5
23.71 814423 6.0 M AA 6
23.7104 814424 5.3 S 100 25
23.?12 814425 5.8 M CZ 7
23.715 814426 5.2 S 100 8
23.717 814427 5.5 B 100 4.6
23.722 814428 5.8 M CZ 5
23.729 014425 6.0 M I00 66
23.729 814430 5.1 B I00 10
23.74 814431 5.6 S 100
23.740 814432 5.2: S i00 12
23.740 814433 5.2 S 100 9
23.746 814434 5.7 M AAVSO 7
23.747 814435 > 5.0 S 100
23.747 814436 6.0 M i00 25
23.75 814437 5.4 S I00 12 10
23.750 814438 5.1 S i00 5
23.750 814439 100 4.7
23.75 814440 5.4 B DCS 7 9
23.750 814441 6.3 M i00 4.5
23.?5 814442 4.9 B E i0
23.753 814443 4.8 100 7.5 5
23.760 814444 6
23.76 814445 5.2 S DCS 68 4 7
23.760 814446 5.4 N CZ 5.5 5
23.762 814447 100 4 4
23.763 814448 4.4 S lO0
23.764 814449 6.2 B 5 8
23.764 814450 4.5 S 100 4.6 ? 0.05
23.767 814451 CZ 4.5 3 8 0.5
23.77 814452 4.3 B lO0 30 3 1.00
23.774 814453 5.8 M 100 6.0 4 0.i
23.78 814454 4.1 S DCS 7 15 4
23.78 814455 4.4 S DCS 7 12 7 1.5
23.781 814456 5.7 B 100 I0 7 5 0.3
23.785 814457 5.8 B 100 9.2 4
23.799 814458 6.0 S 100 4.2 3
23.799 814459 5.6 M 100 6
23.94 814460 4.3 S AA 20
23.969 814461 5.0 B 9 5.3
23.97 814462 4.4 S AA 18
Ap Ins f/ _ L Im DA site Observer(s)
DATE: 23 DEC 1985
0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y
1 0.53 59 0.05 B 7 4.0
5 0.080 B ii Y
6 0.035 B 7 4 Y
6 0.035 B ? 4 Y
6 0.15 N 8 23 5 Y
6 0.050 B 8 4.5M Y
5 0.07 60 0.i0 N i0 55 4.5M y
8 0.07 90 0.08 B 11 4.0 N
5 0.08 R 12.5 40 4.0M Y
0.05 B 7
5 0.05 B 7
5 0.05 B 7
6 0.04 B 12
4 0.080 R 6.2 31 2.5MCT N
3 0.084 R 12 20 4.?M N
? 0.050 B 12 3.5N Y
4 0.030 B 8 3.SMCT N
3 0.47 84 0.08 B 11 3.0M N
4 0.064 R 6.3 20 3.0MC N
3 0.090 N 7.2 26 4.5 Y
5 0.05 B 7
6 0.03 B 8 4.2M N
2 0.9 0.030 B 8 5.0N Y
6 0.206 R 5.7 24
8 0.42 60 0.08 B 10 4.8M Y
4 0.05 B 7 4 M N
6 0.04 B i0 4.2CM N
3 1.0 295 0.05 B 10 3.5M Y
6 0.055 R 12 4 M N
0 0.070 R 14 20 4.5 Y
7 0.050 B 7 M Y
0.08 B 20 4.0
6 0.8 60 0.080 B 15 5.2C Y
6 0.OSO B 16 4.0M N
6 0.4 87 0.063 R 13.3 52
4 0.08 B 11 3 Y
4 0.O67 E 12 60 4.5M Y
7 0.25 60 0.065 B 12 4.0 N
4 0.080 B 10 4.8
7 0.04 40 0.21 N 5 43 5.5(_ Y
8 0.08 55 0.115 N 8 45 4.5MC Y
4 0.063 R 6.7 26 5.5C N
5 0.05 B 7
7 0.25 60 0.081 B 22 4.2M Y
5 0.13 70 0.200 R 14 40 4.8
0.050 B i0 4.5MC Y
0.05 B 7 4.3M
0.25 N 6 40 3 Y
0.05 B 10 2.5 N
0.200 N 7.2 36 5.0 Y
65 0.05 B i0 4.2M Y
00 0.10 N 6 38 4.3M
51 0.040 B 9 6.0 Y
38 0.04 B 8 5.SCM Y
0.046 R 4 8 5.8M Y
50 0.060 B 12 5.8M ¥
35 0.200 R 15 120 4.5 Y
0.07 B 10 3.5 Y
5 0.04 75 0.076 R 12 37 5.5(24 ¥
5 0.05 38 .0.07 B 16 5.5CZ4 y
7 0.050 B 7
2 0.06 R 15 41 4.0 Y
6 0.035 B 7
NOTE A Brlgbt moon. (Observer gave limit as 9. Ed.}
NOTE B 12 (observer's sylbol believed to mean "approximately equal to', Ed.) I0.
NOTE C BElght BOOn. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE D cirrus.
NOTE E + ?xS0 B and 8 msg. nucleus. [sic]
NOTE F Moon.
NOTE G Cirrus.
NOTE E Ccma diameter exceeds value given.
NOTE I Tall still very diffuse.
NOTE 3 Naked eye!
NOTE X Noon and cloud.
NOTE L C_a diameter uacertaln.
NOTE M Noon up.
NOTE N NO definite asylmnetry. Moon.
NOTE O Antonlndl III. Moonlight!
NOTE P (ObServer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE O C01u8 slightly asymmetric. Tall very faint; PA approximate. Nucleus resolved st 170x.
NOTE R Seen through thick clouds.
NOTE S Oval.
NOTE T Comparison stars 4.0, 5.0, 4.8, 5.5. Moonlight.
NOTE U Aatonia_i III. Moon.
NOTE V Coma diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DuxM Lim Site Observer(s)
23.43 830562 1.37 0.15 N 6 23 14 3 2 Tanlkawa,M
23.712 830563 0.97 0.i06 R 5.7 24, 48, 60 i0 5.2 I Keszthelyi,S
23.729 030564 0.5 0.11 R ii 30 40 5.5 1 Adamoli,G
23.743 830565 0.750 N 7.7 115 1 Freydank,B
23.746 830566 0.88 0.063 R 13.5 52 5.9 Kosa-Kiss,A
23.750 830567 0.25 0.356 SC II 200 1 Verdenet,M
23.790 830568 0.07 0.36 SC 11 439 15 5 1 Korth,$
23.813 830569 0.21 0.203 SC 10 80,220 i0 4.0 2 Foulkes,M
























































3 van de Meg,R.L.W























































DATE: 23 DEC 1985
Din. add m2 (observer,s S_LbOI believed to Bean "appzoxi_ately equal to", Ed.) i0' and i0, zespoctlvely. DC - 6/10. ml -
6.5.
COla "b_p" at PA 30 a_d at PA 180. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
City lights and moonlight intezfered with .the observation. Tail at PA 65. Tall very faint.
Haze. 3 days before full moon. Brlghthess about 5.1 meg.; din. about 50". (T_anslated by IHN staff. DILration not indicated.
Time of observatloD is asstmed to be start tilde. Ed. }
Feature at PA 87 deg. Sch_atic dzawlng. Moonlight Interfered with the observation. (Duzatlon not i_dicated. Time of
observation is ass_ned to be start time. Ed. )
Intense moon. (Dttration not ledlcated. Time of oba_rvatlon is assumed to start time. Additional dzawlng s_buitted made using
llxS0 b£noculars. Ed. )
Tall at about PA i00 center of tail; Jet 8 arc sac. long at PA 20. Tall very faint and diffuse, darker between PA's 75 and
125, can be tzeced to • length of Id_out 0.5 deg. City lights Interfered with the observation.
C0na 6_x4 ' , DC = 8. Coma notlceabl T elliptical in PA 60-240. Central bzlghtenlng in coma appeared star-llke offset from
centre of coma. Faint tail glimpsed using AV (averted vision?, Ed.), 6' at PA 60.
Coma less _ffuse, brightness towazds the center; tail at the end: irzegular structure. Vertex disteDce: v - 13.0. Somi
latus rectus: P1 - 10.5', P2 - 10.5'. Tail PA 42 deg. Mooilight inteEfered with the observation. Stability of star image:
faiz. Tempe_atuze: 5 deg. c.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPEY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
23.716 850535 0.750 6.3 2.7 x 1.8 15.00 ORNO
23.733 850536 0.840 13.3 0.080 2.5 x 1.6 30.00 ORWO NP 27
23.739 850537 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 2.00 Fotopan HL
23.741 850538 1.000 5.6 2.1 x 1.4 20.00 Fouapan
NOTE A Large forsat (11.8x8.6 ore) film used.
NOTE B Large format (6x6 _) film used.
ISO H_p Gd_g Id/Ty_ Site Obserw_r($} Notes
400/27 N C 5/N 1 Znaalk,M A
400/27 N 0 G0_ 1 $¢h_elderelt, J
400/27 N 0 7/P 1 $1usarczyk,J
400/27 N O 6/N 1 Zi_mikoval, P B



























































A_Ii ml R_l Chart Coma size DC Tall PA &p
814463 5.9 M 100 1 0. 050
814464 6.5 B 100 10 5 0.203
814465 5.8 B 100 12 1 0.60 57 0.05
814466 5.9 B 100 2 0.25 63 0.05
814467 5.2 M 100 5 6 0.030
814468 5.3 M 100 0 . 05
814465 100 3.5 5 0.5 0.31
814470 4.9 M 100 10 6 0. 035
814471 4 . 9 M 100 10 6 0. 035
814472 5.5 B 100 25 0.05
814473 4 6 0.07 60 0.10
814474 5.3 M 100 6.4 6 0.12
814475 5.4 M 100 6.5 0 0.42 65 0,08
814476 5.0 S 200 12 3 0.05
814477 5.3 M 100 10 5 0.83 95 0.05
814478 100 3.7 3 0.152
814479 4.8 S 4A 8 6 0.08
814480 5.0 B 100 0.07
814481 5.8 S AAVSO 5 4 0.07
814482 5.7 M M 20 6 0.04
814483 4.8 B E 12 5 0.05
814484 6.0 3 5 0.045
814485 4.8 B E 12 5 0.05
814486 5.5 B 100 4.2 4 1.0 305 0.05
814487 5 • 3 S 100 6 0 . 05
814488 4.7 B 5.2 3 1.0 0.030
814489 5 . 6 B 100 5 4 0 . 090
814490 4.8 B E 12 5 0.05
814491 5.7 M M 20 6 0.04
814492 100 3.5 4 0. 064
814493 4 B 101,100 6 0.050
814494 5.1 B SAO, IHW 6.7 5 0.080
814495 5.8 B 100 7 0. 050
814496 6.0 B 7 0. 050
814497 5 . 8 B 100 4 0.08
814498 5.1 B SAO, IEW 0.125
814499 5.6 B i00 4 0.05
814500 5.7 M M 20 6 0.04
014501 4.8 B E I0 5 0.05
814502 I0 2 0. 050
814503 5.6 B 12.0 5 0.063
014504 6.2 M 100 4.5 4 0.063
014505 4.8 B E 0 5 0.05
814506 5.1 B 100 0.050
814507 5.5 B 100 10 7 6 0.3 60 0.200
814508 4.0 100 7 4 0.00
814509 6.0: B 100 15 0.08
814510 4.5 B Ak 10 4 0.080
814511 5.7 B 100 3 0.05
814512 5.4 S 100,101 8.5 5 0.035
814513 100 4 0 .1 72 0 .113
(Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed. )
StrOOg moonllght.
Me_er: cola diameter is P1 + P2. Blue.
8.i.



































































Bright gibbou.,s mDon, "chin clouds. (Ohserve_ gave limit as approxJJately 8.0. Ed.)
Bright glbk_asnoon, thln clouds.

























DATE: 24 DEC 1985





4 K Y 2




4 M Y 2
4.0 Y 1











Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DurM Lin site Obselwer(s) Notes
0.203 Sc 10 81 1 Lohvioenko,T.W A
0.050 B 7 20 3 Cifuentes,E B
0.203 R 13 85,150 I0 4.0 1 FOX,J.B C
0.25 N 6 75 I Guthler,O D
0.203 SC I0 226 2 Freydank,H E





















































NOTE A comet Halley has a nuclear magnitude of 7.2 (check stars: SAO 76017, ER 72). (Duration not Indicated. Time of observation is
asst_ed to be start tlme. Ed. )
NOTE B Tail visible. Length estimate: I deg. openings toward _InnIDg add end. Tails Of gas (ion) add dust. (Observer gave lIJmit
as 9.0. Translated by IBN staff. Ed.)
NOTE C Co_a elosga_ed NS add slightly notched E. Notch Bay Just be o_tllne_ by two bright lobes NE add SE of nucleus.
NOTE D The condensation has revived, with a kerse1-11ke center of 20-30". (Translated by IHW staff. Duration Dot iudlcsted. Ti_e of
obser_atlon is assu_ed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE E 2 days before full soon. BrlghtDess 5.1"_ag.; dla. about 50". (Translated by IHW staff. Duration not i_dicated. Time of
ohser_atlon is ass_ed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE F (Duration sot indicated. Time of ohservatlon is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form.
Ed.)
DATE= 25 DEC 1985
)r_l_4ORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(OT) A0_! ,,1 _4 Chart
25.000 014514 5.8 M 100
25.003 814515 •.8 M 100
25.01• 814516 5,6 B 100
25.024 834517 5.9 B 100
25.133 814518 5.6 M 4A
25.1340 01•519 5.3 S DCS
25.167 814520 6.1 S 100
25.371 814521 5.0 S 100
25.39 814522 4.7 S 4A
25.394 814523 5.2 M 100
25.42 814524 5.6 B
25.55 814525 5.8 B M
25.61 814526 5.7 M M
25.64 814527 5 B M
25.66 814528 5.7 M M
25.66 814529 4.9 B E
25.70 814530 5.7 M M
25.70 814531 4.8 B E
25.7083 814532 5.3 S 100
25.715 814533 6.0 M 100
25.729 014534 5.4 B 100
25.730 814535 5.7 B 100
25,73 814536 5.3 B M
25.733 814537 6.0 M 100
25.736 814538 5.5 B 100
25.74 814539 5.7 M N
25.743 814540 5.4 B 100
25.750 814541 4.7 S 100
25.750 814542 5.8:
25.757 814543 5.4 B 100
25.76 814544 4.8 B E
25.799 814545 5.2 M 100
25.81 814546 4.6 S 100
25.813 814547 5.6 M 100
25.832 814548 4.5 B 100
25.85 814549 5.5 S DCS 6B
DATE: 25 DEC 1985
Coma size DC Tail PA
1.5 0.050 B 7 y
22 7 0.58 290 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y
12 2 0.67 52 0.05 B 7 5.0
15 10 5 0.203 R 13 85 4.0 N
7.1 6 0.06 B 20 4.0MC N
9 8 0.17 71 0.080 B 20 4.5
35 6 0.203 SC 10 125 3.5CM Y
10 5 0.42 90 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y
12 7 0.10 0.08 B 11 4.5 N
6 6 0.030 B 8 4.5M Y
10 6 0.05 B 10 3.5 N
0.05 B ?
20 6 0.04 B 12
8 0.03 B 8
20 6 0.04 B 12
10 5 0.05 B 7
20 6 0.04 B 12
10 5 0.05 B 7
20 ? 0.50 61 0.08 B 10 4.4M Y
60 0 0. 070 R 14 20 4.0MT Y
2.8 4 0.068 R 11.7 35 • M Y
7 0.050 B 7 3.0C N
3 0.05 R 20






















6.3 i0 4 M Y
12
10 4 M Y
7 4.5 N
15 3 Y
? • M Y
7
12 y
5 32 4.3 N
16 4.5C N
8.7 100 y



































1 RO<Ir Iguez C.,J.A














25.88 814550 5.4 0.034 B
25.965 814551 5.1 S 100,101 14 • 0.035 B
25.979 814552 5.4 S 100 4.6 7 0.203 N
25.905 814553 4.3 S 100 9 3 0.05 B
25.890 814554 4.8 M 100 10.0 7 0.4 55 0.05 B
NOTE A (Observer gave limit as 8.5. Ed.)
NOTE B (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE C Strong moonllght. SAC 146160 coaparison star.
NOTE D Clear skies, moonlight, street lights.
NOTE E 95t mo_n 88 degrees away.
NOTE F Good see.
NOq_ G Bright Boon. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
NOTE S Mc<)n.
NOTE I Stxong moon.
NOTE J (Observer indicated "A" method [Axgelander?]. Ed.) C¢_sparisOn star is 60 Aqr.
NOTE K Clouds.
NOTE L MooDlight.
NOTE M Hazy sky.
NOTE N Jets?
SEB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) A(Xq| Scale Ap Ins £/ Pwr{s) DurM Lim Site Obsel-ver(s)
25.024 830577 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150 i0 4.0 1 FOX,J.H
25.995 030578 0.15 N 8 64, 98,160 56 Robotham,R
9
7 4.5N N
6 i01 4.5M Y









NOTE A Two brighter "w_sps" extending E away from nucleus, but not contacting it. Three faint stars in E coma.
DATE: 26 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) ACM# ILl MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA
26.00 814555 4.7 S AAVSO 8
26.01 814556 4.1 S P,% 18
26.010 814557 5.6 B I00 10
26.03 814558 4.1 S AA 18
26.069 814559 5.5 M 4A 4.7
26.104 814560 5.6 B i00
26.11 814561 4.1 S 100 20
26.11 814562 4.2 S 100 20
26.125 814563 6.2 S 4A 5
26.2500 814564 4.7 M 4A 8
26.257 814565 4.9 S 100 12
26.385 814566 5.2 M 100 8 6 0.030 B
26.39 814567 4.7 S 4A 12 5 0.25 0.08 B
26.410 814568 5 M 100 10 6 0.035 B
26.413 814569 5.0 M 100 10 6 0.035 B
26.49 814570 4.8 S 100 5 0.07 B
26.65 814571 6.0 3 5 0.045 B
26.700 814572 5.7 S SAC, 0.31 N
26.712 814573 100 5 4 0.064 R
26.722 814574 4.9 S 100 6.7 6 0.050 B
26.723 814575 5.3 M I00 8 0.030 B
26.73 814576 5.6 B DCS 7 6 1.0 75 0.080 B
26.733 814577 100 19 0.030 B
26.74 814578 5.5 B AA 13 6 0.050 h
26.760 814579 I00 7 0.05 B
26.760 814580 4.4 S 100 11 6 0.080 B
26.792 814581 100 4 0.07 B
26.865 814582 6.3 M CZ" 16 0.05 B
26.93 814583 4.0 M AA 13 7 0.080 B
26.93 814584 4.1 S AA 15 7 0.050 B
26.93 814585 4.1 S AA 13 7 0.080 B
1 310 0.05 B
1.25 0.050 B
26.967 814586 6.5 B 9
26.859 814587 5.7 M I00
NOTE A Moonlight.
NOTE B Coma diametez approximate.
NOTE C Cleaz skies, RooDllght, street lights.
NOTE D Full Boom, high clotK1s.
E Moonl
NOTE F FaD-shaped tail despite moon.
NOTE G Uazy - fog, and near full moon.
NOTE H Moon height.
NOTE I Bright ssooD. (Translated by IZW staff. Ed.)
NOTE J Full mooD.
NOTE K veiled sky.
NOTE L Moon.
NOTE M The valley - Cazacas.
NOTE N Dust tall 35 arc miD. (Obsez_rer gave limit as 7.5. Ed.)
SOlD-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(ST} A(_# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_z(s)
26.002 830579 0.050 B 7
26.032 830580 0.254 N 6 48




1 0.40 57 0.05 B
7 0. 050 B
6 0.06 B
4 0.0.50 B
5 0.75 65 0.080 h
6 1 65 0.140 SN 3.6
3 0.080 B
6 0.05 B
5 0.58 70 0.07 B
DATE: 26 DEC 1985
f/ P_rr LiB DA Site Ob_l_rez(a) Notes
i0 Bortle,J.E A
7 GEeeD,D.N.E B
7 3.8 Y 1 Lalxet,R
7 GZeeD,D.W.E B
20 4.4M_ N 1 _e la Rosa 3z,A C
10 4.5)( Y I Stuapleto=,J D
11 4.3 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E E
28 4.3 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E F
II 8 Y 4 Pl_al,J G
7 5.0 T 1 COOk,A.J S
I0 5.0 Y 1 Kobsyaahi,J
8 4.0M Y 2 KatO,T
ii 4.0 N 3 M_OIOSe,M I
7 3 Y 1 Ratanabe,H
7 5 Y 1 NstaDabe,A
i0 3.514 Y I YaaR;ki,M
7 3.5M Y 1 Spell,3 J
5 31 Gia_aolo,G
6.3 20 3.5M_ N 1 MacleJewski,w
7 4.0CM N l Plcclnlmi,M
8 4.5}4 Y 1 Villa,M
ii M N 3 Both,S.J.J
8 4.5M Y 1 Villa,M
7 4.514 N Sc_,P
i0 4.5MZ Y I M_laDdri,F K
20 4.0MC N 5 Meozzi,D
I0 3.0 N 1 De_onlnok,M L




I0 .2.5 Y 3 Ro4Lrlguez,Y M
7 Y 4 Torzes,E N
E_LYM Lim Site Ob_ez(s) Notes
25 3 Cifuentea,E A
22 3.0 6 Troiani,D.M B
Phillips,J C
NOTE A Gas tail visible, length estimate i degzee 30 arc mln., lomg add very straight. So-called dust tall very diffuse, toward Se
[sic]. Bright central comdensatiom, bzight o_, _e_ visible. Brightez than the pzecedimg day. (Observez gave limit as 8.5.
Tzaozlated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B Seeing (I-3]: 2. Sky dazkDess (1-5): I. DC - 5.
NOTE C City lights. Still a fuzzy oval elongate<] east-west irlth central condensation. NO definite tall visible. Only magnitude 3.0
visible wlth naked eye due to light pollution. (D%tratiom mot Indicated. Tile of observation ia asstaned to be start time.
Ed.)
DATE: 27 DEC 1985
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(_)
27.056 814588 100 12
27.068 814589 100
27.0938 814590 4.8 S DCS 8
27.0979 814591 4.9 S DC_ 10
27,10 814592 5,2 M 100
27.11 814593 5.2 H 100
27.18 814594 4.8 M 100
27_385 814595 5.0 M 100 9
27.39 814596 4.7 S 4A 8
27.40 814587 5.7 B 100 4.5
27.403 814598 5.0 B 100
27.420 814599 5.0 M 100 6.2
27.424 814600 5.2 M 100 8
27.427 814601 5.2 M 100 10
27.472 814602 5.6 $ 100 5.3
27.476 814603 6.1 B 100
27.50 014604 4.5 V M
27.58 814605 5.8 B M
27.663 814606 5.7 B 100
27.667 814607 6.2 M 4A IS
27.684 814608 5.1 B 100 5.4
27.688 814609 1.8
27.690 814610 5.9: S 100 12
27.698 814611 5.8 B CZ 8
27.71 814612 5.0 B DCS 6B 13
27.719 814613 5 M CZ
27.721 814614 4.6 S 100 8.2
27.722 814615 5.7 B 100 2
27.722 8146%6 6.3 B 100 2
27,722 814617 5.7 M 100 8
27.725 814618 5.8
27.726 814618 5.0 $ 100 3.3
27.73 814620 4.5 $ DeS 7
27.73 814621 4.5 S DC$ 7 12
27.73 814622 5.7 B 100 8
27.733 814623 6.0 N I00 5.6
27.736 814624 6.2 B 100
27.74 814625 4.7 S I00
27.74 814626 5.4 B I00
27.74 814627 5.0 S 100 5
27.740 814628 5.5 B CZ 20
27.740 814629 I00 7
27.744 814630 4.3 S I00 7.5
27.750 814631 4.5 S I00 9
27.?50 814632 4.7 5 i00 1.8
27.75 814633 4.7 S DCS 7
27.750 814624 5.3 S i00 6
27.75 814635 5.5 S DCS 6B
27.751 814636 4,8 S i00 4.2
27.757 814637 5.3 $ i00 8 6
27.760 814638 4.5 B I00 20
27.764 814639 5.1 S 100 4
27.767 814640 5.7 K 100
27.77 814641 4,0 S DCS 7 14
27.77 814642 4.0 S DCS 7 12
27.771 814643 6.0 K 100 25
27.777 814644 5.8 B 100 2.7
27.795 014645 4.6 S I00 6.8
27.799 814646 5.8 N CZ 25
27.802 814647 5.8
27.813 814648 5.9 B 55 15
27.850 814649 5.2 B 4A 15
27.890 814650 5.3 B 4A 15
27.94 814651 4.0 $ AA 15
27.95 814652 4.0 $ AA 15
27.96 814653 3.9 M AA 15
27.96 014654 4.2 S AA 15
27.969 814655 4.8 M i00 8
27.978 814656 _.3 S i00 9.5
27.98 814657 4.4 M AA 9
27.98 814858 4.5 S AA 9
27.99 814659 4.7 $ AAVSO 7
27.99 814660 4.8 S AA 7
NOTE A 99t moon 112 degrees away.
1 0.33 57 0.05 B 7 3.7 Lalret,R
3 0.25 64 0.05 B 7 4.5 1 Benevldes,A
5 0.15 68 0.080 B 20 4.5 3 Machholz,D
6 0.22 68 0.152 N 8.0 76 4.5 3 Maohbolz,D
7 0.5 0.080 B 20 3.5M Y 14 Morrls,C.S
6 0.050 R 8 3.5M Y 14 Morrl$,C.S
0.05 B i0 5.0H y 2 Hale,A
7 0.030 B 0 4.0M Y 2 Kato,T
6 0.13 0.08 B Ii 4.5 N 3 MOmOSe,M
8 0.3 80 0.05 B 7 4.0M N 1 Kanai,K
0.035 B ? 1 Okeda,M
6 0.12 N 6 36 3.0C N 1 Kishi,A
5 0.035 B 7 3 Y 1 Watenabe,H
5 0.035 B 7 3 Y 1 Watanabe,A
2 0.05 B lO Y 1 Tregeskls,T.B
0.07 B I0 2.5M Y 1 Date,M
EY Poroshln,A
0.05 B 7 Pouomaryov,E
0.05 B 7 4.5CH y 1 Kukkoeen,I.T
5 0.150 N 5.3 45 5.2 Y 1 Wikholm,L
5 0.080 R 15 39 3.5MC Y 1 $zulc,M
5 0.1 60 0.076 R 16 139 4.5CJ4 y 1 KukkoDen,I.T
6 0.33 70 0.485 N 4.3 115 4.0 N 1 Moeller,N
8 0.i0 O 25 5.5MC y 1 Micek,I
4 0.063 D 8 4 C34T N 1 Geenen,J.J
0.i0 B 25 3.5MC Y 1 Valaeek,v
6 0.05 B 10 2.5M N 1 Nuzst,G.N
6 0.050 B 16 4.4 Y 1 Castlno,R
7 0.I13 N 8 22 5.0M y 1 Schalbeok,C.M
3 0.09 M 11 56 3.5M Y 2 weetlu_,M
6 0.08 B 15 2.5M N 1 Ruzst,G.M
5 0.063 R 13.3 53 2.5C N 1 Sk_aeraasen,O
6 0.018 B 3 4 MTC Y 5 Bus,E.P
6 0.040 B 7 4 MTC Y "5 Bus,E.P
6 0.080 R 5 22 CH Y 2 JannIDk,O.W
5 0.1 20 0.07 B 16 5.OCM y 1 TayloE,M.D
7 0.06 R 8 15 5*0N Y 1 Sohembeck,C.M
0.08 B 20 4.0 3 $hankliB,J.D
0.05 B I0 5 M N 8 Bouma,R.3
7 1.0 70 0.05 B I0 5 M N 8 Bouma,R.J
5 0.04 B 7 5.8 Y 1 Breoclk,K
7 0.06 85 0.21 N 5 3? 5.0CM Y 1 TayIOr,M.D
5 0.08 B II 3.5 y 1 Getnsford,M.J
6 0.080 B 20 3.8MC N 5 Meozzi,D
9 0.12 65 0.05 B I0 4.3M Y 3 bJ_hott,J
0.050 B i0 M N 1 Aerts,L
5 0.i 20 0.04 B 8 5.0CH y 1 TayloE,M.D
8 0.050 B i0 4 MC N i van LOo,F.R
7 0.25 N 6 60 3.5 Y 1 Gelnsford,M.J
7 0.17 60 0.065 B 12 4.5 N 3 Foulkes,M
5 0.42 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y Medwey,K
4 0.53 60 0.050 B i0 5.0 3 Rogers,3.H
0.060 R 4.5 10 4.0H Y l Chodorowski,F
5 0.046 R 4 8 5.5M Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.w
7 2.5 51 0.060 B 12 5.5M Y 1 van de We_,R.L.N
4 0.067 R 12 60 4.5M Y 1 Koeinski,J
6 0.330 N 4.5 59 4.2 Y 1 Castlno,R
6 0.05 B 10 3.5M Y 1 HuEet,G.M
3 0.05 B 7 4.5M Y 1 HaJek,P
6 0.4 67 0.08 B 15 3.5M Y 1 NuIst,G.M
5 0.102' R 14.7 60 Y I Medway,K
7 0.06 R 15 4.5 Y 1 Ward,A
6 0.05 B i0 4.5 y 1 Ward,A
7 1 0.080 E 20 Green,D.W.E
7 1 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
7 1 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
7 1 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
5 0.2 50 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 3 DeYoung,J.A
4 0.035 B 7 4.7M N 3 Morrison,W
8 0.203 N 6 38
8 0.203 N 6 38
6 0.050 B i0
8 0.229 R 12 86
NOTE 8 Observation affected by full moon and scattered thin cirrus.
NOTE C Bright moon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE D Full moon. (Translated by ItlW staff. Ed.)
NOTE E (Observer gave limit as approximately 8.0. Ed.)






DATE: 27 DEC 1985
Notes
NOTE H Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights vis[Dle) observing conditlons.
NOTE I Full moon add cirrus.
NOTE J Severe light pollution made the background sky awfully bright, and in addition, thin clouds made it dlfflcult/impossible to
see the outer parts of the coma.
NOTE K Telescopic limit is 7.5.
NOTE L Moonlight. Antoniadi II.
NOTE M Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE N Seeing Antooladi II. Moonlight.
NOTE O Moon and cloud.
NOTE P Comparlsom stars 5.3, 4.7, 5.0, 4.0. Moonlight.
NOTE Q Moonlight.
NOTE R Noon up.
NOTE S Full moon, drifting thin clouds interfered. (Observer gave limit as ii.0. Ed.)
NOTE T Coma roughly circular; tail very faint, straight; le,gth approximate. MOOD.
NOTE U Clouds.
NOTE V Many details, (rays/envelope) in inner coma in 0.I00 Newtonian at magniflcatioD o£ 129. Within 0.5 hour clear changes in
position o£ the rays.
NOTE w Tall length uncertain. Field very low.
NOTE X Full moon. (Observer gave limit as ii.5. Ed.)
NOTE Y Misty Dear horizon.
DATE: 27 DEC 1985
NOTE Z Cola dlametez s_d tall length approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim
27.002 830582 0.050 B 25 7.5
27.715 830583 0.6 0.11 R 11 30, 70 20 5.5
27.719 330584 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 10 3.5
27.739 850585 0.48 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53,120 I0 2.5
27.74B 830586 0.21 0.203 SC I0 80,220 14 4.5
27.7B5 830587 0.4 0.254 N 6.4 41 I0 4.3
27.825 830588 2 0.05 R 7 25, 30, 40 25 4.0


















NOTE H Gas tall at PA 0, dust tall at PA 320.
SUB-NETWORE: PHOTOGRAPRY
Date(UT) AO_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Ryp Gdng Id/Typ Site Obse_er(s)
27.681 850539 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x m.4 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 9/P 1 Conrsd,R
27.863 850540 0.500 $ 4.m x 2.7 2.00 FuJichzome 400/27 N O 3/S 2 Townsesd,R
NOTE A City llght5 Interfered with the observation; Vienna, from rooml
Two tails visible, a gap in "v" (shape). Gas (tail) much longer. Lengths: gas, 1 de9. ms'; dust, 35'. Dust tall has attained
appEox4_stely half the length of the gas tail. L_Bgths: gas, i deg. m5'; dust, 35'. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Tall st PA 45.
•Full BOOS.
L_Icom Deep Sky filter used. Moist, nO wind, -12 C, t_bulesce, severe light pollution. Very this fog-llke clouds caused
much Of the bad seelsg. Halley looked totally o_rcular, so tall was observed, and the changes of brlghtsess outwards from
the almost star-llke oest_al condessatlon were vet _ooth/grsdual.
COla 5'x4', DC - 8. Coma centre star-llke. At a first glance the coma appeared circular. However as e111ptlcal extension was
seen uslsg averted vision. Tall faint. Seemed to have a brighter spike among its centre llne. Very faint structure (Jet???)
[sic] gllJpsed at PA 120 deg.
Moosllgbt interfered with the observation. Central condeDsatlos sear stellar. Forward projection at PA 265 deg.,
approxilately 1.2 arc mls. Tall spass PA 5J deg. through G6 deg., approxLuately 5.2x10.4 irc mls. S_i Istus rectum
approximately 2.4 arc mln. (both). Vertex distance 2.8 arc mln. Near stellar central condensatlos domlsstlsg the cuma.
Southern edge of tall better defined than the isdlstiact northern edge. A for_tard projection in PA 256 deg. appeared from
the C_a.
Stability of star image: good; temperature: -2 de9. C. Tail: more regumar structure; bright, though Boonllght. Vertex




DATE: 28 DEC 1985
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUE-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart
20.024 814661 6.0 B 100
20.05 814662 5.5 B 200
28.056 814663 5.6 B 200
28.09 814664 4.9 M 100
28.09 814665 5.0 B 100
28.095 824666 5.6 B 100
20.38 814667 4.6 S 4A
20.389 814668 5.0 M 100
28.39 814669 5.1 S AAVSO
28.39 814670 5.2 M 100
28.39 814671 5.0 B
20.39 814672 4.5
28.396 014673 5.6 B 100
28,403 814674 5.0 S 100
28.403 814675 5.5 B 100
28.423 814676 5.2 B 100
28.441 814677 100
28.458 814678 5.6 S 100
28.47 814679 4.8 S 100
28.489 814680 5.0 S 100
28.50 814681 5 : 100
20.57 814682 5.4 B M
28.677 014683 6.5 B 100
28.694 014684 5.6 B 100
28.896 814685 4.6 s 100
28.721 014686 5.2 M AAVSO
28.733 824687 5.4 M 100
28.735 014680 5.0 B 55
28.74 814689 5.4 s 100
28.74 814890 5.4 S 100
28.74 814691 5.0 s i00
28.777 814692 4.5 B i00
28.788 814693 4.8 S i00
20.792 014694 5.5 B 4A
28.796 814695 4.7 S 100
28.801 814696 4.5 S 100
28.803 814697 5.2 B 4A
28.826 814698 5.6 M 100
20.93 814699 4.4 S AA
28.94 814700 4.5: M AA
28.94 814701 4.7 S AA
28.95 814702 4.2 S AA
28.96 814703 4.2 M AA
28.96 814704 4.5 S AA
28.965 014705 5.0 S 100
28.968 814706 5.6 M 100
28.972 814707 5.6 S I00
28.98 814708 4.7 S AAVSO
NOTE A Strong moonlight.
NOTE B Clouds and moon.
Coma size DC Tall PA Ap
10 5 0.06
l0 6 0.080
8 2 0.67 54 0.05


















5 4 2 60 0.05
0,04
4 6 0.063










3.3 6 75 0.25
15 7 0.05




14 7 I 0.050
12 7 1 0.080
12 7 1 0.080
12 4 0.25 70 0.035
1.43 0.050
4.4 7 0.l 70 0.203
7 6 60 0.050
SAO 146004 comparison star.
NOTE C City lights and moon.
NOTE D Bright moon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE E Diffuse cloud.
Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
R 8.3 30 3.8 N 2 FOX,J.H
B 20 4.0 y Kronk,G
B 7 4.0 Lalret,R
B 20 4.0M y 14 Morrls,C.S
B 20 4.0M y 14 Morrls,C.S
B I0 4.0 N 2 Saxon,Y.p
B II 4.5 N 3 M_se,M
B 8 3.5M y 2 Kato,T
N 6.3 24 4.0M y 1 Hayashi,A
B 11 4.5MC y 1 Mitsuma,S
B i0 4.0 N 1 Uda,K
B II 5.0 y 2 Washi,s
N 4 16 5.SMT Y 2 Turner,N
B I0 2.5 Y 1 Kobayashi,3
B l0 4.0CM y 2 Date,M
B 7 2.9 Y 3 Bembrick,c
N 6 32 3.0M y 2 Moriya,M
B i0 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
B I0 4.0M y I Yssuki,M
B 12 4.0 y i Batze,H
0 II 2 MC N 3 Natanabe,N
B 7 Guryanov,S
B 8 3.0C N 1 Czernlewski,w
R 13.3 22 5.5M Y 1 Pilski,A
B 7 4.4 y 2 Moeller,M
R 13.3 52 Koaa-Kiss,A
B 8 4.5M N 2 Taylor,M.D
R 14.7 60 Y 1 Medvay,K
B 20 5.3 3 ShaDklln,J.D
B 7 5.3 3 ShaDklID,J.D
EY 5.3 3 Shanklln,J.D
B ii Y Medway,K
B 7 4.0 N I Lunde,R
B 7 5.5 Y i WaD der Mey,L
B 11 4.8 Y 1 Gainsford,M.J
N 6 60 4.8 y 1 Galnsford,M.J
B I0 5 Y 1 Ward,A
B 16 5.0CH y 1 TayIor,M.D
B 7 Green,D.W.E
R 12 86 Green,D.W.E




B 7 5.3M Y 3 Norrlson,W
B 7 Y 4 Torres,E
N 6 101 5.0 Y 1 Budak,D.M
B 10 Bortle,3.E
DATE: 28 DEC 1985
NOTE F Coma diameter 10 arc min. <. [sic] (Observer indicated "y" method. Ed.)
NOTE G Seeing 3/5.
NOTE H CloUdy and twilight. (Observer gave limit as approximately 7.5. Ed.)
NOTE I moon.
NOTE J (Observer indicated "F" method. Ed.)
NOTE K Naked eyel
NOTE L Moon. Autonladl III.
NOTE M Gibbous moon and comet in clear sky. (Observer gave limit as ii.5. Ed.)
NOTE N Gibbous moon rising in NE sky. (Observer gave limlt as 10.5. Ed.)
NOTE O Moon strong.
NOTE P Moon add cloud. Tail - ?, PA approximate.
NOTE Q Moon add cloud. Tail - ?, PA uncertain.
NOTE R moonlight in E. Antoniadi If. Tall suspected to 0.3 deN.
NOTE S Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE T Coma diameter and tail length approximate.
NOTE U (Observer gave limit as 7.5. Ed.)
NOTE V Tall length and PA approximate.
NOTE g PA approximate. Moonlight.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Llm Site Observer(s)
28.017 830590 0.203 SC 10 81 I Lohvinenko,T.W
28.024 830591 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,225 i0 3.8 I FOX,J.H
28.026 830592 0.203 SC i0 169 1 Lohvinenko,T.W
28.965 830593 0.050 • 7 20 7.5 3 Cifuentes,E














NOTE A Today the nuclear magnitude is observed to be 7.6 (check star: SAO 76017) and an integrated magnitode Of 5.6 (check star: 14
Plsclum}. The diameter of the nucleus is measured to be 20.3" and the diameter Of the coma is measured to be 243.61".
(DuJration not indicated. Time Of observation is 8ssl_ned to be start time. Ed.]
NOTE B NE tall spike seefi best at 225x but glimpsed at 85x. The two S bright streaks seen only at 225x.
NOTE C A closer look at the comet shows It as a whltlsh-gray and a bluish white 'ion tail' at PA 51.5. The tall is straight llke
an arrow. (Duration not Indlcate_. Time Of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.}
NOTE D Only one tall visible, long and straight. Estimated i deN. 26 arc min. long. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE E I can see a faint streak east Of the comet. The tall is visible? The nucleus is _till compact and star-llke. (Duration not
indicated. Time of observation is start time. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Cdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
28.954 850541 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 2.25 Kodak 2415 Y S 7/P 1 Dilsizian,R A
NOTE A Exposures limited below 5 minutes to a11ow for stellar guiding with a minimum of "proper motion" distortion in resolution.
DATE: 29 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AC_8 ILl P_M Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Slte Observer (s )
29.000 814709 5.8 B 100
28.007 814710 4.7 M 100 22
29.007 814711 6,0 B 100 15
28.01 814712 5.4 B i00 13
29.011 814713 3.5: B I00
25.012 814714 4.0 B 100 3.5
29.021 814715 5.6 B I00 8
29.03 814716 6.0 B 100 7.8
2%.042 814717 5.3: SAO 86
29.084 814718 5.8 S I00 8
29.38 814719 4.5 S 4A
29.40 814720 5.4 M I00 5.9
29.413 814721 5.2 B 100
25.413 814722 15
29.42 814723 4.5 S 100 10
29.43 814724 5.3 s AAVSO 4
25.44 814725 4.3 $ 100
29.44 814726
29.445 814727 5.2 s i00
28.448 814728 5.0 M i00 6
29.450 814729 5
25.47 814730 4.7 S I00 5
28.50 814731 5.8 g M
29.56 814732 5.7 B M
29.67 814733 4.8 B E 12
25.70 814734 5.3 B M 13
29.72 814735 5.0 M I00 15
29.72 814736 5.7 S DCS 7
29.720 814737 5.1 M 100 18
29.725 814738 4.6 S 100 6.7
25.71 814729 5.5 S 100
25.73 814740 4.3 S DCS 7 15
29.73 814741 4.9 B DCS 7
29.73 814742 5.2 B M
28.732 814743 6.7
29.738 814744 5.0 B 4A 20
25.740 814745 4.6 S I00 7.5
29.740 814746 4.7 M 100
29.742 814747 5.1 B 4A 20
28.750 814748 5.7 B I00 3.8
29.7500 814745 5.7 B i00
29.750 814750 5.7 M I00 5.5
29.753 814751 4.7 S i00 4
28.753 814752 5.5 S I00 6
28.753 814753 5.8 M I00 4.1
29.760 814754 4.8 S I00 4.0
29.778 814755 4.5 B i00 20
29.75 814756 5.5 8
29.799 814757 5.2 B 4A
28.82 814758 4.3 B 100 25
29.834 814758 4.6 S I00 6.7
29.84 814760 5.0 S DOS 8 4
29.95 814761 4.3 M AA 13
29.95 814762 4.5 S _ 13
29.955 814763 5.3 _ i00 5.5
29.56 814764 4.3 M AA 15
29.96 814765 4.2 s AA 15
29.96 814766 4.4 S AA l0
29.972 814767 5.7 S I00 4.3
28.975 814768 5.6 B I00
29.98 814769 4.5 M AA 6.5
29.58 814770 4.8 S AA 6.5
29.986 814771 5.3 B I00
29.986 814772 6.0 B i00
29.99 814773 4.8 S AAVSO 9
29.99 814774 4.5 S AA i0
29.993 814775
29.993 814776 4.0 B I00
29.997 814777 5.7 M lO0
0.08 B 11 4.0 N 1 Gorski,L
7 0.6 290 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Fsbre,R
6 0.06 R 8.3 30 4.0 N 1 rox,J.B
6 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y ]r_onk,G
6 66 0.05 B 20 3.5 T 8 de SIITa,L.A.L
3 0.06 R 12 56 5.5 Y 1 Omofre D.,D
1 0.53 55 0.05 B 7 6.0 Lalzet,R
6 0.46 80 0.335 N 4.5 56 4.0 Y gronk,G
0.050 B 7 Y 1 Minton,R.B
6 0.080 B 11 3.5C Y 1 Beiley,G
0.08 B 11 4.5 Y 3 Momose,M
7 0.42 65 0.08 B ii 4.5M Y Mitsums,S
0.05 B 7 4.5C Y l Haysshi,H
5 0.33 0.12 N 6 40 Rayashi,H
7 1.0 0.08 B 15 5.3TC Y 1 LoveJoy,T
5 0.13 N 6.3 24 3.0M Y 1 Hayasbi,A
0.025 B
0.6 70 0.08 B
7 0.05 B
0.13 N 6





2 0.07 N 8
6 0.06 _ 4
6 0.67 80 0.080 B
8 0.030 B
7 O. 05 B
0.08 B
5 2 70 0.040 B
0.040 B
0.03 B
7 0.50 70 0.08 B
7 0.05 B
6 75 0.08 B
3 5 Y 1 Seargent,D
15 seargent,D
10 5.0 Y 1 WIlllws,P.F
47 4.0 Y 1 Ichlkaws,K
50 5.0 Y l Nilliams,P.F





i0 5.0 Y 3 Grsnnlo,B.H
Ii Y 3 Botb,S.J.J
8 5.0 Y 5 Villa,M
10 4.0T N 1 B%trst,G.M
20 5.3 1 Shanklln,3.D
7 5.5 Y 7 Bus,E.P
7 5.5 Y 7 BUS,E.P
8 Tsygamkov,D
15 4.6 Y 1 HUrSt,G.M
10 5 Y 1 Werd,A
II 5 Y 1 Galnsford,M.J
7 0.085 R 13.7 32 C Y I Lingez,$
7 0.06 R 15 5 Y 1 Werd,A
6 0.08 95 0.330 N 4.5 59 4.7 T 1 CastIno,R
7 0.05 B I0 5.7C Y 2 Franclosl,C
5 0.I 40 0.04 B 8 5.3C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
7 0.23 70 0.25 N 6 60 5 Y 1 Gainsford,M.3
3 0.53 60 0.050 B i0 5.6 Y 3 Rogers,J.H
5 0.I 40 0.07 B 16 5.3C Y 1 Tayloz,M.D
8 0.20 83 0.05 B I0 4.8M Y 3 AbbOtt,3
5 0.102 R 14.7 60 y Medway,K
0.034 B 9 1 Perelra,A
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y I van der Mey,L
4 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 MerlIn,J.-C
7 0.05 B i0 3.0 Y i Hurat,G.M
7 0.050 E I0 3.5MC N 1 van LOO,F.R
7 1 0.050 B 7 Green, D. N. E
7 l 0.050 B 7 Green, D. w. E
8 0.5 90 0.203 N 8 128 5.0 Y 1 Rannon,J
5 0.035 B 7 Green,D.N.E
5 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
7 1 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E
7 0.17 70. 0.203 N 6 101 5.0 Y i Rodak,D.M
4 0.28 79 0.05 B 7 5.0 N 3 Benavides,A
8 0.203 N 8 38 Green,D.W.E
8 0.203 N 6 38 Green,D.W.E
0.050 B l0 5 C Y I Rob_nsoD,R.L
0.080 B 20 6.0 Y SRith,D
6 0.8 55 0.050 B i0 Bortle,3.E
8 0.229 R 12 86 Greem,D.W.E
5 63 0.05 B 20 4.0 Y 8 da Silva,L.A.L
3 0.06 R 12 56 5.5 Y I Onogze D.,D
1.25 0.050 B 7 Y 4 ToEEes,E
NOTE A Intezmlttent clouds.
NOTE B (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE C SAO 146074 comparison star.
NOTE D CIoods 8_d moonlight.








NOTE E Some moonlight.
NOTE F Used 7x50 binoculars out-of-focus. Estimated comet ][alley to be halfway between Pl _Ju (SAO 127520) and GO Aqu (SAO 146160).
The first - 4.6 and the second - 5.9.
NOTE G Coma diameter uncertain.
NOTE R Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE I Clear. (Observer gave limit as 9.5. Ed.)
NOTE J Moon.
NOTE K Antonladi II. Tail fanned.
NOTE L Coma slightly pear-shaped; tall very faint, broad.
NOTE M Tall fanned.
NOTE N COUparlaom stars 5.3, 4.7, 5.0, 4.0. Tall length and PA approximate. Moonlight.
NOTE O Slight mist. (Observer gave limit as 11.5. Ed.)
NOTE P (Observer gave limit as 8.6. Ed.]
NOTE Q First time seen with naked eye.
NOTE R Field very low.
NOTE S Coma diameter approximate. Tail length is lower limit.
NOTE T Tall length add PA approxlmate.
NOTE U Clouds (cumulus).
NOTE V (Observer gave limit as 7.5. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale AF Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUEM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
29.003 830595 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,225 i0 4.0 1 Fox,J.R A
29.729 830596 0.25 0.356 5C II 200 1 Verdenet,M B















AONI Scale Ap Ins f/
830598 0.4 0.254 N 6.4
83059% 0.22 0.298 N 5
030600 0.11 0.125 N 5.8
830601 0.37 0.406 N 5
030602 2.0 0.08 B
830603 0.46 0,200 N 8
630604 0,050 B
Pwr(s) DurM Lim Slte Observer(s) Notes
41 20 4.8 3 Abbott,J D
40, 65,269 27 6.0 1 Stott,D E
28, 40, 60 52 4.0 1 Ricoabone,G F
68 5 2 Farroni,G G
15 179 4.6 1 Hurst,G.M H
61,130 20 5 1 Roblnson,R.L I
7 15 7.5 3 Cifuentes,E J
DATE: 29 DEC 1985
Tail extension visible in both 0.203 m and 0.060 m finder at about PA I00. Cows brighter along w edge. Nucleus _re
coodensed than recent nights, recital spike seen only at 225x.
(Duration not indicated. Time of observation" is assumed to be start time. Additional drawing su_itted made u$iug llx$0
binoculars (2'/m). Ed.)
About 1.5 deg. Of tall easily visible through binocular. Total coma magnitude 4.5; DC 7/8. Comet easily visible naked eye at
15 deg. above horizon. Jet at PA 6G. NO other feature recorded.
Moonrise as twilight ceded. Moonlight and twilight interfered with the observation. Central CondeDsatlon near stellar.
Southernmost forward projection at PA 259 deg., approximately 1.0 slc min. Northernmost forward proJectioh st PA 299 deg.,
approximately 1.6 arc min. Southernmost tall section at PA 75 deg., approximately 4.0 arc mln. Central tail section at PA 69
deg., approximately 7.6 arc mln. Northernmost tail section at PA 56 de9., approximately 12.8 arc min. Root tail width
approximately 3.6 arc min. Semi latus rectum (northward) 2.4 arc min. Semi latus rectum (southward} 2.0 arc mln. Vertex
distance 2.4 arc min. Near stellar central condensation dominating the appearance of the coma. Aaylmetricsl coma about two
axes and nonregular coma about edge - two forward projections appeared at PA 259 deg. and PA 299 deg. Tail surface
brightness comparable with outer coma brightness. Evidence of tall structure - a faint southernmost component in PA 75, a
central section in PA 65 and a dominant 12.8' tall in PA 56.
NOTE E Tall at PA 72. Jet at PA 320. Coma is irregular in shapewlth a spur at PA I04 de9. Tail seems offset from central
condensation.
NOTE F Strongly pronounced luminous "mustaches" at PA 130 and at PA 47. Magnifications of 80 and 144 also used. Two drawings
Incl_ed. Intense city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE G Apparent di_)enslons of the comet 5.4'x7.2'.
NOTE H Well condensed coma with nuclear condensation offset, PA 255 from coma center. Tall clearly seen ID 15x00 blno_ulsrs, but
only suspected with 10x50 binoculars, as a broad straight extenslon to the coma in PA 70 deg. length 30'. Coma diameter
6.7', _ 7.
NOTE I The central condensation wa_ almost nonexistent. The coma simply gradually brightened toward the central region. A dark lane
in the tall Just behind the head appeared brlefly and then was not seen again.
NOTE J Gas tall straight, easily visible (especially in the first third). Not able to see dust tail. Estimated length I deg. 15'.
Positioned at low altitude above horizon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORKI PKOTOGRAPHy
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
29.012 050542 1.970 5.5 0.355
29.020 850543 1.970 5.5 0.355
29.032 850544 1.970 5.5 0.355
29.050 050545 1.583 8 0.203
29.442 $50546 0.180 2.8
29.738 850547 0.600 1.7 0.350
29.741 050548 0.500 5.6
29.742 850549 1.780 5 0.356
29.743 850550 0.058 2
29.748 850551 0.394 2.4 0.165
29.975 850552 0.225 1.7 0.140
29.976 850553 0.050 4.0
NOTE A Moon 3 deg. above
A. Ed.) Auxiliary
NOTE B Moon 4 deg. above
A. Ed.) Auxiliary
NOTE C Moon 9 deg. above
FOV ExpH Emulsion
1.0 X 0.7 4.50 Kodak 2415
1.0 X 0.7 I0.00 Kodak 2415
1.0 x 0.7 12.00 Kodak 2415
1.3 X 0.9 15.00 Kodak 2415
11.4 x 7.6 10.50 Kodak 2415
3.4 x 2.3 15.00 II_ord FP4
4.1 x 2.7 8.17 KOdaK Tri-X
1.2 X 0.8 24.00 3M i000
34.5 x23.4 5.00 FuJlchrc_ue
5.2 x 3.5 15.00 Kodak Tri-X
9.1 X 6.1 2.00 Kodak 2415
39.6 X27.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-X
ISO Byp Gdng Id/Typ Slte Observer(s} Notes
Y O 14/P 1 Crlst,M A
Y O 15/P 1 Crlst,M B
Y O 16/P 1 Crist,M C
Y S 8/P 1 Minton,R.B D
Y O 1/S 6 Garradd,G
125/ N 0 I/T 1 Valisa,P E
400/ N X 3/_P 1 Nard,A F
I000/ N M I/P 1 Mobberley,M
400/27 N 0 4/S 2 Tow_seed,R
N 703/P Soc. Astro. de France G
Y S 8/P 1 Dilslzlan,R R








Date(UT) AC_| Config Ins FL f/ Ap EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdn9 Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
29.981 070106 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 6.25 Ektachrome 400/27 N C 16/P 1 Grleser,D
29.998 070107 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 4.00 Ektachrome 400/27 N C 20/P 1 Grieser,D
NOTE A Gala Aquarii in same field. Prism glass t_e uncestain. Film emul_ion at a_ient temperature of 0 C.
horizon. City lights interfered with the observation. (Observer's image identifier is followe_ by suffix
lens used. Original Instrument ch_racteristlcs are FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
horizon. City lights interfered with the obsezvatlon. (observer's image identifier is followed by suffix
lens used. Original instrument characteristics are FL - 3.720, f/i0.5.
horizon. MOonlight interfered with the observation. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix
A. Ed.} Auxillary lens used. Original instrument characteristics are FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
(Print submitted by observer is a co_uposlte of three 5 mln. exposures; the first and second were separat_ by lO mln. and
the second sed third were separated by 1 mln. Ed.]
Instrudsent is Schmidt camera. Large format film used.
UV filter used.
Photgrsph made by B. Fouguet.
Exposures limited below 5 minutes to allow for stellar guiding with a mlnim_ of "proper motion" distortion in resolution.




30.00 814778 6.0 B 100
30.00 814779 4.5 $ 100
30.003 814780 6.1 M 100
30.007 814781 5.0 B 100
30.014 814782 6.1 B 100
30.02 814783 5.4 B 100
30.021 814784 4.8 M 100
30.021 814785 4.7 M 100
30.035 814786 5.8 B 100
30.045 814787 100
30.05 814788 5.5 B 100
30.05 814789 6.1 B 100
30.052 814790 6.1 B 100
30.056 814791 6.1 SAO 86
30.072 814792 5.4 M 100
30.08 814793 5.1 4A
30.09 814794 4A
30.135 814795 6.0 S 100
30.351 814796 5.5 M 100
30.406 814797 5.1 S 100
30.42 814798 4.4 S 100
30.458 814799 5.0 s I00
30.60 814800 5.6 B M
30.663 814801 6.3 B I00
30.68 814802 4.9 B AAVSO
30.68 814803 5.1 B AAVSO
30.684 814804 6.0 B i00
30.688 814805 5.3 B i00
30.688 814806 5.9 M CZ
30.694 814807 5.5 B 100
30.698 914808 5.8 M CZ
30.701 814809 5.2 M 100
30.705 814810
30,705 014811 5.4 B CZ
30.705 814812 5.2 S I00
30.705 814813 5.6 M CZ
30.705 814814 5.7 M i00
30.708 814815 5.3 M I00
30.708 814818 5.4 B I00
30,708 814817 4.9 M CZ
30.71 814818 5.7 B 100
30.711 814819 5.5 B 100
30.712 814820 5.3 M 100
30.712 814821 5.6 M CZ
30.714 814822 5.5 100
30.7188 814823 5.3 S 100
30.719 814824
30.72 814825 5.7 B 100
30.720 814826 100
30.72 814827 5.3 B M
30.730 814828 4.7 M 100
30.721 814829 5.2 B IBw
30.722 814830 6,0 M 100
30.722 814831 100
30.729 814832 4.8 S 100
30.729 814833 5.3 M 100
30.736 814834 6.0 K 100
30.736 814835 5.3 M 100
30.740 814836 6.0 B 100
30.743 814837 5.2 B i00
30.750 814838 6.0
30.75 814839 4.2 B 100
30.750 814840 4.9 S i00
30.758 814841 5.8 B i00
30.766 814842 4.2 S i00
30.77 814843 5.3 B DCS 7
30.771 814844 5.2 B
30.78 814845 4.2 B DCS 7
30.785 814846 5.9 M CZ
30.792 824847 5.4 B
30.792 814848 5.0 B 4A
30.80 814849 5.3
30.813 814850 5.5 M i00
30.94 814851 4.2 S AA
30.95 814852 4.2 M
30.95 814853 4.4 S AA
30.96 814854 4.3 S AA
30.963 814855 5.4 B 100
30.969 814856 5.0 B I00
30.981 814857 I00
30.983 814858
30.99 814859 4.7 S




30.993 814864 5.0 S 4A
30.957 814865 5.6 B I00
DATE: 30 DEC 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSU_ _P£ARANC_
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site ObaerTer(s) Notes
i0 5 0.5 75 0.15 N 8 60 5.5 Y 4 Gilchrlst, D.k k
20 7 1 110 0.203 N 7 54 5.0 Y 1 Harrlngton,P B
0.83 88 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Sml_h,A C
30 8 0.75 90 0.20 $C i0 77 5.5 Y 1 ROdOSSky, K
20 6 2 90 0.152 R 5 24 4.7 N 1 FOX,J.H D
8.9 8 2.0 68 0.15 N 8 30 6.i Y 1 McBride,P E
35 7 1.53 63 0.125 B 20 6.2 Y 1 Arlall,R.B
22 7 0.63 290 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 4 Fabre,R F
0.08 B II 5.0 Y 1 Gorski,L
2 58 0.152 N 8 38 4.5 Lalzet,R
12 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y KEOUk,G
6.8 4.5 0.48 69 0.335 N 4.5 56 4.0 Y KEODk,G G
0.035 B 7 5.5 Y 4 Gilchzist,D.K
0.050 B 7 5 Y 1 Mlnton,R.B H
4.1 7 1.4 60 0.203 N 4.5 34 _.4C N 1 de la Rosa Jr,A I
5 6 0.7 70 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y 1 K_S,R 3
7 7 1.0 70 0.32 N 4 33 5.5 Y 1 KeeD,R K
36 6 0.203 SC I0 125 3.5C.M Y 1 Gromek,J.D L
8 5 0.58 II0 0.444 N 4.4 221 5.4 Y 1 Glassett,W M
15 5 0.58 80 0.07 B I0 2.0 Y 1 KobsTashl,J
7 2.0 0.08 B 15 6.0 Y "3 LoveJoy,T N
i0 3 0.050 B 12 4.0 Y 1 Batza,H O
0.05 B 7 Pono_aryov,E
0.04 B 8 3.0C N 1 Czernlewski,W P
8 6 2.5 66 0.05 R 4 7 Chernls,K
5.5 6 I 68 0.20 N 4 30 Selsvich,G
3 7 0.25 0.063 R 13.3 21 5.5C Y 1 P11ski,A
0.050 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Bo_me,D
4 8 0.055 R 12 5.4T N 1 Sllhan,J
0.050 B i0 4.0 Y I Treba©z,A
8 7 0.05 B 7 5.6 Y 1 Silhan,J
0.060 R 4.5 I0 6.1 Y i Chodorowaki,F
15 I0 5 0.08 63 0.064 R 12 32 6.1 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
15 0.04 B 7 Y 1 Branclk,K Q
7 0.5 0.05 B 7 6.5M Y I DZIUra,N
6 6 0.03 B 8 5.8 Y 1 Sllham,J
6.5 7 0.2 66 0.09 M ii 56 5.5 Y 3 Nestlu0d,M
EY 6.I Y 1 Chodozc_ski,F
7 4 0.08 B I0 4 C Y 1 Paradc_wskl,M
12 0.10 B 25 5 C Y 1 VaXasek,V R
3 9 0.203 SC I0 44 5.0C Y 2 HarazEtl,A S
10.2 5 0.066 R 15.2 30 4.5 Y 1 Gora,D
0.030 B 6 6.1 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
6 6 0.055 R 12 5.8 Y 1 Sllhss,J T
7 8 340 0.050 B i0 4.0 Y 4 ThOIaS A U
26 8 0.68 56 0.08 B I0 5.6 Y 1 Znsslk,M
0,250 N 6 36 4.2 Y 1 Guthler,O V
0.05 B 7 5.0C Y 2 Mara%Itl,A
9 0.050 B 7 3.0C N I RUlZ,J
0.08 B 40 Palko,Yu
6 0.089 R 5.5 18 4.2 N 1 venttLza,F W
2 0.080 B 20 4.2 Y 1 Guthler,O
30 4 1.33 45 0.050 R 6 5.8M Y 2 Honko,M
4 0.i0 R I0 25 4 C Y I Parsdowski,M
7 0.050 B 7 5.0 N I Lumde,R X
6 0.08 B i0 4.5C N I Rapawy,P Y
25 5 1 50 0.047 R 12 E0 5.0C Y 1 Kosinski,J Z
7 71 0.05 B 12 3.5 Y 1 Tanti,T a
25 5 1 50 0.067 R 12 60 5.0C Y 1 Nleborek,T
9 6 6 0.3 30 0.200 R 15 120 5.5 Y 1 Kalauch,K.-D
9.6 6.7 6 0.3 302 0.050 R ii 22 6.0 Y 1 Kllche,J
20 5 1.15 51 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 2 Nerlln,J.-C
7 6 0.050 B 7 4.6C Y 3 Plcclnlnl,M
7 0.050 8 7 5.0C Y 1 Temprano,J
8 7 0.050 B 7 5.2M N 1 Meozzi,D
7 8 0.08 55 0.115 N 8 45 4.5C Y 1 van MunsteE,T
3 0.080 R 6.2 12 4,0 Y 1 Lieder,F
ii 3 0.050 B 7 3 C N 2 Verhoeven,P.G
32 4 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 RaJek,P
16.0 5 0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0 Y 1 Bartnlk,M
0.67 86 0.050 B 7 5.8 Y 1 van der Mey,5 b
4 0.034 8 9 1 Perelra,A c
20 5 0.050 B 10 3.5C N 1 LOZAnO,L d
12 6 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E e
12 7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E e
12 7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E e
i0 7 2 56 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E f
5 0.31 65 0.08 8 7 5.1 N 3 Benavldes,A
0.050 B i0 4.8C Y 1 Roblnson,R.L
7.1 6.2 5 0.28 53 0.113 N 8 45 5.0 N 3 Benavldes,A g
4.0 7 0.203 R 13 110 Y 1 PhillIps,J
7 7 1.0 64 0.050 B i0 E_)rtle,J.E
EY Bortle,J.E h
6 1.5 64 0.120 B 20 Bortle,J.E
4.2 0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,3.E
3.5 0.5 64 0.500 N 5 96 Bortle,J.E I
5.0 3 0_08 R ii 21 4.7C N i Graves,D J
8 2 0.60 58 0.05 B 7 4.5 Lalret,R
NOTE A Faint tail. Coma diameter, tail length and position angle are rough estimations.
NOTE B Bluish color " Coma.
NOTE C Tall very faint.
NOTE D SAO 145989 comparison star.
NOTE E Nucleus undefined.
NOTE F (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. E0.)
NOTE G 45 deg. alt. Some moon.
NOTE H Used 7x50 blnoculars out-o[-focus. Magnitude was close to that Of SAO 145989j RA 22h 14m, Dec. -1 deg. 50m, My - 6.1, SP -
A2.
NOTE I Clear skies, street lights.
NOTE 3 Moon and cloud interference. Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE K Moon amd cloud interference.
DATE: 30 DEC 1985
DATE: 30 DEC 1985

















DATE: 30 DEC 1985
Finally a long thin taill Nucleus seems to show envelopes being thrown off. View was limited to short intervals bet_en
clouds and even a few rain 4trops; the clouds covered th'e sky. See drawing.
Tall visible in 8x30 binoculars.
Moon L haze.
Very bad weather.
A cloud cover came... [sic]
Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observing conditions.
Nucleus magnitude 9.7.
Comet seed with naked eye?
In 20x70, elongated. (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. PA value appears to be incorrect. Ed.)
Core magnitude 8 to 9.
A tall was suspected both at the eastern end and at the western (_] end of the coma. The western tail (?) appears as a faint
glowing extension of the coma. Strong haze prevents a good estimate of its size.
Faint haze.
Coma ellipt.
Tail length approximate. Smokey chimneys.
Seeing good, transparency poor. Haze. Wind. Artificial light.
Type I tail.
NOTE c (Observer gave limit as 6.6. Ed.)
NOTE d Fog.
NOTE e Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE f Coma diameter end tail length approximate.
NOTE g Observation completed 051231 at 0010. Due to clouds observations were momentarily suspended. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE h Like slightly diffuse star.
NOTE i Tail only 0.3' widel
NOTE J Urban city lights.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
30.003 630605 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150,225 i0 4.7 1 FOX,J.N A
30.003 830606 0.105 N 4.2 6.0 Williams,D.J B
30.005 830607 0.i 0,204 N 8 58,271 14 5.0 1 Robinson,P.C C
30.024 830608 2 0.13 SC I0 32,100 30 6.0 I Hays Jr,R.H D
30.037 830609 0.29 0.203 N 6 38, 61,116 16 5.5 1 Willlams,J E
30.350 830610 0.444 N 4.4 44, 99 144 5.4 1 Glassett,w F
30.700 830611 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 15 5.0 3 WestluDd,M
30.722 830612 0.05 0.i00 B 25 i0 3.8 1 Bavzilak,M
30.757 830613 0.05 0.i00 B 25 20 3.8 1 GoJdic,S
30.757 830614 0.25 0.356 SC ii 200 i00 1 Verde_et,M G
30.807 830615 0.05 0.83 R 19.7 000 9 4.8 3 Soc. Astro. de France R
30.819 830616 0.04 0.83 R 19.7 800 19. 3 SOC. Astro. de France i
30.832 830617 2 0.05 R 7 40 25 4.5 4 KOpp,M j
30.940 830618 1 0.203 SC i0 80 6 5.0 1 Farrlngton,_.R K
30.983 830619 0.22 0.203 R 13 II0 Phillips,J L
















Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap
30.001 850554 1.970 5.5 0.355
30.008 850555 1.970 5.5 0.355
30.017 850556 1.970 5.5 0.355
30.029 850557 1.970 5.5 0.355
30.685 850558 0.500 5 0.i00
30.694 850559 0.750 6.3
30.701 850560 0.400 5.5
30.705 850561 1.000 5.6
30.707 850562 0.500
30.712 850563 0.400 5.5
30.738 850564 0.400 5.5
30.770 850565 0.394 2.4 0.165
30.970 850566 0.225 1.7 0.140
30.995 850567 0.200 4.5
Nucleus appears wedge shaped_ fanned with apex to E. "Ninge_" extensions best seen at 150x, but also glimpsed at 225x. Tail
very visible st 85x with many streaks. UNC nebula filter used with no enhancing effect, only overall dimming of field.
Halley appears as a round, fuzzy object using the 16x. The 30x gives a more impressive veiw. A faint tail does extend east
of the comet. (Separate drawlngs at 16x and 30x submitted. Duration not indicated. Time of observation is start time. Ed.)
Ray tall at PA 75; diffuse tall )$' length at PA 75-100; diffuse tail about 3' length at PA 50-75. Diffuse tall at PA 75-100
was much longer than tail at PA 50-75. The west quarter of the coma was the brightest. The center was highly Condensed but
not stellar. City lights interfered with the observation.
Ray or spine N edge tail st PA 60 from 'nucleus'. NE streamer at PA 45; SE streamer at PA 120; fan or hood from PA
approximately 40 to 180 vertex distance approximately 2'. 'Nucleus' was very tiny and about meg. iI.
Looked basically the same as before - coma brightening towards the center. ][owever, the impression Of a tall was much
stronger, though not certain. City lights interfered with the observation.
Tall length 35 arc min. but clouds closed in before accurate measurement possible.
(Additional drawing submitted made using llxS0 binoculars (2.0'/mm). Ed.)
Jet at PA 8, 28" long; Jet at PA 172, 35" long; Jet at PA 217, 26" long; Jet at PA 345, 25" long. Drawing made by Alaln
Perez.
Streamer at PA 5, 42" long; streamer at PA i0, 37" long; Jet at PA 32, 25" long; tall at PA 80, 60" long; Jet at PA
120, 23" long; streamer at PA 145, 35" long; streamer at PA 165, 25" long; Jet at PA 207, 18" long. Drawing made by Serge
Thebault.
Temperature: -i deg. C. Coma shows a weak but definite intensity peak at center. Tail bright; irregular structure at the
end(1). Vertex distance: V - 14.2'. Semi fetus rectum: P1 - ll.0', P2 - i0.0'. Tall PA 50 deg.
Degree of condensation 5. The comet was much brighter than On the 9th when last observed. The tail now 20' long and very
bright. The nucleus was very off-center in the coma and quite bright. The tail was very striking now being about 1.5 coma
diameters broad.
City lights. Nucleus appears stellar. Tall noted! Tail very, very faint and only glimpsed with averted vision. (Duration not
indicated. Time of observation Is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
The central condensation Of the coma, in contrast to 24 |*ours earlier had a bright stellar appearance. My thought when first
seeing the comet was that it was passing over a bright star. The northwest quadrant of the coma was noticeably brighter than
the rest of the coma. The forward half of the coma was brighter than the aftward half. At times there appeared to be a
distinct line of separation of the forward half of the coma from the aftward half. A narrow tail projected eastward for at
FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Nyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1.0 x 0.7 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 17/P 1 Crlst,M A
1.0 x 0.7 1.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 18/P 1 Crist,M A
1.0 X 0.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 19/P 1 Crist,M A
1.0 X 0.7 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 20/P I Crist,M A
4.1 x 2.7 13.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N C I/N 1 Rapavy,p B
2.7 x 1.8 20.00 ORWO 400/27 N C 6/N Znasik,M C
5.2 x 3.4 10.00 ORNO NP 27 400/27 N O II/N 1 RamenickJ',M D
2.1 x 1.4 21.00 Fomapan 400/27 N 7/N 1 Skvarka,3 E
4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Fomapan F27 400/27 N O I/N 1 Maturkanic,M F
5.2 x 3.4 I0.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N O 12/N 1 RamenlckJ',M D
5.2 x 3.4 24.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N O 14/N 1 HameDlckJ',M D
5.2 x 3.5 18.00 Kodak 2415 N 704/P SOC. Astro. de France G
9.1 x 6.1 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y S 9/P 1 Dilsizlan,R H
10.3 X 6.9 15.00 Kodak Tri-X N T 2/C 1 Priester,D.C I
NOTE A Auxiliary lens used. Original instrument characteristics are FL - 3.720, f/10.5. (Observer's image identifier is followed
by suffix A. Ed.) City lights interfered with the observation.
NOTE B City lights interfered with the observation. Large format (6_x87 mm) film used.
NOTE C Large format (II.8x8.6 cm) film used.
NOTE D 6x6 cm format film used.
NOTE E 120 size film used.
NOTE F Twilight and city lights interfered with the observation.
NOTE G Photograph made by B. Fouquet.
DATE: 30 DEC 1985 DATE: 30 DEC 1985
NOTE B Exposuzes lillted below 5 miDutes to allow for stellar guidiDg with a minimum OE "proper moticn" diBtortioD In resolution.




Date(UT) AON_ ml FnM Chart
31.010 814866 5.0 B I00
31.017 814867 I00
31.019 814068
31.037 814869 5.5 M i00
31.052 814870 4.6 M lOB
31.08 814871 4.8 4A
31.09 014872 4.7 V 4A
31.10 014073 4.7 M i00
31.i0 014874 4.0 S i00
31.i08 814875 4.9 B I00
31.ii 814876 4.1 $ i00
31.ii 814877 4.0 S 100
31.375 814878 4.7 S I00
31.399 814879 5.1 B 1O0
31.40 814880 5.0
31.401 814881 4.2 5 i00
31.41 814882 4.9 S AAVSO
31.420 814885 4.8 M 100
31.43 814884 4.2 S 4A
31.44236 814885 5.2 B i00
31.45 814886 4.6 S 10O
31.46 014087 4.7 B
31.531 814888 5.0 M 100
31.58 814889 4.8 s 10o
31.63 814090 4.9 B M
31.64 814891 5.6 M M
31.667 814892 5.5 B 100
31.67 814893 5.1 B AAVSO
31.67 814894 4.7 B E
31.67 814895 4.7 B E
31.684 814896 5.6 B I00
31.694 814897 5.3 M 100
31.694 814898 5.1 B 10O
31.70 814899 5.2 B i00
31.701 814900 4.5 B
31.705 814901 4.8 5 I00
31.705 814902 5_5 M i00
31.71 814903 5.5 B i00
31.712 814904 5.3 S I00
31.715 814905 5.4 i00
31.717 814906 4.6 B CZ
31.718 814907 5.0 B
31.719 814908 5.9 M CZ
51.72 814909 4.9 B 100
31.72 014910 4.7 S 100
31.722 814911 4.6 100
31.726 814912 5.6 M CZ
31.726 814913 5.0 M I00
31.729 814914 4.9 B I00
31.729 814915 3.8 I00
31.729 814916
31.73 814917 5.2 B AA
31.740 814918 5.2 M I00
31.750 814919 5.3 B
31.750 814920 4.2 B CZ




31.760 814925 5.1 B 10O
31.76 814926 4.8 M 10O
31.780 814927 5.3 M 100
31.764 814928 4.7 M 100
31.770 814929 4.0 B I00
31.771 814930 4.4 M CZ
31.771 814931 6.1 M 100
31.781 814932 5.5
31.781 814933 4.7 S i00
31.795 814934 4.4 B i00
31.795 814935 5.4 M i00
31.799 814936 4.8 B 4A
31.799 814937
31.801 814938 4.5 S 100
31.815 814939 4.6 S i00
31.976 814940 5.2 M 100
DATE: 31 DEC 1905
Coma size DC Tall PA
Ap Ins f/ pwr Lim DA Site Observes(s) Notes
13 9 6 65 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 11 Chmlelewski,W
8 2 0.40 60 0.05 B 7 4.5 Lslret,R
0.362 N 5 5.5 Y 1 Stephsn,C A
1.25 0.050 B 7 Y 4 Torzes,E B
7 7 0.4 55 0.05 B 7 4.5 y 3 DeYou_g,J.A C
i0 7 l.O 70 0.040 B 0 6.0 y 1 Keen,R D
EY 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
7 3.75 63 0.000 B 20 4.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.5
20 6 1.25 60 0.080 B ii 4.9 Y 1 Sprstt,C.E E
0.08 B ii 5 Edberg,S.J
20 6 1 60 0.140 $N 3.6 20 5.0 y 1 Sprstt,C.E F
18 7 0.75 60 0.200 $C i0 64 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,O.E G
4 S 0.153 N 8.6 52 3.0 Y 1 lwakl,Y
0.07 B l0 3.7 Y 1 Date,M
25 7 0.23 4.4 40 4.0 Y l Washl,I H
9 5 1.5 80 0.07 B i0 5.0 Y . 1 Kobayeshl,J
6 6 0.67 70 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5M Y 1 Hayashi,A
7 6 0.030 B 8 3.5C Y 2 Kato,T I
15 7 0.08 B II 6.0 Y 3 Momose,M j
5 0.33 90 0.15 N 6 28 5 Y 1 Okt_mttza,S
7 7 0.5 60 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0C y 1 Oka,A
i0 6 1.2 70 0.16 N 4.8 24 5.5 Y 1 Maeda,$
5.6 8 0.060 R 15 45 4.0TO Y 1 Puzvinskls,R K
7 6 0.58 73 0.41 N 4.2 86 4.5 N Clark,M.L
4 0.5 0.05 B 7 Nesterov,Yu L
15 6 0.04 B 12 Maydik,A
0.04 B 8 6.0C Y 1 Czernlewski,N
i0 0.08 B 8 Golubev,V
12 5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
1 52 0.16 N 30 Normil,v
3 6 0.10 0.063 r R 13.3 21 4.5C Y 1 Pilski,A
0.030 B 6 4.5 y 1 Chodorowski,F M
5.5 6 0.93 66 0.080 R 15 39 3.7C y 1 Szulo,M
13 6 0.050 B 7 5.3 Y 1 Jahn,J
5.7 2.4 4 1.5 0.030 B 8 5.0C y 1 Ninkler,R
23 8 2 70 0.152 N 5 44 5.1 Y 2 Moeller,M
6.5 7 0.6 75 0.09 M ii 56 5.5 Y 3 Westlund,M
7 7 1.5 0.050 B 12 3.5 Y 4 Mosch,J N
3.3 5 0.063 R 13.3 53 3.5C N 1 SkJaeraasen,o . 0
7 7 0.050 B I0 4.0 Y 2 Thomas,A p
5 0.08 B i0 5.8 N 1 Jsnecek,v
3 0.080 R 6.2 12 5.0 Y 1 Lieder,F
6 5 0.055 R 12 4.0 N 1 $11ban,J Q
7 6 0.05 B I0 3.5 N 1 Bottger,B
4.5 7 0.09 68 0.08 B 15 4.5C y 1 Glowinski,C R
I0 6 0.2 45 0.080 B 20 4.3 y 1 Marekfla,G $
8 5 0.05 B 7 4.3 Y 1 Silhan,J O
6 7 i.i 65 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y 4 Vauln,G
7 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 1 Bo_me,D
6 5 0.13 50 0.08 B 15 3.8 Y 1 Dietrloh,M T
5 3 0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y 1 Lleder,F
9 6 0.050 B 7 4.5 N Schmeez,P U
8.2 5 0.2 35 0.07 B 16 5.3C Y 1 Taylor,M.D v
16.0 4 0.063 R 13.3 44 6.0 y 1 Bartnlk,M
5 0.08 B 10 5.7 N 1 Ellas,P
5 2.0 0.080 B 20 4.4 Y 1 Guthier,O
7 9 0.076 R 12 57 5.3C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
0.250 N 6 75 4.4 y 1 Guthler,O W
2.7 7 0.i 62 0.076 R 12 37 5.3C Y l TayIoz,M.D X
10 7 5 0.3 40 0.200 R 15 120 5.5 Y 1 Kalauoh,K.-D
15 6 0.4 80 0.06 R 4 1O 5.0 Y 3 Granslo,B.H y
0.076 R 12 37 5.3C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
0.05 B 12 Y 1 Tanti,T Z
20 5 0.102 R 14.7 60 Y Medwsy,K •
25 7 0.080 B i0 5.0 Y 2 Bilek,V
4.7 3 0.063 R 6.7 26 5.5C N l Rudolph,M
0.050 B i0 C Y 1 Kausohke,A
8 7 0.050 B 7 5.0 N l Lunde,R b
20 0.035 B 7 Y 1 Rodziguez C.,3.A o
20 6 0.050 B I0 4.5C Y 1 Lozeno,L
0.030 B 8 5.8 Y I van der Mey,L d
0.5 86 0.050 B 7 5.8 Y 1 wan der Mey,L6 1 60 0.08 B ii 5 Y 1 Galnsford,M.3
4 7 0.23 75 0.25 N 6 60 5 Y 1 Galnsford,M.J
1.25 0.050 B 7 Y 4 Torres,E g
NOTE A At 57X and 101x - tall pencil-shaped, 1 deg. Ion 0 - definite blue color! The nucleus is bright and large.
NOTE B (Observer gave limit as 7.5. Ed.)
NOTE C Jets.
NOTE D Modlfled Sidgwick method used.
NOTE E Dust cloud?
NOTE F Possible dust cloud?
NOTE G Dust bulge included is coma size.
NOTE H Instrument is Wright-Schmidt. Type I. (Observer indicated "Y" method. Ed.)
NOTE I Diffuse cloud.
NOTE J (Observer gives tall length as 60 arc min. followed by a symbol for "less than". Ed.)
NOTE K Magnitude is brighter than given.
NOTE L Brightness Slash. Granulation in the central condensation.
NOTE M Clouds.
NOTE N Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE O DC estimated by memorial images of different DC's. [sic] Severe light pollution made the b_ckground sky awfully bright, and
in addition, thin clouds made it difficult/impossible to see the outer parts of the coma.
NOTE P Observation of tall with Newtonian 175/1120mm, 35x: about 30'. (Ohserver indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.]
NOTE O on the margin Of a cloud.
NOTE R }lazy. Tail length approximate.
NOTE S Short, broad tail. (Translated by IHW staff. Observer i,dicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE T (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE U Omlcron Aqr: 4.7 meg., 32 Aqr: 5.3 meg.
NOTE v Antonladl III. Tall _aDned.
NOTE N NO core.
NOTE X Tall is only suspected.
DATE= 31 DEC 1985
NOTE Y (Tall length - )24' [sic|. Ed.)
NOTE Z Clouds. Haze. Wiad.
NOTE a Clear sky, seeing fair. (Observer gave limit as 12.0. Ed.}
NOTE b Falnt haze.
NOTE c Strong wind.
NOTE d Visible with _'eye.
NOTE • Pear-shaped coma.
NOTE f Tall length uaeertaIn.
NOTE g Dust tall I deg. 10 arc mln. (Observer gave limit as 8.5. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AnN# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DurM Lim
31.000 830621 0.83 0.152 N 8 38 5.7
31.011 830622 0.i 0.204 N 8 58,271 30 5.0
31.035 830423 0.050 B 7 20 7.5
31.052 830624 0.02 0.610 C 13.5 411,823 5 4.5
31.701 830825 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 i0 5.5
31.976 830426 0,050 B 7 20
















DATE: 31 DEC 1985
SUB-NE_4ORE: PHOTOGRAPBT
Date(aT) &ONI FL f/ Ap FOV
31.004 850568 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
31.006 850569 0.135 2.8 15,2 xlO.2
31.034 850570 0.305 1.5 0.203 5.8 x 4.5
31.06_ 850571 1.000 5 0.203 2,1 x 1.4
31.726 850572 1.000 7.1 0.140 2.1 X 1.4
NOTE A Push processed to 800 ASA.
ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdag Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
I0.00 Kodak TrI-X N T 3/C 1 Prlestnr,D.C A
I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 4/P 2 Tat_,R
3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 242/P 1 SsbLs,J.D
10.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/27 N X 009/P 1 Bro,M B
44.00 ORND NP 27 400/27 N 28/N Kohler,N
NOTE B Auxiliary lee_ used. Original instrument characterlstics are FL - 2.000, f/10. (The guldln 9 method indicated and the
comlerelal guiding head used are contradictory; this off-axis _ulder does not permit guldln 9 on the target. Observer's
image identifier is 5a. Ed.)
Tall st PA 55-80. Gas tall st PA 62. Coma DC 8. AXiS Of bead at PA 245. Start add end of observation is uncertain, but the
comet and stars are positioned for 31.000 _T. The coma shows a strong latenslty at the center. _ dust and gas tall are
clearly visible between PA 55 deg.-80 deg. Semi Ictus rectum - 1.3 arc mln. Vertex distance - 1.3 arc min. Magnitude est.
to be 5.4 la 10x50 binoculars (Morris _thud).
Ray tail st PA 70; diffuse tall about 6' length at PA 50-95; Jet about 0.5' leagth at PA 340; jet about 0.7' long at PA 250.
The e_s se1_ to be divided late equal quarters. Northwest was brightest, southwest next brightest, southeast next, and
northeast d_eat. There was a strong stellar nucleus.
Gas tall similar to 29/12/85. Projecting f_st third of length easy to see, much brighter than the rest. Straight. Estimate<_
length I deg. 15'. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Jets at PA 10, PA 245, and PA 200. The main tall is at PA 55.
First time visible to the nskud eye.
Both tails visible in "v" shape. Better view of dust tail then gas tail. Excellent appraisal of beginning of the tail (about
1/3 total leDgth). Gas tail measured 1 deg. 15'; dust tail measured 1 deg. I0'. (Observer gave limit as 8.5. Translated by
IHW staff. Ed.)
The COmet was very bright add clear with a definite bluish tint to it. The color is best compared to the visual color of the
Great Orion Nebula. The cone was bright with diffused herders sod the nucleus was a star-llke point. I estimate_ the total
magnitude at 4.8 add by making "drlft-methud" tlmiags, the size of the coma at 5.25' Of arc. The comet showed a strong
central visual tall with 2 saaller "streaks" at either side of it. These streaks were of slightly shorter length and gave
the appearance of an edge-on view of a cone of material spreading out fro_ the coma. All observed features were drawn from
the same general western edge of the coma which occupied about 25q of_the edge of the coma. My tlmin_s Indicated that the




Date(UT) KON# _ M_M Chart
1.000 814941 4.7 S i00
1.007 814942 5.8 B I00
1.01 814943 5.1 B 100
1.010 014944 5.3 B I00
1.02 814945 5.9 B I00
1.045 814946 5.6 B I00
1.06 814947 4.7 V 4A
1.06 814948 4A
1.06 814949 4.8 4A
1.07 814950 4A
1.073 814951 5.5 S 100
1.103 814952 5.1 B I00
1.40 814953 5.5 B M
1.440 814954 5.2 S I00
1.44 814955 4.3 S 100
1.445 014956
1.479 814957 5.5 B I00
1.58 814958 5.2 B M
1.639 814959 6.0 M 4A
1.64 814960 5.6 B M
1.667 814961 5.6 B i00
1.677 814962 5.5 S
1.681 814963 5.6:
1.694 814964
1.701 814965 5.5 M i00
1.705 814966 5.0 B 4A
DATE: 1 JAN 1986


















Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Slte Observer(s)
68 0.108 N 4 24 5.0 Y 1 Framcb,J
90 0.152 R 5 24 4.7 N 1 FOX,J.H
65 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Kronk,G
59 0.05 B 7 6.0 Lairet,R
0.335 N 4.5 56 5.0 Y Kzonk,G
0.08 B Ii 5.0 Y 1 Gorski,L
EY 6.5 y 1 Keen,R
1.0 70 0.120 B 20 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R
9 7 0.8 70 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 1 Keem,R
12 7 2.2 70 0.32 N 4 33 6.5 y 1 Keen,R
7.4 5 0.080 B 11 4.5C y 1 Bailey,G
7.5 8 2.0 68 0.15 N 8 30 6.1 Y 1 McBrlde,P
8 4 0.3 0.12 N 40 Kmyazy_k,N
7 0.05 B I0 4.5 y 1 William_,p.F
0.05 B i0 Y l Seazgeat,D
5 9 0.i 85 0.15 N 8 I00 4.5 Y 1 Willlals,p.F
2.5 5 0.38 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 4.5C y 1 Feishemg,J
4 0.3 0.05 B 7 Nesterov,Yu
15 6 0.150 N 5.3 45 4.9 y 1 gikholm,L
3 0.05 B 7 Malledov,v
0.05 B 7 5.0(: y 1 K_kkone=,I.T
6 8 2 90 0.05 B I0 6.0 Y 1 Bremseth,P.-j
6 0.42 60 0.080 B 15 4 Y 2 Nagele,A
1.8 5 0.1 55 0.076 R 16 139 5.0C y 1 Kukkonen,I.T
6.5 6 0.3 77 0.09 M 11 56 4.5 Y 3 Westlund,M
6 0.10 B 14 4.0 y 1 Hasu_ick,W
1.708 814967 4.7 B I00 7 0.050 B 7 5.0 N 1 LuDde,R
1.71 814968 4.8 M I00 15 6 0.8 68 0.06 R 4 I0 5.0 Y 3 Granslo,B.H
1.722 814969 4.7 M I00 9.5 7 0.6 61 0.05 B 12 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
1.723 814970 4.0 S i00 i0 8 1.44 57 0.050 B 7 6.2 Y 1 Meozzi,D
1.729 814971 4.2 S i00 12 6 63 0.08 B 20 6.0 Y 2 Parlsio,R
1.73 814972 4.7 S SAO 86 8 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Cezlanm,R
1.740 814973 5.1 M 100 6 7 0.6 68 0.05 B I0 5.5Z Y 4 Waein,G
1.750 814974 5.5 B 4A 3.0 6 0.05 70 0.050 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Koschmy,D
1.753 814975 5.3 B 100 0.050 B I0 4.0 N 1 Le_ann,T
1.760 814976 5.5 0.050 B I0 TC 1 Kauschke,A
1.760 814977 4.8 S I00 7 5 1.0 80 0.050 B 7 5.0C y 3 PleeIDini,M
1.771 814978 6.0 M I00 60 3 0.070 R 14 20 6.0 N 1 LUga,M
1.771 814979 5.0 B 100 2.2 5 0.20 N 4.7 104 3.5 Y 1 Cappellazi,M
1.792 814980 5.8 B 100 6 0.113 N 8 22 4.5 T 1 $eha|_beck,C.M
1.934 814981 6.2 B i00 9 3 0.42 40 0.203 SC 10 80 6.0 Y 1 Farrimgton,W.R
1.95 814982 4.7 M AA EY Greem,D.W.E
1.958 814983 5.0 M i00 6.5 8 1 90 0.203 N 8 128 5.0 Y 1 HaDmon,J
1.97 814984 4.5 S AA 12 7 1 0.035 B 7 Green,D.N.E
1.972 814985 4.9 S i00 8 4 0.63 55 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 3 Morzlson,N
1.976 814986 6 0.67 55 0.15 R 5 31 6.0 y 3 Morrlson,w
1.976 814987 5.0 B I00 0.050 B I0 5 C Y 1 Roblnson,R.L
1.978 814988 100 1.17 0,050 B 7 Y 5 Torres,E
1.979 814989 4.7 M i00 6 7 0.4 55 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 DeYoung,J.A
1.98 814990 4.3 S I00 20 6 1 90 0.05 B 7 4.5 y 1 HaEzingtou,P
1.983 814991 4.9 M 100 10.O 7 2.0 64 0.05 B 12 6.3 T 1 Knlght,S
1.99 814992 4.9 B AAVSO 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
1.99 814993 4.3 M AA 13 7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
1.99 814994 4.5 M AA 13 7 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E
1.99 814995 4.4 S AA 13 7 2 0.050 B 7 Green,D.N.E
1.99 814996 4.6 S A/% 13 7 2 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E
1.99 814997 4.7 S AAVSO 7 7 1.0 62 0.050 B I0 Bortle,J.E
1.99 814998 4.8 S AAVSO 18 EY Bortle,J.E
1.99 814999 5.6 7 1.4 62 0.120 B 20 Bortle,3.E
1.99 815000 5.0 7 1 62 0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,J.E
NOTE A Gas tail.
NOTE B SAO 145989 colparlson star.
NOTE C Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE D Brighter knot in tail 2.0 deg. from nucleus.
NOTE E Hint of a tail?
NOTE F Nucleus u_deflned.
NOTE G Granulation i= central col)densatlon.
NOTE H (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.) Comparison star is SAO 145989.
NOTE I Coma diameter determimed as an average of five transit tile observations.
NOTE J Cirrus.
NOTE K Faint haze.
NOTE L SeeiBg good, transparency excellent. Clouds. Type I tall 0.6 deg. at PA 61, tl_pe II tall 0.4 deg. at PA 77.
NOTE M Drawing.
NOTE N Coma diameter appzoxilate. Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE O Tall 0.ii deg. wide at end, diffuse central spine of tall 0.13 deg. long.
NOTE P Dust tall 1 deg. 20 arc min. (Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
NOTE 0 Dust tail.
NOTE R C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE S Coma diameter add tail length approximate.
NOTE T Tall 3.5-4' _ride at beginning.
NOTE U Nuc. 10.0 Nag., tall 2.5' w%de, length is lower limit.
SUB-NE_;ORK: DRAWING
Date(UT] AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s)
1.007 830628 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150 I0 4.7
1.024 830629 0.203 SC I0 70 6.0
1.031 830630 0.203 SC I0 81
1.037 830631 0.203 SC 10 169
1.057 830632 0.38 0.254 N 5.6 60,120,180 16 6.7
1.075 830633 0.152 N 4.5 18 21 6.5
1.084 830634 0.203 N 6 32 25 6.5
1.68 830635 0.26 0.114 N 8 i00 i01 7
1.691 830636 0.39 0.076 R 16 139 30 5.0
1.698 830637 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 I0 4.5
1.753 830638 0.6 0.0&0 R 15 45 i0 4.0
1.764 830639 0.2 0.103 M 10.5 35 20 5.0
1.942 830640 1 0.203 SC I0 80 4 6.0


































DATE: 1 JAN 195G
Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM L_ site Observer(s) Notes
830642 0.200 N 0 81,130,203 16 5 1 Robinson,R. L O
very mottled appearance near nucleus. Extensions fr_ nucleus more apparent at 150x.
Halley senna to be stock at its present brightness. Just d_tectable with the eye. (Duration not iDdlceted. Tile of
obsel_etlon is start time. Ed. )
The nuclear Re_itlxle is 7.2 (check stare: BR 72, AGK 3+0 deg. 0101} add has an integrated one, etude of 5.5 (check star: 14
PlscIwl). CGlet Balley le seen with s blue _ike which I believe is the ion tall at PA 23. (DuEatlon not Indicated. Time of
obaerlve_on is assmm_ to be start tile. _. )
The nuclear dialetez of the caner is 30.45 m add the coma has a diameter of 243.62". The tail of the comet is blue iu colour
end is dlfficult to see. (Duzatloe not indicated. Time of observatloD is eseuBe_ to be start tL_e. Ed. )
C©mparable to T Aquari in h_ightaess. Nucleus not quite centered in coma. Central disk noted 20" arc in diameter add
diffuse. Faint broad central spine noted i= tall appEoxlmately 10' arc long. PA 45. Possible hints of faint streamer noted
near northeast aide of coma. Tell slightly izregular i_ brlghtmess add 2/3 width of coma at its widest.
Seeing (1-3}: 2. Sky d_zkeeee (i-5): 4. Ray at PA 75 _eg. Tall wen 3/4 deg. long.
Seoi_ (I-3): 2. Sky darkness (1-5}: 4-3. Streamer at PA 80 deg. Fan at PA 80 deg. DC - 7. Tall - 2 deg. long.
Jet at PA E4 _eg. "water drop" st PA 64 deg. C_na; DC 7/6; _o_t 8' dla_e_e_. C_na appears perfectly rot_d at western I_.
central co=_eneation resenbles a water _xop Ending towar_ east. Tall appears vex_ thin, Jet-llke. No special feature In
c_t _s C_a.
C_a elon_a_4K_, long axis in 55-235 de_. _LTection. The edge of coma "sharper", more distinct, in the 235 _eg. dlre_tlon.
Tail length 0.1 _eg.; tail very dim.
Cirrus.
Only 1 tall at PA 70.
Tail PA_ 80 _eg. add 70 de_. Vertex distance - 3.2', _ latus rectu_& Pl - 3', P2 - 3.6'. clty lights Interfere_ with the
ob_vetion.
Meg 6.2, N nag. 10. Degree of co_ensation 3. Tall length 25'. very good seeing tonight allowed the obeerTatlons of new
• ethlls. Tail now easily _een add very long. Large difZuse coma nOw seen outside main c_a. Pl - 3', PA 270; P2 - 3', PA 90.
Ve_ctex 30". Pl and P2 c_e off _a, not a_le_s. (This ob_el_r'n P1 add P2 may DOt follow the s_ aeflnltlon of semi
latus zenith. The tail's orlemtetlon appears aoEthexlF in the drawing. F_.}
C_mt naked eye visible today. Both tails excellently visible. Better dust tail (wi_er and long.c) than the gas tail
(atzalgh_ add fainter). Estimated le_tbs: _ust, I _e_. 20',' gas, 1 _eg. 10'. (Obsex_ar gave limit es 9.0. Translated by
I_W staff. F_. )
Central co_ensatlon again Bore dlff_se, _onstellax in estate. Coma appeaxad to be brighter on north side add slightly wider
than On the south side. A distinct darkeni_ O_¢_LTZe_ in the ccma on the south side. A central bright tall pro_ected to the
east for over a _ee_ee. The tail had ee obvious fen shape.
S_B--NETWORK : PEOTOGRA_
Date(UT) A(_# F1 f/ Ap FOV
1.071 850573 0.305 2.5 0.122 6.8 X 4.5
1.713 850574 0.200 5.6 10.3 X 6.9
1.725 850575 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9
1.740 850576 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9
1.758 850577 1.000 8 0.125 2.1 X 1.4
1.769 850578 1.000 8 0.125 2.1 x 1.4
1.794 850579 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9
1.826 850580 0._00 5 0.14 2.9 X 2.0
1.964 850581 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1
1.977 850582 0.050 4.0 39.6 x.27.0
EXI_M E_ulslon ISO BypGdng Id/TT_ Sits Obsez_er(e) Notes
8.00 K_ak 2415 Y $ 159/P 1 Mintoo,R.B A
15.00 KoPek 103a-O N O 2/C 4 Ci_etti,A B
10.00 KOdak 103a-O N O 3/C 4 Ci_atti,A
15.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 4/C 4 Ci_atti,A
4.00 A_fe-Pen Pro 400/27 N M 6/C 2 TTix_e_,F C
7.00 Agfe-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 10/C 2 TrIxlar,F C
5.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 5/C 4 Ci_atti,A
30.00 Kodak IIa-F N M 44/P 1 Ri_ley,B.B D
5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 DileIziae,R E
6.50 Kodak Tri-X N 176/P Gienforte,J.S F
NOTE A Tail is i. 9 deg. long with coDdeesation in tall I. 5 de_. fr_ nucleus, s_e wavy etruct_xe la f_ret I _eg. from head.
Ins_nt is Aezo-Ektaz aezlal ca_eza lens. (Prlat submitted by observer is a composite of two cootlguous 4 men. exposures.
Ed.)
NOTE B Twilight interfered with the obsex_atlon.
NOTE C City lights intezfered with the observation.
NOTE D (She's _age i_entiflar is preceded by prefix _A. E_.) Inetrmment unes photographic platen.
NOTE E StellaUc guiding wee used because of extremely small apparent |reverent of the co_et withi_ the exposure period (movement
during • 24 hou_ period wee 2 minutes of arc [SIC] in RA add approxi_atel_ 0.2-0.3 degrees of arc in declination during this
period). The 5.5 _ Scbei_t camera gives a strong Uhot spot" Dear the center of the frame.
NOTE F (Ob_e image _dentlfler is 107-6. Ob_ li_ e_Inion speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
S_8-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Dete(UT) AON# Conflg In_ FL f/ Ap EX_ Eau_nlon ISO H_p Gd_g Id/TTp Site O_ar(a) Notes
1.056 870108 45P-O N 0.495 0.065 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 9/P 1 Minton,R.B A
NOTE A NeWtonien spectr_aph used. The _isslons and their strengths appear to be s_ilar tO By spectl_ of December 4, 1985.
(Prints s',_itted are cc_p0sltes of two contlg_ous i0 ni_. exposures. Observer's _sge identifiers are N$ 9 add NS I0. Ed.)
DATE: 2 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AON| aL_ MM Chart
2.010 815001 5.5 B 100
2.011 815002
2.02 . 815003 5.1 B I00
2.02 815004 5.8 B i00
2.10 815005 4.7 M I00
2.104 815006 4.9 M i00
2.125 815007 5.7 B i00
2.18 815008 5 : M 4A
2.378 815009 5.1 M 100
2.38 815010 100
2.382 815011 5.1 M 100
2.39 815012 5.1 B
2.39 815013 3.5
2.395 815014 4.5 B 100
2.396 815015 5.1 B 4A
2.40 815016 5.0 M I00
2.403 815017 4.5 M i00
2.403 815018 4.8 M I00
2.41 815019 4.8 S AAVSO
2.417 815020 5.4 B 100
2.419 815021 4.7 S 100
2.427 815022 5.1 B 100
2.428 815023 4.6 S 100
2.43 815024 5.0 S AAVSO
2.440 815025 4.9 B 100
2.440 815026
2.44 815027 5.3 B
2.44 815020 5.2 M I00





2.46 815034 5.1 B 100
2.462 815035 5.4 S 100
2.52 815036 4.7 S 100
2.604 815037
2.653 815038 5.7 M 100
2.665 815039 5.0 B 100
2.684 815040 5.2 B I00
2.688 815041 5.5 B I00
2.694 815042 5.9 S 100
2.708 815043 4.9 V 4A
2.715 815044 4.8 B 4A
2.719 815045 4.8 M 4A
2.72 815046 6.1 B i00
2.722 815047 4.9 B 4A
2.726 815048 4.8 B 100
2.726 815049 4.7 B 100
2.729 815050 5.0 B 4A
2.729 815051 4.5 B 4A
2.73 815052 5.0 B 100
2.731 815053 5.1 B 100
2.733 815054 3.8 B i00
2.736 815055 4.7 B 4A
2.74 815056 5.0 B AA
2.740 815057 5.5 B 10O
2.745 815058 5.5 H I00
2.746 815059 4.8 B
2.747 815060
2.75 815061 5.3 B AAV50
2.757 815062
2.789 815063 5.8 B 100
2.799 815064 5.4 M 100
2.833 815065 5.3 B I00
2.872 815066 5.8 B 4A
2.93 815067 4.5 S AA
2.962 815068 4.9 M i00
2.97 815069 4.3 S AA
2.976 815070 5.1 B i00
2.98 815071 4.6 M AA
2.98 815072 4.7 S AA
2.990 815073 5.1 B 100
2.999 815074 I00
NOTE A Many clouds (cm_alus).
DATE: 2 JAN 1986










6 0.98 0.080 B
6.1 4.0 8 0.335 N
8 7 2.0 65 0.080 B
0.050 B
10 6 0.67 280 0.050 B
0.108 N
18 6 0.035 B
3.3 5 0.7 0.31 N
15 6 0.035 B
12 6 0.83 300 0.05 B
i0 6 2 0.12 B
5 5 0.05 B
1 0.035 B
1.2 0.05 B
12.5 6 0.I N 10
7 8 0.25 70 0.030 B
6.5 6 1 65 0.13 N
12 G 1.0 0.050 B
4 5 0.13 50 0.153 S
0.07 B
10 5 2 80 0.07 B
5 6 0.83 65 0.07 B
0.05 B
15 6 0.42 0.12 N
10 6 1.2 65 0.16 N
5.2 8 1.1 65 0.08 B
EY
8 7 1.5 65 0.08 B
30 7 2.5 0.23
2.5 5 0.152 N
6 0.67 90 0.25 N
4.5 7 0.3 65 0.05 B
6 3 0.05 B
7.5 7 0.030 B
6.2 6 0.254 N 6
6 0.050 B
4.6 4 1.5 292 0.05 B
19 7 0.050 B
6 7 0.030 B
6.2 6 0.090 R 14
6 EY
6 1.8 60 0.i0 B
7 1.63 61 0.08 B
8 0.5 65 0.203 SC 10
6 1.15 60 0.03 B
7 I.I 62 0.063 B
7 0.050 B
7 0.3 60 0.060 R 15
5 0.79 0.056 B
8 0.05 B
6 0.1 0.063 R 13
5 0.40 210 0.28 SC 50.2
12 5 0.6 0.080 B
9 6 0.7 63 0.080 B
6 6 0.8 65 0.113 N 8
5 0.050 B
3 0.080 R
5.6 7 1 305 0.250 N
15 6 1 0.11 B
6 4.5 3 0.2 0.130 N
7 0.050 B
6 6 0.6 75 0.05 B
3 0.5 0.050 B
0.050 R
ii 7 0.080 B
10.0 7 2.0 61 0.05 B
i0 7 0. 050 B
5 0.43 64 0.05 B
8 7 0.203 N
8 7 0.203 N
6 1 0.53 53 0.05 B
6.8 5.6 5 0.18 66 0.113 N
Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Slte Obserwer(a) Notes
20 5.5 Y Smith,D
20 3.0 y 8 da Sllva,L.A.L A
20 5.5 Y Kronk,G
4.5 56 5.5 Y EXODk,G B
20 8.5 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
7 N 3 Jeffrey,3
10 4.5C y 3 Stapleton,3 C
4 20 4 Y 3 Eale,A D
7 5 Y 1 Wataoabe,H
5.7 147 4.0 Y 2 Suzuki,K E
7 5 Y 1 Watenabe,A
i0 4.5 N 1 Uda,K F
20 6.0 Y 1 Washl,S G
7 Y 2 Okuda,M
7 Y 2 Okada,M
7 4.5 Y 1 Suzukl, K
25 6.0 Y 1 Ichlkswa, K
8 4.5C y 2 Kate, T
6.3 24 5.5 y 1 Haysshl,A
7 6.5 Y 3 Pazkleson,M H
8,6 52 3.5 Y 1 Iwaki,y
i0 5.0 Y I Date,M
i0 6.0 Y 1 Kobaysshl,J
10 5.5 Y 1 Hsyashi,A
7 4.5C y 1 Hayashi,H
6 40 Bayasbt,H
4.8 24 5.5 Y 1 Maeda,S
II 5 Y 1 Mits_a,S I
Y 2 SeargeDt,D
15 Y 2 Seargent,D
4.4 40 6.0 y 1 Nashi,I j
8 64 Y 1 TTegBSkla,T.B K
8 80 6 Y 2 Okumura,s
7 3.0 N 1 Kansi,K
I0 Y 1 T_egaskis,T.B L
8 5.4 Y Peaxce,A
61 4.5C y 1 Bhsdriah,L.E.E M
20 4.5C y 1 Bhadrish,L.H.E
10 5.5 Y 1 Bretschmeider,H
7 6.2 Y 1 BObRe,D
8 Y 1 Pfitzner,E
46 5.5 y 2 Hirth,G
5.5 y 1 Nasubiok,W N
14 5.5 Y 1 HasubLck,W
11 5.0 Y 1 GubO, B
44 5.7C y 2 Marazlti,A O
8 5.5 y 1 Hasubiok,W
9 4.5C Y 1 Km_merer An
7 4.5 N 1 Lu=de,R p
45 5.0 Y 1 Koschny,D O
8 5.5 y 1 KOch,V
i0 4.0 N 1 Bottger,B
21 5.0 N 2 Zlsche,E
70 4.1 y 1 ABoretti,M
20 5.5 Y 1 KOCh,B.O
20 5.0 N i Scbmee_,P R
22 5.S Y 1 Sch_k,C.M S
I0 4.0 N i Le_mann,T
6.2 12 4.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
6 55 4.5 N 1 Lu_de,H T
20 Shlrokov,A U
8 40 4.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
7 5.0C y l Tempts=o,3
10 5.0 N 5 VsniD,G
lO 5.2 Y 1 Kaila,K v
5.6 30 Y 1 Mendez,J
20 Green,D.W.E W
12 6.4Z y l Knlght,S X
7 Green,D.W.E W
7 5.6 Y 3 Benavides,A
6 49 Green,D.W.E W
6 49 Green,D.W.E W
7 6.0 1 Lairet,R
8 45 5.9 Y 3 BeDavides,A y
NOTE B Tear shaped coma. Tail has bright western edge. Tall PA 62 deg. to 83 deg.
NOTE C Lights, tail. (PA approximate and may have beeD MeaS_LEed incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE D Observation severely hampered by thick cirrus. The magnitude is only approximate and should be considered as an educated
"guestilate". The oo_m_t could barely (add briefly} be seen wi_h I0150 binoculars.
NOTE E Meter: c_a diameter is PI + P2.
NOTE F (PA value may have been incorrectly dete_ided. Ed.)
NOTE G Coma blue green. Type I. (Observer indicated "Y" method. Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
NOTE E Excellent dark sky; hldt of a second shorter tail.
NOTE I 8.5.
NOTE J lust_vument is Wright-Schmidt. (Observer indicated -y- method. Ed.)
NOTE K Clear add twilight.
NOTE L Coma a]_st roued. Clear add twilight. (Observer gave limit as 6.9. Ed.)
NOTE M Slight tail; with averted visiod, about 1/2 degree.
NOTE N Id fOCUS.
NOTE 0 Very faint tail.
NOTE P Haze.
NOTE Q Drawldg.
NOTE 8 Omlczon Aqr: 4.7 mag., 32 Aqr: 5.3 mag.
NOTE S With naked eye also seen. [sic]
NOTE T Tail ledgth Is upper limit. Haze.
NOTE U Coma diameter and tail length approximate.
NOTE V Co_t low In the sky. Temp. -20 deg. C.
NOTE W C_a dia_Deter approximate.
NOTE X Dust tail.
NOTE Y Observation completed 860103 at 0018. The coma had a halo indirectly visible. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
DATE: 2 JAN 1986
SUB-NETWORK : DRA_NG
Date(UT) AC_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(a) Duz'M Lira Site Obser_Ter(s) Notes
2.005 830643 0.1 0.204 N 8 58,203 14 5.0 1 Robinsont P.C A
2.014 830844 0.203 SC 10 70 6.0 Nlllima, D.3 B
3.039 830845 0.39 0.203 N 8 61,116 10 5.5 1 NllliJms,3 C
2.040 830646 0.203 SC 10 81 1 Ix)hylsenko, T. N D
2.729 830(;47 0.358 SC 11 200 1 Vezdmt, M E
2.736 830848 0.6 45 20 5.0 1 Eosch-y,D F
2.74 830649 0.38 0.203 SC 10 44, 77 43 5.7 2 Maxazlti,A G
2.888 830650 4 0.08 B 11 4.3 1 Fleet,R.N E









RS F tail st PA 70; dlffuae tail >8' long at PA 50-90. Central con_nsation was "occaslosally stellar". Western quadrant of
coma was hrlgbtest. C©ma a bit longer east-west than north-south.
Cleax tonight. A very faint tall fans outward east of the nucleus. It is very difficult to see with eye because of the city
lights add Halley is v_ low. The nucleus is still very condensed and star-llke. (Duration _ot i_Icated. Ti3De Of
obaexTatlos is start t_. Ed. }
C_s brlghteaa towax_ testes. There deflsltely appeers to be a faint tall at PA 90. City lights IsteEfered with the
obsezTatios.
The career is ObServed as a bluish white with a blue tall with two visible spikes. They are located at PA 21 and PA 49.5. The
nuclear isgultude is 7.0 (check star: KR 72, AGK 3+0 _. 0181) add has as Inte_ated _gnltude of 5.4 (check star: 14
Plscl_). (Duzatlos sot i_icnted. Time of observation is aa_ to be staEt Slim. Ed. )
(Duration not i=_]icnted. Tile of obsex_ratlon is as_ to be start t_. A_klltlonal _Ltawing submitted made using llx80
b_azs (2'/m). Ed.)
Only 1 tall st PA 60.
Tall at PA 65 deg. DEawing interrupted by clouds after 3 minutes from start. Approxlmative orientation and scale; correct
drawing of coma and tail. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assuled to be start time. Ed. )
Main tall at PA 276. FaD (?) at PA 295. LOW altitude, sod of tail lost in Milky Way, no lag_Itlx|e estimate. (Duration sot
indicated. TiJm Of obsel_vatlos is ass1_ed to be staEt time. Ed. )
SOB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Data(UT) A_t FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion InS Byp C.dng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
2.003 850583 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 26/P I Crint,M
2.022 850504 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 8.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N 5/P 2 Tatom,R
2.025 850585 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 T • 244/P I Sabia,3.D
2.026 850586 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 27/P 1 C_ist,M
2.039 050587 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 245/P 1 $abin,/r.D
2.392 850588 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 11.00 Kodak 2415 Y 5/P 1 Nii_Jas,T
2.446 050509 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.8 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 2/$ 12 GLEra_k_,G
2.769 850590 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.8 X 1.7 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 30/P 1 Gua_ro,J
2.786 850591 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 7.00 Kodak 103a-F N M 31/P 1 Guarzo,3
2.793 850592 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.8 X 1.7 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 32/P 1 GUaErO,3
2.801 850593 0.803 2.1 0.350 2.6 x 1.7 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 29/P 1 GULl_ro,/r











period). The 5.5" Sc_i_t cumza gives a strong "hot spot" near the center of the frm.
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Confi9 Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM E_mulslon I$O Hyp GdSg Id/T!r P Site Observer(s)
2.008 870109 6008-O CL 0.135 1.9 33.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/27 N C 530/$ 2 Buchanan,W.T
2.036 870110 6008-O CL 0.135 1.9 33.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/27 N C 531/S 2 Buchanan,W.T
2.052 870111 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 17.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N C 532/S 2 Buchanaa,W.T




C£ty lights intexfered with the obsex_ation. Auxillary lens used. Original Insist characteristics are F_ " 3.720,
f/10.5.
Photo_Eaph _a_e by J. K_ichltis a_ J.D. Sabln.
(Obseu_reur's il8_e i_eatlfler is 860102-i. Exl. ) E4Lrgu foz_at (70 m} fila used. City lights interfered with the observation.
Stellar guiding wan us4K_ hepatise of extEemely _ii ap%_azest BK_V_st of the c_t within the exposure period (_ova_nt





F,_O= in polar alignment, c_et in north edge of zodiacal light, visible to naked eye. All spectra lle along a meridian from
south to north with increasing wavelength. Second order violet-green.
(Observer's image idestlfier is E-I15-31. Ed.)
(Observer's i_age identifier is E-115-32. Ed.)
DATE: 3 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_[SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _4 Chart
3.005 815075 3.5 B 100
3.010 815076 3.9 B 100
3.02 815077 5.0 B 4A
3.02 815078
3.031 815079 4.9 M 101
3.10 815080 5.0 4A
3.10 815081 4.9 V 4A
3.118 815082 4.9 M 100
3.236 815083 4.7 M 4A
3.366 815084 4.9 B 100
3.366 815085
3.375 815086 4.4 M I00
3.395 815087 5.1 M 100
3.396 815088 5.3 B 100
3.41 815089 5.0 $ AAVSO
3.52 815090 4.7 S 100
3.52 815091 4.8 B 100
3.52 815092 100
3.54 815093 4.6 S 100
3.58 815094 4.3 B M
3.688 815095 6.3 M CZ
3.690 815056 5.4 B I00
3.690 815097 5.1 M CZ
3.694 815098 5.8 B
3.70 815099 4.9 M 100
3.70 815100 4.4 DOS 7
3.701 815101 5.7 S 100
3.701 815102 5.4 B I00
3.701 815103 CZ
3.706 815104 5.i B i00
3.708 815105 5.2 B CZ
3.709 815106 5.6 B 100
3.713 815107 5.2 B 100
3.715 815108 4.9 B 4A
3.717 815109 5.1 B I00
3.719 815110 4.9 S 4A
3.722 815111 4.9 M 4A
3.722 815112 5.0 B 4A
3.726 815113 4.9 M I00
3.729 815114 4.9 V 4A
3.729 815115 5.0 B
3.729 815116 4.7 B I00
3.73 815117 4.5 S $AO 85
3.73 815118 4.1 S DOS 7
3.73 815119 4.4 B DOS 7
3.73 815120 5.4 B DOS 7
3.735 815121 4.9 S 100
3.74 815122 5.4 S 100
3.740 815123 I00
3.743 815124
3.743 815125 4.7 S 100
3.746 815126 4.9 S I00
3.747 815127 4.8 $ 4A
3.748 815128
3.750 815125 5.0 i00
3.750 515130 5.1 B CZ
3.757 815131 5.2
3.760 815132 5.1 S i00
3.760 815133 N i00
3.76 815134 5.0 B I00
3.760 815135 5.2 M I00
3.761 815136 4.8 B 4A
3.764 815137 > 4.5 100
3.764 815138 5.0 S 100
3.771 815139 4.8 S 100
3.771 815140 5.4 M 100
3.78 815141 5.2 B AAVSO
3.781 815142 4.5 B 4A
3.785 815143 5.7 B 4A
3.785 815144 5.0 B IHW
3.791 815145 4.7 B I00
3.791 815146 B i00
3.791 815147 4.7 B i00
3.80 815148 5.5 S I00
3.806 815149 5.3 S 100
3.806 815150
3.809 815151 5.4 M 100
3.810 815152 5.5 B 4A
3.81 815153 5.1 S DCS 7
3.854 815154 5.5 B 4A
3.990 815155 4.7 M i00
DATE: 3 JAN 1986
COma size IX: Tail PA
5 58 0.05 B
3 0.06 R 12
14 6 0.035 B
48 6 ET
37 7 3 63 0.080 B
10 6 2.0 60 0.040 B
EY
0.050 B
22 7 0.67 290 0.05 B
0.05 B
10 6 0.58 0.12 N 6
6.2 5 1.5 75 0.1 N 10
4.5 7 0.75 60 0.08 B
6 0.05 B
4 5 0.13 N
7 0.030 B
0.030 B
1 60 0.203 N
7 5 0.88 77 0.05 B
EY
14 0.05 B
7 1.8 65 0.050 B
3 0.05 B
6.5 4 0.2 0.200 N
15 6 0.8 62 0.06 R
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Slte Ob_(s]
6 EY 5 C N
4.7 6 0.090 R 14 46 4.6 y
6 7 1.3 0.080 R 6.2 50 y
6.5 4.5 6 1 90 0.i0 N 6 38 4.8
4.5 4 1.8 292 0.05 B i0 5.0 Y
3 0.03 B 6 6.0
II.9 6 0.066 R 15.2 30 4.5 y
11 8 0. 050 B 7 6.0 Y
9.4 4.7 6 2.17 60 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y
5.0 6 0.063 R 8.4 4.2 y
6 0.03 B 8 6.0 y
14 12 7 1.5 60 0.08 B 11 5.5 y
I0.0 7 0.3 60 0.070 B 20 5.0 Y
i0 7 0.6 58 0.05 B 12 5.5 Y






















20 5.5 y 8 da Silva,L.A.L
56 5.5 Y 1 Onofze D.,D
7 6.0 y 1 Jncobson,E
6.0 y 1 Jecobsos,E
20 5.5 Y 2 AZIaII,R.B
8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
6.0 y 1 Keen,R
7 N 3 Jeffrey,3
I0 5.0 y I Fabre,R
7 4.0C y 1 Baysshi,B
40 Bayashl,B
56 6.0 y 1 Ichikawe,K
11 5 Y 1 Mitsmaa,S
7 4.5C y 1 Hasegawa,T
6.3 24 4.0 y 1 Hayashi,A
8 5.4 Y Pearce,A
8 5.4 Y Pearoe,A
6 38 5.4 Y Pearoe,A
7 4.2 N Clark,M.L
Poroshle,A
7 4.0CT y 1 Ko_4msky,M
12 4.0T Y 1 MOSCh,J
7 4.7 2 Pravec,P
7.2 36 4.5T Y 1 Lipskl,P

















7 0.5 307 0.050 B
6 0.42 86 0.205 N
5 2.0 70 0.040 B
O. 040 B
5 1.0 0.080 B
6 65 0.08 B
0.08 B
7 0.05 56 0.21 N 5
3 0.2 0.130 N 8
8 0.55 50 O. 05 B
7 0.30 75 0.25 N 6
5 0.08 R 15
8 0.55 50 0.08 B
EY
4 0.5 35 0.10 B
1 60 0.080 B
9 0.21 62 0.050 B
9 0.050 B
5 0.080 B
5 0.15 76 0.04 B
8 1.5 85 0.06 R
EY
EY
7 1.17 55 0.065 B
5 0.15 76 0.07 B
6 1 0.11 B













6 0.4 55 0.05 B
6.2 12 4.0 T
7 4.5 N



















































































NOTE A Artificial lights near; cumulus. PA not certain.
NOTE B Stellar comdensation.
NOTE C Modifled Sidgwick _thod used.
NOTE D (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE E Tall length determined in 15x80 binoculars: 2.0 des.
NOTE F Lights.
NOTE G Probably well adapted, not dark adapted, of course - there is no dark sky in Czechoslovakia.
NOTE H Coma diameter approximate. Very w_ak tail; length 1.5-2.0 des.
NOTE I Drawing.
NOTE 3 seeing good, transparency excellent.
NOTE K In focus.
NOTE L Haze.
NOTE M Tail length and PA approximate.
NOTE N Twilight.
NOTE 0 0.1 des. tail only suspected.
NOTE P Seeing II Ant. [sic] Transpaxency good. Slight sky glow.
NOTE 0 (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelaeder?]. Ed.} Tail length is lower limit.
NOTE R Comparison stars 5.3, 4.7, 5.0, 4.0.
NOTE S Comparison stars 6.3, 6.0. Central condensation was magnitode 6.3, near stellar.
DATE: 3 JAN 1986
NOTE T Telescopic limit is 8.
NOTE U Neazby star.
NOTE v Pos4tlve blue colour.
NOTg W Negative observation.
NOTE I Tr•nepazeot.
NOTE Y Fanned tall to I dog. suspected.
NOTE Z Tail leng1_ •pprox:Lmate.
NOTE 8 Unzostzalnod vi•ibillty. (T=an•l•ted by IHW staff. Ed. }
NOTE b Small cm•. Low, la h•ze,
NOTE c See dzawlng.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT) &ON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(n) Notes
3.080 03065l 0.35 0.254 N 5.6 53: 60,120 10 6.5 2 Knizely,D A
3.727 830852 1.5 0.070 B 20 15 5.0 1 Koachny,D B
3.730 830553 0.4 0.254 N 6.4 41, 65,130 14 4.7 3 Abbott,3 C
3.748 830654 4 0.05 B l0 25 5,3 l H_LE•t,G.M D
3.761 830655 0.11 0.258 N 5 40, 65,269 19 5.5 1 StOtt,D E
3.776 830656 0.200 N 6 60 15 4 Gall_o,J F
3.776 830657 1.95 0.065 B 12 14 5.6 6 poulkes,M G
3.006 830658 0.35 0.200 R 14 40 lO 4.9 l Roge_Ta,J.H H










DATE: 3 JAN 1986
report foE1. Ed. )
S_B-NETWOH g : PHOTOGRAPHY
D•te(OT) Am_# FL f/ Ap
3.718 050555 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.5 x 4.6
3.746 850596 0.500 5.5 4.1 x 2.7
3.751 850597 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
3.754 850598 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
3.758 050599 1.000 8 0.125 2.1 x 1.4
3.751 950600 0.500 8 4.1 X 2.7
3.777 850601 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7
3.783 850602 0.200 4.5 10.3 X 6.9
3.786 850603 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
3.781 850604 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
3.794 850805 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9
3.802 850806 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4
3.805 850607 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4
3.810 850600 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4
3.815 850609 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4





6.00 Kodak 2415 Y
8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N
2.00 3M 1000/ N
2.00 31,( 1000/ N
2.00 Agfa-Pan Pro 400/27 N
8.00 Fu_ichrc_e 400/27 N
8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N
4.00 3M 1000/ N
4.00 3M 1000/ N
3.00 3M 1000/ N
3.00 3M 1000/ N
3.00 3M 1000/ N
3.00 3M 1000/ N
4.00 3M 1000/ N
4.00 3M i000/ N
3.00 3M 1000/ N
HTp GdDg Id/T1_ Site Observer(s)
304/P 3ager,M
• lZ/P 1 w_rd,A
O 23/T 1 MaEtlD,D
0 24/T 1 MartID,D
M 18/C 2 Trixler,F
0 5/S 1 TotrDseod,R
• 15/P 1 Ward,A
O 25/T 1 Martln,D
0 26/T 1 Martln,D
O 27/T 1 MartID,D
O 28/T 1 Martia,D
O 29/T 1 MartID,D
0 30/T 1 Martln,D
O 31/T 1 Moxtia,D
O 32/T 1 Martln,D






C_a 25 (greater than) 20 arc min. [sic]; nagnltude 4; tails 3 dog. at PA 60, greater than 5 deg. at PA 64. (Print sublltted
is composite of two 3 Ria. exposures aepaxate_ by 3 els. Ed.) Ins•runes• is Schmidt camera.
UV filter used.
City lights i=tarferod with the cheery••ion.
Central splne •t PA 45; Jet at PA 0; falnt Jet at PA 85; tall g•p at PA 50; E•int atrea_ez at PA 40. Central conden•ation
Dot seed _LI at high power. _ sot quite S1_14tt._iCLl add hod m verst faiat radial ••reeks from ceDter outward. StreaDer
oz _et noted •t about PA 0 ap_roxi_atel_ i0' arc Io_. Othez falet radial atrea_er at 85 about 4' aZC long. Central
ool_leasatton abo_t 10 w tO 20" arc ID dla_e_er add diffuse. CoDtral •plea is tall visible •t PA 45 about 15' to 20' a_c long.
"Hole" or _i_ not_ld aS SE part of c_ along _estral spine. Tail became fala_ez •t 0153 hrs. along from void dow_ south
part of tall _ s_enly. Tall co"dana,•ions •t I/2 _e_. •_ 1 dog. fr_ nucleus. Faint atrnumr in tail about 20' arc
fr_ nucleus, about 10' arc long. MagDiflc•tios Of 240x •leo used.
Only 1 tail •t PA 60.
Central oo_n••tion ne_LE stel1_x. Southex_ tail c_oDent at PA 63 de_., appzox_J|ately 4.4 arc olD. Northern (halo) tall
cc_oDent •t PA 52 _. •pproxi_atel_ 12.8 _Tc Jin. b_ 2.8* st zoo• t•perIDg to 1.6 _ . S_i latua rect_a8 (S) approximately
2.4 azo _lD. Semi l•_a re_tt_ (N| approximately 1.6 aUtO min. Vertex di•tance •pproxi_ately 2.0 aZC mln. Con•Tel
co_teDsatioa Bear stellar add of high centre••with respect to the surrounding con•. Central condone•tics •ppearod
Wplanetar_" at 2_z powers but marc diffuse at 130x. The cola appe&rad aslmmetric•1 with the vertex di•tance dlffernnt to
the (unequ•l) mi-latus r_tu_ values. Two principal feature•were o_ser_od as tall •1_ructuxea with • hint of a streamer
between the. The DOZtJler_oat of th_ tall o_up_nents formed the priDcIp•l long tell.
Intense central co_ensatlon displaced PA 230 fE_ centre of O_S. Tsil PA 50 straight, brighter on north edge. South edge
_efiDod _t diffUSe _terl•1 be•weeD. Tall blight for about 10' then falet end fen shaped to overall length 33'.
Tall st PA 65 de_. _o_ at PA 200-260. C_• _ at PA 130. Rood is a dlfflc_It oh_e_t. Tall shows m irregula_itlea.
Field 60'. Centre1 co"dens,tics of stellar appeazan_e. Tail difficult to see due to light pollution.
Dia_etez - 8'X6', DC m 7. Coma size estimated as ],/3 di•t&_e between •tars 6.3 •_d 6.0 Just SOUth Of comet. Coma slightly
elongated in direction PA 60-240. Tall noticeable, 70', PA 55. So_th preceding edge the Bore ob_i_•.
coma bright, coadonaed, IX: 6, with unresolved centre. At 170x thexe la •till a faint unresolved eucleus. No Jets. Roughly
cLEc_ler, di_leter 4'. "FAD" ve_ faint, nob well _efIDed. "Spine _ of tall falot, 12' long at PA 50 _eg.
The c_ma ha• an interesting size sad shape. Fr_ the outer pert of this surge to the east a bright "appendix', which see_$
to be the •tart Of the ocmmtar_ tail. Nlth a Colas•rOD 8", the nucleus appears stellar add Pointing to thaw eat, that Is, to
the SUn. [Sic] (Duratlon not Indlcsted. Time of observation is assmned to be end time. Dr•wlng data inferred fron_agnitude
DATE: 4 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
HUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Vate(UT) AON| -,1 _O( Chart
4.003 815156 5.2 B 100
4.003 015157 5.2 S 100
4.104 815158 5.5 S 4A
4.219 815159 4.7 M 4A
4.229 815160 5 :
4.372 815161 4.8 M 100
4.375 815162 5.1 M 100
4.38 815183 4.3 S 4A
4.389 815164 4.8 S 100
4.41 815165 5.0 M SAn
4.427 815166 5.3 M I00
4.43 815167 5.0 S AAVSO
4.431 815168 4.9 5 i00
4.433 815169 4.9 B i00
4.440 815170 5.0 S 100
4.44 815171 SAn
4.44 815172 4.9 B SAO
4.44 815173 5.3 M I00
4.445 815174
4.448 815175 5.5 B i00
4.50 815176 5.5 B M
4.54 815177 5.0 B M
4.54 815178 4.5 B E
4.55 015179 4.8 B E
4.55 015180 4.4 B E
4.55 815181 4.8 B E
4.56 015182 4.9 B E
4.57 815183 4,8 B E
4.58 815184 4.9 B E
4.583 815185 5.8 M I00
4.59 815186 4.7 B E
4.62 815187 5.0 B I00
4.67 815188 4.6 5
4.690 815189 5.4 B i00
4.696 815190 5.0 M AAVSO
4.698 815191 5.9 B
4.70 815192 4.0 DCS 7
4.708 015193 5.0 S
4.7118 815194 5.2 B 100
4.719 815195 4.6 B 100
4.719 815196 5.0
4.719 815187 4.6 B IHW
4.72 815198 4.7 S DCS 7
4.722 815199 5.5 M 123
4.726 815200 4.8 S I00
4.726 815201
4.73 815202 4.9 B 100
4.730 815203 4.7 M 100
4.732 815204 5.2 B 100
4.733 815205 4.1 S 100
4.736 815206 5.i B i00
4.74 015207 4.7 S 100
4.743 815208 5.3 B 100
4.743 815209 4.8 M 100
4.745 815210 4.2 S 100
4.747 815211 5.4 B 100
4.748 815212 3.9 S I00
4.75 815213 5.6 H 100
4.75 815214 5.0 B DCS 7
4.7534 815215 5.5 B 100
4.76 815216 4.4 B 4A
4.763 015217 5.1 B i00
4.770 815218 4.9 M 100
4.781 815219 4.8 B 4A
4.785 815220 4.8 B 4A
4.79 815221 5.1 B AA
4.79 815222 5.0
4.7916 815223 5.1 B AAVSO
4.792 815224 4.7 B 4A
4.800 815225 5.6 B 4A
4.813 815226 4.8 B 4A
4.94 815227 4.5 M AA
4.94 815228 4.5 S _%
4.94 815229 4.7 S AA
4.95 815230 4.5 M AA
4.569 815231 5.0 B 100
4.98 815232 4.8 B AAVSO
4.98 815233 4.3 M AA
4.98 815234 4.4 s AA
4.98 815235 4.8 S AA
4.993 815236 5.1 M i00
DATE: 4 JAN 1986































5 0.62 83 0.05 B 7 5.0 N
5 0.18 60 0.035 B 7 5.3C Y
6 0.5 280 0.080 B 11 T
7 0.75 290 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y
4 0.050 B 7 6.0 y
7 0.030 B 8 4.5CT y
7 0.25 70 0.06 R 13.3 40 4.5CT y
6 1.33 80 0.08 B 11 6.0 N
4 50 0.153 N 8.6 33 3.5 Y
5 0.67 65 0.06 R 12 22 3.5 y
6 0.2 C I0 50 5.5 Y
5 0.5 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5 Y
5 0.67 60 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y
7 0.2 60 0.050 B 7 6.0 T
7 0.05 B I0 4.0 Y
7 0.33 85 0.15 N 6 23 4 Y
0.05 B 7 4 Y
6 0.080 B II 4 C N
8 0.I 85 0.15 N 8 50 4.0 Y
6 0.42 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 6.0 Y
7 0.4 45 0.05 B 7








6 0.254 N 6 61 4.7 y
0.03 B 8
6 0.2 0.045 B 7 4.0 Y
7 1.7 64 0.050 B 9 7.5 T










15 7 0.6 64 0.05 B
6.0 4 0.05 B
0. 050 B
6 7 0.080 B
5 0.15 N
12 5 0.063 B
7 6 0.08 80 0.080 B
18 6 1.75 62 0.050 B
7 6 0.38 90 0.050 B
4 3 1 65 0.08 R
8 4 1.0 0.05 B
15 7 1 0,206 N
9 6 0.050 B




i0 1.5 0.256 N
0.050 B
i0 8 0. 050 B
9 7 0. 080 B
9 7 0. 080 B
6 3 0.60 62 0.05 B
8 7 2.0 65 0.050 B
0.035 B
10 7 0.035 B
EY
7.6 8 2.1 62 0.05 B
9 0.063 R 13.3 52
4 0.2 0.200 N 7.2 36 3.5TC T
6 ET 4 C N
8 1.5 90 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y
7 0.67 61 0.05 B I0 6.3T T
7 0.050 B 7 5.0 N
1.2 60 0.080 B 15 4 Y
8 2.5 64 0.080 B 20 5,2 Y
0.040 B 12 5 y
6 0.114 N 8 36 4.5 N
7 0.030 B 8 4.5C N
7 1 308 0.250 N 6 55 5.0 N
6 0.050 B 7 C y
? 0.5 60 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N
? 0.40 90 0.330 N 4.5 58 6.3 Y
6 63 0.08 B 20 6.5 T
7 0.42 83 0.056 B 8 4.7C N
7 0.6 68 0.08 B 15 5.0C y










5.7 20 5.8 y
20 Y


































































































NOTE A (Observer gave limit as i0. Ed.)
NOTE B (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE C strong zodiacal light.
NOTE D Suspected tail?
NOTE E m2 (observer's symbol believed to _an "approximately equal to", Ed.) i0.
NOTE F Slight tail; wlth averted vlsios, about 1/2 degree.
NOTE G Comet low above horizon.
NOTE H On Jan. 4.7 also noted w_th 4.5 inches Netrtonlan f/8 at 45x a Jet 15 arc min. long at PA 50 deg. [very faint|.
NOTE I Naked eye!
NOTE J Tail length detelnmlned in 15x80 binoculars: 2.4 deg.
NOTE K Seeing worst.
NOTE L Deep twilight.
NOTE M (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?|. Ed.) Coamparisos stars are 31 Aqr, 32 Aqr.
NOTE N Brighter core.
NOTE 0 Tall length is upper limit.
NOTE P Telescopic limit is 6.5.
NOTE Q Tall length (I) 0.5 deg; (II) 0.3 deg.
NOTE R PA approximate.
NOTE S Hazy.
DATE: 4 3AN 1986
NOTE T Seeing good, transpazenc T excellent.
NOTE U I pexce£ve detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE V Drawing i.
NOTE W _CrGD Aqr: 4.7 mag., 32 Aqr: 5.3 lag.
NOTE • Tall lemgth vel- F uDceztaln. (Observer gave limit as 8. Ed. }
NOTE y See _LEaw. D.I.
NOTE Z Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE a Dust tail.
SUB-NETWORK : DRANXNG
Date(UT) AGN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Slte Observer(a) Notes
4.224 830860 6 0.33 N 4.5 50, 70,I00 15 5.5 1 Fabre,R A
4.44 830861 1.38 0.15 N 6 23 14 4 2 TsniEawa,M S
4.696 830662 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-Kiss,A C
4.70 830883 1.04 0.214 N 8 45 86 7.5 2 Pesci,S D
4.734 830664 2 0.05 R 7 30, 35, 40 45 4.0 5 Kopp,M E
4.743 830665 2.97 0.035 R 14 12, 15 5.3 1 SaJtz,A F
4.760 830666 0.25 0.356 SC 11 200 30 1 Verdenet,M G
4.764 830667 0.25 N 6 75 1 Guthler,O H
4.778 830668 2.6 0.06 R 5.7 20 20 5.8 2 Cazdlel,N I
4.781 830669 0.050 S 20 3 Gallego,3 J
4.785 830670 0.206 N 6 60 5.5 8 Gomez,A K
4.792 830671 0.050 B 8 6 1 CanO,M L
4.795 830672 0.2 0.11 R Ii 30, 70 30 5.5 i AdaDOII,G M
4.797 830673 0.5 0.15 N 5 25, 75 15 5.5 2 MeElln,J.-C N
















DATE: 4 JAN 1986
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT} AON| _'L f/ Ap
4.012 850611 0.058 1.4
4.060 850812 0.305 2.5 0.122
4.715 850613 7.417 7.3 1.016
4.769 850614 0.600 1.7 0.350
4.777 850615 0.803 2.1 0.350
4.785 850616 0.803 2.1 0.350
4.803 850617 0.600 1.7 0.350
4.981 850618 0.225 1.7 0.140









34.5 X23.4 10.00 Kodak TEI-X
6.8 X 4.5 20.00 Kodak 2415
0.3 X 0.2 40.00
3.4 x 2.3 13.00 Kodak Tri-•
2.8 x 1.7 i. 00 Kodak 103a-F
2.6 x 1.7 7.50 Kodak 103a-F
3.4 x 2.3 35.00 Kodak TTI-X
9.i X 6.1 4.25 KOdak 2415
ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/TTp Site Observer(s) Notes
N T 4/C i Prieater,D.C A
Y S 166/P 1 MintoD,R.B B
N i/N 1 Manulia,I C
400/ N I/T 1 MolInari,L D
N M 31/P 1 Guarro,3 E
N M 132/P 1 Guarro,J F
400/ N 2/T 1 MolInari,L G
Y S 3/P 1 Dilslzlan,R H
(Prints submitted by observer axe composites of five conti_ous 4 miD. exposuzes. Ed.) Instrument is Aero-Ektar aerial
camera lens.
Instrument is Ritcbelr-ChretleD design. Obsex_rer asslsted by E. Dr_xcker.
Ims_t Is Sc_"mldt camm-Ea. (Observer supplied other nonessential Dotes on original report forl. Ed.) 120 slze film used.
(Observer's _mage identifier is followe_ by suffix A. Ed.}
(Observer's image identifier is 32A. F_.)
KodAk Nratten 36 filter used. IDs_nt I$ $chmidt camera. (observer supplied other nonessential Dotes on original report
for_. Ed.) 120 slze El lm used.
Stellar 91Aidlng was used because of extremely small apparent movement of the coder within the exposure period (movement
during a 24 hour period was 2 RIDutes of arc [sic] in RA add approximately 0.2-0.3 degrees of arc in declination during this
period). The 5.5" Scbmidt camera gives a strong "hot spot" sear the center of the frame.
The north (PA 0 _eg. ) semi latus rectlal is still lower than the south portion. The bright spine in the center of the tall
is ¢le0xly visible. Note the clean straight llne of the tall on the northern upper settleD. Two _Lrawi_gs supplied at scales
of 6 er© Rin./m add 10 az_ ni=./m. Ma_iflcation of 150x 81_o uae_.
11 . 4.9. Dis. m 8'. DC m 7/10. _2 and fe81_Aze at PA 85 (observer's sTlbol believed to _aD "approximately equal to", Ed.)
10 aM 20' long, respe_tlvely.
Schenati¢ _LEawlag. (D_Eatlon _ot Iodlcated. TiJe of obsex_ratlon is asst_e_ to be nod ti_e. Ed. }
C_ DC 7/8; about 7' di_etex. Clearly vlaible laln tall Jet-llke at PA 84, abo_t 1.7 deg. long. (Estimate made with 12x50
binocUI_LES.} See_ a probable second tall Isle]/ PA 50 _eg. about 15' long (1/4 deg.) v_ faint. No special feature in
comet's c_. Field 1.9.
Stability of star i_age$: fai_; temperature: 0 deg. C. Coma bright, shows definite l-tensity peak at center; great latitude
of tail, _ight(ll) too. Vertex dlstaDce: V - 14.0'. S_i laths rectu_: P1 - 11.5', P2 - 10.5'. Tall PA - 55 de_.
Ma(.r_Iflcatio_a of 15, 20, 25 also used. City lights in_ferod with the observation.
C©ma 10'; tall at PA 60-65 (plot}, lang1_h 1.3 _eg. (Duration not indicated. Time of ob_atlon is asa_me_ to be S_JLrt time.
84.}
(A0-titlonal _Lrawlng submitted made using 11x80 binoculars (2.01'/Dm). Ed. )
condensation conspicuously h_ight. Jets in PA 126, 45" aM PA 63, 36". (Translated b_ IHW staff. Duzation not indicated.
Time Of obaex_ration is a$_ to be St_trt ti_e. _. )
Tail low: 1 _eg. 8t PA 65.
Field 3 de_. Stellar central coMensatlon. (DtrTatlon not i=dLcated. Tl_Je of obsel_ratioD is asst_me_ to be end time. DrawiDg
data infe_Ted from _a_Itt_e report form. Ed. }
(Duration _ot i_RELcateK]. Ti_e of obsez_stlon is ass1_e_ to be start time. Ed. )
Field 9 _e_. Limiting ma_It_e through blnoc.: 9.0. (DIu_atlon not ledleated. Ti_e of obser_atlon is ass_e_ to be start
time. D_awlng data inferred fr_ mag=It'_e repozt foam. E_. )
Tail st PA 80. Cnntxal coMensation of c©ma little aM very bzlgbt. City lights imterf_ured with the obsez_atlon.
Tall at PA 62, neazly parallel edges, vel_ co_dense_ over 15'; Jet at PA 141, diffuse; _et at PA 319, _re contrasted. PlUme
sunward.
(Duration not indicated. Tile of observation is assumed to be e_d t_me. Drawing data i_fezred from _a_Itu_e report form.
Ed. }
DATE: 5 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SEB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# aLl MM Chart
5.007 815237 5.5 B i00
5.010 815238 4.6 B 100
5.018 815239 6.1 M 100
5.028 815240 4.8 M 101 30
5.028 815241
5.031 815242 100 30
5.031 815243 5.1 B 100
5.063 815244 5.3 $ 100 7.6
5.07 815245 4.8 V 4A
5.08 815246 4.9 4A 8
5.084 815247 100 4.8
5.1632 815248 4.8 S DCS 5
5.376 815249 4.8 B 100
5.376 815250 i0
5.385 815251 5.0 M I00 4.5
5.389 815252 4.7 M 100 7
5.389 815253 5.I B 4A
5.39 815254 4.7 S i00 5
5.393 815255 4.5 K 100 8
5.40 815256 4.9 M 100
5.40 815257 100 3.3
5.402 815258 4.2 M i00 7.6
5.406 815259 4.2 M I00 6.2
5.41 815260 4.7 S AAVSO 8
5.417 815261 4.7 B 100
5.42 815262 4.2 S I00 5
5.42 815263 5.0 M SAO 9
5.42 815264 4.8 B i0
5.43 815265 4.8 B 100 3.4
5.431 815266 4.9 B i00
5.451 815267 4.9 B 100 4.0
5.451 815268 I00 2
5.455 815269 5.3 S i00
5.52 815270 4.8 B E 14
5.52 815271 4.9 B E 16
5.52 815272 4.9 B M 5
5.54 815273 4.7 B 100
5.54 815274 4.6 S I00
5.54 815275 4.8 B 100 7.5
5.54 815276 5.0 B M 5
5.54 815277 4.6 B E 16
5.54 815278 5.7 B E 18
5.54 815279 5.0 B E 16
5.55 815280 5.1 B M 3
5.56 815281 5.1 S E 16
5.57 815282 5.0 S E 15
5.58 815283 5.1 S E 15
5.59 815284 5.4 B E 16
5.594 815285 4.7 M 100 5.0
5.60 815286 4.2 V M
5.68 815287 4.9 B AAVSO 6
5.651 815288 5.0 B CZ 15
5.691 815289 5.6 S 100 3







5.697 815291 4.4 M CZ
5.70 815292 5.5 M AA
5.70 815293 4.1 DeS 7
5.700 815294 4.7 M 100
5.701 815295 CZ
5.701 615296 5.2 M I00
5.708 815297 3.8 S 100
5.708 815298 5.2 B I00
5.71 815259 4.8 B M
5.712 815300 4.8 M AAVSO
5.712 815301 5.0 M CZ
5.715 815302 5.5 B I00
5.715 815303
5.717 815304 100








5.7187 815305 4.9 S
5.72 815306 4.4 B AAVSO
5.720 815307 4.9 B I00
5.722 815308 4.8 M CZ
5.722 815309 4.6 B 100
5.725 815310 5.5 100 2
5.726 815311 4.5 M 100 Ii
5.729 815312 4.8 M i00 6
5.729 815313 5.2 B 100 15
5.729 815314 5.1 B 100
5.729 815315 4.6 B CZ 9
5.729 815316 5.0 B CZ
5.73 815317 5.5 B I00 7.9 7
5.733 815318 5.0 B 100
DATE: 5 JAN 1986
5.7395 815319 5.3 B I00 7
5.74 815320 4.9 S 100
5.740 815321 5.4 M CZ
5.74 815322 5.0 B 100 I0
5.742 815323 4.9 M i00
5.743 815324 4.6 S 100
5.743 815325 5.3 M 100
5.750 815326 4.8 M 100 I0
5.750 815327 6.0 B 100 4
5.757 815328 4.7 B 4A 25
5.757 815329 4.8 M 100
5.770 815330 4.7 B 100
5.770 815331 B 100 6
5.772 815332 4.1 B CZ
5.781 815333 5.9 M i00 60
5.781 815334 4.7 B 100 18
5.781 815335 5.1 M i00 8
5.781 815336 4.7 B 4A
5.781 815337
Ap IDa
6 2 85 0.06 R 8.3
0.080 B
0.67 90 0.050 •
7 1.5 65 0.080 B
EY




7 2.4 60 0.040 B
5 0.20 SC i0
4 0. 050 R
0.05 B
6 0.75 0.12 N 6
8 1.5 0.08 B
7 0.33 70 0.06 R 13.3 40 4.5C Y
0.035 B 7
7 0.07 B 10 4.0C y
8 0.50 70 0. 030 B 8 4 . 5C y
1.2 0.05 B 7 5,5 Y
5 0.21 N 5.0 88 5.5 Y
6 0.12 N 6
7 0.I N I0
6 6 1.2 65 0.13 N 6.3
7 0.05 B
7 1.0 0.08 B
6 1.6 65 0.06 R 12 y
6 0.83 300 0.05 B N
8 1.5 70 0.05 B y
0.07 B y
7 1.9 0.070 B y




7 0.4 40 0.05 B
6 0.030 B y
0. 030 B ¥










6 0.254 N 6 y
EY
6 0.8 66 0.20 N 4
5 1 40 0.04 B
4 0. 064 R 12
5 0,05 B
0.10 B
7 0.6 80 0.i06 R 5.7 24
6 EY 5 C N
7 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.5 N
5 I 60 0.10 N 6 38 4.6
5 0. 064 R 12.5 31 4.0C Y
7 0.080 B 20 4.2C N
4 0.064 R 6.3 I0 5.0 Y
0.08 B 40
9 0.3 80 0.063 R 13.3 52







8 0.82 48 0.06 B
6 2 60 0.05 R
0.050 B
8 0.080 B
7 1.5 0.050 B
6 0.8 92 0.06 R
6 1.0 62 0.07 B
8 0.05 B
7 1 75 0.08 B
4 0.05 B
fi 0.8 30 0.10 B
3 0.03 B
9 0.4 65 0.203 SC I0
0.050 B
6 0.17 80 0.080 B
0.08 B
3 0.060 B





5 0.4 70 0.050 R
7 1.5 85 0.06 R
0.05 B
0.03 B
6 1 65 0.07 B
5 0.08 B
3 0.070 R 14
0.92 45 0.030 B
7 2.2 63 0.050 B
0.030 B
1.25 67 0.050 B
f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
30 4.7 N 1 FOX,3,H
20 5.8 Y Smith,D
I0 5.0 Y 1 Slith,A
20 5.4 y 2 Arlail,R.B
5.5 Y 1 Stephsa,C
78 6.2 y 2 Saraceno,J
7 SazsceDo,J
Ii 4.5C y 1 Bailey,G
6.0 y 1 KeeD,R
8 6.0 y 1 KeeD,R
70 4.5C y 1 Bailey,G
8 4.5 3 Machholz,D
7 5.0C y 1 Hayashi,H
40 Bayashi,B







36 4.0C y 1 Kishi,A
40 3.5 y 1 Iohlkswa,K
24 6.5 y 1 Hayashi,A
7 5.0C y 1 Basegawa,T
15 5.3TC Y 1 Love_oy,T
22 4.5 5 Nakalurs,A
10 5.0 1 UdS,K
7 4.0 1 KaDaI,K
I0 5.0 1 Date,M


















61 4.7 1 Bha4Lrlsh,L.H.E
PoroshID,A
30 SelevIch,G
7 6.1 Y 1 BraDolk,K
20 5.1C N 1 Urbanski,P
7 4.6 2 Pravec,p











15.2 30 4.5 Y 1 Gors,D
6 55 5.5 N 1 LuDde,R
8 5.5 Y 6 VIIIa,M
10 5.4 Y 1 Znaslk,M
4 7 CherDis,K
I0 6.5 Y 1 Trebacz,A
10 4.0 N 1 Bilek,v
7 5.5 N 1 Lu_e,R
6.9 20 Y 1 Guerrini,F
20 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
i0 5.01 Y 8 MelaDdxi,F
20 5 N 2 Knain,E
7 4.5 y 2 Paradowski,M
25 6.2 Y 2 Polak,J
6 5.5 1 Vacllk,F
44 5.8C y 2 Marsziti,A
10 6.5 Y 1 Slusarczyk,J
II 4.0C y 1 Brogioni,A
I0 4.3 1 Sbanklin,3.D
12 5.4 Y 1 Barak,R
7 5.8C Y 2 Maraziti,A
8 5.5 Y 6 Villa,M
II N 1 Galnsford,M.J
I0 4.0C N 1 Rapavy,P
I0 5 C Y 1 Menichetti,R
5.6 19 6.2 y 2 Sciezor,T
25 5.5 Y I Hard,A
12 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
8 5.5 Y 1 Filimon,E
20 5.5 y 1 Filimon,E
I0 5.6 Y 1 Elias,P
20 6.0 y 1 Luga,H
8 5.3 Y 2 Kellner,A
7 7.0T Y I Mikuz,E
8 5.5 Y 1 van der Mey,L






































































ACt/# nl L_q Chart COma size
815338 4.7 B 4A 15
815335 4.9 M 100 3
815340 4.6 S 100 8 7
815341 5.2 M 100 22
815342 4.9 S 100 11
815343 4.9 S 100 11
815344 4.3 M ;_,
815345 4.5 S K_ 10
815346 4.4 M _A
815347 4.6 S _A 10
815348 4.7 M 100 6
815345 B 100 8
815350
815351 4.5 S lO0 5.0
815352 5.2 M 100
DATE: 5 JAN 1986
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwZ Ltm DA Site Observer(e) Notes
7 1 90 0.030 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Na-_d,A
5 0.05 R 5.7 20 4.9C Y 3 Cal_lelsN
7 1 50 0,065 B 12 5.0 N 1 Foulkes,M k
6 0.050 B 10 4.5C Y 1 LOZ_O,L
7 0.83 0.05 B 10 3.8 Y 1 Buzst,G.M 1
8 0.83 0.08 B 15 3.8 Y 1 Burst,G.M 1
0.050 B 7 Gree_,D.N.E
7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E C
0.035 B 7 G_'een,D.W.E
6 0.035 B 7 GEeeD_D.W.E C
7 0.4 65 0.05 S 7 5.0 Y 1 DeTOtmg,3.A
3 0.67 58 0.05 B 7 5.0 IAt:Lret,R
4 0.05 B 20 3.5 Y 8 da Silva,L.A.L m
7 0.203 N 6 101 4.5 Y 1 BtJdak,D.M
0.050 B 7 Y 4 Torres,E n
SAC 145940 add SAC 145516 ¢0aparison stars.
Tail length eatimatod by plots.
?x35 m binoc_alaurs also _sed. Tall still bluish tint. Nucleus very stellar - a goldiah-red color. Vet T colorful. This at 57x
add 101x in 36.2 cl reel. Tail sGmewhat bzightez a_ i/4 deg. larger than on Dec. 31 ET.
(PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed. )
Flne sight With star shining thru comal
Modified Sidgwlok method used.
Cceta d.|.ste_ (or teil_).
7.9.
Meter: ¢-cma diameter is P1 + P2.
RO_ stellar-like nucleus. Clear and twilight.
Clear and twilight. (observeuc gave limit as approximately 6.5. Ed. )
NOTE L Slight tel1; with swted vision, about i/2 degree.
NOTE M Adapted to the actual (zathel bad, street lights visible) observing coBditlons.
NOTE N + 7X50 B and 7.5 mag. nucleus + naked eye. [sic]
NOTE O Tall length _eteEllned in 15x80 binoculars: 3.0 deg.
NOTE P Slall tall barely visible.
NOTE 0 Naked elve.
NOTE R MIsts _zlng the public observation with some 30 visitors.
NOTE S Tall length is upper llnit.
NOTE T Tall length is lower limit. PA ap_roxlmate.
NOTE U Clo_Is.
NOTE V Seelng gc_x], transparency good/excellent. Clouds.
NOTE N Veiled /Sky.
NOTE • Dew, cold a_.
NOTE Y Probably well adapted, not dark adapted, of course - there iS no dark sky in Czechoslovakia.
NOTE Z Elliptical o_a.
NOTE s I per_elve detail. (Roughly translated by IBW staff. Ed. )
NOTE b Thin clom_ clearing.
NOTE C _ dimter approximate.
NOTE d Cloudy. Tail - ?, PA uncertain.
NOTE • COma ellIpt.
NOTE f Ye1_ clear skies.
NOTE g Faint blue oolOtUC.
NOTE h Unrestrained visibility. (Translated b_ IRW staff. E_. )
NOTE i visible with aaked eye.
NOTE J Type I tell.
NOTE k Variable cloud.
NOTE I Fao tell, PA 65 to 81.
NOTE m Twilight.
NOTE n (Observe2: gave limit as 9.0. F_.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) &_ Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
5.007 830675 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150,225 I0 4.7 1 FOX,J.H A
5.018 830676 0.254 N 6 170 33 3,0 6 Troiani,D.M B
5.698 830677 0.97 0.106 R 5.7 24 48 5.7 1 Keszthelyi,S C
5.712 830678 0.063 R 13.3 52 Kosa-Kiss,A D
5.724 830679 0.5 0.063 R 13.3 52 1 Csukas,M E
5.732 830680 0.4 0.06 R 6.9 20 21 4.8 1 Gue_rini,F F
5.733 830681 0.05 0.I00 B 25 30 3.8 I GoJdlc,S
5.733 830682 0.050 R 5.6 19 10 6.2 2 SCleZor,T G
5.738 830683 1.2 0.080 B 20 15 5 1 KDaln,E H
5.740 830604 0.35 0.203 SC I0 44, 77,167 30 5.8 2 Marsziti,A . I
5.755 830685 3 0.05 S 8 I0 14 5 1 Menichetti,R J
5.781 830686 0.21 0.203 SC i0 80,220 i0 5.0 1 FOtLL_es,N K
5.799 830687 1.99 0.065 B 12 i0 5.0 1 Foulkes,M L
5.814 830688 1.0 0.05 B 15 25 3.8 1 Hurst,G.M M















Inner coma circular, but has mottled appearance. Outer c_a almost beazt shaped: blu_t to W with lobes necking in [sic] at
tail. Tall streaked, brighter along N edge. Nucleus slightly elongated NW-SE at 225x.
Seeing (I-3): 2. Sky darkness (1-5): I. Rays at PA 35 deg. and at PA 18 0 de9. $treL_er st PA 95 deg. DC = 5.
Tall 0.6 at PA 80.
Schematic drawing. (Duration not i_dlcated. Time of obseEvatlon is assumed to be end time. Ed.}
Total la_Itede - 4.6; co_a diameter 8'x6'; DC = 5; tall at PA 53, 17' length. A 20' tall had PA 95 i0' to nucleus, PA 98
20 _ to nucleus, PA i01 23' to nucleus. [sic] (Duration not i_£cated. Time Of observation is end time. Ed.} Schematic
drawing.
Nalle_'s c_et magnitude 5.5.
very good observing coDditions. The skies perfectly free of any artificial light pollution. The comet visible by naked eye
as a patch of 5.5 mag. (TWO drawings supplied st scales of 1.2 s_ 0.7 arc _in./_. Ed.)
Diffuse, faint tail. Tall consists of long thin extremely diffuse filaments. Rays st PA 75.
Elliptical c_a - not polntllke (word translated by IHW staff, Ed.) nucleus. Tail at PA 65 clearly seen, _aybe curved
towa-v_ north at its end. Cons _la_eter = 7.0'x7'; DC - 8. Vertex distance - 4'. Semi latus rectum P1 - P2 = 3.6'.
Ms_itude 4.8 (Sobrov=ikoff method). Diameter I0', DC 4. vertex distance - 4.5', s_mi latus rectums Pl _ 4.5', P2 - 4.5'.
Tall st PA 50, length I0'. Spike at PA 330, length 3'. Spike at PA 20, length 3'. Coma diameter - 5'x4'. DC - 6. COma
slightly elliptical. Centre appeared as s s_all but bright s_ot. Slighty faiDter elliptical area extended out at _A ii0 deg.
Tail faint. S_e slightly brighter areas were detected but these were Kaint (i.e., features given above).
C_a dlametnr 8'x7', DC = 7. C_a slightly elliptical, centre bright - almost star like. Tail faint but obvious, I deg. at
PA 50.
Tail overall length 50' fanned. PA 65-81. Bright for approximately one third of overall length then faint and widening.
Central ¢o_deosatlon of Eset opposite to tail.
Low altitude above horizon. Tail Dot seen well; seeing only beginning of both gas and dust tails. (Observer gave limit as



































DATE: 5 JAN 1986
f/ Ap FOV EXp'4 El_tlsion ISO H_"p c._g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
5.5 0.355 1.0 X 0.7 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 33/P 1 Crlst,M A
8 4.9 x 3.3 20.00 Kodak TTI-X 400/27 N O 021/P 1 Bro,M B
8 4.9 x 3.3 I0.00 Kodak T_i-X 400/27 N O 022/P 1 Bro,M B
2.0 13.5 x 9.0 12.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 24/P 2 MiDton,R.B C
5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 13.00 Kodak 2415 Y 103/P 1 Nii_IRa,T D
3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.33 Kodak 6415 Y C 6/P 1 KOJ_a,T E
4.1 x 2.7 20.00 FoaapaD F27 400/27 N O 3/N 1 Msturksnlc,M F
6.3 2.7 x 1.8 13.00 ORNO 400/27 N C 7/N 1 Znaslk,M G
1.8 15.2 XlO.2 1.50 Fu_iohr. Pro i00/ Y 11/P 2 Coersd,R B
4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 26.00 Ilfozd EP5 N O 24/T 1 Mikuz,H I
4 8.2 x 5.5 26.00 Ilfozd EP5 N O 2/T 1 Mikuz,H J
5.6 4.1 x 2.7 4.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N X 2/P 1 ward0A K
5.6 4.1 x 2.7 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N • 3/P 1 Ward,A K
4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 21.00 Ilfozd HP5 N O 25/T 1 Mikuz,H I
5.6 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak TZI-X 400/ N X 4/P 1 ward,A L
4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 4.00 Ilf_ HP5 N O 26/T 1 Mikuz,B I
1.7 0.140 5.i x 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 DilslzlsD,R M
3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 31/C 1 Cbester,G.R
Clouds Intexrupted the session. Only one exposuze possible. (Observer's image identifier is 33A. Ed.) City lights interfered
with the observation. AUXiliary lens used. OzlgIDal Instrument ¢herscteristIcs are FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
AuxillaxT leas USed. Original instrument cheraoterlstlos ere FL " 0.210, f/4.
Instrument is Kollmorgen lens. (Observer's image IdeDtlfler is preceded by pzefix K2-. Ed.)
(Observer's 4mage identifier is preceded by pzeflx NJ. E<I.)
Ins_nt is wzlght-Schmldt. LaEge EOZRSt (120 size} film used.
Twilight sod city lights intexfered with the obsexTstion.
Lerge foEnst (ii.8x8.6 c_} fill used.
Zodiacal light iatefered with the observation. UV filter used. (This probably leaDs a UV blocking, clear glass filter. Ed.]
(Ob4_Lrver's image IdeDtiEier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
120 size film (6x6 cm).
UV filter used.
O21 yellow [sic] £ilter also used. UV filter used.
StellLT guiding was used because of extremely aa_ll app_reDtmoveDent of the ¢_etwithin the exposure period (Dovement
during a 24 hour period was 2 nlautes of arc [sic] in RA a_d spproxlaately 0.2-0.3 degrees of arc in declination during this
period). The 5.5" Scb_Idt camera gives a strong "hot spot" neaz the center of the traue.
DATE: 6 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEDR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AnN# !1 MM chart
6.000 815353 4.7 $ 100
6.00 815354 4.8 B AAYSO
6.00 815355
6.00 815356
8.01 815357 4.9 B 100
6.010 815358 4.8 B 100
6.02 815359 S.1 0 100
6.02 815380 5.7 B 100
6.048 815361 6.3 M 100
6.05 815362 5.6 B 4A
6.05 815363
6.07 815304 4.8 V 4A
6.07 815385 4.9 4A
6.094 815366 4.8 M 100
6.200 815367 4.7 M 4A
8.38 815368 4.4 S 4A
6.39 815369 5.0 M 100
6.394 815370 4.5 M 100
6.397 815371 4.7 M 100
6.40 815372 5.0 B 100
6.40 815373 4.8 5 &AVSO
6.41 815374 5.0 B AAYSO
6.412 815375 4.1 M 100
6.417 815376 5.3 B 100
6.424 815377 5.2 0 100
6.438 815378 5.4 B 100
8.44 815379 5.0 B
6.446 815380 4.6 S 100
6.451 815381 5.5 S 100
6.46 815382 SAn
6.46 815383 4.9 B SAn
6.465 815384 5.6 S 100
6.470 815385 100
6.52 815386 5.6 B M
6.54 815387 4.6 B E
6.54 815388 4.6 B E
6.58 815389 5.0 B E
6.58 815390 4.9 5 E
6.58 815391 5.0 S E
Coma size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Plrr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15.4 8 0.5 68 0.108 N 4 24 5.0
8 6 2.0 65 0.050 B 10
6 6 1 65 0.120 B 20
4 6 1 65 0.317 N 6 55
8 1 0.080 B 20
0.080 B 20 5.8
12 6 1 0.0S0 B 10 4.5
8.4 5.6 0.58 0.335 N 4.5 56 Y
0.50 90 0.050 B 10 5.0 Y
10 3 0.035 B 7 4.5 Y
42 3 _ 4.5 Y
EY 5.5 Y
8 7 2.2 60 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y
0.050 B 7 N
22 7 1.17 290 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y
10 6 1.17 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y
4.5 0 1.5 60 0.08 B 11 5 C Y
7 7 0.50 60 0.030 B 8 4.5C Y
4 7 0.33 55 0.10 N 10 55 4.5(: Y
4.5 7 1.8 60 0.05 B 7 4.0 N
6.5 6 1.5 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 6.0 Y
5 6 1 65 0.07 B 10 6,0 Y
7.6 7 0.12 N 6 36 3.0C Y
5 0.05 B 7 4.0C Y
0.07 B 10 4.7 Y
3.6 6 0.43 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5 'I"
10 6 0.7 0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
8 6 1 80 0.07 B 10 5.5 1"
10 3 0.050 B 12 3.5 Y
10 7 0.17 85 0.15 N 6 23 3 Y
0.05 El 7 3 Y
3 0.05 B 10
3 4 0.152 N 8 64
5 6 0.1 61 0.05 B 7
19 0.03 B 8
17 0.03 B 0
19 0.03 B 8
20 0.03 B 8
0.05 R 8 20
6.583 815392 5.1 M 4A 5
6.60 815393 4.5 M E
6.62 815394 4.8 B E 4 2
6.63 815395 5.6 M 6 0.5
6.64 815396 7 : B M
6.65 815397 5.6 M M 6 0.7
6.65 815398 5.3 B M 4
6.66 815399 4.8 B E 4 1
6.670 815400 5.2 M 100
6.67 815401 5.6 M 6 0.7
6.674 815402 5 0.08
6.678 815403 5.3 M 100
6.694 815404 5.0 B 100 7 0.3
6.698 815405 100 4
6.70 815406 5.1 B E 4 2
6.705 815407 5.9 B 100 5
6.71 815408 3.7 Des 7 6
6.718 815409 5.0 B 3
6.73 815410 7 4
6.733 815411 4.6 7 1
6.736 815412 5.6 M 100 6.5 2 0.6
6.7361 815413 5.4 B 100
6.740 815414 4.7 M 100 6
6.748 815415 5.0 M _vso 11
6.750 815416 5.1 B 100 7
6.75 815417 4.9 S 100
6.75 815410 5.8 S 100
6.750 815415 4.2 S 100 4.0
6.750 815420 4.9 s I00
6.75 815421 4.4 B 4A 15
6.753 815422 > 4.2 100
6.757 815423 5.1 S 100 3
6.760 815424 5.0 S 99, 100 8 4
6.764 815425 4
6.764 815426 4.8 B 4A 20
6.771 815427 4.6 S 4A 7.2
6.775 815428 4.7 S 100 11
6.781 815429 4.9 S 100 11
6.788 815430 4.8 B 4A
DATE: 6 3AN 1986
6.788 815431
6.896 815432 5.5 B 4A 20
6.92 815433 4.6 $ AA 8
6.95 815434 4.4 K ,_
6.95 815435 4.7 S AA 8
6.958 815436 5.1 B 100
6.958 815437 5.0 K i00 6.0
6.96 815438 4.6 M AA
6.96 815439 4.8 S A_ 8
6.98 815440 4.8 B AAVSO 6
6.985 815441 3.9 B I00















0.254 N 6 61 3.5C Y
0.03 B 0




0.07 N 8 33
63 0.05 B 7
0.060 R 4.5 i0 4.5 Y
0.04 B 12
67 0.064 R 12 32 4.5 Y
0.030 B 6 Y
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y
0.150 R 15 56 3.0CT N
03 0.05 B 7
0.064 R 6.3 20 3.0TC
ET 4 C N
0.080 R 6.2 12 4.0T
0.05 B 7
309 0.250 N 6 55 5.0 N
77 0.09 M 11 56 5.0 Y
7 0.75 65 0.05 B I0 5.4C Y
7 0.5 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.5 N
9 0.8 43 0.063 R 13.3 52
6 0.37 80 0.050 B 16 6.2 Y
0.08 B 10 5.0
0.20 R 12 40 5.0
6 0.2 60 0.080 B 20 4.3C Y
6 1,33 70 0.08 B ii 4.2 Y
6 0.050 B 7 5.0 Y
EY 4.2 Y
6 0.85 60 0.050 B 10 5.0 Y
6 0.065 B 12 4.5 N
6 0.25 50 0.200 R 14 40 5.0 Y
6 1 90 0.06 R 25 5 Y
6 0.08 R 15 40 4.5 Y
0 0.30 50 0.05 B i0 4.0 Y
8 1 0.08 B 15 4.0 ¥
0.030 B 8 4.5 Y
0.5 70 0.050 B 7 4.5 Y
2 0.08 B 15 Y
7 0.035 B 7
0.000 sa 20
7 0.080 B 20
6 0.68 65 0.05 B 7 5.4 N
8 1 90 0.203 N 8 128 5.0 Y
0.050 B 7
7 0. 050 B 7
7 0.050 B i0
6 67 0.05 B 20 5.0 N
NOTE B First 0.7 deg. of tail quite bright. Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE C Separate rays suspected in tail. Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE D Tail length approximate.
NOTE E Tear shaped coma. Tail PA 66 deg. to 76 deg.
NOTE F Condensation/cold.
NOTE G Modified Sld_riek method used.
NOTE H (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE I 7.8.
NOTE J Twilight.






























































I Vee tiLT a, F
Keen-Kiss, A
1 Caatlno,R
1 Sbanklie, 3. D
1 Sha_lln, J. D
1 Baroni, S
4 Galnsford,M.3
2 MerZin, J .-C
4 Gelnsford, M. 3
1 Rogers, J. H
1 F ou_Ik ea, M
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DATE: 6 JAN 1986
DATE: 6 JAN 1986
NOTE a Misty.
NOTE b Seeing III. Transparency - fair. Slight haze + sky glow.
NOTE C Tail length add PA approximate.
NOTE d Tail length sppzoxlnate. PA 30 to 51.
NOTE e Mediocre vlslbillty.
NOTE f Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE g Coma diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DuxM L_ Site Observer(s) Motes
6.007 830690 0.108 N • 24 20 5.0 1 Franch,J A
6.010 830691 0.203 SC I0 81 2 Lohvlnenko,T.N B
6.025 830692 0.44 0.203 N 6 61,116 10 5.5 1 Williams,J C
6.031 830693 2 0.13 SC I0 32,100 20 6.0 1 Hays Jr,R.H D
6.031 830694 0.203 SC 10 290 2 Lohvinenko,T.M E
6.073 830695 0.445 N 4.5 50 2 LohvIRenko,T.W p
6.214 830696 5 0.33 N 4.5 50, 70,100 15 5.5 1 Fabre,R G
6.47 830697 1.38 0.15 N 6 23 14 3 2 Tenikswa,M H
6.707 830698 0.06 0.100 B 25 25 3.8 1 Havrilsk,M
6.720 830699 0.05 0.I00 B 25 15 3.8 1 GoJdi¢,8
6.733 830700 1.6 0.090 M Ii 56 l0 5.0 3 Neatltt_d,M
6.740 830701 0.09 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 60 5.0 1 Riocabone,G I
6.741 830702 0.080 B 20 5.8 2 ZasottatM.V j
6.748 830703 0.063 R 13.3 52 Koss-glss,A
6.752 830704 0.11 0.298 N 5 40, 65,269 16 5.8 1 Stott,D
6.778 830705 1.2 0.08 B 15 40 4.0 1 BUrSt,G.M M
6.896 830706 0.080 B 15 2 Loasda,R N
6.995 830707 0.15 N 8 64, 98 76 5.0 1 Robotham,R 0
NOTE A Gas tall at PA 68; dust tall at about PA 75. The 4.7 ma_itude c_t's c©ma had an estimated extent of 15.4'. The nucleus
wan quite prominent add near 6.5 Ba_ItuOe6 it was, as yet, Dot c_letely starlike. The gas tall was fairly prominent
exteedi_ for at least 0.5 deg. A developing dust tall was seen on the c0|mt's northeast edge. Scale - 10.0'/_.
NOTE B The CoRer is observed to have an IDte_ated Bsg_itude of 5.2 (chock staxa: BR 8615, NR 8688} and a nucleax magoltude of 6.9
(check staxa: AGK 3+0 _g. 0181). The PA Of the ion tall In 40.5. The aucleax diameter is 71.06" add the c©ma diameter is
observed to be 284.22a. (DuratloD Dot indicated. T_ Of obsel_ratlon is asat_ed to be start t_ule. Ed.)
NOTE C Bright c_a, gradually brightening toward central condensation w_ich is not qpJite starlike. I feel oonfldent that a tall
exte_ about I0' of arc or so in PA $0. This tall is very faint. No other detail. City lights InterfeEed with the
ob_atlon.
NOTE D Envelope spanned PA approximately 45-180. Vertex dist. - 4'. Quite diffuse sad less than half-clrcle. CeDtxal spine at PA
70; NE streamer st PA 30; SE streaaer at PA Ii0. Very tiny 'nuclei' Bag. about ii, displaced slightly west of center in
c_a. COma had mottled texture, like globular cluster.
NOTE E This close up of the c©tet clearly shows three spikes which are observed to be at PAs 42, 49.5, add 58. The coma is seen as
a blue along trlth these blulsh-yellow BiXt_Lre Of the spikes and ion tail. [sic] The nucleus is observed to be a golden
white. (Duration not indicated. Time of observatlon is assuned to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE F Through this telescope _re can make out the ion tall very_ll. The tail is blue in colour and measured to be about 1.27 deg.
(4591.33-). (Duration not indicated. Time of obsez_atlon is assumed to be start tire. Ed.)
NOTE G The north s_i latus rectu_was noted to be larger add extended greater than the south latus rectu_. A brighter area (hot
spot) was noted st PA 270 neax the nucleus. A bright spine was noted in the center of the tall with a 'hot spot' in it.Magnification of l$0x also used.
NOTE H ILl - 4.9. Dis. - 8'. DC = 7/10. m_2 add featuxes at PA 85 (observer's s_bol believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.)
9 add 10' long each, respectively.
NOTE I Nebular region of greater l_inosity at PA 58. Nucleus diameter 37 arc sec. Mag_iflcatlon of 80 add 144 also used. Two
dxawlngs included. Intense city lights intexfared with the observation. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE 3 Broad tall w_th central spine at PA 65 deg. Darker ares that split the tall in two parts at PA about 60 deg. (Duration not
indicated. Ed.)
NOTE K 8che_atic _trawiDg. (Duration ant iDdlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be end tlme. Ed.)
NOTE L HOOd 1 at PA 170. Hood 2 at PA 340. Tall at PA 44. Cc_a spur at PA ii0. Nuclear coedensation shows two bonds almost opposite
each other and Jet at PA 250 which almost seems "detached" from the nucleus coedensatlon.
NOTE M Central condensation displaced PA 225 deg. In c_8. Very intense almost star-llke centre. Tall very broad, fan-shaped and
diffuse, PA 30 to 51. Haze, low. ZLM 5.0, 5.5 variable.
NOTE N Faint tail, but truly long, _re than earliest days (approximately greater than 2 deg.). (Duration not indicated. Time Of
observation is ass_ed to be end ti_e. Drawing data inferred fro_ Bagnltude report form. Ed.)
NOTE O Ta__1 seen more easily at 64x than 98x. Draw_ on 1986 Jan. 7.000 at 98x.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_mlslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
6.006 850637 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 34/_ 1 C-rlst,M A
6.007 850638 2.000 I0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 4.00 3M 1000 1000/ N X 311/S 2 Noldyla,B B
5.016 850639 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 35/P 1 Crist,M C
6.023 850640 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Agfacbxcte 1000/ N 01/S 1 Cbester,G.R D
6.033 850641 2.000 I0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 4.50 3M i000 1000/ N Z 315/8 2 _oldyla,_ B
6.044 850642 2.000 10 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 7.50 3M 1000 1000/ N X 316/8 2 Woidyla,B B
6.049 850643 1.530 6.0 0.254 1.3 X 0.9 2.83 Kodak 2415 Y 0 16/S 1 LUSd,L
6.055 850644 2.000 1O 0.200 1.0 X 0.7 7.00 3M 1000 I000/ N X _21/S 2 Woldyla,B B
6.064 850645 0.400 5.2 x 3.4 4.50 F_Ji_hr_e 400/ N X 340/8 2 Wo_dyla,B B
6.108 850646 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 ll.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 14/S 1 _ebb,R E
6.118 850647 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 8.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 13/8 1 _ebb,R F
6.381 850648 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.00 Kodak 6415 Y C 7/P 1 Ko_ima,T G
6.401 850649 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 13.58 Kodak 2415 Y 6/P 1 Niljlma,T H
6.427 850650 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 0.25 Kodak 2415 Y 7/P 1 Niijlma,T I
6.427 850651 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 0.50 Kodak 2415 Y 8/P 1 Niljima,T I
6.427 850652 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 9/P 1 Niijima,T I
6.451 850653 0.300 1.5 6.9 X 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O I/P 2 Nassr,3.L J
6.689 850654 2.800 i0 0.28 0.7 x 0.5 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 13/N 1 Darvan,,T.A
6.699 850655 0.500 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Fomapan F27 400/27 N O 5/N 1 Mat_Lrkanic,M K
6.756 850656 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 13/_ 1 Nard,A L
6.761 850657 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 10/T 2 Gemebriera,J
NOTE L Clear and twilight. (Obsex_er gave limit as approx4_atel_ 7. Ed.)
NOTE M Round coma. FUZZy nucleus. Clear and ttrilight.
NOTE N Tail length is low_r limit.
NOTE 0 Slight tail; with averted vision, about 1/2 degree. Poor seeing.
NOTE p ClOUds.
NOTE O Tail length detezllned in 15x80 blnoculaxs: 1.8 deg.
NOTE R Tail length is upper limit. Some haze.
NOTE S Tall length (I) 0.5 de 9.
NOTE T Naked eye.
NOTE U FaD tall at PA 40-100.
MCgeE V Sli_ht mist.
NOTE N Negative observation.
NOTE X S_ne haze. Cc_a size approximate. Straight tail.
NOTE Y Hazy.
NOTE Z Tall " diffuse spine, PA 50 deg. + hood _th S edge in PA I00 deg. as ID previous drawings but _re distinct in tonight's
better sky. Tail length approximate.



















DATE: 6 J_ 1986
t_L f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ul•ion Inn Hl_ Gdog Id/TTp Site Observer(•) Notes
850658 0.700 5 0.14 2.9 X 2.0 38.00 KOdIL_ IIe-F N M 48_ 1 Ri_L_ey,H.B M
850659 1.270 5 0.254 1.6 x 1.1 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 44/P 1 3obnmtone,G.F
8506G0 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 4.50 Kodak 2415 y $ 5/P 1 Diletzien,R N
(Obs4rvaz's llaga identifier is 34A. Ed.) City lighta ietexfezed with the ob•ervation. Auxilie_- 7 lee• used. Original
inetx_leet obax&ctexistics axe FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
(Obsez_ez'a image identifer is preceded b T prefix 1. Ed.)
(Obsezver'$ 4range identlflez i• 3SA. Ed.) City lights Interfexed irlth the observation. Auxiliary Inn• used. original
instrument ¢hazectaristi¢• are FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
StaZt time and _atlon npprox13Jate.
Pone seeing. Cut off by fog/we•tbex. Innez coma and •taxlika cantxel eonden••tlon visible on •11 ozigin•l neg•tives. Film
pushed processed •lightly. (ObSexver tx_Llcated C-tyl_ guiding as well as M. Bd. ]
Guided on •tax•. pOO_ seeing sad exposure• shoztened by fog (lov etzatus) movement. Inner coma a_d stazlIXe central
oonde_setioe visible on all origins1 neg•tivae. Film push processed •lightly. (Ob_ indic•ted C-type guiding a• well
a•M. Zd.)
In•IQ_Imeat i• Nrlght-Sc_mldt. Laxga fOZlat (120 •Ize) f41m used.
(obsexvex'• inage identifiex i• 860106-2. _.) Large fozm•t (70 m) film used. City lights inte_fexed with the observation.
(ObServer's _age identifier in 860106-5 [sic]. FXl.) Large format (70 me) film used. City lights inte_fexed with the
observation.
The film was fogge_ wheu • red fla•hllght aooi_entally shone on it, Hlq_ersensltized at 46F-80F.
Twilight and city lights Interfered with the observation.
U_ filte_ used.
(ObSez_ex's 4=age identiflex i• preceded by pzefix ZA. Ed.) Inet---na_ut uses photonxaphtc plates.
stellar guiding we• used because of extzemely small eppaxent movement of the comet within the exposure period (movement
durlng • 24 houz period was 2 Linutes of axo [sic] in RA cod approximately 0.2-0.3 degree• of arc In decllnatlon duping this
period). The 5. S" Sobstldt oamern gives a strong mhot spot" near the cente_ of the fzm.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
D•te(UT) AO_| Conflg In• FL f/ Ap EX_N E]_11elon ISO H!_ G_L_g l_/T_p Site ObseE_er(z) Note•
6.016 870112 600G--O CL 0.135 1.9 33.00 KOdak 2415 Y C 701/S 2 Buchsnan,W.T AB
6.029 $70113 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 3.00 Ektacbz_ 400/27 N C 31/P 1 Gzia_ex, D C
6.045 870114 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 29.00 KOdak 2415 Y C 703/S 2 B_hznsn, W. T BD
NOTE A F_m h•n •iz_lane tz•lls. (ob_'• image identlflar i• E-If7-01. Ed.)
NOTE B Zedieoel light inteEfeEed with the ob_etlon. Halley bazaly visible to naked e_e. All spectra lla nlong n _idi•n fr_
south to north with wavelength InoEea•i_.
NOTE C Prism gla•• type unceztain. Film amilslon nt _iant t_z•t1_ra of 0 C.
NOTE D SeCond Order violat-gl_n. Focused at R for best focu• in violet. (Ohser_er'n image idantlfler I• E-117-03. Ed. )
DATE: 7 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT ) AON# 11 MM Chart
7.000 815442 4.9 S 100
7.003 815443 5.5 B i00
7.040 815444 4.8 M 100
7.0965 815445 4.8 S KS
7.0979 815446 4.9 S DC.S
7.1007 815447 4.6 DCS
7.115 815448 4.7 M 100
?.115 815449 5.5 B 100
7.117 815450 5.0 B i00
7.118 815451 4.9 M I00
7.13 015452 4.7 M i00
?.139 815453 4.9 B I00
7.14 815454 4.8 M i00
7.15 815455 4.7 M 4A
7.15 815456 4.7 B 4A
7.15 815457 4.7 I00
7.15 015458 5.5 M 100
7.15 815459 5.1 M 100
7.1667 815460 4.6 M 100
7.387 815461 4.7 M 100
7.39 815462 4.9 S AAYSO
7.397 815463 4.9 M i00
7.40 815464 4.9 B i00
7.40 815465 5.2 B M
7.40 815466 4.8 M I00
7.41 815467 5.0 M 100
7.419 815468 5.4 S i00
7.430 815465 4.1 M i00
7.440 815470 4.9 S i00
7.446 815471 5.3 B 100
7.53 815472 4.7 B E
7.53 815473 4.6 B E
7.54 815474 4.6 B E
7.54 815475 4.4 B E
7.55 815476 4.4 B E
7.55 815477 4.6 B AAVSO
7.57 815478 4.6 B E
7.57 815479 4.8 B E
7.57 815480 4.6 B E
7.58 015481 4.1 B E
7.58 815482 4.5 B E
7.59 815483 4.5 M E
7.60 815484 4.1 V M
7.62 815485 4.1 B AAVSO
7.62 815486
7.63 815407 5.0 B M
7.667 815488 5.6 M 100
7.687 015489 5.0 S 100
7.688 815490 4.8 B CZ
7.688 815491 4.9
7.701 815492 4.8 B IHW
7.701 815493 4.4 M CZ
7.701 815494 4.9 M 100
7.708 815495 4.5 S 100
7.71 815496 3.8 DCS 7
7.711 815497 4.4 $ I00
7.712 815498 i00
7.712 815499 4.9 B i00
7.715 815500 4.8 M CZ
7.715 815501 4.8 M I00
7.719 815502 5.0 M 4A
7.719 815503
7.719 815504 5.1 B i00
7.721 815505 4.8 M 100
7.722 815506 4.7 B 100
7.724 815507 4.9 M AAVSO
7.729 815508 4.5 B 4A
7.729 015509 4.5 B 4A
7.729 815510 4.8 B i00
7.729 815511 4.8 S I00
7.729 815512 4.5 AAVSO
7.729 815513 100
7.735 815514 3.9 S 100
7.736 815515 4.7: B I00
7.738 815516 4.5: S i00
7.740 815517 4.0 S 100
7.747 815518 5.0 B 100
7.747 815519 4.9 M I00
7.750 815520 4.4 M i00
7.750 815521 4.8 M i00
7.75 015522 4.9 B i00
7.757 015523 4.5 B i00
7.95 815524 4.7 B AA
7.95 815525 4.4 M AA
7.95 815526 4.6 $ AA
7.96 815527 4.5 $ 100
7.96 815528 4.6 B AA
7.96 815529 4.3 H AA
7.96 815530 4.4 S AA
7.962 815531 5.0 B i00
7.967 815532 5.0 B i00
7.969 815533 4.8 B 99
7.977 815534 4.6 M I00
7.98 815535 4.4 B AAVSO
7.384 815536 5.0 B i00
7.986 815537 4.8 5 I00
7.986 815538
7.987 815539 3.8 S 100
7.994 815540 5.0 B I00
DATE: 7 JAN 1986
Coos size DC Tail PA
Ap Ins f/ Pwr L:Lm DA Site Observex(s)
4 6 0.5 85 0.05 B i0 5.5 N 2 House,R.R
15 6 0.06 R 8.3 30 3.8 N 1 FOX,J.E
23 7 2.5 68 0.080 B 20 6.2 Y i Ariail,R.B
6 6 0.66 75 0.080 B 20 5.6 2 Machholz,D
4.5 7 0.48 75 0.050 R 12.0 13 5.6 2 Machholz,D
I0 2 EY 5.6 2 Machholz,D
3.3 8 0.3 45 0.203 N 4 35 6.0 Y 4 POUlOS,D
i0 6 0.33 300 0.050 B i0 5.0C y I Stapletoo,J
6 8 0.7 0.05 B I0 5.3 Y 1 Saxon,V.p
0.050 B 7 Y 3 Jeffrey,J
5.5 8 5.0 64 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 7 Morris,C.S
5 0.08 B 11 4.5 N 1 Ed]:,erg,S.J
0.050 B 12 6.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
3.5 70 0.05 B I0 6 Y 3 Hale,A
1 70 EY 6 Y 3 Bsle,A
5 64 EY 6.5 y 7 Morrls,C.S
3.5 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 Y 7 MOEEIS,C.S
6 7 3.35 67 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 COOk,A.3
6 8 0.030 B 8 4.0C y 1 KatO,T
5 6 1.2 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y 1 HaTaShI,A
3 7 0.13 60 0.i0 N I0 55 4.0C Y 1 Kato,T
2.3 8 0.7 60 0.05 B 7 4.0 N 1 Ksmsi,K
4 4 0.3 0.12 N 40 KD_SZTUk,N
0.8 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 SUZUki,K
3.5 8 0.06 B 11 4.5C N 1 Mitsuls,S
3.0 8 0.08 R 11.4 46 C N 1 Nakaf.suLki,M
3.8 7 0.12 N 6 36 1.0C N 1 Kishi,A
8 0.05 B 10 3.0 Y 1 WilIiaaLS,P.F
6.3 3.0 6 0.45 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 6.0 Y 1 Felsheng,J
18 0.03 B 6 Zsgalrnov,V.A
20 0.03 B 8 Zags!rmov,V.A
20 0.03 B 8 Zagsynov,V.A
19 0.03 B 8 Zsga!rnov,V.A
18 0.03 B 8 Zsgs!n_ov,V.A
2 68 0.I0 B 20 ChuE_v,K
13 0.03 B 8 Zaga_ov,V.A
19 0.03 B 8 Zagalrnov,V.A
12 0.03 B 8 ZagS_ov,V.A
16 0.03 B 8 Zsgalvmov,V.A
13 0.03 B 8 Zaga_mmov,v.A
12 0.03 B 8 ZagslnQov,V.A
EY Poroshln,A
0.2 0.04 B 12 Kormeev,Y
KonstaDtlnov,S
3 0.8 0.08 R 29 Nestezov,Yu
15 6 0.08 290 0.150 N 5.3 45 4.5 Y 1 Nikhol_,L
2.7 6 0.063 R 13.3 34 3.0C N Sk_aeraasen,O
15 5 0.04 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Bzancik,K
0.080 B 15 3 Y 1 Nagele,A
5 2.0 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y 1 Guthler,O
0.i0 B 25 4 C Y 1 Valssek,v
6.5 3 0.3 79 0.09 M 11 56 4.5 Y 4 Westlu_d,M
8 7 0.76 59 0.080 B 20 5.9 Y 1 MeOZzI,D
6 EY 4 C N 4 KZOOn,B
8 7 1.24 67 0.050 B 7 5.9 Y 1 Meozsi,D
4.2 7 0.15 N 6.6 50 4 T Y Dal Ssnto,M
0.05 B 7 4 T Y 1 Dal .SantO,M
5 8 0.080 B I0 4.3 Y 1 Bilek,V
7 0.05 B 12 Y 1 TaDti,T
15 10 8 1.5 72 0.08 B 11 5.0 Y 1 GUbO,B
4.5 7 1 309 0.250 N 6 55 5.0 N I Lumde,R
6 0.113 N 8 22 4.5 Y 1 Schambeck,C.M
0.030 B 8 5.5 Y 7 Vills,M
4 8 0.67 65 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 2 Milsni,G
7 9 0.8 30 0.063 R 13.3 52 KOSa-KISs,A
7 1.8 60 0.10 B 14 4.0 Y 1 Hasublck,W
6 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y 1 KOOb,B.O
4 8 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 2 MilaDi,G
6.5 7 1.5 73 0.050 B 7 4.9C Y 5 Plccinlni,M
3 6 2.3 67 0.080 B 11 St_,E
1.2 0.114 N 8.7 25 5.5 Y 7 Yilla,M
EY 6.0Z Y 3 Haver,R
0.03 E_' 6 5.0 Y 2 Milani,G
5.0 Y 2 MIIaDi,G
8.0 5 3.73 65 0.05 B 7 6.0Z Y 3 Haver,R
2.8 6 0.40 80 0.080 B 20 5.5C Y 2 Dionisi,M
6 0.08 B 10 5.0C N 1 RSpSvy,p
9 6 0.05 B 10 5 C Y 1 Menichetti,R
8 0.05 B i0 5.0Z Y 1 Mels_4xi,F
2.5 6 0.18 65 0.20 N 4.7 104 4 Y 1 Cappellari,M
7 1 0.050 B 7 5.0 N 1 Lu_de,R
7.5 7 0.050 B 7 Greeo,D.W.E
7.5 7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
20 7 1.5 70 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Harrington,P
9 7 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
9 7 0.035 B ? Green,D.W.E
0.035 B ? Green,D.W.E
8 3 0.80 60 0.05 B 7 5.5 Lalret,R
0.152 N 8 36 Lalret,R
6 0.93 73 0.05 B 7 4.5 N 1 BeDsvldes,A
6 7 0.6 65 0.05 B 7 5.3 Y 1 DeYoung,3.A
5.5 7 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
0.152 N 8 38 Lalret,R
6.5 5 0.60 60 0.035 B 7 5.4C Y 3 Morri3on,_
4.5 0.62 60 0.15 R 5 31 5.4C Y 3 Morrlso,W
6 39 0.05 B 20 4.5 N 8 da Silva,L.A.L
0.152 N 8 45 Lalret,R
Notes
A














































7 3AN 1986 DATE:
Near clty lights. (PA approx_Ja•te and may bare been measured incorrectly. Ed. )
Maxim_ width of tail - 30'.
7.3.
The tail in the form of a ¢onoid with the distinctly seen nucleus. Tall length i• lower llmlt.
EnVelope in the head.
Gr•BulatloD In the ¢eDt_•l co.|an•anion.
(Ob_ indicated "A" method [&rgelendez?]. Ed.) COmparison ZtLT• are 31 Aqr, 32 Aqr.
Adapted to the actual (rather bad, •trees lights vlalble) observing coDdltlona.
Tail length de_Ined in 15x80 binocular•: 2.0 d_.
Ccma dla. e•tlm•ts i• not very _od.
Good sk I .
FOg.
C_OUd$. Twilight.
Tail lez_th Is upper limit. Sane haze.
Clzrl at the horlzon.
Naked e_e.
T_ I tall ira• 2.3 deg. lOng at PA 67 deg; I de<]. from the head it forked with the tines _arat_ by 8 de<]. in P_.
(Edltoz'a descziptloD of sketch.) TTpe II tail was 2.0 _eg. long with PA •panning 43 to 80 deg.
Tall faD-shaped. See drawing.
Coma dlmtez 8ccur•cy +/-1.5. Tall leBgth accur•cy +/-0.22.





Diff_Lse central spine of tall 0.20 deg. long.
Twilight. PA UDCeI"tsi=.
Mag_ifi=atlon •pproximate.
Ap Znn f/ Pvr(•) DUrM Lim Site ObServer(•) Notes
0.203 R 13 85 10 3.8 1 Fox,J.H A
0.254 N 6 40 16 3.0 6 Trolani,D.M B
0.203 SC 10 70 15 6.0 Nlllil$,D.J C
0.127 R 50 2 LOhviBelko,T.W D
0.050 B 7 28 6.0 2 Cook,A.J
0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 13 3.0 1 Sk_aeraasen,O H
0.090 M ii 56 10 4.5 4 WestluBd,M
0.25 N 6 150 1 Guthlez,O F
0.25 N S 80,170 35 5 2 Adamoli,G G
0.063 H 13.3 52 KO•S-KIs•,A H
0.150 N 1 33 6 4.5 1 Dal Santo,M
0.150 N 1 I00 4 4.5 I Dal Sento,M
0.063 R 13.3 52 1 CsuEa•,M I
0.050 B 7 5 6.0 3 Hnvez,R 3































SN part of nucleus hrlghtez end better defined than the rest, look• almost llke an "eyebrow'. May be a mlng effect frca
the ttLrk_Llence. Little of tail i• vlsLble except for one bright streak at about PA 90. N edge Of coma better defined than E.
Seeing (1-3}: 2. Sky darkness (1-5): i. Envelope •t PA 250 de_. FaD •t PA 260 de_. Tall was 1 _e_. long, eyed with light
pollution.
I CaD see a tall _sing the 8". The tall •ppear• to have a dark streak rUDning from the coma _)trn the mille of the tail.
An surer• display sow in proo_e•s •long with a 30t cloud cover really haml>eZ• the c©met. U:_,er these Co_dltlon• the skF is
seed w_th difflCULlty. Blue in colour with a yellowlsh-whlte nucleus. (Duxatlon Dot Indic•ted. TiJe of ob_el_eatlon la nestled
to be start time. Ed.)
L_icon Deep Sky filter used. Clear blue sky, twilight, extremely thin clouds covered • great portion of the sky, rather
h_id, -11 C. S_ a_sphexic•l t_rbuleDce. Due to the bright sky backo_ouDd, only the iDnel_aoat, densest part of Balley'•
coma was Observable through _ little inatl_mment.
T_ dlsc--•hape• seed in co_leDsation with _eparation of 30-40 u . Diamete_ Of co_deDeatlon about 15-20" (at 35X, also good to
see). Long Jet• sitting DD the co_den••tloo at PA 294, 2.6' 8_d PA 196, 2.8'. Ccma i• s_rini_l_ rich iD detail.
(Translated by IEW _taff. Duration not iodio•_ed. T_me of obsex_ratlon is a•$u_ed to be •tart time. Ed.}
Tall at PA 60. Major axis of central coedeD•ation at PA 340. The centre1 co_deanatloD is elongated at high magnification
add very bright ned looks rather Irregular, w_ile the c_ma iS rOUOd.
Schematic drawing. (Duratlon not i_dicated. Time of obner_atloa ia •sstmed to be end time. Ed.)
Total _Itt_ - 4.9; co_• diameter - 9'x7'; DC 9; halo dlaJete_ 30'; tall at PA 60, 17' length. A 27' tall had PA 95 9' to
nucleus, PA I09 17' to nucleus, PA 115 28' to nucleus. [aic] (Duration not i_dlcated. T_e of obner_atloa is e_d time. Ed.)
Schematic drawing.
Tail SpaDe PA 61 to 69 (st e_d i_iczted In dra_rl_g, Ed.}.
Jet at PA 235.
f/ Ap FOV EX_ E_all SiOn
1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415
1.5 0.203 6.0 x 4.5 5.00 KOdak 2415
4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Fumap•D F27
5 0.I00 4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 ORNO NP 27
5.5 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 4.00 Ilford FP4
5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 14.00 3M 1000
1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 4.50 Kodak 2415
3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415
4.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X
ISO HFp Gdng Id/_ Site Observer(•) Notes
Y X 247/P 1 sabla,J.D A
Y T 28/1= 1 HeaI_,D B
400/27 N O 6/lq 1 MatUEkanIc,M C
400/27 N C 2/N 1 Rapa_,P D
125/22 N O 2/C 1 Paollnetti,R E
I000/ N X 5/5 I Vanln,G
Y S 6/1> 1 Dilslzlan,R F
Y S 6/C 1 Chester,G.H
N T 7/C 1 Prie•ter,D.C G
Horizon haze •pparent. Photographs made by 3. Kamlchitis add 3.D. 5abia. Clouds near horizon appear.
(OhservDr'• In,age identifier is 28-10A. Ed.)
Twilight add city light• intexferedw_th the observation.
City light• interfered with the ohner_atlon. Large format (68x87 _] fil_ u•e_.
(Observer's i_age identifier is followed by aufflx A. Ed.)
Stellar g_IdiDg was used because Of extr(mely small apparent _ove_ent of the comet within the exposure period (movement
during • 24 hour period was 2 minutes of •re [sic] in RA and approximately 0.2-0.3 degrees Of arc in decli,•tlon during this
period). The 5.5" $ch_i_t camera give• a strong "hot spot" Dear the center of the frame.
Push processed to 800 A3A.
DATE: 8 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI(_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) A0_# ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiB DA Site Observer(s)
8.000 815541 4.4 $ 100 11.5
8.006 815542 5.4 M 100
8.010 815543 4.5 S 100 5.5
8.010 815544 4.4 E 99
8.02 815545 4.7 B 4A 9
8.02 815546 5.5 B 4A 6.6
8.024 815547 4.4 B 100 35
8.024 815548 4.5 B 100 8.1
8.042 815549 5.3 B 4A
8.070 815550 4.7 5 100 5
8.0? 815551 4.6 Y 4A
8.07 815552 4.7 4A 6
8.080 815553 100 39
8.080 815554 5.0 B 100
8.09 815555 4.5 M 100 5.S
8.094 815556 4.8 B 100 15
8.095 815557 4.7 S 100
8.10 815558 4.5 100
8.10 815559 4.2 S 100 18
8.104 815560 5.0 B 100 10
8.12 815561 4.4 M 100
8.13 815562 4.? M 4A
8.13 815563 4.6 B 4A
8.13 815564 4.4 M I00
8.13 815565 4.4 M 100
8.13 815566 4.4 100
8.215 815567 4.7 M 4A 22
8.3?8 815568 4.4 M 100 6
8.38 815569 4.7 M 100 4.4
8.38 815570 SAO 8
8.38 815571 4.9 B SAO
8.382 815572 4.6 B 4A
8.39 815573 4.7 B 100 3.4
8.39 815574 3.5 8
8.393 815575 4.7 B 100
8.393 815576 10
8.306 815577 4.7 B 100
8.397 815578 2
8.40 815579 4.9 S AAVSO 4
8.42 815580 5.0 B 15
8.425 815581 4.7 B 100
8.440 815582 4.9 5 100
8.44 815583 3.8 $ 100
8.444 815584 5.3 B 100
8.455 815585 4.2 M 100
8.54 815586 4.4 B E 16
8.58 815587 3.8 B E 13
8.59 815588 4.8 B E 18
8.59 815589 4.5 B E 19
8.60 815590 4.3 B E 19
8.60 815591 4.4 B E 20
8.60 815592 4.6 B E 18
8.677 815593 5.0 B 100
8.68 815594 5.0 B AAVSO
8.681 815595 5.5 S 4A 3
8.688 815596 4.8 B CZ 15
8.694 815597 4.0 S I00 19
8.696 815598 4.6 B 4A 10.3
8.698 815599 4.4 M CZ
8.70 815600 4.8 S 4A 5.3
8.701 815601 5.0 M CZ
8.701 815602 4.9 M I00 6.5
8.708 815603 4.9 B i00 15
8.729 815604 4.6 i00
8.733 815605 5.2 B I00 Ii 8
8.747 815606 4.9 M 4A 4.5
8.752 815607 5.2 B 100 35
0.758 815608 5.5 B 100
8.771 815609 4.7 B 4A 5
8.771 815610 5.5
8.771 815611 4.5 B i00
8.781 815612 4.7 M 100 3
8.785 815613 4.7 B 4A 8
8.785 815614 4.7 B 4A
8.94 815615 4.6 $ 4A 20
8.96 815816 4.8 B AA 10
8.96 815617 4.3 M AA I0
9.96 815618 4.4 S AA
8.962 815619 5.0 M 100 6.3
8.962 815620 4.8 M 100 7.6
8.877 815621 4.6 M 4A 6
8.979 615622 4.7 S 100 5.0
8.98 815623 4.4 B AAVSO 5.5
8.98 615624 4.8 B AA 8.5
8.98 815625 4.6 S AAVSO 8.5
8.984 815626 4.8 B 99
8.987 815627 4.8 B i00 8
NOTE A Gas tail.
NOTE B Tall and PA approximate.
NOTE C Tall PA 55 deg. to 82 deg.
NOTE D Naked eye coma only.
8 0.2 68 0.108 N 4 24 5.0 Y 1 Franeh,J
0.67 90 0.050 B 10 4.7 Y 1 Sllth,A
8 0.67 50 0.152 N 5.5 69 4.7 y 1 H_ak,D.M
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y S1ith,D
1.17 0.080 B 20 Y Kronk,G
0.335 N 4.5 56 Y Kronk,G
8 l 90 0.20 SC 10
7 0.050 B
0.08 B
6 0.5 60 0.05 B
EY
8 3.0 60 0.040 B
7 0.20 295 0.200 SC 10
0.050 B
7 5.33 64 0.080 B
8 1 0.08 B
0.6 0.05 B
4.5 64 EY
7 2 60 0.080 B
7 0.42 300 0.050 B
0.015 B





7 1.5 295 0.05 B
7 0.50 60 0.030 B
8 1 60 0.08 B
8 0.33 85 0.15 N 6
0.05 B
0.035 B
7 0.7 65 0.05 B
7 0.5 0.08 B
0.05 B
5 0.67 0.12 N 6
7 0.05 B
77 5.5 y i Eedonsky, K
7 3.0(: N 6 NIII,M
11 5.3 y 3 Gorski,L
10 5 Y 2 House,R.R
6.0 Y I Keen,R
8 6.0 y 1 Keen,R
78 6.2 Y 2 Sarace_o,3
7 Sarace=o,J
20 5.5 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
11 5.3 T i Saxon,V.p
7 5 Y 2 HOUSe,R.R
5.5 T 16 Morrls,C.S
ii 5.0 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
l0 4.5C y 1 Stapleton,J
6 5.5 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
i0 6 T 3 Hale,A
6 Y 3 Hale,A
12 5.5 T 16 Morrls,C.S
20 5.5 Y 16 Norrle,C.S
5.5 Y 16 Mor_is,C.S
1"0 5.5 y 1 Fabze,R
8 5.OCT Y 1 KatO,T
iI 5 Y 1 Mit.s_a,S
23 5 Y 4 Tanlkswa,M
7 5 Y 4 Tanikawa,M
? N 1 Okada,M
7 3.5 N 1 Kanai,K
II 5.0 Y 2 Washi,S
? 4.5CT y 1 8aya_hi,H
40 Hayashi,H
7 5.0C y 1 Hasegawa,T
7 0.07 55 0.I0 N 10 55 4.5C y l Kato,T
6 0.5 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 3.5 y I Hayashi,A
6 1.0 60 0.16 N 4.8 24 Y 1 Maeda,S
7 0.05 B 7 2.9 Y 3 Begd)rick,C
8 0.05 B I0 3.0 y 1 Williams,P.F
7 1 0.08 B 15 4 T Y 2 Seargent,D
7.0 3.5 6 0.47 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 6.0 y 1 Feisbeng,3









2 66 0.10 B
4 0.064 R 12
5 0.04 B
8 1.5 60 0.152 N 5
7 0.063 R 8.4
0.10 B
8 0.13 60 0.050 R 10
7 0.05 E
3 0.5 79 0.05 M Ii








8 3.0C N 1 Czerniewski,w
Ch_v,K
20 5.0C N 1 Orbanski,P
7 5.0 Y 1 Branclk,K
44 4.7 Y 2 Moeller,M
3.8 y 1 Witte,F
25 4 C Y 1 Yalasek,v
13 3.5T N 2 3ah_,J
7 3 N 1 Silhan,3
56 5.0 Y 4 xestluu_,M
20 5.5 N 2 Knaln,E
7 1.7 0.083 N ii 20 6.0 Y 2 LLu_le,R
5 0.3 35 0.200 R 15 120 5.0 y l Kalsuch,K.-D
7 1.5 62 0.08 B ii 4.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
8 1.5 17 0.065 B 20 6.3 Y 1 MOBsln,J
7 0.050 B 7 4.0TC Y 1 Te_rano,3
0.05 B 8 6 Y 1 Cano,M
0.050 E I0 T 1 Kauschke,A
7 1 0.050 B ? 5.0 N 1 Lunde,R
6 0.06 R 5.7 20 5.0C N 3 Cardlel,N
8 0.42 0.05 B 20 C N 4 Gallego,J
0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 1 van dez Mey,L
7 1.5 70 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y l Harrington,p
7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.N.E
7 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
0.050 B ? Green,D.N.E
8 i 90 0.203 N 8 128 5.0 Y 1 HaDnon,J
7 1.7 66 0.05 B 12 6.11 Y I Knlght,S
7 1.0 65 0.05 B 7 5.3 y 1 DeYou_g,J.A
9 0.67 60 0.203 N 6 101 5.0 y 1 Eu_Sak,D.M
7 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
7 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E
7 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E
6 1.05 67 0.05 B 7 5.i N 1 Benavides,A
3 0.60 51 0.05 B 7 LaLret,R
NOTE E Modified Sidgwick methed used.
NOTE F (PA value may have been incorrectly deterlined. Ed.)
NOTE G Naked eye coma only.
NOTE H Dust bulge 50 deg.-ll0 deg. included in coma size.
NOTE I Wiedy, clear, short tail. (PA approximate add may have been measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE J (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE K 7.4.
NOTE L m2 (observer's symbol believed to mesh "approxlmately equal to", Ed.) 9.
NOTE M (Observer indicated "Y" method, Ed.)




DATE: 8 JAN 1588
NOTE N Altl4_:,_e 3 dog.
NOTE 0 Tall length is lower l_Jait.
NOTE P Coma diametez approximate.
NOTE O AdapTed to the actual (Esther bad, street llghta vlslble) observing conditions.
NOTE R PA sppzox_aate.
NOTE S Mist; duzing the public observstlon with stone 30 Tisltorn.
NOTE T Dew.
NOTE U Clo'4S.
NOTE V See dL_aw. D.2.
NOTE N Tall length - y.
NOTE • S_me haze.
NOTE T P0or visibility.
NOTE Z DUst tail.
NOTE a Tall length 8_ PA appzoxilate.
SUB-NET_0RK: DRAWING
Date(0T) AGN# SGale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) Duz/( LIJt Site Ob_(s) Notes
8.000 830723 0.83 0.152 N 8 38 5.5 1 CUthlll,L A
8.017 830724 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150,225 10 4.7 1 FOX,J.H B
8.219 830725 0.33 N 4.5 50,150 10 5.5 1 Fabre,R C
8.38 830726 1.41 0.1S N 6 23 14 5 4 Tanlksws,M D
8.674 830727 0.150 R 15 180 A_klaA, w E
8.654 830728 0.314 R 15.9 200 A_klam,w E
8.654 830728 0.203 SC i0 51 Moller,D F
8.657 830730 0.203 SC i0 254 Molle_c,D F
8.700 830731 1.6 0.050 M 11 56 5 5.0 4 Westl_,M G
8.708 830732 0.150 N 7.3 50 BrleseReiste/,J H
8.720 830733 1.2 0.080 B 20 15 5.5 1 Knain,E I
8.736 830734 0.750 N 7.7 115 1 Fre1_aDk,H J
8.743 830735 0.750 N 7.7 115 2 Fre!nSank,E E
8.771 830738 0.050 B 8 6 1 CaDo,M K
8.785 830737 0.050 B 20 4 Gallego,3 L
8.538 830738 0.02 0.23 R 12 122,250,600 1 O'Meara,S.3 E
DATE: 8 JAN 1986
infezzed fram magnltude report form. Ed. )
NOTE L Ver_ concentzod [sic] (high DC). The southern edge of the tsll is very bright. (Duration not IDdlcsted. Time of
Observation iS assua_i to be end time. Drawing data inferred frol ma_itude report fozl. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC_| FL f/ Ap
8.003 850570 0.200 4.5
8.014 850671 0.200 4.5
8.017 850672 1.870 5.5 0.355
8.025 850673 1.570 5.5 0.355
8.056 850674 0,200 4.5
8.072 850675 0.152 2
8.109 850676 0.500 3.6 0.140
8.109 850677 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.105 850678 0.810 4 0.152
8.113 850679 0.610 4 0.152
8.115 850680 0.500 3.6 0.140
8.115 850681 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.119 850682 0.500 3.6 0.140
8.119 850683 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.122 850684 0.305 4
8.130 850685 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.135 850685 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.141 850687 0.260 5.2 0.050
8.155 850688 0.050 1.4
8.447 850689 0.300 1.5
8.701 850650 1.000 5.6
8.727 850691 1.000 5.6
8.742 850682 1.000 5.6
8.959 850593 0.225 1.7 0.140









FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO H1rp C,,dug Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
10.3 X 6.9 10.00 Kodak TrI-X N T 8/C 1 Prleater,D.C
10.3 X 6.9 15.00 Kodak TrI-X N T 5/C 1 Prlester,D.C
1.0 x 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 1/P 1 Crlst,M
1.0 x 0.7 ii.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 2/P 1 CZIst,M
10.3 x 6.5 I0.00 Kodak Tri-I N T 12/C 1 Prlestex,D.C
13.5 X 5.0 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 26/P 2 MIRtOD,R.B
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M 1000 i000/ N 0 3/N 7 Edberg, s.J
7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Zlford HP 5 500/ N O 48/C 7 Ed_ezg,S.J
3.4 x 2.3 3.00 Kodak TzI-X 400/ N X 1/N 1 Lazerson,H D
3.4 x 2.3 2.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 2/N 1 Lazerson,H D
4.1 x 2.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 4/N 7 EdlM_g,S.J
7.5 X 5.3 10.00 IlfOrd HP 5 500/ N O 49/C 7 Edberg,S.3
4.1 X 2.7 1.00 3M 1000 i000/ N O 5/N 7 Ed_g,S.3
7.9 X 5.3 1.00 Ilford HP 5 500/ N O 50/C 7 E_berg,S.3
6.8 x 4.5 30.00 Kodak IIa-F N 2/P 1 Mitchell,R.C
7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 7/N 7 Edbezg,S.3
7.9 x 5.3 i0.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 8/N 7 ESbezg,S.J
7.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 10/N 7 Edberg,S.3
39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O II/N 7 Edberg,S.3
5.9 x 4.6 14.00 Kodak 2415 Y O I/P 2 Nassr#J.L E
2.1 x 1.4 40.00 Kodak TTi-X 320/26 N O 10/14 1 ZimDikoval,P F
2.1 x 1.4 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 320/26 N O II/N 1 Takacs,R F
2.1 x 1.4 15.00 Kodak Tri-x 320/26 N O 12/N 1 Skva/ks,J G
9.1 X 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 7/_ 1 DilsIzian,R H









Push processed to 800 ASA.
Clty lights interfered with the observation. Auxiliary lens used. Original instr_ment characteristics are FL - 3.720,
f/10.5.
(Print submitted by observer is a composite of tbxee 5 sin. exposures; the first and second were separated by 4 min. and the
second and third were separated by 1 min. Ed.)
40-50 epb gusting w_nds! Santa Ann w_thout inversion layer. Coyotes hunting and baying in area - wild!
saJe batch Of fil_ thst was fo_ged on Jan. 6, 1586. HyperseDsitized at 46F-80F.
Large format (6x6 c_} film used.
120 size film used.
Stellar guiding was used because of extremely small apparent movement of the comet within the exposure period (movement
during a 24 hour period was 2 minutes of arc |sic] in RA and approximately 0.2-0.3 degrees of arc in decllnation during this
period). The 5.5" Schmidt c_ra gives a strong "hot spot" near the center of the frame.
(Observer's image identifier is 24A. Ed.}
NOTE A Tail at PA 50-75. Gas tail at PA 60. COma DC - 6. AXIS of head at PA 245. The c_ has a strong intensity at center and has
increased in size si_e last observed (Dec. 31). The tall is visible between PA 50 deg. and 75 _. and a gas tall st 60
deg. PA. S mm4 lathes re,=t_ - 1.7'. Vertex _/sta_oe - 1.7 _ . Ma_itu_e estimated to be 5.2 using 10X50 biboc_L_arS (Morris
method).
NOTE B Tall _eeD at 511 maguificstlons, but fil_Dtar_ structure Dot visible at 225x. Tbxee fil_|ents clearly _een st 150x, single
fllm_tnt at 85x. S-SW "cap" on nucleus seen st 150, 225x.
NOTE C Jets oz s_xemJerswe_ce note_ rsdlatIDg fz_ the north add south semi Istus rectoms. Center of tail from nucleus to 45' dow_
center of tall bzlghter than surrounding eres a_Swell _eflDed. Tail appears broader than last obserwations. Jets streamers
at PA 310-300/280-250; hotspot/spice s_ PA 255; tall at PA 295. Scale - 15*/set.
NOTE D Di_ex (_er_q_res s_ol believed te_a_ "spprox_J_ttely equal to", Ext.) 8'. DC = 8/10. FesttLres specified as I add II
st PA 85, le_ (obsel-ver's _l belleve_ to mean =sppzox_tely equal to e, E_.) 20' each.
NOTE E (Duration not Indlca_. Time of observation is aa_ to be start time. F_I.)
NOTE F (Duration not iodlcste_. T_Jm of observation is ata_ time. Ed.)
NOTE G Se¢O_KI t_Je visible to the naked e_e.
NOTE K DC - 6. )h;cle_s _er_ bright. (Translated b_ IHW etaff. D_LrstioD not indicated. T_ of observation is 8ssu_e_ to be start
NOTE I Rays st PA 82. Tall stretching out of field. Tail at PA 35 (end). (The secood_ntlon of a tall refers to a short linear
featuze at a different PA than the maid tall [for which =o PA is given]. A further note followlng the second mention reads
"not certeib _. Ed.)
NOTE J Haze, brlghteess about 4.6 msg.; dla. about 50 u. (Translated by IHW staff. D_L_StIOD Dot indicated. Ti_e of obsel-watlon is
aamu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE K Field 8 _eg. LlmltIDg ma_nltode 9.0. (Duration _ot i_ca_ed. Ti_ of observation is esa_ to be start tJJse. Drawing data
DATE: 8 3A14 1986
DATE: 8 JAN 1986
SUB-NET_0RK : SPECTROSCOPy
Date(UT) AONI_ Config Ins FL _/ Ap ExpN Ezmls:Lon TSO By_ Gdag I(_l/T_p St_:e Ob_--q_(a) Notes
8.021 870115 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 711/$ 2 Buohanan,W.T _j_
8.040 870116 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 712/S 2 Buohannn,H.T BC
NOTE A (observez*s image ide=t:Lfier is E-117-11. Ed.)
NOTE B ZOdiacal light tntezf_red with the observation. Halley barely vis_J_le to naked eye. All spectra lie along a meridian from
south to Dozth with wavelength increasing.
NOTE C Second order violet-_een. Focused at R fOE best focus in violet. (Obsez_er's :r_age Identifier is E-117-12. F_.)
DATE: 9 J_ 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SU]B--_TETWORK: VZSUAL AIPPEARJr_c.E
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart
9.000 815628 4.6 B 4A
9.021 815629 5.2 B 4A
9.028 815630 4A
9.028 815631 4.9 B 6A
9.03 815632 5.7 B 4A
9.03 815633 4.9 B 4A
9.039 815834 5.0 M 100
9.08 815635 4.6 V 4A
9.08 815636 4.7 4A
9.104 815637 5.0 B 100
9.1180 815638 4.7 S DC._S
9.1160 815639 5.0 B
9.119 815640 4.7 S 4A
9.13 815641 4.5 M 100
9.378 815642 5.0 M 100
9.38 815643 4.7 B 100
9.384 815644 5.3 S 100
9.386 815645 4.7 B 100
9.356 815646
9.389 815647 4.5 B 4A
9.39 815648 4.7 M 4A
9.39 815649
9.39 815650 5.1 B
9.396 815651 4.5 M 100
9.396 815652 4.7 B 4A
9.398 815653
9.40 815654 4.3 S 4A
9.608 815655 4.1 S Z00
9.61 825656 4.8 M SAD
9.43 815657 6.9 B
9.63 815658 SAD
9.43 815659 4.9 B SAD
9.431 815660 5,1 B 100
9.438 815661 5.1 B 100
9.440 815662 4.9 S 100
9.58 815663 4.8 B M
9.59 815664 4.8 B E
9.60 815665 4.7 B AAVSO
9.61 815666 5.0 B E
9.61 815667 5.1 B M
9.62 815668 5.0 B 4A
9.639 815669 4.0 S 100
9.699 815670 4.3 B CZ
9.70 815671 5.1 S 4A
9.700 815672 5.2 B 100
9.703 815673 5.2 M CZ
9.705 815674 100
9.71 815675 4.9 B 100
9.710 815676 4.9 B 100
9.713 815677 4.9 B 100
9.715 815678 5.1 B 4A
9.715 815879 4.9 M CZ
9.715 815680 4.9 S 4A
9.718 815681 5.7 B
9.719 815682 4.9 S 4A
9.72 815683 3.5: _ 7
9.72 815684 4.9 s _ 7
9.729 815685 4.7 M 4A
9.729 815686 4.2 S 4A
9.729 815687 4.9 100
9.729 815688 5.0 M 100
9.733 815689 4.4 B
9.74 815690 4.8 M 100
9.74 815691 4.4 $ DCS 7
9.75 815692 4.4 S 100
9.?50 815693 4.6 B 4A
9.7500 815694 5.5 B 4A
9.753 815695 4.9 B 4A
9.76 815696 4.7 B 100
9.763 815697 4.9 B 4A
9.764 815698 5.5 B 4A
9.766 815699 4.7 B 4A
9.7687 815700 6.9 B AAVSO
9.771 815701 4.7 B 4A
9.771 815702 4.8 M I00
9.79 815703 4.8
9.800 815704 5.2 B 4A
9.95 815705 5.I B AA
9.95 815706 4.3 M AA
9.95 815707 4.5 S AA
9.96 815708 4.8 B AA
9.96 815709 5.1 B AA
9.96 815710 4.4 M AA
9.96 815711 4.5 M AA
9.96 815712 4.6 S AA
9.96 815713 4.6 5 AA
9.972 815714 4.8 B 99
9.98 815715 4.5 B AAV50
9.98 815716 4.4 V AAV50
9.98 815717
9.98 815718
9.983 815719 5.0 S 4A
9.999 815720 4.8 B 99
DATE: 9 JAN 1986































7 0.20 297 0.200 SC 10
0.050 B
8 0.53 0.154 N
8 0.080 B
0.83 90 0.050 B
1.5 60 EY
8 3.0 60 0.040 B
7 0.50 310 0.050 B
6 0.23 77 0.080 B




7 1.1 0.05 B
8 0.07 68 0.15 N 6
0.05 B
5 1 0.12 N 6
1 0.035 B
8 1.5 60 0.08 B
5 0.i 0.12
6 1.0 300 0.05 B
7 0.33 60 0.030 B
5 0.05 B
7 0.12 60 0.10 N 10
0.08 B
6 1.5 85 0.07 B
6 1.2 65 0.06 R 12
f/ P_T Llm DA site Observer(z)
I0 5 Y 2 RobiDsOD,R. L
ii 3.0 Y 1 Gozski, L
78 6.2 Y 2 SLrsceDo,3
7 SRzeoeDo,3
8.0 68 y Kronk,G
20 Y Kronk,G
10 4.7 T 1 _Ith, A
6.5 Y 1 Keen, B
8 6.5 Y 1 Keen, R
10 4.5(: Y 1 Stap1eton, 3
20 4.6 3 Maohholz, D
20 4.6 3 Machholz, D
8 135 5 Y 1 Lewis, D.E
20 4.5 T 17 MOEEIS, C. S
7 3 Y 1 Wstan_be, A
7 4.0T N 1 Kamal, K
32 C N I Wakatsuki, M
7 5.0C Y 1 Hayaabi,H
40 Hsyashi,H
7 Y 2 Okada,M
II 5 C Y I Mits%Ima,S
40 Km3rszTuk,N
10 4.0 N 1 Uda,K
8 4.5C Y 1 gato,T
7 4.0C Y 1 Haae_awa,T
55 4.5<: T 1 KatO,T
ii 4.0 N 2 M(mosesM
i0 3.5 Y 1 Kobayashi,3
22 4.5 Y 4 Nakal%Lra,A
6 1.0 60 0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
6 0.50 85 0.15 N 6 23 5 Y
0.05 B 7 5 Y
0.07 B I0 4.7 Y






















11 9 5 0.4





3 0.05 N 7
7 0.3 0.045 B 7 4.0T ¥
8 1.2 65 0.152 N 5 44 4.2 N
5 0.08 B 10 4.7 N
7 0.46 60 O,OSO R 10 13 4.0T N
0.050 B 12 3.0T Y
0. 060 B 12 5.8 Y
0.150 N 15 56 3.0 C N
0.05 B 7 5.7C T
58 0.150 C 15 56 5.0 N
0.050 B 7 5.5 Y
58 0.08 B 20 5.5 N
0.05 B 7 3
0. 063 R 13.3 53 3. OC N
0.200 N 7.2 36 3.0C Y
50 0.080 B 15 4.3C Y
EY 3.5C N
63 0.050 B 10 4.5CM N
50 0.114 N 7.9 26 4.0C N
65 0.080 B 20 4.5C Y
0.050 B i0 4.5 Y
82 0.09 M 11 56 4.5 Y
0.030 B 8 4.5C Y
63 0.06 R 4 15 5.5 Y


















































0.05 B I0 Y I0 Bouna,R.J
32 0.200 R 15 I_0 6.0 Y 1 Kalauch,K.-D
7 0.33 65 0.05 B i0 4.7C Y 2 FESDCIOSI,C
7 0.42 60 0.330 N 4.5 59 6.1 Y 1 Castlno,R
0.05 B 10 Y I0 _a,R.3
6 0.62 61 0.05 B
5 7 2.3 61 0.050 B
EY
7 2 61 0.120 B
7 0.500 N
4.9 9 0.67 60 0.203 N
8 3 0.17 45 0.05 B
6 0.42 60 0.050 B 16 6.1 Y
7 0.050 B 7 4.0TC Y
8 0.06 R 11.7 25 C N
3 0.05 B 7 5.0 N
0.05 B 8 6 Y
5 0.06 R 5.7 20 4.3C N
1 60 0.034 B 9
0.150 N 5 38 N
7 0.080 B 20
7 0.080 B 20
0.080 B 20
7 0.035 B 7
7 0.050 B 7
7 0.050 B 7






































NOTE A Lunar eclipse. (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed.)
NOTE B Tall PA 49 deg. to 61 deg.
N(Y_ C M_ifled Sid_Ick Jethod used.
NO_I_ D Tail, s_e high clouds. (PA approximate a_d may have been Jeasuxed incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE E 7.6.
NOTE F (PA value may have been incorrectly determlned. Ed.)
NOTE G m2 (observer's symbol believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.) 9.
DATE: 9 JAN 1986
DATE: 9 JAN 1986
SUB-NETWORK: DRANL_G
Date(UT) AONf Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
9.000 830739 0.15 N 8 64, 98,160 70 5.0 1 Robotham, R A
9.010 830740 0.254 N 6 35 I0 3.0 6 Troiani,D.M B
9.031 830741 0.203 SC l0 70 90 6.0 Nilllais,D.J C
9.063 830742 0.38 0.254 N 5.6 53, 60,120 14 6.6 2 Knlsely,D D
9.106 830743 0.22 0.20 N 6 30, 48, 96 6 5.2 1 NIIson,A.M
9.229 830744 2 0.05 R 7 30, 40 30 5.0 1 Kopp,M E
9.44 830745 1.37 0.15 N 6 23 14 5 3 Tanikswa,M F
9.698 830746 0.203 $C 10 254 MolleE,D G
9.715 830747 0.49 0.063 R 13.3 34, 53 l0 3.5 1 Skjsezaaseo,O
9.722 830748 0.750 N 7.7 165 1 .Freydsnk,B
9.726 830749 1.6 0.090 M II 56 I0 4.5 4 Westlu_d,M
9.733 830750 0.09 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 40 5.0 1 Riccabone,G j
9.771 830751 0.050 B 8 6 1 Cano,M K
9.938 830752 0.15 0.23 R 12 122,250,600 1 O'Msara,S.J L
9.991 030753 1 0.050 B I0 16 5 2 Roblnson,R.L M
NOTE A Tall obvious add easily seen at 98x but even more so at 64X. Nucleus harder to see than on Jan. 6/7. COmet is paleblue/white.
NOTE B Seeing (I-3): 2. Sky darkness (1-5): i. Gas tail at PA 55 deg. Ray at PA 140 deg. Streamer at PA 90 deg. Had both gas anddu_t tail.
NOTE C A very faint tall Is still visible as long as the sky remains dark.
NOTE D Bright bluish inner coma with yellow central condensation. Stellar nucleus? occasionally visible w_th bluish disk about i0"
arc across centered on nucleus. Coma shows many very fslnt radial atre&mers near limit of vision out to edge of coma. Tail
now almost as broad as ccma's northeast edge brosdenlng to 16' arc at tail's end. Faint narrow streamer PA 40 approximately
12' arc long running along north side of tail. Fainter streamer Or weak Jet about 5' arc long along southeast edge of tail.
Inne_ flail shaped llke narrow cone with babe of code meaz central condensation a_d tlp about 15' arc gr_ nucleus. Possible \
coedenaatlon in c_a _u_t south of nucleus. Magnification Of 240x also used.
NOTE E COma shows definite intensity peak at centre; tail's structure irreguler _ internal brightness differences (shadowst).
vertex distance: V - 11.5'. $al latus rectums: P1 - ii.0', P2 - I0.0'. Tail PA 56 deg.
NOTE F DC - 6/10. Dis. and two features st PA 85 (observer's s_l believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.) 8' add 30' long
each, respectively.
NOTE G (Durstlon not indicated. Tilm_ of obsezTstlon is start time. Ed.)
NOTE H Lu_icon Deep Sky filter used. Typical coedltlons fOE _ site: city lights brightened the sky background add humidity, thin
and "goglike" add outstretched clouds add turbu/ence in the atmosphere w_rsened the seeing. NO tail visible; Just the
brightest part of the cons. (I know other observers have seen a Coma at least 7 t_les as big as I did.) The very central
ooddensatlon; the "nucleus", appeared polnt-llke.
NOTE I Lighter haze. Brightness: 4.5 Jag.; dla. about 55 w. (Translated by ImW staff. Duration not iudlcate_1. Time of observation is
assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE J Light nebular region at PA 114. Slightly darker region at PA 96. Nucleus diameter 43 arc sec. Magnifications of 80 and 144
also used. Two drawings included. Intense city lights Interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE K Field 9. Limiting mag.: 9.0. (Duration not indicated. Time of Observation is sssuJ_ to be start t_. Drawing data inferred
from msgnltude report form. Ed.)
NOTE L (D_ratlon not ledIcsted. Ti_ of obse.Evatlon is assumed to be start t_e. Ed.)
NOTE M Fsint fanning of tail near head on the north side. Possibly dust tail.
SUB-NETWORK: PBOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN| FL f/ Ap
9.004 850695 0.305 1.5 0.203
9.006 850696 1.970 5.5 0.355
9.012 850697 0.305 1.5 0.203
9.016 850698 1.970 5.5 0.355
9.025 850699 0.100 2.8
9.031 850700 0.i00 2.8
9.059 850701 0.i00 2.8
9.062 850702 0.I00 2.8
9.064 850703 1.583 8 0.203
9.101 850704 0.610 4 0.152
9.105 850705 0.610 4 0.152
9.150 850706 0.200 8
9.385 850707 1.760 5.8 0.303
9.695 850708 0.300 4
9.736 850709 0.225 1.6 0.140
9.760 850710 0.300 1.5 0.200
9.806 850711 1.905 5.4 0.350
9.823 850712 0.803 2.1 0.350
FOr ExpM Emu/sion ISO B_rp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
6.8 x 4.5 2.50 KDdsk 2415 Y X 248/P 1 Sabia,J.D A
1.0 X 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 3/P 1 CrIst,M B
6.8 x 4.5 1.50 Kodak 2415 Y X 249/P 1 $abla,J.D A
1.0 x 0.7 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 4/P 1 Crlst,H B
20.4 x_3.7 5.00 Kodak VRI000 i000/ N T 4/C 1 Prlester,D.C
20.4 x13.7 i0.00 Kodak VRIO00 1000/ N T 5/C 1 Priester,D.C c
20.4 x13.7 3.00 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N T 7/C 1 Priester,D.C C
20.4 x13.7 2.50 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N T 8/C 1 Prlester,D.C
1.3 x 0.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 19/P 1 Minton,R.B D
3.4 x 2.3 2.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N X 3/N 1 Lazerson,H E
3.4 x 2.3 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 4/N 1 Lazerson,H E
10.3 x 6.9 32.00 Kodak 2415 Y Z 96/P 2 Snyder, L.F
1.2 x 0.8 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 10/P 1 Niijima,T F
6.9 x 4.6 1.00 Fotopan HL 400/27 N O 8/P 1 Slusarczyk,J
9.1 x 6.1 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 001/T l Belli,V G
6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O II/T 2 Genebrlera,J
i.i x 0.7 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 12/T 2 Genebriera,J
2.6 x 1.7 1.00 KOdak 103a-F N M 13/P 1 Guarro,J
NOTE A Photograph made by J. Kamlchitls and J.D. Sabia.
NOTE B City lights interfered with the observation. Auxiliary lens used. Original instrument characteristics are FL = 3.720,
f/10.5.
NOTE C Interference from car lights.
NOTE D The print shows a bright tail ray starting 25 arc mln. fro_ the nucleus with a fuzzy spot (or perhaps a star) at the end.
(Print submitted by observer is a composite of six 5 miD. exposures. The first and second, third and fourth, and fifth and
sixth exposures were separated by 5 mln.; the second add third and the fourth and fifth exposttres were contiguous. Ed.)
NOTE E 40-50 mph gusting winds! _anta Ann without inversion layer. Coyotes huntlag and baying in area - wild!
NOTE F (Observer's image identifier is 860109-4. Ed.) Large format (70 _) film used. City lights interfered with the observation.
NOTE H Altitude 3 dog.
NOTE I colet Low above horizon, aurora.
NOTE J T_lllght.
NOTE K PA approximate.
NOTE L Observation Intarupted by clouds.
NOTE M Coma diameter exceeds value given.
NOTE N Ver_ cold.
NOTE 0 Mist; d_ring the public obser_atlon with _e 30 visltoza.
NOTE P Tail data u_oertaln because of haze.
NOTE Q Tail length determined in 15x80 blnoo_lera: 1.4 deg.
NOTE R Fan tell St PA 40-115.
NOTE S Coma diameter approximate. Observation of tail with Newtonian 175/1220 _, 35x: about 30' (Observer indicated "A" metho_
[Az'gelaedar?]. Ed.)
NOTE T Tail length iS lower limit.
NOTE U Tall length spproximate.
NOTE V Bad weather.
NOTE W See draw. D.3.
NOTE X Bad night.
NOTE Y Tail length approximate. (Ob_ex_er gave limlt as 8.6. Ed.)
NOTE Z Fog.
NOTE a COma diameter approximate.
NOTE b AJ_ost star-like to naked eye.
NOTE c Sunward side of tall brighter.
NOTE d Bright, wide (t!rpe II) tail.
NOTE e Tall length and FA approximate.
DATE: 9 J_ 1986 DATE: 9 J_ 1986
NOTE G Ins_ent :Ls $¢_midt cameza.
DATE: 10 JAN 1988
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_'-NETWOEK: %qSUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) A_X_| aLl _0( Chart
10.000 815721 4.8 B 4A
10.007 815722 5.0 B 4A
10.007 815723 4A
10.007 815724 5.3 B 4A
10.017 815725 5.0 B 100
10.04 815726 4.9 B 4A
10.04 815727 5.6 B 4A
I0.i0 815728 4.5 4A
10.1028 815729 4.8 S DOS
10.104 815730 5.7 S 4A
10.11 815731 4.5 M 4A
10.1181 815732 4.5 M 4A
I0.1281 815733 4.5 S 4A
10.13 815734 4.7 M 4A
10.13 815735 4.6 M 4A
10.13 815736 4.5 M 4A
10.135 815737 4.6: M 4A
10.375 815738 5.3 S 4A
10.375 815739 4.8 M 4A
10.378 015740 4.8 M 4A
10.382 815741 4.6 B 4A
10.383 815742 4.5 M 100
10.385 815743 4.8 M 4A
10.390 815744 4.7 M i00
10.396 815745 5.3 B 4A
10.398 815746 4.4 100
10.40 815747 3.5
10.406 815749 5.1 B I00
10.41 815749 4.7 M SAC
10.430 815750 3.9 S I00
10.438 815751 5.1 B I00, 4A
10.54 815752 4.5 B AAVSO
10.60 815753 5.0 B AAVSO
10.635 815754 5.4 M 4A
10.68 815755 5.8 B M
i0.691 815756 5.1 B 100
10.694 815757 5.1 M CZ
I0.694 815758 4.7 M 4A
10.698 815759 4.5 M 4A
10.70 815760 5.5 B I00
10.70 825761
10.701 815762 CZ
10.701 815763 5.2 M CZ
10.701 815764 4.3 M CZ
10.705 815765 4.8 B CZ
10.707 815766 5.2 M CZ
10.708 815787 4.7 M CZ
10.708 815768
10.71 815769 5.3 M AA
10.71 815770 4.9 B 100
10.720 815771 4.4 S 4A
10.72 815772 5.6 S 4A
10.726 815773 4.8 M 100
10.736 815774 5.3 M CZ
10.74 815775 5.0 S 4A
10.74 815776 5.1 S 99, 100
10.740 815777 5.1 M I00
10.740 815778 4.9 B CZ
10.743 815779 I00
10.750 815780 4.9 M 100
10.750 815781 4.9 $ 100
10.750 815782 5.2 S i00
10.750 815783 4.8 S 4A
10.751 815784 4.5 S 100
10.755 815785 4.0 S 100
10.757 815786 5.0 B 4A
10.760 815787 5.7 B I00
10.76 815788 5.1 S 4A
10.760 815789 > 4.2 I00
10.760 815790 4.2 $ I00
10.760 815791 5.1 B i00
10.767 815792 4.9 S 4A
10.788 815793 4.9 S I00
10.8009 815794 4.7 S
10.94 815795 4.5 S AA
10.972 815796 4.8 B 99
10.976 815797 4.8: M 4A
10.989 815798 4.8 S I00
DATE: I0 JAN 1986
Cams size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwz Lim DA Slte Obserwer(s)
3.0 60 0.050 B 10 5 Y 2 Roblnsom,R.L
10 6 1 45 0.15 N 8 60 5.5 y 4 Gilcbzlst,D.K
43 6 0.20 300 0.200 SC I0 78 6.2 T 2 Saraceno,3
0.050 B 7 Sazaceno#3
15 7 2 90 0.05 B 7 4.7 N I FOX,J.B
0.33 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Kronk,G
6.4 0.50 0.335 N 4.5 56 5.0 Y Kromk,G
9 6 60 EY 6.0 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
5 8 0.18 75 0.152 N 8.0 76 4.3 3 Mschholz,D
36 7 1 80 0.203 SC 10 80 4.5C y 1 Gronek,J.D
5.5 8 6.0 60 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 18 MOEriS,c.s
6 7 6.37 62 0.05 B 7 6.0 y 2 CoOk,A.J
5 62 EY 6.0 y COOk,A.3
0.05 B 10 4 C Y 21 Hale,A
0.015 B 6 6.0 T 16 Morrls,C.5
0.050 B 12 6.0 Y 16 Morzls,C.S







8 0.12 58 0.15 N 6 32 4.0T N
6 0.50 60 0.035 B 7 5 y
6 0.83 60 0.035 B 7 5 Y
0.035 B 7 N
8 0.33 60 0.030 B 8 4.5C y
8 1.5 60 0.08 B 11 4.5 Y
7 0.5 60 0.i0 N i0 55 4.5C y
5 0.05 B 7 4.0C y
EY 0 4.5C y
7 3 0.12 B 11 5.8 Y
0.07 B I0 4.7 y
5 0.83 65 0.06 R 12 22 4.0 Y
7 6 I 80 0.07 B I0 2.5 y
6.3 7 0.47 55 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5C y
0.11 R
0.20 R
20 7 0.08 300 0.150 N 5.3 45 5.5 Y




7.5 7 9 0.5
6 1.5





























0.05 B 7 5.0C T
0.05 B 7 4.0
0.06 B 12 5.0C N
0.I0 B 25 5.5C N
65 0.203 SC i0 44 5.7C Y
0. 080 B 15 3.5C N
75 0.I0 N 6 38 4 .I
35 0.05 B 7 5 T T
0.10 B 25 4.5C y
0.04 B 7 5.0 Y
0.060 B 12 5.1 Y
0.080 B I0 4.7 Y
5 0.i 90 0.076 R 16 139 5.0C y
7 0.5 105 0.08 R 8.3 26
8 0.5 85 0.05 B 7 5.7C Y
8 1.15 60 0.080 B 20 5.7 y
7 0.5 54 0.05 B 10 5.5 y
6 0.07 B 20 y
4 0.10 B 25 5.7 Y
0.08 B 20 4.5
7 0.5 50 0.065 B 12 5.0 N
4 0.25 60 0.07 B 16 5.0C y
6 0.10 O 25 3.SC y
6 72 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N
6 0.58 45 0.05 B i0 5 C Y
6 1 0.05 B i0 3.0 N
5 0.20 60 0.04 B 8 5.0C Y
6 1.5 75 0.050 B 7 4.9C Y
6 1.00 77 0.08 B 11 4.2 Y
0.3 60 EY 6.11 Y
7 0.83 70 0.080 B 20 5.5C Y
3 0.08 B 20 3.5C N
0.20 R 12 40 4.5
EY 4.2 Y
60 0.05 B 7 6.1Z Y
92 0.050 B I0 4.8T y
0.05 B 10 4.5ZC X
80 0.25 N 6 60 3.5 Y
41 0.08 B 10 5.0 Y
0.050 B 7
3 0.53 43 0.05 B 7 4.5
7 0.7 65 0.05 B 7 4.3 y































































































NOTE A Coma diameter, tail length and position angle are rough estimations.
NOTE B (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed.) Heavy ground fog.
NOTE C Exceptionally clear.
NOTE D 3 rays in tail. Tail PA 46 deg. to 67 deg.
NOTE E Exc. see. Faint hlnt of fan shaped tail. Tall length less than 1 deg. Tall length and PA uncertain.
NOTE F Comet's dust tall visible as a bulge on the southexn e_ge of gas tail. At its end gas tail was no more than i0' wide.
NOTE G Observed from within Los Angeles city limits. Probably nonslderable interference froa light pollution (sky glow).
NOTE H (ObserTer gives c_a magmit%_de as 4.7 and total lagnitude as 4.5. Ed.)
NOTE I 7.8.
NOTE J Type I. Type II. Clear. (Observer indicated uy" method. Translated by ZHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE K Coma ellipt.
NOTE L Elliptical coma.
NOTE M Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observlng comditlons.
NOTE N Cc_a diameter determined as an average of five transit time Observation.
NOTE O 10x50 B and 7 mag. nucleus. [sic]
NOTE P Clouds. Wind.
NOTE Q Some cloud.
NOTE R Seeing Antonladi II.
NOTE S PA tall (I) 72 deg. Clouds.
NOTE T Clouded soon after observation started. Coma diameter add tail length approximate.
NOTE U Tail suspected to 0.5 deg. length.
NOTE V Coma diameter accuracy +/-0.6. Tail length accuracy +/-0.01.
DATE: 10 3AN 1986
NOTE W Tail spanned PA 305 to 310.
NOTE X No featuzez in tail or coma.
NOTE Y Negative obm_rvstion.
NOTE Z Tall fan-shaped.
NOTE a C_mparison stars 4.7, 5.3.
NOTE b Veiled sky.
NOTE c Haze. Tall length uncertain.
NOTE d Coma dlaletex spprox_ate.
NOTE e High thin overcast.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/
10.005 830754 0.105 N 4.2
10. 012 830755 0.6 0. 203 R 13
10.122 830756 3 0.050 B
10.708 830757 0.08 0.100 B
10.717 830758 1 0.080 R 8.3
10.719 830759 0.40 0.203 SC 10
10.727 830760 0.23 0.205 N 5
10.736 830761 0.26 0.254 N 6.4
10.744 830762 0.12 0.298 N 5
10.757 830763 0.48 0.080 B









DATE: I0 JAN 1906
]?W_(S) _ Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
55, 30 15 6.0 willla_s,D.J A
85,1505225 5 4.7 1 Fox,J.H B
7 10 6.0 2 Cook,A.J C
25 20 3.8 1 GoJdic,S D
26 26 5.0 1 Keszthelyi,S E
44, 77 30 5.7 2 MLEszItI,A F
66,150,300 16 4.9 5 Plcclnini,M G
41, 65 30 4.8 3 Abbott,3 H
65,269 14 5.5 1 Stott,D I
30 40 5.5 2 DIonlsi,M 3
i0 4 4.5 1 Menlchetti,R K
Halley is still very easy to spot v llb the Ast_oscan: Halley doesn't appear as star-llke in the center. I used the 4" with
powers of 30 add 55. (Separate dLTswlags at 55x and 30x dnx_mltted. Ed.)
NUCleus appears slaM)st stellar inside an inner c_. Cq_ter c_ fans out broadly to E into tail. Bright, linear streak Just
N of tall centex line. W edge of coin slightly bzlghtex than the rest.
Tall conta_ed a centxal bright streak.
Atlas E¢lIpticalis - A. Betray.
Tall 0.5 at PA 105.
Tail st PA 65 deg.
City lights InteEfexed with the observation. Tall st PA 75 deg. Vertex distance - 4.05', ml latus rectum P1 - 4.5', P2 -
4.5'.
Twilight iatezfexed _rlth the observation. Central coadensatlos appzoxlnatlsy 32 arc sac. Principal tall st PA 84 deg.,
approximately 19.7 arc mln. by 2.1 arc aLtn. at root tapering to I.i arc aiD. Faint "bzllsh" at PA 122 deg. (centre),
approximately 2.7 arc mla. by 1.6 arc man. tapering to 0.8 |LEC nan. Northe, Tz_ost ra T at PA 73 deg., sppzox_stely 6.1x0.8
arc mln. Southez_st ray at PA i01 deg. spproxlmately 5.6x0.8 arc mln. vertex distance 1.7'. Semi latus rectun (northward)
1.8'. Saml In_us rectum (southwLrd) 1.9'. Obse---_atlon amde Over 30 minutea wlth limlt flguEes above referrlng to end of
obsez_atlon. Bright sky conditions at start of observation reodered faint detail in_slble add the bard-edged central
coBdmaaation appeared dlstlnctl T "planetaria. A8 the sky darkened, the inner coma appeared elliptical In shape, fading into
the mai_ long tail (traced to 19.7'). Various features were seen adow_strea_' and away from the coma Including a "brush" to
the south.
NOTE I Ho_ at PA 280-20. Tail at PA 58. C_ma _ st PA 120. HOOd Is va_e but S_LrrO_t_d_ nuclear co_densatlon for s_me 100 de_.
C01a still shows an Irregular spur to southeast.
NOTE J Jet st PA 43 de_. Spot at PA 153-232 deg. Corona at PA 21-122 de_. ProtuJ)e_ance st PA 50-113 _eg. w_th _eEtex at PA 70 deg.
Thele is s tall zone EM)re bright than ones stated. This zone was a length o_ about I0' and it is large in varlable mode by
6' to 8'. [sic] City lights Interfered with the observation.
NOTE K Tail st PA 45 deg. Vertex dlsthace - 3.5', semi Isttu_ rectum P1 - 3.5', P2 - 3.5'.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Dste(UT) AON6 FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_lsion ISO Byp Gd_g Zd/T_p Site Obsex_er(s) Notes
10.004 850713 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 X 4.5 1.50 Kodak 2415 Y Z 251/P 1 Sabia,3.D A
10.024 850714 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 X 4.5 2.25 KOdak 2415 Y X 250/P 1 Sabla,J.D A
10.026 850715 '0.400 5.2 x 3.4 4.00 FuJlchz_ 400/ N X 374/S 2 Woldyla,B B
10.046 850716 0.400 0.200 5.2 x 3.4 7.00 3M 1000 I000/ N X 411/S 2 Woldyla,B B
10.052 850717 0.400 0.200 5.2 x 3.4 7.00 3M 1000 1000/ N X 412/5 2 WoldTls,B B
10.050 850718 0.400 5.2 x 3.4 7.00 FU_iCb_Ole 400/ N • 384/S 2 Noldyla,B B
10.062 850719 1.583 8 0.203 1.3 X 0.9 15.00 KOdak 2415 ¥ S 25/P 1 Minton,R.B C
10.062 850720 0.400 5.2 x 3.4 4.00 F11Jlcbrcme 400/ N X 379/S 2 NOIdyls,B B
10.066 850721 0.400 5.2 X 3.4 5.00 F_Jic_ 400/ N X 378/S 2 Woldyls,B B
10.094 850722 2.000 i0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.50 Koda¢oIoE 1000/ N S 7/N 1 Gro_ek,3.D
10.103 850723 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 18.00 Kodak TTi-X N M 16/S 1 Webb,R D
i0.i05 850724 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 x 2.3 3.00 KOdak Trl-X N X 1/N 1 Lszexson,H E
10.109 850725 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.50 3M 1000 1000/ N O 13/N 7 Edberg,S.J
10.117 850726 2.31 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 8.00 Kodak Tri-X N S 15/8 1 webb,R F
10.118 850727 0.400 8 5.2 X 3.4 60.00 Kodak 2415 Y Z 97/P 2 SnI_:ler,L.F
10.119 850728 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 14/N 7 Edberg,S.J
i0.I19 850729 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 20.00 Ilfozd EP 5 500/ N 0 52/C 7 Edbexg,S.J
10.124 850730 3.200 7 0.457 0.6 X 0.4 28.00 KOdak IIa-O N OI/_P Padilla,S
10.126 850731 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 KOdak 2415 Y S 7/P 2 Yen,B G
10.135 850732 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 20.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 15/N 7 Fxlberg,s.J
10.143 850733 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 16/N 7 Edberg,S.J
10.144 850734 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 17/N 7 Edbezg,s.J
10.148 850735 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 18/N 7 Edbezg,S.J
10.151 850736 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 19/N 7 Edberg,S.3
10.163 850737 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 X 2.7 12.00 KOdak 098 N 001/P 5 Ro_er,R
i0.166 850738 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 3.00 3M 1000 i000/ N S 10/P 2 CooK,A.3
10.388 850739 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.00 Kodak 6415 Y C 8/P I KoJ_Jna,T H
10.381 850740 1.760 5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 10.00 KOdak 2415 Y i04/_ 1 NilJlma_T I
10.399 850741 1.760 5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 10.00 KOdak 2415 Y 105/P 1 NilJima,T I
10.427 850742 0.500 2.5 4.1 x 2.7 14.97 KOdak 2415 Y 2/T 1 Sskai,Y J
10.439 850743 0.500 2.5 4.1 X 2.7 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y I/T 1 Sskai,Y K
10.530 850744 0.300 5.6 6.9 X 4.6 6.00 _11JlohI_e 400/ N X 383/5 2 Woidyla,B B
10.704 850745 0.500 4.1 X 2.7 38.33 Fouapan F27 400/27 N O 7/N 1 Matuzksnlc,M L
10.710 850746 1.000 5.6 2.1 x 1.4 60.00 Kodak Tri-X 320/26 N O 13/N 1 Skvarka,3 M
10.713 850747 0.135 1.8 15.2 x10.2 3.00 FuJlohr. Pro I00/ Y 12_ 2 Coarad,R N
10.733 850748 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y O I/P 3ager,M 0
10.736 850749 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 201/_ 3ager,M P
10.741 850750 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 13.00 3M 1000 i000/ N X 6/S 1 Vanln,G
I0.748 850751 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 X 0.8 30.00 3M 1000 I000/ N M 2/P 1 Mobberley,M O
10.751 850752 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 20.00 Ilford _P4 125/22 N 0 5/C I Paolinetti,R R
10.757 850753 0.600 6 3.4 x 2.3 35.00 Ilford KP4 400/27 N O 0/C Paollnetti,R S
10.763 850754 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 10.00 Ilford FP4 125/22 N 0 6/C 1 Paollnetti,R R
10.788 850755 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 1.00 Ilford FP4 125/22 N O 7/C 1 Paollnetti,R R
10.801 850756 0.300 4 6.9 X 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 5 10/P 4 Portela,A T
by J. Kamichiti_ and J.D. Sabia.NOTE A Photograph made
NOTE B (observer's image identifier i_ preceded by prefix i. Ed.)
NOTE C (Prlat submitted by observer is a composite of three 5 man. exposures; the first and second were separated by 5 min. and the
se_ood and third were separated by I0 man. Ed.)
NOTE D Slight zOdiacal light int_/ference. L_itOd to 18 mla. Inner coma and 3tarlike central condensation visible on all orlgi_al
negatlves. Film push processed _llghtly. (Observer indicated C-type g_iding as well as M. Ed.)

















DATE: i0 JAN 1986
Tail 1/2 of neg. "Push" processed to 800 _A.
Film push prOCessed slightly.
Start tiBe 8ppEoxIRate. (Observer's ledge identifier is 31. Ed.) IBs_nt is schmldt camera.
Ios_mt is Nright-Scbnldt. Large format (120 size) film used.
(ObseJ_rer,s image identifier is preceded by prefix NJ. Ed.)
Fuji: SC-54 filter used; cuts off <540 De. Seeing 2/5. KF 2550 menlscus camera used; 9 deg. field. Large format film used.
H_q_ersensitlzed in N2 for 12 bouzs sed N2/12 fez 24 bo_rs at 50 C.
SeeIDgfor24 hours4/5"KFat255050C.am°iscus cameza used; 9 deg. field. Large fo_at film used. H!npersensitlzed is N2 fez 12 hours and N2/E2
Tw_llght aed city lights interfered wfth the obsex_ation.
120 size fl/a used.
Twilight Intezfered with the obserTation. UV filtez used. (This pzebably means s UV blocking, clear glass filter. Ed. )
Coma i0 arc miD. ; pleas tall greater than 4 deg. ; dust tall about 3 deg. Instrumm_nt is Schmldt camera.
Magnitude 4.0; coma 20 arc lln.; tails 7 deg. at PA 55, 65 arc lln. st PA 64. (Print suhaltted is coBposlte of two 4 lln.
exposures separated bT 4 uin. ; the image aade on 860110 at 1734 is one part of the ccnposlte. Ed. ) Instrument is Schnidt
c 8meE8.
Double st_Jr lieges caused by tree occulting guide star add gale force winds. Considerable cloud at start 8ed finish of
exposure. Also, posslble elongation of star ilnges by atmospheric refraction.
(observer's i_age identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Lazge format fi1_ (4x5 inch) used. Ina_nt is astrograph.
(Time supplied by observer say have been s_Lrt _ Or aid-exposure ti_e. Ed. )
DATE: 11 3AN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ll _ Chart
11. 002 815709 5.2 B 4A
11.01 815800 4.S B 4A
11.01 815801 5.5 B 4A
11.014 815802 B 95
11.014 815503 5.0 B 59
11.031 815804 4.8 N 100
11.035 815805 4.3 B 4a
11.035 815808 4A
11.035 815807 5.2 B 4A
11.052 815808 4.5 S 4A 4
11.06 815808 4.6 V 4A
11.08 815810 4.7 4A
11.083 815811 5.6 S 4A 36
Ii.i0 815812 4.6 M 4A
Ii.ii 815813 4.6 M 4A
11.115 815814 4.9 N 100
Ii.i15 815815 4.9 M I00
11.125 815816 4.9 B 4A 15
11.125 815817 4.9 B 100, 4A I0
11.13 815818 4.5 B 4A
11.13 815819 4.7 M 4A
11.13 815820 4.6 4A
11.308 815821 4.7 M 4A
11.250 815822 5 :
11.368 815823 4.7 M 4A
11.368 815824 4.7 M 4A
11.38 815825 4.7 B 4A
11.386 815826 4.5 M 100
11.39 815827 4.9 S AAVSO
11.35 815828 4.8 M 4A
11.39 815829 4.8 M 4A
11.396 815830 4.1 M 4A
11.396 815831 5.3 B 4A
11.40 815832 4.8 B 9
11.40 815833 4.9 M SAC, 8
11.410 815834 3.9 $ I00 7
11.41 815835 4.3 S 4A
11.410 515836 4.7 B 4A
11.41 815837 SAO 8
11.41 815838 4.7 B SAO
11.443 815839 4.5 B i00
11.451 815840 5.1 B 4A
11.80 815841 5.0 B AAVSO
11.62 815842 5.0 B 4A
11.69 815843 4.5 B AAVSO
ii.70 815844 3.6 Des 7
11.708 815845
11.708 815846 4.7 S
11.708 815847 4.8 4A
11.71 815848 4.8 B 100
11.72 815845 4.7 M 100
11.72 815850 5.5 B i00
11.72 815851 3.9 S DC.S 7
11.726 815852 4.0: S i00
















DATE: 11 JAN 1986
Ap Ina f/ PWr L_ DA Site ObaeEvez(a]
0.08 B 11 4.0
0.75 0.080 B 20
8 0.50 0.335 N 4.5 56
2 0.53 47 0.05 B 7 5.0
0.080 B 20 5.5
8 2 57 0.080 B 20 6.7
8 1.5 64 0.20 SC I0 77 5.5 Y
7 0.200 SC i0 78 6.2 N
O. 050 B 7
3 0.152 N 8 135 5 Y
2.0 60 EY 5.5 Y
3.0 60 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y
7 1 80 0.203 SC 10 125 4.5C Y




8 1 0.05 B
7 2.75 300 0.050 B
2.5 65 EX
5 65 0.05 B
EY
7 1.67 295 0.05 B
10












11.73 815853 4.9 B AA
11.73 815854 4.7 i00
11.730 815855 4.9 M 4A
11.733 815856 4.8 M i00
11.74 815857 4.1 S 100
11.743 815858 4.8 B IHW
11.744 815859 4.9 S 100
11.75 815860 4.9 S 4A
11.750 815861 5.2 S 99
11.750 815862 4.8
11.750 815863 4.9 B 4A
11.750 815864 4
11.750 815865 4.7 B 4A 20
11.75 815866 4.3 B 4A 10
11.756 815867 4.6 S 4A 6.5
11.760 815868 5.0 S i00 3.2
11.76 815869 4.6 B 4A 8
11.762 815870 4.5 S 4A 5.3
11.763 815871 4.8 B 4A 15
11.771 815872 4.7 B 4A 6
11.771 815873 5.0: B 4A 1.9
11.779 815874 4.7 B 4A 10
11.785 815875 5.0 B 4A 9
11.79 815876 4.8 4
11.792 815877 5.0 B 4A 20
11.93 815878 4.3 s 4A 30
11.95 815879 4.8 B AA 10
11.95 815880 4.5 M AA 10
11.95 815881 4.6 S AA
11.97 815882 4.6 B AAV$O 5
11.97 815883 4.5 V AAVSO 18
11.97 815884
11.98 815885 4.6 B AA
11.98 815886 4.4 S AA
11.990 815887 4.9 S 4A
NOTE A Tail PA 290 deg. to 60 deg.
7 6












1 Gronek,J. D C
20 5.0 Y 17 Morzia,C. S
12 5.0 Y 17 R_TZlS,C. S
7 N 3 JefZzey, J
7 N 3 Jeffrey,J
i0 5.3 Y 1 Saxon,V.p
i0 6.0Z Y 3 Stapleton ,3 D
6.5 Y 5 Hale,A
10 6.5 Y 5 Hale, A
5.0 Y 17 MOZrls,C.S
10 6.0 Y 2 Fabz:e, R E
F6 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
6 1 60 0.035 B 7 5 Y
6 0.035 B 7 5 Y
7 1.5 80 0.05 B 7 4.0T N
8 0.6 60 0.030 B 8 5.0C Y
7 1 65 0.07 B " I0 5.5 Y
8 2 60 0.08 B ii 5.5 Y
0.6 0.05 B 7 4.0 Y
7 1.2 0.1 N I0 40 4.5 Y
5 0.05 B 7 4.0(= y
6 1.7 65 0.16 N 4.8 24 Y
7 0.67 65 0.06 R 12 22 4.0 Y
6 4 80 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y
0.08 B 15 4.7T
1 0.035 B 7 Y
8 1 80 0.15 N 6 23 5 Y
0.05 B 7 5 Y
6 1.5 0.065 R 7.7 28 6.0 Y





















7 0.3 0.045 B
0.11 R
8 EY
7 2 90 0.20 SC 10
0.05 B
7 2 45 0.050 B
8 0.5 65 0.05 B
6 0.8 52 O.OG R 4
8 0.5 65 0.203 SC 10
7 2.0 68 0.060 B
6 0.056 B
6 0.7 65 0.080 B
EY
6 0.7 60 0.089 R
7 1.0 52 0.07 B
7 3.5 59 0.05 B
2 1.5 0.080 B
6 1.00 80 0.08 S
0.08 B
8 0.67 55 0.065 B
EY
8 0.38 63 0.080 B
6 0.67 0.200 R 14
9 1.5 85 0,06 R
7 1.00 60 0.050 B
8 0.73 61 0.05 B
7 75 0.25 N 6
5 0.150 N 5
8 0.87 0.08 B
8 1.5 85 0.050 B
Churym_v, 8
7 4.0T Y 1 Speil,3 K
CbUrlna_v, E
4 C N 2 Erooe,B L
iii 5.5 Y 1 BE_th,P.-J M
i0 5.5 Y 1 BE_ILSeth, p. -3
i0 5.0 Y i MRzekfle,G N
7 5.5C Y 2 Noxazi%_i, A
10 5.0 Y 4 Gzamnlo, B. H O
44 5.8C Y 2 Mazaziti,A
12 5 T Y 3 van de Neg,R.L.W P
8 4.2C N I Fischer, D O
20 5.0 N 1 Sobneer, P R
5.9C Y 2 Marazitl, A S
5.5 18 5.5 N 1 Ventuxa, F T
20 5.5 Y 1 Tamti, T U
I0 5.5 Y 1 Bo_a,R. J
20 4.0 Y 1 Guthler ,O
11 4 Y 1 GaIJ_aford,M. J V
20 5.3 1 Shaaklln, J. D
12 5.5 Y 1 Foulkes,M w
5.5 Y 1 Rogeza,J.E
I0 5.5 Y 1 Ro_JeJ_n, J. H X
5.5 Y 1 Ro_era,J.H Y
25 5 Y 1 NIZd,A Z
7 5.5 Y 2 Merlin, J. -C
I0 4.7 Y 1 H_Lrat ,G. M
60 4 Y 1 GaiDsford,M. J a
25 5.5 Y 2 MeEliD,3 .-C
15 4.7 Y 1 Hurat,G.M b
I0 5 Y I Ward,A
4 G811ego, J C
I Llabres, J d
1 G_Z, A e
f4 GOI|ez,T. L
2 Pezelza, A g








Green, D. W. E
Green,D.W. E
I Hudak,D.M
8 1.0 0.06 R 11.7 25 C N
0.150 N 5 42 5.5 Y
7 1 0.206 $C I0 65 5.3 Y
6 1 45 0.114 N 3.7 13 5.0 Y
0.6 65 0.034 B 9
1.5 0.08 B 15 T N
7 2 70 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y
7 0.050 B 7
7 0.050 B 7
0.050 B 7
8 1.5 67 0.050 B I0
EY
0.500 N 5 90
EY
EY
0.035 B 70 4.1C Y
Notes
A
NOTE B Modified Sidqwick method used.
NOTE C Exc. aee. Faint hint of fan shaped tail. Tail length leas than 1 deg. Tall length and PA uncertain.
NOTE D Perfect nee with eye. [aic] (PA approximate and may have been meas_Lred incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE E (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE F Strong zodiacal light.
NOTE G m2 - 7.8.
NOTE B PA= E.
NOTE I Tail length - short.
NOTE J m2 (observer's ay_l believed to _an "approximately equal to", Ed.) 9.
MOTE K CoaM_t low above horizon, aurora.
DATE: 11 JAN 1986
DATE: 11 3kN 1986
NOTE L Tail length dete_lix_d in 15x80 bl_oculaxs: 1.8 de_.
NOTE M Coma diameter umceztaln.
NOTE N Tail Im_all, ¢uzTed. (TzeDslated by IEW staff. Observer Imdlcated "A" _thod [AzgelsDder?]. Ed. )
NOTE O lndicatlons of a double tail.
NO_ p Chart 100 also used. Tall length is lo%rer limit.
NOTE Q C_ dlm_hez add DC approximate.
NOqIE R _icroa Aqr: 4.7 meg., 32 Aqr: 5.3 meg.
NOTE S Clearly seen.
NOTE T Tall length (I) greater than 0.7 deg; (II} 0.2 deg. S_ tall stz_ctuxe including a short (i0') spike at PA 67 cov/d be
obaez_. A photo_aph t_en on this date at 1800 UT shows a narrow tail 52' loag at PA 62 deg.
NOT_ U SeeIag 9_, tzanspazeDcy e_(cellent. Low. T_ I tall 1.0 deg. at FA 52, tyl_e II tail 0.5 deg. at PA 75.NOTEV Low.
NOTE N Clear.
NOTE • _s mall. Tall PA approximate.
NOTE y MagmiflcatioD >/-40 use(]. Tall 3' across at base, appzoxlmatelT 12' across at end. Inner part brighter than ever, now
clearly vialble st last with edge shar_ CO S si_; outem part very faint add diffuse; no 'horns'. PA 50 to 55.
N_ Z Faint blue.
NOTE a Low. Tall le_Ith uncertain.
NOTE b FaD tail, PA 58 to 73.
NOTE c Tall leage-h approximate.
NOTE d Thin clouds.
NOTE e Drawing 2.
NOTE f Clouds. Tall length approximate.
NOTE g (observer gave limit as 8.6. Ed.)
N_ h Cons dieter approxlmate.
NC_rE i Perfectly st(tllar nuc., 9.2 mag.
SOB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/
11.003 830765 0.152 N 4
11.021 830766 0.2 0.125 N 8
11.055 830767 0.203 SC 10
11.42 830768 1.38 0.15 N 6
11.693 830769 0.23 0.20 SC 10
11.715 830770 2 0.05 R 7
11.746 830771 0.254 N 6
11.75 830772 2 0.065 B
11.750 830773 0.20 0.298 N 5
11.764 830774 0.35 0.15 N 5
11.771 630775 0.060 R 11.7
11.771 830776 0.25 0.356 SC ii
11.773 830777 0.21 0.203 SC i0
11.779 830778 0.206 SC 10
11.785 830779 0.114 N 3.7
11.786 830780 1.7 0.08 B
11.788 830781 0.15 N 5
11.792 830782 0.080 B
11.979 830783 0.65 0.050 B
NOTE A Central comdensatloa bright. Most notable featume tras
behind the head.
Ptrr(s} DtLEM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
30 20 5 2 Roblason,R.L A
40 30 4.0 2 Bailey,G
81 2 I_)hviDemko,T.N B
23 14 5 3 Taalka_ra,M C
Iii 45 5.5 3 Br_seth,p.-j D
15, 40 20 5.0 4 Kopp,M E
150 I Guthier,O F
12 i0 5.6 1 FotLlkes,M G
40, 65,269 20 6.2 1 Stott,D 2
25, 75 20 5.5 2 R__rlIn,J.-C I
25 4 Gallego,J j
200 120 1 Verdenet,M K
80,220 16 5.5 1 FOLLIkes,M L
65 5.3 8 G_ez,A M
13 5.0 4 _z,T.L N
15 84 4.7 1 B_tESt,G.M O
42, 84 34 5.5 1 Llabzea,J p
15 3 Losada,B Q
7 61 5.3 4 NIII,M R
Dearly co,fete absence of tall on south side, about 3 c_a diameters
N_ B Comet Halley is ob_ed ca this date to have an integrated ma_It%_le Of 5.0 (check stars: HR 739, KR 740) and a nuclear
magnlt_e Of 6.8 (check St_LES: HR 72, SAC 76017). The n_lear size is _asuzed to be 81.21" and has a c_a size of 294.37".
There is a spike at PA 66, but the blue tail £akes up nearly all the view as it passes past the field of view. The long
spike _ntioned earllez is s dazkar blue than the tail. (_atlon not indicated. Time Of obsel_wation is ass%_med to be start
t_. Ed.)
NOTE C D_ - 8/10. Dis. add two feattLres st PA 80 (obsex_er's s_l believed to _an "approxlm_taly e_l to", Ed.) 8', 30' long,
a_d 1 deg. loag, resp_tlvely.
NOTE D A big add bright centzal coedeDsation, which seemed oval, a_ut 1-2 arc miD. ioag. The cme was "half" to Dorth, as it
stopped there, over the comdeaaatlon. A bright spine was vlslble straight east. Tw_ tails was observed, with the Dorthern as
the brightest. The spIDe was situated ID the southeza pazt of the north tail. The southara tall was weak add a little broad.
In the 10x50 blaocu/ar, I co_d see the bright c_t'a hes_ foz_ like a _op or oval. A 2 deg. loag tall could be seen.
The brightest part Of the tail was 2-3 oo_e dla_tezs beblad the bead. The outer part of the tail was _ w_ak. In the
telescope, it seemed as the "spine" began south of the central comdensatioD, as it was curved there. [sic]
NO_E E COma brlght(f) + definite intensity peak at ceDtze. Tail: less izre(iular, bright add long(_). Vertex distance: V - 13.5'.
semi latus reet%_m: P1 - Ii.0', P2 - 10.5 ° . Tail PA - 56 deg.
NOTE F C_a very diffuse, without distIact structure. (Duration not imdlcated. T_a_ of ob_atlon is ass_ to be start t_a_e.
Translat_ by I_ staff. Ed.}
NOTE G Coma diameter 7'x6', DC - 8. C_a centre bright. C_a slightly elliptical. Tail visible, length 40' at PA 55. No other
detail seen.
NOTE B BOO_ i at PA 180-250. BO_ 2 st PA 310-10. Tall at PA 54. structure in nuclear coadeasatioa, forming almost a triang%Llar
shape around the ceDtze.
NOTE I Tail streai_r at PA 28; tail at PA 60, theD C_uc_ed towa_ PA 36 at %' from nucleus, taking iDitial direq:tlon at 25' from
nucleus, hq_s larger add diffuse; tail streas_er st PA 70; Jet at PA 330, Dearly sunward.
NOTE J Field 1 deg. 32'. High DC (approximatal_ 6). (Dl_ratioa Dot iadlca%ed. Time Of ObServation is assumed to be end time. Dra_rlng
data laferred fro_ ma_nltude report fozla. Ed.}
NOTE K (A_itional 4LrawiDg s_altte_ made using llxe0 biDO_ulars (2.02'/_}. Ed.)
NOTE L Tall at PA 50, length 20'. Spike at PA 0, length 4'. Coma diameter 4'x3' (elliptical exteasloa of 8') DC - 7. Coma
elliptlcal. Nucleus alan)st star-like Offset fr_ centre of c_a in dlzection of 230 de_. Tall visible. Faded rapi_y from
came. Faint spike feature seeD. Star visible through tail.
NOTE M (Duzatloa not i_dIcated. Tt_e of observatlon la asatmed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE N Tall loDgltude about 1 de_. [sic] The beglnnlag of the pla_a tail is brighter than the rest. It's difficult to size up the
total longitude, because I_ Dot be able to see where the tail fIDish. [sic] (Duration not indicated. Time of observation i3
assumed to be start time. F_.)
NOTE O Very bright intense central coadensatlon offset PA 245 deg. from coma centre. Tall broadens with length to a total 52'
fanaed PA 58 deg. to 73 de_. _yomd 30' from coma tail very faint, vemy impressive in 15x80 binoculars.
NOTE P At 42x, coma i._ arc min.; vezt__x dlstaDee 0.86 arc mia.a tail 29.2 axe miD. Coma diameter obtained %rith 13 timings. Average
value: 7.2 sec.
NOTE Q The astronomical t_rillght hasn't finished yet. Tail 1.5 deg. (Duzatlon not iDdicated. Time of obsex_atlon is assumed to be
emd time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE R The co_a appears sllghtly _rop-shaped. First extension of the tail has the same intensity and luminescence as the outer
coma. The secoDd extensioa Of the tall is noticeably fala_er sad _re diffuse a_d finally disperses into invisibility about
a degree a_ay from the coma. Distin_ishiag features ID the tail see_ to be absent. Both extensions are of a uniform
texture. Tail, 1st extension 9.69' lon_; 2nd extension 48.45' long, b*)_h at PA 303. Total tail length 58.15'. Coma, inner
coma diameter 2.26'; outer coma diameter major axis 5.85', minor axis 5.65'. Vertex = 2.58'; seml latus = Pl= P2 = 2.81'.
SUB-NETWORK: PBOT(X;RA_EY
Date(UT) AONI FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Note_
II.006 850757 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 X 0.7 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 9/P 1 Crist,M A
11.013 850758 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 10/P 1 Crist,M B
11.026 850759 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 15.00 Kodak 2415 N X 009/P 1 A/Ie_,M.T C
11.027 850760 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O II/P 1 _ist,M D
11.114 850761 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 20.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 3/_ 7 E_iberg,5.J
DATE: 11 37_q 1986 DATE: 11 3AN 1986
Dete(UT) IKNi| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH EwaLlaion ISO H!_ Gdng Id/T_ Site Obsex_er(s) Notes
11.121 $50762 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 41.00 Kodaobzome 64/ N O 15/N 7 F.,dl2_rg,S.3
11.121 850763 2.000 10 0.203 1.0 x 0.7 1.00 Kcxlak VR1000 1000/ N 35/N 1 perseLI,D
11.126 850764 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 KOdak 2415 Y $ 8/P 2 Yen,B E
11.127 050765 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 x 2.3 3.00 Kodak TTI-Z N • 2/N 1 Eazezsoe,N F
11.127 850766 2.000 10 0.203 1.0 X 0.7 1.00 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 37/H 1 Persell,D
11.129 850767 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 20.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 4/N 7 E(tb_g,S.J
11.144 850768 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 5/N 7 Fa_)ezg, S.3
11.150 850769 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 6/I*; 7 Fa_bezg, S.3
11.380 8507?0 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 x 1.6 10.00 Kodak 6415 Y C 9/P 1 Ko_lma,T G
11.401 850771 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 9.00 Kodak 2415 Y ll/P 1 NiijJJa,T H
11.707 8507?2 7.417 7.3 1.016 0.3 x 0.2 41.00 Kodak 103a-D N 2/P 1 GruengaLEd, E I
11.743 850773 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 x 0.8 36.40 3M 1000 1000/ N M 3/P 1 MobbezleF,N 3
11.762 850?74 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 1/P 1 Nazd,A K
11.763 8507?5 0.500 8 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Fu_lehzome 400/27 N O 7/S 1 Towaaeed,R
11.767 850776 0.500 5.6 4.1 x 2.7 3.25 Kodak Tri-z 400/ N Z 2/P 1 WaZd,A K
11.778 850777 0.700 5 0.14 2.9 x 2.0 32.00 Xodak ZZs-F N M 50/P 1 Rldl4_rsH.B L
11.789 850778 1.270 5 0.254 1.6 x 1.1 18.50 Ko<_k 2415 ¥ O 49/P 1 3ohDntoae,G.F
11.816 850779 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 19.00 K0<_ak 2415 Y S 1/P ZTxlUiel_O,3 M
11.961 850?80 0.050 4.0 39.6 x27.0 7.00 Kodak Trl-X N 191/P GientoEte,3.S N
11.897 850781 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 2.50 KOdak 2415 Y X 254/P 1 SI_te,3.D O
NOTE A (ObSe__eex.$ JJa_e identiflez is 9A. Sd. ) City lights intezfered with the observation. Auxiliax7 lees used. Original
taat__ument charscte=:intlce aze FL - 3.720, f/10.5.
NOTE B (Ob_'s image identif£e_ £e 10A. Ed.) City lights intexfexed with the observation. AttXlliax3r lens used. Oziglnal
inst_lent choxactexistice axe FL - 3.720, £/10.5.
NOTE C Staxt time is appr_imate.
NOTE D (Obsez91_r'e image identlflez is IIA. Ed.) City lights i=texfe_ed with the observation. Auxiliaz7 lens used. Original
lnat--_ment cbazactaziatics eze FL - 3.720, f/].O.5.
NOTE E Staxt tim 8pprox_unete. (ObSe-t_ez's _sage identifier is 35. Ed.) Instrument £s s¢_idt camera.
NOTE F Plane lights. "PtLsh" pzoeeseed to 800 ASA.
NOTE G Instrument is Nrtght-Schmidt. LaZge fozwet (120 size) film used.
NOTE N (Observer's linage identifier is 860111-1. Bd.) LaZge format (70 nm) filu used. City lights interfered with the obser_atios.
NOTS I lsst/_J_eet Is Ritchey-Ch=etlee desl_n. Observex assisted by N. _rav.
NOTE 3 Elongated (epert fzom offset dixection) stax images presuatably due to athos, refzscEion. Comet (especially tail) not as
prominent photo_aphically as on 10th - pzobably due to twilight fo_ging.
NOTE K UV fiXter used.
NOTE L (Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix ZA. Ed.) Instrument uses photographic plates.
NOTS )4 Too much ttrllight and st__ong zodiacal light. These pzobably affect the obsex_ation.
NOTE N (Observer's _unage identifier is 109-1. Ob_ listed emulsion speed as ASA 800. Ed.)
NOTE O Photographs made by J. Kamtchitis sod 3.D. Sable. Clou_s eear horizon sppeax.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) _| Config Ins FL f/ Ap Exp_ E_alsion ISO HlnP Grin 9 Id/Typ Site ObSe-'_rer(s)
11.984 870117 421_o CL 0.400 6.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 N C 14/P 1 Griesez,D
11.992 870118 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 I0.00 KOdak 2415 N C 15/P 1 Griesez,D




DATE: 12 JAN 1988
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(_N8 ,,1 MM Chart
12.000 815888 4.8 B 4A
12.000 815889 5.3 B 4A
12.000 815890 4A
12.007 815891 4.8 M 4A
12.008 815892 4.8 M 4A
12.008 815893 4.3 S 4A
12.010 815894 4.1 S 100 8.6
12.010 815895 4.9 B 99
12.012 815896 5.5 M 4A
12.017 815897 5.9 B 4A 30 15
12.02 815898 5.8 B 100 7
12.02 815899 34
12.03 815900 4.8 B 4A
12.03 815901 5.4 B 4A 3.7
12.035 815902 4.8 M 100 25
12.10 815903 4,3 4A
12.10 815904 4.3 $ 4A 10
12.10 815905 4.3 S 4A 10
12.101 815906 4.9 M 100
12.108 815907 4.9 B 100, 4A 10
12.1354 815908 4.3 M 4A 6
12.229 815909 4.7 M 4A
12.361 815910 4.5 M 4A
12.368 815911 4.6 M 4A
12.37 815912 4.0 S 4A
12.38 815913 4.6 B 4A
12.385 815914 4.6 N 4A
12.385 815915 5.2 S 4A
12.386 815916 4.2 M 100
12.389 815917 4.0 100
12.39 815918 4.7 M 4A
12.394 815919
12.396 815920 4.5 B 4A
12.399 815921 4.6 B 4A
12.40278 815922 4.8 B 4A
12.403 815923 4.2 M 4A
12.41 815924 5.1 M
12.41 815925 4,7 M SAO
12.41 815926 4.5 S 100
12.412 815927 3.9 5 100
12.42 815928 4,5 S 4A
12.438 815929 5.0 B 4A
12.61 815930 5.5 B AAVSO
12.63 815931 4.8 B 4A
12.64 815932 4.7 B AAVSO
12.69 815933 3.3 DCS 7
12.705 815934 4.5 B 100
12.722 815935 4.4 M 4A
12.726 815936 4.4 B 4A
12.7270 815937 4.7 B AAVSO
12.729 815938 5.5 B
12.729 815939 4.8 4A
12,736 815940 4A
12.736 815941 5.1 M 124
12.740 815942 4.7 M 4A
12.74 815943 4.9 B AA
12.740 815944 4.5 B 4A
12.740 815945
12.740 815946 4.8 M 4A
12.743 815947 4.5 S 4A
12.745 815948 4.6 B 4A
12.746 815949 4.8 B 4A
12.750 815950 5,0 M 100
12.75 815951 4.0 B 100
12.7500 815952 5.3 B 4A
12.75 815953 5.2 B DCS 8
12.750 815954 4.3 S 4A
12.750 815955 4.7 B 4A
12.753 815956 4A
12.753 815957 4.8 B 4A
12.763 815958 4.4 S 4A
12.764 815959 4.9 B 4A
12.765 815960 4.0 S i00
12.767 815961 4.6 M 4A
12.770 815962 4.6 M I00
12.771 815963 4.6 B 4A
12.774 815964 4.3 S 4A
12.79 815965 4.5
12.95 815966 4.6 B AA
12.95 815967 4.7 B AA
12.95 815968 4.4 M AA
12.95 815969 4.5 M AA
12.95 815970 4.5 S A.A
12.95 815971 4.6 S AA
12.97 815972 4.2 B AAVSO
12.97 815973 4.3 V AAVSO
12.97 815974 4.3 M AA
12.97 815975
12.97 815976
12.985 815977 4.5 M 4A
12.990 815978 4.6 B 4A



























Ap Ins E/ Pw_ Lia DA Slte Observer(a)
DATE: 12 JAN 1986
3.0 80 0.050 B
5.8 5.7 7 0.97 303 0.050 B
8 2 0.050 B
1.7 7 3 0.05 B
7 6 3.0 58 0.05 B
EY
8 0.5 82 0.108 N
0.080 B
1.0 90 0.050 B
6 1.5 80 0.152 R
1 0.035 B
1 EY
8 0.67 0.080 B
8 0.335 N
8 2.25 62 0.080 B
7 62 EY
7 2 60 0.080 B
7 1.5 60 0.080 R
0.050 B
7 1.50 300 0.050 B
6 6.00 60 0.05 B




7 i.i 60 0.05 B
8 2 60 0.08 B
9 0.14 56 0.15 N 6
7 0.6 60 0.030 B
EY
0.6 0.05 B
7 0.6 60 0.10 N 10
0.35 B
7 2.8 0.070 N
7 0.42 60 0.25 N 8
7 1.5 0.I N I0
8 1.5 60 0.05 B
7 1.2 65 0.06 R 12
7 0.07 B

















4 24 5.0 y
20 4.8 Y
I0 5.5 y
































7 0.67 55 0.114 N
7 0.114 N
8 0.4 51 0.05 B
7 0.5 54 0.080 B
9 3 85 0.06 R
60 0.080 B
7 0.? 60 0.089 R
2.0 6 0.1 70 0.08 B
15 8 2 85 0.050 B
4.5 7 0.38 55 0.330 N
7 8 0.65 45 0.13 N
8 0.05 B
5 7 0.52 60 0.05 B
G 1.0 0.080 B
7 7 59 0.15 B
6 7 1.3 62 0,05 B
6 0.08 0.076 N
10 7 0.5 60 0.060 B
9 8 0.53 54 0.05 B
5 3.5 7 0.I0 77 0.080 B
6.0 6 3.80 60 0.05 B
2 8 0.06 R








60 0.08 R 12.5 40 5.5C y
0.20 N
0.045 B 7 4.0T y
O. 11 R
EY 3.5C N
0.050 B i0 y
56 0.07 B 20 5.5 y
65 0.063 B 9 4.5C y
0.05 B 7 6.0 y
0.200 N 7.2 36 3.5<: y

























7.9 26 4.5C N





5.5 18 5.2 N
20 3.0 N
10 5.5 Y
4.5 59 6.0 Y
5.5 36 5 C Y
10 3.0 Y
10 5.5CM y
























i0 5 C Y
NOTE A (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed.}
NOTE B Noticed tail.
NOTE C Comet is iD zodiacal light.
NOTE D Comet ID zodiacal light.
NOTE E Dust tail.
NOTE F Visible to naked eye.
NOTE G Twilight. SAO 145731 colparlson star.
NOTE 8 Tail PA 53 deg. to 69 deg.
NOTE I Dust tail lles on pla_uma tail.
2 Roblnson, R. L
4 WIII,M
i WilliaLs, D. J
4 Diaz p. ,E
5 DAYou_g, J. A










































































Green, D. N. E
Green,D. N.E
Green, D. N. E
Green, D. W. E
Green, D. W. E





1 DeYoung, J. A










































DATE: 12 3AN 1986
NOTE J Wide dust tail, also pluma tail.
NOTE K Clear tail. (PA approximate and may have been measured incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE L (PA value appears to be measuzed incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE M 7.2.
NOTE N PA - E.
NOTE O Tall length - short.
NOTE P C_ low above horizon, aurora.






















NOTE m A 15" nUC. of sag. 8.5.
DATE: 12 JAN 1986
Seeing excellent, transparent T good. Low. Wind. Type I tall 0.7 deg. st PA 56, type II tail 0.6 _. at PA 70.
Tall length i_ lowe_ l_it; PA in approximate.
(Obsez_rer i_Icated "A u _thod [Argela_Ser?]. Ed. )
Tail le_/th tt_certsi_.
See the tail.
_lcron Aqr: 4.7 ling., 32 Aqr: 5.3 meg.
Ponitl're blue.
Coma extension PA 98.
Tall le_Jth (I) 0.7 deg.
Sma_ cGaa estimated leon comparing with Jupiter's disk. Note that the sky was slightly in twilight and is the cause for
llall _Li_tor belag estlmsted. Seeing IV. T_anspazeDcy - vez_ good. Sky •till slightly light.
FaiDt blue.
_t Was I_ 8hove t_ horizon.
Seeing 3/5.
Coma di,uNrtez accuzncy -,-/-0.6. Tail length sccuzacy ÷/-0.01.
Tail fan-shaped.
Moon 2 days.
Tail longer than 1 deg. ml with binoc., 4.4.
(Observer gave limit as 8.6. Ed.)
C_ma diameter approximate.
C_ diaReter and tail length approximate.
PerfectJ.y stellar _., 9.2 Rag.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT} AONf Scale Ap Ins f/ l_rr(s) DurM Lira Site Obsez_re_r(•) Notes
12.009 830784 0.050 B I0 25 6.0 Willla_•, D. J A
12.010 830785 0.i08 N 4 24 30 5.0 l Frnnch,J B
12.031 830786 0.203 N E 32 16 6.5 I Troiani,D.M C
12.045 830787 0.152 N 4.5 21 19 6.5 1 Trolani,D.M D
12.141 830788 3 0.050 B 7 15 6.0 2 Cook,A.3
12.705 830789 0.02 0.380 R 14.7 240 50 5.0 3 SaZo_chI,D
12.719 830790 0.04 0.37 R 14.3 140 30 4.8 2 Falorni,M
12.753 830791 0.4 0.076 N 9.2 35,140 1 Li Cauni,G E
12.757 830792 1 0.13 N 5.5 36 19 5 l Menlchetti,R F
12.767 830793 1.2 0.06 R 5.7 20 20 4.5 3 Cardiel,N
12.767 830794 1.4 0.08 B 15 30 4.7 1 Burst,G.M G
12.771 830795 0.060 R 11.7 25 4 Gall•go,3 H
12.931 830796 0.01 0.23 R 12 122,250,600 1 O'Meara,S.J I
NOTE A Halley wan readily vinlble u_ing the 10xS0 binoculars. Also, for the first time I could see the tall plainly with the
bineculars.
NOTE B The c_t, now at 4.1 Raglltude, dLisplaynd a quite pronlnent dust tall extending in PA 62 for fully 0.5 de_. The coma had
greatly nh_ in size to about 8.6'. The n_le_ was DeSpite starlike add aJ_o_t 5.5 i_ latitude. A fan, ant of the gas
tall was seen extending from the nucleus to the northeast, totally Imerned in the dust tall at PA 62. Scale - 10.0'/nm.
NOTE C Seeing (1-3): 3. Sky _ark_e_s (1-5): 5. Gas tall at PA 45 deg. Stzna]_ st PA 50 deg. Fan at PA 50 d_. DC - 6.
NOTE D seeing (1-3): 3. Sk_ _azkneaa (i-5): 5. Tail van 2 deg. long, with a thin gan t•il. [•ic]
NOTE E C_et wsa very low above the horizon and there w•a light pollution. The north side of the tail wan brightest than the other
part. Yellow Nrattan no. 4 filter used.
NOTE F Tall at PA 45 deg. Vartex diata_e - 2.5', _i 1stun r_t_n Pl - 2.5', P2 - 2.5'.
NOTE G Yez_ bright tall apparentl_ Eorklng into two c0_q_onenta ab_t 40' fron cOma, Pk 54 and Pk 61. Bright condensation offset in
C_PA 250 deg.
NOTE H Field 1 _. 32'. Stellar nucleus. (Duzetlon not indlcate_. Tilt• of obserTatlon is a••unod to be end time. Drawing data
Infexr_ from _8g_itude tepeE% form. Ed.)
NOTE I (Duration not ladicate_. Tile of observation is a•s_ed to be start time. Ed.)
S_B-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A_8 FL f/ Ap FOV Exp_ E_ulslcn 150 H_p C_i,g Id/T_p Site Observer(s) Notes
12.003 850782 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 16/P 1 Cri•t,M A
12.008 850783 4.180 16.5 0.254 0.5 X 0.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 22/S 1 LuDd,L B
12.011 850784 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y % 255/P 1 Sabla,J.D C
12.013 850785 1.970 5.5 0.355 1.0 x 0.7 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 17/_ 1 C_Tist,M A
12.026 850786 4.180 16.5 0.254 0.5 x 0.3 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 24/S 1 Lund, L B
12.026 850787 0.100 2.8 20.4 X13.7 5.00 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N T 9/C 1 Prieater,D.C
12.028 850788 1.000 5 0.203 2.1 x 1.4 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N X 042/1 ) 1 Hro,M D
12.036 850789 1.530 6.0 0.254 1.3 x 0.9 2.83 Kodak 2415 Y O 26/S 1 Lund,L
12.041 850790 1.000 5 0.203 2.1 X 1.4 i0.00 Kodak TEi-X 400/27 N X 043/P 1 Bro,M D
12.044 850791 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.50 FuJichr_ 400/ N X 394/S 2 Woldyla,B E
12.049 850792 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.50 FuJichro_e 400/ N X 390/5 2 woid_la,B E
12.054 850783 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Fu_ichro_e 400/ N X 397/S 2 Woidyla,B E
12.054 850794 2.000 i0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 5.50 3M i000 1000/ N X 422/S 2 woi_la,B E
12.059 850795 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 F_JIchrome 400/ N X 398/5 2 WoIGyla,B E
12.064 850798 0.200 3.5 i0.3 X 6.9 3.00 Fu_Ichrone 400/ N X 392/S 2 Woldyla,B E
12.073 850797 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00 FuJIcb_o_e 400/ N X 391/5 2 _oldyla,B E
12.082 850798 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 1.00 Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 18/N 1 Persell,D
12.085 850799 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00 Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 19/N 1 Persell,D
12.087 050800 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 3.00 Kodak VRl000 1000/ N 20/_ l Persell,D
12.093 850001 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 1.00 Kodak _rRl000 1000/ N 22/N l Per_ell,D
12.094 850802 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00 Kodak VR1000 I000/ N 23/N 1 Persell,D
12.095 850803 0.040 1.7 48.5 x33.4 1.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 18/N 5 E_rg,S.3
12.096 850804 2.000 10 0.203 1.0 x 0.7 1.00 Kodak _Rl000 I000/ N 11/51 1 Persell,D
12.096 850805 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 1.00 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 24/N 1 Perse11,D
12.097 850806 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 1.00 Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 25/N 1 Persell,D
12.098 850807 0.040 1.7 48.5 x33.4 5.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 19,/N 1 Edberg,5.3
12.099 850808 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 X 2.3 3.00 Kodak Tri-z N X 3/N I Lazerson,H F
12.099 850809 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 5.00 Ektacbzome 400/ N 7/5 PITal,J
12.103 850810 0.305 4 6.8 x 4.5 30.00 Kodak Ila-F N 4/P 1 Mitchell,R.C
12.103 850811 0.30 4 0.075 6_9 x 4.6 30.00 IIa-F N X 4/P i Mitchell,R.C
12.104 850812 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 I0.00 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N O i/P 2 Ashle_,J.B G
12.113 850813 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 5.00 KOdak VRIO00 i000/ N 0 2/P 2 Ashley,J.B G
12.120 850814 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 x 1.4 5.00 Kodak _Rl000 I000/ N O 3/P 2 Ashley,J.B G
12.125 850815 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M I000 I000/ N O 8/N 5 Edbezg,S.3
12.126 850816 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 9/P 2 Ye=,B H
12.143 850817 1.000 5 0.203 2.1 x 1.4 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 041/P 1 Bro,M I
12.381 850018 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 8.00 KOdak 2415 Y i/P 1 NiiJim•,T J
DATE: 12 JAN 1986
DATE: 12 JAN 1986
Date(UT) AONt FL f  Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T_p Site Observer(n) Notes
12.383 850819 0.850 3.4 0.25 2.4 X 1.6 i0.00 Kodak 6415 Y C 10/P 1 KoJila,T K
12.724 850820 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 3/_ 4 U_Eti,M
12.734 850821 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 X 1.4 15.00 2M I000 I000/ N X 7/S 1 Vsala,G L
12.736 850822 1.000 5 0.20 2.1 x 1.4 20.00 F1tJloh/ole 400/27 N O 20_ 1 Mikuz,H M
12.743 850823 0.500 5.8 4.1 X 2.7 4.75 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N Z 3/_ 1 Hard,A N
12.800 850824 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/_ Izquierdo,J O
12.998 850825 0.i00 2.8 20.4 x13.7 5.00 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N T 14/C 1 Priest_,D.C p
NOTE A City lights interfered with the observation. Auxiliary lens used. Original instrument characteristics ere FL - 3.720,f/lO. 5.
NOTE B AuxillaxT lena used. original lascar cheractezistics a_e FL - 1.530, f/6.
NOTE C Photograph made by J. Kallehitls and J.D. Sable.
NOTE D Auxillar_ lens used. Original las_nt cha_ac_Istlcs ere FL - 2.000, f/10. (The guidlag method indicated add the
ccmner¢lalldeDtiflezguidlnglsfollowedheedbyuledsufflxare costzadlctezT;a.Ed. ) tb/s off-axls guider does not permlt guiding on the target. Observer's image
NOTE E (Obse--_verts lunge identifier is preceded by prefix i. Ed.)
NOTE F "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE G Auxiliary lens _ed. original latruweDt characteristics are FL - 2.000, f/10. PhotogTaphs taken just st end of evening
twilight. Vel_f thin crescent moon present. S_me wlnd gulta during exposures.
NOTE H SteEr time approxlmAte. Insist is Scbmidt cameza.
NOTE I Auxilial7 leas used. Orlgi_al isstl_uleat chazacteEistlus are FL - 2.000, f/10. (Observer's image identifier is followed by
suffix a. Ed. )
NOTE J (Obs__rver's i_age Ideatlfler is 860112-1. Ed.) Large forlat (70 m) film used. Clty lights interfered with the obs_atlon.
NOTE K IasT-ru||eat is Nrlght-Schlidt. Large format (120 size) film used.
NOTE L Zodiacal light interfered with the cbservatlos.
NOTE M Auxiliary lens used. Original instruBmnt characteristics are FL - 2.000, f/10, a C8. Image copied 2x on technical film.
NOTE N UV filter used.
NOTE O Too nnlch twilight and strong zodiacal light. These probably affect the observation.
NOTE P Auxiliary Soligor less used. Original instr1_eDt cheracteEistlcs are FL - 0.050 m, f/l.4.
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOpy
Date(UT] AON# Coaflg Ins FL f/ Ap EXpM E_LlSlOS ISO Byp Gdng Id/Typ Site Obse__ver(s)
12.005 870119 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 721/$ 2 Buchanan, W. T
12.016 870120 600_-O CL 0.135 1.9 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 722/S 2 Buchaaan,W.T









Twilight interfered with the obserTation. Focused at R. Note faint tail spectrum. (Observer's image identifier is E-I17-21.
Ed. )
Zodiacal light interfered with the observation. Halley barely visible to naked eye. All sp_ctra lle along a _ridian from
south to north with wavelength Increasing.
Focused st infinity. Note falat tall spectrum. (Obse-_ver's image identifier is E-117-22. Ed. )
Focused between R and laflnlty. Note faint tail spe¢_. AixplaDe crossed frame. (Observer's image identifier ia E-117-23.
Ed. )
DATZ: 13 JAN 1986 DATE: 13 JAN 1986
NETWORK: M4ATEUR OBSERVATION
STTB-NETWORE: VZSUAL ANpF_JRANCE
Date(UT) _| !1 _a4 Ch_ct C_a size I)C Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ L 4_ DA Site Observe_(s)
13.014 815979 4A 29 8 0.200 SC 10 78 5.3 N 1 Sarsceno,J
13.014 815980 4.9 g 4A 0.050 B 7 $z_zoeno,J
13.017 815981 5.5 B 4A 30 15 6 1.5 80 0.152 R 5 24 4.7 N 1 Fox,J.g
13.03 815982 4.7 g 4A 1 0.080 B 20 Y F_conk,G
13.03 815983 5.4 B 4A 5.6 8 0.335 N 4.5 56 y r_conk,G
13.052 815984 5.1 S 4A 7.5 6 0.38 82 0.080 B 11 4.5C Y 1 BaLley,G
13.07 815985 4.4 V 4A 1.5 60 EY 6.5 Y 1 Eeen,R
13.08 815986 4.5 4A 5 8 2.5 60 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 1 Keen,g
13.10 815987 4.1 4A EY 5.0 T 17 MoEzta,C.S
13.108 815988 4.9 B 100, 4A 10 7 1.50 300 0.050 B 10 5.5C T 1 Stepleton,3
13.11 815989 4.1 M 4A 5.5 8 6.0 60 0.080 B 20 S.0 Y 17 MOE=Is,C.S
13.135 815990 4.9 M 4A 5 0.050 B 7 4.7 Y 1 gobezt_on,T
13.1354 815891 4.0 M 4A 6 6 6.15 62 0.05 B ? 6.0 Y 2 COOk,A.J
13.38 815892 4.5 B 4A 2.0 8 0.7 65 0.05 D 7 3.0T N 1 Kanal,8
13.38 815993 4.5 M 4A 3.4 8 1.5 60 0.08 B 11 4 M N 1 MitS_Ba,S g
13.39 815994 4.8 S AAVSO 4 7 0.87 60 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0M Y 1 Haysahi,A
13.39 815995 5 B M 3 5 0.2 0.12 N 40 K_azln_k,N
13.396 815996 4.5 M 100 3 8 0.030 B 8 3.5C_ Y 1 KstO,T I
13.402 815997 4.0 M 4A 12 6 1.4 0.05 B 7 3.5 Y 4 IChiksws,K
13.41 815998 4.8 M 4 7 1.2 60 0.05 B 7 5 T 1 g_Sgs,M
13.410 815999 3.9 S 100 6.5 6 4 75 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Sobayashl,J
13.41 816000 4.3 S 4A 0.08 4.0T N 1 L<_e_oy,T J
13.41 816001 SAO 8 7 0.33 85 0.15 N 6 23 4 T 2 Tan:Lkawa,M K
13.41 816002 4.9 B $AO 0.05 B 7 4 T 2 Tanikawa,M
13.433 816003 4.5 B 100 0.05 B 7 4.0CT Y 1 Eaysshi,g
13.433 816004 8 6 1 0.12 N 6 40 gsyssbi,H
13.438 816005 5.0 B 4A 8.5 7 0.55 60 0.08 R 12.5 40 6.0 Y 1 Feisheng,3
13.55 816006 5.1 B _AVSO 0.11 R Chu-'TmUOT,K
13.59 816007 5.8 B KKYSO 0.20 R Churlrmnov,K
13.688 816008 5.0 0.050 B 10 TM 1 [e_hke,A L
13.69 816009 3.5 DCS 8 6 _ 3.5C N 3 T_coon,B M
13.722 816010 4.7 M 4A 0.030 B 8 5.0M Y 1 VIIlS,M
13.729 816011 6.8 B 4A 3.5 7 0.38 55 0.330 N 4.5 59 5.8 Y 1 Caatlno,R N
13.7291 816012 5.3 D 4A 5 7 0.95 70 0.05 B 10 5.TC_TY 2 Fzsnciosi,C 0
13.731 816013 4A 1.0 0.030 B 8 5.0M ¥ 1 Vllla,M
13.736 816014 4.3 S 4A 7 7 1.05 57 0.080 B 20 5.9 ¥ 1 Meozzi,D
13.736 816015 4.7 S 4A 8 6 0.5 75 0.050 B 7 4.5CM N 1 Plccininl,M
13.739 816016 4.8 B 4A 3.5 7 0.38 55 0.050 B 16 5.8 Y 1 Castino,R N
13.743 816017 4.7 M 4A 8 0.03 B 8 5.0MZ Y 1 Melsndri,F
13.743 816018 4.8 B 4A 6 7 1.7 61 O.0S B 10 5.OM T 1 Vsnim,G
13.748 816019 4.1 S 4A 8 7 1.95 63 0.050 B 7 5.9 T 1 Meozzl,D
13.750 816020 4.6 M 100 7 7 0.55 40 0.05 B 10 5 MC Y 1 Menicbettl,R
13.750 816021 4.1 S 100 4.0 7 2.50 60 0.08 B 15 5.5M Y 3 gsvez,R
13.750 816022 3.8 S 100 60 EY 5.514 Y 3 gsvez,g P
13.755 816023 4.7 M 4A 6 7 0.9 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.2 N 1 Yentura,F Q
13.760 816024 4.6 g 4A 5 0.05 B 8 5 T 1 Csno,M R
13.760 816025 4.4 M 4A 10 7 1.5 70 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y 4 C_iel,N S
13.760 816026 3.9 S 100 4.5 6 2.87 60 0.05 B 7 5.5)( Y 3 Bzl_z,R
13.760 816027 4.7 M 4A 30 6 0.050 B 10 3.0MC T 1 Lozano,L T
13.764 816028 5.1 M 4A 5.5 S 0.25 60 0.07 B 16 4.5CM N 1 TayIor,M.D U
13.771 818029 4.5 M 4A 8 8 1 70 0.06 R 5.7 20 5.5M T 4 Cal-diel,N S
13.773 816030 4.6 M 4A 3.9 8 0.67 40 0.153 N 8.5 65 Y 2 Torres,E v
13.781 816031 4.9 B 4A I0 6.5 7 0.47 74 0.080 g 20 5.0M Y 2 Dionlsi,M N
13.79 816032 4.8 0.6 55 0.034 B 9 2 Pezeirs,A X
13.792 816033 4.3 B 4A i0 8 1.33 0.05 g 20 Y 2 Gsllego,J N
13.938 816034 4.9 M AAVSO 0.050 B I0 O'Mearz,$.J Y
13.94 816035 4.4 M AA 7.5 7 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E Z
13.94 816036 4.5 M AA 7.5 7 0.050 B 7 GreeD,D.H.E Z
13.94 816037 4.5 S AA 7.5 7 0.080 B 20 GEeeD,D.B.E Z
13.94 816038 4.6 S AA 7.5 7 0.050 B 7 GZeen,D.N.E Z
13.972 816039 4.9 S 4A 4.0 7 0.50 70 0.152 N 5.5 69 4.5 Y 1 B_ak,D.M a









NOTE A The obsezvations of Nov. 28 mud Dec. 4 used the stars marked "12.9" aud "12.3" on the v Hy_Irae d chart. These values appear
to he Lbout one magnitude too faint.
NOTE B Twilight.
NOTE C Tall length approxiRzte.
NO_ D Inner cola dlalneter 3.8 arc nln. Tall PA 49 des. to 67 des.
NOTE E Nice sight _clth Roon add Jupiter.
NOTE F MOdlfled Sidgwlck method used.
NO_E G Clear tail. (PA approximate and may have been _as_Lred incorrectly. £d. )
NOTE g 7.2.
MOTE I Diffuse cloud.
NOTE 3 Tall length - short.
NOTE K m2 (observer's s!_tbol believed to mean "approximately equal to", Ed.) 9.
NOTE L Tall length = y.
NOTE M Tall length dete_rmlnud iD 15180 binoculars: 2.5 des.
NOTE N Moon.
NOTE O No nucleus.
NOTE P Tall length 0.3 deS.-0.5 de_.
NOTE O Tall length (I) 0.9 des., PA 52-60 des. The northern edge of the tail appeared to be particularly sharp. A dark lane is
suspected in it.
NOTE R See _Lraw. D.4. Mooe 3 days.
NOTE S Moon 3 days.
NOTE T Tail Dot visible.
NOTE U maze. Seeing Antonladi III. Tall to 0.35 des.?
N_TE V PA 35-40. (observer gave limit as i0.0. Ed. ]
NOT_ W C_8 dlaaete_ aCC_LTaC_ +/--0.6. Tall length 8CC_Lracy +/-0.01. PA by drawing; PA 74 at distance 0 des., PA 64 at distance 0.3
des., PA 57 at dlstaDce 0.59 des.
NOT_ X (observer gave limit as 8.5. Ed. )
NOTE Y Ca_rldge.
NOTE 9. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE a Tail length add PA approximate.
NOTE b Moon 17 des. away.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
13.007 830797 0.6 0.203 R 13 85,150 i0 4.7 1 Fox,J.R A
13.010 830798 0.203 SC i0 81 1 Lohvlnenko,T. W B
DATE: 13 JAN 1906
Date(UT) _# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
13.019 830799 0.203 SC 10 169 1 Lohvinenko,T.W C
13.032 830800 0.32 0.203 N 6 81,116 10 5 1 Williauls,J D
13.104 830801 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.0 2 COok,A.J
13.729 830802 0.05 0.37 R 14.3 140 60 5.0 2 Falorni,M
13.733 830803 0.07 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 30 5 i Riooabone,G E
13.760 830804 0.050 B 8 5 1 CSnO,M F
13.767 830805 2.4 0.05 B 20 I0 5.5 4 CaLrdlel,N G
13.775 830806 0.? 0.153 N 8.5 65 45 2 Clfuentes,E B
13.778 830807 0.59 0.080 B 20 50 5.0 2 Dionlsi,M I
13.792 830808 0.050 B 20 2 Gallego,3 3



































DATE: 13 JAN 1986
FaD-shaped, brighter inner c_a exteadlng W frGm nucleus. StreakiBg in tall seen only at 85x. Tear-shaped cona very apparent
at both powers.
The ccaet is seen with a nuclear magnitude of 6.6 (check stars: BR 65, ER 72) add an integrated magnitude of 4.8 (check
stars: ER 707, HR 739, HR 740). (Duratios not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start tJ_me. Ed.)
A closer look at the e_t gives a shal_ blue spike coming dlrectly from the 'nucleus' of the comet. The PA of this spike is
67 smd the c_ns size is 294.07" and seems not to of change asuch eyed with the icon. [sic] The nuclear dlmeter is 81.21".
(Duzstloa not iDdlcsted. Time of obsexTation is aasmmed to be start time. Ed.)
The central coDdensatlon sealed_ch brighter then usual. The coma was about 5' or 6' across. The tall was an additional 20'
or so 1oag. The tail is brighter but still relatively faint. I don't see any other detail but the central coDdensatlon
appears "lucy". Perhaps "not _Ite round" is more acctLrato. Tail at PA 90. Moonlight, twilight, city lights interfered with
the observatlon.
Luminous neb_Llar region at PA 80. Dark r_ioc at PA 85. Nucleus dla10eter 77 arc sec. Magnifications Of 80 add 144 also used.
Two drawings included. Moonlight add intense city lights interfered with the observation. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
Field 9 deg. Limltlng meg. through blnoc.: 7.5. Crescent Boon, 3 days; clrr_s. (D_ratlon DOt Indicated. Tile of observation
is assumed to be start tlae. Drawing data inferred fr_ magnitude report form. Ed.)
Tall long: I deg. 30' at PA 70.
Gas tall long add toward Ne [sic]. Dust tail less visible (very _all in comparison with gas tail} add toward _e. (Observer
gave IJJult as 10.0. Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
Moonlight interfered with the observation. Cone st PA 70 (vertex) delimits coma on the major axis and it's vertex is 7.7'
dlsteat by nucleus. Stream at PA 84 (vertex) seems to be lightly sore bright than the coma [sic] It has a total length of
13.2' by nucleus.
Field 3 deg. Ioc tail easlly vlslble. High DC 4 days Boon [sic]. Co_a se_ns a "bullet head". (Duration not i_dicated. Time
Of observstlon is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred from magaltude report form. Ed.)
Tall well seen. Nucleus was difficult to see if visible at all.
f/ Ap rOY _xpa
2.8 20.4 X13.7 2.50
1.5 0.203 6.8 X 4.5 1.50
2.5 0.122 6.8 X 4.5 15.00
3.8 10.0 X 6.7 15.00
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 5.00
8.3 5.2 x 3.4 4.00
6.3 5.2. X 3.4 3.00
6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00
4.5 0.406 1.1 X 0.8 5.00
6.3 5.2 x 3.4 1.00
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 5.00
4 0.152 3.4 X 2.3 3.00
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 2.50
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 2.50
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 2.00
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 2.50
6.3 5.2 X 3.4 1.00
1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00
5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 8.00
5 0.200 2.1 X 1.4 13.00
3.5 0.60 1.0 x 0.7 15.00
Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
Kodak VRI000 1000/ N T 15/C 1 Priester,D.C
Kodak 2415 Y • 259/P 1 Sabia,J.D
KOdak 2415 Y $ 181/P 2 MintoD,R.H
Kodak VR 200 200/ N T 22/P 1 CU_Dingha_,J
Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 31/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 32/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak _R1000 1000/ N 33/N I Perse11,D
Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 34/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak VR 200 200/ N T 24/P 1 C_nnlngbam,J
Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 35/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak VRIO00 1000/ N 36/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak Tri-X N • 4/N 1 Lazerson,H
Kodak VRI000 1000/ N 37/N I Persell,D
Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 2/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak _R 1000/ N Z 3/H I Persell,D
Kodak VR 1000/ N • 4/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak VR 1000/ N % 5/N 1 Persell,D
Kodak 2415 Y S 10/P 2 Yen,B F
Kodak 2415 Y 2/P 1 NiiJima,T G
3M 1000 1000/ N X 8/S 1 Vanin,G H






NOTE A Auxillar_ Soligor lens used. Original iostrument characteristics are FL - 0,050 m, f/l.4.
NOTE B A cloDd is encroaching on the comet add a fault co the negative is superimposed on the c_et's coma Photograph made by J.Ka_ichitis aDd J.D. Sabia.
NOTE C (Print suhnltted by observer is a c_mposite of three contiguous 5 minute exposures. Ed.) Imstr_ent is Aero-Ektar aerial
camera lens.
NOTE D Meteor.
NOTE E Tall split. "Push" processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE F Start t_me spproxlmate. (Obser_er,s image identlfler is 5. Ed.) Instrument is Schmldt camera.
NOTE G (Observer's i_age identifier is 860113-2. Ed.) Large format (70 n) film used. Clty lights interfered with the observation.
NOTE H Moonlight add twilight interfered with the observation.
NOTE I Exp_su_res of 2 seconds add 15 minutes together, ma_e by offsetting the telescope. Photogragh made by R. Bibault and 9.
Sylvain.
S_B-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPy
Date(0T) AON| Conf£g Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM E_IXlSIOD ISO H!rp G_=g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
13.010 870122 6000-O CL 0.135 1.9 20.00 KOdak 24811R N C 800/S 2 Buchanan,W.T AB
13.027 870123 6000-0 CL 0.135 1.9 26.00 Kodak 2481IR N C 801/S 2 Buchanan,W.T BC
13.986 870124 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 N C 20/P 1 Grieser,D D
13.994 870125 42P-O CL 0.400 6.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 N C 21/P 1 Grieser,D D
NOTE A Frame had #12 Nratten filter; showed Do spectral lines on Halley but showed infrared oD star to the west. (Observer's image
identifier is E-118-00. E_.)
NOTE B Zodiacal light interfered with the observation. Frame set for 6700-10500 Angstroms first order an_ 3350-5250 Angstroms
second order.
NOTE C Frame showed secood order of complex at 3883 Angstroms, same field as frame 800. (Observer's image Identifier is E-I18-01.
Ed.)




Date(UT) AON# ml _4 chart Coaa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
14.024 816041 4A 17.2
14.024 816042 5.3 B 4A
14.030 816043 4.7 B 4A 4
14.06 816044 4.5 v 4A
14.06 816045 4.5 4A 0
14.10 816046 4.0 S 4A 8
14.115 816047 5.5 S 4A 6
14.375 816048 4.7 B 4A
14.38 016049 4.7 M 4A
14.38 816050 4A 2.0
14.381 816051 4.6 M I00 2
14.39 616052 4.9 S AAVSO 3.5
14.39 816053 4.7 M 4A 3.0
14.39 816054 4.4 B 12
14.40 816055 4.8 B 9
14.41 816056 4.8 M 4
14.411 816057 3.9 S 100 6
14.57 816058 4.7 B AAVSO
14.57 816059 4.9 B M 7
14.59 816060 5.0 B AAVSO
14.64 816061 5.0 B M 14
14.65 816062 4.5 M 4A 9
14.69 816063 3.7: S DOS 8
14.707 816064 5.1 B 4A
14.710 816065 4A
14.712 816066 4.4 B 100 4.0
14.715 816067 4.8 M 100
14.722 816066 4.3 B 4A
14.7240 816069 4.9 B ALVSO
14.7291 816070 5.3 B 4A 4
14.73 816071 4.8 S DOS 7 15
14.73 816072
14.73 816073 4.5 S DCS 7 4.5
14.73 816074 4.7 B DCS 7 5
14.73 816075 4.4 B 4A I0
14.736 816076 4.7 M 4A
14.736 816077 4.7 M 4A
14.740 016078 4.9 M 4A 4.0
14.740 816079 5.2 S 99 5
14.74 816080 4.2 S DCS 8 6
14.747 816081 4.6: B 4A
14.75 816082 4.8 S 4A
14.750 816083 5.1 M 4A
14.769 816084 4.5 S 4A 6.8
14.781 816085 4A
14.75 816086 4.8
14.965 816087 4.3 B 99 6
14.97 816088 4.2 B AAVSO 5
14.57 816089 2.8
14.586 816050 4.2 S 99
6 0.200 SC i0 78 4.3 N I Sazace_,3
0.050 B 7 Sazaceso,3
I 0.4 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 B_se,R.R
EY 5.0 Y l Koen,R
8 2.8 60 0.040 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R
7 2 60 0.080 B 11 5.0 ¥ 1 Spzatt,C.E
7 0.5 285 0.203 SC l0 50 0 Y 6 PEyaI,J
8 0.05 B 7 4.0C Y 1 Hasegawa,T
1.2 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 1 S_LTUkI,K
5 0.21 N 5.0 88 5.0M Y 1 Su_uki,K
0.030 B 8 3.0C_T N 1 Kato,T
7 2 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0M Y 1 Bsysnhi,A
6 2 60 0.08 B 11 4.5M Y 1 MitSuIBa,S
7 0.83 300 0.05 B 10 4.0 N 1 Uda,K
6 1.3 70 0.16 N 4.8 24 5.0M Y 1 Maoda,S
7 1.8 60 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 BLTSga,M
6 1.5 75 0.07 B I0 3.5 Y 1 Kobsyashi,J
0.ii R Ch_LTB_mO_,K
0.05 B 7 SonstentiDoT,S
0.20 R ChuETumov, K
6 0.07 N 8 33 Yumchenko,Yu
5 0.8 63 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 3 GEaS$1o,B.H
6 1.9 0.080 B 15 3.5CM N 2 _roon,B
2 0.030 B 8 5.0MC N 2 BIcheEt,M
4 0.2 0.080 R 6.2 20 5.0MC N 2 Rlch_rt,M




7 0.42 60 0.05 B
8 1.0 0.050 B
2.0 0.150 B 8
9 0.33 55 0.050 B




7 0.7 65 0.08 B
7 0.065 B




8 1.2 0.05 B
5 0.25 0.07 S
0.8 55 0.034 B
3 0.67 51 0.05 B
6 1.5 60 0.050 B
0.317 N 6
6 1.42 70 0.05 B
NOTE A Light pollution.
NOTE B Modified Sidekick nethod used.
NOTE C DC approximate.
NOTE D TOO nea.r weate.rn horizon.
NOTE E Meter: o_a dialeter iS PI + P2.
NOTE F Poor condition.
NOTE G 7.7.
NOTE B (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed. )
NOTE I Moon. Clouds. Low.
NOTE J Moon.
NOTE K PA approx:Lmate.
NOTE L Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE M Moon up.
NOTE N coma _all. Short tail stub suspected, very imprecise.
NOTE O Moon, twilight.
NOTE P Curwed tails. 1.2 deg. tail PA 58-52; 0.8 (leg. tail PA 48-40.
NOTE Q Moonlight.
NOTE R Straight, narrow tail.
DATE: 14 JAN 1986
7 5.5 Y 1 LuDde,R
20 Y l Tanti,T I
i0 4 Y Cappellari,M J
7 4.5 N 1 SicolI,P
10 4.7(24 Y 2 FraDcIOSI,C K
i0 4 MC N 1 Aerte,L L
34 4 MC N 1 AeET_S,L
i0 4.5M Y 1 van LOO,F.R
45 4 MC Y 1 van Munster,T
7 4.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.-C
10 5.0MZ Y 9 MelalM1Zl, F
8 5.0M Y 7 Villa ,M
ii 4.6M Y 1 Fleet,R.w
12 4 N 1 FoulkesrM M
15 4 CM Y 1 Nila,P
I0 4.5 N 1 Rogezs,J.H N
10 3.0 1 ShanKlin,J.D
12 N 1 Benshaw,C O
I0 4.7 Y 1 HILTat,G.M P
I0 5.0 Y 1 D4_oni_:k,M




7 4.5 N 4 Benavldez,A T
NOTE S Broad, straight tail (t_e II).
NOTE T The first measure is of tail II and the second is of tall I? [sic) (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT] AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s} DUZM L 4m Site Observer(s) Notes
14.058 630810 0.445 N 4.5 72 2 Lohvlnenko,T.W A
14.748 030811 0.15 0.258 N 5 40, 85,269 13 6.0 1 Stott,D B
14.773 030812 1.3 0.05 B I0 35 4.7 1 Hurst,G.M C
14.979 830813 0.080 B 20 20 4 2 Arpln,P D
NOTE A (DUration not i_dicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B HOOd at PA 250-170. Tall at PA 62. Central condensation shows little detall only a vague hood. Tail shows some structure
NOTE C Tail 58 deg. curving to 52 deg., 1.2 deg. length. Tall at PA 48 deg. curving to 40 deg., 0.8 deg. length. Nucleus
region offset PA 230 deg. approximately.
NOTE D COmet coma not visible to the naked eye even I observed in countryside. [sic] Estimated length of tail 0.5 deg. Very
disapolnting object it's reminds me Comet Kohoutek. [sic]
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdn 9 Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
14.015 850847 0.i00 2.8 20.4 x13.7 6.00 KOdak VRI000 i000/ N T 16/C 1 Priester,D.C A
14.052 850048 1.553 8 0.203 1.3 x 0.9 I0.00 KOdak 2415 Y S 37/P 1 Minton,R.8 B
14.073 850849 1.829 4.5 0.406 i.i x 0.8 5.00 KOdak VR 200 200/ N T 25/P 1 CunnlnghaJ,J
14.100 850850 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8 3.00 FuJl HR 400 N T 0/P 1 Cunnlngham,J C
14.369 850851 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.0 10.17 KOdak 2415 Y 3/P 1 NilJIJaa,T D
14.758 850852 0.600 1.7 0.355 3.4 x 2.3 23.00 KOdak 6415 N O 001/T 1 Battlpede,F E
NOTE A Auxiliary Soligor lens used. original insist characteristics are FL = 0.050 m, f/1.4.
Notes
A
DATE: 14 JAN 1986
DATE: 14 JAN 1986
NOTE B (Print subRitted by observer is a coRposlte Of two coDtlguous 5 min. exposures. Ed. )
NOTE C Fi_ "push" pro_essed frcn ISO 400 to I000.
NOTE D (Observer's ilage identifier is 860114-2. Ed.] Large format (70 _] fill used. City lights InterfeEed with the observation.












































DATE: 15 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEOR OBSERVATI_
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE












































15.769 816134 •.3 B •A
15.772 816135 S 100
15.795 816136 4 .5 S 4A 6
15.799 816137 4.5 S 4A 5.4
15.96 616138 4.7 B AA 5
15.94 816139 4.6 S AA
15.95 816140 4.7 B AA 5
15.95 016141 4.6 S AA
15.96 816142 4. i B AAVSO 4.5
15.96 816143 4.7 B AA 7.8
15.96 816144 4.3 M AA 7.8
15.96 816145 4.5 S AA 7.8
15.96 816146
15.96 816147 2.3
15.979 8161•8 4.7 S 4A 3.8
15 .979 816169 • •0 B 99 6
15.986 816150 3.9 B 99
15.994 816151 4.4: M 4A 6
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Observez(s)
6 7 0.42 55 0.035 B 7 4.7(34 Y 3 Mor=ison,W
1 60 0.035 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Stephan,C
1 0.7 65 0.05 B 7 5 Y 2 Rouae,R.R
0.08 B 11 3.0 Y 1 C_rski,L
8 1.5 54 0.108 N 4
0.080 B




0.83 0.1 N I0
7 0.08 B
0.08
6 0.1 55 0.05 B
0.11 R
0.20 R
3 0.2 53 0.09 M 11
0.050 B
6 3.3 70 0.060 B
7 0.05 B
7 0.089 R
7 0.67 60 0.05 B
0.06 B
7 0.12 0.050 B
8 0.0• B
0.9 0.030 B
6 0.5 60 0.08 B
8 0.33 50 0.330 N
0.080 B
7 0.6 68 0.08 B
EY
8 1.9 66 0.05 B
6 1.17 59 0.08 B
8 1.17 55 0.08 B
0,05 B
8 0.33 50 0.050 B
S O.1S 46 0.07 B
6 0.28 70 0.20 N
4 0.063 B
7 0.050 B
6 0.38 50 0.05 B
7 0.17 74 0.080 B
0.050 B
5 1.3 63 0.06 B
7 0.25 N










1.4 62 0.050 B
0.500 N
7 0.67 55 0.203 N
4 0.60 50 0.05 B
5 0.74 65 0.05 B
7 0.063 B
DATE: 15 JAN 1986
Notes
NOTE H (Twilight, icon).
NOTE Z Tlrpe I tall was 3.3 deg. long at PA 70 deg. Type II tail was 2.5 de_. long with PA spanning 4B to 90 deg.
NOTE J Moon. Mind.
NOTE K Moon, twilight.
NOTE L Moon.
NOTE M Moonlight, clear sky.
NO_ N Ion tail.
NOTE 0 Pazabollc tail axis.
NOTE P Haze. A=toniadl II.
NOTE Q Telescopic limit is 7.
N_ R C_a diameter accILrat_y +/-0.5. Tall length aCCtLraey +/-0.01. PA by _/awing; PA 74 st distance 0 deg., PA 68 at distance 0.09
d_., PA 66 at distance 0.21 deg.
NOTE S Tail split 8 to i0 axe mln. Centre PA given. Cola fuzzy.
MOTE T LOW.
NOTE U very low.
NOTE V C_a dlaleter approximate.
NOTE W Broad 15u Jet in PA 130 de 9.
NOTE X Tall leDc_.h and PA approximate.
NOTE Y High thin overcast.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pitt(s) DUrM Lil Site Observer(s} Notes
15.691 830814 1.6 0.090 M II 56 10 4.5 3 Westlund,M A
15.724 830815 0.25 N 6 40, 80 25 4 2 Adamoli,G B
15.736 830816 0.i0 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 42 5.0 1 Riccabone,G C
15.774 830817 1.4 0.05 B 10 90 2.5 1 Hurst,G.H D
15.792 830818 0.201 SC I0 60 1 Verdenet,M E
NOTE A Disturbing lights: twilight, n_on.
NOTE B Tall st PA 80. Major axis central condensation at PA 350. Central co_ensation elongated, irregular and very compact add
NOTE A Moonlight in the area.
NOTE B Nake_ e_'e c_ma onlT.
NOTE C Appeazs stellar.
NOTE D Dust tail.
NOTE E Light pollution.
NOTE F C_ dlmter _certsin. (Observer indicated "T" _thod. Ed. )




17 5.0 Y 1 Fzannh,3 D
20 4.8M Y Silth,D
78 4.2 N 1 Saxaceno,3 E
7 Sa.Eaeeno,3
7 3.0CM Y 1 Nasegawa,T
8 4.0CMT Y 1 Kato,T
83 4.0 Y 1 IehlkaVe,K
II 3.5 ¥ 2 Nashi,S F




56 4.5TM Y 3 Nestlund,M R
i0 4 _ N 1 AeEtS,L
11 Stomeo,E l
12 Y 1 T&nti,T 3
5.5 18 4.5)4 N 1 Ventuza,F
i0 5.3C24TY 2 Pranciosi,C
i0 GlsJpao10,G
l0 3.SCM N 1 Roos,M.C
12 N 1 Hensbav,C K
8 5.5M Y 1 villa,M
11 • M ¥ 4 GelesfoE_,M.3 L
4.5 59 5.5 Y I Cestlno,R L
20 4.0 Y 1 Guthler,O
11 4.0MT N 1 rleet,N.w
5.2 Y 2 MilaDI,G M
I0 5.0M Y 1 V&DtD,G
20 5.2 Y 2 Milani,G N
20 5.2 T 2 Milani,G O
I0 2.5 Y 1 Suzst,G.N
16 5.5 Y 1 Caetino,R L
16 •.5CM N 1 Taylor,M.D P
4.7 104 3.5 Y 1 Cappellari,M L
8 4 CM N 1 GeeDen,J.3
7 CM Y 1 3anni_k,D.W 0
i0 4.5R_ Y 1 Meniehetti,R
20 4.514 Y 2 Dionlsi,M R
7 5.8 Y I Stott,D L
15 4.8 Y 2 Vincent,3 S
6 60 Y 1 Galnsford,M.J T
10 2.5 Y 1 Hurst,G.M










5 78 Bortle,3.E w
6 i01 4.5 Y 1 H_ak,D.M X
7 4.5 La_ret,R
7 4.5 1 BeDavldes,A
9 2.9 Y 1 DeYou_g,J.A Y
DATE: 15 JAN 1986
DATE: 15 JAN 1986
bright, while the c_a is soft and round.
NOTE C "Mustache- of g_eater luminosity at PA 47. Dimensloes of the colet determlned Indlrectly and therefore not completely
reliable. Magnlflcatlons of 80 add 144 also used. Two drawings included. Moonlight, twilight, and intense city lights
i_terf_Ted with the observatloo. (TZaDslated by IRW staff. Ed. )
NOTE D Yex T cold. MOOD I/2. Tall at PA 67 deg., length 1 deg. Tail at PA 55 deg., length 0.8 deg. Nuclear condensation Offset PA250 approximately.
NOTE E (DLtEation not indicated. Tile of observation is
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM
15.003 850853 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00
15.007 050854 0.200 4.5 10.1 x 6.9 6.00
15.013 850855 1.260 6.2 0.203 1.6 x 1.1 6.00
15.013 850856 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 6.00
15.017 850857 1.260 6.2 0.203 1.6 x 1.1 3.00
15.017 850858 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 3.00
15.393 850859 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 5.00
15.722 850060 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 6.00
15.722 850861 0.250 4 0.2 X 5.5 6.00
15.722 850862 1.000 5 0.200 2.1 X 1.4 7.00
15.732 850863 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 8.00
15.732 850864 0.250 4 8.2 X 5.5 8.00
15.739 850865 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 3.00
15.740 850866 0.200 4.5 10.3 X 6.9 5.00
15.743 850867 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 8.00
15.749 850868 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 X 1.0 i0.00
15.756 850869 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 X 1.8 10.00
15.758 850870 0.225 1.5 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 1.50
15.759 850871 0.700 5 0.14 2.9 X 2.0 8.00
15.763 850872 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 X 1.0 23.00
15.780 850873 0.225 1.5 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 2.50










assuued to be start time. Ed. )
(Observer's image identifier is 860115-1.
Exposure taken in loonllght. Image copied




Kodak VRI000 1000/ N
Kodak Tri-X N




Ilford BP5 400/2? N
3M i000 I000/ N
_Jlchr_le 400/27 N
Ilfo_d EP5 400/27 N
Ilford _P5 400/27 N
3M Slide 1000/ N
Ilford KP5 400/27 N
Ilfozd FP4 125/22 N
Ilford HP5 400/27 N
Kodak 2415 y
Kodak IIa-F N
Zlford FP4 125/22 N
Kodak 2415 y
_/p C.,d.ng Id/TTp Slte Observer(s} Notes
T 17/C 1 Pzlestez,D.C A
T 18/C 1 Prlester,D.C A
T l?/C 1 Prlester,D.C
T 19/C 1 Prlestez,D.C A
T 18/C 1 Pzieater,D.C
T 20/C 1 Prlester,D.C A
4/P 1 NilJlma,T B
O 3/T 1 Mikuz,H C
O 6/T 1 Mikuz,B D
X 9/S 1 VanIn,G E
O 414/T I Mikuz,H F
O 7/T 1 Mikuz,H D
O 34/T 1 Mikuz,H
X 3/P 1 Villa,M C
O 35/T 1 Mikuz,H
0 17/C 1 PaolIDetti,R H
0 39/T I Mikuz,H
O 1/S i Vallsa,P I
M 54/P 1 Ridley,H.B 3
0 19/C 1 Paolinetti,R H
0 2/S 1 Valisa,P I
Ed.) LaEge forRst (70 l) film used. City lights interfered with the observation.
2x. 120 alze film. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Moonlight and twilight interfered with the oblation.
Exposure taken in eoonllght, llage copied 2x. 120 size film. (observer's image Identlflez is preceded by prefix RB. Ed.)Enlargement of the print 2x.
(Observer's image ideDtifler is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
Insist is Scb_Idt camera.
Moonlight. (Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix ZA. Ed.} InstzuDent uses photographic plates.
DATE:16 JAN 1986DATE: 16 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: %'ISUAL APPEARANCE
DSte(UT) A(_# ILl _Q( Chart C_a slze DC Tall PA Ap Zns f/ _ Li_ DA site Ob_ez(s) Notes
16.031 816152 5.0 B 99 0.080 B 20 4.5M Y S411th, D
16.11 816153 4.5 M 4A 0.05 B I0 5 M T 3 Hale,A A
16.396 816154 3.9 M 4A 3.8 5 0.1 N 10 25 6.5 Y I Ichlkawa, K
16. 412 016155 3.0 S i00 6 6 0.50 75 O. 07 B 10 3.0 N i Kobsy&shi,J
16. 601 016156 4.5 : B 1_ O. 080 H 20 4.0 N 1 Guthie_, O
16.684 816157 5.0 M 4A 5 3 0.2 80 0.09 M II 56 3.5TM Y 3 Westl_, M B
16.691 016158 3.5 S 4A 12 8 1.2 60 0.152 N 5 4• 3.5 N 2 M_ellez, M C
16.70 816159 4.4 B 4A •.0 3.0 7 0.13 60 0.050 R I0 13 4.2T N 2 Jah_,J D
16.70 016160 3.8 S _ 8 6 2.0 0.000 B 15 3 CM N 2 Kroon,B
16.708 816161 4.0 B 16.0 2 0.I 0.063 R 13 44 5.0 T 1 BartRik,M
16.715 816162 4.6 B 4A 0.030 B 8 2.5CMT N 2 A_II,G
16.719 816163 4.5 M 4A 6 0.08 B I0 4.0CM Y 1 Rspa_, P E
16.72 816164 4.9 S DCS 7 8 0.040 B 12 4 _ N 1 PelJth,H
16.724 816265 4A 0 0.3 0.114 N 8.7 50 4.0_ Y 1 Yilla,M
16.729 816166 4.6 M 4A 8 0.05 B I0 5.0MTZ T 0 Melan_LTi, F
16. 729 016167 4.7 S 4A 7.5 7 0.6 75 0. 050 B 7 4.5CM N 1 Plc¢Inlni,M
16.7291 816160 5.3 B •A 3 7 0.67 60 0.05 B 10 5.0CJ(T T 2 Frsnclosl, C
16.73 016169 4.2 B 100 0.05 B 4.5_ Y i0 B<)t_ma, R. J
16.73 816170 4.0 S I00 4 7 2.5 58 0.05 B I0 •.SMT Y I0 Boo, a, R.3
16. 736 816171 4.8 M 4A 3.5 7 0.7 63 0.08 B Ii •. OMT N 1 Fleet, R. N
16.74 816172 4.0 B DCS 7 0.040 B 7 5.SMT Y 7 Bus,E.P
16.7• 816173 3.8 S DOS 7 6 6 2.5 65 0.040 B 7 5.SMT Y 7 BUS,E.P F
16.74 816174 4.7 B DCS 7 6 6 0.040 B 8 4.5MT Y 2 Scholten,A G
16.74 016175 4.3 S DCS 7 i0 8 1.5 66 0.050 B i0 4.5CN N 1 van dee Laan,T.A
16.74 816176 4.0 5 DCS 8 6 7 0.75 60 0.000 B 15 4 CM Y 1 Wils,P
16.742 816177 4.6 M 4A 0.030 B 8 4.0_ T 1 Villa, M
16.743 816178 4.8 S i00 5 5 0.05 B I0 4.5_ Y 1 Meolchettl, R
16.750 816179 4.1 S 4A 4 0 0.080 B 20 4.0C N 5 MeOZZI, D
16.75 816180 4.5 S DCS 7 4 8 0.050 B I0 4 MC N 1 Tan Loo,F.R
16.756 816181 5 7 0.13 N 5.5 36 4.0MC T 1 M_nichetti, R
16.76 816182 4.3 B 4A 6 7 0.65 65 0.050 B 7 4.0 T 2 Mezlin,J .-C H
16.94 816183 4.0 S 4A 30 7 2 70 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Harrlngton, P I
16.95 826184 4.6 B AA 4 7 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W. E J
16.95 816105 4.7 B AA 4 8 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E J
16.95 816286 4.5 S AA 4 8 0.050 D 7 Green,D.W. E J
16.95 816187 4.6 S AA 4 7 0.035 H 7 GreoD,D.W. E J
16.96 816188 2.5 7 0.5 0.500 N 5 96 IH)rtle,J. E K
16.96 816189 4.2 B AAYSO 5 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
16.96 816190 4.8 B AA 5.5 7 2 0.080 B 20 G_een, D. N. E L
16.96 816191 4.5 M AA 0,080 B 20 Green, D.N. E
16.96 816192 4.6 S AA 0.080 B 20 Green, D. W.E
16.968 816193 4.0 B 99 6 3 0.75 46 0.05 B 7 4.0 1 Lai_et, R
16.972 816194 3.8 B 99 5 0.80 64 0.05 B 7 4.5 1 Benavldes, A
26.983 816195 4.5 M 4A 6 7 1 58 0.063 B 9 2.9 T DeTou_g, J. A M
NOTE A ObSex_a1_Lon affected by m_oDllght and inte--_mittent clouds.
N_ B (Twilight, _K)on).
NOTE C Twilight.
NOTE D PA approxIJ0ate.
NOTE E C_a ellIpt.
NOTE F vex_ transparent sky, o_t easily visible to naked eye.
NOTE G Tall leng_h and PA determined in 15x80 binoculars: 0.50 deg. long at PA 55.
NOTE H Moon.
NOTE Z Low in sky.
NOTE J C_ma dlal_eter approxIIate.
N_ K Tall length iS low_r llmit. NUC. meg. 8.8, l_onllght.
NOTE L C_8 diameter spprox_ate. Tall length is lower llult.
NOTE M High thin overcast/haze.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAH_NG
Date(UT) Aa_8 Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr (s ) DUrM Lie Site Observer (s) Notes
16.033 830819 0.43 0.203 N 6 61,116 6 4.5 1 Milllals, J A
16. 682 030020 1.6 0. 090 H ii 56 5 3.5 3 NestluDd, M B
16.733 830821 0.12 R 15 53, 74,131 5.0 2 Franciosi,C C
16.735 830822 0.13 0.125 N 5.8 28, 40, 60 33 5.0 1 Riccabone,G D
16.748 830823 0.10 0.•0 N 5 81,254 15 4.0 2 M_.zlln, J. -C E
16.991 830824 1.1 0.356 SC II 70 16 5.0 1 Cuthill, D. D F
NOTE A Bright, out of round, central condensation. The tall appeared "washed out'. Tall at PA 90. Moonlight, t_rilight, elty lights
interfered with the ob_er_ation.
NOTE B Disturbing lights: twilight, _on.
NOTE C Pse_o nucleus dieter i'. PlaSma jet PA 85, length approxlaately 1'. Tail PA 60, length approximately 40'. Coma
npprox_J_ately 2.5'. [D_Lration not i_icated. Time of obser_atloD is assuned to be start time. Ed.)
NO_ D Diffuse l_inous regions at PA 156 and at PA 31. Magolficatlons of 80 and 144 also used. Two draftings included. Moonlight,
twilight, and intense city lights interfered _r_th the ObServation. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed. )
NO_ E Tall at PA 33, dust tail? they cur_ed to PA 55; tail at PA 65, PA gITen - axis of fan shaped tail; Jet at PA 223, very
coedensed; Jet 88 PA 268, ve_ condensed; Jet 88 PA 355, straight and narrow.
NOTE F This drawing is a coI_slte made from a visual observation add a photo taken _rlth the 5" f/10 Sch_Idt-Cassegrain o_ Plus-X
fill for 16 mln. (no filters). Fainter field stars were draw_ near the inner tail region ouly. The sharp "spike" (3') st PA
83 is the brightest feature of the tail.
S_B-NETWORK : pHoTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_Isio9 ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Ty_ $1te Observer(s) Note_
16.001 850074 1.260 6.2 0.203 1.6 x 1.1 2.00 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N T 20/C 1 Priester,D.C A
16.002 850875 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.05 Kodak Tri-X N T 21/C 1 Priester,D.C H
16.006 850876 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 Kodak Tri-X N T 22/C 1 Priester,D.C B
16.000 850877 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.25 Kodak Tri-X N T 23/C 1 Priester,D.C B
16.099 850878 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 x 2.3 3.00 Kodak Tri-X •00/ N X I/N 1 Lazerson,H C
16.704 850879 0.500 5 0.i00 4.1 x 2.7 12.00 ORWO NP 27 400/27 N C 3/N 1 Rapavy,P D
16.722 850880 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 0.17 Ekt acb/o_e 400/ N X 6/P 8 MelaD_Lrl, F E
16.738 850881 0.225 1.6 0.136 9.1 x 6.I 1.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 001/T 1 Belli,V F
16.741 850882 1.400 5.6 0.260 1.5 x 1.0 17.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 0 2/C 1 PaolIDetti,R
16.743 850883 2.400 4 0.600 0.9 x 0.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 002/T 1 Belli,V G
16.751 050884 2.400 4 0.600 0.9 x 0.6 •.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 003/T 1 Belli,V G
NOTE A Start tile uncertain.
NOTE B Push processed to 800 A_A.
DATE:16JAN 1986
DATE: iG JAN 1986
NOTE C "Push" pzocessed to 800 ASA.
NOTE D Clty lights add aooDllght interZeEed with the obserTatlon. Large forlat (88x87 ram} till used.
NOTE E obsel_vationThewhite streak, below ID the print is caused by an airplane. Moonlight, twilight, add zodiacal light interfered with the
NOTE F Ins_nt is Scblidt camera.
NOTE G InstruBent is New_onlan teleSCope.
DATE: 17 JAN 1988
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ires f/ Pwr LJJ DA Site Observer(s)






17.368 816196 4.5 M 4A
17.38 816197 4.5 B 4A
17.385 816198 4.4 M 4A
17.39 816199 4.8 S AAVSO
17.39 816200 4.5 M 4A
17.394 816201 4.0 S 4A
17.40 816202 3.7 H 4A
17.684 816203 4.8 B 4A
17.688 816204 4.8 K CZ
17.694 816205 4.4 B 4A
17.698 816206 5.0
17.707 816207 3.6 S 4A
17.71 816208 4.5 B 4A
17.712 816209 5.0 B 4A
17.715 816210 4.6 M CZ
17.715 816211 4.5 B 4A
17.718 816212 5.2 B 4A
17.719 816213 4.8 4A
17.719 816214 3.9 M CZ
17,719 816215 4.3 B
17.72 816216 4A
17.72 818217 4.2 B 4A
17.720 816218 4.8 B 4A
17.726 816219 4.2 B ZEW
17.729 816220 4.5 S 4A
17.729 816221 4.5 4A
17.7291 816222 5.1 B 4A
17.732 816223 5.0 B 4A
17.733 816224 3.9: S 4A
17.735 816225
17.736 816226 4.6 M 4A
17.736 816227
17.737 818228 4.7 S
17.738 816229 4.5 M 4A
17.739 816230 5.2 S 4A
17.743 816231 5.0 B 4A
17.743 816232 4.8 B 4A
17.750 816233 4.8 s 100
17.757 816234 4.4 M 4A
17.764 816235 3.4 4A
17.972 816236 3.7 B 99
17.979 816237 4.7 S 4A
Notes
NOTE 0 Moon.
NOTE R C_8 diviner accuracy +/-0.6. Tall length accu_acT +/-0.01. FA by draw_ngl PA 74 at distance 0 deg., PA 65 deg. at dlatasce
0.32 deg., PA 63 at distance 0.58 deg.
NOTE S Haze. (Translated by IHN staff. Observecr ludlcated "A" mthod [Argelaeder?]. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S)
17.687 830825 0.07 0.i00 B 25
17.705 830826 0.203 SC i0 340
17.727 830827 0.5 0.25 N 6 80
17.741 830828 0.07 0.100 H 25
17.760 830829 1.6 0.05 B 8 10
DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
28 2.9 1 Go_dlc,S
2 Fzeydank,H A
15 4.0 2 Adaloli,G B
25 2.9 1 Havrilak,M
I0 4.5 1 Menichetti,R C
NOTE A Brightness 3.9 Rag.; dla. about I' 15".
NOTE B City lights and l_3oelight interfered with the observation. Tail at PA 60.
NOTE C Tail at PA 60 deg. vertex distance _ 2.4', sell latus rect_ P1 = 2.4', P2 - 2.4'.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp Gdn 9 Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
17.726 850885 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 2.00 I1ford HP5 400/27 N O 51/T 1 Mikuz,H
17.730 850886 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 3.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N 0 52/T 1 Mikuz,E
17.732 850887 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 3.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N 0 53/T 1 Mikuz,H
17.734 850888 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 3.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 54/T 1 Mikuz,B
17.736 850889 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 3.00 Ilford KP5 400/27 N 0 55/T 1 Mikuz,H
17.741 850890 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 3.00 ll_ord HP5 400/27 N O 57/T 1 Mikuz,H










NOTE C Faintest star by 8X30 binoculars - 4.5.
NOTE D Clouds.
NOTE E Tall length - y.
NOTE F Twilight.
NOTE G PAs approximate.
NOTE H Coma dla_.er uncertain. FOg.
NOTE I Instrmm|st is coude refractor.
NOTE J Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) obsel-ving coDdltions.
NOTE K Tail leegth approximate.
NOTE L C_a dimDetex 4 to 5 arc mln.
M M_n add twilight.
NOTE N cirri at the horizon, moonlight.
NOTE O Veiled sky.
NOTE P Tall length add PA uncertain.
0.035 B 7 5 ¥ 1 Watanabe,A
2.3 7 0.7 65 0.05 B 7 2.5T N 1 Kanal,K
3.3 8 1.5 60 0.08 B 11 4 _ N 1 Mi_e,S A
3 7 1 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5M Y 1 Heyeshi,A
0.3 0.05 B ? 3.0TM Y 2 SUZUkI,K B
0.030 B 8 CM Y 1 Kato,T C
7 0.5 60 0.08 B 20 3.0CT N 1 Oka,A
0.04 B 8 3.0C N 1 Czernlewski,w D
3 2 320 0.03 B 6 5.0 Y 1 HeJek,P
7 0.33 0.063 R 13.3 21 3 T Y 1 PilSkI,A
0.050 B 10 _ 1 KnuSohke,A E
8 0.080 R 12 18 4.0 Y I Moeller,M F
7 0,06 i00 0.050 R i0 13 3.0T N 2 Jahn,J G
1 0.030 B 8 3.0NC N 2 Hioh_LTt,M
5 9 0.080 B i0 3.5 N 1 Bilek,V H
8 7 0.3 0.080 R 6.2 50 N Y 1 pzitzner,E
8 5 0.150 R 15 56 4.0C Y I BaueE,H.-P I
0.030 B 8 M 1 Rstz,M
0.i0 B 25 3 MTC Y 1 Yalasek,V J
8.4 4.4 6 3.5 0.030 B 8 5.7C T 1 Winkler,R
5 7 2.00 0.10 B 14 2.9 Y 1 KzalIng,W
2.00 0.056 B 8 2.9 Y 1 Kzallng,W K
6 0.050 B I0 3.0 N 1 LebBann,T
5 2.0 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y 1 Guthiex,O L
0.050 B 7 4.4CM Y 5 PiccInini,M
0.030 B 8 M 1 Rstz,K
3 7 0.58 60 0.05 B 10 4.7CMTZT 2 FZaDOIOSI,C
3 8 0.25 50 0.330 N 4.5 59 4.8 Y 1 Castino,H M
EY 4.8 Y 2 Mlla_i,G N
5 5 1.17 60 0.08 B 20 4.8 Y 2 Miluni,G N
8 0.6 0.05 B i0 5.5_fTZ Y 1 _leldri,F O
4 6 1.0 75 0.200 N 5 60 4.4C_ Y 5 PICCIDIDi,M
0.05 B 7 Gimlpaolo,G
0.8 0.030 B 8 4.5M Y 1 VillarM
5 7 1 50 0.05 H I0 3.5MC N 1 Giuetoll,M P
3 8 0.33 50 0.050 B 16 5.0 Y 1 CeetiDo,R 0
4.4 7 0.55 74 0.080 B 20 4.5M Y 2 Dionlei,M H
5 8 0.42 40 0.05 B i0 4.5_ Y 1 Menlchetti,R
35 0.050 B 10 2.5MC N 1 Lozano,L D
2 5 0.05 90 0.08 B 15 3.5 T 1 Dletrlch,M S
5 0.74 56 0.05 B 7 4 N 4 _navldee,A
5.5 0.32 60 0.035 B 7 3.5CM Y 3 Morrlson,w
DATE: 18 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMA_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AOH| aLt _ Chart
18.017 816238 4A
18.017 816239 5.3 B 4A























816242 4.4 M 4A
816243 4.1 M 4A
816244 4.1 M 4A
816245 4.1 4A
816246 4.5: i00, 4A
816247 4.3 B 4A
816248 4.5 B 4A
816249 4.5 M 4A
816250 5.0 S AAVSO
816251 4.6 B M
816252 4.7 B AAVSO
816253 4.1 B M
816254 ? : B M
816255 3.8 B E
816256 4.2 B M
816257 4.9 B M
816258 3.8 B E
816259 3.8 B E
816260 4.1 S DC.5 8
816261 5.0 B 4A
18.7291 816262 4.7 B 4A
18.760 816263 4.4 M 4A
18.766 816264 4.4 M 4A
18.771 816265 3.9 B 4A
18.95 816266 4.4 B AA
18.96 816267 4.3 B AA
18.86 816268 4.2 S AA
18.96 816269 4.2 S At,
18.968 816270 3.6 B 99
18.97 816271 4.3 B AA
18.976 816272 3.6 B 99
18.98 816273 4.0 S AA
NOTE A Light pollutioo.
NOTE B Modified Sidgwlok _thod us4M].
DATE: 18 JAN 1986
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
24 7 0.200 SC 10 78 4.2 N 1 Saraceno,J
0.050 B 7 Saraceno,J
EY 5.5 y 1 Keen,R
5 8 2.5 60 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Keen,R
4.5 65 0.05 B 10 5.5M y 3 Hale,A
9 0.050 B 12 4.5M y 17 Morrls,C.S
3 8 1.0 62 0.080 B 20 4.5M Y 17 Morrl$,C.S
9 EY 4.5M y 17 Morris,C.S
1 0.050 B 4 7 5.3 Y Underhay,E
EY 5.5M Y 3 Bale,A
8 0.05 B 7 3.0T _ N 1 KaDSI,K
0.08 B ii 3.5MT N 1 Mlts_a,S
2.5 7 I 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.0M y 1 Hayashi,A
3 4 0.I 0.05 B 7 GUXTaDov, S
0.I0 R Chur_v,K
7 0.05 B 7 Konstantinov,S
5 0.03 B 8 ZinvTev,V.A G
8 5 2.5 69 0.05 B 7 MO_II,V
4 0.08 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
0.07 N 8 33 Yttrchenko,Yu
8 5 2.5 69 0.05 B 7 Morzil,V
5 0.05 B 7 MozliI,V
6 2.3 0.080 B 15 3 CM N 2 Kroon,B
3 8 0.22 50 0.050 B 16 4.8 Y 1 Castino,R H
4 7 1 55 0.05 B i0 4.TMTZ y I Fzanclosi,C
40 7 1.5 286 0.050 B 10 3.0MC y 1 LOZaDO,L
3.3 8 0.58 40 0.153 N 8.5 65 Y 6 Torres,E I
3 8 0.05 B 20 C N 4 Gallego,J 3
4 8 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E G
5 7 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E G
0.035 B 7 GEeeS,D.W.E
0.050 B 7 Grees,D.W.E
5 0.74 58 0.05 B 7 3.7 3 Benavldes,A K
4.5 7 0.080 B 20 GreeD,D.W.E G
6 3 0.67 54 0.05 B 7 4.8 Lalret,R









NOTE C FLTst quaxter _S may have slightly affected _nitude add tall lesgth estlaates.
NOTE D BEOad dust tell adjacent to southeEs edge of gas tail. Total angular extent Of CclbIsod tails was from PA 55 to 75.
NOTE E Visible naked eye as 0.5 deg. streak.
NOTE F 7.1.
NOTE G C_a dlaReter approximate.
NOTB H MOOD and tw_llght.
NOTE I (ObserTe_ gave limit as 7.5. Ed.)
NOTE J Moon & horlzos.
NOTE K With zodiacal light.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AC_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUEM Lin Site Observer(s) Notes
18.734 830830 0.10 0.125 N 8 28, 40, 60 24 5.0 2 Riccabose,G A
18.769 830831 0.7 0.153 N 8.5 65 35 7.5 1 Cifuestes,E B
NOTE A Nucleus diameter 68 arc sec. Moonlight, tw_llght, add clty lights interfared w_th the observation. Msg=Ificatlons of 80 and
144 also used. Two dra_rlngs iscloded. (Translated by IBN staff. Ed.)
NOTE B Bright nucleus. Long gas tail, estlmate 35 arc mln. F_rst third of tall brighter add more vlslble. (Translated by IHW staff.Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONJ FL f/ Ap FOV Ex_ Emulsion ISO H!rp G_g Id/Typ Site Ob_e_r(s) Notes
18.098 850891 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 x 2.3 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 2/N 1 Lazerson,H A




Date(UT) A_# Ii _ Chart COBs size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site ObserTar(s)
19.06 816274 4.5 Y 4A
19.06 816275 4.6 4A 4
19.09 816276 4.1 M 4A 3
19.10 816277 4.1 4A
19.101 816278 4.9 B 100, 4A 10
19.102 816279 4.6 4A
19.11 816280 4.4 M 4A
19.37 816281 3.6 S 4A
19.38 816282 4.3 M 4A
19.38194 816283 4 B 4A
19.382 816284 4.2 M 4A 1
19.386 816285 3.8 M 4A
19.39 816286 4.5 S 4A 2.3
19.39 816287 5.1 S AAVSO 2
19.38 816288 4.4 S 4A, 100 4.5
19.40 816289 4.4 M SAC 6
19.40 816290 4.5 M 4A
19.41 016291 4.5 M
19.55 016292 4.7 B AAVSO
19.56 816293 4.7 B AAVSO
19.60 816294 3.8 V M
19.64 816295 7 : B M
19.719 816296 4.5 M 4A
19.743 816297 4.5 S 4A
19.75 816298 4.7 S 99 5
19.750 816299 4.5 S 4A
19.752 816300 4.9 M 4A
19.758 816301 3.4 S 4A
19.760 816302 3.2 S 4A 3.4
19.767 816303 4.1 B 99 4.8
19.767 816304 4.2 S 4A 6.3
19.771 816305 3.9 B 4A 3
19.771 816306 4.3 M 4A 40
19.774 816307 4.2 S 4A 5.4
19.972 816308 3.6 B 99 4
NOTE A Modified Sld_wlck method used.
EY
8 2.0 60 0.040 B
8 2.0 56 0.080 B
9 EY
7 1.0 300 0.050 B
8 E'/
2 65 0.0S B
8 0.08 B
8 0.08 B
9 0.15 N 6
0.6 60 0.030 B
0.07 B
8 0.3 O.05 B
DATE: 19 JAN 1986
Notes
8 0.07 B I0 3.SM Y i Tssuki,M
7 0.67 65 0.06 R 12 22 3.0M T 1 NAk&I_LEa,A
0.05 B 7 3.OTM Y 2 S_zuki,K




0.03 B 8 ZinwTev,V.A
7 0.05 0 12 Y I Tamti,T I
7 0.I 60 0.08 B 20 2.9 N 2 Storey,D J
7 0.5 60 0.065 B 12 4.5 N i Foulkes,M K
7 0.18 70 0.08 B 20 2.9 Y 2 Sto:eT,D J
0.050 B 7 5.8 Y I Stett,D L
0.7 65 0.08 B ii 3 Y 1 Gainsford,M.J M
6 60 0.25 N 6 60 3 Y 1 Gai_aford,M.J N
9 0.40 80 0.050 B 10 4.2MT Y 3 Abbott_3 0
9 1.0 62 0.05 B I0 2.9 Y 1 HLLEat,G.M
8 0.05 B 20 C N 4 Galle_o,3 P
7 1.5 290 0.O50 B 10 3.0MC Y 1 Lozuo,L
9 1.0 62 0.08 S 15 2.9 Y 1 HUEat,G.M
4 0.73 55 0.05 B 7 4.0 La2xet,R
NOTE B Total angular extant of cclblned tails was fzOB PA 50 to 70.
NOTE C See with eye, clear tail. (PA approxlaate and may have been measured incorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE D COIpazlSOD stax CirLcron Aqr 5.5 deg. above colet in angular altlt_de. No extinction cozrectlon.
NOTE E Oba_Eved fzOB within Los Angeles city liRita, pEobabl_ ooaald_rable interfereace free light pollution. Despite this, the
comet could be bziefly gl:lJpsed m'ith the naked eTe.
NOTE F Bright moon. (Translated by IEN staff. Ed. )
NOTE G 6.8.
NOTE H Faint central condensation.
NOTE I Moon. Clouds. Twilight.
NOTE J IlI seeing. Transparency v. gOOd. Twilight preseet.
NOTE K Moon up.
NOTE L Moon.
NOTE M Low.
NOTE N Low. Tail length u_certaln.
NOTE O C_arlson stars 2.9, 4.7, 5.1. Hint Of a tall sT--_uctuze.
NOTE P MOOD & horizon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr (8) DurM LIJS Site Observer (a ) Notes
19.769 830832 2.4 0.05 B I0 25 2.9 1 Hurst,G.M k
NOTE A Tail at PA 62 deg., length I deg.
SUB-NET_R_RK : pHOT_X_P, APHT
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Esulslon ISO Hyp GdDg Id/T_p Site ObServer(s) Notes
19.038 850892 0.600 4 0.150 3.4 x 2.3 i0.00 Fu_Ichz_e 400/ N T I/S I Le_,A
19.053 850893 0.600 4 0.150 3.4 x 2.3 12.00 F_jlchz_e 400/ N T 2/S I Le_,A
19.071 850894 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8 5.00 F_ HR 400 N T 6/P 1 C_DnIngha_,J A
19.075 850895 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 X 0.8 3.00 Fuji HR 400 N T 7/P I C_u_nlngha_,3 B
19.100 850896 2.000 i0 0.203 1.0 X 0.7 0.17 3M 1000 I000/ N O 22/N 6 Edbe_g,S.3
19.104 850897 2.000 i0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.17 Ilford HP 5 500/ N O 63/C 6 E_bezg,s.J
19.105 850898 2.000 10 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.33 Ilfoz_ HP 5 500/ N O 64/C 6 Edbezg,S.J
19.106 850899 2.000 10 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.50 Ilfor_ HP 5 500/ N O 65/C 6 Edberg,S.3
19.108 850900 2.000 10 0.200 1.0 X 0.7 0.67 Ilfor_ HP 5 500/ N 0 66/C 6 Edberg,s.J
19.109 850281 2.000 I0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.27 Ilford HP 5 500/ N 0 67/C 7 Edber_,S.J C
19.111 850901 2.000 I0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 1.00 Ilford HP 5 500/ N 0 6S/C 6 Edberg,s.J
NOTE A Fill "push" processed fro_ ISO 400 to 1000.
NOTE B C10_? Film "push" processed from ISO 400 to 1000.
NOTE C Exposure time approximate.
8 0.5 65 0.13 N 6.3 24 3.0M Y i Hayaahi,A
5.5 Y I Keen, R
8 5.5 Y 1 Kee_, R A
20 4.5M Y 17 MoEris,C. S B
4. RM Y 17 MorEis,C. S
10 5.0M_ Y I Stapleton,J C
5 M Y 6 Edbezg,S.3 D
10 4.5C Y 21 Hale,A E
11 2.0 N 1 Mo_oee,M F
ii 3 MT N I MI_,S G
28 4.5 I OkU_Ea, S
8 4.0CNT y 2 Kato, T
I0 3.0 N 8 Ichlkawa, K
7 2.5TC N 2 Kaasl, g
DATE: 20 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEDIR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: %rlSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Slte ObserTer(s)
20.06 816309 4.6 V 4A
20.06 816310 4.6 4A 5
20.09 016311 4.1 M 4A
20.09 816312 4.1 M 4A
20.i007 816313 4.1 S DeS 6
20.1042 816314 4.3 S DCS 7
20.1049 016315 6.7 S SAO 1
20.208 016316 4.6 M 4A 23
20.374 016317 4.5 S 1
20.38 816318 4 4A
20.301 016319 4.0 M 4A 2
20.385 816320 4.0 B 4A
20.39 816321 3.5 6
20.40 816322 3.5 B 4A 4
20.410 816323 3.8 S 4A 5
20.50 016324 4.5 B M 2
20.66 816325 4.7 B AAVSO
20.667 816326 5.0 M 4A 10
20.698 816327 4.3 M CZ 5
20.698 016328 3.7 CZ
20.70 816329 4.8 M AA 5
20.701 816330 4.4 B 4A 6
20.703 816331 4.2 M AAVSO
20.705 816332 4.2 M CZ
20.705 816333 4,5 M CZ 3
20.708 016334 4.3 B CZ 20
20.71 016335 3.6 M 4A 5
20.71 816336 4.5 S Des 7 2
20.715 816337 3.3 S
20.7187 816330 4.5 B 4A 3
20.719 816339 4.2 V 4A
20.719 816340 4.0 B 4A 5.4
20.719 816341 4.2 M CZ 3
20.722 816342 5.0 B 4A
20.722 816343 4.5 B 4A 5.4
20.722 816344 4.7 XI AQR 4
20.722 816345 3.8 M 4A
20.726 816346 4.3 M 4A
20.729 816347 4.4 M 4A
20.72% 016340 4.0 B 4A 0.0
20.729 016349 4.0 S 4A 5
20.729 816350 3.6 B IHW 4
20.729 816351 4.3 M 4A
20.73 816352 4.2 B AA 5
20.73 816353 3.6 B 4A 1
20.733 816354 4.3 B 4A 4
20.733 816355 4.4 B 4A
20.736 016356 4.0 M 4A
20.740 016357 3.6: M 4A 12 ii
20.740 816358 4.0 B 4A
20.74 816359 3.8 B 4A 5
20.74 016360 3.7 S DeS 7,8
20.740 016361
20.743 816362 3.6 B 4A
20.743 016363 4.0: S 4A
20.750 816364 2
20.75 816365 4.3 B 4A 6
20.792 816366 3.5 S 4A 5
20.971 816367 3.6 B 99 4
EY 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R
8 1.8 60 0.040 B 8 5.0 y 1 Keee,R
8 1.0 0.080 B 20 3.5M y 14 Morris,C.S
0.050 B 12 3.5M Y 14 Morris,C.S
9 0.35 67 0.080 B 20 4.5 3 Machhol_,D
9 0.45 67 0.152 N 8.0 76 4.5 3 Msehholz,D
9 0.152 N 0.0 76 4.5 3 Machholz,D
8 1.83 300 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Fabre,R
7 0.03 60 0.10 N I0 55 3.0T y 1 Kato,T
0.3 0.05 B 7 4.0TM Y 2 Suzuki,K
0.030 B 8 4.0CT Y 1 KSto,T
0.070 B i0 Y 3 Nakamura,Y
7 0.12 B 20 5.5 Y l gsshi,S
8 0.3 60 0.08 B 20 2.5CT N 1 Oka,A
7 0.50 70 0.07 B i0 3.0 N 1 KobaTashi,J
4 0.i 0.05 B 7 G_snov,S
0.I0 R Ch_,K
7 0.12 310 0.150 N 5.3 45 4.8 Y 1 gikholm,L
8 0.000 B i0 4.0T Y 1 Bilek,v
0,10 B 25 MTC Y 1 Vslasek,v
8 0.6 lO0 0,08 R 8.3 26 Keszthelyi,s
7 0.I 0.000 R 6.2 50 M Y 1 Pfitzner,E
9 1 0.063 R 13.3 52 KOSS-Kiss,A
6 0.5 0.05 B
6 0.055 R 6
5 0.04 B
S 0.0 63 0.05 B
9 0.i00 B
0.06 B7 0.33 53 0.05
EY
7 2.07 0.10 B
7 0.055 R 6
8 0.050 B
7 2.9M 2 Pravec,P
12 2 TM N 1 Silhan,J
7 5.0 Y I Bzanoik,K
7 4.0 Y 4 Graaslo,B.B
14 2.SMCT N 1 van LOO,F.R
i0 GiaIpaolo,G
10 4.7MTZ y 2 Franciosi,C
4.5M Y 1 Hssubick,W
14 4.5M y 1 Hasubiek,W
12 2.5M N 1 Silhan,J
16 4.5 Y 1 CastiDo,R
6 0.4 0.000 B 20 4.5M Y 1 Koch,V
7 0.50 40 0.350 SC Ii 120 4.0TM N I MaZX,H
6 0.00 B I0 3.0CM N I Rapavy,p
0 0.7 60 0.05 B
8 0.05 B
8 0.5 60 0.070 B
7 1.5 55 0.000 B
7 2.7 61 0.080 B
8 0.030 B
7 0.7 53 0.080 B
8 0.3 70 0,08 B
6 0.33 0.080 B
6 0.06 R 8
7 0.07 B
9 1.83 72 0.08 B
9 1.3 60 0.063 B
7 0.080 R 5
7 0.17 55 0.080 B
60 0.080 B
I0 4.0M Y 1 Vanin,G
I0 4.0MTZ Y 8 Melamdri,F
20 4.5T N I XoschDy,D
15 4.5C y I Korth,S
20 3.5 Y 1 Guthler,o
B 3.5M Y 1 Vills,M
20 4.0T N 1 Schmeer,p
15 MCT Y 1 Glow_nski,C
20 4.5M Y 1 Koch,B.O
15 4.0M Y 1 Schsa|beck,C.M
20 Y 1 Tsnti,T
ii 4.0M Y 1 Gubo,B
9 3.0 Y 2 Kan__rer,A
22" CM Y 1 Jannink,D.N
15 3 MT y 1 Scholten,A
20 5.0 4 Zanotta,M.V
9 0.92 58 0.050 B 7 3 M Lieder,3
8 0.089 R 5.5 18 4.5 N i Ventuza,F
0.203 SC i0 81 3.0 y 2 Ka]m_rer,A
7 1.00 55 0.050 B 7 4.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
7 0.5 0.050 B 16 3.5M Y 1 NolIe,M
4 0.70 55 0.05 B 7 3.8 Lsizet,R
NOTE A Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE B 70% moon 88 degrees away.
NOTE C 70% Boon 80 degrees away. Observation of inner coma only.
NOTE D (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.)
NOTE E Tail length 2 deN. <. [sic] (Observer iedlcated "y" method. Ed.)
NOTE F Adapted to the actual (rather bad, street lights visible) observing coodltions.
NOTE G + 10x50 B add 6 maN. nucleus + naked eye. [sic]
NOTE H Naked eye. CloUds interfered %rlth coma diameter add tall PA measurem_ents.
NOTE I Tbxough clouds.
NOTE J In focus.
NOTE K PA 53-62.
NOTE L Moon end twilight.
NOTE M (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelaeder?|. Ed.)
NOTE N Coma ellipt.
NOTE O Drawleg.
NOTE P Conde=sstion very brilliant and striking. COma diameter is upper 11_it.
NOTE Q Beta Agr: 2.9 maN., Xi Aqr: 4.7 maN. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE R Coma diameter, tall length, and PA approximate.
NOTE S Seeing good, transparency excellent. Moon. Low. Twilight.
NOTE T Tail length ned PA are approximate.
NOTE U Telescopic limit is 4.5.





NOTE V V. bright moon.; low. The first part of the tail an/st be particularly bright since its first 12' could be made out in spite
of the bright moonlight.
NOTE W Coma diameter approxlmate.
NOTE X Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DUmM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
20.708 030833 1 0.080 R 0.3 41 29 5.0 1 Keszthelyi,S A
20.710 830834 0.063 R 13.3 52 1 Csukas,M B
20.729 830835 0.254 N 6 150 I Guthler,o C
20.730 830836 0.08 0.125 N 5.0 28, 40, 60 9 3.0 1 Riccabone,G D
20.740 830837 0.3 0.112 N 8 56,113 30 4.5 1 Koschny,D E
20.750 830838 0.25 0.356 SC Ii 200 30 1 Verdenet,M F
20.757 830839 0.38 0.15 N 5 25, 75 20 4.3 2 Merlin,J.-C G
NOTE A Tail (great) 0.6 at PA I00; tail (little) 0.2 at PA 70.
NOTE B Total mann. 4.2; coma diameter = 9'x6'; DC 9; halo diameter - 30'; tail at PA 62, 24' length; tail at PA 108, 27' length.
(Duration not indicated. Time of observation is end time. Ed.} Schematic drawing.
DATE: 20 JAN 1986 DATE: 20 JAN 1986
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is amsuaed to be stazt tile. Ed. )
NOTE D Owing to the ho=zible observing conditions and staospbe=i¢ tzanmission It's not possible to supply a celestial orientation.
Mag=i£icstlon of 80 also used. Two _a_J.ngs included. Twilight and intense city light_ interfezed with the observstion.
(_soslsted by IEN stair, fxl. )
NOTE E Only 1 tail at PA 60. Twilight ::Lnter£ezed 'with the ob_ezTation.
NOTE F (Drawing submitted includes inset of o_8 st 400x. additioDal dzawing submitted made using llxa0 binoculars (2.02'/m}. Ed.)
NOTE G Tail st PA 551 Jet at PA 196, then c_ed to PA 161; jet st PA 196, then c_ed to PA 230; Jet st PA 201, cIL_ed to PA 230_
Jet at Pa 254, sb_zt and condensed/ Jet at PA 316, nazzo_, s_caight.
S_NETWORK : PH_I_GRAPHY
DSte(UT) _i PL f/ Ap For
20.068 850902 _.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8 3.00
20.072 850503 1.825 4.5 0.406 l.l x 0.8 5.00
20.098 050904 0.610 4 0.152 3.4 x 2.3 3.00
20.697 050905 0.500 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7 8.00
20.709 050904; 0.500 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7 10.00









ISO Hyp _g I_V_ Site Obma_veJc(m) Notes
N T II/P I Cunningh_, 3 A
N T 12/P 1 cunningham, 3 A
400/ N X 3/N 1 Laze_oD, E B
400/27 N C 4/N 1 Rapa_v, P C
400/27 N C 5/N I Rspa_,P C
"Push" processed to 800 A_A.
City lights, moonlight, and twilight intezfernd with the observation. Large format (68x87 Jam) film used.
DATE:21JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NEW,fORK: VISUA,T, APPEARANCE
DATE: 21 JAN 1986
Date(UT) AON# aLl MM Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr LIR DA Site Observer(s) Notes
21.01 816368 4.2 B 4A 7 0.50 0.080 B 20 Y Kronk,G A
21.017 816369 4A 17.5 7 0.200 SC l0 78 4.3 N 1 Sarsceno,J B
21.017 816370 4.8 B 4A 0.050 B 7 Sareceno,3
21.031 816371 M 4A 3 6 2 63 0.279 SC i0 167 4 _rE Y 1 Ke_le,L.J C
21.10 816372 4.2 M 4A 2.5 65 0.05 B I0 4.5M T 20 Hsle,A D
21.10 816373 3.7 M 4A 8 1.0 0.080 B 20 3.0M Y 18 Norrls,C.S
21.10 816374 3.7 M 4A 0.050 B 12 3.0M Y 18 Morrls,C.S
21.10 816375 4.3 S 4A 5 7 2 55 0.080 B Ii 4.5 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
21.212 816376 4.6 M 4A 23 8 2.00 300 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Fabre,R E
21.38 816377 4.5 B 4A 9 0.07 R 8.6 19 3.0T N 5 Makino,3
21.64 816378 5.3 B M 4 0.03 R 3 i0 Ge-EnsilaOv,A
31.64 816379 3.5 S E 8 4 1 60 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
21.65 816380 4.6 B M 21 7 0.07 N 8 33 Yurchenko,Yu
21.66 816381 3.5 B E 6 5 1 60 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
21.66 816382 4.6 B E 7 0.07 N 8 33 Y_chenko,Yu
21.67 816383 3.5 B M 7 5 1 60 0.05 B 7 Mor_il,v
21.67 816384 4.7 B M 0.03 B 0 Tsygankov,D
21.67 816385 4.4 B M 0.05 B 7 Pishnenko,V
21.681 816386 3.2 M 4A 20 6 0.15 N 4 37 3.0TMC N 1 Posa,O F
21.694 816387 4.7 B 4A 6 0.064 R 6.3 20 2.5MTC N 1 MaeleJewski,w G
21.698 816388 4.4 M CZ 30 2 3 300 0.i0 B 25 3.5M Y 1 HaJek,P
21.701 816389 4.5 M CZ 5 0.05 B 7 "2.7 2 Pravec,P
31.707 816390 4.0 B 4A 7 0.5 0.07 B 20 MT N 1 Fillaon,E
21.7144 816391 4.3 S 18 8 2 42 0.08 B 10 4.6 N 1 Znaslk,M
21.717 816392 3.6: B IBW 0.080 B 20 N 1 Guthier,O
21.73 816393 4.1 S 4A 0.08 B 20 3.0 1 ShaDklln,J.D
21.745 816394 4.1 S 4A 5 8 0.5 62 0.08 B 15 2.0 Y 1 Buzst,G.M H
21.747 816395 4.2: B 4A 0.050 B 10 N 1 Rogers,J.K I
21.750 816396 4.7 M 4A 0.050 B 7 5.7 Y i Stott,D 3
21.760 816397 3.8 B 4A 2 8 0.05 B 20 C N 4 Gallego,J K
21.774 816398 4.1 M 4A 40 7 1.9 280 0.050 B l0 4.0Me y 1 LOZSnO,L L
21.938 816399 4.3 M AAV$O 0.050 B l0 O'Meara,S.J
21.94 816400 4.3 B AA 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E
21.54 816401 3.8: M AA 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E
21.94 816402 4.0 S AA 4.5 7 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E M
21.96 816403 1.9 7 1.5 55 0.120 B 20 Bortle,3.E
21.96 816404 4.2 B AA 0.035 B 7 G_en,D.W.E
21.96 816405 4.2 B IHW 4 8 1.0 0.050 B i0 Bortle,J.E
21.96 816406 4.4 B AA 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
21.96 816407 4.0 S AA 5 7 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E M
21.96 816408 4.1 S AA 5 8 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E M
21.96 816409 4.3 S IHW 0.050 B 10 Bortle,J.E
21.969 816410 3.7 B 99 4 4 0.67 60 0.05 B 7 3.8 Lalret,R
21.977 816411 4.4 M 4A 6 6 0.063 B 9 2.9 Y _Y_g,J.A
NOTE A In twillgbt.
NOTE B Light p_llution.
NOTE C The best ever; remarkable change observed for the first tilde, in dark patch to E, near core of comet seen at time of bright
twilight; at first suspected as due to ttnequsl telescope te_., but scope was at albient t_., dark Offset not seen On
staxs; dark offset persisted till co|met set at l_r site st 0155 UT. Two verst faint, thin streaaers to E from bright streak
near core; faD-shaped diffuse tail to NE; tail visible in blnocs, st 0120, still in bright twilight add ]|oonlight; c_a
appelLEe blue in tlrillght; tail length difficult to estlmate due to gradual fading. (Drawing made.} Magnitode estimate: 4.5.
Observatlon period ended at Jan. 21.079.
NOTE D Observation affected by moonlight and scattered cirrus.
NOTE E (PA value appears to be measured incorrectly. Ed.}
NOTE ¥ Coma ellipt.
NOTE G (Observer precedes msgritode estimsta_rith "nin.". Ed.)
NOTE H Twilight and cloud. Coma diameter, tail_length, add PA approximate.
NOTE I Very Imprecise.
NOTE 3 Moon.
NOTE K Stellar.
NOTE L LOW in the horizon. (sic]
NOTE M CoNs diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAkTING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ I_r(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
21.056 830840 3.3 0.280 SC 10 167 70 1 Kelble,L.J A
NOTE A First seen in bright twilight; gibbous a_0on to SE. Best ever; comet bright in bright twilight; bluish cams; dark patch seen
throughout observing pezied in coma E of core; brightening of c_s from core to 95 deg.; tail fan-shaped to 63 deg.; two
ve_ fine streamers from bright edge of inner core to about 95 deg.; ccmet add tail visible in binocs, at 0120, while still
in s_ twilight; In this, my 51st observatlon, first notice of evident change in c_a.
SUB-NETWORK: PBOT_X;RAPHY
Date(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM El_tlsion ISO Hyp G_Ing Id/Typ Site Obsel-ver(s) Notes
21.006 850907 4.180 16.5 0.254 0.5 x 0.3 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 31/$ 1 Lund,L A
21.049 850908 1.583 8 0.203 1.3 x 0.9 0.17 Kodak 2415 Y S 60/P 1 Minton,R.B B
21.053 850909 1.583 8 0.203 1.3 x 0.9 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 61/P 1 Minton,R.B C
NOTE A Auxiliary lens used. Original instrument characteristics are FL = 1.530, f/6.
NOTE B The prints show an envelope or Jet looping about halfway around the nuclear region. The bright nuclear region measures 15 by
30 arc sec. on the i0 sec. exposures. (My 10, 30, add 60 second exposures have pinpoint star images, so I am conflndent
[sic] of the size.) (The observer supplied no infozlatlon on the other exposu/es referred to here. Observer's image
identifier is preceded by prefix CNF. Ed.)
NOTE C (Print s_itted by observer is a composite of two contiguous 5 min. exposures. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: SPEC_OSCOPY
Date(UT) AnN# Config Ins FL f/ Ap EXI>M Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
21.014 870126 -O CL 0.135 1.9 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 906/S 4 Buchanan,W.T A
NOTE A Moonlight interfered _rith the observation. Beta Aquarii and Halley invisible to naked eye. Spectrum lles along a meridian
from south to north with wavelength increasing. (Observer's image identifier is E-I19-06. Ed.)
DATE: 22 JAN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# !1 _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
22.05 816412 4.S 4A
22.361 816423 4.0 M 4A 5
22.38 816414 4.6 B 4A 2.9
22.38 816415 4.1 M 4A 2.7
22.38 616416 3.8 S 4A
22.381 816417 3.7 S 4A 2
22.396 616428 3.5 B 4A
22.406 816418 4.4 S 4A 4
22.49 816420 4.7 B E 2
22.63 816421 3.4 B E 0
22.65 816422 3.5 B E 8
22.66 816423 3.6 B E 6
22.684 616424 3.3: S 4A 10
22.691 816425 4.7 B 4A
22.70 816426 4.4 S 4A 4
22.708 816427 4A 0.0
22.708 816428 4.7: ZI A,QR 4
22.708 816428 4.2 B 4A
22.712 816430 5.0 B 4A
22.712 816431 4.6 B 4A
22.715 816432 4.0 B
22.715 816433 3.6 B
22.717 816434 4.0 B 4A
22.719 816435 4.5 B 4A
22.719 816436 3.6 B CZ
22.722 816437 3.7: M 4A
22.726 815438 4.5 B
22.967 816439 3.4 B 99
1.2 60 0.040 B 8 4.5 Y 1 Keen,R
5 0.67 0.05 B 7 3.5 N $ Iohikawa,K
7 0.8 0.05 B 7 2.5T N 1 Kaaai,K
8 60 0.08 B 11 4 MT N 1 Kitsuma,S
0.08 B 11 2.0 N l MOmose,M
7 0.17 55 0.030 B 8 4.0T Y 1 Kato,T
0.035 B 7 N X Okada,M
6 0.75 65 0.07 B 10 4.0 N 1 Kobayashi,3
4 0.05 B 7 Gul_raDov,S
5 0.05 B 7 Mormll,V
5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
5 0.05 B 7 Moz_ll,V




6.7 4.8 6 4.0 0.030 B
7 0.5 0.07 B
7 0.050 B
6 0.6 60 0.08 8
12 9 1.33 62 0.08 B
16.0 3 0.1 0,063 R 13
4 4 0.67 58 0.05 B
7 0.064 R 6.3 20 2.5MTC N 1 MaeleJewski,w
6 0.050 R 10 13 3.0T N 2 3ahn,3
7 0.05 100 0.08 B 15 1 Dtetrich,M
8 0.350 $C IX 220 T N 1 Marx,H
7 0.5 0.080 R 6.2 50 M Y l PfltzBer,E
5 0.2 30 0.150 R 15 56 4.0C Y 1 Bauex,H.-P
1 0.030 B 8 3.0MC N 2 Richert,M
3 0.080 R 6.2 12 3.0MT 1 Liedex,F
8 5.8M Y 1 wlnklex,R
20 NT N 2 Fillmoa,E
7 6.0 Y l Bohme,D
i0 5.4 Y 1 Janeoek,v
ii 3.0 N 1 GUJ_o,H
44 5.0 Y 1 Bartnik,M
7 4.0 Laizet,R






NOTE A Twilight. Modified $i_gwlck method used.
NOTE B PAre E.
NOTE C 6.7. Tall length l dlog. to 1.5 deg.
NOTE D BEight ItOOa. (Traaslated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE E Twilight.
NOTE F (Observor precedes sagnlt_de est_Jute with "mln.". Ed.)
NOTE G COma diameter approximate.
NOTE H Twilight. (Observer i_icated "A _ lethod [ArgelaDder?|. Ed. )
NOTE I Cc_a diametex approximate. Gap in clo_s. (Translated by IEW staff, observer indicated "A n method [A_gela_ez?]. Ed. )
NOTE J Instx1ament is CoudeEefrsetoz.
SOB-NETk_)RK: PHOTOGRAPEY
Date(OT) A_q# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM El_tlsioa ISO Hyp Gdng I_/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
22.377 850810 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 5/P 1 Nii_ima,T A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is 860122-2. Ed.| Lazge forDat (70 l) fill used. City lights iaterfered with the observatlon.
DATE: 23 JAN 1906
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AnN8 11 _ Chart _ size DC Tail PA
23.006 816440 4.4 B 4A 1 60
23.06 816441 4.4 4A 0.3 60
23.201 816442 4.3 B 4A 6
23.208 016443 4.6 M 4A 23 8 2.17 300
23.38 816444 3.0 S 4A 7
23.49 816445 4.6 B M 2 6
23.72 516446 3.7 $ D_ 7,8 7
23.733 816447 3.2: B IHW
23.74 816448 4.1 S 4A
23.74 816449 3.8 S 99 4 3 8 0.5 65
23.74 016450 3.6 B 4A 4 7
23.760 816451 3.5 B 4A 1 9
23.764 816452 3.4 S 4A 0.72 60
23.958 016453 4.3 M 4A 7
23.96 816454 3.5 B AA 5 7
23.96 816455 3.3 S AA
23.96 816456 4.1 B IHW 3 8 1 51
23.965 016457 3.6 B 99 4 4 0.00 55
23.977 016458 4.0 M 4A 5 6 1.5 60
23.978 016459 4.1 S 4A 4 7 0.37 50
NOTE A 901 StWlit _n high In eastern Iky - entire sky llt up.
NOTE B Twilight. Modified Sidgw_ck Rethod USed.
NOTE C Moonlight, twilight.
NOTE D (PA value appears to be _asttred Lncorrectly. Ed. )
NOTE E Bright B_)on. (TrnDslnte_ by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE F MOOD, twilight.
NOTE G Telescopic 14_it is 5.
NOTE H Stellar.
NOTE I Low, noon, twilight.
NOTE J Bright Boon.
NOTE K C_a diaReter approxlzate.
NOTE L Moon, t_rilight, altitude problem, s.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAkqNG
Date(UT) AnN# Scale Ap Inn f/
23.212 830841 0.44 N 4.5
23.738 830842 0.2 0.254 N 6.4
23.74 830843 2 0.065 B





DATE: 23 JAN 1986
Ap Inn f/ P_T L 4m DA Slte Obse_-ver(s) Notes
0.035 B 7 3.0 Y 1 Stephan,C A
0.040 B 0 5.0 y 1 Keen,R B
0.050 B 7 3 N 3 Krlscitt_as,K C
0.05 B I0 5.0 y 1 Fabre,R D
0.08 B 11 2.0 N 1 M_se,M E
0.05 B 7 Gt_VqranOVrS
0.080 B 15 3.SMT N 1 Scholten,A
0.000 B 20 N 1 Guthier,O
0.00 B 20 3.5 1 Sha_klin,J.D
0.065 B 12 4.0 N 1 Foulkes,M F
0.050 B 7 CM y 1 3annink,D.W G
0.05 B 20 _ N 4 Gallego,J E
0.08 B ii N 5 Gnlnsfo_d,M.3 I
0.05 B 12 4.0M y 1 Knlght,S j
0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E K
0.000 B 20 GEeen,D.W.E
0.050 B l0 Bortle,3.E
0.05 B 7 4.0 Lalret,R
0.05 B 7 2.9 y DeYoung,J.A L
0.035 B 7 3.2MT y 3 Morrlson,N
Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
90,222 I0 5.0 1 Fabre,R A
41, 65 6 2.5 3 Abbott,J B
12 14 4.0 1 Foulkes,M C
114 5 2.9 2 DeYoung,J.A D
Unable to detect any detail in semi latus rsctum$ although hints of streamers seen. There is a bright hot spot in front of
the nucleus at PA 40. The stre_ (300 deg.) is not attached to the bright extension on PA at the botto_ (300 deg.] of the
nucleus. Hotspot at PA 40; hotspot (ext.} at PA 300; stremJer at PA 300; spikes at PA 320 and PA 260. Scale m 10'/m.
Central Coedennation approximately 38 arc sec. Inner c_n "disk" approx_tely 1.4 arc min. through EW, 1.9 arc lln. through
NS. Northernmost envelope arc at PA 53 deg. approximately 4.2 ere tin. Southerz_most envelope arc at PA 112 deg.,
npprox_tely 3.2 arc min. Vertex distance npprox4_ately 1.2 arc Rin. Semi lntus rectum (northward) approxilstely 1.8 arc
min. SeAl Intus rectum (southward) approximately l.B arc min. No field stars. Drn_rlng orientation ned field scale
established by drift timing along EN axis. Tall totally lost to the brigbt sky (mOOnlight and t_-lllght). Central
coedensatlon _all, intense add "planetary" in appeernnce. The i_mer coma appeared rather hard-edged add approximately
elliptical in shape. The envelope-eros w_re of similar brightmess to the outeE-c_ but any long tail present was east in
the bright sky background.
C_n diu_ter 4'x3', DC - 8. The c_t was picked up in ver_ strong twilight. Elliptical coma _ith a bright coddensatlon
Just off centre almost as large as c_e itself. Faint tall glimpsed, very _upri_ed to see it under these conditions. Tail
narrow, 0.5 deg. long at PA 65. Appesrence probably _difled by twilight conditions.




Date(UT) A(X_# _i M( Chart Cama 81_e DC Tall PA Ap I_a f/ P_T Lira DA Site Obl_Lrver(s)
24.083 816460 4.0 M 4A
24.09 816461 4.1 M 4A
24.09 816462 4.6 S 4A 5
24.0958 816463 4.4 S DeS 4
24.0958 816464 4.6 B DCS 4
24.368 816465 4.0 S 2
24.375 816466 4.2 S 4A
24.384 816467 4.2 4A 3
24.386 816468 4.0 S 4A 2
24.400 816469 4.5 S 4A 4
24.650 816470 3.3 S 4A
24.88 816471 4.6 B M
24.715 816472 3.6 B 4A 6
24.715 816473 4.7 B 4A
24.726 816474 3.8 B ZBW
24.73 816475 4.1 $ 4A
24.73 816476 4.0: B AA 5
24.740 816477 4.3 M 4A 3.9
24.743 816478 3.9: $ 4A 6
24.747 816479 4.1 S 99 4
24.750 816480 5.1 S 4A 4
24.758 816481 3.5 B 4A 1
24.765 816482 3.6: $ 4A 6
24.771 816483 3.9 M 4A 40
24.93 816484 3.8 S 4A I0
24.938 816485 4.2 M AAVSO
24.96 816486 3.9 B AA
24.96 816487 4.0 B IBM 3
24.96 816488 4.2 B AA
24.96 816489 3.6 S AA 5
24.86 816490 4.0 $ INN
24.979 816491 4.1 B 4A
NOTE A StroDg moonlight.
NOTE B Moon.
NOTE C 96t JooD 136 decJ_ees awa T .
NOTE D CObSer_ar i_dloated myt method. Ed. )
NOTE E Low, hooD, twilight. PA u_certain.
NOTE F Tall length u_¢emtain. Thin fo_ above horizon.
0.050 B
8 1.0 0.080 B
6 1 50 0.080 B
6 0.38 62 0.080 B
8 0.38 62 0.080 B
7 0.03 60 0.I0 N I0
0.030 B
7 0.S 80 0.080 B
0.2 60 0.030 B
7 0.25 60 0.07 B
0.5 60 0.08 B
0.03 B
5 0.2 0.035 B
0.030 B
8 2.5 0.060 S
0.08 B
7 0.080 B
7 0.15 50 0.07 B
8 0.5 61 0.08 B
8 0.065 B
5 0.i 50 0.04 B
9 0.05 B
8 0,5 61 0.05 B
8 2.0 290 0.050 B








NOTE G Beta Aqr: 2.9 Bag., Xi Aqr: 4.7 mag. Coma dimter approximate.
NOTE B Twilight.
NOTE I Very low. Cc_a diameter, tail length, add PA approxilate.
NOTE 3 Moon, t-a_llght.
NOTE K AntoDiadl II.
NOTE L Stellar.
NOTE M HeaVy twilight.
NOTE N C_a diameter approximate.
7 Y 2 3effreT,J
20 3.ON T 18 Morzis,C.S
11 4.5 T 1 Spratt,C.E
20 4.2 3 MaOhholz,D
20 4.2 3 MaChhOIZ,D
55 3.0T N 1 Kato,T
8 3.0T N 1 Zato,T
ii 5 TC N 3 Okuda,M
8 3.0T N i Kato,T
i0 4.5 N I KobaTaahi,J
ii Y 6 GainsZord,M.3
8 Tm_aDkoT,D
7 5.5C Y 1 Soiezor,T
8 3.0NC N 2 RIOheEt, M
20 3.0 N 2 Gutbie.z', O
20 3.5 1 ShaDklio ,J. D
20 3.5T N I Scbneez,P
16 4.5C_ Y 1 Taylor,M.D
15 2.0 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
12 4.0 N 1 Foulkes,M
8 4.5CM T i Taylor,M.D
20 MC N 4 Gallecjo,J
I0 2.0 Y I HUZSt,G.M
16 2.5MC N i LozaDo,L







10 3 C N 1 RObIDSO_,R.L






DATE: 25 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSE_VATZ_
SUB-NETWORK: %-ISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma si_e DC Tall PA Ap IDS f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s} Notes
25.10 816492 4.0 M 4A 8 2.0 0.080 B
25.373 016453 4.0 M 1.5 7 0.03 60 0.10 N I0
25.38 016494 4.6 B 4A 2.3 8 0.3 0.05 B
25.38 816495 4.0 M 4A 8 1 55 0.08 B
25.302 816496 4.1 M 4A 1.5 0.2 60 0.030 B A
25.308 816497 2 7 0.13 60 0.I0 N I0
25.429 816498 4.2 S I00 3 3 0.05 B
25.71 816499 4.3 S 4A 3 7 0.08 40 0.050 R I0
25.7187 816500 4.2 B 4A 2.5 5 0.05 B B
25.722 816501 3.4 S 4A 5 7 55 0.15 B
25.725 816502 4.6 S 4A 3 7 0.05 B C
25.7291 816503 4.2 B 4A 2.5 5 0.20 SC i0 D
25.73 816504 3.6 S DCS 8 i0 7 1.0 50 0.060 B E
25.73 816505 4.1 B 4A 5 6 0.050 B
25.?36 816506 3.8 S 99 2 ? 0.065 B GF
25.74 816507 4.0 S 4A 0.08 B
25.740 816508 3.9 S 4A 6 0.25 N 6 H
25.742 016509 3.5 S 4A 6 8 0.5 0.08 B I
25.746 816510 3.4 S 4A 0.08 B H
25.750 816511 3 0 0.090 M 11 j
25.753 816512 4.3 M 4A 0.050 B K
25.757 816513 3.5: S 4A 6 7 0.5 67 0.05 B
25.75? 816514 4.6 S 4A 4 5 0.04 B ML
NC_rE A 6.5. Coaa dla_4eter 2-3'.
NOTE B Ceotral Rag. 5.8. Coma diameter, DC, tall length, and PA approximate.
NOTE C C_a diameter u_certaln.
NOTE D No nucleus.
NOTE E Co_t in reality may be 0.5-1 magnitude brlghtez.
NOTE F very low.
NOTE G Twilight.
NOTE H Low, l_On, t_Flllght.
NOTE I Very low. Coma diameter and tall le,gth approximate.
NOTE J Twilight, ver_ low.
NOTE K Full l_>oe.
NOTE L Very low. C_ma diameter and tall lengths approximate. Tail PA of 54 deg. approximate.
NOTE M Antoaiadi III. Moonlight. Good eoDditioDs V. Dear horizon. Te_. -6 to -7 C.
SUIt-NETWORK : DRAJ_NG
20 2.5M Y 17 Morris,C. S
55 3.5T N 1 Kato,T
7 2.0T N 1 Kanai, K
Ii 3 MT N i Mits_8, S
8 4.0T N 1 Kato, T
55 4.0T N 1 Kato,T
10 2 HT_ N 1 MeDichettl, R
13 2.5T N 2 Jahn,J
i0 3.5MT y I Fzanciosi,C
25 5.0 N 4 Pariaio, R
10 T N 1 Giu_toli,M
57 3.5MT y 1 Franclosl, C
12 3 T Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.w
? 4.0 y 2 Mezlln,J.-C
12 3.5 N 1 Foulkes, M
20 3.0 1 Shanklln, J. D
60 2.9 Y 1 Gainsford,M. J
15 1.5 Y 1 H_tEat, G .M
Ii 2.9 y 1 Ga_sford,M. J
40 3.5 N 1 Foulkes,M
7 5.5 Y 1 Stott,D
i0 1.5 y 1 H_Lrst, G. M
8 4.5M Y 2 Taylor ,M. D
DATE: 25 JAN 1986
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
25.75 830845 0.43 0.090 M Ii 40 4 3.5 1 Fou/kes,M A
NOTE A Diameter 3', DC - 0. Very low. Iuage slightly elliptical. Bright centre. C_t set shortly after observation. Twilight very
strong.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONJ F_. f/ Ap FOV E_ E_eulalo_ ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T_ Slte Observer(s) Notes
25.370 850911 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 X 0.8 0.17 Sakuracolor 1600/ N 01/P 1 NilJima,T A
NOTE A City lights Interfered with the observation. 70 m forunt used. (Observer's ilage identifier is 860125-2. Ed. )
DATE: 26 JAN 1986
NETWORK: A/4ATE_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| I_ _( Chart
26.06 816515 4.1 B 4A
26.0896 816516 4.0 M 4A
26.09 816517 4.7 $ 4A
26.10 816518 4.2: M 4A
26.10 816518 3.9: M 4A
26.1042 816520 4.6 S DCS
26.361 816521 4.3 M 4A
26.369 816522 4.0 S
26.37 816523 4.5 S 4A
26.376 816524 3.6 M 4A
26.38 816525 4 4A
26.385 818526 3.9 M 4A
26.70 816527 3.5: B 4A
26.7083 816528 4.3 B 4A
26.715 816529 4.3 B 4A
26.72 816530 3.4 S DC$ 8
26.72 816531 4.2 S DCS 8
26.725 616532 3.7 S 99
26.725 816533 3,7 S 4A
26.73 818534 3.5 B 4A
26.736 816535 3.8 S 99
26.737 816536
DATE: 26 3AN 1986
COma size DC Tail PA
2 8 1.0 60 0.040 B
0.05 B
4.5 6 1 S0 0.080 B
1.S 65 0.05 B
8 2.0 50 0.080 B
4 8 0.43 62 0.080 B 20 4.8
2.5 4 0.50 0.1 N 10 25 3.5 N
1 7 0.10 N 10 55 3.0T N
7 0.05 B 7 1.0T N
1 7 0.10 S0 0.10 N 10 55 3.0T N
8 0.08 B ii 3 MT N
1.5 0.030 B 8 3.0T N
4 7 0.05 B 7 3.0 Y
2.5 5 0.07 30 0.05 B 10 3.0MT
0.05 B 7 2.ST Y
I0 7 0.060 B 12 3 T Y
6 9 0.10 45 0.0S0 B 10 1 MT N
3.0 8 0.87 55 0.08 . B 15 3.0T Y
4 7 0.40 50 0,080 B 20 3.2 Y
3 7 0.080 R 5 22 CHT Y
2 8 0.065 B 12 3.5 N
GO 0.080 B 20
Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lin DA Site Observer(s)
8 4.0 Y 1 Koen,R
7 3.0 N 6 CoOk,A.J
Ii 4.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
i0 4 M Y 20 Esle,A




















NOTE A Twilight and full mo.on. Extinction correctlon applied.
NOTE B ObserTatioa affected by _3onllght (full aK>on), twilight, add low altitude. The comet could not be seen with the naked eye.
No extinction corrections have been applied to the magnitude est_ate.
NOTE C Diffezentlal exti_tlon correction - -0.8 lag. was applied.
NOTE D 100% moon 160 degrees away.
NOTE E PA - E.
NOTE F Tail leDg+-h approxilate.
NOTE G camet near horizon.
NOTE E Con_Dt in reality lay be 0.5-1 latitude brighter.
NOTE I Teleeoopic limit is 4.5.
NOTE J Twilight.
DATE: 27 JAN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) &ON# ml _ Chart
27.06 816537 3.8 B 4A
27.0833 816538 4.0 S 4A
27.09 816539 3.8: M 4A
27.0903 816540
27.0903 816541
27.372 816542 4.0 $
27.375 816543 4 4A
27.377 816544 4.0 $
27.10 816545 > 4.7 $ AAVSO
27.381 816546 3.7 M 4A
27.401 816547 4.5 4A
27.707 816548 4.0: B 4A
27.714 816549 4.0 B 4A
27.715 816550 3.5: B 4A
27.7208 816551 4.3 B 4A
27.722 816552 3.5 M 4A
27.722 816553 4.0 B 4A
27.722 816554 5 : 4A
27.724 816555
27.725 816556 3.5 B IHW
27.7291 816557 4A
27.770 816558 3.4 S 4A
27.938 816559 4.3 M AAVSO
Coma size DC Tall PA
2 8 0.7 60 0.040 B 8 4.0 y
7 0.08 B II 2 N
9 0.080 B 20 2.0T Y
1 7 0.30 R 16.4 179 3 N
1 7 0.024 R 15.8 95 3 N
1 8 0.I0 N I0 55 3.0T N
8 0.08 B 11 3 T N













8 0.13 N 8.3 24 2.0T Y 1 Bayashi,A
0.030 B 8 3.5T N l Kato,T
8 0.07 B I0 4.5 N 1 Kobayaahi,J
0.17 0.07 B 20 T N 2 Fil1_on,E
0.080 B 20 2.5 Y 1 KOCb,B.O
7 0.I0 B 14 2.5 Y 1 Hasublck,W
6 0.05 B 10 3.0T 2 FraDclosi,C
8 1.67 72 0.08 B ii 0.5 N 1 GubO,B
6 0.080 B 20 2.0 y 1 KOch,V
0.080 B 10 1 MJ-_Uz,H
60 0.080 B 20 5 Zanotta,M.V
7 0.125 B 6 17 N 2 Guthier,o
6 0.12 R 15 53 3.0T 2 Franciosi,C
4 0.08 B 20 2.5 Y 2 Milsni,G
0.050 B I0 O'Meara,s.J
NOTE A Twilight. ExtlnctioD correction applied.
NOTE B Bright twilight.
NOTE C Differential extinction correction - -0.9 mag. was applied.
NOTE D 5.5. Cogs dlaBetex 1-2'. Tail not seen.
NOTE E Magnitude estimation method - F.
NOTE F Able to observe comet for only 15 minutes. Tail lesgth approximate. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)NOTE G Twilight haze.











DATE: 28 JAN 198G DATE: 28 JAN 1986
N_RK : AMATEIFR OBSERVATI(_T
SUB-NETNORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(:M# _ )g( Ch4Lrt Coma size IX: Tat1 PA Ap Ins f/ Ptrr L_ DA Slte Obser_ez(a) Notes
28.05 816560 3.5 B 4A 2 8 0.5 60 0.040 B 8 3.5 Y 1 Eeea,R k
28.09 816561 3.8: M 4A 9 0.080 B 20 1.5T Y 9 Mozrte,C.S B
28.09 81GSG2 4.?: S 4A 4.0 6 0.5 50 0.080 B 11 4.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E C
28.10 816563 3.8 N 4A 0.05 B 10 3.5T Y 20 Hale,A D
28.368 816564 5.5 N 4A 1.1 0.1 N 10 83 3.5 B 1 Ichikava,K
28.701 816565 3.?: CZ 0.10 B 25 TM N 1 Silban,J E
28.720 816566 3.6 S 4& 4 ? 0.080 B 20 2.5T Y 1 HeOZZI,D
28.96 81656? 4.2: $ kA 1.5 ? 0.120 B 20 Bo_e,3.E F
NOTE A T_rilight. Zxti.ctlo, correction applied.
NOTE B Diffexent_Lal extl-ctlon cozzectlon yes app11_Kl.
NOTE C In _ st__ong t_rllight. DC add PA approxima_.
NOTE D cclet very low, observation affected by low alti_e and bright twilight. No extinction corrections have been applied to the
magnlt_e estimate. No tall was visible in eltbez the 10xS0 binocul_s or 20 ca reflector.
NOTE E Beth the star Beta Aqr add the comet looked llke mll nebulae. Borlzon in the field of veiw.
NOTE F Coma di_tex approximate.
SUB-NEtWORK : PHOTOGR/_HT
Date(UT) AOt_# FL f/ Ap FOV EX_( _eulsion ISO Hlrp Gdag Id/T_p site Ohm(s) Notes
28.?08 850912 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 0.17 KodLtr. 2415 N 105/P 3agez,M A
NOTE A Ma_It_Kle 3.5; eloegaUKl SUD -- comet 15 deg.




Date(UT) A_q# ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s}
6.5 816568
O_Meara,S.J




DATE: 8 FEB 1986 DATE:
NETHORK : _t,(ATEUR OBSEI_TATI_i
SUB-NETIqOEK: VISU&L APPEARANCE
DateCUT) _# ILl /_4 chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Plat L_Jm DA S_te Ob$_r(s)
8.5 816569 O'Meaza, S. J








Date(UT) AC_f I1 M_ Cbsrt C_8 size IX: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lia DA Site Observer(s)
9.5 g16570
OtMearatS.J




DATE: i0 FEB 1986 DATE: 10 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ILl )a4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDS f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Obserrer(s} Notes
I0.5 816571 O' Meara, S .J A
NOTE A Unsuccessful attempt to find Ralley in daylight. (Tiue u_speclfied by observer; roughly estilated by the Editor. }
DATE.- 11 FEB 1986
DATE: 11 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AIt_ATEIYR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
II. 5 816572
O'Meara, $. J A
NOTE A Unsueces_fttl attempt to find 8alley iD daylight. (Time unspecified by observer; roughly estlmated by the Editor. )
DATE: 15 FEB 2586
NETWORK: _4ATEU_ OBSEBV_TIO_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_| ml _0( Chart Coma size M Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT L_ DA Site Obae_vex(s)
15.128 816573 3.8 M 4B 4.5 2.5 7
15.437 816574 4.3 B 122
15.784 816575 3.0: S 4B 2 8 0.08
15.8403 816576 4 4
15.8472 816577 3.3 M 4B 4 4
15.864 816578 4.5 S 4B 1.6 7
15.868 816579 9
15.884 816580 4 S 4B 5 8
NOTE A CG_p_TiSOn star Epsilon Aquaril.
300 0.08 B
0.08 B 11 6 T Y 1 Fleet,R.w
0.12 B 20 4 Y 3 Ferrln,I
0.08 B 15 LOT N I Love_oy,T
0.14 SN 3.8 20 3 Y 7 Cook,A.J
0.05 B 7 3 Y 7 Cook,A.J
15 1 T N 1 Ka_aitK
0.08 B 11 T N I Mitsuma,S
0.I0 R 5 25 4.5 Y 1 KobaTashi,J
NOTE B MagDitt_le by method of Bo. approx. - 4.3. CorEectlom for twilight about -2.4 mag. gives mag. approximately 1.9.
NOTE C COla diameter approxinate.
NOTE D ID twilight.
NOTE E L2 " 4.
NOTE F Telescope is fluorite refractor. Zenith liRit nag. 5.5.









16.125816581 3.6 M 4B
16.130 816582 3.8 M 4B
16.437 816583 4.3 B 122
16.78 816584 3.0 $ 4B
16.78 816585 3.0 S 4B
16.859 016586 4.2 S 4B
16.86 816587 > 4.5 S AAVSO
16.861 816588
16.865 616589 4.7 S 4B
16.868 816590 4 M
DATE: 16 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AGN# ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lil DA Site ObserTer(s)
8.0 2.5 7 280 0.08 B II 6 T Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.075 R 16 50 6 T Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.12 B 20 3.5 Y 3 Ferrin,I
3.0 8 0.08 B 15 2.5T N 1 LoveJoy,T
8 0.08 B 15 N 1 Seargent,D
3.2 6 0.05 B 7 T N 1 Kanai,K
2 7 0.17 0.08 B 15 2.OT Y 1 Bsysshi,A
8 0.08 B 11 T N 1 Mitsuua,S
1.9 6 0.2 315 0.08 B 15 T N 1 Kanai,K
7 0.16 N 6.3 31 T N 1 Mits_a,$
N(YTE A Coma fan fr_ PA 250-310. COmparison staz Epsilon Aquarli.
NOTE B C¢_parison star Epsilon Aq_arii.
NOTE C Ma_It_e by _thod of Bo. approx. - 4.3. Corzeetion for twilight about -2.4 mag. gives mag. approximately 1.9.
NOTE D Tall length - trace.
NOTE E V. bright twillqht.
NOTE F IL_ 3.5 to 4, coma dlaleter 1 to 2 are liD. m2 - 4.5.
NOTE G C©ma diameter 2 to 3 arc Bin. _ - 6.5.







DATE: 17 FEB 1986 DATE: 17 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATICe/
$UB-NEIq4ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ul _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
17.77 816591 2.4 $ 4B 3 0.3 0.03 R 6 8 3.0T N 1 LoveJoy, T
DATE: 18 FEB 1986
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) &ON# ,.1 !@4 Chart Coma size DC Tatl PA kp Ins f/ PI_ L£m DA Site Obse_vez(s)
18.120 816592 3.5 B 4B 30 7 0.50 280 0.065 B
18.129 816593 3.9 M 4B 8 0.04 B
18.413 816594 2.9 B 122 4 4 0.50 270 0,05 B
18.78 816595 2.5 S 4B 1.0 EY
18.78 816596 3.6 S 4B 9 0.08 B
18.881 816597 4.5 S 4B 5 8 0,08 B
NOTE A In twilight.
NOTE B Twilight.
NOTE C Tail naked eye.
NOTE D Esti_atelalnly cent. coDde_natlon.
20 3.1 Y 1 McBain,J
12 N 1 Eenshaw,C
7 5.0 Y i LaLret,R
3.0T N 1 LoveJoy,T
15 N 1 Sea_gent,D
11 4.5 N 1 Kobayanhi,J






DATE: 39 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSEEVATI(_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _ Chart Ccl_ size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L:IJ DA Site OZ)_(a)
19.112 816598 4.5 M 4B
19.113 826599 3.1 M 4B 4.8
19.121 816600
19.125 816601 3.5 B 4B 15 10
19.127 826602 3.7 M 4B
19.129 828603 3.9 M 4B
19.132 826604 2.8 M 4B
19.135 816605 3.3 M 4B
19.417 826606 222
18.420 816607 3.5 B 222
19.6944 816608 2.7 S 4B 30
i%.76 82660% 2.5 S 4B
19.77 816610 2.7 4B
19.77 816611
19.770 816612 3.8 S 122 8
19.851 816613 3.8 M 4B 4.8 3.5
19.856 818614 4.2 $ 4B 1.3
19.858 816615 3.5 4B
19.86 826816 3.7 S 3
19.86 816617 4.i S AAVSO 2
19.86 816618 4.0 M SAC) 4
19.86 836819 4 : 5
19.861 816620 3.4 S 4B 3.2
19.87 818621 4.5 M 4B 1.0
19.873 816422 3.0 S 1.5
19.875 816623 3.9 S 4B ?
NOTE A C_Ipazison staz Rbo Capr£coral.
MOTE B Co_arisoo star Epsiloo Aquazil.
NOTE C Tall 8' _rldkm.
NOTE D Thi_, high ¢iz_s.
NOTE E Twilight.
NOTE F Comparison star Alpha 2 capricorni.
NOTE G On 81rliner.
NC_fE H Tall leDgth approximate.
NOTE I Tall leDgth is 1Ot_-r l_£t.
0.08 S
0.5 287 0.08 B
0.? 285 0.08 B
5 1 280 0.04 S










9 0.4 0.05 s
0.5 0.1 N I0
7 0.08 B
8 0.08 B
6 0.25 270 0.08 B
7 0.17 270 0.08 B
7 0.06 R 12
7 0.5 0.08 B
7 0.05 B
13 6 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
11 6 Y 1 Fleet,R.M
11 6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
8 Y i Morrlsb¥,A
12 N 1 Hesahaw,c
6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
22 6 T Y 1 F2eet,R.W
Ii 6 T Y 1 F2eet,R.W
20 4.0 Y 3 FeJ:Zin,I
20 4.5 Y 3 Femrin,I
5 Y 8 COOk,A.J
15 4.5T Y 1 Love_oy, T
N 1 $eargeDt,D
15 SeazgeDt,D
i0 4.0 Y 1 Nilliua,P.F
25 4.8 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
15 T N 1 KaDai,K
13 T N M£tsuma,s
ii 5.7 Y 1 Aklt8,I
15 2.5T Y 1 HaTaa_LI,A
22 2.5T Y 7 Nakam_iza,A
ii 5.0 Y 2 Waahi,S
7 T N 1 Ksnai,K
7 0.21 N 5.0 33 4.0T Y 1 Suzuki,K
8 0.10 N i0 55 3.0T Y 1 Kato,T
7 0.25 260 0.10 R 8 25 5.0 Y 1 Kobayaahi,J
NOTE J" 12 - 4.5. Coma diamete2 1 to 2 arc min. Tail length - I deg. >. [sic]
N_ K Tail leDgth - Inls.
NOTE L Telescope is fluorite refractor.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANZNG
Date(UT) &ON# Scale Ap IDa f/ Pwr(a) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s)
19.121 830846 4 0.08 B 11 1 F2eet,R.W














NOTE A Leading edge at PA 250. Main tail at PA 285. (Duzatios not indicated. T_we of observation is assumed to be start time. F._.)
NOTE B (Duration not indicated. Tile of observatlos Is assv_ed to be start tiJ_. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E3_11slon ISO Hyp G¢lng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
19.417 850913 0.05 2.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak T_i-X 400/ N 17/P 4 Ferri=,I
20.110 816626 3.9 M 4B
20.111 816627 3.4 B 4B
20.113 816628 3.0 M 4B
20.113 816629 4.1 M 4B
20.115 816630 3.0 4B
20.118 816632
20.118 816632 2.6 M 4B
20.118 816633 3.0 B 4B
20.126 816634 3.6 M 4B
20.125 816635 3.5 B 4B
20.135 816636 3.0 M 4B
20.37 81663? 3.0 B AAVSO
20.412 816638 2.9 B 122 6
20.56 816639 2.3: M 4B
20.57 816640 3.0: M 4B
20.7? 816641 2.3 S 4B
20.77 816642 2.8 4B
20.?? 816643
20.847 816644 4.0 M 4B
20.851 818665 3.8 S 4B
20.851 816646 3.8 B 4B
20.86 816667 4.0 S AAYSO
20.8?2 816646 3.0 S
20.873 816649 2.7 M 4B
NOTE A Not ful_Ly dazk adapted.




Date(UT) A_l# :Ll 1_ Chart Coma size IX: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Ptr: Lie DA Site Oba_ez(s) Notes
20.103 816624 3.4 B 46 0.050 B 7 5.3 N 1 Lavarack,N A
20.104 816625 3.0 S 6B 7.0 3.0 ? 0.5 280 0.13 R 4 21 5.8 Y 2 CaIpos,J B
5.0 7 0.5 281 0,08 B 11 4.8 y 1 Fleet,R.w C
5 0.8 0.06 B 1S 5.8 ¥ 2 ViDcent,J D
0.035 B 9 5.0T y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
7 EY 4.8 Y I Fleet,R.W E
8 EY 5.8 Y 2 Caa_os,J
4.5 8 268 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0T Y 1 Begbte,M.J.R F
0.08 B 11 4.8 y 1 Fleet,R.N G
30 ? 1.5 285 0.065 B 20 3.3 Y 1 MCBaID,J H
3 8 0.04 B 12 N 1 Henshav,C I
15 5 1.5 280 0.04 B 8 Y 1 Morzisby,A
0.08 B ii 6 T Y 1 Fleet,R.W G
1 0.04 B ? Kiaelev,N
4 0.60 265 0.05 B 7 5.3 y I Lslret,R
8 1.5 0.080 B 20 2.0TC Y 6 MorrisiC.S j
0.3 275 0.05 B I0 4 T Y 2 Hale,A K
1.0 EY 3.0T 1 LoveJoy,T L
EY N 1 Seargeut,D
0.5 0.08 B 15 SeaEgeBt,D M
5.0 0.5 0.I N i0 25 6.5 Y 1 Ichikswa,K N
1.9 8 0.2 285 0.05 B 7 1 T y 1 Kanai,K
1.9 8 0.2 285 0.05 B 7 1 T Y I Kacai,K
2 8 0.25 275 0.08 B 15 3.0T y 1 HaFashi,A
2 7 0.17 270 0.i0 N I0 55 4.0T y 1 Kato,T
6 6 0.5 2?0 0.030 B 8 4.0T y I Kato,T
DATE: 20 FEB 1956
NOTE C Tall ll' wlde at 0.3 de_. Cx_azlson star AIpha 2 Capricornl.
NOTE D Coma fuzzy. Def_Ite step in tail. 0.8 deg. tall 280/290; 0.6 deg. tall PA 290/320.
NOTE E Comparison staz Alpha 2 CapzicoEni.
NOTE F Tall _SStLTemeDt refers to dust tail only.
NOTE G Comparlson star Epsiloc Aquarll.
NOTE H Central condensatlon seed easily in binoculars.
NOTE I Twilight. COmet seed asked eye.
NOTE J Differential extinction ¢orzection - -i.i msg. was applied.
NOTE K Obse-rvatloa affected by low altitude, twilight, add cirrus. NO extinction corrections have been spplled to the Jagnitude
estimate. The c_t was not seen with the naked eye.
NOTE L Tall estimated with naked eye.
NOTE M Tall length approximate.
NOTE N Tall length is lower limit.
SUR-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AONJ Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUrM Lim Site ObserveE(s] Notes
20.110 830848 4 0.08 B ii 4.8 1 Fleet,R.N A
NOTE A Leading edge at PA 255. Main tall at PA 281. Fan at PA 310. (Duration not IDdlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be
start time. Ed.)
DATE: 21 FEB 2986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OR, SER'VA'I_CCi_4
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL _pE_ANCZ
Date(UT) AO_8 al _ Chart Coma size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lil DA Site Obae_vez(s) Notes
21,108 816650 3.5 B 4B 6 0.6 0.06 B A
21.111 816651 4.0 7 0.8 282 0.08 S B
21.115 816652 3.9 M 4B 7 EY ¢
21.115 816653 2.5 B 4B 30 7 1.58 285 0.065 B D
21.117 816654 2.7 M 4B 0.08 B E
21.118 816655 3.? M 4B 0.08 B C
21.125 816656 3.3 B 4B 8 5 2.5 270 0.04 B F
21.126 816657 3.6 M 4B 4 8 0.40 280 0.04 B G
21.138 816658 3.4 M 4B 0.08 B E
21.549 816659 3.6 M 18 3 11 S
21. 549 816660 3.6 M 19 3 11 I
21.56 816661 2.3 : M 4B 7 8 2 3
21.56 816662 2.3: M 4B 9 7 J
21. 561 818663 3.6 4B 9 K
21. 564 816664 4.2 S 4B 6 L
21.77 816665 2.6 S 4B 5 4.5 M
21.77 816666 2.8 4B N
21.855 816667 3.5 M 4B 2 8 1 O
21.860 816668 3.8 S 4B 1.9 8
21.860 816669 3.8 B 4B 1.9 8
21.884 816670 3.3 $ 4B 10 G 2
NOTE A Cona fuzzy. Tail tziangul_, PA 275/300.
NOTE B Fan to 0.3 deg. in PA 320.
NOTE C C_mp_ison ataz Alpha 2 Capricorn£.
NOTE D Mag. 9 s_ seen in tail.
NOTE E Comparison s_ Epsllon /_tuarll.
NOTE F LOW m4at nea_ horizon.
NOTE G Twt_ight. PA uncertain.
NOTE H Broad tail. CGmet still close to J_Lu.
NOTE I Broad tall. Comet still close to sun. Visible almost to daylight!
NOTE 3 DlffezeDtial ext_LDctlon corre_tion = -1,3 mag. was applied.
NOTE K comet stailar with tall. No extinction correction.
NOTE L No extinction correction.
NOTE M Broad glow north tail.
NOTE N Raze.
NOTEO _ = 5.5,
$_B-_']N_ORK : D_,}rING
Date(UT) A_| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUEM Lira Site Observez(a} NOteS
21.111 830849 4 0.08 B 11 4.8 1 Fleet,R.W A
21.77 830850 0.05 0.20 N 6.3 250 5 Love_oy,T B
NOTE A Leading edge at PA 265. Main tail at PA 282. Fan at PA 320. (Duration sot indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be
start t_Je. Ed. )
NOTE B (Duzat£on not iedicated. T_JJe of ObServation is ae_ to be start time. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : pROTOGRJ_HY
Date(UT) A_q# FL f/ Ap FOV EXF/4 Emulsion ISO Ryp C-d_ 9 Id/TTp Site Observer(s)
21.767 850914 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 3/S 1 GarZS_KS,G
21.771 850915 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 4/S 1 Ga_ra_kS,G
15 5.8 Y 2 Vince=t, 3
11 4.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
4.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
20 6.2 Y 1 M_Bai_,3
ii 4.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
II 4.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
8 Y 1 Mozri_, A
12 3.6 N 1 Heaahaw, C
11 T Y 1 F1eet,R.w
113 0.08 B 11 4 N 1 G1assett, W
114 0. 444 N 4.4 221 5 N 1 G1sssett ,W
285 0.080 B 20 3.0TC Y 6 Y_rria,C.S
0.050 B I0 3.0TC Y 6 Morzls,C.S
EY Y 3 Edberg, S.J
0.05 B 10 Y 3 FxSbeEg, S. 3
0.03 R 6 8 5.3T Y 1 LoveJoy,T
EY N 1 Seazgent,D
285 0.08 B ii 3.5T N 1 MitaUma, S
0.05 R 7 T Y 1 Kanal, K
0.05 B 7 1 T Y i Kanal, K
270 0.08 B 11 5.0 Y 1 Kobayaahl, J
DATE: 21 FEB 1986
DATE: 22 FEB 1986
NETWORK: kMATEU_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| al _ Chert Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwz Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
22.108 826671 3.2 B 48 1.2 270 0.050 B 7 5.3 N 1 Lavarack, N A
22.130 816672 3.9 M 4B 7 0.5 277 0.08 B 22 Y 1 Fleet, R. w B
22.136 816673 3.3 M 4B 0.08 B 11 T Y 1 Fleet, R. W C
22.464 826674 4 : S 4B 0.035 B 7 3 T N 3 MozEisoD, N D
22.53 816675 3.0 B 4B 4 6 1.2 280 0.040 B 8 3.0 Y 2 Keen,R E
22.545 816676 3.5 M 29 3 11 124 0.444 N 4.4 221 5 Y 2 Glassett ,w F
22.56 816677 3.0: M 4B 0.5 275 0.05 B I0 4 T T 2 Hale,A G
22.56 816678 3.0: B 4B EY 4 T T 2 Hale, A G
22.649 816679 3.4 B 4B 6 2.5 280 0.050 B 7 5 Y 3 Krlsclunas, K H
22. 771 816680 2.5 S 4B 3 0.05 B 7 5.5T Y I0 Garradd,G
22.774 816681 8 0.32 N 5.4 129 5.5T T 10 Gerra_d,G
22.85833 816682 4 B 4B 7 1.5 270 0.12 B 20 3 2 Okumura,S
22.860 816683 3.8 S 4B 1.6 8 0.05 B 7 I T T 2 Kanal, K
22.86 826684 3.8 M SAO 8 0.065 R 8 26 2.5T Y 8 Naka_tra, A I
22.86 816685 4.2 M 4B 2.0 7 0.3 0.21 N 5.0 33 4.0T Y 2 Suzuki, K
22.863 816686 4 7 0.17 290 0.20 N 20 55 3.STM Y 1 Kato,T j
22.864 826687 2.8 M 4B 6 7 0.4 280 0.030 B 8 3.5TM T 2 Kato,T
NOTE A Not Zully dark adapted.
NOTE B Betwees clouds. Comparison staz AIpha 2 CapricorDi.
NOTE C Comparison star Epsllon Aquaril.
NOTE D 0.15 f/5 zefz., 31x shows c_a 2' dla., IX: - 8, altitude 5 deg. in twilight.
NOTE E Twilight. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE F Broad tail.
NOTE G Observation affected by low altitude, twilight and cirrus. NO extinction corrections have been applied to the magnitude
estIIate.
NOTE H Ea_ naked eye object.
NOTE I Tail length - yes.
NOTE J Raze.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PlY(s) DuzM L_ Site Observer (s ) Notes
22.750 830852 0.18 0.20 N 7 155 1 Thompson, G A
NOTE A Note the spiDe directly behled the nucleus. (Duration not ledlcated. Tile of obserTation is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC_| FL f/ Ap
22.765 850926 0.180 2.8
22.769 850927 0.180 2.8
22.775 850918 0.180 2.8
22.781 850919 0.180 2.8
22.782 850920 0.180 2.8
22.783 850921 0.180 2.8
NOTE A Start time UDCeZteIn.
For ExpM E_lston
21.4 x 7.6 2.50 Kodak 2415
11.4 x 7.6 5.00 Kodak 2415
21.4 X ?.6 5.25 Kodak 2415
12.4 x 7.6 2.17 Kodak 2415
21.4 x 7.6 1.58 Kodak 2415
11.4 x 7.6 1.00 Kodak 2415
ISO H!rp Gdng Id/ITp Site Obs_(s)
Y O 5/S 10 Gerradd,G
Y O 6/s 20 Garra_kl, G
Y O 7/S 10 Garradd,G
Y 0 8/S 10 Gerradd,G
Y 0 9/5 10 Garradd,G
Y 0 lO/S 10 GerEa(td,G
DATE: 22 FEB 1986
Notes
DATE: 23 FEB 1506
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AU_# ml )04 ¢ha_t C_a size IE TaLl PA kp Ins f/
23.113 816688 3.5 M 4B 4.0 7 1.2 280 0.08 B
23.117 816689 3.4 M 4B 7 EY
23.128 816690 3.0 M 4B 0.08 B
23.131 816691 3.4 M 4B 9 0.5 280 0.04 B
23.139 818692 3.3 M 4B 0.08 B
23.39 816693 2.6 B X_ BAA EY
23.40 816694 2.7 B IB_BAA 6 8 3 0.035 B
23.56 816695 2.4 M 4B, BSC 3.5 8 1 0.080 B
23.5660 816696 2.7 M 4B 6 6 1.00 260 0.032 B
23.57 816697 2.3 M 48, BSC 0.050 B
23.57 816698 0.256 N 4.5
23.5743 816699 3.0 S DCS 3 7 0.67 260 0.080 B
23.5778 816700 2.5 S D_ 4 8 0.42 260 0.130 R 7.1
23.5792 816701 2.7 S DCS 10 5 ET
23.764 816702 4.0 s 4B 4 0.25 290 0.05 B
23.793 816703 B 4B 20 1 260 0.05 H
23.85 816704 3.8 M 4B 0.05 B
23.85 816705 4B 1.6 6 0.2 0.21 N 5.0
23.855 816706 3.3 M 4B 3 8 1 285 0.08 B
23.856 816707 3.8 S 4B 2.2 8 0.7 285 0.05 B
23.856 816708 3.8 B 4H 2.2 8 0.7 285 0.05 H
23.86 816709 3.5 48 EY
22.86 816710 3.6 M SAD 4 8 0.4 270 0.065 H 8
23.87 816711 3.6 S 4B 2 8 2 287 0.125 R 5
23.875 816712 4.0 S 48 5 6 0.33 260 0.07 B
NOTE A Fan to 0.4 des. in PA 323. Cmnparison star Alpha 2 Capricorni.
NOTE B Hint of tall. Ccmpazi_on star Alpha 2 Capricorni.
NOTE C Comparison s_Jr EpeLlon Aquarii.
NOTE D Twilight. PA uncertain.
NOTE E C_ma diameter appzox_JNte. Tail length is lower limit.
DATE: 23 FEB 1986
P_T Lie DA Site ObSerfer(s) Notes
ii 4.8 Y 1 F1eet,R.W A
4.8 Y l Fleet,R.W B
II 4.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W C
12 4.2 N I HeBahaw,C D
11 T Y 1 Fleet,R.N C
GreeerD.N.H
7 GZeeB,D.W.E E
20 3.0MTC Y 6 MOZrls,C.S F
8 4.5 Y 9 COOk,A.J G
10 3.0MTCY 6 MOrZIs,C.S H
67 3.0K_[_2 Y 6 Iv_is,C.S I
20 3.8 1 MacEbolz,D 3
27 3.8 1 Machholz,D K
3.8 1 MaChholz,D L
7 4.2M N 1 BrTant,K M
I0 1 Tregsskla,T.S N
7 4.0TM Y i SUZt_I,K
88 4.0TM Y 1 Suzuki,K 0
II 4 T N 1 Mitsuma,S P
7 1.ST Y 1 Ka_ai,K
7 1.ST Y 1 Kanai,K
4.1 N Clark,M.L
16 2.5TM Y 7 Nakawura,A
32 4.1 N Clark,M.L
I0 4.0 Y 1 KobsTaahl,3
NOTE F Differential extimction correctloc - -0.8 nag. was applied. Fan-shaped tall wlthmaterial between PA 270-290. Northernmost
tall slight.I T cul-red to_azd the eortb.
NOTE G In twilight.
NOTE H Differential ext£sctlon correction - -0.6 lag. was applied.
NOTE I Central coedensetioc was elongated down the dust tail. Southern side of coma had a bulge of matexiel hooking back into the
tail.
NOTE J At the time of observation the cQmet's altitude was +6 deg. add the sun's altltude was -13 des. 98% moon 164 degrees away.
Last oba. whee c_met alt. - Ii deS., sun - -6 des.
NOTE K At the tIBe oE observation the c_met's 81titude was +6 deS. and the sun's altitude was -12 des. 98% MOOD 164 degrees away.
Last oba. whee ¢_aet alt. - 12 des., sun - -5 deS.
NOTE L At the time of observation the comet's eltlt_de was +7 des. add the sun'_ altitude was -11 deS. 88% Roos 164 degrees away.
Last obn. when _t alt. - 9 deS., sun - -7 des.
NOTE M DC - strong.
NOTE N C_ nmg. approx. 4 or brlghteE. _a dlaJet_r approx_Jate; tail broad, length add PA approximate. Brief alghtlsg. Not aeec
b_ naked eta. Low, clear, bright moon. (Obser_e_ gave limit as approximately 8. Zd. }
NOTE O C_aa dia. use _eter.
NOTEP m2- 5.3.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAMT_G
Date(UT} AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM L In Slte Observer(s) Notes
23.113 830852 4 0.08 B ll 4.8 1 Fleet,R.w A
23.306 830853 2.4 0.03 H 10 30 240 5 1 Vargaa B.,A.G B
23.566 830854 3 0.032 B 8 20 4.5 9 CoOk,A.J C
NOTE A Leading e_ge at PA 260. Main tall at PA 280. Fan tall at PA 323. (Du_atloc not Indicated. Time of obser_atloc is assumed to
be start t_we. Ed.)
NOTE B The tail length is about 2.5 de_. approx, at about PA 300 approx.; DC 8 approx.; coma dla_eter: 3' approx, estimate
ma_it_de: 4 approx. [sic]
NOTE C Drawn in twillgbt.
DATE: 24 FEB 1986
NETWORK : ,u,MA/"EU_ OBSERVATION
SUB_N_TNOKK: tF'_SUAL APPEARANCE
Da_(UT) &(Xq| _ *_O( Chart Co1_m size D¢ Tail PA
24.118 816713 4.0 8 0.8 278 0.08 B 11 3.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
24.120 816714 3.6 M 4B 7 EY 3.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
24.141 816715 3.5 M 4B 0.08 B 11 MT Y 1 Fleet, R.N
24.38 816716 2.5: B IEW BAA 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
24.5750 816717 3.2 S DCS 3 7 0.37 263 0.080 B 20 3.0 3 Machholz,D
24.79 816718 2.8 S 4B 2.5 EY 4.5M N 1 LoveJoy,T
24.845 816719 3.5 M 4B 2.7 8 1 275 0.08 B 11 4 T Y 1 M_ts_ma,S
24.847 816720 3.5 B 4B 7 6 0.75 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Hayashi,H
24.85 816721 3.4 4B ET 4.0 N Clark,M.L
24.852 816722 3.6 B 4B 3.5 7 1.5 280 0.05 B 7 1.ST Y 1 Kanai,K
24.852 816723 3.5 S 4B 3.5 7 1.5 280 0.05 B 7 1.ST Y 1 Kanai, K
24.86 816724 3.6 S 4B 2.5 8 1.75 287 0.125 R 5 32 4.0 N ClarksM.L
24.86 816725 3.6 S AAVSO 3 7 0.33 270 0.07 B i0 3.0TM y 1 Hayaahi,A
24.868 816726 3.6 S 4B 6 6 1.50 250 0.07 B i0 5.5 Y 1 Kobayaahi,3
DATE: 24 FEB 1986
Ap Ins f/ PuT L 4m DA Site Observex(s) Notes
NOTE A Ccmparlsoa star AIpha 2 Caprlcorni.
NOTE B Comparison star Ep$ilon Aquarll.
NOTE C At the tile of obse1_ratlon the c_et'a altitude was +7 deg. add the arm's altitude was -12 deg. 99% Boon 153 degrees away.
NOTE D Moonlight.
NOTE E m2 - 5.8.
NOTE F Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) D_rM Lim Site Observer(s) Note_
24.79 030055 0.05 0.20 N 6.3 250 5 LoveJoy,T A
24.7%0 830056 0.120 B 20 1 McNaught,R.H B
NOTE A (Duration not indicated. T_ of observation Is aaa_aled to be start tiBe. Ed.)
NOTE B TWO _awinga supplied. (Duration not ll_ltcated. TiJmD of oblations assl_ed to be at&rt time. Ed.)
SOB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL £/ Ap POV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp G(t_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
24.355 050922 1.710 5.7 1.2 x 0.0 2.00 3M i000 I000/ N 19/P Pizzi,R
24.562 850923 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 0.75 FuJichr_ 1600/ N 002/P 3 Royer,R
DATE: 25 FEB 2986
NETI_R[: AMATEER OBSERVATIC_
SOB-NETWORK: _F_SUAL APPEARANCE
Da_e(UT) ACNI ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap
25.112 816727 3.0 S 4B 4.0 8 1.25 278 0.13
25.294 826728 3.6 M 4B 8 0.07
25.30 816729 5.2 S 4B 0.08
25.39 816730 2.9 B IHli _ G 8 0.035
25.39 816732 3.0 B IEW BAA 6 8 2 0.080
25.40 816732 2.8 B ZIW BAA
25.608 816733 3.0 B 122 6 4 4 1.67 240 0.05
25.458 816734 3.2 S 4B 0.035
25.52 816735 3.0 B 4B 1.3 270 0.040
25.53 816736 3.0 Y 4B
25.56 816737 2.9: B 4B 0.5 275
25.56 816738 3.0: M 4B 1 275 0.05
25,56 826735 2.6 M 4B, BSC 4.7 8 3 275 0.050
25.57 816740 0.200
25.70 816741 3.6 S 4B 0.023
25.70 816742 0.5 280 0.080
25.70 826743 2.5 7 0.317
25.760 816744 3.9 S 4B 5 0.42 290 0.05
25.76 816745 2.9 S 4B 2.0
25.782 816746 3.1 B 4B 1 1.8 265 0.05
25.787 816747 4B 1.9 6 0.152
25.833 816748 3.4 M 4B 5.8 3.3 1.3 0.1
25.844 816749 3.5 M 4B 3 8 1.5 275 0.08
25.85 816750 3.5 S AAVSO 3 7 0.5 270 0.08
25.85 816751 3.6 M SAC. 8 0.065
25,852 816752 3.5 S 4B 3.5 6 1.5 285 0.05
25.851 816753 3.5 B 4B 3.5 8 1.5 285 0,05
25,851 816754 4,0 B 4B 0.035
25.86 816755 4.0 S 3 6 0.33 260 0.080
NOTE A Tail 12' at w_lest; central toad. c_ma appzox. 1.0'.
NOTE B Moon. CIO_S. Twilight.
NOTE C Cams dialetez 8pp:oximate,
NOTE D C_ma dlametez approximate. Tall leagth is lowez lIJalt.
DATE: 25 FEB 1986
Ins f/ Pw'E Lil DA Site Obsel_rez(s)
R 4 21 5.5 Y 1 CaI_pos, J
B 20 T 1 Tl_t£, T
B 20 2.0 5 Shsnklin,3. D
B 7 GEeen,D. W.E
B 20 Green,D.W. E
EY Greo_, D. W. E
B 7 5.3 T 1 Imizet, R
B 7 3 NT N 3 MoEzison, W
B 8 3.5 Y I Keen,R
EY 3.5 Y l Keen,R
EY 4 _4 y 2 Hale, A
B i0 4 TM Y 2 wale,A
B I0 3,5MTC Y 6 Mozzls,C.S
SC I0.0 160 3.SMTC Y 6 MOZTIS,C.S
B 3 4 Y JoneJrA
B ii 3onea,A
N 5 86 JonesrA
B 7 4.2M N 1 BI-FIUBt, K
EY 4.5M N 1 LOWeJOT,T
B 10 Y 1 Tzegzskis,T.B
N 8 120 Y i Tzegsskis,T.B
N I0 25 5.0 Y i Iohlkawa,K
B 12 4 T Y I Mitsuns,S
B 15 2.STM Y I HeTsahi,A
R 8 16 3.0TM Y 7 Nakl11Atra,A
B 7 1.ST Y 1 KBDAI,K
B 7 1.ST Y I Kenai,K
B 7 Y I Oksds,M






NOTE E comet altitude 5 d_., colqparlson stazs' slti_s I0 deg., o_t's uncorze_ted magnitude is 3.9.
NOTE F Twilight. Extinction corzectlon applied.
NOTE G Obsez_atloD affected bT twilight add full Boon. Despite this, ¢onet was ¢leazly visible to the baked eye.
NOTE H Diffezentlsl extIDctlon cozzeotion _ -0.5 lag. was applled. Yale BSC also used. Duet tall in PA 290 was significantly nutted
toward the nozth about two _eg_ees fzom the head. PA for the last two degrees was 310.
NOTE I Central On,Destine offset tow_ the SOrth. Theze was z bulge of material on the south side of the ¢_ wTapping into the
tail. This fDature was very faint.
NOTE J FsIZly ¢leBx. C_t altltude 9 de_ee-10 degree.
NOTE • StTiatlona £n tail. MOOD 16.7d.
NOTE L Comet vls£ble to unaided elre.
NOTE M IX: - StrO_J.
NOTE N PA appzoxllate. Just visible to naked eye but low a_d hazy cloud in dawn, bright moon. [sic] (obserwer gave limit as
approxt_atel_ 7.5. Ed.)
NOTE O 15 arc sec. nucleus. Just visible to zaked eye but lov add hazy clo_ in bright _ooz. [sic|
NOTE P PA m W.
NOTE Q _2 - 5.5.
NOTE R Tall length - yes.
NOTE S MOOD age 16.7. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAbbING
Dste(UT) AnN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) D_rM L£R Site Obs_(s) Notes
25.760 830857 0.2 0.20 N 6.3 50 5 Love_oy,T A
25.767 830858 McNaught,R.H B
25.787 830859 0.09 0.152 N 8 120 I I Tregazkls,T.B C
NOTE A (Duzation Dot £adicated. Time of observation is asstaJed to be stazt time. Ed.)
NOTE B Nucleus in ceotez of envelope's 2atus reotun. (Duration sot indicated. Ti_e of Observation is azsu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE C Central coedensation approximately 15" diam. No tail. DC G. Limit approximately amg. 11.
SUB-NETWORK: PH_RAPHY
Dste(UT) AnN# FL f/ &p FOr ExpM EI_JIsLon ISO H_p Gdng Id/Typ Site Obserwer(s}
25.559 850924 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 1.00 KOdak 2425 Y 003/P Ro_er,R
25.561 850925 1.830 6 0.305 I.i x 0.8 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 004/P Royer,R
DATE: 26 FEB 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB--NETWORK: %'ISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON( II _ Chart Coua slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/
26.04 816756 4.3 B M 2 0.05 B
26.115 816757 3.4 B 4B 10 5 2 270 0.0• B
26.188 816758 4.1 M 4B 8 8 275 0.089 R 5.5
26.198 816759 3.8 M 4B 8 0.07 B
26.205 816760 3.4 S 122 3.0 8 0.77 265 0.08 B
36.333 816761 3.2 B 122 8 0.8 262 0.05 B
26.337 016762 3.3 B 122 3 4 0.33 255 0.05 B
26.340 816763 3.6 S 122 3 • 0.33 255 0.05 B
36.365 816764 3.3 B 133 3 4 0.50 260 0.05 B
26.368 816765 3.6 S 122 3 • 0.50 360 0.05 B
26.35 816766 2.5: B IBW BAA 2 EY
26.40 816767 2.8 B IBW BAA 6 8 3 0.050 B
26.40 816768 3.0 B IHW BAA 8 2 0.080 B
26.417 816769 3.4 AAVSO 5 1 0.050 B
26.44 816770 3.2 B 4B 5 8 1.0 280 0.050 B
26.44 816771 3.5 8 0.120 B
26.453 816772 3.2 S 4B 0.035 B
26.53 816773 3.2 B 4B 0.040 B
26.53 816774 2.9 V 4B EY
26.5757 816775 3.1 S DOS 3 7 0.33 256 0.080 B
26.760 816776 3.0 S •B 1.2 0.05 B
26.76 816777 2.7 S 4B 3.0 EY
26.76 816778 3.2 4B EY
26.76 816779 8 1 280 0.08 B
26.765 816780 B 4B 0.05 B
26.767 816781 3.9 S 4B 5 0.•2 290 0.05 B
26.767 816782 8 0.31 N 5.4
26.789 816783 3.1 B 4B 1.5 265 0.05 B
NO_ A some low Hist.
NOTE B Coma dlametez spprox_ate. Strong IIoonllght.
NOTE C Moon. Clouds. Tw_llght.
NOTE D 0.77 deg. tall type I (?). 0.15 deg. second tall fan-shaped.
NOTE F cirrus.
NOTE G Cloudy.
NOTE B Tail length approximate.
NOTE I C_a diameter approxia_mte. Tail length is lower li_t.
NOTE J Tail length iS lower lJJnit.
NOTE K Extinction correction applied.
DATE: 26 FEB 1986
P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
7 Konstantlnov,S
8 Y 1 Morrlsby,A A
18 N 1 Ventura,F B
20 Y 1 Tanti,T C
15 2.5NT Y 2 Haver,R D
20 3.0 Y 8 da Silva,L.A.L E
7 4.5C Y 2 Martines,C F
7 4.5C y 2 Martlnez,C G
7 4.0TO y 2 Maztlnez,C





I0 5.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E K
20 Bortle,J.E L
7 3.SMT N 3 Korrlson,w M
8 4.0 Y 1 Keen,R N
4.0 Y 1 Keen,R N
20 3.0 3 Machbolz,D O
7 5.0M Y 17 Garradd,G
5.0M y 1 Love_oT,T
4 Y 1 Seargent,D
15 Seargent,D p
i0 N 1 Tregaskls,T.B O
7 4.2M N 1 Bryant,K R
129 5.0M Y 17 Garra_,G
l0 Y 1 T_egaskla,T.B S
NOTE L Brilliant, sharply condensed center surrounded by a very diffuse, faint outer envelope. COma condenses steadily to a
central, stellar point. At 10•6 UT this stellar feature is estimated at about 6.2 Jagnitude. C©met is last glimpsed at
1107 UT trlth suu_clse at I135 OT (20x120 B).
NOTE M C_t altitude 4 deg., COlparison staxs' altitudes 9 deg., c_t's uncorrected msgBitnde is 4.0.
NOTE N Twilight. Extinctlon correction applied.
NOTE O At the tiIMm Of observation, the oomDt's altltlxle was +8 deg. ned the arm's altitude was -12 deg. 95% l_on 125 degrees away.
NOTE p Bright sector On no, ward side of nucleus. Obsex_atlon also made with 0.152 f/5 Newtonlsn at 76x. Moonlight.
NOTE O Broad single tall o£ about 1 deg. Clear, bright moon. O_csslonally gllwpsed trlth naked eye.
NOTE R DC - strong.
NOTE S Single tall of about 1.5 deg., PA approximate. Clear, bright Im_on. Seen as definite faint streak in naked eye. (Observer
gave limit as epproxilately 7. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT) )JON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUrM Lim Site Observer(a) Notes
26.782 830860 0.2 0.20 N 6.3 140 5 Love_oy,T A
26.782 830861 76 43 McNaught,R.H B
NC_rE A (D_trstion Dot i_dlcated. T1Je Of obsel-_atlon is assumed to be start t1_e. Ed.}
NOTE B (Drawings at 1825, 1835, and 1908 UT suhRitted. Duzstlons not indicated. Time of observations are assu_ed to be start times.
Ed.)
DATE: 27 FEB 1986
NE_3WORE: AMATEUR O_EI_VATION
SUB-NL_TWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DAN: 27 FEB 1986
Dste(UT) AO_I I1 _ Chut C_a size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s) Notes
27.125 816784 3.3 B 4B 10 5 3 270 0.04 B 8 Y 1 Morri_by,A A
27.192 816785 2.5: B 4B 15 7 0.07 B 20 6.SMT N 1 FilImO=,E B
27.351 816786 3.3 B 122 3 4 0.50 265 0.05 B 7 4.5C Y 2 MartlDsz,C C
27.354 816787 3.3 122 EY 4.5C Y 2 Mazt£nez,C
27.451 816788 3.3 S 4B 3 0.30 270 0.035 B 7 3.5_ N 3 )_)ZZiSO=,W D
27.5701 816789 3.4 S DCS 3 8 0.33 287 0.080 B 20 3.0 3 MSChholZ,D E
27.70 818790 3.5 $ 4B 0.023 B 3 4 Oooes,A F
27.70 818791 0.6 275 0.080 B 11 3oBes0A G
27.70 816792 7 0.317 N 5 80 Jones,A H
27.76 816793 2.9 S 4B 4.5 3.0 EY 5.0M Y 1 LOVe_OT,T
27.771 818794 2.8 S 4B 1 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 8 GaZ_s_,G
27.774 816795 8 0.31 N 5.4 129 5.0M Y 8 Gazra_,G I
27.847 816796 3.1 M 4B 6 6 1.2 260 0.030 B 8 4.0M Y 1 Ksto,T
27.85 818797 3.5 S 4 6 2.0 260 0.080 B ii 4.5 Y 1 Aklta,I J
27.851 816798 7 6 6 0.5 260 0.10 N i0 8 4.0M Y 1 Kato,T
27.86 816799 3.2 4B EY 4.3 N Clark,M.L
27.86 816800 3.4 S 4B 3 7 2 286 0.076 N 8 15 4.3 N ClLEk,M.L
27.86 816801 3.0 S 4B 8 1.7 270 0.030 B 8 6.2 Y Pearoe,A
27.86 816802 2.8 S 6 EY 6.2 Y pe_rce,A











The tail was 8 long thin spike (plato tell) w£th pehaps 1 deg. or 2 deg. of a _Atst tail, poss_bl T cIr_rlng sllghtly towards
the aozth.
Extremely good horizon view. (Tra=slated by IRW staff. Ed. )
Nith zefza0tor G cs aperture, F/D - 15 at 60x, DC - 7.
Colet sltltQde 5 _eg., o_erlson stars' 81tltudes 10 de_., comet's tu_corre_ted mag=Itude is 4.0.
At the time of observstloa, the comet's sltltude was _8 deg. add the sun's altitude was -13 deg. 89% uoon II0 degrees awa 7.
Moon 18.7 d.
PA 275 brlghter thaB rest of paraboloid c_ma/tall boLu_ed by P_S glwen.
Bright noD-stellar nucleus in paraboloid coma/tell.
Elo_gated central co_ensatlon 8"x6", 2 broad _ets 5" lomg in PA I00 add PA 285.
Moon age 18.7. (Translated by IBW staff. EX]. )
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON% Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) D_LTM L_ Site Observer(s) Notes
27.763 830862 0.120 B 20 MCNs_ht,R.H A
27.788 830863 0.20 N 6.3 50,250 5 LoveJoy,T B
NOTE A NO _eth. At 1752 UT, 3/4 deg. tall In 20x130 B. {TWO drawings suhlltted. Duration _ot IDdlcated. Time Of observation is
as_ to be start t:Lue. Ed.)
NOTE B (Duratloa not i_Icated. Time of observation is sssmled to be start time. Two drawings supplied, one each at magnification
of 50 add scale 0.2 arc mln./m add ,sg_iflcatlon of 250 and scale 0.05 _rc ,In./_. Ed.)
DATE: 28 FEB 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUe--NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE

















Brlghtwooe In west. Ground fog. Clouds approaching fr_west. The meg. is reduced for at_ospberlc extinction.
Extinction correction applied. With 20x120 blnocula_e: very shazply condensed come with diffuse edges; center almost stellar
in appeareDce. Outline of c_ parabollc. Cora's edges unusually vague for so bright an object, wlth 20 c_ Schmldt-
Casein at 71x: deese central coDdensatloe occupies about 1/4 of ccma's full dlamete_ and is clearly separated from
sttrrou_dlng c_a. As tw111ght advances coDdensatlon sh_iaks add becomes steadily more stellar. C_t last glimpsed with 20
S-C at 1105 UT, su_Tise 1132 UT.
Extinction correction applied.
Broad tall bounded by PAs 260, 275.
MOOD 19.7 d.
Bright nucleus paxabolold c_a/tail.
MOOn, twillgbt.
MOOn age 19.7. (TEanslatedb T INN staff. Ed.]
Tall length - yes.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(a] DurM Llm Site Observer(s) Notes
0.156 N 8 52 i0 5 3 Cuthill,D.D A
0.152 N 8 38 5 2 Cuthill,L B
0.120 B 20 McNaught,R.H C
27 McNaught,R.H D
0.20 N 6.3 140,250 5 LoTeJOy,T C
NOTE A A pr_leent bow-shock is brighter add longez on then slde of the c_a. [sic] The leading edge of the bow is very well
defined. A vertex distance was estilated to be 20" from the central condensation. Inner c_a is large and round, >15". Fine
streams in the wide tail were tOO difficult to draw accurately. S_l-latus rectums are about 2.5'.
NOTE B Tall at PA 250-290. Gas tall at PA 270. COma DC - 9. Parabolic hood axis of hood PA 90 deg. A parabolic hood is clearly
evident. The inner coma I$ large add stellar. Most Of tail is visible between 250 deg. add 290 deg. PA. A pr_inent gas tail
is at PA 270 deg. Semi latus rectt_ 2.5'. vertex dlstaece - 1.5'. Magultude estilated to be 3.3 using 10xS0 blnooulars
(MOXTIS Bethod).
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time Of observation is assl_e_ to be start time Ed.)
NOTE D 1836 UT, allost (illegible, Ed.) stellar. (Drawings at 26x add unspecified magnlfication submitted. Ed.)
Date(UT) A0_| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lie DA Site Observer(s} Notes
28.03 816804 4.1 B M 1 0.05 B 7 Konstaetinov,S
28.122 816805 3.0 B 4B 30 7 2 275 0.065 B 20 6.0N Y I McBaln,J A
28.427 816806 4.3 M 4B 7 0.5 0.05 B 12 4.SMT Y 3 Knlght,S B
28.427 816807 3.5 AAVSO 5 0.050 B i0 O'Meara,s.J
28.434 816808 3.1 B 4B 7 2 230 0.035 B 7 4.2 Y 1 Stephan,C C
28.438 816809 2.9 M 4B • 6 2.0 280 0.063 B 9 3.1MT Y DeYoung,J.A
28.44 816810 2.8 B 4B 3 8 1.5 273 0.050 B l0 5.5 Y 1 Bortle,3.E D
28.52 816811 2.8 B 4B 5 8 1.8 270 0.040 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R E
28.52 816812 2.8 V 4B EY 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R •
28.70 816813 1 0.080 B II 4.8 Y 3ones,A F
28.70 816814 3.4 S 4B 0.023 B 3 4.8 Y 3ones,A G
28.70 816815 7 0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A H
28.76 816816 2.6 4B EY Y 1 Seargent,D
28.77 816817 3.0 S 4B 5.0 3.5 EY 5.0M Y 1 Lovejoy, T
28.771 816818 2.7 S 4B 2.0 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 8 Garradd,G
28.774 816819 8 0.31 N 5.4 129 5.0M Y 8 Garradd,G
28.844 816820 3.5 B 4B 5 7 1.5 0.05 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Hayashi,H I
28.85 816821 3.3 S 5 6 2.0 260 0.080 B Ii 5.0 T 1 Aklta,I j
28.85 816822 3.6 M SAC 4 ? 0.065 R 8 16 3.0TM y 7 Naka_ura,A •
28.85 816823 3.5 M 4B 6 2.0 0.05 B 7 4.STM y 2 Suzuki,K
28.854 816824 3.7 B 4B 1 0.035 B 7 Y 1 Okada,M
28.856 816825 3.2 M 4B 6 7 1.2 260 0.030 B 8 4.OM Y 1 Kato,T
28.875 816826 3.8 S 4B 12 6 0.50 250 0.07 B i0 3.0 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
NOTE A MOOnllght int_Tferlng; _ag. 6 sta_ in c_a.
NOTE B Brlght_ooe. Tall length approximate.
DATE: 1 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATZO_
SUB-NETNORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 1 MAR 1986
Date(UT} ACt;# ill _ Chert Coma size KX: Tail PA Ap In• f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Cheesier(8) Notes
1.05 816827 3.5 B M 2 0.05 B 7 Kon•ta_tlnov,s
1.083 816828 3.8 M 48 4.3 7 2.3 269 0.08 B Ii 3.8M T 1 Fleet,R.W
1.111 816829 3.4 M 4B 6 1.1 268 EY 4.0M Y 1 Fleet, R.W
1.118 826830 3.0 B 4B 30 7 2.33 275 0.065 B 20 4.8 T 1 Mcbein,J A
1.129 816831 3.6 M 4B 2 8 2.33 270 0.04 B 12 4.1 N 1 Een•haw,C B
1.26 816832 3.9 S 49 0.08 B 20 5.0 5 Shankltn,J.D
1.28 816833 3.7 S 48 EY 5.0 5 shaz_liBs3.D
1.35 816834 2.9 M 48, BSC 4.7 8 5 270 0.050 B 10 4.5M T 19 Morri•,C.S C
1.35 816835 2.9 M 48, ESC 4.7 8 0.070 B 16 4.5M T 19 MoEEia,C.S D
1.352 816836 3.0 B 122 6 1.0 269 0.05 B 20 2.5 T 8 Ga Silv•,L.A.L E
1.36 816837 2.8 4B, BSC 5 270 EY 4.5M T 19 Morri•,C.S
1.424 816838 3.3 B 122 4 2.5 247 0.05 B 10 3.1 T 2 Hazrls, L.A F
1.43 816839 2.9 B IHN _ 4 8 0.035 B 7 Groen,D.W.E G
1.43 816840 3.1: B INW BAA 4 8 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E G
1.43 816841 3.2 B 48 4 7 1.7 270 0.050 B 10 5.5 T 1 Bortle,J.E H
1.43 816842 4.0 7 0.120 B 20 Bo_-tle,J.E I
1.435 816843 2.8 M 48 5 6 2.5 278 0.063 B 9 3.1M Y DeYou_g,3.A
1.438 816844 4.2 0.050 B 7 Mi_ton,R.B 3
1.469 816845 4.0 B 4B 2.7 1 0.7 277 0.05 B 7 3.]JfTCY 1 DOdk1,W.J K
1.542 816846 2.8 S 48 38 8 2 256 0.035 B 7 3.5CT_ N 1 Gxonek,3.D L
1.740 816847 3.3 B 48 3 8 1 275 0.05 B 7 3.i T 3 Bembrick,C M
1.76 816848 2.7 48 EY Seazgeat,D
1.76 81684% 8 3 280 0.08 B 15 T 1 Seaxgent, D N
1.761 816850 2.9 S 48 3.2 0.05 B 7 5.5M Y 8 GaXzadd,G
1.77 816851 2.8 S 48 E.0 EY 5.3N Y 1 LolqD_oy, T
1.83 816852 4.2 M 48 3 8 0.17 315 0.080 B Ii 3 MT N 1 Nntanabe,N 0
1.84 816853 3.6 M SAC 5.5 8 1.0 275 0.065 R 8 16 4.0M y 1 NakaRura,A
1.84 816854 3.5 M 48 3.0 0.05 B 7 4.5M T 1 Suzuki,E
1.84 816855 48 2.6 6 0.21 N 5.0 88 4.5M Y 1 Suzuki,K P
1.86 816856 3.0 S 48 8 3.0 268 0.030 B 8 5.8 Y Pearce,A
1.86 " 816857 2.8 S 48 6 2.8 EY 5.8 Y Peaxce,A
1.865 816858 3.4 M 4B 0.I0 B 8 3.0TM N 1 Knto,T
NOTE A Comet bzightex than Beta Cap, moonlight.
NOTE B Moon, t_ilight. PA umcexta4-.







C_ was diat_ctl T unsynetrical with more ¢_ma on south aide. A bright swath of material, perhaps 10' in length, came out
of the north side of the condeasatlo= and was directed back into the tail. COmet was peer1 white.
Moonlight and twilight.
Com_axison •tars: Beta Capricorni (3.1) add Rho Caprlcornl (3.8 [sic|). Estilate 3.1 (I) 3.27 (9) 4.8. Moon in (observer's
cotes dlffictL_t to translate, Ed.) •_d mmooth cloQd8 8xo_ the ¢_t. (Transllted by IXW staff. Ed.)
coma 0imtez appzox_te.
Exti_tlon correction applied.
Paxaboll¢ c_a conalsting of a bright, dense coedenaatloa st_rzotuxled by a falxly faint, perabolic envelope which lacks well
deflmed edges. As dawl a_wances c_'n ¢en_ex be_i_s to show a stax-llke nucleus at the center Of the condensation.
Co_nnatloe i• at the focus of the parabolic envelope with little aatexl•l sit=ward Of it. Tail's southern side (edge} is
pzobably a little brighter than the northor_.
Out-o_-fO_US method. C_met was about 1 meg. fainter than Beta Cap (Beta Cap - 3.2).
only used 2 comparison stars for a_gnlt1_de e•t4mate. Tall length and PA amasuxed fr_ •ketch on star chert.
First naked eye sighting & obvious tall - ext. see.





NOTE N _2 = 5. Tall length approximate.
NOTE O Tall length is lowex limit.
NOTE P Meter. (C_e dla|_ter. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : DRAt_ING
Date(UT) A0_# Scale Ap Ins f/
1.428 830869 0.8 0.152 N 8
1.448 830870 0.83 0.152 N 8
1.766 830871
1.782 830872 0.15 0.20 N 6.3
NOTE A
Pwz(s) DurM Lim Slte Observer(s) Notes
52 30 5.5 3 _thill,D.D A
38 5.5 2 Cuthill,L B
25 M_Maught,R.H C




The parabolic hood or bow shock is brightest on the NE nlde of the nucleus (PA 55). The bow 818o seem• to have narrowed
SinCe Feb. 28.
Tail at PA 250--250. Gas tall at PA 270. Coma DC - 9. AXIs of paxabolic hood at PA _0. The parabolic hood is considerabl_
brighter on the north edge a_ is exte_ing farther west an opposed to the south edge. Al_o the outer coma is brighter oe
the northern side. Mainline estlmated to bo 3.3 using 10xS0 bino_ular• (Morris _thed). Semi latus rect_ - 2.5'. Vertex
distance - 1.5'.
Inner blue/_reeo with "nucleus" quite sharp ned •i_ilax color. Perhaps a trace ot yellow. Previous night it was yellow.




DATE: 2 MAR 1906
Dste(UT) AONJ _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2.04 816859 4.0 B M 2 0.2 0.05 B 7 Konstantlnov, s
2.106 816860 3.8 M 4B 4.0 7 2.7 267 0.08 B II 4.2M Y i Fleet,R._
2.108 816861 3.6 M 4B 2 8 2.33 270 0.04 B 12 4.1 N 1 Henshsw,C A
2.110 816862 3.2 M 4B 6 1.9 273 EY 4.2M Y 1 Fleet,R.w
2.243 816863 4 : 4B 1 0.08 B II 3 KeILble,L.J B
2.27 816864 4.1 S 4B 0.08 B 20 2.0 5 Shsnklln,J.D C
2.319 816865 3.3 E 4B 5 3 1 280 0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
2.37 816866 3.5 B M 5 0.04 B 7 Kiselev,N
2.41 816867 3.5 S 4B 30 7 2 250 0.108 N 4 17 4.0 N 1 BarringtOD,p D
2.43 816868 2.5 7 0.120 B 20 Bortle,J.E E
2.43 816869 2.7 B I_ BAA 8 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
2.43 816870 3.1 B 4B 3 7 1.5 273 0.050 B i0 5.5 Y I Bortle,3.E F
2.442 816871 2.7 M 4B 5 6 1.0 284 0.05 B 7 3.1 Y DeYou_g,J.A G
2.458 816872 3.8 M 4B 4.0 270 0.050 B i0 3.1 Y 1 Slith,A H
2.464 816873 3.4 M 4B 9 270 0.076 R 15 63 3.1 Y 1 Smlth,A B
2.51 816874 2.8 B 4B 5 8 1.8 270 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Keen,E F
2.51 816875 2.8 V 4B 1.3 270 EY 5.5 Y 1 Keen,R F
2.55 816876 2.9 B 4B 2 270 EY 5.5M Y 2 Hale,A I
2.56 016877 3.0 M 4B 2 270 0.05 B i0 5.5M Y 2 Ssle,A I
2.5743 816878 3.4 S DOS 3 8 0.82 262 0.080 B 20 3.2 3 Machholz,D J
2.5743 816878 3.8 B DOS 3 8 0.82 262 0.080 B 20 3.2 3 Machholz,D j
2.753 816880 2.8 S 4B 4 0.05 B 7 5.5/4 Y 17 Garra_d,G K
2.757 816881 S 8 0.31 N 5.4 129 Gsrrs_d,G
2.76 816882 2.7 S 4B 5.0 5.5 EY 5.3M Y 1 LoveJoy,T
2.764 816883 3.9 B 4B 2.5 EY Parkinson,M L
2.771 816884 3.8 S 4B 5 1.3 270 0.05 B 7 5.3M N 1 Bryant,K M
2.781 816085 3.1 B 4B 8 2.5 265 0.05 B 10 1 Tregaskls,T.B N
2.83 816886 3.4 S 4B 7 1 0.08 B ii 2.0 N 1 Momose,M O
2.837 816887 3.4 M 4B 3.0 8 3 275 0.08 B ii 4 T Y 1 Mitsuma,S p
2.84 816888 3.6 S AAVSO 3 7 1.5 0.08 B 15 4.0M Y 1 Bayashi,A Q
2.840 816889 3.4 B 4B 5 7 2 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Hayashi,8 R
2.844 816890 3.3 B 4B 4.1 8 2.2 265 0.05 B 7 2.5T Y 1 Kansi,K
2.847 816391 3.3 M 4B 10.2 6 1.5 188 0.i N i0 40 4.5 Y 1 Ichikawa,E
2.85 816892 3.1 B 12 7 0.42 260 0.05 B i0 3.1 Y 1 Uda,K
NOTE A Moon.
NOTE B Cc_et seen one and one half houxs and followed for half hou_ before sunrise; tall very faint and disappeared rapidly with
twilight. My 54th ob_atlon, _ first post-perlhellon. My last pre-pezihellon observatlon was with binoes, at sunset
twilight, 26 Jan. 1986.
NOTE C ClOUd.
NOTE D Bea_ twilight.
NOTE E With 20x120 blnoculars: parabolic coma with faint, dlffuse edges, oontelning an intense, bright condensation. Condensation
continues to be f_moEe brilliant than surrounding o_a. Tall has equally bright edges, center of tall slightly brighter
than eithe_E but no dlstisct tail spine.
NOTE F Extinction correction applled.
NOTE G Haze interfeEence.
NOTE H Moonlight low altitude.
NOTE I Probably sells leterfereece fEOl 3rd gltarter moon 50 deg. away. There was also sole cirrus in the sky, which probably had a
negligible effect on the observation. In 10x50 blno_ulars the tall apllt halfway dow_ its length, ir_th the southern fork
beleg straighter and brighter.
NOTE J At the time of obsex_atlon, the c_t's altitude was +ii deg. and the sun's altitude was -ii deg. 63t _on 66 degrees away.
NOTE K 4 deg. tall is stzalght gas; 1.5 deg. tell is cox_ed dost.
NOTE L Difficult to Rake magnitude est_Jate. Tall length approximate.
NOTE M DC -stzong.
NOTE N PA approximate. Clear, third quarterl_on. Tail slightly shorter to naked eye.
NOTE O Saw n_oe. {Translated by IHW staff. Ed.}
NOTE P ,_ - 5.6.










kp Ins f/ P_r(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.08 B ii 4.2 1 Fleet,R.W A
0.127 SC I0 I0 6 1 Cuthill,D.D B
0.050 B I0 4.0 Williams,D.3 C
5 MoNaught,R.H D
N 6.3 250 5 LoveJoy,T E
B 20 12 MoNaught,R.B
0.15 0.20
0.120
NOTE A Main tall at PA 267. Moonlight. (Duration not ledicatnd. Time of observation is assumed to be start ti_. Ed.)
NOTE B This is a drawing of • photo taken on the 5" Scha.-Cass. for 8 min. (Fujichr_e 1600) and a telec_mpressor giving overall
f/5 and yielding a field Of I00' st prime focus. The SE boundary of the outer hood is very clean add well defined.
NOTE C I recovered Halley! It was bright, even though it was hanging is the morning twilight. I couldn't see a tall because of the
approaching sunrise. The sucleus is llke a fuzzy star. I was suprlsed to find galley this morning because I overslept. I
flgure_ the sky wou_d he too bright. (Duration not indicate<]. Time of observation is start time. Ed.)
NOTE D Nucleus l_re diffuse.
NO_ E (DuEation not indIcste_. Time of observation is ass_ed to be start tire. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
2.777 850926 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.50 FuJlchro_e 400/ N X 3/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B
2.843 850927 1.760 5.8 0.303 1.2 x 0.8 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y 6/P 1 NiiJima,T A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is 860302-11. Ed.] Large forlat (70 m_} film used. City lights interfered with the observation.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Config Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM Emulsion ISO Ry_ Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
2.451 870127 6006-O CL 0.135 2.8 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 915/S 2 Buchanan,W.T AB
2.457 070128 6006-O CL 0.135 2.8 " 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 916/S 2 Buchanan,W.T BC
NOTE A Moonlight interfered w_th the observation. Reference marks lecluded. Halley and Alpba and Beta Capricorni barely visible to
naked eye. (observer's image identifier is E-119-15. Ed.)
NOTE B Window On front Of instrument to correspond with apertu/e [sic]: for f/l.9, w_ndow is 75 _; for _/2.8, w_ndow is 54 z_.
NOTE C Moonlight interfered with the observation. Reference marks not included. Halley and Alpha and Beta Capricorni barely visible
to naked eye. (Observer's image ideetifier is E-I19-16. Ed.)
DATE: 3 MAR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AO_| .,1 MM Chart C_• size DC T•ll PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Obserwe_T(e)
3.092 816893 3.4 M 4B
3.099 815894 3.2 M 48
3.103 816855 3.7 H 48 4.3
3.110 816886 3.3 M 4B 1
3.115 816897 4.5
3.253 816898 3.6 S 4B
3.326 816899 2.9 B 122
3.330 816900 3.3 B 122 5
3.34 816901 2.7 M 4B, BSC 4.7
3.36 816902 2.8 M 4Be BSC 4.4
3.42 816903 2.8 E IEW BAA
3.43 816904 3.5 B 48 4
3.48 816905 3.6 B 48 6
3.5674 816906 3.3 S DCS 4
3.670 816907 3.6 S 48 3
3.736 816908 2.8 4B
3.75 816909 2.8 4B
3.75 816910
3.752 816811 2.7 S 48
3.803 816912 3.3 S 48 10
3.83 816913 3.6 S AAV$O 3
3.83 816914 3.7 M san 5
3.837 816915 3.4 M 48 3.0
3.84 816916 3.5 S AAVSO 3.5
3.84 816817 3.0 M 48
3.84 816916 48
3.644 816919 3.2 B 48
3.65 816920 3.8 S 48
7 1.5 274 EY 4.2M Y I F1eet,R.W
0.035 B 9 5.0M Y I Be_bie,M.3.R
7 3.3 261 0.08 B ii 4.2M Y I Fleet,R.N
8 2.57 265 0.04 B 12 4.1 N I HeDshaw,C
8 268 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0M Y 1 Be_ble,M.3.R
7 2.5 0.08 B
6 0.9 272 0.05 B
3 1 275 0.06 R 12
8 5 0.050 B
8 5 0. 070 B
8 O, 035 B
6 2.8 270 0.050 B
5 0.67 270 0,080 B
8 0.85 263 0.080 B
8 1 250 0.050 B
2 0.05 B
2.5 280 0.025 B
6.5 EY
6 3.5 260 0.035 S
7 2 0.08 B
8 0.7 270 0.065 R 8
8 3.5 280 0.08 B
20 5.0 Y 3 Storey, D
20 4.5 Y 8 d• SIIv•,L.A.L
56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
10 5.5M Y 20 MOEZIs,C.S
16 5.5M Y 20 Morris,C.S
7 Green,D.W.E
10 6 Y 1 Bortle,3.E
20 Y Eronk,G
20 3.0 3 Mnchholz,D
12 8.0 Y 1 Batza,H
7 5.0M Y 8 Garzadk1,G
Seaxgent,D
3 Y 1 Seargent,D
5.5M Y i LoTeJoT, T
8 5.5 Y 2 KObsysshi,3
15 4.5M Y 1 Eayashi,A
16 3.5M Y 7 Nakamu_a,A
II 4 T T 1 Mltsumn, S
6 1.5 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5M Y I Esyashi,A
3.0 0.05 B 7 4.5M Y I Suzuki,K
3.3 1.3 6 0.21 N 5.0 88 4.5M T 1 SUZUkI,K
4.4 8 2.6 260 0.05 B 7 3.0T Y 1 Kanai,K
5 8 0.5 270 0.08 B 20 2.0M N 1 Oka,A
DATE: 3 MAR 1986
Notes
NOTE A 3.3 deg. tall is gas. 1.5 de_. t•il is curved dust tail.
NOTE B MOOn.
NOTE C TS£1 nmn_nt refers to dust tall onlF.
NOTE D Tall PA 263-281, mean 270. |sic] Moonlight slight probl_ wi_ vLbr•tlon •leo. 50eing III-IV. Trsespaxency - very food.
NOTE E _nlight.
NOTE F Extinction correction •pplled. With 20x120 binoc_Llars: COJM notice•bly less sharply condensed th•n Testerday •Ithoufh still
rather stzoegly co_ensed, com• is c©mqprlsed of • v•gue, f•Int, outer parabolic envelope containing • deese, very brlght
¢o_lensntion St its ZOCuS.
NOTE G S_ ttr_llght ned Roonllght. T•il PA approximate.
NOT_ H At the tIJMD Of observation, the c_t's altitude was +10 def. add the sun's altitude was -13 deS. 51t moon 52 degrees •w•y.
NOTE I MooRllght. (Binocular limit? Ed.)
NOTE J Tall is c_ed dust.
NOTE K PA 245 to 270.
NOTEL _ - 5.7.
NOTE M Meter. (_s dlameter. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : DRAN_NG
Data(UT) AON# Sc•le Ap IDa _/ Pwr(s) DUZM L_ site Observer(s) Notes
3.103 830879 4 0.08 B II 4.2 1 F1eet,R.W A
3.59 830880 1.38 0.15 N 6 23 14 4 5 Tanikaws,M
3.752 830881 0.15 0.20 N 6.3 50,250 5 E_veJoy,T B
3.786 830882 25 MCN•ught,R.H C
NOTE A Gas tall st PA 261. Dust tall st PA 275. Moonlight. (Duration not iDdlcated. Time of obserYation is •$s_ed to be st•rt
time. Ed.)
NOTE B (Duzatlon not i_ic•ted. Time o_ observation is castled to be start tlse. Ed.)
NOTE C 1840 meg. 3.0. NE tall split into gas ned dust. (Drawings at 76x and _sp_uclfied ma_iflc•tlon su_Dmltted. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN| FL f/ Ap EX3V ExpN E_xlsion ISO H_p Gdng l_T!rp Site ObServer(s)
3.552 850928 1.250 10 0.125 1.7 x i.i 0.75 I1ford _ 5 500/ N O 70/C 18 E_J)erg,S.J
3.553 650929 1.250 10 0.125 1.7 x I.i 0.75 IlfoEdIIP 5 500/ N O 71/C 18 Edberf,S.J
3.554 850930 1.250 I0 0.125 1.7 X I.i 1.08 Ilford HP 5 500/ N O 72/C 18 Edberf,S.J
3.555 850931 1.250 10 0.125 1.7 x 1.1 0.58 Ilford HP 5 500/ N O 73/C 18 Edberf,S.J
DATE: 4 MAR 1986
NETI_OHK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: _FISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(uT) AON| ILl _4 Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lil DA
4.104 816921 3.3 B 4B i0 5 3 270 0.04 B 8 Y
4.123 816922 3.6 M 48 2.0 269 EY 4.2M Y
4.126 816923 3.8 M 48 4.0 7 2.3 258 0.08 B II 4.2M Y
4.31 816924 2.7 M 4B, HSC 2 270 0.050 H I0 5.0M Y
4.32 816925 2.9 B 4B, BSC 0.050 B i0 5.0M Y
4.411 816926 3.0 B 122 6 4 4 2.37 241 0.05 B 7 3.6 Y
4.427 816927 3.4 B 122 4 3 247 0.05 H I0 3.1 Y
4.52 816928 2.9 B 4B 5 8 1.5 270 0.040 B 8 4.0 Y
4.552 816929 4.8 M USNO,AA 0.05 B 7
4.5528 816930 3.1 S DOS 5 8 1.08 278 0.130 R 7.1 27 4.0
4.5556 816931 2.8 S DOS i0 5 1.47 270 El' 4.0
4.5590 816932 3.1 S DOS 5 8 1.37 278 0.080 B 20 4.0
4.68 816933 4.3 S SAO I0 7 3 270 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
4.70 816934 3.7 4B EY 4.8
4.70 816935 1.2 0.080 B 11
4.70 816936 5 8 0.317 N 5 86
4.70 816937 3.5 S 4H 0.023 B 3
4.70 816938 3.5 S 48 0.023 B 3
4.760 816939 3.0 S 48 2 0.05 B 7 6.0M Y
4.76 816940 8 3 280 0.08 B 15 5 Y
4.76 816941 3.0 4H _/
4.764 816942 2.8 S 48 5.0 4.0 EY 5.5M Y
4.770 816943 3.6 S 4B 3 8 1.5 250 0.050 B 12 8.0 Y
4.792 816944 3.0 B 48 8 1.7 265 0.05 B I0
4.82 816945 3.7 S 4B 5 2 0.08 B 11 3.5 N
4.83 816946 3.2 48 2.2 EY 5.4 Y
4.837 816947 4.0 B 48 1 0.035 B 7 Y
4.84 816948 3.5 S 4B 5 6 2.4 278 0.076 N 8 15 5.4 Y
4.84 816949 3.3 S 5 5 2.5 260 0.080 B II 5.2 Y
4.84 816950 3.0 I0 7 0.3 0.12 B 20 6.0 Y
4.85 816951 3.8 S 4B 5 8 0.5 270 0.08 B 20 2.5M N
4.85 816952 3.3 B i0 7 0.58 260 0.05 B i0 3.1 Y
4.85 816953 3.9 S 4B 5 7 0.07 B I0 3.5T Y
4.858 816954 5 6 0.10 N I0 55 Y
NOTE A Oulte clearly a long thln spike and a curved dust tail, curving tovards the north. [sic]
NOTE B 2.3 dog. tall is gas. 1.7 dog. tall is cuEved dust tail.
NOTE C Dust tall In PA 280 WaS curved toward north. PA of end of tail - 300.
NOTE D Sk T cofPletely clear.
NOTE E Extinction correction applied. Twilight.












NOTE R Saw moon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.]
NOTE S Moon age 23.7. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.)
NOTE T Type II. (Observer indicated "Y" method. Ed.)
NOTE U Thick cloud.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AC_| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pier(s)
4.126 830883 4 0.08 B ii
4.75% 830884
4.778 830885 0.20 N 8 67




































At _ time of Observation, the coseet's sltitt_de was +7 dog. and the su_'s altittmde was-16 dog. 39t moon 38 degrees away.
At the tilae of obsex_stlon, the comet's altitude was ÷8 dog. and the sun's altitude was -16 dog. 39% moon 38 degrees sway.
At the time of observation, the Cow_t'n altitude was +9 dog. and the sun's altitude was -15 dog. 39t moon 38 degrees away.
S_nllght.
Clear mood 23.7 d.
Paraboloid cons/tail. Tall PA 255-270.
COma stronger south side.
2 dog. tall is straight gas; 3 dog. tall is cu-_veddust.
Tall length approxilate.
Moonlight. (Binocular limit? Ed.)
PA approximate. Hazy cloud. Cresent moon. Doubtful in naked eye.
Du_M Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
4.2 1 Fleet,H.w A
5 McNaught,R.B B
6.2 1 ThOmpson,G C
NOTE A Gas tall at PA 258. Dust tall at PA 274. Moonlight. (Duration not indicated. Time of observstlon is aSSUIMKI to be start
tlme. Ed.)
NOTE B Sharp eastexn edge to inner envelope. V. falnt outer envelope st about 2x dlataace of inner. 2 Jets? (Drawings st 2
_specifled BagnifIcatlons included. Ed.)
NC_rE C (D_trstlon Dot indicated. T_e of observstlon is sastued to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
4.521 850932 0.200 3.5 I0.3 x 6.9 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 15/N I Baagh,N
4.543 850933 0.711 2.8 0.254 2.9 x 1.9 6.00 Kodak Plus-X 125/ N S 37/P I YOtlDg,J.N
4.760 850934 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 i0.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N 0 16/N 1 Ssagh,N
4.768 850935 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 17/N 1 Haagh,N
4.775 850936 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/ N 0 23/N i Haagh,N
Instrument is Sc_Idt camera. (Obser_ei's image identifier is followed suffix -HS. Ed.)NOTE A
Notes
A
DATE: 5 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V'J[SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml M_ Chart
5.111 816955 3.0 B 48
5.185 818956 3.5 S 122
5.185 816957 3.2 S 122
5.190 816958 3.4 S 122
5.2388 816959 5 : 48
5.33 816960 2.6 M 48, BSC
5.33 816961 2.5 48, BSC
5.458 816962 4.0 B 122
5.465 816963 4.0 B 48
5.55 816964 2.9 B 48
5.55 816965
5.5528 816966 3.0 S DCS
5.5576 816967 2.8 S DOS
5.5590 816968 3.6 M 48
5.5590 816969 3.0 S DCS
5.70 816970 3.4 S 40
5.70 816971
5.70 816972
5.72 816973 6.3 S SAO
5.740 816974 2.8 S 4B
5.75 816975 2.7 S 48
5.76 816976 2.9 48
5.75 816977
5.771 816978 3.8 s 48
5.792 816979 3.1 B 4B
5.82 816980 3.3 M 4B
5.82 816981 4B
5.83 818982 4.0 M 48
5.831 818983 3.3 B 48
5.837 816984 3.3 M 40
5.84 816985 3.4 S AAVSO
5.84 816986 3.6 M SAC
5.843 016987 3.4 B 48

















































PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr L 4_ DA Site Obsez_ver (s) Notes
275 0.065 B 20 4.0 Y l MoBaln,3 A
250 0.08 B 15 4.2MT y 2 Havez,R
EY 4,2MT y 2 Navez,R
260 0.05 B 7 4.0MT y 2 Hayer, R
0.08 B 2 K_les L. J B
0.050 B I0 5.0M y 22 Morrls,C. S
EY 5.0M y 22 Morrls,C. S
0. 080 B 20 4,5H Y Smlth, D C
0.08 B ii 3,1 Y 4 Gorskl, L
270 EY 5.5 Y 2 Hale, A
270 0.05 B i0 5.5 Y 2 Hale,A
266 0.130 R 7.1 27 4.2 1 MachhoIz, D D
266 EY 4.2 1 Mechholz, D E
269 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y I0 Cook,&.J F
266 0.000 S 20 4.2 1 Maohholz, D E
0.023 B 3 4.8 3OneS,A G
0. 078 R 7.5 30 3ones,A H
0.317 N 5 86 Jones, A
0.317 N 5 86 Jones,A I
0.05 B 7 8.0M Y 8 Gatrra_k_, G 3
EY 5.3M Y 1 LoweJo_, T K
EY 5 Y I Seazgeut, D
270 0.08 B 15 Seazgent, D L
270 0.05 B 7 4.224 N 1 Bl-[ant, K M
0.05 B I0 N 3 Tregaskls, T. B N
0.05 B 7 5.0M Y I SUZUki, K
0.21 N 5.0 88 5.0M Y 1 Suzukl, K O
O. 080 B II 2 MT Y 1 Natanabe,N p
0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Hayashl, H
270 0.08 B 11 4 T Y 1 Mitauma, S Q
0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5M Y 1 Hayashl, A R
0.065 R 8 16 3,0M Y 7 NakaaaLra, A S
275 0.05 B 7 2.5T Y 1 Kanal, K
O. 07 B I0 3.6M Y 1 Date, M
c_mmt seen one and one half hours before sunrise in dark sky. C_mnet was only 45' above horizon when first spotted and it
disappeared in twilight half an hour later. 45' tall rapidly disappear4_ with twilight. Contrary to usual adverse
pEedictlons the c_met appears well st mT 51 deg. plus latltude and should iwpro_e in days ahead. Still not naked eye
however.
C_met elevatlon 15 deg,
At the _ of obsezwatlon, the c_met's altitude was +8 de 9. and the sun's altltude was -16 deg. 288 moon 24 degrees away.
At the time of obsex_atlon, the ¢camt'a altltude was +9 deg. and the sun's altitude was -15 _eg. 288 moon 24 degrees away.
Point on southern tall _ary 3.08 _eg. st PA 250. Greatest tall length (PA 259, 3.13 deg.). Point on northern tail
boundary 2.75 deg, at PA 279,
NOTE G Clear moon 24.7 d.
NOTE H ParabOiOld coma/tail. Tall PA 257-270.
NOTE I Nucleus (stars slightly defocuused). Observed in twilight to reduce effect of light Of ooDdecaatlon.
NOTE 3 First tall is stzalght gas; second tall is curved dust.
NOTE K Tail 5.0 deg. certain. Tail lecgth - 8.0 deg. uncertain.
NOTE L Tall length approximate.
NOTE M DC - strong.
NOTE N Clear, oresent moon. Site 3 is about 45 km north of site I and is only about 12 _Ja E of the centre of Melbourne, w_th bright
llghta and a bright sky in the area. The c_t was nevertheless seen easily _rlth caked e_e on this occasion. (Observer gave
limit as approximately 7. F_. )
NOTE O Mete.E. (Coma diameter. Ed. )
NOTE P C_ma diameter is upper limit.
NOTE Q m2 - 5.7.
NOTE R PA 240 to 280. °
NOTE S Tall length - yes.
S_-NET_ORK : DRAWING
Date(OT) AON# Scale Ap Ins
5 •550 830886 3 0. 050 B
5.780 830887
5.791 830888 0.10 0.20
NOTE A
NOTE B
f/ PW_(S) D_XM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
7 25 5.5 10 Cook,A.J
13 MCNaught,R.H A
6.3 250 5 LoveJoy,T BN
Nu¢leus less stellar than several days ago. (Drawings at 76x and unspecified magnification Incleded. Ed.)
Scale is approximate. (Duration not i_dlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Slte Observer(a}
400/ N O 37/N 8 E4_)erg,S.3
400/ N 18/C 8 Edberg,s.3
400/ N 0 38/N 8 E_berg,$.3
125/ N S 38/P 1 YOU_g,_.W
400/ N 19/C 8 Edbexg, S.J
400/ N 20/C 8 E4Lberg, S.J
400/ N 21/C 8 Edberg,S.3
Y X 99/P 3 SDyde_T,L.F
Y X 100/P 3 Snyder,L.F
Y 7/P 1 NilJima,T
Instrument is Sc_midt camera. (Observer's image identifier is followed suffix -HS. Ed.)
SEN-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulslon
5.533 850937 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Ektaobx_me
5.533 850938 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Kodak TEI-X
5.536 850939 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7 1.00 Ekthchr¢_|e
5.538 850940 0.711 2.8 0.254 2.9 x 1.9 i0.00 KOdak Plus-x
5.539 850941 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 KOdak Tri-X
5.541 850942 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 2.12 Kodak Tri-X
5.547 850943 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 X 5.3 i0.00 Kodak Tri-X
5.557 850944 1.524 6 0.254 1.4 x 0.9 i0.00 Kodak 2415
5.557 850945 0.200 8 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 Kodak 2415





(Observer's image identifier is 860305-3. Ed. ) Large format (70 s_) film used. City lights interfered with the observation.


















































_0_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap
B AAVSO 8 7 3 259 0.05
M 4B 0.035
5.5 8 265 0.30
M 4B 4.3 7 3.3 264 0.08
M 4B 2.3 272
s 122 7 0.050
M 4B, BSC 7 8 4 270 0.050
4B, BSC 8 2
B 122 0.0 3 0.52 0.050
B 122 4.2 3 0.67 0.050
v AAVSO 1.7
B IBW BAA 8 0.035
4B 6 1.5 0.050
S 4B 38 8 2 261 0.035
M 4B 6 7 3.00 270
B 4B 6 3.4 270 0.050 B
S 4B 0.023 B




B 4B 4 9 1 275 0.05 B
8 0.31 N
B 4B 8 2.5 0.05 B
4B 3.6 0.152 N
S 4B 4 1.9 270 0.05 B
4B 270 EY
S 4B 3 8 1.5 260 0.050 B
B 4B 1.5 0.035 B
S 4B 1 0.08 B
B 4B 0.07 B
S 6 6 4 260 0.080 B
M 4B 5 7 2 270 0.08 B
S 10 7 2 260 0.05 B
8 7 0.08 B
M 4B 6 6 2.5 275 0.030 B
S 4B 4.5 8 0.07 B
Ins f/ Pwr Ltm
R 4 7
B 9 5.5M


































Tall _asurement refers to dust tail only.
3.3 _eg. tail is gas. 1.8 deg. tail is dust, fan to 1.4 deg. PA 281.
Excel_ent conditions. Estimated in at.Tong twilight.
C_a dismete_r 0.04. Light cloud. (Translated by IHW staff. E_.)
Coma diameter nod tall length approxilate.
very ¢lea_, Roon.
Good see. Waning a_on.
Crescent moon, scattered high clouds.
Moon 8 deg. N.
NOTE J Brief gap in clouds.
NOTE • 5 deg. tall is straight gas; 4 deg. tall is curved dust.
NOTE L South e_e of tail sharp and distinct; north edge diffuse and concave to north.
NOTE M Tall leith is lower llmlt. Crescent moon, clear.
NOTE N Crescent n_on, clear. Stellar-llke nucleus.
NOTE O DC - stzong
NOTE P MoOnlight. (Bimocular limit? Ed.)
NOTE Q Saw I soon. (Translated by IRW staff. Ed.)
NOTE R Moon age 25.7. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE S Type II. Tall length - I deg. <. [sic] (Observer Indlcated "Y" method. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pvr(s) DuZM L:Lm Site Observer(s)
6.115 830888 4 0.08 O ii 4.8 1 Fleet,R.w
6.458 830890 0.050 B I0 6.0 Williams,D.J
6.768 830891 1 5 1 Tregaskis,T.B
6.771 830892 20 McNaught, R.H
















































































NOTE A Gas tail at PA 264. Dust tall at PA 269. Fan at PA 281. Moonlight (Duration not in<llcated. Time of ob_ation is assuled to
be start ti_e. Ed.)
NOTE B I could see a tail with the 10x50 binoculars, about 1 1/2 degrees in length. The center is compact and bright and fuzzy
around it. (Duzatlon not iDdlcated. Time of obae_wvation is start time. _d.)
NOTE C Naked eye obse_rvation.
NOTE D Gas tall 5 de_. in 9x63; dust tall 2 1/2 in %x63. A_st circular c_a, v. tenuous tails. Ineer envelop_ blue/green 1830
UT. (Drawings at two unspecified ma_IflcatloDs Included. Ed.)
NOTE E Scale approximate. Stellar like nucleus; tail at PA 270.
NOTE A
S_B-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpN E_LESion ISO
6.538 850947 0.050 4 39.6 x27.0 0.08 •o_aoolor _FR i000/ N 9/'N
6.541 850948 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 006/P
6.545 850949 1.830 6 0.305 i.i x 0.8 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O08/P
6.548 850950 1.830 6 0.305 i.i x 0.8 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y 007/P
6.550 850951 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 005/P
6.732 850952 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O II/S
6.736 850953 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 18/N
6.745 850954 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 19/N
6.753 850955 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 24/N
6.769 850956 0.300 4.5 G.9 x 4.6 3.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 12/S
6.778 850957 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.17 FuJicbzo_e 400/ N X 5/S
6.778 850958 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.50 FuJichrome 400/ N X 6/S
6.781 850959 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 13/S
City lights, twilight, and moonlight interfered with the observation.
















DATE: 7 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AONt ml R_( Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pirr Ltm DA Site Observer(s)
7.02 817026 2.7 B AAVSO 8
7.03 817027 3.9 B M 2
7.120 817028 3.2 S 48 6.0
7.122 817029 3.0 4B
7.124 817030 3.1 S 4B 5.0
7.28 817031 3.6 S 4B
7.28 817032 3.6 S 4B
7.315 817033 4.2 B 122 0.0
7.322 817034 4.2 B 13
7.322 817035 4.1 B 122
7.324 817038 2.5 B 122
7.333 817037 3.4 B 122 5
7.333 817038 4.2 B 122 5.2
7.35 817039 3.5 B AAVSO
7.38 817040 2.3 B 4B 9
7.38 817041 52
7.397 817042 v AKVSO
7.397 817043 AAVSO
7.410 817044 3.0 B 122 6 4
?.451 817045 3.3 B 122
7.455 817046 3.1 B 4B 35
7.54 817047 2.8 B 4B
7.542 817048 3.3 M 4B
7.68 817049 3.6 S 5AO 10
7.694 817050 2.7 S 4B
7.740 817051 48 6
7.74 817052 5
7.74 817053 2.8 4B
7.745 817054 122
7.750 817055 3.9 S 122
7.753 817056 2.6 S 4B
?.82 817057 3.6 S AAYSO 5
7.82 817058 3.4 M SAO 9
7.82 817055 3.5 M 4B
7.82 817060 4B 3.3
7.830 817061 3.3 M 48 3.9
7.830 817062
7.830 817063
7.831 817064 3.5 B 4B 3.8
7.836 817065 3.3 M 4B 6
7.837 817066 4.0 B 4B
7.84 817067 3.5 S AAVSO 5
7.84 817068 3.6 M 4B 5
7.84 817069 3.5 M 48 4.5
7.84 817070 3.5 S 48 4.5
7.844 817071 3.4 B 4B
NOTE A Tail 14' of azc at its widest polmt.
NOTE B Fog.
7 4.5 260 0.05 R 4
0.8 0.05 B
7 2.50 283 0.13 R 4
1.50 280 EY
7 3.50 282 0.08 B
0.05 B
HY
3 0.70 0.050 B
3 O. 05 B
3 0.35 0.050 B
5 0.9 264 0.05 B
3 1.5 270 0.04 R 12




21 5.5 Y 1 CaWpOS,J
5,5 Y 1 Caupos,3
30 5.5 Y 1 Cawpos,3
7 3.5 6 Sbanklin,J.D
3.5 6 Shanklin,J.D
20 6.4 Y 1 Cnntrlllon,M.E
20 6.4 Y 1 GLEszdo,M.M
20 6.4 T 1 Lovers,A
20 4.0 Y 8 da Stlva,L.A.L
56 5.5 Y 1 ODofre D.,D
20 6.2 Y 1 Siccardi,L
7 Kimelev,N
6 2.9 290 0.06 R 13.3 35 6.0 Y 2 3aeobson,E
6 8.1 290 EY
1.4 EY
1.5 0.12 B
4 2.50 256 0.05 B
0.080 B
7 3 318 0.20 SC 10
4 270 EY
3 16 130 0.080 B
7 3.5 270 0.05 B
5,0 HY
5 3.5 0.114 N 8
8 3.5 270 0.08 B
EY
9 3.0 285 0.05 B
EY
7 0.05 B
6 3 0.08 B
8 2.0 265 0.065 R 8
5.0 0.05 B
6.0 Y 2 3nOObnOD,E
6.0 Y 2 Fezrin,I
20 6.0 Y 2 Ferrin,I
7 5.3 Y 1 Lairet,R
20 5.2 Y Sllth,D
77 5.0 Y 1 HOdonsky,K
5.5 Y 23 Hnle,A
Ii 5.5 T 1 Glansett,w
7 5.2 Y 2 ASh_,M
5.8M Y 1 LoveJoT, T
45 5.8C Y I Parkinson,M
15 Y 1 Seargoat,D
Y I Seazgent,D
I0 5.0 Y 1 Williams, P. F
5.0 Y I wtll_a_s, P. F
7 6.0 Y 9 G_Ll:z_k2, G
15 5.5 Y I HSyashi,A
16 4.5 Y 5 NakmatLTs,A
7 5.0 Y 1 Suzuki,K
6 0.21 N 5.0 88 5.0 Y i SuzukI,K
8 0.08 B ii 4.5T Y i Mitsuma, S
0.16 N 6,3 31 4.5T Y 1 Mits_a,S
5 270 0.05 B 7 4.5T Y 1 Mits_s,S
7 3.7 270 0.05 B 7 3.5T Y 1 Kanai,K
6 5 265 0.030 B 8 5.0M Y 1 KstO,T
0.035 B 7 N 1 Oksds,M
6 2 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.OH Y 1 Hayashi,A
8 3 270 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 1 Oka,A
6 0.080 B II 3 T N 6 WataDabe,N
8 0.07 B I0 4,0 Y 1 Yasuki,M
0.07 B 10 3.6 Y 1 Dste,M
DATE: 7 MAR 1966
Notes
NOTE C Coma diawetez 0.04. Paztial covering of clouds. (Translated b T IHW steff. Ed.)
NOTE D Psxtly Cio_d T. (Tzanslated by IBN staff. Ed.]
NOTE E Light (swift? Ed.) clouds. (Translate_ by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE F _)OD near to the ¢oa_mt.
NOTE G Coma diametez aud tail length appzox1_ate.
NOTE H CoudoDastiOn. 2.9 dog. tall is gas. 0.8 dog. tall is dust.
NOTE I 8.1 dog. tall is gas. 3.2 dog. tall is dust.
NOTE J Ccuet elevation 15 dog.
NOTE K Morning twilight. Spectsc_L1ar nucleus, coma add tail clearly visible at this time fr_ desert site, eyed with the naked eye.
(PA value appears incorrect. Ed.)
NO_ L CEesceDt_n 16 dog. away.
NOTE M ASSURe Cues dlamete_ is for inDer coma. Tail leDth approximate.
NOTE N 7 de_. tall is straight gas; 3.5 de_. tail is curved dust.
NOTE O PA 245 to 275.
N(Y_E P Mete_. (Cola diamseter. Ed. )
NOTEO m2- 5.6.
NOTE R n2 = 7.2.
NOTE S PA 240 to 275.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(OT) AO_| Scale Ap Ins f/ Ptrr(s) DUZN L_ Site Observer(s) Notes
7.792 830894 McNaught,R.B A
N_ A (_qLTatioD nOt indicated. T_Jne of obse_ation is assumed to be start t_. Ed.]
SEB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV Exp_ E]_ulsion ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/T_ Site obsel_rer(s) Notes
7.443 850960 0.050 1.4 39.6 X27.0 0.50 Kodak VR 1000/ N T 10/C 2 Priester,D.C
7.444 850961 0.050 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Kodak _R I000/ N T ll/C 2 Priester,D.C
7.447 850962 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Kodak VR I000/ N T 12/C 2 Priester,D.C
7.453 850963 0._29 5.1 0.123 3.3 x 2.2 0.47 F_icolor HR 1600/ N X 6/P 3 Nallaoe,B.G A
7.544 850964 0.135 3.5 15.2 y.10.2 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 2/N 8 Edbezg,S.J
7.738 850965 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 ?.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 14/S 9 Garza_d,G
7.747 850966 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 15/S 9 Gar_ad_,G
7.750 850967 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 16/S 9 Garzs_,G
7.759 850868 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 13.33 Kodak 2415 Y 0 17/S 9 Garradd,G
7.772 850969 0.085 2 23.9 x/6.1 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 18/S 9 Garradd,G
NOTE A (observer's image Identifier is I. Ed.)
DATE: 8 _ 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OELSERVATIC_4
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEAP_%NCE
Date(UT) AON| B1 M_ Chart C_a slze DC Tall PA Ap
8.03 817072 3.8 B M 1.8 0.05
8.03 817073 2.9 B AAVSO 10 7 4 260 0.ii
8.087 817074 2.5 B 4B 30 15 7 3 275 0.065
8.093 017075 3.4 M 4B 0.035
8.099 817076 3.3 M 4B 7 2.5 275
8.101 017077 5.5 8 275 0.30
8.111 817078 3.0 S 4B 5.0 7 4.00 270 0.08
8.118 817079 3.0 4B 8 1.50
8.119 817080 3.5 M 4B 4.3 7 3.8 261 0.00
8.124 817081 3.6 M 4B 2 8 4.2 260 0.04
8.26 817082 3.0 S 4B 0.05
8.320 817083 4.2 B 122 0.0 3 0.78 0.050
8.320 817084 4 B 122 3 0.7 0.05
8.320 817085 4.0 B 122 3 0.7 0.050
8.336 817086 4.2 B 122 5.2 3 1.57 0.050
8.337 817087 3.4 B 122 5 3 1.5 270 0.06
8.365 817088 2.6 M 4B 8 7 0.05
8.39 817089 2.3 B 4B 9 6 2.5 290 0.06
8.39 817090 46 6 7.6 290
8.401 817091 3.1 B AAVSO 0.12
8.408 817092 3.0 B 122 8 4 4 2.20 255 0.05
8.425 817093 3.3 M 4B 7 6 6.0 259 0.05
8.43 817094 3.6: B IHN BAA 0 0.050
8.440 817095 3.5 S 4B 5 2.4 265 0.05
8.448 817096 4.6 M 4B 0.050
8.451 817097 4.0 B 4B 0.08
8.458 817058 3.0 S 4B 6 6 5 330 0.035
8.461 817099 4.3 B 4B 3.2 5 1.0 284 0.05
8.688 817100 2.7 S 4B ii.0
8.69 817101 3.4 S 4B 0.023
8,69 817102 2.4 0.080
8.69 817103 5 8 0.317
8.72 817104 8.2 S SAC 0.317
8.76 817105 3.1 4B 6 0.050
8.806 817106 3.0 S 4B 13 5 4 270 0.035
8.82 817107 3 : 1 250 0.05
8.823 817108 4.0 B 4B 2.2 0.035
8.83 817109 2.8 S 10 6 5 260 0.08
8.83 817110 3.6 M SAO 9 8 1.5 265 0.065
8.83 817111 3.0 4B 8 6 5 0.080
8.83 817112 3.5 S 4B 5 5 0.08
8.83 817113 3.8 M 4B 6 6 3 270 0.080
8.833 817114 3.4 S 4B 20 6 2 0.153
8.833 817115 3.8 B 4B 0.07
8.838 817116 3.8 S 4B 4.4 7 1.1 0.05
8.840 817117 3.6 M 4B 4 7 0.08
8.844 817118 3.0 M 4B 1.0 190
8.844 817119 3.4 M 4B 6 6 0.030
NOTE A Tall measurm_ent refers to dust tall only.
NOTE B Gas tail at PA 261. Cul-ved dust tall at PA 266. 1.7 dag. tall is
NOTE C Moon.
NOTE D Coma diameter 0.04.
NOTE E Coma dialeter and tall length approx4mate.
NOTE F Coodennetlon. 2.5 deg. tall is gas. 0.5 deg. tall is dust.
NOTE G 7.6 deg. tail is gas. 3.1 deg. tall is dust.
NO_ B Ion tail at PA 255; cantez of dust tall at PA 267.
NOTE I Waked eye coma only.
NOTE J Low altitude.
NOTE K The best visual sighting.
DATE: 8 MAR 1986















B 20 5 Y
R 12 56 5.5 Y
B 20 4.8 Y
R 13.3 35 6.0 Y
EY 6.0 Y
B 20 6.0 Y
B 7 T
B 7 4.2 y
B 7
B 7 5 Y
B i0 3.1 Y
B ll 4.2 y
B 7 6 N






B 7 4.8C Y
B 8 3.5 Y
B 7 3 Y
B 7 Y
B II 5.7 Y
R 8 16 4.5 Y
B 11 T Y
B ll 4.0 Y
B ii 4 T Y
N 8.6 33 3.0 Y
B 10 3.1 Y
B 7 I. 5T Y
B 11 3 T Y
3.0 N
B 8 3.0(: y
DA Site ObserTer (s) Notes
Konstantlnov, S
Chernls, K
Y 1 McBaln, J
Y 1 Begbie, M. J. R
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R A
Y 1 Campos,3
Y 1 Campos, J
Y 1 Fleet,R._ B
N 1 Renshaw,C C
7 Shanklln, J. D
Y 1 Castrillon,M. E D
Y 1 Cerello,S
1 Lovera, A
1 Siccazdi, L E
1 Onofre D. ,D
1 Diaz P. ,E
2 Jacobson,E F
2 3 acobson, E G
2 Ferrln, I
1 Laizet, R
1 DeYoung, 3. A H
Green, D. W. E
2 House, R. R I
I Smlth, A J
4 Gorski,L













1 Okuda, M p








fan fr_maln tail to PA 285.
NOTE L Only used 2 c01rparison stars for magnitude estimate. Tall length add PAmeasured fr_ sketch on star chart.
NOTE M Pazabolold s_tzical coma/tail. 2.4 deg. tall PA 260-280. 1.3 deg. tall is shorter ray. Tail brightness at 0.5 degrees
frum head - Scutum cloud in Milky Hay to naked eye.
NOTE N Nucleus (stars slighly defocused - twilight}.
NOTE O Tail length approximate.
N(TTE P (ObsezTer IBdlcnted my. method. Ed.) PAI 260 deg., PAII 250-290 deg.
NOTE O Saw a_on with eye. 1 deg. [sic] (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE R Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE S Not real dark (dusk). (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE T CloUd.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT] AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(S) DurM L 4m
8.101 830895 0.17 0.30 N 8.5 102,212 20 5.5
8.119 830896 4 0.08 B 11 5.2
8.20 830897 0.356 SC 11 200
8.797 830898 304
8.02 830899 4.28 0.050 B 7 14 3
Site Observer(s] Notes
1 Be_bie,M.J.R A
1 Fleet, R.W B
Soc. Astro. de France C
McNaught,R.B D
6 Tanikawa,M E
NOTE A Fan centred at PA 55; gas tail centred at PA 260. Vertex distance 3 arc min.; semi latus rectums 2 arc min. and 3 arc min.;
nuclear Jet approx. 1 arc min. long. Near nuclear tall in PA 260 appeared distinctly bright than in the rest of the tail.
Observation made in moonlight.
NOTE B Gas tail at PA 261. Dust tail at PA 266. Fan at PA 285. (Duration not indicated. T/me of observation is ass_ to be start
time. Ed.)
NOTE C Drawing made by M. Verdenet. (Duration not indicated. Time Of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Drawing data inferred
from manltude report form. Ed.)
NOTE D D_tails not certain due to speed add cloud. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE E Featttre at PA 250.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
8.415 850970 0.210 3.5 9.8 x 6.5 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 29/C 3 Chester,G.R
8.784 850971 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 20/N 1 Haagh,N
DATE: 8 M_R 1986 DATE: 8 MAR 1986
SUB-NET_iORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON4 Co.fi 9 Ins FL f/ Ap £xpM Emulsion ZSO Hyp Gdn 9 Td/TTp site Observez(s) Notes
8.443 8'70129 600G--O CL 0.135 1.9 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 920/S 2 BuchanaD,w.T AB
8.459 8'70130 600G-O CL 0.135 2.8 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 922/S 2 Buchanan,l_.T BC
NOTE A SOme 'chin ci..zTus. (Observer's image ideut:L:_:Le.lc is E-'IZ-20. Ed.)
NOTE B Widow on front O I' ins_nt to corres_ _ a_e [sic]: for f/1.9, _ndow is 75 ram; for f/2.8, _ndow is 54 i.
N_ C S_ thlm a_s. (Obse__ve_c's image id_ntlfle_c is E-115-22. _.)
DATE: 9 M)dR 1986
I_RK: A_4A_I_UR OEkSEKVATI(kW
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPE_CE
Date(UT) AON# ILl MM Chart Coma size
9.101 817120 3.7 M 4H 2
9.174 817121 4.3 M 40 11.5
9.219 817122 2.5: 40 20
9.313 817123 3.5 B AAVSO
9.324 817124 2.9 B 122
9.406 017125 3.0 B 122 8
9.407 817126 122
9.42 817127 2.6 B 40 8
9.42 817128 41
9.4208 817129 3.5 B AAVSO
9.451 817130 4.2 M 40
9.455 817131 4B
9.51 817132 3.2 B 40 5
9.51 817133 3.2 V 40
9.5243 817134 2.5 M 4H i0
9.5243 817135 2.5 M 4H i0
9.538 817136 3.2 M 40
9.55 817137 2.9 B 40
9.5562 817138 3.5 $ Des 10
9.69 817139 3.2 S 40
9.69 817140
9,69 817141
9.73 017142 3.1 B 40
9.743 817143 2.7 S 40
9.75 817144 2.9 S 40 8 6.5
9.750 817145 7.5
9.796 817146 3.0 B 40 8 4.5
9.796 817147 4B 3
9.800 817148 48 2.8 9
9.82 817149 2.8 B 40 5
9.82 817150 3.1 S 40 7
9.85 817151 3.0 S 40 3.3

































DATE: 9 MAR 1986
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
8 6.5 250 0.04 B 12 5.3 Y 1 Henshaw,C A
7 3.3 263 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T B
8 5 270 0.205 N 6.3 144 5.5 Y 1 GOmeZ,T.L C
3 14.00 265 0.115 N 7.8 45 5 Y 1 R/ves,A.A D
4 0.9 264 0.05 B 20 6.0 Y 8 ds SIlva,L.A.L
3 2.60 255 0.05 B 7 3.5 Y 1 LaJ-Tet,H
4 4 210 0.05 B 7 6.2 Y l Lt_g O.,F.L E
4 0.9 290 0.06 H 13.3 35 6.0 Y 2 Jacobson,E F
4 4.2 290 ET 6.0 Y 2 Jacobson,E G
2.75 0.12 B 20 2 Ferrln,I
0.050 B i0 3.1 Y 1 Smith,A H
6 3 0.050 B I0 6.0 Y 1 Willlams,D.3 I
8 3.3 265 0.040 H 8 6.0 Y l Keen,R 3
EY 6.0 Y 1 Kees,R J
6 0.05 B 7 6.3 Y 11 CoOk,A.J
6 9.00 270 EY 6.3 Y ii COOk,A.J
3 17 134 0.080 B ii 5.8 Y l Glassett,w K
EY 3.50 Y 21 Hale,A L
8 1.50 251 0.080 B 20 3.5 3 Machholz,D M
0.023 B 3 5.3 Y Jones,A N
2.8 0.080 B ii 3ones,A O
8 0.317 N 5 86 3omes,A
0.05 B 10 6 Y II Bouma,R.3
E_ 6.0 Y 4 Garra_%d,G
270 0.05 B l0 6 Y II Botma,R.J p
0.05 B 7 Garra_,G Q
0.05 B i0 Y 1 %_xe_askis,T.B R
K_/ Y Tregaskis,T.B S
260 0.i0 N 6 24 Y Tregaskls,T.B T
EY 5.8 Y Pearce,A
0.030 B 8 5.8 Y Pearce,A
EY 6.0 Y Clark,M.L
261 0.25 N 5 62 6.0 Y Clark,M.L
Gas tail 6.5 deg. at PA 250; dust tall 2.5 deg. st PA 270.
Axtlflcial light. Haze. Clouds.
Tail length exceeds 5 deg.
Intezlmlttent visibility did not pexlit coma dieter meas_LreSmest.
Sky clear, achieving a very good obserTatlon of the celestial arch. (Roughly tramslated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Comdensation/haze. 0.9 d_-9. tall is gas. 0.4 deg. tail is dust.




Morning twilight. Spectacular muoleus, coma add tall clearly visible at this time fr_ desert site, even _rlth the naked eye.
(PA value appears incorrect. Ed.)
Observed fr_ %rlthin LOS Angeles city llmit_. S_ interference fr_ light pollution. The comet was visible _rith the naked
eye Irithout ml/ch difficulty, but the tall could not be positively seem. ObserTatlon hurried _cause of fast-moving clouds.
At the time of obs_-rvstlon, the cQiet's altitude was +12 deg. add the sum's altitude was -14 deg.
Clear.
Paraboloid symmetrical. Tail PA 255-273. Tall brightness at 0.5 degTees fr_ head, midway in brlghtness bet%_een Sgr add Set
clouds.
Gas tail st PA 270. Du_t tail at PA approximately 276.
7.5 deg. tail is straight gas; 4 deg. tail is curved dust.
Clear, breaking da_ro.
Tall length approximate. Clear, breaking daw_.
PA approximate. A/Jaost stellal_-llke nucleus. No Jets. Ma_Iflcstlon Of 60 also us_.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DtLrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.203 SC 5 32, 46 45 4 Arpin,P A
0.080 0 20 45 4 Arpin,P B
0.050 B 6.0 Willlams,D.J C
McNaught,R.H D
0.050 H i0 I Tregsskls,T.B E
Foumtalm, Jet, coma, tall indicated. Auxilliary lens used to reduce focal length by 0.5.
Tail, colea indicated.
Halley was clearly visible. The tail is brighter this |K)znlng, a_ut 2.5 to 3 degrees in length. The c_et is about
magmltude 2.0. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is start time. Ed.)
(Duration not indicated. Time of observation is asst_med to be start time. Ed.)
DS_aD breaking - no moon. NO Jets or other features noticed in 4", 24x or 4", 68x Ne_rtonlan. Tail about 4.5 deg. long im
binoc_21ars. (3 deg. to naked eye.) _LlJaost stellar-llke nucleus. Tail at PA 260.
SD_-NE_qORK: PHOT_X3PJ&P_"_
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ _p FOV EXpM E_eu/alon ISO HYl ) Gdng Id_ Site Observer(s) Notes
9.367 850972 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 4.50 KOdak 2415 Y S I/P 4 Dilsizian,R A
9.500 850973 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0 0.25 Konlca 1600 N I/P 1 Pacholka,W B
9.504 850974 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 11.00 Konlcs 1600 N 2/P I Pscholka,W B
9.521 850975 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 11.00 Konlca 1600/ Y S 2/S 1 Pacholka,W
9.528 850976 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 3/N 9 Eclberg,S._ C
9.530 850977 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Agfachrc_e I000/ N II/P ii Cook,A.J
9.531 850978 0.050 2 39.6 x_7.0 0.25 Konica 1600/ Y S 10/S 1 Pacholka,W
9.532 850979 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Agfachroa_ 1000/ N 12/P II Cook,A.J
9.534 850980 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 3.00 Agfaohrome i000/ N 13/P II Cook,A.J D
9.540 850981 0.085 3.8 23.9 X/6.1 10.00 EktachroBe 400/ N O i_ 9 Eda)erg,S.3 E
9.544 850982 1.830 6 0.305 I.I x 0.8 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 010/P 3 Royer,R
9.549 850983 1.830 6 0.305 I.i X 0.8 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 011/P 3 Royer,R
9.553 850984 1.830 6 0.305 I.i x 0.8 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y 012/P 3 Royer,R
9.556 850985 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 1.00 Kodak 2415 Y 009/P 3 Hoyer,R
9.717 850986 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 19/S 4 Garradd,G
9.736 850987 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 3.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 20/S 4 Garradd,G
9.736 850988 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 21/%4 1 Baagh,N
9.742 850989 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 7.83 KOdak 2415 Y O 21/S 4 Garradd,G
9.752 850990 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9 20.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N O 25/14 1 Haagh,N
9.764 850991 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 22_ 1 Haagh,N
9.771 850992 0.050 2.8 39.6 x_7.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 26/%4 1 Haagh,N F













DATE: 9 MAR 19:86
FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E3ul$ion ISO H!vp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(e) Notes
850993 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 i0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 27/N 1 Haagh,N F
850994 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.08 Ektaehr. 400 N 7/S 1 Tregnskie, T. B G
850995 0.055 1.2 36.2 x_4.6 0.17 Ektachr. 400 N 8/S 1 Tregeskie, T. B G
050996 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.33 Ekteohr. 400 N 9/S 1 Tzegeskis, T. B G
Filter for 200 B photo was • Minus Violet Filter (cutoff below approx_ately 440 m) supplied by Lumlcou. Some declination
drift. Stell_r guldIIg used because long focal lengths not used. Film was hyperse_sltized before leavleg New York a_d
reBaleed frozen until used.
Push processed to 4000 ASA. (Start tlJe appears to be approximate. Ed. }
Start tlme u_certaln.
Expontu_e duration tt_eertaln.
120 slze fi_ us4_ (6x6 cm). Start tLwe and exposure tmcertaln.
Uv #lA filter used.
Push processod to 800 ASA.
DATE:i0 MAR 1986









































DATE: I0 MAR 1986
ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
3.7 M 4B 2 8 6 250 0.04 B 12 5.3 Y 1 Benshaw,C A
2.7 M 4B, BSC 7 8 6 280 0.050 B I0 5.0C Y 24 Norris,C.S
3 EY 6.0 3 Martlnez,C
2.8 M 4B, BSC 7 0.070 B 16 5.0C y 24 Morris,C.S B
2.7 4B, BSC 7 8.5 280 EY 5.0C Y 24 Morrls,C.S
2.6 B AAVSO 1.8 0.12 B 20 5.8 2 Fexrlo,l
B 122 4 2 4 2.00 250 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Lalret,R
3.2: M 4B 7 0.063 B 9 3.1 Y 1 DeYoung,J.A
3.4 B 122 4 3 247 0.05 B 10 3.1 Y 1 Harris,L.A C
2.9 S 4B 0.023 B 3 5.3 Y Jones,A D
3.5 0.080 B II Jones,A
7 0.317 N 5 86 Jones,A
2.8 S 4B 7 6.0 260 0.05 D I0 6 Y 11 BO%aRa,R.J E
3.0 B 4B 0.05 B 10 6 Y 21 Bot_a,R.J
2.8 4B 8 EY 6 Y 11 Bouma,R.J
2.7 4B 5 274 EY 6 Z Y 1 Seargent,D
3.0 S 122 9 3.0 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Willlals,P.F
3.0 B 4B 4.5 9 2.5 275 0.05 B 7 4.8 Y 3 Belbrlck,C F
2.6 S 4B 5 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 15 Garradd,G G
4B 6 6 0.114 N 8 45 6.5 Y 4 Paxklnson,M B
2.5 S 4E 13.0 EY 6.3 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
3.4 S 4B 5 8 3.5 270 0.050 B 12 Y 1 Batza,H I
3.0 4B 3 260 EY Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B J
3.0 B 4B 8 5 260 0.05 B i0 Y 1 TzegaskIs,T.B J
2.8 B 4B 3.5 EY 6.2 Y Olark,M.L
3.4 S 4B 8 7 2.4 268 0.25 N 5 38 6.2 Y Clark,M.L
2.8 B 4B 4 EY 5.8 Y Pearce,A
3.1 S 4B i0 0.030 B 8 5.8 Y Pearce,A
dog. at PA 250; dust tall 2.5 dog, at PA 270.
Comdensatlon had a hook shaped feature from north side back into the tail.
This estimate was lade with the light of dawn (5:43 am local time].
Cloud curtailed observlng.
DE at 3 dog. from nucleus? Brlgbter spot seen, Just separated from dust tail. Tail, very £aintly, seen out to 6 deg. from
nucleus, or 3 dog. from DE. Dust tall at PA appzo_ately 275.
South edge of tail sharp end distinct; north edge diffuse add concave to north.
First tall is gas; secoDd tail Is dust.
Tail length approximate.
(Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
PA approximate. Clear aed calm.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAftiNG
Date(UT) AONi Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwrcs) Site Observer(s) Notes
10.12 830905 4 0.08 B II 1 Fleet,R.N A
10.565 830906 0.203 SC 5 113 30 4 Azpin,P B
10.397 830907 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 13 6 1 Verges B.,A.G C
10.494 830908 0.203 SC 10 81 1 Lohvinenko,T.N D
10.656 830909 0.050 B 7 30 6 1 Notley,M E
10.748 830910 64 McNaught,R.H








Gas tail at PA 260. Dust tall at PA 272. Between cloeds, observation inc_lete. (D_Ization not indicated. Time Of
observation Is asat_ed to be start time. Ed.)
C_ma is circular and blue; nucleus is stellar. Jet, front c_a [sic], coma, tail indicated.
Central oblique tall at PA 270 approx. Tall side at PA 230 approx. The tall was very remarkable in their extreIs a central
add oblique little tall was observed 4hlzlng good aeelng m_nts. [sic] The brlghtez is the southeast side. This date the
comet appear with a very bright central comdensatlon; sometimes durimg the observations a diffuse filament is visible. The
tall is more bright in its round however. [sic] DC 8; c_a diameter: 3' approx.
The comet is seen here _r_th difflculty_ but it is seen as a yellowish blue coma add the nucleus is seen as a yellow colour.
This may be d_e to the sky comditions how%_wez instead of the dust from the COmet. A %_til cad be seen at PA 228 dog. E of N.
[sic] The tsil is Just visible howe_ver and is q_ickly hiddem by the poor comtrast between it and the sky. (Duration not
iDdlosted. Time of obsexTatlon is aaa%_med to be start time. Ed.)
Detsil Of tall at PA 30 b_E. [sic]
Extraordinary bright a_iclrcular pl_; clear distinctive nucleus/ 2.5 dog. fan tail; oc_met head. Bet_een the hours of
4:45 am add 6:00 am DST om llth March, 1986, the comet was noticed to exude a besutlful se_iclrcular pl%_me. This plume was
easily discernible add reslmded _e of the volcanic pltme discovered on Io. FOCus of the head of the comet was incredlbly
clear add the nucleus produced an i_age comparable to meigh_ourlmg stars. A most exquisite view of the c_et was gone the
next morning, to reveal a nuoleu_ surroum_ed by a ball of bright glowlmg dust, making the whole head appear unfocusable.
(Drawing data Inferred from wrltten descriptlon. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PBOT(_P_KPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL T/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulsiom ISO Byp G_ng I_/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
10.245 850997 0.055 2.8 36.2 X24.6 5.00 Agfachr. Pro 1000/ N 18/P 3 Co_rad,R A
10.245 850998 0.135 1.8 15.2 XI0.2 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 20/P 3 Conrad,R B
10.247 850999 0.135 1.8 15.2 x/0.2 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 21/P 3 Comrad,R C
10.328 851000 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 25.00 Tri-x Pro 320/ N X I/T 1 Travmik,N.A.S D
10.406 851001 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 28/N 1 Haagh,N E
10.444 851002 0.058 1.4 34.5 _3.4 0.67 Kodak Tri-X N T 2/C 2 Pries_ertD.C F
10.445 851003 0.058 1.4 34.5 X23.4 0.33 Kodak Tri-X N T 3/C 2 Priester,D.C F
10.445 851004 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.17 Kodak Tri-X N T 4/C 2 Priester,D.C F
10.587 851005 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 20.00 Kodak 2415 N 0 47/14 Baagh,N
10.730 851006 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 25.00 Kodak 2415 N O 29/]4 1 Eaagh,N G
10.737 851007 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 4.17 Kodak 2415 Y 0 22/S 15 Garradd,G
10.744 851008 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 23/S 15 Garradd,G
10.748 851009 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak 2415 N O 30/N 1 Haagh,N
10.760 851010 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 Kodak 2415 N O 31/N 1 Haagh,N
10.761 851011 0.180 2.8 I1.4 x 7.6 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 24/S 15 Garra4_,G
10.766 851012 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak 2415 N 0 32/N 1 Haagh,N
10.776 851013 0.200 5.6 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak 2415 N 0 33/N I Haagh,N
10.780 851014 0.300 4.5 6.9 x 4.6 11.17 Kodak 2415 Y O 25/S 15 Garradd,G
10.785 851015 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.17 Ektachr.400 N 10/S I Tregaskls,T.B F
10.785 851016 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.33 Ektachr.400 N 11/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B Y
10.785 851017 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 0.67 Ektachr.400 N 12/S I Tregaskis,T.B F
NOTE A Zodiacal light imterfered w_th the observation. Film -pushed" to 4000 ISO/37 DIN.
NOTE B Zodiacal light interfered with the observation. _v filter used. (This probably means a UV blocking, clear glass filter. Ed.)
NOTE C Zodiacal light interfered with the ObServation. C_posite Of 3 meg. (Individual negative details mot specified om original
DATE: 10 MAR 1986
report £orm. Ed. )
NOTE D IDstruleDt iS Zeiss Tessar. Forzat size 88 I_ X 128 m.
NOTE E _V #IA filte_T used.
NOTE F Push processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE G Red #29 f11ter used.























































AON| ml _ Chart _a size
817181 2.5 B 48 30 25
817182 3.4 M 48 4
817183 3.0 B 4B
817184 3.2 S 4B 4.0
817185 4.3 M 48 11.5
817186 3.7 B 4B 20
817187 2.8 M 48 60
817188 3.5 M 48 45
817189 3.9 B 122 6.3
817190 2.7: M 4B, BSC




817195 2.8 B AA 10
817196 3.0 B 48
817197 2.8 4B
817198 2.9 s 4B
817199 3.1 B 48
817200 2.9 48
817201 2.7 48
817202 3.0 B 48
817203 3.0 S 122
817204
817205 3.4 S 4B 5
817206 3.8 S 48 4
817207 2.7 S 48
817208
817209 4B
817210 3.0 B 48
817211 3.6 M 4B 4.5
817212
817213
817214 3.9 M SAC 9
817215
817216 2.9 S 8
817217 3.1 4B 12
817218 3.1 M 48 6
SOme skyglow.
DATE: ii MAR 1986
Centre llne of tails 280 deg. 6.5 deg. tail is gas, 3.5 deg. tall is dust. I got the impression that the dust tall was
spLralllng around the gas tail, _bich of couzse is impossible, all very strange.
Seeing good, transparency excellent. Artlficial light. PA 269 to 281.
Stellar nucleuus. C_a diameter appzoxilate; tail length exceedLs E deg.
Gas & dust tails. Tall longer than 6 deg.
Bluish. Tail length approxilate.
C_a diameter add tail length approximate.
PAs define fan tail.
Sky of BarquiaLmeto has In|oh light interference. (Roughly translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
Clear. PA uncertain.
South edge of tall sharp a_d distinct; north edge diffuse ned concave to north.
Tall length and PA approximate.
used.
NOTEU _ - 7.1.
NOTE v Man_itude estimation method - F.
SUB-NE_#ORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Ptr/(s) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
11.20 830912 0.356 SC ii 200 So¢. Astro. de France A
11.260 830913 0.050 B 20 3 Gallego,J B
11.356 810914 5 1 Zsnette,D C
11.365 830915 0.203 SC 5 113 30 4 Arpin,P D
11.377 830916 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 65 6 1 Vargas B.,A.G E
11.418 830917 0.39 0.65 R 16.5 105 5 6.0 1 Ferrin,I F
11.792 830918 McNaught,R.H G
11.984 830919 0.41 0.317 N 6 95 13 5.3 1 S_c. Astro. de France E
NOTE M Dust tail, PA approximate.
NOTE N PA 270 listed as approxlmate position. Gas tail only (very faint/y} visible to naked eye, possibly even longer than ii deg.
NC_E O Gas tall appzox4-athly 12 deg. at PA 284, dust tail approximately 5 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE P PA approximate.
NOTE Q (Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
NOTE R IX= - strong.
NOTE S First tall is gas; secoed tall is dust.
NOTE T NO stellar-like nucleus but bright, diffuse central condensation. Dark line in middle behind head. Msg_ificatlon Of 68 also
NOTE A Draving made by M. verdenet. (Duration not indicated. Til_ of observation is assu]Bed to be start time. Drawing data inferred
frceuman_itude report foru. Ed.)
NOTE B Bluish colour. The coma and tail have a conspicuous degrees of l_inoaity. [sic] False nucleus very visible. (Spines im the
tail, (?)) (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be eed tile. Drawing data inferred from magnitude
report form. Ed.)
NOTE C DraWing made from a negative exposed 5 minutes on Agfapan 400 ASA, 50 m lens. The large nul_er of stars seen on the
negative are depicted as they appear in the Atlas Coell. The maxilmum magnltede estimated on the negative is approximately 8.
(Translated by IF staff. Ed.) Tall I diffuse and wide. Tall II narrow and very faint. Scale = 12.0'/I.
NOTE D _ jets, tall indicated. Tail very broad add brighter at the edges. Coma uniform and circular. The nucleus is stellar.
NOTE E ReJarkable tall at approx. PA 295. The northeast side of the tall was very bright. The coma appear very hazy. [sic] The
drawing show some relative bright stars; there is no a bright centxal region llke was in March 10. [sic] A very diffuse and
Wider tall was observed. The coma appear regular ned diffuse. Ix: 3; c_a diameter 3.5' approx.
NOTE F There was a fan-shaped region in the solar direction.
NOTE G Hag. about same as last night. (Duration not indicated. Time of obserTation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE H A lot of clouds (intermittent). Central nebulosity 6.7'x4.7'. Estimated visual magnitude 2.3 (Bobro_ikoff method}.
Streamer at PA 177, 3.53' long; tall at PA 262, 40.?8' long; tall at PA 283, 25.49' long; stzea_er at PA 340, 6.87'iong.
Drawing made by J. Claude Thorel.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp Gdng I_/Typ Site Observer(s] Notes
11.185 851018 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 3.00 Agfachrome I000/ N 002/P 2 Brandli,W A
11.524 851019 0. 500 3.6 0.140 4 .i x 2.7 i. 00 3M I000 i000/ N O 5/N 8 Edberg,S.J
IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obselve_(s) Notes
7 4 270 0.085 B 20 6.4 Y 1 McBain,J A
8 5 265 0.04 B 12 5.3 Y 1 Hemshaw,C
7 6.5 285 0.06 B 15 5.6 Y 2 vimoent,3 B
7 3.00 279 0.13 R 4 21 5.7 Y 1 C_os,J
7 5.1 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T C
8 6 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y 6 G_Iez,A D
6 6.0 HY 5.5 ¥ 3 Gallego,J E
4 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y 3 Gallego,3 F
3 2.45 0.050 B 20 5.9 Y 1 Siccardi,L G
0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 25 Morris,C.S
11.5 265 EY 5.0 Y 25 Morrls,C.S H
2.4 EY 6.0 2 Ferrin,I
2.0 0.100 6 6.0 2 Ferrin,I
3 1.5 207 0.05 B 20 4.5C y 2 L1Vtelrlg O.,F.L I
0 5.5 130 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Ca_bell,R.N 3
9 3.5 275 0.05 B 7 4.8 Y 3 Benbrick,C K
3 260 EY Y I Tregaskis,T.B L
7 5.0 270 0.05 B I0 6 Y II _a,R.J M
0.05 B 10 Bou_a,R.J
5.0 270 EY 6 Y ii Bou_s,R.3 N
12 264 EY 6.1Z y 1 Seargent,D O
8 5 260 0.05 B I0 Y 1 T_egaskls,T.B p
9 1.5 EY 5.0 Y 1 Nilliams,P.F
9 3.5 0.05 B 10 5.0 Y 1 N_lliams,P.F
8 4.0 270 0.050 B 12 Y 1 Batza,E O
2.2 270 0.05 B 7 5.1 Y 1 Br_ant,K R
EY 6.0 Y 15 Garra_d,G
6 0.05 B 7 Garradd,G S
0.I0 N 6 24 Y Tregaskis,T.B T
I0 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 5 Bayashi,E
7 0.08 B 11 5 ¥ 1 Mitsu_a,S U
5 275 0.05 B 7 5 Y 1 Mitsuna,S
7 HY 5 Y 1 Mitsuma,S
7 2.1 270 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y 6 Naka_alra,A
5 310 0.05 R 7.6 19 Y 2 Kitam_ira,K
6 4 255 0.08 B ii 5.5 Y 1 Akita,I
5 3 270 0.07 B I0 3.0 Y 1 Kobayashi,J V
6 1 270 0.030 E 8 4.0T Y 1 Kato,T
DATE: 11 MAR 1986
Date(UT) _| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Eau,laioD ISO Hlvp G<lng I_/TTp site
11.533 851020 0.508 5 0.102 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Kodak Ila-O N 02/P 1
11.546 851021 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 X 0.8 3.00 Kodak _S 1600/ N 013/P
11.737 851022 0.085 2.4 23.9 _G.1 15.00 KOdak 2415 Y O 26/S 15
11.752 851023 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.17 Kodak 24].5 Y 0 27/S ].5
].]..770 851024 0.].80 2.8 11.4 x 7.G 25.33 Kodak 24].5 Y O 28/S 15
].]..784 851025 0.055 ]..2 36.2 x24.6 1.00 I_lctJi(:l:lz.400 N ].3/S ].
].1.785 851025 0.055 1.2 3G.2 x24.6 0.50 Ektacb_c.400 N ].4/5 ].
].]..785 85].027 0.055 ]..2 36.2 X24.6 0.25 Ektacbz.400 N 15/S ].
NOTE A Photo equipmeot mounted parallel to telescopej haDd dztve. (Translated b F IEW staff. Ed. )
NOTE B (Observer gave uaulsion as llaO + 0. "0" may refer to a 0_ ahsorbiDg filter. Ed.)
NOTE C Lens aperture stopped down from f/2.0 to 2.4.




















Date(UT} AOM| L1 _( Chart
12.095 817219 3.1 M 4B
12.10 817220 4.2 B AAVSO 60
12.10 817221 2.8 B E 20
12.104 817222 5.i
12.104 817223 3.4 M 4B
12.104 817224 3.0 B 4B
12.115 817225 3.8 M 4B 5.5
12.177 817226 4.0 S 4B 3
12.219 817227 3.5: M 4B 7
12.317 817228 4.2 B 122 0.0
12.317 817229 4.6 B 122
12.317 817230 4.5 B 13
12.317 817231 4 B 122 6.3
12.340 817232 3.5 B 122 5
12.40 817233 3.4 B IBW BAA
12.41 817234 3.5
12.41 817235 3.6 B 4B 5
12.41 817236 3.3 4B
12.42 817237 3.5 B ZBW BAA 6
12.435 817238 4.5 S 4B 5
12.521 817239 2.6 S 4B 38
12.54 817240 2.9: B 4B
12.719 817241 3.0 B 4B
12.743 817242 2.8 S 4B
12.747 817243
12.756 817244 2.6 S 4B 7.5
12.764 817245 2.8 4B
12.764 817246 3.0 B 4B 8
12.767 817247 4B
12.77 817248 2.8 4B
12.77 817249 2.9 S 4B 6.5
12.77 817250 3.1 B 4B
12.77 817251 2.8 4B
12.77 817252 7
12.777 817253 3.4 S 4B 5
12.778 817254 3.8 S 4B 4
12.82 817255 3.9 S AAVSO 4
12.82 817256 3.9 M SAC 9
12.823 817257 3.8 M 4B 4.5
12.823 817258
12.826 817259 5.7
12.826 017260 3.6 M 4B 7.2
12.826 817261 3.9 B 4B
12.830 817262 3.5 M 4B 6
12.83 817263 3.5 M 4B
12.83 817264 4B 3.3
12.831 817265 4
12.833 817266 4.0 B 4B 4.1
12.833 817267 3.0 B 4B
12.837 817268 5.3
12.838 817269 3.8 S 4B 4.1
12.84 817270 3.6 M 4B 5
12.84 817271 3 : 6
12.84 817272 3.5 S 4B 4.5
12.979 017273 2.3
NOTE A Tall mmasux(memt refers to dust tall omly.
DATE: 12 MAR 1986
C_a size KX_ Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Fwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.035 B
5.5 0.08 B
5 2.5 270 0.05 B
8 285 0.30 N
6 2.7 270 EY
7 6 270 0.06 B
7 4.0 285 0.08 B
8 0.4 0.050 B
8 3.5 263 0.114 N
• 1.05 0.050 B
4 2.1 0.05 B
4 0.05 B
3 2.97 0.050 B
2 3 285 O.0E R 12
7 3 EY
7 0.317 N 6
7 4.5 267 0.050 B
3 267 EY
8 5 0.035 B
1 1.8 275 0.05 B
8 2 265 0.035 B
3.8 270 EY





8 5 260 0.05 B
8 260 0.10 N 6
12.0 262 EY
7 4.5 275 0.05 B
0.05 B
8.5 267 El'
8 O. 08 B
8 4.0 270 0.050 B
2.5 270 0.05 B
6 2 0.07 B
7 2.0 265 0.065 R 8
7 0.08 B
3 275 0.05 B
5 310 0.05 R 7.6





6 0.3 270 0.i0 N I0
7 3.3 270 0.05 B
7 5 0.070 B
7 0.12 N 6
7 3.3 270 0.05 B
7 3 270 0.08 B
5 0.12 B
7 0.07 B
7 4 0.254 N 6
9 5.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
8 KOZDeeV,V
7 Mormll ,V
8.5 102 5.4 Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
5.1 Y 1 Fleet,B. N
15 5.4 y 2 vimceDt,J
ii 5.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
10 3.0T N 6 Vanln,G
3.7 47 5.0 Y 2 GcmeZ,T.L
20 6.1 y 1 Castxillon,M.E
20 6.0 Y 1 Carello,S
20 6.1 Y 1 GIraZ_o,M.M
20 5.8 Y 1 Siccardi,L
56 5.3 Y 1 Onofze D.,D
Green,D.N.E
55 Bortle,J. E
I0 6 Y 1 _rtle,J. E
6 Y 1 Bortle,J. E
7 Gzeen,D. W.E
7 3.5 Y 5 House,R.R
7 4.5C y 1 Gronek,J.D
5.5 Y 2 Bale,A
7 4,6 Y 3 B4_brlck,C
6.0 Y 15 Garra_,G
7 Garra_,G
6.3 Y 1 Lovejoy,T
Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B
I0 Y 1 Tregaakls,T.B
24 Y 1 Tregaskla,T.B
6 Z Y II Bo_a,R.J
I0 6 Z Y 11 BO_a,R.3
lO 6 Z Y II Bouma,R.J
6.1z Y 1 SeargeDt,D
15 Seazgent,D
12 Y 1 Batza,H V
7 5.1 N 1 BEyamt,K N
I0 5.0 Y 1 Bsyashi,A X
16 4.5 Y 6 Nakamura,A
11 4 CT Y I Mitsuna,S y
7 4 CT Y 1 Mits_a,S
19 Y 2 KltaumtLra,K
40 5.0 Y 1 Ichikawa,K
i0 3.1 Y 1 Dete,M
8 4.0CT Y 1 Keto,T Z
7 5.0 Y 1 Suzuki,K
88 Y 1 Suzuki,K a
55 4.0CT Y 1 Kato,T z
7 3.0T N I Kamai,K
10 4.0 Y 1 Nakamura,Y
60 2.0T Y 1 Kishi,A
7 3.0T N 1 Kamai,X
20 4.0 Y 1 Oka,A
20 3.5 Y 1 Washi,S b
lO 3.5 Y i Yasuki,M
61 4.7CT Y l Bba4LEIah,L.H.E c
Notes
NOTE B Tall centred on 270 deg. I got the impression that the dust tall was spiralling around the gas tail, which of course is
impossible, all very strange.
NOTE C Gas tail at PA 265. Dust tail at PA 267.
NOTE D See drawing i.
NOTE E C_a diameter 0.04.
NOTE F Co_a diameter nod tail length approximate.
NOTE G Cirrus.
NOTE K Tall length approximate.
NOTE I Bright, parabolic c_a %rlth sharply co_ensed center. Ccma's boumdarles diffuse. As twilight advances a sharp, almost
stellar nucleus appears at the heart of the conde_satlon. NO particular structure evldemt trlthin cola/ object rather
disappoi_tleg overall.
NOTE 3 Extinction correction applied.
NOTE K COma diameter approximate. Tail length is lower limit.
NOTE L Comet 7 deg. lower than comparison stars.
NOTE M EXC. see.
NOTE N Comet observed through breaks in cloud cover.
NOTE 0 SOUth edge Of tall sharp add dlstloct; north edge diffuse sod concave to morth. Mag. 7 star within southern edge of tall
appears to be dimm_i to 7.5 meg. Star is 1/2 deg. fr_ central condensation.
NOTE P First tail is gas; second tall is dust.
NOTE Q PA approximate. Tall broader now?
NOTE R PA approximate. Sky slightly hazy. Calm.
NOTE S NO stellar-like nucleus. NO dark patch behind head in tail.
NOTE T Gas tail at PA 262.
NOTE U Dust tail at approximately PA 275.
NOTE V (Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
NOTE W IX= - strong.
NOTE x PA 250 to 270.
NOTE Y _ - 6.7.
NOTE Z Haze.
NOTE a Coma dla. Meter. InstruneDt type is Nright-Scbmidt.
NOTE b Coma diameter uncertain add DC uncertain. (Observer indicated "Y" method. Ed.)
NOTE c First time saw lanedlately with maked eye.
SUB-NE_ORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
12.115 830920 4 0.08 B ii
12.219 830921 0.45 0.114 N 3.7 13, 47
12.434 830922 0.83 0.152 N 8 38
12.458 830923 0.55 0.065 R 15 50
12.635 830924 0.17 0.30 N 5 60
12.767 830925 0.102 N 6 24
12.793 830926
DurM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
5.1 1 fleet,K.w A
30 5.0 2 Gomez,T.L B
5.4 1 Cuthill,L C
19 5.5 2 MoreDo,G D
5.8 2 Thompson,G E
1 Tregaskis,T.B F
5 McNaught,R.H G
DATE: 12 MAR 1986 DATE: 12 MAR 1986
NOTE A Gas tall at PA 265. Dust tall at PA 267. (Ouzatlon _t indicated. Time of observation la assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B The c_ma have a deuseat zone to the east. [sic] with a 15 c_a f/S, at 83z, the nucleus appears stellar.
NOTE C C_a DC m 9. Axis of bead at PA 82. Tail at PA 230--290. The _ has b_ rather dlf£_ but still strong at the
center. These 18 Do evidence of a par&bollc hood. The tall bet_Re PA 230 add 290 has widened slaee last observed oD Mar. 1.
Sml latu_ zect_ - 2.5 _ . veztex distance - 1.5'. Ma_i_ estlmat_ to be 3.4 using IOx50 biDocLtlara (Morris _thod).
NOTE D 1_rillght. Nucleus eas_ to _. Coma faint. Tall at PA 240, ve_ faint.
NOTE E (D_tratlon Dot i_oated. T_ of Oh_kz'vatioD is asau_ to be start t_. Ed. )
NOTE F NO stellar-llke nucleu_ but go_ central coodeeaatlon. Tall at PA 260. NO dark lane visible in Ridge of tail i_edlately
behlod head as seed rarely the previous _zDiDg at 1855 UT in the scape telescope. (D_tratioe Dot IDdlcated. Time of
obse--v_atioD is assu_ to be start ttlm. F_. )
NOTE G No Japer eevelo_. 1820 UT inner c_a blue/g_eee aa on pre_-loua few nights. Stellar nuclei. (Two uDap_ified magnifications
used. E_.)
S_T_R_RK: PHOTOGRRPBT
Date(UT} AON| FL f/ Ap
12.037 851028 1.200 6 0.200 1.7
12.048 851029 0.200 2.8 10.3
12.056 851030 0.135 2.5 15.2
12.058 851031 1.200 6 0.200 1.7
12.363 851032 0.230 4.5 8.9
12.403 851033 3.00 1.00 0.7
12.415 851034 0.629 5.1 0.123
12.418 851035 0.135 2.8 15.2
12.430 851036 0.629 5.1 0.123
12.435 851037 0.629 5.1 0.123
12.709 851038 0.050 2.8 39.6
12.711 851039 0.024 1.8 73.7
12.729 851040 0.200 3.5 10.3
12.756 851041 0.200 3.5 10.3
12.765 851042 0.055 1.2 36.2
12.766 851043 0.055 1.2 36.2
12.766 851044 0.055 1.2 36.2
12.777 851045 0.300 2.8 6.9
12.800 851046 0.300 2.8 6.9
12.804 851047 0.675 2.7 0.25 3.1









FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp GdDg Id/T_p Site Ob_ez_e_(s) Notes
x 1.1 17.00 Kodak 2415 Y 7/P 1 Martlnez,P
x 6.9 7.00 FUJiob.EOoe 400/ N O0/P 1 A_latloD R_I
x10.2 7.00 FuJioh.r0me 400/ N C _/P 1 Marti_ez,p
x 1.1 1.67 Kodak 2415 Y 8/P 1 Marti_ez,p
x 6.0 15.00 3M 400 400/ N 22/P Pizzi,R
X 0.5 3.00 IIa-O N 10/P 1 F_in,I A
0.47 Fu_i¢oloz _R 1600/ N X 3/_ 4 Wallace,B.G B
x10.2 5.00 F.J_,tachl_le 400/ N 401/P Giaofozte,3.S C
4.80 FU_I¢OIOr _R 1600/ N l 4/_ 4 Nallaoe,B.G D
0.47 lrlj_lcolor i_ 1600/ N X 5/_ 4 Wallace,B.G E
x_7.0 25.00 Agfaeh_o_e 1000/ N O I/S 1 Haagh,N F
x53.1 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 01/P 1 McNaught,R.B
x 6.9 20.00 Agfachx_ I000/ N O 3/S 1 Haagh,N
X 6.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 N O 34/N 1 Haagh,N
x_4.6 0.33 Ektachr.400 N 17/S 1 Tregaskia,T.B G
X24.6 0.67 Ektach_.400 N 16/S 1 Trega_la,T.B G
X_4.6 0.17 Ekteo_.400 N 18/S 1 Tr_asklz,T.B G
x 4.6 6.33 S_kura SR 1600/ N ll/P 2 Ko_i_a,T
x 4.6 14.75 Kodak 6415 Y C 12/P 2 KoJi_a,T B
x 2.0 6.00 KOdak 6415 Y C 13/_ 2 Ko_i_a,T I
(observer's fJage identifier is G. Ed.)
(Obsex_ar'a Lmage ideetlfler is 114-1. Ed.) UT stazt time sppzoxi_ate.
(Ob_e_er's image ideDtifle-r is B. E_.)
(Obse-_ar's image identifier is H. Ed.)
WEarieD 1A _ filter used.
Push pz_ea_ to 800 A_A.
Lar_ format (120 size) fil_ used.
IDstrmmnt is Soh_idt culera. Large format (120 size} fil_ u_ed.
DATE: 13 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 13 MAR 1986
Da_(UT) _N# ZLI MM Chart Costa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_c L 4m DA Sl_e Observer(s) Notes
13.085 817274 3.8 M 4B 4.3 7 5.5 264 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
13.090 817275 3.2 S 4B 4.5 7 4.25 270 0.08 B 30 5.6 y 1 Ca_pos,J
13.090 817276 3.4 M 6B 4 8 5 260 0.04 B 12 5.3 Y 1 aenshaw,C
13.097 817277 3.0 4B 5.00 275 EY 5.S Y 1 Campos,3
13.104 817278 3.1 S 4B 5.0 7 4.00 272 0.13 R 4 21 5.6 Y I Campos,J
13.104 817279 3.0 B 4B 7 6 270 0.06 B 15 5.4 Y 2 Vincent,J B
13.108 817280 3.4 M 4B 6 4.0 271 EY 5.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
13.156 817281 4.3 M 4B 13 7 4.2 275 0.07 B 20 6 Y 2 Tanti,T C
13.167 817282 4.2 M 4B 12 7 2 265 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventuza,F D
13.174 817283 1.8 EY 6 Y 2 Tanti,T C
13.227 817284 3.0 AAVSO 1.8 0.12 B 20 4.0 1 Ferrin,I
13.354 817285 2.5 M 4B 9 8.5 0.05 B 20 4.8 Y 5 Dlaz P.,E
13.406 817286 122 3 1.5 210 0.05 B 20 4.6 Y 2 Ludew_g O.,F.L E
13.432 817287 EY 4.5 Y 1 Stephan,C F
13.50 817288 3.0 B 4B 5 8 4 270 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R G
13.50 817289 3.0 V 4B 5 270 EY 6.0 Y 1 KeeD,R G
13.535 817290 3.1 M 4B 3 18 138 0.080 B 11 5.6 Y I Glassett,W H
13.70 817291 3.3 S 4H 0.023 B 3 5.7 Jones,A
13.70 817292 8 3.5 0.080 B ii 3ones,A I
13.70 817293 6.5 0.317 N 5 86 Jones,A
13.73 817294 7.3 S SAC 0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A j
13.743 817295 2.7 4C EY 6.2 Y 1 $eergeut,D
13.75 817296 2.8 4B I0 261 EY 6 Y ii Bou_a,R.3 K
13.75 817297 3.1 B 4B 8 7 4 270 0.05 B i0 6 Y ii Bouma,R.3 L
13.767 817298 3.0 B 4B 9 4.5 270 0.05 B 7 4.8 Y 3 Be_brick,C M
13.770 817299 3.4 S 4B 5 8 3 275 0.050 B 12 Y 1 Batza,E N
13.774 817300 3.6 S 4B 5 2.5 270 0.05 B 7 5.1 Y 1 Brysnt,K O
13.781 817301 2.8 4B 3 260 EY Y 1 Tre_sskis,T.B p
13.781 817302 2.8 B 4B 5 260 0.05 B i0 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B p
13.781 817303 4B 5 8 260 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregsskls,T.B Q
13.79 817304 2.8 B 4B 3.1 EY 6.0 Y Clark,M.L R
13.82 817305 3.5 S 4B 10 7 3.1 271 0.25 N 5 38 6.0 Y CIaZk,M.L
13.82 817306 2.7 B 4B 5 EY 5.8 Y Pearce,A
13.82 817307 3.1 S 4B 5 0.030 B 8 5.8 Y Peaxce,A
13.83 817308 3.7 S AAVSO 5 6 1 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y 1 Hayashi,A S
13.997 817309 2.3 6 0.254 N 6 61 3 CT Y 1 Bha4Lriah,L.H.E T
NC_FE A Gas tail at PA 264. Curved dust tall at PA 268. 2.2 deg. tail is fan from maln tall to PA 287.
N_ B Genexal fuzziness suggesting vlolentRotion in nucleus n_d central oo_densatlon. I got the i_ression that the dust tail was
spiralling around the gas tail, which of course is i_nsible, all very strange.
NOTE C Seeing gOOd, transparency excellent.

















Binoculars method [sic] utilized for the encounter with the tall length. (Roughly txanslated by IHW staff. Ed.)
7x35 m binoculars also used. Easy naked eye. In 7x35°s, tall has blue tlnt.
Extinction correction applied.
Spectacular nucleus, coma sod tail clearly visible at this time from desert site even with the naked eye. (PA value appears
incorrect. Ed.)
Tall PA 258-268. Also short tall PA 277. Tall brlghthess at 0.5 degrees from head, fainter than Set cloud to naked eye.
Nucleus (stars slightly defoc%Lsed).
Gas tall at PA 261. Dust tall st PA 270.
Dust tail.
SoUth edge of tall sharp and distinct; north edge diffuse and concave to north.
(Observer gave limit as 9.0. Ed.)
DC - ntxong.
PA approximate.
No stellar-like nucleus. Diffuse 5' round object 30' s.f. Halley (8 Bag). PA approximate.
shy hazy.
PA 245 to275.


























Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s) DuxN L_ Site Obsea_rer (s) Notes
830927 4 0.08 B II 5.5 1 Fleet,R.W A
830928 0.203 SC 5 113 30 4 Arpln, P B
830929 76,304 McNaught,R.H C
830930 0.152 N 8 64 1 Tregsskis, T. B D
Gas tail at PA 264. Dust tail at PA 268. Fan st PA 287. (D_izatlon not indicated. T_ Of observation is assumed to be start
time. Ed.)
Star, three Jets indicated. Coma circular add blue. The central coddensatlon is stellar. The star in the coma is much
fainter than the coma.
No colour, nucleus less stellar than yesterday. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time.
Ed.)
Tall at PA 260. (Dttration not indicated. Time Of obserTatlon is assumed to be start tide. Ed. )
f/ Ap For EXpM Emulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Tlr p Site Observer(s) Notes
2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P 4 Dilsizian,H A
1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 4.70 Agfnchr_e 50/ N 20/P 2 Ferrln,I B
3.8 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 3M 1000 I000/ Y O 3/S 1 Soder,3
3.5 10.3 x 6.9 23.00 Agfachrome i080/ N 0 48/S 1 Eaagh,N
3.5 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 35/N 1 Haagh,N
1.8 39.6 X27.0 I0.00 Kodak Tzi-x 400/ N O 37/N 1 Haagh,N C
3.5 10.3 x 6.9 45.00 Kodak 2415 N O 39/N 1 Haagh,N
3.5 15.2 x10.2 2.00 Ektaohr.400 N X 19/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B D
1.5 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/IP 1 Nassr,J.L
Sc_e cloudiness appeared. Stellar guiding used because long focal lengths not used. Film was hypersensltized before
leaving New York and re,|aiDed frozen uBtll used.
Ins_ent is Schmidt camera.
UV #1A filter used.
Push processed to 800 KSA.












































































DATE: 14 MAR 1986
Ii )9( Chazt Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ LIm
M 4B 0.035 B 9 5.6
5.1 8 270 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.6
M 4B 3.7 270 EY 5.5
B 48 7 7 270 0.06 B 15 5.6
M 4B 8.0 7 5.4 259 0.08 B Ii 5.6
M 4B 6 7 5 250 0.04 B 12 4.8
B 4B 30 20 7 5 270 0.065 B 20 6.4
4B EY 5.5
1.33 260 0.030 B 8 5.5
2.5 271 0.030 B 8 5.5
4.2 B 4B 6.5 8 1 250 0.05 B 7 3.1C
4.1 M 4B 7 0.07 B 20
4.0 B 13 4 0.05 B 20 6.0
3.9 B 121 0.1 4 1.75 0.050 B 20 4.8
4.1 B 122 4 2.8 0.050 B 6.0
4 B 122 6.3 4 2.97 0.050 B 20 5.9
4.2 B 122 4 2.97 0.05 B 20 8
3.1 B 121 8 4 5.00 254 0.05 B 7 4.8
4.2 B 122 4 1.9 226 0.05 B 20 5.9
3.4 B 4B I0 8 2 0.080 B 20
3.1 B 4B 5 8 5 270 0.040 B 8 5.5
3.0 V 4B 6 270 EY 5.5
3.8 2 0.050 B 7 8
2.8 N 4B 7 7 0.5 245 0.080 B 20 5.0
7 7 5 270 0.050 B 10 5.0
3.1 M 4B 3 18 140 0.080 B ii 5.6
2.7 4B, BSC 8 10.5 280 EY 5.0
i0 6 3.13 264 EY 6.0
3.0 M 4B 10 6 264 0.05 B 7 6.0
3.0 4B, 4C EY 6
8 8 0.08 B 15
2.9 4B 11 259 EY 6
3.0 S 122 9 EY 5.0
8 0.05 B 7 6.5
2.5 S 4B 5 EY 6.5
3.2 B 4B 8 7 4 272 0.05 B I0 6
V 0.152 N 5 127
8.0: V 121 0.i 0.152 N 5 127 6
3.0 B 4B 9 4.0 265 0.05 B 7 5.5
Tail measurement zefexs to dust tail only.
1 deg. spike gas tail beyond 6 deg. dust tail. l got the impression
which of CO_IEse iS _ssible, All very st_Tsnge.
that the dust tail
Gas tall at PA 261. Curved dust tall st PA 271. 3.2 deg. tall is fan from nain tail to
Gas tail.
Painter than Beta Cap.
TypeX tail.
Type II tail.
very low in the sky.
LOw. Haze. CloUds.
COma diumtez and tall length approximate.
SOme t_rilight.
DA Site Observe_(a) Notes
Y 1 Begbie,N.J .R
Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R A
Y 1 Fleet,R.N
Y 2 Vincent, J B
Y 1 Fleet,R.N C
Y 1 Nenshaw,C D
Y 1 McBaln, J E
Y 1 van dez MeT,L
Y 1 van de_ MeT,L F
Y 1 wad _ Mey,L G
Y 2 MaEszitl, A H
Y 2 Tanti,T I
Y 1 Gizardo,M.M
Y 1 Caatrillon, M. E
Y 1 LOvers, A
Y 1 Siccardi, L 3
Y 1 C arello, S
Y 1 LaLret ,R
Y 2 Ludew_g O.,F.L
Y Kronk,G K
Y 1 Keen,R L
Y 2 Keen, R L
Y 2 Minton,R. B M
Y 13 Morris,C. S N
y 13 Morrls,C. S O
Y 1 Glassett,N P
Y 13 Morria,C. S 0
Y 12 Cook, A. J
Y 12 COOk, A. J
Y 1 Seaxgent, D
Seargent, D
Y II Bo_a, R.3 R
Y 1 Willi_,P. F
7 GarEadd, G S
Y 7 GaErsdd, G T
Y II Bouma,R.J U
Seaxgent, D V
Y ii Bo_ma,R.3 W
Y 2 Bembrlck, C X
was spiralling around the gas tall,
PA 287.
Extinction correction applied.
Used 7x50 binoculars out-of-focus. It was the same magnitude as Epsilon Aquarius (Epsilon Aqu - 3.8, type A0). Danlels Park
is s d_k site 8 milen south Of my house.
Diffe_restial extiDctloa correction of -0.2 msg. was applied. }_tltiple tails define the shape of the fan tail which was
brightest toward the wost. The northern edge was sha_ply defined add brighter than much of the remaining fan.
Tall muoh narrower in 5 ¢m blnoculaxs.
Spectaculaz nucleus, coma add tall clearly visible at this time from desert site even with the naked eye. (PA value appears
incorrect. Ed.)
Differential extlnctlos correction of -0.2 meg. was applied. Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.
Gas tall at PA 259. Dust tall at PA 272.
8 deg. tail is gas; 5 deg. tall is dust.
First tall is gas; secoed tall is dust.
Dust tail.
m2- 8.
Cc_ta diaBeter is t_ limit. Cc_aEisoa stars 64 and 83.
CoDdensstloa still stellar in i0 cm refractor and 25 m eyepiece.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) _ L 4m Site ObserTer(s) Notes
0.035 B 9 12 5.6 1 Begbie,N.3.R A
0.08 B ii 5.6 1 Fleet,R.W B
0.65 R 16.5 105 9 6.0 1 Ferrin,I C
5 1 Zanette,D D
NcNaught,R.N E
0.30 N 5 60 2 Thompaoa,G F











Gas tail knot at PA 262; dust tall PA 262-290. Excellent observing conditions. Drawing made near time of Giotto approach
Gas tail observed to have a knot about 5.5 degrees from the coma. Dust tall easily separable from gas tail. Longest part of
dust tail (6.5 deg} in PA 285. Gas tail bluish, dust le_n yellow. (Telescopically, little activity ia the co_a.)
Gas tail st PA 258. Dust tail at PA 271. Fan st PA 287. Suspected dust at PA 275. (Duration not indicated. Time of
observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
There was a fan of bright e_isslon in the solar direction.
Drawing made from a negative exposed 5 minutes on Agfapaa 400 ASS, 50 _ leas. The large a_ber of stars seen on the
negative axe depicted as they appear in the Atlas Coell. The uaxlmu_magnitude estimated On the negative is approximately 8.
Tall I is _ore diffuse than i1/03/86. Tall ZI is very sarrow near the nucleus, widenlag farther away. Tail I is diffuse and
wide; tail II is narrow add faint. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.) Scale = 12.0'/_m.
(Duzation not indicated. Time of observation is assuned to be start time. Ed.)
There is a small _et ca the western edge of the nucleus. A prominent tail seemed to radiate directly back from the nucleus
but sot Join the nucleus. (Duzatlon not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
Slight interference from daw_.
f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1.8 15.2 x10.2 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 22/P 3 Conrad,R A
DATE: 14 KAR 1905
DateCUT) AO_# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_u_sion ISO ITp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observe_c(s)
14.242 851058 0.055 2 36.2 x24.6 7.00 FuJicbx. Pro 100/ y 13/P 3 Conrad,R
14.299 851059 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 10.00 Tzi-Z Pro 320/ N X 2/T 1 Tzavnik,N.A.S
14.367 851060 0.050 2.0 39.6 X27.0 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 3/_ 4 Dilsizian,R
14.503 851061 0.155 2.8 12.5 x 8.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 113/P 3 Yen,B
14.516 851062 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S lllPP 3 Yen,B
14.526 851063 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.5 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 112/P 3 Yen,B
14.527 851064 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Kodak Tzi-Z 400/ N 29/C 8 _lbexg,S.3
14.528 851065 0.711 2.8 0.254 2.9 X 1.9 20.00 Kodak Plus-z 125/ N s 46/P 1 You=g,3.w
14.530 051066 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 30/C 8 F_g,S.3
14.700 851067 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.25 Kodak 2415 Y O 29/S 7 Garradd,G
14.730 051060 0.050 1.0 39.6 X_7.0 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 30/N 1 Haagh,N
14.741 051069 0.085 2.4 23.% x16.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 30/S 7 Garra_k],G
14.748 051070 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 40.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 36/N 1 Eaagb,N
14.765 051071 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 15.83 Kodak 2415 Y O 31/S 7 Garra_,G
14.775 051072 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 9.83 Kodak 2415 Y O 32/S 7 Garredd,G
NOTE A Zodiacal light interfered irLth the obserTation.








NOTE B Zodiacal light interfered _r_th the observstlon. UV filter used. (This probably means a UV blocking, clear glass filter. Ed. )
NOT_ C Inst-_tmeut is Zeiss Tessax. Forint slze 80 _ x 120 ram.
NOTE D S_le cloediRess appeared. Ste_er _idiBg used because long focal lengtILs not used. Fil_ was hypersensitized before
leaving New York stud remained frozen uotil used.
NOTE E (Obsel_rer's image identifier is llC - 2. Ed.)
NOTE F (Observer's llage identifier is IIA - 12. Ed.) Ins_Dt is Schmidt came/a.
NOTE G (Observer's image ide=tifler is IIB - 14. Ed.) Ins_=t is Schlidt calera.
NOTE H Instr1_aent ia Sehmldt camera. (Observer's image identifier is followed suffix -ES. Ed.)
NOTE I _TV |IA filter used.
NOTE 3 Lees aperture stopped do_rn fr_ f/2.0 to 2.4.
DATE: 15 MAR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VXSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap
15.083 817349 3.5 B 4B 30 20 7 5 270 0.065
15.083 817350 3.0 B 4B 10 8 5 7 0.06
15.090 817351 3.5 M 4B 9.0 7 9.1 260 0.08
15.101 817352 3.2 M 4B 7 4.0 269
15.107 817353 3.0 M 4B 0.035
15.114 017354 5.5 8 267 0.30
15.178 817355 3.2 S 121 249 0.05
15.181 817356 2.3 B 121 0.05
15.201 817357 3.5: B 4B 11 7 4.5 255 0.03
15.21 817358 3.1 S 4B
15.23 817359 3.4 B DC_ 9 0.018
15.23 817360 3.2 S DCS 9 12 7 10 264 0.018
15.23 817361 3.4 S DCS 8,9 5 6 10 0.050
15.24 817362 2.7 DCS 9
15.292 817363 3.5 B 121 0.1 4 2.80 0.050
15.292 817364 4.2 B 14 4 0.05
15.292 817365 4.0 B 121 4 2.8 0.050
15.293 817366 4.1 B 121 4 2.62 0.05
15.293 817367 4 B 122 7.3 4 2.8 0.050
15.361 817368 3.2 B 121 4 2 4 2.93 247 0.05
15.427 817369 3.4 M 4B 8 6 4.0 262 0.063
15.438 817370 3.6 B 4B 0.08
15.48 817371 3.2 B 4B 12 7 3 270 0.080
15.48 817372 B 4B 10.5 8 0.154
15.490 017373 3.0 B 4B 12 6 9.0 265 0.05
15.50 817374 2.8 B 4B 7 270
15.510 817375 2.5 S 4B 38 9 2.5 267 0.035
15.5174 817376 2.6 M 4B 10 6 7.70 266
15.70 817377 3.2 S 4B 0.023
15.70 817378 8 3.7 0.080
15,72 817379 2.9 S SAC 10 7 7 270 0.05
15.729 817380 3.0 B 4B 9 4.0 265 0.05
15.733 817381 2.6 S 4B 10 18.5
15.765 817382 2.5 S 4B
15.771 817383 8 0.05
15.78 817384 3.1 B 4B 10 7 5 260 0.05
15.78 817385 2.8 4B
15.78 817386 2.8 B 4B 3.7
15.80 817387 3.2 S 4B 4.2 0.05
15.81 817388 3.6 S 4B 14 7 4.2 274 0.25
15.81 817389 3.2 S 4B 6 7 0.08
15.81 817390 2.8 B 4B 5
15.81 817391 3.0 S 4B 7 0.050
15.833 817392 3.5 B 4B 5.1 8 3.7 265 0.05
NOTE A Tall leugth estlmatedwith averted vision.
NOTE B Cc_p. sta._













































DATE: 15 MAR 1986
DA Site Obsezlver (s ) Notes
Y 1 McBain,3 A
Y 2 vincent, 3 B
Y 1 Fleet, R. W C
Y 1 F1eet,R. N D
Y 1 Begble,M.3. R
Y 1 Begbin,M.3. R E
2 Benaviden, A
Y 1 Galll, A
Y 1 _z,T.L F
8 Shanklln,3. D
Y 8 BUS,E.P
Y 8 B_uS, E.P G
Y 7 C_llo, G H
Y 8 DUS,E.P
Y 1 Cantxillon,M. E
Y 1 GLEa3_dO, M. M
Y 1 Lover a, A
Y 1 Cazello, S
Y 1 Siccardl, L H
T 1 Lalret ,R
Y 1 De¥ouag, J. A I
Y 4 Gorski, L
Y Kronk, G J
Y Kronk,G K
Y 3 Hays Jr,R.H L
Y 32 Hale,A
Y I GZoDek, J. D M
Y 13 CoOk,A.3 N
Jones,A O
Jones,A P
Y 3 Aahdowm, M
Y 2 _mbrick, C O
Y I LoveJoy, T
Y 7 Gazradd, G
Garradd, G R
Y 11 Bo_a,R.J S
Y II BouBa,R. J
Clark, M. L T
Y Clark, M. L
Y Clark, M. L U
Y 3 Monose, M v
Y Pearoe, A
Y Peazce, A
N 1 Kanai, K
Pi Sgr add Beta Cap. 7 def. tail is gas, 5.5 def. tail is dust, centre PA 267 def.
NOTE C Gas tail at PA 260. Midpoints in dust tail: 2.4 def. at PA 268; 3.6 def. at PA 271. End point Of dust tail: 4.7 def. at PA
274. 2.9 def. tail is fan frog main tall to PA 280.
NOTE D Material up to PA 280.
NOTE E Tall measurmnt refers to dust tail only.
NOq1_ F See _%rawlng 2.
NOTE G Gas tall exce4M_s 10 de_. at PA 264. Dust tall excee4hs. 7.5 def. at PA 258-280.
NOTE H C_e_a diametex ned tail length approximate.
NOTE I Sky hazy.
NCelIE J Tall PA npprox_te.
NOTE K C_a Structure to SN.
NOTE L Gas tail always more prollnent than dust tall On March _rnings. Maxlmum lengths were also noted with naked eye in March.
NOTE M Exc. see.
NOTE N SOUth tall boundary 7.70 def. at PA 259; greatest length 7.70 def. at PA 266; north bo_edary 7.42 deg. at PA 274.
N_ O Clou_ cttrtailed obsezTing.
NOTE P Tall PA 252-270. Bright nucleus in parabolold coma/tail.
NOTE Q CoDdensation still stellar in 10 cl refractor add 25 _ eyepiece.
NOTE B 8 deg. tall is gas; 5 def. tail is dust.
NOTE S Gas tail at PA 260. DtLSt tall at PA 270.
NOTE T Tails photo'd, to 8.5 def. add 11.5 def.
NOTE U C_t followed until 6 minutes prior to sunrise in 25 cm Newtonian at 1201. Light, patchy cloud was sole hindrance. May have
been able to follow it longer if no cloud.
NOTE V Saw m_on with eye. 2 def. [sic] (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwz(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
15.090 830938 4 0.08 B II 5.7 1 Fleet,R.N A
15.219 830939 0.55 0.114 N 3.7 47 30 5.5 1 Gomez,T.L B
15.375 830940 0.203 SC 5 113 30 4 Arpin,P C
15.498 830941 0.5 0.13 SC 10 32,120 15 6.5 3 Hays Jr,H.H D
15.794 830942 6 McNaugbt,R.H E
NOTE A Gas tail at PA 260. DUst tall eed point at PA 274. Fan at PA 280. (Duxation mot imdicated. Time of observation is assumed to
be staxt time. Ed. )
NOTE B Coua more Itmlnous to the south.
NOTE C Thzee Jets certainly indicated, two %L_certain. The area between the uncertain Jets is darker than the remaiming part of the
c_a. The blue color of the coma is obvious. Central condensation is stellar.
NOTE D Fan or Jet at PA 0; fan or Jet at PA 180. 'Bow-tle' pattern evident aroumd nucleus at 120x. original sketch was made in
early twilight.
NOTE E Two bright jets still visible. Nucleus very diffuse.
SUH_TWORK: PHOT_X;P_%PHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
15.305 851073 0.600 4.0 3.4 x 2.3 9.00 3M i000
15.314 851074 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X
15.356 851075 0.050 2.8 39.6 127.0 5.00 Kodak 2415
15.499 851076 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 8.00 Konlca
15.503 851077 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 8.00 Konica 1600
15.544 851078 1.830 6 0.305 i.i x 0.8 5.00 Kodak 2415
15.546 851079 1.830 6 0.305 i.I X 0.8 2.50 Kodak 2415
15.713 851080 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak Tri-X
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
i000/ N 21/P Pizzi,R
400/ N C 4/P Falsarella,N
Y S 4/P 4 Dilsizian,R A
1600/ Y S 4/S 1 Pacholka,W
N 3/_ 1 Pacholka,W B
Y 015/P 3 Royer,R
Y 014/P 3 Royer,R C
400/ N O 40/%4 1 Haagh,N
DATE:15MAR1988 DATE:15MAR1986
Date(UT)AONJFL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsiou ISO Blrp G(Ing Id/T!_ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.722 851081 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 33/S 7 Garrs_d,G D
15.739 851082 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 11.25 KOdak 2415 Y O 34/S 7 Garra_,G D
NOTE A Sc_e cloudiness appeared. Stellar guiding used because long focal lengths not used. Film was hypersensltlzed before
leawlng New Tork aed xeaaiDed fEozeD untll used.
NOTE B Push pEocessed to 4000 ASA. (Start tile appe_Ts to be approx_ate. Ed.)
NOTE C Red Wr. 29 £11tex used.
NOTE D E11Llsloo pot sufficiently hype-Esensltized.
DATE: 16 MAR 1986
N_TWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_q# _ _4 Chart Coma size
16.060 817393 3.1 M 4B
16.069 817394 5.5
16.069 817395 3.5 M 4B 8.0
16.i08 817396 3.3 M 4B
16.160 817397 3.0 S 4B 8
16.170 817398 3.7 S 4B 7
16.18 817399 3.0 S 4B
16.23 817400 3.1 S DCS 9 13
16.23 817401 3.4 S DCS 8,9 6
18.24 817402 3.3 B DCS 9
16.24 817403 2.7 DOS 9
16.417 817404 3.8 M 4D 8
16.451 817405 3.2 B 121
16.497 817406 3.1 B 4H 12
16.50 817407 2.8 B 4H
16.510 817408 2.5 S 4B 38
16.531 817409 4.0 S 4B 7
16.536 817410 3.0 M 4B
16.70 817411 3.4 S 4B
16.70 817412 9
16.729 817413 2.7 S 4B
16.73 817414 8.3 v SAD
16.73 817415 7.8 S SAC
16.735 817416
16.781 817417 3.8 S 4B 6
16.788 817418 2.8 4B
16.788 817419 2.8 B 4B
16.788 817420 4B 6.3
16.795 817421 3.0 B 4B
16.798 817422 3.8 S 4B 4.4
16.80 817423 3.8 M SAC ii
16.80 817424 3.3 M 4B
16.80 817425 4B 3.9 1.6
16.803 817426 4.1 B 4B 4.4
16.81 817427 3.3 S 4B
16.81 817428 3.0 B 15
16.816 817429 3.8 M 4B 4.0
16.816 817430
16.816 817431
16.82 817432 3.7 S AAYSO 6
16.874 817433 3.4 S 4B 20
DATE: 16 _ 1986
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.035 B 9 5.6 Y I Begbie,M.J.R
7 268 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.6 Y 1 Be_ble,M.J.R A
7 5.5 262 0.08 B 11 5.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N B
7 3.2 269 EY 5.0 Y 1 FIOet,R.W
7 3 0.050 B i0 4.0T N 7 VSniD,G
6 1.4 0.15 B 25 4.0 Y 5 ParlSio,R C
EY 5.5 8 Shanklin,J.D
8 I0 264 0.018 B 3 6.5 Y 8 _a,E.P D
6 10 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 7 Camello,G E
0.018 B 3 6.5 Y 8 Bus,E.P
EY 6.5 Y 8 Bus,E.P
5 4.0 264 0.063 B 9 3.1 Y 1 _YoUng,J.A F
0.080 B 20 5.0 Y Ssith,D G
5 I0 260 0.05 B 10 7.0 Y 4 Hays Jr,R.H H
7 270 EY 6 Y 30 Hale,A I
9 2.5 267 0.035 B 7 4.5C Y 1 Gronek,J.D 3
6 I 100 0.080 B 11 6 Y 7 Pryal,J K
3 18 140 0.080 B 11 5.3 Y 1 Glassett,w L
0.023 B 3 5.0 3ones,A M
7 3.7 0.080 B ii JoDes,A N
EY 6.0 Y 6 Garradd,G
0.317 N 5 86 3onea,A O
0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A O
6 0.05 B 7 Garradd,G P
2.5 270 0.05 B 7 5.I Y I Bryant, K 0
5 275 EY Y 1 Tregaakla,T.B R
8 5 275 0.050 B 10 Y 1 T_aJkia,T.B S
8 0.5 275 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Trega_kls,T.B T
I0 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 Hayashi,H
7 2.9 260 0.05 B 7 3.5C Y 1 Kanai,K
7 1.9 0.065 R 8 16 5.0 Y 5 NakaJ_uxa,A U
6.0 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y 1 Suzuki,K
5 0.25 4.2 88 5.5 Y 1 Suzuki,K V
7 2.9 260 0.05 B 7 3.5C Y 1 Kanai,K
6 5 0.08 H II 4.0 Y 3 M_Ose,M
7 2 255 0.05 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Oda,K
7 0.08 B ii 4.5CT Y 1 MiT.S_a,S W
0.16 N 6.3 31 4.5CT Y 1 Mitsuma,S X
3 265 0.05 B 7 4.5CT Y 1 Mitsuma,S
5 1 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y 1 Hayashi,A T
5 i0 270 0.07 B 10 4.0 Y 1 Kobayasbi,J
NOTE A Tall meas_r_ent refers to dust tall only.
NOTE B Gas tail at PA 262. Dust tall at PA 271. Between clouds.
NOTE c Tail PA 293, 303.
NOTE D Tail at PA 264 exceeds 10 deg. Tall 2 exceeds 7 deg. at PA 250-280.
NOTE E Tall length 8pprox4mate.
NOTE F Sky hazy.
NOTE G C_t elevation 15 deg.
NOTE H Gas tail always _re prominent than dust tall on March _rnings. Maximum lengths _ere also noted _r_th naked eye in March.
NOTE I Meaauzed c_s diameter 12' in 20 ca reflector, 61x.
NOTE J Exc. see.
NC_FE K About 10 deg. above horizos. DifflcIL1t.
NOTE L Spectacular nucleus, coma and tail clearly visible at thls time from desert site, even with the naked eye. (PA value appears
incozrect. Ed.)
NOTE M Fair sky, cans/tall falrly synmetrlcal.
NOTE N 3.7 de_ee tall PA 264-267. 2.5 degree tail PA 259-271. Fairly s_trlcal paraboloid coma/tail.
NO_ 0 N=nleus.
NOTE P 6 deg. tail is gaS; 4 deg. tail is dust.
NOTE O DC - strong.
NOTE R Broad, fan shaped tail. PA approximate.
NOTE S PA approximate. (Observer gave li_it as 10. Ed.)
NOtrE T NO stellar-llke nucleus. Tall length is lower lilit, PA approx4mate. (Observer gave 14mlt as 12.5. Ed.)
NOTE U PA 250 to 280.
NOTE V Meter. (Coma di_Jueter. Ed.) Instrument is Wrlght-Scbmidt.
NOTE W _ - 7.1.
NOTE X m2 - 8.5.
NOTE Y PA 255 to 260.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) A(_# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_r_(s) DUZM Lim
16.069 830943 4 0.08 B 11 5.0
16.502 830944 0.5 0.13 SC 10 32,120 15 6.5
16.818 830945 0.17 0.30 N 5 60 6.0








NOTE A Gas tail at PA 262. Dust tail at PA 271. Suspected fan at PA 280. Between clouds, observation incomplete. (Duration not
iDdlca_ed. T_J_e of obser_atlon is assmted to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Spike at PA approx4_ately 240; fad st PA 30. Single 'fan' roughly NE of 'nucleus'. Conspicuous spike near S edge of gas
tail. 'Nucleus' _ less prcainent than on 15th. Original sketch was also made in early t_rilight.
NOTE C Note the two jets _ansting sunward and the separation of the tail. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is sssu_ed
to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE D Tall st PA 275. (Du_atlon Dot i_dlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE E (Duration not iedicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONf FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM _ision ISO
16.318 851083 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 5.00 Kodak Tri-X
16.321 851084 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 3.00 Kodak Tri-X
16.334 851085 0.230 4.5 0.9 x 6.0 5.00 3M 400 400/
16.574 851086 0.200 8 10.3 X 6.9 20.00 Fu3ichrome 400/
NOTE A (Obsel-ver's image identifier _s A. Ed.)
NOTE B Start time approximate. (observer's image ideatifler is B. Ed.}
H_ Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
N I/P 1 Lopez,E.V.A A
N 2/P 1 Lopez,E.V.A B
N 20/P PIzzi,R




Date(UT) AON| ml _g4 Chart COma size
17.00 817434 10
17.063 817435 3.0 M 4B
17.069 817436 5.7
17.083 817437 3.0 B 4H 12 10
17.093 817438 3.7 M 4B 3
17.10 817439 2.9 B E 20
17.115 817440 3.4 M 4B
17.116 817441 3.8 M 4H I0
17.128 817442 3.0 4B
17.128 817443
17.128 817444
17.174 817445 4 : S 4B 10
17.287 817446 2.9 B 121 0.1
17.292 817447 4.0 B 121
17.342 817448 3.9 B 121 7.3
17.382 017449 3.4 B 8 4
17.41 817450 3.5 B 4B 6
17.41 817451 3.2 V 4B
17.422 817452 3.6 $ 4B
17.451 817453 3.2 B 121
17.5278 817454 3.0 M 4B i0
17.53 817455 2.8 4B, BSC
17.53 817456 2.8 M 4B, BSC 8.4
17.67 817457 3.2 B AA I0
17.70 817458 3.3 S 4B
17.70 817459 7
17.719 817460 3.2 B 4B 7
17.73 817461 8.5 V SAO
17.75 817462 3.3 B 4B I0
17.75 817463 2.9 4B
17.753 817464 3.0 4C
17.757 817465 3.2 B 4B
17.763 817466 3.1 4B
17.763 817467 2.8 B 4B
17.763 817468 4B 5.9
17.77 817469 2.7 S 4B
17.778 817470 3.6 S 4B 5
17.799 817471 3.3 M 4B 5.7
17.80 817472 3.0 S 4B
17.80 817473 3.0 15
17.80 817474 3.5 8
17.809 817475 3.6 M 4B 4.5
17.809 817476
17.81 817477 3.6 S AAVSO 6
17.81 817478 3.0 4H 8
17.81 817479 3 : I0
17.811 817480 3.5 M 4B 8.2
17.813 817481 3.9 B 4B 4.4
17.817 817482 3.8 S 4B 4.4
17.82 817483 3.6 S RAVSO 6
17.82 817484 3.1 M 4B
17.82 817485 3.8 M 4B 6.3
17.826 817486 3 : B 4B
NOTE A Tall Dens%unclear refers to dust tall omly.
NOTE B Tall triamgular. PA 259 to 284.
DATE: 17 MAR 1986
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
7 4 260 0.05 R 4 7 Ohernis,K
0.035 B 9 5.4 Y 1 _gbie,M.J.R
8 275 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R A
5 6 0.06 B 15 5.4 Y 2 Vlncemt,J B
7 2 250 0.04 B 12 5.3 Y 1 Eenshsw,C C
5 3.5 260 0.05 B 7 MozIail,V
6 2.3 264 EY 5.7 Y 1 Fleet, R.W D
6 8.5 261 0.08 B 11 5.7 Y 1 Fleet, R.N E
EY 6.0 Y 1 Yam der Mey,L
3.33 255 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 van der Mey,L F
4.0 265 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 vau der Mey,L G
6 0.050 B 7 T i Mikuz,H B
4 2.88 0.050 B 20 5.0 Y 1 Csstrillon,M.E I
4 2.97 0.05 B 20 5 T 1 Carello,S
4 2.8 0.050 B 20 5.5 Y 2 Siccardi,L j
3 3.60 244 0.05 B 7 4,0 Y 1 Lalret,R
7 4.0 265 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E K
EY 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E K
1.8 265 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y 3 Morrlson,N L
0.080 B 20 5.2 Y Smlth,D M
6 4.12 259 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 14 Cook,A.J N
I0 267 EY 5.0 Y 13 Morrls,C.S O
7 5 270 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 13 Morrls,C.S p
0 7 120 0.05 B i0 Y 2 CaJ_bell,R.N Q
0.023 B 3 5.5 Y Jones,A R
7 3.6 0.080 B 11 Jones,A S
5 0.05 B 7 5.8C Y 1 Parklsson,M T
0.317 N 5 86 Jones,A U
7 4.5 255 0.05 B I0 5.5 Y ii Bougaa,R.J V
EY 5.5 Y ii Bouna,R.J
3.5 262 5.5 Y 1 Seargent,D W
8 2.5 2G5 0.05 B 7 3.8 Y 3 Bembrlck,C X
3 270 EY Y 1 Tre_askls,T.B y
8 4 270 0.05 B 10 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B Z
0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B a
4.0 EY 6.0 T 1 LoveJoy,T
1.8 270 0.05 B 7 4.9 Y 1 Bryant,K b
7 0.12 N 6 3E 3.0 Y 1 Kishi,A
7 3 0.08 B ii 4.0 Y 3 Mcmose,M
7 1 0.23 4.4 40 4.0 Y 1 Wsshi,I c
6 3 0.12 B 20 6.0 Y I Washi,S d
7 0.08 B II 4.5C Y 1 Mitsuma,S e
3 270 0.05 B 7 4.5C Y 1 Mitsmna,S
6 2 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 BSysshi,A f
7 4 0.080 B ii T Y 1 Okuds,M g
0 270 0.09 M 10.1 40 l Y 7 Tanlkawa,M h
6 2.2 252 0.i N I0 25 5.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
8 2.9 270 0.05 B 7 3.5 Y 1 Kanai,K
8 2.9 270 0.05 B ? 3.5 Y 1 Kanai,K
6 1.5 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y 1 Rsyashi,A i
6 5.0 0.05 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Suzuki,K J
6 3 270 0.080 B ii 3 T Y 1 wstanabe,N
5 0.05 B 7 3.5 Y 1 Haynshi,H j
NOTE C Raze. Gas tall 2 deg. at PA 250; dust tall 4 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE D Gas tail st PA 264. Dust tail at PA 280.
NOTE E Midpoint on gas tail: 4.4 deg. at PA 258. Eud point of gas tail: 9.5 deg. at PA 261. Midpoints of dust tail: 2.7 deg. at PA
272; 5.0 deg. at PA 275. End point of dust tail: 6.B deg. st PA 280.
NOTE F Type I tail.
NOTE G Type II tail.
NOTE R Co_et Just above the horizon.
NOTE I Clouds Im the area of the coBet. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE J Coma dlaaleter add tall length approximate.
NOTE K Extinction correction applied.
NOTE L Comet altitude 7 deg., comparison stars' altitLules 11 deg., comet's uncorrected Bag_itude is 4.0.
NOTE M Comet elevation 15 deg.
NOTE N Tall 1 (PA 259). Tail 2 southern boundary length 3.88 deg. st PA 266; northern bouu_dary length 3.22 deg. at PA 278; greatest
length 4.25 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE O Differential extinction correction of -0.I mag. was applied. Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Fan was veryfaint.
NOTE P Differential extinction correction of -0.i mag. was applied. Tall much narrower in binoculars.
NOTE Q Dark rural sky.
NOTE R Tail a little fainter than sct cloud to naked eye.
NOTE 5 Tail PA 258-278.
NOTE T Tall length approximate.
NOTE U Nucleus.
NOTE v Gas tall at PA 255. Dust tail at PA 267.
NOTE W Haze.
NOTE X Both edges of tall diffuse.
NOTE Y PA approximate. Hazy cloud.
NOTE Z Tall length and PA approximate. Hazy cloud.
NOTE a No Jets or other features seen. Tail barely visible.
NOTE b DC - strong.
NOTE c Insist is Wright-Schmidt. (Observer indicated "Y" muthed. Ed.)
NOTE d Tylme II. (Obsel-wer Indlcated .y- methud. Ed.}
NOTE e m2 = 6.8.
NOTE f PA 260 to 280.
NOTE g (Observer indicated "y" method. Ed.) E. 10 deg. cloudiness.
NOTE h Tall length approximate.
NOTE i PA 260 to 285.
NOTE J Cloud.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) D%LrM Lim
17.118 830948 4 0.08 B II 5.7
17.374 830949 0.203 SC 5 i13 27














DATE: 17 FL%R 1986
Scale Ap Ies f/ Pw_ (s) DuzM Li_ $1_e Obse_er (e ) Notes
830951 3 0.050 B 7 15 6.3 14 Cook,A. 3 D
830952 143 MoNaught, R. H E
Gas tall st P& 261. Dust tall end point at PA 280. (DuzstloD not iadlceted. Time of obserTatlos is assuBed to be start time.
Ed.)
Five Jets i_L_cated. C_a circulaz add tu_ifozB add the teed.Tel condensation is stellar add the color is blue. The tall is
broad.
CoRe DC _ 7. Axis of head at PA 75. Tail st PA 235-285. The Ineer coma has decressed ie size slece last ohservatlon (Mar.
12}. Also outer c_e looks w_akez add faistez. SeILt latu8 lect_ - 2.5'. vertex dlstance - 1.5'. MsS_Itude estilsted USIng
10XS0 bi_oeUl0ZS iS 3.3 (MoxTIS _thOd).
ThZOUgh hOleS in _us clouds.
Nucleus Dot stellar, but sharper toward ceDtze. (Drsw_gs st 1617 UT add 1840 UT su_mltted. D_LTatIoD Dot iedlcated. Time of
obse-_Ts_Loes are asstmed to be staLrt times. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: pEOTOGRAPK'Y
Date(UT) A_'8 FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/TTp Site Observer(s) Notes
17.235 851087 0.135 1.8 15.2 x10.2 7.00 Agfachr. Pro I000/ N 19/P 4 ConrDd,R A
17.240 851088 0.055 2.8 36.2 x24.6 10.00 Fu_ichz. Pro 100/ Y 14/P 4 Conrad,R B
17.368 851089 0.230 4.5 8.9 x 6.0 I0.00 3M 400 400/ N 26/P PIzzi,R
17.369 851090 0.63 1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 8.00 AgfschEcme 50/ N 21/P 2 Ferrle,I C
17.381 851091 0.230 4.5 8.9 x 6.0 1.50 3M 400 400/ N 23/P Pizzi,R
17.428 851092 0.052 2.8 38.2 x26.0 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 20/S 1 Lund,L D
17.443 851093 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 1.50 Kodak Tri-X N T 7/C 2 Prlester,D.C E
17.444 851094 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 0.75 KodaA Tri-X N T 8/C 2 Priester,D.C E
17.446 851095 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.25 Kodak Tri-X N T g/C 2 Prlester,D.C E
17.447 851096 0.058 1.4 34.5 y.23.4 0.50 Kodak Tri-X N T 10/C 2 PEiest__r,D.C E
17.448 851097 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 1.00 Kodak Trl-X N T 11/C 2 Prlester,D.C E
17.529 851098 3.660 12 0.305 0.6 x 0.4 17.00 Kodak 2415 Y 016/P 3 Royer,R F
17.543 851099 0.260 5.2 0.050 ?.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M I000 i000/ N o 19/N 8 F_g,S.J
17.553 851100 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 017/P 3 Ro_er,R G
17.820 851101 1.760 5.8 0.300 1.2 x 0.8 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y I06/_ I Nil_wa,T E
NOTE A
NOTE B
NOTE C Iestr1=_eet is Scb_Idt camera.
NOTE D At_¢ilILTy lens usDd Eor llage _rlth FL - 4.180. Orlg_al Instrument cha_acteristlcs a_e FL - 1.530, f/6.
NOTE E Push pzocessed to 800 ASA.
NOTE F Au_illa_ lees U_. Orlg£nal Instrtmeat characteristics are FL - 1.83, f/6.
NOTE G Red Nr. 29 filter used.
NOTE H (Observer's image identifier is pzeceded by prefix N_. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Data(UT) AO_8 Coeflg Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM E_eulsion ISO H!rp Gdng Id/Typ Site Obsel-eer(s)
17.434 870131 600G-O CL 0.135 2.8 32.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 205/S • Buchanan, W. T
17.535 870132 300G-N R 0.485 0.088 10.00 KO_nk Tri-X 400/27 N O 31/C 8 F_rg, S. J
NOTE A
NOTE B
Zodiacal light interfered with the obser_atioe. Fill "pushed" to 4000 ISO/37 DIN.




Clty lights interfered with observation. (ObSer_ex's image identifier is E-122-05. Ed. ) Window on froet of Insist
selected to corzespoDd with apeJ_ture: 54 m for E/2.8, 38 _m fo_ f/4.8.
E_issioe bands visible st _easured weTelegths of 470 _, 550 ran, 610 _, add 654 _.
DATE: 18 MAR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-'NETWORK_ VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 18 MAR 1986
NOTE A Tall measurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE B Gas tall disconnection?. 2.3 deg. at PA 259. Gas tall at PA 257. Suspected gas tail 12.9 deg. at PA 257. Midpoints of dust
tail: 2.0 deg. at PA 269; 3.5 deg. at PA 273. End point of dust tail: 7.2 de_. at PA 276.
NOTE C Gas tall 8 deg. at PA 250; dust tail 4.5 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE D Naked eye. Ccaa dlameter approxlmate.
NOTE E Clouds interfere.
NOTE F Excellent coDditlons. Comet Just above the horIzoo.
NOTE G Naked eye.
NOTE E Tail length approximate.
NOTE I Kink in gas tail, approxlmately 3 deg. fr_ bead, in PA 251 deg. _as_Lred fr_ kink. Tail at PA 263 exceeds i0 deg. Tall 2
exceeds 7 deg. at PA 255-280.
NOTE J Cirrus.
NOTE K Coma diameter and tall length approximate.
NOTE L Extlactlos correction applied.
NOTE M At 68X: roughly parabolic coma with extrei_ly vague outlines. Diffuse Su_vard fan Of bright material extends a short
dlstsoce from nucleus in a w_de axo. At ll0x fan is at least 120 deg. wide. Nucleu_ appears almost stellar.
NOTE N Sky hazy.
NOTE O Gas tail always _re pr_ineot than dust tail on ff_LTch Imornings. Maximum lengths w_re also DOted wlth naked eye in March.
NOTE P Tail I (PA 260). Tall 2 southern bou_Lry add greatest length at PA 270; tall 2 northern boundary 5.08 deg. at PA 280.
NOTE Q Tall I (PA 270}; tall 2 (PA 280).
NOTE R Differential extinction correction of -0.I Rag. was applied. Multiple tails define the shape Of the fan tail. Fan was veryfaint.
NOTE S Differential extinction correction of -0.I meg. was applied. Multiple tails define the shape Of the fan tail.
NOTE T Differential extinction correctloD of -0.i meg. was applied.
NOTE U C_a wider than tail near head Of comet.
NOTE V Tall PA 256-272. Tall a little fainter than Sot cloud to naked eye. C_a wider than tall near head (in llxa0 binoculars).
Southern pert of tail lodger aed brighter.
NOTE H Dust tall 5 deg. at PA 270, gas tall perhaps 9 deg. at PA 265.
NOTE X Nucleus.
NOTE Y Gas tall at PA 260. Dust tail at PA 270.
sEn-NETWORK: DRAftING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUZM Lim Site Observex(s) Notes
18.066 830953 4 0.08 H 11 5.7 1 Fleet,R.w A
18.088 830954 0.09 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 21 5.5 I Begbie,M.J.R B
18.424 830955 0.83 0.152 N 8 38 5.5 I Cuthill,L C
18.490 830958 0.5 0.13 SC i0 32,120 30 7.0 5 Hays Jr,R.H D
18.507 830957 3 0.050 B 7 i0 6.3 15 Cook,A.J
18.794 830958 0.12 0.20 N 6.3 140 5 LoveJoy,T E
18.804 830959 McNaught,R.H F
18.973 830960 0.18 0.317 N 6.0 112 23 5.8 2 SOC. Astro. de France G
NOTE A Gas tail at PA 257. Dust tail end point at PA 276. (Suspected) fan at PA 285. Disconnection? at PA 259. (Duration not
iedlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Fan at PA 320-170; inner tail centred at PA 260. Vertex distance 3.5 arc miD.; seml latus rect_s Pl - 3.5 arc miD. and P2 =
4 arc mln. For intersal envelopes: P1 - 2.8 arc mln., P2 = 2.8 arc mic. For "fan" feature P1 = 0.8 arc miD., P2 - 1.4 arc
miD. Extremely pr_inent fan near central condensation s!rauetrical with sharply defined edges. Fan appeared distinctly
yello_r-orange iD colour. Synetrical internal envelopes appeared to 'flow' into a bright region of tall centred on PA 260.
NOTE C Coma DC = 7. Axis of head at PA 75. Tall at PA 230-275. The comet has Dot changed Buch in appearence since last Observed
(Mar. 17). Semi fetus rectum - 2.5'. Vertex distance - 1.5'. Magnitude estimated to be 3.3 using 10xH0 binoculars (Morris
method).
NOTE D Fan or jet at PA 06 fan or pet at PA 180. 'Bow-tie' pattern around tidy 'nucleus' much llke on 15th, except fan to north
seemed more promisent than one to south.
NOTE E Scale is approximate. (Duration not iudioated. Time of Observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE F Nucleus looks falrly stellar. (niLration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.]
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chert C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
18.00 817487 2.9 B AAVSO I0 7 6 260 0.05 R 4 7 Chernls,K
18.046 817488 3.6 M 4E 0.035 B 9 5.5 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
18.054 817489 6.6 7 260 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.5 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R A
18.063 8174%0 3.2 M 4B 4.9 275 EY 5.7 Y I Fleet,R.W
18.066 817491 3.4 M 4B 11 7 9.8 257 0.08 H II 5.7 Y I F1eet,R.W H
18.088 817492 3.6 M 4H 4 7 8 250 0.04 B 12 5.8 Y 1 Henshaw,C C
18.149 817493 2.7 B 4B 20 7 5 0.07 B 20 5.5T Y 1 Filimon,E D
18.157 817494 3.5 B 4B 15 7 2.5 0.07 B 20 4.5T Y 1 Fillmon,E
18.167 817495 4.2: M 4B 9 7 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N I Ventura,F E
18.170 817496 3.4 S 122 i0.0 5 4.0 260 0.05 B 7 4.2T Y 2 Haver,R
18.170 817457 4.5 S 4D 1O 6 0.050 B 7 T I Mikuz,H F
18.180 817498 B 4B 1 EY 5.5T Y I Fillmon,E G
18.199 817499 4.0 S 121 277 0.05 B 7 3.9 2 Benavides,A
18.21 817500 3.3 S DOS 8,9 6 7 l0 0.018 B 3 6.5 Y 7 Ccmello,G H
18.23 817501 3.2 S DCS 9 15 7 I0 263 0.018 B l 6.5 Y 8 BuS,E.P I
18.24 817502 3.4 B DCS 9 0.018 B 3 6.5 Y 8 Bus,E.P
18.24 817503 2.7 DOS 9 EY 6.5 Y 8 Bus,E.P
18.293 817504 3.4 B 121 6 2 5 260 0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D J
18.294 817505 3.2 B 121 4 2.8 0.050 B 5.8 Y 1 Lovera,A
18.297 817506 3.0 B 121 4 2.8 0.050 B 6.1 Y 1 Lovera,A
18.299 817507 2.9 B 121 0.i 4 2.88 0.050 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Cnstrillon,M.E
18.332 817508 3 0.05 E 20 5.5 Y 2 da SIIva,L.A.L
18.347 817509 3.8 B 121 6.3 4 2.62 0.050 B 20 5.8 Y 2 Siccardi,L K
18.41 817510 3.4 B 4B 7 6 3.5 267 0.050 B I0 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E L
18.41 817511 3.1 V 4B EY 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E L
18.41 817512 5 6 0.317 N 6 55 6.5 Y 1 Boztle,3.E M
18.417 817513 3.3 M 4B 8 5 3.5 270 0.05 B 7 3.3 Y 1 DeYoung,J.A N
18.486 817514 3.1 B 4H 12 5 i0 280 0.05 B i0 7.0 Y 5 Bays Jr,R.H 0
18.5035 817515 2.6 M 4B 9 6 7.48 260 0.05 E 7 6.3 Y 15 COOb,A.J p
18.5083 817516 2.6 M 4B 10 8 10.35 270 EY 6.3 Y 15 C_k,A.3 Q
18.517 817517 3.0 M 4B 3 0.080 E 11 4.1 N 5 Glnssett,w
18.52 817518 2.8 4B, BSC 8 ii 285 EY 5.0 Y 13 Morris,C.S R
18.52 817519 2.9 M 4B, BSC Ii 7 3 265 0.050 B I0 5.0 Y 13 Morris,C.S S
18.53 817520 2.9 M 4B, BSC I0 7 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y 13 Morrls,C.S T
18.70 817521 3.3 S 4B 8 0.023 B 3 5.5 Y Jones,A U
18.70 817522 10 8 3.7 0.080 B II 3onea,A V
18.708 817523 2.9 4C 5 270 6.1 Y 1 Seargent,D w
18.708 817524 8 8 0.08 H 15 Seargent,D
18.72 817525 8.6 V SAO 0.317 N 5 86 Jones,A X
18.73 817526 3.2 H 4B 12 8 5 260 0.05 B I0 6 Y ii Bo_a,R.J y
18.73 817527 2.8 IHN 4B 9 280 EY 6 Y Ii Bou_a,R.J y
18.771 817528 2.7 S 4B 7.5 EY 8.3 y 1 LoveJoy,T
18.99 817529 4.5 B M 8 8 0.7 0.05 B 7 Konstantinov,S
DATE: 18 MAR 1986









































DATE: 18 MAR 1986
deg. length (naked eye). Drawlng made by Jean-Philippe Garsztka.
f  Ap FOr Exp_ Eiulsion I$O Hyp Gdng Id/TTp Site
2.0 36.2 X24.6 20.00 FuJichr. Pro i00/ Y 15/P 4
5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 40.00 Tzi-X Pro 320/ N X 3/T 1
4.5 6.9 X 4.6 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/C 3
1.4 39.6 X27.0 1.00 Kodak VR 1000/ N T 13/C 2
1.4 39.6 x27.0 0.50 K_ak VR 1000/ N T 14/C 2
2.0 0.33 |_]_i¢O1Or BR 1600/ N X 14/P 4
2.8 20.4 X13.? 1.50 KOdak VR 1000/ N T 15/C 2
2.8 20.4 x13.7 3.00 Kodak VR 1000/ N T 16/C 2
2.8 12.5 x 8.3 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 123/P 3
5.2 0.050 7.9 X 5.3 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 20/N 8
1.5 0.200 6.9 X 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 121/P 3
5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 21/14 8
5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 15.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 17/P 1
4 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak Tzi-X N M 18/P 1
1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 122/P 3
5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 6.75 Kodak TEi-X 600/ N 34/C 8
5 4.1 x 2.7 3.00 FUJlChr.1600 N I/P 5
1.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Agfachz_e I000/ N 14/P 15
1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Agfachrome 1000/ N 15/P 15
5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 Kodak TTi-X 400/ N 35/(:: 8
5 4.1 x 2.7 3.00 Fu_lcbl_me P 1600/ N 1/S 5
5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 36/C 8
6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 9.00 Kodak 2415 Y 018/? 3
6 0.305 1.2 x 0.8 11.00 Kodak 2415 Y 019/? 3
light interfered with the
Observer ( a ) Notes
Co_ad,R A
Tra_ik,N. A. S B
C heatex, G. R C
Pr lestez, D. C
Prlestez, D. C
Nallace, B. G D
Pr iestez, D. C E

















obsel_atlon. 0_ filter used. (This probably means a UV blockIDg, clear glass filter. Ed. )
Instl_uBent is Zeiss Tesaar. Format size 88 | x 128 me.
(Obsel-fer*s Image identifiex is IA. Ed.)
(observer's image identifier is C. Exl.)
AtLX_IIaLEy SOllgO_ leas USed. OrigiDal laatl_t_ment ohaEa_terlstlca ue FL " 0.050, f/l.4.
(Ob_'a llage Ideatifiex is 12C - 9. Ed.)
(ObI_Lrver*a i_age Ideatifie_ is 12A - 27. Ed.) Instrument is Scb_Idt camera.
wled vibration. Film pushed to ASA 1000. Staedard 3 Rin.-3 uln. processing.
Niedy. Fil_ pushed to ASA i000. Standard 3 mln.-3 miD. proceaslag.
(O_ael,'we._°a image identifie_ is 128 - 29. F_.} Inst1_xmeat is Scb_idt camera.
Start time ver_ uncertain. "Push" processed 2 stops.
Start time _¢ertaln.
St_Tt time _ertain. Expoa_Te duration unce_taln.
Red Mr. 29 filter used.
DATE: 19 MAR 1986
NE_ORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ILl MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap
19.00 817530 2.8 B AAV$O ii 7 6 262 0.05
19.055 817531 3.7 M 4B 9 6 5 250 0.04
19.077 817532 3.6 M 4B 0.035
19.083 817533 2.9 B 4B 15 12 5 7.5 275 0.06
19.090 817534 7.7 7 261 0.30
19.090 817535 3.4 M 4B 6 3.7 278
19.094 617536 3.7 M 4B II 6 6.9 297 0.08
19.167 817537 4B 20 0.05
19.167 817538 4B 27 7 0.030
19.174 817539 4.0 M 4B 17 7 0.05
19.175 817540 4.5 B 3 0.080
19.23 817541 2.7 _ 9
19.23 817542 3.0 S DCS 9 16 7 13 262 0.018
19.23 817543 2.8 DC.S 859 13
19.23 817544 3.1 S DCS 8,9 6 7 13 0.018
19.24 817545 3.2 B DCS 9 0.08
19.297 817546 3.0 B 14 4 0.05
19.299 817547 2.9 B 121 0.1 4 2.97 0.050
19.299 817548 3.8 B 121 4 2.97 0.05
19.314 817549 3.1 B 121 3 2.0 264 0.05
19.316 817550 3.4 B 121 6 2 5 260 0.06
19.371 817551 3.8 B 121 6.3 4 2.62 0.050
19.375 817552 3.5 0.12
19.4917 817553 9.1 6 0.14
19.5118 817554 2.7 M 4B 10 6 9.32 261 0.05
19.52 817555 3.0 4B, BSC 7 9 290
19.5208 817556 2.7 M 4B 9 6 4.07 257 0.05
19.53 817557 3.1 M 4B, BSC 12.5 7 2 270 0.050
19.53 817558 0.256
19.54 817559 2.8 B 4B 7.5 270
19.669 817560 4 0.05
19.674 817561 2.9 S 4B
19.681 817562 6 0.31
19.71 817563 3.4 S 4B 0.023
19.71 817564 9 7 3.7 0.080
19.72 817565 3.0 S 4B 12 6 0.05
19.72 817566 3.3 B 4B 0.05
19.726 817567 2.9 5 4C 5 270
19.726 817568 ii 7 0.08
19,73 817569 2.9 4B 9 260
19.750 817570 2.8 4B 3
19.755 817571 2.8 B 4B 8 4 0.05
19.764 817572 4B 9.9 6 0.67 285 0.15
19.767 817573 3.1 B 4B 8 2.0 265 0.05
19.77 817574 2.7 S 4B 15 8.0
19.792 817575 4.0 S 45 8 5 3 270 0.050
19.792 817576 3.8 S 4B 6 2.2 260 0.05
19.80 817577 2.7 S 15 6 7 255 0.08
19.81 817578 3.9 M SAO 13 7 2.2 265 0.065
19.81 617579 3.3 M 4B 7.0 0.05
19.81 617580 4B 3.9 5 0.25






















R 12 56 5.5
B 20 6.2
B 20 6.0





























dust tall 3 deg. atNOTE A Length of spine 1 deg.; PA of spine 240. Gas tail 5 deg. at PA 250;
NOTE B Cofp stars Pi Sgr add Beta Cap. Cirrus cloud.
NOTE C Tall _asurement refers to dust tail only.
Lim DA
NOTE D Midpoint of old gas tail: 4.0 deg. at FA 262. End point of old gas tail: 8.9 deg. at PA
259. Spike: 1.0 deg. st PA 258. Midpoints of dust tail: 2.8 deg. at PA 272; 5.3 deg. at
deg. at PA 277.
NOTE E I haven't seen the tail with the binoctLlars.
NOTE F Clouds. Twilight.
NOTE G Gas tall approximately 13 deg. at PA 262. Dust tail exceeds 7 deg. st PA 248-280.
NOTE H COma diameter s_d tail length approximate.
DATE: 19 MAR 1986
Site Observer(s) Notes
Chernis,K
Y I Hmnshaw,C A
Y 1 _bie,M.J.R
Y 2 Vlncent,J B
Y 1 Begbie,M.3.R C
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Y 1 ¥1eet,R.W D
Y 2 MelaD_Lri,F E
Y 2 Villa,M
Y 2 Tanti,T F
Y I Lieder,F
Y 9 Bus,E.P







Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L
Y 1 Onofre D.,D
Y 2 Siccardi,L H
2 Ferrln,I
Y 15 Cook,A.J
Y 15 Cook,A.J I
Y 13 Morris,C.S 3
Y 15 CoOk,A.J K
Y 13 Morrls,C.S L
Y 13 Morris,C.S M
Y 22 Hale,A









Y ii Bo_ms,R.J O
Y 1 Tregnskis,T.B R
Y 1 Tregsskls,T.B S
Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B T
Y 3 Benbrick,c U
Y 1 LoveJoy,T
Y 1 Batzs,H v




Y l Suzuki,K X
Y 1 Kobayashi,J
PA 265.
257. New gas tail: 3.2 deg. at PA
PA 276. End point of dust tail: 8.3
NOTE I Tail 1 (PA 261). Tall 2 9Teatest length add southern boundary at PA 268; tall 2 north boundary 7.25 deg. at PA 290.
NOTE J Differential extinction correction of -0.I mag. was applied. Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Tail was
brighter on south side.
NOTE K Tall 1 (PA 257}. Tall 2 south boundary 6.45 deg. at PA 260; tail 2 greatest length (PA 268); tail 2 north boundary 6.80 deg.
at PA 279.
NOTE L Tall _ch narEo_-r In binoc_tlars.
NOTE M Jet activity was suspected toward PAs 90: and 180:. Condensation was Offset towar_ the north.
NOTE N First tail is dust; second tall is gas.
NOTE O Cloud cleared away about daw_.
NOTE P Tall PA 260-282.
NOTE Q Gas tall at PA 260. DUSt tall at PA 270.
NOTE R Tail single and not particularly broad.
NOTE S Omega Cen more impresslve than Halley's c_et.
NOTE T Tall length is lower limit. PA approximate: maln tall - with fainter broad tall to N.
NOTE U Both edges of tall diffuse.
NOTE V Haze. [Observer gave limit as 8.5. Ed.]
NOTE W IX: - strong.
NCerE X Meter. (Coma diameter. Ed.) Instr_uaent is Nrlght-Scblldt.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAFTING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
19.094 830961 4 0.08 H Ii 5.5 1 Fleet,R.W A
19.105 830962 0.20 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 29 5.3 1 Begble,M.J.R B
19.361 830963 5 Zanette,D C
19.524 830964 3 0.050 H 7 i0 6.3 15 Cook,A.J
19.769 830965 0.60 0.152 N 8 64 1 Tregaskis,T.B D
19.771 830966 0.15 0.30 N 5 176 6.0 2 Thompson,G E
19.778 830967 i0 McNaught,R.H F
NOTE A Old gas tail end point at PA 257. New gas tail at PA 259. Spike at PA 258. Dust tall end point at PA 277. (Duration not
indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Gas tall at PA 261. Fan centrnd at PA 90. Vertex distance 3 arc min. Semi latus zectoms P1 - 3.5 arc mln., P2 - 3.5 arc
min. Nuclear Jet approx. 30 arc sec. Coma appears very dusty. A preeminent gas tail has appeared. Fan is less prominent than
yesterday - material appears to be flowing into the tail.
NOTE C Drawing made from a negative exposed 5 minutes on Agfapan 400 ASA 50 mm lens. The large ntmaber of stars seen on the negative
are depicted as they appear in Atlas Coeli. The maxim_ magnitude estimated on the negative is approximately 8. "styler" is
D&TE: 19 MAR 1986 DATE: 19 MAR 1986
curved and cut a,way to the south. (Translate IEW 8t_ltff. rdl.) scale - 11.9'/mm.
NOT D Tall at PA 285. (Duration oat indicated. Time of ob_atlon is as_ to be st_t tile. _. )
NOTE E Note the pzomineDt su_c&z_1 Jets fr_ the n_leu$ - one larger than the other. Tb_e is also a rift in the tail. (Duration
not iDdl¢atlK1. Time of ob_atlon is as_ to be stazt time. Sd. }
NOTE F Tall about 6 d_. At 75X envelope and detail8 quite indistinct.
SU1_'METMORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) &0tq| FL f/ Ap FOr Exp_ Emulsion ZSO H_p GdDg Xd/'Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.053 851126 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.5 x 4.6 8.00 rodsk 2415 Y 0 IO/P 2 So¢. kstro, de France A
19.107 851127 0.200 2 10.3 X 8.9 9.00 Kodak 1038-O N S 9/P 1 Drsgesco,3
19.488 851128 0.205 3.8 10.0 x 6.7 10.00 Kodak YE 200 200/ N • 8/P l Cu=niagham,3
19.491 851129 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Agfach_ome 1000// N 16/1 ) 15 Cook,A.3
19.493 851130 0.205 3.8 10.0 X 6.7 5.00 Kodak VR 200 200/ N X 9/'P 1 CunnIDcJbm,,7
19.494 851131 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 2.00 Ag_acbr_ne 1000/ N 17/1 ) 15 COOK,A.J
19.501 851132 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 X 0.8 2.00 Kodak YR 200 200/ N X 10/P 1 CuDniDgham,J
19.505 851133 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8 2.00 Kodak VR 200 200/ N X 11/1= 1 Cunul=ghmn,J
19.510 851134 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 2/N 8 Edbe=g,S.3
19.510 851135 0.085 3.8 23.9 x.16.1 10.00 Ektacbrmme 400/ N O 6/N 8 E<lbezg,S.J B
19.516 851136 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 KOdak 2415 Y S 131/P 3 Yen,B C
19.517 851137 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 31( 1000 1000/ N O 3/N 8 Edbezg,S.3
19.520 851138 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 1N 1000 1000/ N O 4/N 8 E_ezg,S._
19.524 851139 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 FuJicbrcale P 1600/ N 2/S 5 Sanford,J
29.524 851140 0.711 2.8 0.254 2.9 X 1.9 15.00 EG_ak Plus-X 125/ N S 48/P 1 YouDg,J.g D
19.531 851141 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 5/N 8 E4be.rg,S.J
19.531 851142 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Fu_ichz.1600 N 2/P 5 Sanford,3 E
19.531 851143 0.165 2.8 12.5 x 8.3 I0.00 Kodak _415 Y $ 132/P 3 Yen,B F
19.533 851144 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 13.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 19/P 1 webb,R G
19.534 851145 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 20/P 1 webb,R H
19.536 851146 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3 4.58 3M 1000 i000/ N O $/N 8 Fxlbezg,S._
15.538 851147 0.260 5.2 0.050 ?.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 7/N 8 F._Lberg,S.3
19.545 851148 1.830 6 0.305 1.1 x 0.8 12.00 Kodak 2415 Y 021/P 3 RoTer,X I
19.715 851149 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 19.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 35/S 15 Garzsa_,G 3
19.734 051150 0.135 3.5 15.2 xi0.2 4.00 F_taC_. 400 N X 20/S 1 TEeg&skl$, T. B K
19.740 851151 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 1.00 Ektschz. 400 N X 21/S I Tre_askla, T. B K
19.740 851152 0.055 1.2 36.2 X24.6 0.50 Ekta©h_. 400 N • 22/S 1 TTega$klS, T. B K
19.741 851153 0.055 1.2 36.2 X24.G 2.00 Ektachz.400 N X 23/S 1 TTegaskls,T.B K
19.744 851154 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 36/S 15 Garr_,G J
19.762 851155 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.8 16.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 37/S 15 Gsrra_k$,G J
15.777 851156 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 19.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 38/S 15 Garra_,G J
NOTE A (Obsex_er'$ i_age ideDtifler is 48. Ed.)
NOTE B 120 8ire Zil_ use_ (6x6 _).
NOTE C (Observer's _ge i_eDtlfler is 13A - 31. Ed.) InstE1ment is $c_midt camera.
NOTE D Instr_eDt i8 Scb_Idt ¢_s. (Observer's i_a_e identifier is Eollow_d suffix -HS. Ed.)
NOTE E "Push" pro_essed 2 stops.
NOTE F (Obserrez's i_age identifier is 13B - 18. Ed.)
NOTE G Wi_ _ibzatioa/_x>or seei_. Fill p_shed to ASA 1000. Staodar_ 3 eln.-3 mln. processing.
NOTE H wi_/soZt focus? Fi1_ pushed to A_A 1000. Sta_axd 3 miD.-3 miD. pro_esslng.
NOTE I PoOr focus. Red Wr. 29 filter used.
NOTE 3 Temperature Zor h!rpersensltlzatlon 60-65 deg. C.
NOTE K Push processed to 800 ASA.
DATE: 20 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANC_
Date(UT) AONJ 11 _ Chart C_a size _ Tail PA Ap
20.00 817582 3.6 H AAVSO 0.08
20.00 817583 3.0 V AAVSO
20.i01 817584 3.9 M 4B 12 6 6.5 263 0.08
20.104 817585 3.4 M 4B 6 5.0 276
20.111 817586 3.5 S 4B II.0 6 6.00 275 0.08
20.23 817587 2.9 _ 8,9
20.24 817588 2.6 DCS 9
20.24 817589 3.2 H DCS 9 0.018
20.24 817590 2.9 S KS 9 18 7 13 263 0.018
20.24 817591 3.2 S DOS 8,9 6 7 12 0.018
20.252 817592 3.4 B AAVSO 3 15.00 265 0.040
20.302 817593 4 0.05
20.323 817554 3.4 B 121 6 2 6 260 0.06
20.33 817595 3.8 B 6 0.35
20.375 817596 4.0 0.12
20.385 817597 4.4 M 4B 20.0 7 6.0 0.05
20.490 817598 3.3 B 4B II 5 8.5 260 0.05
20.510 817599 2.4 S 4B 38 9 3 272 0.035
20.5104 817600 2.7 M 4B 6 7.5 270
20.52 817601 2.8 4B, BSC 7 4 265
20.53 817602 3.0 M 4B, BSC 14 7 7 270 0.050
20.692 817603 2.9 S 4B 8
20.694 817604 8 0.05
20.701 817605 9 0.31
20.72 817606 3.0 S 4B I0 6 0.05
20.72 817607 3.3 B 4B 0.05
20.729 817608 8 8 0.25 5 0.08
20.729 817609 2.7 $ 4C 7 262
20.729 817610 8 8 0.25 5 0.08
20.76 817611 2.8 4B ll 262
20.76 817612 0.25 5 0.080
20.76 817613 2.6 S 4B 17 I0.0
20.778 817614 3.2 B 4B 8 2.5 270 0.05
20.79 817615 4.0 S AAVSO 4 5 3 275 0.07
20.792 817616 3.2 M 4B 7.6 6 0.12
20.80 817617 3.2 S 4B 0.08
20.806 817618 3.4 M 4B 6.2 6 2.0 260 0.1
20.819 817619 3.7 M 4B 7.5 7 0.08
20.819 817620 4.5 270 0.05
20.82 817621 3.8 S AAVSO 6 5 2 0.13
20.83 817622 3.3 M 4B 5 7 4 270 0.08
20.833 817623 3.5 S 4B 6.7 6 0.4 280 0.05
20.838 817624 4.0 B 4B 6.7 6 0.4 280 0.05
20.59 817625 3.6 B _LKVSO 0.08
20.99 817626 2.8 Y AAVSO
NOTE A Kink in gas tail: 5.3 deg. st PA 259. End point of gas tail: 6.5
End point of gas tail: 6.9 deg. st PA 282.
NOTE B Nazro1_, distinct bluish tail.
NOTE C Tail at PA 263 approximately 13 deg. Tall 2 exoeeds 7 deg. at PA
NOq_E D Haze.
NOTE E Gas tail always ]_ore promiaeat than dust tall on Maroh _relngs.
NOTE F EXt. see.
NC_ G Tall 1 at PA 270. Tail 2 9Teatest length at PA 280; tall 2 south
deg. at PA 282.
DATE: 20 MAR 1986
Ins f/ Pwr Lii DA Site Observer(s) Notes
B Chul_ov,K
Chux_rumov, X
B ii FleOt,R.N A
EY 5.6 Y I Fleet,R.W
B 30 5.8 Y 1 Campos,3 B
EY 6.5 Y 8 Comello,G
EY 7 Y 8 Bus,E.P
B 3 7 Y 8 Bus,E.P
B 3 7 Y 9 Bus,E.P C
H 3 6.5 Y 8 C_IIo,G
B i0 5.5 Y i A/ves,A.A
B 20 6.5 Y 3 da SIIVa,L.A.L
R 12 56 5.5 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
B 7 Kiselev,N
B 20 6.0 2 Ferrin,I
B 12 5.5 Y 2 Knight,S D
H I0 6.5 Y 6 Hays Jr,R.H E
B 7 4.5C Y 1 Groeek,J.D F
EY 6.3 Y 15 Cook,A.J G
EY 5.0 Y 13 Morris,C.S H
B i0 5.0 Y 13 Morris,C.S I
EY 6.5 Y 2 Garra_, G
B 7 6.5 Y 2 Garradk_, G j
N 5.4 129 Garradd,G K
B I0 6 Y 11 Bouaa,R.3
B I0 6 Y Ii Ek_S,R.J
B 15 Seargent,D L
EY 6.1 Y 1 Seargemt,D M
B 15 Seargent,D L
EY 6.5 Y II BOUBa,R.J N
B 15 6.5 Y II Bo_a,R.3 O
EY 6.3 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
B 7 3.8 Y 3 Be_rlck,C p
B 10 5.5 Y 1 Haysshi,A
N 6 60 3.0 Y 2 Kishi,A
H II 4.0 Y 3 M_ose,M
N I0 25 4.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
B II 4 T Y 2 Mitstmn,S O
B 7 4 T Y 2 Mitstma,S
N 6.3 24 5.0 Y 1 Hayashi,A R
B 20 4.5 Y 1 Oka,A
B 7 2.5T Y I Kanai,K
H 7 2.5T Y 1 Kanai,g
B 20 Chtur_ov,K
EY Ch_v,K
deg. at PA 263. Midpoint of dust tail: 3.3 deg. at PA 274.
255-290.
Maxlm_a lengths were also noted with naked eye in March.
botany at 8.02 deg. at PA 274, north boundary at 6.20
NOTE H Differential extlnotlon correction of -0.i |sg. was applied. Additional tall data: 9 degrees in PA 310; 5 degrees in PA 325;
add 5 de_ees In PA 0. Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Tall lost in the Milky Way.
NOTE I Differential extinction correction of -0.1 ma9. was applied. Tall much narrower in binocu/ars. Head shafted like a rounded
"V" Eathex than parabolic.
NOTE J 8 deg. tail is gas; 4 deg. tall is dust.
NOTE K Very faint eeatral condensation.
NOTE L Prob. antl-tail, length uncertain, PA approximate.
NOTE M 8 deg. tail lend,oh _certaln, PA approximate.
N_ N Gas tall at PA 262. Dq_st tall at PA 273.
NOTE O PA value approximate.
NOTE P _th edges of tall diffuse.
NOTE Q _ - 7.3.
N_ R PA 260 Tx) 280.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observex(s) Notes
20.101 830968 4 0.08 B II 5.6 1 Fleet,H.w A
20.112 830969 0.16 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 13 5.3 1 Begbie,M.J.R B
20.731 830970 196 McNaught,R.H C
20.802 830971 0.12 0.20 N 6.3 250 5 LoveJoy,T D
N(M_E A Gas tail kink at PA 259, end point at PA 263. E,_st tail end point at PA 282. (DtLratlon not Indicate. Time of observation is
assumed to _ start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Fan PA 30-120; tail (inner) at PA 259. Vertex distance 3.5 arc mln.; semi latus rectums Pl= 3 arc min., P2 = 3 arc min.
S_etrlcal fan very like a foumtain in shape. Coma symmetrical, but slightly elongated tailwaxds.
NC_FE C Diffuse Jet relatively feint hut certain. Head looked ala_st stellar to naked eye about 4 1/2. Two dra%rings supplied.
NOTE D {D_Lration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NE_4OHK: PHOT_X;RAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap
20.026 851157 0.300 1.5 0.203
20.053 851158 0.300 1.5 0.203
20.108 851159 0.200 2
20.334 851160 1.710 5.7
20.337 851161 1.710 5.7
20.341 851162 1.710 5.7
20.390 851163 0.63 1.8 0.35
20.415 851164 0.63 1.8 0.35
20.469 851165 0.050 1.8
20.474 851166 0.050 1.8
20.475 851167 1.829 4.5 0.406
20.476 851168 0.050 1.8
FOV ExpM Emulsion
6.9 x 4.6 5.00 FuJichroRe
6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415
10.3 x 6.9 8.00 Kodak 2415
1.2 x 0.8 1.00 3M I000
1.2 X 0.8 1.50 3M 1000
1.2 X 0.8 3.00 3M I000
3.3 X 2.2 4.50 103a-F
3.3 x 2.2 5.00 AgfachroiDe 50/
39.6 Y_27.0 5.00 Agfac_LrO_e 1000/
39.6 X27.0 3.00 Agfachrome I000/
i.I x 0.8 5.00 Kodak VR 200 200/
39.6 x27.0 1.00 Agfachr_ i000/
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T!r p Site Observer(a)
400/ N O 24/P 2 SOC. AStrO. de France A
Y X I/P 1 Marafie,A.H
Y 5 10/P 1 Dragesco,J B
I000/ N 16/_ Pizzi,R
i000/ N 17/P Pizzi,R
i000/ N 18/P Pizzi,R
N 5/P 2 Ferrln,I C
N 19/P 2 Ferrin,I C
N I8/P 15 Cook,A.J
N 19/P 15 CoOk,A.J
N X 15/P 1 Cunningha_m,J
N S 20/P 15 CoOk,A.J
Notes
DATE: 20 MAR 1988
Date(UT) AO_t t'T. f/ Ap r'OV
20.477 851169 1.829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8
20.480 851170 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0
20.484 851171 1,829 4.5 0.406 1.1 x 0.8
20.487 851172 0,085 3.8 23.9 x16.1
20.489 851173 0,050 2 39.6 x27.0
20.493 851174 0,165 2.8 12.5 x 8.3
20.495 851175 0.205 3.8 10.0 x 6.7
20.497 851176 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
20.501 851177 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6
20.510 851170 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
20.510 851179 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
20.514 851180 0.105 2.5 19.5 x13.0
20.514 851181 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7
20.518 851182 0,050 2 39.6 x27.0
20.518 851183 0,050 2 39.4 x27.0
20.522 851184 0.711 2.8 0.254 2.9 x 1.9
20.523 851185 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6
20.525 851186 0,280 5.2 0,050 7.9 x 5.3
20.525 851187 0.050 2 39.6 X.27.0
20.528 851188 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7
20.530 851189 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 X 5.3
20.530 851190 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6
20.531 851191 0.050 2 39,6 X27.0
20.534 851192 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6
20.538 851193 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7
20.543 851194 0.200 8 10.3 x 8.9
20.683 851195 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6
20.706 851196 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1
20.742 851197 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6















lnstrm_nt 1$ Schaidt camera.
120 size fill used (6xG _1).
EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng I_/TTp Site ObserTezcs)
3.00 Kodak VR 200 200/ N Z 16/P 1 Cu_aiugham,3
3.00 Agfschrale 1000/ N S 21/P 15 COOk,A.3
10.00 Kodak _R 200 200/ N X 17/P 1 Cuuaiugham,3
11.00 Ektachzaae 400/ N O 7/N 9 P.,dberg,S.3 D
12.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 8/N 9 E¢_ezg,S.3
I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 142/P 3 Yen,B E
11.00 KOdak VR 200 200/ N • 18/P 1 Cunninghw,J
5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 9/N 9 F.,_:)erg,S.3
E.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 141/P 3 Yen,B F
20.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 10/N 9 Edberg, S. J
20.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/ N O 4/C 9 Edberg,S.3
15.00 Kodak EES 1600/ N 023/P ROyer,R G
15.00 Kodak Ila-D N 025/P 6 Ro_er,R H
1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 11/N 9 EdU_rg,S.J
1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 5/C 9 E4berg,S.J
19.00 Kodak Plus-X 125/ N S 49/_ 1 Yo_g,J.W I
5.00 FUJlOhZ_Z N 5/S 3 Sanford,3 3
10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 12/)/ 9 Ed.be_g,S.J
10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 6/C 9 E0_erg,S.3
13.00 Kodak II8-O Y 024/P 6 Royer,R K
1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 13/N 9 EdLbeEg, S. 3
5.00 FuJiohZ. 1600 N 3/P 3 Saaford,3 L
2.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/ N O 7/C 9 E_erg, $. J
7.00 Fu_ichr_Z N 4/$ 3 Saaford,3 J
10.00 Kodak 098 N 026/_P 6 Royez, R M
10.00 FU_ lchza_e 400/ Y X 108/'1 ) 3 $DydeE, L. F
20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 39/S 2 Garradk|,G N
9.33 Kodak 2415 Y O 40/S 2 Garr a_k], G O
13.33 Kodak 2415 Y O 41/S 2 Garradd,G N
(Obsezver's _mLge Identlflez is 14B - 29. Ed. )
(Ob_'s _lage ideatlfier is 14A. Ed.) I=stnment is Sc_idt camera.
About 8 de_. tall sho_a - aeds near Zeta S_.
Vi,ual plata. Pboto_raph lade by S. Padills sed R. Ro_e_. Wr. 4 filter used.
Instrm_nt is Sc_Idt ca]_za. (Ob_*s image ide=tifier is followed suffix -HS. Ed.)
Push processed 2 stops. Normal ASA 1600.
AppareDt dust glOW to =orth of u_t lay be sp_Eious on h_perod plate. Photograph lade by S. Padills and R. Royer.
Start time ver_ unce_taln. "Push" processed 2 stops.
Red plate. Wz. 29 filter USed. IDto da_ light. Photo_aph _de by S. Padilla and R. Royer.
T_at_rre for h!_P4Lrse=sltlzstlon 60-65 deg. C.
Le_s ap__rtuze sto_ do_ from E/2.0 to f/2.4. Te_at_ure fo_ blq_ersea_Itlzatlon 60-65 deg. C.
DATE: 20 MAR 1986
Notes
DATE: 21 MAR 1986
NE_qORK: AMATEDR OLSF2EVATION
SUB--NETWORK: _FISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(uT) AnN# ml MM Chart COma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
21.003 817627 3.4 B 4B 15 7 5 290 0.050 B 20 6.0 Y 2 Auckbuz,R
21.014 817628 3.3 B 4B 15 7 5 290 0.050 B 20 6.0 y 2 Auck_ur,R
21.031 817629 3.4 B 4B 15 7 5 290 0.050 B 20 6.0 y 2 Auckb_tr,R
21.089 817630 4.0 M 4B 7 6 6 260 0.04 B 12 5.6 Y 1 Benshaw,C
21.208 817631 3.7 4B 7 96 EY 5.5 Y 3 Th_as,A
21.329 817632 3.2 B 121 0.1 4 2.80 0.050 B 20 4.5 Y 1 Cestrillon,M.E
21.361 817633 4.5: 121 3 0.114 N 8 39 4.9 Y 1 Le_rai,R
21.399 817634 2.9 M 4B l0 6 4.0 274 0.05 B 7 4.9 Y 1 DeYoung,J.A
21.40 817635 2.9 B IHW BAA 7 3 EY Green,D.W.E
21.416 817636 3.6 S 4B 12 6 1.7 270 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y 3 Morrlson,W
21.42 817637 3.8 B 4B 13 7 2 0.080 B 20 Y KEOnk,G
21.424 817638 4B 6 0.106 N 4.5 16 6.0 y 1 Nilllams,D.3
21.427 817639 3.0 B 5B 35 8 3 302 0.20 SC i0 77 5.5 y 1 BOdonsky,K
21.427 817640 3.8 B 4B 0.08 B ii 4.2 Y 4 Gorski,L
21.430 817641 4.5 B 4B 3.4 6 0.05 B 7 3.3C Y 1 Dodd,N.J
21.441 817642 4.0 S 4B 14 6 1.4 280 0.030 B 7 5.0 Y 2 Jacobs,T
21.448 817643 3.1 B 121 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y Smith,D
21.458 817644 3.3 S 4B 60 3 7 I01 0.080 B 11 5.8C Y 2 Bailey,G
21.46 817645 B 4B 10.6 7 0.335 N 4.5 56 Y Kronk,G
21.472 817646 3.2 B 4B 14 5 8.5 260 0.05 B 10 7.0 Y 6 Hays Jr,R.H
21.48 817647 2.5 B 4B 7 270 EY 6.5 Y 2 Keen,R
21.49 817648 3.1 B 4B 10 6 7 270 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 2 Keen,R
21.49 817649 2.8 S DCS 9 15 6 3 270 0.050 B 10 5 Y 4 Zenst_a,_.T
21.510 817650 2.4 S 4B 38 9 2.5 272 0.035 B ? 4.5C y 1 Gronek,J.D
21.52 817651 3.0 M 4B, BSC 14 7 5 0.050 B I0 4.5C y I0 Morrls,C.S
21.722 817652 15 7 0.25 7 0.05 B 10 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
21.722 817653 2.7 S 4C 6.5 270 ET 6.2 y 1 Seargent,D
21.735 817654 3.1 S 4B 6 EY 6.5 Y 2 Gazradd,G
21.737 817655 7 0.05 B 7 Garredd,G
21.74 817656 2.7 4B 8 262 EY 6.5 Y 11 BO_a,R.J
21.74 817657 3.2 D 4B 14 7 0.25 7 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y Ii Botma,R.J
21.77 817658 2.6 S 4B I0.0 EY 6.5 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
21.770 817659 2.9 S 159 9 1.5 EY 4.0 Y 1 WilllalS,P.F
21.775 817660 9 3.5 0.05 B 10 4.0 Y 1 Nilllm,P.F
21.78 817661 3.0 B 4B 5 EY 5.8 Y Peoxce,A
21.792 817662 3.8 S 4B 6 2.2 270 0.05 B ? 5.1 Y 1 BryaDt,K
21.80 817663 2.8 B 4B EY 6.0 y Clark,M.L
21.81 817664 3.0 B 20 7 3 250 _ 5.0 Y 1 Uda,K
21.814 817665 3.6 M 4B 9 5 1 270 0.030 B 8 4.0C Y 1 Kato,T
21.826 817666 4.0 M 4B 25 7 2.0 265 0.I N i0 25 6.5 Y 1 Ichlksws,K
21.83 817667 3.5 S 4B 16 7 3.6 276 0.25 N 5 38 6.0 Y Clark,M.L
21.99 817668 3.2 B AAVSO 0.08 B Churyu|sov,K
21.99 817669 2.2 V AAVSO 8 270 EY Ch_LrT1u_ov, K
NOTE A My first report. PA found by plotting aDd leasurlng On a star ohart.
NOTE B PA fotuxl by pIottiDg sDdmessLLrlng On a sts/ chart.
NOTE C Gas tall 6 deg. at PA 260; dust tall 3 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE D Tall length approximate. (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelandex?]. Ed.)
NOTE E Little visible in simple view. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE F Tail leegth approxlaate.


















































C_et altitude 8 deg., comparlson stars' altitudes 13 deg., coaet's uncorrected magnitude is 4.0.
Tall length 6-8 deg. very clear.
Only used 2 c(_parison staxs for magnitude estluate. Haze near horizon. No tall seen.
Cc_et elevation 12 deg.
Outstanding! but low on horizon. (PA value appears to be incorrect. Ed.)
Gas tall always more proliDent than dust tail on March _rnings. Maximise lengths were also notud _rith naked eye in March.
Extinction correct/on applied.
Exc. see.
Differential extinction correction of -0.2 nag. was applied. H_Lltiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.
Anti-tail.
First tall is gas; second tail is dust.
Gas tall at PA 262. Dust tall st PA 271.
DC - strong.
Tails photo'd, to 8.3 deg and 10.8 deg.
Ap InS f/ Pwr(s] DUZM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.203 SC 5 113 27 4 Arpln,P A
0.406 N 4.5 85 15 5.5 1 Nowak,G.T B
0.105 N 4.2 16 6.0 Nilllams,D.J C
0.13 SC i0 32,120 30 7.0 6 Nays Jr,R.H D
McNaugbt,R.H E
Three jets and a fou_taln indicated. COma circular aed uniform. Tail ve_ broad add uniform from edge to e_ge.
Dust tall at PA 45; gas tail st PA 0; antitail at PA 225.
The nucleus is c0=_act add bright (meg. 2). The tall is about 6-8 degrees in length. (Duration not indicated. Time of
ObServation is start tlme. Ed.}
Fan or hood at PA 0; fan or hood at PA 180. Vacant area st PA 90. Bright areas form blrdlike pattern around 'nucleus'.
Vacant ares on sunward side of 'nucleus' was not totally dark, but di_sm_r than rest of coma. This dim area was obvious
enough to be distracting. Nest end Of bright open-w_ng pattern was very ill-defined.
V. faint Jet? Details v. faint. Near stellar nucleus. (Duration not specified. Time of obser_atlon assumed to be start time.
Ed.)
SEB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AON# FL f/ Ap _OV ExpM E=ulsioD
21.007 851198 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 11.00 FuJlchr_e
21.035 851199 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415
21.225 851200 0.i00 2.9 20.4 x13.7 15.00 Kodak Tri-X
21.325 851201 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 55.00 Tri-X Pro
21.401 851202 0.63 1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 4.50 103a-F
21.408 851203 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 0.50 Kodak Tri-X
21.418 851204 0.050 4.0 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektachro_e
21.418 851205 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 5.00 Ektschrome
21.425 851206 0.058 1.4 34.5 y.23.4 2.00 Kodak Tri-X
21.427 851207 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 1.00 Kodak Tri-x
21.428 851208 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.50 Kodak Tri-X
21.434 851209 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 1.50 Kodak Tri-X
ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
400/ N O 27/P 2 Soc. Astro. de France A
Y X 9/P 1 Marsfle,A.H B
400/ N T 35/P 2 Eernschier,N C
320/ N X 4/T 1 Travnlk,N.A.S D
N 6/P 2 Ferrln,I B
400/ N X 55/P 1 Eiguera,A
400/ N 411/P Gianforte,J.S E
400/ N 410/P Gianforte,J.S F
N T 12/C 2 Prlester,D.C G
N T 13/C 2 Priester,D.C G
N T 14/C 2 Priester,D.C G
N T 16/C 2 Prlester,D.C G
DATE: 21 MAR 1986
Dst.e (UT) A_q| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM EmiL1 sion ISO
21.435 851210 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 0.75 Kodak Tzi-X
21.493 851211 0.210 4 9,8 x 6.5 10.00 ronlca 1600/
22.497 851212 0.165 2.8 12.5 x 8.3 10.00 Kodak 2415
21.502 851213 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 6.00 Konio8 1600
21.503 851214 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M 1000 1000/
21.503 851215 0,210 4 9.8 x 6.5 10.00 Konlca 1600
21.505 851216 0,210 4 9.8 x 6.5 13.00 Xonlca 1600
21.508 851217 0,500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/
21.509 851218 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415
21.513 851219 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3K 1000 1000/
21.514 851220 0.S00 3.6 0,140 4.1 x 2.7 0.50 3M 1000 1000/
21.525 851221 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 13.00 Zonlcs 1100/
21.522 851222 0.260 5.2 0,050 7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3N 1000 1000/
21. 522 851223 0. 085 3.8 23.8 x15.1 10.00 Ektachrome 400/
21.526 851224 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 6.00 Ionio8 1600/
21.528 851225 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 4.00 Fu_l¢oloz ER 1600/
21.531 851226 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00 Fu_icoloz Hit 1600/
21.535 851227 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00 FU_tCOIOZ HR 1600/
21.537 851228 0.400 6.3 5.2 X 3.4 1.00 FU_iCO1OZ BR 1600/
21.542 851229 0.400 6.3 5.2 x 3.4 2.00 FU_£COlOZ ER 1600/
21.543 851230 0,400 6.3 5.2 X 3.4 1.00 I_ICOIOZ HR 1600/
21.685 851231 0.085 2.0 23.8 x.16.1 25.00 KOdak 2415
21.712 851232 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.50 Kodak 2415
21,725 851233 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.E 25.00 Kodak 2415
21.750 851234 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 30.50 Kodak 2415
NOTE /_ (observer's :image ldent_fie_ is 64. Ed. )
B Ins_.t'w|ent is Sckm£dt cs]lera.
DATE: 21 MAR 1986
Hyp G<_g Id/Tlvp Site Obsez_re.r(s) Notes
N T 1?/C 2 Priester,D. C G
Y S 1/S 1 P&cbolkz r N
1" S 152,/P 3 Yen,B H
N 6/P 1 PscboIXa,H I
N O 14/N 9 Edbezg, S. J
N 5/P 1 Pacholka, W I
N 4/P I Pacholka,w I
N O 15/N 9 E_ezg,S.3
Y $ 151/P 3 YeD,B 3
N O 16/N 9 E4bezg, S.3
N O 17/N 9 Ed_MLTg, S. 3
Y S 3/S 1 Pscholks, N
N O 18/N 5 Edbezg,S.3
N O II/N 9 Edbexg, S. 3 K
Y S 5/S 1 Pscholka, W
N 26/N 1 Persell, D
N 27/N I Persell,D
N 28/N 1 Per sell, D
N 29/'H 1 Perse.l.1, D
N 30/N I Per&ell, D
N 31/N 1 Pezsell,D
Y 0 42/S 2 Gazza_k_,G L
Y 0 43/S 2 GaLEra_, G L
Y 0 44/5 2 Garz_,G L











(Ob_'s image identifier is 3.3/86. Ed.) PhotoTaph has been taken fr_ the LTea of the Obserwa_).rto de1 Telde,
Tenexlfe (CeDax T Isls_s).
IBstrtmest Is Zelss Tessar. Forlzt size 88 _m x 128 m.
(obsez_r_ur*z 4mage ideDtifler is 114-11. Ed.) UT start tlml approximate.
(obse__Irer'$ Image i_eDtlfler is 114-10. Ed.) UT start t_me 8ppzoxlaate.
Push pzocessed to 800 ASA.
(Obsek_reL_ls _89e idestlfleE is 15B. Ed.)
PUSh pzocessed to 4000 ASA. (Start time zppeaLTS to be approximate. Ed. )
(Ob&eEverls _age IdeDtlfler is 15A m 3. Ed.) Ins_mt is Sch_Idt camera.
120 si_e file used (6x6 c_).
Te_erst_ze for hyperseDsitlzatlon 60-65 deg. C.
DATE: 22 MAR 1986
I_ETWORK: AMATEUR OBS]_'VATT_
SUB-NETI_ORK: V'XSUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 22 MAR 1986
Date(UT) AO_# ml MM Chart Coma alze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_mr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
22.01 817670 3.0 B AAVSO 9 7 267 0.05 R 4 7 Cherni$,K
22.01 817671 3.8 B M 9 9 0.05 B 7 Konstantinov,s
22.021 817672 3.3 M 4B 6 4.1 272 EY 5.7 y 1 Fleet, R.W
22.090 817673 3.6 M 4B 13 6 4.4 261 0.08 B 11 5.7 y 1 Fleet,H.N A
22.094 817674 4.0 B 4B 30 7 5.5 270 0.076 R 18 56 6.1 y 1 McBaln,J B
22.095 817675 4B 8 6 0.04 B 12 5.6 y l Henshsw,C
22.113 817676 3.5 M 4B 0.035 B 9 5.3T Y I Begbie,M.J.R
22.118 817677 3.5 S 4B 7.0 7 5.00 262 0.13 R 4 21 5.7 Y 1 Ca_s,J C
22.122 817678 8.2 8 259 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.3T Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R D
22.214 817679 3.5 M 4B 60 5 3 0.05 R Ii 30 Y 2 Men_ez,J E
22.249 817680 2.6 M 4B 60 8 i0 EY 6.0 y 5 Gallego,J F
22.249 817681 3.0 M 4B 60 8 0.256 N 5.6 45 6.0 Y 5 Gallego,J G
22.250 817682 6 EY 6.5 3 Martieez,C
22.287 817683 3.0 B 145 4 0.050 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Castrillon,M.E
22.361 817684 3.8 B 121 I0 5 0.040 B 8 4.0 N 1 Levai,R H
22.363 817685 6 0.05 B 20 2.0 T 1 da Silva,L.A.L
22.385 817686 4.2 B 145 5.6 4 2.2 225 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y 2 Ludewlg O._F.L I
22.39 817687 3.3 B IHW BAA 0.035 B 7 Green,D.H.E
22.39 817688 3.4 B IHW BAA 0.050 B 7 GreeB,D.W.E
22.59 817689 3.1 S IHW BAA 6 8 0.050 B 7 Green,D.N.E j
22.396 817690 3.6 S 4B 5.3 8 0.203 N 6 i01 5.5 Y 3 Hudak,D.M
22.410 817691 4.0 B 4B l 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y 4 Gilchrist,D.K K
22.414 817692 3.4 S 4B 12 5 1.2 270 0.035 B 7 4.0 Y 3 Morrison,W L
22.417 817693 4.0 B 4B I0 6 I 0.15 N 8 60 5.0 Y 4 Gilcbxlst,D.K M
22.426 817694 4.0 B 4B 6.8 6 0.05 B 7 3.3C y 1 Dodd,W.J N
22.434 817695 3.1 B 145 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y Smith,D 0
22.438 817696 4.0 S 4B 14 6 1.2 280 0.030 B 7 4.5 Y 2 3acoba,T
22.441 817697 4.0 4B 6 EY 4.5 Y 2 Jacobs,T
22.465 817698 3.4 B 4B 14 5 8.0 260 0.05 B i0 6.5 y 7 Hays 3r,R.H p
22.48 817699 2.4 B 4B 20 6 7 270 EY 6.5 y 3 Keee,R O
22.4965 817700 2.5 M 4B 9.17 270 EY 6.0 Y 16 Cook,A.J
22.50 817701 2.6 BSC 7 13 275 EY 6.5 Y 26 Morris,c.s
22.507 817702 3.3: 4B 7 EY 19 Edbemg, S.3 R
22.510 817703 2.4 S 4B 38 9 2.5 273 0.035 B 7 4.5C Y l Gronek,J.D S
22.51 817704 2.7 M BSC 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 26 Morrls,C.S
22.53 817705 2.9 B 4B 5 270 EY 5.5M Y 22 Hale,A T
22.53 817706 5 270 0.05 B I0 5.5M y 22 Hale,A T
22.604 817707 2.9 B 4B 5 2.6 280 EY 1 5 Y 5 Kzisciuu_a$,K U
22.70 817708 2.8 S SAO 15 8 7 270 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 A_k_own,M
22.73 817709 2.7 B 4B EY 6.1 y Clark,M.L V
22.75 817710 2.6 4B EY 6.5 Y 11 Bouna,R._
22.75 817711 2.8 S 4B 14 7 6 258 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y 11 Bou_a,R.J W
22.750 817712 2.6 S 4C 5 273 EY 6.1 y 1 Seargent,D X
22.76 817713 3.1 B 4B 0.050 B I0 6.5 Y ii Bo_a,R.J
22.76 817714 3.4 S 4B 17 7 3.6 284 0.25 N 5 38 6.1 Y C1ark,M.L
22.77 817715 10 0.25 0 0.152 N 5 29 6.5 Y 11 Boums,R.J y
22.77 817716 2.4 S 4B 9.0 EY 7.0 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
22.771 817717 2.8: 4B EY T 4 Tregaskis,T.B Z
22.771 817718 2.8: 4B 6 0.05 B i0 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B a
22.785 817715 2.9 S 4B 5 EY 6.5 Y 2 Garradd,G
22.788 817720 9 0.05 B 7 Garradd,G b
22.97 817721 2.7 B AAVSO 0.08 B Chuzyumov,K
22.98 817722 2.0 V AAVSO EY Ch_v,K
NOTE A Kink at e_ of new gas tail: 4.4 deg. at PA 261. End of kink %0 old gas tail: 5.3 deg. at PA 263. Hz_i of old gas tail: 9.0
de_. at PA 263. Midpoint in dust tall 3.6 deg. at PA 276. End polet of dust tail: 7.4 deg. at PA 280.




























Gas tall at PA 262. Dust tail at PA 277. Ccmet's _tlon against backgro_d stars was easily notlce_ after about i0 minutes
Of observlng, at the eyepiece.
Tail _asuzeDent refers to dust tall oely.
visible uake_ eye. Coma diameter ia low_z limit. Tail length is lower limit.
Superb sky.
Stellar nucleus.
Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.2 mag.
Clouds. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Coma diameter approximate.
Haze. Tall length is rough estluate.
C_t altitude 9 deg., c0gq_arlson stars' altitudes 14 deg., comet's uncorrected magmitude is 3.8.
Haze. C_a diameter add tail length are rough estimations.
NO definite tail seen.
Comet elevation 12 deg.
Gas tail always more prominent than dust tail on March mornings. MaxlJm_m lengths were also noted _rlth naked eye in March.
Extinction correction applied.
Estimate made thzough _rledow. Estimate made from MD-80 at 35000 ft. near Las Vegas, NV.
EXC. see.
Oblation possibly affected slightly by moonlight.
Tail length from photo.
Tails photo'd, to 6.9 deg. and 13.4 deg.
Gas tail at PA 258. Dust tail at PA 270.
5 deg. tail is dust tail. 6 deg. tail is ion tail.
PA value approximate.
Tail 3-4 deg. long. Seee brlefly through driftleg cloud.
Tail length approximate. Seen briefly through drifting cloud.
9 deg. tail is gas; 6 deg. tall is dust.
Date(UT] AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P'wr(s) D_LrM Lim Site ObserTer(s) Notes
22.090 830977 4 0.08 B ii 5.7 1 Fleet,R.W A
22.128 830978 0.09 0.10 N 8.5 102,212,425 9 5.3 1 _gbie,M.J.R B
22.20 830979 0.356 SC 11 200 SoC. Astro. de France C
22.205 830980 6.0 5 Cardiel,N D
22.208 830981 0.256 N 5.6 45 6.0 5 Cardiel,N E
22.249 830982 0.256 N 5.6 45 5 Gallego,J F
22.367 830983 5 l Zanette,D G
22.745 $30984 0.254 N 6 61, 7 45 Paw1utschenko,B H
22.780 830985 5 McNaught,R.H I
NOTE A
Gas tail kink at PA 261. Gas tail kink at PA 263. Gas tail end polut at PA 263. Dust tail end point at PA 280. (Duration not
indicated. Time of observation Is asst_me4 to be start time. Ed.}









DATE: 22 MAR 1986
3et and fan centexe_l PA 90; atzomle_a cenf._ed at PA 272, vertex distance 3.5 arc nin, ; semi latus zeOqmMS P1 - 3.5 8zc
rain., P2 - 3.5 arc lin. For internal antelopes P1 - 2.5 arc rain., P2 - 2.5 arc lin. prominent _et and fan sunward of central
condensation. Prominent lnkernal envelopes apparent. Inner tail composed of several streamers flow_ng from coma. Drawing
canple_ed in twilight.
Drawing made by M. VeEdenet (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Drawing data inf_urred
fE_ _i_e report fox1. Ed. )
Tail 8-10 _. Naked eTe observation. (Duration act indicated. Time of observation is snarled to be Mid terns. Ed. )
Stellar nucleus. The tail have aa equal ltminosity. [sic] (Duration mot iBdioated. TiMe Of observation is assumed to be mid
t_ue. Bd.)
Stellar nucleus p_rfectly visible. Two Jets (?) in opposite sides of the "nucleus', one is long and narrow and the other is
broad add diffuse.
DE&_r_ng Bade f:_ a negative exposed 5 Minutes On Agfapan 400 UA, 50 m lens. The large mmber of stars seen on the
negative ale depicted as they appear in the Atlas Coeli. Tail I has widened and is mUCh larger. Tail IZ is seen brighter,
widening farther from the nucleus. (Translated by II_ staff. Ed.) Scale - 12.1'/S.
Distinctive lopsided fan protrusion; clear bright Dt_leus; 3-3.5 faint broad fantail; tenet head. Between the hours of
4:30 u add 5:15 am EST on 23rd _/arch 198G, the ccme_ was noted to show a bright lopsided fan, protruding frca the nucleus
(which was CClpazable in clarity to nearby 8ta_s). The comet appeared to be larger in volule that on the previous
ohf4rvation on llth March, 1586, hut was fstnte_. The fantail extolled out to 3-3.5 through averted vision add thexn was
noticeable movleent of the c_m_t against the starry background, w_thtn s half hour pexind. However on the following morning
between the hours of 3:40 am and 5:15 am EST on 24th March, 1586, the comet once sgaia showed s hidden nucleus shrouded in
dust that was usfo_usable. 7x50 binoculars also u_od. (Drawing data inferred frc_ written description. Zd. )
Bright near stellar nucleus which looks elongated iz low power. Poor seeing but stars sharp Im 28 i. (Three drawings
supplied. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ hp FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Syp Gd_g Id/T_p Site Ob_rver(s)
22.207 851235 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 22/P 5 Portela,A
22.293 851236 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 X 2.0 15.00 TEI-X Pro 320/ N X 5/T 1 Trsvnik,N.A.S
22.314 851237 0.105 3.5 15.5 x13.0 5.00 Kodak VRI000 i000/ N I/P 1 TayloE,D.L
22.323 851238 0.i05 3.5 19.5 x13.0 I0.00 KOdak VRI000 I000/ N 2/P 1 Taylor,D.L
22.342 851239 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 65.00 EktacBrome I00/ N X I/S 1 Tra_Ik,N.A.$ C
22.347 851240 0.$3 1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 4.00 103a-F N 7/P 2 Ferrln,I D
22.375 851241 0.158 4.5 10.4 x 6.9 5.00 3M 400 400/ N 25/P Pizzi,R
22.390 851242 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 25/P I Sabls,J.D E
22.394 851243 0.300 4.5 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 FuJlcolor 400/ C X I/P CEossley,G
22.359 851244 0.050 1.4 39.6 x_7.0 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 27/P I Sabls,3.D F
22.406 851245 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 28/P 1 Sabls,3.D
22.413 851246 0.300 4.5 6.9 X 4.6 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 10/C 4 Cheat_z,G.R G
22.429 851247 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 2.00 Kodak T_I-X N T 19/C 3 Priester,D.C H
22.431 051248 0.050 1.4 34.5 x_3.4 1.00 Kodak Tr4-X N T 20/c 3 Prlest_,D.C K
22.431 851245 0.050 1.4 34.5 _23.4 0.50 Kodak Tzi-X N T 21/C 3 Prinat_r,D.c H
22.435 851250 0.200 4.5 10.3 X 6.9 4.00 Kodak Tzi-I N T 22/C 3 Prlester,D.C H
22.438 851251 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 2.00 Kodak Tzi-x N T 23/C 3 Priest_r,D.C H
22.442 851252 0.i00 2.8 20.4 X13.7 2.00 Kodak VR 1000/ N T 17/C 3 Prlenter,D.C I
22.443 851253 0.100 2.8 20.4 x13.7 1.00 Kodak VR 1000/ N T 18/C 3 Pzlester,D.C I
22.493 851254 0.165 2.8 12.5 x 8.3 i0.00 Kodak 24_5 Y S IE2/P 3 Yen,B J
22.502 851255 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 X 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I61/P 3 Yen,B K
22. 502 851256 0. 050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 3 • 00 Agfsohz©me 1000/ N S 22/P 16 Cook,A.3
22.507 851257 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Agfscbzcme 1000/ N S 23/P 16 Cook,A.3
22.524 851258 0.500 5 4.1 X 2.7 10.00 FuJlehr.IS00 N 5/P 3 Sanferd,J L
22.524 851259 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 i0.00 FuJlcb_o_ePZ N 6/S 3 Sanford,3 M
22.524 851240 2.000 I0 0.200 1.0 X 0.7 0.50 Kodaooloz 400/ N S 23/N I Gronek,J.D N
22.530 851261 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 FuJlcb_.i600 N 4/P 3 Sanford,J O
22.530 851262 0.500 5 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 FuJlchro_ePZ N 7/S 3 snnfozd,3 M
22.726 851263 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 46/5 2 Garzadd,G P
22.741 851264 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 19.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 47/S 2 Garradd,G P
22.765 851265 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 25.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 48/S 2 Garrs_d,G P
22.789 851266 0.024 3.5 73.7 X53.1 18.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 45/S 2 Garrndd,G P
NOTE A (Time supplSdd by observer may have been start time on mid-exposure time
NOTE B Insane is Zelss Tnssar. Format size 88 nu X 128 1.
NOTE C Instrument is Zelss Teaser.
NOTE D Ins_Dt is Sc_Idt camera.
NOTE E Gelatin 47A filter used.
NOTE F Gelsti_ 21 filter used.
NOTE G (Observer's image Idectifler is 10A. Ed.)










Auxiliary Soligor lens used. Original Instrmmnt characteristics are FL " 0.050, f/l.4.
(Observer's image identifier is 16B = 17. Ed.)
(Ob_e_wve_E'$ _mage identifier is 16A - i0. Ed.) IDstrt_eat is Scbnldt camera.
start time apploxlmate. "Push" processed 2 stops.
Start tile sad exposure duration approximate. Push processed 2 stops. Normal ASh 1600.
City lights Interfered with the observation.
"Push" processed 2 stops.







Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins
23.156 817723 3.9 S 145 256 0.05 B
23.165 817724 3.6 S 122 9.0 6 2.0 265 0.08 B
23.165 017725 3.2 S 122 12 EY
23.167 817726 4B 20 0.05 B
23.24 817727 2.7 DCS 9 EY
23.24 817728 3.1 S DCS 9 17 7 i0 264 0.018 B
23.25 817729 3.3 B DCS 9 0.018 B
23.250 817730 3.7 4B 25 6 6 95 0.050 B
23.322 817731 3.3 B 145 5 2.7 264 0.05 B
23.323 817732 3.4 B 145 6 2 5 260 0.06 R 12
23.35 817733 3.8 B AAVSO 5.5 0.04 B
23.354 817734 2.6 M 4B 8 5.5 0.05 B
23.392 817735 3.6 B 145 5.5 4 4.3 0.05 B
23.396 817738 3.7 S 4B 0 300 0.050 B
23.40 817737 3.0 S IHW BAA 6 8 0.050 B
23.40 817738 3.4 B 4B 11 5 4.0 270 0.050 B
23.41 817739 3.1 V 4B 3.0 270 EY
23.41 817740 8 6 1 270 0.120 B
23.438 817741 2.5 S 4B 6 4 0.035 B
23.47 817742 3.6 B 4B 10 8 1.5 300 0.080 B
23.5174 817743 2.7 H 4B I0 6 5.3 266 EY
23.5208 817744 2.7 M 4B i0 6 5.38 0.05 B
23.69 817745 3.1 S 4B 0.023 B
23.69 817746 3.5 0.080 B
23.74 817747 2.7 4B/C 12 258 EY
23.74 817748 3.2 B 4B/C 16 6 0.33 5 0.05 B
23.74 817745 2.6 S 4B 20 12.0 EY
23.743 817750 2.7 S 4C EY
23.743 817751 15 0.00 B
23.778 817752 6 0.05 B
23.780 817753 2.9 S 4B 6 EY
23.792 817754 3.3 S 4B 9 5 3 270 0.050 B
23.83 817755 3.2 M 4B 0.05 B
23.837 817756 3.5 S 4B 20 5 6 270 0.07 B
NOTE A I haven*t seen the tall wlth the binoculars.
f/
NOTE B Tall at PA 264 exceeds 10 deg. Tall 2 exceeds 6.5 deg. at PA 250-285.
NOTE C Tall length approximate. (Observer indicated "A" method |Argelaader?]. Ed.)
NOTE D Cirrus.
NOTE E Unspectacular tail. (PA value appears to be incorrect. Ed.)
NOTE F Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE G Extinction correctioD applied.
NOTE 8 Tall PA approximate.
DATE: 23 _ 1986
Lim DA Site Observer(s)
? 5.1 3 Benavides,A
15 3.8T Y 2 Haver,R
3.8T Y 2 Kaver,R
10 3.0T Y 1 Melandri,F
6.5 Y 7 BUs,E.p
3 6.5 Y 8 BUS,E.P
3 6.5 Y 7 BUa,E.P
i0 5.5 y 3 Th_as,A
20 6.0 Y 6 da Silva,L.A.L
56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
7 Kiselev,N
20 4.8 Y 1 Diaz P.,E
7 5.8 Y 3 Ludew_g O.,F.L
7 3.0 Y 1 Lifgren 3r,M
7 Gzeen,D.W.E
I0 5.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
Y 1 Bortle,3.E
20 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
7 5 Y 1 Letrla,D.E
20 Y Kronk,G
6.0 Y 16 COOk,A.J
7 5.5 Y 16 CoOk,A.J
3 Jones,A
11 Jones,A
6.5 Y ii Bouaa,R.J
I0 6.5 Y II Botma,R.J
6.3 T 1 LoveJoy,T
6.2 T 1 Seargent,D
15 Seargent,D
7 6.5 Y 2 Garradki,G
Garradd,G
12 Y 1 Batza,H
7 4.5M y 2 SuzukI,K




















NOTE K Brief clearing in clouds.
NOTE i Tall PA 258-280.
NOTE M Gas tail at PA 258. Dust tall at PA 270.
NOTE N 6 deg. tail is gas; 5 deg. tail is dust.
NOTE O Clo_ds. (Observer gave limit as 8.5. Ed.)
SUR-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(uT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
23.420 830986 3.0 0.040 B 8
23.442 830987 0.203 N 6 40
23.524 830988 3 0.050 B 7
23.536 830989 0.45 0.41 N 5 113
23.792 830990 0.13 0.20 N 6.3 250
23.793 830991
NOTE h Tail PA 92.
Tail gTeatest length add SOUth boundary at PA 264; tall north boundary 5.3 deg. at PA 276.
Tail south boundary at PA 259; tall north boundary at PA 280.
DUrM Lilt Site Observer(s) Notes
20 4.5 1 Bailey,G h
12 6.5 7 Troiani,D.M B
I0 5.5 16 Cook,A.J C
15 6.5 1 l_Vy,D.B D
5 LoveJoy,T E
McNaught,R.H F
NOTE B Transparency (1-5): 5. Seeing (1-3): 5. [sic] Sky darkness (I-5): 5. Streamer PA 270 deg. DC = 6.5. Nucleus was
sta_-like. Tail was vlsible for _USt over 3 deg. long. [sic]
NOTE C Da1_ interference.
NOTE D Scale is approximate.
NOTE E (Duration not iodicated. Time of observation is assomed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE F V. faint Dear stellar nucleus. (DLtration not Iodlcated. Tile of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO syp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
6.9 x 4.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y Z 10/P 1 Marafie,A.H
10.3 x 6.9 8.00 Kodak 103a-E N S 12/P 1 Dragesco,J
3.3 x 2.2 i0.00 Kodak 2415 N 8/P 2 Ferri=,I
39.6 x27.0 0.25 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N 7/P 1 Pena,E.D
13.8 x 9.2 4.00 3M 400 400/ N 24/P Pizzi,R
0.9 x 0.6 60.00 ORWO ZU-21 N O 1/P 1 Zalles,R
39.6 x27.0 0.25 Kodak TzI-X 400/ N X 36/P 1 Rodriguez,J
I0.0 x 6.7 5.00 Fu_icolor 1600/ N X I/P 1 Tuten,J
23.9 x16.1 24.17 Kodak 2415 Y O 50/S 2 Garradd,G
11.4 X 7.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 51/S 2 Garradd,G
11.4 x 7.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 52/s 2 Garradd,G
11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 53/S 2 Garradd,G
11.4 x 7.6 19.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 54/5 2 Garradd,G
City lights. Photograph made by M. $earles and J. Tuten.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPR'Y
Date(UT} AONJ FL f/ Ap
23.026 851267 0.300 1.5 0.203
23.110 851268 0.200 2
23.363 851269 0.63 1.8 0.35
23.368 851270 0.050 1.4
23.377 851271 0.149 4.5
23.385 851272 2.30 10 0.23
23.406 851273 0.050 1.4
23.462 851274 0.205 4
23.736 85_275 0.085 2.8
23.752 851276 0.180 2.8
23.761 851277 0.180 2.8
23.770 851278 0.180 2.8
23.789 851279 0.180 2.8
NOTE A Ins_nt iS Schmidt camera.
NOTE B Astronomical emulsion used.
NOTE C
NOTE D Lens aperture stopped dow_ from f/2.0 to f/2.8. Temperature for hypersensltlzatlon 60-65 deg. C.




DATE: 24 MAR 1086
NETWORK: AMATED_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) ADNf ml /_4 ChaXt Ccaa size IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lia DA Site Obsez_rer(s)






3 8.5 255 0.06 R 12
3 2.40 255 0.05 B
24.11% 817757 4.1 M 48 ii
24.146 817758 2.9 B 48 25
24.148 817759 2.8 M 48 28
24.149 817760 4.3 M 48 13
24.150 817761 3.9 S 145
24.160 817762 4B
24.336 917763 3.1 B 145 6
24.357 917764 3.4 B 8 4
24.358 917765 3.1 B 48
24.411 817766 4.2 S 4B ii
24.441 817767 3.9 B 48 6.8
24.72 817768 3.3 S 48
24.72 817769
24.722 817770 3.3: 4B
24.74 817771 8.3 v SAC
24.778 817772 3.0 S 48
24.779 817773
24.78 817774 2.4 S 48 21
24.785 817775 2.7 S 4C
24.785 817776 16
24.787 817777 5
24.79 817778 3.8 S AAVSO 6
24.794 817779 3.7 S 48 4.1
24.800 817780 3.5 B 48 4.1
24.800 817781 3.0 B 4B 8
24.80 817782 3.0 20
24.802 817783 3.5 M 4C 5.5
24.802 817784
24.802 817785
24.81 817788 2.7 4B/C
24.81 817787 3.2 S 4B/C
24.81 817788 3.5 S AAVSO
24.823 817789 4.9 B 4B
24.819 817790 3.3 B 4B
24.82 817791 3.2 M 4B
24.82 817792 4B
24.82 817793 3.0
24.824 817794 3.3 M 4B













5 0.2 270 0.i0 N 10
6 1 275 0.07 B
8 1.5 270 0.05 B
9 1.5 270 0.05 B
5 4 0.05 B
12 5.6 ¥ 1 Heusbaw,C
5.5 N 3 Fiacbe_,D
8 5.5 Y I0 Villa,M
20 Y 2 Tssti,T
7 5.1 3 BeRavlden,A
8 5.5 Y i0 Villa,M
56 5.5 Y 1 Onofze D.,D
7 3.8 LaLret,R
7 S.S Y 1 Ocampo N.,W
7 4.2M N 3 MoEzisoa,W





6.0N Y 2 Gazr adk_, G
7 6.0 Y 2 Gazradd, G
6.3 Y 1 LoveJo_, T
6 Y 1 Sea_geat,D
15 Searqeat,D
55 3.0C Y 1 KStO,T
i0 4.0M Y 1 Hayashi,A
7 3.5M Y 1 Kanai,K
7 3.5M Y 1 Kaaai,g
7 4.5 Y 1 BaTashi,H
8 0.23 4.4 40 4.0 Y 1 Washi,I
8 0.08 B Ii 4 M Y 1 MI_,S
0.16 N 6.3 31 4 M Y 1 Mits_ma, S
2.5 270 0.05 B 7 4 K Y 1 Miteuma, S
EY 6 Y 12 Bosuns, R. J
15 6 6 259 0.05 B 10 6 Y 12 Boula,R.3
8 6 0.5 275 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.0M Y 1 Hayashi,A
6.9 6 4 290 0.05 R 7.6 19 3.SMT Y 2 Kitamt_cs,K
0.035 B 7 Y 2 Okada,M
3.0 0.05 B 7 4.5M Y 1 Suzuki,K
4.2 1.9 5 0.25 4.2 88 4.5N Y 1 Suzuki,K
15 6 3 0.12 B 20 5.5 Y 1 WsshI,S
8 6 0.5 270 0.030 B 8 3.5C Y 1 KSto,T
I0 5 1.5 260 0.07 B l0 5.0 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
NOTE A Gas tall 5 decj at PA 250; dust tail 5 deg. at PA 270.
NOTE B Tall leDgth exceods 5 deg. DC in 5"-New_o=: 8.5'.
NOTE C Moon.
NOTE D Coast altitude 5 deg., comparison stars' altitudes 14 deg., comet's uncorrected latitude is 4.5.
NOTE E NO definite tall seen.
NOTE F Tail visible by direct TIsioB but not intense to naked eye.
NOTE G Tail PA 262-278. Ray 262-267 longest add brightest.
NOTE H Tall stzaight add broad, 2-3 deg. long. GllIpsed briefly through _riftlag cloud.
NOTE I Nucleus.
NOTE 3 5 deg. tail is gas; 4 deg. tail is dust.
NOTE K Sharp kink la ion tail to SW about 3 deg. fE_ corn. [sic]
NOTE L Diffuse cloud.
NOTE M Insist is Wrlght-scblidt. (Observez iDdicated "Y" Bethed. Ed.)
NOTE N 12 - 7.1.
NOTE 0 m2 - 7.7.
NOTE P Gas tail at PA 259. Dust tall at PA 271. Coma dlmter approximate.
NOTE Q Near full loon. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE R Meter. (COla diameter. Ed.) Ins_nt is Wright-Schaidt.
NOTE S TTpe II. (Observer indicated "Y" Bethod. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AC_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pvr(s) DuzM LEm Site Observer(s) Notes
24.542 830992 0.49 0.41 N 5 113 30 5 1 Le_,D.H A
24.814 830993 0.32 0.050 R 7.6 42 5 3.5 1 Kitaanara,K B
NOTE A Scale is approximate.
NOTE B Unspecified feature at PA 290. DC 6. Tail length is not clear of _K)onlight. COma total lagnitude 4.9. Moonlight add
twilight interfered with the observation.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONI FL f/ Ap
24.165 851280 0.200 4,5
24.409 851281 0.050 2.8
24.743 851282 0.180 2,8
24.772 951283 0.180 2.8
24.708 851204 0.180 2.8
NOTE A Enlargement of the print 2x.
FOV ExpM Emulsion
10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M Slide
39.6 x27.0 8.00 Fujicolor
11.4 x 7.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415
11.4 x 7.6 9.25 Kodak 2415
11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Eodak 2415
NOTE B Temperature for hypersensltizatlon 60-65 deg. C.
ISO Hyp C._ng I_/T_p Site Observer(s)
400/ N X 4/P I0 Villa,M
400/ N X 9/P I Villate,F
Y O 55/S 2 Garradd,G
Y 0 58/S 2 Garra_d,G
Y O 57/S 2 Garradd,G













Date(UT) AO_# all MM Chart Coma slze IX= Tall PA Ap
25.146 817796 3.2 B I_W 3.5 0.050
25.149 817797 3.8 M 4B 7 1 0.089
25.163 817798 3.0 M 4B 14 8 2.0 0.030
25.359 817799 3.3 B 145 4 0.050
25.38 817800 3.3 B I_BAA 0.050
25.38 017801 3.1 S IEW BAA 7 6 0.050
25.389 817802 3.4 B 8 3 1.80 261 0.05
25.39 817803 3.1 B IHW BAA 0.035
25.39 817804 2.7 S IHW BAA 7.5 6 0.035
25.392 817005 3.3 B 4B 6 0.050
25.40 817806 2.7 S IHW B_ 8.1 5 0.080
25.40 817807 3.2 B 4B 8 5 0.050
25.40 817808 2.9 S 4B
25.442 817809 3.5 B 4B 6.8 6 0.05
25.52 817810 2.9 4B, BSC 7
25.52 817811 3.0 H 4B, BSC 7 4 265 0.050
25.521 817812 2.6 S 4B 36 8 2 280 0.035
25.625 817813 2.5
25.69 817814 3.3 S 4B 8 0.023
25.69 817815 9 8 1.8 0.078
25.691 817816 4B
25.691 817817 3.2: B 4B 12 8 3 270 0.05
25.71 817818 8.5 V SAO 0.317
25.768 817819 3.0 S 4B
25.771 817820 3 0.05
25,788 817821 4.6 B 4B 0.07
25.79 817822 3.0 S AAVSO 5 6 1 280 0.07
25,79 817823 3.2 M 4B 10 5 0.080
25.799 817824 3.4 M 4B 7.2 6 1.5 270 0.I
25.799 817825 3.4 M 4C 7.2 7 0.08
25.799 817826 0.16
25.799 817827 1.5 270 0.05
25.801 817828 3.4 S 4B, 4C 6.9 7 0.7 280 0.05
25.806 817829 3.4 B 4B, 4C 6.9 7 0.7 280 0.05
25.808 817830 3.3 N 4B I0 6 1.0 270 0.030
25.81 817831 3.4 S AAVSO 7 6 0.5 0.13
25.813 817832 3.5 B 4E 6.0 5 6.0 280 0.062
25.82 817833 3.4 S 4B 8 7 0.07
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Extinction correction applied.
NOTE C No tail seen. High, thin haze possibly reaching to horizon.
NOTE D Differential extlectloa col_cectlon of -0.3 was applied.
NOTE E Good see.
NOTE F Naked eye tall length. Bzilllantmoonlight.
NOTE G Moon 15 d. low west.
NOTE B Tall PA 259-279.
NOTE I Seed faintly. Bright moonlight.
DATE: 25 MAR 1986
Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
B 10 5.0 Y 3 Guthier,o
R 5.5 18 5.0M N 1 VentuXa,F
B 8 5.0 Y 10 Yilla,M
B 20 4.9 Y 1 Castrillon,M.E
B 7 GreeD,D.N.E
B 7 Green,D.N.E A
B 7 4.0 Laixet,R
B 7 Green,D.N.E
B 7 Green,D.W.E A
7 5.5 Y 1 Ocal_o M.,W
B 20 GEeen,D.W.E A
B 10 5.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E B
EY 5.5 Y 1 Bo_tle,3.E B
B 7 3.3MTC y 1 Do_d,N.J C
EY 4.0MC Y l0 Morrls,C.S D
B 10 4.0MC Y 10 Morrls,C.S D
B 7 4 CT Y 1 Gronek,J.D E
N 1 LoveJoy,T F
B 3 5 Jones,A G
R 7.5 30 Jones,A B
EY Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B I
B I0 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B 3
N 5 86 JODOS,A _ K
EY 5.0N Y 6 Gaxradd,G
B 7 Garradd,G
B 10 3.3M Y 1 Date,M
B I0 3.0M Y 1 Hayashi,A
B Ii 3 H Y 1 Natanabe,N L
N I0 25 4.0 Y I Iehlkawa,K
B 11 4 M Y 1 Mitsuma,S M
N 6.3 31 4 M Y 1 Mit_a,S N
B 7 4 M Y 1 Mitsu_a,S
B 7 3.5M Y 1 Kacai,K
B 7 3.5M Y 1 Kanai,K
B 8 4.0C y 1 Kate,T
N 6.3 24 3.0M Y 1 Hayashi,A O
R 14.6 46 3.0MT y 2 Kit_muxa,K
B i0 3.0M y i Yasuki,M
NOTE 3
NOTE K
NOTE L Coma diameter _oertaln.
NOTE M m2 - 7.6.
NOTE N m2 - 9.0.
NOTE O PA 250 to 280.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_ING
Date{UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins
25.174 830994 0.125 R
25.424 830995 0.12 0.204 N
25.516 830996 0.49 0.41 N
25.738 830997 0.254 N






diameter approximate. Tall straight and broad. PA approx4mate. Binocular limit approximately man 8. Bright Doonlight.Nucleus.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAP_
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion
25.137 851285 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektachrome
25.144 851286 0.135 2.8 15.2 X10.2 5.00 Ektachr_e
NOTE A (Observer's 1_age identifier is preceded by pre£ix 2. Ed.)
ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1600/ N N 360/P I Stolzen,P A
1600/ N M 362/3P 1 Stolzen,P A
(Duratlon not iDdlcated. Time of observation is assumad to be StZLEt time. Ed.)
Wide dust tail >20' long at PA 275; bright spot at PA 5; bright spot at PA 35; bright spot at PA 15; Jets at PAn 20, 5, and
50; dust tails at PA 0 add PA 170; enhancement in tail at PA i0. The central condensatlon was stellar. East half of c_a was
bright, with 3 parts. Northern part between jets at PAn 5 aM 50 was brightest. The southern part diE,est. The bright spot
at PA 15 was very faint. Bright spots at PAn 15 aM 35 were only seen at high power. Moonlight add city lights interfered
wlththe observatlon.
Scale is approximate.
Protruding Jet of gas or material; bright nucleus; glowlng shroud of dust. Comet head only definable due to full moon. No
visible tail. Between the hours of 4:15 am aM 5:10 am on 26th March, 1986, the comet, although flooded by full moon light,
appeared to show a projecting Jet of mate-Eisl fram the nucleus in the approximate direction of tbe invisible tail. Averted
vision was used to distinguish this phenolenon from other possibilities. Viewing coDditlons were not as clear as desired for
this observation due to dust COVer trlthin the colet head a_d moonlight. 7x50 binoculars also used. (Drawing data inferred
from wTitten description. Ed.}
Ucspeclfled feature at PA 280. DC 5. Central condensatlons draw tear the south. Shape of co_a is not clear of moonlight.
Cc_a total magnltude 3.5. Moonlight and t_rillght Icterfered with the obserTation.
f/ Pwr(s) DtcrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
6 44 4 Guthier,O A
8 81,677 50 3.0 1 Roblnson,P.c B
5 64 75 5 1 LeVT,D.H C
6 61, 7 55 Pawlutschenko,B D
14.6 46 I0 3.0 1 Kitalntra,K E
DATE: 26 MAR 1886
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Dete(UT) AON# It1 _4 Chart
26.069 817834 3.7 S 4B 13.0
26.073 ' 817835 3.2 4B
26.181 817836 2.9 B SAO, ZHN 1G.0
26.1875 817837 4.5: B 4B 3
26.208 817838 4.0 M 4B 80
26.250 827839 3.5 4B 5
26.351 817840 3.0 B 145 16
26.39 817841 3.1 B IaW
26.39 817842 2.7 S IHW BAA 9
26.39 817843 2.8 S ZI_ B._ 6
26.41 817844 3.2 B 42 11
26.54 817845
26.70 817846 3.2 S 4B, 120
26.70 817847 6
26.71 817848 9.1 V SKO
26.792 817849 3.2 S 4B 10
26.799 817850 3.2 S 4B, 4C G.7
26.806 817851 3.4 B 4B, 4C G.7
26.809 817852 4.8
26.819 817853 3.8 B 4B
Cc_a size CK: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pr,nc LtJn DA Site Obsez_rer(a)
6 2.25 278 0.08 e 30 4.9 Y 1 Cmmp_s,J
2.00 EY 4.9 Y 1 CiBipoa,J
7 3.0 0.050 B 10 4.6 Y 3 Guthlez,O
5 0.05 B 10 4.5_ 2 l_anoioai,C
6 0.05 R 11 30 N 3 Mendez,_
6 2.5 0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 2 Kezbez,F
5 0.05 B 20 3.5 Y 1 de SLIva,L.A.L
0.035 B ? GreeniD.N.E
5 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E
6 0.035 B 7 Green,D.N.E
5 0.050 B 10 5 Y I BOrP.J.e,3.E
0.305 R 18.4 476 3.5MC T 27 Moz_ia,C.S
0.023 B 3 4.2 3oDes,A
5 1.3 0.078 R 7.5 30 3oaes,A
0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A
5 3.0 250 0.050 B 12 Y 1 Batza,H
6 0.4 295 0.0S B 7 3.0M Y 1 Kanat,E
6 0.4 295 0.05 B 7 3.0K Y 1 Knnai,K
4 4 270 0.062 R 14.6 46 2.SMT Y 2 Kitamura,K
0.02 R 6 8 2.SMT Y 2 Kltal'uze,K
NOTE A Moonlight _nterfering.
NOTE B Moonlight. Ele_Tat£on o¢ comet = 48 de<].
NOTE C NO nucleus. _ Giemeter approximate.
D C_na dimt4_ is lower 14_it. Full moon.
NOTE E Moon. (Observez indicated "A" method [A.rgelander?]. Ed. )
NOTE F Full moon and twilight.
NOTE G Coma dlmtex appzoxlmate.















NOTE H Extinction cozzectton applied.
NOTE I At least two _ete were seen coming from the coD_ensatloD in PAa 30: add 90:. The _ets were straight. Lengtha not detezuined.
NOTE J Tall PA 266-281.
NOTE K Nucleus.
NOTE L ClotK1s. (Ob_Ter gave limit as 8.5. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: DRAN_NG
Date(UT) AC_8 Scale Ap Ins f/ lq_(s) DurM L Im Site Observer(s) NOteS
26.505 830959 0.56 0.41 N 5 64 45 5 1 Le_,D.K A
26.823 831000 0.30 0.062 R 14.6 48 10 2.5 1 KitaJ_ure,K B
NOTE A ScAle in approximate.
NOTE B Unspecified feature at PA 270. DC 4. Coma add tall dizectioD is Dot clear of moonllght. Coma total Ba_itude 3.8. Make out
the n_leus of ioonllghtT? Moonlight and twilight interfered with the observation.
DATE:27MAR1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AGN| R1 MM Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap IBs f/ Pwz Lim DA Site Observer(s)
27.094 817854 3.8 S 4B 7.0 6 3.00 268 0.035 B
27.143 817855 2.8 B IEW 19.0 7 3.0 0.050 B
27.145 817856 2.8 B IHW 7 EY
27.1979 817857 4.5: B 4B 3 5 0.05 B
27.212 817858 3.4 B 4C 2 0.03 B
27.215 817859 3.6 B 4C 2 0.03 B
27.218 817860 3.4- B 4C 2 0.03 B
27.229 817861 3.5 4B 8 5 0.5 0.030 B
27.340 817862 3.9 B 145 I0 2 0.040 B
27.48 817863 3.0 4C 0.040 B
27.52 817864 3.0 4C, EY
27.52 817865 3.1 M 4C 14 6 5 0.050 B
27.66 817866 3.3 S 145, 4B 0.023 B
27.66 817867 6
27.67 817868 8.6 V SAO
27. 677 817869
27.677 817870 3.1 4C
27.681 817871
27.736 817872 3.3 4B
27.736 817873 3.3 B 4B 10
27.78 817874 3.3: S
27.80 817875 3.1 4B/C
27.80 817876 3.5 B 4B/C
NOTE A Moonlight.
NOTE B NO nucleus. Cola diameter approximate.
NOTE C Moon. (Obsea_ez im_icated "A" method [Azgelamdez?]. F_. )
NOTE D Magmlt%kle estimate _certainty +/-0.2 Bag.
NOTE E Modified Sidg%rlck method used. Full moon. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE F Differential extinction correctlon of -0.3 was applied.
NOTE G Moon 17 d.
NOTE B Tall PA 259-273. Short tall faint to u_alded eye.
NOTE I Nucleus.
NOTE J Moon.
NOTE K Tall length approximate. Bright moonlight.
NOTE L Tall straight add broad, PA approximate.
NOTE M Nakod eye tall length.
NOTE N Dust tail.
S_B-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(0T) A0_| Scale Ap Ires f/ Ptrr (s) D_rM Lira Site Obsexve_ (s ) Notes
27.174 831001 0.125 R 6 37 4 Guth/er, O A
27.283 831002 0.55 0.30 N 6 40 6 1 Monopoli,M. O B
27.505 031003 0.51 0.20 N 7 79 15 4.5 6 Levy,D.N C
NOTE'A (Duration mot iedicsted. Ti_e of obsez_ration is assumed to be st_trt time. F4.)
NOTE B Moonlight, city lights.
NOTE C Scale is approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observez(s)
27.172 851287 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektachzome 1600/ N M 384/P 1 Stolzen,P
27.193 851288 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 5.00 Ektschrc4me 1600/ N M 390/P 1 Stolzen,P
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
7 4.8 Y 1 Calpos, J
10 5.0 Y 3 Guthler, 0
Y 3 Guthier, 0
I0 5.0TCM Y 2 Franoiosl, C
8 3.3MC Y 2 Giraudl, J. D
8 3.3MC y 2 Gizaddl, J. D
8 3.3NO Y 2 Gizaedi, J. D
8 4.2 Y 2 Eerber, F
8 4.5 Y 1 Levsi,R
8 4.0 Y I Keen,R
3.5MC Y I0 Morzls,C. S
I0 3.5MC Y I0 Morrls,C. S
3 4.2 Y Jones,A
6 1 0.078 E 7.5 30 3ones,A
0.317 N 5 86 Jones, A
3 0.05 B 7 Garra4_, G
EY 5.0M 8 Ga.rrsdd, G
3 0.05 B 7 Garrsdd, G
I EY I Tregaskis, T. B
7 3 270 0,05 B i0 Y I Tregaskis, T. B
4.0 EY 5.3M N 1 LoveJoy, T
El' 5 M Y 12 Boums, R. J
6 2.5 270 0.05 B I0 5 M Y 12 Botma,R. J









DateCUT) AC_f ml Pg( Chart C_ma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observar(s)
28.128 817877 3.3 M 4C
28.131 817878 3.9 M 4C 12
28.168 817879 4.4 B 4B 6
28.250 817880 3.4 B AAYSO
28.250 817881 3.5 B 145,144
28.326 817862 3.9 B 145 17
28.403 817883 2.8 M 4C 15
28.442 817884 4.1 B 4B 5.3
28.49 817885 3.1 4C 12
28.667 817886 3.2 S 4C 12.0
28.79 817887 3.1 4C
28.792 817888 3.2 4C
28.81 817889 3.0 4B/C
28.81 817890 3.4 B 4B/C 15
28.823 817891 4C
28.591 817892 4.2 M 4B 10
NOTE A After cloud.
NOTE B Ma_itx_e estimate _certai=ty ÷/-0.2 mag.
NOTE C NO tail seen.
5 EY
8 0.08 B
1 0.3 E0 0.03 B
3 0.040 B
0.05 B
2 1.5 272 0.040 N
5 4.0 271 0.05 B
1 0.05 B
6 0.040 B




6 2 0.05 B
270 0.05 B
IS 2.33 270 0.04 B
NOTE D Modified Sidgwlok amthod used. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE E MooDllght. (Obsel'Fez gave lillt as 5.5. Ed.)
NOTE F Naked eye tall length.
NOTE G MOOn.
MOTE H Cola diameter approximate.
DATE: 28 MAR 198IS
Dnte(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
28.160 851285 0.050 2.7
28.174 851290 0.050 2.8
28.175 851291 0.135 2.8
28.198 851252 0.135 4
28.211 851293 0.135 4
NOTE A NOOnllght and City lights.
4.ISN Y 1 Fleet,R.N
11 4.6N Y 1 Fleet,R.H
8 6.2MT y 1 _i_ici,A
10 4.0 T 1 Alvoa,A.A
7 4.5(3( N 2 Martlnez,C
8 5.2 T 1 LeTai,R B
7 3.3N T 1 DeTot_g, J. A
7 3.3MTC Y 1 Dodd, W. J C
8 4.0 Y 1 KeeN, R D
20 Y 1 Batzs,B E
5.5M N 1 Lo_e_oy, T F
5.0M IS GaEZa_,G G
5 M T 12 Bo_ma,R.J
10 5 M Y 12 BO_a,R.J H
I0 N 5 T_egaskls,T.B I
12 4.8 N 2 Henshsw,C G
Notes
A
NOTE I DC - Dot visible. Tail length - faint mar. PA approximate. Binocu/ar limit approxlmntely nag. 4. Clear but dawn breaking.
In city.
SUB-NETWORK : DRANZNG
Date(0T) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_r(s) Du_M Lira Site Observez(s) Notes
28.171 831004 0.2 0.030 B 8 IS IS.2 1 DOlInici,A A
NOTE A Moonlight and twilight interfered with observatlon. "L_inous strip in the tail" at PA 60 dog.
SUB-NETWORK: PEOTOGRAPRT
FOV ExpN Emulsion ISO HTp C.,4_Dg Id/Typ Site Ohserve-r(a) Notes
35.8 x27.0 0.17 Ko_ak TEI-X 400/27 N 8/P 1 Afalt_ra,J A
39.6 x27.0 10.00 EkteohEcem IIS00/ N M 396/P 1 StolseD,P B
15.2 x10.2 5.00 F.,ktaobzcle 1800/ N M 397/P 1 Stolzen,P B
15.2 x10.2 0.27 Kodak TrI-X 400/27 N 7/P 1 Afeltra,J C
15.2 x10.2 0.17 Kodak Tri-Z 400/27 N 6/P 1 Afeltra,J C
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is pzeceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE C City lights.
DATE: 29 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart
29.05 817893 3.1 S 4C
29.146 817894 4B 15
29.156 817895 3.0 S 4C, 126 3
29.167 817896 3.0 M 4B
29.189 817897 3.5 B SAO,IBW 25.0
29.208 817898 3.0 S 4C 32
29.279 817899 3,2 B 144 24
29.292 817900 3.9 B 4C
29.295 817901 3.9 B 4C
29.296 817902 3.8 B 4C
29.410 817903 2.9 M 4C 15
29.417 817904 5.0 B 4B
29.573 817905 4 : B 4C
29.573 817906 4C
29.625 817907 3.2 S 4C
29.747 817908
29.747 817909 2.9 4C
29.750 817910
29.?6 817911 2.7 4C
29.?92 817912 3.3 S 4C
29.823 817913 3.5 M 4B
NOTE A Centzo At_antlco Da Air 3umbo.
NOTE B MOonlight.
DATE: 29 MAR 1986
C_a size DC Tall PA Ap IOS f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obse_(s)
0.05 B 7 3.5 9 Shanklln,J.D
0.030 B 8 4.0M Y i0 Villa,M
6 0.114 N 7.9 45 4.0M Y I Di MegliO,F
0.030 B 8 4.0M Y I0 Villa,M
3.0 0.050 B 1O 5.0 Y 3 Guthler,O
5 3.9 278 0.04 B 8 6.0 Y 6 Parisio,R A
6 0.05 B 20 3.5 Y 8 da SIIva,L.A.L B
3 0.03 B 8 4.1M y 3 Giraudi, 3. D
3 0.03 B 8 4.1M y 3 Giraudi, J. D
3 0.03 B 8 4.1M y 3 Gizaudl, J. D
5 3.0 280 0.05 B ? 3.3M Y 1 DeYoung,J.A
0.00 B 11 2.5 Y 4 Gorski,L
i0 7 1 270 0.05 B I0 N 5 Tregaskls,T.B C
EY • N 5 Tregaskls,T.B D
12 7 0.080 B 20 Y I Batza,H E
9 0.31 N 129 Garza_,G
EY 5.0M Y 6 GLrradd, G
9 0.31 N 5.4 129 GLTra_, G
7.0 EY 5.5M N 1 LoveJoy,T F
? 1.8 280 0.05 B ? 4.6M N 1 BEyaDt,K G
9 5 0.030 B 8 3.0C Y 1 Kato,T
Notes
NOTE C PA approxilate. BrlghtBooD and cloud. In city. (Observer gave limit as approximately 8. Ed.)
NOTE D Comet Dot visible. Brlght_n and cloud. In city.
NOTE E Moonlight. (Observer gave limit as 9.5. Ed.)
NOTE F Naked eye tall length.
NOTE G DC - strong.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Inn f/ Pwr(s) DurM L_ Site Ohm(s] Notes
29.152 831005 0.125 R 6 37 4 Guthler,O A
29.510 831006 0.41 N 5 64 30 5 1 LeVy, D.H
NOTE A (DuEatIoD Dot IDdlcated. Time OZ observatlon is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Conflg Inn FL f/ Ap Ex_ Emulslo_ ISO Hy'p _g Id/Typ Site Observer(s} Notes
29.800 870133 600G-O CL 0.135 2.8 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 213/S • Buchaoan,w.T A
NOTE A Moonlight interfered w_th the observation. Halley invisible to naked eye. (Observer's iBage identifier is E-122-13. Ed.)
Widow on front of Ins_nt selected to correspond wlth aperture: 54 m for f/2.8, 38 JR for f/4.8.
DATE: 30 /4,ER 1986
NETNORE: AMATEUR OI_SERYATTON
SITS-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 30 MAR 1986
Date(UT) AG_8 ml _06 Chart coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T LJ..m DA Site ObserrLr($) NOteS
30,006 81791• 3.7 M 4C 0.035 B 9 •.7M T 1 Beghie,M.J.R
30.021 817915 8.9 7 272 0.30 N 8.5 102 4.7M Y 1 Beghie,M.J.R A
30.031 817916 3.1 B 4C 15 12 5 269 0.06 B 15 •.8 Y 2 VIJ_cent,J B
30.042 817917 3.3 M 6C 6 2.• 283 EY 4.9M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
30.066 817918 4.2 M 4C 12 6 2.5 270 0.04 B 12 5.4 N 2 Henshaw, C C
30.076 817919 3.7 M 4C 12 6 0.5 270 0.08 B 11 4.9M Y 1 FIeot,R.N D
30.ii 817920 3.4 S •C 0.08 B 20 3.0 i0 Sbanklin,J.D
30.13 817921 3.4 B 4C 6 0.050 B 7 M Y 3 3annIDk,D.W E
30.160 817822 2.9 M 4C 14 8 0.030 B 8 3.5M Y 11 VIIIa,M
30.233 817923 3.4 B 4C 5 5 0.06 R 8 15 3.0M Y 2 SCha_k,C.M
30.292 81792• 3.3 B 145 12 5 2 0.05 B 7 4.5CM T 2 Martlnez,C
30.358 817925 3.3 B 8 2 1.•7 0.05 B 7 3.8 Lalzet,R
30.•10 817926 3.5 S 4C 0.05 B 10 3 M Y 1 House,R.R F
30.•17 817927 3.1 B 40 0.08 B 11 2.5 Y • Gorski,L
30.46 817928 3.3 B 4C 6 8 0.25 315 0.154 N 8.0 68 3.5 T KEoak,G G
30.49 817929 2.8 4C 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Keener H
30.67 817930 2.6 4B, 6C 5.5 EY 5.5M N 1 LOVO_Oy,T I
30.69 817931 3.1 S 4C 0.023 B 3 Jones,A 3
30.69 817932 10 7 1.5 259 0.078 R 7.5 30 3ones,A
30.70 817933 2.7 V 4C 4.7 3ones,A K
30.74 817934 9.8 Y _Z 0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A L
30.74 817935 8.1 S R_SNZ 7 0.317 N 5 86 Jonea,A M
30.743 817936 2.9 4C EY 5.0M Y 6 GEEr_,G
30.792 817937 3.2 4C 1 270 EY 4 Y 5 Tregaskis,T.B N
30.792 817938 3.2 B 4C 20 5 270 0.05 B 10 Y 5 Tregaskls,T.B 0
30.80 817939 2.7 4C EY •.SM Y 12 Bouma,R.3
30.80 817940 3.0 B 4C 20 5 2 267 0.05 B I0 6.5M Y 12 BOLBa,R.3 p















Bright noonligbt. Reduced toil? COUp. ster Eta Sgz. Tall 3.5 to 4 deg. long.
Moo0. 1
Sp6_e: 0.5 dog. at PA 270. Midpoint on dust tail: 2.7 dog. at PA 280. End point of dust tail: 4.5 dog. at PA 283.
Binoc_ar lIJBit is 6.5.
10 mlnutes into astron, twilight.
Tail PA appzox:lllate. Moon aBd twilight.
Mo_Ltfle_1 sidgtrlck method used. Extinction corEectlon applied.
Easily visible to nakod eye trlth (rest of note illegible. Ed.). COma dimter thzough 15x80 binoculars: 15'.
MOOD 20 d.
Bifocal spectacles - viewed stirs through distance section and c_get out of focus in close-up section.
Nucleus.
Co_K1ensatlon.
Tall length add PA approximate. Clear, bright _D.




Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(n) DurM Lin Site Observer(s) Notes
30.063 831007 0.29 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 12 4.7 1 Be_ble,M.J.R A
30.076 831008 4 0.08 B 11 4.9 l Fleet,R.w B
30.097 831009 2.97 0.035 B 9 10 4.7 1 Begble,M.J.R C
30.169 831010 0.07 0.125 N 5.8 24, 28, 40 12 4.0 4 Riccabone,G D
NOTE A 3eL iD PA 90. Vertex distance 4 arc mi_.; ml luaus re, tams P1 - 4 arc min., P2 - 4 arc miD. Coma and near nuoleer tall
symetrictl. A prominent _et in PA 90 is very stzalght and 51 ere see. lon 9. Besides the Jet, the c©_a appears very dust
free - slightly bluish in colour.
NOTE B Spike at PA 270. Dust tall end point at PA 283. Suspected tall st PA 284. Moonllght. (Duration _ot i_icsted. Time of
observation is asst_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE C Gas tall 6 dog. iu PA 260. D_st tall 4 de_. iu PA 275 _eg. (brightest part of dust tall in PA 275 _eg.). Dust tall PA
260-280. BOth gas and dust tails shorter an Halley nOW lies in Milky Ws_.
NOTE D Comet ve_ low shove the horlzo_; haze over the vnlle_. Coul_b_'t _asure diameters due to sunrise. Therefore the image scale
is ap_oxlmate. Moonlight, twilight, and city lights interfere_ _th the ohservatiou. (Translate_ by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NEq_fORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AO_# Conflg Ins FL f/ Ap EA-pM E_sulslon ISO Hlrp G_mg Id/Tlr P Site Obse_r_er(s} Notes
30.415 870134 6006-0 CL 0.135 4.8 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y c 223/S 4 B_Jchanss,W.T A
NOTE A Mooollght IDterfered w_th the observation. (Observer's image identifier is E-122-23. Ed.) Window ou frout of ins_nt
selected to correspond with aperture: 54 m for f/2.8, 38 mm for f/4.8.
DATE: 31 MAR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUR-METWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml !_ Chart
31.000 817941 3.1 B 4C
31.04 817942 2.7 S 4C
31.063 817943 3.3 M 4C
31.089 817944 4.2 M 4C 15
31.104 817945 3.6 M 4C 15
31.112 817946 3.5 M 5A
31.122 817947 8.8
31.150 817948 2.6 M 4C 26
31.172 017949 2.8 B 144
31.173 817950 3.1 B IRW 30.0
31.174 817951 3.3 B 144
31.178 817952 3.3 B IHW
31.208 817953 3.4 B AAVSO
31.219 817954 3.3 B 4C
31.250 817955 3.6 B 144 18
31.252 817956 3.7 B 4C
31.259 817957 3.6 B 4C
31.266 817958 3.5 B 4C
31.269 817959 3.3 B 4C
31.286 817960 3.6 S 144
31.294 817961 3.0 B 144 ii
31.360 817962 3.3 B 16
31.395 817963 3.3 S 4C 13
31.404 817964 4.0 S 4C 15
31.54 817965 2.6 B 4C 35
31.54 817966 2.7 4C 40
31.55 817967 20
31.56 817968 2.6 4C, BSC 30
31.625 817969 3.2 4C
31.625 817970 3.2 S 4C 25
31.649 817971 3.0 4C
31.71 817972 3.1 S 4C
31.71 817973 14
31.71 817974 6
31.72 017975 2.8 4C
31.72 817976 3.2 B 4C 20
31.73 817977 8.2 V SAO
31.77 817978 2.6 4C
31.781 817979 3.6 M 4C 7.7
31.781 817980
31.788 817981 3.4 B 4C
31.79 817982 4.1 S AAVSO 8
31.792 817983 3.6 S 4C 5.4
31.792 817984 3.1 S 4C 10
31.800 817985 4.1 B 4C 5.4
31.80 817586 3.9 S AAVSO 9
31.82 817987 3.1 N 4C
31.833 817988 4.9 S 4C
31.860 817989 3.0 S 144 12
31.860 817990 3.2 S 144 16.0
31.927 817991 3.0 B 4C
31.99 817992 3.2 S 4C
NOTE A Camp. star Eta Sgr. Brlght_on.
NOTE B Moon.
DATE: 31 MAR 1986
¢_a size _ Tail PA
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
5 270 0.06 B
0.05 B
6 2.5 286 EY
8 2.25 270 0.04 B
6 0.9 266 0.08 B
0.035 B















2 1.67 0.05 B
1 0.05 B
0.035 B
7 4 275 0.030 B
7 270 0.20 SC 10
















7 0.2 320 0.05 B
4 1 270 0.07 B





6 1.0 270 0.05 B
2 270 0.06 B
0.05 B
15 5.2 Y 2 Vlncemt,3
7 3.3 Ii Shamklin,3.D
4.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
12 5.4 N 2 Hensbaw,C
Ii 4.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.N
9 4.7M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
8.5 102 4.7M T 1 Begbie,M.J.R
8 3.5M y ii Villa,M
7 4.6 2 Galli,A
I0 5.0 Y 3 Guthier,O
7 4.0CM Y 2 Naztlnez,c
Y 3 Guthler,O
10 4.0 Y 1 AlveS,A.A
8 15 4.0M y 2 Schal@_eck,C.M
7 3.2CJ( y 2 LupieDez,B
8 3.1 Y 3 Girsudl, J .D
0 3.1 Y 3 Gira_i,J.D
8 3.1 Y 3 Gizaudi, 3 .D
0 3.1 y 3 Gizaudi, J. D
7 3.8 2 Benavides,A
20 4.0 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
7 4.0 Lsiret, R
I0 3.5M Y I Ho%tse,R.R
7 3.0M N 3 Morrlson,_
8 6.5 Y 2 Nard,A
77 6.5 Y 2 Nard,A
I0 4.0M y 28 Morzie,C.S
4.0M Y 28 Morris,C.S
4 N 1 Tregaskis,T.B
10 N 1 Tzegaskls,T.B




5 M Y 12 Bouma,R.J
i0 5 M Y 12 Bo_a,E.J
5 86 Jones,A
5.0M N 1 LoveJoy,T
Ii 3.5N Y 1 Mi_a,S
6.3 31 3.5M Y i Mitslma,S
7 Y 1 Okada,M
i0 4.5M y 1 BsTashi,A
7 3.0M Y 1 Kanai,K
i0 3.0 Y 1 Kobsyashi,3
7 3.0M Y 1 Kanai,K
6.3 24 4.5M Y I Baysshi,A
7 4.5M Y 1 Suzuki,K
8.6 33 3.5 Y 1 Iwaki,Y
4.1M Y 7 Ravez,R
7 4.1M y 7 Naver,R
15 4.6 T 2 viaeent,J






NOTE C Spike: 0.9 deg. at PA 266. End gas tail: 3.9 deg. at PA 266. Midpoint dust tall: 3.5 de_. at PA 285. End point of dust tail:
6.2 de_. at _A 289.
NOTE D Tall _as_eeleDt refers to dust tall only.
NOTE E Cirrus.
NOTE F Moon near to the comet.
NOTE G Altitude 5 deg.
NOTE E Clear, bright moon.
NOTE I tolls dla_eter approximate. Very faint tall 3-4 deg. long, PA approximate. Tail fan-like. Clear, bright loon. (Observer.gave
lilit as approximately 8. Ed.)
NOTE 3 Moon 21 d. +/-14 degrees distant.
NOTE K Tail PA 282-288.
NOTE L Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE M Nucleus.
NOTE N Coma diameter through 15x80 binoculars: 30'.
NOTE O _ = 7.5.
NOTE p m2 - 8.2.
NOTE Q Cloud.
NOTE R Not real dark (dusk). Saw borrow l_OD. [sic] (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE S Tall shapeless. PA approximate. Bright moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap I_s f/ l_(s) DuzM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
31.104 831011 4 0.08 B ii 4.8 1 Fleet,R.w A
31.133 831012 0.30 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 20 4.7 1 Begbie,M.J.R B
31.153 831013 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthier,O C
NOTE A Gas tail spike at PA 266. Gas tail end point at PA 266. Tail end point at PA 289. Moonlight. (Duzation not indicated. Time
of observation is assumed to be start time. M.)
NOTE B FaD PA 45-160. Inner tall at PA 274. Vertex distance 4.5 arc mln.; sell latus rectums Pl - 5 arc mlm., P2 - 4 arc mln.
Yesterday's sharp Jet appears to have de_elope_ into a broad asyl_etricel fad - more dense add brighter to the northeast.
Material in the form of "streamers" appears to flow from the coma into the tail, producing a bright narrow inner tail.
NOTE C (Duration Dot indicated. Time of obseEvatlon is ass%used to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Elulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
31.212 851294 0.135 2.8 15.2 xi0.2 I0.00 Ektachrome 1600/ N M 410/P 1 Stolzen,P A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
DATE: 1 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSER",'ATI(Xq
SUB-N_TWORK: _SU_ _Ppr_R_NCE
DATE: 1 APR 1986
Data(UT) _3_# _ _g_ Chazt COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L tm DA Site Ob_urver(s) Notes
1.099 8"117993 3.6 M 5A 0.035 B 9 4.9M Y 1 Begbie,M.,7. R
1.101 817994 3.2 M 4C 3.5 284 EY 4.7M Y 1 FINt,R. X
1.108 817995 7.8 7 250 0.30 N 8.5 102 4.9M Y 1 Begbia,M.3. R A
i.i15 817996 3.7 M 4C 15 6 1.9 283 0.05 B ii 4.7M Y 1 F1eet,R. N
1.139 817597 2.9 B IEN 27.0 7 4.0 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 3 Guthiez,O
1.14 8179%8 3.7 B 4C 5 0.050 B 7 M Y 3 3SDDIDk,D. W B
l. 15 017999 4.5 M 4C 12 2 0.05 B 7 Keszthelyl, S C
1.160 818000 2.9 M 4C 13 8 0. 030 B 8 3.5M Y ii Villa,M
1.365 010001 B 20 2 0.80 0.05 B 7 4.0 Lalzet, R
1. 528 818002 2.6 S 4C 20 5 EY Y 1 Seazgent, D
I. 53 818003 2.5 4C 7 278 EY 6 Y 13 Bo%ala ,R .J
1.53 010004 2.9 B 4C 18 5 0.05 B I0 6 Y 13 _k_sa, R. J
I. 53 010005 2.7 4C 10 6 5 203 EY 5.5 Y 29 Morrls,C. S
I. 53 010006 2.8 M 4C 12 5 8 283 0. 050 B I0 5.5 Y 29 Morrls,C. S
1.56 010007 2.5 4C 7 9.0 ET 5.3M N 1 LoveJ oy, T D
1.80 018000 2.7 4C 30 G 4 270 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y 2 Nard, A
1.604 018009 3.0 S 4C 12 7 0.080 B 20 Y 1 Batza,H E
1.615 818010 3.5 S 4C 20 7 4 75 0.080 B ii 8 Y 8 Pryal,3 F
1.82 818011 2.6 B 4C EY 5.2 Y C1ark,M. L G
1.63 018012 3.4 S 4C 22 7 0.9 0.25 N 5 38 5.2 Y CIIzk,M. L H
i. 635 810013 3.0 4C EY 5.5M Y 6 Gazradd,G
1.646 010014 3.0 4C 1 270 EY 4 Y 1 Tregaskls, T. B I
1.646 818015 3.0 B 4C 20 5 3 270 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tregaskis, T. B 3
i. 65 810016 2.7 4C 30 7 270 0.20 SC I0 77 6.5 Y 2 Ward, A
1.71 810017 2.9 S 4C 0.023 B 3 4.6 JoDes,A K
1.71 818018 18 6 0.050 B 7 Jones,A
1.71 818019 0.5 0.070 R 7.5 30 Jones, A L
1.729 818020 3.7 B I00 0.2 5 0.51 208 0.28 SC 5 70 4.7 Y 1 Amoretti, M
1.74 818021 9.8 V SPV 0.317 N 5 86 3omes,A M
1.780 818022 3.0 S 4C 30 5 1 280 0.07 B 10 5.5 Y 1 Kobayashi, J
1.78 810023 3.0 B i0 7 0.05 B I0 3.0 Y 1 0ds,K
1.79 818024 3.0 M 4C 1.0 0.05 B 7 5.0M Y 1 Suzuki, K
1.79 818025 4C 4.6 2.5 5 0.25 4.2 88 5.0M Y 1 S_zuki, K N
1.79 818026 3.2 S 4C 7 7 0.07 B 10 4.0M Y 1 Yasuki,M
1.795 818027 2.9 4C EY 5.5/4 Y 6 Garradd,G
1.013 818020 4C 5 270 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tregaskls, T .B 0
1.023 818029 4C 8 5 270 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 T_egaskls, T. B P
1.096 818030 3.5 S 4C 10.0 6 3.00 0.13 R 4 21 6.0 Y 5 Cam_os,3 Q
1.900 818031 3.3 4C 20.0 8 EY 6.0 Y 5 Campos,J R
1.905 018032 2.8 S 143 12 EY 4.5M Y 7 llaver, R
1.910 818033 3.0 S 143 14.5 5 4.4 280 0.05 B 7 4.5M Y 7 BsveJc, R
NOTE A Tall meastLzel|eDt refers to duust tall only.
NOTE B BInOC%LIIUC limit is 6.5.
NOTE C MOOD!
NOTE D Coma dilBletez through 15x80 blnoculara: 30'. Tall length Is lower limit.
NOTE E Moonlight au_d haze. (Observer gave lilllt as 9.5. _.)
NOTE F Moon only about i0 deg. above, "vlslble to naked eye".
NOTE G MOOD up.


















PA approx/mate. Hazy, brlghtloo=.
coma diumtez approximate. PA approximate. Hazy, bright moon. (Observer gave limit as approximately 8. Ed.)




Tail difficult to see, PA approximate. Clouds and bright moon. Limit in binoculars approximately mag. 7.
Ii mag. atella_-like Ducleus. Tall dlfflcult to see, PA approximate. Magolfication of 120 also used. Cloud and bright moon.
(ObSex_er gave limit es approximately 11. Ed.)
Bluish cola. Very faint tail.
Tall not visible with risked eye.
Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) D_--_ Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.08 B 11 4.7 1 Fleet,R.w A
0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 25 4.9 1 Begble,M.J.R B
0.050 B 7 10 3.5 5 Keszthelyi,S
0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthler,O C





Main tail at PA 283. Moonlight. (Duration not iedicated. Time of observation is aaau_ed to be start time. Ed.)
Veztex distance 4.5 arc miD.; s_i intus recttaus Pl - 3.5 arc aim., P2 - 3 arc miD. A promiDeet Jet is once more
visible - 1.5 arc mln. long iD PA 130. Material flows frol the cola Into a prominent Daxrow tail In PA 250. The cuss
appeared quite dusty. (New jets have appeared approximately every two days duJClng MiLrch. Without taking into account the
length of Jets, but taking into account only the position angles, sn estimate of the rotation period of Halley's nucleus
yielded a result of 52 hours 18 minutes - agreeing favourably with that obtained by Sekanins/LarsoD.) (Two dxawings are
Included in this llatlng: one made st man_Iflcations of 102 add 212 ned scale 0.30 arc min./_ add one made at a
ma_ificatloD of 425 add scale 0.13 arc _ID./Bm. Ed.)
(D%Lratlon Dot iddlcated. Time of observation is ass_ed to be start time. Ed.)
Distinctive bright fan protruding from the nucleus; small star llke nucleus; no visible tail; comet head with very faint and
tenuous coma. Between the hours Of 3:14 aR add 5:27 am EST on 2_d April, 1986, the comet was seed to have a faint tenuous
head with a bright fan protruding from the nucleus. Tall was Dot visible due to the close proximity add brightness of the
last quarter aM>On. The nucleus seemed distinctively bright but _aller t_aD On previous occasions. The co_t showed a rapid
angular movelent against the bsckgroumd stars within a 15 mln. period. Tbe apparent motion of the co_et, on the morning of
2Dd April, 1886, is show_. The pattern of stars defined were clear points of light but were reduced in magnitude due to the
position ned brighthess of the last quarte_ moon. The c_t Moves subStaDtlally now within a 15 mID_te period as
demonstrated. The constellation affected should be at the border Of Scorpius. Star alignments were calculated by visual
triangu_atloD. 7x50 biDoculars also used. (Two drawings included in this llsting. Drawing data iDferrod from written
description. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date{UT) AnN| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
1.491 851295 0.080 2.8 25.4 xl?.l 10.00 Kodak Tri-X
1.916 851296 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.50 Kodak VR
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is 12/10. Ed.) UV filter used.
Inn Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer{s) Notes
N X 210/P 2 ward,A A
i000/ N C I/P 3 Vincent,F
DATE: 2 APR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONIt ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr .Lira DA Site Observer(s)
2.000 818034 3.2 B 4C 5 275 0.06 B 15 Y 2 Vincent,o"
2.041 818035 2.9 B 4C 20 6 1 0.03 B 8 4.7M Y 3 Fischer, D
2.073 818036 3.7 N 5A 13 5 2 270 0.04 B 12 5.2 N 1 Henshaw,C
2.10 818037 5.0 M 4C 15 2 0.05 B 10 Keszthelyt, S
2.10 818030 3.0 V 4C 30 6 4.00 270 EY 6.0 Y 4 Nerlin,J.-C
2.115 818039 3.3 M 4C 6 2.2 308 EY 4.5M Y i Fleet,N. w
2.122 018040 3.6 M 4C 18 6 4.3 275 0.08 B ii 4.9M Y 1 Fleet, R. W
2.125 818041 2.8 B IEW 31.5 6 3.0 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 3 Guthier pC
2.125 818042 2.9 S 4C 33 6 4.2 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 7 Parisio, R
2.146 818043 3.6 M 4C 0.040 B 7 3.5M Y ii Westlund,M
2.146 818044 13 8 6 O. 09 M ii 56 3.5M Y ii Westlu_d, M
2.20 818045 2.8 V 4C 30 6 EY 6.0 Y 4 _lln, J .-C
2.350 018046 3.6 B 20 2 0.83 0.05 B 7 3.8 LaiEet,R
2.396 818047 3.4 S 4C 19 0.035 B 7 3.2 Y 3 Mozrison, W
2.42 818048 2.7 4C 30 7 275 0.20 SC 10 77 6.5 Y 2 Ward, A
2.42 818049 2.8 4C 30 7 4 270 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y 2 Ward,A
2.51 818050 2.4 B IEW BAA EY Green,D.W.E
2.51 818051 2.5 B IEN BAA 0.035 B ? Green,D.W.E
2.51 818052 2.4 S IBW BAA 26 5 5 0.035 B 7 GreeD, D. W. E
2.52 818053 3.2 B 5A I 0. 050 B 7 4.3C N I Matcbett ,V
2.53 818054 2.3 4C 27 5 8 280 EY 6.5 Y 30 Morrls,C. S
2.53 818055 2.4 M 4C 8 280 0.050 B I0 6.5 Y 30 Morrls,C. S
2. 542 818056 2.4 S 4C EY Y 3 Seargeat, D
2.56 818057 2.4 4C EY 7 Y 14 Bo_a,R.J
2.56 818058 2.8 B 4C 18 4 4 285 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Bou_a,R. J
2.56 818059 2.4 4C 10.5 EY 6.0M Y 1 LoveJoy, T
2. 563 818060 2.9 S 4C EY 6.0 Y 7 Gezradd, G
2.563 818061 2.5 2.1 0.050 B i0 6 Y 3 MIDton,R. B
2. 563 818062 3.0 B 4C 25 5 3 270 O. 05 B I0 Y 6 Tregaskls, T. B
2.566 818063 3 0.05 B 7 Garradd,G
2.566 818064 3.0 4C 1 270 EY 6 Y 6 Tregaskls,T.B
2.569 818065 4C 13 5 270 0.10 N 6 24 Y 6 Tregaskis, T. B
2.580 818066 9 0.31 N 5.4 129 Garradd,G
2. 604 818067 3.0 S 4C 12 8 2.5 250 0. 080 B 20 Y 1 Baiza, K
2.604 818068 3.8 S 4C 20 6 3.5 75 0.080 B 11 8 Y 8 PE_al ,J
2.65 818069 2.6 B 4C EY 5.4 Y Clark,M. L
2.66 818070 3.0 S 4C 25 7 1.4 0.05 B 10 5.4 Y C1ark,M. L
2.68 818071 2.8 S 4C 0.023 B 3 4.9 3oDes,A
2.68 818072 20 7 0.050 B 7 3ones,A
2.68 818073 1.0 0.078 R 7.5 30 3oDea,A
2.708 818074 3.5 B 4C 15 7 2.0 265 0.05 D 7 4.1 Y 3 BGlbzlck, C
2.76 818075 3.6 M SAC 18 0.065 R 8 16 4.0M Y 6 NakaB_tTa, A
2.792 018076 3.0 4C 5 1 270 EY 6 Y 7 Tregsskls, T. B
2.80 818077 2.9 S 13 6 2 270 0.080 B ii 4.5 Y 1 Akita, I
2.80 818078 3.1 M 4C 3.0 0.05 B 7 4.5M Y 1 Suzuki, K
2.80 810079 4C 4.2 1.9 4 0.25 4.2 88 4.5M Y 1 Suzuki, K
2.809 018080 2.9 B 4C 0.035 B 7 Y 2 Okada, M
2.01 818081 3.2 M 4C 10.2 4 0.080 B ii 3 M Y 1 Watanabe,N
2.863 818082 3.0 4C 40.0 EY 6.0 Y $ Ca_pos,3
2.940 818083 3.4 S 4C 14.0 6 2.75 0.13 R 4 21 6.0 Y 5 Campos, J
2.948 818084 3.0 4C 65.0 7 EY 6.0 Y 5 Ca_S, J
2.955 818085 3.3 S 4C 25.0 6 3.00 285 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 5 C_os, J
NOTE A Coup. star 3,2 nearby.
NOTE B Milky Nay hMm_ers viewing (often the worst influence once the a_on is gone). Tall length exceeds I deg.
NOTE C MoOn.
NOTE D MOOn t
NOTE E Gas tall at PA 275. Dust tall at PA 290.
NOTE F comet altitude 3 deg., com_garisoD stars' altitudes 6 deg., c_aet's u_corrected lag_itude is 4.1.
NOTE G C_a dlmter approximate. Tail length is low_r limit.
NOTE H Naked e_e tail le_jth.
NOTE I I used lOx50 bIDoculars out-of-focus. Same _g. as Kappa Sco. C_t was 55 deg. above S hozizon.
NOTE J Coma dla]_ter spproxln_te. Tall faint. Low in SE. (Obsel_rer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed. }
NOTE K Tall fai=t. Averted vision needed to see tail. Length is upper limit.
NOTE L PA approximate. (ObserTer gave limit as approximately 12. _. )
NOTE M Moonlight. (Observer gave limit as i0.0. Ed. )
NOTE N Moon still out but east of c_t.
NOTE O Moon up.
NOTE p Moon up. PA of 1.4 deg. tail 325 to 298.
NC_/E O Noon 23 d.
NOTE R Tail PA 268-292.
NOTE S Tail length - yes. PA 260 to 320.
NOTE T Tall falnt. Length is upper limit. Clear zenith. Thick crescent moon.
NOTE U Moon age 23.2 {Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE V Tall very faint.
NOTE N Comet some 30 deg. above E horizon.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAk_I NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr (s) DurM Lira Site Observer(s) Notes
2.108 831019 0.94 0.050 B i0 33 5.0 6 Keszthelyi, S
2.122 831020 4 0.08 B ii 4.9 1 Fleet,R.W A
2.144 831021 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 5 3.5 11 Nestlu_d, M B
2.146 031022 0.125 R 6 37 4 Guthler,O C
2.177 831023 0.17 0.31 N 0 61 10 6.0 4 MerlID, J. -C D
2.516 831024 0.54 0.41 N 5 64 45 6.5 1 Levy,D. H E


























NOTE A Gas tall at PA 275. Dust tail at PA 290. Moonlight. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start
time. Ed.)
NOTE B Disturbing lights: moon.
NOTE C (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE D Tail at PA 273; Jet at PA 335, then curved to PA 20. Large fan-shaped structuxe toward south southeast.
NOTE E Scale is approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO Hyp C.dng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
2.145 851297 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y I/P 4 Guthler,O A
2.210 851298 0.050 2.0 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektachzc_ae 1600/ N M 415/P 1 Stolzen,P B
DATE: 2 _PR 1988
Date(UT) AC_| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
2.215 851299 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 10.00 Ektachr_
2.516 851300 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1 20.17 KOdak 2415
2.518 851301 0.300 4.5 6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Kodak Tzi-%
2.556 851302 0.100 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 13.67 Kodak 2415
2.560 851303 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 6.00 Kodak 2415
2.563 851304 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.5 20.00 Kodak 2415
2.851 851305 0.050 1.8 39.8 x27.0 2.00 Kodak
ISO HTp C,dng Id/Tlrp Site
1600/ N M 416/P I
Y O 58/S 7
N X 113/P 2
Y o 59/S 7
Y S 33/P 3
N O 42/N 1









NOTE A PhOtOgraph _ _ F. Wilken add O. Guthlex.
NOTE B (C_m_ visible tbxough bole In clouds. ObsezTer's iIage identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE C (Ob_'$ image ideD1;iflez is preceded by pzefix 2. F_.)
NOTE D LeES aperture _to_ dotrB frca f/2.0 to f/2.4. Teipezatuze for hlqDersensltlzatloD G0-65 deg. C.
NOTE E (Obsex_er'8 llage ideDtlfleE is 11/3. Ed.) UV filteE _.
NOTE F Teiperatttre foe hyper_e_sltlzation 60-65 deg. C.
NOTE G (Ob_'s _age Ideatlfle-r is preceded by prefix P%. Ed.)










DATE: 3 APR 1986
Date(UT) AON| ]_- _ Chart Coua slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P%rr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
3.000 818086 2.9 B 4C 5 4 0.03 B 8 4.9 Y 3 Flscher, D A
3.042 818087 3.2 B 4C 5 5 285 0.06 B 15 4.9 Y 2 Vincent, J B
3.073 818088 2.8 S 4C 34 6 4.3 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 7 Parlsio, R
3.09 818089 2.7 S 4C 0.05 B 7 6.5 13 Shanklin, 3. D
3.104 018090 2.9 B IEW 37.0 6 0.050 B i0 5.2 T 3 Guthlar, O c
3. ii 818091 2. G V 4C 40 5 3.00 278 EY 6.5 Y 4 Merlln,J. -C
3.123 818092 3.5 M 4C 20 5 2.25 290 0.04 B 12 5.2 N 1 Henshaw, C D
3.135 818093 3.6 B 4C 0.05 B 7 6.5 T 2 Kukkonen 0I. T
3.146 818094 35 3 3.0 300 0.050 B 7 6.5 T 2 KukkoneD, I. T E
3.146 818095 3.0 B 5A EY 6.5 Y 3 Haaubick, W
3.146 818096 3.0 B 5A 6 285 0.03 B 8 6.5 Y 3 Hasublck, W F
3.146 818097 5At 29 5 3.2 285 0.08 B 20 6.5 Y 3 Zssubick, N F
3.159 818098 3.0 B 4C 18 5 2.8 321 EY 5.5M Y 8 Limdex, J G
3.174 818099 2.8 B 4C 23 6 3.8 287 EY 5.5M Y 4 Bottgez,B
3.212 818100 2.6 B 144 0.05 B 7 5 2 Galli,A
3.215 818101 3.5 M 4C 60 0.05 B 20 4.0 N 3 Gallego, J B
3.219 818102 3.3 B 4C EY 6.5M y 2 Eukkonen, I. T
3.356 818103 3.7 B 20 2 1.20 0.05 B 7 3.8 Laixet,R
3.39 818104 2.8 4C 30 6 3.5 270 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y 2 Nard, A
3.396 818105 3.5 $ 4C 24 0.035 B 7 3.0 Y 3 Morrison, N I
3.45 818106 2.7 4C 30 7 265 0.20 SC I0 77 6.5 T 2 Nard, A
3.483 818107 3.6 B 4C 15 7 7.00 330 0.050 B 20 6.0 Y 2 AUCkbur, R 3
3.487 818108 2.7 M 4C 3 0.080 B 11 5.1 Y 1 Glassett, W K
3.49 818109 3.6 S SAO 15 7 5 270 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y 2 AS_KI_, M L
3.517 818110 2.5 4C 36 8 285 EY 6.2 Y 3 Seazgent, D
3. 517 818111 6 0.3 30 0.08 B 15 Seargent, D M
3.52 818112 3.2 B 5A 1 0.050 B 7 4.8C Y 1 Matchett, v
3.52 818113 2.5 4C 30 6 I0 270 EY 6.5 Y 30 Morrls,C. S
3.53 818114 2.4 4c 6 285 EY 7 Y 14 BossEs, R. J N
3.53 818115 2.5 M 4C 15 6 4 270 0.050 B i0 6.5 Y 30 Morzls,C.S
3. 537 818116 2.6 S 4C 5 EY 6.0 Y 2 Garra4k|, G
3.54 818117 2.6 M 4C 23 4 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Ek)uma,R. J
3.540 818118 8 0.31 N 5.4 129 Garradd, G O
3.55 818119 2.9 B 4C 0.063 B 8 7 Y 14 Bo_a, R. J
3.56 818120 23 5 5 0.035 B 7 GreeD, D.N.E p
3.56 818121 3.0 B IBIR BAJ& EY Gzeen,D.W. E
3.56 818122 2.4 4C 9.0 EY 6.0 Y 1 LoveJoy, T Q
3.563 818123 3.5 S 4C 22 7 4.5 70 0.080 B II Y 8 PrTal,3 R
3.58 818124 2.5 M 4C 0. 050 R 8 6.5 Y 30 Morris, C. S
3.604 818125 3.0 S 4C 12 8 3.0 250 0.080 B 20 T I Batza, E S
3.61 818126 2.5 B 4C EY 5.5 Y Clazk,M. L T
3.62 818127 3.3 S 4C 24 7 1.1 0.25 N 5 38 5.5 Y Clark,M. L U
3.70 818128 3.0 B IBW BAA EY GZeeD,D.N.E
3.729 818129 3.3 4C EY 4.5 T 1 Tregsskis, T. B V
3.736 818130 3.3 4C 25 3 3 270 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Trensskis, T. B W
3.743 818131 4C 15 3 270 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregaskis, T. B X
3.80 818132 3.3: M 4C 1.5 315 0.05 B i0 3.5C N 34 Nale,A y
3.847 818133 S 6.20 0.13 R 4 21 6.0 Y 5 C8_S,J Z
3.854 818134 S 5.00 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 5 Cmapos, J Z
3.875 818135 3.0 4C 60.0 6.80 312 EY 6.0 Y 5 Ca_s,J
3.927 818136 3.8 S 4C 16.0 5 5.63 278 0.13 R 4 21 6.0 Y 5 Campos, J
3.958 818137 3.7 M 4C 23 20 4 0.04 B 12 5.9 Y 1 nenshaw, C
NOTE A Coma diameter - 20'-25'. Tall length approximate. Milky Nay halpezs vletrlug.
NOTE B 4.9 star Just beyo_ coma.
NOTE C T_ I tall 6 to 7 de_. long, type II tail 3.0 dog. long.
NOTE D Moon.
NOTE E c_a diameter determined by c_arlng with neighboring Stars.
NOTE F Tall I plssla; tall lI gas. [sic]
NOTE G Tail type I.


























Date(UT) AON# rL f/
3.095 851306 0.500 3.5
3.099 851307 0.500 3.5
3.123 851308 0.035 1.9
Comet altitude 2.5 dog., comparison stars' altitudes 4.5 aed 6.5 dog., comet's uncorrected magnitude is 4.5.
PA foumd by plotting and Roast%flag on a star chart.
Too wlndy for use of telescopes. Large, lll-deflned coma visible at this time, but no clearly defined tail was visible from




Central coudensatlon much larger than April 2.
Coma dlamDeter approximate. Tall length is lower limit.
Naked eye tail length.
Nice - easy! (cheer gave limit as 9. Ed.)
(Observer gave limit as I0.0. Ed.)
Street ligh%.s.
Street lights. PA of 1.1 dog. tall 326-302.
Through broken cloud. Crescent Io_n.
Through brokea cloud. Crescent moon. (Observer gave liRit as approximately 8. Ed.]
No detail In fairly broad fan-shaped tail; barely visible. PA approximate. Thxough brokea cloud. Crescent mooa.
Cce_t observed from center of large metropolltan area. Observation probably severely ham_ered by light pollution aud lack of
dark adaptation. Ma_itude estimate is suslmect, as is dixection of tail. The coaet could Just be glimpsud w_th the naked
eye.
Tail very faint.
Fslat curved dust tall at PA 312. Very faint gas straight tall at PA 276. The outer edge of the curved dust tail was best
seen w_th naked eye than the gas, straight tall which was much fainter sad slightly shorter in length. Broad tall from PA
276 deg. to PA 312 deg.
Straight gas tail, very faint.
IDS £/ PWT(S) DUEM Lim Site Observer(s)
N 5 64 15 5 1 Levlt,D.8
N 7 233 14 4 1 Tsnikawa,M
Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion 150 Byp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 2/_ 4 Guthier,O A
4.1 X 2.7 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y 3/P 4 Guthier,O A
54.4 X37.8 6.00 FuJichzome 400/ N O 07/P 8 Bottger,B B
D&TE: 3 ,_P'R 1986
Date(UT} J_N| FL f/ Ap POV ExpM Emulsion ISO Ryp G<lng I_ Site Ob_(8)
3.123 851309 0.050 1.? 39.6 x27.0 S.O0 FuJic_cm_ 400/ N O 20/P 8 Bottgez,B
3.138 851310 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 FuJtcbzome 400/ N O 08/P 8 Bot_er,B
3.138 851311 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 FuJ:J.©h.l:ome 400/ N O 21/P 8 Dot_.z]er,B
3.158 851312 0.050 2.0 4.00 rodak T:£-X 400/ N C "//P FalSLTella,N
3.161 851313 0.085 2.0 23.9 x,16.1 5.00 Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N 0 15/P 8 Bot_Jex,B
3.501 851314 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 X 4.5 5.00 Eodak TZ'4-X 400/ N X O02/P 1 Rosem*chal,D
3.502 851315 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 13.00 Eodak 'l'rt-X N M 21/1) 1 _ebb,R
3.514 051316 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.8 11.00 Kodak T'zi-X N N 23/P 1 Nebb,R
3.545' 85131'7 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 20.00 Kodak Tr:L-X 400/ N O 41/14 1 Haagh,B
3.558 851318 0.180 2.8 11.4 x ?.6 11.87 EOdak 2415 Y 0 60/S 2 Gazz'a_kS,G
3. 560 851315 0. 050 2 39.6 x.27.0 3.50 IDct.,itchz:ome 400/ N lo/s Pz'ya1,3
3.568 851330 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 6.50 I_lct.acbxcme 400/ N 11/S PryaX,3
3.5"76 851321 0.085 2.4 23.9 x.]L8.1 23.00 roda/r. 2415 Y O 81/S 2 GLr'Z_t,q,'I,G
3.803 851322 0.180 3.8 11.4 X ?.8 14.17 Kodak. 2415 Y O 62/S 2 GL*-Z'add,G
3.944 851323 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 2.00 Kodak 2415 ¥ O 00Z/T 2 Bsttatnl,P
3.950 851324 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 8.1 3.00 l[odLk 2415 Y O 002/T 2 Bat_til::i.,P
NOTE P,. Pho_xJz'aph made b!v F. wtl.ken _ O. Guth:Ler.
NOTE B Obse.rva1_.on maO_ by J. Liadez and S. Bottger.
NOTE C Photograph made ]_ J. LinGer and B. Bottgez.
NOTE D lnstrumnt is Scbmidt cum.ra.
NOTE E wind v'Lbx-at::Lo_a/lov altitude/poor see£_g. Ftl.m pushed to ASA 1000. Standard 3 m_.n.-3 mtn. pz'ocesslDg.
NOTE F Nindy/poor seeing. F:i.lu pushed _) ASA 1000. Stand,t.l_ 3 m:Ln.-3 m:Ln. pz'ocesslng.
NOTE G Tempezatttre for h_persensitization 60-65 deg. C.
NOTE H Lens aperture stopped down fJcom f/2.0 to f/2.4. TempexattLre for hn_ersensttfzatton 80-65 deg. C.












Date(UT) AON| m3 _ Ch_Lrt Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ies f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Observer(s)
• .000 818138 3.2 B 4C 5 0.03 B
4.052 818139 3.3 B 5A 5 3 285 0.06
4.05 818140 3.5 S 5A 20 4 2.0 0.050 B
4.090 818141 3.7 B IBW 34.0 6 0.050 B
4.10 818142 2.9 V 5A 30 • EY
4.12 818143 3.8 S DCS 9 25 6 2.0 315 0.080 B
4.133 818144 • B 143 3 0.050 B
4.134 818145 • B 143 3 0.0S B
4.142 818146 4.0 B 4C 0.05 B
4.159 818147 3.2 B 4C 10 5 0.4 305 0.050 B
4.160 818148 3.0 B 4C 16 6 1.8 290 0.05 B
4.167 818149 20 3 3.0 300 0.050 B
4.177 818150 2.8 S 5A 35 6 4.4 0.08 B
4.191 818151 3.8 M 4C 0.040 B
4.191 818152 9 5 0.09 M 11
4.311 818153 3.5 B 143 310 0.05 B
4.365 818154 3.4 B 24 2 0.75 0.05 B
4.41 818155 2.8 4C 30 7 270 0.20 SC 10
4.45 818156 2.9 40 15 5 3 310 0.040 B
4.45 818157 2.6 B 4C 20 5 EY
4.465 818158 • B 143 3 0.0S0 B
4.48 818159 2.8 4C 25 6 3.5 270 0.030 B
4.49 818160 3.2 B 5A 1 0.0S0 B
4.494 818161 2.6 M 4C 3 0.080 B
4.507 818162 2.7 S 4C 6 EY
4.51 818163 2.3 B 4C EY
4.510 818164 7 0.05 B
4.51 818165 3.3 B IHW BAA EY
4.53 818166 3.1 S 4C 34 7 2.1 0.25 N 5
4.54 818187 2.4 4C 30 EY
4.542 818168 2.5 S 4C 36 6 285 EY
4.542 818169 0.3 30 0.065 B
4.55 818170 2.6 M 4C 24 • 0.05 B
4.55 818171 0,317 N
4.56 818172 2.4 4C 30 6 7 280 EY
4.56 818173 2.4 M 4C 15 6 0.25 10 0.050 B
4.57 818174 2.3 4C 12.5 ST
4.602 818178 4.2 M 4B • 4 0.05 B
4.62 818176 2.8 B 5A 3 290 ST
4.71 818177 3.6 S 143, 4C 0.023 B
4.71 818178 15 5 0.050 B
4.71 818179
4_75 818180 9.9 Y SAC
4.774 818181 3.7 S 4C
4.774 818182 3.9 M 5A
4.860 818183 2.6 S 143
4.865 818184 2.8 S 143
8 4.8 Y 3 Flscher,D
15 Y 2 Vlncent,J
i0 6.5 Y 8 van LOO,F.R
i0 5.4 Y 3 Guthlez,O
6.5 Y 4 Me/lin,J.--C
15 7 Y 3 Nils,p
5.5 y 1 Lovera,A
20 5.5 Y I Carallo,S
7 6.5 Y 2 KukkoneD,I.T
7 4.5C N 9 Linder,3
I0 5.0C y 5 Bottger,B
7 6.5 Y 2 KukkoDee,I.T
20 6.0 Y 7 Parisio,R
7 4.0C Y 6 Nestlu_d,M
56 4.0C y 6 Nestlu_d,M
7 3.3 2 Benavldes,A
7 4.0 Lalret,R
77 6.5 y 2 War_,A
8 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R
5.0 Y I Keen,R
20 5.5 y 1 CestzilIoD,M.E
8 6.5 y 2 Nard,A
7 4.6C Y 1 Matchett,v
II 5.2 Y 1 G1esaett,w




38 8.7 Y C_lark,M.L
7 Y 14 Bouma,R.J
6.2 Y 1 seargent,D
20 SesLTgent,D
10 7 Y 14 Botma,R.3
308 6.5 Y 31 Morris,C.S
7.0 Y 31 'Morrls,C.S
10 7.0 Y 31 Morrls,C.S
6.7 Y I LoveJoy,T
10 T 11 Edberg,S.J
6.5 Y 35 Hsle,A
3 Y JonestA
7 JODeS,A




NOTE W Tail length - 1 deg. >. [sic]
SUB-NETWORK: DRAFTING
DateCUT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwrcs)
4.097 831027 0.125 R 6 44
4.186 831028 1.6 0.090 M 11 56
4.70 831029 0.31 N 7 53
DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
4 Gutbier,O A
15 4.0 6 WestltLDd,M B
14 5 1 Tanlkawa,M
NOTE A (Duration not indicated. Time of obsez_ation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Dlst_Lrbing lights: city lights.
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
4.084 851325 0.050 2.8
4.090 851326 0.135 2.8
4.097 851327 0.500 3.5
4.109 851328 0.500 3.5
4.324 851329 0.050 2.0
4.368 851330 0.200 3.5
4.371 851331 0.050 1.8
4.374 851332 0.050 2.0
4.374 851333 0.050 1.8
4.378 851334 0.050 2.0
4.388 851335 0.200 3.5
4.398 851336 0.200 3.5
FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO HypGdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
39.6 _7.0 20.00 Ektachroae 400/ N M 429/P 1 Stolzen,P
15.2 x10.2 20.00 Ektschxone 400/ N M 430/P 1 Stolzen,P
4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 4/P 4 Guthier,O
4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y 5/P 4 Guth£er,o
0.33 Fu_icolor HR 1600/ N X 6/P 4 Mallace,B.G
I0.3 x 6.9 I0.00 FuJichr_e 400/ N S 703/S 3 Woldyla,B
39.6 x27.0 2.00 ruJichrome 400/ N T 704/S 3 Woidyla,B
0.33 FuJicolor HR 1600/ N X II/P 4 Wallace,S.G
39.6 x27.0 2.00 FuJlchrome 400/ N T 705/S 3 _oidyla,B
0.33 FuJicolor HR 1600/ N X 12/P 4 WalIace,B.G
10.3 x 6.9 8.00 FuJichrome 400/ N S 708/S 3 Woidyla,B














NOTE R Tall length approximate. Much more diffuse with lower surface brightness.
NOTE S Measured c_a dlameter 45' in 10XS0 binoculars.
NO_ T MOOD 25 d. 1OWE.
NOTE U Tall definite to i degree, suspected to 2 degrees. Tall PA 277-297.
NOTE V Nucleus.
0.078 R 7.5 30 Jones,A
0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A
30 5 2 270 0.07 B I0 3.0 T 1 Kobayashi,3
12 5 295 0.08 B Ii 3 Y i Mits_a,S
38 5 305 EY 6.4 Y 7 ReveE,R
32 4 5.4 305 0.05 B 7 6.4 Y 7 Haver,R
NOTE A COma diameter - 20'-25'. Milky Way extremely bad.
NOTE B C¢_. staz 3.2.
NOTE C Mlthout tail. (TEaoslated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE D The tell is not divided. (Tzensleted by IE); staff. Ed.}
NOTE E _ I tail.
NOTE F Co_a dialeter dete1_mIned by coaqparlng _rlth neighboring stars.
NOTE G Modlfled Sidwlck method used. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE B ExtinctIon correction applied.
NOTE I TOO wlndy for use of telescopes. Large, ill-defined c_a visible at this time, but DO clearly defined tall was visible from
this location??? [sic] Tall possibly pointing away Era viewing site??? [sic]
N_ J Tails photo'd, to 5.2 deg. add 5.5 deg.
NOTE K 7 deg. tail is gas; 3 deg. tail is dust.
NOTE L PA Of 2.1 deg. tail is 348-297.
NOTE M C_ma dlaleter approximate.
NOTE N Anti tail.
NOTE O Two Jets were observed: 0.77' In PA 70 add 0.2' is PA 150. The flxst was narrow add straight. Coma appeared distorted in the
dixection of the Jets.
NOTE P Main tall not measured. Iddlcated tail was 8 fuzzy eXtenSiOn to the c_a. Central coodensatlon was offset towazd the north.
NOTE Q Naked eye tall length.
DATE: 4 APR 1986
Date(UT) AOt_# FL f/ Ap For ExpM Emulsion
4.415 851337 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 FuJiobzcme
4.491 851338 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 £odek Trl-X
4.552 851339 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 x 2.7 12.00 Kodak ZZa-D
4.552 851340 0.105 2.5 19.5 x13,0 12.00 Fu_lobzam
4.607 851341 0.508 5 0.100 4.1 X 2.7 15.00 Kodak 058
4.$23 851342 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 15.00 Ko4_k 2415
4.861 851343 0.050 2.8 39.4 x27.0 0.50 Kodak Tr£-X
4.8G1 851344 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 1.00 Kodak Tzi-X
4.863 851345 0.050 2.8 39.4 X27.0 2.00 Kodak Tri-X
4.865 851344 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 4.00 Kodak Trt-Z
4.870 851347 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 KOdak 'J_:I-X
4.875 851340 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Trl-X
4.889 851349 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 0.50 Kodak TEI-X
4.889 851350 0.050 2.8 39.4 X27.0 1.00 KOdak Trl-z
4.891 851351 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak T_I-X
4.853 851352 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 4.00 Kodak Trt-X
4.898 851353 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak ITL-X
4.907 851354 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 14.00 Kodak TZi-X
4.517 851355 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 0.50 gcx_tk TrL-X
4.917 851356 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Kodak IT2-X
4.919 851357 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak Trl-X
4.952 851358 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 4.1 7.00 KoPek 2415
4.993 851359 0.225 1.7 0.140 5.1 x 6.1 20.00 Zlford fP 4












leo E!_ Gd.g Id/T!_ Site
400/ N S 672/S 3
400/ N x O03/"P 1
N 028/P 4
1600/ N 1/$ 4
)r o29/p 4
Y 0 63/S 1
400/ N T 5/P 2
400/ N T 6.,'P 2
400/ N T 7/P 2
400/ N T 8/P 2
400/ N T 5/'P 2
400/ N T lO/P 2
400/ N T ll/P 2
400/ N T 12/P 2
400/ N T 13,_P 2
400/ N T 14/P 2
400/ N T 15/P 2
400/ N T 16/P 2
400/ N T 17/P 2
400/ N T 18/P 2
400/ N T 15/P 2
Y O 1/T 2
125/ N O 2/T 2
NOTE M
Photo_&ph made by r. Wllkeu and O. GuShier.
(ObsezTez's image ldenttfiez is also D. ObserTer's 1ma91 lctentifter is
(Ob_'S image Ix]eDtIfler is precede a b T pzeflx i. Ed. )
(OblaLTVeZ'S liege IdeDtifier is also F. Observer's IBsge IxleDtlfler is
(Oba_Evez'e i]sage i_DtlfleE iS also E. Ob&ez_rqLrla JJege IdeDtifier is
IDst--_llent iS eCheldt caBera.





























followed b_ suffix A. Ed. )
followed bT suffix A. Ed. )
follOW_d bT suffix A. Ed. )
Te_pematuze fOZ h1_M_sensitizstlon 60-65 de_. C.
The UT Start time is accuzate. [sic] The sten_ was not accurately set up, so we have ofg-centze start trails. [sic] Fil_
roll T_I-X/I.
The UT start time is estimated. The ste_d wee DOt acoumately set up, so we have off-¢entxe start trails. [sic] Fiim roll
Tri-X/l.
The UT Start t_ is esti_ate_, wgatteD 47A (blue) filter used. The stsDd Was Dot aocurately set up, so w_ have oEf-ceDtre
start tralls. [sic] Film =oll T_I-X/I.
The UT start t_ is eati_ate_. NratteD 21 (orsDge) filter used. The sta_d was Dot aCC_LEetely set up, so _ have
off-ceDtre start trails. [sic] Film roll TrI-X/I.
DATE: 5 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$EB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml NM Chart
5.000 818185 2.9 B 4C 8 4.9 Y
5.031 818186 3.2 M 5A 5.4 Y
5.035 818187 4.1 M 5A 21 11 5.4 Y
5.061 818188 3.6 B IEW 6.0 Y
5.070 818189 4.1 M 5A 9 6.3 Y
5.072 818190 4.0 M 4C, 5A 15 12 6.1 Y
5.08 818191 3.1 $ 5A 30 10 7 Y
5.094 818192 11.0 8.5 102 6.5 Y
5.108 818193 4.8 B 4C 2 0.03 B 8 4.5C Y
5.11 818194 2.8 V 5A 20 4 2.00 290 EY 6.5 Y
5.130 818195 4.5 B 4C 2 0.03 B 8 4.5C y
5.135 818196 3.7 B 4C 2 0.03 B 8 4.5C Y
5.15 818197 4.3 B 4C 5 0.050 B 7 Y
5.17 818198 2.9 S _ 9 25 7 2.5 0.080 B 15 7.5 Y
5.191 818199 4.0 B 4C I0 6 0.06 R 8 15 5.0 Y
5.253 818200 3.8 M 4C 0.040 B 7 3.5C Y
5.253 818201 i0 5 0.09 M Ii 56 3.5C Y
5.260 818202 2.8 S 5A 37 6 4.5 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y
5.264 818203 4.3 143 0.04 B 30 Y
5.267 818204 3.2 B 143 5 4.5 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
5.365 818205 3.8 B 24 2 0.67 0.05 B 7
5.40 818206 2.8 4C 25 5 3 290 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y
5.44 818207 2.9 4C 15 4 2 310 0.040 B 8 5.0
5.45 818208 2.6 B 4C 25 3 1 i0 EY 5.0
5.48 818209 2.7 4C 25 6 285 0.20 SC I0 77 6.5
5.531 818210 3.4 5A 3 3 0.05 B I0
5.542 818211 3.7 S 4C 18 6 5 50 0.080 B 11
5.56 818212 2.3 4C 30 2 EY 7
5.56 818213 4 6.5 280 0.05 B 10 7
5.57 818214 2.4 4C 30 7 4 285 EY 7.0
5.57 818215 2.5 M 4C 15 6 3 280 0.050 B 10 7.0
5.57 818216 2.5 M 4C 0.050 R 8 7.0
5.576 818217 2.4 S 4C EY 6.1
5.578 818218 0.5 0.08 B 15
5.58 818219 2.5 4C 5.5 EY 6.7
5.59 818220 3.8 S SN3 20 8 6 280 0.05 B 7 5.5
5.625 818221 3.6 B 5A 20 8 1.5 295 0.05 B 7 4.2
5.63 818222 2.4 B 4C EY 6.5
5.646 818223 3.9 M 5A, 4A 7.6 6 0.50 270 0.I N i0 40 4.5
5.65 818224 3.2 S 4C 31 7 2.2 0.25 N 5 38 6.5
5.660 818225 2.5 S 5A 2 EY 6.0
5.66 818226 22 7 4 0.035 B 7
5.66 818227 3.2 B IHW BAA 3 4.5 EY
5.70 818228 2.7 B 5A 3 310 EY 6.5
5.72 818229 4.0 4C 16 5 2 0.120 B 20 T Y
5.747 818230 3.5 M 5A, 5B 16 5 3 295 0.08 B 11 5 Y
5.75 818231 4.0 S 5A 3 0.08 B iX 2.0 Y
5.760 818232 3.3 B 5A 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
5.76 818233 3.5 M SAO 18 6 1.1 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y
5.771 818234 4.5 B 5A 0.02 R 6 8 3.0(= ¥
5.778 818235 5.5 0.062 R 14.6 46 3.0C Y
5.78 818236 4.3 S AAVSO 7 i0 5.0M Y
5.79 818237 4.0 S _VSO 9 6.3 24 4.5/4 Y
5.79 818238 3.3 M 5A 7 5.5 Y
5.795 818239 3.2 B 5A 7 Y
5.806 818240 3.5 M 5A I0 40 4.5
5.812 818241 3.0 S 4C 30 I0 5.5
5.854 818242 2.5 M 5A 36 I0 6.5
5.865 818243 2.8 B 5A 5.4
5.865 818244 3.6 B 5A 15 4.8
5.878 818245 3.5 B 5A 17 10 5.4
5.889 818246 3.1 M 5A 5.3
5.903 818247 3.6 M 5A 22 11 5.3
5.915 818248 2.6 S 143 36 6.6
5.915 818249 2.8 S 143 32 7 6.6
5.938 818250 4.2 B 29 50 4.2
5.965 818251 3.8 M 5A 9 6.2
5.965 818252 3.8 S 5A 16.0 21 5.9
5.997 818253 14.1 8.5 102 6.2
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P1rr LI_ DA Site ObseJrwer(s)
5 0.03 B
4 2.1 297 EY
6 1.8 299 0.08 B
EY
0.035 B
6 1.32 300 0.04 B
6 2.0 0.050 B






7 4 306 0.12 C
4 2.5 295 0.07 B
9 2.8 0.05 B
7 5.0 300 EY
4.5 295 0.06 B
7 5.0 319 0.050 B
6 2.6 303 ST
6 3.4 304 0.08 B
3 305 ST
4 3.5 305 0.05 B
2 0.060 R 16
0.035 B
5 4.00 316 0.13 R 4
7 4.0 285 0.30 N























Y 1 Keen,R E
Y 1 KeeD,R P
Y 2 Ward,A
Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B G
Y 8 Pzyal,J B
Y 14 Bo_a,R.J I
Y 14 BouIa,R.3 J
Y 31 Morria,C.S
Y 31 Morris,C.S K
Y 31 Morris,C.S
Y 1 Seargent,D L
Seargent,D M
Y 1 Love_oy,T N






















Y 12 Melaadri,F Z
Y I Abbott,3 y
Y 2 Vincent,3 Z
Y 1 Abbott,3 a
Y 1 Fleet, R.W
Y I Fleet, R.W b
Y 7 Baver,R
Y 7 Hs__r,R
Y I Bagla,J.S C
Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
Y 6 Campos,J d
Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R B
Notes
A
NOTE A Milky Way still a problem. Coma dlzumeter - 20,-250 .
NOTE B Tall Rasurelent refers to dust tail only.
NOTE C Binocular lIIrit is 7.
NOTE D PA 320 to 340.
NOTE E Modified Sidgwlck _thod used. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE F Extinction correction applied.
NOTE G Tbxough broken cloud. (Observer gave limit as approximately I0. Ed.)
NOTE H Tall appears forked. (Observer gave limit as I0. Ed.)
NOTE I Coaa dieter approximate.
NOTE J Gas tall at PA 280. Broad dust fan includes other tail listiegs.
NOTE K Mttltiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Edge of fan in PA 45 was very sharply defined.
NOTE L Drlftlng clou_]s.
NOTE M A_ti-tail lodger add brighter, length approximate.
NOTE N Naked eye tail length.
NOTE 0 PA= 280+.
Nerve P Street lights.
NOTE Q Street lights. PA of 2.2 deg. tall 335-310.
NOTE R Coma diameter s_ tail length approximate.
NOTE $ Tail length approximate.
NOTE T Large extend tail. [sic].
NOTE U Tail I - 3 deg. Tail II = 1 deg.
NOTE V PA 280 to 320.
NOTE w Tail detected?
NOTE X With baked eye I can see a tail leDgth of 1.5 deg., the tail is open llke a fan, the data can be imfluenced by the Milky
Way. Tall length is for lon tail.
NOTE Y Comparison stars 2.9, 1.9. Milky Way. PA given for mid-tail (3 deg.).
NOTE Z Tall streamer 5 deg. long. PA 270.
NOTE a Comparison stars (2.8, 3.6], (3.3, 3.6], (3.1, 4.1}. CoMa too large to adequately defocus stars except by using ode half of
binoculars (the right). PA given for tall at 3 deg. distance. Milky Way background.
NOTE b Material out to 0.5 deg., PA 30.
NOTE c Tall Dot visible.
DATE: 5 APR 1986
NOTE d Very faint tall.
SUB-NETRORK: Dlb_W/_G
Date(UT) A_q# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_C($) EnJzM L 4_ Site
5.035 831030 4 0.08 B 11 5.4 1
5.157 031031 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 61 5 1
5.252 831032 1.6 0.090 M ll 56 5 3.5 6
5.781 831033 0.29 0.062 R 14.6 46 10 3.0 1
5.809 831034 2.18 0.12 C 10 40 40 4.5 6
5.882 831035 0.0S0 B 10 10 5.4 1
5.903 831036 4 0.08 B 11 5.3 1
5.941 831037 0.060 R 18 50 9 1

















Tail end point at PA 307. Le_in_ e<lge at PA 292. T=alilng edge at PA 312. Tail feature• lost in Milky way. (Duration not
indic•ted. Time of observation is asstmed to be start time. Ed. )
central tail •t approx. PA 300. The tail was vet r wide and almost Bo visible to naked eye. A ce=tr•l tail was brighter than
in exIQremos. The tail is too dlff_$e and wldez _ before, is almost =o visible to the =aked eye. A centzal tail is pore
bright the contour is ve_v hazy. [•ic] IX: 5; coma dianetez: 8' approx.
Disturbing lights: city lights.
DC 3. Tail _ PA is mot cleer of city light and th• at_oaphez•. A little era "coma total magnit_te" of city light and the
atmosphere. [sic] (Observex may be indicating unceztainty of ms,attune e•timate because of city lights and low position
above horizon. Ed. } CGma total nagnitu_e 4.5. Ci_ ligh_ Intexfe_ed with the observation.
T•ll 4 dog., PA 308.
Centzal conden•ation approxt=_tely 5.6 _c m4n. dismetez. TTpe II tail root at PA 310 dog., approxJJJately 17 _c miD.
across: at 1 4eg. from central co_ten••tion, PA 313 dog., approximately 30 erc man. •cross: at 2 64_. from central
conden•atton, PA 318 dog. , approximately 45 axe min. across; at 3 de_. from con•r•1 con_enaation, PA 319 dog., approximately
55 erc nab. :Cross: at 4 (reg. from central coD_nsation, P_ 330 (leg., approxlaately 80 _c mln. ac_oss_ at 5 deg. from
central co=xlensation tail merging into Milky Nay. Tbe_e was Milky Nay iutezfe_eucc. Semi l•tus recttms (both} 8.6'. Vertex
distance 6.5' . T_r_e II tail %ridth _ea&_lEed _x_i_az to PA •t that pOiDt. PA _eas_lEed along tell axi•. All dimensions
and angles deri_ed from A_VSO chL_t _aViog. The oo•trsZ condo•sation (c.c.) appe_c_K! ratbez pesriy: not quite plasetJLI.'y but
CeZtaiDly di_clike. The c.c. was set within • well defined c4_cculer coma of dismete_ 17' and was placed foz_az_ of centre.
No distinct t1_ I tall could be seen End thus the tail w&$ aastme_ to be t_pe 11. This tail was ob$e-_red to gently curve
nort-h_a_ sad could be traced for s_m 5 deg. before the merger of surface brightness with a Iocally prominent pert of the
Milky Nay. The tall was ebbed to have 8 sha--_er edge on the western side, although the first degree or so was quite
shaz91y defined on both sides and of slgulficant brightness relatlve to the coma.
Main tail at PA 304. Type I11 [sic) at PA 30. Gas tail (?) at PA 289. Fan (?). Tail faatures lost in Milky Nay. (Duration
not indicated. Time of observation is asstuned to be start time. F_5. )
S_B-NETWORK: PBC_OG]U_PF£
Date(OT) AM# FL f/ Ap FOV
5.003 851360 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1
5.024 851361 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9
5.115 851362 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7
5.289 851363 0.050 2.0
5.605 851364 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
5.617 851365 0.135 2.8 15.2 X10.2
5.815 851366 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6
5.833 851367 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6
5.842 851368 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0
5.853 851369 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0
5.888 851370 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0
5.882 851371 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0
5.905 851372 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1
5.913 851373 0.050 2.8 39.6 x.27.0
5.924 851374 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1
5.954 851375 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0
5.999 851376 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4,6










EXpM Emulsion ISO B1_ G_Lng I_/T_p Site Observer(s)
5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 73/IP 3 KOCh,B
8.00 Ko<lak 2415 Y S 15/P 2 D_agesco,J
lO.O0 E_ak 2415 Y 6/P 4 Guthter,O
3.00 Eo(la]r. Tri-% 400/ N C 8/P FalsazclIa,N
3.50 F_I 400/ N 12/S Pryal,3
4.75 Fuji 400/ N 13/S P_Tal,3
5.00 KOdak 103a-O N O _/C 5 Ci_atti,A
10.00 KO_ 1038--O N 0 2/C 5 Cilatti,A
16.00 Kodak TEI-X 400/ N T 8/P 2 3o_ea,B.W
16.00 Ko_akTri-X 400/ N T 9/P 2 3ODeS,B.N
17.00 g(_ak TEi-X 400/ N T 10/P 2 3oaes,B.N
16.00 KO_ Tri-Z 400/ N T ll/P 2 3Oa•S,B.W
10.00 Kodak 2415 Y O O01/T 2 Battei_i,P
16.00 Kc_ak Tri-X 400/ N T 16/P 2 3oaes,B.W
20.00 IlfOz_ FP4 125/ N O 002/T 2 Battaini,P
8.00 _f• 1000 RS 1000/ N T 213/$ 2 3ones,B.W
8.00 Kodak 2415 Y X II/P 1 M_afle,A.H
prefix i00/. E_.)
(Ob_ supplied nonessentisl notes on original report form. F_I.)
Pho_J_aphmade by F. wllken and O. Guthier.
UT stazt time is accurate. Fil_ roll Trl-X/2.
UT start time is estimate. Film roll T_i-X/2.
UT start time is estate. Nzatte_ 47A (blue) filtex used. Fill roll Tri-X/2.
UT start tlme is est_ate. WratteD 21 (oramgo) filter used. Film roll Tri-X/2.
UT start tile is estimate. Drive failed: had (:t_iveD. Fil_ roll TTI-X/2.
Insist is Sc_idt camera.





DATE: 6 APR 1986
NETWC_K: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dnte(UT) AON# atl _( Ch_Lrt C_a slze DC Tall PA Ap
6.041 818254 3.0 B IHW 29.0 6 0.050
6.059 818255 4.5 B 5A 30 7 6 0 0.065
6.073 818256 3.7 M 4C, 5A 6 1.98 290 0.04
6.09 018257 2.9 S 6C 0.05
6.094 018258 2.7 B 5A
6.094 818259 2.7 B 5A 8 0.03
6.094 818260 5A 29 5 5.3 0.08
6.100 818261 2.6 B 4C 25 8 4 0.03
6.10 818262 2.9 S 5A 20 6 2.5 0.080
6.104 818263 4.0 M 5A 6 0.050
6.111 818266 3.6 B 5A 0.05
6.125 818265 5A 7.5 6 0.216
6.125 818266 3.3 B 5A 18
6.125 818267 2.8 S 5A 38 6 4.6 0.08
6.125 818268 3.0 S 5A I0 6 2.3 295 0.050
6.128 818269 4.0 M 5A 14 6 0.05
6.13 818270 3.5 S _,S 10 3 3 300 0.080
6.132 818271 35 4 4.0 300 0.050
6.142 818272 3.1 B 5A
6.153 818273 3.3 S 5A 12 3 2.5 290 0.050
6.267 818274 9 6 0.090
6.17 818275 2.9 S DCS 10 25 6 3.0 0.080
6.174 818276 2.7 B 5A 27 6 3.0 300
6.194 818277 11 8 0.3 290 0.09
6.208 828278 3.4 143
6.208 818279 3.5 143
6.229 828280 3.6 M 5A 3.8 282 0.040
6.257 818281 3.1 B 143 16 5 1.5 0.05
6.333 818282 2.9 B SA 32 5 2.7 318
6.382 818283 3.8 B 161 282 0.05
6.415 818284 3.4 S 5A 4 0.050
6.45 818285 2.4 4C 12 6 3 310 0.040
6.45 818286 2.8 5A 25 6 290 0.20
6.46 818287 2.1 B 4C 15 5 1 310
6.47 818288 3.0 S 5A 0.023
6.47 818289 18 8 1.5 0.080
6.48 818290 8.6 Y RA_NZ 0.317
6.52 818291 2.7 B 4C 23
6.535 818292 2.9 S 143 0.5 320
6.545 818293 3.3 5A 35 3 3 310 0.05
6.545 818294 3.3 5A 3
6.55 818295 2.9 5A 25 5 2.5 300 0.030
6.56 818296 2.4 5A 3
6.58 818297 2.3 4C 3
6.583 818298 4.0 S 5A 15 5 3 45 0.080
6.67 818299 2.6 S 35 6 12 295 0.080
6.750 818300 2.3 S 5A
6.75 818301 2.2 B 5A 4 310
6.753 818302 2.5 0.05
6.753 818303 3.2 B 5A 0.035
6.757 818304 3.0 M 5A 13 5 0.5 300 0.030
6.76 818305 3.0 M 5A 15 6 0.08
6.77 818306 3.5 M SAO 21 5 0.065
6.771 818307 4.1 B 5A 6.6 6 0.2 335 0.05
6.771 818308 3.9 S 5A 6.6 6 0.2 335 0.05
6.798 818309 3.3 S 5A 20 4 2.3 300 0.07
6.802 818320 2.7 5A 3
6.805 818311 2.7 B 5A 40 3 3 310 0.05
6.806 818312 4.0 B 5A 20 6 0.070
6.806 818313 5A 12 5 0.15
6.81 818314 1.9 B 5A 4 310
6.875 818315 2.2 M 5A 31 8 2.0 0.05
6.888 818316 3.3 M 5A 16.1 7 305 0.12
6.889 818317 2.8 M 5A 7 2.0
6.892 818318 3.3 M 5A 23 6 3.0 299 0.08
6.951 818319 2.7 B IHW 45.0 7 5.0 0.050





































































NOTE A Type I tall 7 deg. long, type II tall 4 to 5 deg. long.
NOTE B Seed 2 tails. [sic] 4 deg. tall at PA 370 [sic] noted at 6.063 April.
NOTE C Cloed.
NOTE D PA 315-330. Tail I plasma; tall II gas. [sic]
NOTE E Tall length npprox_u|ate. BrilllaDt, fanned central co_eesation_!
NOTE F Not quite circular. Bright nucleus. Hint of tail.
NOTE G Coma diIumeter approxilate. Faint stub of tail.
NOTE H Seeing good, transparency good. Haze.
NOTE I PA approximate.
NOTE J coma dlameter determlned by c_arlng with neighboring stars.
NOTE K Tall very faint, broad and diffuse.
NOTE L Coma diameter determined as an average of two transit time observations.
NOT_ M PA 330 to 350.
NOTE N Milky Way.
NOTE O Cloudy.
NOTE P Ty_ I tail? Shadow behind nucleus.
NOTE 0 Modified Sidnvick method used. Extinction correction applied.
NOTE R Extinction correctlon applied.
NOTE S Tail PA 285-310. Tall suspected to 2 degrees.
NOTE T Nucleus.
DATE: 6 APR 1986
PWr L 4_, DA Site Observer(s) Notes
I0 6.0 Y 3 Guthier,O A
20 6.2 Y 1 McBain,J B
12 6.1 Y 1 Henshaw,C
7 4.0 14 Sbanklln,J.D C
6.5 Y 3 Hasublck,N
8 6.5 y 3 Hasubick,N D
20 6.5 Y 3 Basubick,N D
8 5.5 Y 3 Fischer,D E
15 7 Y 8 van Loo,F.B
12 5.0 N 1 Venttuca,F
7 6.5 Y 2 Kukkonen,I.T
65 6.0 Y 4 Rogezn,J.H F
6.0 Y 4 Ro_ers,J.H G
20 5.5 Y 7 Parinio,R
i0 4.0 Y 8 vanin,G
12 5.5 Y 2 Tanti,T H
15 4.5C y 4 Scholten,A I
7 6.5 Y 2 Kukkomen,I.T j
6.5 Y 2 Kukkonen,I.T
i0 6.0 Y 4 Rogers,J.H K
112 6.5 Y 2 Kukkonen,I.T L
15 7.5 Y 3 Wils,P M
5.5 Y 6 Bottger,B
56 6.0 y 7 WentluDd,M N
5.0C y 2 Martinez,C O
5.0 Y 1 Yilleges,S
7 6.0 Y 7 NestluDd,M N
7 4.8C Y 2 Lupia_ez,B
5.0 Y 10 LiedeLT,J p
7 5.0 3 Benavldes,A
i0 6.4 Y 3 Kaila,K
8 4.5 Y 1 Keee,R 0
77 6.5 Y 2 NaXd,A




6 Y 4 Bortle,J.E R
5.5 N 8 FOLIIkes,M
i0 N 1 Tregaakis,T.B U
5 N 1 Tregnakis,T.B V
8 6.5 Y 2 Nard,A
7 Y 14 Bouma,R.J
6.5 Y 1 LoveJoy,T w
11 Y 8 Pz_val, 3 X
iI 6.5 Y 3 Akita,I y
6.5 Y 3 GarrnckS,G
6.5 Y 36 Hale,A Z
7 Garra_ki,G
7 Y 2 Okada,M
8 4.5M Y 1 Kato, T
20 4.5 y 1 Oks,A
16 4.5 Y 5 NakaBura,A a
7 2.0C y 1 Kanai,K
7 2.0C Y 1 Kaoal,K
i0 5.0 Y 1 Kobayashi,3
5 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B b
10 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B c
i0 4.0 Y 1 Nakam_Lra,y
64 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B d
6.5 Y 36 Hale,A Z
10 6.5 Y 12 MelaD_L_I,F e
40 4.5 Y 6 Clfuentes,E f
5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
ii 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W g
i0 6.2 Y 3 Guthler,O h
7 4.5 15 Shanklln,J.D C
NOTE U Tail very faint and broad. PA approximate. Through broken cloud. (Observer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed.)
NOTE Y Through broken cloud.
NOTE W Naked eye tail length.
NOTE X Getting nearer but fainter? (Observer gave limit as i0. Ed.}
NOTE Y Australia. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NO_E Z The 0.5 magnitude rise between the previous nlght"s estimate add the first estimate on this night is believed real. During
the next hour add a half the brightness appeared to rise an additional 0.3 magBit_e, but the reality of this is Dot
coerced. An intense bright area in the central coma with two jets was observed with the 20 cm reflector; this appeared to
be slightly more fanned out by the beginning of daw_.
NOTE a Tail length = yes. PA 290 to 350.
NOTE b Misty cloud.
NOTE c Tail very faint. Misty cloud. (ObserTer gave limit as approximately 9. Ed.)
NOTE d Misty cloud. (Observer gave limit as approximately 11.5. Ed.)
DATE:6 APR 1986 DATE: 6 APR 1986
NOTE e I can see a11 the 2 deg. of tail with naked eye. Tail length is for ion tail.
NOTE f Tall length 4 dog. to 4.5 dog.
NOTE g Material out to I. 8 dog., PA 313.
NOTE h Tail I ÷ IZ length.
SUB-NETWORK: DR/_4ING
Date(UT) AGN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwz(s) DurM Lie Site ObserTez(a) Notes
6.076 831038 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthi4kr,o A
6.118 831035 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthiex,O A
6.125 831040 0.216 N 7.6 135,230 6.0 4 RO_S,3.H B
6.130 831041 6.32 0.050 B 7 15 6.5 2 Kuk/toaen,Z.T C
6.151 831042 1.6 0.090 M ii 56 10 6.0 7 ReatluDd,M D
6.214 831043 0.216 N 7.6 135,230 15 6.0 4 Rogexa,3.H E
6.227 831044 6 0.040 B 7 5 6.0 7 WeatluDd,M F
6.556 831045 0.42 0.090 M Ii 40 I0 6.0 8 Foulkes,M G
6.623 831046 1.64 0.065 B 12 4 6.0 8 Foulkes,M H
6.885 831047 2.66 0.12 C 10 40 60 4.5 6 Clfuentes,E I
6.882 831048 4 0.08 B ll 5.5 1 Fleet,R.W J
6.949 831048 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthier,o A
6.951 831050 0.48 0.060 R 11.6 35 30 1 Shaakaz,A K








(D_zatlon Dot IDdlcated. Time of observatlon la ss_ to be stazt t_me. Ed.)
Bro_d diffuse Jet at PA about 90 to 120, leogth 0.75'. Probably another Jet, eTer more diffuse at PA about 210. Bright
unresolved Bucleus visible. _ dlaleter 3'. (DttTatlon not I=_Licated. T_ of obsel-vatlon is start tile. Ed.)
Tall length 4 de_, PA 300. Tall brlghtaeaa oonaldezably lower than coma brlght_eas. The SN edge of the tail was slightly
brlgh1_r than othez parts of tail. The central perth of coos brightest; degree of coDdenaatlon spproxIJ|ataly 4.
Dist_LEblag lights: Milky Nay.
BroQd Jet oz fan st PA about 50 to 150. NaX_owtz Jet on edge at PA 90, length 0.3'. Coma diaJwetez 5.4-6.0'. Nucleu_ - still
bzlghtbut not quite stellar.
Field of mew 9 dog. Disturbing lights: Milky Nay.
BZlght almost staE-llke central ooedensstlonwhlchwa$ displaced to PA about 45 de_. from the c_s centre. Kink in south
_st _ of tail. Tall PA 320-330.
NOTE N 2 de_ tail, PA 320, from c_a. Coma outer envelop4 25' across, fuzzy. Single tall through slight broadening near the head
st PA about 45 deg. Tall projected onto Milky Nay which may have affected its vialbilltT. DC - 6 to 7.
NOTE I Tall 4 dog. to 4 dog. 30', PA 305.
NC_FE 3 Main tall at PA 299. Trailing edge at PA 313. Tail features lost in _Lilky Nay. (D_xation not Indicated. Time of observation
Is aasuBed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE K 10X50 blaoc_azs also used.
NOTE L (The _ supplied a detailed explanation of his 1-tenait_ contoum sketch. A summary prepared by the IBW staff could not
do Ju_tlce to the origlaal sketch add explanation. Extr_ ends of cheer's St_LTt end e_d ti_ees given. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: p_RAPRY
Date(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap
6.009 851377 0.300 1.5 0.203
6.043 851378 0.050 2.8
6.052 851379 0.500 3.5
6.059 851380 0.135 2.8
6.067 851381 0.500 3.5
6.105 851382 0.200 2
6.106 851383 0.225 1.7 0.140
6.196 851384 0.050 1.8
6.228 851385 1.80 6 0.30
6.233 851386 0.085 4.0
6.234 851387 0.085 2.0
6.240 851388 0.050 1.8
6.240 851385 0.085 2.0
6.240 851390 0.200 3.5
6.246 851391 0.200 3.5
6.258 851392 0.050 2.0
6.335 851393 0.135 2.8
6.462 851394 0.050 2
6.639 851395 2.100 7 0.30
6.824 851396 0.050 2,8
6.835 851397 0.180 2.8
6.836 851398 0.050 1.8
6.838 851399 0.050 1.8
6.851 851400 0.050 1.8
6.868 851401 0.050 1.8
6.873 851402 0.180 2.8
6.882 851403 0.050 1.8
6.888 851404 0.180 2.8
6.896 851405 0.050 2.8
6.916 851406 0.180 2.8
6.934 851407 0.180 2.8
6.960 851408 0.225 1.7 0.140




FOr ExpM Ea_tlsion ISO Hyp G_=g Id/T_p Site ObServer{s) Notes
6.9 X 4.6 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 12/P 1 )_LEsfLe,A.H
39.6 X27.0 5.00 _ktaC_T_ 400/ N M 434/_ l 5tolzee,P A
4.1 X 2.7 10.00 K_ak 2415 Y 7/_ 4 Guthier,O B
15.2 XI0.2 I0.00 Ektackv©me 400/ N M 435/P l StoIzeD,P A
4.1 X 2.7 20.00 KO_ 2415 Y 8/P 4 Guthier,O B
10.3 X 6.9 13.00 Ko(lak 2415 Y $ 16/P 2 Dragesco,3 C
9.1 x 6.1 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y 85/_ 3 Koch,B D
39.6 X._7.0 5.00 3M 1000 N S 001/P 2 Mobberley,M E
I.I X 0.8 0.50 8_K_ak Tri-X 400/27 N Z 010/P Caati_e_za&,R.$.J F
23.9 X16.1 20.00 103a-O N C 6/S 1 BiDDeW_Oa,S
23.9 xlS.l 1.00 Kodak Tzi-x 400/ N O 58/P 8 Bott_ez,B G
39.6 x27.0 4.50 Fu_ichE_ 400/ N O 12/P 6 Bott_er,B H
23.9 xl6.1 4.50 Kodak Tri-z 400/ N O 59/P 8 Bott_,B G
10.3 X 6.9 4.50 F_Jich_ 400/ N O 23/P 8 Bott_er,B G
10.3 x 6.9 3.50 Fu_ichr_ 400/ N O 25/_ 8 Bott_ex,B G
3.50 KOdak TTI-% 400/ N C 9/P Falaazella,N
15.2 xl0.2 5.50 _%1_ ichr_ae 400/ N 619/_P GieDforto,J.5 I
39.6 x27.0 10.00 Konica 1600/ Y $ 7/S 1 Pacholka,N
I0.00 SakUzs 5R 1600/ N 14/_ 2 KoJlma,T J
39.6 X_7.0 16.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N T 7_ 2 Jonus,B._ K
11.4 X 7.6 5.00 KOdak 103a-O N O 3/C 5 Ci_stti,A
39.6 x27.0 3.00 KOdak VR I000/ N C 3/P 3 Vincent,F L
39.6 X27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 8/P 2 Jones,B.W M
39.6 X27.0 15.75 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N T 9/P 2 Jones,B.W N
39.6 X27.0 16.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N T 12/P 2 Jones,B.N N
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 4/C 5 C1matti,A
39.6 X27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 13/_ 2 3ones,B.W M
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 KOdak 103a-0 N 0 5/C 5 ci_atti,A
39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 14/P 2 Jones,B.N K
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 6/C 5 Ci_aatti,A
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 7/C 5 Ci_atti,A
9.1 X 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 88/P 3 KOCh,B D
4.1 X 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 9/P 4 Guthler,O B
(Cheer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.}
Photograph made by F. wilken and O. Guthiez.
(Cheer supplied nonessential notes on original report form. Ed.)
NOTE D (Observer's i_sge Identiflez preceded by prefix 100/. F.Xl.)
NOTE E This color slide film was processed as a negative add push processed to approximately ASA 4000.
NOTE F City lights.
NOTE G Photoo_aph _ade by J. Li_er a_d B. Bottger.
NOTE H Oblation made by J. Lieder add B. Bottgez.
NOTE I (Observer's i_age ideDtifler is 116-9. Ed.) UT start time approximate.
NOTE J Jet structuxe.
NOTE K Film roll Tri-X/3.
NOTE L Some patchy cl0u_.
NOTE M Nratten 47A (bluet filter used. Film roll TrI-X/3.
NOTE N Wratten 21 (orange) filter used. Film roll Tri-X/3.
DATE: 7 APR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERYATION
S_B-NETWORE: _qSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| I1 te_ Chart
7.04 818321 2.6 S 5A
7.07 818322 2.4 y 5A
DATE: 7 APR 1988
Coma size DC Tall PA
30 7 2.5
25 5 1.50 325
Ap Inn f/ Pwz Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.050 B i0 7 Y 8 van Leo, F. R
EY 6.5 Y 4 Merlls,3 .--C
Notes
A
7.101 818323 3.9 M 5A 25
7.101 818324 4.4 S 5A 20
7.111 818325 13 10
7.12 818326 3.5 M 4C 15
7.125 818327 2.5 B 5A 25
7.125 818328 3.I B 143,181 16
7.125 818329 3.7 B 5A 18
7.142 818330 3.2 B 5A
7.142 818331 3.2 S 5A 18
7.146 818332 2.4 B 5A 36
7.153 818333 3.3 M 5A
7.17 818334 2.7 $ DOS i0 25
7.177 818335 3.5 B 143,161 20
7.188 818336 2.5 B 5A 32
7.228 818337 2.9 B 161 7.5
7.24 818338 2.7: M IHW 30
7.292 818339 B
7.351 818340 2.7 B 161 21
7.4063 818341 3.1 S DCS 32
7.4097 818342 3.0 DCS 22
7.4201 818343 3.0 S DCS 36
7.44 518344 2.3 B OH, 4C
7.48 818345 3.0 S 5A
7.48 818346 2.8 SAn 25
7.49 818347 2.3 S 5A 27
7.49 818348 25
7.51 818349 3.0 B 5A 25
7.521 818350 4.1 $ 5A 15
7.528 818351 2.6 $ 142,143
7.53 818352 3.3 B 5A
7.559 818353 2.8 5A 30
818354 2.8: B 5A 40
818355 2.1 S 5A 40
818358
818357 3.5 B 5A 20
818358 2.0 M 5A 30
818359 1.9 5A
818360 3.0 S 5A 20
818381 2.6 B IHWBAA 35
818382 3.1 5A 20
818383 3.0 S 4C 14
818364 40
818365 2.3 M 4C, 5B 21
818368 2.5 B 5A
818387 2.4 B 5A
818388 2.2 S 5A
818369
818370 2.8 S 5A 41
818371 3.3 S 5A 35
818372 3.3 M 5A 15
818373 3.6 M 58 19
818374 1.9 B 5A
818375
818376 3.6 M S_ 22
818377 2.8 M 5A 20
818378 3.5 S 5B 17.8
818378 3.4 M 5B 20
818380 3.7 B 58 17.8
818381 1.9 5A
818382 4.2 S AAVSO 8
818383 4.0 S AAVSO l0
818384 3.5 M 5A
818385 2.5 S 143 42
818386 2.6 5A 30
818387 3.4 S 5A 50.0
818388 5A 30
818389 3.0 5A 1
818390 2.6 S 143 45
818391 3.2 5A 30
818392 5A 35
818393 3.5 M 5A 19.0
818394 2.6 B IHW 33.0
818395 3.6 B 5A
818398 2.5 B 5A 25
818397 2.5 B IHW
818398 3.5 M 5A 28
818399 2.8 M 5A
818400 2.6 S 5A

















































5 1.5 270 0.04 B
8 1.5 0.07 B
6 0.09 M II
4 3.0 310 0.05 B
8 2 O. 03 B
5 1.5 0.05 B
5 2.6 0.06 R 8
EY
4 1.2 290 0.050 B
6 4.5 313 EY
2.0 294 0.040 B
6 0.080 B
4 1.5 300 0.05 B
6 2.4 315 EY
2 0.5 240 0.08 R 12
5 2 290 0.035 B
8 0.08 B
5 0.8 304 0.05 B
8 2.15 328 0.080 B
7 2.58 328 EY





7 2.0 0.080 B
6 315 0.20 SC 10
5 4 40 0.080 B
0.75 300 El'
4 O. 050 B
3 EY
3 3 0.05 B
6 EY
4 290 0.08 B
8 2.5 280 0.05 B
5 3.5 275 0.05 B
4 EY
1 290 0.05 B
5 5 EY
5 0.030 B
7 3.5 250 0.080 B
7 13 300 EY
5 3.75 297 0.050 B




7 i.i 0.078 8
? 3.1 0.25 N 5
5 0.030 B
4 315 0.08 B
3 315 ET
3 315 0.05 B
6 0.8 0.065 R 8
6 0.08 B
5 0.4 330 0.05 B
4 0.05 B







5 5.50 305 0.08 B
3 3 315 0.05 B
3 3.0 310 El'
3 3.3 300 0.05 B
7 5 0.05 B
7 0.05 B
7 2 314 0.12 C i0
6 6.5 0.050 B
4 310 0.06 B
7 5 0.03 B
EY
5 3.7 308 0.08 B
4 2.9 314 EY
EY
6 4.7 0.08 B
8 4.9C Y 3 Taylor,M.D
16 4.9C Y 3 Taylor,M.D
56 5.0 Y 7 Nestlumd,M
7 Keszthelyi,S
8 5.0 Y 3 Fischer,D
7 4.5C Y 2 Lupianez,B
15 5.5 Y 3 SohaAbeck,C.M
5.8 Y 4 ROgers,J.B
10 5.8 Y 4 ROgerS, J.H
5.5 Y 7 Bottger, B
7 5.0 Y 7 Westlu_d,M
15 7.5 Y 3 Wils,P
7 5.5C y 2 M_LEtlnez,C
5.5 Y 8 Lim_,3
56 5.5 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
7 4.0 Y 5 Granslo,B.H
Ii Y 5 Gorski,L
20 4.0 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
20 5.4 5 Macbholz,D
5.4 5 Machholz,D
7 5.4 5 Machholz,D
6.0 Y 4 geen,R
3 3ones,A
6.0 Y 2 Ashdow_,M
3 5.6 Jones,A
11 Jones,A
77 6.5 Y 2 Ward, A
Ii Y 8 P_al,J
5.8 Y 9 FOLLIkes,M
7 4.8C Y 1 Hatehett,v
8 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
i0 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
• 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
15 Seaxgent,D
7 4.1 Y 3 Bembrlck,C
I0 7 Y 14 B_%als,R.J
7 Y 14 BOUBa,E.J
7 5.7 Y 1 BzTant,K
Gzeen,D.W.E
8 6.5 Y 2 Ward,A
20 Y 1 Batza,H
6.0 T 32 MOEEIS,C.S
10 6.0 Y 32 MOrEIs,C.$
6.9 Y Pearce,A
7.0 T Clerk,M.L
6.0 Y 2 Garradd,G
7 Gazra_ki,G
15 7.0 Y Clark,M.L
38 7.0 Y Clark,M.L
8 5.0M Y 1 gato,T
ii 3.5 Y 1 Mitsmaa,s
8.5 Y 36 Bale,A
i0 6.5 Y 36 Bsle,A
16 4.5 Y 6 Nekamura,A
20 5.0 Y 1 Oka,A
7 2.5C y 1 Kanai,K
7 3.5 Y 1 Mitsuma,S
7 2.5C y 1 Kanai,K
7 Y 15 Botma,B.J
i0 4.0 Y I Bayashi,A
6.3 24 4.0 Y 1 Bsysshi,A
7 6.0 Y 1 SuzukI,K d
6.5 Y 7 Baver,R
6 N 1 Tre<Iaskls,T.B e
30 7.0 Y 7 Campos,J
10 N 1 Tregaskls,T.B f
7.0 Y 7 Campos,3
7 6.5 Y 7 Baver,R
7 6.0 Y 2 Dietrieh,M g
i0 6.0 Y 12 Melandzi,F
40 5.0 Y 6 Cifuentes,E
i0 8.2 Y 3 Guthier,O h
15 5.7 Y 2 VIDCent,3 i
8 5.5 Y 3 Fischez,D J
6.2 Y 3 GuthiersO
II 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
6.0 16 Shanklln,J.D k
20 6.0 Y 7 Parislo,R
NOTE A Dust tall 2.5 deg. long, gas tail 2.0 deg. long.
NOTE B AntoDiadl III. Second tail PA 270 to 300.
NOTE C central condensation - 4.6 arc min. diameter. Tail PA 270 to 300.
NOTE D Milky Way.
NOTE E 6 Rag. nucleus.
NOTE F Milky Nay hampers interpretation Of tail structure. Tall length exceeds 2 deg.
NOTE G PA 294 to 307.
NOTE H Tail suspected.
NOTE I Tail broad + faint; length approximate. See drawing. Coua elongated transverse to tail.
NOTE J Type I tail.
NOTE K Coma diameter and PA approximate.
NOTE L Cirrus.
NOTE M Observation from airplane near Hawaii.
NOTE N DC in 7x50 binoculars: 8.
NOTE O Coma wider than tall near head. Tail PA 285-300. Large nucleus or small condensation in 0.317 Newtonian at 86x.
NOTE P Tail much bright along west side. [sic] (Obsei-wer gave limit as i0. Ed.)
NOTE Q Coma diameter approximate. Clear.
NOTE R Tall faint. Clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed.)

































7 &PR 1886 DATE: 7 tdaR 1986
DC - stro]ag.
Cma diaeeter •gd tail length approximate.
(Observex g•ve ltueit as 10.0. Ed.)
Multiple tails _fi=e the shape of the fan tail. West edge o£ fan was shalq_ly derided.
Dust tail reseed with 3 main ¢oeceatratio•z.
Tails photo'd, to 4.7 def. and 8.8 def. PA of i.i Oeg. tall is 332-327; PA of 1.5 de_. tall is 28-7. I•strument is
c•ta_LLoptric Newto•ia•.
PA Of 3.1 d@g. tall is 332-327.
Tall length I to 2 def.
The Ragmltude was Rea_ed z4rvexal tills _hOut the •Ight, with the brightness remalei•g coaata•t. ID the 20 cl
reflector the ce•tE•l bright ares •oted the previous night was much larger, with at least 3 or 4 Jets observed.
PA 300 to 350.
N:Lud.
Tall not degi•ite. Clear.
Tail PA approxlJate. Dawm add hazy. (Ob•_ gave fills as apprexlmately 9.5. Ed.)
5 def. tall is dust, 3.5 def. tail 18 io•. (Observer Indlcated "A" method [Argelaeder?]. Ed. )
Tail I.
5.7 •e_LT 6193. COmp. star Eta 3.3. Naked eTe infinitude 3.3. DC - 5.
Tall len_-h excee4_ 5 de 9. Tail straight (o_io_Iy ion).
Cloud.
Ap Ins f/ P_Z(S) Dur_ Lim site Observer(z) Notes
0.125 R 8 44 4 Guthier,O A
0.080 M Ii 56 15 5.0 7 WeatluDd,M B
0.216 N 7.6 135,230 10 5.8 4 Rogerz#J.H C
0.050 B I0 5.8 4 Rogexs,J.H D
0.040 B 7 10 5.0 7 We•tl_,M B
0.20 SC 10 226 17 5.5 3 Schambeck,C.M
0.065 B 12 16 5.5 9 Foulke•,M E
0.254 N 6 61, 11, 7 145 Pswlutschenko,B F
0.050 B 7 2 Soc. Astro. de Fra•ce G
0.12 C i0 40 65 5.0 6 Cifue•taa,E H
0.050 B i0 I0 6.2 1 Abbott,J I
0.08 B ii 5.6 1 Fleet,R.W 3











(Duzatio• not indicated. Time of obsezTation is a••tmed to be start time. Ed.)
Distuzblag lights: Milky Way.
Nucleus -Boze diffuse than last cight: a fuzzy bloh of dial_ter about 15". Broad fan with sharp edge in PA %0 def., l•ogth
about 40"; fa• extends diffusely to PA about 150 def. (Generally llke April 6, 0500, but nucleus Bore diff%Lse.) Tall act
visible, but cola elongated i• that dlrectio•.
Coma elo•g•to_ tz••svexsely to li_e of tail: 0.3 de_. dlametez, DC 4. Broad fai•t tall 1.2 de_. lo•g. Ray vizible in tail.
Possible diffuse glow on north side of tail - may be Milky Way. (Duxation •or inclnded. Ti_e Of observatio• is assumed to be
• tart time. Ed.)
Tail at PA 290 , length 3 de_. 10'. Coma i•nex e•_elope 24', out_r envelope 35'. Bright spot l• centre. Co_a DC - 6. Tail
length_ess_re_ fr_ field stars Ide•tlfiod on AAVSO charts. Southwest edge (PA 290 def.) very sharp and distinct. North
edge fuzzy. Bzlghtez b_t sheet tail feature •t PA 330 def.
Betm_n the houz• of 1:20 and 3:45 am o• 8th April, 1986, the comet appeared to have a _811, pinhead _uole_s with a large
te•uo_s coma whose fai•t glow filled the entire _Izror [sic] of mrf f/6 10" Newto•la• uzi_g a 25 m orthoscopic lens. Rapid
movement of the comet was easily perceptible agai•st the •taxzy background with only 20 seconds vlewi•g, and moved at a rate
similar to a• hou_ hand of a clock. The faint wide tail was oely visible to about 2 degrees Of length. These detailz were
also ¢onflrme_ 8t coonabernbran on two consecutive •ighta, being 4/4/86 sed 5/4/86, from the N.E.C. 3aps•ese observatlo•
site through an f/4 8" Netrtonlan, llx80 and 7x50 bIDoculaxs. (Listi•g data inferred from WTitten des_rIptlon. No drawing
submitted. Ed.)
Drawing _e by S. Thebs_It. (D_ratio• •ot lediCSted. Ti_e of obsex_ation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
Tall 2 _e_., PA 314.
Central coa_e••stlo• approximately 4.0 _TC _i_. Bzlghtez tall spi_e at PA 304 def., approxlmately 16 arc _In. length by 8
arc miD. width st root tapezlng to I ere ai•. PlSIBS tail, _ I at PA 304 _eg., spproxlmately 20 arc _in. width at root
taperi•g to 16 arc _is., length 2 def. 54 arc _i•. Du•t tail, t1_pe II, 8t 20 _rc _in. from ce•trsl co_leasation, PA 6 def.,
width 20 arc _In.; at 32 ere _in. from central co_•sstloa PA 346 _., width 19 arc Bin.; at 46 arc _la. from ce•tral
com_e•satio• PA 329 _e_., width 20 erc _la. Dust tail, tlq_e III?, at leadi•g edge PA 6 de_., width 20 arc mi•. There was
Milky W•y i•terfeze_e; a darker r_ion of the Milky Way though; less i•tezfere•ce tha• April 5. vertex distance 6.6'.
Semi l•tus rectum• 11.8' (both); coma prese•ti_ • well_eflmed 'lens'. Type II widths mea•urnd Perpendicular to type I tail
PA. Dimension• and a_gle• from AAVSO chaxt plot. The ce•tzel com_emsatlo• (¢.c.) wsa observed to he very hard and zharply
defi_ed as a plane_llke disk. The c.c. wa• set fo:rvard Of ce•tre withi• the dlstibct le•a-ah•ped co_a (24x14 arc ein.).
A tall spine was observed, but o•ly aar_Inally brighter than the zurroum_i•g _aterlal. A stzaight t!q_e I tail was observed
to the DoEth%_st. It appeared rather less broad than #J_e coma st the root, merrowi_g slightly over the length of nearly 3
_e_. The tail appeared to show a low rate of bright_e•• fall-off with length away from the coma. The western tail edge
• ppeared vel_ shazpIy _eflne_. There was • fuzzy Sad as!m_etrlcal t!rpe II tall to the north. This tall appeared less bright
than the type I tail and wae soon lost to the Milky Way back_lcound. There was a ahert brush of estezlal net at a sharp angle
(62 def.) to the type I tail. Of similar hrlghtmess to the asyametrlcal type II tail, this possible type III tall [sic]
exhibited a q11ite straight leadiD_ edge. Clouds not near c_met.
Gas tail(?) at PA 306. Dust tail at PA 327. Tail features lost in Milky Way. (Duration •ot ledicated. Time Of obsez_atlo• is
assumed to be start time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AC_4# FL f/ Ap FOV Exp_ _ulsioa
7.010 851410 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415
7.011 851411 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 3.00 KOdak Tzi-x
7.052 851412 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 10.00 Ektachr_
7.064 851413 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415
7.106 851414 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.I x 6.1 10.00 Kodak 2415
7.153 851415 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 15.00 KOdak Tri-X
7.168 851416 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 10.00 F_Jlchr0_e
7.201 851417 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 F_ichrc_e
7.232 851418 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 19.50 Fu_tch_o_e
7.232 851419 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 19.50 F_ichzo_e
7.276 851420 0.050 2.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-X
7.294 851421 0.085 4.0 23.9 XI6.1 20.00 103a-O
7.365 851422 0.055 2.8 36.2 x24.6 120.00 103a-E
7.410 851423 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 KOdak Tri-x
7.430 851424 0.605 1.7 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 KOdak 2415
7.458 851425 0.805 1.7 3.4 x 2.3 17.00 KOdak 2415
7.565 851426 0.I00 2.8 20.4 x13.7 7.00 3M 1000
7.572 851427 0.210 4.5 9.8 x 8.5 7.00 3M i000
7.583 851428 0.105 2.5 18.5 x13.0 i0.00 F_jichzome
7.585 851429 0.508 5 0.I00 4.1 x 2.7 16.00 KOdak 098
7.586 851430 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 20.00 KOdak EPD
7.590 851431 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 2.00 3M
7.580 851432 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak Tri-X
7.594 851433 0.050 1.7 39.6 127.0 4.00 3M
7.594 851434 0.050 1.7 38.6 x27.0 4.00 Kodak Tri-X
ISO Byp Gd_g IO/Ty_ Site ObSel_er(s) Notes
Y 10/P 4 Guthler,O A
400/ N X I/P 12 Melam_ri,F
400/ N M 440/P 1 Stolzen,P B
Y ii/_ 4 Guthlex,o C
Y 92/P 3 Koch,B D
400/ N O 18/P 8 Bottger,B E
400/ N O 50/P 8 Bottger,B E
400/ N O 45/P 8 Bottger,B E
400/ N 0 44/P 8 Bottger,B E
400/ N O 51/P 8 Bottger,B E
400/ N C 10/P Falsarella,N
N C 7/S 1 Bi•Dewles,S
N S 1/S 1 Bi==ewies,S F
400/ N X 004/P 1 Rosenthal,D G
N T i/P 1 Lev_r,A
N T 2/P 1 Levy,A
I000/ N 9/S 2 RObert_oD,G H
i000/ N 10/S 2 Robertson,G 1
1600/ N 3/S 2 Royer,R
N 030/P 2 Royer,R
200/ Y 2/S 1 Sabers,D
I000/ N 0 1/T 5 Martia,D
400/ N 0 20/C 5 Marti•,D
1000/ N 0 2,/T 5 MartiD,D
400/ N 0 21/C 5 Marti_,D
DATE: 7 APR 1986
Date(UT) A0_# FL f/ Ap
7.601 851435 0.050 2
7.601 851436 0.050 1.7
7.601 851437 0.050 1.7
7.606 851438 0.135 2.8
7.607 851439 0.050 1.7
7.607 851440 0.050 1.7
7.620 851441 0.050 1.7
7.620 851442 0.050 1.7
7.631 851443 0.050 1.7
7.631 851444 0.050 1.7
7.641 851445 0.050 1.7
7.646 851446 0.050 1.7
7.646 851447 0.050 1.7
7.651 851448 0.050 1.7
7.651 851449 0.050 1.7
7.660 851450 0.050 1.7
7.660 851451 0.050 1.7
7.674 851452 0.050 1.7
7.678 851453 0.200 4.5
7.678 851454 0.050 1.7
7.683 851455 0.050 1.7
7.689 851456 0.200 4.5
7.689 851457 0.050 1.7
7.697 851458 0.200 4.5
7.697 851459 0.050 1.7
7.824 851460 0.050 2.8
7.824 851461 0.050 1.8
7.839 851462 0,180 2,8
7.868 851463 0.050 2.8
7.861 851464 0.180 2.8
7.862 851465 0.050 1.8
7.875 851466 0.050 1.8
7.884 851467 0.500 3.5
7.887 851468 0.180 2.8
7.889 851469 0.608 6
For ExpM Emulsion ISO HypC._ng Id/T1_ _ Site Observer(s)
39.6 X27.0 20.00 Ektschzome 200/ N T I/$ 1 Iaenhart,c
39.6 x27.0 6.00 3M 1000/ N 0 3/T 5 Maztln,D
39.6 x27.0 6.00 Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N O 23/P 5 Martln,D
15.2 x10.2 6.00 Ektaohrole 400/ N 15/S Pryal,J
39.6 x27.0 5.00 3M I000/ N O 4/T 5 MartiD,D
39.6 X27.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 24/C 5 Martln,D
39.6 x27.0 8.00 3M 1000/ N O 5/T 5 MaztiD,D
39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-Z 600/ N 0 26/C 5 Martln,D
39.6 x27.0 i0.00 3M I000/ N 0 6/T 5 Martln,D
39.6 x27.0 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 28/C 5 MartiD,D
39.6 x27.0 4.00 3M i000/ N O 7/T 5 MaztiD,D
39.6 x27.0 6.00 3M I000/ N 0 8/T 5 Maztlu,D
39.6 x27.0 6.00 Ko<lak TZI-X 400/ N O 31/C 5 M&rtls,D K
38.6 X27.0 8.00 3M 1000/ N O 9/T 5 M&rtis,D
39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 32/P 5 Maztis,D K
39.6 X27.0 10.00 3M I000/ N O 10/T 5 MartID,D
39.6 X27.0 I0.00 KOdak TrI-X 400/ N 0 33/C 5 MaztID,D K
39.6 X27.0 2.00 KOdak TZI-X 400/ N 0 34/C 5 MartIn,D L
10.3 X 6.9 4.00 3M i000/ N 0 II/T 5 Martln,D
39.6 x27.0 4.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N 0 35/C 5 MartID,D L
39.6 x27.0 6.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 36/C 5 MartID,D L
10.3 X 6.9 8.00 3M 1000/ N 0 12/T 5 Martls,D
39.6 x27.0 8,00 Kodak TrI-X 400/ N 0 37/P 5 Martln,D L
10.3 X 6.9 i0.00 3M 1000/ N O 13/T 5 Martis,D
39.6 X27.0 i0.00 Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N 0 38/C 5 MartiD,D L
39.6 x27.0 8.00 Agfa 1000 RS 1000/ N T 319/S 2 3ones,B.W M
39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak VR i000/ N C 4/P 3 VinceDt,F N
11.4 x 7.6 7.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 8/C 5 Cimstti,A
39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N T 5/P 2 JoDes,B.N O
11.4 x 7.6 i0.00 Kodak 1038-O N 0 9/C 5 cimatti,A
38.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N T 6/P 2 Joses,B.N p
35.6 7,27.0 16.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/ N T 7/P 2 3ones,B.N Q
4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Ko(tak 2415 Y 12/P 4 Guthler,o C
12.4 x 7.6 I0.00 Kodak 103n-O N O 10/C 5 cimnttl,A
3.4 X 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 017/P 1 Stez_arte Frankgurt R
DATE: 7 APR 1986
Notes
J
7.905 851470 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 018/P 1 SternwlLEte Frankfurt R
7.915 851471 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 98/P 3 KOCh,B D
7.919 851472 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 0.58 Ilford KP5 400/27 N O 001/S I Abbott,3 $
7.924 851473 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa I000 RS N M 019/P I Ster_wazte Frankfurt T
7.927 851474 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/ N T 12/P 2 3oDes,B.W 0
7.928 851475 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 X 4.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 001/P I Berge,P.M U
7.940 851476 0.050 1.8 38.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak T_I-X 400/ N T 13/P 2 3oDes,B.W p
7.942 851477 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M @20/P I SterDwaxte Frankfurt R
7.953 851478 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y 13/P 4 Guthler,o c
7.955 851479 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 14/P 2 3ones,B.N Q
7.862 851480 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 KodAk 2415 Y 14/P 4 Guthler,o C
7.986 851481 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 022/P i Sternwarte Frankfurt V
7.588 851482 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 15/P 4 Guthler,O C
7.993 851483 0.050 2 39.6 7.27.0 5.00 Kodak TEI-X N I/P 5 Fischer,D w
NOTE A BG 25 filter used. Photograph made by F. Wilken and O. Guthler.
NOTE B (Obse1_er*s i_age Identiflez is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE C Photograph mode by F. NilkeD and O. Guthler.
NOTE D (Observer's ilage Identifler preceded by prefix I00/. Ed.)
NOTE E Photog_aphamde by J. Lieder add B. Bottger.
NOTE F RG 645 red, 3 _ thick filter used.
NOTE G Instrument 18 Schmldt ¢_8.
NOTE H Clear.
NOTE I Clear. Photo_aph made by Jack Fuller and GleDD Robertson.
NOTE 3 Photograph mde by Miml COIOmaD, Ted Strange, Willlts Sawyer, Charlie L Bebe Stetson, Debbie SeDft, and Chlp Isenhert.
NOTE K Blue W47 filter used.
NOTE L Orange N21 filter used.
NOTE M (Observer's image ideDtlfler is Agfa/3/19. Ed.)
NOTE N Some patchy clOUd.
NOTE O Film roll TTi-X/4.
NOTE P NratteD 47A (blue) filter used. Film roll Tri-X/4.
NOTE Q Nrstten 21 (orange) filter used. Film roll Tri-X/4.
NOTE R Photograph made by Y. Naltez. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
NOTE S (Observer's image identifier is 20,1. Ed.)
NOTE T PhotoTnph made by 3. Popp. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
NOTE 0 Photograph_de by G. Nahoux add P.M. Bezge.
NOTE v Photograph made by P. EBgel. Push pzoceased to 2000 ISO.
NOTE W Push processed to 1000 ASA.
DATE: 8 APR 1586
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSF.,RVATI(_4
SUB-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(Xq| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap
8.08 818402 3.5 M 4C 25 5 3.0 310 0.05
8.10 818403 3.3 S DCS 10 3 0,080
8.103 818404 4.2 M 5A 4 1.7 310 0,04
8.111 818405 11 8 7 0,09
8.115 818406 3.5 S 5A 17 7 1.1 325 0,050
8.146 81840? 3.1 B AAVSO 1.0 3 1.15 30 0.040
8.146 818408 3.8 M 5A 3.0 275 0,040
8.17 818409 2.3 M IllW 28 5 3.1 320
8.17 818410 2.6 S DCS 10 20 7 4.5 0,080
8.18 818411 2.4 M IEW 24 7 3.5 310 0,035
8.250 818412 3.5 B 160 4 2 285 0.05
8.278 818413 5A 27 6 1.0 290 0.07
8.302 818414 B 29 8 295 0.08
8.3618 818415 2.8 DCS 48 6 1.87 318
8.3674 818416 3.0 S DCS 40 7 1.72 318 0.080
8.386 818417 3.5 M 5A 10 4 5 0.050
8.43 818418 3.0 S 58, 141 45 5 0.023
8.43 818419 1.5 0.080
8.45 818420 8.3 y RASNZ 0.317
8.45 818421 3.1 SAC 30 4 280
8.45 818422 2.8 5A 20 5 0.5 0.030
8.46 818423 1.9 4C 9
8.479 818424 3.0 S 5A 14 7 0.080
8.51 818425 3.0 B 58 31 5
8.52 818426 2.8 B XHW BAA 35 5 1
8.52 81842? 2.7 M 58 23 6 6 335 0.050
8.521 818428 2.0 S 5A
8.54 818429 2.9 B 58
8.54 818430 2.6 58 33 6
8.55 818431 3.0 5A 25 6 325 0.20
8.5?6 818432 2.9 S 160,140 I 320
8.590 818433 1.8 S 159 5
8,590 818434 8 3.0 0.05
8.62 818435 2.4 B 5A
8.64 818436 2.8 S 5A 42 7 1.1 0.078
8.65 818437 3.3 S 5A 37 7 2.3 0.25
8.67 818438 2.1 M 5A 30 5 0.05
8.67 818439 2.0 5A 4
8.69 818440 3.3 S 5A 0.078
8.70 818441 3.4 S 5A 0.25
8.71 818442 2.5 B 5A 5
8.71 818443 2.? S 5A 7 0.030
8.804 818444 4.5 B 5A 35 6 2 0 0.065
8.809 818445 2.4 5A 30 3 1 315
8.813 818446 2.5 M 58 35 8 4.1 0.05
8.813 818447 5A 4.5 5 3 315 0.05
8.818 818448 3.5 S 5A 65.0 5 6.0 307 0.08
8.825 818449 3.0 5A 75 4 4.25 330
8,854 818450 3.5 M 5A 32 8 3.55 308 0.12
8.875 818451 3.3 B 58 30 25 5 2 320 0.06
8.931 818452 3.5 M 5A 36 6 4.0 308 0.08
8.934 818453 3.8 M 5A 0.035
8.85 818454 2.7 S 56
8.858 818455 3.1 5B 15 6 0.83 0.08
8.894 818456 16.0 8 4.0 325 0.30
NOTE A 5.5 _aag. nucleus.
NOTE B Gas tall 1.70e_. at PA 310; _ust tall 1.98 deg.
NOTE C Msgni_e 2.8 naked etc.
Ins f/ Pwr Lira
B 7
B 15 3 C
B 12 6.1



















































N 8.5 102 5.9
NOTE D comet quasl-clrcular, slightly egg-shaped. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )
NOTE E PA approximate.
NOTE F PA 325 to 340.
DATE: 8 APR 1986
DA Site Obsel-rer(s) Notes
Keszthelyi,S A
Y 4 Scholtem,A
Y 1 Henshaw,C B
Y 7 Neetl_,M
T 8 VsnID,G C
Y 1 Alwea,A.A D
Y 7 NeStlUDd,M
Y 6 Gramalo,B.H E
Y 3 MIIa,P F
T 6 GzaDslo,B.H
Y 1 Hazris,L.A G








Y 2 AshdoWa,N g
Y 2 Waz_,A
Y 4 Love_oy,T L
Y I Bstza,H M
Y 5 Bortle,3.E
Green,D.N.E N
Y 33 MogrlS,C.S 0
Y 1 Seazgent,D P
Y 5 Boztle,J.E O
Y 33 MorEis,C.S
Y 2 WILEd,A













N I Tzegeskls,T.B U
Y 12 Melamdxi,F
Y 1 Tzegaskis, T. B V
T 7 Cmrpos, J W
Y 7 CaJp0a, 3
T I Beznad_eu, M
Y 2 Y£ncemt,3 I
Y I Fleet,R.N Y
Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
17 Shanklln,3.D
Y 2 DietEich,M Z
Y I Begble,M.J.R a
NOTE G Tail length umcextaln. I estimated the magnitude comparing the comet with Epsilon Lupus and a 4.8 meg. stax of the same
constellation. (Epsilon Lupus - 3.4.) (Translated by IHW staff. F_.)
NOTE H Twilight. Amtoniadl III.
NOTE I Tail PA 290-325.
NOTE J Nucleus. Diffuse coma with aall, bright nucleus. Straight branch of tall 1.5 deg., curved branch auspecte_ to 3 deg. (8.0 B
llx).
NOTE K DC in 7x50 binoculars: 7. PA= 280+.
NOTE L Naked eye tall length.
NOTE M Tall not readily apparent. (observex gave limit as i0.0. Ed.)
NOTE N Coma diameter and tail length approximate.
NOTE O Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. West edge of fan was less sharply defined. Tall in PA 5 was a dust plume
within the faD.
NOTE P False nucleus very bright.
NOTE Q With 7x50 binoculars: huge, oomdemsed coma with diffuse, vague boundaries. Coma's shape fan-like aed very wide (greater than
90 deg. in PA). Several long bright rays evident in fan tail. Brightest is at PA 345 aed3.3 deg. long, probable gas tail at
PA 320 and 4.6 deg. long is al_ost as bright. Further ray at PA 30 a_d 1.8 deg. long is much fainter. Tail's leading and
trailing edges are PA 320 and 50 respectively. Tail's edges are reasonably well deflned.
NOTE R Excellent.
NOTE 5 Tails photo'd, to 2.9 deg. and 8.3 deg. PA of 1.1 deg. tail is 69-56. PA of 1.0 deg. tall is 34-20. Instrument is
catadioptric Newtonlan.
NOTE T PA of 2.3 deg. tall is 346-327.
NOTE U Cleax. Dawn breaking.
NOTE V COaa diameter 4-5'. Faint, wide, tenuous tail. (Observer gave limit as approximately i0. Ed.}
NOTE W Straight tall at PA 307. curved tall at PA 332.
NOTE X 220x35 reflector. No tail. Magn. 3.0.
NOTE Y Gas tail at PA 308. Dust tail at PA 335. Type III (slc] tail at PA 57.
NOTE Z 50' tail is dust, 1.5 deg. tall is ion. (Observer indicated "A" [Krgelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE a Tall measurement refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) SON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
8.109 831065 1.6 0.090 M ll 56 5 6.5 7 Westlumd,M
8.142 831066 6 0.040 B 7 I0 6.5 7 Westlund,M
8.589 831067 2 0.065 B 12 16 6.1 10 Foulkes,M A
8.901 831068 1.36 0.12 C i0 40 105 7 1 Bernsbeu,M B
8.931 831069 4 0.08 B 11 5.4 1 Fleet,R.W C
8.971 831070 0.32 0.30 N 8.5 102,212 37 5.9 1 Begble,M.3.R D








DATE: 8 APR 1986
Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Llm Site Observer(s) Notes
831071 3.02 0.035 B 9 11 5.9 1 Begbie,M. 3. R E
Frecodibg edge of tail at PA 315, length 2.5 deg. Central tail brightenl=g st PA 320. FollOWing edge tail at PA 325, length
1.6 deg. Fan tall at PA 30, length 16 ° . Caaa visible in 3 layezs of brlghtaess: I) centzal bright spot/dlsk surrounded by
2) Inner dLi_k approxlaately 5'; 3} outer coma about 24'. Coma DC - 7. Preceding edge of tall straight aed dlstlnct - longest
sect/on. North followlng edge lll-deflned. Short faint fan visible st PA 30 away fr_ main tail.
C_a: 32 arc mln. Tail 3 deg. 33 mln. PA 308.
Gas tell at PA 308. Dust tall at PA 355. Type IIZ [sic] at PA 57. Tall featuEes lost ID Milk 7 Nay. (Duration not ledicated.
Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed. )
T1q_e I tall centred at PA 255. Jet centred at PA 100. Vertex distance 6 azc rain. ; semi latus rect_ PI - 8 arc miD., P2 - 10
arc tolD. FOr interDal envelopes P1 - 2 arc rain., P2 o 2 arc lie. 3st is definitely less pr_inent than those observed in
late March. Coma diameter is rapidly increasing st this stage.
T_ III tall st PA 70. Type II tall PA 320-330. Type I tail at PA 300. This was the first obserlratlon w_ere s distinct
type III tall was DOted. The type II tall was a px_Inent, curved immer regloe of the dust tail. [sic]
S_B-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPRT
Date (UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO
8.004 851484 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415
8.027 851485 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 2415
8.048 851486 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 11.00 Kodak 2415
8.049 851487 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 60.00 TrI-X Pro 320/
8.089 851488 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 5.00 3/( 1000 1000/
8.092 851489 0.035 2.8 54.4 X37.8 5.00 Ektechrale
8.094 851490 0.080 3.5 25.4 x17.1 10.00 Ektaahr©Re
8.210 851491 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Trl-X 400/
8.219 851492 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 Polaroid 612
8.302 851493 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 0.50 Polaro_ 612
8.342 851494 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak 2415
8.348 851495 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 5.00 Kodak 2415
8.361 851496 0.085 4.0 23.9 X16.1 20.00 103a-O
8.522 851497 0.508 5 0.I00 4.1 X 2.7 15.00 KOdak 098
8.522 851498 0.105 2.5 19.5 x13.0 15.00 FuJlcbzome 1600/
8.558 851499 0.050 1.7 39.6 7,27.0 6.00 3M I000/
8.558 851500 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 6.00 Kodak T_I-X 400/
8.564 851501 0.050 1.7 39.6 X27.0 8.00 3M 1000/
8.564 851502 0.050 1.7 39.6 X27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/
8.573 851503 0.050 1.7 39.6 X27.0 i0.00 3M 1000/
8.573 851504 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 10.00 Kodak TTi-X 400/
8.608 851505 0.750 5 0.150 2.7 X 1.8 i0.00 Kodak TEI-X 400/
8.643 851506 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 7.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/
8.660 851507 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 2.00 1M 1000/
8.664 851508 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 4.00 3M 1000/
8.664 851509 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 4.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/
8.689 851510 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 8.00 3M I000/
8.689 851511 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/
8.697 851512 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 i0.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/
0.697 851513 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 i0.00 3M I000/
8.706 851514 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 4.00 3M 1000/
8.718 851515 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 6.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/
8.718 851516 0,200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 6.00 3J( 1000/
8.726 851517 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Trl-Z 400/
8.726 851518 0,200 4.5 10.3 x 6.9 8.00 3M 1000/
8.821 851519 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS
8.836 851520 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-0
8.857 051521 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O
8.862 851522 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfs 1000 RS
8.876 851523 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00 Kodak VR I000/
8.878 851524 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 I0.00 Kodak 2415
8.882 851525 0.609 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS
8.889 851526 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9 9.00 Kodak 2415
8.903 851527 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS
8.913 851528 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Agfa I000 RS I000/
8.965 851529 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS
NOTE A Photo_aph made by F. Wilke= add O. Guthier.
NOTE B BG 25 filter used. Photo</raph made by F. Wilkes add O. Guthler.
NOTE C Inm_nt is Zelss Tesmax. Fozlat size 88 _m x 128 Jm.
NOTE D (Observer's image Ideetiflez is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE E (ObserTez lists film as 800 ASA. Ed. )










Hyp C.,dng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
Y 16/P 4 Gutalex, O A
Y 17/P 4 Guthiez,o B
Y 18/P 4 Guthler, O A
N x 6/T 1 Tra_Ik,N. A. S C
N K 461/P 1 Stolzen, P D
N X I/S 3 Weissferdt, F E
N X 2/S 3 Neissferdt, F E
N C ll/P Falsarella,N
N X 0/P 5 Carragan,W F
N X 1/P 5 Cazragan,N F
Y M 017/P 2 Brutsche, E G
Y M 019/P 2 Brutsche, E G
N C 8/S 1 Bin_e_rles, S
N 03 I/P 2 Rcyer, R
N 4/S 2 Royer, R
N O 14/T 6 Martls, D
N O 41/P 6 Mar ti_, D
N O 15/T 6 Martln, D
N O 42/C 6 Martin,D
N 0 I6/T 6 Msrtin,D
N O 43/C 6 Martln,D
N 0 43/N 1 Haagh,N
N O 44/N 1 Haa_h,N
N 0 17/T 6 Martim, D
N O 18/T 6 Martlm,D
N O 2/C 6 MaNtis, D
N O 19/T 6 Martln,D
N O 4/C 6 MaEtln,D
N 0 5/C 6 Martim, D
N O 20/T 6 Martin, D
N O 21/T 6 Martin,D
N 0 8/C 6 Martim,D H
N O 22/T 6 Martin, D
N O 10/C 6 Martls, D B
N O 23/T 6 Martin, D
N M 030/_P 1 S ten,waste FraDk fuzt I
N O II/C 5 Cima_i, A
N O 12/C 5 Cimattl, A
N M 032/P 1 Sterswar te Frankfurt J
N C 5/P 3 Vincent, F
Y 0 I/T 2 Furls, S K
N M 033,/]9 1 Ster nwarte Frankfurt I
Y S 17/P 2 Dragesco,J L
N M 034/P 1 Sternwar te Frankfurt M
N T 408/S 2 3ones,B. W N
N M 037/P 1 Sternwar te Fr amkftLr t O
(ob_er spears to ha_ confu_a_ C and P _at_Lre scales foe developer te_rat_tres. Ed. )
Blue W47 filter used.
photogTaph made by H. Neumasn. Push pzoeessed to 2000 ISO.
Photograph made by H. Te_plln. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
Insist is a Schmidt camera.
(Observer supplied nonessential notes on origlnal report for_. Ed. )
Photo_sph made by P. Engel. Push pro_essed to 2000 ISO.
(observer's image identifier is Agfa/4/08. Ed. )
Photograph made by V. Selnrich. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
DATE: 9 APR 1986
WE_ORK : AI4ATEUR OBSERYATION
SUB-_TMORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 9 APR 1986
Dste(UT} A_q# mL_ _q Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Ob_rver(s 5
5.00 818457 2.6 B 5A 30 6 0.03 B 8 6.0 Y 3 Flsche_,D
9.000 818458 2.6 S 58 40 7 4.8 0.08 B 20 5.0 Y 7 PazislO,R
9.020 818459 2.9 M 5A 6 3.5 330 EY 5.4 Y 1 Fleet, R. w
9.053 818460 2.5 B ZEW 33.0 6 5.5 0.050 B 10 6.2 Y 3 Guth£eZ,O
9.08 818461 4.3 B 5A 5 0.050 B 7 N 4 Jennlnk, D. N D
9.08 818452 2.5 S 5B 25 6 5.0 0.050 B 10 7 Y 8 van IX)O,F.R
9.083 818463 4.2 M 5A, 55 6 290 0.04 B 12 6.1 Y 1 Be=ehaw,C
9.10 818464 4.0 M 4C 25 5 3.0 320 0.05 B 7 Keszthelyi,s E
9.110 818465 3.3 B 5B 20 4 2.7 0.063 B 9 4.0 Y 5 Kammerer,A F
9.136 818466 2.4 B 58 60 6 4.5 328 EY 5.5 ¥ 8 Lin4ez,3 G
9.136 818467 58 1 12 EY 5.5 Y 8 Ll_er,3 B
9.17 818468 2.6 S DCS 10 20 6 4.5 0.080 B 15 7 Y 3 Wils,P
9.194 818469 2.4 B 5A 36 8 9.7 20 EY 5.5 Y 7 Bottgoz,B I
9.388 818470 B 28 6 271 0.08 B 21 Y 5 Gozski,L
9.396 818471 3.2 M 5B 10 5 3 0.050 B 7 6.1 Y 3 Robezt_on,T
9.403 818472 13 5 0.15 N 8 68 6.1 Y 3 Robertson,T J
9.4090 818473 2.8 DCS 18 5 2.33 358 EY 6.0 6 MaO_I_,D K
9.4104 018474 2.8 S DC_ 15 6 1.70 26 0.080 B 20 6.0 6 Macbholz,D L
9.42 818475 3.2 B AA 11 0 0.05 8 10 Y 1 Campbell,B.N M
9.475 818476 3.0 $ 5B 14 7 0.080 B 20 Y 1 Bat_s,H N
9.48 818477 2.7 58 5 4 315 EY 6.5 Y 34 Morria,C.S 0
5.50 818478 3.3 B 5A 4 0.050 B 7 4.6C Y 1 Na_bett,V
9.51 818479 2.7 B IRW BAA 35 5 5 ET GZeen,D.W.E p
9.52 818480 2.8 B 5B 42 EY 6.5 Y 5 Bortle,3.E
9.52 818481 20 5 2.5 323 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y 6 Boztle,3.E Q
9.53 818482 3.0 5A 25 5 315 0.20 SC 10 77 6.5 Y 2 W_,A
9.531 828483 2.0 S 5A EY 6.2 Y l Seazgeet,D
9.531 818484 30 7 3 330 0.08 B 15 SeLTgent,D R
9.54 818485 1.9 4C EY 6.5 Y 4 Love_oy,T
9.54 818486 1.9 4C EY 6.5 Y I Love_oy,T
9.542 818487 2.4 5A 30 3 1 335 EY 6 ¥ 1 TEegSSkis,T.B S
9.545 818488 5A 45 5 3 315 0.05 B l0 Y 1 TEegaskis,T.B T
9.55 818489 2.1 M 5B 26 5 4 313 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Boula,R.3 U
9.55 818450 1.9 58 32 4 EY 7 Y 14 BOUBS,R.J V
5.587 818491 3.2 S 58 20 1.3 310 0.05 B 7 5.4 N I Br_ant, K W
9.59 818492 2.0 B 5A 2 335 EY 6 Y 37 Hele,A X
9.59 818493 2 335 0.05 B 30 6 Y 37 Bale,A X
9.62 818494 2.5 B 58 EY 7.0 Y ClaZK,M.L
9.63 818495 3.4 S 58 38 7 2.4 0.25 N 5 38 7.0 Y Clazk,M.L y
9.63 818496 3.1 5A 20 5 0.5 315 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y 2 NaZd,A
9.71 818497 2.5 B 5B 33 5 1.8 326 EY 6.9 Y Peazce,&
9.71 818498 2.7 $ 58 20 7 1.5 326 0.030 B 8 6.9 Y Pearce,A
9.774 818499 2.8 $ 58 35 5 1.2 320 0.07 B 20 5.0 Y 3 Casurri,L Z
9.823 818500 3.3 S 5A 78 5 6.10 314 0.08 B 30 7.0 Y 7 Cm_poa,3 a
9.830 818501 3.0 5A 90 4 4.50 350 EY 7.0 Y 7 C_s,3
9.833 828502 3.3 58 22 6 2 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 Dtetricb,M b
9.833 818503 3.3 B 58 50 45 2 320 0.06 B 15 5.9 Y 2 Yincent,3 c
9.860 818504 2.6 $ 143,160 54 1.5 325 EY 6.6 Y 7 Bsve_,R
9.861 818505 3.0 B IHW EY 6.2 Y 3 Guthiez,O
9.870 818506 3.4 M 58 24.9 7 2.25 322 0.12 C 10 40 5.0 Y 6 Cifuent_s,E
9.870 818507 2.5 S 143,160 45 3 1.87 325 0.05 B 7 6.6 Y 7 HaveE,R d
9.88 818508 3.2 S 58 EY 6.0 18 Shanklin,3.D
9.896 818509 3:0 M 58 30 7 3.0 0.05 B i0 5.5 Y 12 Mela_i,F
9.513 818510 3.3 B 58 8 EY 6.1 Y 2 Abbott,3 g
9.920 818513 3.5 B 58 22 8 0.9 318 0.050 B I0 6.1 Y 2 Abbott,3 h
9.835 818512 3.6 M 5A 0.035 B 9 5.8 Y 1 Be_le,M.J.R
9.944 818513 3.0 M 58 6 1.5 345 ET 5.5 Y 3 Fleet,R.w
9.948 818514 3.3 M 58 29 5 4.3 315 0.08 B II 5.5 Y I Fleet,R.W i
5.965 818515 17.3 7 3.0 328 0.30 W 8.5 102 5.8 Y I Begbie,M.J.R J
NOTE A Tall len_tJa- 3-4 deg. Broad fan (approx. 50 deg.)
NOTE B Tail PA 0, 310, 328.
NOTE C Tall I.
NOTE D BinootLlaz llult iS 6.
NOTE E 6 meg. nucleus.
NOTE F Comet only 4 de_. above horizon. Broad tail, brightest 330 deg. but spans to 30 deg. Extinotlon dlffereDces stars - comet
elzesd T taken imto account.
NOTE G Type I tail. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE R Type II tail. Tall length is lower limlt.
NOTE I 9.7 deg. tall length u_certein. PA for I0 deg. dist.
NOTE J Filer mlcrcmeter used for c_a dlaw_ter. Central condensation dla. using filer mlcr_ter was 1.1'.
NOTE K Fan shaped tail: PA 337 to 18.
NOTE L Fan-shaped tail: PA 337 to 75.
NOTE M B_lefly clear.
NOTE N Tall not readily apparent. (observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed. 5
NOTE 0 Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.





NOTE Q With 7X50 B: huge, well condensed, roughly circular coma. Wide, bright tall extends north, centered on PA 323 deg. a_d 2.5
deg. in length. To its east is 8 _zeat, broad glow; the full width of the tall being i00 deg.! Tail's leading and following
edges as PA 310 deg. and 50 de_. respectlvely.
NOTE R Coma diameter aM PA 330 tail length approximate.
NOTE S Faint, wide, tenuous tail. Tail PA approximate.
NOTE T Faint, wide, tenuous tail. (Observer gave limit as approximately I0. Ed.)
NOTE U Gas tail 8t PA 313. Broad dust fan IDCltK|es other tail listings. Co_a diameter approximate.
NOTE V Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE W DC - strong.
NOTE X The Ba_it_de was NeastLred several t4mes throughout the Dight, with the brlght_ess re_alning constant. In i0x50 blnoculars
the two tails appeared at nearly right angles to each other; some material between them was observed in the 20 cm
reflector.
NOTE Y PA of 2.4 deg. tall is 21-340.
NOTE Z Difficulty in defoctLsln 9 the comparison stars to the great size of the coma.
NOTE a Straight tall at PA 314. Cur_ed tall at PA 350.
NOTE b 2 deg. tail is dust, 3 deg. tall iS iOn. (observer i_dicatt_ "A" method (Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE c Central condensation very bright.
NOTE d Center tail. See drawing. (Observer repeats note for each tall listed on original report form. Ed.)
NOTE e Cloed.
NOTE f Tail is open llke a fan with an angle of about 90 deg. Tall length is for ion tail.
NOTE g Comparison stars (3.2, 4.0), (3.1, 4.05. Milky Nay background.
NOTE h C_arlson stars (3.2, 4.0), (3.1, 3.45 . COla too large to adequately defocus stars except by using one ball Of binoculars
(the right). Milky Nay background. Type I tail 0.9 deg. at PA 318. Type II tail 1.7 deg. losg, PA 325 at I deg. distance; PA
measured at middle of tail. Type llI [sic] tail 0.3 deg. long, PA 59 at 0.5 deg. distance; distinct leading edge meastLced.
DATE :
NOTE i
9 APR 1986 DATE: 9 APR 1986
_aa tall at PA 315. Midpoint on dust tail: 1.5 deg. at PA 345. End point of dust tail: 3.6 deg. at PA 350. Type IIl [sic]










DEte(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap FOV Ex_ E/sulalon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Ob/_--eer(s)
9.006 851530 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Ilford _P5 400/27 N O 010/S 2 Abbott,J
9.016 851531 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 x 6.1 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 15/P 2 Ma_tlnez,P
9.020 851532 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y 19/P 4 Guthier,O
9. 021 851533 0. Ii0 2 18.6 xll. 5 30.00 FUJ Icb_cle 400/ N O 3/P 2 Martlnez ,P
9.051 851534 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 44.00 Kodak 2415 Y 20/P 4 Guthler,O
9.087 851535 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 21.00 Kodak 2415 Y 21/P 4 Guthier,O
9.138 851536 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 62/P @ Bottger,B
9.140 851537 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y 22/P 4 Guthier,O
9.174 851538 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1 20.00 Ektachr. PS00 800/ N 0 52/P 8 Bottger, B
9.174 851539 0.200 2.8 i0.3 x 6.9 19.50 Kodak 2415 Y 72/P 8 Bottger,B
9.189 851540 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 2/C 3 Tarnutze.T,A
9.194 851541 0.050 4 39.6 Y_27.0 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 2/N 1 Pedersen,V.T
9.202 851542 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 3/C 3 Tarnutzer,A
9.206 851543 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N C 12/P Falsarell8, N
9.213 851544 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 4/C 3 TarDutzer,A H
9.215 851545 0.050 4 39.6 x27.0 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 3/N 1 Pedersen,V.T
9.232 851546 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 5/C 3 Tarnutzer,A H
9.353 851547 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.67 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N T 7/C 4 Prlester,D.C
9.354 851548 0.050 39.6 x27.0 0.33 Kodak VRI000 i000/ N T 8/C 4 Prleater,D.C
9.356 851549 0.050 39.6 x27.0 0.17 Kodak V_000 i000/ N T 9/C • Priester,D.C
9.358 851550 0.085 4.0 23.9 x16.1 30.00 1038-O N C 9/S 1 Binne_rLes, S
9.360 851551 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.50 Kodak Tzi-% N T 6/C 4 Priester,D.C J
9.361 851552 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.25 Kodak TTI-X N T 7/C 4 Prlester,D.C J
9.423 851553 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 3M i000 i000/ N O 27/N i0 EXlh__Tg,S.J
9.428 851554 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 10.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 28/N 10 Edberg,S.J
9.432 851555 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 29/N 10 _g,S.J
9.462 851556 0.300 4.5 6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Kodak Tri-z N X 119/P 3 Nard,A K
9.485 851557 2.000 20 0.203 1.0 x 0.7 2.00 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N 37/N 1 Persell,D
9.491 851558 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 3M I000 1000/ N O 32/N 10 Edberg,s.J
9.495 851559 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 2.50 3M 1000 1000/ N O 33/N 10 Edb_rg,S.J
9.502 851560 0.105 2.5 19.5 x13.0 5.00 FuJ ichr_ 1600/ N 5/S Royer,R L
9.563 851561 0.750 5 0.150 2.7 x 1.8 7.00 3M i000 1000/ N 0 5/S 1 Haagh,N
9.571 851562 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 6.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 7/S 1 Haagh,N
9.578 851563 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 12.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 8/S 1 Haagh,N
9.677 851564 0.200 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak 1600/ N 000/P 2 RU-Hu,C
9.840 851565 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 046/P 1 Sternwarte FraDkfttrt M
9.854 851566 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 001/T 2 Battalni,P
9.861 851567 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 101/P 3 Koch,B N
9.861 851568 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 047/P 1 Sternwarte FrDDkf_trt M
9.862 851569 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Agfa i000 RS I000/ N T 419/S 2 JoDes,B.N 0
9.872 851570 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 102/P 3 Koch,B N
9.880 851571 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 16.00 Kodak TTi-X 400/ N T 6/P 2 JoDes,B.N p
9.882 851572 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 048/P i Sternwarte Frankfurt Q
9.903 851573 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa I000 RS N M 049/P I Sternwarte FraDkftLrt Q
9.918 851574 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektachrome •00/ N M 475/P 1 Stolzen, P R
9.924 851575 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 AgfD 1000 RS N M 050/P 1 Ster_warte FraDkf_rt M
9.932 851576 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T II/P 2 JoDes,B.W p
9.944 851577 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 051/P 1 SterDwarte Frankfurt Q
9.964 851578 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 3M i000 1000/ N X 5/P 12 Melandri,F
9.988 851579 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.I X 6.1 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 107/P 3 Kc_h,B N
NOTE A (Observer's lJ0age identifier is 20, I0. Ed.)
NOTE B Ins_Dt is Schlidt camera.
NOTE C Photograph mDde by F. WilkeD add O. Guthler.
NOTE D Hasselblsd camera usod. (Probably large format, 120 size. Ed. )
NOTE E BG 25 filter used. Photograph Bade by F. WilkeD add O. Guthier.
(Duration not iDdlcsted. Time of obse1_atlon Is asa'_o_l to be start time. Ed. )
Tall at PA 295 approx. A very diffuse coma expands around nuclear condensation. The tail is very diffuse. DC 5; Dc_a
dlaleter 12 ' approx.
Nucleus bright, but not as outntaDdlng as on April 6+7. Still mostly unresolved. Ccas about 15' across. Broad diffuse
enhan¢_nt of inner coma to PA approxlmstely 60: not a real jet tonight.
Scale is approxilate.
Tall _ deg. 15', PA 322.
Tall centezs at PA 325, 345, and 65. (Drawing shows three tall branches. Ed.)
'Nuclear' Object stellar, red_lah add spproxl/sataly 5 /sag. Central coodensstion approxiIDtely 4'. Brlght tall spine at PA
320 deg., approximately 16x4 arc miD. Type I tall at PA 318 deg., approx_Jsstely 52x8 arc rain. T_ II tall 12 arc Rin.
fr_ central condensation at PA 326 deg., w_dth 16 arc /sin. (root), 60 arc /sin. fr_ central condensation at PA 329 deg.,
w_dth 36 arc /sin. (separation free t!rpe I)r 98 arc /sin. fen central condensatlon at PA 336 deg., width 44 arc mln. (_ end}.
T_ IIl tall 28 arc rain. from central condensatloD st P& 59 de_., vldth 18 s/c /sin., 32 a_c miD. fr_ central coodensatlon
st PA 46 de_., _rldth 22 arc _In., 28 arc mln. fzo_ oentral coedensatloD st PA 33 deg., vldth 14 arc mln., 40 are /sin. fro_
central con4_nsatlon 8t PA 20 deg., w_,dth 16 arc mln. The_re was Milky Nay interference. The head of the comet appeared
against a dark sky but the dust tall was i_volved with a fainter part of the Milky Nay to the N. The type II, IIl [sic] PA's
w_re _easured st Isld tall at stated distances from the central coedensatlon (c.c.). Semi latus re_t_s (both), ii arc rain.
Vertex distance, I0 arc mln. All PA'a and di/wnsions derived from AAVSO chart plot. A stellar object of about +5 m. was seen
at the centre of the central coodensat_on (c.c.}. Reddish iD colour. Not co_respo_ing to any field star on the AAVSO charts
The c.c. was obser_erd to he rather pearly - Dot qulte plaDeta_, sod set virtually central iD circttlar co_s8 of dlauseter
22'. There was s bright tall spine but oDl!_ m/urglnall_r brlghter tha_ the sttrroundlng Material. There was 52 arc /sin. t_l_e I
tall which was rather iodlstIDct fr_ the broad, _Ing _aln tail body. The type II tail wss quite straight, bright
relative to the ¢_a and w_ll defined at the edges for the first 30' or so, appearing to spllt ioto two se_nts at I deg.
fr_ the c.c. Some 1.5 deg. of type II tall visible in total before _ge_r with the Milky Nay. The dlstinct t_l_e III tall
[sic] hsd the lesdlng edge set at _ 101 de_. to the type I tail. Cc_parable in brlghthess to the last third of the type
II tall and thus /such fainter than the Coos. A sharply 4k_flned lesdlng edge to the tTpe III tall with a broad brush of
material to the esst of the type II tall and typically 20' in width. Sole stratus cloud; Dot intezfaring.
Gas tall at PA 315. Du_t tail e_d Point at PA 350. T_ III [sic| at PA 67. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is














NOTE J Tall _asu_nt refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAFTING
Date(UT) SON4 Scale Ap Ins f/ 1>w_(s) _qLTM L4m Site Ohsel-_er (s } Notes
9.111 831072 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthler,O A
9.167 831073 0.25 0.20 N E 190 28 6 1 Vargss B. ,A.G B
9.181 831074 0.216 N 7.6 65,135_230 40 6.3 5 Ro_e_s,J. H C
9.328 831075 0.54 0.15 N 4 68 45 5.5 7 Le_]_,D. H D
9.863 831076 1.58 0.12 C 10 40 65 5.0 6 Cifuentes, E E
9.878 831077 3 0.050 B 7 I0 6.6 7 Ha_er, R F
9.880 831078 1.0 0.050 B 10 14 6.1 2 Abbott, J G
9.948 031079 4 0.08 B 11 5.5 1 Fleet, R.H H















Date(UT) _f Config Ins FL f/ Ap
9.256 870135 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 6.00
9,348 870136 600G-O CL 0.135 1,9 30.00
9.415 870137 600G'-O CL 0.050 1.4 5.00
NOTE A (Obse_cvex's image identifier is E-124-04. Ed.)
NOTE B comet Ha_e_ visible to nskod eye.
NOTE C (Observer's image £dentlfiex is E-124-10. Ed.)
Photograph made by J. Lindez and B. Bot_Jer. Forming gas pressurized to 1.2 bar.
Pho_aph Bade by J. LiDd_ add B. Bottgez.
PrObles18 with dew £o_tion ou ob_q_tive.
Mratten 21 filter used.
Push processod to 800 _SA.
(Obse_-_tr's image iden_f£eJc is 11/9. Ed.) UV filter used.
St_ct time uncertain.
Phot_Jraph made by K. Ne_mann. Push pzocessod to 2000 ZSO.
(Oba_rvez's laage iden_fier preceded by pzefix 100/. Ed. )
(Obse-_rez's :LmLge identifier is Agfa/4/19. Ed. )
Film roll Trl-7./5.
Pho_sph made by N. Diehl. Push pzocessod to 2000 ISO.
(Obse__rez's image identlfiex is preceded by p_ef:t.x 2. Ed.)
E:sulsion ISO HypG, d.ng Id/TTp Site
Kodak 2415 Y C 404/S 5
Kodsk 2415 Y C 410/S 5









DATE: 10 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 10 APR 1906
Date(OT) AO_t _L 101 Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA site Obaerver(s) Notes
10.021 018516 3.1 B IHW 45.0 5 4.5 0.050 B 10 6.2 Y 3 Guthler,O A
10.028 018517 2.8 B 5B 29 S 3 315 EY 6.5 Y 3 Hasubick,W B
10.035 818518 2.8 B 5B 29 5 i0 315 0.03 B 8 6.5 Y 3 Hasubick,W B
10.050 818519 3.5: B 5B 22 4 2 345 0.063 B 9 4.0 Y 5 K_U_ezer,A C
10.066 018520 3.8 M 58 22 5 3.0 307 0.04 B 8 5.2 Y 3 Taylor,M.D D
10.076 818521 3.2 S 5B 17 5 1.5 335 0.050 B I0 3.5 Y I0 Vanln,O
10.078 018522 4.4 M 5B 22 4 0.85 315 0.04 B 12 6.1 Y 1 Henshaw,C
I0.I00 018523 2.6 B 5A, 58 30 7 0.03 B 0 6.0 Y 3 Fischem,D E
10.10 818524 3.4 B 5A 4 0.050 B 7 Y 4 Jannink,D.W F
I0.iii 010525 3.2 B 58 1.0 EY 6.3 Y 6 Rogers,J.H G
I0.iii 010526 4.1 B 5B 22 5 3.9 0.06 R 0 15 5.5 Y 3 SchaJ_eck,C.M H
10.110 818527 2.1 B 58 30 7 3.9 315 EY 6.0 Y 7 Bottgex,B
10.12 810520 2.4 S 58 30 6 0.050 B 10 7 Y 8 van LOO,F.R
10.125 018529 2.6 S 58 43 7 4.0 0.00 B 20 5.5 Y 7 Parlslo,R
10.15 018530 22 6 0.8 53 0.035 B 7 5.0 ¥ 5 Grenslo,B.H
10.17 018531 2.4 S DCS i0 25 6 3.5 0.080 B 15 7.5 Y 3 Wils,P I
10.108 010532 58 2.5 315 0.050 B 10 6.3 Y 6 Rogers,J.H j
10.200 818533 B 8 0.063 B 9 6.0 Y 3 Fischer,D K
10.206 81853• 2.4 B 58 60 6 1.9 345 EY 0.0 Y 8 LiDder,J L
10.208 018535 1.5 EY 0.0 3 _trtieez,C
10.249 018536 3.4 B 160 17 4 308 0.05 B 20 5.0 Y 1 da SIIVa,L.A.L M
10.25 018537 B 5 0.04 B 7 Kiselev,N
10.260 010538 4.3 B 58 5.3 3 0.05 B 7 3.4C N 2 DO_,N.J N
10.317 818539 B 31 0 313 0.08 B Ii Y 5 Gorski,L
10.385 818540 4.4 S 5B 36 7 1 I0 0.05 B i0 4.5C Y 1 Gronek,J.D O
10.400 818541 3.4 M 58 15 4 4 0.050 B 7 5.6 Y 3 Robertson,T
10.42 8185•2 2.0 B IB_ BAA EY Greea,D.W.E
10.46 818543 1.8 4C 7 8 EY 7.0 Y 4 LoveJoy,T p
10.464 818544 3.7 B 160 3 0.050 B 20 5.2 Y 1 Castzillon,M.E
10.4653 818545 3.0 DCS 40 4 1.42 2 EY 5.9 6 Nachholz,D O
10.4600 010546 2.0 S DCS 48 5 2.42 16 0.080 B 20 5.9 6 Machholz,D R
10.49 010547 2.0 SAO 30 4 270 ET 5.5 Y 2 AS_aOW_,M S
10.51 010540 2.3 M 58 45 5 EY 5.5 Y 5 Keen,R T
10.55 818549 3.3 S 58, 141 50 5 0.023 B 3 5.6 3oues,A
10.55 018550 2 0.078 R 7.5 30 3ones,A U
10.55 818551 3.4 B 58 2 0.050 B 7 C Y 1 Matchett,V
10.563 818552 2.0 S 5A EY Seargent,D
10.563 818553 0.08 B 15 Seazgent,D v
10.569 818554 3.0 S 160,140 1 340 EY 5.6 Y 11 Fou_es,M w
10.57 818555 2.2 5B 32 3 EY 7 Y 14 BOLIaa,R.J
10.57 018556 2.3 S 5B 4 0.018 B 2 7 Y 14 BO_8,R.J
10.57 018557 2.9 V 58, 141 JO_S,A X
10.57 018558 8 0.317 N 5 86 JODeS,A y
10.57 818559 2.7 58 25 5 EY 6,0 Y 35 Morrls,C.S
10.50 810560 26 • 5 325 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Bouma,R.J Z
10.75 818561 3.0 5B 25 6 0.20 SC i0 77 6.5 Y 2 Nard,A
10.76 818562 20 4 4.5 320 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Bo_as,R.J a
10.76 818563 2.5 B 5B ET 7.0 Y Clark,M.L
10.76 818564 3.4 M 58 4.0 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 3 SUZUkI,K b
10.70 810565 2.3 S 5B 0.010 B 2 7 Y 14 _a,R.3
10.70 018566 3.4 S 58 42 7 2.6 0.25 N 5 38 7.0 Y Clark,M.L c
10.70 818567 2.5 B 5B 46 5 1.9 42 EY 6.9 Y Pearce,A
10.70 818568 2.0 S 5B 22 7 0.030 B 8 6.9 Y Pearce,A
10.80 818569 3.0 M $AO 28 5 325 0.065 R 6 16 5.5 Y 9 Nakawura,A d
10.020 818570 3.4 S 5B 60 5 7.40 328 0.08 B 30 7.0 Y 7 Campos,J
10.826 010571 2.8 5B 120 4 4.00 340 EY 7.0 Y 7 CaJ_pos,J
10.833 818572 4.0 B 58 50 5 2.5 340 0.06 B 15 5.6 Y 2 VIneent,J g
10.896 818573 3.4 58 25 6 2 0.063 B 0 6.0 Y 2 Dietrich,M h
I0.904 010574 3.7 M 5A 0.035 B 9 5.8 Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
10.906 818575 3.3 M 58 28 7 1.2 351 0.12 C lO 40 6 Y 1 E_rna_eu, M
10.906 018576 3.9 N 58 30 5 6.3 325 0.08 B ii 5.4 Y i Fleet,R. N i
10.91 018577 2.6 B 58 EY 6.3 19 Shanklln,J.D
10.910 810578 3.1 M 58 4 2.9 338 EY 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W J
10.913 810579 3.2 M 58 19.0 7 0.92 347 0.12 C I0 40 4.5 Y 6 Cifuentes,E
10.040 810580 4.5 M 58 22 4 1.13 330 0.04 B 12 6.I Y 1 Henshaw,C
10.948 810581 20.6 5 4.5 315 G.30 N 8.5 102 5.8 Y 1 Begble,M. J. R k
NOTE A Tall I.
NOTE B Tall I - pla_a.
NOTE C Altitude 4 deg. tl Tail only quite narrow; length and PA approximate. Extinction differences stars - comet already taken into
accost.
NOTE D 5 arc lie. broad dust tall - cu_vvlng. 5 arc miD. diameter central coedensation. Second tall PA 300 to 337.
NOTE E Even broader fan. Tall length - 2.5-4 deg.
NOTE F Binocular limit is 9.
NOTE G Tail really shorter than last night (fan); length approxilate.
NOTE H 3.9 d_. tail PA 313 to 353; ion tail, c_tTved. 3.2 deg. tall PA: eastern _rder of dust tail.
NOT_ I PA 340 to 350.
NOTE J 2.5 deg. tail is gas (straight ray). 1.0 deg. tail is f. side of dust (90-100 deg. fan!}.
NOTE K i00 deg. fan. Plassa& dust seen. Tail length - 2.5-7 deg.
NOTE L Type I tail.
NOTE N Clouds.
NOTE N Severe interference by city lights. No tall seen.
NOTE O Beg. period heavier light poll. Good see.
NOTE P Ver_ bright. COma diaJeter through 15x80 binoeulazs: 40'. Naked eye tall length.
NOTE Q Fan-shape_ tail: PA 342 to 32.
NOTE R Fan-shaped tail: PA 327 to 64.
NOTE S DC in 7x50 binoculars: 0. PA - 270+.
NOTE T Obsez-vatlon from FiJi.
NOTE U Tail PA 330-352.
NOTE v Very broad fan between position angles 320 and 55.
NOTE N Cloud terminated observation.
NOTE X Bifocal spectacles - viewed stars through distance section a_d c_et out of focus in close-up section.
NOTE Y Large diffuse co_a _all bright condensation, diameter about 1 arc Bin. Nucleus hi,den?
NOTE Z Gas tall at PA 325. Broad dust fan includes other tall listings. PA 340 is approximate.
NOTE a Gas tall at PA 320. Broad dust fan includes other tall listings. PA 340 is approxiuate.
NOTE b Gua_ tour.
NOTE c PA of 2.6 tail is 41-9.
NOTE d Tall length = yes.
NOTE e _traight tall at PA 328. Curved tail at PA 355. Occasional lightning from a thuederstor_ below our aircraft.
NOTE f Some lightning interference. Occasional lightnlng from a thunderstorm below OUr aircraft.
NOTE g Comp. stars Mu Lup 4.3, Pi Lup 3.9.
DATE: 10 APE 1956 DATE: 10 APR 1986
NOTE h 2 deg. tail is dust, 2.6 deg. tall is iou. (obm_rvez indicated "A" _ethod [Azgelender?]. Ed.}
NOTE i Gas tail at PA 325. Midpoint of dust tail: 1.0 deg. at PA 351. EDd point of dust tail: 4.3 deg. at PA 356. Type SiS [sic]
tall at PA 68.
NOTE _ Gas tail at PA 338, Dust tall at PA 19.
NOTE k Tall mea_Lrement refer• to dust tall only.
SUB-NETWORK : DRANING
D•te(UT) A(_| Scale Ap In• f/ P_T(•) DUrM Lira Site Observer(s} Note•
10.069 831080 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthler, O A
10.139 831081 0.02 0.216 N 7.6 65,230 20 6.3 6 Rogex•, J .H B
i0.143 831082 0.07 B 16 229 5.4 3 Taylor,M.D C
i0.149 831003 2.5 0. 050 B I0 110 6.3 6 Rogez•,3. H D
i0.196 831084 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 55 5 1 VaLTg•• B. ,A.G E
I0. 576 831085 2 0. 065 B 12 i0 5.6 II Foulkes,M F
10.795 831086 0.076 N 7.9 60 1 FreTdank, E G
10.868 831087 1.36 0.12 C i0 40 179 7 1 Bernabeu,M H
10. 906 831088 4 0.08 B 11 5.4 1 Fleet, R. W I
i0. 917 831085 0.78 0.12 C I0 40 60 4.5 6 Cifuente•, E J
10.%31 831090 2.0 0.050 B 10 10 6.0 2 AJ_tt, J K
NOTE A (D_Tation not indicated. Time of ob_erv•tlon Is as•_med to be •tart tile. Ed. )
NOTE B Gas tall (newly distinct) •t PA 330 dog., length 54'. Dust tail at PA abo_t 330 deg. to 15 deg., length about 27'. C_a
(bigger than befoze) diameter 27'. NUCI_ (_w little if •ny _ULTSaolvod light - whole nucleus exteDd4_} about 6" dieJeter.
Fan (•• last night} at PA about 120 deg., leith about 14". Jet (new - toy•Erie tail} at PA 330 deg., length about 9".
NOTE C At 10.100 UT du•t tall 5' _T_, _l_-vlng f_ PA 325 deg. Uedex B_ment• of excellent seeing fo_umtaln•/_ets Seed with
extemdod fanned gas tail looklag striated, and 5' broad (spike) _L_ving dust tail. Northwest side of comet appears lore
intense. Ceetral ¢oedensation offset in roughly ci_ular o_• •ed about 5' dlm_e_. Fou_talns add Jets visible. Wlth naked
eye •t i0.188 UT extent OE tail fan is between PA 275 deg. to 337 deg. (Second drawing supplied for i0.188 UT at scale of
3'/1. Fa_.)
NOTE D chamged con•i_ad_ly since l•st night. Still a I_oad fan •ppeared - even bro•dez, up to 90-100 deg. wide, a• I got eves
bet_z dark-_pted - but fan is faintez add shorter, while it has developed a distinct, long straight ra T on south
preceding •Ide. The gas tail i• radial to nucleus not tangentlnl to c_a. Ga• tall _ to d_IDate la blue filter, dust
fad in yellow filter, but too faint to be certain. (Two drawings were _ade la obsel_atloD Interval, an. 1 from 0240-0255 add
DO. 2 at 0430. F_.) The ga• tall for (i) was 2.0 _e_. at PA 315 add for (2) wa• 2.5 de_. at PA 315. The following edge of
the _ust fan for (_) was about 1.0 deg. at PA about 15 add for (2} was about 1.0 deg. at Ph about 50. For DO. 2, the c_ma
was still _lightly flat_e_ed trances the line of the (ga•} tail.
NOTE E T•il? at PA 95. A Ter_ ibte_e_tlng effect wa• pro_cDd by llghtnlng fr_ a far thunder•tom. The ¢_t _age appear• with a
strobo_opi¢ effect. A coma prolongation (llke • ta£1) was ob_er_ _ time•, PA 95 approx. !). The tail i• more diffuse
than before. DC 4; ¢_• dlau_4_x: 12' approx.
NOTE F Pze_edi_ edge of tall at PA 340, length 1.5 deg. Followlng Ddg@ of tall at PA 350. Fan tail at PA 30, length 20'. C_a 40'
•cro••, DC 7. Bright central disk in ¢_. F•int tail vl•ible •t PA 30. Clu•tez north precDdlag.
NOTE G DC 7. V_r_ Clear daxk night, Haze at (the) horizon. (D_r•tloD not i_Icate_. _ of obser_atlon la aast_ed to he start
time. Translated b_ IKW staff. Ed. }
NOTE H C_e 20 arc _L_. Tall 1 _. 12 miD. PA 351.
NOTE I G•• tall at PA 325. D_•t tall eed poibt at PA 356. TYPe III [sic] at PA 68. (D_ration not ledlc•teu_. Time of obse1_vatloa i•
a_mmed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE J Tall 55', PA 347.
NOTE K Central conden•atlo• •pprox_Jately 5 ere m4a. TTpe I tall at PA 327 (_Id tail}, appEoxi_•tely 4 deg. 16'x12'; type II tail
at 64 8.E¢ _L_a. PA between 336 aed 16, •ppzoxlmste width 56 arc _la./ at 2 de_. PA betwee_ 348 •ed 20 approx4mate width 84
aiD.; at 3 deg. i0 rain. PA between 353 add 25, appro_te width 2 d_. 16 mln. Type III t•Ll [•Ic] at I deg. 4 _In. PA
65 (leading edge), •pproximate width 54 arc Sla.; at 2 de_. 4 RiD. PA 21 (Join• t_ II}. Milky N•y interference: now
weak. _ II, IIl PA'• _a•tLred at tall edge• at defined distaace fr_ ¢entxal ¢o_D•ation, i.e., (_ 64'}. Tall width
_easuEed p_zpeediouler to PA'a. S_i Istu_ rectums (both} 13 LTC Bi_. Vertex di•_a_e 13 arc _J_. All di_en•ioD• •Dd PA'•
me•safari fr_u AAVSO chart plot. The central coDden••tion (¢.c.| _at quite oentr•lly in • cizcul_ coma of dlu_ter 26'. The
c.c. appeared pearly - Dot planets• T. There was a long (4 _. 16 arc rain. ) type I tail, quite straight but pale add narrow.
Low fall-off of brightee•$ away f.T_ the caB•, add for m_ch of the length, of ¢_erad01e bzlght_ens with the type Ill |si¢]
tell wedge. The t_ II tail: quick/T broadening aed curving after the split fzo_ the W_•_xLEn--Roat half being brighter than
the eastern for the •ale d_athDce out fr_I the ¢.c. The t_q_9 III tail, for_e_ • rlght-a_gl_ were _oh f•lDter than the
_@ate_ pa_t of the type II tsil. The lea(Ling _ge of the t_e III tall was o_ed to be sharp add of It•elf brighter than
the wedge, appearing a• a thJ_ '•pike'. The total angle subtended by the three tails m_unted to 98 de_.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC_# FL f/ Ap FaY ExpM Emul•ion I$O H_p Gdng Id/TTp Site Observer(•) Notes
10.009 851580 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 18/P 2 Drage_co,J A
10.017 851581 0.225 1.7 0.140 _.1 X 6.1 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y 109/P 3 Koch,B B
10.024 851582 0.135 2.8 15.2 xi0.2 8.00 Kodak Trl-X N 2/P 5 Fiscber,D C
i0.I09 851583 0.050 1.7 39.6 X27.0 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 67/P 8 BOttg_Z,B D
10.116 851584 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 X 6.1 40.00 Kodak 2415 Y II3/P 3 KOCh,B B
10.120 851585 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 i0.00 Ektaohr.Pa00 800/ N O 53/P 8 Bottger,B E
10.130 851586 0.180 2.8 15.00 Kodak Tri-X N 00/P 5 van LOO,F.R F
10.131 851587 0.058 2 34.5 x_3.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 7/C 3 T_rDutzer,A
I0.137 851588 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 23/P 4 Guthier,O G
10.139 851589 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 6.00 Ektachr. Pa00 800/ N O 54/P 8 Bottger, B E
10.149 851590 0.058 2 34.5 123.4 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 8/c 3 T_EDUtZeE,A
10.153 851591 0.500 3.5 4.1 X 2.7 15.00 Ko_ak 2415 Y 24/P 4 Guthler,O G
10.159 851592 0.058 2 34.5 123.4 12.00 KOdak 2415 Y X 9/C 3 Ta_Dutze_,A
10.173 851593 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 I0.00 Kedak 2415 Y X 10/C 3 TarDutzer,A
10.109 851594 0.058 2 34.5 123.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X II/C 3 T_TDutzer,A
10.196 851595 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N C 2/P Falserella,N
10.200 851596 0.058 2 34.5 123.4 I0.00 Kedak 2415 Y X 12/C 3 TarDutzer,A
10.215 851597 0.058 2 34.5 123.4 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 13/C 3 TarDutzer,A
10. 216 851598 0. 050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N C 13/P Falsarella ,N
10.229 851599 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 14/C 3 TarDutzer,A
10.231 851600 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 6.00 Polaroid 612 N X 2/P 6 Carragaa,W H
10.243 851601 0.135 2.8 15.2 xi0.2 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 026/P 3 Br_tsche,E I
10.250 051602 0.050 1.8 39.6 x_7.0 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 027/P 3 Brut_che,E I
10.285 851603 0.700 5 0.140 2.9 x 2.0 90.00 Tri-X Pro 320/ N X 7/T 1 Trav_Ik,N.A.S J
10.351 851604 0.058 1.4 34.5 X_3.4 0.25 Kodak Tri-X N T 10/C 4 Prleater,D.C K
10.351 851605 0.085 4.0 23.9 x16.1 30.00 1038-O N C 10/S 1 Binaewies, S
10.352 851606 0.058 1.4 34.5 123.4 0.50 Kodak Tri-X N T 9/C 4 Prie•ter,D.C K
10.354 851607 0.050 39.6 127.0 0.67 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N T 10/C 4 Prie•ter,D.C
10.354 851608 0.050 39.6 127.0 0.33 Kodak VRI000 I000/ N T II/C 4 Prlester,D.C
10.355 851609 0.050 39.6 X27.0 0.17 Kodak VR1000 1000/ N T 12/C 4 Priester,D.C
10.356 851610 0.050 39.6 x_7.0 0.50 Eodak VRI000 1000/ N T 13/C 4 Prle•tex,D.C
10.409 851611 0.200 4 10.3 X 6.9 5.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 37/N i0 Edberg,S.J
10.414 851612 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 I0.00 3M I000 1000/ N O 38/N i0 Edberg,$.J
10.427 851613 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 13/P 1 Marafle,A.H L
10.435 851614 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 14/P 1 Marsfie,A.H L
10.447 051615 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 X 4.6 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 15/P 1 Narafie,A.H L
10.479 551616 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 16/P 1 Marafle,A.H L
10.489 851617 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 20.00 Kodak Tri-_ 400/ N X 007/P 1 Rosenthal,D L
10.505 851618 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 7.00 Fuji RD 400 400/27 Y X 004/P 3 AIIen,M.T
10.625 851619 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 002/P 3 AIIeD,M.T
DATE: 10 APR 1986
Date(UT) AO_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM
10.637 851620 0.220 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 6.00
10.648 851621 0.229 1.7 0.140 8.0 x 6.0 5.00
10.735 851622 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.00
10.773 851623 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 5.00
10.773 851624 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 5.00
10.779 851625 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 I0.00
20.779 851626 0.050 1.7 35.6 x27.0 I0.00
10.786 851627 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 5.00
10.786 852628 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 5.00
10.797 852625 0.050 1.7 35.6 X27.0 i0.00
10.797 851630 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 i0.00
10.804 851631 0.050 1.7 39.6 x27.0 5.00
10.804 851632 0.200 4.5 10.3 x 5.9 5.00
10.808 851633 0.240 4.5 8.6 x 5.7 8.00
10.808 851634 0.050 1.7 39.6 X27.0 2.00
10.808 851635 0.200 4.5 10.3 X 6.9 2.00
10.809 851636 0.080 4.5 25.4 xlT.1 20.00
10.822 851637 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00
10.825 851638 0.080 4.5 25.4 X17.1 20.00
10.840 851639 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
10.841 851640 0.080 4.5 25.4 X17.1 20.00
10.859 851641 0.080 4.5 25.4 xl7.1 20.00
20.861 851642 0.500 3.5 4.1 X 2.7 15.00
10.874 851643 0.080 4.5 25.4 X17.1 19.00
10.896 852644 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 5.00
10.904 851645 0.225 2.7 0.140 9.i X 6.1 6.00
10.908 852646 0.080 4.5 25.4 xlT.I 20.00
10.908 851647 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00
10.910 851648 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 20.00
10.918 851649 0.050 2,8 39.6 X27.0 5.00
10.960 851650 1.800 6 0.300 1.1 x 0.8 16.00
10.983 852651 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 10.00
10.991 851652 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 20.00
10.992 851653 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.i x 6.1 50.00

























Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T1_ Site Observer(s)
Kodak 2415 Y X 003/P 3 AIIeD,M.T
Kodak 2415 Y X 001/P 3 AIIes,M.T
Kodak VR 1000/ N C 6/P 3 Vlscent,F
Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N O 20/C 7 Martis,D
3M 1000/ N O 24/T 7 MartlssD
Kodak Tri--X 400/ N O 21/C 7 Martln,D
3M I000/ N 0 25/T 7 Maztls,D
Kodak TTi--X 400/ N O 22/C 7 Maztin,D M
3M I000/ N O 26/T 7 MartlD,D
Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 23/C 7 MartiD,D M
3M i000/ N 0 27/T 7 Martln,D
Kodak TTi-X 400/ N O 24/C 7 MaEtln,D N
3M I000/ N O 28/T 7 Martin,D
Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 207/$ 2 Abbott,J O
Kodak TEI--X 400/ N O 25/C 7 MartiD,D N
3M i000/ N O 29/T 7 Martin,D
Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 4/P 2 3oses,B.W P
Afa I000 RS N M 053/P 1 Ste_Dwarte Frankfuu_t Q
Kodak TTi-X 400/ N T 5/P 2 JODeS,B. W R
Agfa I000 RS N M 054/P 1 SterDwarte Frankfurt $
Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 6/P 2 3ones,B.W T
Kodak T_I-X 400/ N T 9/1) 2 3oses,B.W P
Kodak 2415 Y 25/P 4 Guthier,o G
Kodak Tri-Z 400/ N T 10/P 2 3oses,B.N U
Kodak 103a-O N 0 13/C 5 CIJatti,A
Kodak 2415 Y 216/P 3 KOCh,B B
Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T II/P 2 3ones,B.N T
Agfa 1000 RS N M 057/P 1 SterDwarte Fzankfurt $
Kodak 2415 Y O 001/T 2 BattaiDi,P V
Zktachrame 1600/ N M 450/P 1 Stolnen,P W
Kodak 2415 Y 9/P 2 MartIDez,P
Ektachr_ 2600/ N M 494,/P l Stolzen,P W
Kodak 2415 Y T O09/'P 1 Berge,P.M Z
Kodak 2415 Y llS/P 3 KOCb,B B
Kodak 2415 Y 10/P 2 MartiDez,P
(Observer supplied Donessentlal notes on original report form. Ed.)
(ObsexTer*s image identifier preceded by prefix i00/. Ed.)
Push processed to 100O ASA.
Photo<:j2:aphmsxle ))y J. Llnder add B. Bottgez. Forming gas pressurized to 1.2 bar.
Photograph made by J. Li=dez add B. Bottgez.
P_h proces_ to 1800 ASA. Pboto_aph Jade by G. Casena¢o ned F.R. van Ix>o.
Photograph|NK|e b_ F. NilkeD aDd O. Guthier.
Lens has zoom range of 70 to 210 _m. Film ISO 20000. PhOto_sph Jade by J_L11e add William CarEagan.
(Oba4L-_rer appears to hate =onfuse_ C and F t_ezat_re scales for developer t_ature. Ed.)
Instrument is Zeiss Te$sar. Format size 88 Rm x 128 _.
Push processed to 800 ASA.
IDstrlIBeSt is Scbmldt ¢a]__rs.
BSue N47 f11teE used.
Orange W21 fll_ez used.
(Photographer's image i_eDtlfiar iS 22, 7. E_.)
ThuDderstorJ i= the west. Film roll TrI-X/6.
Photog_aph_de by Y. Nalter. PUSh processed to 2000 ISO.
NratteD 47A (blue} filter used. Thu_xlersto_ in the west. Film roll Tri-X/6.
Photo_aph made by P. Engel. PUSh processed to 2000 ISO.
WrstteD 21 (orange) fi_te_ used. Thunderstorm in the west. Film roll Tri-X/8.
Cut short because of cloud. Wratten 47A (blue) flltez used. Thunderstor_ is the _st. Film roll Tri-X/6.
Ins_Dt _used is Sch_idt c_a.
(observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
Photograph Jade by G. Mahoux add P.M. Berge.
DATE: I0 APR 1986
Notes
DATE:II APe 1986
NETNORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATZ_
SUB-NETWORK: _rISUAL APPEA_J_CE
Date(UT) AGN# all _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap
ll.000 818582 3.0 M 58 38 7 4.2 0.05
ll.00 818583 2.8 B 58 30 6 0.03
11.024 818584 2.9 B 5D 6.5 325 0.03
11.024 818585 58 30 5 0.08
11.024 818586 2.9 B 58 3.7 325
11.042 818587 2.5 S 58 45 7 5.0 0.08
11.06 818588 2.7 M IRW 36 6 3.7 347
11.073 828589 58 23 5 1.5 335 0.050
11.074 818590 3.1 B IHW
11.097 818591 3.4 B IEW 32.5 6 6.0 0.050
11.10 818592 B 6 0.063
ll.10 818593 33 7 2.9 337 0.035
11.125 818594 3 B 160 3 0.050
11.130 818595 2.9 B 160 3 0.050
11.167 818596 3.7 161 0.07
11.177 810597 3.2: S 58 21 3 2 0.050
11.226 818598 4.3 B 58 3 0.03
11.229 818599 2.3 B 58 5 3.5 0.05
11.233 818600 4.2 B 58 3 0.03
11.236 818601 B 36 8 334 0.08
11.237 818602 4.2 B 58 3 0.03
11.324 818603 2.5 B 58 45 7 1.5 0.050
11.354 818604 4.4 B 160 0.080
11.41 818605 3.3 SAO 30 6 290
11.417 818606 2.1 S 58
11.417 818607 3.5 330 0.08
11.47 818608 2.4 S 58 4 0.018
11.49 818609 2.3 58 35 3
11.500 818610 3.9 B 5D 40 7 3.25 330 0.05
11.521 818611 3.7 58 20 2
11.53 818612 2.5 M 58 30 4 5.5 334 0.05
11.53 818613 3.5 B 5B 2 0.050
11.556 818614 58 50 3 2.5 350 0.05
11.58 818615 5 0.08
11.583 818616 2.8 S 58 45 4 4 0.07
11.62 818617 3.3 M SAO 28 5 3.7 335 0.065
11.62 818618 3.1 58 20 5 0.20
11.646 818619 2.9 S 160,140 15 1 0
11.65 818620 4.3 S AAVSO 12 4 0.13
11.665 818621 4.2 M 5B 10 3 0.10
11.667 818622 3.5 B 5B 20 0.035
11.67 818623 3.2 S 20 5 0.08
11.67 818624 4.5 S AAVSO 10 4 0.07
11.67 818625 3.4 M 58 7.0 0.05
11.67 818626 58 9.7 5 0.076
11.68 818627 3.2 58 20 5 0.030
11.702 818628 3.9 S 5D 12.5 5 0.05
11.712 818629 4.0 K 58 15 3 0.08
11.74 818630 6 337 0.05
11.75 818631 2.3 B 58 1.5 5
11.75 818632 B 2 5 0.05
11.792 818633 3.0 M 58 44 6 5.2 0.05
11.81 818634 2.6 B 58
11.81 818635 2.9 s 58 6.1 339 0.030
11.823 818636 3.5 S 58 75 5 7.5 340 0.08
11.830 818637 3.0 58 120 4 5.25 350
11.833 818638 3.8 B 58 50 5 0.06
11.840 818639 3,9 M 5D 34 5 6.9 342 0.08
11.854 818640 4.5 B 5B 35 6 2 0 0.065
11.875 818641 3.0 M 5B 50 4
11.894 818642 3.8 M 5D 16.1 6 0.75 0 0.12
11.91 818643 3.0 B 58
11.922 818644 3.2 M 58 23 6 0.67 0 0.12
11.951 818645 3.2 B 5B 42 5 1.0 7
11.958 818646 3.8 B 58 5 0.050
11.982 818647 3.8 M 58 0.035
Ins f/ _ L 4_ DA Site
B 10 6.0 Y 12
B 8 6.0 y 3
B 8 6.5 Y 3
B 20 6.5 Y 3
EY 6.5 Y 3
B 20 6.0 Y 7
EY 6.0 Y 5
B I0 4.0 Y ii
ET 6.2 y 3
B I0 6.2 Y 3
B 9 6.0 Y 3
B 7 6.0 y 5
B 20 6.4 Y 1
B 20 6.4 Y 1
R 15 40 Y 2
B 10 4 Y 7
B 8 4.0C y 2
B 20 4.9 Y 6
B 8 4.0C y 2
B ii Y 5
B 8 4.0C y 2
B i0 6.0 Y 6
B 20 4.5 y
El' 6,0 Y 4
ET
B 15
B 2 7 Y 16
EY 7 Y 16
B 7 5.4 y 2
EY 6 Y 1
B l0 7 Y 16
B 7 4,3C Y 1
B N 1
B 15 N 1
B I0 6.0 Y 2
R 8 16 6.0 y 9
SC 10 77 6.5 Y 2
ET 6.2 Y 12
N 6.3 24 3.0 Y 1
N l0 55 4.5C y 1
B 7 Y 2
B Ii 5.5 Y i
B I0 3.0 Y I
B 7 5.5 Y 3
R 7.9 50 5.5 Y 3
B 8 6.5 Y 2
B 7 2.5 Y 1
B 11 3 Y 1
B 10 7 Y 16
EY 6.5 Y 38
B I0 6.5 Y 38
B i0 6.0 Y 12
EY 6.9 Y
B 8 6.9 Y
B 30 7.0 Y 7
EY 7.0 Y 7
15 5.9 Y 1II 5.5 Y I
B 20 6.0 Y I
EY 5.5 Y 1
C I0 40 4.5 Y 6
El" 5.3 20
C i0 40 7 Y 1
EY 6.2 Y 2
B i0 6.2 Y 2
B 9 5.9 Y I
NOTE A I can see all the 4 deg. of tall with naked-eye. Tall length is for ion tail.
NOTE B Tall leegth - up to 5 deg. Again 100 d_. fan, p18_8 & dust.
NOTE C 2.6 deg. tail II PA 325-0. Tall I plasma; tall II gas. [sic]
NOTE D Tail I - plasma.
NOTE E Tall PA 70, 330.
NOTE F Ma_ittu_e 3.0-3.2 naked eye. [slc]
NOTE G Tail I 6.0 deg. long, tail II 2.0 de_. long.
NOTE H Tail length - up to 6 deg. Again i00 deg. fan, plama & dust.
NOTE I (c_arison chart appears lecorrect. Ed.)





































































































NOTE 3 Comet seen briefly through gap in cirrus cloud. Coma dialetor approxlJate. Less condensed before with no stellar nucleus
(striking contrast to April 6+7 and even wore diffuse than April 9+10). Instead, bright blob approxilately 4 arc min.
across In centre. Tall length approx_Rate. Tail not properly observable but gas tail as yesterday to about 2 deg.
NOTE K CO_Rt elevation 3 deg.
NOTE L DC in 7x50 bi_ocu/ars: 8.
NOTE M False nucleus leas bright.
NOTE N PA 60 tail lengt_ approximate.
NOTE 0 Straight gas tail; fan shaped dust tail.
NOTE P Gas tail, ver_ intense at PA 334. Broad dust fan Includes other tall listings. Dust fan PAs are approximate.
NOTE Q Teouous tail. (Observer gave li_it as approximately 10. Ed.)
NOTE R Tall PA 0-90 deg.
NOTE S 0.6 deg. tail PA 330 to 70.
NOTE T some cloud. Excellent.
NOTE U Gua_ tour.
NOTE V Gas tail at PA 337. Broad dust fan includes other tall listings. Dust fan PA's are approximate.
NOTE _ Tbe two easternmost tails are probably the edges of one very broad, fan-shaped dust tail, as even 10x50 binoculars showed
_aterial between the_. The tail at PA 340 deg. was clearly an ion tail and showed a pronounced broadening at the end.
NOTE X The longest side of the fad is the ion tail (5.2 deg.), the other side (dust tail) is 4.2 deg.
NOTE Y Straight tail at PA 340. curved dust tail at PA 5.
NOTE Z 4.3 and 3.9. Tail not visible? Activity in coma (220x35) reflector.
NOTE a Gas tail at PA 342. Midpoints On dust tail: 1.9 deg. at PAll; 4.5 deg. at PA 7. Suspected end Of dust tail: 6.1 deg. at
PA 14. T_ III (sic] tail at PA 71.
NOTE b Leading edge of dust fan: 4.2 de_. at PA 6. Trailing edge of dust fan: 4.0 deg. at PA 53.
NOTE c COmparison st_/s (3.2, 4.0). T_ I tail 1.0 deg. at PA 7. Type II tall 2.0 deg. long, PA 23 at 1.0 de_. distance; PA
measured at _i_dle of tail. Type III [sic] tall 1.1 deg. long, PA 115 8t i.I deg. distance; distinct leading edge measured
DATE:II APR1986
NOTEd Comparlsonstaxn(3.2,4.0).Tallmeasurements clouded out.
SUB-NET_RK: DR_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ l_r(s} DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
11.049 831091 0.125 R 6 44 4 Guthler,O A
11.188 831092 0.30 N 5.7 70,300 240 1 PizzI,R B
11.555 831093 2.5 0.050 B I0 1 Tregaskla,T.B C
11.661 831094 2 0.065 B 12 16 6.0 12 Foulkes,M D
11.840 831095 4 0.08 B 11 5.5 1 Fleet,R.W E
11.869 831096 1.36 0.12 C i0 40 256 6 1 Be-Tnabeu,M F
11.880 831097 1.28 0.12 C i0 40 75 4.5 6 Cifuentes,E G






(Duration not indicated. Time of observation is asauBed to be start tile. Ed.)
We began obserTing Halley On the llth at 0230 UT with a power of 70x, add we soon noticed an sn_aly in the nuclear region.
We i_reased the power to obtain a better resolution so we switched to 300x %rith an Erfle eyepiece. The night was
spectacularly clear and the comet ntoo_ high in the sky, due to our _outharly latitude Of -32 deg. 57 min. What we obser_nd
wan, iB OUr opinion, a small secoedar_ nucleus, very close to the pEiscipal one, afloat touching each other like a partially
resolved hlnary star. This pattern was independently obaerTed by five staff |M_bern, and sole of us saw even two an_a1ous
nuclei. To verify that T_ese features w_xen't stars 1_e obse_ed again 4 hours later at 0630 UT add the appeazance ve saw
then was rather slmilar to the earliest one, albeit looser. The features were observed as minute globules, a little fainter
than the principal nucleus. Observation made by Crinto Ray College Astron_Ical Observator_ staff and Rogello Pizzl.
(Listing data Inferred fr_ wTitten text. No_Lraw_ng submitted. Ed.)
Drawn frol memory on the followlng mornlng because of cloud. Limiting magnitude approxizately mag. I0. Scale approximate.
Narrow tall at PA 340, length 5.0 deg. Tall at PA 355 to 15, length 2 deg. 20 mln. Fan tall at PA 15 to 85, length 1 deg.
C_a diameter 20' DC 5. Bright central spot offset to PA 260. Ver_ fine bright but very narrow curved tail extended towards
Eta Can. Shorter aDD slightly fainter tail extended fr_ PA 355-15. These two tails were quite separate. Extending
following fr_ the central tail was a fainter fan tail OUt to PA 85. Span of tails >80 deg.! The appearance of the comet
made the Journey fr_ Alice wnll w_rth it. It had rained all day in A/ice(!!). But weather reports indicated that the edge
of the rain lay Just to the south. By driving south, we managed to obtain clea_ skies. One vehicle iD oux party became stuck
in the sand but was dug out. The clarity of the aiz was excellent. Canopus was seen setting right On the horizon. Similary,
Acbarnar wan seen rising very close to the horizon.
Gas tall st PA 342. Dust tail end point at PA 14. Type III [sic| at PA 71. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is
assumed to be start ti_e. Ed.)
NOTE F C_a 23 arc mln. Tall 40 mln. PA 0.
NOTE G Tall 45', PA 0.
SI_B-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHT
Date(UT) AO_| FL f/ Ap FOr Exp_ E_Islon InS H_I • G<IDg Id/T_ Site Ob_(a} Notes
11.003 851655 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 10.0O Ektachrom_ 1600/ N M 497/P 1 Stolzen,P A
11.008 851656 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 16/P 1 Farroni,G
11.074 851657 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y 26/P 4 Guthier,o B
11.085 851658 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 EktaclLT_ 1600/ N M 500/P 1 Stolzen,P A
11.097 85165% 0.225 1.7 0.140 8.I x 6.1 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y 122/P 3 Koch,B C
11.098 851660 0.500 3.5 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 KOdak 2415 Y 27/P 4 Guthier,O B
II.110 851661 0.600 8 3.4 x 2.3 16.00 Polaroid 612 N X 3/P 5 Carragan,W D
11.116 851662 0.050 2.8 39.6 x_7.0 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 4/N 1 Pedar_en,V.T E
11.132 851663 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 16/C 3 Tar_utzer,A
11.141 851664 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 6.00 Konica 1600/ N • 5/P 5 Carragan,J F
11.147 851665 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 17/C 3 Tarnutzer,A
11.155 851666 0.050 2.8 39.6 x_7.0 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 5/N I Pndarsen,V.T G
11.159 851687 0.058 2 34.5 X_3.4 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 18/C 3 T_utzer,A
11.182 851668 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 5.50 Konlc8 1600/ N • 7/P 5 Carzagan,J F
11.168 851668 1.200 6 0.200 1.7 x 1.1 17.00 Kudak 2415 Y 13/P 1 AaSO_latlon M31
11.170 851670 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kudak 2415 Y • 19/C 3 Taznutzer,A
11.180 851671 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 10.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 20/C 3 Taznutse_,A
11.192 851672 0.058 2 34.5 X23.6 I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 21/C 3 Taznutzer,A
11.199 851673 0.058 2 34.5 x_3.4 10.00 KOdak 2415 Y X 22/C 3 Taxnutze_,A
11.216 851874 0.050 4 39.6 x27.0 6.08 Kodak T_i-• 400/27 N • 011_ Castlnelras,R.S.J H
11.222 851675 0.050 2 3.50 Kodak TTi-• 400/ N 2/P 1 Falsarella,N
11.251 851676 0.050 2 3.50 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N I/P 1 Falsarella,N
11.261 851677 0.050 2 3.00 Kodak Tzi-• 400/ N 3/P 1 Falnarellz,N
11.285 851678 1.80 6 0.30 I.i X 0.8 0.17 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N • 13/P Castlnelras,R.S.J H
11.287 851679 1.80 6 0.30 i.i X 0.8 0.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N • 14/P Castinelras,R.S.J H
11.333 851680 0.085 2.8 23.9 x16.1 30.00 103a-E N C 4/S 1 Binnewies,$ I
11.333 851681 0.085 4.0 23.9 x16.1 30.00 103s-O N C II/S 1 Binnewles,$
11.333 851682 0.085 4.0 23.9 x16.1 30.00 1O3a-G N C 12/5 1 Binnewies,5 J
11.365 851683 0.085 4.0 23.9 x16.1 60.00 1O3a-G N C 13/S 1 Binnewles,S J
11.406 851684 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 6/S 1 Eaagh,N K
11.422 851685 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 9/S 1 Haagh,N
11.482 851686 0.I00 2.8 20.4 X13.7 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 64/S 6 Garradd,G L
11.502 851687 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 i0.00 Kedak 2415 Y O 65/S 6 Garra_d,G L
11.514 851688 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 66/S 6 Garra_d,G L
11.756 85168% 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 2.50 Kodak _R I000/ N C 7/P 3 Vincent,F M
11.766 851690 0.180 2.8 Ii.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 14/C 5 Cimatti,A
11.795 851691 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 001/T 2 Battaini,P
I1.822 851692 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa I000 RS N M 070/P 1 Sterowarte Frankfurt N
11.826 851693 0.225 1.7 0.140 8.i x 6.1 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 002/T 2 Battalni,P
11.830 851694 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 15/C 5 Ci_atti,A
11.840 851685 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 071/P I Sterowarte Fraokfu_t O
11.851 851696 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9 10.00 Kodak 103a-E N S 19/P 2 Dragesco,J
11.861 851697 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfs i000 RS N M 072/P 1 Ster_warte Frankfurt P
11.885 851698 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 17/P 1 Farroni,G
11.887 851699 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y T Oll/P 1 Berge,P.M O
11.901 851700 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 16/C 5 Cimatti,A
11.922 851701 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-o N 0 17/C 5 Cimatti,A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE B Photograph made by F. Wilken aDD O. Guthier.
NOTE C (Observer's image identifier preceded by prefix I00/. Ed.)
NOTE D Fill InS 20000. Photograph made by Julia and William Carragan.
NOTE E Wratten 28 and 47A filters used.
NOTE F Photograph made by Jerry Rasmussen add J_lie Carragan.
NOTE G Wratten 21 filter used.
NOTE H City lights.
NOTE I OG 590 orange, 3 mE thick filtar used.
NOTE J CG 495 yellow, 3 _ thick filter used.
NOTE K UV #IA filter used.
NOTE L Temperature for hypersensiti_atlon 60-65 de_. C.
NOTE H Some patchy cloud.
NOTE N Photograph made by H. Neumann. Push prOCessed to 2000 Ins.
NOTE 0 Photograph made by H. Te_plln. Push processed to 2000 InS.
NOTE P Photograph made by Y. Walter. Push processed to 2000 InS.
NOTE O Photograph made by G. Mahoux add P.M. Barge.
DATE:11 APR 1986
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AO_# Co_flg Ius FL f/ Ap Ex_ Elm/Ision I$O Hyp C_Ing Id/Typ Site
11.186 870138 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 N C 518/S 5
NOTE A Coslet Halley visible to naked eye. (Obse3_v_'s _ge identifier is E-125-18. Ed.)
DATE: Ii APR 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 12 APR 1986
































































































DATE: 12 APR 1986
E_ Chart C_a size IX2 Tall PA Ap Inn f/ Pwr
M 3A 20 6 4.0 350 0.05 B 7
B 5B 31 6 2.2 10 EY
17.0 6 3.2 30 0.30 N 8.5 102
5B ii 5 2.7 0.03 B 8
M IHW 37 6 EY
S DCS 10 20 6 3.0 350 0.080 B 15
38 7 2.7 6 0.035 B 7
B 5B 7 5 0.06 R 8 15
B 160,159 0.05 B 7
B 159 0.080 B 20
S 5B 60 7 2 60 0.108 N 4 17
B 5B 9 7 0.335 N 4.5 56
B 5B EY
B 159 36 2 0.05 B 7
2.5 0.08 B 20
1.5 359 EY
B 5B 2 0.050 B 7
S 5B i0 6 0.080 B 20
M 5B 40 6 10.88 337 0.05 B 7
M 5B 5 0.050 R 8
B 159 3 0.050 B 20
19 5 5.3 335 0.050 B 7
B 5B 29 5 3 ET
5B 20 5 0.030 B 8
B IRW BAA 7 0.035 B 7
4 7.5 320 0.050 B 10
B 5B EY
B 5B 3 0.33 345 0.108 N 4 16
M IHW BAA 0.035 B 7
S IHW BAA 0.035 B 7
13 320 EY
S 140,160 15 0.5 0 ET
B IHW BAA EY
5B 45 2 1 EY
5B 7 8.0 EY
5B 20 6 0.20 SC I0 77
S 5B 45 4 5 0.07 B I0
B 5B EY
S 5B 10 5 1 10 0.080 B 11
S 5B 39 7 2.2 0.25 N 5 38
M 5B I0 5 0.17 310 0.i0 N i0 55
S AAVSO 10 4 0.07 B i0
M 5B 20 6 0.08 B 20
S 5B 15 7 0.07 B i0
M 5B 18 5 0.030 B 8
S 5A, 5B 4.5 4 0.50 270 0.15 R 15 56
B 5B 40 4 0.05 B 7
B 5B 0.035 B 7
M 5B 6.0 0.05 B 7
S 15 5 0.08 B ii
M SAO 30 5 3.2 350 0.065 R 8 16
S 5B, 140 27 0.023 B 3
B 15 5 0.I00 N 12 40
S 5B 4 0.018 B 2
M 5B 30 5 4.2 341 0.08 B II
M 5B 28 5 3 345 0.05 B 10
M 5B 50 3 5.6 30 El'
M 5B 50 7 3.6 0.05 B 10
M 5B 26 7 1.0 0.12 C I0 40
B 5B 30 5 0.105 R 86
M IHW BAA 0,035 B 7
S IHW BAA 28 6 0.035 B 7
B 5B 32 28 2.9 352 0.05 B 10
M 5B 18.6 7 1.50 0.12 C 10 40
$ 140 36 2.5 35 EY
$ 140 32 3 1.53 345 0.05 B 7
B 5B EY
M 5B 0.035 B 9
15.4 G 2.5 20 0.30 N 8.5 102
M 5B 0.04 B 12
Tall =masure_ent refezs to dust tail only.
C_e dlalnetex approxilate. PA 0-45. Tall II - gas.
Lil DA Site Obs_(s) Notes
Keszthelyi,S A
6.0 Y 7 Bottgez,B
5.9 Y I B_bie,M.J.R B
6.5 Y 3 Basubick,N C
6.0 Y 5 Grsnslo,B.H D
7 Y 2 Wils,P
6.0 Y 5 Granslo,B.H D
4.5 Y 2 Sehalbeek,C.M
4.8C Y 2 Lupiasez,B
4.5 Y Smlth,D E
6.5 Y 2 HarriDgton,P
2.3 Y Kronk,G F
6.0 21 Shanklln,J.D
4.0 1 Lai_et,R
N 16 E_g,S.J G
6.0 Y 6 Keen,R H
4.8C Y I Matchett,V
Y 1 Batza,B I
6.5 Y 17 Cc_)k,A.3 J
7.0 Y 36 Morris,C.S
5.0 Y 1 Cestrillon,M.E
6.5 Y 6 Bortle,J.E X
6.5 Y 6 Bort/e,3.E L
6.5 Y 2 Ward,A
Gzeen,D.W.E
7.0 Y 36 MOErlS,C.$ M
6.9 Y PeLroe,A
6 Y 2 Tlkrne.T,N N
Green,D.W.E
GEe4_DID.W.E
7.0 Y 36 Morris,C.S 0
6.1 Y 13 Fou/kes,M
Green,D.W.E
6 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B p
6.5 Y 1 I_3ve_oy,T Q
6.5 Y 2 Ward,A
6.0 Y 2 Kobayashi,J R
6.3 Y CI_k,M.L
Y 8 Pryal,3 S
6.3 Y Clark,M.L T
4.5C Y 1 Kato,T
3.0 Y 1 Baysshi,A
5.0 Y 1 Oka,A
5.0 Y 2 Yasudti,M
4.5C y 1 Kato,T
4.0 Y 9 Ichlkswa,K
6.0 Y 2 Bayashi,H
Y 2 Okada,M
5.5 Y 3 Suzuki,K U
5.0 Y 1 Aklta,I
5.5 Y 9 Naka_iuLra,A V
Y Joaes,A
4.4 Y 1 Bsgla,J.S w
7 Y 15 Bouma,R.J
5.4 Y 1 Fleet, R.W X
7 Y 15 Bo_a,R.J y
5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.W Z
6.0 Y 12 Melan_i,F s
7 Y 1 Be_rnabeu,M b
5.7 Y 2 Vincent,J c
Green,D.W.E
Green,D.W.E d
6.3 Y 1 Abb_tt,J e
5.0 Y 6 Cifueates,E f
6.7 Y 7 WaVP-r,R g
6.7 Y 7 Haver,R h
6.3 22 Shanklln,J.D
5.4 Y I Begbie,M.J.R
5.4 Y I Begbie,M.J.R I
6.1 Y 3 Benshaw,C
Possible nucleus seen in 0.203 m Schmidt-Cass. at 222x at meg. 12.5: at 0203 UT.
C_et elevation 6 deg.
Tall PA 315 deg. to 0 deg. Coaa dlal_ter approxilate. Ccutet only 5 deg. high.
C_t skinning _untaln horizon at i0000 ft. Tall length epproxLlate.
Observation fz_ FiJi.
Tail not readily appazent. (Observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
Tail 1 at PA 337. Tall 2 greatest length at PA 38; tail 2 w_st boundary 3.67 deg. at PA 3; south _u_dary 4.48 deg at PA
83.
Stzong change In tail's appearance! Large, contorted gas tail, extremely faint, traceable 5.3 deg. in PA 335. It is clearly
separated froa large fan-shaped, c_trvlng tall to the east. Dust tall is strongly curved to the east, its leading edge also
PA 335 but ctLrvlng away eastward very quickly. Broad, bright "center" Of dust tall at PA 10 and trailing edge is along PA
85 and traceable 5.5 deg.
Tall length = 3+. •
Additional tall data: 7.5 denTees in PA 72. Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Tall in PA 320 was the gas
tail. Tails in PAs 20 and 30 we.re dust pl_Res within the fan, which were o_u_ toward the east. CoaN_t was very near 3.5
lag. star.
Coma and tall Confused.
Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Tall in PA 320 was the gas tail. Tall in PA 30 was a dust plume which was
curved toward the east.
Wide, faint, tenuous tail. Length approximate.
Coma diameter through 15180 binoculars: 40'.
Tail PA 0-90 deg.
Fading fast, short broad fan tail. (Observer gave limit as 9. Ed.)
PA of 2.2 de 9. tail is 55-31.
Guam tour. 6.0 deg. tail is type I, 4.0 deg. tail is type II.
1.5 deg. tall PA 350 to 60.
Tall not visible.
DATE: 12 APR 1986 DATE: 12 APR 1986
NOTE X Gas tail at PA 341. Midpoint ou dust tail (1): 1.7 deg. at PA 7. EI_ point of dust tail (1]: 3.1 de 9. at PA 6. Midpoint
On duet tail (2): 3.0 deg. at PA 39. End point oZ dust tail (2): 5.6 deg. at PA 42. Type III [sic] tail: 2.9 deg. st PA 79.
NOTE Y Gas tail, faint, at PA 345. Broad du_t fan Includes other tail listings.
NOTE Z Dust tail at PA 30. Type III [sic| tall at PA 84.
NOTE a The angle of the fan in about 00 (leg. Tail leith ia for ion tail.
NOTE b (Ob_er lists two PA values: 333 and 27. F4. )
NOTE o Cma mallet but brighter.
NOTE d C_a di_etez approximate.
NOTE e Central OODd. only, meg. 4.3. Ccmpaxison stars (3.9, 4.4}. _ I tail 2.9 dog. at PA 352. Type II tail 3.6 de 9. long, PA 20
at 1.3 dog. distancei PA Besnurment at mig_le Of tall. Type II tail 2.0 dog. long, PA 49 at 1.0 dog. distance; very weak
fnatl_e. Type Ill tall 2.5 dog. long at PA 74j very diatinot and abazp-ndgndj leading edge meanuznd.
NOTE f PA 358-359.
NOTE g Cen_ fan-nhaped tail.
NOTE h PA 345 in west tail," see d_aw_ng. Went cozn_r fs_-$hapod tail at PA 13, 3.30 deg. long; a_e _awi_ 3. PA 36 is center
fan-ehnped taili see dral_ng. Bast co_nez fn_-shnped tail at PA 59, 3.40 deg. long; see dzawtng. PA 81 iS east tail; see
drawing.
NOTE i Tail amasur_ent refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: D2ANXNG
Date(UT) AGt_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(n} DurM Elm Site Observer(s) Notes
12.146 831098 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 30 6 1 Vazgas B.,A.G A
12.271 831099 0.53 0.15 N 4 68 60 3.5 8 Le_T,D.H B
12.481 831100 3 0.050 B 7 45 G.5 17 COOk,A.3
12.561 831101 1.35 0.065 B 12 14 6.1 13 Foulkes,M C
12.757 831102 0.076 N 7.9 60 I FreTdnDk,E D
12.774 831103 4 0.08 B 11 5.4 1 Fleet,R.W E
12.844 831104 1.36 0.12 C 10 40 li0 7 i Bernabeu,M F
12.844 831105 2.0 0.050 B 10 30 6.3 1 Abbott,3 G
12.865 831106 1 0.12 C 10 40 90 5.0 6 Cifuentea,£ H
12.910 831107 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.7 7 Haver,R I
12.997 831108 0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 22 5.4 1 Begble,M.3.R 3
NOTE A The ¢cRa appea_ vezy regular and dlffu_e DC 3 approx. C_a dlametez 13' approx. The c_ua is very regular around the
n_leun. The central coma is _dlff_u_n an thegn in oo a re_axkable tall around c©_a. [sic]
N(YrE B Scale is approximate.
C Precodlog edge of tall (slightly _re intense the rest Of tail. Except for spike fr_ c_a.) at PA 330, leD_ i dog 20 min.
Spike (f_:_ c_8_a} at PA 20, length 20'. Followlog edge of tail (extended _e_ond _aln faD) at PA 80, length 2 dog. Dlstlsct
ci_cttlar c_a (DO 6) with _rightez spot in centre. Extending fr_ the c_a was a short spike-like feature, coma diameter
20'. The tail itself was a _oad faD. Excluding the edges, it appeared to have 3 la_ers of brlghthnaa. The precndiDg edge
was slightly _o_e intense and atraight. The following edge, although not as intense an the preceding edge, was brighter than
the rest of the fan and extended beyond the gene_al fan tail - a fine sight.
NOTE D IX= 7. Haze and clouds oD horizon rising. (Duration not indlcated. Ti_te of ohser_atlon is assumed to be start ti_e.
Translated bY I_W staff. F,d.)
N(_rE E Gas tail at PA 341. D_t tall end poiDt at PA 6. Dtt_t tail eDd poIDt at PA 41. T_ IIl [alc] at PA 79. (DttratioD not
i_dioated. Time of obse£_ation is ss_u_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE F Coma 2_ arc mln. Tall 1 dog. PA 333-27.
NOTE G Object at core of Oe_trnl condonation (C.¢.} wan stellar. C.C. approx_atel_ 4 arc _In. T_ I tail PA 352, approx_J_atel_
172x6 arc min. Type II tall at 90 arc min. f_ c.¢. PA hetween 351 and 37, appzox_ate width 35 arc _iD.; at 00 arc min.
fz_ c.c. PA between 358 and 39, approxi_eta width 50 arc min.; 2 de_. fx_ c.c. PA between 7 add 41, npproxi_ath w_dth 80
arc mi_.; at 2 de_. 40 arc _in. fr_ c.c. pAbetveeD 13 nnd 42, approximate width 90 arc min.; at 3 de_. 36 arc eln._ frc_
c.¢. PA bet_e_n 19 and 45, npproxlmate width I _. 46 arc mi_. Lendi_ sector of t_ III tall [sic] at 16 arc miD. from
C.¢. PA 74, appzox_l_a_e width 16 arc _in.; at 2 _eg. 44 _c mi_. fzo_ c.c. PA 74, appzoxi_ste width 28 arc min. Type II, III
[$ic] PA'a _a_nd at defined distances fr_ the centrsl co_deDnatlon, i.e., 4 _ 2 dog. from COD_Eal condensation. S_i
latus re_t_ east 18 arc _In. Semi lattts rectum west 14 arc min. Vertex distance 13 arc mln. Possible additional narrow,
cttr_nd _st tall se_ent was suspected he'tweeD the t_l_e I and t_pe II tails. All d_ensioos nnd PA'sdezived fro_ AAVSO
chart plot. There was s stellar object at the core of the central conde_,satloD (c.c.}. The c.c. wan well defiDnd, sppeariDg
quite pla_et_ and offset to the w_at forward of centre of the 32y,_0 arc _ID. coma. The t_l_e I tall was soarl_ 3 dog. i_
leogth nnd be_IDg very pale iD the latter hnlf_ fnlnteE than the tlrpe IlI [sic} tall at c_azable distaD_e fro_ the c.c.
The _inant type II tail wan c_arable with the coma h_ighthess u_tll the split with the type I tall (62 arc _in. from the
c.c.}. TheEeaftex _ing _oro rapidly and be_ing faint. Total ion_th some 3.5 dog. The 1onding sector Of t_q_e III tall
[nit] w_e_ing were _ 3.5 dog. in length. Sha_iT defined lending edge, itself foxing a 'spike' tail. The t_q_e III tail
[sic] appeared at least as bright as the type I tall at comparable distance from the c.c. aud similar in brlghtDess to the
_id-_ticn of the t_pe II tail. A ponsiblo sep_rate dust tail se_nt lay between the type II and type III tall aa defined
hut was of very low surface brightness. Total angle subtended b_ all tails _nou_ted to 82 de_.
NOTE H Tail i de_. 30 _Ec _in. at PA 358.
NOTE I Nest tail at PA 345_ _ent corn_x, fan-shapod tail at PA 13; cemter fan-shape_ tail at PA 36; east corner, faD-shaped tall
at PA 59; east tail at PA 81.
NOTE J F_ nt PA 180; gas tall at PA 355. Vertex distance 6 arc miD.; mi fetus re_tt_ PI - 7.0 arc _in., P2 - 6.6 arc min.
E_ipticnl innez c_a _Jor axis 8.1 arc sin., minor axis 5.0 arc min. The central coDdenaation at 425x was distlnctl_ pear
shaped. At the _eotre of thla condennatloD was a 12.5 magnitude object of stellar appearance _ich _o_ to,other with the
rest Of the central ¢oedensntlcn. The object was also noted oe the night Of the 10th of April. The fan appeared to 'trail'
behind thn ¢ondnDsation an it _ed against the atollar backgTou_d. (Two dra_rlngs are Incl_ded in this listing: one made at
ma_iflcatioDs of 102 add 212 snd scale 0.30 arc min./_ and o_e made st a ma_ification of 425 and _cale 0.03 arc min./_.
_d.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOT(X_RAPK'Y
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_islon ISO H!_p G_g Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
12.010 851702 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 Kodak 103a-E N S 20/P 2 Dragesco,J
12.016 851703 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 15.00 Kudak Trl-X 400/ N Z 2/P 12 MelsDdrl,F
12.032 851704 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 12.00 Ektachz. P800 800/ N O 55/P 0 Bottger, B A
12.033 851705 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.S X 4.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y I/P 4 Jager,M
12.037 051706 0.200 2 10.3 x 6.9 13.00 Kodak 103a-E N S 21/P 2 Drageaco,J
12.054 851707 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 X 4.6 6.00 KOdak 2415 Y 2/P 4 Jsger,M B
12.097 851708 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 3/P 4 Jager,M
12.189 851709 0.050 2 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 4/P 1 Falnarella, N
12.208 851710 0.058 1.4 34.5 _3.4 0.42 Fu_icolor RK 1600/ N X 12/_ 3 Rueda,N
12.218 851711 0.050 4 39.6 X27.0 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N X 15/P Csatineirss,R.s.3 C
12.275 051712 0.050 2 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 5/P 1 Falaarella, N
12.313 851713 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 0.33 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N Z 25/P 1 Garcia,A
12.403 051714 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.0 x 4.5 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 009/P 1 RosoDthal,D D
12.534 851715 0.508 5 0.I00 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak IIa-D N 033/P 7 Ro_er,R E
12.544 851716 0.508 5 0.i00 4.1 x 2.7 82.00 N 7/S ? Royer,R F
12.565 851717 0.500 5 0.i00 4.1 X 2.7 20.00 Kodak 098 N 032/P 7 Royer,R
12.565 851718 0.105 2.5 19.5 XI3.0 20.00 FuJ ichr_e 1600/ N 6/S 7 Royer,R
12.774 851719 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 18/C 5 Ci_atti,A
12.783 051720 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 19/C 5 Cimattl,A
12.799 851721 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 2.00 Kodak VR I000/ N C 8/P 4 Vincent,F G
12.810 851722 0.080 4.5 25.4 x17.1 16.00 Agfa i000 RS I000/ N T 510/$ 2 Jones,B.w H
12.867 851723 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 20/C 5 Clmatti,A
12.875 051724 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 21/C 5 Ci_atti,A
12.903 851725 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 086/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt I
12.909 851726 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 22/C 5 ci_atti,A
12.910 851727 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 7/P 2 Jones,B.W 3
DATE: 12 APR 1986
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
12.923 851728 0.180 2.8
12.924 851729 0.600 6
12.925 851730 0.050 1.8
12.939 851731 0.180 2.8
12.939 851732 0.050 1.8
12.952 851733 0.050 1.8
12.965 851734 0.180 2.8
FOV ExpM E=ulsion
11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103e-O
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 R$
39.6 X_7.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 Kodak 103a-O
39.6 x27.0 16.00 Kodak TrI-X
39.6 _7.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X
11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103s-O
DATE: 12 APR 1986
ISO _ Gdng Id/Typ Site Obse1_er(s) Notes
N O 23/C 5 Cimatti,A
N M 087/P 1 Ster_wLrte ETaDkfurt K
400/ N T 8_ 2 Jones,B.W L
N O 24/C 5 C1_attl,A
400/ N T 9/P 2 Jones,B.W M
400/ N T 12/P 2 Jones,B.W J














wlthJager (Austria). Photograph made by J. Liz_ex and B. Bottgez.
Magnitude 2.8; o0188 _eater than I dew,; tails: t_pe I _eeteE than 5 dew. at PA 338; t_l_e II 3 deW. at PA 0; type II
1.5 dew. at PA 82.
Clty llghts.
Instrulmnt is Schnldt camera.
Visual plate. Wr. 4 Zil1:e_r used.
(Tricolor If|age constructed from three filtered black a_cl white lwaqes. Duzatlon indicates period when all three
iDdlvldual lieges were obteiDed. Sneer of the ladivldual images are iisted separately. Ed.)
Taken during thunderstorm!
(Obsel_er's image identlfie_T is Agfa/5/10. Ed.)
Photograph made b_ c. TeIplln. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
Distant thuade_rstOZll iD south aM east. Heavy dew. S_ue haze or thi_ cloud. Film roll Tri-X/7.
Photo_aph made by Y. Walter. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
WratteD 47A (blue} filter used. Distant thttuderaterl in south add east. Hea T dew. some haze or thin cloud. File roll
Tri-X/7.
Wrstten 21 (orange} filter used. Distant thunderstorm in south and east. Heavy dew. Some haze or thin cloud. Film roll
Tri-x/7.
SUB-NE_fWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT} A0_| Co_fl 9 Ins FL f/ Ap _M _slon I$O Hyp G_g I(]/T_ Site Obse1_rex($} Notes
12.148 870139 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 420/S 5 Buchanan,W.T A
NOTE A Frame Is second order vlolet-g_een, cirrus clouds. (OhserTer's image identifier is E-124-20A. Ed.) Comet Halley visible to
naked eye.
DATE; 13 APR 1586
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 13 APR 1986
Date(UT) AC_# _I )04 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lil DA Site Obaereer(e) Notes
13.003 818718 3.2 M 5B 60 i0 0.05 B 7 4.5 N 6 Gallego,J A
13.066 818719 8 5 0.09 M II 56 4.0 Y 8 Nestlt_d,M B
13.07 818720 3.8 M 5B 0.040 B 7 4.0 Y 8 Nenthulxl,M B
13.104 818721 4.0 B 159 13 0.05 B 7 5.8 5 Benav:L_es,A
13.106 818722 4.0 M 5B 60 0.05 R Ii 30 N 4 Nendez,3 C
13.12 818723 2.7 S DCS II 1.0 0 EY 5 C Y 4 Nils,P
13.12 818724 B 5 0.04 B 7 Kiaelev,N
13.135 818725 3.6 B 159 28 2 0.17 0.05 B 7 4.8 5 Lsizet,R
13.167 818726 4.1 B 5B 13 5 0.06 R 8 15 5.0 Y 2 Sch_k,C.M
13.226 818727 3.2 B 159 23 5 338 0.05 B 20 3.5 Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L D
13.238 818728 3.3 B 139 7 2 0.3 0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y 1 Onof_e D.,D E
13.240 818729 4.3 B 140 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y SRIth,D F
13.25 818730 3.2 B 5B EY 6.5 24 Sha_klln,J.D
13.27 818731 3.2 S 5B 60 7 2 60 0.108 N 4 17 6.5 Y 2 EOZzi_Jtoo,P
13.292 818732 4.0 fl 159 24 2 0.05 B 7 4.3 1 La:LEet,R
13.344 818733 3.8 B 159 28 2 0.05 B 7 4.4 1 Laizet,R
13.395 818734 3.5 S 5B 10 5 0.080 B 20 Y 1 BStZa,H G
13.386 818735 B 158 24 2 0.05 B 7 4.0 1 La:LEet,R
13.44 818736 2.6 M 5B 22 4 2.5 354 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Bouma,X.3 H
13.45 818737 3.3 S 5B, 139 5 0.023 B 3 3onea,A
13.45 818738 4.0 B 5H 2 0.050 B 7 4.4C Y I MatCbett,V
13.46 818735 2.5 M 5B 40 5 2.0 330 EY 1 6.0 Y 6 Keen,R I
13.472 818740 23 1.00 350 0.108 N 4 16 6.5 Y 2 T_zner,N
13.51 818741 5B 24 5 2.2 345 0.050 B 7 Bortle,J.E 3
13.51 818742 3.0 B 5B 29 4 6 50 ET 7 Y 7 Bortle,J.E K
13.54 818743 2.6 S 5B 4 0.018 B 2 7 Y 14 EK_ma,R.3
13.54 818744 2.5 5B EY 7 Y 14 Bo_Ima,R.3
13.54 818745 2.7 B 5B 55 4 ET 5.6 Y PeaxCo,A
13.542 818746 5B 13 0.10 N 3 24 I T_aski$,T. B L
13.542 818747 3.8 B 5B 6 2 0.050 B I0 1 Tregaskls, T. B M
13.551 818748 2.7 S 5B 50 5 6 0.07 B 10 6.0 Y 2 Ko_ayanhl,3 N
13.56 818749 3.4 5B 20 5 0.20 SC I0 77 6.5 Y 2 Naz_,A
13.57 818750 3.1 B IBW BAA 14 5 4 EY GreeD,D.N.E 0
13.5729 818751 2.7 M 5B 27 6 6.42 4 0.05 B 7 6.5 Y 18 Cook,A.3 p
13.576 818752 3.7 S 139,159 15 0.5 0 EY 6.5 Y 14 Foulkes,M
13.597 818753 2.2: B 3A 14 _/ 6.0 Y Th_soD,G Q
13.61 818754 2.9 M 5B 21 6 4 345 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 37 MOErls,C.S R
13.61 818755 2.9 M 5B 21 5 0.050 R 8 6.5 Y 37 Merrla,C.S
13.62 818756 2.8 5B 6 4 345 ET 6.5 Y 37 Morris,C.S S
13.65 818757 3.3 5B 20 4 0.030 B 8 6.5 Y 2 NaX_,A
13.654 818758 3.5 S 5B 14.2 5 0.4 0 0.05 B 7 2.0C Y 1 Kanai,K
13.667 818759 4.0 B 5B 14.2 5 0.4 0 0.05 B 7 2.0C Y 1 gaaai,g
13.68 818760 2.9 S 5B, 139 40 6 0.023 B 3 6.0 3ones,A
13.49 818761 0.8 0.070 R 7.5 30 3ones,k T
13.6g 818762 18 0.050 B 7 3ooes,A
13.70 818763 9.0 V SAO 0.317 N S 86 3oeea,A U
13.76 818764 3.0 B 5B 0.018 B 2 7 Y 14 _S,R.J
13.76 818765 2.7 M 5B 0.010 B 2 7 Y 14 BO%INE,R.J
13.76 818766 2 355 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 B<_Ima,R.J V
13.764 818767 4.0 B 5B 0.108 N 4 16 TUEDer,N
13.785 818768 3.6 B 5B 28 7 1.75 0.12 C I0 40 8 Y 1 B4LEDabeUrM W
13.788 818769 3.0 5B 48 6 EY 6 Y 1 Tzegaskls,T.B X
13.833 818770 3.8 B 5B 35 5 3 135 0.105 R 15 86 5.8 Y 2 VIocent,3 y
13.838 818771 3.5 M 5B 19.2 6 0.12 C I0 40 5.5 Y 6 Cifuentes,E Z
13.851 818772 3.8 M 5B 31 6 3.9 356 0.08 B 11 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W a
13.852 818773 4.2 M 3A, 5B 12 6 0.46 0 0.04 B 12 5.8 Y 4 Eenshaw,C b
13.654 818774 2.7 M 3A 36 8 2.5 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 12 Mela_i,F c
13.868 818775 3.1 M 5B 40 5 5.4 51 EY 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W d
13.51 818776 3.2 B 5B EY 5.0 25 Sh&nklin,3.D
13.918 818777 3.5 M 5B 0.035 B 9 5.0 Y 1 Beg_ie,M.3.R
13.855 818778 18.2 6 6.0 0 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R e
13.986 818779 9 6 0.09 M ii 56 3.5 Y 8 weatluDd,M S
NOTE A Ver!r low.
NOTE B Misty sky.
NOTE C C_s dlalete_ is lower limit, ve_ low.
NOTE D CloUds.
NOTE E Cirrus.
NOTE F Cc_et elevation i0 deg.
NOTE G Tail not readily apparent. (ObServar gave limit as 10.5. FXt.)
NOTE B Gas tall at PA 354. Broad dust fan includes other tall listings.
NOTE I Broad tail from PA 280 to i0 - 90 deg. wide.
NOTE J Short, ghostly gas tall 2.2 deg. long in PA 345. Huge violently curved dust tall extends eastward at least 8 deg. Its
leading edge is at PA about 345 a_d trailing at PA 95. Bright, dense, curving bemn of light noted along dust tail's
northwestern (leading) aide.
NOTE K PA approximate.
NOTE L Stellar-like comdensatlon. DC - 10. [sic] At 150x it is more diffuse.
NOTE M Meg. : Omega Cen. Not stellar-like in bl_ocs. Tail length approximate; broad and faint to 0 deg. Faint glow extends around
to 90 deg.
NOTE N Tail PA0-90 deg.
NOTE O COma diameter and tail length approximate.
NOTE P Tail 1 at PA 4. Tail 2 greatest length st PA 36; tail 2 west boundary 3.43 deg at PA 17, south bouudary 4.85 deg at PA
100.
NOTE Q Tall possibly greater than 20 deg. long. PA 55-150.
NOTE R Tail in PA 345 is the gas tail. Dust fad tall defined by tails in PAn 30 add 90. Trailing edge of fan Is straight, but
leading boundary is sharply curved toward the east. Edges of fan are brighter than interior. Gas tall is much fainter.
NOTE S Additlonel tall data: 11.5 degrees in PA 63; 8.75 de<3rees In PA 75. Tail in PA 345 is a gas tail. Dust fad tail defined by
tails bet_en PA 5 and 75. Trailing edge of fan is straight, but leading boundary is strongly cur_ed toward the east. Fan
looked uniform. Gas tall _ch fainter.
NOTE T Tail suspected to 0.8 degrees at PA 5 degrees but only 0.5 at FA 40 de_. Tail PA 5-40.
NOTE U Nucleus.
NOT_ V Gas tail at PA 355. Broad dust fan includes other tail listings.
NOTE W (observer 1lets two FA Talues: 0 and 76. Ed.}
NOTE X Slightly brighter than Omega Cen. Hazy.
NOTE Y 4.3 and 3.9 comparison omega Cen.
NOTE Z Tail length 1.25 to 1.5 de_. PA 348 to 87.
NC#FE a Gas tail at PA 356. Midpoints on dust tail: 1.0 deg. at PA 25, 3.4 de 9. at PA 43. End point of dust tail: 5.8 deg. at PA
50. Type III [sic] tail at PA 85.
NOTE b Gas tall 0.48 deg. at PA O; dust tall 0.8 deg. at FA 80.
NOTE c The angle is about 90 deg. Tail length is for ion tail.
NOTE d Dust tail at PA 51. Type III [sic] tail at PA 83. Suspected tail at PA 60.
DATE:13APR1986
NOq_ e Tall _asurement refers to dust tall only.
S_I_-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_t Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw2(s)
13.003 831105 0.050 B 7
13.064 831110 1.6 0.090 M 11 56
13.095 831111
13.401 831112 0.15 N 4 68
13.568 831113 3 0.050 B 7
13.590 831114 1.20 0.065 B 9
13.597 831115
13.851 831116 4 0.08 B II
13.859 831117 1.36 0.12 C I0
13.875 831118 1.09 0.12 C I0 40




DATE: 13 APR 1586
DurM Lil Site Observer(s) Notes
6 Gallego,J A
5 4.0 8 NeatluDd,M B
5 l Zanette,D C
45 5.5 9 LeTy,D.H
15 6.5 18 Cook,A.J
20 6.5 14 Foulkes,M D
20 6.0 4 Tho_son0G E
5.6 1 Fleet,R.W F
285 8 1 Beroabeu,M G
120 5.5 6 Cifuentes,E H
5 3.5 8 Weatlund,M B
Tall very diffuse. Low in the horizon (bad seeing). COma with structure. (Duration not indicated. Tile of observation is
assumed to be end t/me. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)
Misty _ky.
Drawing made fr_ s De_Jatlve exposed 5 minutes ca Agfapan 400 ASA, 50 m lens. The large Duld_ez of stars seen on the
negative are depicted as they appear in the Atlas Coeli. The maxlJeun magnltude estlmatnd on the negative is approximately 8.
The c_let has lost its tail. Tall I appears divided in two parts. It is short ned _ride. Tail II is more visible in earlier
obJ_krvatlons. Now very narrow. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.) Coma is see clearly to the tails. [sic] Scale - 12.1'/u.
NOTE D Tail length I deg. 40 mln. at PA 355. Tall length 1 deg. 36 mln. st PA i0. Tall length 1 deg. 24 Rin. at PA 30. Tall length
1 deg. 36 mln. st PA 40. Tall length I deg. 36 mls. at PA 45. Spike tall length 1 deg. 24 hiD. at PA 85. CoDdltions
excellent (even Uranus visible to the naked eFe }. A lot of detail was ob_ed, but was difficult to dzaw. Tail fen-shaped
over 90 d_. in PA. Brightest "tail" van westerzmost one, _ich had a distinct west edge. Main hod T of tail lay between PA
355-45. Several "tails" seen here as increases of intensity. Distinct spike-tail at PA 85 deg. Very faint material between
this and the main body. C_ma about 15' dlaleter. Fslntex elliptical extension (but brighter than tails) _een at PA 20 deg.
approxlmats length 15'. outer head about 40'.
NOTE E Waked eye obsel-vatioD. The main central body of the tall was definitely vlslble although very faintl_ to 14 deg. frol the
nucleus however there was an indication that it extended to 20 deg. It was very fan shaped Deer the head and easily visible
in 20x80 binoculars for 4 deg. A dazkenlng of the sky was visible between the comet's tail and the Milky WaT.
NOTE F Gas tail at PA 356. Dust tail end point at PA 50. Type III [sic] at PA 85. (Duration not indicated. Time of obse--_vation is
assured to be start tiJ_. Ed.}
NOTE G C_a 28 arc min. Tall I deg. 46 mla. PA 0-76.
NOTE H Gas tail at PA 348, 40' long. Dust tail at PA 87, i deg. 15' long. Central portion at PA 12, 1 deg. 30' long.
SUB-_ETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONt FL f/ Ap
13.023 851735 0.225 1.7 0.139
13.029 851736 0.085 2
13.052 851737 0.608 6
13.058 851738 0.050 2.8
13.081 851739 0.200 2
13.081 851740 0.808 6
13.115 851741 0.050 2.8
13.139 851742 0.050 2.8
13.240 851743 0.085 2.8
13.251 851744 0.050 2.0
13.260 851745 0.085 2.0
13.315 851746 1.829 6 0.305
13.322 851747 0.050 2.0
13.425 851748 0.305 1.5 0.203
13.458 851749 0.135 3.5
13.469 851750 0.135 3.5
13.475 851751 0.135 3.5
13.481 851752 0.055 2.8
13.485 851753 0.055 2.8
13.562 851754 0.105 2.5
13.576 851755 0.508 5 0.100
13.577 851756 0.508 5 0.I00
13.577 851757 0.105 2.5
13.608 851758 0.508 5 O.lO0
13.608 851759 0.105 2.5
13.661 851760 0.024 2.8
13.787 851761 0.180 2.8
13.796 851762 0.180 2.8
13.819 851763 0.608 6
13.861 851764 0.608 6
13.864 851765 0.180 2.8
13.882 851766 0.608 6
13.892 851767 0.180 2.8
13.903 851768 0.608 5
13.919 851769 0.225 1.7 0.139
13.921 851770 0.180 2.8
13.924 851771 0.608 6
13.944 851772 0.608 6
13.950 851773 1.800 6 0.300
13.964 851774 0.500 3.5
13.986 851775 0.608 6
13.989 851776 0.240 4.5
FOV ExpM E_u.lsIon ISO Blrp G_blg I_/T_ Site Obser_er(a)
9.1 X 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 18/P 1 Farroni,G
23.9 x16.1 I0.00 Kodak 103a-E N S 22/P 2 Dragesco,3
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 092/P 1 Ster_warte F_aakfurt A
39.6 X27.0 _0.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 6/N l Pedersen_V.T B
10.3 x 6.9 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N S 23/P 2 Drageaco,3
3.4 X 2.3 20.00 Agfe i000 RS N M 093/P l sterDwarts Frankfurt C
39.6 X27.0 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 7/N 1 PedereeD,Y.T D
39.6 x_7.0 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 8/N 1 Peder_en,V.T
23.9 x16.1 30.00 103a-E N C 5/S 1 NIDnewies,S E
3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N C 14/P Falsarella,N
23.9 x16.1 90.00 103a-O N C 14/S 1 Binnewles,S F
i.i x 0.8 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 033/N 1 BU_O,V
39.6 x27.0 5.25 Kodak Tri-X N X 2/P 1 Krisclunas,K G
6.8 x 4.5 30.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 012/P 1 Rosenthal,D H
15.2 _I0.2 5.00 Ektachr.400 N X 24/S 1 Tregaakis,T.B I
15.2 x10.2 10.00 Ektscbr.400 N X 25/S 1 Tregaakis,T.B I
15.2 x10.2 2.50 Ekthchr.400 N • 26/S 1 Tregaskls,T.B I
36.2 x24.6 2.00 Ektachr.400 N • 27/S l Tregaskis,T.B J
36.2 x24.6 4.00 Ektacb2.400 N • 28/S l Tregaskis,T.B 3
19.5 x13.0 16.00 Fu_ichr_ 1600/ N 9/S 7 ROyer,R K
4.1 x 2.7 58.00 N 8/S 7 RO_er,R L
4.1 X 2.7 15.00 Kodak IIa-D N 035/P 7 Royer,R M
19.5 XI3.0 15.00 FuJichr_me 1600/ N 11/S 7 Royer,R
4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 098 N 034/_ 7 Ro_er,R N
19.5 XI3.0 20.00 FUJ Ichr_||e 1600/ N 10/S 7 Ro_er,R
73.7 x53.1 20.00 FUJ Ich_oe 1600/ N 12/S 7 Ro_er,R
11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103s-O N O 26/C 5 Ci_at__i,A
II.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 27/C 5 Ci_eatti,A
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 094/P 1 Ster_warte Frankfurt O
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 096/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt A
Ii.4 x 7.6 i0.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 28/C 5 Ciiatt_,A
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfs 1000 RS N M 097/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt O
11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 29/C 5 Ci_atti,A
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 098/P 1 SterDwarte Frankfurt A
9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 19/P I Farroni,G
11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103s-o N O 30/C 5 Cinatti,A
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 R$ N M 099/P 1 Ste_TDwarte Frankfurt O
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa I000 RS N M IO0/P 1 Ster_warte Frankfurt O
I.i x 0.8 40.00 FuJichr_me 400/ N C I1/P 2 Martlnez,P
4.1 x 2.7 40.00 FuJio_uro_e 400/ N 12/_ 1 As_x_clation M31
3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa I000 RS N M 102/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt C
8.6 x 5.7 30.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 503/5 2 Abbott,3 p
NOTE A Photo_aph made by E. Ne_ann. Push prOCesSed to 2000 ISO.
NOTE B Wratten 2B and 47A filters used.
NOTE C Photograph made by N. Diehl. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
NOTE D Wratten 21 filter used.
NOTE E OG 590 orange, 3 _ thick filter used.
NOTE F CO_ filter used.
NOTE G Film "push" processed to A_A 800.
NOTE H Ins_nt is Scbmldt camera.
NOTE I Push processed to 800 A_A.
NOTE J Lens aperture stopped dow_ from f/l.2 to f/2.8. Push processed to 800 ASA.
NOTE K Exp_sure duration uncertain: +0 Or -I mlnute.
NOTE L (Tricolor image constructed from three filtered black and white images. Duration indicates period when all three
indlvldual images were obtained. Some of the ind_vldusl i_ages are listed separately. Ed.}
NOTE M Wr. 4 filter used.
NOTE N Twice as bright as Omega Centaurl cluster but sam_ angular size.
NOTE 0 Photograph made by ¥. Walter. Push processed to 2000 I$O.





DATE: 14 APR 1986
Date(UT) AC_# ii _ Chart Coins size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
14.01 818780 2.8 M IBW 33 5 EY 5.5 Y 5 Graaslo,B.H
14.02 818781 30 7 i.I 356 0.035 B 7 5.5 Y 5 Granslo,B.H
14.028 818782 3.7 M 3A 0.040 B 7 3.5 Y 8 Nestl_,M A
14.104 818783 3.8 B 139 28 2 0.05 B 7 3.9 1 La:LEet,R
14.125 818784 2 EY 5.0 3 Ma=tlnez,C B
14.135 828785 3.7 B 159,139 20 4 0.05 B 7 4.8C Y 2 Lupianez,B
14.156 818786 3.8 B 119 0.05 B 7 4.8 2 Benavldes,A
14.167 818787 3.7 B 139 26 3 0.73 48 0.05 B 7 4.2 1 Lalret0R
14.177 810788 3.6 B 3A 0.25 I0 0.035 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Stephan,C C
14.181 818789 3.5 B 159 20 2 0.05 B 7 5.5C Y 2 Maz+-inez,C
14.184 818790 3.5 B 159 2 0.05 B 7 5.5C Y 1 MartInez,c
14.210 818791 4.0 S 3A 16 3 0.5 0 0.05 B 7 3.5 Y 2 Eouae,N.R
14.215 818792 4.1 S 3A 16 2 0.3 0 0.05 B 10 3.5 Y 2 Eouule,R.R
14.229 818783 3.2 $ 3A 18 2 0.035 B 7 3.5 Y 3 Morztson,w D
14.243 818794 4.3 B 139 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y Smlth,D E
14.250 818795 3.9 B 139 24 2 0.05 B 7 4.2 1 LSLTet,R
14.256 818784 3.5 B 3A 7.9 6 0.05 B 7 4.4 Y 3 Dodd,w.J F
14.28 818787 3.2 S 5B 60 7 1.5 60 0.05 B 7 5.0 Y 2 leErIDgt_)n,P
14.333 818798 3.9 B 139 24 2 0.05 B 7 4.0 1 La:L_eteR
14.344 818799 4.3 S 3A 38 6 0.75 10 0.05 B 10 4.5(: Y 1 Gronek,3.D G
14.375 818800 4.0 B 139 24 2 0.05 B 7 3.8 1 Laizet,R
14.406 818801 2.3 S 5B 4 75 EY 6.1 Y I Seargent,D s
14.44 818802 9.5 Y SAO 0.317 N 5 86 3oaea,A I
14.46 818803 2.4 5B EY 7 Y 14 BO_Ba,R.J
14.46 818804 2.6 M 5B 5 0.018 B 2 7 Y 14 BOUma,R.3
14.46 818805 2.5 M 5B 20 5 3 157 0.063 B 9 7 Y 14 BO_a,R.3 J
14.48 818806 2.8 B 5B 6 0.05 B I0 7 Y 14 Boums,R.3
14.495 818807 2.4 $ 159 3 2.0 EY 6.5 T 3 NIIII_,P.F
14.500 818808 12 _ 6.0 Y 8 T_OD,G
14.52 818809 2.9 B IHW BAA 32 5 5 EY GZee=,D.N.E K
14.528 818810 3.4 5B 30 EY 5.5 N 1 Tregsskia,T.B L
14.53 818811 3.67 355 0.050 B I0 6.5 Y 37 MOZTIa,C.S M
14.54 818812 2.8 5B 38 6 3.5 0 EY 6.5 Y 37 MOrEIs,C.S N
14.55 818813 2.8 M 5B 19 5 0.050 R 8 6.5 Y 37 MOZTIn,C.S
14.57 818814 2.9 B 5B 32 5 3 EY 7 Y 7 Bortle,3.E
14.57 818815 19 5 2.0 0 0.050 B 7 B<)rtJLe,J.E O
14.583 818826 3.2 S 3A 9 6 0.080 B 20 Y 1 BatZa,B P
14.8146 818817 2.8 M 3A 40 6 4.18 358 0.05 B 7 6.4 Y 18 COOk,A.J Q
14.62 818818 2.6 B 5B ET 6.5 Y CIaEk,M.L
14.625 818818 2.1 S 5B 20 80 EY 6.2 Y 1 SeaEgent,D R
14.63 818820 2.1 5B 7 18.0 EY 6.5 Y 1 L(_reJolr,T S
14.6736 818821 2.6 M 3A 45 6 8.87 50 EY 6.4 Y 18 Cook,A.J T
14.70 818822 2.6 M 3A EY 1.5 Y 7 Keen,R E
14.71 818823 2.9 B IEW BAA 35 5 5 EY Green,D.W.E y
14.7333 818824 3.2 S DCS 26 6 0.080 B 20 4.6 7 MaOkkOlZ,D
14.77 818825 2.3 5B EY 7 Y 14 _a,R.3
14.77 818826 2.8 B 5B 0.018 B 7 Y 14 BOURz,R.3
14.772 818827 4.2 M 3A, 5B 19 5 2 0 0.04 B 12 6.3 Y 4 Henshaw,C w
14.78 818828 2.5 M 5B 3 3 0.063 B 9 7 T 14 Bo_ma,R.3 X
14.835 818829 3.7 M 3A 19.3 6 0.12 C i0 40 5.5 Y 6 Cifuenten,E y
14.889 818830 3.5 M 5B 31 5 4.3 4 0.08 B II 5.7 T 1 Fleet,R.W Z
14.896 818831 2.8 M 3A 36 7 3.1 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 12 MelaDdri,F a
14.90 818832 3.8 B 5B EY 4.5 26 Shsnklln,J.D
14.913 818813 3.0 M 5B 40 4 9.3 62 EY 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W h
14.938 818834 3.9 M 5B 0.035 B 9 5.0 Y 1 Begbte,M.3.R
14.960 818835 3.2 $ 139 30 2 60 EY 6.5 Y 7 Bayer R c
14.960 818836 3.5 S 139 28 4 1.80 9 0.05 B 7 6.5 Y 7 HaVeZ,R d
14.962 618837 20.6 5 6.0 20 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0 Y 1 _ble,M.3.R e
14.962 818838 3.4 M 3A 1.2 21 0.040 B 7 4.0 Y 8 NeatlUDd,M
14.99 818839 2.7 M IBW 32 6 EY 6.0 Y 5 Gxanslo,B.H
14.997 818840 11 5 0.09 M 11 56 4.0 Y 8 Wea__luux:1,M
NOTE A Misty sky.
NOTE B Head = 1.5 dog.
NOTE C Note o_d PA of 10 dog. Possibly Just irre<Jular shaped extension of
NOTE D Altitude 2 de_.
NOTE E CGmet elevation I0 dog.
NOTE F The coma brlghteess fell off very gradually at the edge. It was dlfflcult to decide where the edge was. The actual diameter
may have been greater than 7.9'. There were hints of s!rametrlcal illu_Inatioe (i.e., it was Dot 8 "tail") as much as 40'-50'
acZoa$!
NOTE G Last asked eye sighting. EXC. see.
NOTE H Tall length at PA 75 is lower limit (6.5 dog.); tail length at PA 30 not specified. Cloud terRinated observation.
NOTE I Nucleus.
NOTE J Gas t811 at PA 357. Broad du_t fan iDcluXleS othe_ tall listings.
NOTE K Coma _Ltameter nod tail length approxilate.
NOTE L COma dlm_er approximate. Tail doubtful.
NOTE M Tall In PA 355 is gas tail. Dust fan tall defined by edges ID PA 45 add 85. Gas tail was brighter than dust tail. Leading
edge of the dust fan, sllgh_y curved towar_ the east, WaS brightest part of the fan.
NOTE N Fan tall between PAs 0 and 80. Fan was uniform in brlghtness.
NOTE O With 7x50 B: huge bright co_a seemingly circular In outline but superimposed on fan-shaped envelope of tail. At least fou_
bright rays emit from oc_a! The first is actually the gas tall pointing to PA 0 dog. and 2.0 dog. long. It has a distinct
ki_k to the west about i dog. fr_ the center Of the c_a. The center of the dust tall is 6.5 de_. long at PA 130. The
re,aiDing three ra_s axe part of the dust tall st PA 20, 47 de_., and 87 dog. The leadIDg and trailing edges of the tall
a_e at PA I0 dog. and 80 deg. The rays in the d_Lst tail are traceable 1.0, 1.0, add 3.0 dog. (The orlglnal report form,
independent Of the notes, indicates there is a kinked Jet 2.0 dog. long at PA 180, a _et 0.6 dog. long at PA 170, a Jet 1.0
long at PA 140, add 8 Jet 3.0 deg. long at PA 90. Ed.)
NOTE P KanT. Close to _mega Centauzi. No tail readily apparent. (Observer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
NOTE Q Tall I st PA 358. Tail 2 greatest length at PA 50; west boundary 2.3 dog at PA 23, south bou_dar_ 3.43 deg at PA 68.
NOTE R Tall in broad faD. Tall length at PA 80 is approximate.
NOTE $ Vivld nucleus • bright ion tail. Naked eye tail length.
NOTE T Tall greatest length at PA 50; west boundary 5.50 de_. at PA 21, south boundary 6.62 dog. at PA 70.
NOTE U Obsel_ration fro_ New Zealand.
NOTE v Coma diameter and tall length approximate.
NOTE W Gas tail 2 dog. at PA 0; dust tail 1.6 dog. at PA 70.
NOTE X Gas tall at PA 3. Broad dust fan i_cludes other tail listings.
NOTE Y Tall length _.25 to 1.92. PA 11 to 73.
NOTE Z Gas tall at PA 4. Midpoints On dust tail: 13 deg. at PA 43; 3.0 deg. at PA 53; 5.6 deg. at PA 55. End point of dust
tail: 7.8 dog. at PA 57. Type IIl (sic] tall at PA 93.
NOTE a Tall length is fez ion tail.
NOTE b Dust tail st PA 62. Type III [sic] tall at PA 06. Suspected tall at PA 70.
NOTE c Center faD-shaped tail.
DATE: 14 APR 1986 DATE: 14 APR 1986
NOTE d See CLrawing. West ¢OEneE fan-shaped tail at PA 33, 3.23 deg. loag; eeat corner fsn-shaped tail st PA 82, 3.30 deg. Zosg.
NOTE e Tail Beasuzement refers to Gust tsil only.
SUB_NETNORK: DRAkrXNG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_fr(s) DurM Lim Site ObSeurver(s) Notes
14.026 831120 6 0.040 B 7 5 3.5 8 Nestlund,M A
14.406 831121 0.54 0.15 N 4 68 90 6.0 9 Levy,D.H B
14.500 831122 6.0 Thompson,G C
14.618 831123 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.5 18 Cook,A.J
14.736 831124 0.076 N 7.9 60 I Fzeydank,E D
14.833 831125 1.25 0.12 C i0 40 60 5.5 6 Cifuentes,E E
14.889 831126 4 0.08 B 11 5.7 1 Fleet, R.W F
14.858 831127 6 0.040 B 7 10 4.0 8 Nestlumd,M
14.964 831128 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.5 7 Havex,R G
14.993 831129 1.6 0.090 M II 56 10 4.0 8 Nest/ttOd,M






assumed to be start time. Ed. )
NOTE G Tall st PA 9; WeSt corner, fan-shaped tall at PA
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM
14.049 851777 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00
14.112 851778 0.050 2 3.50
14.123 851779 0.050 2 3.50
14.129 851700 0.050 1.8 2.10
14.131 851781 0.200 3.5 10.3x 6.9 15.00
14.132 851782 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00
14.135 851783 0.135 3.5 15.2 xl0.2 60.00
14.144 851784 0.050 1.8 3.50
14.153 851785 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00
14.161 851786 0.050 1.8 3.00
14.164 851787 0.050 1.8 2.50
14.166 851788 0.135 3.5 15.2 XI0.2 25.00
14.178 851789 0.050 1.8 3.50
14.192 851790 0.050 2 3.00
14.229 851791 0.050 39.6 X27.0 0.67
14.230 851782 0.050 39.6 X27.0 0.13
14.231 851793 0.050 39.6 x27.0 0.33
14.231 851794 0.050 39.6 x27.0 0.25
14.235 851795 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.50
14.236 851796 0.058 1.4 34.5 x23.4 0.25
14.313 851797 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 0.50
14.323 851798 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 0.58
14.323 851799 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 0.50
14.344 851800 0.100 2.8 20.4 x/3.7 0.50
14.402 851801 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 30.00
14.429 851802 0.605 1.7 3.4 x 2.3 15.00
14.439 851803 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 10.00
14.448 851804 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 10.00
14.462 851805 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 20.00
14.479 851806 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 17.00
14.489 851807 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6.9 20.00
14.712 851808 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 24.00
14.774 851809 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.8 10.00
14.782 851810 0.280 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 i0.00
14.799 851811 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.802 851812 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 I0.00
14.810 851813 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.8 12.00
14.819 851814 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.831 851815 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00
14.840 851816 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.844 851817 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00
14.855 851818 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 10.00
14.861 851819 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.866 851820 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 i0.00
14.877 851821 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 6.00
14.882 851822 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.890 851823 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00
14.893 851824 0.080 4.5 25.4 XI7.1 16.00
14.897 851825 0.110 2 18.6 x12.5 20.00
14.903 851826 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.907 851827 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00
14.813 851828 0.135 4.5 15.2 X10.2 8.00
14.920 851829 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 X 6.1 20.00
14.924 851830 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00
14.939 851831 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 5.00
14.946 851832 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 5.00
















Naked eye observation, very broad, very faint, fa_-shaped tall having fouz slightly brighter segments - one on both the
northern a_d southezm boundaries, the brightest toward Theta Cen and another suggestion of ode toward the stars k, i, g Cen
(on the Norton's Atlas Map i0 reproduction used for the drawing. D%trstlon not iDdlcated. Time of observatloD is assu_ed to
be start time. Ed.)
IX: 6. (IAu_atlos sot iDdlcated. Tame Of obsex_atlon is 8ss_ to be start time. Ed.}
Gas tail I deE. st PA 11. Central portion 1 deE. 55' 8t PA 27. Dust tail 1 deE. 15' at PA 73.
Gas tail at PA 4. Dust tail end polar st PA 57. Type III [sic] PA 93. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is



























































Hyp C_mg Id/TTp Slte ObserverCs) Notes
N M 105/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt k
N 6/_ 1 Falsarella,N
N 7/P 1 Falsarella,N
N 8/P 1 Falaarella,N
N x 3/P 12 MelaDdri,P
N M 109/P 1 Stermwazte Frankfurt B
Y T 9/N 1 Pedersen,V.T C
N 9/P 1 Falsarella,N
N M II0/P I Sternwazte Frankfurt D
N 10/P 1 Walsarella,N
N 11/I) 1 Fslsarella,N
Y T II/N 1 Pnderses,V.T
N 12/P 1 Palsarella,N
N 13/P 1 Falsazella,N
N T 15/C 5 Priester,D.C
N T 16/C 5 Prlester,D.C
N T 17/C 5 Pziestez,D.C
N T 18/C 5 Priester,D.C
N T 12/C 5 Prleater,D.C E
N T 13/C 5 Prlestez,D.C F
N 2/P 2 Grosek,J.D
N 4/S 2 Gronek,J.D
N 5/S 2 Gronek,J.D
N 10/S 2 Gronek,J.D G
N Z O14/P 1 Rosenthal,D R
N T 3/P 1 Levy,A
N O ll/S 1 Haagh,N
N O 12/S 1 aaagh,N
N 0 13/S 1 Haagh,N
Y O 67/S 6 Garradd,G I
N O 14/S 1 Haagh,N
N S 24/qP 18 Cook,A.J
N O 31/C 5 Cimatti,A
N 0 32/C 5 Cimatti,A
N M 111/P 1 Sternwazte Frankfurt B
N 0 33/C 5 Cimatti,A
N O 34/C 5 Cimatti,A
N M II2/P 1 Sterswarte Frankfurt A
N O 35/C 5 Clmatti,A
N M II3/P 1 Sternwarte FraDkfUrt B
N O 36/C 5 Cimatti,A
N O 37/C 5 Cimatti,A
N M 114/P 1 Stezmwarte Fraokfurt A
N 0 38/C 5 Clmatti,A
Y 125/P 3 KOCh,B J
N M II5/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt B
N O 39/C 5 Clmatti,A
N T 619/S 2 3oDes,B.W K
N O 4/P 2 Martlmez,P L
N M 116/P 1 Ster_warte Frankfurt A
N O 40/C 5 Cimatti,A
N T 622/S 2 Joaes,B.W M
Y S 14/P 2 Martlnes,P
N M 117/P 1 Sternwarte PrsDkfUrt B
N M 516/P 1 Stolzen,P N
N M 518/P 1 Stolzen,P N
Y 131/P 3 KOCh,B J
Photogrsph made by N. Dlehl. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
Photograph made by V. Heinrich. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
WratteD 2B and 47A filters used.
PhotoTaph made by P. Engel. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
Push processed to 800 _A.
Start time uncertain. Push processed to 800 ASA.
Auxiliary lens used. Orlglnal intru_ent chazacterlstics are FL - 0.050, f/1.4.
Insist is Schmldt camera.
TeJperature for hypersensit£zatios 60-85 deE. C.
(Observer's image identifier preceded by prefix 100/. Ed.)
(observer's image identifier is Agfa/6/19. Ed.)
Hasselblad camera used. (Probably large format, 120 size. Ed.)
(Observer's image identifier is Agfa/6/22. Ed.} FL - 135 is aD approximate setting on the zoom lens.
(Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
DATE: 15 APR 1586
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATIG_
SUB-NETWORK: %-LSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap
15.00 818841 30 6 1.9 13 0.035
15.069 818842 4.0 B 3A 6 1 0.06
15.104 818843 4.0 B 139 20 2 0.05
15.124 818844 3A 8 0.362
15.125 818845 3.7 B 139 0.05
15.148 818846 3.0 B 58, 3A 48 5 3.4 13
15.148 818847 5D, 3A 1
15.169 818848 3.7 B 3A 2 0.03
15.174 818849 3.E B 3A 2 0.03
15.180 818850 1.4 B 3A 2 0.03
15.3161 818851 3.8 DCS 50 6 4.40 48
15.378 818852 3.6 B 3A 7 0.08
15.378 818853 3A 23.0 7 1.53 23 0.08
15.42 818854 2.6 M 3A
15.427 818855 2.7 S 3A
15.427 818856 2.2 S 5B i0
15.478 818857 4.0 B 139 3 0.050
15.48 818858 2.6 M 58 18 8 4.5 18 0.083
15.49 818859 2.4 5B
15.49 818860 2.9 B 5D 0.018
15,49 818861 3.7 B 3A 2 0.050
15.485 818862 3,0 $ 159 3
15.50 818863 2.9 B 3A 36 4 3
15.50 818864 29 5 3.3 12 0.050
15.50 818865 3.0 B IHW BAA 41 4 5
15.52 818866 4.75 18 0.050
15.52 818867 2.8 5B 4.83 15
15.52 818868 2.8 M 5D 26 5 0.050
15.55 818869 2.7 B 3A
15.56 818870 3.6 S 3A 32 7 3.0 70 0.25
15.5708 818871 2.9 M 3A 40 6 5,9 20 0,05
15.5833 818872 2.9 M 3A 11.67 83
15.8410 818873 3,0 S DCS 23 8 2.63 35 0,080
15.65 818874 2.9 B 58 45 4
15.65 818875 3,0 B 58 27 7 3.0 20 0,030
15.65 818876 58 4.2 93 0.030
15,658 818877 3.0 S 3A 40 5 4 90 0.07
15.67 818878 40 5 12 50
15.69 818875 3.i S 3A, 138 30 5 0.023
15.69 818880 7 1.5 0.050
15;69 818881 0.7 0.078
15.72 818882 8.6 v SAC 0.317
15.73 818883 2.0 58 24.5
15.750 818884 3.8 B 3A, 5B 40 5 5 60 0.05
15.79 818885 2.3 58 4
15.823 818886 3.8 M 3A 24 8 2.33 0.12
15.853 818887 3.8 M 3A 17.8 7 0.12
15.810 818888 4,0 M 3A 0.05
15.921 818889 3.8 M 58, 3A 0.035
15.938 818890 3.7 M 3A 31 8 2.8 31 0.08
15.842 818891 9.5 15 0.035
15.942 818892 19.1 6 0.30
15.958 818893 2.5 M 3A 42 8 4.0 0.05
15.958 818854 3.1 M 58 40 4 3.5 39
NOTE A PA 23 to 40.
NOTE B Stellar pin point nucleus. Large diffuse c_a. NO tall visible.
NOTE C Type I tail.
NOTE D Type II tall broad fan. Tall length is lower limit.






DATE: 15 APR 1986
Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obm4rver(a) Notes
B 7 6.0 Y 5 Granslo,B.H
R 8 15 4.5 Y 2 SCh_k,C.M A
B 7 3,8 1 Lalzet,R
N 5 145 4.0 Y 1 Stepha=,c D
B 7 5.0C Y 2 Lupianez,B
EY 6.0 Y 8 Li_dez, J C
EY 6.0 Y 8 LiEder ,J D
B 8 4.3C Y 2 GiEaudl, J. D
B 8 4.3C Y 2 GiEs_dl, J. D
B 8 4.3C Y 2 Giza_di,J. D
EY 5.8 8 Machholz,D E
R 6.3 16 6 Y 4 Bturch,J.0
R 6.3 19 6 Y 4 _¢h,J.O F
EY 7.0 Y 8 Keen,R G
EY 5.5C Y 6 GaXEadd,G
EY 6 Y 1 Seazgent,D H
B 20 5.6 Y I Caatrillon,M.E
B 9 7 Y 14 BOt_a,R.J I
EY 7 Y 14 BOt_a,R.J
B 2 7 Y 14 BO_ma,R.J
B 7 4.6CJ4 Y 1 Matcbett,v
EY 6.5 Y 3 NilIi_,P.F
EY 7 Y 7 Bortle,J.E
B 7 7 Y Bortle,J.E 3
EY GreQn,D.W.E K
B 10 5.5 Y 37 Morris,C.$ L
EY 5.5 Y 37 Morria,C.S X
R 8 5.5 Y 37 MozTia,C.S
EY 5.9 Y CIaxk,M.L N
N 5 38 5.9 Y CIaXk,M.L N
B 7 6.4 Y 18 COok,A.J 0
EY 6.4 Y 18 Cook,A.J p
B 20 5.4 7 Maehbolz,D O
EY 5.6 Y Pe_,A
B 8 5.6 Y Peazce,A
B 8 5.6 Y Pearce,A
B I0 2.5 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
EY 7.0 Y 8 Keen,R R
B 3 5.7 JoBea,A
B 7 Jones,A S
R 7.5 30 Jones,A T
N 5 86 JOBeS,A U
EY 6.3 Y 1 Ix_reJoy,T V
B 7 5.3 Y 2 Vi_ant,J N
EY 7 Y 15 Bot0aa,R.J
C I0 40 6 Y I Bernabeu,M X
C 10 40 5.0 Y 6 Cifuentas,E Y
D 12 Y 2 Tanti,T Z
B 9 6.2 Y 1 Be_Ie,M.J.R
B II 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.N a
B 9 6.2 Y 1 Be_le,M.J.R
N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
B I0 6.0 Y 12 Melan_Lri,F b
EY 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.N c
The visual tall was very wide so I have i,dicatod the PA aud length for the edges.
ObSexTatioD frOi New Zealaad.
Tail length approxtzata.




























Tall distinctly chan_md agaln! Tall s_ralgh_-r and narzowtz than last night, now subtanding about 45 deg. instead of 90 deg.
la PA. Coma circular add larger ID diaueter tham Int4LT_tlng sides of tail, the coma seemingly superlmposed on the latter.
Bzight CaDt_T of dust tail traceable 9.0 deg. is PA 57 with leading add following edges of tail at PA 22 add 87. Gas tall
_taDds 3.3 dog. in PA 12.
Coma diameter aed tall length approxlmate.
Multiple tails define the shape of the fad tail. EdiCts Of fan were brightest with trailing edge brlghte_ than leadlog e_ge.
No str_cture was visible In the dust fan/
Multiple tails define the shape of the fad tsil. The center of the dust fad wss _ost pronounced to the NE.
St_e_t lights.
Tall 1 at PA 20. Tall 2 greatest leD_ch st PA 67; north bot_xlar_ 8.07 deg. st PA 42, south bouDdar_ 6.5 deg. at PA 86.
Tall greatest leogth at PA 67; north boundary 7.93 de_ at PA 43, south boundary 7.35 at PA 93.
TWO tails: the first at PA 35 to 36, the second st PA 86 to 96.
Broad tail PA 10-80.
Perhaps segment of tall PA 85 degrees to 95 degrees influenced by group o2 faint stars. Tail PA 22-95.
Broad diffuse fan. Tall PA 22-58.
Nucleus.
Ion tail less pzo_IDeDt. Naked eye tail length. Coma dlauoeter through 15x80 binoculars: 25'.
C_. star Nu 3.4. FaD tail 50 deg.
(Observer lists two PA values: 20 s_d 108. Ed.)
Tail length 2.5 to 3.5 deg. PA 33 to 66.
Clouds. Kaze. wind.
Gas tall at PA 31. Midpoints on dust tail: 2.0 de_. at PA 59; 3.7 deg. at PA 60; 6.5 de_. at PA 64. End point of dust
tail: 9.2 deg. at PA 68. Type III [sic] tall at PA 95.
The angle is about 60 deg. Tail length is for ion tail.
Dust tail (I) st PA 39. Main dust tall at PA 63. Suspected tail: 12 de 9. at PA 72. Type III [sic] tall at PA 81.
Ap Ins £/ Pvr(s) D_IrM Llm Site Observer(s) Notes
0.15 N 4 68 30 6.0 9 Levy,D.H A
0.050 B 7 8 6.5 18 CoOk,A.J
0.12 C I0 100 6 1 BerDabeu,M B
0.12 C i0 40 75 5.0 6 CifueDtes,E C
0.08 B II 5.7 1 Fleet,R.N D
0.035 B 9 16 6.2 1 Begble,M.J.R E






DATE: 15 APR 1986
Scale is approximate.
Coma 24 arc aiD. Tail 2 deg. 20 min. PA 20-108.
Gas tail I deg. 50' at PA 33. Central portion 3 deg. 30' at PA 47. Dust tail 2 deg. 30' at PA 66.
Gas tail at PA 31. Dust tail eDd point at PA 68. Tn0e lIT [sic] at PA 95. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is
assumed to be etazt time. Ed. )
Type III tall at PA i00; type I tall at PA 30. An aesthetically pleasing view, but also evidence for Halley's visual
falntDess. The tall is traceable for 9-10 de_ees, but is very broad and fanlike. The gas tall is noticeably shorter and
•,aaker. The effect of the Milky Nay is omly clear now that Kelley has Roved out of it. The tall is appzoxlmately 4 times
longer thaD on the 9th Aprill
SUB-NETWORK : pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH Emulsion ISO Byp Gdng Id/T_p Site Ob_er(s)
15.008 851834 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Eo(_ak 2415 Y O 20/P 2 Martinez,P
15.010 851835 0.050 1.8 39.6 X27.0 8.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 6/P 2 3ones,B.W
15.012 851836 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Ektao_ 400/ N M 520/_ 1 Stolzen, P
15.021 851837 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 18.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 8/P 2 3onen,B.N
15.030 851838 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak TEI-X 400/ N T 10/P 2 3ones,B.W
15.037 851839 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y 101/P Jager,M
15.043 851840 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 5.00 Ektachr0a_ 400/ N M 521/P 1 Stolzen, P
15.054 851841 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.5 x 4.6 25.00 Agfa Ortho 25/ Y 102/P Jager,M
15.059 851842 0.200 2 10.3 X 6.9 10.00 Kodak 103a-O N S 24/P 2 Dragesco,J
15.060 851843 0.080 4.5 25.4 x17.1 16.00 Agfa 1000 RS N 706/S 2 Jones,B.W
15.070 851844 0.050 1.8 39.6 x27.0 8.00 Kodak Tzi-X 400/ N T I1/P 2 Jones,B.W
15.080 851845 0.050 1.8 39.6 x_7.0 16.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N T 12/P 2 Jones,B.W
15.082 851846 0.050 1.8 39.G X27.0 5.00 FUJ Icbz©me 400/ N 0 56/P 8 Lieder, J
15.082 851847 0.085 2.0 23.9 x/6.1 5.00 Ektachr. P800 800/ N O 57/P 8 Lieder, J
15.083 851848 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 FuJlchrome 400/ N O 58/P 8 Linder,3
15.100 851849 0.135 3.5 15.2 xi0.2 60.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 12/N 1 Pedersen,V.T G
15.112 851850 0.200 2.8 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 FuJichrcme 400/ N O 59/I > 8 Linder,J
15.129 851851 0.050 1.0 39.6 x27.0 56.00 Kodak TZI-X 400/ N T 14/P 2 3onee,B.w H
15.133 851852 0.135 3.5 15.2 XI0.2 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 13/14 1 Pedersen,V.T I
15.163 851853 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 14/N 1 Pedersen,V.T
15.188 851854 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y T 15/N 1 Pe_ersen,V.T
15.212 851855 0.150 3.8 13.7 x 9.1 10.00 Fuji 1600/ N • 4/_ 1 La_,J.F
15.309 851856 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 17/P 3 Yen,B J
15.344 851857 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 30.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N • 015/P 1 Rosenthal,D A
15.419 851858 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 88/S 6 Garra_ki,G K
15.453 851855 0.200 3.5 10.3 x 6.5 30.00 Kodak 2415 N 0 45/N 1 Eaagh,N
15.490 851860 0.750 5 0.150 2.7 x 1.8 20.00 Kodak 2415 N 46/N 1 Baagh,N
15.605 851861 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N • 005/P 4 AIIen,M.T
15.610 851862 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 2.00 3M i000 1000/31 N X 006/P 4 AIIe=,M.T
15.619 851863 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 4.00 3M i000 1000/31 N X 007/P 4 AIIen,M.T
15.670 851864 0.229 1.7 0.140 9.0 x 6.0 8.00 3M i000 1000/31 N • 008/P 4 Allen,M.T
15.799 851865 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N 0 41/C 5 Cimatti,A
15.810 851866 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 42/C 5 C_uuatti,A
15.818 851867 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 8.00 KOdak 103a-O N O 43/C 5 Cimntti,A
15.820 851868 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M llg/P 1 Ster_warte Frankfurt L
15.831 851869 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00 KOdak 103a-O N O 44/C 5 Cilatti,A
15.840 851870 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa i000 RS N M 120/P 1 Ste_nwarte Frankfuu_t M
15.841 851871 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 45/C 5 cimatti,A
15.851 851872 0.200 2 10.3 X 6.9 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N S 25/P 2 Dragesco,3
15.858 851873 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.8 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 46/C 5 Cimattt,A
15.861 851874 0.600 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 121/P 1 Sternwarte Frankfurt L
15.876 851875 0.225 1.7 0.138 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 021/P 1 Bonnet,X.C A
15.878 851876 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00 KoO4k 103a-O N 0 47/C 5 Cimatti,A
15.882 851877 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 122/P 1 Ste_nwarte Frankfurt M
15.888 851878 0.050 1.8 35.6 x27.0 6.00 Tlfoz_ EP5 400/27 N O 508/P 2 Abbett,J N
15.889 851879 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 12.00 Kodak 103a-O N O 48/C 5 cimatti,A
15.903 851880 0.608 6 3.4 X 2.3 20.00 Agfa 1000 RS N M 123/P 1 Steznwarte Frankfurt L
15.935 851881 0.608 6 3.4 x 2.3 28.00 Agfe 1000 RS N M 124/P 1 Sterl_warte Frankfurt M
15.949 851882 0.240 4.5 8.G X 5.7 16.00 Ilford HP5 400/27 N O 513/P 2 Abbott,J O
15.562 851883 0.050 1.8 39.G x27.0 i0.00 Agfapen XL 1600/ N X 4/P 12 Mela_i,F




























Instr_lent is Sc_-Idt caiN_re.
Small amouct of cloud and haze, but heavy condensation, so this set interlaced _rlth T70 with 10O0RS, to dry lenses Ic car
boot. Fil_ roll Tri-X/8.
(ObSez_er's i_age identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
Magnitude 2.5.
Slight haze on lens at end of exposure. Film push processed to 2000 ISO. (Observer's image identifier is Agfa/7/6. Ed.)
Start time approximate.
Wratten 2B and 47A filters used.
M83 in field of view. Small an_u_t of cloud and haze, but hearty condensation, so this set interlaced _rith T70 with 1000RS,
to dry lenses in car boot. Film roll Tri-Z/8.
Nratten 21 filter used.
(Obsexver's image identifier is 6. Ed.} Ins_nt is Schlidt camera.
Cloud _rlfted through field, illuminated by city lights. Te_perature for hypersensltizatlon 60-65 deg. C.
Photograph made by N. Diebl. Push processed to 2000 ISO.
Photo_Taph made by P. Eegel. Push processe_ to 2000 ISO.
(Observer's _age identifier is 25, 8A. E_.)
(Observer's i_age identifier is 25, 13A. E_.)
DATE: 16 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEDR OBSERVATI(_i
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) ACN# _i _ ChLEt Coua slze DC Tall PA Ap
16.02 818895 3.1: M I_ 25 6 0.035
16.050 818896 3.2 B 139 5 0.05
16.134 818897 3.7: 3A
16.156 818898 4.0 B 3& 7 0.06
16.167 818899 3.2 B AAVSO 60 3 1.5 45 0.04
16.201 018900 3.1 B 139 0.05
16.42 818501 2.8 M 3A 11 60
16.425 818902 1.9 S 159 3
16.4424 818803 2.8 DCS 55 5 2.70 59
16.451 818904 3.8 3A 30 3
16.453 818905 3A 15 9 0.15
16.48 818906 2.4 B 3A 4 35
16.48 818907 4.5 35 0.05
16.500 818908 3.0 S 3A 12 8 2 240 0.080
16.517 818809 2.5 S 3A 15.5 60
16.521 818910 30 15
16.56 818911 2.5 58 4 10 62
16.57 818912 2.7 M 58 15 6 4 34 0.05
16.57 818913 3.0 B 58 4
16.57 818914 3.0 S 15 6 0.05
16.59 818915 3.0 B I_W BAA 46 4
16.59 018916 13 5 6.0 0.050
16.59 818917 4.1 S 3A 15 6 0.07
16.60 818918 3.3 M 3A 2.0 0.05
16.60 818919 3A 7.5 3 0.25
16.61 818920 19 5 3.2 0.050
16.61 818921 3.1 B 3B 36 4
16.625 818922 3.7 B 3A 17 0.035
16.66 818923 4.1 M 3A 13.4 5 0.080
16.663 818524 3.7 B 3A 21 6 4 0.070
16.67 818925 3.1 S 3A, 139 22 5 0.023
16.67 818926 16 7 0.5 0.050
16.71 818927 9.5 V san 0.317
16.78 818928 4.2 B M 15 5 0.05
16.858 818929 3.7 M 3A 30 6 3.2 37 0.08
16.861 818530 3.2 M 3A 40 4 5.7 68
16.87 818531 4.0 M 3A 10 3 0.05
16.8771 818932 3.8 B 3A 35 6 3 100 0.05
16.905 818933 3.2 S 139 30 3.0 75
16.910 818934 3.3 S 139 26 4 3.27 38 0.05
16.941 818935 4.0 M 3A 10 7 45 0.089
16.943 818936 3.4 B 139 8 2 0.8 130 0.06
16.99 818937 2.8 M IBW 30 6
NOTE A Coma dimt_ apFoxlaate.
NOTE B Observation with _ naked eye.
NOTE C New Zealand.














Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obsel'ver(s)
B 7 4.5 y 5 Gzanslo,B.H
B 20 5.0 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
E_ 5.0 N 1 LeVSi,R
R 8 15 4.0 Y 2 SChlXbeck,C.M
B i0 5.2 Y 2 A1ves,A.A
B 7 5 2 Galll, A
EY 6.5 Y 8 leqm,R
EY 6.5 Y 3 Rilli_,P. F
EY 6.2 9 Machhol_,D
EY 5 N 1 Tregaskls,T.B
N 8 64 N 1 Tre_sskls,T.B
EY 5.5 Y 39 Bale,A
B lO 5.5 Y 39 Bale,&
B 20 Y 1 Batzs,H
EY Se_gest,D
EY 6.0 Y Th_mpson,G
EY 6.5 Y 17 BO_a,R.3
B I0 6.5 Y 17 Bouia,R.3
ET 5.6 Y Pearce,A
B I0 3.5 Y 1 0da,K
EY Gzeen,D.W.E
B i0 5.5 Y 33 Mozrls,C.S
B I0 4.0M Y 1 YaSuki,M
B 7 4.0M Y 1 Suz_ki,K
4.2 88 4.0M Y 1 Suzuki,K
B 7 Bortle,3.E
EY 5.5 Y 5 BoEtle,J.E
B 7 N 1 Okada,M
B iI 3.5 Y 2 MataD&be,N
B I0 6.0 Y 4 NAkU|UEs,Y
B 3 5.1 3oaes,A
B 7 JoDea,A
N 5 86 Joaes,A
B 7 Konstantinov,S
B II 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
ET 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
B 7 Keszthelyi,S
S 7 5.1 Y 2 Vincent,3
EY 6.6 Y 7 Haver,R
B 7 6.6 Y 7 HaveE,R
R 5.5 18 5.5 N 1 VeDt_s,F
R 12 56 5.7 Y 1 aDorEs D.,D
EY 5.5 Y 5 Granslo,B.H
A1Jk)st stellar-llke condensation. Through clouK]. (Obse.1_rez gave limit as approximately 11.5. Ed. )
Smae local light pollution, but effects on obsel-eation pzobably negligible.
(Ob_ give limit as 11.0. Ed. )
Dust tail. Tall length exceeds value given.
Gas tall st PA 34. Broad d_ult fan fr_ PA 43 to 94, 4 deg. Iomg.
Meter. (COla _L_aletex. _. ) Instrument is Wrlght-Sck_idt.
Tall iDcreasIDglT _ze coDe-shsped, edges st PA 45 add 95. Tail's southern edge brighter and cad be _aced further than
noztbexn (p4u:haps really a long Je_-like feature).
Tall $troagest PA 35 degrees to 75 daises, suspected PA 75 degrees to 105 degrees in bIioculara of 2.3 ca add 5.0 ca.
Nocle_s.
Gas tall at PA 37. MidpOint OD dust tail: 2.5 deg. at PA 65. End point of dust tail: 5.7 deg. at PA 69. Type III [sic)
tail at PA i00.
Moon ]
Fan tall 60 deg. Inclode<l angles. Centre PA 100.
Center fan-shaped tail.
















































See drawing. Nest corder faD-shaped tail at PA 54, 4.47 deg. long; east corder faD-shaped tall at PA 93, 4.40 deg. long.
The coma appears definitely bluish-whlte add the fuzz T central condensation is orange-yellow.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lil Site Observer(s) Notes
0.30 N 8.5 102,212 23 6.2 1 Be_bie,M.J.R A
5 l Zanette,D B
0.15 N 4 60 30 6.0 9 Le_,D.H C
0.080 B 20 6.0 3 ThO_SOD,G D
0.08 B II 5.6 1 Fleet,R.W E
0.050 B 7 13 4.0 7 Keszthelyi,S
0.050 B 7 i0 6.8 7 Haver,R F
Gas tall at PA 350-15. FaD centred at PA 180. Vertex distance 5 arc miD.; seRi latos rectums Pl - 6.2 arc miD., P2 - 12.8
arc miD. Diffuse, broad fad Dear central ¢oDdeDsatlon. A short spike of material is slightly brighter add lies within the
gas tail.
Drawing lade from a negative exposed 5 _inutes on AgfapaD 400 ASA, 50 _ lens. The large n_mber Of stars seen on the
Degatlve are depicted as they appear in the Atlas Coell. The maximum magDitDde estimated on the negative is approximately 8.
There are nOW three tails which have recovered a little iD length. Tail I is short add wide; tail II is long and narrow/
tall II-I is short and narrow; coma it see clearly to the tails. [sic] (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.) Scale - 12.1'/_.
Scale is approx/_ate.
(Duration Dot indicated. Time of Observation is assu_ed to be start ti_e. Ed.)
Gas tail at PA 37. Dust tall end Point at PA 69. Type III [sic] at PA I00. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is
assu_ed to be start tl]_e. E_.)
Tall at PA 38; w_st corder, fan-shaped tall at PA 54; east corner, fan-shaped tail at PA 93.
f/ Ap FOr ExpM E_ulsion
2.8 15.2 xl0.2 10.00 Ektachrc_
3.5 15.2 xl0.2 24.00 Kodak 2415
1.8 39.6 x_7.0 1.00 3M 1000
39.6 x27.0 0.68
39.6 X27.0 0.88
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 17.00 Kodak 2415
ISO Byp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Note_
400/ N _ 524/P I StolzeD,P k
Y T 16/N 1 Pedersen,V.T
I000/ N i/S 1 Madenberg,_
N 0/P i Muller,R.D B
N 00/P 1 Muller,R.D B
Y 0 69/S 6 Garra_d,O C
DATE: 16 APR 1986
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap FOr EXpM E_ulsion ISO Hy_ Gdng Id/"l'y9 Site Obsez'ver(s)
16.885 851891 0.225 1.7 0.139 9.1 x 6.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 022/P 1 Bonnet,M.C
NOTE A (Observer's llage ideDtlfler is pzecedod by prefix 2. Ed.)
NOTE B (Caners lens focal length estL_ated by Editor from submitted prints. Lens f/ uncertain. F_. )
NOTE C T_atiLre for hypezsensltIzstloD 60-65 deg. C.
NOTE D Ins_nt is Solidi ¢&wexa.
DATE: iG APR 1986
Notes
D
DATE: 17 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPPJd_NCE
Date(UT) AG_# ul _0( Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lie DA Slte Observer(s)
17.00 818938
17.02 818939 3.3 B 3A
17.042 818940 3.7 B 3A
17.09 818941 3.9 M 3A
17.090 818942
17.122 818943 3.5 B 138
17.215 818944 3.3 B 139
17.222 818945 3.1 B 139
17.410 818946 2.7 S 159


















818948 3.0 S 3A, 138 33
818949
818950
818851 3.7 B 3A
818952 2.3 5B
818953 3.0 B 5B
818954 3.1 B IHW BAA
818955 3.0 S 3A
818956 3.3 S 3A 35
818957 3.6 S 3A 30
818958 4.4 B M 13
818959 4.2 M 3A 12
8
? 1.7 32 0.035 B
EY
5 1.6 0.06 R 8
0.040 B






6 0. 023 B
6 1.3 0.050 B
7 5.5 Y 5 GZan$1O,B.H
6.0 27 ShsnklIn,J.D
15 5.5M Y 4 SCbM_eCk,C.M
7 4.0 Y 8 Westluod,M
56 4.0 Y 8 Westlu_d,M
20 5.0 T 1 da S_Ivs,L.A.L
7 5.5 2 GalI£,A
7 5.5 2 Gallt,A
6.0 Y 3 NiLltams,P.F
M N 1 Seargent,D
3 5.8 3ODeZ,A
7 3oDee,A
8 0.078 R 7.5 30 Joeea,A
2 0.050 B 7 4.6CN Y 1 Matcbett,V
18.0 ET 6.7 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
4 ET Pearce,A
EY GEetD,D.N.E
EY 6.9 T CILrk,M.L
7 0.076 8 15 6.9 Y CILEk,M.L
7 8.1 0.25 N 5 38 6.9 Y CILEk,M.L
9 0.05 B 7 Konatentlnov,S
2 0.3 310 0.05 B 7 geszthelyi,S
2 I 130 0.06 R 12 56 5.7 Y 1 Ouofre D.,D
DATE: 17 APR 1986
NOTE A 1.6 deg. tail: ion tail western border, FA 28-I09. 2.2 deg. tall: dust tall eastern border. Both tails not separated.
NOTE B Tall DoEth edge 14 deg. Ioog at PA 67, tail south edge 7 deg. loDg st PA 85.
NOTE C MOODglOW fadIDgNW.
NOTE D Tall _pected 3.8 deg. Tall PA 65--93.
NOTE E Naked eye tail length.
NOTE F PA of 8.1 deg. tail is 79-70.
NOTE G Noon!
SUB-NETWORK: DRANING
Date(OT) AOH| Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(a) DUrM Ltl Site Observer(s) Notes
17.087 831143 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 10 4.0 8 I_eatlued,M
17.161 831144 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 45 6 1 Vergas B.,A.G A
17.842 811145 0.91 0.106 R 5.7 24 26 5.0 8 KeazthelTI,s
NOTE A Tail at PA 87 approx.; tall at PA 0 approx. Tail is vet 7 bright add rmarkables but there is a diffuse aed open tall "B"
iD _Lrawlng. There is a more remerkable tall thaa before. The tall appear v_rTwlde, I estimate 110 deg. wide approx. DC G;
c_ dlmter: 12' approx.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AC%_# FL f/ A,p _ EX_ Eanllsloe ISO BTp G_ Id/TTp Site Ob_H_r_T(S) Notes
17.060 851892 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y 4/P 4 Jsgex,M A
17.189 851893 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Trl-X 400/ N C 15/P Fslserells,N
17.193 851894 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 35.00 KOdak 2615 Y T 17/N 1 PederSeD,V.T
17.913 851895 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 20.50 Kodak 2415 Y T 020/P 1 Berge,P.M B
NOTE A Magnltude 3.0.






DATE: 18 APR 1986
Date(UT} AON# B1 MM Chaxt COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Obse__ver(s) Notes
18.067 818961 3.9 M 3A 0.035 B 9 5.0M Y 1 Be_bie,M.J.R
18.087 818962 3.5 B 138 50 4 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L A
18.113 818963 13.5 6 60 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0M Y 1 B_bie,M.J.R B
18.13 818964 3.7 B 3A EY 6.5 28 Shanklin,J.D
18.156 818965 5.4 S 3A 3.0 8 0.203 N 6 101 4.9M Y 1 Hudak,D.M
18.167 818966 3.6 B 139, 3B 20 I 67 0.040 B 8 5.6 Y 1 Levai,R C
18.175 818967 3.4 S 3A 20 4 0.05 B 7 5 M Y 2 Hottse,R.R D
18.176 818968 3.8 S 3A 23 4 0.27 40 0.035 B 7 4.5 Y 3 Morrison,N E
18.212 818969 2.8 S 3A 5.9 3 0.140 SN 3.6 28 2.1 Y 1 Rousom,J F
18.220 818970 3.2 S 3A 23 4 0.05 B 7 5 M Y 2 Bouse,R.R G
18.220 818971 3.5 S 3A 15 3 0.05 B I0 5 M Y 2 House,R.R H
18.222 818972 2.8 B 3A 4 3 0.127 SC i0 50 2.1 Y 1 Rou_soi,J F
18.281 818973 4.5 S 3A 33 5 0.05 B i0 3.5MC Y 1 Gronek,J.D I
18.38 818974 2.7 M 5A EY 5.0 Y I0 Keen,R j
18.42 818975 3.1 S 3A, 138 18 5 0.023 B 3 5.1 Jones,A K
18.42 818976 2 0.050 B 7 Jones,A L
18.42 818977 9.1 V 0.317 N 5 66 Jones,A M
18.58 818978 2.9 B IHW BAA 46 3 i0 ET Green,D.N.E N
18.58 818979 3.2 M 3A, 5B 18 5 11.5 65 0.050 B I0 5.5 Y 33 Morria,C.S
18.59 818980 3.0 S 3B 48 4 12.5 90 EY 5.5 Y 5 Bortle,J.E
18.59 818981 17 5 5 0.050 B 7 Bortle,J.E O
18.59 818982 3.0 3A, 5B 4 17 65 EY 5.5 Y 33 Mnrrls,C.$
18.620 818983 2.7 S 159 3 EY 6.5 Y 3 Williams,P.F
18.625 818984 2.8 5 IA 23 65 EY 6.3 Y 1 Seazgent,D p
18.67 818985 2.4 5B 3 20 EY 6.5 Y 18 Bouma,R.3 0
18.67 818986 2.6 M 5B 17 5 3.5 45 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 18 Botma,R.J R
18.67 818987 2.5 5B 22.5 EY 6.3 Y 1 LoveJoy,T 5
18.674 818988 5.3 B 6 4 0.060 R 16 50 5.1 Y 1 Bagla,3.$
18.674 818989 30 20 EY 6.5 Y Th_son,G T
18.704 818990 2.7 S 3A 20 EY 6.5 Y 2 Garra_d,G U
18.73 818991 3.1 B 3A EY 6.7 Y ClaEK,M.L V
18.74 818992 3.0 B 3A 30 5 16 85 EY 6.0 Y I0 Keener J
18.750 818993 2.9 B 3A 6 5.0 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 4 Belbrick,C w
18.75 818994 3.6 S 3A 28 7 6.4 0.25 N 5 38 6.7 Y Clazk,M.L X
18.8958 818995 4.3 B 3A, 3B 5 6 0.05 B I0 5.4[ Y 2 Franciosl,C
18.90 818996 3.7 B 3A EY 5.5 29 ShaDklin,J.D
18.976 818997 4.2 M 3A 0.040 B 7 4.5M Y 8 WestluDd,M
18.976 818998 4.2 N 3A i0 4 0.09 M ii 56 4.5M Y 8 WestluDd,M
NOTE A Moon 50t+.
NOTE B Tall Reasu_(ment refers to dust tail only.
NOTE C Ma_Itt_$e estimate u_ceztainty +/-0.2 mag.
NOTE D Naked eTe with averted vision only.
NOTE E Comet altitude i0 deg., _azison stars' sltlt_des 12 deg., ¢_t's tmoorre_ted magnitude is 3.9.
NOTE F In horizon haze. Nucleus fuzzy.
NOTE G Oval shaped c_a. C_a dieter is major axis.
NOTE H Fan shaped c_ea. Coma diu_eter is major axis.
NOTE I Exc. see. 1st 1/4 moon.
NOTE J New Zealand.
NOTE K MoOn 9 days.
NOTE L Tail suspected to 3.5 deg. Tail PA 70-100.
NOTE M Nucleus.












Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/
18.672 831146
18.701 831147 0.076













Tail now quite nomal in shape/ long relatively narrow, with only slightly diverging sides - very anach different in
appearance from Just a few days ago. Tail's edges at PA 69 deg. and I05 deg. but appears much narr_ than this to the
unaided eye, with which the tail is traceable 12.5 deg. aed appears parabolic in shape. Nith 7x50 B tall length - 5_.
Fan angle approximately I0 deg.
Long, broad dust tall spans PA 65-100.
PA approxlmate.
Naked eye tall length.
See sketch. PA 70 I00. |sic]
Very broad thil.
Tails photo'd, to 10.6 deg add 6.4 deg.
PA 70 to i00.
PA of 6.4 deg. tall is 98-65.
Pwr(s) DuzM L_Ju Site Observer(s) Notes
15 6.0 5 Th_pson,G A
N 7.9 60 1 Freydank,E B
M Ii 56 5 4.5 8 West/und,M C
Naked eye observation. Northerly edge of tail extended to Pi Eya, southern edge to Upsilon (I) Cen. Tail now noticeably less
fan-shaped thaa On earlier days.
DC 6. Moonlighk. Star of approximately ma_nitude 4.3 visible. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be
start t_]_. Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Disturbing lights: _oon.
f/ Ap For ExpM _sion
2.8 39.6 _7.0 5.00 3M i000
2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 Agfachro_e
2 3.50 Kodak Tri-X
2 3.50 Kodak Tri-X
2.4 23.9 _t16.1 20.00 Kodak 2415
(Observer's i_age identifier is preceded by prefix 2. Ed.)
Lens aperture stopped dow_ from f/2.0 to f/2.4.
ISO H_p Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1000/ N M 545/P 1 Stolzen,P A
I000/ N M 547/P 1 Stolzen,P A
400/ N 14/P 1 Falsarella,N
400/ N 15/P 1 Falsarella,N
Y O 70/S 2 Garradd,G B
DATE: 19 APR 1986
NETWORK : AJfJ_TEUR OBSER'VA'rIo_
SUIB-NETI_RK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(_'| ml _ Chart cc_a size DC Tall PA Ap
19.083 818999 3,9 B 137 15 0.040
19.092 819000 3.5 M 30 25 3 0.6 323 0.05
19.108 819001 4.2 B 138 20 2 0.05
19.125 819002 4.4 M 3B 0.035
19.139 819003 5.2 S 3B 2.9 8 0.203
19.146 019004 4.1 S 138 65 0.05
19.149 819005 3.5 S 138 24 3 49 0.05
19.15 819006 3.2: M lET,; 5
19.170 819007 3.1 S 3A 20 5 0.05
19.333 829008 4.7 S 3B 5 0.203
19.372 819009 3.5 B 30 35 5 1 90 0.05
19,42 819010 3.2 M 3B
19.46 819011 10
19.48 819012 3.2 B ZHW BAA 46 3
19.61 819013 3.2 B 3A
19.62 819014 3.8 S 3A 21 7 3.2 0.25
19.656 819015 3.0 S 3A 13 05
19.666 819016 3.0 S 3B 14 8 3 0.080
19.60 819017 2.7 5B 3 23 80
19.69 819018 3.0 B 3B 17 85
19.70 019019 3.0 M 3A 20 4 0.05
19.70 819020 3.2 B 3A
19.700 819021 2.7 S 159 3
19.708 819022 2.7 S 3& 22
19.708 819023 3 " B 3B 30 2519,861 819024 _ .4" M 3B 3
19.885 819025 4.5 M 3B 22 6 3.5 81 0.08
19.872 819026 4.4 M 3B 7 0.05
19.90 819027 3.8 B 3A
19.90 819028 4.9 B 35 0.08
19.900 819029 3.7 S 139 24 1.0 80
19.903 019030 4.3 M 3B 14.5 8 0.089
19.905 819031 3.9 S 139 24 5 0.05
19.920 819032 3.5 M 30 90 4 5 0.08
19.9270 819033 4.3 B 3B 3 7 0.05
19.938 819034 3.0: B 3B 45 0.13
19.952 819035 4.1 B 30 14 5 0.5 0,050
NOTE A Habitude estimate _ceztalnty +/-0.2 mag.
NOTE B Moon 66t+.
NOTE C Naked eye with averted vision only,












Ins f/ Pwr L 4m DA Site Observex(s)
B 8 5.2 Y 1 Levai,R
B 7 3.5KC Y 2 DeYotxng,J.A
B 7 4.0 1 Lnlret,R
B 7 4.004 Y 3 AIIeo,E
N 6 i01 4.0M Y 1 Ht_ak,D.M
B 7 4.8 5 Benavldes,A
B 20 4.5 Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L
EY 5.0 Y 5 GEaDslo,B.H
B 7 4.5M Y 2 Houne,R.R
SC I0 80 3.5MC Y 1 GroDek,J.D
B I0 N I Tregaskla,T.B
EY 5.0 Y 11 Keen,R
EY 5.3M N I LoveJoy,T
EY Green,D.W.E
EY 5.2 Y CIILEk,M.L
N 5 38 5.2 Y ClaEk,M.L
EY 6.1 Y 1 Seargent,D
B 20 Y 2 Batzn,N
EY 6.5 Y 19 BOOm&,R.J
EY 6.5 Y 11 Xeen,R
B I0 6.5 Y 19 Boumn,R.3
EY 6.5 Y 19 Bogmn0R.3
EY 6.0 Y 3 Williama,P.F
EY 6.5 Y 2 GaEradd,G
EY 6.5 Y Thcmpson,G
EY 5.OH Y 1 Fleet, R.W
E II 5.0M Y I Fleet,R.W
E 12 Y 1 Tsnti,T
ET 5.0 30 Shsnklin,J.D
B 20 5.0 30 Shsnklln,J.D
EY 6.3 Y 7 Hsver, R
E 5.5 18 5.0 N I Ventu_s,F
B 7 6.3 Y 7 Haver,R
R 15 43 4.5 Y 6 Gallego,J
B 10 4.5CM Y 2 Franciosi,C
N 5.5 36 N 1 Pe_az,S
B 7 5.0M N 9 LIDder,J
Tall faint add _ride. PA approximate. Thin cloud, gibbous l_)on. Just visible to naked eye.
New Zealand.
Naked eye tall length.
Ccaa dlamleter approx4_ate.
Moon up.
Up. PA of 3.2 d_. tail is 100-71.
Tall narro_-r.
Saw tall with naked eye. (Observer gives limit as 11.5. Ed.)
Long broad dU_t tail. PAn appzoxlmate. Chaxt 3A also used for co_parlsos stars.
Dust fan fz_ PA 79 to 107.
Naked eye Bobrovoikoff estimate possible without weaxlng my glasses!
DATE: 19 APE 1986
NOTE P Very hEoad tail.
NOTE O PA 78 93. (sic]
NOTE R Midis)Jar On dust tail: 1.8 deg. at PA 73. End point of dust tail: 3.5 deg. at PA 01. Type IZI [sic) tall at PA 108.
NOTE S Seeing good, t_ansparency excellent. MOOD.
NOTE T Ma_p_itude of central coDdeDnatlon.
NOTE U Ceuter fan-shaped tail.
NOISE V Bright moon. The centre of the bright oobdensatlon appoaxs definitely star-like.
NOTE N See drawing. West cornex fan-shaped tall at PA 63, 2.67 dog. long; east corder faD-shaped tail at PA 95, 2.43 deg. long.
NOTE X Moon.
NOTE Y Central co_ensatlos nucleus. (sic]
NOTE Z Coma diameter approximate. Moon.
NOTE a TI_ I tail. Tall length approximate.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_(s) DUXN LiSa Site Observer(s) Notes
19.677 831149 0.076 N 7.9 60 Freydank,E A
19.708 831150 6.0 6 Tho_son,G E
19.865 831151 4 0.08 B iI 5.0 1 Fleet,R.W C
19.920 831152 0.080 R 43 6 Gallego,J D
19.938 831153 1 0.08 R 15 42,100 60 4.5 6 Cardiel,N E
Notes
A
NOTE A DC 5. Bright moonllt night; 2/8 cmm_lus. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time.
TEsnslate_ by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B Naked eye obsex_stlon. (D_Lcation not indicated. Time of obsel-vation is assu]_e_ to be StLTt time. Ed.)
NOTE C Du_t tail end polct at PA 81. Type IIl [sic] at PA 108. Moonlight. (Durstloc cot Indicated. Time Of observation is assu_ed
to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE D Broad envelope. The cucleus see_s to be double. The faict "piece" to the _ (but not sure). 11 days a_oc. The contrast in
the _LEs_rlng is exaggerated. (Duration not indicated. TiJ_e of observation is assu_ed to be e_ time. Dra_rlag data inferred
from magnltnde report forE. Ed.}
NOTE E The two semi latus rectums seem equal, visible st naked eye. C¢_a diameter 10'; ecvelope diam.: 1 deg. 30', diffuse. Tall PA
50. MOOn 11 days. With 7x50 bi_o_s., is visible a broad faint tail >4 deg. [sic] At 100x _rith the telescope, the "false
nucleus" appear double. |sic]
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulslon ISO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
19.197 851901 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 0.50 Kodak 2415 Y X 263/P 1 Sabia,J.D A
19.271 851902 2.000 i0 0.200 1.0 x 0.7 0.50 Scotch 1000 1000/ N S 16/S 1 Gronek,J.D B
19.718 851903 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1 20.83 Kodak 2415 Y O 71/S 2 Garrsdd,G C
19.752 851904 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 ¥ O 72/5 2 Garradd,G D
NOTE A i0 day old moon in sky. Mooclight Icterfered with the observatloc. Photograph made by J. Kamichltis and J.D. Sablar
NOTE B Moonlight and city lights interfered with the observatloc.
NOTE C Lens aperture stopped down fro_ f/2.0 to f/2.4.
NOTE D Te_atu/e for hypersensitizatlon 60-65 deg. C.
DATE: 20 _PR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETkIORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE












Date(aT) AON# Scale Ap
20.260 831154 0.54 0.41
20. 701 831155 0.076
20.700 031156
NOTE A Scale is approximate.
NOTE D Magnitude estimate UJ_certelnty +/-0.2 mag.
NOTE E Observatlon affected by waxing g_bbous soon. A very broad dust fan obserTed with the 20 cm reflector.
NOTE F Cams diameter approximate.
NOTE G Coma dlamete_ u_ceztaln.
Nucleus stellar in 15x80 binoculars. Tall PA 80 15 deg. long? Tall at PA 100 length approximate.
PA 75 97. [sic]
Dust tail. PA value approximate.
Gas tall at PA 64. Broad dust fan from PA 78 to 108.
Ve-_ broad tail.
Comet low.
Dust tall only; PA Of tall is 102-76. Tell photo'd, to 7.6 deg.






Date(UT} AON# FL f/ Ap FOr Ex_
20.147 851905 0.210 4 9.8 x 6.5 3.00
20.700 851906 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1 21.50
20.765 051907 0.180 2.0 11.4 x 7.6 25.00
NOTE A Photograph made by 3. Tuten and M. Searles.
NOTE B Lens aperture stepped down from £/2.0 to £/2.4.
NOTE C TeJpe_rsture for hypersensitization 60-65 deg. C.
Ins f/ Pwr (s) DILrM Lim Site Observer ( s ) Notes
N 5 64 30 4.5 1 Le_,D.H A
N 7.9 01 1 Freydank, E B
6.0 7 Th©Ipson, G C
DC 5. Bright Roonlight. Comet not as visible with naked eye. Star visible within 3'. (Duration not iDdlcated. Time of
observation is assumod to be start time. Translated by IHW staff. Ed. )





leo H!rp Gd_g Id/T_p Site Observer(s) Notes
200/ N X 3/P 1 Searles,M A
Y O 73/S 2 Garradd,G B
Y O 74/S 2 Garra_,G C
Date(ET) AON# ml _ Chaxt cc_a slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site O_se_er(e) Notes
20.000 819036 4.6 S 3B 7 1.8 0.15 B 25 5.0 Y 3 Parislo,R A
20.076 819037 3.6: B 138 3 0.05 B 20 4.0 Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L B
20.1903 819038 4.8 S DC_ 9 7 0.080 B 20 4.4 3 Maohholz,D C
20.208 819039 4.1 B 137 0.040 B 8 4.7 Y 1 Levai,R D
20.24 819040, 3.3 M 3A 0.050 B 10 3.5MC Y 9 Morris,C.S
20.30 819041 3.5 B EY 5 M Y II Bale,A E
20.30 819042 2 55 0.05 B I0 5 M ii Hale,A E
20.44 819043 3.3 B IHW BAA 46 4 EY C_TeQD,D.W.E F
20.45 819044 4.1 M 3B 30 0.000 B Ii 3 M N 2 WatsDabe,N G
20.49 819045 4.4 S 3B i0 7 0.07 B 10 4.0M Y 1 Yasuki,M
20.708 819046 3.4 S 3B 23 9 00 EY 6 Y 1 Seargent, D H
20.708 019047 30 20 EY 6.5 Y 7 Th_psOn,G I
20.71 819048 2.9 3A 3 17 95 EY 6.5 Y 20 Bo_a,R.J 3
20.71 819049 2.I N 3A 4 2.5 64 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y 20 Bo_a,R.J K
20.71 819050 3.4 B 3A 20 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y 20 BO_S,R.3 F
20.729 819051 2.9 S 3B 17 EY 6.5 y 2 Garradd,G L
20.73 819052 3.3 B 3A EY 6.8 Y CIa_k,M.L M
20.75 819053 3.7 S 3A 26 7 6.1 0.25 N 5 30 6.8 Y Clark,M.L N
20.833 019054 4.9 S 3B 0 5 0.080 B 10 M 1 Mikuz,H O
20.833 819055 4.2 M 3B 7 0.05 B 12 Y 1 Tanti,T p
20.844 819056 3.8 N 3B 28 7 0.030 B 0 3.0M Y 1 Villa,M
20.80 819057 3.8 B 3B EY 4.0 31 Shanklln,J.D
20.926 819058 4.4 M 3B 1O 6 2.4 90 0.04 B 12 5.2 N 4 Henshaw,C Q
NOTE A Tail PA 35, 130.
NOTE B Moonlight and cirrus.
NOTE C 77t _n 53 de_. away. COma irregular in shape.
DATE: 21 _R 1986
NETWORK: _.XTEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SU_L APPEARANCE
DATE: 21 APR 1986
Date(UT) A_# 11 _Q( Chart COaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Parr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
21.063 319059 4.0 B 137 15 0.05 B 7 5.0CM Y 2 Maxtiaez,C
21.066 819060 4.1 B 137 15 0.05 B 7 5.0CM Y 2 Maxtinez,C
21.104 819061 4.1 B 138,113 3 0.05 B I0 4.0 Y 1 Harris,L.A A
21.113 819062 4.2 B 39 2 0.03 B 8 4.7MC Y 2 GiEa'_i,J.D
21.119 819063 4.3 B 39 2 0.03 B 8 4.7CM T 2 GiEst_i, J. D
21.124 819064 4.0 B 39 2 0.03 B 8 4.7CM Y 2 Giraudi,J.D
21.198 819065 4.5 M 39 3 0.08 B II 3.5 T I gemble,L.J B
21.2104 819066 4.3 S D_S 10 6 0.080 B 20 4.4 3 Machholz,D C
21.229 819067 4.8 S 39 32 5 0.05 B i0 3 MC T 1 Gronek,J.D D
21.24 819068 3.2 N 3A, 3B 11 4 0.050 B 10 3.5MC T 9 Moggia,C.S
21.35 819069 3.4 B IHW BAA 46 3 ET GZee=,D.W.E E
21.38 919070 2.7 59 5 EY 5.5M N I _oy,T F
21.39 819071 3.6 S 3B, 137 24 4 0.023 B 3 4.7 JODeS,A G
21.39 819072 II 7 0.078 R 7.5 30 Jonea,A E
21.40 819073 8.0 V SAD 0.317 N 5 86 Jones,K I
21.44 819074 5.2 B 39 0.050 B 7 CM Y 1 Matchett,Y
21.67 819075 3.4 S 39, 137 35 5 0.023 B 3 5.4 Jooas,A
21.67 819076 0.8 0.078 R 7.5 30 Jomes,A J
21.719 815077 3.5: B 39 16 EY 6.0 Y 7 Th0npaon,G K
21.72 819078 3.5 B 3A 20 4 0.05 B I0 5.5 Y 20 BO_a,R.J E
21.72 819075 3.4 B 3A EY 6.8 Y Clark,M.L L
21.73 815080 3.0 3A/B 3 14 90 EY 5.5 T 20 Bot_masR.J M
21.73 819081 3.8 S 3A 24 7 6.9 0.25 N 5 38 6.8 Y CIaIg,M.L N
21.830 819082 4.2 M 3B 7 0.05 B 12 Y 1 Tanti,T O
21.917 819083 39 27 7 0.030 B 8 2.5M T 1 VillaeM












NOTE L Career low.
NOTE M PA value approximate.
NOTE N PA of tall is 104-82.
NOTE 0 Transparency excellent. Moon.
NOTE P Moonlight Sad ClOUdS.
SEB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT] A_q| Scale Ap Ins
21. 215 831157 0.54 0.41 N
21.420 831158 0.08 0.30 N
21.719 B31159
21.792 931160 0.076 N
NOTE A
NOTE B
After seTeral nights of clouds, at 2100 0T it has cleared s little Im the area of the c_t. Although the moon is a quarter
crescent at the zenith, Ealley was obserTed naked eye. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
This was zrl third add best observation since the comet rettLrned above my horizon, (let. 51 deg., 12 mln.). Moonlight add
anne light haze interfered but the comet suprlalogly clea_. [sic] No tall noticed. C_a _LiaJeter 2-3'.
86, moon 40 deg. away. COma irre_xlar in shape.
EXt. see.
C_ma diaRetez approximate.
Naked eye tail length.
M_n 12 days.
Tall Dot seen for certain.
Nuoletus.
Tall aturpected to 1.8 dag. Tall PA 85-110.




Dste(UT) AON_ FL f/
21.749 851908 0.508 5
21.749 851910 0.105 2.5
21.759 851909 0.050 1.7
f/ Per(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
5 64 30 4.5 I Le_,D.H A
5 330 5.0 2 Th_son,G B
E.0 ThC_pSOD,G C
7.9 60 I FEe_a_k,E D
Scale is approximate.
Note the broad faint ray to the north, the da_ger like ray to the south. The sta_c-like n_cleus was not visible at all
tonight being surrounded by a featureless plateau of brlght_ess (i=nez coma) as seen tmdez high aa_Iflcatlon. Appeeded is a
dzswi=g by R. Botma at 1015 _T. Both dzawlngs done i_epe_eatl_ without collaboration. (Duration not iedicated. Time Of
ob_atlon is sast_e_ to be start ti_e. Ed.)
Naked eye observation. (Duration not iadlcatad. Time of observation is assmme_ to be start time. E_.)
DC 7. (D_Tation not 12K11cated. Time of obser_atlon is aast_M)_ to be start time. Ed.}
Ap FOV EXp_ Emulsion
0.100 4.1 x 2.7 6.00 Kodak 098
19.5 X13.0 6.00 Fu_tchr_e
39.6 X27.0 25.00 Fuji HR
ISO H_p Gdng Id/T_p Site Observer(s)
N 036/P 8 Royer,R
1600/ N 13/S Royer,R




Date(UT)AON_Ii MM Chazt COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins £/ Pwr Lil DA
22.010 819085 3.7 B BAA 30 3 0.040 B i0 4.0 Y
22.090 819086 4.1 B 137 12 0.7 90 0.040 B 8 5.2 Y
22.155 819087 4.7 B 137 0.05 B 7 5.2
22.158 819088 4.8 B 137 0.05 B 7 5.2
22.23 819089 5.5 B 3B 6.3 3 0.154 N 8.0 68 3.5 Y
22.2410 819090 3.% S DCS 15 4 0.080 B 20 4.6
22.37 819091 3.5 B I_ BAA EY
22.43 819092 3.4 S IBW BAA 30 3 0.035 B 7
22.431 819093 3.7 B 3B 15 3 45 0.05 B i0 N
22.46 819094 2.9 5B 6 2 EY 4.5M N
22.49 819095 5.1 B 3B 0.050 B 7 CM N
22.542 819096 4.5 S I13 8 • 0.67 250 0.I N i0 40 4.0 Y
22.57 819097 4.6 S 3B i0 6 0.07 B i0 4.0M Y
22.892 819098 4.4 M 3B 20 5 1.7 75 0.08 B iI 4.6M Y







DATE: 22 APR 1986
Site Observer (s ) Notes
1 Alves,A.A




3 Machholz, D C
Green,D. N.E
Creen,D. N. E D
1 Tregaskia, T. B E






Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.2 mag.
Moon 30 dog. away.
931 moon 32 deS. away. Coma irregular in shape.
COma diameter approximate.
Tall doubtftzl. Clear add wlndy. Bright moon. (Observer gave limit as approxiiately 7.5. Ed.)
Naked eye tall length.
NOTE G Gas tail at PA 75. Dust tall at PA 97.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWZNG
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
22.281 831161 0.52 0.20 N 7 79
22.468 831162 0.08 0.30 N 5 330
22.892 83116_ • 0.08 B ii
NOTE A Scale is approximate.
NOTE B
NOTE C
DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
30 4 1 Levy,D.H A
4.5 2 Tholpson,G B
4.6 1 Fleet,R.W c
Note the e_ections runaing N/S from the nucleus. (Duration not imdlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time.
Ed.)
Gas tall at PA 75. Dust tail at PA 97. Suspected tall at PA i00. Moonlight. (Duxatlon not indicated. Time Of observation
Is assumed to be start tile. Fxl. }
DATE: 23 APR 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATIOtl
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) N_# _1 )g4 Ch_t Coma size DC Tail PA &p Ins f/ _ L_ DA Site Observez(s)
23.085 819100 4.6 S 3B 10
23.138 819101 3.3 B 137
23.40 819102 3.9 S 3B, 137
23.51 819103 4.7 S AAYSO 8
23.52 919104 3.5 M 3B
23.53 819105 4.4 $ AAYSO 10
23.531 819106 4.8 M 3B 13
23.531 819107
23.533 819108 4.0 $ 3B 12
23.558 819109 4.6 S 113 11.0
23.958 819110 6.7 $ 3B, 130 1
NOTE A Mooel£ght.
NOTE B NOOn 14 dayS. comet a faint, fussy path.
NOTE C m2 - 9.0.
3 0.05 B 10 4.5N Y 3 Hottse,N.R
4 0.05 B 20 3.5 Y 1 de S£1va,L.A.L
6 0.023 B 3 Joges,A
4 0.07 B 10 4.5N Y 1 BaTash:i.,A
0.05 B 7 4.0M Y 1 Su_ukl,K
4 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5M Y 1 BSyaShi,A
4 0.08 B 11 3 M Y 1 Mitsm_,S
0.16 N 6.3 31 3 M Y 1 Mits_ma,S
5 0.58 90 0.07 B 10 5.0 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
5 0.05 B 7 3.0M N 1 Kene£,X
3 0.114 N 7.9 23 4.01( Y 1 Di Megllo,F




DATE: 24 APR 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml MM Chart C_ size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PUT Lil DA Site Observer(s)
24.000 819111 3 EY 6.5 Y 3 Williams, P. F
24.100 819112 4.6 S 3B 16 0.035 B 7 4.0K N 3 Morrison,w
24.125 819113 4.6 S 38 ii 2 0.05 B i0 4.5M Y 3 House, R. R
24.20 819114 4.9 S 38 5.0 4 0.080 B ii 5.0 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
24.36 819115 3.5 S IEW BAA 5 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
24.44 819116 3.5 B Ir_ BAA EY Green,D.W. E
24.500 819117 3.5 S 38 14 25 88 EY T 1 Seargeet, D
24.51 819118 3.2 3A/B 3 35 92 EY 6.5 Y 21 Bouma,R. J
24.51 819119 3.5 B 38 EY 6.7 Y ClaEk ,M. L
24.51 819120 4.7 B 38 0.050 B 7 5.1C N 1 Matchett ,V
24.51 819121 3.5 M 38 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Suzukl, K
24.51 819122 38 5.9 4 0.25 4.2 88 4.5 Y 1 Suzukl, K
24. 513 819123 25 EY 6.0 Y 9 Th_son, G
24.52 819124 4.0 S 38 18 7 28.9 0.25 N 5 38 6.7 Y Clark,N.L
24.52 819125 3.5 A 7 42 EY 6.5 Y 1 LoveJoy, T
24.52 819126 4.0 30 5 2 0.12 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Washi,$
24. 524 819127 6.5 S 38 I0 5 0.153 N 8.6 52 4.0 Y 1 Iwaki ,Y
24.524 819128 5.7 M 113 6 6 0.10 N 10 55 4.0CM Y 1 Kato,T
24.53 819129 3.3 M 3B 15 90 EY 5.0 Y 12 Keeo, R
24.53 819130 3.6 B IHW BAA 28 4 26 90 EY Green,D.N.E
24.53 819131 3.5 M 3B 15 5 1 80 0.08 B 20 5.5 Y 2 Oka,A
24.53 819132 3.5 B 28 EY 6.3 Y Pearce, A
24. 531 819133 3.0 B 113 6 8.0 90 O. 05 B 7 5.6 Y 2 BeI_br iok, C
24. 540 819134 4.9 M 113 14 6 O. 030 B 8 4.5C Y 1 Kato, T
24.54 819135 4.3 M 38, 113 20 6 2 90 0.080 B Ii 3 Y 1 Natasabe,N
24.54 819136 4.8 S 3B 12 6 0.07 B I0 4.0M Y 1 YaSbtki,M
24.541 819137 3.2 S 113 12 7 4 0.080 B 20 Y 1 Batza,B
24. 542 819138 3.9 : 38 1 90 EY Y 8 Tregaskis, T. B
24.542 819139 38 2 90 0.I0 N 6 24 Y 8 TEegaskis, T. B
24.542 819140 38 30 3 90 0.05 B i0 TEegaskis, T. B
24.545 819141 4.3 S 38 25 4 5 90 0.07 B i0 3.5 Y 1 KObayashi,3
24.55 819142 4.1 M AAVSO 16 5 0.7 70 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y 5 Nakal_tr a, A
24.556 819143 4.5 M 113 3 0.15 N 5 45 5.5 N Kus_mi, E U
24.56 819144 3.8 B 3A/B 5 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y 21 BoLma, R.3
24.56 819145 4.5 B 30 7 0.05 B 10 3.5 Y 1 Ude,K
24.73? 819146 4.9 M 38 10 6 0.04 B 12 4.5 N 4 Henshaw,C v
24.813 819147 4.7 M AAVSO 3 5 0.156 N 10 54 4.5 Kosa-Kiss,A
24.840 819148 5.2 S 38 14 6 0.08 B I0 4.0M Y 1 ZDaslk, M N
24.861 819149 5.0: S 113 12 3 0.08 B 15 3.0M Y 1 BUJCSt,G.M
NOTE A Tail north e_ge 28 deg. long at PA 89, tail south edge 28 deg. long at PA 97.
NOTE B Bist of tail.
NOTE C D%_cisg l_ar ecl.
NOTE D Du_t tail. Observatloss durlsg lunar eclipse.
NOTE E Duzing total lunar eclipse.
NOTE F Meter. (Coua dlaleter. Ed. ) Isst--v1_eat is Wright-Schmidt.
NOTE G Tail quite visible 20x80 bi_OCLLlarS. PA 87 95. [sic]
NOTE H Tail photo'd, to 24 deg. PA of tail is 110-88.
NOTE I Impresslwe to naked eye. Naked eye tall length. Lunar eclipse.
NOTE J (Observer iadicated "y" _thod. Ed. )
NOTE K Eclipse. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed. )
NOTE L Ha_e.
NOTE M Cola diaJ_ter approxilate.
NOTE N Can't see loon (eclipse). (Translated by IEW stair. Ed.)
NOTE O Suspect as inch as 12 deg. tail.
NOTE P Com_n diameter u_certais.
NOTE 0 Moon in eclipse. (ObserTer gave limit as I0.5. Ed. )
NOTE R Tail faint add broad. C0ua diameter exceeds Oiega Cestauri. During total lunar eclipse.
NOTE S Tail faint, fairly narrow. Bead passed in frost oE 6 meg. star. (Observer ga_ limit as approximately Ii. 5. Ed. )
NOTE T Cone dia_Reter is lower iL_it. Tail fairly broad.
NOTE U ObseEver gives coma dianete% as 5 deg. 65 on orlgisal report form. Ed.
NOTE V Full Boos.
NOTE W Moon.
SEB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) A0_| Scale Ap Ins f/ P%rr (s) _ Lim Site Observer (s) Notes
24.219 831164 0.53 0.41 N 5 64 90 4 1 Le_,D. H A
24.514 831165 6.0 Thompson, G B
NOTE A scale is approximate.
NOTE B Naked eye observatlon. The first 15 degrees of tail cou/d be readily sees with direct vision. Is 20x80 binoculars the
nucleus appeazed at western edge of an egg shaped inner coma. (Two dLTawiags supplied. Duration not i_dicated. Ti_e of
observation is ass_ed to be start t/o_e. E_. )
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_Llsios ISO Hyp Gdsg I_/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
24.523 651911 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 75/S 5 Garradd,G A
24.523 851912 0.508 5 0.I00 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak 098 N 038/P 9 Royer,R B
24.523 851913 0.105 2.5 19.5 x13.0 15.00 FuJ ichro_e 1600/ N 14/S 9 Rover, R
24.535 851914 0.024 2.8 73.7 x53.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 76/S 5 Garradd,G C
24.540 851915 0.508 5 0.I00 4.1 x 2.7 15.00 Kodak IIa-D N 037/P 9 Royer,R D
24.550 851916 0.050 1.4 39.6 x27.0 5.00 FUJ icb/o_e 1600/ N 15/$ 9 Royer,B
24.552 851917 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 21.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 77/S 5 Garradd,G A
24.564 851918 0.085 2.0 23.9 x16.1 5.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 78/S 5 Garradd,G E
NOTE A Film was excessively hypere_ (70 deg. C), causing severe fogging.
NOTE B Comet equal is brightness to O_ega Ces. cluster. 3.9 wag.
NOTE C Film excessively hypered (65-70 deg. C), causing severe fogging.
NOTE D Wr. 4 filter used.
NOTE E Film excessively hypered, causing severe fogging.
DATE: 24 APR 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 25 APH 1986
NETWORK: AMATEI_ OBSERVATTON
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ILl _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr L_ DA Site Observ_uc(s)
25.073 819150 5.0 M 3B 6
25.078 819151 4.7 S 3B 18
25.101 819152 5.2 S 3B 3.2 8
25.110 819153 4.7 S 3R ii 7
25.30 810154 4.0 B 3B
25.40 819155 4.0 A
25.466 819156 5.6 H 113 6 5
25.474 819157 5.1 M 113 14 5
25.516 819158 4.9 B 30
25.75 019159 4.8 S AAVSO 20
25.75 819160 5.2 B E 26
25.75 819161 5.0 B E 20
25.75 819162 5.0 B E
25.75 819163 5.0 v E
25.75 819164 4.9 v E
25.75 819165 5.4 R E 28
25.75 819166 4.9 B E 21
25.809 819167 4.7 M 30 40 7
25.819 819168 4.6 M CZ 18 3
25.819 819169 4.3 3R
25.819 819170 4.7 M AAVSO 10 6
25.819 819171 5.1 M CZ 5
25.827 819172 4.8 M 3B
25.83 819173 4.8 B AAVSO 20 5
25.833 819174 5.0 S 3B 25 4
25.837 819175 5.3 6 113 13 4
25.844 819176 5.0 M 3B 17
25.864 819177 12
25.865 819178 5.3 B 113 30
25.867 819179 4.8 6 113 I0
25.868 819180 5.1 S 3B 15
25.869 819181 7.6
25.878 819182 4.8 M 113 30
25.878 819183 6.3 M CZ 10
25.882 819184 6.4 M CZ 17
25.885 819185 5.3 6 113 8
25.89 819186 4.4 B 30
25.89 819187 4.8 6 35
25.958 819188 4.9 B 3B
NOTE A m2 - 6.4.
NOTE B Tail length -- hint Baked eye.
NOTE C Intense full a_on. (Tzanslated by IHW staff. Ed. }
NOTE D Moon.
NOTE E Comet: hake4 eye.
NOTE F cirrus.
NOTE G Haze.
0.035 B 7 2.5C Y 1 Allen,E
0.035 B 7 4 M N 3 Mo_rison,W
0.203 N 6 101 4.5M Y 1 HL_Iak,D.M
DATE: 25 APR 1986
0.05 B i0 5 M Y 3 HOuse,H.R A
0.030 B 8 4.5M N 22 Bouma,R.3
EY 6.0M Y 1 Love_oy,T B
0.10 N i0 55 3.5M Y 1 Kato,T
0.030 B 8 3.5M Y 1 Kato,T
0.05 B 16 3.3CM Y 1 G:l.taudl,J.D C






0.08 B 8 Maylisov,P
0.08 B BukotkiD,A
0.05 B 12 T I Ta=ti,T D
0.080 B I0 4 Y I Bilek0V
EY 4.6M Y 1 Fleet, R.N
0.156 N 10 54 5.3 Koaa-Kias,A E
0.08 B i0 4.5C N 1 Raps_,P
0.035 B 9 5.0M Y 1 Be_ble,M.3.R
0.II B 20 Chernia,K
0.08 B i0 4.2 Y 1 ZDaslk,M F
0.05 B 10 4.5CM N 1 MeBichetti,H G
5 1.5 76 0.08 B ii 4.7M Y 1 Fleet, H.N H
4 0.08 B 15 3.2C Y 1 HUrst,G.M
4 0.07 B i0 5.0 Y 5 Deco_inck,M
4 0.05 B i0 3.2C Y 1 HLLTst,G.M
5 0.050 B 7 M 1 KikuZ,B I
5 2.5 85 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0M Y 1 Begble,M.3.R J
5 0.25 40 0.050 B 7 G.0 Y 1 Stott, D
M 1 SIlban,J K
3 0.10 B 25 4.2 HaJek,P
6 0.065 B 12 4.5 Y 1 Foulkes,M L
EY 5.7 32 ShamklID,3.D G
0.05 B 7 5.7 32 6banklin,3.D G
5 0.05 H 7 4.1C Y 2 Lupianez_B
NOTE H Suspected gas tail at PA 76. Midpoint of dust tail: 1.7 deg. at PA I05. End point of dust tail: 2.8 deg. at PA 106.
N_ I Clo,_4n passing occnalonally.
NOTE J Tall mess_Lrqment refers to dust tail only.
NOTE K Li_t eroLu_d 2? 6tazs in corvus invisible.
NOTE L Hazy.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) A_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pvr(s) DurM Lim Site Obsex_er(s) Notes
25.049 831166 3.0 0.229 R i0 45 22 6.0 1 NOwak,G.T A
25.113 831167 0.38 0.318 N 8 75 72 I Hathaway,N
25.844 831168 4 0.08 B 11 4.7 I Fleet,H.W B
25.889 831169 1.94 0.065 B 12 i0 4.5 I Foulkes,M C
NOTE A Dust tail at PA 225, gas tail at PA 330.
NOTE B Suspected gas tall at PA 76. Dust tall end point at PA 106. Moonlight. (Duration not indicated. Tile OE observation is
assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE C NO_ CIECUI|LE C_S, brighter central spot offset in dLrection of PA approx_ately 210 deg. Coua broader towards PA 45 deg.
SUB-NE_ORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
DSte(UT) AC_% FL f/ Ap _V ExpM E_ulsion ISO Hyp C_g I_/_p Site Obser_er(a} Notes
25.527 851919 0.035 2.8 54.4 x37.8 7.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 1/6 1 Robertso_,G A
25.534 851920 0.035 2.8 54.4 x37.8 7.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 3/6 1 Robertson,G B
25.556 851921 0.100 2.6 20.4 x13.7 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 9/6 I Robert_o=,G C
NOTE A (Photo_apber's i_age identifier is I-2A. Ed.) Total lu=er eclipse (expos_Lre 5 sec. on moon, then 7 mln. on comet), co_et
Halley a_K] constellat_on CO:_VUS in same frame. Clear.
NOTE B (Photographer's image identifier is 2A-3. Ed.) Total lunar eclipse (exposure 5 sec. on moon, then 7 kin. on comet), comet
Halley and constellatlon CorVUs in same frm. Clear.




NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON% nLl _ Chart Coma slze
26.083 019169 4.7 B 113 6
26.007 819190 4.8 S 3B 4.4
26.095 819191 4.7 S 3B ii
26.112 819192 3.0 B 3B 6.6
26.2146 819193 3.9 S DeS 17
26.229 019194 5.4 S 3B 32
26.333 819195 4.6 $ M/P 12
26.354 819196 3.8 S 3B
26.40 819197 3.7 A
26.656 819198 4.9 M 3B 10
26.726 619199 5.3 M 3B 17
26.729 819200
26.74 019201 5.2 B E 24
26.74 619202 5.0 B E 20
26.74 819203 5.2 B E 20
26.74 819204 5.1 B E 20
26.74 819205 5.1 V E
26.74 819206 4.9 E E 20
26.74 819207 5.1 B E 20
26.74 819208 5.0 B E 20
26.74 819209 5.1 V E 20
26.74 819210 4.9 B AAVSO 20
26.750 819211 4..3 B 3B 23
26.795 819212 4.8: B 113 5 3
26.809 819213 4.8 M 3B 31
26.81 819214 5.2 B N
26.823 819215 5.1 M 113
26.833 819216 12
26.833 819217 S 112 6.2
26.844 019218 5.1 B 3B 16
26.847 819219 5.3 S 3B 22
26.85 819220 4.6 B AAVSO 20
26.854 819221 3.9 B CZ 16 I0
26.875 819222 4.2 B 3B 50
26.88 819223 4.4 B 3E
26.88 819224 4.8 S 3B
26.882 819225 5.2 M 3B
26.89 819226 5.3 s 3B
26.896 819227 5
26.910 819228 5.2 B 113
26.910 819229 9
26.917 819230 6.2
26.917 819231 4.0 M 3B 60
26.906 819232 5.6 B 113,112 15
26.998 819233 3.9 B 113
DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.040 B 8 4.7 Y 1 Levsi,R
7 0.67 120 0.152 N 5.5 69 4.5 Y 1 Eudak,D.M
5 0.05 B 7 4.5C Y 3 House,R.R
3 0.140 SC 3.6 28 2.6 Y 1 ROUS_,3
5 0.080 B 20 4.6 3 Machholz,D
4 0.05 B I0 3.5NC Y 1 GroDek,J.D
3 0.050 B I0 3.0 Witte,F
12 I00 EY 5.5M Y 1 Seazgent,D
20 EY 6.3 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
6 1.5 100 0.04 B 12 5.2 N 4 Hensbaw,C
5 2.5 86 0.08 B Ii 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,E.W
9 i01 EY 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.II B 20 KI_Iov,A
0.06 R Kurtsov,S
0.08 B 8 Oskln,E
EY Nakaimov,s
ET Paachenko,A
0.08 B 8 TatarDikov,A
0.08 B 8 Fillmonchev,s
0.08 B 8 Mayllsov,P
EY Bukotkin,A
0.08 E 8 Golubev,V
6 6 0.05 E 7 5.2 y 2 Vincent,J
4 0.050 B i0 4.5 Y I LaszIo,A
6 0.05 B 12 4 Y 1 Tanti,T
3 0.7 260 0.11 N 30 Yurchenko,Yu
5 0.06 R 4.5 i0 4.0M y 1 Chodorowski,F
5 0.064 R 12 32 4.0M y 1 Chcx3or_ski,F
6 0.090 R 14 46 4.5 Y 2 Birth,G
4 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 Paradowski,M
5 0.08 B I0 4.4 Y 1 Zna$1k,M
5 0.11 B 20 Chernls,K
5 0.10 O 25 4.0C y 1 Micek,I
5 0.05 B 7 Y 1 Ped_sz,S
EY 5.1 33 Shanklln,3.D
0.05 B 7 5.1 33 ShaDklln,J.D
0.035 B 9 5.3M Y 1 Begbie,N°J.R
0.08 B 20 5.1 33 Shanklln,J.D
0.064 R 12 32 3.0M Y 1 Chodorowski,F
0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 4 Li Csusi,G
5 0.58 106 0.076 N 9.2 70 Li Causi,G
5 3.0 90 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.3M y 1 Begble,M.J.R
4 7.0 0.08 R 15 50 5.5 Y 6 Gallego,J
2 0.05 R 8 7 5.0CM y 1 Martlnez,C
5 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y i da Silvn,L.A.L
NOTE A Ma_itude estilate u_ce-rtalnty +/-0.3 _ag.
NOTE B Tall length and PA approximate.
NOTE C Neavy haze. Nucleus fuzzy.
NOTE D Coma irregular In shape.
NOTE E Nan. glb. moon. Good see.
NOTE F Somewhat hazy. (Translated by ZHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE G Sky light due to rlsingmoon.
NOTE H Naked eye tail length.
NOTE I MOOn.
NOTE J Gas tail at PA 86. Midpoint on dust tail: 4.6 deg. st PA 99. End point of dust tail: 8.7 deg. at PA 99. Type III (sic]
tall at PA 106.
NOTE K Ended by cloud.
NOTE L 30 deg. fan tail.




NOTE Q Two tails, see drafting. Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE R Haze.
N_ S Haze, broad tail.
NOTE T PA computed by a callipered eye-plece. [sic] Se¢oed tail length and PA approximate.
NOTE U Tall measurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE v Two tails.
NOTE N Moonlight.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap
26.240 831170 0.53 0_41
26.726 831171 4 0.08
26.840 831172 0.2 0.050
26.875 831173 0.05
26.896 831174 3 0.05
NOTE A Scale is approximate.
Ins f/ Pwr(n) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
N 5 64 90 5 1 Le_,D.H A
B II 5.7 1 Fleet,R.W B
B 7 10 5.1 3 Plccinini,M C
B 7 1 Pedraz,S D
B 7 30 5.5 7 Cardlel,N E
NOTE B Gas tall at PA 86. Dust tall end point at PA 99. Type III [sic] at PA 106. Tall probably longer but observation ended by
cloud. (Duration not ludicated. Time Of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE C City lights interfered _rith the obsel-vetion. Tall st PA 90 deg. Vertex dlstance = 3', semi latus rect_ P1 - 3', P2 = 3'.
NOTE D Field: 7 deg. Two tails clearly visible, broads. C_a (but not the tail} visible st naked eye. Coma 50' diam. Tail 5 deg.
length. (DLtration not indlcsted. Time of observation is ssnuwed to be end time. Ed.)
NOTE E Tail: 5 deg at PA 50. The tail is narrow but far from the coma, it grow. (sic]
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Conflg Ins EL f/ Ap EXpM Emulsion I$O Hyp C_ng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
26.074 870140 6006-O CL 0.135 1.9 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 230/S 1 Buchanan,W.T A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is E-122-30. Ed.) Comet Halley visible to naked eye.
































Date(UT ) A(_# ml _( Chart
27. 021 819234 4.9 B 113
27.069 819235 5.3 S 38
27. 094 819236 5.7 M 3B
27.096 819237 4.7 S 38
27.104 819238 6.2 B 113
27.115 819239 5.2 M 3B
27.118 819240 4.9 B 3B
27.125 819241 4.8 B 38
27.146 819242 5.5 B 113
27.165 819243 5.2 S 38
27.165 819244 5.1 S 38
27.172 519245 4.9 B 38
27.178 819246 5.6 B 38
27.198 819247 4.9 38
27.20 819248 4.3: B IEW BAA 60



















































27.2194 819252 4.1 14
27.2208 819253 4.3 20
27.229 819254 6 30
27.229 819255 5.3
27.2292 818256 20
27.2396 819257 4.3 22
27.367 519258 4.7 S TZRION 16
27.361 619259 4.9 S TIRI0_ 15
27.365 919260 4.2 S 38
27.382 819261
27.40 819262 4.9 S 38, 113
27.40 619263 12
27.41 819264 9.6 V SAO
27.417 819265
27.729 819266 4.8 S 38 16
27.753 819267 4.6 S 38 25
27.78 819268 5.3 H E 25
27.76 919269 5.2 B E 17
27.76 819270 5.2 B E
27.76 819271 5.0 B E 15
27.76 819272 5.2 B E 18
27.76 819273 5.0 V E
819274 5.1 V E 18
819275 5.0 y E 19
819276 5.1 B E
819277 5.1 B M 19
819278 5.0 B M 19
819279 5.1 B AAVSO 20
819280 4.5 M 38
819281 4.0 38 60
819282 5.1 M 38 18
819283 5.5 B M
819284 4.9 M AAVSO 7
819285 5°2 M CZ 15
819296 6.2 M CZ 15
819287 5.1 S 38 25
819288 6.1 M CZ 20
819289 4.9 B 38
819290 14
819291 4.9 S 113 14
819292 6.0 B 113 15
819293 4.7 B 3B
819294 4.6 N I13
819295 5.5 M 113
819296 I0
819297 6.1 $ 113
819298 4.9 B AAVSO 18
819299 5.1 B 113
819300 4.9 B AAVSO
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA site ObserTer(s)
0.040 B 8 5.1 Y
? 0.50 100 0.203 H 6 101 4.7 Y
2.0 100 0.050 B 10 5.2 Y
4 0.035 B 7 5.5 Y
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y
2.17 110 0.152 N 5 19 5.2 Y
3 3.0 110 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y
6 0.5 0.15 N 8 60 5.5 Y
6 0.050 B 7 4.0C Y
3 0.05 B 7 4.5C Y
4 0.05 B 10 4.5(: Y
1 0.05 B 7 4.1C Y
7 0.08 B 11 4.5 Y
4 3.5 EY y
EY
5 0.035 B 7
4 5 90 0. 050 B
5 90 EY
3 EY




6 11.30 105 0.05 B
3 0.050 B 15 3.6
3 0. 080 R 4.5 14 3.8
12 100 EY 6 Y
15 EY 6.0C Y
1 0.023 B 3 5.1
3 O. 050 B 7
0.317 N 5 86
22 EY 6.0 Y
5 2.25 107 0.13 R 4 21 5.5 Y












4 12 102 EY
4 3.00 100 EY
0 3.0 97 0.08 B
4 0.05 B










5 0.25 10 0.050 B
0.06 R
5 0.064 R 12 32 4.0 Y
4 0.070 B 16 4.1C Y
3 0.5 90 0.115 N 7.8 30 5.S Y
0.83 75 0.05 B 7 5.7C Y
5.4 0.04 B ?






i Smlth, A D
1 HaTs Jr,R.H





1 Got ski, L
7 Edlbezg, S. 3 G
GreeD,D.W.E N
Green,D. N.E H
I0 5.5C Y 13 Morzls,C.S
5.5C Y 13 MOEEIS,C.S
5.6 I0 Machholz,D
20 5.6 10 Machholz,D
10 3 MC Y 1 GroDek,J.D I
7 4.4C Y 2 Lupianez,B
6.0 Y 19 Cook,A.J J























5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
5.5 ¥ 1 Campos,3
II 5.6 Y I Fleet,R.W p
7 Namedov,v
54 4.0 Kosa-Kiss,A
10 4.5(: N I Repa_,P
25 I Silhan,J O
I0 4.0 Y 1 Zneelk,M R
12 1 SilhansJ 0
7 5 Y 2 PLradowski,M
15 2.0C y 1 Hurat,G.M
I0 2.0C Y I Hurst,G.M
7 5.0C N 1 Sciezor,T S
5.5 34 Shanklin,J.D T
7 5.7 Y 1 StOtt,D






NOTE A Magnitude estlu_te uucertainty +/-0.2 meg.
NOTE B Tall length and PA approximate.
NOTE C Seeing conditions very good.
NOTE D Newtonlan RFT.
NOTE E C_ dial_eter add tail length are rough estimations.
NOTE F C_ was slightly elliptical; long d_lension recorde_. NO tall seen.
NOTE G Tall length approximate.
NOTE H COla diameter approximate.
NOTE I WaD. gib. moon. Fair see. High thin clouds.
NOTE J Tail north bouudary 12.17 deg. st PA 93/ south boundary 13.03 at PA 107.
NOTE K Tail greatest length at PA i05; north boundary 5.05 deg. at PA 88, south boundary 10.40 deg. at PA 113.
NOTE L Tall length - "ansatz". [sic]
NOTE M Moon 18 days. Drifting clouds.
NOTE N Nucleus. Small nucleus - condensation not vez_ bright.
NOTE O PA 95 125. [sic]
NOTE P Gas tall at PA 97. Midpoint on dust tail: 8.5 deg. at PA 102. End point of dust tall: 12.7 deg. at PA 102. Type ZII [sic]
tall at PA II0.
NOTE O Limit arOUnd 2? Stars in Corvus invisible.
NOTE R cirrus.
NOTE S Thin fog above horizon.
NOTE T Cloud.
NOTE U Haze, low. ADtonladl III.
NOTE V comet visible at first sight. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Fwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
27.149 831175 0.5 0.13 SC i0 32,120 20 6.5 1 Hays Jr,R.H A
27.198 831176 0.53 0.41 N 5 64 90 5 1 LeVy,D.H B
27.241 831177 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.0 19 Cook,A.J C
27.417 831178 6.0 Tho_pson,G D





DATE:27APR 1986 DATE: 27 APE 1986
NOTE A Dim fan or Jet at PA 225. This was my first view Of Halley since r_ Texas trip. C_et in general is Dote diffuse than it
was in March. Tall more faD-shaped; apparently the gas tall is gone a_d only the dust one is left. C_et seems to be a
quieteE object than it was in Mamch. 'Nucleus' is _ite prominent and looked to be slightly sunwa_ Of center of c_a.
NOTE B Scale is approximate.
NOTE C some high cloud interference.
NOTE D Naked eye observatlon. (Duration not indicated. Time Of obserTatlon is nsstnmed to be an approximate start tiz_. Ed. )
NOTE E Gas tall at PA 97. Dust tail end point at PA 102. T_ III [sic] at PA 110. (Duration not iodicated. Time of observatlon is
aasulmd to be start time. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AO_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E1ulalon ISO Bhlp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
27.070 851922 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 0.50 Kodak 2415 Y X 264/P 1 Sabia,J.D A
27.087 851923 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.8 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N M 2/P 1 Laroche,Y
27.142 $51924 0.050 4 39.6 x27.0 0.67 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N X 016/P CastiDeiras,R.S.J B
27.224 851925 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 18/P 1 Yen,B C
27.381 851926 0.055 2.8 36.2 x24.6 20.83 Kodak 2415 Y O 79/S 8 Garradd,G D
27.394 851927 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 10.00 KOdak 2415 Y O 80/S 8 Garra_,G E
27.843 851928 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 5.00 Fotopau HL 400/27 N 0 9/P 1 Slusarcnyk,J
NOTE A
NOTE B Moonlihts. [sic] Clty lights.
NOTE C (Observer's image identifier is 12. Ed.) Ins_nt is Sch_idt camera.
NOTE D Film excessively hypezed (65-70 deg. C), Causing severe fogging.
NOTE E FiIm was excessively hyperod (70 deg. C), causing severe fogging.
SUB-NETWORK : SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AO_# Conflg Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM Elulsion ISO
27.083 870141 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 30.00 Kodak 2415
27.101 870142 600G-O CL 0.115 1.9 20.00 Kodak 2415
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is E-122-35. Ed.)
NOTE B C_t Halley visible to naked eye.
NOTE C (Observer's image Identlfler is E-122-36. Ed.)
Layer of hazy clouds is evident iD photograph. Photograph lade by J. Kamlchltis aod J.D. Sabia.
Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
Y C 235/4 3 Buchanan,W.T AB
Y C 236/4 3 Buchanan,W.T BC
DATE:28APR1986 DATE:28 APE 1986
b_T_RK: A_LKTEUR OELSEI_VATION
SUB-NETWORK: _$UAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(k_4 11 _M Chart coma size IX_ Tall PA Ap Ius f/ l>wz L 4m DA Site ObR4LTYeJ_ ( a )
28.002 819301 4.3 M 39, 113 I0 3 0.05 B 7 3.1 Y 2 _HeYOU_g,J.A
28.05 819302 4.6 $ 38 45 7 2 70 0.203 N 7 54 5.0 Y 1 E_Lrriegtoe,P
28.056 819303 5.2 S 38 0.035 B 7 4.8 Y 4 E_KIak,D.M
28.056 819304 5.1 B 113 0.05 B 7 5.3CM y 2 MartIDez,C
28.059 819305 4.9 B 113 0.05 B 7 5.3CM Y 2 Maxtleez,c
28.06 819306 4.5 B 38 12 5 4.3 I00 0.050 B l0 6 Y 1 Boztle,J.E
28.06 819307 4.1 S 3B 30 3 ET 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
28.06 819308 4.0 S 3B 20 4 0.050 R 3 6 6 Y 1 _k)rtle,g.E B
28.066 819309 4.8 E 3B 6.3 4 0.127 $C I0 50 2.6 Y 1 Eot_scm,3 C
28.076 819310 4.0 S 38 4.4 5 0.08 R 11 39 4.1C N 1 Graves,D D
25.095 819311 5.i S 38 17 II 5 0.05 B i0 5 C Y 3 Kouse,R.R E
28.095 819312 5.1 $ 38 6 0.05 B 7 5 C Y 3 House,E.E
28.112 819313 4.9 $ 38 17 0.37 95 0.035 B 7 5.5 Y 3 Mozrisos,w
28.139 819314 4.9 M 3B 18.4 7 6.0 104 0.05 B 12 6.4 Y 1 Kmlght, S
28.139 819315 4.6 B 38 2.0 EY 6.4 Y 1 Knlght, S
28.139 819316 9.9 v ETA 0.152 N 6 i01 6.4 Y 1 Kmlght,$ F
28.144 819317 3.9 B 113 3 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L G
28.146 819316 5.2 B 38 0.05 B 7 4.5C Y 2 l_u_ianez,B
28.18 819315 4.9 M 3B 2 90 0.05 B 10 5.5<: Y 31 Eale,A E
28.28 819320 4.9 B 3B EY 5.5C Y 31 Eale,A E
28.2014 819321 4.3 M 38 20 6 38.43 103 EY 6.4 Y 20 CoOk,A.J I
28.21 819322 4.9: 3B 12 EY Y 7 E_erg,$.J 3
28.21 819323 5.3 B 113 16 7 0.080 B 20 Y Kroak,G
28.22 819324 B 113 10.2 8 0.62 96 0.154 N 8.0 68 Y Lronk,G
28.22 819325 4.3 M 38 16 4 13 95 0.050 B 10 6.0 Y 16 M_)rrla,C.$ K
28.2278 819326 4.6 S _ 9 B 0.63 103 0.256 N 3.8 32 5.8 I M_Chholz,D
28.2292 819327 4.3 DCS 12 6 0.60 103 EY 5.8 1 M_ch_Iz,D
28.23 819328 3.8 M 3B 5 85 EY 6.0 Y 13 Kees,R L
28.2327 819325 4.6 $ DC$ 11 7 1.01 103 0.080 B 20 5.8 1 Machbolz,D
28.2333 819330 4.3 M 38 26 20.87 0.05 B 7 6.4 Y 20 CoOk,A.3 M
28.24 819331 4.3 38 11 73 EY 6.0 Y 16 Morris,C.S K
28.292 819332 5.5 S 3B 34 4 0.05 B 10 4 C Y 1 Gronek,J.D N
28.343 819333 5.1: S TIRION 15 2 0.050 B 15 2.5 Witte,E O
28.406 819334 4.8 B 38 4 2 I00 0.05 B I0 Y I Tregaskis,T.B p
28.406 819335 38 9 5 1.17 i00 0.i0 N 6 24 Y 1 Tregsskls,T.B Q
28.406 819336 38 1 EY 5.5 Y I Tregs&kie,T.B R
28.41 819337 4.0 A 14 EY 6.2 Y I LoveJoy,T S
28.448 819338 5.1 B 3B 15 3 0.05 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Hayaehi,H
28.473 819339 5.0 M 113 27 6 0.030 B 8 4.0C Y 1 KatO,T
28.479 819340 5.0 B 3B 0.035 B 7 N 1 Okada,M
28.505 819341 4.5 S 38 15 4 1 90 0.07 B l0 3.0 Y I Kobaysshi,J
28.51 819342 5.0 S 38 12 6 0.07 B I0 4.0 Y I YaIR1ki,M
28.542 819343 5.2 B 38 0.07 B I0 4.9 Y I Dste,M
28.61 819344 3.8 B EY 5.5 Y Peazce,A
28.718 819345 5.0 B I13 30 2 5 200 0.065 B 20 4.3 Y 1 McBa/-,3 T
28.76 819346 5.3 B M 8 2 0.7 263 0.11 N 30 Tuxchenko,Yu
28.768 819347 5.4 M 38 0.035 B 9 6.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
28.778 819348 9.4 6 5.0 100 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 Be_ie,M.J.R U
28.78 819349 5.4 B E 24 0.11 B 20 KZT1ov,A
28.78 819350 5.2 B E 18 0.08 B 8 Kaslrln,I
28.78 819351 4.9 B E 21 EY Kurtsov,S
28.78 619352 5.0 B E 22 0.08 B 8 Oskin,E
28.78 815353 5.2 E E 0.08 E Belyaev,D
28.78 819354 5.0 B E 20 EY Maksimov,S
28.78 815355 5.2 B E 18 0.08 R Misuhin,A
28.78 819356 5.1 B E 21 EY Tstarnikov,A
28.78 819357 5.1 B E 20 EY Pillmomchev,S
28.78 819358 5.2 V E EY Ivsnov,V
28.78 819359 4.9 B M 25 0.08 B $ MsyliIov, P
28.78 819360 5.1 V M 20 EY B_otkln,A
_J.78 819361 4.8 B AAVSO 25 0.08 B 8 GOIU_v,V
28.79 619362 4.3 B E 20 5 1.5 98 0.05 B 7 MOZ_II,V
28.802 819363 4.8 S 38 20 5 2.50 105 0.08 B 30 5.2 Y 1 Ca_n,J
28.807 619364 6.0 $ 112 0.05 B 7 Y 1 Dzluza,N V
28.61 819365 5.3 B M i0 4 0.05 B 7 Kol_eyets,S
28.813 819366 4.3 38 60 4 0.5 I00 ET 5.2 Y 1 C_S,J
28.823 819367 4.9 M 38 25 6 1.5 100 0.05 B 12 5.5 Y 1 TaDti,T W
28.833 819368 4.9 M 113 20 5 50 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.1 N 1 Ventuza,F X
28.840 819369 5.6 B I13 14 4 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.0 Y 1 _ra,D
28.85 819370 5.4 B M i0 4 0.07 N 8 33 Panbko,D
28.854 819371 6.0 B 5 0.080 R 6.2 50 4.0 Y 1 Pfltzner,E
28.854 819372 5.0 M 38 21 6 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 3 Tanti,T y
28.868 819373 6.3 M CZ 5 0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,3 Z
28.87 819374 5.3 B 113 15 4 0.050 B i0 5.5 Y I Wazd,A
28.88 819375 4.3 B 3B _ 5.5 35 Shanklln,J.D a
28.882 819376 4.9 B AAVSO 18 3 0.5 50 0.115 N 7.8 30 5.9 Y 3 A/ves,A.A
28.862 819377 5.4 B 38 4 0.090 N 7 26 3.0 Y 1 Vobla,F
28.910 819378 5.4 S 113 21 5 0.15 40 0.070 B 16 4.5C y 1 Taylor,M.D b
28.972 619379 5.5 B 113,112 0.05 B 7 5.5C Y 1 Martlnez,C
28.979 815380 5.7 B 113,112 0.05 R 8 7 5.5C y 1 Martlnez,C
28.98 819381 4.8 B AAVSO 5 0.04 B 7 Klselev,N
NOTE A Also used 7x50.
Notes
A
NOTE B With 32 cm Netrtonlan using 68x: circ_ar coma with diffuse _u_aries showing relatively little co_ensatioa toward the
center. However, at its heart is an essestlally stellax oucleus of blue-white color, surrounded by a very small, dense haze
of bright material. Nucleus and condensation no more than 5" in diameter using 170x.
NOTE C Haze. Nucleus fuzzy with brighter center.
NOTE D Urban llghts_ nuclear pin point with averted vision.
NOTE E Naked eye with averted vlsiom only.
NOTE F Stellar condensation magnitude. Chart 112 also used.
NOTE G Moonlight.
NOTE H Sc_ae interference from local light pollutlom (street lights}. Also possibility of some very thin cirrus in sky. Magnitude
estimate is probably trustworthy but tall length estimate app_ears much too small in light of other observers' estimates at
the s_ume time (plus my ow_ subsequent estimates).
NOTE I Tall greatest length at PA 103; north boundary 37.50 at PA 97, south boundary 36.57 deg. at PA 109.
NO_IE 3 Tail lemgth is lower limit.
NOTE K Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.
NC_IE L Observation from Tahiti.
N_IE M Tail north boundary at PA 92, south bou_ary at PA 108.
NOTE N Beg. lesser light pol. Good see.
NOTE O Very difficult. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.}














DATE: 28 APR 1986
N. f. a 6 mag. star. Broken cloud. (Observer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed. )
Broke= cloud. (Observer gave lIJait as approximately II. 5. Ed. )
Broken clo ,vq .
Nake_ elre tail length. COla dial_.bt4LE tJ_Tough 15x80 bin_tlars: 20'.
(PA value appears to _ incorrect. Ed. )
A_titall in PA 280. Tail measurement refers to dust tail only.
Clouds, fog.
Seeing good, transparency goc_/excellent. Clouds.
PA _tDcertaln. The c_a is large, round aM bluish gray in colour.
Seeing good, transparency good/excellent.
Limit aEou_ 2? Stars in Cozln_s invisible. Thick mist.
Brief gap in cloud.



























Ap Ins f/ Pvr(s) DU--_M L_ Slte Observer(s) Notes
831180 0.33 0.204 N 8 58,271 40 4.5 1 Roblnson,P.C A
831181 0.080 B 20 15 5 Arpin,p B
831182 0.41 N 84 30 6.5 1 Le_,D.H
831183 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.4 20 COOk,A.J
Hood at PA 270; dust tall at PA 125; d_tst tall at PA 315. The "hood" was a mall (1.3') area Just west of stellar central
co_enaation which had a tziae_lar or parabolic shape opening west. The apparent Jet at PA 320 is a flaw iD the
dLrawlng - not obsel_rud. The ccmla was broade_ southwest than _ortheastby 3 to i. 6.6' vs. 2.3'. City lights i_terferredwlth
the observation.
Tail very faint. _st a_n b_ averted vision.
f/ Ap FOr Ex_ EmJlslon ISO Hyp G_g Id/T!r P Site Observer(s) Notes
4 10.3 X 6.9 i0.00 Eodak 2415 Y M 3/P 1 Laroche,Y
5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 15.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 24/P I Webb,R A
4 10.3 x 6.9 15.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 25/P 1 Nebb,R B
1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I9/P 3 Yen,B C
1.8 39.6 _.27.0 10.00 Agfaeb_o_e I000/ N S 25_ 20 Co_k,A.J D
2.8 11.4 x 7.6 19.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 81/S 2 Garra_k_,G E
2.0 36.2 X_4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 82/S 2 Garra_k_,G F
4 6.9 X 4.6 7.00 Fotopan KL 400/27 N O 10/_ 1 Slusarczyk,3
7 0.17 1.7 X 1.1 30.00 Kodak IIa-F N M 12/_P 1 Ridley,N.B G
Guldlng/error. [sic] Film pushe_ to _SA 1000. Standard 3 mln.-3 min. processing.
Fi]_ 1_shed to A_A I000. Sta_al_ 3 Bin.-3 Bin. processieg.
(Obee--_eE's _lage i_entlflez is 18. Ed.) Instrument is Sch_idt camera.
Thin picture _y help s_pozt OIa_BS mde by vis_l obse_vexa of a tail length of 20 de_. or _eater On that date.
Fi]J wan exceeslvely h_q>eEe_ (70 de_. C), causing severe fogging.
Fi_J excessively b!r_e_ (65-70 deg. C), eau_leg severe fo_ging. Lens aperture stopped doom from f/1.2 to f/2.0.
(Ob_'s image identiZier is pre_ude_ b_ prefix ZB. Ed.] Instrument t_ses photographic plates.

























































































































































ILl _ Chart C_a aize DC Tall PA
B IHW BAA
B IHW BAA 20



















M 38 17 5
M 3B 15 5
20
M 3B 10
S TIRION 17 3





















819429 7 : 5
819430 4.5 B 30
819431 4.4 M 3B, 113 16.0
819432 4.0 S 113 9
819433 5.0 B 113 15
819434 3.8 B 113
815435 3.9 S 113
819436 4.3 S 113 16
819437 8
819438 5.4 B M
819439 5.7 B M I0
819440 5.5 B E 22
819441 5.4 B E
819442 5.4 V E 23
819443 5.3 B E 23
819444 5.4 B E
819445 5.2 B E
819446 5.0 B E 20
819447 5.4 B E 17
819448 5.2 B E
819449 5.2 B E
819450 5.3 V E
819451 5.3 B E 18
819452 5.2 v E 20
819453 5.2 B AAVSO 20
815454 5.6 B M 12
819455 4.4 B E 20
819456 5.4 M 3B
819457 ii.i
819458 4.9 M I13 30
819459 5.2 M 3B 17
819460 4.4 M 3B
819461 5.1 B E 6
819462 5.2 B E 6
819463 5.3 B E 7
819464 5.4 S 3B 17
819465 6.0 S 112
819466 6.0 M CZ
819467 5.0 M 112 15
819468 5.9 B 113 16
819469 5.0 B 3B
819470 5.2 113 15
819471 5.2 M CZ
819472 5.0 B AAV50
819473 5.0 3B
819474 5.8 M CZ
819475 4.9 M CZ
819476 4.7 S 3B
819477 5.0 S 112
819478
819479 3.9 B 3B
819480 4.5 S 3B
819481 6.0 B DCS 12
819482 4.7 M 3B
Ap ID$
EY
5 3.5 0.035 B




3 6.0 100 0.050 B
0.050 B
0.317 N
4 1.2 100 0.025 B
2.33 100 0.050 B
3 1.5 137 0.05 B
3 97 0.05 B
1.50 I00 0.152 N 5
9 0.08 B
2 0.05 B
5 0.37 270 0.050 B
4 0.050 B
5 0.58 270 0.050 R 12















4 2 50 0.07 B
3 0.050 B
6 0.030 B
6 1 0.12 B
6 100 0.10 N
0.07 B





4 2 100 0.08 B
6 0.5 90 0.08 B
5 0.15 N
7 0.05 B
6 5 130 0.080 B
6 2.0 0.080 B
5 3 0.070 B
EY
0.03 R



















5 3 i00 0.05 B
0.035 B
5 6.0 100 0.30 N
6 0.05 B
5 6.1 I07 0.08 B
3 0.6 102 EY
1 0.i 190 0.05 B
1 0.I 190 0.07 N









1 115 0.11 B
0.030 B
25 4 0.05 B
20 0.05 B
18,0 II.0 5 0.10 86 0.050 B
17 5 0.05 B




5 0.17 i0 0.050 B
DATE: 29 APR 1986




20 5.5 Y _Ith,D
i0 6 Y 1 BoEtle,J.E
6 Y 1 Bottle, J.E
7 6 Y 1 Boztle, J.E
I0 6 Y 1 Bortle,J. E
6 55 6 Y 1 Boztle,J. E
7 6.0 Y 3 Morzlson,W
i0 5.4 Y 1 Salth,A
10 5.2 Y 1 HarZla,L.A
20 5.0 Y 1 da $ilva,L.A.L
29 5.4 Y 1 _Ith,A
II 5.2 Y 6 Gozski,L
7 3.9 1 La_ret,R
7 4.5C Y 1 WIII,M
20 8.4 Y 1 Carello,s
24 4.5C Y 1 WIII,M
166 5 Y 1 Ke_ble,L.J
6.0 Y 16 MoEEis,C.S
10 6.0 Y 16 MOEEIS,C.S
20 6.0 Y 16 Morrls,¢.S
6.3 Y 3 Cook,A.3





6.1 Y 1 Seazgent,D
I0 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
5.5 Y 1 Tzegaskls,T.B
6.3 Y 1 LoveJoy,T
6.0 Y 2 Garradd,G
i0 2.5 Y 1 Kobayaahi,J
20 6.2 Y 1 C,atZIIIon,M.E
8 4.5C Y 1 KatO,T
20 5.8 Y 1 WashI,S
24 1 Tregaskls,T.B
I0 4.1 Y 1 Date,M
7 4.0 Y 1 HaTaahi,H
7 3.0 N 1 ganai,K
7 Y 2 Okada,M
10 4.0 Y 1 Yaauki,M
I0 4.5 Y 1 Ha_ashi,A
II 6 Y 4 Mitsu_a,$
20 5.0C Y 1 Oka,A
6 23 3 Y 7 TaDikawa,M
I0 5.0 Y 1 Uda,g
II 5 Y 2 Waten_,N
20 Y 1 Batza,K
10 5.5 Y 1 Nakemuxa,y
6.I Y Clark,M.L
6 6.1 Y Clark,M.L




















9 6.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 B_bie,M.J.R
12 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
ii 5.2 Y 2 Fleet,R.w




i0 4.0 Y 1 Zmasik,M
7 Y 1 Dzlura,W
6 12 1 SilhaD,J
5.5 18 5.2 N I Ventttra,F
15,2 28 4.0 Y 1 Gora,D
7 5 Y 2 Paradowski,M
10 5 Y i ward,A
12 3.0 Y 3 Rapa_,P
20 CherDis,K
8 4.0 Y 2 Kieltyka,G
7 I Silhan,J
7 I Kucera,P
i0 4.5 Y 3 Abbott,J
i0 3.2 Y 1 Euzst,G.M
15 3.2 Y i Hurst,G.M
6.0 36 Shamklim,J.D
7 6.0 36 SbaDklim,J.D
15 5 C N 1 KeI_I,P.C





















































APR 1986 DATE: 29 APR 1986
AON| ml _ Chart Cama size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
019483 5.1 S 3B, 112 12 2 0.4 00 0.050 B I0 5.3 N 2 Rogers, J. H f
019484 5.1 B 113 3 2.33 0.050 B 20 6.4 Y 1 Lo4rera, A
Coma diameter and tall length approximate.
circular, only slightly condensed cola contalnln9 a sharp, tight, very small comdensation which appears almost stellar at
times. Condensation well udder 60 = in diameter.
Beautiful sight.
With this lag_itode 5.0, Halley ceased to Be visible in my locallty. The might was clear, without m_on.
MooDllght.
Seeing go_.
(PA value lay have been incorrectly deterRined. Ed. )
comet about 19 deg. elevation at my latitude; found with coordlsates in bright twilight at about 0350 UT; then _rlth
binoculars in late twilight; observed for q_ite acme time; eTen gli_sed with averted vision, naked eTe about 0530 UT; tall
followed out to _st 3 deg. with blmocs, aM then by s_emeplng with telescope, coma diameter 7-8 '.
Multiple tails define the shape Of the fan tail.
Tail north boundary 30 deg. at PA 100, south bov_u_ 16 deg. at PA 106.
Observation free Tahiti.
Hazy, vex_ difficult. (TzanslatG_1 by IKW stalE. F_. }
Tall PA 85-104.
Nucle%LS. $,all nucleus &lirzoumded by bright condensation.
Tall length approximate.
Clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed. ]
PA approximate.
Naked eye tall length; lower limit.
(obserTer indicated ,yu _thod. Ed. )
Hard to define tail; faint add broad.
Chart 112 also used.
Moonllght. (Obse_--wez gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
PA Of tall is 107-98.
Antltall in PA 270. Tall ,easureleDt refers to dust tall oely.
Seeing good, transparency excellent/good. Clouds.
Midpoint oD tail: 2.9 deg. at PA 106. End point of tail: 6.1 deg. at PA 107.
Mist.
coiparison stars (4.1, 5.1), (4.5, 5.2). The ccma's long axis was oriented along PA 109-289. The northern "tail-lobe" was
0.10 deg. 1OD9 at PA $6. The southern "tail-lobe" wee 0.03 deg. long st PA 152.
0.42 deg. tall is broad 5' width tail. 0.20 deg. tail len_ is approximate; tall suspected only.
Cloud.
Tall 10 degrees wide.
Cclsa slightly Pear-shaped; no nucleus. Tall suspected; length add PA approximate.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0. 050 B 7 20 4.5 1 Will,M A
0.050 R 12 24 26 4.5 1 WIII,M B
0.15 N 6 23 14 3 7 Tanlkawa,M
0.00 B 11 5.2 2 Fleet,R.W C
0.30 N 0.5 102,212 22 6.4 1 Begble,M. J. R D
0.125 N 5.8 24, 28, 40 i0 3.5 1 RiccaboDe,G E
The cows Of the comet has three concentric zones Of brightness. Zone 3 see_s to parallel s_ of the tall in magnitude and
nebulosity. Zone 2 is brighter add Rote intense in visual textuxe. Zone I is best described as a sudden peak in the
brighthess of the coma at its center and cannot be accurately measured in angular size. The tail is of a conical shape
overall. HowQver, a brighter "strip-llke" patch appears in the center region of the tall and extends the entire length of
the tail of c_aet Balley. Inner coua 6.58'; outer o_ 15.00'; tall 22.30' at PA 270. Dark adapted.
The tail appeared to be come shaped and s_trIc in its overall shape. Note the slight curvature along the outer boundary
of the cone shaped tail. A dark lane, (actually white in the drawing) labeled no. 1, ru_s the length of the tall and is
slightly visible to the eye Just displaced from _ center region of the tail, in the tail's northern half. Two other dark
lanes are present in the northern sector. Labeled no. 2 add no. 3 they w_re not nearly as visible as no. 1. Two stars were
observed in the tail add the one near the vertex or end Of the tall was the brighter. Co_a dlametez 10.91'; inner coma
diameter 3.60'; tail lemgth 34.91' at PA 270. Dark lanes i, 2, & 3 also at PA 270. Dark adapted.
Tail emd point at PA 107. Suspected tail at PA 95. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assune_ to be start
time. Ed. )
A_ti-tail centered on PA 200. Extended fan centered on PA 330. Vertex dlstanoe 5.5 arc _iD.; semi latus re_tc_ms Pl - 6.9 arc
rain., P2 - 6.4 arc rain. Antitall - 11 arc ,in. fZ_X_ central condensation. [sic] A_ aDtitail, with a faint spike near its
centre was observed. A second, possibly as_oclated feat%rYe, a fan-like extension to the c_a was also seen but was less
pr_iment.
Intense city lights interfered with the observation. Magnifications of 60 add 80 also used. TWO drawings included.
SUB-NETWORK: PBOTOGRAP_
Date(uT) AON# FL f/
29.024 851930 0.135 2.8
29.077 051939 0.225 1.7
29.111 051940 0.305 1.5
29.131 851941 0.210 4
29.178 851942 0.305 1.5
29.197 851943 0.500 3.6
29.197 851944 0.200 4
29.204 851945 0.500 3.6
29.204 851946 0.200 4
29.207 051947 0.500 3.6
29.207 851948 0.200 4
29.217 051949 0.500 8
29.219 851950 0.200 4
29.219 051951 0.500 3.6
29.219 851952 0.050 2.8
29.223 851953 0.200 4
29.223 851954 0.500 3.6
29.223 851955 0.050 2.8
29.224 851956 0.500 8
29.225 851957 2.306 5
29.228 851958 0.200 4
29.228 051959 0.500 3.6
29.228 851960 0.050 2.8
29.232 851961 0.200 4
29.232 851962 0.500 3.6
29.232 851963 0.050 2.8
29.241 851964 0.050 2.8
29.241 851965 0.500 3.6
29.241 851966 0.300 1.5
29.242 851967 0.050 2.8
29.243 851968 0.050 2.8
Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion leo Hyp Gdmg Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
15.2 x10.2 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y C 601/S 2 Buchanan,W.T
0.140 9.I x 6.1 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 Dilslzlan,R
0.203 6.8 x 4.5 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y X 265/P 1 Sabla,J .D
9.8 x 6.5 10.00 Polaroid 612 N X 4/P 2 CarragsD,W
0.203 6.8 x 4.5 5.00 KOdak 2415 Y X 266/P 1 Sabla,J.D
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 3M i000 I000/ N O 2/N 7 E_berg,$.J
10.3 X 6.9 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 15/C 7 Edberg,S.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M i000 i000/ N 0 3/N 7 Edberg,s.J
10.3 x 6.9 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 16/C 7 Eclberg,S.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N 0 4/N 7 Edberg,S.J
I0.3 x 6.9 1.00 KOdak Tzi-X 400/ N O 17/C 7 EcUmerg, S.J
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 KOdak Tri-x 400/27 N X 034/P 1 Bro,M
10.3 x 6.9 4.50 3M 1000 I000/ N O 5/N 7 Edberg,S.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 4.50 Ektachrc_e 400/ N O 3/N 7 Edberg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 4.50 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N O 10/C 7 Edberg,S.J
10.3 x 6.9 5.00 3M 1000 i000/ N 0 6/N 7 Edberg,S.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Ektaehrome 400/ N O 4/N 7 Edbexg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 5.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N o ig/c 7 Edberg,S.J
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N X 035/P 1 Bro,M
0.45 0.9 X 0.6 18.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 27/P 1 Webb,R
10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 3M I000 I000/ N O 7/N 7 Edberg,S.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Ektaohro_e 400/ N O 5/N 7 Edberg,s.J
39.6 X27.0 10.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 20/C 7 EcU0erg,S.J
10.3 x 6.9 1.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 8/N 7 Ecibexg,$.J
0.140 4.1 x 2.7 1.00 Ektachro_e 400/ N 0 6/N 7 EcEberg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 21/C ? Edberg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 9/q_ 7 Ec[berg,S.J
0.140 4.1 X 2.7 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 22/C 7 Edberg,s.J
0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 20/P 3 YeD,B
39.6 x27.0 1.00 3M 1000 i000/ N O 10/N 7 Edberg,S.J






DATE: 29 APR 1986
Vate(UT) AO_# FL f/ Ap For ExpM _sion ISO Byp Grin 9 Id/_ Site ObservmrCs)
29.244 851969 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak _3ci-X 400/ N O 23/C 7 F_lbe_g,S.J
29.249 851970 0.080 4 25.4 x17.1 5.00 KOdak _c£-% 400/27 N X 033/P 1 _O,M
29.252 851971 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 10.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 12/N 7 F._oerg,S.J
29.252 851972 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 KOdak q_i-X 400/ N O 24/C 7 F_q/_rgtS.J
29.259 851973 0.050 2.8 39.6 x27.0 5.00 3M 1000 1000/ N O 13/N 7 E(lberg,S.J
29.259 851974 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak _ci-X 400/ N O 25/C 7 F_U0_rg,S.J
29.447 851975 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 20.00 Ektscl_c.400 N X 29/S 1 _cegaskis,T.B
29.458 851976 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 10.00 Ektac_.400 N X 30/S 1 T_egaskis,T.B
29.464 851977 0.085 2.4 23.9 x16.1 27.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 83/s 2 GazT6dkleG
29.464 851978 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 5.00 E_tsob%.400 N X 31/S 1 TTegaskis,T.B
29.469 851979 0.055 1.2 36.2 x24.6 2.00 FJ_tacl_r.400 N X 32/S 1 _egsskis,T.B
29.473 851980 0.055 2.8 36.2 x24.6 8.00 _c_cbx.400 N X 33/S 1 _egs_kis,T.S
29.479 851981 0.055 4 36.2 x24.$ 8.00 Ekt_obz.400 N x 34/$ 1 _e_sskts,T.B
29.484 851982 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.5 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 84/s 2 Garzadkl,G













PhotogEaph made by J. Kaulchitis _ J.D. $abls.
Lens has z_ zsnge of 70 to 210 _. ri_ ISO 20000. Photo_aph Jade by Julle an William cazraga_.
Wi_. Film _he_ to ASA 1000. Stan_ 3 Rin.-3 mi_. pzocessing.
(Ob_4_er*s large Idemtlfler is 24. Ed.) Instr_eRt is $c_idt c_exa.
Start t_J_e and expos_ze du_atlon u_ce_taln.
5oom lens 80-210 _ f/3.8-4 use_ at 80 m f/4.
start tiBe and ex_sure duzatloD u_ce_tn_n.
Push processed to 800 ASA.
Lens aperture stopped dow_ from f/2.0 to f/2.4. Film excesslvely hypered, causing seveze fo_iDg.
Lens apezture stopped dowu fr_ f/l.2 to f/2.8. Push processed to 800 ASA.
Le=s aperture stoppe_ dow_ fr_ f/l.2 to Z/4. Push processed to 800 ASA.
Film was excessively b!rpered (70 deg. C), causing severe fo_gln 9 .




SUB-NETWORK : V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# all _0( Chazt COla size DC Tall PA
30.05 819485 4.4: B IBW
30.05 819486 4.1 S IBW BAA 36 3
30.052 819487 5.0 B ll3 9
30. 059 819488 5.2 S 3B
DATE: 30 APR 1986
Ap Ins f/ _ L Im DA Site Observer(s)
EY Green,D.W.E
0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
0.040 B 8 5.3 Y 1 Levsi,R




M I13,112 10 4 0.6 93 0.05 B
B 3B 0.05 B
B i12 4.5 1 0.7 125 0.06 R 12
B 112 6 110 0.05 B
M 112 2.00 90 0.050 B
B 112 0.080 B
B 3B 7 0.08 B
B AAVSO 18 3 0.040 B
B 3B 8.3 1 0.05 B
$ 112 8 4 0.05 B
B 113,112 18.0 5 0.050 B
B 112 12 4 0.080 B
B 112 6.6 6 102 0.335 N
B 3B 1 0.03 B
S 3B 6.0 4 0.080 B
M 3B 21 4 18 85 0.050 B






















30.226 019506 5.7 1
30.23 819507 4.6 3 30
30.31 819508 4.6 25
30.31 819509 4.7
30.340 819510 5.4: S TIRIO_ 14 3
30.35 819511 4.6 S 113 30 3
30.35 819512 20 5 3
30.35 819513 7 8
30.403 819514 4.5 3B 18
30.455 819515 5.0: B 3B 20 4 4
30.458 819516 4.6 S 3B 5
30.465 819517 5.2 S 3B 3.8 3
30.472 819518 4.7 S 113 14.4 5
30.476 819519 5.5 B 113 14.4 5
30.48 819520 5.4 S 112 3
30.486 819521 4.9 M I12,113 13 4 0.50
30.486 819522
30.49 819523 4.8 S AAVSO 12 4
30.50 819524 4.7 S AAVSO 15 5
30.712 819525 5.5 B 112 20 1 3
30.78 819526 4.8: B AAVSO
30.78 819527 5.8 B E 6
30.78 819528 5.5 B E
30.78 819529 5.5 B E 17
30.78 819530 5.5 B E 5
30.78 819531 5.3 B AAVSO 20
30.78 819532 5.6 V E 20
30.79 819533 5.9 B M I0
30.79 819534 4.7 B E 15
30.792 819535 5.5 M 113
30.80 819536 5.3 113 15
30.807 919537 8.3
30.823 819538 6.5 M 3B, 113 45 3
30.837 819539 5.6 S 3B 17 4
30.843 819940 112 14 1
30.847 819541 5.4 113
30.849 819542 5.0 S 112 5
30.851 819543 5.3 M 113
30.854 819544 5.7 B 112 11 4
30.854 819545 10 5
30.854 819546 6.0 B 15 3
30.854 819547 5.8 M CZ 10 4
30.86 819548 5.2 B AAVSO 20 5 1
30.861 819549 4.4 M 112 38 7
30.87 819550 5.5 B DCS 13 25 3
30.87 819551 6.2 B DCS 12 3
30.875 819552 5.2 M CZ 3
30.88 819553 6.0 B 3B 5
30.88 819554 6.2 S DCS 13 2
30.88 819555 4.8 S 112 20 6 0.5
30.90 819556 3.9 S 3B 18 6 1.5
30.90 819557 4.2 B 3B 18 6 1.5
30.906 819558 5.7 B SAO,1HW 7.2 3
30.907 819559 4.8: S 112 6 4
30.920 819560 4.9 S 113 12 3
30.927 819561 5.0 S 113 4
30.931 819562 4.8 M 3B 12 5
30.938 819563 5.3 B AAVSO 12 2
30.993 819564 5.6 B 112 2
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
7 3.1 Y 1 DeYoumg,J.A
7 4.SC y 2 Lupianez,B
56 5.5 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
20 5.0 T 1 da SIIva,L.A.L
I0 5.2 Y 1 Smith,A
20 4.8 Y Smlth,D
11 5.4 Y 6 Gorski,L
I0 5.2 Y 1 Alves,A.A
7 4.1C ¥ 1 Dodd,W.J
7 5 C Y 3 Bouse,R.R
7 4.5C Y 1 Will,M
20 Y Kronk,G
4.5 56 Y KEonk,G
8 3.1CM Y 2 Gizaudi,J.D
II 5.0 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
I0 6.0 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
20 5.4 3 Mschholz,D
0.03 B 8 3.1CM Y 2 Girsu_i,J.D
95 EY 6.0 Y 16 Morris,C.S
95 EY 6 Y 19 Hsle,A
0.05 B i0 6 Y 19 Eale,A
0.050 B 15 2.5 Nitte,F
0.023 B 3 3ones,A
0.050 B 7 5.9 3ones,A
0.317 N 5 86 3onas,A
EY 6.0 Y 2 Garradd,G
0.035 B 7 5.5 Y 7 Goaez,A
100 EY 6.1 Y 1 Seargent,D
0.12 N 6 36 2.0C Y 1 Kishi,A
0.05 B 7 4.0 N 1 Kanai,K
0.05 B 7 4.0 N 1 KnasI,K
0.065 H 7.7 16 3.0 N 1 M_Se,M
0.08 B 11 4.5 Y 1 Mitsuma,S
0.16 N 6.3 31 4.5 Y 1 MiTJ_s,S
0.07 B 10 4.5 Y 1 Hayashi,A
0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5 Y 1 Bayash_,A
200 0.065 B 20 5.5 Y 1 McBaln,J
0.08 B Ch_v,K
0.04 B 12 Hudemko,S
0.08 B Belynev,D
0.08 B Mist_bln,A
0.08 B 8 IVS_ov,V
0.08 B 8 Gol_ev,V
EY Bukotkln,A
0.05 B 7 Konstaatinov,S
5 1.5 ii0 0.05 H 7 Mozmil,V
0.035 B 9 6.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
4 0.050 B I0 5 Y 1 Nazd,A
5 5.0 92 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
0.067 E 12 60 5.5 Y
0.08 B I0 4.2 Y
0.080 R 6.2 31 2.5CT N
EY 5.5 Y
0.000 B 15 3.5 Y
0.06 H 4.5 I0 5.5 Y
0.05 B 10 4.5C Y
0. 064 R 12 32 5.5 Y




0.063 B 8 5 C N
0.080 B 15 5 C N
0.08 B 10 3.0C Y
0. 080 B 20 Y
0.080 B 15 3 C N
0.i00 B 14 4.5 Y
0. 080 B 12 6 Y
0. 060 B 12 6 Y
0.125 R 6 35 2.0 Y
0.152 N 5 44 3.8 Y
90 0.08 B ii 4 Y
130 0.25 N 6 60 4 Y
0.050 B 7 Y
0.040 B 10 5.2 Y
0.05 H 8 7 5.5C Y
NOTE B Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.2 nag.
NOTE C Only used two comparison stars for magnitude estimate. No tall seen.
NOTE D Tail fanned to PA 65 deg.
NOTE E At the limit of visibility in this las_nt. (Translated by IBN staff. Ed.)



















3 vaa de Weg,R.L.W








NOTE G Naked-eye tail is very long but is extremely faint. Difficult to tell where tail eeds add sky begins.
NOTE E Very difficult. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE I Tall PA 95-110.
NOTE J Condensation about 2' diameter.
NOTE K Wind. Coma diameter exceeds 20 arc min.; tall length appzoximste.
NOTE L Cloud.
NOTE M Tall PA 95 to i00.
NOTE N I0>.
NOTE O (PA value appears to be incorrect. Ed.)
NOTE P Antitail in PA 280. Tail measurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE Q Chart 112 also used.
NOTE R Very clear sky.
NOTE S Coma diameter 8-10 arc min.
NOTE T Mist.
DATE: 30 APR 1986
NOTE U Binocular limit is 7.5.
NOTE v Tall length is lower limit. PA 95 to i15.
NOTE W C_a diameter approximate. Hazy.
NOTE X Haze. Cams diameter 12'+.
NOTE Y Haze. C_a _a. = "large".
NOTE Z Good coud.
NOTE a At 23:55 T.H. with another c_paxison sters mag = 5.7. [sic]
SUB-NETWORK : DRANING
Date(UT] AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(a] DUEM Lim Site Ob_r(s) Notes
30.123 631190 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 25 6 I Va:rga$ B.,A.G A
30.156 831191 4 0.050 B i0 32 5.0 2 Roblnson,P.C B
30.636 831192 0.30 N 8.5 I02,212,425 18 6.4 I Be_ble,M.J.R C
30.858 831193 0.08 0.36 SC 11 325 10 3.5 1 gorth,S D
30.869 831194 0.09 0.125 N 5.8 24, 28, 40 37 3.5 4 Hiccabone,G E
DATE: 30 APH 1986
Date(UT) AG_# FL £/ Ap FOV _ Ea_tlslon ISO Hyp G41Dg Id/Typ Site Ob_er(a) Notes
30.064 851983 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P I DilalzlaD,R
30.201 651904 0.540 1.8 0.30 3.6 x 2.5 20.00 KOdak 2415 N Z 01/P I EmeEson,G A
30.252 851985 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 21/P 3 Yen,B B
30.398 851986 0.085 2.4 23.9 X16.1 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 85/S 2 Gaz'radk_,G C
30.446 851987 0.055 2.8 36.2 X24.6 22.50 Kodak 2415 Y O 87/S 2 Gazra4d,G D
30.469 851988 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 22.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 86/S 2 Garradki,G E
NOTE A (Ob_er'a i_age IdenttEiex is 1986043001. F4.)
SOB-NETWORK: PHO'JL'qDGRAPRT
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 26. Ed.) Instr_Rent is Sch-idt caaexa.
NOTE C Film excessively blq_eEed , causing severe fogging. Lens ap4LTture was stopped down from f/2.0 to f/2.4.
NOTE D Fiim excessively hlq_ered (65-70 deg. C), causing severe fogging.
NOTE E Fiim was excessively b_rpernd (65-70 deg. C), causing severe fogging.
NOTE A DC 5; can dimter: 7.5' approx. The coma diameter appear a little oval, with its ma_or axis at PA 50 approx. It will be
a illtu;ion ¢8used by the bright tail and the star near the zone. Isles A remarkable tall central division was obj.
NOTE B Dust tail at PA 90-105; this laln tail had straight, well defined edges a_ was very lo_ (>I00 _eg.)! It went to the Oph.
Milky Nay. Ray at PA i00; the ray originated Just NE of the center of Coma and then ran aloog southern border of main tall
as in dzawlag. Tall at PAs 0 (60'), 5 (180'), and i0 (280'); tell c_l-_ed graceZ_lly nortbwerd to 3 deg. length. Fan at
PAs 180 (16'}, 145 (80') to i00; tan was _ dim. The tails were 811 plotted o9 sster ¢haEt st the site Zor beat
accuracy. Z_x11acal light Intezfernd with the ob_,_'Tatlon. (Adklltlonal drawings supplied made using naked eye. Ed.)
NOTE C Antitail ceatxed on PA 270. Extended fan centred on PA 330. Nu_le_ fan centred on PA 240. 3et centred on PA 200. Nuclear
fan centred on PA 350. Vertex distance - 4.2 aEc min.; semi laths rectums Pl - 5.% arc mln., P2 - 5.2 arc li_. A_tltall -
11.6 arc nin. f_ centzel condensation. The antltall is 811ghtl_ falnter, as is the exteeded fan. A deal of activity (sic]
is apparent in the central coadensatloa with two fa_s aed one Jet quite prominent. An umumal dark strip is apparent in the
tall as if there is no tail amterial there. (Two Oxawlngs _Ee i_cl_ed in this listing: one lade at magnIEicstlo_s of 102,
212, and 425 a_d s_ale 0.33 arc min./_ and o_e ma_e at a _ag_Ification of 425 add scale 0.09 arc ain./_. Ed.)
NOTE D 3et 3-4" Io_ at PA 180.
MOTE E Magnifications of 60 and 80 also used. Two drawings included, city lights and twilight interfere(] with the ohservatlon.
DATE: i MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATED_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chazt
1.034 819565 3.9 B 112
1.059 819566 5.5 B 38
I.I0 019567 4.9 B 113
1.10 819568 4.7 S I13 12
i.i0 819569 18
1.116 819570 5.3 M 38
1.135 819571 5.4 B AAVSO 12
1.357 819572 5.5 S TZRION 13
1.38 819573 4.9 S 113
1.38 819574
1.385 819575 $ TIRION 16
1.406 819576 4.7 S 3B
1.406 819577
1.413 819578 5.6 S TIRION 18
1.74 819579 6 B M
1.75 819580 5
1.76 819581 5.9 B M
1.76 819582 7.0 B M
1.77 819583 5.2 B AAVSO
1.78 819584 5.2 B AAVSO
1.785 819585 5.8 M 112 12
1.795 819586 5.7 M 113
1.802 819587 7.1
1.813 819588 5.2 M 112 9.5
1.819 819589 5.9 S 3B 24
1.819 819590 5.6 M 112
1.823 819591 112
1.828 819592 5.7 M AAV$O 5
1.83 819593 5.7 B M 5
1.833 819594 5.7 S 112 ii
1.835 819595 5.8 S 3B 28
1.837 819596 4.4 B CZ 15 10
1.840 819597 5.5 112
1.840 819598 5.8
1.840 819599 5.6 B 112 6
1.842 819600 6.0 B 112 14
1.8437 819601 5.7 B 112 15
1.844 819602 5.3 S 112 18
1.844 819603 12
1.844 819604 5.4 M 112 18 12
1.844 819605 5.5 B 112 7.8
1.844 819606 5.5 B 112
1.844 819607 6.5 M 112 45
1.844 819608 5.7 B 112 16
1.844 819609 5.6 M CZ 20
1.847 819610 5.7 S 112 ii
1.847 819611 5.2 S 38 20
1.847 819612 5.7 B CZ 6
1.847 819613 4.9 S 112 29.3
1.85 819614 6.1 B M 18
1.854 819615 6.1 B 13
1.854 819616 6.5 1127 9
1.854 819617 4.5 S 112 15
1.854 819618 6.5 B 112 8
1.857 819619 6.2 B 112
1.858 819620 112 15
1.858 819621 5.2 B 112 6.5
1.868 819622 4.2 S 112 26
1.87 819623 4.3 S DeS 12 22
1.87 819624 4.6 B DCS 12
1.87 819625 5.2 B 112
1.87 819626 5.0 S DCS1213 10
1.875 819627 4.5 M 112 35
1.875 819628 4.1 B 10 5
1.878 819629 5.2 B 112 5
1.88 819630 5.2 B 3B
1.88 819631 5.5 S 3B
1.88 819632 5.7 S 3B
1.883 819633 5.5 B 5.5
1.885 819634 5.8 M 112
1.885 819635 5.0 B 112
1.885 819636 5.2: M 112 8
1.886 819637 5.0 S 112 13
1.888 819638 13
1.889 819639 21
1.889 819640 5.8 M CZ 15
1.89 819641 6.2 S DeS 13 I0
1.89 819642 4.8 B 112 12
1.892 819643 I0
1.896 819644 5.9 B CZ
1.896 819645 4.9 B 112 17
1.90 819646 4.2 S 3B 17
1.90 819647 4.5 B 3B 17
1.910 819648 5.3 B 113,112 8
1.91 819649 6.3 S Des 13 20
1.9131 819650 5.4 S 112
1.92 819651 4.8 S 112 i0
1.924 819652 5.2 M CZ
1.931 819653 5.2 M 112
1.938 819654 5.4 M 112 22
1.94 819655 4.7: S I_W 13
1.951 819656 5.0 112 8
COma size DC Tail PA
DATE: 1 MAY 1986
Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
5 109 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y
7 0.5 i00 0.035 B 7 5.2 Y
0.050 B I0 6 Y
5 4.5 105 0. 050 B i0 6 Y
5 5.0 i05 0. 050 B 7
0.035 B 7 4.0C Y
2 0.4 90 0.115 N 7.8 30 5.2 Y
4 1.3 0.050 B 15 4.5
0.023 B 3 5.2 Y
4 1 0.050 B 7
5 0.150 M 15 56 4.5
EY 6.1 Y
3.5 i00 0.08 B 15
5 I.i 0.050 B I0 4.3
EY
5 0.20 N 80




6 4.4 110 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y
0.035 B 9 6.4 Y
6 3.2 105 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y
4 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N
4 0.06 B 12 4.9 Y
0.06 R 4.5 i0 6.0 Y
3 0.064 R 6.3 20 3.0TC N
4 0.156 N 10 54 6.2
4 0.5 272 0.Ii N 30
4 0.13 N 5.5 36 5 C Y
5 0.08 B I0 4.9 Y
5 0.I0 O 25 4.5C Y
EY 6.0 Y
0.080 B 15 2 Y
7 0.5 40 0.050 B 12 3.0 Y
4 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.5 Y
7 80 0.080 B ii 4.5C N
6 1.9 115 0.08 B 30 5.5 Y
5 0.064 R 12 32 6.0 Y
6 0.5 136 0.08 B ii 5.5 Y
4 0.I0 B 14 4.0 ¥
0,03 B 8 4.0 Y
3 0.067 R 12 60 6.0 Y
6 0.5 0.050 B I0 5.5C N
6 0.05 B 7
3 0.05 B 10 5 C Y
6 0.Ii R 11 36 4.9 Y
4 0.I0 B 25 5.1 Y
5 0.050 B 7 5.8 Y
0 0.03 B 8 18
3 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y
3 0.175 R 15 43 3.0C Y
6 3 i00 0.152 N 5 44 5.0 Y
3 0.080 R 6.2 50 4.5 Y
5 0.06 R 8 15 4.5 Y
6 0.150 R 15 56 5.5C Y
5 0.08 R 15 39 5.2C Y
6 2 i00 0.050 B 7 5.0 Y
4 1 90 0.040 B 7 6 Y
0.040 B 7 6 Y
3 0.050 B i0 3 C N
6 0,050 B I0 5.5T Y
7 0.030 B
7 7 210 0.030 B
3 0.063 R 13
EY 6.5
0.05 B 7 6.5
0.08 B 20 6.5
4 0.200 N 7.2 36 4.5
0.06 R 4.5 I0 6.0
4 0.05 B 7 5
2 0.09 M II 56 3 .5
4 0.05 B 10 2.0
4 0.08 B 15 2.0
4 0.064 R 6.3 25 5
3 0.055 R 6
7 0.080 B
5 0.050 B
5 0.064 R 12
3 0.03 B
6 I0 0.05 B
5 1.0 i00 0.060 B
5 1.0 i00 0.060 B
O, 040 B
3 0. 080 B
3 0.080 B
5 0. 050 B
4 O. 08 B
5.2 102 EY
































































1 van der Laan,T.A
8 4.5 Y 14 Villa,M
8 6.0 Y 1 Wimkler,R












15 4 CT Y 2 Zanstza,W.T
7 5.0 Y 2 Mexlln,J.-C
32 6.0 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
6 5 1 Yaclik,F
7 5.9 Y 3 VlnceDt,J
12 5.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.N
12 5.5 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
8 5.2 Y 1 Levai,R
15 4.5C Y 1 Scholten,A
15 3.5C Y Giuntoli,M
I0 2 N 1 van LOO,F.R
10 4.0C Y 1 Rapavy,P
6.2 Y 3 Fleet,R.W
Ii 6.2 Y 3 Fleet,R.W
7 4.0 Y 2 Granslo,B.H
15 4.2 Y 1 Dietxieh,M
NOTE A 1/2 deg. tall in 7x35's - not visible a few days earlier. Still naked eye.
NOTE B Very clear. (Translated by IHN staff. Ed.)
NOTE C Tail PA 92-108.
NOTE D Sequemce BAA VSS, U Eye.
NOTE E Tail measurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE F Comet: naked eye.
NOTE G (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.) Comparison stars are SAO 156372, 156271.
NOTE H I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
Notes
A
















Date(UT] A0_# Scale Ap
1.083 831195 0.83 0.152
1.107 831196 0.25 0.20
1.819 831197 0.314
1.865 831198 2.5 0.05
1.884 831199 1.6 0.090
1.938 831200 4 0.08
DATE: 1 MAy 1986
Broad fan shape tail; PA 96 to 115.
Too gEeat a coma - stars not defocused enough.
Ccmpazison stars SAO 156271, 156375. (observer indicated UA- Bethod [Argelander?]. Ed. )
Coma diameter and PA approxlaate.
Coma diawetez approximate.
(PA value ma T have been iocorrect/y determined. Ed. )
Tall 12 degTees wide.
U_ertalo because of low altitude.
PA 95/105.
Tall lesgth is lowex limit.
Na_It_de estate _oeEtalnty +/-0.2 mag.
SUSpOC_ tail at PA 104.
Midpoint le dust tail: 8.7 deg. at PA 104. End point of dust tail: 16.4 deg. at PA 106. Type III [sic] tail: 1.5 deg. at PA
107.
Misty. (TraDslated by IIW staff. Observer indicated "A" method [ArgelaD_ler?]. Ed. )
IDS f/ Pwr(s) DurM Li_ Site Observer (s ) Notes
N 8 38 5.8 1 Cuthill, L A
N 8 120 27 5 1 Verges B. ,A.G B
R 15.9 210 4.5 1 Fre!rdank, H C
B 8 i0 i0 5 1 Menichetti, R
M 11 56 5 3.5 9 Nestlu_d,M D







Coma DC - 6. Tall at PA 150-ii0 gas. [sic] Axis of bead at PA 310. A diffuse coma shows a fairly strong intensity at the
ceeter. Coma size 4 arc rain. Magnltude estimated to be 5.4 uslog 10x50 binoculars (Morris method).
Tail's axles at PA 205 and 250 approx. The tall appear with two a_. The tall is Bore visible than in April 30 observing by
binocular (7x50) the tall length will appear almost 4 deg. [sic] DC 5; coma diameter: 7.8' approx.
DC 3. (D_ration =or indicated. Ti_e Of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed. )
Low altitude.
Dust tall end point at PA 106. T1npe Ill [sic] at PA 107. (Duration not indicated. Time of observatlos is assumed to be start
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
FOV ExpM _.ulelon
8.8 x 4.5 0.33 Kodak 2415
34.5 X23.4 2.00 NL
34.5 X23.4 2.00 HL
34.5 X23.4 15.00 HL
39.6 x27.0 20.00 ORI_D NP 27
39.6 x27.0 10.00 ORNO NP 27
15.2 xlO.2 10.00 ORWO NP 27
6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Ektaohr©me
6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Ektachzcme
ISO Hyp GdDg Id/Typ Site Ohm(s]
Y X 267/P 1 Sabla,J.D
400/27 N 76/S 1 Chodorowskl, F
400/27 N 78/S I Chodorowskl, F
400/27 N 80/S I Cbodozowskl, F
400/27 N S 20/P Paul, E
400/27 N S 22/P Paul, E
400/27 N S 28/P Paul,E
400/27 N X I/P 2 Luclus, D
400/27 N X 2/P 2 Lucius, D
Date(UT) AON# FL £/ Ap
1.115 851989 0.305 1.5 0.203
1.834 851990 0.058 2
1.841 851991 0.058 2
1.859 851992 0.058 2
1.872 851993 0.050 4.0
1.885 851994 0.050 2.8
1.899 851995 0.135 2.8
1.948 851996 0.300 4
1.967 851997 0.300 4
NOTE A Taken through a break in clouds. Photograph made by J. Kaalchitis and J.D. Sabia.
NOTE B (Obserfer*s liege ideDtlfler is 7/76/77. Ed.)
NOTE C (Obsel-rer's _Jmage ideetlfier is 8/78/79. Ed.)
NOTE D (Ohsei_rez'a image ideetlfier is 9/80/81. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Conflg Ins FL f/ Ap EXpM EIUIsIon ZSO Hyp Gd_g Id/Typ Site Obse1_er(s)






DATE: 2 MAT 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# m_l _4 Cha_t Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obsexver(s)
2.000 819657 5.6 B 112
2.010 819658 5.5 B AAVSO 0.2
2.010 819659 5.5 B AAV£O 12
2.010 819660 5.5 B 112 5.5
2.022 819661 4.7 B 112
2.049 819662 5.2 S 30
2.083 819663 5.5 B 30
2.125 819664 5.3 B 112 24.1
2.13 819665 5.5 B 112 Ii
2.134 819666 5.3 B 112
2.146 819667 5.6 B 112 12
2.15 819668 5.8 B 112 6.0
2.151 819669 5.3 B 112
2.156 819670 5.6 B I12
2.158 819671 5.5 B 112
2.165 619672 4.5 B 112 4
2.19 819673 4.7 M 3B 15
2.20 819674 4.7 M 3B 15
2.21 819675 4.7 30
2.333 819676 5.5 S 112,132 2
2.364 819677 5.8 S TIRION 12
2.368 819678 5.2 B 112 20
2.368 819679 5.2 30
2.40 819680 5.0 S 113 40
2.40 819681
2.42 618682 10 V
2.492 819683 4.9 S 3B
2.494 819684
2.562 819685 4.5 S 112 7
2.57 819666 5.8 B M 4
2.58 019687 5.5 M 112 16.2
2.69 819688 5.2 B KAVSO
2.75 819689 4.9 • E I0
2.81 815690 8.0 S SAO 96 3
2.81 819691 4.8 B E 20
2.81 819692 5.8 B M 4
2.813 819693 6.3 M CZ 30 20
2.813 819694 5.7 M CZ 15
2.823 819695 4.9 B CZ ii 9
2.623 819696 5.1 B 112
2.626 819697 5.6 M AAVSO 22
2.826 819698 5.6 M CZ 25
2.826 819699 5.3 M 112
2.830 019700 4.7 M 112 37
2.833 819701 5.9 S 112 22
2.033 819702 4.7 B 112 17
2.840 819703 5.9 S 112 26
2.840 819704 5.9 M 112
2.840 819705 6.3 B 112 13
2.840 819706 5.7 B 112 I0 6
2.844 819707 5.4 M 112 22
2.844 819708 5.3 M 112 15
2.844 819709 6.2 B CZ
2.844 819710 5.6 B 112 4.5
2.845 819711 5.4 B 112
2.847 819712 5.1 M 112
2.847 819713 5.6 B 112 4.7
2.847 819714 5.6 B 112
2.847 819715 5.9 B 112 II
2.85 819716 6.0 B M
2.85 819717 5.3 B AAVSO 20
2.854 819718 6.0 B 112 i0
2.854 819719 6.0 B 112 5
2.854 819720 5.7 B CZ 6
2.854 819721 6.4 M 112 45
2.854 819722 4.9 • 112
2.854 819723 6.2 0 13
2.854 819724 5.5 S CZ 9
2.857 819725 5.0 S 112 26
2.858 819726 6.0 B 112 20
2.858 819727 5.7 M 112
2.858 819728 6.2 B 112 42
2.858 819729 4.7 B 112
2.858 819730 5.5 B I12 5.8
2.86 819731 5.5 113 15
2.861 819732 112
2.661 819733 6.3 B 112 7
2.661 819734 5.3 M CZ 15
2.865 819735 5.5 B 112 5
2.865 819736 8
2.865 819737 5 B 112 4 3
2.865 819738 5.4 M CZ 30
2.868 819739 5.9 S 112
2.868 819740 6.6 1127 8
2.868 819741 5.6: M 112 6
2.869 819742 5.5 S CZ 40
2.872 819743 5.6 B 112 18 17
2.873 819744 5.4 M CZ 20
2.875 819745 5.2 B 112
2.876 819746 5.6 M CZ 14.0
2.878 819747 5.7 B
2.885 819748 4.5
2.885 819749 4.3 B 9 5
2.89 819750 6.0 S 3B
2.89 819751 5.3 B 30
2.89 819752 5.6 S 3B
2.89 819753 4.7 B 112 12
2.896 819754 5.4 S 112 15
2.896 819755 5.1 B 112
2.898 619756 4.6 S I12 23









4 2 95 0.05 B 10 N 1 Tregask£s, T. B
EY 5.5 N 1 Tregsskis, T. B
3 0.023 B 3 5.9 Jones,A
4 1 0.050 B 7 Jones, A
0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A
EY 6.0 T 16 Garradd, G
i0 0.05 B 7 GarraGd, G
5 2 0.080 B 20 Y 1 Bstza,E
0 0.05 B 7 KoDstamtiDov, S
4 0. 080 B II 3 Y 2 Watamabe, N
0,08 B Chuzyuuov, K
5 1 0.05 B 7 MOEIII ,V
0.205 N 6 80 5.0 Y 1 G_-rmamn, R
5 5 105 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
4 0.5 272 0.11 N 30 Yurebenko,Yu
3 0.2 90 0.035 B 7 5.0T Y 1 Bzoch, F
5 0.05 B 7 4.7 3 Prsvec, p
5 0.10 O 25 4.5C y 1 Mioek, I
4 0.064 R 6.3 i0 6 Y 2 Par sdowski, M
4 1.8 105 0.156 N I0 54 7.0 KOSa-KIss, A
3 0.03 B 8 1 Silhan, J
3 0.089 R 5.5 18 4.0 N 1 VeDtura, F
7 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y 14 Villa,M
5 0.7 58 0.06 B 12 5.0 Y 1 Zmaslk,M
5 14.4 0.05 B 7 5.9 Y 3 VlmceDt,J
5 0.7 58 0.08 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Zmaslk,M
25 4.5 N 1 Fabzieius, J
3 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.5 Y 1 Gozs,D
7 0.5 40 0.050 B 12 4.0 y 1 Mosch, J
6 1.9 97 0.08 B 11 6.2 Y 3 Fleet,R. W
7 0.050 B 7 Y 1 Mikuz, H
3 0.03 B 6 5 1 Vacllk, F
4 0.090 N 7 26 4.5 Y 1 Vohla, F
0. 050 B I0 6.5 Y 1 Slusazezyk,J
7.8 104 EY 6.2 Y 3 Fleet,R.W
3 0. I0 B 14 4.0 Y 1 Hasubick,
0.03 B 8 4.0 y 1 Ha subick ,N
3 0. 064 R 6.3 20 3.5C 1 MacieJ ewskl, W
0.05 B 7 5.0C Y 2 Martinez,C
2 0.04 B I0 5.2 Y 1 Allem,E
2 0.040 B I0 5.2 Y 1 AITes,A.A
5 0.05 B 20 4.1C Y 7 Diaz P.,E
4 116 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L
0.035 B 7 4.1T Y 4 Hudak,D.M
0.05 B 7 4.5C y 2 Lupianez,B
4 0.67 260 0.050 B 7 4.5C y 1 WilI,M
3 0.080 B 20 Y KroDk,G
7 0.08 B II 5.4 Y 6 Gorski,L
2 0.05 B 7 4.2 1 Lalret,R
5 0.5 85 0.335 N 4.5 56 Y Kronk,G
0.03 B 8 3.1C Y 2 Giraudi,J.D
0.03 B 8 3.1C Y 2 Gira_Kli,J.D
0.03 B 8 3.1C Y 2 Giraudi,J.D
0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y 1 Onofze D.,D
I00 0.050 B i0 5.5 Y 7 Morris,C.S
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
EY 5.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
0.114 N 7.9 23 4.5C Y 1 Di M_IIo,F
0.050 B 15 4.5 Witte,F
0.03 R 8
5 0.8 113 0.II B
4 0.030 B
6 0.067 R 12
0.02 B
























8 3 C N 2 Adamoli,G
53 5.5C N 1 Solezoz,T
3 5.2 1 BraDelk,K
60 6.2 y 1 Koalnski,J
8 4.0 Y 2 Kieltyka,G
I0 5.0 Y 1 LIDke,H
25 5.0 Y 1 Polak,J
7 5.8 Y I MeOZZI,D
7 5.5C N 1 Selezor,T
0.06 R 4.5 i0 4.5 Y 1 Chodozowski,F
0.067 R 12 60 6.0 Y 1 Nieborek,T
310 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Moskal,W
0.08 R 15 39 5.2C Y 1 Szulo,M
0.050 B i0 5 Y 1 WaEd,A
0.064 R 12.5 30 4.0 Y 2 Kieltyka,G











6 0.7 105 0.035 B
0.050 B
12 4.5C Y 1 Rapavy,p
34 4.0C y 1 Bauer,H.-P
32 4.5 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
i0 4.9C Y 1 Laszlo,A
7 1 Silhan,3
10 4.5 Y 2 Hirth,G
43 3.5C Y 1 Marx,H
56 3.0T Y 9 Westlumd,M
5.7 Y 1 Broch,F
40 4.5 Y 1 KopplID,J
7 5.8 Y 1 Hroch,F
i0 6.5 Y 1 Trebacz,A
6 0.060 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Barak,R
3 0.080 R 6.2 12 4.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
3 0.130 N 8 40 4.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
6 6 211 0.030 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Winkler,R
0.08 B 20 6.0 38 ShaDklin,J.D
EY 6.5 38 ShankliD,J.D
0.05 B 7 6.5 38 Sbankllm,J.D
4 2.00 103 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 Me_lin,J.-C
6 2.75 126 0.13 R 4 21 5.4 Y 1 Campos,J
4 0.05 B 7 6 Y 2 Paradowski,M
7 2.5 i00 0.152 N 5 44 4.6 Y 2 Moeller,M
3 0.080 B 15 5 C N 1 Kei_mel,P.C
DATE: 2 MAY 1986
Notes
DATE:2MAY1986 DATE:2KAY1986
Date(UT} AON# aLl _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P3rr Lia DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2.905 819758 5.4 M CZ 20 5 0.05 H 7 1 Kucera,P
2.912 819759 5.7 B 112 19 0.050 B I0 5.0{: N I Riehert,M
2.93 819760 4.9: S IEW Ii 4 0.035 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Grnnslo,B.H
2.938 819761 5.0 i12 6 4 0.08 B 15 3.8 Y i Dietrich,M Z
2.958 819782 6.3 B 113,112 0.05 H 8 7 5.0C Y 1 Maztlnez,C
2.98 819763 5.4 B AAVSO 5.3 0.04 B 7 Kiselev,N




























2 .118 831201 1 .61
2. 826 831202
2. 844 831203 4
2.865 831204 1.0
2.889 831205 0.08
At the limit of visibility in this ins_nt. (Translated bT IRW staff. Ed.)
PA approximate. Clear. (Observer gave l_It as approximately 10. Ed.)
Cams diametoz approximate.
Tail P& 92-105.
Nucleus. Reference star BD -16 3141. Diffuse coma, gradually brighter towards mall, bright nucletus, (31.7 N 88x).
(Ob_ gave limit as 11.0. Ed.)
EatIJ_atedmsgnitude uncertainty +/-0.3. C0Ua diaz_tez deterli_ed by coRparlsoD with S pair of stars. Messu_eaeDt from s




Gas tail It PA 97. Midpoint Of dust tail: 7.7 deg. st PA i08. End point of dust tail: 18.8 de 9. at PA 106. Type III [sic]
tail at PA 108.
Good coed.
StL_ect6d tall at PA 108.
Very cleer skles.
Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.5 Bag.
ShOrt tail, faiDtl T vin_ble_ barely visible aDtitail.
diametem u_ceztain.
Lighta, misty.
Coaparison stars SAC) 156271, 156295. (Observer iBdicated "A" method |ArgelaDder? ] . Ed.)
UDCeEtaln because of low altltuK_e.
CoLa diameter determimed by comparison with s pair of stars. Measurement from a plot yields 30 arc aiD. Magnitude determined
with sad without glasses -0.75D.
Est_wated Ragnitude uncertainty +/-0.2. Coma diaReter detel_laed by comparison with a palr of sta_s. Measun_Dt from a plot
yiel_ 30x20 arc min.
Broad tail from PA 98 to 126.
Hazy.
Misty. (Translated by IEW staff. Observer indicated "A" Dethod [Axgelander?]. Ed.)
Ap Ins f/ PwT(s] DurM Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
0.050 B 7 20 4.5 1 Will,M A
0.050 B 7 7.0 Kosa-Kiss,A B
0.08 B II 6.2 3 Fleet,R.W C
0.090 M Ii 56 10 3.0 9 Westlu_d,M D
0.40 N 5 81,170,254 20 5.5 2 Merlin,3.-c E
NOTE A Tall at PA 200. The coma reveals tbxee concentric zones of bzigbtaess. Zone 3 exhibits a s_ilar nebulous tone to that of
the central tail region. Zone 2 In Rote iomino_8 ned Inte_e. _one 1 is the brightest re_ion in the coma. Half an big aS
zone 2, on this particulaz night zone I was larger than its "dot-llke" appearance two Dights before. The tall is conical in
shape with boo,aries that curve slightly toward the vertex or e_ of the tail. AioDg thin "strip-like" patch appears iD
the central r_ion of the tall add extends the leng_ch of the entire tail. This portion In the most intense part of the tail.
Outer coma diameter 24.12'; inner coma diameter 10.46'; tall length 40.21'. Dark adapted.
NOTE B Coma diameter 22', DC - 4. Tail 1.8 deg. at PA 105. Total _egnitude 5.6. Schematic drawing. (Duration not indicated. Time Of
o_d_rstion is e©K5 time. Ed.)
NOTE C Gas tall at PA 97. Dust tall end point at PA 106. Type III [sic] at PA 108. (Duration not indicated. Time Of observation is
ssst_ed to be start ti_e. Ed.]
NOTE D Low altitude. Disturbing llghts: twilight.
NOTE E Tall at PA 69; tail at PA 114, large ned dlffuae (dust tail?); tall at PA 142, large and diffuse (dust tail?); Jet at PA
195, nhort add bright; Jet at PA 265, nearly sunward; _et st PA 278; Jet at PA 340. Fan-aha_e_ strlact_ze between Jets st PA
278 aDd PA 340.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Dste(UT) A0_# FL f/ Ap
2.274 851990 0.300 1.5 0.200
2.833 851999 0.300 4
2.855 852000 0.600 5 0.120
2.859 852001 0.760 4 0.19
2.876 852002 0.760 4 0.19
2.902 852003 0.300 4
2.922 852004 0.050 1.8




6.9 X 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415
6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Fotopan HL
3.4 x 2.3 31,00 ORWO NP 27
2.7 x 1.8 20.00 Kodak Tri-X
2.7 x 1.8 21.00 Kodak Tri-X
6.9 x 4.6 15.00 EktachE_e
39.6 x27.0 15.00 Ektachrcie
6.9 x 4.6 10.00 Ektachro_e
ISO Hyp G<I_g Id/Typ Site Obaereer(a) Notes
Y S 22/P 3 YeD,B A
400/27 N O ll/P 1 Slusarczyk,J
400/27 N IO/P Kohler,N
400/27 N 0 20/T 1 Kikuz,H B
400/27 N O 21/T 1 Mikuz,H B
400/27 N X 3/P 2 LUCIUS_D
64/19 N X 4/P 2 Lucius,D
400/27 N X 5/P 2 Lucius,D
(Ob_'s :image identifier is 36. Ed.) Instrument is Sclwidt calaere.
Neather conditions good.
DATE: 3 MAY 1986








































































































AEON| mX _ Chart
819764 5.4 B 112
819765 5.0 S 112
819766 5.1 S 112
819767
819768 4.5 S 112
COma size DC Tall PA







819769 5.6 B 112
819770 4.7 B 112
819771 5.8 B AAVSO
819772 5.8 B AAV$O
819773 5.8 B 112
819774 5.3 M 112
819775 4.6 M IEW BAA 15
819776 4.5 S IHW BAA 15
819777 5.5 B 112 13.9
819778 4.6 B IEWBAA 20
819779 5.4 S 112 11
819780 5.0 B 112 25
819781 4.7 B 112 6.5
819782 5.3 S 3B
819783 5.8 S 112 34
819784 5.6 B 112 13
819785 10.2
819786 5.4 S 112 75 50
819787 5.4 S 112 15
819788 5.6 B 112 8
819789 31
819790 5.4 M 112 15
819791 4.8 M 112 15
819792
819793
819794 4.9 M 3B
819795
819796 4.8 S BETACRA
819797 6.0: S TIRION i0
819798 9.8 v
819799 5.2 B 112 15
819800 6.2: S TIRION 8
819801 5.6 B 112 15
819802 112 11
819803 112
819804 5.1 S 112 26
819805
819806 5.8 M 112 7.2
819807 5.4 $ 112 12
819808 5.2 $ 3B, 112
819809
819810 7 : 5
819811 5.6 B AAVSO
819812 6.4 B M 5
819813 4.6 $ 112 18
819814 4.9 S 112 14
819815 5.6 B AAVSO
819816 5.9 M 112
819817 6.6 S 112 8.2
819818 6.5 B M 18
819819 5.8 M AAVSO 12
819820 4.8 M 112 25
819821 8.4
819822 6.1 B 112 10.1
819823 6.2 M 112
819824 6.2 M 112
819825 6.5 B M 18 0
819826 15 5
819827 5.8 B 112 4.5 4
819828 6.0 M CZ 10 3
819829 5.7 M CZ I0 2
819830 5.6 M CZ 16.0 6
819831 4.8 B 112 4
819832 5.3 M 112 4
819833 6.4 B 112 12 3
819834 6.3 B 112 42 3
819835 5.3 M 112 15 4
819836 5.3 S 112 22 4
819837 5.4 M 112 3
819838 6.2 B 112 11 5
819839 5.3 M 112 5
819840 5.1 B CZ 12 9 5
819841 5.7 S 112 9 4
815842 5.4 M 112 5
819843 5.3 M 112 4
819844 5.9 B 112 I0 6 7
819845 6.3 B 13 2
819846 5.9 M CZ 15 4
819847 6.4 S CZ I0 2
819848 112 13 4
819849 6.5 M 112 45 3
819850 6.3 B 112 7 4
819851 6.0 M CZ 12 4
819852 5.7 B 112 5.2 4
819853 5.6 M CZ i0 0
819854 5.6 $ 112 14 7
819855 4.9 S 112 20 7
819856 5.9 B 112 6.0 4
819857 5.2 S 112 15 4
819858 15 4
819859 4.9 M 3B 5
819860 5.7: M 112 6 2
819861 4.3 B 9 5 5
819862 6.2 S 112 7.0 4
819863 5.6 M CZ 12 5
819864 5.8 B 5.0 4
Ap InS f/ Pwr Lim DA Slte Observer(s)
5 10
19
0.050 B I0 Bort/e,J.E
EY Bortle,J.E
5 0.050 B i0 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
4 4.7 ii0 0.050 B 7 Bortle,J.E
3 0.08 R 11 39 4.1C N 1 Graves,D
0.080 B 20 5.4 Y Smith,D
1 0.06 R 12 56 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
2 0.04 B 10 5.0 Y 1 AIIeD,E
2 0.040 B I0 5.2 Y 1 Alves,A.A
0.080 B 20 Y Kronk,G
2.00 105 0.050 B 10 4.9 Y 1 S_Ith,A
4 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
4 0.035 B 7 GEeen,D.W.E
5 0.30 262 0.050 B 7 4.1C Y I NilI,M
0 EY Green,D.W.E
3 0.05 B 10 5.5 Y 1 House,R.R
7 0.5 0.20 SC 10 77 5.5 Y 1 HOdonsky,K
4 0.04 280 0.127 SC I0 50 2.6 N 1 ROUSOa,J
0.035 B 7 4 N 4 Hudak,D.N
3 0.05 B i0 4 C Y 1 Gronek,J.D
3 2.0 115 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 1 Hays Jr,R.H
5 0.60 262 0.050 R 12 24 4.1C Y 1 WilI,M
2 ll0 0.080 B Ii 4.3C Y 1 Balley,G
6 6.5 10l EY 6.3 Y 3 Cook,A.J
3 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 380obsOn,E
3 EY 6.0 Y 1 3acobson,E
6 7.5 i00 0.05 B 7 6.3 Y 3 Cook,A.J
I00 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 3 Morrls,C.S
i00 EY 6.5 Y 3 Morris,C.S
0.445 N 4.5 224 6.5 Y 3 Morrls,C.S
0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 18 Hale,A
19 90 EY 6.5 Y 18 Hsle,A
7 7.0 EY 6.3 1 LoveJoy, T
5 0.37 0.050 B 15 3.7 Witte,F
7 0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A
0.03 R 8 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
5 0.33 0.150 M 15 56 3.5 Witte,F
4 2 95 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tregsskls,T.B
I00 0.10 N 6 24 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
8 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Tregsskls,T.B
3 0.023 B 3 3ones,A
5 1 0.050 B 7 3ODeS,A
6 1.5 85 0.2 C i0 50 6.0 Y i0 Iohlkews,K
1.2 90 0.05 B 7 5.4 Y 1 BE!Vant,K
EY 6.1 Y 1 Seergent,D
3 105 0.08 B 15 Sesrgent,D
5 0.15 . N 6 23 4 Y 5 Ts_Ikswa,M
0.08 B Chur_v,K
0.05 B 7 Koostsntlnov,S
2.5 105 EY 6.1 Y 7 Haver,R
4 3.73 105 0.05 B 7 6.1 Y 7 Haver,R
0.08 B Chur_v,K
0.035 B 9 6.2 Y 1 Be_bie,M.J.R
8 B 10 4.5 Y 2 Hirtb,G
4 0.08 B 40 Pslko,Yu
5 1.0 70 0.156 N 10 54 6.8 Kosa-Kiss,A
8 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y 14 Villa,M
4 3.0 i00 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Be_bie,M.J.R
3 0.08 B 20 5 Y 1 Gigli,P
0.i00 B 25 4.5 N 1 Fabriclus,3
0.06 R 4.5 I0 4.5 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
0.03 R 8 18 Drspun,I
0.064 R 12 32 5.0 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
0.056 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Kocb,V
0.5 110 0.035 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Hroch,F
0.05 B 7 1 Kucera,P
0.060 B 20 6 Y 1 Bazak,R
310 0.064 R 12 60 4.0 Y 1 Moskal,W
0.0B B 10 4.1C Y 1 Posa,O
0.07 B I0 5.6 Y 6 _OSiSek,M
0.067 R 12 60 6.0 Y 1 Nieborek,T
0.15 N 4 37 4.1C Y 1 Posa,O
0.080 B 20 5.6 Y 1 MeozZi,D
0.06 B 12 4.1C Y 1 Posa,O
0.035 B 7 5.0C N 1 $ciezor,T
0.08 B I0 4.1 Y 1 Csolos,G
0.i0 O 25 4.5C Y 1 Micek,I
0.06 R 8 15 4.5 Y 1 Scha_k,C.M
0.15 N 4 37 4.1 Y 1 CSOmOs,G
0.06 B 12 4.1 Y 1 CSODOS,G
0.050 B 12 3.0 Y 1 Mosch,J
0.050 B i0 4.5 Y 1 Linke,H
0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,J
0.05 R 10 13 5.0 Y 1 Polak,J
0.080 R 6.2 20 3.5C Y 2 Richert,_
0.067 R 12 60 6.0 Y 1 Koslnski,J
0.080 R 6.2 50 6.0 Y 1 Pfitzner,E
0.03 B 8 1 SilhaD,J
0.08 R 15 39 4.5C Y 1 Szulc,M
0.05 B 7 I Kuceza,P
0.050 B 7 Y I Mikuz,H
2 I00 0.152 N 5 44 4.5 Y 2 Moeller,M
0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Koch,B.O
0.05 B I0 2.5 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
0.08 B 15 2.5 Y 1 Hurst,G.M
0.050 B 7 6.0 Y I Stott,D
0.09 M ii 56 3.0 Y 9 Westlund,M
5 212 0.030 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Winkler,R
0.07 90 0.070 B 16 4.1C Y 1 Tsylor,M.D
0.10 B 25 5.0C Y 1 Rspavy,P




















































NOTE A Diffuse ccaa.
NOTE B cirrus.









































3 •227 831209 3
3.755 831210 3
3.835 831211







DATE: 3 MAY 1986
Chart Coma size IX: Tail PA Ap Tns f/ P_T Lil DA Slte Obsez_er(a) Notes
M CZ 4 0.06 B 12 5.0C Y 1 Rapa_,P
M CZ 15 3 0. 055 R 6 12 1 Silhan,3
M CZ 4 0.08 B I0 5.0C y I Rapa_T,P
S 112 8.5 5 90 0.25 N 6 60 4.1 Y 1 Galoafozd,M.3 k
S 112 0.08 B 11 4.1 Y 1 Gaimsfozd,M.3 1
B 112 4 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 Pazadowski,M
B 112 5 0.05 B 20 4.5 Y 1 da Silva, L.A. L
Coma dlanef_: approximate.
(PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed. )
Light haze. Nucleus stellar. (PA value appears incorrect. Ed. )
E_. see.
Recovered. CouldUB't tell if tail or extended coma.
Comdenaatlom.
Tall suspected out to 25 degrees.
Bright &actor was seen coming from the central comdensatlon between PAS 340: and 240:.
Naked-eye _gmitu_a estimate difficult due to proxiIity of c_t to 3rd magnitude star (Nu Hydxae). The naked-eye tall is
again vet 7 iong but extremely faint.
Nucleus. Diffuse coma, strongly condensed about mall nucleus.
Coma dlametez approximate. Clear. (observer gave limit as approximately 9. Ed. )
Clear. (Observer gave limit as approxlmately 10. Ed. )
Tall fairly narrow and faint. Faint stellaz-llke nucleus.




Center tail; see drawing.
C_eet: naked eye.
Tall masuzement refers to dust tail only.
Serene, without %rind.
Estlmate_ ,ag_itude uncertainty +/-0.4. Cons dlameter determined by comparison %rlth a pair of stars. Measurement from a
plot IrieldUs 10 arc rain.
Bed wea%_er, tall barely visible.
Coma dla. - elIpt. [sic]. Tail length iadetezl.




Magnltudk_ estimate uncertainty +/-0.3 nag.
Possible ve_ thin clerks clouds.
comet _ear bright star.
U_ertain because of low altitude. Cirrus.
Antoniadl III-IV. Haze.
Coma diameter 8.5 _+.
Coma dla. - "large'.
Ap Ins f/ Pw_ (s) DurM Lim Slte Observer(s] Notes
0.050 B 7 20 4.1 1 Will,M A
O. 050 R 12 24 20 4.1 1 Will ,M B
0.13 SC 10 32,120 15 6.5 1 Hays Jr,R.N C
0.050 B 7 10 6.3 3 COOk,A.J
0.050 B 7 5 6.1 7 Hayer, R D
0.30 N 8.5 102,212,425 34 6.2 1 B_gbie,M. J. R E
0.090 M 11 56 10 3.0 9 Nestlumd,M F
The c©ma of the c_t has three concentric zones of brlghtmeaa. Zone 3, the _st nebulous part of the c_a, is a good deal
_re intense than the tall of cc_met Halley this evening. Zone 2 is still brighter and the glow Peaks out at a point In the
center of the c_a called zone i. The tall is cone shaped, very diffuse showing no detail. COma diameter 13.91'; inner coma
dialetez 7.49'; tall length 18.18' at PA 262. Dark adapted.
The gemexal p%Lr_se of this sketch was to observe detail in the tail of coaH_t Halley. Overall the tall 8ms to be less
1ominous thae the outer reaches of the ccaa. Bif%u_cation was observed In the tail's structure. The northern branch is shown
to be slightly longer than its southern countea_azt. Note that s star can be seen through one of the branches, the northern
branch. This star is _eater iD brightness than _agnltude 9.5 according to AAVSO Styx Atlas chart 112. COma diameter 10.23';
tall leagth 36.13' at PA 262.
Quiet comet. 'Nucleus' not as prc_inent as on Apr. 26/27.
Tail center nt PA 105.
Fans at variable PAs. Tail spine at PA 80. Vertex distance 4.2 arc rain.; semi latus rectums Pl - 4.7 arc m£=., F2 - 3.2 arc
miD. At 425X - faint streamers were observed that _ved out from the central coudessatlon add then flowed backward into the
tail. Two fans also appeared to behave similarly. K relatively bright and thln spine Of material flowed away from the
cent/sl condensstlon into the tail. The tall at 102x was narrow, but prominent. (Two dUcawlngs are included in this llsting:
one made at magnifications of 102 az_ 425 and scale 0.25 arc min./_ and ode at a magnification of 425 add scale of 0.07 arc
min./m. There is DO reference to a magnification 212 except ou the coversheet. Ed. }
Low altitude, cirrus.
S_B-NETNORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONI FL f/ Ap
3.091 852006 0.225 1.7 0.140
3.173 852007 0.200 3.5
3.195 852008 0.200 3.5
3.205 852009 0.135 2.8
3.232 852010 0.300 1.5 0.200
3.234 852011 0.260 5.2 0.050
3.234 852012 0.050 2
3.234 852013 0.500 3.6 0.140
3.238 852014 0.260 5.2 0.050
3.238 852015 0.050 2
3.238 852016 0.500 3.G 0.140
3.245 852017 0.260 5.2 0.050
3.245 852018 0.500 3.6 0.140
3.259 852019 0.050 2
3.259 852020 0.500 3.6 0.140
3.259 852021 0.260 5.2 0.050
3.280 852022 0.050 2
3.280 852023 0.260 5.2 0,050
3.400 852024 0.135 3.5
3.407 852025 0.135 3.5
3.419 852026 0.135 3.5
FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Slte Observer(s) Notes
9.1 X 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 3/1 :) 1 Dilslzlan,H
10.3 x 6.9 10.00 Ektachro_e 400/ N T 759/S 2 Noldyla,B A
10.3 x 6.9 11.50 Ektachrcle 400/ N T 762/$ 2 Noidyla,B A
15.2 xl0.2 8.50 Kodak 2415 Y C 617/S 2 Buchanan,W.T B
6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 23/P 3 Yen,B C
7.9 X 5.3 1.00 3M i000 i000/ N O 19/N 2 Ed_g,s.J
39.6 x27.0 1.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 7/N 2 Edbezg, s.3
4.1 x 2.? 1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 27/C 2 EdLbezg, S.J
7.9 x 5.3 10.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 20/N 2 Edberg, S.3
39.6 x27.0 10.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 8/N 2 Edbe_g,S.3
4.1 x 2.7 i0.00 KOdak Tzi-X 400/ N O 28/C 2 Ed_erg,S.3
7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M 1000 I000/ N O 21/N 2 Edberg,$.J
4.1 x 2.7 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 29/C 2 Edberg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 10.00 3M 1000 i000/ N O 22/N 2 Edberg,S.J
4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O I0/_ 2 Edberg,S.J
7.9 x 5.3 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 30/C 2 Edl)erg,S.J
39.6 x27.0 20.00 Ektachro_e 400/ N O II/N 2 Eclberg,S.J
7.9 X 5.3 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 31/C 2 Edberg,S.J
15.2 xl0.2 5.00 Ektachr.400 N X 35/S 1 Tregaskls,T.B D
15.2 xl0.2 i0.00 Ektschr.400 N X 36/S 1 Tregaskls,T.B D
15.2 xl0.2 20.00 E_tachr.400 N X 37/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B D
DATE: 3 MAY 1986 DATE: 3 MAy 1986
Dnt_e(OT) AO_I FL f/ kp FOV ExpM Eaulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Tlv P Site Observer(s) Notes
3.845 852027 0.058 2 34.5 x23.4 5.00 HI, 400/2"7 N 28/S 1 Cbodorowski,F E
3.850 852028 0.300 4 6.9 X 4.6 20.00 Fotopan HL 400/27 N O 12/P 1 Slusarczyk,J
3.897 852029 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 23/P 1 Conrad,R F
3.935 852030 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Ektacbxome 400/27 N X 6/P 2 Lucius,D
3.946 852031 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Ektacbzone 400/27 N X 7/P 2 Lucius,D
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is preceded by pEeflx I. Ed.)
NOTE B (observer's image identifier is F-126-17. Ed. )
NOTE C (Obnex_er's Image identifier is I. Ed.) Instrument is Schnldt ¢_uNera.
NOTE D Push pzocessed to 800 ASA.
NOTE E (observer's image identifier is 12/28. Ed.)
NOTE F Clty lights interfered _rlth the observation; Vienna, from room.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Date(UT) AON# Co_flg Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM E|rdlslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
3.239 870144 600G-O CL 0.135 2.8 18.00 Kodak 2415 Y 618/5 2 Buchanan, W. T A
NOTE A Frame has light from passing vehlcle. (Observer's Image identifier is E-126-18. Ed.) Cow_t Halley Just below naked eye
vlsibility.
DATE: 4 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEOR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_kW# ml t_M Chart
4.00 829872 5.6 B AAVSO
4.021 829873 4.9 B 112
4.032 819874 6.4 $ 112






























































6 0.203 N 6
3 0.08 R 11
4 2.3 113 0.050 B
4 3.0 113 0.050 s
0.035 n





5 6.0 102 0.05 H
4 0.18 256 0.050 B













3 1 0.080 B
6 0.200 C 15
3 0.023 B
4 0.050 B
DATE: 4 MAY 1986
Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
7 Kiselev,N
7 5.5 Y 2 Villegas,S
7 5.5C Y I MaztiDez,c
I0 5.2 Y 1 AIIen,E
i0 4.5 Y 1 Alves,A.A
I01 4.9 Y 1 Budak,D.M
39 4.lC N 1 Graves,D A
I0 6 Y 1 Boztle,J.E
7 Bortle,J.E B
7 6.0 Y 3 MOZZISOD,N
50 4.4 Y 1 Rouaol, J C
20 5.5 Y Sllth, D
20 Y Kzonk,G
ii 5.2 Y 6 Gozski,L
7 4.9C Y 4 Dodd,N.3 D
7 5.1 Y 5 DeYOUDg,J.A E
7 4.5(: Y 1 Will,M F
i0 6.5 Y 1 Hays Jr,R.H
7 GreeD,D.W.E G
i0 5.5 Y I House,R.R
20 6.0 Y 4 da SIIva,L.A.L





4.41 819906 0.078 R 7.5 30
4.452 819907 5.7 M 112 8.2 6 0.83 85 0.2 C 10 50 6.0 Y
4.47 819908 5.6 S 3B i0 6 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y
4.484 819909 5.4 S 112 11.2 4 0.05 B 7 3.0 N
4.486 819910 5.7 M 112 12 5 0.67 105 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y
4.500 819912 5.5 B 112 0.05 B 7 5.5 Y
4.52 819912 5.1 S 112 3 0.04 B 7 4.5 N
4.522 819913 6.3 M 112 7 5 0.I0 N I0 55 4.0C Y
4.528 819914 6.1 S 112 6.7 5 0.15 N 6 28 2.5 N
4.54 819915 5.3 M 112 14.1 5 1 130 0.080 B II 4 Y
4.5?2 819916 5.6 B 112 15 4 1 I00 0.05 B N
4.575 819917 5.4 112 20 EY 6 Y
4.611 829918 5.4 S 112 10 0.05 B 7 4.9 N
4.70 819919 5.6 B AAVSO 0.08 B
4.715 819920 5.7 M 112 13 4 3.9 107 0.08 B Ii 5.3 Y
4.72 819921 5.8 B M 0.05 B 7
4.76 819922 8.0 B M 0.10 R
4.81 819923 7 B M 12 5 0.08 B 40
4.813 819924 5.6 B 113 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y
4.821 829925 5.7 M AAVSO 7 5 0.7 70 0.156 N 10 54 6.7
4.830 829926 5.5: M CZ I0 4 0.080 B 10 4 Y
4.830 819927 5.3 M 112 5 0.08 B i0 5.2C Y
4.83 819928 6.5: B M 18 0 0.03 R 6 8
4.833 819929 5.4 M 112 4 0.08 B 10 5.2 Y
4.833 819930 5.3 M 112 15 4 0.15 N 4 37 5.2C Y
4.834 819931 5.5 M 112 0.035 B 9 6.4 Y
4.835 819932 5.3 M 112 4 0.15 N 4 37 5.2 Y
4.835 819933 5.4 M 112 4 0.06 B 12 5.2C Y
4.837 819934 5.4 M 112 4 0.06 B 12 5.2 Y
4.837 819935 5.3 M 112 I0 5 0.15 15 56 5.2C Y
4.842 819936 6.4 B 112 ii 3 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.5 Y
4.844 819937 6.2 S 112 22 5 0.08 B 10 4.4 Y
4.844 819938 5.5 B 112 5.0 4 0.08 R 15 39 4.5C Y
4.846 819939 i0.i 5 3.7 108 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y
4.847 819940 5.8 S 112 20 6 0.11 R II 36 4.4 Y
4.847 819941 5.2 B 112 3 4 0.050 B i0 4.9 Y
4.847 819942 5.2 B CZ 12 4 0.i0 O 25 4.0C Y
4.849 819943 5.7 M CZ 12.0 6 0.060 B 20 5.7 Y
4.851 819944 5.6 S 112 4 0.06 R 8 15 4.5 Y
4.854 819945 6.4 B I12 6 5 0.050 R 5.6 19 5.5C N
4.854 819946 6.6 M ll2 43 3 0.067 R 12 60 6.0 Y
4.854 819947 5.9 B SAn 9.6 4 0.125 R 6 35 3.0 Y
4.854 819948 5.4 M 112 15 6 0.050 B 7 Y
4.858 819949 6.4 B 112 12 5 0.035 B 7 5.5C N
4.858 819950 6.4 M 112 0.06 R 4.5 i0 5.0 Y
4.865 819951 15 5 0.064 R 12 32 5.0 Y
4.872 819952 6.0 M CZ I0 3 0.3 0.035 B 7 4.0C Y
4.8750 819953 5.2 S 112 i0 5 0.080 B 15 4.0 Y
4.875 819954 5.1 B 112 4 0.064 R 6.3 I0 6 Y
4.882 819955 6.0: M 112 5 3 0.09 M II 56 3.5 Y
4.888 819956 5.8 B 5.0 4 0.110 R 6.8 47 4.5 Y
4.892 819957 5.6 B 112 0.050 B i0 6.5 Y
4.906 819958 5.1 B 112 4 0.05 B 7 5 Y
4.927 819959 6.3 B AAVSO 12 2 0.115 N 30 4.0 Y
4.941 819960 5.6 M CZ 3 0.06 B 12 4.0C Y
4.948 819961 5.6 M CZ 9 3 0.i0 B 25 4.0C Y
60 5.0 Y 4 Gilcbxlst,D.K B
I0 4 C Y I Gronek,J.D I
7 6.0 Y 1 Jacobso=,E 3
6.0 Y 1 3acobson,E
II Y 1 Prysl,J K
11 5.8 Y 2 $prstt,C.E L
30 4.0 Y I Allen,E
20 5.0 3 Maohholz,D
20 Y 1 Batza,H M



























































NOTE A Diffuse coma.
NOTE B With 31.7 cta Newtonlan using 55x: coma appears slightly elliptical, ma3or axis NNE to SS_. Bright knot of material situated
sigDificant/y WNW of center. Using ll0x there is a very strong suggestion of a large, complex system of rays or jets which
fills the emtire coma. This same impression is to be had at 1701 with the rays in the long axis of the coma being certain
but Dot shal_p enough to draw. It appears that two rays extend toward the $$w and one goes N_'E but there are certainly others
that are less clearly seen. The comet's nuclear region is composed of a small Knot of bright material containing a minute,
stellar feature which is very faint.
NOTE C Very hazy. Nucleus fuzzy
NOTE D Mild Interference by city lights. No tail seen.
























Date (UT ) _| Scale Ap
4.094 831213 0.40 0.204
4.122 831214 1.00 0.050
4.715 831215 4 0.08
4.857 831216 0.08 0.36
4.877 831217 1.6 0.090
DATE: 4 flAY 1986 DATE: 4 MAY 1986
(PA value may have been Incorxeotly determined. Ed. )
Coma diamete.r approximate.
Cola dlauaeter and tail length are rough estimations.
EXC • see.
Condensation.
Ver_ transparent faint broad tail. (observer gave limit as 9. Ed. )
Hint of tail. DC approximate.
(Observer gave limit as ii.0. Ed.)
C0ma diameter approximate. Somewhat cloudy, very difficult. (Translated by I_W staff. Ed. )
Short, narrow, wispy tail.
Tall faint. Very clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately i0. Ed. )
Coaa dlaIM_ter approximate. Very clear.
Sc_me haze add light pollution. DC - strong.
Midpoint on tail: 2.7 deg. at PA 105. End polnt of tail: 3.9 deg. at PA 107.
Comet: naked eye.
Coma dla. - elipt. (sic]
Coma elliptical.
Ins_nt is Coude refractor. C_a dla. - elipt. [sic]
Tail _aaurement refers to dust tail only.
Very good w_sther.
Ver T thin cirrus clouds!
Estimated megnlt_de u_certalnty +/-0.2. Co_a diameter determined by cc_IparisoD with a pair of stars. Meas_Lr_ent from a plot
yields 15 arc Bin.
UnceztsiD because of low altitude.
Ins f/ P_T(s) DurM Lira Site ObServer (s] Notes
N 8 58,130 30 4.5 I Roblnson, P. C A
B 7 19 4.5 1 WIII,M B
B ii 5.3 4 Fleet,R. _ C
SC ii 325 7 4.0 1 Korth,S D
M ii 56 15 3.5 9 Westlund ,M E
NOTE A Gas tall st PA II0; dlLst tall st PA Ii0-130; hooded border at PAs 140 (62.0'), 175 (17.6'}, 260 (6.0'), 340 (9.6'), add 20
(34.8'); halZ hood st PA 355 (35.6') to 275 {6.0') (end). Slightly stellar central condensation. C_s Bainly round. Half
hood was ver_ hard to _ee. I Judge this _Lrawing as highly sCCtLrate since it was done st scope on preplotted stars. Also, my
ability to obse/-ve has _en iIproving each time. City lights interfered with the observations.
NOTE H The coma CaD be divided into two concentric zones. The outer zone is of a dlmm_r more nebulous tone thsD the inner zone.
The tall is almost nonexistent, or barely visible. It gives the i_pression Of being cone shaped. The 3rd magnitude star Nu
Hydrae situated st the tip of the tall may have served to hide or st least dim comet Halley's tall with its brilliance. Coma
diameter 12.96'; inner cola dlaJ_ter 2.74'; tail length 10.97' at PA 256.
NOTE C Tall end point st PA 107. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE D ? at about PA 145, very diffuse; ? at about PA 0, very diffuse. Condensation slightly elongated; the comet passed very
near to the star south of it in the drawing, but it di_'t OCcult it nor s magnitude decrease has been observed.
NOTE E Low altitude.
FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp C.,dmg Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
9.i x 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 Dilsizian,R
4.1 x 2.7 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/C 1 Chester,G.R A
15.2 XI0.2 15.00 KOdak 2415 Y C 622/S 3 Buchanan,N.T B
4.1 x 2.7 30.00 KOdak 2415 Y S 3/C 1 Chester,G.R C
6.8 x 4.5 2.50 Kodak 2415 Y • 268/P 1 Sabla,J.D D
4.1 x 2.7 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/C 1 Chestar,G.R E
10.3 x 6.9 8.50 F_Jlchrome 400/ N T 772/S 2 Woidyla,B F
4.1 x 2.7 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 5/C 1 Chester,G.R G
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y • 270/P 1 Sabia,J.D H
10.3 x 6.9 9.00 FuJickLroDe 400/ N T 776/S 2 Noidyls,H F
10.3 x 6.9 I0.00 FuJlchr_Re 400/ N T 774/S 2 Woldyla,B F
6.9 x 4.6 10.00 Ektachrome 400/ N T 763/S 2 Noldyls,B F
10.3 x 6.9 6.50 Fuji 400/ N 19/S Pryal,J
11.4 x 7.6 10.00 FuJlchzo_e P 1600/ N 12/S I Saoford,J
11.4 x 7.6 6.00 FuJichrome P 1600/ N 13/S 1 Sanford,J
11.4 x 7.6 5.00 FuJlcb_o_e P 1600/ N 14/S 1 Sanford,J
6.9 x 4.6 30.00 Fotepan HL 400/27 N O 13/P 1 Slusarczyk,J
34.5 X23.4 20.00 HL 400/27 N 48/S 1 Chodorowskl, F I
2.2 x 1.4 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y 24/P 1 Conrad,R J
S_B-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap
4.088 852032 0.225 1.7 0.140
4.094 852033 0.500 3.6 0.140
4.101 852034 0.135 2.8
4.124 852035 0.500 3.6 0.140
4.132 852036 0.305 1.5 0.203
4.145 852037 0.500 3.6 0.140
4,166 852038 0.200 3.5
4.172 852039 0.500 3.6 0.140
4.180 852040 0.305 1.5 0.203
4.194 852041 0.200 3.5
4.201 852042 0.200 3.5
4.219 852043 0.300 5.8
4.224 852044 0.200 3.5
4.230 852045 0.180 2.8
4.235 852046 0.180 2.8
4.241 852047 0.180 2.8
4.844 852048 0.300 4
4.858 852049 0.058 2.8
4.861 852050 0.950 4.7 0.20
NOTE A (Obse1"_er's image identifier is 2A. Ed.)
NOTE B (Obse1"_er's image identifier is F-126-22. Ed.)
NOTE C (Observer's image identifier is 3A. Ed.)
NOTE D Photograph made by 3. Xamichitis and J.D. Sable.




(Observer's image identifier is preceded by prefix I. Ed.)
(Observer's image identifier is 5A. Ed.)
Antl-tall Suspected On negative, very short and Stubby. Photograph made by J. Kamichitis and 3.D. Sa_ia.
NOTE I (Observer's image identifier is 18/48. Ed.)
N_ J City llghts interfered with the observation; Vienna, from ro_.
SUB-NETWORK: SPECTROSCOPY
Dste(UT) AON# Conflg Ins FL f/ Ap ExpM E_ulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Ty_ Site Observer(s)
4.168 870145 600G-O CL 0.135 1.9 31.00 Kodak 2415 Y 626/S 3 Buchauan,W.T
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is E-126-26. Ed.) Comet Ealley Just below naked eye visibility.
Notes
A
DATE: 5 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON8 ml _ Cha/t Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P1rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
5.035 819962 5.9 B 112 7
5.073 819963 5.4 S 112
5.073 819964 6.0 B 112
5.12 819965 4.9 S IHW BAA 15
5.131 819966 5.9 B 112
5.153 819967 5.7 B 112 19.4
5.18 819968 4.9 M 112
5.19 819969 4.9 B 112 ii
5.19 819970 34
5.29 819871 6.8 B M 1
5.2917 819972 5.4 M I12 12
5.31 819973 4.2 M 112 40
5.31 819974 5.1 M 112
5.31 819975 5.1 B 112
5.340 819976 5.6 B I12
5.35 819977 5.0 S N BYA 12
5.364 819978 6.8: $ TIRION 7
5.49 819979 5.7 M 112 10.7
5.49 819980 5.7 S 112 i0
5.499 819981 6.4 M 112 6
5.500 819982 5.0 S 112
5.500 819983 12
5.503 819984 5.6 M 112 9
5.510 819985 5.4 S 112 20
5.51 819986 5.0 M AAVSO 15
5.703 819987 5.8 N 112 10
5.708 819988 5.7 N 112 12
5.712 818989 5.2 112
5.75 819990 12
5.758 819991 7.9 M 88
5.77 819992 6 B M
5.799 819883 5.5 M 112 I0
5.819 819994 5.0 B 112
5.82 819985 6.7 B M
5.823 819986 5.2 M 112
5.826 819997 6.0 S 112
5.826 819998
5.826 819999 6.2 M CZ
5.830 820000 5.7 M CZ
5.833 820001 5.6 N CZ
5.833 820002 6.5 M CZ
5.833 820003 5.7 N CZ
5.833 820004 5.6: B 112
5.837 820005 6.4 M CZ
5.860 820006 5.9 S 112
5.844 820007 6.1 B CZ
5.847 820008 5.8 S 112
5.85 820009 5.2 B 112
5.85 820010 6.6: B M
5.85 820011 5.5 B AAVSO
5.851 820012 6.5 B 112
5.854 820013 6.6 N 112
5.856 820014 5.8 B CZ
5.858 820015 6.2 B CZ
5.861 820016 5.5 S 112
5.861 820017 5.9 B 112
5.866 820018 5.7 B 112
5.868 820019 5.5: S 112
5.868 820020 5.7 M 112
5.87 820021 5.5 S 112
5.878 820022 5.1 N 3B
5.878 820023 5.6 M 112
5.878 820024 6.1 M CZ
5.884 820025 5.2 S 112
5.888 820026
5.89 820027 6.0 B DCS 13
5.896 820028 5.9 B 112
5.896 820029 5.4 S 112
5.899 820030 6.5 M 112
5.899 820031 5.8: M 112
5.903 820032 5.6 S 112
5.903 820033 5.9 S 112
5.903 820034 5.6 S 112
5.906 820035
5.906 820036 5.4 S 112
5.910 820037 5.7 S 112
5.910 820038 5.7 B CZ
5.917 820039 5.5 S 212
















41 3 0.067 R 12
I0 6 0.060 B
6 5 0.04 B
13 6 1.50 106 0.13 R 4
5.0 4 0.08 R 15
0.050 B12 5 0.063
11 4 0.06 B
0.05 B
5 7 0.050 B
4 0.08 B
20 6 0.03 B
17 5 0.5 i05 0.05 B
17 6 0.5 105 0.08 B
3 0,080 B







7.4 5.6 6 0.i0 45 0.050 B
i0.0 6 i00 0.050 B
12 4 0.I0 O
13.5 3 0.17 93 0.040 B
4.5 0.04 n
0.040 B 8 4.9 Y I Levai,R
0.035 B 7 4.7 Y 4 Hudak,D.M
6 0.035 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Stephan,C
4 0.035 B 7 Green,D.W.E
5 0.08 B 11 5.4 Y 6 GOESkI,L
4 0.34 257 0.050 B 7 4.9C Y I WilleM
0.050 B 10 4.0C Y 9 Morrle,C.S
4 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y I 3scobsoD,E
4 EY 6.0 Y 1 3S¢ObSOn,E
0 2 0.05 B 30 Trost,D
5 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 2 COOR,A.J
3 6 95 EY 6.0 Y 13 EeeD,R
0.05 B l0 6 Y 3 Hsle,A
15 105 EY 6 Y 3 Hale,A
3 1.6 I00 0.050 B 7 5.9 Y 3 KrlSOIU=aS,K
7.5 114 ET 6.0 N 1 LoVeJDy, T
7 0.050 B 15 2.8 Nitte,F
5 0.080 B ii 3 Y 2 Natanad_e,N
6 0.07 B I0 3.0 Y 1 YaDuki,N
5 0.2 90 0.i0 N 10 55 4.5C Y 1 Kato,T
EY 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
4 2 105 0.08 B 15 Se&rgeDt,D
5 0.030 B 8 4.5C Y 1 Kato,T
5 3 90 0.07 B 10 3.5 Y 1 KObDyssbi,J
5 80 0.065 R 8 16 5.0 Y 5 Nak_a,A
6 3.5 ii0 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 4 HeDshaw, C
5 5.4 109 0.08 B ii 5.3 Y 4 Fleet,R.W
ET 5.3 Y 4 Fleet,R.W
ET Rudenko,S
0.035 B 9 6.5 Y 1 B4_ble,M.3.R
5 0.6 111 0.04 B 12 R_l_r.o,S
4 0,08 B I0 4.1C Y 1 POea,O
0.030 B 8 4.0C y 2 KieltTks,G
5 0.08 B 40 Palko, Yu
5 0.05 B 12 3.5 Y 1 TaDti,T
5 0.08 B I0 4.7 Y 1 ZDasik,M
5 0.064 E 12.5 30 4.0C y 2 KieltykasG
5 0.05 B 7 1 Sllhan,J
4 0.080 B i0 5.0 Y 1 Bilek,v
5 0.050 B 7 5.0 Y 1 Bilek,Y
3 0.035 B 7 5.0T Y 1 BrOCh,F
3 0.05 B 7 1 Kucera,P
3 0.050 B I0 4.9C N 1 LaIZIo,A
5 0.05 B 7 1 Silhsn,J
6 0.II R 11 36 4.7 Y 1 Znaslk,M
3 0.05 R I0 13 4.5 Y 1 Polak,J
3 0,05 B 10 4.5C Y 1 MeDicbetti,E
4 0.50 83 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 Me_lln,J.-C
0 0.03 R 6 8 Drnpun,I
4 0.5 113 0.05 B 7 Che-Enls,K
2 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.0 Y I Gora,D
60 6.0 Y 2 KosiDski,3
20 5.5 Y 1 Barak,R
7 5.0 1 Branclk,K
21 5.2 Y 1 Ca|_os,J
39 4.1c Y 1 Szulc,M
i0 6.0 Y 1 SltLsarczyk,J
9 2.5C N 1 Kalolerer,A
12 5.5C y 1 RapavT,P
7 5.5 39 Shanklin,J.D
7 6.0 Y 1 Stott,D
10 5.0C Y 1 RapDvy,P
8 1 SilbnD,J
10 4.0 Y 1 H_St,G.M
15 4.0 Y 1 HUESt,G.M
15 5.5C Y I Kei_mel,P.C
10 5.6 N 7 _onIDek,M
6 0.25 N 6 60 4.1 Y 1 GalDsfOEd,M.J
0.06 R 4.5 10 4.5 Y I Chodorowski,F
2 0.05 M ii 56 4.0 Y 9 Westl_u_d,M
3 0.08 B 11 4.1 Y 1 Gainsford,M.J
2 0.5 90 0.050 B I0 5.8 Y 2 Rogers,J.B
4 0.15 53 0.070 B 16 4.9C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
5 0.064 R 12 32 4.5 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
I0 4.7 Y 3 Abbott,J
I0 5.0 Y I Rossi,L
25 4.0C Y 1 Micek,I
8 4.9C Y 1 TayIor,M.D
7 Kiselev,N
NOTE A Magnitude estlJate uncertainty +/-0.i man.
NOTE B Sky hazy. Comet not visible naked eye. Getting _re diffuse. No tail sees.
NOTE C Coma dlaweter approximate.
NOTE D (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed.)
NOTE E Coodensetlon.
NOTE F Tall north boundary 3.50 den. at PA 102, south boundary 3.30 den. at PA 117.
NOTE G ObDerTatlon from Tahiti.
NOTE H Tall plotted on chart.
NOTE I Very difficult. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.]
NOTE J Tail length = yes.
NOTE K MidDoiDt on tail: 3.2 de 9. at PA 105. End point Of tail: 5.4 den. at PA 109.
NOTE L Seeing good, transparency fair. Haze. Clouds.
NOTE H Estimated magnitude uncertainty +/-0.3. COma diameter determined by comparison with a pair of stars. Measurement from 8
plot yields 10 arc miD.
NOTE N Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.3 man.
NOTE O Relatively bright sky.
NOTE P Tail at PA 105 is broad. Tail at PA 30 is narrow and faint.
NOTE O Coma dialeter 7.5'+.
NOTE R Uncertain because of i_ altitude.
NOTE S Coma slightly pear-shaped, PA approximately 80 den.; no nucleus. Tail length and PA approximate.
NOTE T Transparent and dark. Antoniadi I_. Fan 9 arc min. Or more, PA i0 to 93.


















5. "/08 831220 4
5.885 831221 2.3
5.896 831222 1.6
5 MAY 1986 DATE: 5 HAY 1986
Comparison stars (4.9, 6.0), (4.9, 5.4). The coma's long axls_was oriented along PA 88-268. The northern "tail-lobe" was
0.i0 deg. long at PA 45. The central "tail-lobe" was 0.08 deg. long at PA 88. The southern "tail-lobe- was 0.08 deg. long at
Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.050 B 7 26 4.9 l WilI,M A
0,050 B 7 i0 6.0 2 COOk,A.J
0.08 B iI 5.3 4 Fleet,R.W B
0.08 B 15 29 4.0 1 Nurst,G.M C
0.090 M ii 56 I0 4.0 9 Westlund,M D
NOTE A The outer coma, zone 3, is circular and is the most nebulous portion of the coma. The inner coma, zone 2, is oval shaped add
_re concentrated. Zone I, the central peak of bzlght_ess in the GaS appears slightly larger than dot shape iDdlcatiDg that
it too could have measurable size. The tall is a conlcal shape overall. The boundaries of the tail with space ere cu-_ved
towazd the vertex or tip. More dlffuse and fainter than the rest of the comet, the tall has star shining thzough it,
probabl_ aa bright as Bagnltu_e 8. Cola diametez (zone 3) 19.37'; zone 2 major axis ii.14', minor axis 7.75', zone 1
diameter 2.42'; tall length 20.34' st PA 257.
Tall end point st PA 109. (Duzation not indicated. Tiue of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
Tall at PA 105 broad add diffuse. Tall st PA 30 Derrowe-r aed faint. Both also seen in 10x50 binoculars.
NOTE B
NOTE C
NOTE D Low altitode.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPBY
Date(UT) AON# _ f/ Ap For ExpM Emulsion Iso B_p Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
5.148 852051 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 19/P Falsarella,N
5.243 852052 0.050 2.8 39.6 X27.0 i0.00 FuJichroaH_ 1600/ N T 2/S 1 C_o,M
5.275 852053 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 24/P 3 Yen,B
5.331 852054 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 15.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 18_ 1 Marafie,A.H
5.849 852055 0.I00 2.8 20.4 x13.7 5.00 HL 400/27 N 62/S 1 Chodorowski,F
5.852 852058 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 30.00 Fotopan HL 400/27 N O 14/_P 1 Slusarczyk,J
5.915 852057 1.780 5 0.356 1.2 X 0.8 25.60 F_Ji 1600 1600/ N M I/P 1 Mobberley,M
NOTE A (Obse--vTer's iDage identifier is I0. Ed.) Instr_mNJnt i$ So_-Idt cap,Era.
NOTE B Instrument is Schmidt camera.
NO_E C (Observer's ilage identifier is 24/62. Ed.)
NOTE D Tbls color slide El Im was processed as a negative.
Notes
DATE: 6 NAY 1586
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DateCUT) AON| ml P_ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site ObSezTez(s) Notes
6.065 820041 6.4 B AAVSO i0 3 0.115 N 7.8 30 4.2 Y A/ves,A.A
6.069 820042 5.7 B 112 7 0.040 B 8 4.9 Y 1 Le_rsi,R A
6.076 820043 5.3 S 112 0.035 B 7 4.8 Y 4 Hudak,D.M
6.104 820044 5.7 B 112 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y Sualth,D
6.21 820045 5.0 B 112 12 4 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 3seobson,E B
6.21 820046 29 4 EY 6.0 Y 1 Ja¢obso_,E
6.37 820047 •.4 M 112 EY 5.5 Y 13 KeeD,R c
6.38 820048 5.1 $ 112 20 3 0.023 B 3 5.4 3oDes,A
6.38 820049 0.6 115 0.050 B 7 3Oeoa,A D
6.38 820050 8 0.317 N 5 86 3oees,A E
6.458 820051 5.1 S 112 EY 6 Y 1 Seazgent,D
6.458 820052 2.6 107 0.08 B 15 Seargeot,D
6.48 820053 12 6.5 100 EY 6.3 1 LoveJoy,T F
8.50 820054 4.9 M 112 i0 6 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0C Y 1 Okn,A
6.525 820055 5.8 S 112 18 4 2.2 90 0.07 B i0 6 Y 1 Kobayasbi,J
6.698 820056 5.4 B I12 17 5 2 0.05 B 7 4.8 Y • ViDce_t,3 G
6.712 820057 5.9 B 112 I0 1 2 208 0.050 B 7 6.2 Y 1 McBniD,3 H
6.715 820058 5.5 M 112 Ii 5 4.3 107 0.08 B ii 5.2 Y 4 Fleet,R.W I
6.76 820059 5.9 B M 4 4 0.4 273 0.Ii N 30 Y_zchesko,Yu
6.781 820060 5.5 S 112 I0 6 2.00 104 0.13 R 4 21 5.4 Y 1 Ca_n,3
6.79 820061 5 : B M 0.10 R PoroshlaeA
6.80 820062 4.9 B E 12 5 1 105 0.05 B 7 Morlil,V
6.800 820063 5.3 M 112 14 5 1.4 105 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.1 N 1 Vent_a,F J
6.82 820064 5.0 B E i0 5 0.05 B 7 Mozlil,V
6.826 820065 6.7 M CZ i0 0 0.5 145 0.035 B 7 •.5T Y 1 ILroch,E K
6.83 820066 6.8 B M 18 0 0.03 B 8 Drapuo,I
6.833 820067 6.9: 1127 6 3 0.350 SC ii 120 TC 1 Marx,H L
6.833 820068 6.4 M CZ 10 2 0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,J
6.838 820069 5.6 M 112 7 4 0.5 120 0.15 15 56 5.2c Y 1 Poea,O M
6.840 820070 5.9 B 112 8 6 6 0.050 B 12 3.0 Y 1 Noscb,3
6.840 820071 6.2 M CZ 15 2 0.03 B 8 1 Silhae,3
6.844 820072 5.5 M 112 4 0.08 B l0 5.2 Y 1 CSOlOS,G N
6.844 820073 5.1 B 112 4 0.064 R 6.3 l0 6 Y 2 Pared_ski,M
6.844 820074 5.5 M 112 10 4 0.5 120 0.15 N 4 37 5.2C Y 1 POSS,O 0
8.847 820075 6.0 S ll2 9.9 3 0.41 90 0.10 B 14 5.0 Y 1 HanubIck,N
6.847 820076 6.0 B 112 9.9 3 0.03 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Hasublck,_
6.848 820077 6.6 B I12 i0 2 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.5 Y 1 Gore,D
6.848 820078 5.6 M 112 4 0.06 B 12 5.2C Y 1 POSa,O p
6.850 820079 5.5 M 112 10 4 0.4 120 0.15 N 4 37 5.2 Y 1 CSC_s,G
6.851 820080 5.5 S 112 16 6 0.Ii R 11 36 4.6 Y 1 Z_sslk,M
6.851 820081 5.2 B 112 0.030 B 8 4.0C Y 2 Kieltyka,G
6.851 820082 5.6 M 112 4 2 110 0.08 B 10 5.2C Y 1 Posa,O P
6.854 820083 6.1 S 112 21 5 0.08 B 1O 4.6 Y 1 Znaslk,M
6.854 820084 6.2 B CZ 6 6 0.0• B 7 4.5 1 BraDclk,K
6.854 820085 5.5 M 112 • 0.06 B 12 5.2 Y 1 C_S,G Q
6.856 820086 6 : C_ 6 0.060 B 20 4 N 1 Barak_R R
6.858 820087 5.9 B CZ 12 9 5 O.lO O 25 5.0C Y 1 Micek,I
6.858 820088 6.0 B 112 4.5 3 0.08 R 15 35 4.1C Y 1 SZUIC_M
6.861 820089 6.0 S 112 20 4 0.06 B 12 4.8 Y 1 ZDasik,M
6.861 820050 5.8 M CZ 15 2 0.05 B 7 1 Kucere,P
6.861 820051 6.7 N 112 41 3 0.067 R 12 60 5.5 Y 1 Eosinski,3
6.861 820092 6.1 M CZ 15 1 0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,3
6.865 820093 5.0 B 112 5 310 0.064 R 12 60 4.0 Y 1 Mosksl,W S
6.865 820094 5.1 B 112 4 0.05 B 7 6 Y 2 Pazadowski,M
6.865 820095 5.5 B 112 4 0.06 R 8 15 5.0 N 1 Sch_k,C.M
6.865 820096 5.8 B 112 4 0.090 N 7 26 4.5 Y 1 VohlssF
6.868 820097 5.0 M 112 28 6 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y 14 Villa,M
6.869 820098 5.1 S 112 12 5 1 100 0.152 N 5 44 3.8 Y 2 Moeller,M T
6.871 820099 6.9 B 2 0.080 R 6.2 12 3.5 Y 1 Lieder,F
6.872 820100 6.2 M CZ 15 2 0.03 B 8 1 Sllhan,3
6.875 820101 6.7 M 112 0.06 R 4.5 10 4.0 Y 1 ChOdorOwski,F
6.875 820102 6.0 0.080 B 15 4 Y i Nagele,A U
6.882 820103 12 5 0.064 R 12 32 4.0 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
6.883 820104 6.0 B 5.2 4 0.110 R 6.8 47 5.0 Y 1 Lipski,P
6.890 820105 6.2 M 112 4.5 0.035 B 9 5.5 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R V
NOTE A Ma_It_de estimate uaceztalnty +/-0.1 meg.
NOTE B Comdensation.
NOTE C Observation frca Tahiti.
NOTE D Also 7.8 R, 30x.
NOTE E Large diffuse coin, mall strong condensation.
NOTE F Tall still naked eye.
NOTE G PA 85/95.
NOTE E Vislble with caked eye. (PA value appears incorrect. Ed. )
NOTE I Midpelnt on tail: 1.3 deg. at PA 108. End point of tail: 4.3 deg. at PA 107.
NOTE J A ver_ feint broad tail, widening from the cobs outwards. It _easured a surprlsiog 84 arc min. long.
DATE: 6 MAY 1986
NOTE K Estimated magnitude uncertainty +/-0.5. Coma diameter determined by comparison with a pair o£ stars. Measurement from a
plot yields 15 arc mln.
NOTE L Coma dlmDe_r approximate. (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelaeder?]. Ed.}
NOTE M Instrument is Coude refractor.
NOTE N Cela elliptical.
NOTE 0 Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE P CoDa dla. = circle.
NOTE Q Coua circular.
NOTE R The observation was ended by clouds.
NOTE $ NO tail.
NOTE T Hazy.
NOTE U (Observer Indicated "A" method [Axgelaoder?]. Ed.) Colparisoo stars are SAO 156124, 156095, 156310, 156170.
NOTE v Tail leasuresent refers to dust tall only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
6.083 831223 0.83 0.15 N 8 38 5.6 1 Cuthill,L A
6.095 831224 0.4 0.204 N 8 58,271 35 4.0 1 Robinson,P.C B
6.715 831225 4 0.08 B ii 5.2 4 Fleet,R.w C
NOTE A Cola DC = 6. Tall at PA II0 gas - 155. A_is of head at PA 315. CoRn has a fairly strong central cosdensatlon. Coma size - 4
arc min. A possible gas tail at PA ii0 deg. Magnitude estimated to be 6.0 using 10xS0 binoculars (Morris method).
NOTE B Gas tail at PA 115; main dust tail at PA 120 to 135 (42.8') to 210 (3.2']_ hood border, at PAs 160 (61.6'), 170 (38.8'), 180
DATE :
preplotted staxs. City lights interfered with the observation. Two drawings in this listing.
NOTE C Tall end point at PA 107. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start t_e" . Ed.)
6 MAY 1986 DATE: G MAY Z586
(18.0'), 290 (3.2') and 10 (27.2'); parabolic hood passes about 3' NW of center, tangent to coma. Tail at PA 0; tail at PA
295; forward Jet at PA 295; "wing" Jet st PAs 300 (0.16'), 210 (0.64'), 180 (1.36'); and "wing" jet at PAs 300 (0.16'), 30
(0.56'), 55 (1.6 deg.). [sic] $1igh%ly stellaz central condensation is non stellar at 271x. Close up drawing of coma shows
that the NW half is much brighter than opposite side. "Wing" jets are curved gradually SE. Comet features were plotted with
NOTE A Anti-tail suspected on negative, very short and stubby. Photo_aph made by J. Kamichitis and J.D. Sabia.
NOTE B Antl-tail noted On negative, very short and spike-like. Not seen visually. Photograph made by J. Kaoichltls and J.D. $abia.
NOTE C Some distant heat lightning present.
NOTE D Insist is scbmldt camera.
NOTE E City lights interfered with the observation; Vienna, fr_ r_.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO Hyp G4_g Id/Typ site Observer(s) Notes
6.029 852058 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 20/P Falsarella,N
6.078 852059 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N C 3/P Falsazella,N
6.087 852060 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.50 Kodak 2415 Y X 275/P 1 Sabla,J.D A
6.110 852061 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 277/P 1 Sabia,J.D B
6.128 852062 0.050 4 39.6 x27.0 10.00 Kodak TrI-X 400/27 N X 043/P 1 BrO,M C
6.142 852063 0.500 $ 4.1 x 2.7 10.00 Kodak Trl-X 400/27 N X 044/P 1 BrO,M C
6.322 852064 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 7.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 19/P 1 Marafle,A.H D
6.858 852065 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 2.00 Kodak2415 Y 25/P 1 Conrad,R E
6.890 852066 0.300 4 6.9 X 4.6 20.00 Fotopan HL 400/27 N O 15/P 1 $1usaxezyk,J
DATE: 7 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_3_T# sal _ Chut C_a zlze DC Tail PA Ap IDa f/ PwT LLu DA Site Obsel_rer(s)
1 98 0.05 B

















































4 0.4 107 0.078 R 7.5 30 Jonea,A
7 0.317 N 5 86 JoRes,A
6 0.50 90 0.I N i0 56 5.0 Y 1 Ichlkawa, K
6 0.05 B i0 4.5 Y 1 Uda,K
5 0.08 B 11 4 C Y 1 Mite_a, S
4 0.07 B l0 5.0 Y 1 Hayashi,A
4 0.080 B ii 3 Y 2 Wataaabe,N
4 0.10 N I0 55 3.5C Y 1 Kato,T
4 2.5 90 0.07 B i0 5.5 Y 1 Kobayashi,J
5 0.25 80 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y 1 HaTaahi,A
2 0.08 B ii 3.0 N 1 MOBOSe ,M
4 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y 6 Nakmi_IEa, A
0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 2 Suzuki, K
4 0.31 N 5.7 147 4.5 Y 2 Suzuki, K
3 0.05 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Hayashi, B
0.035 B 7 Y 2 Okada,M
3 0.12 N 6 60 1.0c Y 1 Kishi,A
0.07 B I0 3.6 Y i Date,M
6 0.07 B 10 3.0 Y 1 Yaauki,M
5 7.0 107 0.08 B Ii 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
8 EY 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
5 1 106 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
5 0.04 B 12 Ma_dik, A
5 1.5 100 0.05 B 7 5.1 Y 4 Vincent, J
5 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.1 N 1 Ventura, F
B i0 4.5 Y 3 H1_Tth, G
5 3 106 0.05 B 7 Mozlil, V
5 0.05 E 12 5.5 Y 1 Tanti, T
2 0.05 B 7 1 Kuceza, P
3 0.5 67 0.156 N i0 54 5.0 Koea-Kies, A
7.028 820106 5.8 B 112
7.052 820107 6.3 M 112
7.125 820108 6.0 B 112
7.149 820109 6.2 B 112
7.17 820110 6.I E 112
7.1826 820111 5.6 S DCS
7.18 820112 5.1 S 112
7.198 820113 6.2 S 112
7.21 820114
7.29 820115 4.5 M 112
7.38 820116 5.6 S I12
7.39 820117 5.7 $ 112
7.39 820118
7.40 820119
7.457 820120 5.7 M I12
7.47 820121 5.6 B
7.479 820122 6.2 M 112
7.45 820123 5.6 S AAVSO
7.48 820124 6.2 M 112
7.482 820125 6.2 M 112
7.482 820126 5.7 $ 112
7.49 820127 5.5 S AAVSO
7.51 820128 6.0 S 112
7.52 820129 5.4 -M _VSO
7.52 820130 5.5 M 3B
7.52 820131 3B
7.524 820132 5.9 B I12
7.528 820133 5.8 B i12
7.535 820134 7.1 S i12
7.549 820135 5.9 B 3B
7.55 820136 6.2 S 112
7.743 820137 5.7 M i_2
7.750 820138 5.2 M 112
7.75 820139 5.0 B E
7.77 820140 6.4 M M
7.781 820141 5.6 B 112
7.792 820142 5.4 M 112
7.795 820143 6.1 $ 112
7.80 820144 4.8 B E
7.809 820145 5.9 M i12
7.833 820146 6.0 M CZ
7.833 820147 6.2 M AAVSO
7.837 820148 5.1 M 112
7.840 820149 6.8 B 112
7.84 820150 5.0 B E
7.840 820151 6.5 M CZ
7.840 820152 112
7.8437 820153 5.9 S 112
7.844 820154 6.3 B CZ
7.847 820155 5.7 M CZ
7.851 820156 6.1 B 112
7.854 820157 6.3 M 112
7.854 820158 6.5 M CZ
7.858 820159 6.8 M 112
7.858 820160 6.I M CZ
7.858 820161 6.3 B CZ
7.861 820162 6.6 M I12
7.861 820163 5.2 B 112
7.868 820164 6.1 S 112
7.868 820165
7.871 820166
7.878 820167 6.3 S 112
7.889 820168 6.8 M CZ
7.896 820169 5.7 S U ETA
7.90 820170 6.0 S 112
7,90 820171 5.4 B 112
7,90 820172 6.6 B AAVSO
7.903 820173 112
7.810 820174 5.8 S 112
7.924 820175 5.9 S 112
I0 4.9 Y 1 Sarrls,L.A
45 3.8 Y 1 Mac Kenzie,G
20 4.5 Y Smith,D
7 4.0 1 Lalxet,R
20 Y Kronk,G
20 5.4 3 Machholz,D
i0 4.0C Y 9 Morris,C.S
i0 4 C Y 1 Gronek,J.D
7 _g,S.3
5.5 Y 15 Keen,R
3 5.4 Jonea,A
3 Jones,A
6 0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 14 Villa,M
2 0.066 R 15.2 28 5.5 Y 1 Gora,D
5 106 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
3 0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,3
6 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
3 0.080 B 15 3.5C Y Giu_toli,M
3 0.10 0 25 4.0C Y 1 Mioek,I
6 0.080 B 10 5.0 Y 1 Bilek,v
3 0.08 R 15 39 4.1C Y _ SZ_LIc,M
0.035 B 9 5.5 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
3 0.05 B 7 1 Silhan,J
6 0.135 R 15 80 5.1T Y 1 Eumenansky,J
1 0.05 B 7 1 Kucera,P
6 0,060 B 20 5 Y 1 Baxak,R
18 5
12 5
4.8 5 2.8 I00 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.5 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
20 5 0.08 B I0 4.3 Y l ZDasik,M
12 2 0.055 R 6 12 1 Silhan,3
14 5 0.050 B 7 Y 1 Mikuz,H
0.08 B 10 5.3 1 Shanklin,3.D
14 3 2.50 95 0.050 B 7 5.5 Y 2 MezIiD,3.--C
15 4 0.II B 20 Chernis,K
8 1 0.09 M 11 56 3.0 Y 9 NeatltL_d,H
8.0 4 0.070 B 16 4.1C Y 1 Taylor,M.D
11.5 6 105 0.050 B I0 5.5 Y 1 Rossi,L
NOTE A Comparlson stars = 5.7 and 6.0 (chart 112, Manual If, Bobr. Bethod). (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B EXC. see.
NOTE C Observatlon from Tahiti.
NOTE D Tail detected?
NOTE E Haze.
NOTE F Tail length = yea?
NOTE G Meter. CComa diameter. Ed.] 0.4 deg. tail measured with magnification of 55.
NOTE B Tail length 0.17 deg. to 0.33 deg.
NOTE I Midpoint on tail: 3.4 deg. at PA 107. End point of tail: 7.0 deg. at PA 107.
NOTE J Ligbts.
NOTE K Seeing good, transparency excellent.
NOTE L 0.7 deg. tail PA 119, 127, 136 de9.
NOTE M Clear sky.
NOTE N Tall Beasurement refers to dust tail only.
NOTE O Possible very thin c_rrus clouds.
NOTE P Tail not certain.
NOTE Q Low altitude. Just visible.
NOTE R AntoDiadi IIl. raze.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
7.051 831226 0.61 0.i14 N 8 45 45 3.8 1 Mac Eenzie,G
7.743 831227 4 0.08 B ii 5.9 1 Fleet,R.N A
7.898 831228 1.6 0.090 M 11 56 15 3.0 9 Westlund,M B
7.927 831229 0.9 0.40 N 5 81,170 I0 5.5 2 Merlin,3.-C C
NOTE A Tail end point at PA 107. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Low altitude; just visible.
0.06 R 4.5 l0 4.5 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
0.030 B 8 4.0 Y 2 Kieltyka,G
0.11 R ii 36 4.3 Y 1 Znaslk,M
0.064 R 12 32 4.5 Y 1 Chodorowski,F
DATE: 7 MAY 1886
Notes
A
DATE: 7 MAy 1986 DATE: 7 MAY 1986
NOTE C Tail at PA 61/ tail at PA 95 t axis of a lultiple-tail structure; Jet at PA 201, bright feature ending in a fountain like
structure (toward PA 146); Jet at PA 242, nearly sunward; _et at PA 303, short feature prolongated by a fountaln-like
stl_ctlkre (toward PA 34. )
SUB-NETWORK : PROTOGRAP_Y
Dete(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOr ExpM E_ulsios ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s} Notes
7.835 852067 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 X 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y 506/P 4 Jager,M A
7.058 852068 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 x 1.4 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 26/P l Conrad,R B
7.861 852069 0.300 4 6.9 x 4.6 I0.00 KL 400/27 N 57/S 1 Chodorowski,F C
NOTE A Ma_It_e 5.4; antitall 13 arc rain. at PA 287. (Print su_altted is composite of two 4 rain. exposures separated by 5 mln.
Ed. )
NOTE B City lights interfered with the observationl Vienna, fr_ room.
NOTE C (Observer's IJaage identifier is 34/57/58. Ed.)
DATE: 8 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE























































COma size IX: Tail PA
820186 6.4 B 112
820187 6,3 B 112
820188 5.2 : 112






























M 112 20 11
S 112 10.8
B 112 10.8







8.868 820230 6.4: B 112
8.868 820231 6.8 1127 i0
8.868 820232 5.8 M 112
8.87 820233 4.8 S DCS 13 15
8.872 820234 6 , 9 M 112 13 ii
8.875 820235 6.B B 9
8.8?5 820236 6.4 B 112 6
8.879 820237 6.2 B 4.8
8.885 820238 6.3 B 112 9
8.885 820239 7.1 B 112 15
8.906 820240 5.3 S 112 16
8. 909 820241 14
8.310 820242 6.3 S 112 2.3
8.913 820243 6.4 S 112 6.8
8.917 820244 6.2 S 112 12
8.32 820245 6.3 S 112
8.32 820246 6.4 S 112
NOTE A Faint coma.
NOTE B Haze. Nucleus fuzzy.
NOTE C CoLor involved _rith stars.





S 112 3.1 2
S 112 13 3
S 112 8 5




Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.04 B 7 Klselev,N
0.05 B 20 5.0 Y 1 da Sllva, L.A. L
0.115 N 7.8 30 4.0 Y Alves,A. A
0.035 B 7 4.1 Y 4 B_ak,D.M
0.08 R ii 39 4.1C N 1 Graves,D
0.05 B i0 5.5C y 3 House,R.R
0.05 B 7 5.5C Y 3 House,H.R
0.035 H 7 6.2 Y 3 Morrlson,N
3 0.127 SC 10




4 10 100 0.050 B
3 0.05 B
8 10.40 104 0.05 B
I0 104 EY
0.025 B










7 1.9 103 0.25 N
3 0 100 0.080 B
50 4.4 Y 1 ROU_,J
I0 6.5 Y I Hays 3r,R.B
20 Y Exonk,G
20 4.5 Y Smith,D
6.0 Y 16 Morrls,C.S
I0 6.0 Y 16 MoEEis,C.S
I0 4 C Y 1 GEODek,J.D
7 6.4 Y 3 COOk,A.3
8.4 Y 3 COOk,A.3
3 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
15 Seargent,D
3 5.4 Y 3ones,A
7 5.5C Y 6 Garradd,G
20 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B
6 Y 1 Tregaskia,T.B
7 4.0 Y 2 Suzuki,K
5.3 32 5.0C Y 1 OKe,A
Ii 3 Y 1 Mit_ula,S
0.6 Y Clark,M.L
6 6.6 Y Clark,M.L
5 38 6.6 Y Clark,M.L





6 13.9 107 0.08 H
0.20 B
O. 035 B
5 1 90 O. 05 B
6 3.3 105 0.30 N
4 100 0.089 B




4 1.5 102 0.08 B
4 0.10 B
4 0.10 B
4 0.37 90 0.080 B






6.1 Y i Fleet,H.w
II 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
ChUI"Tt_OV,K
9 6.2 Y 1 Be_ble,M.J.R
7 4.8 Y 4 Vinoemt,J
8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
5.5 18 5.4 N 1 Ventuza,F
12 5.5 Y 1 TaDti,T
15 4 Y 1 Nsgele,A
7 Y 1 DZi_Lra,W
12 3.5 Y 1 Moacb,J
II 5.5 Y 1 Gubo,H
14 5.0 Y 1 Haa_bick,W
14 5.0 Y 1 Hasubick,W
ii 5.0 Y 1 Koch,v
20 5.0 Y 1 KoCh,B.O
? 26 4.5 Y 1 Vohla,F
8 5.0 Y 1 Hast_bick,W
5 0.175 E 15 43 4.2C Y
4 1.2 0.06 B 8 15 5.5 Y
3 0.08 B 15 Y
4 0.050 B 7 4.5 Y
0.080 B II 4.2C Y
7 0.07 90 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
5 5 105 0.050 B I0 5.5 Y
5 0.135 R 15 80 5.0 Y
I 0.050 B I0 5.0 Y
7 0.05 B 10 5.3C Y
5 0.ii0 R 6.8 47 4.5 Y
2 0.05 B i0 4.5 Y
6 0.050 B i0 4.5C N
4 0.05 B i0 4.0 Y
5 0.4 118 0.08 B 15 4.0 Y
8 0.076 R 12 37 4.1C Y
4 0.070 B 16 4.1C Y
3 0.08 B ii 4.1 Y
0.08 B 10 4.0





















NOTE E Tall greatest length at PA 104; tail north boundary 10.25 deg. at PA 98, south boundary 7.50 deg. at PA III.
NOTE F Still vis. naked eye.
NOTE G Tail length approximate.
NOTE H Clear.
NOTE I Colet at liJit and doubtful. Clear.
NOTE 3 Cloud.
NOTE K Tail photo'd, to 3.1 deg.
NOTE L Midpoints on tail: 3.8 deg. at PA 106; 7.9 deg. at PA 106. End point of tail: 13.9 deg. at PA 106.
NOTE M Tail measurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE N Seeing good, transparency excellent.
NOTE O (Observer iDdicatud "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.) Co_arison stars are SAO 156124, 156024.
NOTE P Foggy.
NOTE Q Starting point of tail length. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.]
NOTE B Comparison stars SAO 156057, 156137. (Observer iadicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.]
NOTE S PA 95 to 109.
NOTE T (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelsnder?]. Ed.)
NOTE U Comparison stars SAO 156124, 156057. (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE V Coma diameter and tall length approximate.
NOTE W Nucleus. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE X Broad tail.
NOTE Y Antoniadl IX. Stellar central condensation or nearby star?
NOTE Z Stellar central condensation or nearby star? Antoniadi If, hare.
NOTE a Tail not certain.
DATE: 8 MAy 1986
Notes
DATE: 8 MAY 1986
SOB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
8.137 831230 0.5 0.13 SC 10 32,120 15 8.5 1 Hays Jr,R.H A
8.260 831231 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.4 3 COOh,A.J
8.767 831232 4 0.08 B 11 6.1 1 Fleet,R.H B
8.863 831233 0.15 0.298 N 5 40, 65,179 15 6.0 1 Stott,D C
DATE: 8 MAY 1986
NOTE A Very dim spike or streamer at PA 120. 'Nucleus' Dot as prominent as on Apr. 26 add tail not so fan-shaped. Tiny condensation
i' aczoss note_ *nucleus'.
NOTE B Tall end poiDt at PA 107. (Duration not indicated. Time Of observation is assumed to be start time. F_.)
NOTE C Tall seen as double, brightest at PA 90. The tall at PA i0 deg. is rather more elusive. Magnification of 269 also used.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV
8.071 852070 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1
8.095 852071 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5
8.226 852072 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
8.226 852073 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7
8.230 852074 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
8.230 852075 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7
8.239 852076 0.200 4 10.3 X 6.9
8.239 852077 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
8.239 852078 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7
8.244 852079 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9
8.248 852080 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9
8.456 852081 0.135 3.5 15.2 XI0.2
8.848 852082 0.135 3.2 15.2 X10.2
8.856 852083 0.135 3.2 15.2 X10.2




EXpM Emulsion ISO Notes
5.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 5/P 1 Dilsizian,R
3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 278/P I Sabia,J.D A
1.00 Ektachrc_e 400/ N O 12/N 7 Edl>e.rg,S.J
1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N 0 32/C 7 Edbe_g,S.J
i0.00 Ektacb.r0_e 400/ N O 13/N 7 Edbe_g,S.J
I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 33/C 7 Edberg,s.J
5.00 3M 1000 i000/ N 0 I/N 7 Edberg,s.J
5.00 Ektach_ome 400/ N O 14/N 7 E(Iberg,S.J
5.00 Kodak Tri-x 400/ N 0 34/C 7 Edberg,s.J
I0.00 3M I000 I000/ N O 2/N 7 Edberg,S.J
1.00 3M I000 i000/ N O 3/N 7 Edberg,S.J
14.50 Ektachr.400 N X 38/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B B
2.50 Agfa-Pae Pro 400/27 N M 22/C 2 Trixler,F C
5.00 Agfa-Pae Pro 400/27 N M 24/C 2 Trixler,F C
5.00 Agfa-Pan Pro 400/27 N M 28/C 2 Trixler,F C
H_ Gdng Id/Typ Site ObseEver(s)
Anti-tail noted on negative, very short and spike-llke. Not seen visually. Photograph made by J. Kamlchitis and J.D. Sabia.
Push processed to 800 ASA.
City lights interfered With the observation.
DATE: 9 MAT Z986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AnN# ml MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L 4m
9.00 820247 6.0 D AAVSO 0.04 B 7
9.073 020248 5.5 S 112 0.035 B 7 4.8
%.139 820249 6.5 B 112 0.080 B 20 4.5
9.17 820250 5.5 S 112 13 3 0.050 B i0 4.0C
9.17 820251 5.5 S 112 0.080 B 20 4.0C
9.30 820252 5.2 M 112 6 105 0.05 B I0 6
9.30 820253 4 105 EY 6
9.3611 820254 5.9 S Des 8 2 0.130 R 7.1 27 4.8
%.382 820255 5.8 B 112 3 4.0 ii0 0.050 B 7 5.9
9.406 820256 5.% S 112 Ii 0.OS B 7 6.0
9.417 820257 5.9 S 112 0.025 B 3 6
9.417 820258 2 105 0.08 E 15
9.417 82025% 5.8: B 3-39 3.5 0.03 B 8 6.3
9.50 820260 5.6 M AAVSO 12 4 0.065 R 8 16 4.0C
9.507 820261 6.1 B 112 5 0.05 B 7 3.5
9.679 820262 6.3 M I12 6 0.04 B 12 6.2
9.60 820263 6.6 B M 0.05 B 7
9.70 820264 5.8 B AAVSO 0.08 S
9.724 820265 6.5 B 112 10 1 2.5 208 0.050 B 7 6.3
9.736 820266 5.8 S 112 9 5 2.50 106 0.13 R 4 21 5.5
9.74 820267 6.1 B AAVSO 0.11 R
9.750 820268 5.9 N 112 12 6 12.3 106 0.08 B ii 6.1
9.764 82026% 5.7 M 112 3.0 106 EY 6.1
9.792 820270 5.% M 112 12 4 0.4 100 0.08% R 5.5 18 5.5
9.806 820271 5.9 M 112 17 5 0.05 B 12 5.5
9.81 820272 6.5 B AAVSO 0.20 R
%.823 820273 6.5 B CZ 8 3 0.i0 O 25 4.5C
9.833 820274 6.4 B 112 60 20 5 0.05 B 7 5.2
9.834 820275 6.1 M 112 0.035 B 9 6.1
9.847 820276 6.3 M CZ 9 6 0.05 B 7 5.0
9.850 020277 7.5 6 4.0 If0 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1
9.851 020278 6.4 M CZ 15 4 0.055 R 6 12
5.852 02027% 5.6 S 112 15 4 0.050 B 7 5.7
9.8541 820280 6.4 S 112 15 8 0.080 B 11 5 C
9.861 820281 6.5 B 112 9.5 2 0.08 B 20 4.8
%.861 820282 6.9 M 112 13 11 6 0.135 R 15 80 5.1
9.868 820283 6.0 M C_ i0 6 0.080 B I0 5.0
9.875 820284 6.9 B 8 1 0.050 B I0 4.5
9.875 020285 6.3 B 112 5 7 0.05 B I0 4.0C
%.875 820286 6.3 S 112 5 5 0.2 98 0.050 B 10 5.5
9.882 820287 6.1 S 112 8.0 7 1.0 98 0.050 B 10 5.5
9.885 820288 6.6 S 112 7 3 0.05 B 10 5 C
9.887 820289 6.3 B 3.5 6 0.110 R 6.8 47 4.0
9.896 820290 5.9 M FF HYA 16 6 0.50 I00 0.050 B 7
9.906 820291 S 112 0.06 R 11.7 28 5.5
%.931 8202%2 5.9 M 112 16 6 0.030 B 8 5.0
9.938 8202%3 6.0 M 112 6 0.03 S 8 4.5
%.%395 820294 6.2 S 112 4 0.080 B 15 3.5C
%.941 8202%5 6.5 B ll2 6 0.040 B 8 5.5
NOTE A C_t was 5 degrees high.
NOTE B Tall plotted on chart. Still visible naked eye.
NOTE C Tall quite visible in 20x80 bisoculars. PA 88 91. [sic]
NOTE D Tall length - yes.
NOTE E Cloud.
NOTE F Visible with naked eye. (PA value appears incorrect. Ed.)
DATE:
DA Site Observer( s}
Kiaelev, N
Y 4 Hudak, D.M
Y Sualt_, D
Y 38 Morrla,C. S

















Y 1 Fleet,R. W
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
N 1 Venturn, F
Y 1 Taati, T
Ch_v, K
Y 1 Mioek, I
Y 4 Vincent, J
Y l Begbie,M. 3 .R
4 P_avoc, P
Y 1 Begble,M. 3 .R
1 Silhan,3
Y 1 Meosz£, D
Y Bxoglonl, A
Y 1 Gigll, P
Y 1 B_naesky, J
Y 1 B£1ek,v
Y 1 Linke, s
Y 2 Franciosi, C
Y 1 Vanin,G
Y 1 Rossi, L
Y 1 _nichetti, R
Y 1 Lipskl, P
Y 1 MIkUZ, H
Y 1 Rossi, L
Y 2 Villa,M
Y 2 Melandri, F
N Giu_toli,M
Y 1 Levai,R
NOTE G Midpoints on tail: 5.3 deg. at PA 107; 8.5 deg. at PA 106. Eud point of tail: 12.3 deg. at PA 106.
NOTE H 5.7 lag. star interfering.
NOTE I Seeing good, transpareBcy excellent.
NOTE 3 Coma elongated east and west.
NOTE K Antitail in PA 270. Tail leasILre_aent refers to dust tall only.
NOTE L Ver_ clear sky.
NOTE M I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW sta££. Ed.)
NOTE N Nucleus. C_a diameter approximate. Fog.
NOTE O Excellent conditions.
NOTE P L2 = 7.2.
NOTE 0 I haven't seen the tail with the binoculars.
NOTE R Magnitude estimate unce3_talnty ÷/-0.2 mag.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AnN# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr4s) DurN Lim Site Observer{s) Notes
9.057 831234 l 0.229 R I0 45 15 6.0 1 Nowak,G.T A
%.0%5 831235 0.40 0.204 N 8 58,271 35 4.5 1 Robinson,P.C B
9.144 831236 0.25 0.20 N 8 120 45 5 1 Yargas B.,A.G C
9.750 831237 4 0.08 B ii 6.1 1 Fleet,R.w D
%.851 831238 0.18 0.30 N 8.5 102 12 6.1 1 Begbie,M.J.R E
9.875 831239 0.356 SC ii 200 1 Soc. Astro. de France F





















NOTE B Gas tail at PA ii0; main dust tail at PA 115 to 180 42.0'] to 130 460.0'); dust tail st PAs 290 (6.4'), 250 (6.6'), 180
(17.6'), 150 (66.4'); dust tail at PAs 290 (Ii.4'}, 210 417.6'), 180 442.8'), 165 (75.2'); tail at PA 0; forward tail at
PA 290; tail at PA 210. Very slightly stellar condensation. Hound coma. Dust tails wrap around c_a to north side 0£ gas
tail. Tail at PA 210 is only one which goes to center. South inner side of forward tail is brightest - sharp 5 border. Tail
at PA 0 has sharp west border, diffuse east border. Comet plotted on chart with pre-plotted stars. City lights interfered
with the observation.
NOTE C Central tail at PA i00 approx. Tall arms at PA 50 add 120 approx. A central tall and two arms (diffuse arms) was observed.
[sic] A relarkable tall is visible and two little tails appear at both sides of the coma. The tail length is almost 4 deg.
observlng by binoculars (7x50). DC 6 approx.; c_a diaBeter 3' approx.
NOTE D Tall end point at PA 106. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE E Fan centred off PA 40. Vertex distance 3.8 arc min.; semi latus rectums Pl = 3.1 arc min., P2 - 2.9 arc min. Coma elongated,
tall still narrow.
NOTE F Drawing made by M. Verdenet. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start t_me. Drawing data inferred
from magnitude report form. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTCX;RAPHY
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Em_Llsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/3_/p Site Observer(s) Notes
9.203 852085 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 25.00 Kodak Tri-_ N M 28/P 1 Webb,R A
DATE: 9 MAY 1986
Dste(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH Ezulsion ISO Hyp C_lng Id/Typ Site Observex(s)
9.263 852086 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 8.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 25/1) 3 YeD,B
9.454 852087 0.200 3.5 10.3 X 6,9 14,00 FuJicbxcle 1600/ N 0 4/S 1 Haagh,N
9.571 852088 0.180 2.8 11.4 X 7.6 16.50 KOdak 2415 Y O 88/S 14 Garradd,G
9.847 852089 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 8.00 KOdak T_i-Z 400/27 N 0 26/T 1 Miku_,H
9.866 852090 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 13.00 Kodak Tri-g 400/27 N O 27/T 1 Mikuz,H
NOTE A Film pushed to ASA i000. Standard 3 rain.-3 rain. processing.
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 0. Ed.) Instr_ent is Sc_idt camera.
NOTE C
NOTE D






Film was affected by heat and humidity befoze development, causing additional foggl,g. Film was excessively hypezed (65-70
deg. C), causing severe fogging.
Weather conditions excellent. (Observer's _ulage identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
DATE: 10 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AON# all _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA
10.068 820296 7.0 M 112 6.7 3 0.3 87 0.114 N
10.07 820297 5.2 S 112 14 4 2.8 105 0.050 B
10.07 820298 45
10.073 820299 6.4 B 112
10.076 820300 5.5 $ 112 4.6 7
10.08 820301 5.6 M AA
10.08 820302 5.7 S AA 20 5
10.09 820303 6.3 B AA
10.09 820304 5.7 M AA 14 4 2
10.096 820305 6.4 S 112 ll 3
10.097 820306 6.1 B 112 6.3 4
10.100 820307 7.7 M 112 3.7 5
10.110 820308 6.3 S 112 7 3
10.115 820309 6.5 S 112 2.4 1
10.149 820310 7.0 B 112 4.5 1
10.174 820311 6.7 M 112 15.0 5
10.181 820312 6.4 M 112 12.0
10.20 820313 4.8 $ 112
10.20 820314
10.20 820315 5.6 M 112 13
10.21 820318
10.22 820317 5.6 M 112 13
10,23 820318
10.23 820319 5.6 M 112
10.24 820320 5.5 M 112 18
10,2694 820321 8.1 S DCS 8
10.365 820322 6.0 B 112 20
10.381 820323 112 6
10.381 820324 112
10.381 820325 112
10.417 820326 6.0 S 112
10.417 820327
10.441 820328 5.1 B 112
10.485 820329 6,5 M 112
11
6
10.488 820330 6.0 M 112 8
10.493 820331 6.5 B 112
10.50 820332 7.8 B 112 6
10.50 820333 5.8 M
10.50 820334 6.5 M
10.543 820335 6.1 S 112 10
10.55 820336 8.4 M 112 14
10.576 820337 6.2 S 112 10
10.625 820338 8.7 S 112
10.66 820339 7.1 B M 7
10.68 820340 6.7 B M 20
10.71 820341 6.2 B AAVSO
10.77 820342 6.3 B AAVSO
10.771 820343 6.4 N 112 10
10.778 820344 5.5 M 112
10.792 820345 6.1 M 112 9
10.792 820346 6.2 B 112 60 20
10.816 820347 5.9 $ 112 10
10.819 820348 6.7 B 112 9.5
10.836 820349 5.8 S 112 11
10.847 820350 6.2 B 112 15 14
10
10
Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Obsel_er(s)
DATE: i0 _AY 1986









0.035 B 7 6 Y
0.127 SC 10 50 4.4 N
0.15 N 8 44 3.0C Y
0.05 B I0 5.5C Y
0.08 R 11 39 4.1C N
0.05 B 7 4.1C Y
0.152 N 6 24 6.5 Y
6 5.1 106 0.05 B 12 6.5 Y
2 ii0 EY 6.0
2 Ii0 0.32 N 4 33 6.0
5 8 105 0.050 B 10 6.0
4 105 EY 6.0
4 0.080 B 20 6.0
0.256 N 4.5 222 6.0
0.050 R 8 6.0
4 0.015 B 6 6.0
3 0.080 E 20 4.5
5 0.05 B Y
1 100 0.32 N 8 150 Y
0.15 N 8 64 Y
5 0.I0 N 6 24
0. 025 B 3
1.2 100 0.08 B 15 6 Y
3 4.0 105 0.08 0 11 5.6 Y
4 0.10 N 10 55 4.0C Y
4 0.030 B 8 4.0C Y
0,035 B 7 Y
4 0.080 B 11 C Y
0.05 B 7 4.5 Y
4 0.6 0.31 N 55 4.5 Y
4 1 90 0.07 B I0 6 Y
3 0.080 B 11 3 Y
0.05 B 7 4.9 Y
6 0.05 B 10 5.0 Y
0.05 B ?
5 0.05 B ?
0.08 B
0.11 R








10.8472 820351 6.4 S 112 8
10.85 820352 5.9 B 112 3
10.854 820353 5.7 S 112 4 0.50
10.854 820354 5.8 B 112 4
10.858 820355 5.6 B 112
10.861 820356 6.9 B CZ 8 3
10.865 820357 6.8 S 112,132 7 3
10.865 820358 6.7 S 112 17 3
10.875 820359 6.6 S 112 6 3
10.875 820360 6.7 M CZ 20 3
10.875 820361 6.3 S 112 6.9 3
10.875 820362 6.3 B 112 6 7
10.875 820363 6.2 M 112 12 6
10.88 820364 5.1 S DOS 13 10 4 2
10.882 820365 6.5 S 112 14 4
10.889 820366 6.3 S 112 7.0 1.3
10.8958 820367 6.4 B 112 6.0 7
10.903 820368 8.5 N 112
10.917 820369 6.3 N 112 9 5
10.92 820370 6.4 S 112
10.927 820371 7.8 5 5.2
10.93 820372 6.5 S DOS 13 3
10.94 820373 5.3 $ 112 12
0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N
0.05 B 7 5.0 Y
0.05 B 12 5 Y
0.08 E 20 4.8 Y
0.050 B 7 5.6 Y
0.090 N 7 40 4.0 Y
0.080 B ii 5 C Y
0.050 B 7 5.0 Y
0.05 B 7 Y
0.05 B 7 4 Y
0.030 B 8 3.0 Y
0.10 O 25 4.5C Y
0.114 N 7.9 50 4.5C y
0.06 B 12 4.0 Y
0.13 N 5.5 36 5 C Y
0.10 B 25 5.2
0.I0 B 14 5.0 Y
0.05 B I0 4.0C y
0.030 B 8 6.0 Y
105 0.050 B I0 5 Y
0.II R ii 36 4.0 Y
ii0 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y
0.12 R 15 53 4.0C Y
0.035 B 9 6.2 Y
0.03 B 8 6.0 Y
0.08 B 10 4.5
112 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y
0,080 B 15 4.5C Y
0.080 B 20 4.5

















Y 1 KeeD,R H
Y 1 Keem,R
Y 16 Morrls,C.$ I
Y 16 Morris,C.S
Y 16 Morris,C.S



























































NOTE A Tall was very faint and the exact length is uncertaie, as is the PA.
NOTE B C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE C C_a diameter aBd tail length approximate.
NOTE D 0.15 f/5 refr. 31x tail 0.47 deg. 1omg. PA= 115.
NOTE E Raze. NuCleus stellar.
NOTE F Visible with averted vision only. Data may be questionable.
NOTE G No tall seem.
NOTE H Observation froB Colorado.
NOTE I Tail may have been as long as 10 degrees. Width of tail was 30' at 4.5 degrees from bead. Northern side of tail was brighter
than southern.
NOTE J There was a bright sector coming from the Don-stellar condensatlon whlch subtended PAs 320 to I0. A distinct jet was
visible in PA 320. Extemt of sector not more than a fev secoeds of arc.
NOTE K Come diameter approximate. Clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately I0. Ed.)
NOTE L Almost stellar-like nucleus. Round head. Tail faint add narrow. Length and PA approximate.
NOTE M Almost stellar-like nucleus. Round head. Doubtful tail.
NOTE N Bead Dot seen stellar-like.
NOTE O DC - moderate.
NOTE P Midpoint on tail: 3.3 deg. at PA 107; end point of tail: 9.6 deg. at PA 107.
NOTE 0 5.7 meg. star subtracted.
NOTE R COma elongated.
NOTE S Comet partially superimposed on star.
NOTE T Seeing good, transparency good. Bright star near comet.
DATE: l0 MAY 1986




NOTE Y A 5.7 magnitude star involved with the cora's edge.
NOTE Z The data can be influenced by a bright star near the cooet.
NOTE a Cloud. Close to 5.7 star.
NOTE b Tail ]|esstLrement refers to dust tail only.
S_B-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date(UT} AOt;| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DILrM Lira
10.061 831240 0.82 0.114 N 8 45, 90 55 4.1
10.771 831241 4 0.08 B ii 6.1
10.833 831242 0.25 0.30 N 8.5 102,212 18 6.2
10.865 831243 0.49 0.114 N 7.9 50 30 4.5










DATE: i0 MAy 1986
Anti-tail noted on negative, verlr short and sp£ke-llke. Not seed visually. Photograph lade by 3. Kamichltis add J.D. Sabia.
(Observer's Image ideDtlfier is followed by suffix a.Ed.}
Staxt time approximate.
(Observer's image identifier is 2. Ed.) Ina_Dt is $chmldt camera.
Cit 7 lights interfered _r_th the observation; Vienna, fro_ rock.
Net exposuxe duration 15 lisutes because of interruption due to airplanes. (Observer's image ideatifler is IV. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPKY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV
10.075 852091 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5
10.092 852092 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2
10.094 652093 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9
10.098 852094 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2
10.106 852095 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2
i0.II0 852096 0.135 2.0 15.2 x10.2
10.142 852097 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5
10.215 852098 0.550 5.5 0.102 3.7 x 2.5
10.225 852099 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3
10.225 852100 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7
10.225 852101 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
10.230 852102 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3
10.230 852103 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7
10.230 852104 0.050 2 39.6 x27.0
10.234 852105 0.260 5.2 0.050 7.9 x 5.3
10.234 852106 0.050 2 35.6 X27.0
10.251 852107 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6
10.259 852108 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9
10.259 852109 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
10.264 852110 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9
10.264 852111 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
10.273 852112 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7
10.291 852113 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7
10.296 852114 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 X 2.7
10.303 852115 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
10.307 852116 0.050 2 39.6 X27.0
10.865 852117 0.950 4.7 0.20 2.2 X 1.4







ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 281/P 1 Sabia,J.D A
9.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 2/P 1 Valeriani,G B
I0.00 Kodak 2415 Y M 4/P 1 Laroche,Y
3.00 KOdak Tri-X 400/ N O 3/]P 1 Valeriani,G B
5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 4/P 1 Valeriani,G B
2.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 5/P 1 Valeriani,G B
3.00 Kodak 2415 ¥ X 282/P 1 Sabia,J.D A
20.00 Konica 1600 1600/ Y O 000/P 1 Bigbie,B C
5.00 3H I000 i000/ N O 4/N 7 Edberg,S.J
5.00 Ektachrone 400/ N O 15/N 2 Edberg,S.J
5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 35/C 2 Edberg,s.J
I0.00 3M 1000 i000/ N O 5/N 7 EdbergsS.J
i0.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 16/N 2 Edberg,S.J
i0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 36/C 2 Edberg,s.J
1.00 3M 1000 i000/ N O 6/N 7 Edbezg,S.J
1.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 37/C 2 Edberg,S.J
8.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 26/P 3 YeD,B D
5.00 3M i000 1000/ N O 8/N 7 Edberg, S.J
5.00 Ektachrole 400/ N O 17/N 2 Edberg,S.J
I0.00 3M I000 I000/ N O 9/N 7 Edberg, S.3
10.00 Ektachrome 400/ N O 18/N 2 Edberg, S.J
5.00 3M i000 I000/ N O 10/N 7 Edberg,S.J
1.00 3M i000 i000/ N O 12/N 2 Edberg,S.3
i0.00 3M I000 i000/ N O 13/N 2 Edberg,S.3
1.00 3M i000 i000/ N O 14/N 2 Edberg,S.3
5.00 3M I000 i000/ N O 15/N 2 Edberg,S.J
2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 27/P 1 Conrad,R E
25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 4/P 1 BruhiD,W F
NOTE A Tall eed point at PA I07. (Duration not indicated. TiDe of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B 3eta at PA 260 and PA 220. Extension to cc_a centred on PA 170. Vertex distance 3.9 arc miD.; semi latus reotums Pl - 3.9
arc miD., P2 - 7.0 arc miD. The inner coma is composed of two brighter regions to the north and south. The tall is increased




Date(UT) AnN# Jl _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Fwr Lim DA Site Obse1_rer(s)
11.05 820374 5.9 S AA 6 2 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E
11.06 820375 6.1 S AA 8 4 0.080 B 20 GZeen,D.W.E
11.063 820376 7.1 M 112 5.9 2 0.I 114 0.114 N 8 45 3.8 Y 1 Mac Kenzie,G
11.076 820377 5.6 S 112 5.1 6 0.203 N 6 101 5.4 Y 1 Hudak,D.M
11.08 820378 5.4 S 112 14 4 2.7 112 0.050 B I0 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
11.00 820379 6 2 0.317 N 6 55 Bor_-le,3.E
11.092 820380 7.3 M 112 3.7 5 0.15 N 8 44 3.5C y 1 _LIe_,E
11.i0 820381 6.7 S 112 40 6 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Harrlngton,P
11.160 820382 0.5 S 112 5 2 0.05 B i0 5 C N 3 Bouse,R.R
11.17 820383 5.7 M 112 13 3 0.050 B i0 4.0C y 9 xorrla,C.S
11.17 820384 5.7 S 112 0.050 B I0 4.0C Y 9 Morrls,C.S
11.17 820385 5.7 S I12 0.000 B 20 4.0C Y 9 Morrls,C.S
11.187 820386 6.5 B 112 5 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y 4 da SIIva,L.A.L
11.190 820387 6.5 B 112 1 0.05 B 20 5.5 Y 2 Onofre D.,D
11.219 820338 6.3 S 112 34 2 0.05 B I0 4 C Y 1 GroDek,J.D
11.22 820389 4.9 B 112 EY 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R
11.2292 820390 6.0 M 112 12 6 0.05 B 7 6.4 Y 3 cook,A.J
11.24 020391 5.5 S 113 5.0 3 0.080 R 3.7 19 5.0 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
11.25 820392 5.5 S 113 5.0 2 0.080 B ii 5.6 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
11.2597 820393 6.3 S DCS 8 2 0.080 B 20 4.4 3 Machholz,D
11.26 820394 5.4 5 113 5.5 3 0.080 B 11 5.5 Y 2 Spratt,C.E
11.31 820395 5.5 M 112 5 105 0.05 B I0 6 Y ii Hsle,A
11.450 820396 5.9 S 112 0.025 B 3 SeazgeDt,D
11.458 8203%7 9 4 1 110 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 SeazgeDt,D
11.404 820308 6.0 S 112 5.5 0.05 B 7 6.5 Y 2 GaI*Ea_,G
11.500 820399 6.5 S 112 8 4 0.07 B I0 2.0 Y 1 Kobaysebi,J
11.520 820400 6.4 S 112 6 0.05 B I0 6.0 Y 1 Nilllams,P.F
11.542 820401 5.4 B 112 5 3.0 If0 0.08 B II 5.0 Y 5 B4_brick,C
11.70 820402 6.1 B AAVSO 0.08 B CbuI_v,K
11.72 820403 6.1 E AAVSO 0.11 R Ch_v,K
11.739 820404 &.4 M 112 0.035 B 9 6.1 Y 1 Be_ble,M.J.E
11.753 820405 6.0 M I12 ii 6 10.7 108 0.08 B II 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
11.757 820406 8.0 6 4.6 I15 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1 Y 1 Be_In,M.J.R
11.76 820407 5.6 B E i0 5 0.05 B 7 Mormi1,V
11.778 820408 5.6 M 112 EY 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
11.778 820409 6.8 M I12 7.5 6 3.3 120 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Renshaw,C
11.806 820410 6.2 M 112 9 4 100 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventura,F
11.81 820411 5.5 B E 15 5 1 112 0.05 B 7 Mor_il,v
II.813 820412 6.0 M 112 I0 5 0.05 B 12 5 Y 1 Tenti,T
12.8298 820413 6.6 B 112 I0 8 0.080 B 11 4.5C Y Bzogloni,A
11.8298 820414 0.5 S 112 6 0.080 B 15 3.5C Y GIu_toli,M
11.830 820415 6.2 S 112 Ii.0 4 1.73 105 0.08 B 15 6.4 Y 4 HaweZ,R
11.833 820416 6.0 B 112 4 0.05 8 7 3.5 Y 2 Paradowski,M
11.833 020417 8.3 M 112 Ii i0 5 0.07 B 20 5 Y 1 Tnnti,T
11.840 820418 5.5 S 112 Ii.0 3 2.60 105 0.05 8 7 6.4 Y 4 Hsver,R
11.840 820419 5.8 S 112 12 3 0.050 B 7 5.3N Y l Meozzi,D
ii.845 820420 5.7 S 112 EY 6.4 Y 4 Ravex,R
11.85 820421 5.7 B E 8 5 0.05 8 7 MorRil,V
II.066 020422 112 20 3 0.050 B I0 2.5CT N 2 Richezt,M
11.872 820423 6.3 M 112 14 5 0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 1 VIIIs,M
11.075 820424 6.8 S 112,132 8 6 0.114 N 7.9 50 5.0C Y 1 Di Meglio,F
11.875 020425 6.3 M 112 12 5 0.03 B 8 4.5 Y 1 Melandri,F
11.002 820426 6.6 S 112 7 3 0.05 B I0 4.5C Y 1 Menlchetti,R
11.885 820427 7.1 B 5 I 0.050 B I0 4.5 Y 1 Linke,H
11.890 820428 5.8 S I12 4 0.05 B 7 Y i Dzlura,W
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Temp.: 2 deg. C. Tail was difficult to observe and length (as well as the PA) could be considered spurious.
NOTE C Using 68x and 170x: there are suggestions o£ very long, narrow, vague rays aligned north-south from the tiny central
condensation within the coma. At 170x a stellar nucleus is glimpsed within it.
NCYrE D Clo,_45.
NOTE E Ext. see.
NOTE F Tall north boundary 11.85 deg. at PA i01, south boundary 2.50 deg. at PA 114.
NOTE G DC approximate.
NOTE H Last naked-eye sighting was on this night.
NOTE I Tall length is lower limit.
NOTE 3 Haze.
NOTE K Midpoint On tail: 4.0 deg. at PA 106. End point of tail: 10.7 deg. at PA 108.
NOTE L Tail ReaSUZeI4Dt refers to dust tall only.
NOTE M 5.7 meg. star subtracted.
NOTE N C_S elongated.
NOTE O Seeing good, transparency good.
NOTE P I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE 0 Foggy.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AnN# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DuzM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
11.051 831245 0.89 0.114 N 8 45, 90 85 3.8 1 Mac Kenz£e,G
ii.104 831246 0.40 0.204 N 8 58,271 60 4.5 1 Robinson,P.C A
11.170 831247 0.203 N 6 38 12 4.5 8 Troiani,D.M B
11.233 031248 3 0.050 B 7 10 6.4 3 Cook,A.J
11.753 831249 4 0.08 B ii 6.2 1 Fleet,R.w C
II.772 831250 0.19 0.30 N 8.5 102,212 16 6.1 1 Begbie,M.J.R D
11.875 831251 0.65 0.114 N 7.9 50 30 5.0 1 Di Meglio, F





NOTE A Gas tail at PA ii0, very long; main dust tail st PA 120 to 180 (5.5') to 135 (60.0'), also very long; tail at PA 180; tall
at PA 240; tail at PA 260; forward tall at PA 315, SW side of tail is sharper, brighter than other side, NE side is extended
SE past coma to gas tall at PA ii0; tail at PA 340. Tall at PA 270 (1.4'] to 0 (6.0'] to 25 (22.0') to 40 (50.0'); tail is
curved, especially Dear coma. Hood at PA 200 (39.1'] to 250 (32.4'] to 290 (37.0') to 330 (52.4'); hood coDtlnued in both
directions a long way. Slight stellar cosdeDsatioD. City lights interfered vith the observation.
NOTE B Transparency (i-5): 2.5. Seeing (I-3): 3. Sky darkness (I-5]: 2.0. DC = 6.
NOTE C Tall end point at FA 108. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE D Vertex distance 5.3 arc miD.; s_i fetus rectums Pl= 4.1 arc miD., P2 = 3.6 arc miD. The _nner co_a consists o_ a brlgh%1
roughly oval cloud of material about 2 arc miD. w_de. The outer coma is fainter and is irregular at its limits. The tail is
still broad.
DATE:Ii MAY1986 DATE:ii MAY1986
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGP_APHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T!r P Site Observer(s) Notes
11.067 852119 0.225 1.7 0.140 9.1 x 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 Dilslzian,R
11.089 852120 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 002/C 1 Cheste-r,G.R A
11.113 852121 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 25.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 003/C 1 Chester,G.R B
11.122 852122 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 ¥ X 284/P 1 Sabia,J.D C
11.259 852123 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 27/P 3 Yen,B D
11.514 852124 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 0 89/S 2 Garrad_10G E
11.559 852125 0.180 2.8 11.4 x 7.6 22.00 Kodak 2415 Y O 90/5 2 Garra¢Id,G E
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is 2. Ed.)
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 3. Ed.]
NOTE C Antl-tall noted on negative, very short and splke-like. Not seen visually. Photograph made by J. Kamichltls and J.D. Sable.
NOTE D (observer's image identifier is 9. Ed.} Instrument is Schmldt camera.
NOTE E Film was affected by heat and humidity before development, causing additional fogging. Film was excessively hypered (65-70
dog. C), causing severe fogging.
DATE:12MAY1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON4 11 M_4 Chart coma size DC Tall PA
12.007 820429 6.5 B 112 0.05 B 20 5.0 Y l da $11vs,L.A.L
12.069 820430 5.7 S I12 3.6 6 0.203 N 6 101 4.8 Y 1 Ht_lak,D.M
12.07 820431 6.5 S 112 30 5 0.05 B 7 4.5 Y 1 Harrlngton,P
12.09 820432 4.9 S AA 18 4 0.080 B 20 GreeD,D.W.E A
12.090 820433 6.3 M 112 25.0 6 5.5 109 0.05 B 12 6.9 Y I Ksight,S
12.090 820434 6.3 B 112 EY 6.9 Y 1 KDight,S
12.093 820435 7.7 M I12 2.3 7 0.15 N 8 44 3.5C Y 1 Allen,E B
12.10 820436 4.7 S AA 18 5 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E A
12.10 820437 4.9 S AA 16 3 0.035 B 7 GZeeD,D.W.E A
12.117 820438 6.1 S 112 I0 3 0.035 B 7 6.1 Y 3 MorzlsoD,W C
12.120 820439 6.4 S 112 14 3 0.05 B i0 5.5(: y 3 Eou_e,R.R
12.135 820440 6.5 0.050 B 10 6 Y 1 Minton,R.B D
12.17 820441 5.7 M 112 16 4 5 113 0.050 B l0 6.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S E
12.19 820442 5.5: 112 EY 6.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
12.22 820443 5.0 S 112 EY 6.5 Y 1 Keeo,R
12.229 820444 6.7 M 112 6 0.279 SC I0 167 4.5 Y 1 Kemble,L.J F
12.23 820445 5.6 112 13 5 1.5 ii0 0.040 B 8 6.5 Y 1 Keen,R G
12.26 820446 5.1 B 112 5 0 0.035 B 7 4.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E H
12.26 820447 B 24 EY 4.0 Y l Jacobson,E A
12.36 820448 5.9 $ 112 13 3 0.049 B 3 5.9 3ones,A I
12.36 820449 6 0.078 R 7.5 30 Jones,A J
12.365 820450 6.0 S 112 0.025 B 3 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
12.365 820451 1.5 100 0.08 B 15 Seargent,D
12.38 820452 7 0.317 N 5 58 Jone$,A K
12.38 820453 5.0 0.05 B 7 6.3 1 Love_oy,T L
12.434 820454 5.9 S 112 4 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 6 Garra_d,G
12.438 820455 6.0 B 112 3 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tzegnskis,T.B M
12.508 820456 5.9 S 112 20 4 1.5 90 0.07 B i0 5.5 Y 1 KobaTnnhi,3
12.52 820457 6.1 M 112 8 6 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.0CM Y 1 Oka,A
12.52 820458 6.4 M 112 10.5 5 0 i00 0.080 B 11 5 Y 2 Watnnabe,N
12.705 820459 8.2 B 112 i0 1 2 95 0.065 B 20 6.5 y 1 McBa£n,J N
12.758 820460 6.7 M 112 0.035 B 9 6.1 Y 1 Be_ble,M.J.R
12.78 820461 5.9 B E I0 5 0.05 B 7 Mozmll,V
12.781 820462 7.3 6 4.5 120 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.I Y 1 Begble,M.J.R O
12.793 820463 6.6 M 112 7.5 6 4.25 120 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Henshaw,C
12.799 820464 6.1 M 112 11 10.6 107 0.08 B II 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W p
12.80 820465 5.5 B E 20 5 1 112 0.05 B 7 Mormil,v Q
12.80 820466 6.1 B M 3 3 0.07 N 8 33 YtLzchenko,Yu
12.802 820467 5.8 112 EY 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
12.826 820468 7.5 S 112 2 3 0.25 N 6 40 3.SCTM N 2 A4aaoli,G
12.826 820469 6.5 $ i12 14 5 0.11 R 11 36 4.4M Y 1 Znaslk,M R
12.830 820470 6.7 S 112 18 4 0.06 B 12 4.4M Y 1 Znanlk,M R
12.83 820471 5.8 B E i0 5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
12.837 820472 5.8 S 112 0.50 0.05 B 7 Y I Dzluxa,W
12.840 820473 6.8 $ 112 20 4 0.08 _ I0 4.4M Y 1 Znaslk,M R
12.340 820474 6.9 M CZ i0 3 0.i0 25 2 Kuoera,P
12.847 820475 7.1 M CZ i0 1 0.045 R 8 2 Kucera,P
12.847 820476 6.6 M CZ i0 2 0.055 R 6 12 1 Silhan,J S
12.850 820477 6.7 B 112 8 6 0.050 B 12 3.0 Y 1 Mos_h,J
12.854 820478 7.0 M 112 0.I00 B 25 5.0 N 1 Fabrlolus,J
12.854 820479 6.9 M CZ 8 2 0.i0 B 25 2 KucerstP
12.854 820480 7 B 112 2 2 0.050 B i0 4.9C Y 1 Laszlo,A A
12.854 820481 8.9 B CZ 7 3 0.i0 O 25 3.5C Y 1 Mieek,l
12.854 820482 6.4 B CZ 11.5 3 0.I0 B 25 5.5 Y 1 Polak,J T
12.854 820483 6.8 M CZ 8 3 0.16 R 15 50 1 Silhnn,J U
12.854 820484 6.2 M 112 9 4 0.5 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 Ventuza,F V
12.861 820485 6.4 B 112 8.6 4 0.I0 B 14 4.5 Y 1 Hasubick,w
12.865 820486 6.3 B 112 6 4 0.090 N 7 26 5.0 Y 1 Yohla,F
12.87 820487 6.3 S 112 6 5 0.08 S 15 4.5M Y 1 Glow_nski,C
12.87 820468 6 0.I I00 0.203 N 6 38 4.5M Y 1 Glowinski,C
12.872 820489 6.9 S 112,132 7 3 0.114 N 7.9 50 5.0C Y 1 Di Megllo,F
12.872 820490 6.8 B 112 3 0.06 R 8 15 5.0M N 1 Schalbeck,C.M
12.872 820491 6.3 N 112 4 0.07 8 20 5 Y 1 TaDtL,T X
12.875 820492 6.9 B I12 2 0.07 B I0 4.0 N 1 DecoDinck,M y
12.8750 820493 6.6 S 112 4 0.75 90 0.080 B 15 5.0 Y 1 Korth,S Z
12.875 820494 7.0 1127 8 4 0.100 N 9 45 4.5C y 2 Mal_(,B
12.878 820495 6.6 B 112 7 3 0.080 R 6.2 50 6.0 Y 1 Pfitz=er,E
12.879 820496 6.4 B 112 11 i0 3 0.090 N 7 40 4.0 Y 1 Kopplln,J
12.88 820497 6.8 S 112 0.08 B 20 4.0 1 shaDkli_,J.D c
12.882 820498 6.7 B 3 0.080 R 6.2 12 5.0 Y 1 Liedex,F
12.885 820499 6.7 S 112 7 3 0.05 B i0 4.5C Y i Menichetti,R
12.885 820500 7.1 B 5 0 0.050 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Linke,8
12.885 820501 4.5 B 7 4 4 5 215 0.030 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Winkler,R d
12.889 820502 6.5 S 112 8.2 5 0.050 B I0 3.5 Y i Rossi,L e
12.890 820503 4.5 3 0.130 N 8 40 5.0 Y 1 Lieder,F
12.892 820504 6.7 s 112 6 4 0.25 N 6 60 4 Y I Galnsford,M.J
12.896 820505 6.2 M 122 20 5 0.03 B 8 4.5 Y 1 Melam4Lri,F
12.896 820506 7.2 0.080 B 15 3 Y 1 Nagele,A f
12.896 820507 6.6 B SAC 6.3 4 1.0 0.125 R 6 35 4.0 Y i Guthler,O g
12.90 820508 6.6 $ DOS 13 i0 4 0.080 B 15 4.SMTC Y 1 Scholten,A A
12.90 820509 5.8 S DOS 13 II 4 0.5 105 0.060 B -12 6 MT Y 3 Van de Weg,R.L.W h
12.90 820510 6.3 B DOS 13 II 0.5 105 0.060 B 12 6 MT Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W h
12.903 820511 6.4 S i12 0.08 B 11 4 Y 1 Gainsford,M.3
12.906 820512 6.5 B CZ 3 0.03 B 6 4.5 1 Vacllk,F
12.91 820513 6.4 S 112 0.05 B 7 4.0 1 Shnnklin,J.D
12.91 820514 4.9 S DOS 13 13 4 4.5 105 0.050 B i0 6 Y 9 Cc40ello,G A
12.910 820515 6.2 M 112 19 5 0.030 B 8 4.5 Y 1 Villa,M
12.927 820516 6.7 B 112 0.05 B 7 5.5C Y 2 Martinez,C
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Turbulence.
NOTE C 0.15 f/5 refr. 31x tall 0.47 deg. long. PA= ii0.
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s]
DATE: 12 MAY 1986
Notes
NOTE D I used my 10x50 binoculars out of focus. It was the same magnitude as SAC 156105. SAC 156105 = My 6.5 and spectrum - F0.
NOTE E Width Of tall at 5 degrees was 20',
NOTE F Comet seen at 0427 UT iD twilight, then observations made in _ark sky. Easily seen in binocs. Co_t large add bright; two
tails: one broad, relatively bright, about 1.5 deg. long at PA 103 deg., a fainter, narrower one about 0.5 deg. long at PA 8
deg. Coma diameter 7-8 arc mln.
NOTE G M0dlfled Sidgwlck method used,
NOTE H Cirrus clouds. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE I DC 5 (0.050 B, 7x).
NOTE 3 Tall suspected.


























Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap
12.101 831252 0.25 0.20
12.799 831253 4 0.08
12.869 831254 0.63 0.200
12.870 831255 0.75 0.114
12.883 831256 0.08 0.36
DATE: 12 MAY 1986
Diffuse coma, Small condensation around small nucleus.
Arrow shaped coma. Tail length is lower limit.
Broken cloud. (observer gave limit as approximately i0 nag. Ed. )
Moo@llght.
Tall meanuocement refers to dust tall only.
Midpolnt on tail: 5.6 deg. at PA 108. End point of tail: 10.6 deg. at PA i07.
Parabolic head (May 12.81).
MOOn.
Very clear sk_.
Ma_Itude estimate uncertainty +/-0.5 nag.
(Invisible in 7x50 binoculars. )
The tall appeared to have a kink close to the coma. It certainly wan not straight; the discontinuity could have been a
disconnection event. Tail length is lower limlt.
Tall length add PA approximate.
seeing good, transparency good/fair.
MOOn, cloudy.
Coma diameter to 10-15 arc miD. Tail length approximate.
Comparlson stars SAO 156105, 156040. (Observer iDdlcated "A" _thod [Argelander?]. Ed. )
Tail length I y.
Tail _ot certain.
(PA value may have been incorrectly determlned. Ed. )
Haze.
(Observer indicated "A" method [Rxgelander?]. Ed. } Comparison stars are SAO 156105, 156040.
Central condensation. Tall PA 113 133.
Tall length in i_ limit.
Ins f/ Pwr(s) Du0rN Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
N 8 120 20 5 1 Vargas B.,A.G A
B 11 6.1 1 Fleet,R.W B
SC i0 50 22 3 1 Schumacher,K C
N 7.9 50 15 5.0 1 Di Megllo,F
SC ii 325 7 5.0 1 Korth,S 0
NOTE A Two diffuse tails were observed at PA ll0 approx, and at 120 approx. DC 5 approx. Coma diameter 2.5 approx. [sic]
NOTE B Tail end point at PA 107. (Duration Dot indicated. Time Of Observation is assumed to be start tile. Ed.)
NOTE C Small, strong condensed nucleus. Large coma. NO tall perceptible. (Translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE D Tall at about PA 80. The central condensation (cf. May 4) in _re elongated. Note the increased dimoBeter Of the coma
co_ared to the observations of May 4. I think this in not only b_cause Of better atmospheric co_itionn. In the 15x80
blnocLLlars add at 123x the coma seemed to be at leant 15' _ide and also a diffuse tall has been observed.
f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
1.7 0.140 9.i x 6.1 4.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2/P 1 Dilnizian,R
3.5 10.3 x 6.9 16.00 Ektachrome 400/ N T 800/S 2 Woidyla,B A
1.8 39.6 x27.0 16.00 Ektachzome 400/ N T 804/3 2 Woldyla,B A
1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 28/P 3 Yen,B B
1.5 0.100 6.9 x 4.6 9.50 Kodak 2415 Y 708/P 4 Jager,M C
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier in preceded by prefix i. Ed.)
NOTE B (Observer'n llage identifier is 12. Ed.) Instrument is Schmldt camera.









DATE: 13 MAY 1986
NETWORK : AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEAP_%NCE
Dste(UT) AON| _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins Z/ P_rz Lira DA Site Observer(s)
8 3 0.115 N 7.8 30 5.0 Y Alves,A.A13.038 820517 B
13.087 820518 7.0: B 112
13.089 820519 6.3 S 112
13.092 820520 6.8 S 112
13.096 820521 7.0 M 112
13.108 820522 6.5 B 112
13.15 820523 6.6 B 112 10
13.18 820524 4.2 B 112 12
13.18 820525 40
13.20 820526 5.3 S 112
13.20 820527 5.7 112
13.20 820528 5.7 M 112 ii
13.21 820529 5.6 M 112 13
13.365 820530 5.9 $ 112
13.385 820531
13.38 820532
13.444 820533 6.3 B 112 I0
13.450 820534 6.4 S 112
13.455 820535 112 5
13.458 820536 5.9 S 112
13.70 820537 7.3 B M 4
13.72 820538 7.0 B M
13.767 820533 6.5 M 112
13.775 820540
13.775 820541
13.78 820542 6.0 B E
13.792 820543 6.8 B 112
13.800 820544 6.3 M 112
13.813 820545 6.7 M 112
13.818 820546 6.8 M AAVSO
13.819 820547 6.4 M 112
13.826 820548 6.0 M 112
13.830 820549 5.9 112
13.830 820550 6.2 $ FF EYA 13
8 2 0.05 B
11.5 3 0.035 E
6 5 0.47 ii0 0.15 R 5
4.2 4.9 6 0.15 N 6
0.08 B
2 0,080 E







1.6 105 0.08 B






















13.830 820551 6.6 M 112
13.833 820552 6.5 B CZ
13.833 820553 6.8 M C_
13.8368 820554 6.7 B 112
13.854 820555 7.4 B CZ
13.856 820556 5.9 S 112
13.861 820557 6.8 M CZ
13.868 820558 5.9 S 112
13.875 820559 6.8 B 112
13.875 820560 6.2 M 122
13.875 820561 6.3 M 112
13.882 820562 7.2 M i12
13.89 820563 6.2 S DCS 13
13.896 820564
13.896 820565 7.4:
13.90 820566 6.8 S 112
13.902 820567
13.903 820568 4.5 B
13.906 820569 5.2 $ 112
13.910 820570 6.4 S 113
13.917 820571 6.3 s 112
13.92 820572 5.5 S 112
13.920 820573 6.4 S 112
13.925 820574 6.2 S 112




7 3.9 1 Lsiret,R
7 6.1 Y 3 Morrlson,w
31 6.1 Y 3 Morrison,w
44 3.5C Y 1 Allee,E
ii 4.2 Y 1 C_)rski,L
20 KroDk,G
7 5.6 Y 1 Jaoobson,E
5.6M Y 1 Jaeobsoe,E
6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
20 4.5C Y 14 Horris,C.S
i0 4.5C y 14 MorrisvC.$
3 6.1 SeLrgeRt,D
15 Y 1 $eargest,D
7 6.3 1 LoveJoy,T
I0 Y 1 T_egaskls,T.B






5 3.75 120 0.04 B
3 0.i 66 0.156 N i0
4 0.07 B









2 0.055 R 6




0.32 N 8 150 Y 1 Tregaskis,T.B
0.05 B 7 6.0C Y 6 Gazrsdk_,G
0.05 R 7 20 Koestemtinov,S
0.05 R 7 20 Ko_stentimov,S
0.035 B 9 6.2M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
118 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2M Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
118 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2M Y I Ik_gble,M.J.R
0.05 B 7 MOZlNiI,V
100 0.05 B 7 5.6 Y 3 Vincest,3
90 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.1 N 1 vent_Lrn,F
12 6.2 Y 1 HeDshaw,C
54 6.5 Kosa-Kiss,A
20 5 Y 1 Tasti,T
Ii 5.9 X 1 Fleet,R.w
5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
7 M Y 1 Mikuz,B
I0 3.5C.M X 1 Rapavy,P
7 4.6 1 B_sneik,K
25 4.5 Ha_ek,P
11 4.5CM Y Bro_ioni,A
25 5.0 Y 1 Polak,J
7 5.]34 Y l Meozzi,D
12 1 Silban,J
I0 5.5 Y 1 Bossi,L
i0 4.5MC y 1 Menicbetti,R
8 5.0M Y 1 Mela_Iri,F
8 5.0M Y 1 Villa,M
0.06 R 4.5 i0 3.0M Y 1 Chodorowski,F
6 0.040 B
5 3 0.064 R 12
0.080 B
0.08 B
24 4 1 36 0.08 B
7 4 4 4 215 0.030 B
19 4 0.05 B
7 5 0.065 B
9.5 3 0.070 B
15 4 0.050 B
9.5 4 1.07 105 0.08 B
9.5 3 1.07 105 0.05 B
0.20 R 12
NOTE A Stellar condessation. 3.9 deg. tall is dust.
NOTE B Modifled Sidgwlck method used.
NOTE C Arrow shaped coma. Tail length is lower limit.
NOTE D Clear. (Observer gave limit as approximately 10. Ed.)
8 5 MT y 1 FeiJtb,E
32 3.0M Y 1 Cbedorowski,F
15 4 Y 1 Nagele,A
20 4.5 1 SbsDklin,J.D
15 4.1 Y 1 Eurst,G.M
8 6.0 Y 1 Winkler,R
10 4.1 Y 1 Eurst,G.M
12 4.9 N 1 Foulkes,M
16 4.9MC Y 1 Taylor,M.D
i0 4.5M Y i0 BO_S,R.J
15 5.8 Y 3 Hsver,R
7 5.8 Y 3 Bsver,R
40 3.5 1 Shanklin,J.D
NOTE E _Jmost stellar-llke mucleus. Tail length approximate. PA 45 to 90. (Observer gave limit as approximately 15. Ed.)
NOTE F Tall measurement refers to dust tail only.
NOTE G Coma elongated.
NOTE H seeing good, transparency excellent. Moon.
NOTE I Midp<Dint On tail: 3.9 deg. at PA 107. E_d point of tail: 8.2 deg. at PA 108.
NOTE J Excellent conditions.
NOTE K COmet st threshold of visibility.
NOTE L I perceive detail. (Roughly tIanslated by IHW staff. Ed.)
NOTE M Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.5 mag.
NOTE N Haze.
NOTE 0 (Observer i_icated "A" method [Argelsnder?]. Ed.) C_parison star is SAO 156040.
NOTE P Tail mot certain.
NOTE Q (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed.)
NOTE R Twilight, mOOn up.
NOTE S Rougly circular coma.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DttrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
13.826 831257 4 0.08 B ii 5.9 1 Fleet,R.W A
13,913 831258 1.95 0.065 B 12 i0 4.9 1 Foulkes,M B
NOTE A Tall end point at PA 108. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time, Ed.)
NOTE B Central nucleus offset in direction PA 270 deg. to 300 deg. Coma roughly circular. Little else seen.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
13.193 852131 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 30.00 KOdak Tri-X N M 29/P 1 _ebb,R
13.242 852132 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 29/P 1 Yen,B
13.436 852133 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 15.00 Ektacb_.400 N X 39/S 1 Tregaskis,T.B
13.844 852134 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 7.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 34/T 1 Mikuz,B
13.850 852135 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 5.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 35/T 1 Mikuz,H
13.854 852136 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 4.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 36/T 1 Mikuz,H
13.922 852137 1.200 7 0.17 1.7 x i.i 21.00 Kodak IIa-F N M 14/P 1 Ridley,H.B










DATE: 23 ._Y 1986 DATE: 23 ZO,y 1986
NOTE A Film pushed to ASA 1000. Standard 3 min.-3 min. processing.
NOTE B (Observer's image identifier is 17. Ed.) Instrument is Schmidt camera.
NOTE C Push processed to 800 /_A.
NOTE D Weather conditions very good but with moonlight. (Observer's image identifier is followed by suff_ A. Ed.)
NOTE E (Obsex_er's image identifier is preceded by prefix ZB. Ed. ) Instruzent uses photographic plates,
DATE: 14 MAT 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AnN| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA
14.030 820576 6.8 B I12 3 1
16.052 820577 112 5.5 2 0.2 83 0.114 N
14.063 820578 8.0 B AAVSO 8 3 0.115 N
14.07 820579 6.0 S AA 12 3 0.080 B
14.072 820580 6.9 B 112 5 0.05 B
14.08 820581 5.8: M AA 0.050 B
14.08 820582 5.5 S AA 15 4 0.050 B
14.097 820583 7.3 M I12 4.2 6 0.15 N
14.097 820584 6.5 M 112 19.0 7 4.25 105 0.05 B
14.10 820585 6.8 S 112 20 5 0.05 B
14.10 820586 5.7 S 112 14 4 1.0 95 0.050 B
14.10 820587 4.0 105 0.050 B
14.10 820588 6 5 0.317 N
14.101 820589 6.4 S 112 11 3 0.035 B
14.111 820590 6.6 B 112 EY
14.118 820591 6.8 M I12 18.5 7 0.254 N
14.19 820592 4.3 B I12 II 6 3.2 87 0.035 B
14.19 820593 34 6 EY
14.35 820594 6.3 S 112 0.049 B
14.35 820595 0.i I05 0.078 R
14.35 820596 6 0.317 N
14.35 820597 6.1 S I12 13 3 0.050 B
14.495 820598 5.9 S 112 9 0.05 B
14.513 820599 6.3 S 112 15 4 1.5 90 0.07 B
14.690 820600 6.3 S 112 7 5 0.13 R
14.726 820601 8.2 B 112 i0 8 1 1.5 93 0.065 B
14.741 820602 6.8 M 112 0.035 B
14.752 820603 6.8 5 119 0.30 N
14.79 820604 6.2 B E 6 5 0.06 R
14.80 820605 6.6 B E 15 4 0.ii B
14.833 820606 6.6 B 112 4 0.08 B
14.8368 820607 6.9 B 112 9 8 0.080 B
14.840 820608 6.0 S 112 0.67 0.05 B
14.846 820609 6.7 M i12 9 6 4 120 0.04 B
14.847 820610 5.9 112 EY
14.847 820611 6.0 B 112 0.080 B
14.851 820612 6.1 M 112 i0 6 8.6 109 0.08 B
14.854 820613 6.1 M 112 21 5 0.030 B
14.86 820614 6.7 B 112 15 3 0.050 B
14.882 820615 112 5 1 0.07 B
14.885 820616 7.3 B 5 0 0.050 B
14.998 820617 7.0 B 112 4 0.05 B
DATE: 14 MKy 1986
Ap I ms f/ PWT Lil DA Site Observer (s )
0.06 R 12 56 5 .7 Y
8 45 3.6 N




















7 6.5 Y 14 GazEa4_, G
Notes
1 Onofre D.,D





















10 5.5 Y 1 Kobayashl,3
4 21 5.3 Y 1 Campos,J
20 6.5 Y i MoBaln,J G
9 6.1M Y 1 _gbie,M.J.R
8.5 102 6.1M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R H
i0 21 MOEIIII,V
20 Chernls,K
i0 3 C N 1 Parsdowski,M
11 4.5CM Y Brogloni,A I
7 Y 1 Dzi%Lra,W
12 6.2 Y 1 Hemahaw,c
5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
10 3.0CM Y 1 Kieltyka,G
II 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.w J
8 5.5M Y 1 VilIs,M
7 5.0 Y 2 Merlln,3.-c
lO 4.5 N 1 _oonlnck,M K
I0 5.0 Y 1 Linke,H
20 4.5 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
NOTE A Temp.: 3 deg. C. Again tall very faint but a little easier than last observation; cresent moon nearby and a few clouds.
Magnitude estimate Dot glveD because of fog/clonds but comet was noticeably diml_r (probably because of _on and no dark
adsptlon).
NOTE B C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE C $trlng_ dust tail.
NOTE D 0.15 f/5 refr. 31x tall 0.40 deg. long PA - Ii0.
NOTE E Stelllur coDdensatlon.
NC_IE F Coma elongated. PA 105 deg.
NOTE G M_nllght.
NOTE E Tall measurements refer to dust tail only.
NOTE I I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.}
NOTE 3 Midpoint on tail: 5.9 deg. at PA 108. Eed point of tail: 8.6 deg. at PA i09.
NOTE K Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s} DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
14.053 831259 0.84 0.114 N 8 45 30 3.6 1 Mac Kenzie,G
i4.851 831260 4 0.08 B II 5.9 1 Fleet,R.w A
14.875 831261 0.356 SC ii 200 Soc. Astro. de France B
NOTE A Tall end point at PA 109. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Drawing made by M. Verdenet. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observatloD is assumed to be start time. Drawing data inferred
from magnitude report form. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AnN# FL f/ Ap For ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/T!r p Site Observer(s)
14.255 852138 0.i05 2.8 19.5 x13.0 6.00 FuJl. PI600D 1600/ N S I/S 1 COCO,M
14.261 852139 0.105 2.8 19.5 x13.0 8.00 Fuji. P1600D 1600/ N S 2/S 1 COCO,M
14.268 852140 0.105 2.8 19.5 x13.0 I0.00 Fuji. PI600D 1600/ N S 3/S 1 COCO,M
DATE: 15 MAY 1986
NETW_RK : )J4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NE_ORK: V_SUAL APPEAP3_NCE
Date(UT) AC_# ml _ Chart
15.059 820618 7.0 S 112
15.07 820619 5.7 N AA
15.07 820620 5.6 S AA
15.07 820621 5.7 S 112
15.07 820622 6.1 S AA
15.093 820623 8.0 M 112
15.107 820624 7.0 B 112
15.163 820625 6.6 M ll2
15.17 020626 5.7 112 13
15.1958 820627 6.5 S DCS 6
15.438 820628 6.0 S 112
15.438 820629 12
15.458 820630 6.5 B 3-39
15.528 820631 7.4 B 112
15.563 820632 6.0 S 112
15.705 820633 8.3 B 112 I0
15.768 820634 6.8 M 112
15.779 820635 6.0
15.826 820636 6.9 M CZ 15
15.831 820637 6.2 $ 88 8
15.8646 820638 6.9 S 112 15
15.878 820639 6.5 M 112 10
15.88 820640 7.1 S DCS 13 4
15.89 820641 7.1 S 112
15.90 820642 7.5 S 112
15.903 820643 7.0 B SAO 5.0
15.909 820644 7.1 M 112 9
15.91 820645 6.2 S 112 i0
15.913 820646 5.4: S 112 18
15.917 820647 6.2 S 112 9.0
DATE: 15 MAy 1986
C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins
4.9 2 0.114 N
0.050 B
12 5 0.050 B
14 4 1.3 120 0.050 B
i0 3 0.080 B
2.3 7 0.15 N
i 0.05 B
6 0.05 B
4 1.4 II0 0.040 B
4 0.130 R
0.025 B




1 1.5 90 0.065 B
0.035 B
6 120 0.30 N
4 0.10 B
3 0.050 B
3 0.5 80 0.080 B









f/ P_T Lim DA Site ObserTer(s) Notes
8 45 3.I Y 1 Mac Kenzie,G A
7 Green,D.W.E
7 Green,D.W.E B
10 5.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
20 Green,D.W.E B
8 44 3.5C_q y 1 AIIeD,E C
20 5.3 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
12 6.5M Y 1 Knlght,S
B 6.5 Y 1 K@eD,R D
7.1 27 4.5 3 MaChholz,D E
3 Seargent,D
15 Y 1 Seargent,D
8 5.8 TboBpsoD,G
6 40 4.0 Y 1 Hayashi,E F
7 6.5 Y 14 Garradd,G
20 5.6 Y 1 NcBain,J G
9 6.1/4 y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
8.5 102 6.1M Y 1 Be_bie,M.J.R E
25 4.8 BaJek,P
7 5.1M Y 1 Meozzi,D
15 5.0 Y 1 Korth,S I
ii 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W j
20 4.5MT Y 1 van LOO,F.R
20 4.3 1 Shanklin,J.D
40 4.3 1 Shanklin,J.D
35 3.0 Y 1 Guthier,O
12 5.5 Y 1 Henshaw,C K
20 3.5MT N I0 _uuma,R.J B
15 2.0C N 1 E_U_St,G.M
16 4.1MC y 1 Taylor,M.D L
NOTE A Comet definitely appeared br£ghter than magnitude 7.1 (which was reported magnitude 4 Dights earlier}. Smaller size probably
due t_ loon nearby.
NOTE B C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE C Cloud_.
NC_FE D Mudlfied Sidg_¢ick methud used.
NOTE E 42t ZN_OD 36 degrees away.
NOTE F MOOD.
NOTE G MOonlight.
NOTE B Tall measurement refers to dust tail only.
NOTE I Tall length is upper limit, PA approximate.
NOTE J Midpoint on tail: 2.9 deg. at PA 108. End point of tail: 5.9 deg. at PA 109.
NOTE K LOW.
NOTE L Thin 'line' thru comma. [sic]
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ I_aT(S} DurM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
15.056 831262 0.52 0.114 N 8 45 39 3.1 1 Mac Kenzie,G
15.878 831263 4 0.08 B ii 5.8 1 Fleet, R.W A
15.906 831264 0.08 0.36 SC II 325 i0 5.0 1 Korth,S B
NOTE A Tail end point at PA 109. (D_Lratiou not indicated. Time of observation is assu_ to be start tile. Ed.)
NOTE B compared tO the obaezvatlons of May 12 the inner coma has coDslderably diminished.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOT<X_RAPHY
Date(UT} AON# EL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hy_ Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.082 852141 0.050 1.8 39.6 _7.0 3.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N O 10/P 1 VslerlaDI,G A
NOTE A (Observer's image ideatiffer is followed by suffix a. Ed.)
DATE: 16 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size IX: Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
16.042 820648 0.6 B AAVSO 6.0
16.06 820649 6.2 S AA 7
16.122 820650 7.2 S I12
16.18 820651 5.9 M ll2
16.23 820652 5.3 B 112 13
16.448 820653 6.1 S 112
16.448 320654
16.488 820655 6.6 M 112 4
16.500 820656 6.5 S 112
16.500 820657 7.1 M 112 8.2
16.510 820658 7.1 M 112
16.52 820659 6.5 S AAVSO 5
16.54 820660 6.2 S AAVSO 6
16.55 820661 8.0 B 112 5
16.705 820662 6.5 B I12 8
16.761 820663 6.7 B I12 20
16.789 820664 6.9 M ll2
16.79 820665 6.5 B E 5
16.792 820666 7.7 M i12 8
16.792 820667 6.9 B ll2 20
16.796 820668 5.1
16.80 820669 7.0 B AAVSO 15
16.81 820670 6.1 I12 I0
16.816 820671 6.7 M 112 8.5
16.8819 820672 7.0: S 112 I0
16.90 820673 7.2 $ 112
16.913 820674 5.8 S 112 14
16.915 820675 14




















0.115 N 7.8 30 4.5 Y Alves,A.A
0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E
0.05 B 20 4.5 Y 1 ds SilTa,L.A.L
4 105 0.05 B i0 5.5M Y 11 Hale,A
0.035 B 7 3.9M Y 1 3scobson,E
0.025 B 3 Y 1 Seargemt,D
1.4 107 0.08 B 15 seargent,D
0.i0 N I0 55 4.5M Y 1 KstO,T
0.05 B 7 5.5CM Y 6 Garradd,G
0.08 B ii M 1 Mits%_a,$
0.16 N 6.3 31 M 1 Mitauns,S
0.07 B I0 4.0M Y 1 Bayashi,A
0.13 N 6.3 24 4.0M Y 1 Ksyashi,A
0.080 B Ii CM y 3 OkUda,M
0.065 B 20 5.6 Y 1 MoBaie,3
0.05 B 7 4.9 Y 2 Vincent,3
0.055 B 9 5.6M Y 1 Begbie,M.3.R
0.06 R I0 21 Norlil,V
0.04 B 12 5.4 N 1 HeDahnw,C
0.105 R 15 86 4.9 Y 2 Viacent,3
130 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.6M Y 1 Begble,M.3.R
0.II B 20 Chernis,K
0.050 B l0 5 Y 1 Wazd,A
II 5.5M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
15 3.5M Y 1 Korth,S
20 4.3 1 Shanklin,J.D
10 2.5C Y 1 Burat,G.M
15 2.5C Y 1 KtLEst,G.M
NOTE B Smme interference from moonlight. This probably precluded a naked-eye sighting.
NOTE C Some_nlight.
NOTE b m2 - 12 m.
NOTE E Moon.
NOTE F Moonlight. No tail seen.
NOTE G Also used Vehre_g chart no. 247. _arter m_oD.
NOTE E Clear sky.
N_ I Tail _asttrement refers to dust tail only.
NOTE 3 COma diameter approximate. Moonlight disturbing.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date{UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
16.816 831265 4 0.08 B ii 5.5 1 Fleet,R.w
Notes
A
NOTE A Tall end point at PA 106. Moonlight. (Duration not imdloated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTCGRAPBX
Dstn(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM E_ulsion ISO Eyp Gdng Id/T_ Site Observer(s}
16.109 852142 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 21_ Falaarella,N









Date(UT)AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
17.1944 820676 6.9 S DCS 7 2
17.450 820677 6.6 S 112 4
17.46 820678 7.8 B 112 6 4
17.48 820879 6.3 M A_%VSO ii 5
17.48 820680 6.9 B AAVSO 8 8
17.483 820681 6.9 M 112 2 5
17.53 820682 8.0 B i0 6
17.58 820883 5.6 i12 5 1.0
17.59 820684 6.4 S 112 8 7
17.684 820685 8.6 S 112 5 5
17.747 820686 8.8 M 112
17.760 820687 4.2 7
17.782 820688 6.7 M 112 6.5 6 2.4 106 0.08 B
17.896 820689 7.8 0.080 B
NOTE A 628 moon 22 degrees away.
0.080 B 20 3.8 3 Machholz,D
0.05 B 10 5.0 Y 1 Williams,P.P
0.230 4.4 44 TM Y 1 Okuda,M
0.065 R 8 16 4.5M Y 1 Naka]_ira,A
0.20 N 5.6 35 4.5M Y 1 Nakam_Lra,A
0.i0 N i0 55 3.5M Y 1 Kato,T
0.15 N 8 43 4.5 Y 1 Uda,K
0.08 B 15 4.5M N 1 LoveJoy,T
0.25 N 5 38 5.6 Y Clark,M.L
0.13 R 4 21 5.2 Y 1 Campos,J
0.035 B 8 5.3M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
0.30 N 8.5 102 5.3M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
II 4.7M Y 1 Fleet, R.W
15 4 Y 1 Nagele,A
NOTE B I=strument is Wzight-Schmldt. (Observer gave limlt as i0.0. Ed.) Moon.
NOTE C Tall leDgth - yes.
NOTE D Moon up. No tail vlslble.
NOTE E Moonlight.
NOTE F (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander? ] . Ed.] Comparison star is SAO 137588.








Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Li_ DA Site ObServer(s)
18.188 820690 7.6 S 112 30 2 0.203 SC I0 50 3 MC Y 1 Gronek, J. D
18.19 820691 6.1 S 112 9 3 0.080 B 20 3.5MC Y 9 Morris,C. S
18.806 820692 6.9 M 112 4.5 5 1.2 107 0.08 B 11 4.6M Y 1 Fleet, R. W
18.812 820693 7.0 M 112 0.035 B 9 5.2M Y 1 Be_le,M. J. R
18.899 820694 7,2 M 112 4 4 0,298 N 5 40 5.8 Y 1 Stott,D
18.90 820695 7,3 S 112 0,08 B 20 3,5 1 $hanklln, J. D
18.94 820696 8,1 S 88 0,20 R 12 40 3.0 I Shamklln, J. D
NOTE A ist 1/4 UOOD. EXC. see.
NOTE S Gibbous mooD.






Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L_ DA Site Observer(s)
19.19 820697 6.3 S 112 ii 3 0.080 B
19.365 820698 6.5 S 112 0.0S B
19.365 820699 1.5 107 0.08 B
19.698 820700 6.8 S 112 4.0 5 0.13 R 4
19.79 820701 7.0 B M 14 4 0.05 B
19.90 020702 8.0 S 08 0.20 R 12
19.903 8_0703 4.7 B 7 3 4 3 216 0.040 R 9
NOTE A Moon.
NOTE B Moonlight.
NOTE C (PA value may have been incorrectly determiDed. Ed. )
20 3.0MC Y 9 Morris,C.S
10 Seargent,D
15 N 1 Seargent,D
21 5.2 Y 1 Campos,J
7 Tsygankov,D
40 3.0 1 Shanklin,J.D
12 6.0 Y 1 WinkleE,R







Dste(UT ) AC_# all _ Chart Coma si_e DC Tail PA Ap IDa f/ PVr Lim DA Site ObServ4ur (a )
20.19 820704 6.5 S 112 11
20.438 820705 8.8 S 112
20.719 820706 6.8 M 112 5.0
20.787 820707 6.9 M 88
20.794 820708 8.6 M 88 4.2
20.860 820709 6.5 S CZ i0
20.882 820710 7,2 B 88 7 6
20.89 820711 6.1 112 I0
20.896 820712 7.5 M 112 4
NOTE A MOOn.
NOTE B Tall amaaureDent refers to dust tall only.
NOTE C Estiastedmagnitude uncertainty +/-0.8.
NOTE D Gibbous moon.
3 0.080 B 20 3.0NC Y 9 Morris,C.S
0.05 B I0 N 1 Seargent,D
8 1.2 i06 0.08 B ii 4.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.035 B 9 4.9M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
6 114 0.30 N 8.5 102 4.9M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
0 0.08 B i0 3.1M Y 1 Hroch,F
3 0.080 N 7 40 3.5 Y 1 Kopplin,3
3 0.050 B i0 5 Y 1 Ward,A
4 0.298 N 5 40 5.7 Y 1 Stott,D









Date(UT} AONf ml _g_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
21.365 820713 6.6 S 112
21.365 820714
21.743 820715 7.0 M 88 5.0
21.774 820716 7.0 M 88
21.82 820717 6.3 112 i0
21.896 820718 7.9 M 112 4
21.91 82071% 8.1 S $8
NOTE A MOOn.
NOTE B Tail lengths approximate. Tail 2? [sic]
NOTE C Full moon.
0.05 B 10 N 1 $eargent,D
1 105 0.08 B 15 Seargent,D
5 2.1 109 0.08 B 11 4.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
0.035 B 9 4.9M Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
3 0.050 B I0 5 Y 1 Ward,A
4 0.298 N 5 40 5.5 Y 1 Stott,D
0.20 R 12 40 3.5 1 Shanklin,J.D




DATE: 22 HAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_# ml _ Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L1um DA Site Obaerver(s)
32. 365 820720 6. $ $ 112 0.05 B I0 N 1 Seargent ,D
22.365 820721 i 107 0.08 B 15 $eargeBt,D
22.507 820722 7.8 M 88 2 3 0.I0 N I0 55 4.0M Y 1 Kato,T
22.757 820723 8.8 M 88 2.7 6 0.30 N 8.5 102 4.9M Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
22.785 820724 7.3 M 88 5.0 5 1.2 112 0.08 B 11 4.6M Y 1 F1eet,R.w
22.789 820725 7.1 M 88 0.035 B 9 4.9M Y 1 Begble, M. J. R
NOTE A Moon.
NOTE B PA approximate.







Date(UT) AON| ILl )04 Chart C_ma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
23.80 020726 7.3 B M ll 3 0.1 175 0.05 B 7 Tsygankov,D
DATE: 24 MAT 1986
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SU'B-NE_qORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _ _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Lira DA Site Observer(s)
24.391 820727 7.0 S 88 7.5 3 0.15 N 8
24.43 820728 8.4 S 112 2 3 0.317 N 5
24.81 820729 7.3 B M 7 3 0.07 N 8
24.83 820730 G.9 B E 7 3 0.07 N 8
24.8819 820731 7.6 S 112 3 0.080 B
24.889 820732 7.9 B SAO 5.4 3 0.125 R 6
24.910 820733 4.8 B 7 3 4 3 218 0.040 R 9
NOTE A Bright moon. (Observer gave limit as approximately 12. Ed.)
NOTE B Moon 15 days.
NOTE C Coma diameter 3-4 arc min.
NOTE D (PA value may have been incorrectly detel_ined. Ed.)




15 3.8 Y 1 Korth,$
35 3.2 T 1 Guthie_,O
12 6.0 Y 1 WiBkler,R






25.20 820736 6,7 M 88
25.354 820737 6.7 S 112, 88
25.354 820738 6.7 S
25.503 820739 8.0 M 88
25.52 820740 6.9 S AAVSO
25.52 820741 7.1 M i12
25.524 820742 7.9 M 88
25.529 820743 7.0 S 88
25.67 820744 8.5 B M
25.705 820745 7.3 M 88
25.713 820746 7.4 M 88
25.727 820747
25.812 820748 S 88
25.82 820749 7 B E
25.826 820750 6.8 S 88
25.847 820751 8.6 B 88
25.858 820752 6.8 M CZ
25.859 820753 6.7 S 88
25.864 820754 7.9 M CZ
25.8645 820755 7.6 B 88
25.866 820756 7.6 S CZ
25.868 820757 6.9 M 88
25.869 820758 7.4 S 88
25.872 820759 7.3 S 88
25.875 820760 7.0 M 88
25.875 820761 7.9 B 88
25.879 820762 8.1 B SAC
25.88 820763 7.4 S 88
25.882 820764 7.9
25.866 820765 7.8 B
25.889 820766 7.0 S SAC
25.896 820767 7.2 S 88
25.903 820768 7 B 88
25.903 820769 7.9
25.910 820770 4.8 B
DATE: 25 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_B-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer ( s )
25.1785 820734 7.4 S SAC 6 5 0.57 86 0.130 N 7.1 27 5.5 ii Machholz, D
25.19 820735 6.7 M 88 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 2 Morris, C. S
1.5 105 0.05 B I0 5.5M Y 16 Hale,A
0.05 B i0 5.8 Y 1 $eargent, D
1.4 108 0.08 B 15 Seargent, D
6.0 5 0.16 N 6.3 31 4 M N 1 Mitsuma, S
6 4 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y 1 Hayashi, A
5 4 0.080 B II 3 MC y 1 Natanabe,N
0.08 B ll 4 M N 1 Mitsuaa, S
3.6 5 0.i N I0 56 4.5 Y 1 Iohikawa, K
4 0 0.05 R 7 20 Konatantlnov, S
6.7 6 4.7 108 0.08 B 11 5.9 Y 1 F1eet,R.W B
0.035 B 9 5.6M Y 1 Begble,M. J .R
3.4 6 0.30 N 6.5 102 5.6M Y 1 Begble, M. 3. R
5.5 3 0.089 R 5.5 18 4.5 N 1 VeatLtra, F C
6 5 0.08 R I0 28 Mormil, V
8 1 0.07 B 20 4 Y 1 Tanti,T D
3 3 0.25 N 6 40 4 CT N 2 Adamoli, G
I0 0 0.08 B I0 6.2T Y 1 Hroch, F E
6 3 0. 050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Meozzi, D
5 0.i0 B 25 2 Kucera, P
8 8 0. 080 B ii 5 C Y Brogioni,A F
7 4 0.035 B 7 6.2 Y 1 Hroch, F G
Ii 4 0. 030 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Villa,M
5 I 0.05 B 10 5 C Y 1 Menichetti, R
5 2 0.I13 N 8 22 5.5 Y 1 Schambeck,C. M
4 0.03 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Melan_Lri, F
0.090 N 7 26 3.5 Y 1 Vohla, F
2.7 4 0.i 128 0.250 N 6 75 3.8 Y 1 Guthier,O
5 3 0.080 B 15 4 Y 1 GiOW_nSki, C
6 3 0.350 SC ll 120 4.0C Y 1 Mal-x, H H
2.5 5 0.110 R 6.8 47 4.0C Y 1 Lipski,P
l0 4 0.063 B 9 4.0 T 2 KaJmaerer, A I
20 3 0.050 B 16 6.2 Y 1 NolIe,M
4 0.200 SC l0 50 5.0 Y 7 LiD_e/, J J
0.080 B 15 4 Y 1 Nagele,A K
7 3 3 2 218 0.040 R 9 12 6.0 Y 1 Winkler, R L
NOTE A SOme interfexence from moonlight (full moon) at end Of observation.
NOTE B Midpoiat on tail: 2.3 deg. at PA 108. End point of tail: 4.7 deg. at PA 108.
NOTE C Mist. Magnltude <<6.2. [sic]
NOTE D Seeing good, transparency falr/poor. Haze.
NOTE E Estimated magnitude uncertainty +/-0.2. Cola diameter determined by comparison with a pair of stars. Measurement from a
plot yields 10 arc min.
NOTE F I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed. }
NOTE G Estimated magnitude uncertainty +/-0.2.
NOTE H Compa/ison stars SAO 137559, 137576. (Observer indicated "A" method [AzgelaDder?]. Ed. )
NOTE I In 0.075 Newton starlike central c0ndensation, about I0 Bag. gll]apsed.
NOTE J Tail length 3-4'.
NOTE K Nearly invisible.
NOTE L (PA value may have been incorrectly determined. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date (UT) AON# Scale Ap InS f/ Pvr (s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
25.705 831266 4 0.08 B ii 5.9 1 Fleet,R. W A
NOTE A Tail end point at PA 108. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assu_ed to be start time. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AONI FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
25.634 852143 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 KOdak 2415 Y 910/_ 4 Jager,M A
NOTE A Magnitude 6.9; antitail 12 arc min. at PA 287. (Print submitted is composite of two 5 mln. exposures separated by 4 min.
Ed.)
DATE: 25 MAY 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 26 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATIO_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_N# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ _ L 4_ DA Site Obaez_rex(s}
26.08 820771 7.2
26.08 820772 6.4 S 88 16
26.101 820773 7.9 S 88 4.5
26.101 820774 8.0 S 88 8
26.17 8207?5 6.2 B 88 16
26.1715 820776 7.7 S SAO 6
26.19 820777 6.7 S 88
26.21 820778 6.8 M 88
26.2188 820775 6.2 M 88 12
26.34 820780 7.6 S MP-5 23
26.34 820781 3
26.360 820782 7.4 S 88
26.42 8.20783 6.4 S 88 10
26.681 820784 7.0 S 88 3.6
26.482 820785 7.4 S 88 7.5
26.51 820786 6.5 M 88 8
26.51 820787 9 :
26.52 820788 7.0 S AAVSO 4
26.53 820789 6.8 M 112 13
26.531 820750 8.1 M 88 5.5
26.712 820751 7.1 $ 88 6.0
26.729 820792 8.5 B 88 9
26.78 820753 6.9 B E 8
26.81 820754 6,8 B E 13
26.840 820795 6.9 S 88 5.5
26.84 820796 7.0 B M 6
26.858 820797 7.6 S X SEX 8
26.860 820798 7.3 $ 88 7.0
26.863 820799 8.0 B 2.0
26.865 820800 7.2 S 88 7.5
26.872 820801 8.0 $ 88, 133 4
26.875 820802 7.5 S 88 5
26.875 820803 8.0 B 88
26.885 820804 8.4 B CZ 9
26.890 820805 8.4 B 2.0
26.899 820806 7,0 $ 88
26.910 820807 4.9 B 6 3
26.93 820808 8,4 S 88
26.982 820809 7.9 B 88
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.




Date(UT) /_ONi Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rz(s)
26.224 831267 3 0.050 B 7
26.870 831268 0.75 0.114 N 7,9 23
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap For
DurM Lim Site Observer(s)
15 6.1 3 CoOk,A.J
15 4.5 1 Di Megllo,F
EXaM EBulsion ISO Hyp C_i_g Id_1_/p Site ObserTer(s) Notes
26.208 852164 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 25.00 Kodak Tri-X N M 30_ 1 Nebb,R A
26.881 852145 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 15.00 Kodak _i-x 400/27 N o 0/T 1 Mikuz,H B
26.8%0 852146 0.760 4 0.19 2.7 x 1.8 i0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N O 1/T 1 Mikuz,H B
NOTE A Film pushed to ASA I000. Standard 3 RID.-3 miD. processing.
NOTE B Weather co_itions very good. Possible ver_ thin cirrus clouds. (Observer's image identifier is follow_d by suffix A. Ed.)
NOTE B Some interference from moonlight at end of observation. A distinct brightening in the outer c_a, detached from the central
coudensation was observed wlth the 20 elm reflector.
NOTE C Brlght_K)on add haze. (Observer gave limit as approximately 11. Ed.)
NOTE D Seeing veEy gOOd; comet also visible in a 12x40 flnderscope.
NO_ E vel 7 good condltions.
NOTE F Magnitude estimate uncertainty +/-0.3 msg.
NOTE G (PA value may have b_en incorrectly dete_ined. Ed.)
4 0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,3.E
4 0.050 B I0 6 Y 1 Bortle,3.E
4 0.06 R 15 36 5.8 Y 3 Morri&on,w
0.035 B 7 5.8 Y 3 Morrlson,w A
0 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 3acobaon,E
0.29 90. 0.130 R 7.1 27 5.6 11 Machholz,D0.050 B I0 6.2 Y 2 Morri_,C.S
1.5 105 0.05 B I0 5.5M Y 16 Hale,A B
6 3.00 120 0.05 B 7 6.1 Y 3 C¢,_K,A.J
0.078 R 7.5 30 Jooea,A
6 0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A
4 0.05 B I0 5.0 Y 1 Willlals,P.F
1.0 0.03 R 7 8 6.iC 1 Love_oy,T
5 0.1 N i0 56 5.0 Y 1 Icblkawa,K
3 0.15 N 8 4 Y 1 Tregaskls,T.B C
5 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5 Y 1 Oka,A
0.20 N 6 48 3 Y 5 TaolkKwa,M
3 0.13 N 6.3 24 4.5 Y 1 Hayaahi,A
3 0.080 B ii 3 C Y 1 Naten|L_,N
4 0.16 N 6.3 31 4 N 1 Mi_,S
4 0.13 R 4 21 5.5 Y 1 C_S,3
1 0.17 270 0.065 B 20 6.2 Y 1 MCBaID,J D
5 0.08 R 10 28 MOERII,V
5 1.5 0.05 B 7 MOE111,Y
3 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Meozzi,D
5 0.05 B 7 Mormil,V
7 0.080 B i0 Y l Mikuz,H E
5 1.00 I00 0.08 B 15 6.0 Y 3 HaTer,R
6 0.ii0 R 6.8 47 4.0C N 1 Lipskl,P
3 1.00 100 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 3 Baver,R
3 0.i14 N 7.9 23 4.5C Y 1 Di Meglio,F
1 0.05 B i0 4.5C Y 1 Menlcbetti,R
0.090 N 7 26 5.5 Y I Vohla,F
2 0.i0 B 25 4 Y 1 Polak,3 F
1 0.130 N 8 40 4.0 Y 1 Lieder,F
4 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y I Villa,M
2 1 218 0.040 R 9 12 6.0 Y I NiDkler,R G
0.20 R 12 40 4.0 1 ShanklIn,J.D S




Date(UT) AO_# ILl _ Chart C_a slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
27.07 820810 7.7 M AA
27.07 820811 7.5 S AA 4
27.09 820812 6.3 S 88 15
27.09 820813 7.1 S AA 8
27.125 820814 6.8 M 88
27.15 820815 6.2 B 88 12
27.33 820816 7.0 H 88
27.33 820817 7
27.33 820818
27.352 820815 6.8 S 112, 88 9
27.352 820820
27.38 820821 6.5 S 88 ii
27.479 820822 8.1 M 88 6.4
27.483 820823 8.2 M 88 4.8
27.501 820824 8.0 M 88 2
27.52 820825_ 8.1 B 7
27.708 820826 7.4 S 88 5.5
27.726 820827 7.5 M 88 7.0
27.76 820828 7.8 B E
27.809 820829 7.5 M 88
27.81 820830 7.3 B E i0
27.816 820831 6.8 S 88 8
27.817 820832 4.0
27.851 820833 7.6: M 112 5
27.854 820834 7.5 M 5
27.859 820835 7.1 S 88 5
27.8645 820838 7.9 B 88 7
27.875 820837 7.6 S 88 5
27.89 820838 7.5 B 88 5.6
27.899 820839 7.3 S 88 9
27.904 820840 8.3 M 88
NOTE A Coma di_eter approxiBate.
NOTE B Diffuse c_a, Boderate coDdensation, small Ducleus.
0.229 R 12 86 Greea,D.W.E
5 0.229 R 12 86 Greeu,D.W.E
3 0.050 B I0 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
3 0.080 B • 20 Green,D.W.E
7 2.0 96 0.05 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Knight,S
0 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Jaoobsoa,E
0.050 B 7 Jones,A
5 0.078 R 7.5 30 Jones,A
6 0.25 115 0.317 N 5 86 5.2 Jones,A
0.05 B i0 6.1 Y 1 Seargeet,D
1 I00 0.08 B 15 Seargeet,D
1.0 0.08 B 15 6.1C 1 Lovejoy,T
5 0.16 N 6.3 31 5 Y 1 Mitsuaa,S
5 0.16 N 6.3 80 5 Y 1 Mi_a,S
3 0.10 N i0 55 4.0C Y 1 Kato,T
6 0.15 N 8 43 5.0 Y 1 Uda,K
4 0.13 R 4 21 5.2 Y 1 calupos,J
6 3.1 109 0.08 B 11 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3 0.i 183 0.07 N 8 33 Shitikov,A
0.035 B 9 6.0 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
5 0.5 0.08 R i0 28 Mormil,V
4 0.07 B 20 4.5 Y 1 Tanti,T
6 i00 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.0 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
1 0.15 15 56 4.1C Y 1 Posa,O
2 0.15 R 15 56 4.1 Y 1 CSomoseG
3 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Meozzi,D
3 0.080 B 11 4.5C Y Brogioni,A
1 0.05 B i0 4.5C N 1 Meaichetti,R
3 0.63 112 0.150 N 5 25 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.-C
2 0.08 B 15 2.5 Y 1 HuZst,G.M
3 0.298 N 5 40 5.5T Y 1 Stott,D
NOTE C Possible fan between PA about 60 and 150. PA i00 is approximate. PA 150 tall length approximate.
NOTE D PA ii0 to 145.
NOTE E seeing good, transparency fair. Haze.
NOTE F Tall measurenent refers to dust tail only.
NOTE G Probably a rough estimate (missing map 88). Instrument is CouPe refractor.
NOTE H Instruwent is Coude refractor.
NOTE I I perceive detail. (Roughly translated by IHW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pvr(s) DtLrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
27.726 831269 4 0.08 B II 6.0 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Tall end point at PA 109. (Duration not iDdicated. Tile of observation is assumed to be start t_. Ed.)




DATE: 28 MAY 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| eLI /_q Chart Coma slze De Tail PA Ap Ires f/ Pwr L Im DA Site Obse--_ver(s)
28.17 820841 6.3 B 88 i0
28.19 820842 6.9 M 88
28.2083 820843 6.9 S SAO 6
28.368 820844 6.8 S 112, 88
28.368 820845
28.768 820846 7.5 M 88
28.785 820847 7.4 M 88 6.5
28.80 820848 7.8: B E 9
28,815 820849 7.5 S 88 7
28.822 820850 6.8 S 88 8
28.864 820851 7.8 S 88 4
28.865 820852 7.6 M 88 7
NOTE A Some IRterfe/ence frcl thin cirrus.
NOTE B Midpoint on tail: 1.3 deg. at PA ii0. End point of tail: 3.7 deg. at PA 110.
NOTE C PA 130 to 140.
NOTE D Seeing good. Transparency good/faLT.
SUB--NETWORK: DRA_FI NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUXM Lira site ObservsrCs)
28.785 831270 4 0.08 B Ii 5.9 1 Fleet,R.W
0 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Jscobson,E
0.05 B I0 5.5 Y 17 Hale,A
3 0.43 92 0.080 B 20 5.7 1 Macbholz,D
0.05 B I0 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
1.6 108 0.08 B 15 Se|Lrgent,D
0.035 B 9 5.9 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
6 3.7 110 0.08 B 11 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
5 0.08 R i0 28 Mormil,V
3 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.2 N 1 Ventttrz,F
4 0.07 B 20 5 Y 1 Tsnti,T
1 0.05 B i0 4 C Y 1 Menlchetti,R
3 0.030 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Villa,M
Notes
A
NOTE A Tall end point at PA I10. (DtLratlon not i_dlcated. T4_e of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
DATE: 28 MAY 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 29 MAY 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.229 R 12 06 Green,D.W.E29.06 820853 7.8 M AA
29.06 820854 7.7 S AA 4
29.100 820855 7.8 S 88 6
29.21 820856 6.0: 88 40
29.23 820857 6.3 B 88 i0
29.23 820858 7.0 S 88 14.5
29.365 820859 6.9 S 112, 88
29.42 820860 7.0 S 88
29.54 820861 7.2 S DeS 8
29.726 820862 7.6 M 88 7.0
29.740 820863 7.5 S 88 6.0
29.797 820864 7.6 M 88
29.80 820865 7.9: B E 6
29.810 $20866 5.9
29.823 820867 7.2 S 88 6.5
NOTE A COua dIIeter approximate.
5 0.229 R 12
3 0.06 R 15
0 EY
0 0.035 B
3 1.67 I08 0.050 B
3 i08 0.05 B
0.08 B
5 0.25 N 5
5 5.4 109 0.08 B
4 0.13 R 4
0,035 B




36 5.8T Y 3 Morrison,W
6.2 Y 39 Morris,C.S
7 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
i0 6.2 Y 39 Morris,C.S
i0 6.2 Y 1 Seargent, D
15 1 Lovejoy, T
62 6.3 Y Clazk,M.L
ll 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
21 5.4 Y 1 Campos,J
9 6.1 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
28 Morlil,V
107 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
0.07 B 20 4 Y 1 Tantl,T




NOTE B Probable naked eye sighting, but e_et very close to 6th nag. star. CoRa diameter very uncertain.
NOTE C Midpoint on tail: 3.0 des. at FA 108. End point of tail: 5.4 des. at PA 109.
NOTE D Tall measureRent refers to dust tail only.
NOTE E Seeing fair, transparency fair. Haze.
SEB-NETWORK: DRA_NG
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap IDa f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
29.726 831271 4 0.08 H ii 6.1 1 Fleet,H.W A
NOTE A Tail e_d point at PA 109. (Duration not ledlcated. Tile of observation is a$$uled to be start time. Ed.)
SUB--NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Exulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ site Observer(s) Notes
29.094 852147 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 285/P 1 Sabla,J.D A
NOTE A A_ti-tail noted on negative, very short a_d spike-like. NOt seen visually. Photograph made by J. Kamlchitls and J.D. Sabla.
DATE: 30 MAY 1986
N_TWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| nl _ Chart COmma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA site Ob_ez(s)
30.19 820868 6.8 88 15
30.21 820869 7.2 S SAC), 88 10
30.22 820870 6.3 B 88 10
30.33 820871 7.3 S 88
30.33 820872
30.365 820873 7.1 S 112, 88
30.435 820874 7.4 S 88
30.740 820875 7.7 M 88
30.740 820876 7.6 M 88 6.5
30.757 820877 4.7
30.80 820878 8.2: B 5
30.861 820879 8.0 M 88 5
30.882 820880 7.9 M 88 8
30.885 820881 8.1 S 88 3
NOTE A visible trlth naked eye. Modified Sidgtrick _ethod used.
NOTE B Gaps in clouds.
NOTE C Near bzight star. Fan-tail.
NOTE D Midpolmt on tail: 2.8 de_. st PA 108. E_ point Of tail: 4.8 deg. at PA 109.
NOTE E Tall amaaurement refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK : DRANING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S] DUrM LiB Site Observer(s)
30.740 831272 4 0.08 B Ii 5.9 1 Fleet,R.W
3 0.5 i00 0.040 B 8 7.0 Y 1 Keen,R
4 1.5 I00 0.32 N 4 33 7.0 Y 1 Keen,R
0 0.035 B 7 6.0 Y 1 380ObaOD,E
0.045 R 6 13 3oDea,A
5 0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A
2 II0 0.05 B 10 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
3 0.05 B i0 5.0 Y 1 NIIIIalS,P.F
0.035 B 9 6.1 Y 1 Be_le,M.J.R
6 4.8 109 0.08 B Ii 5.5 Y l Fleet,R.N
5 115 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1 Y 1 Be_le,M.J.R
5 0.08 R I0 28 Mormil,v
3 0.I14 N 25 6.0 Y 2 Villa,M
3 0,030 B 8 6.0 Y 2 Villa,M
0 0.05 B I0 4 C Y 1 Nenichetti,R
Notes
A
NOTE A Tail end point st PA 109. (Duration not ledlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)










Date(UT) AON| _ P_4 Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap IDS f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Obs_er (s)
31.142 820882 7.7 B 88 9
31.18 820883 7.0 88 15
31.2389 820884 7.6 S SAD 4
31.25 020885 6.1 B 88 14 1 0.035 B
31.354 820886 7.0 S 88 0.05 B
31.354 820887 8 6 2 110 0.08 B
31.448 820888 7.1 S 88 4 0.05 B
31.47 820889 9.0 B 5 5 0.15 N 8
31.722 820890 7.7 M 88 6.3 6 4.0 Ii0 0.08 B
31.740 820891 8.0 M 88 5.0 6 0.9 109 0.15 N 4
31.80 820892 8.4: B E 4 5 0.08 R i0
31.801 820893 8.1 M 88 5 0.04 B
31.838 820894 7.3 S 88 4 3 0.050 B
31.994 820895 8.3 B 88 4 0.06 R 15
NOTE A Modified Sidg_rIok _thod _Lsed.
NOTE B Tall length approxilate.
2 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 1 Bays 3r,R.E
3 0.4 i00 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
2 0.130 R 7.1 27 4.4 3 Machholz,D
7 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
I0 Seargent,D
15 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
7 6.0 Y 14 Garradd,G
43 4.0 Y 1 Uda,K
ii 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
50 8.0 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
28 Mormil,V
12 5.5 Y 1 HeDshsw,C
7 5.6 Y I Neozzi,D
41 5.0 Y 1 da Silva,L.A.L
NOTE C Midpoint on tail: 2.8 deg. at PA 109. End point of tail: 4.0 de_. at PA llO.
SEI3-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Ptrr(s) _ Lil Site Observez(s} Notes
31.722 831273 4 0.08 B Ii 6.0 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Tail end point at PA ii0. (Duration Dot indicated. Tile Of observation is assumed to be start t1_e. Ed.)













Ap Ins f/ P_T(S) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
0.050 B l0 14 3.5 2 Rohinson,P.C A
0.08 B II 6.0 1 Fleet,R.W B
Tails at PAn 120, 300 (forward), 205, and 165/ all were dlmmest near the coma add increased in brightness with increasing
distance fron coma. All were also picked up with the tmaided eye _hexe Bore than 10 deg. from comet except for that st PA
205 which went to horizon too quickly. Each ws_ also traced out to dozecs of degrees length. Ray (misses c_a} at PA ii0
(388') to 20 (50') to 310 (200')/ Eay (llSleS C_S) st PA 125 (392'} to 200 (36') to 285 (200'). The cola wan hardly
condensed at all. It looked more llke an enhancement in the tails. It was oval along the main tails at PAn 120 and 300.
Tail end point at PA 109. (Duration not iDdlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE A
NOTE B
Date(UT) AON# _I _( chart C_a slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA site Observer(s} Notes
1.016 820896 8.4 S 88 1 0.05 B 20 5.3 Y i OBofre D.,D
1.19 820897 7.0 88 0.040 B 8 5.0 Y 1 Keen,R A
1.23 820898 6.2 B 88 16 1 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
1.243 820899 8.2 S 112 3 1 0.203 SC i0 50 8 Y 5 PrTal,J B
1.32 820900 7.5 S 88 0.050 B 7 Y Jones,A
1.32 820901 5 4 0.078 R 7.5 30 5.2 3oneBoA
1.32 820902 5 0.15 115 0.317 N 5 86 Jonea,A C
1.406 820903 7.0 S 88 0.05 B i0 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
1.408 820904 2 108 0.08 B 15 Seargent,D
1.45 820905 7.3 $ 88 5 1.5 0.08 B 15 6.0C y 1 LoveJoy, T D
1.747 820906 7.7 S 88 5.5 4 0.13 R 4 21 5.3 Y 1 CaBpOS,J
1.764 820907 7.8 M 88 6.5 6 3.9 109 0.08 B ii 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
1.81 820908 8.9: B E 5 4 0.16 N 50 Mormil,V
1.833 820909 7.4 S 88 2 0.07 B 20 4 Y 1 Tanti,T E
1.833 820910 7.5 S 88 6 2 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0C N 1 VenttLra,F F
1.861 820911 8.2 M 88 5 3 0.114 N 25 4.5 Y 2 VilIs,M
NOTE A Observed during thunderstorm. Modified SidgwlckRethod used.
NOTE B _all transparent. About 20 deg. above southwest horizon.
NOTE C DiEfuse coma, moderate condensation.
NOTE D Broad triple tail.
NOTE E Seeing good, transparency fair. Clouds.




Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Co_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
2.006 820912 8.5 S 88 1 0.05 B
2.020 020913 8.5 5 88 3 0.06 R 15
2.114 820914 7.9 S 88 6.5 0.035 B
2.114 820915 7.9 S 88 6.5 3 0.06 R 15
2.19 020916 6.5 B 88 15 0 0.050 B
2.20 820917 7.3 M 88 1.5 105 0.05 E
2.20 820918 7.2 S 88 12.5 3 0.050 B
2.20 820519 7.2 $ 88 12.5 2 1.17 115 0.080 B
2.354 820920 7.1 S 8B 0.05 E
2.717 820921 0.i M 88 6 0.04 E
2.722 820922 8.0 M 88 5.9 6 3.6 109 0.08 B
2.733 820923 8.2 M 88 5.0 6 I.I 105 0.15 N 4
2.746 820924 8.0 M 88 0.035 B
2.755 820925 8.9 M 88 4.0 6 109 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.9 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
2.80 820926 9 : B E 4 4 0.3 90 0.16 N 50 Mormil,V
NOTE A COma diameter approximate. 0.15 f/5 refr. 31x coma dis. 5', DC - 4, tall 0.20 deg. 1onf, PA - 115 deg.
NOTE B Sky coDditions poor; thick haze add possible cirrus. Tail very faint in 10x50 binoculars.
NOTE C Midpolnt on tail: 1.3 def. at PA 109. End point of tail: 3.6 def. at PA 109.
NOTE D Tail Measurement refers to dust tail only.
NOTE E Tall length and PA approximate.
SEE-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins _/ Pwr(s) DurM LiE Site ObServer(s) Notes
2.722 831276 4 0.08 B Ii 6.0 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOq_E A Tall e_ point st PA 109. (Duration sot i_icsted. Time of observation is assum_ to be start time. _d.}
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM _sio, ISO Eyp GOng Id/Typ Site Observez(s)
2.012 852148 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 23/P Falsazelle,N
2.973 852149 0.050 2.0 3.50 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N X 24/P Fslsarella,N
20 5.5 Y 1 Onofre D.,D
41 5.0 Y 1 da Silvs,L.A.L
7 5.8 Y 3 Morrison,W
36 5.8 Y 3 Morrison,W
7 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
I0 5 Y 3 Esle,A
i0 4.0 Y ? Morrls,C.S
20 4.0 Y 7 MorEIs,C.S
i0 Y 1 Seargent,D
12 5.5 Y 1 Henshaw,C
11 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
9 5.9 Y I B4_bie,N.J.R




DATE: 3 JUN 1886
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE






















820927 8.7 M 88
820928 7.2 S AA
820929 7.3 S AA
820930 8.1 S 88
820931
820932 6.8 S 08
820933 9.8 M 88
820934 8.2 S 88
820935 6.6 B 88
820936 7.1 S 88
820937
820838 7.8 S 88
820939 8.1 M 88
820940 8.3 M 88
820941 9.1 M 88
820942 8.2 M 88
820943 8.9: B E
820944 88
820945 7.6: S DC$ 13
820946 7.4: S 88
820947 8.7 S 88
NOTE A Coma diameter approxilate.
NOTE B Tail Beasurq_ent refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
3.083 831277 0.83 0.152 N 8 38
3.733 831278 4 0.08 B 11
DATE: 3 3UN 1986
Cola size DC Tall PA
5 4 0.254 N
11 1 0.050 B
10 3 0.080 B
3.5 6 0.152 N
6.5 3 120 0.317 N
7 2 0.050 B
2 0.15 N
3.6 4 0.15 R
9 0 0.050 B
0.05 B
2 ii0 0.08 B
4 0.05 B
5.2 6 3.5 III 0.08 B
5.5 5 0.7 109 0.15 N
3.5 6 96 0.30 N
0.04 B
4 4 0.16 N




Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lie DA Site Observer(s)
4.5 36 3.9 y
7
20
5.5 69 5.2T y
6 SS
10 6 y
8 102 3. OCT y






































DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
5 1 Cuthill,L A
5.9 1 Fleet,R.N B
NOTE A Coma DC - 6. Tall at PA 75-135. Axis of head at PA 280. The coma has a faint but strong central co_enaation. Coma size -
3.5'. The tall betted PA 75 deg. aBd 135 deg. is very faint. Magnitude using 10xS0 binoculars is eat_ated to be about 8.5
(Morris Bet,hoG).
NOTE B Tall e_ poiBt st PA iii. (Duzatlon not i_dicated. Tilbe of obsex_atlon is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
DATE:4JUN1986
NETWORK : ANATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim
4.075 820948 8.8 M 88 6 4 0.254 N 4.5 36 3.9
4.087 820949 8.3 5 88 3.1 5 0.152 N 5.5 69 5.1T
4.19 820950 7.3: S 88 i0 0.080 B 20 3.0C
4.365 820951 7.1 S 88 0.05 B 10 6
4.365 820952 1 108 0.08 B 15
4.722 820953 8.0 M 88 5.2 6 3.0 110 0.08 B ii 6.0
4.733 820954 8.2 M 68 4.6 5 0.7 106 0.15 N 4 50 6.0
4.733 820955 8.2 M 88 0.04 B 12 6.2
4.776 820956 9.2 M 88 3.0 6 96 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4
4.828 820957 7.5 S 88 6.5 3 0.07 B 20 4.5
4.87 820958 7.5 S 88 7 4 0.080 B 20 6 T
4.88 820959 7.6 S DCS 13 4 0.050 B I0 6
4.963 820960 8.7 S 88 0.06 R 15 41 4.0
NOTE A Close to 6.9 mag. star.
NOTE B Broad tail.
NOTE C Midpoint on tail: 1.6 deg. at PA iii. End point of tail: 3.0 deg. at PA Ii0.
NOTE D Tail Beasurement refers to dust tall only.
NOTE E Seeing good, transparency fair. Haze.
NOTE F 0.5 deg. tall seen in 0.203 Schmidt-Cass. at mag_ificatloa of 50x.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AONf Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr($) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s)
4.087 831279 0.38 0.318 N 8 75 20 6.0 I Hathaway,W
4.094 831280 0.4 0.050 B i0, 22 30 4.5 2 Robinson,P.C
4.722 831281 4 0.08 B ii 6.0 1 Fleet,R.W
DATE: 4 J_N 1986




Y 1 Seargent,D A
Seargent,D B
Y 1 Fleet,R.w C
Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Y 1 Benshaw,C
Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R D
Y I Tanti,T E
Y 4 Bouma,R.J
Y 4 CoDello,G F




NOTE A Main tall at PA i05; tall at PA 135; detached tall at PA 200 (about 5' to >40'}/ forward tail at PA 280; tail at PA 315. All
tails were brighter with increasing distance from co_a and indefinitely long. Tail at PA 80 (less than or equal to 15').
Patch at PA 315 (6.8'); patch was a diffuse patch of haziness on PA 315 tail. The coma looked distinctly triangular in
shape. Newtonian 0.152 f/4 also used.
NOTE B Tall en_ point at PA II0. (Duration not indicated. Time of oblervation is ass_ed to be $taEt time. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK_ PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL • f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
4.105 852150 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 12/C 1 Chester,G.R A
4.120 852151 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 13/c 1 Cheste_,G.R B
NOTE A (Observer's image ideotlfier is 12A. Ed.)
NOTE B (Observer*s image ideotifler is 13A. Ed.)
DATE: 5 3_ 1986
NETWORK : _TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEFd_qNCE
Date(UT) AC_# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ L_ DA Site ObE_rv_(s)
5.20 820961 7.2 SAO, 88 13
5.22 820962 7.2 B 88 6
5.32 820963 8.2 S MP-5 23 2.5
5.32 820964 1.8
5,365 820965 7.2 S 88
5.375 820966 7.4 S 88
5.733 830967 7.9 M 88 5.9
5,737 620968 8.2 M 88
5.747 820969 8.1 M 88 5.0
5.767 820970 8.9 M 88 4.5
5.882 620971 7.9 B 3.7
5.89 820973 7.6 S 88 7
5.89 820973 7.6 S _ 13
NOTE A Modified Sldgwick nethod used.
NOTE B C_l_t LIODg tWO at_LES,
NOTE C Tail broad, faint. PA approximate.
NOTE D Tall _aatuceaent refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pww(s)
5.733 831282 4 0.08 B ii
2 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y I Keen,R
0 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y I Jaeobaon,E
4 0.078 R 7.5 30 5.5 Jones,A
5 0.317 N 5 86 JoDes,A
1 i00 0.05 B i0 6 Y 1 ae_gent,D
0.05 B i0 6 ¥ 1 $eargent,D
6 3.0 iii 0.08 B ii 6.0 Y I Fleet,R.w
3 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Henahaw,c
6 0.7 110 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
6 96 0.30 N 8.5 I02 6.5 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
2 0.10 B 14 4.0 T 1 Hanublok,w
3 0.080 B 20 6 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
4 0.050 B I0 6 Y 4 C_IIo, G
DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
6.0 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Tall eDd point at PA iii. (Duration aot iDdicated. Time of observatioD is assumed to be start t_me. Ed.)








Date(UT) A(_# _I MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Obsex_rer(s)
6.20 820974 7.0 M 88 14.5
6.21 820975 7.0 S 88 28
6.33 820976 8.0 S MP-5 23
6.33 820977 5
6.33 820978 2.5
6.708 820979 8.0 M 88 5.6
6.715 820980 8._ M 88 4.6
6.724 820981 8.2 M 88
6.740 820982 7.8 S 88 6.0
6.749 820983 9.3 M 88 4.5
6.813 820984 7.9: S 88 4
6.88 820985 8.0 B 88
6.88 820986 7.7 S DCS 13
6.89 820987 7.7 S 88 7
6.89 820988 7.7 S 88
NOTE A NO tail seen.
NO_ B Tall _asLLre_ent refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWTNG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S)
6.708 831283 4 0.08 B II
3 0.42 ii0 0.080 B 20 5.5 Y 16 Morzis,C.S
3 0.050 B i0 5.5 Y 16 Mozris,C.S
0.045 R 6 13 5.5 3ones,A
2 0.15 108 0.078 R 7.5 30 3ones,A
4 0.317 N 5 86 3ones,A
5 2.5 ii0 0.08 B ii 6.0 Y 1 FI_t,R.W
5 0.8 108 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
3 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Henshaw,C
5 0.13 R 4 21 5.7 Y I Campos,J
5 I01 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.5 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
2 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.0 N 1 VeDtura,F
0.080 B 20 6 Y 4 _k)_a,R.3
4 0.050 B i0 6 Y 4 Colello,G
4 0.080 B 20 6 Y 4 _k)Luma,R.3
3 0.050 B i0 6 Y 4 _a,R.J
DttrM Lim Site Observar(s) Notes
6.0 1 Fleet,R.W A
DATE: 6 JUN 1986
NOteS
NOTE A Tall end point at PA II0. (Du/atlon not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
S_B-NETWORK: PB_RA_RT
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO B!rp Gclng I_ Site Obsez_rer(s) Notes
6.103 852152 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 287/_ I Sabis,J.D A
NOTE A A_tl-tell noted on negative, very shozt add spike-llke. Not seed visually. Photograph made by J. K_Ichltls a_ J.D. Sabia.
DA*I"£: 7 ,T_lr,i' 1906
NETWORK : A.'qATE_ OBSERVATZC_
SUB-NETWORK: V_[SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AQt_f ml _ Chart C_a alze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
7.20 820989 7.4 $AO, 88 12
7.20 020990 7.5 M 08
7.20 820991
7.21 820992 7.2 S 88 16
7.22 820993 7.2 M 88 10
7.23 820954 7.4 M 88 7
7.389 820995 7.9 S 00 7.5
7.413 820996 7.5 S 08
7.440 520597 7.9 S 00
7.50 820998 7.7 M 88 5
7.758 820999 9.0 M 88 3.5
7.88 821000 7.9 S 88 7
7.88 821001 7.5 S DCS 13
7.89 821002 8.0: S 88
2 0.040 B 8 6.0 Y 1 Keen,R
0.05 B i0 6 Y 3 Bale,A
0.5 105 0.20 N 6 61 6 Y 3 Hele,A
3 0.050 B i0 6.2 Y 16 Mo_zis,C.S
3 0.42 112 0.050 B 20 6.2 Y 16 Morzls,C.S
4 0.42 112 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.2 Y 16 Morzla,C.S
3 0.15 N 8 64 Y 1 Tre_askia,T.B
3 0.I0 N 6 24 Y 1 ITegaskls,T.B
3 0.05 B I0 Y 1 Tragaskle,T.B
4 0.15 N 5.3 32 6.0 Y 1 Oka,A
6 97 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
2 0.080 B 20 6 Y 4 BoLma,R.J
4 0.050 B i0 6 Y 4 Comello,G
0.050 B i0 6 Y 4 Bo_a,R.3
NOTE A Modified Sldgvlck Retbod used.
NOTE B Multiple tails _eflue the shape of the fan tail.
NOTE C Multiple tails deride the shape of the fan tail. No central coDdensatlon was visible.
NOTE D Clear eDd wludy. (Obaex_er gave limlt as approxlmately 13. Ed.)
NOTE E Clear eDd wIDdy. (Observer gave limit as approxilately 12. Ed.)
NOTE F Patchy cloud. (Observer gave limit as approximately i0. Ed.)
NOTE G Tall xmasureRent refers to dust tall only.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(VT) &ON# FL f/ Ap POV ExpM Emulsion
7.232 052153 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 5.00 3M i000
7.237 052154 0.500 3.6 0.140 4.1 x 2.7 I0.00 3M I000
7.245 852155 0.260 5.2 7.9 x 5.3 1.00 3M I000
7.248 052156 0.260 5.2 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M i000
7.422 852157 0.135 3.5 15.2 x10.2 10.00 Ektachr.400
NOTE A Exposure tile LLUcertaiB.
NOTE B Push processed to 800 ASA.
leO Hyp Gdng Id/TTp Site ObsexTer(a)
1000/ N O 4/14 7 Edberg,S.J
i000/ N O 5/N 7 Edbezg,S.3
i000/ N O 6/N 7 Edberg,S.J
i000/ N O 7/N 7 Edbe_g,S.J
N X 40/S 1 Tregaskls,T.B







Date(UT) AON| Ii _ Chart
8.000 821003 9.0: 88
8.20 821004 7.2 M 88
8.20 821005 7.2 M 88
8.21 821006
8.2250 821007 7.8 S DCS
8.2250 821008 7.8 S DCS
8.375 821008 7.5 S 88
8.389 821010 7.8 S 88
8.47 821011 8.2 M AAVSO
8.47 821012 8.1 S AA_SO
8.476 821013 7.9 M 88
8.490 821014 8.8 M 88
8.49 821015 8.3 B
8.50 821016 7.8 S AAVSO
8.50 821017 7.9 M 88
8.501 821018 8.4 S 88
8.507 821019 8.2 M 88
8.826 821020 7.7 S 88
8.830 821021 8.7 S CZ
8.875 821022 7.9 s 88
8.88 821023 7.9 S DCS 13
8.89 821024 7.8 S 88
8.89 821025 7.8 S 88
N01_ A comet very faint.







DATE: 8 JUN 1986
Ap Ins f/ P_cr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.06 R 15 41 5.0 Y 1 d8 SIIva,L.A.L A
3 0.050 B I0 8.0 Y ? Morris,C.$
3 0.42 76 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S B
5 0.42 76 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.0 Y 7 Morris,C.$ C
5 0.254 N 32 5.4 12 Maohholz,D
5 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.4 12 Machholz,D
0.05 B l0 6.2 Y 1 Seargent, D
0.05 B 7 6.0C Y 17 Garradk_,G
5 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y 1 Nakamura,A
6 0.20 N 5.6 35 4.5 Y I NakamILTa, A
4 0.1 N 10 56 4.0 Y 1 Iehikawa, K
3 O.lO N I0 55 4.0C Y I Kato,T
6 0.15 N 8 43 4.5 Y 1 Uda,K
2 0.13 N 6.3 44 4.0 Y 1 Hayasbi,A
4 0.15 N 5.3 32 5.5 Y 1 Oka,A
3 0.15 N 6 28 2.5 N 1 Kanai,K
5 0.16 N 6.3 31 5.5 Y 4 Mits_a,S
4 0.07 B 20 5.5 Y 1 Tanti,T D
4 0.08 B I0 5.1T Y 1 Hroch,F E
3 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 4 Haver,R
4 0.050 B I0 6 Y 4 C_IIo,G
3 0.080 B 20 6 Y 4 BO_a,R.J













NOTE B Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail. Stellar condensation was ObViOUS.
NOTE C Multiple tails define the shape of the fad tail. Nucleuz outbuxst! Stellar condensation (m2 - 9.5:) was present. Even at
222x CoDdensation was stella/.
NOTE D Seeing gc_, tzansparency excellent. Wi_d.
NOTE E Estimated magnitude uncertainty +/-0.3. Stellar appearance, hardly visible.
DATE: 9 JUN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK.- VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AQ(_# Ii _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P1rr Lira DA Site ObservexCs)
9.08 821026 7.4 S AA
9.09 821027 7.9 S 88
9.09 821028 7.9 M AA
9.09 821029 7.1: S 88
9.09 821030 7.4 S 88
9.09 821031 8.1 $ AA
9.101 821032 8.4 S 88
9.119 821033 8.2 S 88
9.139 821024 8.5 $ 88
9.21 821035 7.4 S 88
9.12 821036 7.4 M 88
9.23 821037
9.23 821038
9.2542 821039 7.5 M 88
9.2667 821040
9.410 821041 7.7 S 88
9.413 821042
9.417 821043 7.6 S 88
9.417 821044
9.47 821045 8.2 M AAVSO
9.47 821046 8.2 S AAVSO
9.478 821047 8.0 M 88
9.712 821048 8.0 M 88
9.729 821049 8.2 S 88
9.736 821050 8.2 M 88
9.745 821051 9.2 M 88
9.753 821052 8.3 M 88
9.823 821053 8.0 S 88
9.870 821054 7.7 5
9.870 821055 7.9 S
9.878 821056
9.88 821057 7.9: S 88
9.89 821058 8.2: S DeS 13
9.90 821059 8.4 B 88


























1 0.080 B 20 GEeeu,D.W.E
4 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E
0.228 R 12 86 GZeen,D.N.E
1 0.050 B 10 6 Y 1 BoEtle,J.E
3 0.080 B 20 Bortle,J.E
4 0.229 R 12 86 GEeen,D.W.E
6 0.203 N 6 101 5.1 Y 1 Hudak,D.M
3 0.15 R 5 31 5.2 Y 3 Morrlson,w
1 0.15 N 8 30 5.5 Y 2 Hays 3r,R.B
4 1.25 85 0.050 E 10 6.0 Y 7 MOrrlS,C.S
4 1.75 68 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
5 0.5 110 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 156 6.0 Y 7 Morris,C.$
5 0.05 B 7 8.3 Y 3 Cook, A. J
6 0.32 N 4.8 64 6.3 Y 3 Cook, A.3
1.5 0.05 B 7 fi.5 Y 2 Garrsdkl, G
1.5 0.31 N 5.4 129 Garra_d,G
3 0.05 B i0 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
2 ii0 0.08 B 15 SeargeDt,D
4 0.065 R 8 16 4.5 Y 5 Nakaauza,A
4 0.20 N 5.6 35 4.5 Y 5 Nak_a,A
3 0.i N i0 40 4.0 Y 1 Zchlka_s,K
5 2.6 ii0 0.08 B ii 6.1 Y I Fleet,R.N
4 0.13 R 4 21 5.9 Y 1 Ca3|pos,J
6 0.8 ii0 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
6 98 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
0.04 B 12 6.2 Y l Rensh_,C
4 0.07 B 20 5 Y 1 Tsnti,T
0.05 B 7 6.3 Y 4 Hawer,R
2 0.08 B 15 6.3 Y 4 Hsver,R
0.i0 B 14 4.0 Y 1 Na813blck,N
2 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.3
3 0.0S0 B i0 4.5 Y 4 C_mello,G
3 0.150 N 5 25 5.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.-C
2 0.06 R 15 41 4.5 Y 1 da SIIva,L.A.L
NOTE A Coma diameter approxilate.
NOTE B Altitude 15 dieg.
NOTE C S Sex C AAVSO chart also used.
NOTE D Multiple tails define the shape Of the fan tail.
NOTE E Sunward tail was diffuse add very faint.
DATE: 9 JUN 1986
Notes
A
150 Hyp Gdng Id/T!r P Site ObserTer(s)
I000/ N O 8/N 7 Edberg,S.3
N M 31/P 1 Webb,R
I000/ N O 9/N 7 Edbezg,S.J
I000/ N 0 10/N 7 Edberg,s.J
1000/ N O I1/N 7 Edberg,S.J
I000/ N O 12/N 7 EdbeEg,S.J
Y S 30,/P 1 Yen,B






Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion
9.211 852158 0.260 5.2 7.9 x 5.3 5.00 3M i000
9.214 852159 2.306 5 0.45 0.9 x 0.6 25.00 Kodak Tri-_
9.216 852160 0.260 5.2 7.9 x 5.3 6.33 3M I000
9.224 852161 0.260 5.2 7.9 x 5.3 i0.00 3M 10O0
9.237 852162 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 i0.00 3M I000
9.244 852163 0.200 4 10.3 x 6.9 5.00 3M I000
9.269 852164 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 5.00 Kodak 2415
NOTE A Film pushed to ASA I000. Standard 3 min.-3 mln. pro_esslng.
NOTE B ExpOsure t1_e approximate.
NOTE F Coude=sstlon observed on 860608.21 is no lodger stellar. Instead there is a diffuse 0.3' disk.
NOTE G Tall north boundary 1.15 deg. st PA 96, south boundary I.I0 de_. st PA 112.
NOTE E Tall Reanuru|ent refers to dust tail only.
NOTE I Seeing good, transparency good. Artificial llgbt. Low.
NOTE J Very _akly vislble. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed.]
NOTE E COmet ver_ faint. DC u_certain.
SEE-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AC_# Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(n) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
9.215 831264 3 0.050 B 7 i0 6.3 3 Cook,A.3
8.712 831285 4 0.08 B 11 6.1 1 Fleet,R.W A
9.885 831286 0.356 SC 11 200 Soc. Astro. de France B
NOTE A Tail e_K2 point st PA ii0. (DttTation not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.)
NOTE B Drawing made by M. Verdenet. (Duration not indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start tile. Drawing data inferred




DATE: i0 JUN 1986
Date(UT) AON# ml _4 Chert COma si_e DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
10.08 821061 7.2 S AA 8 4 0.080 B 20 Groen,D.W.E A
10.09 821062 8.0 S 5 2 0.203 N 7 54 4.0 N 1 Hsr_ingtoD,P
10.09 821063 7.2 S AA 9 1 0.050 B 7 Green,D.W.E A
10.09 521064 7.3 $ 88 7 2 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 1 B_rtle,J.E
10.09 821065 7.9 S 88 5.3 4 0.317 N 6 55 Bortle,J.E
10.097 821068 8.5 S 88 0.203 N 6 101 5.1T Y 1 Hudak,D.M
10.21 821087 7.5 5 88 iI 3 2.0 95 0.050 B I0 6.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.$ B
10.22 021068 7.4 M 88 9 3 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
10.23 821069 4.3 0.33 105 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.0 Y 7 MoEzia,C.S C
10.23 821070 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.0 T 7 Morris,C.S D
10.45 021071 7.8 5 88 4 1.5 0.08 B 15 6.0C 1 LoveJoy,T E
10.48 821072 9.5 M 3 0.31 N 55 4.0T Y 2 Suzuki,K F
10.718 821073 8.4 M 88 0.035 B 9 6.7 Y 1 Be_le,M.J.R G
10.731 821074 9.3 M 88 4.4 6 94 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.7 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R H
10.736 821075 8.0 M 88 4.8 6 2.4 ii0 0.08 B II 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
10.747 821076 8.3 M 88 5.7 6 0.7 109 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
10.771 821077 8.3 M 88 0.04 B 12 6.2 Y 1 Henshaw,C
10.833 821078 8.1 S 88 4 2 0.089 R 5.5 18 5.1 N 1 Vent_a,F
NOTE A Coma diu_ter approxilate.
NOTE B Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.
N(Y_E C The _n_Dward tall was very faint.
NOTE D In the co_a, a stellar condensation (m2 - 10.3:) was surrounded by a _all disk of material (perhaps 0.5' diameter) offset
to the north relative to the coBdensation. The condensation/disk combination was off center toward the south within the
cola.
NOTE E Haze. PA 115 to 142.
NOTE F Cloud.
NOTE G power CUt - complete darkness.
NOTE H Po_er cut - c_plete darkness. Tail 1Hmasttr_lent Eefers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAFTING
Date(UT) AO_| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s) DLLTM Lil Site Observer (s ) Notes
10.125 831287 0.8 0.152 N 4 30 20 4.0 3 Robinson, P. C A
10.736 831288 4 0.08 B ll 6.0 1 Fleet, R. W B
NOTE A Main tall at PA I00 to 115; tail at PA 155-170.. tall at PA 210; forward tail at PA 285; tail at PA 345; ray (misses c_a) at
PA 190 (64'} to 300 (I02'). The c_a was slightly condensed. Tall at PA 155-170 se4_led to Join tall at PA 345 and the two
were _rlder than the coma at the core. "Tail" (ray} at PA 190-300 lissed the coma, a_d llke all other tails was very long.
Another E-W tall passed north of the top of the dra_ng parallel to tails at PA 100-115 aed PA 285.
NOTE B Tail end point at PA II0. (Duration not indicated. Tile Of observation is ass_ed to be start tl]De. Ed. )
DATE: 11 3UN 2986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AOg# ml _ Cbazt Cola si_e DC Tail PA Ap Ins
11.19 821079 7.5 SAO, 88 10 1 0.040 B
11.19 821080 7.5 M 88 1 110 0.05 B
11.19 821081 1 110 0.20 N
11.20 821082 7.3 S 88 14.5 3 1.83 108 0.050 B
11.21 821083 7.3 M 88 9 3 0.080 B
11.22 821084 7.9 M 88 4.5 4 0.256 N
11.22 821085 4.5 0.255 N
11.323 821086 8.2 B 88 3 0.0S0 B
11.40 821087 8.5 5 MP-5 23 4 2 0.0?8 R
11.40 822088 2.5 4 0.317 N
11.48 821089 7.6 $ AAVSO 5 3 0.13 N
11.497 821090 8.5 M 88 0.16 N
11.726 821091 8.2 M 88 5.2 6 2.1 109 0.08 B
11.740 821092 8.4 M 88 5.5 6 0.6 112 0.15 N
11.746 821093 9.7 M 88 4.0 5 105 0.30 N
11.779 821094 8.4 M 88 8 0.04 B
11.823 821095 8.2 S 88 4.6 2 0.07 B
f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
DATE: Ii 3_N 1986
8 5.5 Y 1 Keen,R
i0 6 Y 3 Hale,A
6 61 6 Y 3 Hele,A
i0 5.5 Y 7 Morris,C.S
20 5.5 y ? Morrla,C.S
4.5 45 5.5 Y 7 Morzis,c.s
4.5 156 5.5 Y ? Morria,C.S
7 5.3 y 3 Krisclunee,K
7.5 30 5.2 JoDes,A
5 86 3ooea,A
6.3 44 4.5M Y 1 Bayeahi,A
6.3 31 3.5CM N 1 MitatmaiS
11 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
4 50 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R.N
8.5 102 6.2M Y 1 Be_ble,M.J.R
12 5.5 Y 1 Henahaw,C
20 5 Y 1 TsDti,T
NOTE A MOdified Sidgwlckmethod used.
NOTE B Multiple tails define the shape of the fan tail.
NOTE C SUnWard tall was suspected.
NOTE D C_a had disk of ]material (dis. - 0.8'), but no stellar ¢ow_ensation.
NOTE E Tall Beas_LreleDt refers to dust tall only.
NOTE F SeeIDg good, transparency excellent. Moon.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} ACt;# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s} D_ZM Lil Site Observez(s)










NOTE A Tall eed poLoS at PA 109. (Duration not LDdlcated. Time of observation is assumed to be start tile. Ed.)
DATE: 12 JEN 1986
_TWORK: AFL%TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEA_CE
Dete(UT) A_# ml F_ Chart COma size . DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Slte Obse_rvar(s]
12.19 821096 7.6 SAO, 88 I0
12.19 821097 7.4 S 88 9
12.20 821098 8.0 M SAO, 88
12.20 821099 7.3 S 88 14.5
12.2292 821100 7.9 M 88 12
12.705 821101 8.2 M 88 4.8
12.715 821102 8.3 M 88 5.0
12.733 821103 8.4 M 88
12.740 821104 9.5 M 88 3.2
12.837 821105 8.7 S 88
NOTE A Modified Sidgwick method used.
NOTE B Moon.
NOTE C Tail _asuxement refers to dust tail only.
NOq'E D Seeing good, transparency good. Moon. Wind.
S_-NE_ORK: DR_NG
Date(UT) A_# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S)
12.231 831290 3 0.050 B 7
12.705 831291 4 0.08 E Ii
1 0.040 B 8 6.0 T 1 Keen,E
3 1.33 108 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
0.3 105 0.32 N 4 33 6.0 Y 1 Keen,E
3 0.0S0 B i0 5.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
4 0.05 B 7 6.0 T 3 COOk,A.J
5 1.8 Iii 0.08 B Ii 5.7M Y 1 Fleet,R.g
6 0.5 108 0.15 N 4 50 5.7M Y 1 Fleet,R.g
0.04 B 12 5.5 N 1 Henshaw,C
6 101 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1M Y 1 _gbie,M.J.R
2 0.203 SC i0 80 4 Y 1 Tanti,T
Du/M Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
5 6.0 3 Cook,A.J A
5.7 1 Flee_,R.W B
NOTE A Scm_ interference fr_ light of crescent moon.
NOTE B Tall end point at PA iii. Moonlight. (Duration Dot indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be start time. Ed.}
SITB-NETWORK: PHO'I_GRAPH'Y
Date{UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO H_-p G_g Id/T_ Site ObserTer(s) Notes
12.233 852165 3.20 7 0.457 0.6 x 0.4 i0.00 KOdak 098 N 039/_ 1 Royer,R A
NOTE A Wr. 4 filter used. Drive slipped during exposure.






Date(UT} AON# _ _4 Ch_rt C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lil DA Site Ob_erve_(a)
13.19 821106 7.7 SAO, 88 12 1 0.040 B 8 5.5 Y 1 Keen, R
13.21 821107 7.5 B 88 12 0 0.050 B 10 5.2/4 Y 1 Jacobsen, E
13.715 821108 8.3 S 88 5 5 0.13 R 4 21 4.8 Y 1 C_s,J
13.741 821109 9.6 M 88 3.0 5 102 0.30 N 8.5 102 6._ Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
13.743 821110 8.3 M 88 5.2 5 1.5 106 0.08 B Ii 5.6M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
13.753 821111 8.6 M 88 4.6 5 0.3 108 0.15 N 4 50 5.5M Y 1 Fleet,R. W
13.819 821112 8.7 S 88 2.2 2 0.203 SC i0 80 4 Y 1 Tanti,T
NO_ A ModiEied Sidgw_ck Nthed used.
N_ B Scwe |_onlight.
NOTE C Tail _aauu_nt refers to dust tall only.
NO_ D Seelng good, transparency excellent. Moon.
SUB--NETWORK : DRAW_ NG
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lira Site Observer(s) Notes
13. 743 831292 4 0.08 B ii 5.6 1 Fleet, R. W A
NOTE A Tail e_ l_oint st PA 106. M_nlight. (D_rration not indicated. TIEH_ of ob_ervatlon is ass_ed to _ start time. F_. )





DATE:14JUN1986 DATE: 14 JUN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VTSEAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ILl _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s}
14.708 821113 8.5 M 88 3.7 5 0.08 B ii 4.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.N
14.728 821114 9.7 M 88 2.5 6 .0.30 N 8.5 102 5.6M Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
DATE: 15 JUN I_86
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ml M_4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L4m DA Site Observer(s)
15.09 821115 6.8: S AA 8 1 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W. E
15.34 821116 9.2 S MP-5 24 0.078 R 7.5 30 5.1 Jones, A
15.34 821117 9.5 S MP-5 24 2 3 0.317 N 5 86 Jones, A
15.720 821118 9.8 M 88 2.5 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.6M Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
NOTE A C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE B MOOn 8 days. Comet a very faint patch.







Date(UT) AON| ml _4 Chart COma size DC Tall PA
16.33 82111% 9.5 S MP-5 24 1 4
NOTE A Coma diameter is lower limit. MoOn 9 days.
DATE: 16 JUN 1986
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)






Date (UT) AON% ill _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer (s )
17.09 821120 8.5: $ AA 2 1 0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
17.727 821121 9.8 M $ SEX 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0M Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
NOTE A Coma dlaweter approximate.
DATE: 17 JUN 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 18 JUN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: %-ISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(ET) AON_ _Ll _ Chart C_ size DC Tail PA Ap I_s f/ Pw_ lira DA Site Observer(s)
18.08 821122 7.8: S AA 2.5 1 0.229 R 12 86 Green,D. W.E
18.354 821123 8.0 S 88 110 0.08 B 15 N 1 Seargent, D
18.815 821124 9.8 M S SEX 2.0 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 5.0M Y 1 Begbie,M. J .R
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Moon.




DATE:19 JUN 1986 DATE: 19 JUN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _ISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Iss f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s)
19,19 821125 7.4 B 88 17 1 0.050 B i0 2.9M Y 1 Jacobson, E
19.726 021126 9.8 M S SEX 2.7 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 4.8M Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
DATE: 20 JUN 1986 DATE: 20 JUN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ L_ DA Site ObServer (s )
20.20 821127 7.7 B 88 12 0 0. 050 B 10 2.8M Y 1 Jacob_on, E
DATE: 22 _7UN 198G
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml /_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
22.38 821128 I0 S MP-5 23 0.317 N 5 86 3.6 Jones,A
22.694 821129 9.2 H 88 2.6 4 0.08 B 11 4.5M Y 1 Fleet,R. w
22.708 821130 9.6 M 88 1.9 3 0.15 N 4 50 4.4M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
22.722 821131 I0.0 M 1.6 6 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.4M Y 1 F1eet,R.W
NOTE A MOOn 15 days. Very faIDt path glimpsed.
NOTE B Comparison star magnitudes derived from $ Sex and SX Leo charts.






Date(UT) AM| ml _4 Chart Coma size E_ Tail PA Ap Ins f/ I_ _im DA Site Obse_er(s)
23.08 821132 8.9: S AA 2 1 0.203 N 6 49 Green,D. W.E
23.17 821133 9.0 S SAO, 88 6 1 0.32 N 4 33 4.0 Y 1 Keen,R
23.21 821134 7.8 B 88 6 0 0.050 B i0 2.7M Y 1 Jacobson,E
23.351 821135 8.1 S 88 0.08 B 15 Y 1 Seazgent,D
NOTE A Ccena dieJDeter approximate.
NOTE B Full Boon.
NOTE C Low altitude.
NOT D Sole light fr_ moon.









Date(OT) AON# ml _ff4 Chart Coma size IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Slte OhserTer(a)
24.20 821126 7.9 $ SAO 8
24.20 821137 7.8 S SAO ii
24.20 821138 8.4 M SAO 5.6
24.21 821139 7.9 B 88 7
24.2153 821140 8.5 M 88 12
24.361 821141 8.2 S 88
24.708 821142 8*9 M 3.7
24.719 821143 9.4 M 3.6
24.721 821144 9.9 M S SEX 3.0
24.726 821145 10.0 M 3.2
NOTE A Low altltu_e.
2 0.5 103 0.080 B 20 5.5 y 7 Morrls,C.S
2 0.050 B I0 5.5 Y ? Morrls,C.S
3 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y ? Morris,C.S
0 0.050 B i0 4.8M Y 1 JacobsoD,E
4 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 3 COOk,A.J
0.08 B 15 Y 1 Saazgeat,D
6 0.9 107 0.08 B Ii 6.1 " Y 1 Fleet,R.w
6 0.4 105 0.15 N _ 50 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
4 97 0.30 N .5 102 6.2 y 1 Begble,M.J.R
6 0.5 ii0 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.0 y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE B Comparison star magnltudes derived from S Sex amd SX Leo charts.
NOTE C Tall measuzement refers to dust tall only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer{s)
24.217 831293 3 0.050 B 7 5 6.0 3 Cook,A.J





Date(UT) AON# BLI _4 Chart Coaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site observer(a} Notes
25.09 821146 8.9 S $AO 2.5 1 0.203 N 6 68 Green,D.N.E A
25.20 821147 7.9 S 88 0.20 N 6 61 5.5 Y 3 Hale,A B
25.21 821148 7.6 B 88 9 2 0.050 B i0 5.4M Y 1 Jacobson,E C
2S.2139 821149 9.1 S AA 5 2 0.080 B 20 5.0 1 Machholz,D D
25.2153 821150. 9.0 S AA 5 3 0.254 N 3.8 32 5.0 1 MachhoIz,D E
25.41 821151 8.4 S 88 4 3 0.20 N 6 50 6.0C y 1 LoveJoy, T F
25.761 821152 9.8 M S SEX 2.2 5 96 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R G
25.771 821153 10.3 M 3.2 6 0.4 I12 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,H.W H
25.774 $21154 9.8 M 3.0 5 0.3 I12 0.15 N 4 50 5.5 Y 1 Fleet, R.W H
25.778 821155 9.0 M 4.4 3 0.08 B ii 5.3 Y 1 Fleet, R.W H
NOTE A COma diameter approxLmate.
NOTE B C_et next to 7th magnitude star which made observatloD difficult. Also some interference from low altitude. The comet could
Just barely be seen with 10xS0 blnoc_ars - this was the last binocLtlar sighting.
NOTE C Low altitude. Small coedensatioD cottld have been occulted star.
NOTE D At the time of observstlon, the cc_net's altitude was ÷13 deg. and the sun's altitude was -14 deg.
NOTE E At the time of obserTatlon, the comet's altitude was +12 deg. and the sun's altitude was -15 deg.
NOTE F Low contrast. Haze.
NOTE G Tail measuz_ent refer_ to dust tail only.
NOTE H Comparison star magnitudes derived from $ Sex and SX Leo charts.
DATE: 26 JUN 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA kp Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
26.344 821156 8.2 S 88 10
26.431 821157 9.5 S 88
26.469 821158 8.0 M 88 2.7
26.476 821159 10.3 M 88 3
26.479 821160 i0.i M 88 3
26.48 821161 9.7 S AAVSO 2
26.708 821162 9.6 M S SEX 3.0
26.729 821163 9.7 M 3.6
26.740 821164 9.1 M 3.7
26.747 821165 i0.i M 3.4
NOTE A PA 90 to I00.
NOTE B Tall amasuremeut zefers to dust tall onl T.
4 0.5 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y l SeLTgent,D
2 0.15 N 8 50 5.0 Y 1 Willlams,P.F
3 0.i N i0 40 4.5 Y 1 Ichlkawa,K
2 0.1G N 6.3 80 4.5T Y 4 Mits_s,S
1 0.16 N 6.3 31 4.5T Y 4 Mitsula,S
0.20 N 5.6 65 4.0 Y 5 Nakaamza,A
5 94 0.30 N 8.5 I02 6.2 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
6 0.5 109 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
5 0.7 110 0.08 B Ii 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
6 0.5 110 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
•NOTE C Comparlson star ua_Itudes derived fzom $ Sex add $X Leo charts.




NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON| _ t_ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ LJJm DA Site Obsez-ver(s]
27.701 821166 9.1 M 4.1 5 0.3 110 0.08 B Ii 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
27.715 821167 9.4 M 3.6 6 0.3 iii 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 y 1 Fleet,H.W
27.719 821168 9.9 M 3.4 6 0.4 iii 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A C_parlson star magnitudes derived from S Sex and $X Leo charts.





DATE: 28 JUN 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _4 Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lil DA Site Ob_LETeX (a }
28.51 821169 7.7 S DeS 7 5 0.25 N 5 G2 5.8 Clark,M. L
28.699 821170 9.6 M $ SEX 3.0 5 92 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.4 Y 1 Be_ie,M. J. R
28.712 821171 9.i M 4.1 6 0.3 110 0.08 B ii 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
28.726 821172 9.4 M 3.6 6 0.3 111 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
28.733 821173 9.9 M 3.4 6 0.4 111 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
28.736 821174 I0.i S S&X SEX 3 4 0.20 N 7 35 5.5 Y 2 Campos, J
NOTE A Tail measur_nt refers to dust tall ODiy.
NOTE B Comparison star ma_itudes derived froa S Sex add SX Leo Charts.





Date(UT) _xk_| L1 _ Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s}
29.20 821175 8.2 S SAO 8 2 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y 7 Morrls,C.$
29.20 821176 8.6 M SAO 5.6 5 0.256 N 4.5 45 4.5 Y 7 Morris, C.S
29.2243 821177 9.5 $ _ 3 1 0.254 N 3.8 32 3.5 1 Msohholz _D
29.347 821178 8.3 S 88 0.08 E 15 6.1 Y 1 Searge_t, D
29.708 821179 9.0 M 3.7 5 0.6 109 0.08 B II 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
29.731 821180 9.6 M S SEX 3.0 6 ii0 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.1 Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
29.733 821181 9.6 M 3.3 6 0.2 112 0.15 N 4 50 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
29.740 821182 9.8 M 3.0 6 0.4 108 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A At the time of observation, the comet's altitude was _6 deg. and the sun's altitude was -17 deg.
NOTE B Comparison star magnitudes derived _rom S Sex and SX Leo charts.
NOTE C Tail BeastLrement refers to dust tall only.
DATE: 29 JUN 1986
Notes
DATE: 30 JUN 1986
NETWORK : AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUA_ APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _a( Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
30.19 821183 8.1 S SAO 8
30.19 821184 8.0 S SAO II
30.20 821185 8.6 M SAO 5.0
30.2042 821186 8.5 M S&X SEX 5
30.2083 821187 8.5 M S&% SEX 8
30.2153 821188 9.5 S AA 4
30.32 821189 10.5 S S SEX 1
30.708 821190 9.0 M 4.4
30.719 821191 9.9 M 3.1
30.729 821192 9.G M 3.3
30.760 821193 9.7 M S SEX 2.7
2 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
1 0.050 B I0 5.0 Y 7 Morrla,C.S
3 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
3 0.05 B 7 6.0 Y 3 COOk,A.3
4 0.14 SN 52 6.0 Y 3 COOk,A.J
2 0.254 N 3.8 32 3.2 1 Machholz,D
2 0.317 N 5 86 4.5 Y Joeea,A
6 0.5 110 0.08 B II 6.0 ' Y 1 Fleet,R.N
6 0.4 107 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
6 0.2 108 0.15 N 4 50 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
6 97 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begble,M.J.R
NOTE A At the time of observation, the comet's altitude was +9 deg. and the sun's altitude was -15 deg.
NOTE B C_a diameter is lower limit. Hazy sky.
NOTE C Comparlson star magnitudes derived frol S Sex a_d SX Leo charts.
NOTE D Tall measurement refers to dust tail only.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) D_LrM Lim Site Observer(s)
30.206 831294 3.1 0.050 B 7 6 6.0 3 Cook,A.J





Date(UT} AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s]
1.20 821194 8.2 $ $AO 8 2 0.080 B 20 5.0 Y 7 Morrls,C. S
1.20 821195 8.1: $ SAO ii 1 0.050 B i0 5.0 Y 7 Morrls,C. $
1.30 821196 10.3 S AA, SSEX 2 3 0.317 N 5 86 5.2 JoDes,A
1.705 821197 9.2 N 3.7 5 0.6 111 0.08 B Ii 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
1.715 821198 9.5 M 3.5 6 0.2 111 0.15 N 4 50 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
1.722 821199 9.8 M 3.4 6 0.4 108 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
1.724 821200 9.8 M $ SEX 3.0 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begble,M. J. R
NOTE A FaLE sky.
NOTE B CoaparisoD star magnitudes derived Er_ S Sex add SX Leo charts.
DATE: 1 JUL 1986
Notes
DATE: 2 JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NET_4ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) kON# R1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lil DA Site Obse1"ver(s)
2.18 821201 9.0 S SAO, 88 5 1 0.32 N 4 33 4.0 Y 1 Keep, R
2.18 821202 9.1 S SAO, 88 4 I 0.32 N 4 66 4.0 Y 1 Keep, R
2. 2132 821203 9.5 S SAO 3 2 0. 254 N 3.8 64 2.5 1 Machholz, D
2.31 821204 10.4 S S SEX 0.317 N 5 86 5.0 Jones,A
2.700 821205 9.1 M 3.7 5 0.5 iii 0.08 B ii 5.9 Y 1 Floet, R.N
2.712 821206 9.9 M 3.0 6 0.3 108 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
NOTE A At the tile of observation the comet's altitude was +8 _g. and the sun's altitude was -14 deg.
NOTE B CoMparison star magnitudes derived from S Sex add $X Leo charts.








Date(UT) AC_| ml _ Chart Cona size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiB DA Site ObserTer(s)
3.19 821207 8.3 S SAO 7 2 0.080 B 20 4.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
3.20 821208 8.7 S SAO 5.6 2 0.256 N 4.5 45 4.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
3.20 821209 8.2: S SAO 0 1 0.050 B i0 4.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
3.31 821210 10.4 S S SEX 2 2 0.317 N 5 86 5.0 Jones,A
3.365 821211 8.5: S 88 0.08 B 15 Y 1 SeargeDt,D
3.705 821212 i0.0 M 3.1 6 0.3 108 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3.745 821213 9.9 M S SEX 2.5 4 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
NOTE A High cloud.
NOTE B C_parison star magnltu_es derived from S Sex and SX Leo charts.
DATE: 3 JUL 1986
Notes
DATE: 4 3UL 1986
NETWORK: AMAT]_UR OBSERVATZO_
$UB-NETkTORE: VZSUA.L APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AO_J 11 MM Chart Coma si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lil DA Site Observer(a)
4.31 821214 10.4 S S SEX 2 2 0.317 N 5 86 5.1 JODeS,A
4.722 821215 9.7 M 3.2 5 0.15 N 4 50 5.7 Y 6 F1eet,R.W
4.726 821216 9.1 M 4.4 3 0.08 B ii 5.5 Y 6 Fleet,R.W
4.743 821217 i0.0 M 2.7 6 0.i Ill 0.30 N 8 120 5.5 Y 6 Fleet,R.W
4.749 821218 i0.I M S SEX 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.5 Y 1 Begbie,M.J.R
NOTE A Comparlson star magnitudes derived from S Sex and SX Leo charts.





Date(UT) AON# ml _H Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(a)
5.2111 821219 9.5 S SAO 3 2 0.254 N 3.8 64 2.2 1 Mschholz,D
5.354 821220 8.7 S S SEX 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 Seargent, D
5.708 821221 9.4 M 3.7 5 0.2 114 0.08 B II 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
5.715 821222 9.9 M 2.9 6 0.3 112 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
5.722 821223 i0.0 M 2.6 6 0.2 i15 0.15 N 4 50 5.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
5.729 821224 10.3 M S SEX 2.5 5 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
NOTE A At the time Of observation, the comet's altitude was +6 deg. and the sun's altitude was -14 deg.
NOTE B Comparison star magnitudes derived frca S Sex and SX Leo charts.






DATE: 6 JUL 1986 DATE: 6 _UL 1986
NETIaORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NET_IORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON6 ml _ chart COma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L1Jn DA Site Ob4_-yer (s ) Notes
6.354 821225 8.8 S $ SEX 6 4 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 Seargent, D A
NOTE A Coma dlaleter approximate.
DATE:7JUL1986
DATE: 7 JUL 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _4_ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT) AON# _ M_4 Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lil DA Site Observer ( s }
8.19 821227 8.9 S SAO 3.8 2 0.256 N 4.5 45 3.0 Y 7 • Morris,C.S
8.30 821228 i0.6 S S SE_ 2 2 0.317 N 5 86 3.9 Jones, A
8.354 821229 9.0 S S SEX 4 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 Seargent, D
8.708 821230 9.4 M 4 .i 3 0.08 B ii 5.6 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
8.715 821231 10.2 M 3.1 6 0.3 I11 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.5 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
8.722 821232 i0.0 M 3.2 4 0.15 N 4 50 5.5 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comet very low.
NOTE B Hazy sky.
NOTE C Co_s/Ison sta/ magnlt_w_es derived fr_ S Sex and SX Leo charts.







DATE: 9 JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dete(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
9.347 821233 9.0 S S SEX 0.08 B 15 6.1 Y 1 Seargent, D
9.701 821234 9.6 M 3.7 4 0.08 B ll 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
9.708 821235 9.6 M 3.2 5 0.15 N 4 50 5.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
9.710 821236 10.6 M S SEX 1.7 6 0.30 N 8.5 102 6.2 Y 1 Begbie,M. J. R
9.719 821237 10.2 M 3.2 6 0.3 i09 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.6 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.








Date(UT] _# ZLI _ Chart Co_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
10.347 821238 Y.0 S S SEX 0.08 B 15 6 Y 1 SeLrgeDt ,D
10.708 82123_ 9.6 M 3.7 3 0.08 B ii 5.4 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
10.715 821240 10.3 M 3.0 6 0.2 105 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.4 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
10.726 821241 I0.0 M 3.2 4 0.15 N 4 50 5.4 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A C_arison atar magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.
DATE: i0 JUL 1986
Notes
DATE: ii JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI R1 MM Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_ DA Site Observer(s)
11.347 821242 8.9 S S SEZ 0.08 B 15 Y 1 Seargemt, D
11.712 821243 9.7 M 4.0 4 0.08 B II 4.5M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
11.719 821244 10.5 M 2.4 6 0.2 107 0.35 N 5.5 I00 4.4M Y 1 Fleet,R._
NOTE A Comparison sta_ magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.
NOTE B Comparlson star magnitudes derived from S Sex chart. Tail only suspected.





Dete(UT) _DN% _ MM Chart
12.17 821245 I - sS 8812.347 821246 .0" S SEX
12.708 821247 i0.5 M
DATE: 12 JUL 1986
COma size DC Tail PA Ap Zns
0.20 N
0.08 B
2.2 5 0.35 N
f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
6 55 4 TM Y 33 Bale,A A
15 5.5 Y 1 Seargent,D B
5.5 100 4.6M Y 1 Fleet,R.w C
NOTE A Obsei_etlon strongly affected by low altitu4o, twilight aed moonlight. Cc_et little more than a vague fuzzy patch. Ce_Idate
_u_pected on July 12.17, confirmed on July 13.15. The magnitude estilates on both Eights are little more tha_ educated
"guestimates °'.
NOTE B S_DeR_onlight.
NOTE C c_pari_on star ma_itude$ derived from S Sex chart.
DATE: 13 JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEA/%ANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart
13.15 821248 9 : S 88
13.705 821249 10.7 M




DATE: 13 JUL 1986
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.20 N 6 55 4 Y 33 Hale,A A
2.2 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.8H Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
0.317 N 5 86 4.5 Jones,A C
Observation strongly affected by low altitude, twilight and moonlight. Comet little more than a vague fuzzy patch. Candidate
suspeoted on July 12.17, confirmed on July 13.15. The magnitude estimates on both sights are little more than educated
"guesti_atee".
COmparison star maguitudes derived from S Sex chart.
Hazy _ky. MOOD 6.5 days.
DATE: 14 JUL 1986 DATZ_ 14 JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _# ml /_4 Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ L 4m DA Site Observez(s) Notes
14.705 821251 10.9 M 1.2 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.0M Y i Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A C_azison star ma_it_es derived from $ Sex chart.
DATE: 22 JUL 1986 DATE: 22 JUL 1996
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L4_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
22.701 821252 11.5 M 1.4 6 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W A
NOTE A Comparlson star magnitudes derived fr_ S Sex chart.
DATE: 23 JUL 198G
NETWORK : AMATEIFR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK : V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _f Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT
23.719 821253 11.3 M 1.5 6 0.35 N 5,5 I00
NOTE A 2.2' C_a, averted vision. C_parlson star lagDitude$ derived from $ sex chart.
DATE: 23 JUL 1906
Lim DA Site Ob_ervez($)






Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap IDS f/ Pwr
24.705 821254 11.2 M 1.5 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00
NOTE A 2.5' coma, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.
L_ DA Site Observer(s)
4.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W






Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
25.365 821255 9.5 S S SEX 0.08 B 15 6 Y i Seargent ,D
25.708 821256 11.4 M 1.5 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.7 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A 2.5' coma, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.
DATE: 25 JUL 1986
Notes
DATE: 26 JUL 1986
DATE: 26 JUl 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUR-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| Ii MM Chart Co_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
26.48 821257 8.6 S DCS 4.5 3 0.25 N 5 62 5.7 Clark,M.L
26.705 821258 11.4 M 1.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.6 y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A 2.5' coma, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived from S Sex chart.
DATE: 28 JUL 1986 DATE: 28 JUL 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSEKVATION
SUB-NETWORK: %qSUAL APPEARANCE
DAte(UT) AON| ILl _£_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _wr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
28.724 821259 11.2 $ $&X SEX 1.8 4 0.20 N 7 78 5.6 Y 2 Campoa, J




Date(UT) AON# 11 _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
29.708 821261 11.3 M 1.7 6 0.55 N 8.5 i00 4.9 Y 1 Fleet, R.W A




Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ Fwr LIB DA Site Observer(s)
30.36 821262 i0.0: S 2 3 0.20 N 6 I18 5.0 Y 1 LoveJoy, T
30.712 821263 i0.9 M 1.4 7 0.35 N 5.5 I00 4.9 Y 1 Fleet, R. w
NOTE A Coapazlson star magnitudes derived frca S sex add SX Leo charts.





Date(ET) AON# ml MM Chart CoeRa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim
31.705 821264 10.8 M i.i 7 0.35 N 5.5 I00 4.4
NOTE A Between cloud_. Comparison star magnitudes derived fr_ S Sex add $X Leo charts.





DATE:1AUG1986 DATE:I AUG 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml J_4 Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Slte Observer(s) Notes
1.705 821265 11.0 M i.i 6 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N A
NOTE A Between clouds. Comparison star magDitudes derived fr_ S Sex and S% Leo charts.
DATE: 2 AUG 1986 DATE:
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-_ETWOHK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AON# _LI _ Chart COla size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s]
2.708 821266 Ii.i M 1.4 6 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.7 Y 1 Fleet,R.W




DATE:3AUG1986 DATE: 3 AUG 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$_B-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(ET) AON# ml _ Chart Cola slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
3.35 821267 9.8: S 3 3 0.20 N 6 52 5.3C Y 1 LoveJoy, T
3.398 821268 i0.I $ 88SXLEO 3 2 0.32 N 8 150 Y 1 Tregaskis, T. B A




Date(UT) A_# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr L 4m DA Site Ohse_ver (e )
4.701 821269 11.5 M X SEX 2.0 5 0.55 N 5.5 i00 5.5 Y 2 Begble,M. J.R
4.705 821270 11.6 M 1.6 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A 2.5' coma, averted vision. CoEparison star magnitudes derived _rom SX Leo chart.
DATE: 4 AUG 1986
Notes
DATE:5AUG1986
DATE: 5 AUG 1986
//E_4ORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Obse_er(e) Notes
5.705 821271 11+6 M 1.4 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 4.6 Y 1 Fleet, R. W A




Date(UT)AON| ml MMChart C0ua si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
6.705 821272 11.5 M 1.6 5 0.35 N 5.5 I00 4.8 Y 1 FleetsR. w A
NOTE A 2.5' c_a, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived fr_ SX Leo chart.
DATE: 7 AUG 1986 DATE: 7 AUG 1986
NETWORK: A_IATEOR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Da_(UT) AON| ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
7.705 821273 11.6 M 1.3 4 0.35 N 5.5 I00 4.6 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A 1.8' c_a, averted vision. Co_arison star ma_itt_$ea derived from SX Leo chart.
DATE: 8 APG 1986
DATE: 8 AUG 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _TISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
8.705 821274 11.7 M 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.2M Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A i.i' coma, averted vision, haze. C_parlson star magnitudes derived from SX Leo chart.
DATE: 9 AUG 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATTON
SUB-HS'TV,TORK: "VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| II _ Chart Cams size DC Tail PA
9.47 821275 2.5 1
9.705 821276 11.9 M 3
NOTE A Meg. estlmate not possible in bright twilight.
NOTE B 0.9' coma, averted vision, haze. C_parison star magnitudes derived fzom SX Leo chart.
Ap Ins f/ P_I Lil DA Site Observer (s }
0'.25 N 5 62 4.2 Clark,M. L
0.35 N 5.5 i00 4.LM Y 1 Fleet,R.W






Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Co_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer(s)
29.53 821277 11.5: 1.3 1 0.256 N 4.5 III 5.0MC Y 6 Morris,c. S
DATE: 31 OCT 198G
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON| ml _ Chart Cc_s size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_r llm DA Site Observer(s]
31.51 821278 12.0: S SX LEO 1 0.20 N 6 163 5 T Y 40 Xale, A
31.53 821279 11.5 1.4 2 0.256 N 4.5 111 5.'5TC Y 6 Morrls,C.S
NOTE A Observation haipered by low altitude, twilight, and skyglow.
NOTE B Clouds interfered with observation.




DATE: 1 NOV 1986
DATE: 1 NOV 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-N_TWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AC_# _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ I_T Li_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.51 821280 _2.0: S SX LEO 1 0.20 N 8 153 5 T Y 40 Hale,A A
1. 5444 821281 12 S $AO 1.0 2 0. 254 N 3.8 64 1 Machbolz,D
NOTE A Observation hampered by low altitude, twilight, and skyglow.
DATE: 3 NOV 1986 DATE: 3 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# Ii /_ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observez(s) Notes
3.080 821282 13.0 S 1.4 2 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A




Date(UT) AON# Ii MM Chart C_a si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Oh_rver (s } Notes
4.080 821283 13.0 S 1.2 2 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. N A
4.53 821284 11.7 S Y VIR 1.4 2 0.256 N 4.5 156 4.5C Y 6 Morrls,C. S
NOTE A C0mparison star Jsgnit_es derived fr0m T Vlr chert. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE_ 5 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ chart Coma size DC Tail PA kp Ins f/ _ Li_ DA Site Observez(s)
5.076 8212@5 13.2 S 0.8 2 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.1 Y 1 FI_t,R.W
5.083 021286 13.4 S 1.0 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.0 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
5.51 021287 12.0 S SX LEO 1 0.20 N 6 163 5.5 Y 40 Hale, A
NOTE A Comparlson star magnitudes dezived fzom T vlr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
NOTE B Observation affected by low altitude s_d skyglow. The brlghtness has beeB corrected Eor extinction by 0.i magnitude.








Da_e(UT) AON| _ _ Chart
7.54 821288 12.0 S Y _R
C_a size _ Tall PA
1.2 3
DATE: 7 NOV 1986
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.256 N 4.5 156 5.0C y 6 Morris,C.S
DATE: 8 NOV 1986
NE--T_KbRK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _-ISUAL APPEAP_qNCE
Date(UT) AON| _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap IDs f/ _ Lim DA Site Obd_--vez(s)
8.074 821289 13.1 S 0.7 2 0.35 N 5.5 lfiO 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
8,080 821290 13.2 S 0.6 2 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6,1 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A tom.arian star Ragnltude$ derlved from T vlr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 8 NOV 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 9 NOV 1986 DATE: 9 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ll MM Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ies f/ PwT L 4m DA Site Observer(s) Notes
9.080 821291 13.1: $ 0.6 2 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
9.83 821292 13.3 $ AAV$O 0.7 0.20 N 5.6 106 5.0 Y 6 Nakamttr a, A
NOTE A Comet auapected only. Comparlaon star lagnltude$ derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision co_a diameter.
DATE: 13 NOV 1986
NE'Iq_RK: AM,ATE_ OBSERVATZO_q
S_NETWORK: VISUAL APPE_q,NCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira
13.076 821293 13.5 S 0.7 2 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.9
NOTE A ComparisoD star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vlsion coma diameter.
DA Site
Y 1





DATE: 14 NOV 1986
DATE: 14 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
14.078 821294 13.4 S 0.6 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R.W A
NOTE A Comparison star magDitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted visioD co_a diameter.
DATE: 22 NOV 1986 DATE: 22 NOV 1986
NETWORK: _TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) P_f m3 _4 Chart C_na size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ L_ DA Site Obsez_er(s) Notes
22.$59 823.295 13.5 M 113 2 0.279 $C 10 3.67 5 Y 1 Kemble,L.J A
NOTE A This is _ fixst sightiDg since May 1986. Coset about 23 deg. above horizon. Solve early morbid 9 frost add atloapheric
interference, but oth_ise, clear sky. Observation made mostly for experience and challenge, to see how far I can follow
Halley out-bound. Gibbous moon in ENE.
DATE: 27 NOV 1986
DATE: 27 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| R1 _ff_ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ LiJ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
27.439 821296 12.8 $ T VIR 0.6 0 0.445 N 4.5 167 5.9M y 3 Morrison, N A
27.48 821297 12.0 S SX LEO 1 0.20 N 6 163 5.5 Y 40 Bale,A
NOTE A Moon near T Vir field on this morning - comet compared to defocused stars near comet - these stars oc, npare_ to T Vir field
On Nov. 30, when moon Out of the way.
DATE: 28 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSER_FATION
SUB-NETWORK: _rXSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L4m DA Site Observer(n) Notes
28.48 821298 12.7 B 113 2 0 0.29 N 4.5 46 5.5M Y 1 Jacobson, E
28.52 821299 12.0 $ Y VIR 1.2 1 0.256 N 4.5 156 5.5 Y 13 Morrls,C.S
28.53 821500 11.6 S y VXR 1.9 2 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 Morris,C. S
28.53 821301 11.9 S NPS 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 Morri$,C. $
28.677 821302 12.9: S V HYD 1.4 1 0.254 N 4.5 114 6 Y 1 Sea, gent, D A
NOTE A The Observation Of Nov. 28 and Dec. 4 used the stars marked "12.9" add "12.3" on the V Hydrae d chart. These values appear
to be about one lagnltude too faint.
DATE: 28 NOV 1986
DATE:29 NOV 1986 DATE: 29 NOV 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer (s ) Notes
29.5486 821303 14 M 113 2 0.279 SC I0 167 5 Y 1 Ke_le, L. J A
29.78 821304 12.8 S AAVSO 1.2 2 0.20 N 5.6 106 5.5 Y 1 Naka_etur a, A
NOTE A -i0 deg. Celsius. Some atmospheric icing, but clear, dark sky. Comet about 24 deg. above horizon. C_Ret only a very Zeint
uniform, _all hazy spot, u_re$olved, while nearby very faint stars flickered with back-a_d-forth focusing.
DATE: 30 NOV 1986
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: 'V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# 13 _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site ObServer(s)
30.059 821305 12.6 M 1.0 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
30.24 821306 12.0 S 0.4 4 0.203 $C 10 85 6.0 Y 2 Hssublck ,W
30.441 821307 32.8 S T VIR 1.0 1 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.2 Y 3 Morrlson, w
30.4688 821308 12.3 S T VIR 1.3 4 0.32 N 4.8 160 6.2 Y 4 Cook,A. J
30.53 821309 11.5 S Y VIR 1.9 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 Morris,C. S
30.54 821310 11.5 S Y vIR 1.9 2 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 13 Morrls rC. S
30.54 821311 11.6 S NPS 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 13 Morrls,C. S
30.54 821312 11.8 $ Y V_R 1.2 2 0.2S6 N 4.5 156 5.5 Y 13 Morris,C. S
NOTE A Comparison star magnltudes derived from T ViE chart. Averted vision coa8 dlalDeter.
DATE: 30 NOV 1886
Notes
A
DATE: . 2 _ DEC 1986
DATE: 2 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AC_% ml _ Chut C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins E/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
2.50 821313 12.4 B 113 1 0 0.29 N 4.5 29 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson, E




Date(UT) AON| g_ MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
3.48 821315 II.9 B 113 1 0 0.2% N 4.5 29 6.0 Y 1 JS¢ObSOD ,E
3.54 821316 11.9 S y VIR 1.7 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 MorEi$,C. S
3.55 821317 11.8 S y VIR 1.9 I 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 13 Morrl$,C.S
DATE: 4 DEC 1986
DATE.- 4 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PX Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
4.42 821318 12.1 S AAVSO I.I 0 0.500 N 5 96 6 Y 1 Bortle, J. E
4.667 821319 12.5: S V EYD _ 1 1 0.254 N 4.5 114 6 Y 1 Seargent,D A
NOTE A The observations of Nov. 28 and Dec. 4 used the stars marked "12.9" add "12.3" on the v Hydrae d chart. These values appearto be about one magnitude too faint.
DATE:5DEC1986 DATE: 5 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AO_# ml _ chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site ObserTer (s)
5.50 821320 12.0 B 113 1.2 0 0.29 N 4.5 29 6.0 Y 1 3acobson,E
5.78 821321 13.0 S AAV$O 1.0 1 0.20 N 5.6 106 5.5 Y 5 Nak_lura, A




Date(UT) AON# R1 MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_r Lim DA Site Observer(s)
6.44 821323 11.9 S AAVSO 1.2 1 0.500 N 5 96 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
DATE: 7 DEC 1986 DATE: 7 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_# ul _4 Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(_)




Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s] Notes
8.444 821325 13.3 S T VIE 0.7 0 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.2 Y 3 Morrison,W
8.51 821326 11.8 B 113 1.2 0 0.29 N 4.5 29 6.0 y 1 Jacobson,E
8.52 821327 11.9 S Y VIE 1.9 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 Morris,C.S
8.52 821328 11.8 S Y VIE 2.2 1 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 13 Morrls,C.S
8.52 821329 11.8 S NPS
0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 13 Morrls,C.S
8.53 821330 11.9 S Y VIE 1.9 1 0.256 N 4.5 iii 5.5 Y 13 Morris,C.S
8.618 821331 12.6 S U GEM 1 3 0.152 N 5.8 100 6.3 Y 3 Krisciuoas,K A
8.694 821332 11.7 S T VIE 2 2 0.254 N 4.5 114 6.2 y 1 Seargent,D B
NOTE A Magnitude accuracy +/-0.3. Coma diameter approximate, DC u_certaln. Faintest star visible in 6 isoh was my approx. 14.2.
Comet at limits of averted visioD. Used chart i_ Nov. 1986 Sky and Telesoope to locate field. This was the clearest night in
the year at sea level.
NOTE B COma diameter approximate.
DATE: 8 DEC 1986
DATE: 12 DEC 1986 DATE: 12 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
12.54 821333 11.9 $ y V'IR 1 0.20 N 6 55 6 Y 40 Hale,A




Date(UT) _DN# all kg_ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s)
13.06_ 821335 12.7 M 0.6 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
13.076 821336 12.8 M 0.6 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
13.448 821337 12.7 S T VIR 0.8 3 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.4 Y 3 Morrison, W
NOTE A 1.0' coma, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived from T vir chart.
NOTE B Comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.







Date(UT} AON| B1 _ Ch_rt Cc_as si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
14.035 821338 13.2 S 0.5 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.8M Y 1 Fleet,R.W
14.069 821339 12.8 S 0.5 4 0.22 N 8 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
14.073 821340 12.8 M 0.8 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 FI_t,R.W
14.076 821341 12.8 M 0.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Floet,R.w
NOTE A Co_erable to earl_ Nov. estimate. CoEparlson star uagnltudes derived from T Vir chert. Averted vlslo_ coma dlauneter.
NOTE B 1.0' cola, averted vision. C(_parlso_ star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart.
NOTE C Comparison star ms_itudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.






DATE: 15 DEC 1986
DATE: 15 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DSte(UT) AC_t ml _ Chart Co_Is size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
15.076 821342 12.9 M 0.5 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 5.9 Y l Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A 1.0' coma, averted vision. Comparison star magnitudes derived fr_ T Vlr chart. At m_oonset.
DATE: 25 DEC 1986
NETWORK : AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NET'_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AON| ill MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
25.938 821343 13.2 S 0.8 2 0.35 N 5.5 100 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R.N
25.941 821344 13.3 S 0.8 2 0.35 N 5.5 160 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A Compazison star magDitudes derived _zom T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.







Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_a si_e DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/" Pwz Lie DA Site Observer(s)
26.54 821345 12.0 S SX LEO 1 0.20 N 6 55 6 Y 40 Hale,A
26.955 821346 13.2 S 1.0 2 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
26.962 821347 13.3 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A Co_arlson star magnit_es derived from T Vlr chair. Averted vision coma diameter.




DATE: 27 DEC 1986
HET140RK : AMA_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
DS_e(UT) AO_| ILl _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _ Pwr LtJn DA Cite Obsexver(s]
27.10 821348 12.3 S T VIR 3 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 Y • Colello,G
27.11 821349 12.1 S T _R 3.1 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 Y 4 Bous_,R.J
27.12 821350 12.2 S T VZR 1 0.254 JB 6 73 6.5 Y 4 BOI_.,R.J
27.52 821351 12.0 S y 'V_R 2.3 0 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 MOzz:Ls,C.S
27.52 821352 12.0 S T V_R 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 MOZZiS,C. $
27.990 821353 13.1 S 1.2 2 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
27.997 821354 13.2 S 1.0 2 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
NOTE A C_a diameter approximate.
NOTE B Co_szi$on star lagnit_es derived fzol T Vlr chart. Averted vision coma diaJeter.






Date(OT) AON# ml _ Chazt C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
28.11 821355 12.4 S T VIR 3 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 Y 4 C_ello,G
28.12 821356 12.0 S T VIR 2.8 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 Y 4 Bo_a,R. J
28.79 821357 12.9 S AAVSO 1.5 2 0.20 N 5.6 106 6.0 Y 6 Naka_u_a, A
NOTE A Cola diameter approximate.
DATE: 28 DEC 1986
Notes
A
DATE: 29 DEC 1986 DATE: 29 DEC 1986
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-I_:TWO_: VISUAL APPEAIe_'4CE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_w Lim DA Site ObserveJr(s)
2%.14 $21358 12.3 5 T VIR 0 0.510 N 4 93 5.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.3
29.14 821359 12.5 S T VIR 1 0.510 N 4 93 6 Y 4 Coi_llo,G




Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart
30.042 821361 13.2 S
30.049 821362 13.3 S
30.14 821363 12.3 S T VIR
30.54 821364 12.3 S Y VIR _
30.625 821365 12.0 S T VIR




Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer (s)
0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.1 Y 1 Fle_t, R. W
0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 y 1 Fleet, R.W
0.510 N 4 93 6 Y 4 Bou_a,R.J
0.20 N 6 55 6 Y 40 Bale,A
0.254 N 4.5 190 6 Y 1 Seargent,D
NOTE A Co_parlson star magnitudes derived from T vlr chart. Averted vision coua diameter.
NOTE B Cotma diameter approximate.
NOTE C Colet involved with _all group of stars vhich made observation and deterlination Of magnitude difficult.
NOTE D V. marginal.










Date(UT) AQ_# L1 _4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(a)
31.003 821366 13.2 S 0.8 3 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
31.014 821367 13.3 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
31.15 821366 12.3 S T _R 3 1 0.510 N 4 75 6 Y 4 Bo_a,R.J
31.16 821369 12.5 S T VIR 1 0.510 N 4 75 5.5 Y 4 Comello,G
31.425 821370 12.5 B 113 1.2 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
NOTE A C,l:mparison star magnitudes derived _r0m T Vir chart. Averted visioD c_a diaaeter.
NOTE B C_a di_ueter approximate.








Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
1.056 821371 13.3 S 1.0 2 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.1 y 1 Fleet,R.W
1.063 021372 13.5 S 0.7 2 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
1.354 821373 13.0 S V EYA 1.0 3 0.254 N 5.6 120 7.4 y 1 Knight, S
1.399 821374 14.2 S SX LEO 1.0 3 0.254 N 5.6 120 7.4 Y 1 Knlght, S
1.410 021375 12.7 $ T VIR 1.0 3 0.254 N 5.6 38 7.4 y 1 Knight, S
1.459 821378 12.8 B 113 1.4 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 y 1 Jacobson, E
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived fzo_ T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
NOTE B SX Leo sequence mUch brighter than other two sequences (V Hya, T vir).
NOTE C Detected motion in 1:22. SX Leo sequence much brighter than other two sequences (V Hya, T vir).









Date(UT) AON| al MM Chazt C_8 size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site ObserTer (s)
2.042 821377 13.2 S i.I 3 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.2 Y l Fleet,R.N
2.049 821378 13.5 S 0.6 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
NOTE A Comparlson star magnitudes derived from T Vlr chart. Averted vision ccua diameter.







Date(UT) AONf ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap IDs f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
3.045 821379 13.1 S 1.3 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.1 y 1 Fleet,R.W
3.069 821380 13.4 $ 0.9 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3.17 821381 12.2 S T_FIR 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 y 4 BO_a,R.J
3.17 821383 12.4 S T VIR 1 0.510 N 4 75 6.5 Y 4 Comello,G
3.18 821383 12.3 S T VIR 1 0.254 JB 6 73 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
3.467 821384 12.6 B 113 1.2 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 y 1 Jsoobson,E
3.52 821385 12.1 S Y VIR 0 0.20 N 6 55 6.5 Y 40 Hale,A
3.84 821386 12.8 S AAVSO 2 2 0.20 N 4.5 69 5.0 y 1 Hayashi,A
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes dezlved from T Vir chart. Averted visio_ coma diameter.




DATE: 4 JAN 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A0_| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
4.12 821387 12.5: $ T VIR 1.5 1 0.254 JB 6 73 5.7 Y 6 BUS,E.P
4.16 821388 12.2 $ T VIR 2.5 I 0.510 N 4 75 7 Y 4 Bot_a,R.J
4.17 821389 12.3 S T VIR 1 0.510 N 4 75 7 Y 4 Colello,G
4.399 821390 12.0 B 113 1.7 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y 1 JacobsoD,E
NOTE A C_a diameter approximate.





Date(UT} AON# D1 _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Obse__ver(s) Notes
5.045 821391 13.5 S 0.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y i Fleet,R.W A
5.063 521392 13.3 S 1.2 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 "6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T vlr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 6 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSEI_rkI_ON
SUB-NETNORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# aL_ _g4 Chart
6.014 821393 13,5 $
6.035 823.394 13.5 S T VIR
6.458 821395 12.5 B 113
6.82 821396 12.9 S .n_._,YSO
Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.9 3 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
0.4 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 2 Begbie,M. _. R
1.5 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
2 2 0.20 N 4.5 69 5.0 Y 1 HsySshi,A
NOTE A Couparlson star =agnltudes derived fr0_ T Vir chart. Averted vlsiou coma diameter. Gap in cirrus.
NOTE B Very cold; estimation made very quickly. COma diameter approximate.







Date(_T} AON| ELI _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA
7.028 821397 13.4 S 0.9 5
7.045 821398 13.4 S 0.8 5
DATE: 7 JAN 1987
Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer (s ]
0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R. W




NOTE A Co®mparison star magnitudes derived fr_ T vir chart. Averted vision comma diameter.
DATE: 0 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSE_ATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _ Cha/t Co_Ja size DC - Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lil DA Slte Ob_LrVeE(S)
8.003 821399 13.4 S 1.2 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
8.021 821400 13.4 S 0.8 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 T 1 Fleet,R.W
8.381 821401 13.7 $ T VIR 0.7 1 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.6 Y 3 Morrlson,W
0.477 821402 12.4 B 113 1.4 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y 1 Jscobson,E
8.53 821403 12.2 $ T VIR 1.9 0 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 13 Mozrls,C.$
8.80 821404 13.0 S AAVSO 1.5 2 0.20 N 4.5 69 5.0M Y 1 Ha_ashi,A
NOTE A c_parlson star Bagnltudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted visios coma diameter.
NOTE B C_met was v_ difficult.





NETWORK : A/4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
9.059 821405 13.1 S I.I 4 0.35 N 5.5 .i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
9.076 821406 13.3 S 0.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
9.51 821407 12.2 S Y VIR 0.20 N 6 55 6 Y 40 Hale, A
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T vlr chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.




DATE: 10 JAN 1987
NE_q4ORK: _TEUR OBSERVATZO_
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_N_ s_ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ L4m DA Site Observez(s)
10.024 821408 13.1 $ 1.4 5 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
10.035 821409 13.3 $ 0.9 5 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
NOTE A Col_ison star ma_nit_e$ derived from T V_ chart. Avexted visio_ coma diameter.




DATE: 11 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) kON# lal _ Chazt C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ LJ-_ DA Site Obse-_ver(s)
11.031 821410 13.2 $ 1.3 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.3 y 1 Fleet, R.W
11.045 821411 13.3 S 0.8 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 y I Fleet,R.W
11.430 821412 12.7 B 113 1.7 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 y 1 3acobson,E
NOTE A C0_parlson star magnitudes derived from T Vii chart. Averted vision coma diameter.




DATE: 12 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NL'_I'WORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml t_ Chart coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lira DA Site Ob_u=ver(s)
12.056 821413 13.4 $ 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Floet, R. W
12.069 821414 13.2 S i.i 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y l Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Ccnparlson star magnitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





DATE: 13 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI _i P_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDS _/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer (s) Notes
13.083 821415 13.6 S 0.5 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 y 1 Fleet, R. N A
NOTE A Comparlso_ star magnitudes derived fzom T vlr chart. Star interfering. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 25 JAN 1987 DATE: 25 _AN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSEI_VATIO_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONt all MM Cbazt Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ L_m DA Site Observer(s) Notes
25.52 821416 12.1 S y VIR 2 0.20 N 6 55 6.5 Y 40 Hale,A A
NOTE A Comet was moticeably more promimeDt than eazller in the mouth; a mID0r outb%urst in the InteE_m?
DATE: 26 JAN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT ) AON# ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Li_ DA Site Observer(s}
26.40 821417 12.4 S T VIR 1.3 1 0.256 N 4.5 iii 6.0 Y 16 Morris,C. $
26.979 821418 13.8 S 1.0 4 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Difficult observation - ¢0aet was close to a star.
NOTE B Comparison star magltudes derived frc_ T Vir chart. Averted vision cona diameter. Between clouds.







Date(UT) AO_# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap I_s f/ P_r Lira DA Site Observer(a)
27.000 821419 13.9 S 4 0.35 N 5_5 160 6.2 Y 1 FI®et,R.W
27.380 821420 12.9 B 113 1.2 0 0.254 N 4.5 82 5.8 Y 1 Jacobso_,E
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived fr_ T Vlr Ch_Lrt.
NOTE B Slight Joonllght.





NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUR-NETI;ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON% ml _a4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
28.010 821421 13.6 S 0.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
28.021 821422 13.7 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet, R.W A
NOTE A Comparlson star magDitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vlslou coma diameter.
DATE: 29 JAN 2.987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NET_0RK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI ml t_4 Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap IDS f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
29.440 821423 13.1 B 113 1.0 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y 1 Jscobson,E
29.903 821424 13.8 S 0.5 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
29.913 821425 13.8 S 0.6 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A C_axison star magnitudes derived _rcm T Vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.




DATE: 30 JAN 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# lal MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiJ DA Site Observer(s)
30.15 821426 12.7: S V F/A 1.5 1 0.205 N 6 38 5.7 Y 3 van de Weg,R.L.W
30.458 821427 12.7 B 113 1.1 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 y 1 J acobson, E
30.50 821428 12.4 S Y VIR 0 0.20 N 6 163 6 Y 40 Hale,A
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Observation hampered by proximity of ccQet to the 10th magnitude star.




DATE: 31 3AN 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# 101 MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ L_ DA Site Ob_el-veE ( s )
31.052 821429 13.7 S 0.8 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y I Fleet, R.W
31.059 021430 13.8 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A co_arlson star Ragnltudes derived frog T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
$U_-NETWORK : pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO Hyp C_Ing Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
31.181 852166 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 2.00 Kodak 2415 Y 18/P 1 Ward,A A
NOTE A Ins_Dt is $chmidt camera. (observer's image identifier is SC-18. Ed.)







Date(UT)_X N# B1 _ Chart C_a size IX_ Tall PA Ap InS f/ P_rr L_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.042 821431 13.9 S 0.6 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
1.052 821432 13.8 S 0.7 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A




Date(UT)AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
2.003 821433 13.6 S 0.8 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
2.042 821434 13.7 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Co|_parlson star ma_itudes derived Zrom T Vir chart, Avezted vision coma diameter.







Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiB DA Site Observer(s)
3.052 821435 13.8 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3.063 821436 13.7 S 0.8 3 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
3.910 821437 13.7 S 0.8 3 0.35 N 5.5 1O0 6.3 T 1 Fleet,R.W
3.922 821438 14.0 S T V_R 1.0 3 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.4 y 2 B_gble,M. J .R
3.931 821439 13.8 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
3.934 821440 13.8 S T VIR 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.4 Y 2 B_ble,M. J. R
NOTE A C_arison star magnitudes derived from T Vlr chert. Averted vision coma diedneter.








Date(UT) AON_ ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDs f/ Pwr LIE DA Site Observez(s)
4.426 821441 12.9 B 113 1.2 0 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.0 Y l Jacobson,E
DATE: 5 FEB 1987
DATE: 5 FEB 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap IDS f/ Pvr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
5.25 821442 12.8 S AAVSO i.i 0 0.500 N 5 125 6 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
5.316 821443 13.9 S T VIR 0.4 0 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.5 y 3 Morrison, W
DATE: 6 FEB 1987 DATE: 6 FEB 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATZON
SUB-NETWORK: _FISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| m3 _Q4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s] Notes
6.035 821444 13.9 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R. W A
6.066 821445 13.8 S 0.7 5 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
6.468 821446 13.4 B 112 1.2 0.254 N 4.5 82 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E B
6.50 821447 11.8 S T+Y VIR 2.4 1 0.256 N 4.5 45 7.0 Y 16 Morzis, C. S
6.51 821448 12.5 $ y VIR 0.20 N 6 55 6 Y 40 Hale,A
6.51 821449 11.8 S T+Y _rIR 2.4 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 16 Morris,C. S
6.51 821450 12.0 S T+Y VIR 1.9 2 0.256 N 4.5 iii 7.0 Y 16 Morris,C. S
NOTE A Coe_arison star magnitudes derived fr_ T Vix chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
NOTE B very diffuse; near telescope's limit. COma diMseter approximate.
DATE:$FEB1987 DATE:8FEB1987NETWORK:A/4ATEURO_ERVATION
SUB-NE_ORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT} AON# ml /_4 Chart C_s size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
8.028 821451 13.6 S 1.0 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
8.045 821452 13.8 S 0.8 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. N A
NOTE A Comparison star Ragnitudes derived from T Vlr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 9 _ 1987
NETNORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATZON
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_k_# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
9.038 821453 14.0 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
9.049 821454 14.0 $ 0.6 4 0.55 N 5. 5 i00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A Faint star distracting. Co_parison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision cowDa diameter.





DATE: 11 FEB 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# Ii /_ Chart C_Rma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
11.073 821455 13.5 S 0.9 3 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.W A
11.080 821456 13.8 S 0.7 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 y 1 Fleet, R.w A
NOTE A Com_parlson star magnitudes derived froN T Vir chart. Averted vision coma dlaNeter.
DA_E: 12 L_ 1957 DATE: 12 FEB 1987
NETIqORK: A/IATEUR OBSERVATION
$UD-ICETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Da_(UT) A_# ml ' I_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ 1_ Lira DA St_ Obs_er(s) Notes
12o108 821457 13.7 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5,5 1_0 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
NOTE A Bright star nu£sa_ce_ Comparison star magnitudes dertv_ from T v__r chart. Averted vlsion coma d£1ter.
DATE: 18 FEB 1987 DATE: 18 FEB 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DateiUT) AON| ml _O4 Chart Ccaa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
18.795 821458 13.7 S 0.8 3 0.35 N 5.5 I00 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R.W A
NOTE A C_arlaon star magnitudes derived fr_ T Vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.
DATE: 20 FEB 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _q Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ Lira DA Site Obsez-ve_(s)
20.221 821459 14.0 S T VIR 0.5 0 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.5 Y 3 MorrisoB, N
20.802 821460 13.8 S 0.9 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Faint star nuisance. Comparlson star magnltudes derived fros T Vir chart• Averted vision c_a dialetez.
DATE: 20 FEB 1987
Notes
DATE: 21 FEB 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| B1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins E/ P_T Lira DA Site Obsel_ver (s )
21.221 821461 14.0 S T VIR 0.7 0 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.5 Y 3 Mort £$on, N
21.26 821462 12.8: S AUL UBV 1 0 0.25 N 4.5 82 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson, E
21.28 821463 13.5: S LNES 1 0 0.406 C 18 229 Green,D.W.E
21.882 821464 13.8 S 0.8 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 y 1 Fleet,R.W
21.689 821465 13.9 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.1 y 1 Fleet,R.w
NOTE A Visible only _clth averted vision. Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE B Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE c comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vlsloD coma dlameter.





Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
22.30 821466 12.8: S AUL UBV 1 0 0.25 N 4.5 82 6.0 Y 1 _acob_D, E
22.858 821467 13.6 $ 0.8 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
22.868 821468 13.5 S 0.7 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.I Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Coma di4LBete.Y approximate.
NOTE B CoIpa/i_n star latitudes derived Zzom T Vir chart. Averted vision co_a dialeter.








Date (UT) AON% ml _ Chart Coma si2e DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s}
23.35 821469 12.2: $ 2.2 0 0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 • Y 16 Morris, C. S
23.41 821470 12.4 S Y VIR 1 0.20 N 6 Ii0 6.5 Y 40 Hale, A
23.927 821471 13.6 $ 1.0 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
23.947 821472 13.9 S T VIR 1.0 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.4 Y 2 Begble,M.J.R
23.955 821473 13.5 S I.i 5 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived fr_qm T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.







Date(UT) AON# B1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
24.256 821474 14.0 $ T VIR 0.9 0 0.445 N 4.5 _67 6.6 Y 5 Morrlson, W
24.920 821475 13.4 S 1.0 4 0.52 N 5.6 _50 6.1 Y I Fleet,R.W
NOTE A EDded b_ cloud, poor condltlons. C_parlson St4U." magnltudes derived froa T vlr chart. Avert4Kl VlSIOD C_a d£ameter.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
DSta(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM E_alOD ISO H_ G<Ing Id/T_ Site Obaerv_z(a}
24.908 852167 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 6.00 Kodak 2415 Y 101/P 3ager,M





Date(UT) A_N# R1 _ Chart Co_a $1ze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
26.562 821476 13.5 M X LEO 1 3 0.15 N 8.5 142 4.5C y 1 Xato_ T
26.68 821477 13.5 S AAV$O 1 3 0.20 N 4.5 119 6.0 Y 1 Hayashi,A
26.809 821478 13.7 S 1.0 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
26.844 821479 13.8 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Co_parlson star magnltudes derived from T vir chert. Averted vision c_a diaweter.




DATE: 27 FEB 1987
N_ORK: AMA_ OBSE_ATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# rill _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_c L4m DA Site Obse_ver($)
27._1 821480 13.3 S AUL UBV 1.2 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
27,66 821481 13.4 $ AAVSO 1.5 3 0.20 N 4.5 119 6,0 Y 1 HsySmhi,A
27.806 821482 13.7 S 0.6 5 0.52 N 5.6 iS0 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
27.865 821483 13.8 $ 0.5 3 0.35 N 5.5 160 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A C©¢mpa_Ison star ma_itudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.
NOTE B Glare from bright star. Com_parison star ma_it_es derived from T Vil chart. Avert_ vision coma dlamet4Lr.







Date(UT) AON% m/ _ Chart Co,ha size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L4m DA Site Observer(s)
28.601 821484 13.5 M X LEO 1 5 0.15 N 8.5 142 4.5C y 1 Kato,T
28.872 821485 13.8 S 0.7 5 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
28.878 821486 13.8 S 0.5 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.




DATE: 1 _ 1987
NETWORK: _TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Da_CUT) AO_# nl _ ChaXt C_a .size DC Ta£1 PA Ap Ins f/ P_r L_ DA Site Ob_er(s)
1.858 821487 13,6 $ 0.7 S 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fle_t,N.N
1.875 821488 13.7 $ 0.5 4 0.35 N 5.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived fro]n T vlr chart. Averted vision cc_a diameter.





DATE: 2 MAR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$U_-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Slte Observer(s)
2.34 821489 13.4 S AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 JacobsoD, E
DATE:3MAR1987 DATE: 3 MAR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_B-NETWORE : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _£q Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
3.32 821490 13.4 S AUL URV 1 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 Ja¢obaon, E
3.36 821491 12.1 S y VIR 1 0.20 N 6 55 6.5 Y 40 Hale,A




Date(UT) AON% ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
4.024 821493 13.9 S 0.4 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
4.031 821494 14.0 S 0.4 5 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R .W
4.851 821495 13.7 S 0.8 5 0.5_ N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
4.872 821496 13.7 S 0.8 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R .W
NOTE A Co_arison star magnitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision co_a dILmeter.









Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA site Obael_ver(a)
5.30 821497 13.6 S AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 3acobsoD, Z
5.872 8214%8 13.7 S 0.8 5 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
5.889 821499 13.8 S 0.6 5 0.35 N 5.5 I00 6.3 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE A Co1_arisoD star magnitudes derived frc_ T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart C_a slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
6.889 821500 13.9 S 0.7 5 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R. W A
6.903 821501 13.8 S 0.6 4 0.35 N 5.5 100 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted visio_ coma diameter.
DATE: 7 MAR 1987 DATE: 7 MAR 1987
NETWORK : A/_TEUR OLqER_ATI(_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma alze DC Tall PA Ap Ina f/ Fwr Lim DA site Observer(a)
7.26 821502 13.2 $ AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 J acobaon, E




Date(UT)AON_ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
8.39 821504 13.7 $ AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 8.0 Y 1 Jacobson,E
DATE:II MAR1887
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# L1 _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr LIJs
11.049 821505 13.8 $ 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 5.9
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T V_r chart, Averted visioD coma diameter.








Date (UT) AOH_ _nl _e4 Chart
18.18 821506 12.8 S _PS
18.18 82150? 12.8 S NPS
18.740 821508 14.2 S
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
1.5 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 3 Morrls,C.$
0.256 N 4.S IIi 7.0 Y 3 Morris,C.S
0.4 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Small, non-stellar knot of material st center of coma.
NOTE B DifflctLlt. COmparison star magnitudes derived _rom T Vir chart. Averted vision c0_a diameter.




DATE: 19 MAR 1987
NETWORE: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A(A_| ml _fl_ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap In_ f/ PwT Lira DA site Observer(s)
19.750 821509 14.2 S 0.8 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fl®et, R.W
19.760 821510 14.4 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A COml_arlson star magnitudes derived frc_ T Vir chart. Averted vision cc_a diametez.






Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Li_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20.21 821511 12.7 S SX LEO 0 0.20 N 6 ll0 6.5 Y 40 Hale,A
20.753 821512 14.3 S 0.4 3
0.52 N 5.6 150 5.9 y 1 Fleet, R.W A




Date(UT)AON| ILl R_ Chart C_S size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA site Observer(s)
21.48 821513 13.4 S AUL _BV 0.8 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y l Jacobson, E
21.774 821514 14.4 S 0.5 4 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.





Date(UT)AON#ml MMChart COmBsize DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
22.16 821515 13.4 S 1.5 1 0.4 N 5 i01 Y 1 LeVy,D.R
22.858 821516 14.0 S 0.6 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
22.872 821517 14.1 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.W
22.90 821518 13.0 S AAVS_ 0.3 6 0.203 SC I0 135 6.5 y 1 Hasubick,W
NOTE A CoRparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vislo_ coma diameter.
NOTE B DC approximate.





Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Liz DA Site Observer(s)
23.906 821519 14.2 $ 0.4 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
23.913 821520 14.2 S 0.4 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A C_eXisoD star magnitudes derived fr_ T VLE chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.






Date(UT) AON# iI MM Chart C01a size DC Tall PA Ap I_s f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s)
24.547 821521 13.7 M X LEO 1 5 0.15 N 8.5 142 5.0C Y 1 Kato, T
DATE: 26 MAR 1987 DATE: 2 c MAR 198"/
NETWORK: P._TEDR OBSERV'kTZON
$UB-NETNORK: VZSU._, ._IPpF..AR_CE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap I_s f/ P_T L4m DA Site Observer(s)
26.21 821522 12.9 $ NPS 1.7 1 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.5 Y 3 Morris, C. $
26.21 821523 12.9 S NP$ 0.256 N 4.5 ill 6.5 Y 3 Mozris, C. S
26.494 821524 13.5 M X LEO 0.5 4 0.10 N 10 iii 4.5C Y 1 Ksto, T
DATE:27MAR1987 DATE:27MAR1987NETWORK:AMATEUROBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Cola slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiD DA Site Observer(s)
27.30 821525 13.0 S $X LEO 0 0.20 N 6 ii0 6 Y 40 Hale,A
DATE: 29 MAR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATIOn4
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AM% ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Obsel_ver (s }
29.521 821526 13.8 M X ]L_O 0.5 4 0.15 N 8.5 142 4.0C Y 1 Kato, T
29.90 821527 12.5: S 3 0 0. 300 N 5 62 6.0 Y 5 $cholten,A
29.91 $21528 12.3 $ $ SEX 3 l 0.205 N 6 38 5.8 Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
NOTE A Hazy sky.
NOTE B Surprising easily visible, big object. Coma diameter approximate.





DATE: 30 MAR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON% ILl _ ChLrt COma size DC Tall PA Ap IDa f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(a) Notes
30.84 821529 12.3 S $ SEX 3 1 0.254 JB 6 73 6.2 y 6 Bus,E. P A
NOTE A Unexpected large sBd bright, c_a diameter approximate; the brightness is probably brighter after extinction correction:
approximately 12.07
DATE: 31 MAR 1587
NETWORK: .q/4ATEUR OBSF_VATICN
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s]
31.23 821530 13.2 S AUL UBV 0.7 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 Jacobso_, E
31.24 821531 13.0: S AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.25 N 4.5 179 6.0 Y 1 JacobsoD, E
31.830 821532 14.6 S 0.4 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Gap ID cirrus. COmparison star magnitudes derlve4_ from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.




Date(UT)AON#_i _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.844 821533 14.3 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R.w A
1.903 821534 14.3 3 0.5 2 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 y 1 Fleet, R.w A




Date(UT) AON# II _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
2.29 $21535 13.0 s SX LEO 0 0.20 N 6 ll0 6 Y 40 Hale, A
2.29 821536 12.5 S Y VIR 0 0.20 N 6 ll0 5.6 Y 40 Hale, A
2.844 821537 14.3 S 0.7 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
2.850 021538 14.4 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A C¢_parlson star magnitudes derived frog T Vlr chart. Averted vision cc_a di_neter.









DATE: 3 APR 1987
COma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)




3.851 821540 14.2 S 0.6 5 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A C_parlson star magnitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 4 APE 1987
DATE: 4 _PR 1987
NETWORK: _I_ OBSERVATION
SUB-NETt_ORK : _SU_ APPEARANCE
Date(UT_ AON| nl MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site observer(s) Notes
4.944 825541 14.3 S 0.4 4 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.w A
• NOTE A Star nulsance. Comparison star magnltudea derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision coua diameter.
DATE:5APR1987
NETWORK : _4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# 11 MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDs f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s}
5.27 821542 13.1 S AUL UBV 0.7 0 0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson, E
5.896 821543 14.2 $ 0.8 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
5.906 821544 14.2 S 0.8 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Very slightly coDdeDsed.
NOTE B C_parison star magnitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





DATE: 6 APR 1987 DATE: 6 _R 1987
NETWORK: AP_.TEUR OBSERVATION
Date(UT) AON# ILl _fl_ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s] Notes
6.951 821545 14.4 S 0.4 5 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y l Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Colpariaon star magDltudes derived froD T vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.
DATE:16 APR 1987
DATE: 16 APR 1987
NETWORK: A/4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| B1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDS f/ P_r Lim DA Site Observer( s }
16.20 821546 13.2 S AUL UBV 0.7 0
0.29 N 4.3 144 6.0 y 1 Jacobson,E
DATE:17APR1987 DATE: 17 APR 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: V'ISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AO_$ ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Dim DA Site Observer(s)
17.20 821547 12.9 S AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.25 N 4.5 179 6.0 Y 1 Jacobson, E
DATE: 18 APR 1987
DATE: 18 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Li_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
18.781 821548 14.4 S 0.5 2 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
18.788 821549 14.2 $ 0.5 3 0.5_ N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R._ A




Date(UT} A_# _ _ Chart C_a size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Obf_rrTer (s]
19.809 821550 14.3 S 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.w
19.816 821551 14.2 S 0.7 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.W
NOTE k Cog_arison star magnitudes derived from T Vir cha/t. Averted vlsio_ coma diaumeteE.







Date(UT) AON| _ _ Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
20.21 821552 13.3 S NPS 1.2 2 0.256 N 4.5 iii 6.5 y 3 Morrla,C.S
20.806 821553 14.5 S 0.6 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
20.813 821554 14.4 S 0.8 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comet surprisingly condensed with a knot or condensatloD in the center of the coma.
NOTE B Co_arison star magnitudes derived fr_ T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





DATE: 21 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE




21.88 821558 12.5: $
21.89 821559 12.6 S $ SEX
21.910 821560 13.9
DATE: 21 APR 1987
coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Li_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
9 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Flnet,R.W A
0.5 8 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Floet,R.W B
0.5 8 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R.M C
2 0 0.300 N 5 62 5.5 Y 5 Scholten,A
2.5 0 0.205 N 6 38 5.9 Y 1 van de Neg,R.L.W D






C. todd. slightly fuzzy? Magnitude of almost stellar central coudensatlon estimated as if it were a st_r, estimates of outer
coma diameter _oertain because of intensity of oentral condensation. Change frou previo_ night SO larked that
identification initially uncertain. Ccuparison star uagnitudes derived from T Vir chart.
Motion confirmed. Coaa difficult. Outer c_a dlamet_r; averted vision cc_a diameter. Magnitude of almost stellar central
condensation estimated as if it were a star, eatilates of outer co_a diameter _certein because Of inteDalty Of central
condensation. Change fros previous night so marked that identification initially uncertain. Coiparison star magnitudes
derived frol T Vir chart.
Magnitude of almost stellar central condensation estimated as if it were a star, eatlmatee of outer cola dia/_eter uncertain
because of intensity of central condensation. Change from previous night so ma/ked that identlflcstion initially uncertain.
CoIpariaon _tar magnitudes derived frol T vir chart. Averted vision c_a diameter.
Ummlstakable.
C. cond. definitely fuzzy. Magnitude of almost steller central condensation estilated as if it wire a star, estimates of
outer c_a diameter uncertain because of intensity of central condensation. Change fron previous night so marked that
identification initially uncertain. C_parison star magnitudes derived from T Vir Chart. Coma diameter uncertain.
DATE: 22 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_a si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_ DA Site Observer(s)
22.778 821561 13.6 M 0.4 8 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
22.788 821562 13.7 M 0.3 7 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R.N
NOTE A Comparlson star magnltudes derlved fr_ T Vlr chart.
NOTE B 0.5' c_a averted vision. Co®_parlson star magnltudes derived from T Vir chart.




DATE_ 23 _PR 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATIC_
SUB-NET)KbRK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_aa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observez($)
.23.20 821563 12.7: S $x LEO 1 0.20 N 6 163 5.5 Y 40 Hale, A
23.545 821564 14.0 M X LEO 1 3 0.20 $C i0 222 4.0C Y i Kato,T
23.736 821565 13.5 M 0.4 7 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
23.753 821566 13.6 M 0.5 6 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
NOTE A Sky conditions only fair; the cc_et was mall, faint and difficult. The observation was huzried duo to on¢_Ing clouds.
NOTE B 0.6' ¢_as ave_Tted vision. C_parison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chaEt.




NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# 11 MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap I_S f/ P_rr Lira DA _ite Observer(s)
24.17 821567 13.1 S AAVSO 1.5 1 0.20 N 7 71 Y 2 Levy,D. H
24.23 821568 12.6 S Y VIR 0.5 6 0.20 N 6 163 7 Y 41 Hale, A
24.24 821569 12.8 M Y VIR 0.5 6 0.61 C 15 300 7 Y 41 Hale,A
24.492 821570 14.2 M X LEO 0.5 3 0.15 N 8.5 256 4.5C y 1 Kato,T
24.799 821571 13.? M 0.4 6 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.9 Y I Fleet,R.W B
NOTE A outbttrst.Suall'well ooDdeDSed c_Ba; the appearaDoe of the comet was quite similar to that of P/SchwassJan-wschmann 1 duriDg an
NOTE B 0.6 ° o_eaa, averted visioD. CoIparlsoe star magnitudes derived from T VLr ch_Tt. Haze.





NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISU_L APPEARANC_
Date (UT) AON| ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Obm_Lrver ($)
25.22 821572 13.1 S AUL UBV 0.9 0 0.25 N 4.5 179 6.0 Y 1 _ acobson, E
25.757 821573 13.5 M 0.7 6 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.3 Y 1 Fleet,E. N
25.771 821574 13.5 M 0.7 6 0.35 N S.5 i00 6.2 Y 1 FIoet,R.N
25.781 821575 13.5 M 0.8 6 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet, R. w
NOTE A Co_arison stJLr ma_itodes derived from T Vlr chert. Averted vislos coma dla3Deter.
SUB-NETWORK: pH_RAPHT
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap FOV E_M El_Llsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(a)
25.288 852168 1.270 4 0.518 1.6 x i.I 20.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/ N $ _7/C 2 _rg,S.J
25.303 852169 1.270 4 0.318 1.6 x I.I 20.00 Ektsohzole 200/ N $ I/N 2 Edberg,S.O
NOTE A Definite sonstellar image.
NOTE B Weak but detectable image.








Date(ET ) AON_ ul _ Chart
26.15 621576 13.6 $ SA 57
26.160 821577 13.9 $ $ SEX
26.18 821578 >12.5
26.876 821579 13.8 S
NOTE A Coma diameter approx4_ate.
NOTE B Detected motion 0:45.
NOTE C
NOTE D
DATE: 26 APR 1987
Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s]
0.9 1 0.406 C 18 229 Green,D.W. E
0.5 2 0.254 N 5.6 120 7.0 Y 1 Knlght, $
0.20 N 6 163 5 Y 40 Hale,A






Negative search. Sky ¢o_itlons quite poor; scattered clouds, high atmospheric moisture content and poor transpazency.
Comperison star magnltudes derived fr_ T Virchart. Averted vision c_a diameter. After rain.
DATE: 27 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEOR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(ET) A_| _I _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA site Observez(s}
27.12 821580 13.9 S LNES 0.8 1
27.146 821581 13.8 S $ SEX 0.6 3
2"].21 821582 )12.5
27.546 821503 14.2 M X
27.826 821584 13.6 $ 0.7 5
27.833 821585 13.7 $ 0.7 4
NOTE A Cc_a diameter approximate.
NOTE B Detected motion 0:30.
NOTE C Negative search.
NOTE D CoEpariso= star Eag_it_tdes derived from T VLr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
0.406 C 18 229 Green, D.W.E
0.254 N 5.6 120 7.0 Y 1 Knigbt,$
0.20 N 6 163 5.5 Y 40 Bale, A
0.15 N 8.5 256 4.5C Y I Kato, T
0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.N
0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. N







DATE: 20 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_# L1 _ Chart COma size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ ]>wT Lira DA Site Obsel_ver (s }
28.760 821586 13.7 $ 0.6 5 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 y 1 _leet,R. W
28.771 821587 13.7 S 0.7 5 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.W
28.89 821588 12.8: $ S SEX 2.5 0 0.205 N 6 38 5.9 Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
28.90 821589 12.5: S 2 0 0.300 N 5 62 6.0 y 5 Scholten, A
NOTE A Comparison star mag=itudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
NOTE B Not quite StLTe because close too the limited mag=It_de; dange/ for imagination! [sic] CO_a diameter approximate.





DATE: 29 APR 1587 DATE: 29 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATTO_
SUI_.-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| L1 _ Chart Cola slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA site Observer(s) Notes
29.475 821550 14.5 M X LEO 0.15 N 8.5 256 4.0C Y 1 Kato,T
29.802 821591 13.6 $ 0.8 4 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
29.816 821592 13.6 S 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
NOTE A c(Iparlson star magDitudes derived fr01 T Vir chart. Averted vision coEa diameter.
DATE:30APR1987
DATE: 30 APR 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(uT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
30.778 821593 13.5 S 0.8 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
30.788 821594 13.5 $ 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 y 1 Fleet, R. W A
NOTE A COmparison star magnltudes derived Zr_ T VLr chert. Averted vision cola dialetez.
DATE: 1 MAY 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBS_"RVATION
SUB-NET'b1ORK: YZSU_C_ APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AON| ml }04 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Iss f/ Pwr Li]s DA site Observer(a)
1.806 82159_ 13.7 S 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 G.1 Y i Fleet,R.W
1.833 821596 13.7 S 0.7 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 FleetpR.W
NOTE A Compazisos star _a_itudea derlv_ fEou T Vi_ Chart. Avarted visios coaa diu6ete-E.




DATE: 2 MAY 1987
DATE: 2 HAY 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SIFB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPE._t_NCE
Date(UT) AON# aLl _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2.830 821597 13.9 S 0.6 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A ComparisoD star ms_itudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted visio_ o_a diameter.
DATE: 15 MAY 1987 DATE: 1S MAy 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V'/SUAL APPE_,_CE
DSte(UT} AON| D1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site observex(s) Notes
15.712 8215%8 14.7 S 0,3 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6,1 Y 1 FleetiR.w A




Date(UT) AON# ml P_ Chart c_a size DC Tail PA
17.15 821599 >12.5
17.757 821600 14.9 S 0.3 3
NOTE A
NOTE B
Ap Ins f/ P_w Lim DA Site Observer(s)
0.20 N 8 163 5 Y 40 Hale,A
0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
Negative search. Sky coDditions poor; fast-Boring clouds.
Suspected only. Comparison star magnitudes derived from T vlr chart. Averted vision coIBa diaz_Bter.




DATE: 18 HAY 1987
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-IqYI'WORK: ","J[SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer(s)
18.722 821601 14.8 $ 0.5 2 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 Y 1 Fleet, R.N
18.726 821602 14.9 S 0.4 2 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A Comparison staz magnitudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





DATE: 19 MAY 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _F/SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Li_ DA Site Observe_(s) Notes
19.733 821603 14.9 S 0.4 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.1 y 1 Fleet,R.W A
19.736 821604 15.0 S 0.4 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Comparison star laagnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.
DATE: 20 PlAY 198"/
NET'kIORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V][SUAL APPEARANCE
DSte(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ F_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
20.494 821605 15.5 M X LEO 0.5 2 0.20 SC i0 160 5.0C Y 1 Xato,T
20.760 821606 14.7 S 0.5 2 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A CompariSOn star msgnltudes derived from T vir chart. Averted vision coma diameter.





Date(UT ) AON| ml _ Chart COla size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Obaerver (s ) Notes
21.708 821607 15.0 $ 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.2 y 1 Fleet,R.N A
21.715 821608 14.9 S 0.6 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.2 y I Fleet,R. N A




Date(UT) AON| ml MH Chart Coma _ize DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site ObserTaz[s)
24.19 821609 >13.0 0.20 N 6 163 6 Y 16 Hale, A
24.501 921610 14.5 M X LEO 0.13 N 8 208 6.0C Y 1 Keto,T
24.520 821611 14.2 M X LEO 0.5 4 0.20 SC I0 286 6.0C Y 1 Kato, T
24.740 821612 15.1 S 0.3 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet, R.H
NOTE A Negative search.
NOTE B Comparlson star Bag_Itudes derived from T vlr chart. Averted vision coma diameter.






Date (UT) NDN| II H_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira
25.719 821613 14.8 S 0.4 4 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.1
NOTE A CoRpsrlson star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. Averted vision C_S diameter.
DATE: 25 MAY 1987
DA Site Observer(s)
Y 1 Fleet, R.W
Notes
A
DATE: 26 MAy 1987 DATE: 26 MAy 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON_ ml _ Chart Ccaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins E/ Pwr Lisa DA Site Observer(s) Notes
26.736 821614 15.0 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 150 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
26.740 821615 14.9 S 0.5 3 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.N A
NOTE A COmparison stLr magnitudes derived from T Vlr chart. Averted viSiOD coma dlateter.
DATE:27 _Y 1987 DATE: 27 _,_Y 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEAPJ_NCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma size _ Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr L_ DA Site Obsel-ver (s } Notes
27.17 821616 >13.5 0.41 N 4.5 244 6 Y 40 Hale,A A
NOTE A Negative search.
DATE: 28 MAY 1987 DATE: 28 MAY 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml /_I Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
28.486 821617 14.3 M U GEM 0.5 3 0.15 N 8.5 142 5.0C Y 1 Kato, T
DATE:29MAy1987 DATE: 29 MAy 1%87
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Co_a slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
29.21 821618 13.3 S NPS 1 3 0.256 N 4.5 156 6.0 Y 3 Monris,C. $ A
NOTE A Colet obvious with faint (m2 - 14.0] stellar co_ensation. Coma dla_eter may have been as large as 1.5'.
DATE: 30 MAY 1987 DATE: 30 MAY 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
30.18 821619 13.8 S AAVSO 1.5 0 0.60 N 4 Y 3 Levy,D.K
DATE:1 3UN 1987
DATE: I JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK= VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_>N| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.17 821620 >13.0 0.41 N 4.5 244 5.5M Y 40 Hale, A A
NOTE A Negative search. Attewpt slightly affected by cre$ceat moo_ in sky.
DATE: 15 JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$_B-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) _ON# _ /_4 Chart
15.17 821621 )13.5




DATE: 15 JUN 1987
Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(a) Notes
0.41 N 4.5 244 6 Y 40 Hale,A
1 0 0.318 N 4 100 5.0 Y 3 Morris,c. $ A
0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R.W B
COmet could not have been fainter than 14.0. Comet also detected in 25.6 om f/4.5 reflector (lllx, 156x).
COmparison star magnitudes derived from T vlr chart. The magnitude limit given is the approximate limit for a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. Comet not seen.
DATE: 16 JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AC_# ml /O_ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
16.18 821624 2 0 0.914 N Y 4 Levy, D. H
16.72 821625 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 6.0 Y 1 Fleet,R. N
NOTE A CoMpazisoD star magnitudes derived from T Vlr chert. The magnitude llmlt given is the approximate limit Eor a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar l_it wss nearer 16.0. Comet not seen.
DATE: 16 JUR 1987
Notes
DATE.* 17 ,.TUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NE_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| _ MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_ Li_ DA Site Observer(s]
17.19 821626 13.9 S SAO 2 0 0. 914 N 7.5 274 Y 4 Le T ,D. H
17.72 821627 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived froa T Vir chart. The magnitude limit given is the approximate limit for a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. Colet _ot seen.
DATE: 17 JUN 1987
Notes
DATE:18 JUN 1987
DATE: 18 JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_N# ml MM Chart C_a size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer{s) Notes
18.72 821628 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R.W A
NOTE A Comparison star magDitudes derived from T vir chart. The magnitude llmit given is the approximate limlt for a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. CGmet not seen.
DATE:23JUN 1987
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ ChaZt Coma size DC Tall PA Ap l_a f/ P_rr Lira DA Site ObSerTez(a)
23.71 821829 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.9 Y 1 Fleet, R. W
NOTE A Comparison st_r magnitudes dezived from T Vir chart. The magnitude limit given is the approximate limit for a star
defocuased to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearar 16.0. Comet not _eeB.
DATE: 23 JUN 1987
Notes
A
DATE: 25 JUN 1987 DATE: 25 JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| B1 _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
25.72 821630 )15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R. W A
NOTE A COal_arisoD star lagnitudes derived fr_ T Vir chart. The magnitude limit givee is the approximate limit for a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. COmet not seen.
DATE: 27 _'UN 1987
NETWORK: _[ATEUR OBSERVATtON
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL A.PPEAJU_NCE
Date(UT) AON# ml k_4 Chart Coma aize DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T' Lira DA site Observer (s}
27.71 821631 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.9 Y 1 Fleet,R. W
NOTE A C0_pazlson star Bagnitudes derived from T Vir chart. The latitude limit glveD is the approximate limit for a star
defocua_ to about 0.2' arc, the s%ell_ limit was _aarer 16.0. C_t not seen.
DATE: 27 JUN 1987
Notes
A
DATE:28JUN 1987 DATE: 28 JUN 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L_J_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
28.70 821632 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.8 Y 1 Fleet, R. _ A
NOTE A Comparison star magnitudes derived from T Vir chart. The magnitude limit given is the approximate limit for a star
defocusaed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. Comet not see_.
DATE: 29 JUN 1987
NETWORK: _qATE_R OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SU_ APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# _ _ Chart Coma slze IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr llu DA Site Observer(s}
29.72 821633 >15.0 0.52 N 5.6 240 5.8 Y 1 Fleet,R.W
NOTE A COmparisOn star magnitudes derived from T vlr cha/t. The magnltude limit given is the approxiRate lillt for a star
defocussed to about 0.2' arc, the stellar limit was nearer 16.0. Comet not seen.






Date(UT) AON# ELI _ Chart
19.52 821634 14.6 S A_VSO
Coma size DC Tail PA
O
DATE: 19 NOV 1987
Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
1.549 N 13.5 654 Y 5 LeVy,D.B
DATE: 20 NOV 1987 DATE: 20 NOV 19e7
NETWORK: AHA_UR OBSERVATION
SU_-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _Ni 11 _4 Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
20.53 821635 14.4 S AAVSO 0 1.549 N 13.5 654 Y 5 Le_,D. H
DATE: 1 DEC 1987
DATE: 1 DEC 1987
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a s4ze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer (s } Notes
1.34 821G36 12.5 S T VIR 1.4 0 0.256 N 4.5 iii 7.0 Y 3 Morrls,C. S A




Date(UT)AON#m3 _ Chart cc_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA site ObserveE(a)





ml _O_ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ .Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15.44 821638 15.8 S AAVSO 0.3 1 1.549 N 13.5 654




Date(UT) AON# ml _5_ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins _/ Pwr Lira
14.43 821639 >15.0 V 0.254 N 6.8 6.5
NOTE A Color DOt seen. Estimate based on i_-focus stars. SeveEal magnifications used.
DATE: 14 FEB 1988
DA Site Observer(s)






Date (UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Exulslon ISO
16.902 852170 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 27.00 Ektagraphic 25/
NOTE A Poaslble observatioD. Magnitude 16. Film is Ektagraph_c HC (ortho)°
Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s)
Y 10_/P Jager,M
DATE: iG FEB 1988
Notes
A
DATE: 23 FEB 1988
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-_T_ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ILl t_4 Chart CO_S size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(a)
23.32 821640 16.8 S SAO 0.8 1 1.549 N 13.5 654 Y 5 Levy,D.H
23.3% 821641 >16.5 S 0.5 0 1.549 C 13.5 550 5.5 Y 4 MoErls,C. S
NOTE A comet may have been glimpsed, ml fainter than 16.5.
DATE: 23 FEB 1988
Notes
